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A brief description of the contents of each section of this document.

Capitalised terms used in this Contents section are defined in the Glossary at pages 28 to 29 below.

Purpose of this Contents section

(i) This Contents section is intended to assist readers with understanding the structure and purpose of this Decision. A more detailed Index follows.

Section I – Introduction

(ii) The Introduction lists the Parties to the Infringements of the Chapter I prohibition of the Act which form the subject of this Decision. Some Parties comprise more than one legal person, i.e. the Participant Company, together with its ultimate parent company at the time of each Infringement, where relevant.

Section II – Factual Background

(iii) The first part of the Factual Background section, II.A The Parties, describes each of the Parties’ primary activities and corporate structure. It lists details of the Parties’ turnover and directors for each of the relevant years, and sets out the OFT’s analysis of undertakings comprising more than one legal person, where relevant. The Parties’ representations in relation to these matters are also addressed here.

(iv) The second part of this section, II.B The OFT’s Investigation, provides details of the investigation carried out by the OFT in this case, including dates of inspections and searches, interviews and written requests for information, and the Statement and Supplementary Statements. This part also lists the leniency Parties and describes the OFT’s Fast Track Offer made to the non-leniency Parties. It also describes the process by which the OFT selected the Alleged Infringements included in the Statement from information received in relation to the Suspect Tenders, and sets out the OFT’s decision not to pursue certain Alleged Infringements following the issue of the Statement and receipt of the Parties’ representations.

(v) This part also describes the circumstances in which leniency Parties will receive full immunity for Infringements, when a reduction in penalty will be available, and in general terms the number of penalties each leniency Party and non leniency Party will face.

(vi) Representations from the Parties on possible alternative remedies, the nature, length and conduct of the OFT’s investigation, the leniency process and the Fast Track Offer are also addressed in this part.

(vii) The third part of the Factual Background section, II.C Definition of Relevant Markets, sets out the OFT’s definition of the relevant product markets and relevant geographic markets within which each of the Infringements is considered by the OFT to have occurred, and which form the basis of the starting point for the OFT’s calculation of the penalty in respect of each of
those Infringements. The Parties’ representations on market definition are also addressed here.

Section III – Legal Background

(viii) This section sets out the legal framework against which each of the Infringements has been considered by the OFT. It includes, but is not restricted to, a description of the law relating to undertakings, price fixing and bid rigging activities including cover pricing and compensation payments. This section also addresses the Parties’ representations on the legal background to this Decision.

Section IV – The Conduct of the Parties

(ix) This section describes the Infringements that form the subject of this Decision, namely, bid rigging activities in the construction industry in England between the coming into force of the Act on 1 March 2000, and December 2006. The majority of the bid rigging activities discovered by the OFT involved cover pricing, which occurs when a company obtains a price from a competitor in the tender process which is not designed to win the contract but is intended to give the appearance of competition. In addition the OFT found a number of instances of payments made between bidders, commonly referred to as ‘compensation payments’.

(x) The first part of this section, IV.B General comments on cover pricing and other bid rigging activities in the construction industry in England, sets out certain common themes that emerged in the course of the OFT’s investigation, concerning the way in which construction companies conducted the practice of cover pricing and other bid rigging activities during the period under investigation. Many of the Parties in this case have testified to the endemic nature of the practice. The widespread and endemic practice of cover pricing in the construction industry was carried out in a relatively standard way, and the comments in this section should be read as applying to all Parties and all of the Infringements that are described in the following sections, except as specifically otherwise stated in the descriptions of the Infringements. The Parties’ representations in relation to these matters are also addressed in this part.

(xi) In order to avoid extensive repetition, the OFT sets out in the second part of this section, IV.C Leniency Parties’ Approach to Cover Pricing and other Bid Rigging Activities, evidence on the way in which each of the leniency Parties engaged in cover pricing and other bid rigging activities, that is common to all of the Infringements in which each leniency Party has been found to have participated. The Parties’ representations in relation to this evidence are also addressed here. The information on each leniency Party is described in alphabetical order.

(xii) The third part of this section, IV.D The Infringements, sets out the specific evidence, and the inferences and conclusions drawn by the OFT from that evidence, in respect of each of the 199 specific Infringements in which the OFT has concluded that the Parties engaged in cover pricing and other bid rigging activities. The Parties’ representations in relation to this evidence and the OFT’s conclusions are also addressed on an Infringement-by-Infringement basis. The Infringements are described in chronological order.
Thus for each Infringement, reference should be made not only to the particular part of section IV.D setting out details of the Infringement, but also to the relevant part of section IV.C detailing the cover pricing activities of any leniency Party(ies) involved in that Infringement, and in addition to the general comments on cover pricing in section IV.B, which precedes both of those parts. The OFT has therefore included, in Annex A towards the end of this Decision, a Navigation Table (see below), which details the paragraphs in which the case against each Party may be found in relation to each relevant Infringement.

Section V – Legal Assessment

This section assesses the Infringements against the Legal Background and sets out the OFT’s conclusions, together with any representations from the Parties, and the OFT’s response.

Section VI – Enforcement

This section states that the OFT is imposing financial penalties on each of the Parties in respect of a maximum of three Infringements. It sets out the factors the OFT has taken into account and its calculation methodology, including a separate penalty calculation for each Infringement and application of a Minimum Deterrence Threshold methodology at step 3 of the calculation.

This section also describes how the OFT has applied reductions in penalty for leniency Parties and discounts for non-leniency Parties that accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

The Parties’ representations on the OFT’s penalty calculations are also addressed in this section.

Annex A – Navigation Table

The Navigation Table in Annex A details the paragraphs in which the case against each Party may be found in relation to each relevant Infringement. The Parties are listed in alphabetical order and against each Party are listed the Infringement(s) in which that Party engaged in bid rigging activities, together with references to the relevant paragraphs in section IV.D describing that Infringement and the relevant paragraphs in section IV.C describing the cover pricing activities of the leniency Party(ies) involved in that Infringement, where applicable.

The Navigation Table also makes it clear in respect of each Infringement: (a) for a leniency Party, whether: (i) it will receive either full 100 per cent immunity for that Infringement (because it is a But For Infringement for that Party); or (ii) it will receive its allocated leniency percentage deduction from the penalty for that Infringement (because it is a Not But For Infringement for that Party); or (iii) there will be no penalty (because the Infringement is not amongst the most recent three Not But For Infringements for the Party); and (b) for a non-leniency Party, whether it is receiving a 25 per cent deduction from penalty on that tender (because it accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of that tender) or alternatively is not receiving any deduction from penalty on that tender (because it did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of that tender).
Annex B – List of Markets affected by each of the Infringements

(xx) The table in Annex B sets out the relevant product market and the relevant geographic market into which the OFT considers each of the Infringements falls. This forms the basis of the starting point for the OFT’s calculation of the penalty for each of the Parties in respect of each of those Infringements.

Annex C – List of Parties whose directors the OFT considers were involved in one or more of the Infringements

(xxi) The tables in Annex C contain a list of the Parties whose directors the OFT considers were involved in one or more of the Infringements. The first table in Annex C lists the Parties in respect of which the OFT has evidence of general director involvement in bid rigging activities for all instances of bid rigging. The second table lists the Parties in respect of which the OFT has evidence of specific director involvement in bid rigging activities in relation to particular Infringement(s). The OFT considers that the involvement of company directors in the Infringements is an aggravating factor and has taken this into account at step 4 of the penalty calculation as set out in Section VI.

Annex D – Annexes to Definition of Relevant Markets

(xxii) This section contains the Annexes D(1) to D(5) of section II.C, Definition of Relevant Markets.
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Party 53: J H Hallam together with its ultimate parent company Hallam
Party 54: J J & A R Jackson
Party 55: J J McGinley together with its former ultimate parent company McGinley Holdings
Party 56: John Cawley
Party 57: John Sisk together with its ultimate parent company Sicon
Party 58: K J Bryan
Party 59: Kier together with its ultimate parent company Kier Group
Party 60: Lemmeleg together with its ultimate parent company Rok
Party 61: Lindum together with its ultimate parent company Lindum Group
Party 62: Linford together with its ultimate parent company F & E V Linford
Party 63: Loach
Party 64: Lotus
Party 65: Milward
Party 66: Bluestone together with its ultimate parent company Morgan Sindall
Party 67: North Midland
Party 68: PDH together with its ultimate parent company G Hurst & Sons
Party 69: P Casey together with its ultimate parent company The Casey Group
Party 70: P Waller

Party 71: Pearce together with its parent Pearce Group and their former ultimate parent company Crest Nicholson

Party 72: Peter Baines

Party 73: Phoenix

Party 74: Propencity together with its wholly owned subsidiary companies

Jackson, Totty, Totty Building, and Propencity Limited

Party 75: Quarmby together with its ultimate parent company St James Securities

Party 76: Quarmby (Special Projects) together with its ultimate parent company Justgrade

Party 77: R Durtnell together with its ultimate parent company Durtnell Holdings

Party 78: R G Carter and R G Building together with their ultimate parent company R G Holdings

Party 79: Richardson Projects

Party 80: Robert Woodhead together with its ultimate parent company Woodhead Holdings

Party 81: Robinson & Sawdon

Party 82: Shaylor

Party 83: Simons and Wrights (Lincoln) together with their ultimate parent company Simons Group

Party 84: Sol together with its ultimate parent company Barkbury

Party 85: Speller-Metcalfe

Party 86: Stainforth

Party 87: Strata

Party 88: T & C Williams

Party 89: T Denman

Party 90: Thomas Fish together with its ultimate parent company Fish Holdings

Party 91: Thomas Long together with its ultimate parent company Radford

Party 92: Thomas Vale together with its ultimate parent company Thomas Vale Holdings

Party 93: Thorndyke

Party 94: Try Accord and Galliford Construction together with their ultimate parent company Galliford Try

Party 95: W R Bloodworth

Party 96: Wiggett

Party 97: Wildgoose

Party 98: William Sapcote together with its ultimate parent company Sapcote Holdings

Party 99: William Woodsend

Party 100: Willmott Dixon together with its ultimate parent company Willmott Dixon Limited

Party 101: Wright (Hull) together with its ultimate parent company T Wright Holdings

Party 102: Wygar together with its ultimate parent company Wygar Holdings

Party 103: York House

E. Payment of penalty

ANNEX A – NAVIGATION TABLE

ANNEX B – LIST OF MARKETS AFFECTED BY EACH OF THE INFRINGEMENTS

ANNEX C – LIST OF PARTIES WHOSE COMPANY DIRECTORS THE OFT CONSIDERS WERE INVOLVED IN ONE OR MORE OF THE INFRINGEMENTS

ANNEX D – ANNEXES TO DEFINITION OF RELEVANT MARKETS
GLOSSARY

(i) In this Decision, the following are used as defined terms:

‘2000 Order’ means the Competition Act 1998 (Determination of Turnover for Penalties) Order 2000 (SI 2000/309);

‘2004 Order’ means the Competition Act 1998 (Determination of Turnover for Penalties) (Amendment) Order 2004 (SI 2004/1259);

‘Act’ means the Competition Act 1998;

‘Alleged Infringements’ means the 244 alleged infringements included in the Statement;

‘Article 81(1)’ means Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty;

‘But For Infringement’ or ‘But For tender’ means an instance of bid rigging on a tender about which the OFT would not have known, but for the evidence provided by a particular leniency Party, and in respect of which that leniency Party is receiving 100 per cent immunity from penalty (referred to as ‘But For immunity’) (see also paragraph II.1475 of this Decision);

‘CAT’ means the Competition Appeal Tribunal;

‘CFI’ means the European Court of First Instance;

‘Chapter I prohibition’ means the prohibition imposed by section 2(1) of the Act;

‘Commission’ means the European Commission;

‘Decision’ means this Decision, issued by the OFT on 21 September 2009;

‘EC’ means the European Community;

‘ECJ’ means the European Court of Justice;

‘EU’ means the European Union;

‘EU Council’ means the Council of the European Union;

‘Infringements’ means the 199 infringements particularised in Section IV of this Decision, consisting of agreements and/or concerted practices which had as their object the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition through cartel activity, taking the form of collusive tendering or bid rigging in the construction industry in England (each an ‘Infringement’);

‘leniency Parties’ means the Parties that have applied for, and been granted, leniency in this case;

‘Navigation Table’ means the navigation table at Annex A of this Decision;

‘non-lenient Parties’ means the Parties that have not applied for leniency in this case;

‘Not But For Infringement’ or ‘Not But For tender’ means an instance of bid rigging on a tender which does not qualify as a But For Infringement/But For tender for a particular leniency Party, and in respect of which that leniency Party is receiving its allocated percentage deduction from any penalty (see paragraph VI.386 of this Decision);

‘OFT’ means the Office of Fair Trading;

‘OFT’s Fast Track Offer’ means the OFT’s offer of a reduction in penalty to the non-lenient Parties (see also paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 of the Decision);

‘Participant Company’ means the legal entity directly involved in the relevant Infringement;

‘Parties’ means the undertakings listed at paragraph I.1 of this Decision (each a ‘Party’);

‘Penalty Guidance’ means OFT 423 OFT’s Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a Penalty (December 2004);

‘Suspect Tenders’ means the 4,000 tenders, involving over 1,000 companies in respect of which the OFT received information as part of its investigation in this case;

‘Statement’ means the Statement of Objections in this case, issued by the OFT on 16 April 2008;

‘Supplementary Statements’ means the six Supplementary Statements of Objections issued by the OFT to affected Parties on 23 December 2008, 9 February 2009, 18 March 2009, 30 March 2009, 16 April 2009 and 19 May 2009 (each a ‘Supplementary Statement’), described in more detail at paragraphs II.1584 to II.1590 of this Decision; and

‘UK’ means the United Kingdom.

(ii) In addition to the terms defined above, the legal persons which are addresses of this Decision are defined in the list of Parties in Section I of this Decision at paragraph I.1.

(iii) Certain other terms, which are used in only a particular part or section of this Decision, are defined therein.
SECTION I – INTRODUCTION

A. The purpose of this document

I.1. The OFT has concluded that the following Parties have been party to one or more agreements and/or concerted practices that infringe the Chapter I prohibition of the Act:

1. A. H. Willis & Sons Limited (‘A H Willis’)
2. ARG (Mansfield) Limited (‘ARG’)
4. Adam Eastwood & Sons Limited (‘Adam Eastwood’) together with its controlling party the Sir John Eastwood Foundation (‘Eastwood Foundation’)
5. Admiral Construction Limited (‘Admiral’) together with (for infringements from 31 October 2003) its ultimate parent company A C Holdings Limited (‘A C Holdings’)
6. Allenbuild Limited (‘Allenbuild’) and Bullock Construction Limited (‘Bullock’) together with the current ultimate parent company of Allenbuild and the former ultimate parent company of Bullock, Renew Holdings plc (‘Renew’)
7. Apollo Property Services Group Limited formerly known as Apollo London Limited (‘Apollo’) together with its former ultimate parent company Apollo Holdco Limited formerly known as Apollo Group Holdings Limited (‘Apollo Group’)
8. Arthur M. Griffiths & Sons Limited (‘Arthur M Griffiths’)
10. Baggaley & Jenkins Limited (‘Baggaley & Jenkins’)
11. Balfour Beatty Construction Limited (‘BBCL’) and Balfour Beatty Refurbishment Limited (‘BBRL’) (for infringements from 2000 onwards) and Mansell Construction Services Limited (‘Mansell’) (for infringements from 19 December 2003), together with their current ultimate parent company Balfour Beatty plc. For infringements involving Mansell prior to 19 December 2003, Mansell and its former ultimate parent company Mansell plc
12. Ballast Nedam N.V. (‘Ballast Nedam’) as the ultimate parent company of its dissolved subsidiary Ballast plc (‘Ballast’)
13. Beaufort Construction (S-in-A) Limited (‘Beaufort’) together with its ultimate parent company Beaufort Holdings U.K. Limited (‘Beaufort Holdings’)
14. Bodill & Sons (Contractors) Limited (‘Bodill’)
15. Bowmer & Kirkland Limited (‘Bowmer & Kirkland’) together with its subsidiary B & K Property Services Limited (‘BKPS’)
16. Bramall Construction Limited (‘Bramall’) and Frank Haslam Milan & Company Limited (‘Frank Haslam Milan’) together with their ultimate parent company Keepmoat Limited formerly known as Keepmoat plc (‘Keepmoat’)
17. C. J. Ellmore & Company Limited (‘C J Ellmore’)
18. Caddick Construction Limited (‘Caddick’) together with its ultimate parent company Caddick Group plc (‘Caddick Group’)
19. Carillion JM Limited (‘Mowlem’)
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20. Clegg Construction Limited (‘Clegg’) together with its ultimate parent company Clegg Group Limited formerly known as D E Clegg Holdings Limited (‘D E Clegg’)
21. Connaught Partnerships Limited (‘Connaught’) together with its ultimate parent company Connaught plc
23. Davlyn Construction Limited (‘Davlyn’)
24. Derwent Valley Construction Limited (‘Derwent Valley’) together with its ultimate parent company Chevin Holdings Limited (‘Chevin’)
25. Dukeries Building Company Limited (‘Dukeries’)
26. Durkan Pudelek Limited now trading as Concentra Limited (‘Durkan’) and Durkan Limited (‘Durkan Limited’), together with the former ultimate parent company of Durkan and the current ultimate parent company of Durkan Limited, Durkan Holdings Limited (‘Durkan Holdings’)
27. E. Manton Limited (‘E Manton’)
28. E. Taylor & Sons (Southwell) Limited (‘E Taylor’), trading as Carmalor Construction (‘Carmalor’)
29. F. Parkinson Limited (‘F Parkinson’) together with its ultimate parent company Mowbray Holdings Limited (‘Mowbray’)
30. Francis Construction Limited (‘Francis’) together with its ultimate parent company Barrett Estates Services Limited (‘Barrett’)
31. Frudd Construction Limited (‘Frudd’)
32. GAJ Construction Limited (‘GAJ’) together with its ultimate parent company GAJ (Holdings) Limited (‘GAJ Holdings’)
33. G Carter Construction Limited (‘G Carter’)
34. G. F. Tomlinson Building Limited (‘G F Tomlinson’) together with its ultimate parent company G. F. Tomlinson Group Limited (‘G F Tomlinson Group’)
35. G G Middleton and Sons Limited (‘G G Middleton’)
37. GMI Construction Group plc (‘GMI’) together with (for infringements after 6 February 2005) its current ultimate parent company GMI Construction Holdings plc (‘GMI Construction Holdings’)
38. Geo Houlton & Sons Limited (‘Geo Houlton’) together with its ultimate parent company Geo Houlton & Sons (Holdings) Limited (‘Geo Houlton Holdings’)
39. Greswolde Construction Limited (‘Greswolde’) together with its ultimate parent company Mantisson Limited (‘Mantisson’)
40. Hall Construction Group Limited (‘Hall’)
41. Harlow & Milner Limited (‘Harlow & Milner’)
42. Harold Adkin & Sons (Sutton-In-Ashfield) Limited (‘Harold Adkin’)
43. Haymills (Contractors) Limited now trading as Straw Realisations (No1) Limited (‘Haymills’) together with (for infringements prior to 26 May 2004) its former ultimate parent company Corringway Conclusions plc (‘Corringway’) and (for infringements after 26 May 2004) its current ultimate parent company Haymills Group Limited (‘Haymills Group’)
44. Henry Boot Construction (UK) Limited (‘Henry Boot’) together with its ultimate parent company Henry Boot plc
45. Herbert Baggaley Construction Limited (‘Herbert Baggaley’) together with its ultimate parent company Baggaley Group Limited (‘Baggaley Group’)
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46. Hill Bros. (Nottingham) Limited (‘Hill’)  
47. Hobson & Porter Limited (‘Hobson & Porter’)  
49. Interclass Public Limited Company (‘Interclass’) together with its ultimate parent company Interclass Holdings Limited (‘Interclass Holdings’)  
50. Interserve Project Services Limited (‘Interserve’) together with its ultimate parent company Interserve plc  
51. Irwins Limited (‘Irwins’) and Jack Lunn (Construction) Limited (‘Jack Lunn’) together with their ultimate parent company Jack Lunn (HOLDINGS) Limited (‘Jack Lunn Holdings’)  
53. JH Hallam (Contracts) Limited (‘J H Hallam’) together with its ultimate parent company JH Hallam (R & J) Limited (‘Hallam’)  
55. J. J. McGinley Limited (‘J J McGinley’), together with its former ultimate parent company McGinley Holdings Limited (‘McGinley Holdings’)  
56. John Cawley Limited now trading as John Cawley Developments Limited (‘John Cawley’)  
57. John Sisk & Son Limited (‘John Sisk’) together with its ultimate parent company Sicon Limited (‘Sicon’)  
58. K. J. Bryan (Builders) Limited (‘K J Bryan’)  
59. Kier Regional Limited (‘Kier’) together with its ultimate parent company Kier Group plc (‘Kier Group’)  
60. Lemmeleg Limited (‘Lemmeleg’) together with its ultimate parent company Rok plc (‘Rok’)  
61. Lindum Construction Co. Limited (‘Lindum’) together with its ultimate parent company Lindum Group Limited (‘Lindum Group’)  
62. Linford Group Limited (‘Linford’) together with its ultimate parent company F. & E. V. Linford Limited (‘F & E V Linford’)  
63. Loach Construction & Development Limited (‘Loach’)  
64. Lotus Construction Limited (‘Lotus’)  
65. Milward Construction (Belper) Limited (‘Milward’)  
66. Morgan Ashurst plc formerly known as Bluestone Plc (‘Bluestone’) together with its ultimate parent company Morgan Sindall plc (‘Morgan Sindall’)  
67. North Midland Construction plc (‘North Midland’)  
68. P D H Developments Limited (formerly trading as G. Hurst & Sons (Contractors) Limited) (‘PDH’) together with its ultimate parent company G. Hurst & Sons Limited (‘G Hurst & Sons’)  
69. P. Casey & Co. Limited (‘P Casey’) together with its ultimate parent company The Casey Group Limited (‘The Casey Group’)  
70. P. Waller Limited (‘P Waller’)  
71. Pearce Construction (Midlands) Limited (‘Pearce’), together with its parent ISG Pearce Limited (formerly Pearce Group Limited, formerly Pearce Group plc) (‘Pearce Group’) and their former ultimate parent company Crest Nicholson plc (‘Crest Nicholson’)  
72. Peter Baines Limited (‘Peter Baines’)  
73. Phoenix Contracts (Leicester) Limited (‘Phoenix’)

74. Propencity Group Limited (‘Propencity’) together with its wholly owned subsidiary companies, ISG Jackson Limited (‘Jackson’), ISG Regions Limited formerly known as Totty Construction Group Limited (‘Totty’), ISG Regions Building Limited formerly known as Totty Building Services Limited (‘Totty Building’) and Propencity Limited

75. Quarmby Construction Company Limited (‘Quarmby’) together with its ultimate parent company St James Securities Holdings Limited (‘St James Securities’)

76. Quarmby Construction (Special Projects) Limited (‘Quarmby (Special Projects)’) together with its ultimate parent company Justgrade Limited (‘Justgrade’)

77. R Durnell & Sons Limited (‘R Durnell’) together with its ultimate parent company R Durnell & Sons (Holdings) Limited (‘Durnell Holdings’)


79. Richardson Projects Limited (‘Richardson Projects’)

80. Robert Woodhead Limited (‘Robert Woodhead’) together with its ultimate parent company Robert Woodhead Holdings Limited (‘Woodhead Holdings’)

81. Robinson & Sawdon Limited (‘Robinson & Sawdon’)

82. Shaylor Construction Limited (‘Shaylor’)

83. Simons Construction Limited (‘Simons’) and Wrights Construction (Lincoln) Limited (‘Wrights (Lincoln)’) together with their ultimate parent company Simons Group Limited (‘Simons Group’)

84. Sol Construction Limited (‘Sol’) together with its ultimate parent company Barkbury Limited (‘Barkbury’)

85. Speller-Metcalfe Malvern Limited formerly known as Speller-Metcalfe Limited (‘Speller-Metcalfe’)

86. Stainforth Construction Limited (‘Stainforth’)

87. Strata Construction Limited (formerly trading as Weaver) (‘Strata’)

88. T. & C. Williams (Builders) Limited (‘T & C Williams’)

89. T. Denman & Sons (Melton Mowbray) Limited (‘T Denman’)

90. Thomas Fish & Sons Limited now trading as TF Realisations Limited (‘Thomas Fish’) together with its ultimate parent company Fish Holdings Limited (‘Fish Holdings’)

91. Thomas Long & Sons Limited (‘Thomas Long’) together with its ultimate parent company Radford Holdings Limited (‘Radford’)

92. Thomas Vale Construction Plc (‘Thomas Vale’) together with its ultimate parent company Thomas Vale Holdings Limited (‘Thomas Vale Holdings’)

93. Thorndyke Limited (‘Thorndyke’)

94. Try Accord Limited (‘Try Accord’) and Galliford Try Construction Limited (‘Galliford Construction’) together with their ultimate parent company Galliford Try plc (‘Galliford Try’)

95. W. R. Bloodworth & Sons Limited (‘W R Bloodworth’)

96. Wiggett Bros & Co Limited (‘Wiggett’)

97. Wildgoose Construction Limited (‘Wildgoose’)

98. William Sapcote and Sons Limited (‘William Sapcote’) together with its ultimate parent company Sapcote Holdings Limited (‘Sapcote Holdings’)

99. William Woodsend Limited (‘William Woodsend’)

100. Willmott Dixon Construction Limited (‘Willmott Dixon’) together with its ultimate parent company Willmott Dixon Limited now trading as Willmott Dixon Holdings Limited (‘Willmott Dixon Limited’)
101. Wright (Hull) Limited (‘Wright (Hull)’) together with its ultimate parent company T. Wright & Son (Holdings) Limited (‘T Wright Holdings’)

102. Wygar Construction Co Limited (‘Wygar’) together with its ultimate parent company Wygar (Holdings) Limited (‘Wygar Holdings’)

103. York House Construction Limited (‘York House’).

I.2. In addition, whilst the following dissolved companies are referred to, the OFT has not included them as addresses of this Decision since there is no longer any legal or economic entity with undertaking identity to pursue.

1. Craske Building Limited (‘Craske’) together with its former ultimate parent company Craske (Midlands) Limited (‘Craske Midlands’)

2. K. W. Brookes (Contractors) Limited (‘K W Brookes’)

B. Summary of the Infringements and the OFT’s enforcement action

I.3. The OFT has concluded that the Parties, between 2000 and 2006 and in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, were each involved in one or more Infringements. In particular, in relation to a number of contracts for which the Parties were invited to tender, each of the Parties engaged in bid rigging activities comprising (1) cover pricing by either requesting a ‘cover price’ for themselves or providing a ‘cover price’ in response to requests from other Parties, or both, and/or (2) agreements to pay compensation to a competing bidder.

I.4. The OFT considers that agreements and/or concerted practices between undertakings that directly or indirectly engage in bid rigging arrangements are among the most serious infringements of the Act. The CAT has fully endorsed the OFT’s decision in its investigations into the roofing industry that cover pricing is anti-competitive and contravenes the Chapter I prohibition.

I.5. The OFT is imposing financial penalties under section 36 of the Act on each of the Parties in relation to their respective Infringement(s).

I.6. The list of Infringements relating to each of the Parties is set out in the Navigation Table at Annex A. This table also details the paragraphs of this Decision in which the information relating to each of the Infringements may be found.

I.7. In this document, the OFT addresses at various points the Parties’ representations made in response to the Statement and Supplementary Statements. The Parties’ representations are grouped and addressed according to their substance (rather than the specific sub-heading under which the Party made the representation). Where several Parties have made the same or a similar representation, the OFT has usually cited a few by way of example. These citations are non-exhaustive and the OFT has nevertheless taken into account all representations made on any particular point. Where representations have been made jointly by two or more group companies, for ease of reading the OFT has tended to refer only to the Participant Company.

---

1 See paragraph IV.7 below for an explanation of cover pricing.

2 Collusive tendering or bid rigging is among the most serious infringements of competition law, as reflected in its inclusion within the criminal cartel offence under section 188 of the Enterprise Act 2002.

SECTION II – FACTUAL BACKGROUND

A. The Parties

Introduction to this Section

II.1. This section sets out, Party by Party in the same alphabetical order as used in paragraph I.1 above, the details of all of the Parties which the OFT has found to have engaged in the Infringements.

II.2. In particular, this section describes each of the Parties’ primary activities and corporate structure at relevant times.

II.3. This section also sets out the relevant Parties’ latest available total turnover figures (consolidated or group turnover where applicable in the case of ultimate parents) which, unless otherwise stated, relate to the business year preceding this Decision. The majority of the total turnover figures in this section have been obtained by the OFT from each of the Parties.

II.4. This section also lists the Participant Companies’ directors, and where applicable their ultimate parents’ directors, for each of the relevant years, from the information available to the OFT.

II.5. Finally, this section sets out the OFT’s conclusions on liability for the Infringements, including where applicable the joint and several liability of the ultimate parent company of the undertaking involved in each of the relevant Infringements.

Points of general applicability and importance

Currency of company information

II.6. This Decision generally contains the latest information available to the OFT at the time of writing. Where there has been a change in corporate structure since the date of the Statement, this will not affect the OFT’s view on liability, which is generally formed by the circumstances that existed at the time of the relevant Infringement(s). Due to the possibility that there may have been a change in the company name and/or registered address, each Party’s company number, as recorded at Companies House, is detailed below. This Decision is to be construed as applying to the company registered with the stated company number, however named and/or irrespective of its registered address prior, at, or subsequent to the time of the relevant Infringement(s).

II.7. Similarly the information on companies’ activities and numbers of subsidiaries generally reflects the position at the time of the Statement, and changes since that time have not usually been recorded as they do not affect the OFT’s position on liability.

References to years (e.g. 2000, 2006)

II.8. Unless otherwise specified, any reference in this section to 2000, for example for the date of appointment of a director, should be taken as meaning 1 March 2000, the date upon which the Act came into force. Similarly, any reference in this section to 2006 should be taken as meaning 31 December 2006, the cut-off date for the OFT’s investigation in this case. It should be noted, for
example, that where a director was already in post on 1 March 2000, only the year 2000 is referred to and not the actual date of appointment. Where a director was still in post on 31 December 2006, again only the year 2006 is referred to and not the actual date of resignation.

II.9. References to years between those dates, i.e. 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004 or 2005, should be taken as meaning the entirety of the relevant calendar year. For example, if the OFT states that a director was in post from 2002 to 2004, this means that the director was in post at least from 1 January 2002 to 31 December 2004.

**A. H. Willis and Sons Limited (‘A H Willis’)**

II.10. A H Willis is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 04575214. It was incorporated on 28 October 2002. A H Willis’s registered address is Griffins Court, 24-32 London Road, Newbury, Berkshire RG14 1JX and its head office is located at Wilmar, Gainfield, Buckland, Faringdon, Oxon, SN7 8QQ.

II.11. At the time of issue of the Statement, A H Willis undertook work as general building contractors in the education, housing and infrastructure sectors and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.12. A H Willis has no holding companies or subsidiaries.

II.13. A H Willis’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] [C].

II.14. The directors of A H Willis from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:

- Andrew James Willis 2003 – 2006
- Brenda Loraine Willis 2003 – 2006
- Mark Andrew Willis 2003 – 2006
- Steven Hugh Willis 2003 – 2006

II.15. A H Willis did not apply for leniency, but was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.16. This Decision is addressed to A H Willis. The OFT considers that A H Willis is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

---

4 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11526.
5 Certificate of Incorporation, OFT Document Reference 11528.
6 Latest available Companies House information.
7 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6642.
9 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11526.
10 Letter from Griffins, 29 June 2009.
11 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11527.
12 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
A.R.G. (Mansfield) Limited (‘ARG’)

II.17. ARG is a private limited company registered in England, company number 02915437. ARG’s registered and primary trading address is Dukeries House, Mill Way, Old Mill Lane Industrial Estate, Mansfield Woodhouse, Nottinghamshire, NG19 9BG.

II.18. ARG is a local, family business operating throughout the Midlands and, at the time of issue of the Statement, undertook general construction, refurbishment and design and build projects for private sector clients, public sector clients, local authorities, education bodies, healthcare associations and housing associations. At the time of issue of the Statement, ARG did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.19. ARG has no holding companies or subsidiaries.

II.20. ARG’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was [...][C].

II.21. The directors of ARG from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Andrew Eato 2000 – 2006
- Allan Russell Gregory 2000 – 2006
- Jacqueline Roma Gregory 2000 – 2006

II.22. ARG applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.

II.23. This Decision is addressed to ARG. The OFT considers that ARG is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

Ackroyd & Abbott Construction Limited (‘Ackroyd & Abbott Construction’)
Ackroyd & Abbott Limited (‘Ackroyd & Abbott’)

II.24. Ackroyd & Abbott Construction is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00697176. Ackroyd & Abbott Construction’s registered and primary trading address is 2 Rotherham Road, Sheffield 13, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S13 9LL.

II.25. At the time of issue of the Statement, Ackroyd & Abbott Construction undertook a variety of general construction work including the refurbishment of

---

13 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11595.
14 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11595.
15 ARG Website, OFT Document Reference 11598.
16 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11595.
17 Letter from Bruce J. Woodcock, 7 July 2009.
18 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11599.
20 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11525b.
21 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11525b.
housing stock, listed commercial buildings, factories, hospitals, schools and new build housing.\textsuperscript{22} At the time of issue of the Statement, Ackroyd & Abbott Construction did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.26. Ackroyd & Abbott Construction ceased trading in 2006.\textsuperscript{23} Ackroyd & Abbott Construction is a dormant company.\textsuperscript{24}

II.27. Ackroyd & Abbott Construction has no subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{25}

II.28. Ackroyd & Abbott Construction’s ultimate parent company is Ackroyd & Abbott, a public limited company, company number 00507624.\textsuperscript{26} Ackroyd & Abbott’s registered address is 2 Rotherham Road, Handsworth, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S13 9LL.\textsuperscript{27} Ackroyd & Abbott Construction is a wholly owned subsidiary of Ackroyd & Abbott.\textsuperscript{28}

II.29. Ackroyd & Abbott has seven other subsidiaries, of which six are wholly owned.\textsuperscript{29}

II.30. The overall company structure from 2000 to 2006 is as follows:\textsuperscript{30}

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node (root) {Ackroyd & Abbott \br Company number 00507624} ;
  \node (child) [below of=root] {Ackroyd & Abbott Construction \br Company number 00697176} ;
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

II.31. Ackroyd & Abbott’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 April 2009 was [...] [C].\textsuperscript{31}

II.32. The directors of Ackroyd & Abbott Construction from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{32}

- Peter Horsepool 2000 – 2006

II.33. The directors of Ackroyd & Abbott from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{33}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{22}{Ackroyd & Abbott’s website, OFT Document Reference 11525 and market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6789.}
\footnote{23}{Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6789.}
\footnote{24}{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11525b.}
\footnote{25}{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11525b.}
\footnote{26}{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11522.}
\footnote{27}{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11522.}
\footnote{28}{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11522.}
\footnote{29}{Latest available FAME report of Ackroyd and Abbott.}
\footnote{30}{Directors report, OFT Document reference 11521 and Directors report, OFT Document Reference 11523.}
\footnote{31}{Email from DLA Piper UK LLP, 8 July 2009.}
\footnote{32}{Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11525a}
\footnote{33}{Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11524.}
\end{footnotes}
II.34. The following directors were on the Board of Directors of both Ackroyd & Abbott Construction and Ackroyd & Abbott for the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{34} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Ackroyd & Abbott exercised decisive influence over Ackroyd & Abbott Construction’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Peter Horsepool 2000 – 2006

II.35. Ackroyd and Abbott did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{35}

II.36. The OFT considers that Ackroyd & Abbott as 100 per cent owner of Ackroyd & Abbott Construction, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Ackroyd & Abbott Construction’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Ackroyd & Abbott and Ackroyd & Abbott Construction. Ackroyd & Abbott Construction and Ackroyd & Abbott are therefore jointly and severally liable for Ackroyd & Abbott Construction’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.37. This Decision is therefore addressed to Ackroyd & Abbott Construction and Ackroyd & Abbott.

\emph{Adam Eastwood & Sons Limited (‘Adam Eastwood’)}
\emph{Sir John Eastwood Foundation (‘Eastwood Foundation’)}

II.38. Adam Eastwood is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00286134.\textsuperscript{36} Adam Eastwood’s registered and primary trading address is 9803 Handley Arcade, Leeming Street, Mansfield, NG13 9FT.\textsuperscript{37}

II.39. At the time of issue of the Statement, Adam Eastwood was a building and civil engineering contractor\textsuperscript{38} and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.40. Adam Eastwood was wholly owned from 2000 until 2006 by the Eastwood Foundation, which is a registered charity.\textsuperscript{39} The Eastwood Foundation’s

\textsuperscript{34} Company Appointments reports, OFT Document Reference 11525a and 11524.
\textsuperscript{35} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\textsuperscript{36} FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 11542.
\textsuperscript{37} Latest available Companies House information.
\textsuperscript{38} FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 11542.
registered charity number is 235389.\textsuperscript{40} The principal address of the Eastwood Foundation is Burns Lane, Warsop, Mansfield, Nottingham, NG20 0QG.\textsuperscript{41}

II.41. Adam Eastwood has one subsidiary.\textsuperscript{42}

II.42. The overall structure is therefore as follows:

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node (A) {Eastwood Foundation};
  \node (B) [below of=A] {Registered charity number 235389};
  \node (C) [below of=B] {Adam Eastwood};
  \node (D) [below of=C] {Company number 00286134};
  \draw (A) -- (B);
  \draw (B) -- (C);
  \draw (C) -- (D);
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

II.43. Adam Eastwood's turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was […] [C].\textsuperscript{43}

II.44. Eastwood Foundation does not trade and therefore has no turnover of its own.\textsuperscript{44}

II.45. The directors of Adam Eastwood from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{45}

- David William Marriott 2000 – 2006
- Peter Michie Spencer 17 October 2001 – 2006
- Christopher Stubbs 6 April 2006 – 2006
- Adrian Tranter 2000 – 2006

II.46. The trustees of the Eastwood Foundation from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{46}

- G G Raymond 2000 – 2006
- D M Cottingham 2000 – 2006
- C B Mudford 2000 – 2006

II.47. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of Adam Eastwood and acted as a trustee of the Eastwood Foundation during the period mentioned below.\textsuperscript{47} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that the Eastwood Foundation exercised decisive influence over Adam Eastwood’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Peter Michie Spencer 17 October 2001 – 2006

\textsuperscript{40} Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 11546c.
\textsuperscript{41} Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 11546c.
\textsuperscript{42} FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 11542.
\textsuperscript{43} Letter from Harrop White, Vallence & Dawson, 15 May 2009.
\textsuperscript{44} Letter from Harrop White, Vallence & Dawson, 15 May 2009.
\textsuperscript{45} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11545.
\textsuperscript{46} Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference SA001 to SA006.
II.48. Adam Eastwood applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.48

II.49. The OFT considers that the Eastwood Foundation, as 100 per cent owner and controlling party of Adam Eastwood, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Adam Eastwood’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition, in respect of the period from 17 October 2001 to 2006, the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between the Eastwood Foundation and Adam Eastwood at the time of the . Adam Eastwood and the Eastwood Foundation are therefore jointly and severally liable for Adam Eastwood’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 50, 108 and 116.49

II.50. In its response to the Statement, the Eastwood Foundation disputed the OFT’s preliminary finding that it had decisive influence over Adam Eastwood. The Eastwood Foundation submitted that it held shares in Adam Eastwood as an investment and did not interfere in the day-to-day running of Adam Eastwood, but instead maintained ‘a watching and supportive brief.’50 Furthermore the Eastwood Foundation questioned the legal basis for finding that a charity could be jointly and severally liable for an infringement committed by its trading subsidiary.51

II.51. The OFT has had regard to all the submissions put forward by Adam Eastwood and the Eastwood Foundation in relation to this issue. In the light of the 100 per cent shareholding in Adam Eastwood held by the Eastwood Foundation and the common directorship noted above, the OFT considers that it is entitled to rely on the presumption of decisive influence as set out in paragraphs III.13 to III.18 below. Furthermore the OFT considers that the submissions put forward by the Eastwood Foundation and Adam Eastwood fall short of establishing that Adam Eastwood determined its conduct on the market autonomously.

II.52. It follows that the OFT is entitled to treat Adam Eastwood and the Eastwood Foundation as forming the same undertaking for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition. While that undertaking has a not-for-profit function (in the form of the charitable grant-making activities of the Eastwood Foundation), it also pursued between 2000 and 2006 the economic activities conducted by Adam Eastwood.52 In the OFT’s view those activities must be considered separately, and the fact of the Eastwood Foundation’s social function does not entail that Adam Eastwood’s economic activities fall outside the scope of the Chapter I prohibition.53

II.53. This Decision is therefore addressed to Adam Eastwood and the Eastwood Foundation.

48 See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423

49 The penalty in respect of Infringement 116 is reduced to zero as this is a ‘But for’ Infringement.

50 Written representations of Adam Eastwood and Eastwood Foundation, 26 June 2008, pages 2 and 6.


52 The OFT notes in any event that the attribution of joint and several liability to the Eastwood Foundation does not affect the overall level of penalty.

53 See for example Case T-155/04 SELEX [2006] ECR II-4797, paragraph 54; see also OFT Decision CA98/05/2006, Case CE/2890-03 Exchange of information on future fees by certain independent fee-paying schools, 20 November 2006, at paragraphs 1312 to 1316.
II.54. Admiral is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01642646.64 Admiral’s registered and primary trading address is Chiverton Yard, 39 Chesterfield Road, Dronfield, Derbyshire, S18 2XG.55

II.55. At the time of issue of the Statement, Admiral undertook general construction and civil engineering works in the commercial and industrial sectors56 and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.56. Admiral has no subsidiaries.57

II.57. Admiral’s ultimate parent company is A C Holdings, a private limited company, company number 04917190.58 A C Holdings was incorporated on 1 October 2003 and the shares of Admiral were transferred to A C Holdings on 31 October 2003.59 A C Holdings’ registered address is 27 Meadowhead, Sheffield, Yorkshire, S8 7UA.60 Admiral is a wholly owned subsidiary of A C Holdings.61

II.58. The relevant company structure is outlined below:

2000 – 31 October 2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>01642646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

31 October 2003 – 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A C Holdings</td>
<td>04917190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>01642646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.59. A C Holdings has one other wholly owned subsidiary.62

II.60. Admiral’s turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2008 was [...] [C].63

II.61. A C Holdings does not trade and therefore has no turnover of its own.64

---

64 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11536.
65 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11536.
67 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11536.
68 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11537.
69 363s Annual Return, OFT Document Reference 11541a.
70 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11537.
71 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11537.
72 Latest available FAME report of AC Holdings.
73 Email from Irwin Mitchell Solicitors, 20 July 2009.
74 Latest available FAME report of Admiral.
II.62. The directors of Admiral from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{65}\)

- Andrew Clarkson 2000 – 2006
- Patricia Roebuck 2000 – 2006

II.63. The directors of A C Holdings from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{66}\)

- Patricia Roebuck 13 October 2003 – 2006
- Stephen Henry Savage 15 October 2003 – 2006

II.64. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Admiral and A C Holdings during the period mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that A C Holdings exercised decisive influence over Admiral’s conduct from 31 October 2003\(^{67}\) to 2006.

- Patricia Roebuck 13 October 2003 – 2006
- Stephen Henry Savage 15 October 2003 – 2006

II.65. Admiral applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\(^{68}\)

II.66. The OFT considers that Admiral is solely liable for the Infringements described in this Decision preceding 31 October 2003 and that it is therefore liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 53 and 136, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

II.67. The OFT considers that A C Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of Admiral, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Admiral’s commercial policy from 31 October 2003\(^{69}\) to 2006 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between A C Holdings and Admiral. Admiral and A C Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Admiral’s participation in the relevant Infringements committed after 31 October 2003. Admiral and A C Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringement 214.\(^{70}\)

II.68. This Decision is therefore addressed to Admiral and A C Holdings.

\(^{65}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11541.

\(^{66}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11541.

\(^{67}\) The date that A C Holdings acquired the shares of Admiral.


\(^{69}\) The date that A C Holdings acquired the shares of Admiral.

\(^{70}\) The penalty in respect of Infringement 116 is reduced to zero as this is a ‘But for’ Infringement.
Allenbuild Limited (‘Allenbuild’)
Bullock Construction Limited (‘Bullock’)
Renew Holdings plc (‘Renew’)

II.69. Allenbuild is a private limited company, registered in England and Wales, company number 1248351. Allenbuild’s registered address is Yew Trees, Main Street North, Aberford, West Yorkshire, LS25 3AA. It operates from regional offices based in Wigan (North West), Leeds (North East), Derby (Midlands), Nottingham (Central Services) and London (South East).

II.70. Bullock is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00545646. Bullock’s registered and primary trading address is Northgate, Aldridge, Walsall, West Midlands, WS9 8TU. Bullock also trades from regional offices in Cheshire, Lancashire and Gloucestershire.

II.71. At the time of issue of the Statement, Allenbuild operated in the healthcare, education, commercial, residential, leisure and retail sectors for both private and public clients. At the time of issue of the Statement, Allenbuild did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.72. At the time of issue of the Statement, Bullock’s principal activity was that of construction, predominantly within the social housing sector and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.73. On 8 June 2001, Allenbuild was acquired by Montpellier Group plc (‘Montpellier’). Accordingly, from 8 June 2001, Allenbuild was a wholly owned subsidiary of Montpellier and the directors considered that Montpellier was the ultimate parent undertaking of Allenbuild.

II.74. Montpellier was a public limited company, company number 00650447, whose registered address was 39 Cornhill, London EC3V 3NU. Montpellier was previously known as YJL plc and on 19 March 2001, it changed its name to Montpellier. Subsequently, on 12 January 2006, it changed its name to Renew. Renew’s registered address is Yew Trees, Main Street North, Aberford, West Yorkshire, LS25 3AA. Allenbuild’s ultimate parent company is Renew.

II.75. On 30 September 2002, Montpellier transferred the beneficial ownership and on 22 October 2002, the legal ownership of Allenbuild to YJL plc, a wholly owned subsidiary of Montpellier. Therefore, from 22 October 2002, Allenbuild’s immediate parent company was YJL plc. YJL plc was previously known as YJL.

71 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11547b.
72 Companies House Form 287(ef), OFT Document Reference 11547a.
73 Allenbuild’s website, OFT Document Reference 11559, page 30.
74 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11731.
75 Latest available FAME report of Bullock.
76 Allenbuild’s website, OFT Document Reference 11559.
77 Annual Report, OFT Document Reference 11737, pages 4 and 5.
80 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11548.
81 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11548.
82 Latest available FAME report of Renew.
83 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11548.
Construction (UK) Limited and on 4 April 2001, it changed its name to YJL plc. Subsequently, on 6 April 2005, it changed its name to YJL Limited (‘YJL’). Allenbuild is currently wholly owned by YJL, whose company number is 00580956 and registered address is Yew Trees, Main Street North, Aberford, West Yorkshire, LS25 3AA. YJL is wholly owned by Renew.

II.76. In 2000 Bullock was a wholly owned subsidiary of YJL Construction (UK) Limited, company number 00580956. Its ultimate parent company was YJL plc, company number 00650447, whose registered address was 39 Cornhill, London EC3V 3NU.

II.77. The overall structure of Bullock at the time of its Infringement on 20 December 2000 is outlined below:

- YJL plc (now Renew)
  - Company number 00650447
  - YJL Construction (UK) Ltd (now YJL)
    - Company number 00580956
  - Bullock
    - Company number 00545646

II.78. The overall structure of Allenbuild and Bullock from 22 October 2002 to 19 September 2005 is outlined below:

86 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11549.
87 Latest available FAME report of YJL.
88 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11548.
90 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11548.
II.79. Bullock’s turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2008 was £180,659,000.\(^{91}\)

II.80. Renew’s worldwide group consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2008 was £390,557,000.\(^{92}\)

II.81. The directors of Allenbuild from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{93}\)

- Stuart Reeve Andrew 8 June 2001 – 4 October 2002
- Patrick James Cassidy 8 June 2001 – 13 October 2006
- Neville Colvin 2000 – 2 April 2003
- Roger Feast 8 June 2001 – 3 October 2003
- John Sherwood Gaffney 3 October 2003 – 14 April 2005
- Michael Bernard Hayes 15 November 2004 – 31 October 2005
- John Rowland Kazer 8 June 2001 – 31 December 2002
- Alexander Nigel McArthur 8 June 2001 – 22 September 2005
- David Harry Miller 1 October 2001 – 2006
- Renew Corporate Director Limited 22 September 2005 – 2006
- Jeffrey Sawyer 2000 – 2006
- Paul Sellers 3 October 2003 – 24 March 2004
- Philip John Underwood 3 October 2003 – 14 April 2005
- Colin Veitch 8 June 2001 – 30 April 2004

II.82. The directors of Bullock from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{94}\)

- Stephen William Daniels 2000 – 2006
- Roger Feast 14 April 2000 – 3 October 2003

---

\(^{91}\) Letter from Pinsent Masons, 24 April 2009.
\(^{92}\) Letter from DLA Piper UK LLP, 29 April 2009.
\(^{93}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11561.
\(^{94}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11740.
II.83. The directors of Renew from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{95}

- John Anthony Biles 2 June 2004 – 25 June 2004
- John Michael Bishop 1 October 2006 – 2006
- Roger Feast 2000 – 3 October 2003
- John Sherwood Gaffney 3 October 2003 – 30 August 2005
- Peter Jan Patrik Valentin 2000 – 11 March 2004
- Cedric Annesley Scroggs 2000 – 11 March 2004
- Paul Sellars 2000 – 31 March 2004
- Philip John Underwood 3 October 2003 – 1 May 2006

II.84. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Allenbuild and Renew during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{96} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Renew exercised decisive influence over Allenbuild’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Roger Feast 8 June 2001 – 3 October 2003
- John Sherwood Gaffney 3 October 2003 – 14 April 2005
- Paul Sellars 3 October 2003 – 24 March 2004
- Philip John Underwood 3 October 2003 – 14 April 2005

II.85. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Bullock and Renew during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{97} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Renew exercised decisive influence over Bullock’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Roger Feast 14 April 2000 – 3 October 2003
- John Sherwood Gaffney 3 October 2003 – 30 August 2005

\textsuperscript{95} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11560.
\textsuperscript{96} Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11560 and 11561.
\textsuperscript{97} Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11560 and 11740.
II.86. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of Allenbuild, Bullock and Renew during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Renew exercised decisive influence over Bullock’s and Allenbuild’s conduct.

- Roger Feast 8 June 2001 – 3 October 2003
- John Sherwood Gaffney 3 October 2003 – 14 April 2005

II.87. Allenbuild did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, Renew, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.88. Bullock did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringement, Renew, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.89. The OFT considers that Renew, as 100 per cent owner of Allenbuild and Bullock, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over their commercial policies during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Renew, Allenbuild and Bullock. Renew and Allenbuild are therefore jointly and severally liable for Allenbuild’s participation in the Infringements after 8 June 2001. In addition, Renew and Bullock are therefore jointly and severally liable for Bullock’s participation in Infringement 39. Accordingly, in both instances they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.90. Since the Infringement described in this Decision, Bullock has been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Bullock at the relevant time, it is not jointly and severally liable with Bullock, Allenbuild and Renew for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Bullock.

II.91. In their response to the Statement, Allenbuild and Renew submitted that Renew should not be held liable for Allenbuild’s and Bullock’s participation in the relevant Infringements. In support of this submission, Allenbuild and Renew put forward the following contentions:

(a) Renew was a holding company whose interests in its subsidiaries were essentially financial. Renew had little or no awareness of or involvement in the day-to-day operations of Allenbuild and Bullock, and Allenbuild and Bullock determined their commercial policy with minimal interference from Renew.

(b) The holders of the common directorships between Renew, Allenbuild and Bullock, as identified above, were not involved in the day-to-day

---

98 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11560, 11740 and 11561.
99 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
100 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
101 See for example written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, paragraph 1.7.
102 Written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, paragraph 2.4.
operations of the subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{103} Their role was to report to the Renew board on the performance of the subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{104} The Renew board considered these reports on the subsidiaries’ businesses in overview and did not discuss operational details.\textsuperscript{105}

(c) The Renew board had limited awareness of certain important tenders, but no knowledge of or involvement in the tender processes operated by Allenbuild and Bullock.\textsuperscript{106} Renew created ‘authority levels’ determining when contracts to be entered into by Allenbuild and Bullock required approval from Renew. As regards Bullock, approval from a Renew director was generally only required for contracts within a certain value range (tens of millions), while the approval of the Renew board was only required for contracts with a value above that level. As regards Allenbuild, the corresponding financial thresholds were (as a general matter) lower figures.\textsuperscript{107}

II.92. The OFT has had regard to all of the submissions put forward by Allenbuild and Renew in relation to this issue. The OFT considers that, in the light of Renew’s 100 per cent shareholdings in Allenbuild and Bullock at the relevant times and the common directorships identified above, it is entitled to presume that Renew exercised decisive influence over Allenbuild and Bullock, in accordance with the principles set out in paragraph III.13 below.

II.93. The OFT considers that the contentions put forward by Allenbuild and Renew fall short of rebutting that presumption and do not establish that Allenbuild and Bullock determined their conduct on the market autonomously. In this regard the OFT takes into account, in particular, the following:

(a) The Renew board reviewed the performance of the subsidiaries by means of the reports prepared by the common directors as noted in II.91(b) above;\textsuperscript{108}

(b) Roger Feast, a common director at the time of the Infringements, explained that his focus as Managing Director of the construction division subsidiaries was to ‘...ensure that a sensible profit margin percentage was being made in relation to each contract, to monitor month-end turnover, gross margins, the volume of new orders, workload and to understand any significant problems’;\textsuperscript{109}

(c) Renew retained direction of Allenbuild’s and Bullock’s decision-making in relation to high-value contracts.\textsuperscript{110} The predetermined authority levels referred to above also provided for other matters to be referred to a Renew director, including where a subsidiary had a negative cash flow

\textsuperscript{103} Written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, paragraph 2.9 and Annex 7, paragraph 12.
\textsuperscript{104} Written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, paragraph 2.8 and Annex 7, paragraphs 13 to 14.
\textsuperscript{105} Written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, paragraph 2.8.
\textsuperscript{106} Written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, paragraph 2.9.
\textsuperscript{107} Written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, paragraph 2.10.
\textsuperscript{108} See Case T-112/05 Akzo Nobel [2007] ECR II-5049, at paragraph 76, upheld by the ECJ on 10 September 2009, Case C-97/08P.
\textsuperscript{109} Witness statement of Roger Feast, paragraph 13.
\textsuperscript{110} See above, II.91(c); see also Case T-112/05 Akzo Nobel [2007] ECR II-5049, at paragraph 74, upheld by the ECJ on 10 September 2009, Case C-97/08P.
or a proposed margin on a tender which was less than its overheads, and also in relation to new technology, joint ventures and PFI projects.\textsuperscript{111}

(d) The OFT does not consider that the absence of significant consideration of the Allenbuild and Bullock businesses in Renew board papers and minutes is conclusive evidence that Renew did not exercise decisive influence over its subsidiaries. That influence might be exercised in ways other than resolutions of the Renew board. In any event, the OFT notes that there are suggestions that the Renew board had involvement at least in relation to problems within the Allenbuild business:

i. The ‘Board Papers’ for the Renew board meeting on 19 September 2001 at item 12 refer to ‘our involvement on [Allenbuild’s] final accounts, project resourcing, construction methods and programming’;\textsuperscript{112}

ii. The ‘Board Papers’ for the Renew board meeting on 14 November 2001 at item 11 refer to Allenbuild’s ‘4 month result to the end of September 2001 [being] considerably better than their forecast due mostly to our assistance on current projects’;\textsuperscript{113}

iii. The ‘Board Papers’ for the Renew board meeting on 13 November 2002 at item 12 note that within Allenbuild ‘management changes are still necessary’.\textsuperscript{114}

(e) The OFT considers that, in accordance with the principles set out in paragraph III.18 below, Renew cannot escape liability by reference to its argument that neither the common directors identified above, nor the other members of the Renew board, had knowledge of or involvement in the tenders which were the subject of the relevant Infringements.

II.94. In its response to the Statement, Bullock submitted that there was no legal basis for the OFT’s proposed finding that Renew and Bullock are jointly and severally liable for Bullock’s participation in the relevant Infringement. Bullock submitted that the OFT was entitled to hold either Bullock or Renew liable, citing the decision of the CFI in \textit{Raiffeisen}.\textsuperscript{115}

II.95. The OFT considers that Bullock’s submission is incorrect as a matter of law, and that its citation of \textit{Raiffeisen} is taken out of context. In particular, in that case the Commission had imposed liability on a subsidiary company alone, and the argument before the CFI was that liability should have been imputed to the parent company instead of the subsidiary (hence the CFI’s finding that the Commission had a discretion to do either). As the Commission had not imposed joint and several liability on the parent and subsidiary, it is unsurprising that this issue was not addressed by the CFI. It is clear, however, from other case law of

\begin{flushleft}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{111}] Written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, paragraph 2.10 and Annex 3.
\item[\textsuperscript{112}] Written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, Annex 5.
\item[\textsuperscript{113}] Written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, Annex 5.
\item[\textsuperscript{114}] Written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, Annex 5.
\item[\textsuperscript{115}] Written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 4.8.2 and 7.8, citing Case T-259/02 \textit{Raiffeisen} [2006] ECR II-5169, at paragraph 331.
\end{itemize}
\end{flushleft}
the CFI that joint and several liability of a parent and subsidiary, where they are found to constitute the same undertaking for competition law purposes, is permitted in EC law and therefore, by extension, under the Act. The fact that, since the Infringement, Bullock and Renew have separated and no longer form part of the same undertaking, cannot affect the liability which arose at the time of the Infringement. Indeed, the OFT considers that this also follows from Raiffesseisen. If the OFT has a discretion to impose liability on Bullock or Renew, then there is no reason why it should not impose joint and several liability on both.

II.96. This Decision is therefore addressed to Renew, Allenbuild and Bullock.

Apollo Property Services Group Limited formerly known as Apollo London Limited ('Apollo')
Apollo Holdco Limited formerly known as Apollo Group Holdings Limited ('Apollo Group')

II.97. Apollo is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01243933. Apollo’s registered and primary trading address is Conquest House, Church Street, Waltham Abbey, Essex, EN9 1DX.

II.98. At the time of issue of the Statement, Apollo’s main business activities were the refurbishment of social housing and educational establishments and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.99. On 15 March 2002 Apollo was acquired by Apollo Group. Apollo Group was known as Axelcrest Limited, a private limited company, company number 04252778 prior to 24 January 2005. Apollo Group was Apollo’s ultimate parent company during the period 15 March 2002 to 21 April 2006. Apollo has, since being acquired by Apollo Group, been a wholly owned subsidiary of Apollo Group.

II.100. Apollo changed its name to Apollo Property Services Group Limited on 2 November 2007. Apollo Group changed its name to Apollo Holdco Limited on 5 November 2007.

II.101. Apollo has six wholly owned subsidiaries.

II.102. The overall company structure at the time of the Infringements was:

---

116 See Case C-97/08P Akzo Nobel ECJ Judgment of 10 September 2009; also Case T-69/04 Schunk, judgment of the Court of First Instance of 8 October 2008 (not yet reported), at paragraphs 53 et seq. (in particular paragraphs 75 and 76).
117 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11577.
118 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11577.
119 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6671.
120 Companies House 363s Annual Return, OFT Document Reference 11590.
121 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11580.
122 Companies House 363s Annual Return, OFT Document Reference 11590.
123 Companies House 363s Annual Return, OFT Document Reference 11590.
124 Company details, OFT Document Reference SA038.
125 Company details, OFT Document Reference SA037.
126 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11577.
II.103. Apollo Group’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was [... C].128

II.104. The directors of Apollo from 2003 to 2006 were as follows.129

- Nicholas Ash 5 July 2006 – 2006
- Aiden Couch 12 October 2004 – 20 April 2006
- Gary Patrick Couch 2003 – 2006
- Christopher Doyle 5 July 2006 – 2006
- Graham Leslie Jones 2003 – 29 January 2004
- Simon Lacey 5 July 2006 – 2006
- Russell Meagher 2003 – 21 May 2004
- Daren Moseley 5 July 2006 – 2006
- Shaun Sheldrake 5 July 2006 – 2006
- Ian Timms 2003 – 2006

II.105. The directors of Apollo Group from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:130

- Aiden Couch 15 March 2004 – 20 April 2006
- Gary Patrick Couch 2003 – 2006

II.106. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Apollo and Apollo Group during the periods mentioned below.131 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Apollo Group exercised decisive influence over Apollo’s conduct during the period from 2003 to 20 April 2006.

- Aiden Couch 12 October 2004 – 20 April 2006
- Gary Patrick Couch 2003 – 2006

---

128 Email from Slaughter and May, 30 June 2009.
129 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11574.
131 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11574 and 11571.
II.107. Apollo did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Apollo Group, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.132

II.108. The OFT considers that Apollo Group, as 100 per cent owner of Apollo, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Apollo’s commercial policy from 2003 to 20 April 2006 and therefore formed part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Apollo Group and Apollo. Apollo and Apollo Group are therefore jointly and severally liable for Apollo’s participation in the Infringements during this period. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.109. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, Apollo Group has been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Apollo Group at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Apollo and Apollo Group for payment of the fine that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Apollo Group.

II.110. This Decision is therefore addressed to Apollo and Apollo Group.

Arthur M. Griffiths & Sons Limited (‘Arthur M Griffiths’)

II.111. Arthur M Griffiths is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00222595.133 Arthur M Griffiths’ registered and trading address is Thomas Street, Wolverhampton, West Midlands, WV2 4BY.134

II.112. At the time of issue of the Statement, Arthur M Griffiths undertook new build and regeneration work in both the public and private sectors. It primarily carries out work within the commercial, conservation, ecclesiastical, education, health and industrial sectors.135 At the time of issue of the Statement, Arthur M Griffiths did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.113. Arthur M Griffiths has no holding companies or subsidiaries.136

II.114. Arthur M Griffiths's turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was £10,440,599.137

II.115. The directors of Arthur M Griffiths from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:138

- Simon Charles Dix 2000 – 2006
- Maurice James Walsh 2000 – 2006

---

132 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
133 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12505.
134 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12505.
135 Website, OFT Document Reference 12508.
136 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12505.
137 Email from Arthur M Griffiths, 1 June 2009.
II.116. Arthur M Griffiths applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.139

II.117. This Decision is addressed to Arthur M Griffiths. The OFT considers that Arthur M Griffiths is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

**B & A Construction (Leicester) Limited (‘B & A’)**

II.118. B & A is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01645572.140 B & A’s registered and trading address is Lorne House, 98 Uppingham Road, Leicester, Leicestershire, LE5 OQF.141

II.119. At the time of issue of the Statement, B & A undertook work in a number of areas including general construction142, refurbishment and restoration143 of commercial properties such as schools, shops, offices and warehouses and the building of new public sector housing.144 At the time of issue of the Statement, B & A did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.120. B & A has no holding companies or subsidiaries.145

II.121. B & A’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2007 was [...] [C].146

II.122. The directors of B & A from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:147

- Barry Simpson 1 January 2001 – 28 September 2001

II.123. B & A did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.148

II.124. This Decision is addressed to B & A. The OFT considers that B & A is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

---

139 See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423
140 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11607.
141 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11607.
142 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11607.
146 Email from Berryman, 28 July 2009.
147 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11610.
148 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
Baggaley & Jenkins Limited (‘Baggaley & Jenkins’)

II.125. Baggaley & Jenkins is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01559297. Baggaley & Jenkins’ registered and primary trading address is Construction House, Hermitage Way, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, NG18 5ES.

II.126. At the time of issue of the Statement, Baggaley & Jenkins undertook new construction, repair and refurbishment for local authorities and housing associations. It was also active in the commercial and industrial sectors for both public and private clients. At the time of issue of the Statement, Baggaley & Jenkins did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.127. At the time of issue of the Statement, Baggaley & Jenkins had no holding companies or subsidiaries.

II.128. Baggaley & Jenkins’ turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2008 was £19,856,000.

II.129. The directors of Baggaley & Jenkins from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Stuart Ian Caddy  2000 – 2006
- Robert Bruce Jones  2000 – 8 December 2000
- Clive Lyons  1 July 2002 – 11 July 2003
- David Graham Smith  1 July 2002 – 17 October 2005
- Brian Kevin Swallow  2000 – 11 August 2000
- James Michael Ward  1 July 2002 – 2006

II.130. Baggaley & Jenkins did not apply for leniency, but was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.131. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, Baggaley & Jenkins has been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Baggaley & Jenkins at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Baggaley & Jenkins for the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Baggaley & Jenkins.

II.132. This Decision is addressed to Baggaley & Jenkins. The OFT considers that Baggaley & Jenkins is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

---

149 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11611.
150 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11611.
151 Baggaley & Jenkins’ website, OFT Document Reference 11617.
152 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11611.
153 Letter from Baggaley & Jenkins, 29 April 2009.
155 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
Balfour Beatty Construction Limited (‘BBCL’)
Balfour Beatty Refurbishment Limited (‘BBRL’)
Balfour Beatty plc (‘Balfour Beatty plc’)
Mansell Construction Services Limited (‘Mansell’)
Mansell plc (‘Mansell plc’)

II.133. Mansell is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01197246.\(^{156}\) Mansell’s registered address is Roman House, Grant Road, Croydon, Gt London, CR9 6BU.\(^{157}\)

II.134. At the time of issue of the Statement, Mansell’s principal activities were construction, both new build and refurbishment, in its core market sectors of Affordable Housing, Education, Defence, Health, Heritage, Airports and Interior Solutions.\(^{158}\) At the time of issue of the Statement, Mansell did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.135. Mansell was acquired by Balfour Beatty plc on 19 December 2003.\(^{159}\)

II.136. BBCL is a private limited company registered in Scotland, company number SC106247.\(^{160}\) BBCL’s registered address is Dean House, 24 Ravelston Terrace, Edinburgh, Lothian, EH4 3TP.\(^{161}\)

II.137. At the time of issue of the Statement, BBCL provided national building services, from a number of offices spread throughout the UK.\(^{162}\) BBCL operated through a number of divisions called North West & Midlands, North East & Yorkshire, Scotland, London & South (Projects), Metronet and Birmingham Hospital JV.\(^{163}\)

II.138. BBRL is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 03107653. BBRL’s registered address is Ludgate House, 3rd Floor, 245 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 9UF.\(^{164}\)

II.139. At the time of issue of the Statement, BBRL was a specialist company which specialised in the renovation and refurbishment of buildings for both public and private sector clients within Greater London and the South East of England.\(^{165}\)

II.140. At the time of issue of the Statement, Mansell, BBCL and BBRL were all indirect wholly owned subsidiaries of Balfour Beatty plc\(^ {166}\), a public limited company, company number 00395826.\(^{167}\) Balfour Beatty plc’s registered address is 130 Wilton Road, London, SW1V 1LQ.\(^{168}\)

II.141. The directors of BBRL from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\(^ {169}\)

---

156 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11627.
161 FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 11618.
164 FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 11630l.
166 Annual Report and Account, OFT Document Reference 11621.
167 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11630h.
168 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11630h.
169 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11630n.
- Peter Charles Clist 2000 – 5 May 2000 and 7 July 2003 – 2006
- Derek Knox 28 October 2005 – 2006
- James Lindsay Nicolson 3 March 2003 – 2006
- Kevin Robert Pluckrose 1 March 2001 – 7 July 2003
- Paul John Randall 28 October 2005 – 2006
- Graeme Taylor 2000 – 2006
- Kenneth James Winter 11 November 2003 – 1 January 2006

II.142. The directors of BBCL from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:170

- Robert Clark 3 July 2003 – 2006
- James Baxter Gibson 2000 – 1 July 2002
- Derek Knox 1 October 2004 – 2006
- Paul John Lester 2000 – 28 June 2002
- James Lindsay Nicolson 7 May 2002 – 2006
- Brian Osborne 2000 – 1 November 2004
- Graeme Taylor 2000 – 2006
- Jane Elizabeth Whitfield 3 July 2003 – 2006
- Kenneth James Winter 2000 – 1 January 2006
- Alistair James Wivell 2000 – 1 November 2004

II.143. The directors of Balfour Beatty plc from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:171

- Chalmers Carr 1 September 2003 – 31 August 2006
- Michael John Donovan 1 July 2006 – 2006
- Malcolm Kenyon Eckersall 6 June 2000 – 7 October 2003
- Stephen Lee Howard 1 July 2006 – 2006
- Paul John Lester 2000 – 28 June 2002
- Steven Marshall 1 November 2005 – 2006
- Christopher Reginald Reeves 2000 – 15 May 2003
- Udo Gunter Stark 2000 – 10 June 2003
- Ian Paul Tyler 2000 – 2006

170 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11623.
II.144. The directors of Mansell from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:172

- David Eric Beardsmore 2000 – 1 January 2001
- Philip Arthur Cleaver 2000 – 23 April 2004
- Peter Herbert Coats 2000 – 6 September 2001
- Wendy Ann Courtman 2000 – 31 December 2004
- David Stuart Hurcomb 2000 – 30 November 2004
- Andrew Dale Mullins 2000 – 5 July 2002
- Michael John Peasland 5 April 2004 – 2006
- Barry Peter Perrin 15 November 2004 – 2006
- Patrick John Scannell 6 September 2001 – 31 December 2004
- Timothy Harry Spencer 9 August 2001 – 2006

II.145. The directors of Mansell plc from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:173

- David Eric Beardsmore 2000 – 20 May 2002
- Philip Arthur Cleaver 2000 – 23 April 2004
- Peter Herbert Coats 2000 – 6 September 2001
- Peter Robert Howell 2000 – 19 December 2003
- David Stuart Hurcomb 2000 – 30 November 2004
- Michael John Peasland 5 April 2004 – 2006
- Barry Peter Perrin 15 November 2004 – 2006
- Patrick John Scannell 6 September 2001 – 31 December 2004
- John Wickerson 2000 – 4 April 2002
- Alistair James Wivell 19 December 2003 – 31 December 2005

BBCL and BBRL 2000 – 19 December 2003

II.146. The relevant structure for this period was as follows:174

172 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11629.
II.147. During this period BBCL and BBRL had no subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{175}

II.148. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both BBCL and Balfour Beatty plc during the period mentioned below.\textsuperscript{176} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Balfour Beatty plc exercised decisive influence over BBCL’s conduct during this period, at the time of the relevant Infringements.

- Paul John Lester  2000 – 28 June 2002

II.149. The OFT considers that Balfour Beatty plc as 100 per cent indirect owner, ultimate parent company and controlling party\textsuperscript{177} of BBCL, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over BBCL’s commercial policy from 2000 until 19 December 2003 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Balfour Beatty plc and BBCL. Balfour Beatty plc and BBCL are therefore jointly and severally liable for BBCL’s participation in the Infringements from 2000 until 19 December 2003.

II.150. The OFT considers that Balfour Beatty plc as 100 per cent indirect owner, ultimate parent company and controlling party\textsuperscript{178} of BBRL, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over BBRL’s commercial policy from 2000 until 19 December 2003 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. Balfour Beatty plc and BBRL are therefore jointly and severally liable for BBRL’s participation in the Infringements from 2000 until 19 December 2003.

II.151. In their response to the Statement, BBCL, BBRL, Balfour Beatty plc, Mansell, and Mansell plc (‘the Balfour Beatty group’) submitted that Balfour Beatty plc should not be held liable for the participation of its subsidiaries in the relevant Infringements. The OFT has considered this submission and sets out its response in paragraphs II.172 to II.179 below.

Mansell 2000 – 19 December 2003

II.152. Mansell’s ultimate parent company was Mansell plc\textsuperscript{179}, a public limited company, company number 00265178.\textsuperscript{180} Mansell plc’s registered address was

\textsuperscript{175} FAME reports, OFT Document Reference 11618 and 11630i.
\textsuperscript{176} Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11630m and 11623.
\textsuperscript{177} Annual Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 11622 and 11624.
\textsuperscript{178} Annual Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 11622 and 11630r.
\textsuperscript{179} Directors’ Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 11628.
\textsuperscript{180} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11630j.
II.153. As at 31 December 2000, Mansell plc had six wholly owned subsidiaries.\(^{183}\)

II.154. The relevant structure for this period was as follows:\(^{184}\)

![Diagram: Mansell plc and Mansell company structures]

II.155. Mansell’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was £972,400,000.\(^{185}\)

II.156. From December 2004 all trading has been carried out through Mansell, therefore Mansell plc has no turnover.\(^{186}\)

II.157. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Mansell and Mansell plc during the periods mentioned below.\(^{187}\) The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Mansell plc exercised decisive influence over Mansell’s conduct from 2000 until 19 December 2003.

- David Eric Beardmore  2000 – 1 January 2001
- Peter Herbert Coats  2000 – 6 September 2001
- David Stuart Hurcomb  2000 – 19 December 2003
- Patrick John Scannel  6 September 2001 – 19 December 2003

II.158. The OFT considers that Mansell plc as 100 per cent owner of Mansell, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Mansell’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Mansell plc and Mansell. Mansell and Mansell plc are therefore jointly and severally liable for Mansell’s participation in the Infringements from 2000 until 19 December 2003. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 89, 104 and 116.

**Balfour Beatty plc and Mansell 19 December 2003 – 2006**

---

\(^{181}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11630j.

\(^{182}\) Directors’ Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 11628.

\(^{183}\) Directors’ Report, OFT Document Reference 11630d.


\(^{185}\) Letter from Linklaters, 25 June 2009.

\(^{186}\) Written representations of Balfour Beatty group, 27 June 2008, Annex 2.3.

\(^{187}\) Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11629 and 11630a.
II.159. Mansell and its ultimate parent company, Mansell plc, were acquired by Balfour Beatty plc on 19 December 2003. Mansell is wholly owned by Mansell plc which is now wholly owned by Balfour Beatty plc.

II.160. As at 7 September 2007, Balfour Beatty plc had 201 subsidiaries.

II.161. The relevant structure for this period was as follows:

```
Balfour Beatty plc
Company number 00395826

BBCL
Company number SC106247

Balfour Beatty Construction Scottish & Southern Limited
Company number SC005804

BBRL
Company number 03107653

Mansell plc
Company number 00265178

Mansell
Company number 01197246
```

II.162. Since January 2006, BBCL has operated through its sister company, Balfour Beatty Construction Scottish & Southern Limited.

II.163. BBRL is managed by Balfour Beatty Construction Scottish & Southern Limited.

II.164. From 1 January 2005, the Mansell group was reorganised in such a way that all trading activity is carried out through Mansell. Therefore, all assets, liabilities and trading activities of the group are conducted through Mansell. Mansell plc is now a non-trading company.

---

188 Directors’ Report, OFT Document Reference B2853.
189 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11627.
190 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11630h.
191 FAME report for Balfour Beatty plc, OFT Document Reference 11630h.
II.165. At the time of issue of the Statement, Mansell had 14 regional business units in England. The regional business units were called:

- London Major Works
- London Special Projects
- Enfield
- South East
- Specialised Works
- Kirby MacLean
- Airports
- Thames Valley
- South
- North East
- Western
- North West
- East Anglia
- Eastern

II.166. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of both BBCL and Balfour Beatty plc during the period mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Balfour Beatty plc exercised decisive influence over BBCL’s conduct from 19 December 2003 until 1 November 2004.

- Alistair James Wivell 19 December 2003 – 1 November 2004

II.167. The OFT considers that Balfour Beatty plc, as 100 per cent indirect owner, ultimate parent company and controlling party of Mansell, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over its commercial policy during the period from 19 December 2003 until 2006 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. Balfour Beatty plc and Mansell are therefore jointly and severally liable for Mansell’s participation in the Infringements.

II.168. The OFT considers that Balfour Beatty plc, as 100 per cent indirect owner, ultimate parent company and controlling party of BBCL, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over BBCL’s commercial policy during the period from 19 December 2003 until 2006 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Balfour Beatty plc and BBCL. Balfour Beatty plc and BBCL are therefore jointly and severally liable for BBCL’s participation in the Infringements.

II.169. The OFT considers that Balfour Beatty plc, as 100 per cent indirect owner, ultimate parent company and controlling party of BBRL, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over BBRL’s commercial policy during the period from 19 December 2003 until 2006 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. Balfour Beatty plc and BBRL are therefore jointly and severally liable for BBRL’s participation in the Infringements.

196 Divisional Structure chart, OFT Document Reference B2858.
197 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11623 and 11625.
200 Annual Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 11622 and 11630r.
II.170. BBCL and BBRL applied for, and Balfour Beatty plc has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.  

II.171. Mansell applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.  

II.172. In their response to the Statement, the Balfour Beatty group submitted that Balfour Beatty plc should not be held liable for the participation of its subsidiaries in the relevant Infringements.  

II.173. As a general matter, the Balfour Beatty group submitted that it operated on a decentralised business model, with day-to-day commercial and operational decisions largely being taken at the level of the group subsidiaries. However, the Balfour Beatty group did not adduce evidence as to economic and legal organisational links between its various companies to show that it is not a single economic entity. Specifically, it was submitted that Balfour Beatty plc had no involvement in or specific knowledge of the tenders which constitute the Infringements, since those tenders each had a value significantly below the level at which board approval from Balfour Beatty plc was required. 

II.174. In addition, the Balfour Beatty group submitted:  

(a) that the common directorships identified by the OFT (as set out above) were very limited; 

(b) that there were no common directors as between Balfour Beatty plc and BBRL, BBCL and BBRL and Mansell and Balfour Beatty plc; and 

(c) that the common directors identified by the OFT are not alleged to have been involved in or aware of the Infringements. 

II.175. For the reasons set out in Section III (Legal Background), the OFT considers that a parent company may be held liable for an infringement committed by its subsidiary even though it had no specific involvement in or knowledge of the infringing conduct. The OFT refers specifically in this regard to the principle set out in paragraph III.18. It follows that Balfour Beatty plc cannot escape liability for the relevant Infringements by reference to its argument that it had no specific involvement in or knowledge of the infringing conduct. 

II.176. It must also follow that the fact that the common directors identified above are not alleged to have had knowledge of or involvement in the infringing conduct is not such as to enable Balfour Beatty plc to escape liability. The Balfour Beatty group submitted that its circumstances could be distinguished from those in

---

201 See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423  
202 See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423  
205 Written representations of the Balfour Beatty group, 27 June 2008, paragraph 9.5.  
as Balfour Beatty plc’s directors were not personally implicated in the Infringements and could not be said to be the ‘controlling mind’ of all the relevant entities. For the reasons set out in paragraphs III.17 to III.18 of the Legal Background section, the OFT does not consider that this is sufficient to rebut the presumption of decisive influence. Merely because in Sepia Logistics involvement in the infringement was an additional factor does not mean that it is a required for a finding of single economic entity.

II.177. While the Balfour Beatty group sought to downplay the significance of the common directorships identified by the OFT, the OFT notes that the Balfour Beatty group has not denied the existence of those common directorships. The OFT considers that, in the light of the common directorships identified above and the 100 per cent shareholdings held by Balfour Beatty plc in the relevant subsidiaries, the OFT is entitled to rely on the presumption of decisive influence in accordance with the principles set out in paragraphs III.13 to III.18 below.

II.178. Furthermore the OFT considers that the submissions put forward by the Balfour Beatty group are not sufficient to rebut that presumption and fall short of establishing that the relevant subsidiaries determined their conduct on the market autonomously.

II.179. The Balfour Beatty group also submitted that the OFT should adopt the same approach as it did in Mastic Asphalt in respect of Ruberoid and Briggs. In that case, the OFT concluded that the two companies formed part of the same undertaking, but addressed its decision only to Briggs (the infringing subsidiary). Whilst undertakings are the subjects of competition law, the OFT’s decisions must be addressed to legal or natural persons. Where an undertaking is made up of two or more legal persons, the OFT considers that it has a margin of discretion as to which of those persons should be addressees of its decision and subject to penalties, in order to ensure effective enforcement of competition rules. In this respect, each case is specific to its own facts and circumstances, and the action taken by the OFT in one instance cannot necessarily be read across to another case. Moreover, the approach of competition authorities to the imposition of penalties is developing over time, together with the case law in this area.

II.180. This Decision is therefore addressed to Mansell plc and Mansell for Mansell’s participation in any Infringements during the period from 1 March 2000 until 19 December 2003.

II.181. This Decision is therefore addressed to Balfour Beatty plc, BBCL and BBRL for their participation in any Infringements during the period from 1 March 2000 until 19 December 2003.

II.182. This Decision is therefore addressed to Balfour Beatty plc, BBCL, BBRL and Mansell for their participation in any Infringements during the period from 19 December 2003 until 31 December 2006.

---

Ballast Nedam N.V. ('Ballast Nedam')

II.183. Ballast Nedam was the ultimate parent company of its now dissolved subsidiary, Ballast plc ('Ballast'), the company that was involved in the Infringements described in this Decision.

II.184. Ballast was a public limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02474897. Ballast’s registered address was Manor Court, High Street, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, UB7 0AQ.

II.185. Ballast’s activities were that of building, civil engineering and facilities management. Ballast did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.186. Ballast was previously known as Ballast Wiltshier plc and changed its name to Ballast plc on 7 September 2000.

II.187. On 13 July 2006, Ballast was dissolved.

II.188. As stated in paragraph II.183 above, Ballast’s ultimate parent company was Ballast Nedam, a public limited company registered in the Netherlands, company number NL33201106, whose registered address is 1 Ringwade, 3439 LM NIEUWEGEIN, Netherlands. Ballast was wholly owned by Ballast Nedam plc, which was a wholly owned subsidiary of Ballast Nedam. Ballast Nedam plc’s company number was 03001299 and its registered address was Manor Court, High Street, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, UB7 0AQ.

II.189. On 5 April 2005, Ballast Nedam plc was dissolved.

II.190. Ballast did not have any subsidiaries.

II.191. The relevant company structure from 2000 to 5 April 2005 was therefore as follows:

Ballast Nedam N.V., Company number NL33201106

Ballast Nedam plc, Company number 03001299

Ballast, Company number 02474897

---

212 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11635.
216 Companies House details, OFT Document Reference 11634.
218 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11639.
220 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11636.
221 Companies House details, OFT Document Reference 11634a.
222 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11635.
II.192. Ballast Nedam plc had another 4 subsidiaries.223

II.193. Ballast Nedam’s worldwide turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] [C].224

II.194. The directors of Ballast from 2000 until its dissolution were as follows:225

- Nigel Phillip Brook 2 July 2001 – dissolution
- Phillip John Cooper 2 July 2001 – dissolution
- Han Schoonderbeek 1 March 2001 – 25 September 2003
- Raymond Theodorus 2000 – 1 August 2001
  Antonius Steenvoorde
- Martinus Johannes Frederik Weck 2000 – 1 April 2000

II.195. The directors of Ballast Nedam plc from 2000 until its dissolution were as follows:226

- Phillip John Cooper 1 January 2002 – 15 October 2003
- Rene Herman Philip Willem Kottman 2000 – dissolution
- Theo Mulder 2000 – 1 April 2000
- Michael Percy Snasdell 2000 – 1 November 2002
- Martinus Johannes Frederik Weck 2000 – 1 April 2000
- Gerardus Nicolaas Gigsbertus Wirken 2000 – 28 October 2002

II.196. The directors of Ballast Nedam from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:227

- Theodorus Adrianus Carolus Bruijininkx 12 February 2003 – 2006
- Rene Herman Philip Willem Kottman 2000 – 2006
- Theo Mulder 2000 – 1 June 2000
- Gerardus Nicolaas 2000 – 28 October 2002

---

223 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11636.
225 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11640.
226 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11641.
227 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11631 and 11631a.
II.197. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Ballast and Ballast Nedam plc during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Ballast Nedam plc exercised decisive influence over Ballast’s conduct, at the time of the relevant Infringements.

- Phillip John Cooper 1 January 2002 – 15 October 2003

II.198. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Ballast Nedam plc and Ballast Nedam during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Ballast Nedam exercised decisive influence over Ballast Nedam plc’s conduct, at the time of the relevant Infringements.

- Rene Herman Philip Willem Kottman 2000 – dissolution
- Theo Mulder 2000 – 1 April 2000
- Gerardus Nicolaas Gigsbertus Wirken 2000 – 28 October 2002

II.199. Ballast did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Ballast Nedam, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.200. The OFT considers that Ballast Nedam, as 100 per cent indirect owner of Ballast, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Ballast’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore formed part of the same economic entity. Accordingly, both Ballast Nedam and Ballast would have been jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, if Ballast had not been dissolved on 13 July 2006.

II.201. In its response to the Statement, Ballast Nedam submitted that it should not be held liable for Ballast’s participation in the relevant Infringements. In particular, Ballast Nedam submitted that:

(a) Ballast was responsible for its own commercial policy and for the development of the group business in the UK, and took the decision to enter administration independently of Ballast Nedam.

---

228 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11640 and 11641.
229 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11641, 11631 and 11631a.
230 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
231 Written representations of Ballast Nedam, 26 September 2008, paragraph 8.
233 Written representations of Ballast Nedam, 26 September 2008, paragraph 34.
Ballast Nedam plc was a holding company which did not interfere in the
day-to-day activities of Ballast or its policy-making. Ballast Nedam is
merely a financial holding company which held its interest in Ballast as
an investment.

II.202. The OFT considers that, in the light of Ballast Nedam’s 100 per cent ownership
of Ballast and the common directorships identified above, it is entitled to rely on
the presumption of decisive influence in accordance with the principles set out
in paragraphs III.13 to III.18 below.

II.203. The OFT does not consider that the contentions put forward by Ballast Nedam
are sufficient to rebut that presumption or to establish that Ballast determined
its conduct on the market autonomously, see paragraph III.17 of the Legal
Background section.

II.204. This Decision is therefore addressed to Ballast Nedam.

Beaufort Construction (S-in-A) Limited (‘Beaufort’)
Beaufort Holdings U.K Limited (‘Beaufort Holdings’)

II.205. Beaufort is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company
number 01076722. Beaufort’s registered and primary trading address is
Beaufort House, Brierley Park Close, Sutton in Ashfield, Nottinghamshire NG17
3FW.

II.206. At the time of issue of the Statement, Beaufort undertook new build and
refurbishment work in both the public and private sectors. It operated within the
education, heritage, housing and leisure sectors. At the time of issue of the
Statement, Beaufort did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.207. Beaufort’s ultimate parent company is Beaufort Holdings, a private limited
company, company number 03279482. Beaufort Holdings’ registered address is
Beaufort House, Brierley Park Close, Sutton in Ashfield, Nottinghamshire
NG17 3FW. Beaufort Holdings is listed as a non-trading company. Beaufort is
a wholly owned subsidiary of Beaufort Holdings.

II.208. Beaufort has no subsidiaries.

II.209. The overall company structure from 2000 – 2006 is outlined below:

---

235 Written representations of Ballast Nedam, 26 September 2008, paragraphs 31 to 32.
236 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11645.
237 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11645.
238 Beaufort’s website, OFT Document Reference 11662.
239 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11646.
240 Latest available FAME Report of Beaufort Holdings.
241 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6452.
242 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11645.
II.210. Beaufort’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was [...] [C].

II.211. Beaufort Holdings is a non-trading company and therefore has no turnover of its own.

II.212. The directors of Beaufort from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Gillian Freda Froggatt  2000 – 2006
- Michael Thomas Tomsett  2000 – 30 June 2002

II.213. The directors of Beaufort Holdings from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Gillian Freda Froggatt  2000 – 2006

II.214. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Beaufort and Beaufort Holdings during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Beaufort Holdings exercised decisive influence over Beaufort’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Gillian Freda Froggatt  2000 – 2006

II.215. Beaufort did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Beaufort Holdings, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.216. The OFT considers that Beaufort Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of Beaufort, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Beaufort’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Beaufort Holdings and Beaufort. Beaufort and Beaufort Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Beaufort’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.217. This Decision is therefore addressed to Beaufort and Beaufort Holdings.

243 Email from Elliot Mather LLP, 2 September 2009.
244 Letter from Elliot Mather LLP, 18 December 2008.
245 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11654.
246 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11655.
247 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
II.218. Bodill is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01128085. Bodill’s registered and primary trading address is Park Place, Robey Close, Linby, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG15 8AA.

II.219. At the time of issue of the Statement, Bodill undertook general construction works, in the commercial, industrial and housing sectors for both public and private clients and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.220. Bodill has no holding companies or subsidiaries.

II.221. Bodill’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was [...] [C].

II.222. The directors of Bodill from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Stuart John Bodill 2000 – 2006
- Philip John Gray Docherty 2000 – 2006

II.223. Bodill applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.

II.224. This Decision is addressed to Bodill. The OFT considers that Bodill is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 127, 160 and 204 on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

II.225. Bowmer & Kirkland is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00701982. Bowmer & Kirkland’s registered address is High Edge Court, Church Street, Heage, Belper, Derbyshire, DE56 2BW. Bowmer & Kirkland also operates from two regional offices based in Sunderland and Harrow.

References:

248 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11689.
249 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11689.
250 Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 5432.
251 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11689.
256 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11695.
257 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11695.
II.226. At the time of issue of the Statement, Bowmer & Kirkland’s principal activities were those of building contracting, engineering and property development. At the time of issue of the Statement a member of the Bowmer & Kirkland group carried out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.227. BKPS is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 04226923 and was incorporated on 1 June 2001, and commenced trading in September 2002. BKPS’s registered and primary trading address is High Edge Court, Heage, Belper, Derbyshire, DE56 2BW. BKPS is a wholly owned subsidiary of Bowmer & Kirkland.

II.228. At the time of issue of the Statement, BKPS carried out refurbishment, alteration, extension, new build, and planned maintenance projects.

II.229. Bowmer & Kirkland has no holding companies.

II.230. The relevant company structure from 2000 – 2006 is outlined below:

II.231. Bowmer & Kirkland has another 35 subsidiaries.

II.232. Bowmer & Kirkland’s worldwide consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 August 2008 was [...]

II.233. The directors of Bowmer & Kirkland from 2000 to 2006, were as follows:

- Ralph Charles Jones 2000 – 2006
- Kenneth Sydney Lee 2000 – 4 May 2001
- John Paul Lomas 2000 – 2006
- Melvin Stuart Sheldon 2000 – 2006
- David James Walker 2000 – 2006

259 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11695.
261 Email from Geldards, OFT Document Reference 14392.
262 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11705.
263 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11695.
264 Bowmer & Kirkland’s website, OFT Document Reference 11711, page 1.
265 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11695.
266 Latest available FAME report of Bowmer & Kirkland.
269 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11699.
II.234. The directors of BKPS from 2001 to 2006 were as follows: 270

- Keith Whitmore 1 April 2000 – 24 December 2004

II.235. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of BKPS and Bowmer & Kirkland during the periods mentioned below. 271 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Bowmer & Kirkland exercised decisive influence over the conduct of BKPS.

- Melvin Stuart Sheldon 2000 – 2006 (Bowmer & Kirkland)
  2001 – 2006 (BKPS)

II.236. Bowmer & Kirkland did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. 272

II.237. BKPS did not apply for leniency.

II.238. The OFT considers that Bowmer & Kirkland is liable for Infringements 18 and 85 described in this Decision and that it is therefore liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of those Infringements, on account of its participation in those Infringements.

II.239. In addition, for the period from 2001 to 2006 the OFT considers that Bowmer & Kirkland, as 100 per cent owner of BKPS, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over the commercial policy of BKPS during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Bowmer & Kirkland and BKPS. Bowmer & Kirkland and BKPS are therefore jointly and severally liable for BKPS’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringement 134.

II.240. In its response to the Statement, Bowmer & Kirkland submitted that liability for BKPS’s participation in the relevant Infringement should not be attributed to Bowmer & Kirkland. Specifically, Bowmer & Kirkland submitted that:

(a) Its subsidiaries enjoyed a high level of operational autonomy; 273

(b) The directorships held by Melvin Sheldon in BKPS reflected Mr Sheldon’s role of strategic oversight and maintenance of financial

---

270 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11708.
271 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11699, 11703 and 11708.
272 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
273 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland and BKPS, 4 July 2008, paragraph 15.
discipline and control. Mr Sheldon did not engage in operational matters or the pricing of contracts;\textsuperscript{274} and

(c) There is no evidence of board-level involvement in cover pricing, and the matter was never discussed at board level within the Bowmer & Kirkland group of companies.\textsuperscript{275}

II.241. Furthermore Bowmer & Kirkland submitted that the OFT has to demonstrate not only that Bowmer & Kirkland could have exercised decisive influence over BKPS, but that Mr Sheldon did in fact exert such influence.\textsuperscript{276}

II.242. The OFT has had regard to all the submissions put forward by Bowmer & Kirkland in relation to this issue. The OFT notes that, in the light of the 100 per cent shareholdings held by Bowmer & Kirkland in BKPS and the directorships in both companies held by Mr Sheldon, the OFT is entitled to presume that Bowmer & Kirkland exercised decisive influence over its subsidiary BKPS between 2001 and 2006.\textsuperscript{277}

II.243. The OFT does not consider that Mr Sheldon’s purported lack of involvement in operational matters or the pricing of contracts detracts from this conclusion. Indeed, the OFT considers that his role of strategic oversight and maintenance of financial control constitutes an economic and legal organisational link which demonstrates the exercise of decisive influence by Bowmer & Kirkland over BKPS. Furthermore the OFT considers that it does not assist Bowmer & Kirkland to argue that there was no board-level knowledge of or involvement in cover pricing within the Bowmer & Kirkland group of companies. The OFT refers in this regard to the principle set out in paragraph III.18 below.

II.244. In the circumstances, the OFT considers that Bowmer & Kirkland has not put forward sufficient evidence to rebut the presumption of decisive influence or to establish that its subsidiary determined its conduct on the market autonomously.

II.245. This Decision is therefore addressed to Bowmer & Kirkland and BKPS.

\textit{Bramall Construction Limited (‘Bramall’)}
\textit{Frank Haslam Milan & Company Limited (‘Frank Haslam Milan’)}
\textit{Keepmoat Limited formerly known as Keepmoat plc (‘Keepmoat’)}

II.246. Bramall is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01467161.\textsuperscript{278} Bramall’s registered address is c/o Keepmoat plc, The Waterfront, Lakeside Boulevard, Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN4 5PL.\textsuperscript{279} Bramall also has trading addresses in Liverpool, Rotherham and Salford.\textsuperscript{280}

\textsuperscript{274} Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland and BKPS, 4 July 2008, paragraph 15.
\textsuperscript{275} Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland and BKPS, 4 July 2008, paragraph 15.
\textsuperscript{276} Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland and BKPS, 4 July 2008, paragraph 16.
\textsuperscript{277} See paragraphs III.13 to III.18 of Section III (Legal Background).
\textsuperscript{278} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11712.
\textsuperscript{279} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11712.
\textsuperscript{280} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11712.
II.247. Frank Haslam Milan is a private limited company, registered in England and Wales, company number 00629404.\(^{281}\) Frank Haslam Milan’s registered address is c/o Keepmoat plc, The Waterfront, Lakeside Boulevard, Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN4 5PL.\(^{282}\) Frank Haslam Milan also has trading addresses in Sunderland, Birmingham and Newcastle Upon Tyne.\(^{283}\)

II.248. At the time of issue of the Statement, Bramall’s principal activity was housing regeneration\(^{284}\) and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.249. At the time of issue of the Statement, Frank Haslam Milan’s principal activity was housing regeneration\(^{285}\) and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.250. At the time of the Infringements, Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan’s ultimate parent company was Keepmoat, a public limited company, company number 01998780.\(^{286}\) Keepmoat’s registered and primary trading address is, The Waterfront, Lakeside Boulevard, Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN4 5PL.\(^{287}\) Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan are both wholly owned subsidiaries of Keepmoat.\(^{288}\) Until 23 August 2007, Keepmoat was called Keepmoat plc.\(^{289}\)

II.251. Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan do not have any subsidiaries.\(^{290}\)

II.252. The relevant company structure is as follows:

```
Keepmoat
  Company number
  01998780

Bramall
  Company number
  01467161

Frank Haslam Milan
  Company number
  00629404
```

II.253. Keepmoat has 11 other subsidiaries.\(^{291}\)

II.254. Keepmoat’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was [...] [C].\(^{292}\)

II.255. The directors of Bramall from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{293}\)

- Mark Timothy Davis  1 November 2005 – 2006

---

\(^{281}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11713.
\(^{282}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11713.
\(^{283}\) Latest available FAME report of Frank Haslam Milan.
\(^{286}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11714.
\(^{287}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11714.
\(^{288}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11714.
\(^{289}\) Latest available FAME report of Keepmoat.
\(^{290}\) FAME reports, OFT Document Reference 11712 and OFT Document Reference 11713.
\(^{291}\) Latest available FAME report of Keepmoat.
\(^{292}\) Email from DLA Piper LLP, 13 July 2009.
\(^{293}\) Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11722.
II.256. The directors of Frank Haslam Milan from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:

- David Prescott 1 September 2003 – 2006
- John Derek Thirlwall 2001 – 31 October 2005

II.257. The directors of Keepmoat from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:

- Mark Timothy Davis 2001 – 1 April 2003 and 1 November 2005 – 2006
- Trevor Edward Jee 1 September 2003 – 2006
- David Mellor 1 April 2003 – 2006
- John Derek Thirlwall 2001 – 31 October 2005
- David Ward 1 April 2005 – 2006

II.258. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of both Keepmoat and Bramall during the period mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Keepmoat exercised decisive influence over Bramall’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Roger Howard Ward 1 February 2004 – 2006

II.259. Both Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan applied for, and have been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.

II.260. The OFT considers that Keepmoat, as 100 per cent owner of Bramall, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Bramall’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition, in respect of the period from 1 February 2004 to 2006, the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Keepmoat and Bramall. Keepmoat and Bramall are therefore jointly and severally liable for Bramall’s participation in the Infringements which occurred during that period. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 57 and 179.

294 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11724.
295 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11723.
296 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11723 and 11722.
II.261. The OFT considers that Keepmoat, as 100 per cent owner of Frank Haslam Milan, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Frank Haslam Milan’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. Keepmoat and Frank Haslam Milan are therefore jointly and severally liable for Frank Haslam Milan’s participation in the Infringement which occurred during that period. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringement 123.

II.262. This Decision is therefore addressed to Bramall, Frank Haslam Milan and Keepmoat.

C.J. Ellmore & Company Limited (‘C J Ellmore’)

II.263. C J Ellmore is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01085262.298 C J Ellmore’s registered and primary trading address is Glendevon House, Hawthorn Park, Coal Road, Leeds, LS17 1PQ.299

II.264. At the time of issue of the Statement, C J Ellmore undertook general construction work including new build, extensions, alterations and refurbishment services in commercial, industrial, schools, universities and health care sectors. C J Ellmore also specialised in bank and shop fitting, facilities management, bespoke joinery and restoration.300 At the time of issue of the Statement, C J Ellmore did not carry out work outside the UK.

II.265. C J Ellmore has no holding companies or subsidiaries.

II.266. On 13 May 2009 joint administrators were appointed for C J Ellmore.301

II.267. C J Ellmore’s turnover for the first ten months of the financial year ending 30 November 2008 was […] 302

II.268. The directors of C J Ellmore from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:303

- Christopher John Ellmore 2000 – 2006
- Andrew John Ellmore 2000 – 29 June 2005
- Marjorie Ellmore 2000 – 28 February 1999
- Brian French 1 December 2005 – 2006
- Ian Usher 1 December 2005 – 2006

II.269. C J Ellmore did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.304

---

298 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11771.
299 Latest available Companies House information.
300 C J Ellmore’s website, OFT Document Reference 11774b.
301 Notice of administrator’s appointment, form 2.12B.
304 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
II.270. This Decision is addressed to C J Ellmore. The OFT considers that C J Ellmore is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

Caddick Construction Limited (‘Caddick’)
Caddick Group plc (‘Caddick Group’)

II.271. Caddick is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01435461. Caddick’s registered and primary trading address is Calder Grange, Knottingley, West Yorkshire, WF11 8DA.

II.272. At the time of issue of the Statement, Caddick was a construction company which undertook projects predominantly in the industrial, commercial, retail, leisure and highways infrastructure sectors. At the time of issue of the Statement Caddick did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.273. Caddick’s parent company is Caddick Group, a public limited company, company number 02065043. Caddick Group’s registered and primary trading address is Castlegarth Grange, Scott Lane, Wetherby, West Yorkshire, LS22 6LH. Caddick is a wholly owned subsidiary of Caddick Group.

II.274. From 2000 until 7 May 2002, when it changed its name, Caddick Group was known as Paul Caddick (Holdings) plc.

II.275. Caddick has three subsidiaries.

II.276. The relevant company group structure from 2000 - 2006 is outlined below:

- Caddick Group
  Company number 02065043
  - Caddick
    Company number 01435461

II.277. Caddick Group has another 13 subsidiaries.

II.278. Caddick Group’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 August was [...] £C.

II.279. The directors of Caddick from 2000 until 2006 were as follows:

---

305 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11746.
306 Latest available FAME report of Caddick.
309 Latest available FAME report of Caddick Group.
311 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11745.
312 Latest available FAME report of Caddick.
313 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11746.
314 Latest available FAME report of Caddick Group.
315 Letter from Addleshaw Goddard, 29 April 2009.
II.280. The directors of Caddick Group from 2000 until 2006 were as follows:317

- Paul Caddick 2000 – 2006
- Peter Graham Hirst 2000 – 2006

II.281. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Caddick and Caddick Group during the periods mentioned below.318 The OFT considers that this demonstrates that Caddick Group exercised decisive influence over Caddick’s conduct.

- Paul Caddick 2000 – 2006
- Peter Graham Hirst 2000 – 2006

II.282. Caddick did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Caddick Group, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.319

II.283. The OFT considers that Caddick Group, as 100 per cent owner of Caddick and having Directors in common, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Caddick’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Caddick Group and Caddick. Caddick and Caddick Group are therefore jointly and severally liable for Caddick’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the fine that the OFT is imposing.

II.284. This Decision is therefore addressed to Caddick and Caddick Group.

*Carillion JM Limited (‘Mowlem’)*

II.285. Mowlem is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00077628.320 Mowlem’s registered and primary trading address is 24
Birch Street, Wolverhampton, West Midlands, WV1 4HY. Mowlem also trades from 12 other addresses in England.

II.286. At the time of issue of the Statement, Mowlem was an international provider of construction and support services to public and private sector clients operating across a comprehensive range of market sectors. At the time of issue of the Statement, Mowlem no longer carried out work outside the United Kingdom.


II.288. Carillion plc (‘Carillion’) acquired Mowlem plc on 23 February 2006. Carillion is a public limited company, company number 03782379. Mowlem is a wholly owned subsidiary of Carillion.

II.289. Mowlem has 147 subsidiaries.

II.290. Mowlem’s worldwide consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] C.

II.291. The directors of Mowlem from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Gerald Thornton Brown 2000 – 10 May 2005
- Charles Murray Fisher 2000 – 30 June 2005
- Anthony Michael Fry 2000 – 23 February 2006
- John Christopher Gains 2000 – 22 April 2005
- Christopher Francis Gregory Girling 30 April 2006 – 2006
- John McDonough 30 April 2006 – 2006
- Roger William Robinson 30 April 2006 – 2006
- Rolf Wilhelm Heinrich Stomberg 2000 – 31 December 2001

II.292. Carillion applied for, and has been granted, leniency on behalf of its subsidiary Mowlem, in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.

---

321 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11754.
322 Latest available FAME report of Mowlem.
324 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11754.
326 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11755.
327 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11755.
328 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11754.
329 Email from Slaughter and May, 9 July 2009. The OFT was advised that the turnover figure provided was the turnover attributable to Mowlem within the Carillion group.
II.293. The OFT considers that Mowlem is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 27, 39 and 210, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

II.294. Since the Infringements described in this Decision which relate to Mowlem, Mowlem has been acquired by Carillion. As Carillion did not form part of the same economic entity as Mowlem at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Mowlem for payment of the fine which the OFT is imposing.

II.295. This Decision is therefore addressed to Mowlem.

_Clegg Construction Limited ('Clegg')_
_D E Clegg Holdings Limited ('D E Clegg')_

II.296. Clegg is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00667598. Clegg’s registered and primary trading address is Bishops House, 42 High Pavement, The Lace Market, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG1 1HN. Clegg has an additional trading address at, The Parsonage, Hallam Fields Road, Ilkeston, Derbyshire, DE7 4DZ. Until 8 August 2002, Clegg was named D E Clegg Limited.

II.297. At the time of issue of the Statement, Clegg’s general construction activities took place within the Midlands, but extended throughout England and Wales. At the time of issue of the Statement, activities were generally in the private sector within commercial, industrial and housing sectors with some lower value education and health care schemes, which were predominately new build but with some repair and refurbishment. At the time of issue of the Statement, Clegg did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.298. At the time of issue of the Statement Clegg’s ultimate parent company was D E Clegg, a private limited company, company number 03995965. D E Clegg was incorporated on 17 May 2000. D E Clegg’s registered office is 42 High Pavement, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG1 1HN. Clegg is a wholly owned subsidiary of D E Clegg. Until 30 June 2000, D E Clegg was named Castlegate 149 Limited.

II.299. Clegg has one wholly owned subsidiary.

II.300. The relevant company structure is outlined below:

---

332 The penalty in respect of Infringement 27 is reduced to zero as this is a ‘But for’ Infringement.
333 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11776.
334 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11776.
335 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11776.
336 Latest available FAME report of Clegg.
337 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 5229.
338 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11777.
341 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11775.
342 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11775.
343 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11776.
II.301. D E Clegg has two other wholly owned subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{344}

II.302. D E Clegg’s consolidated worldwide turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] C.\textsuperscript{345}

II.303. The directors of Clegg from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{346}

- Keith Anderson 2002 – 2006
- Simon John Blackburn 2 December 2002 – 2006
- Jonathan Mark King 8 August 2002 – 2006
- Salvatore Martello 1 October 2004 – 2006
- Christopher Samuel Parnell 8 August 2002 – 31 December 2002
- David Raymond Short 2002 – 2006
- Gary Thomasson 5 January 2004 – 27 May 2004
- Peter John Warren 8 August 2002 – 2006

II.304. The directors of D E Clegg from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{347}

- Keith Anderson 2002 – 2006
- Simon John Blackburn 1 January 2005 – 2006
- Steven Mark Giltrap 1 January 2003 – 2006
- Timothy Stewart Richmond 2002 – 2006
- David Raymond Short 2002 – 2006

II.305. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Clegg and D E Clegg during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{348} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that D E Clegg exercised decisive influence over Clegg’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Keith Anderson 2002 – 2006
- Simon John Blackburn 1 January 2005 – 2006

\textsuperscript{344} Latest available FAME report of D E Clegg.
\textsuperscript{345} Email from Watson Burton LLP, 28 April 2009.
\textsuperscript{346} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11778.
\textsuperscript{347} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11779.
\textsuperscript{348} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11778 and 11779.
II.306. Clegg applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.349

II.307. The OFT considers that D E Clegg, as 100 per cent indirect owner of Clegg can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Clegg’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between D E Clegg and Clegg. Clegg and D E Clegg are therefore jointly and severally liable for Clegg’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 139, 168 and 212.350

II.308. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, Clegg and D E Clegg have been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Clegg and D E Clegg at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Clegg and D E Clegg for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Clegg and D E Clegg.

II.309. This Decision is therefore addressed to Clegg and D E Clegg.

Connaught Partnerships Ltd (‘Connaught’)
Connaught plc (‘Connaught plc’)

II.310. Connaught is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01838150.351 Connaught’s registered and primary trading address is Connaught House, Grenadier Road, Exeter Business Park, Devon EX1 3QF.352 Connaught also trades from offices located in Surrey, West Sussex, West Yorkshire, and Worcestershire.353

II.311. At the time of issue of the Statement, Connaught’s principal activity was to provide a comprehensive range of maintenance, specialist, and light refurbishment services of buildings.354 At the time of issue of the Statement Connaught did not carry on work outside the United Kingdom.

II.312. From 1 September 1999 until 14 December 2005 Connaught was called Connaught Property Services Limited (‘Connaught PS’).355 On 14 December 2005 it changed its name to Connaught.356

II.313. Connaught’s ultimate parent company is Connaught plc, a public limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 03184319.357

349 See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423
350 The penalty in respect of Infringement 212 is reduced to zero as this is a ‘But for’ Infringement.
351 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14317.
352 Latest available FAME report of Connaught.
353 Latest available FAME report of Connaught.
356 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14317.
Connaught plc’s registered and primary trading address is Connaught House, Grenadier Road, Exeter Business Park, Devon EX1 3QF. Connaught is a wholly owned subsidiary of Connaught plc.

II.314. Connaught has no subsidiaries.

II.315. The relevant structure company structure is outlined below:

![Company Structure Diagram]

II.316. Connaught plc has another 29 wholly owned subsidiaries.

II.317. Connaught plc’s group worldwide consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 August 2008 was £552,900,000.

II.318. The directors of Connaught from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Geoffrey David Critchlow 2000 – 21 June 2001
- Andrew Darkin 2000 – 2006
- Mark Dingad Davies 4 March 2005 – 2006
- Jackie Ducker 2000 – 18 March 2003
- Terence Marvin Evans 2000 – 9 November 2000
- Timothy John Hancock 13 June 2006 – 2006
- Stephen Ronald Hill 1 September 2006 – 2006
- Peter Jones 2000 – 2006
- David Kenneth Pike 1 May 2000 – 21 September 2004
- Derek Anthony Quinn 2000 – 18 March 2003
- Ian Campbell Sprigings 2000 – 2006
- Roger Standing 2000 – 2006
- Andrew Philip Steele 15 March 2003 – 7 March 2005
- Mark William Tincknell 2000 – 2006
- David Francis Wells 1 April 2005 – 2006

II.319. The directors of Connaught plc from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

357 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11784.
358 Latest available FAME report of Connaught plc.
359 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11784.
360 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14317.
361 Latest available FAME report of Connaught plc.
362 Letter from Allen & Overy, 29 April 2009.
364 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11788.
II.320. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Connaught and Connaught plc during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Connaught plc exercised decisive influence over Connaught’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Andrew Darkin 5 May 2000 – 30 October 2006
- David Kenneth Pike 2000 – 21 September 2004
- Mark William Tincknell 2000 – 2006

II.321. Connaught plc did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.322. Connaught did not apply for leniency.

II.323. The OFT considers that Connaught plc, as 100 per cent owner of Connaught, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Connaught’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Connaught plc and Connaught. Connaught and Connaught plc are therefore jointly and severally liable for Connaught’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.324. This Decision is therefore addressed to Connaught and Connaught plc.

Crown Point Maintenance Group Limited (‘Crown Point’)
and its dissolved subsidiary Greenwood Building Contractors (Mansfield) Limited (‘Greenwood’)

II.325. Greenwood was a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02159290. Greenwood’s registered and trading address was Nursery Street, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, NG18 2AG.
II.326. Prior to dissolution, Greenwood’s principal activity was that of building contractors.\(^{369}\) Prior to dissolution, Greenwood did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.327. On 24 June 2005 an administrator was appointed\(^{370}\) and on 28 March 2007, Greenwood was dissolved.\(^{371}\)

II.328. Greenwood’s ultimate parent company was Crown Point, a private limited company, company number 00598223.\(^{372}\) Crown Point’s registered address is Crown Point House, 169 Cross Green Lane, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS9 0BD.\(^{373}\) From 11 June 2002, Greenwood was a wholly owned subsidiary of Crown Point.\(^{374}\)

II.329. Greenwood had no subsidiaries.\(^{375}\)

II.330. The overall company structure from 11 June 2002 until 2006 was therefore as follows:

II.331. Crown Point’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 May 2008 was [...] \(^{376}\)

II.332. The directors of Greenwood from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{377}\)

- Kenneth Taylor 2001 – 11 June 2002
- Robert Gregory Taylor 2001 – 11 June 2002

II.333. The directors of Crown Point from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{378}\)

- Mary Constance Goodwin 2001 – 18 January 2006
- Wayne Goodwin 2001 – 6 February 2001

---

\(^{367}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11983.
\(^{368}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11983.
\(^{370}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11983.
\(^{371}\) Company Details, OFT Document Reference 11981.
\(^{372}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11985.
\(^{373}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11985.
\(^{375}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11983.
\(^{376}\) Letter from Crown Point Maintenance, 27 April 2009.
\(^{377}\) Company Appointment Report, OFT Document Reference 11986.
\(^{378}\) Company Appointment Report, OFT Document Reference 11987.
II.334. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of both Greenwood and Crown Point during the period mentioned below.\textsuperscript{379} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Crown Point exercised decisive influence over Greenwood’s conduct, at the time of the relevant Infringements.

- Andrew Goodwin  
  11 June 2002 – 14 September 2005

II.335. Greenwood did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, Crown Point, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{380}

II.336. The OFT considers that Crown Point as 100 per cent owner of Greenwood, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Greenwood’s commercial policy from 11 June 2002 to 28 March 2007, and therefore formed part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of a director in common between Crown Point and Greenwood. Greenwood and Crown Point would therefore have been jointly and severally liable for Greenwood’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they would have been jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 118, 133 and 158.

II.337. However, Greenwood has been dissolved and accordingly, the OFT considers that Crown Point is solely liable for the relevant Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 118, 133 and 158 on account of Greenwood’s participation in those Infringements.

II.338. In response to the Statement, Crown Point submitted that liability for Greenwood’s participation in the relevant Infringements should not be attributed to Crown Point.

II.339. In particular, Crown Point submitted that the presumption of decisive influence was rebutted in this instance, for the following principal reasons:

(a) Following Crown Point’s acquisition of Greenwood’s shares in June 2002, Greenwood continued to be operated as an autonomous business with the same staff as previously.\textsuperscript{381} There is no evidence that Crown Point issued direct instructions to Greenwood\textsuperscript{382}, and Greenwood’s shares were held by Crown Point merely as an investment;\textsuperscript{383}

(b) There is also no evidence to suggest that Crown Point was involved in or had knowledge of the relevant Infringements;\textsuperscript{384}

(c) In particular, following its acquisition of Greenwood, Crown Point retained Greenwood’s Managing Director, Mr Kenneth Taylor, under a

\textsuperscript{379} Company Appointment Reports, OFT Document Reference 11986 and 11987.

\textsuperscript{380} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.

\textsuperscript{381} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(iii) and (v); Witness Statement of Andrew Goodwin, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 10 and 12.

\textsuperscript{382} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(viii).

\textsuperscript{383} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(xv).

consultancy agreement to run Greenwood’s business on the same basis as previously for a period of 24 months.\textsuperscript{385} Although from that time he was retained as a consultant, Mr Taylor held himself out as a director of Greenwood, retained day-to-day control of Greenwood’s business and determined Greenwood’s commercial policy.\textsuperscript{386}

(d) Until mid-2004, the holder of the common directorships identified above, Mr Andrew Goodwin, had no input into the commercial or operational policy of Greenwood, which was left to Mr Taylor.\textsuperscript{387} Andrew Goodwin held no key function on the management board of Greenwood and did not attend Greenwood’s weekly management meetings.\textsuperscript{388} Furthermore, Andrew Goodwin had no knowledge of or involvement in the relevant Infringements;\textsuperscript{389}

(e) Andrew Goodwin also did not have any management input in the running of the parent company, Crown Point, which was run by his father, Bryan Goodwin. Andrew Goodwin’s role at Crown Point was as Contracts Manager only.\textsuperscript{390}

(f) Other than Andrew Goodwin, there was no commonality between the management personnel of Crown Point and Greenwood;\textsuperscript{391}

(g) At the time of the Infringements, the geographical areas and markets in which Crown Point operated were entirely separate and different from those of Greenwood\textsuperscript{392}, and Greenwood’s business formed no part of Crown Point’s business.\textsuperscript{393} Crown Point and Greenwood also operated under different commercial names and logos;\textsuperscript{394} and

(h) Greenwood employed its own staff and compiled its own annual accounts and reports.\textsuperscript{395} The only financial link between the two companies was the cross guarantees provided by Crown Point to Greenwood’s bankers, in support of Greenwood’s overdraft facilities.\textsuperscript{396}

II.340. The OFT considers that in the light of Crown Point’s 100 per cent shareholding in Greenwood and the common directorship identified above, it is entitled to presume that Crown Point exercised decisive influence over Greenwood in accordance with the principles set out in paragraphs III.13 to III.18 below. The OFT notes that Crown Point does not dispute that this presumption applies in the circumstances.\textsuperscript{397}

\textsuperscript{385} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(i) to (iii); Witness Statement of Andrew Goodwin, 26 June 2008, paragraph 9.
\textsuperscript{386} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(i) to (iii); Witness Statement of Andrew Goodwin, 26 June 2008, paragraph 11.
\textsuperscript{387} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(vi)-(vii).
\textsuperscript{388} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(vii); Witness Statement of Andrew Goodwin, 26 June 2008, paragraph 14.
\textsuperscript{389} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.4, 5.4(ix); Witness Statement of Andrew Goodwin, 26 June 2008, paragraph 13.
\textsuperscript{390} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(vi).
\textsuperscript{391} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(iv).
\textsuperscript{392} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(x).
\textsuperscript{393} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(xi).
\textsuperscript{394} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(xii).
\textsuperscript{395} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(xiii).
\textsuperscript{396} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(xiv).
\textsuperscript{397} Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.1.
II.341. The OFT has taken into consideration all of the contentions put forward by Crown Point. In this regard, the OFT also notes that:

(a) As noted in paragraph III.17 of the Legal Background section, the OFT considers that the presumption of decisive influence will not be rebutted by mere assertions that Crown Point was not involved in the day-to-day operations of Greenwood, or that Greenwood had its own management;

(b) Whilst Crown Point submitted that Mr Taylor determined Greenwood’s commercial policy and operated Greenwood as an autonomous business, Mr Taylor was appointed to this role by Crown Point (rather than, for example, by Greenwood itself). The OFT considers that this further supports its conclusion that Crown Point exercised decisive influence over Greenwood;

(c) Furthermore, Mr Taylor reported to Mr Andrew Goodwin on the progress of Greenwood’s existing contracts and ‘pipeline’, and Mr Goodwin reported back to Crown Point on Greenwood’s dealings;

(d) Although Crown Point submitted that Greenwood employed its own staff, as noted above, Greenwood did not employ or contract with Mr Taylor, despite the fact that he was (according to Crown Point) the ‘managing body’ of Greenwood;

(e) The OFT considers that the cross-guarantees provided by Crown Point to Greenwood’s bankers also support the conclusion that Crown Point exercised decisive influence over Greenwood;

(f) With respect to Mr Andrew Goodwin, whilst Crown Point submitted that he had no key function on the management board of Greenwood and did not attend weekly meetings, he nevertheless made regular visits to Greenwood (initially fortnightly and then weekly), occasionally visited clients and sites, and had a role in the financial running of Greenwood;

(g) Crown Point’s submission that Andrew Goodwin was only a Contracts Manager at Crown Point and had no management input appears to be inconsistent with Andrew Goodwin’s own evidence, in which he states that he was Crown Point’s Construction Manager with a Contracts Manager reporting to him;

(h) In the light of the quotation set out in paragraph III.18 below, Crown Point also cannot escape liability by reference to its contention that Crown Point and Mr Goodwin were not aware of Greenwood’s participation in the relevant Infringements; and

---

398 Witness statement of Andrew Goodwin, dated 26 June 2008, paragraph 9 and Exhibit AG2.
399 Witness statement of Andrew Goodwin, dated 26 June 2008, paragraphs 11, 13 and 15.
400 Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4(i).
In these circumstances, Crown Point’s submissions that Greenwood compiled its own annual accounts and reports, operated under a different commercial name and logo, and in a different geographic area and market from Crown Point, do not lead the OFT to alter its conclusion.

II.342. In the circumstances, the OFT does not consider that the contentions put forward by Crown Point are sufficient to rebut the presumption of decisive influence or to establish that Greenwood determined its conduct on the market autonomously.

II.343. Therefore, this Decision is only addressed to Crown Point.

II.344. Greenwood was under the ownership of and ultimately controlled by Crown Point from 11 June 2002. The OFT is therefore addressing this Decision to Crown Point only in respect of Infringements 118, 133 and 158, that is the Infringements involving Greenwood which are dated after 11 June 2002. For the avoidance of doubt, Crown Point is not liable in respect of Infringements 29 and 68, for which Greenwood’s participation is mentioned solely due to the fact that it was a counter-party to cover pricing on those tenders with other Parties that are addressed in this Decision.

**Davlyn Construction Limited (‘Davlyn’)**

II.345. Davlyn is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 04653477. Davlyn’s registered and primary trading address is Sir Francis Ley Industrial Park, Shaftesbury Street, Derby, Derbyshire, DE23 8XA.

II.346. At the time of issue of the Statement, Davlyn’s principal activities were those of building, joinery and operations in the construction industry and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.347. Davlyn was incorporated on 31 January 2003 under the name of Davlyn UK but changed its name to Davlyn on 7 April 2003. Davlyn started trading on 1 April 2003.

II.348. Davlyn UK Limited (‘Davlyn UK’) was a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01337870. Davlyn UK’s registered and trading address was Unit 5B, Sir Francis Ley Industrial Park, Shaftesbury Street, Derby, Derbyshire, DE23 8XA. Davlyn UK was previously known as Davlyn until it changed its name on 7 April 2003. Davlyn UK was dissolved on 3 August 2004.

---

403 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11799.
404 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11799.
406 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11799.
408 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11799a.
II.349. Davlyn has no holding companies or subsidiaries.\(^{412}\)

II.350. Davlyn’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was [...] C\(^{413}\).

II.351. The directors of Davlyn UK from 2001 to 3 August 2004 were as follows:\(^{414}\)

- David John Charles 2001 – 3 August 2004
- Marilyn Ann Charles 2000 – 3 August 2004
- Ian David Gaskin 2001 – 3 August 2004

II.352. The directors of Davlyn from 31 January 2003 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{416}\)


II.353. Davlyn applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\(^{416}\)

II.354. Davlyn, company number 04653477, was the successor of Davlyn, company number 01337870. The names of the two companies were identical and they carried on the same business from the same address. In addition, Marilyn Ann Charles and Ian David Gaskin were Directors of both companies.

II.355. This Decision is addressed to Davlyn. The OFT considers that Davlyn itself and as successor to Davlyn, company number 01337870, is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of those undertakings.

Derwent Valley Construction Limited (‘Derwent Valley’)
Chevin Holdings Limited (‘Chevin’)

II.356. Derwent Valley is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01089587.\(^{417}\) Derwent Valley’s registered and primary trading address is Acacia House, 29 Bridge Street, Belper, Derby, Derbyshire, DE56 1AY.\(^{418}\)

II.357. At the time of issue of the Statement, Derwent Valley undertook refurbishment, extension and new build works mainly for public sector clients, built new houses for private clients and carried out works for commercial clients.\(^{419}\) At the time of issue of the Statement Derwent Valley did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

\(^{412}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11799.
\(^{413}\) Letter from Davlyn, 13 July 2009.
\(^{414}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11801h.
\(^{415}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11800.
\(^{417}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11798.
\(^{418}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11789.
\(^{419}\) Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 5765.
II.358. Derwent Valley’s ultimate parent company is Chevin, a private limited company, company number 01609505. Chevin’s registered address is Acacia House, 29 Bridge Street, Belper, Derby, Derbyshire, DE56 1AY. Derwent Valley is a wholly owned subsidiary of Chevin.

II.359. Derwent Valley has no subsidiaries.

II.360. The relevant company structure is outlined below:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Company Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chevin</td>
<td>01609505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>01089587</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

II.361. Chevin has two other wholly owned subsidiaries.

II.362. Chevin’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] C.

II.363. The directors of Derwent Valley from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Rachel Catherine Abbott 1 January 2005 – 2006
- David Stone 2000 – 2006
- Rex Stone 2000 – 3 January 2005
- Philip Duncan Taylor 2000 – 31 December 2002

II.364. The directors of Chevin from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- David Stone 2000 – 2006

II.365. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Derwent Valley and Chevin during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Chevin exercised decisive influence over Derwent Valley’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- David Stone 2000 – 2006
- Rex Stone 2000 – 3 January 2005

II.366. Derwent Valley applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.

---

420 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11790.
421 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11790.
422 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11790.
423 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11789.
424 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11790.
425 Email from Pinsent Masons, 7 July 2009.
426 Company Appointment Report, OFT Document Reference 11791.
428 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11791 and 11792.
429 See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423
II.367. The OFT considers that Chevin, as 100 per cent owner of Derwent Valley, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Derwent Valley’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Chevin and Derwent Valley. Derwent Valley and Chevin are therefore jointly and severally liable for Derwent Valley’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 144, 152 and 164.

II.368. This Decision is therefore addressed to Derwent Valley and Chevin.

*Dukeries Building Company Limited* (*Dukeries*)
*Gavco 159 Limited* (*Gavco*)

II.369. Dukeries is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01347103. Dukeries’ registered and primary trading address is 93 Queen Street, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S1 1WF. It also trades from other premises in Mansfield.

II.370. At the time of issue of the Statement, Dukeries provided both construction and responsive property maintenance services to the public sector, predominantly for social housing landlords but also to other public sector bodies such as local authorities, social services and health authorities. At the time of issue of the Statement, Dukeries did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.371. Dukeries’ ultimate parent company was at the time of the Infringements Gavco, a private limited company, company number 03645365, whose registered address was Brookdale Farm Ossington Lane, Moorhouse, Newark, Nottinghamshire NG23 6LS. Dukeries was a wholly owned subsidiary of Gavco. On 11 May 2009 Gavco requested voluntary dissolution.

II.372. Dukeries has no subsidiaries.

II.373. On 9 December 2008 joint administrators were appointed for Dukeries.

II.374. The overall company structure from 2003 – 2006 is outlined below:

---

430 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12684.
431 Latest available FAME report of Dukeries.
432 Latest available FAME report of Dukeries.
434 Latest available FAME report of Gavco.
435 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12685.
436 Latest available FAME report of Gavco.
437 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12684.
438 Notice of administrator’s appointment, Form 2.12B.
II.375. Dukeries’ turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2007 was [...] [C]. 439 Gavco’s own turnover for the same period consisted of only management charges of Dukeries.440

II.376. The directors of Dukeries from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:441

- Stuart Phillips 2003 – 2006

II.377. The directors of Gavco from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:442

- Stuart Phillips 2003 – 2006

II.378. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Dukeries and Gavco during the periods mentioned below.443 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Gavco exercised decisive influence over Dukeries’ conduct.

- Stuart Phillips 2003 – 2006

II.379. Dukeries did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, Gavco, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.444

II.380. The OFT considers that Gavco, as 100 per cent owner of Dukeries, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Dukeries’ commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore formed part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Gavco and Dukeries.

II.381. As Gavco was dissolved on 8 September 2009, this Decision is addressed to Dukeries.

439 Written representations of Dukeries, 27 June 2008, Annex A.
440 Email from Geldards, 11 December 2008.
441 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12686.
443 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12686.
444 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
II.382. Durkan is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02720445. Durkan’s registered and trading address is Durkan House, 214 – 224 High Street, Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire, EN8 7DR.

II.383. Durkan undertakes general construction work including new build, extensions, alterations and refurbishment services in commercial, public and private sectors. Durkan does not carry out work outside the United Kingdom. On 7 July 2008 Durkan changed its name to Concentra Limited.

II.384. At the time of issue of the Statement, Durkan Limited was a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00997195. Durkan Limited’s registered and trading address is Durkan House, 214 – 224 High Street, Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire, EN8 7DR.

II.385. At the time of issue of the Statement, Durkan Limited undertook building contract work for Local Authorities and Housing Associations and did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.386. At the time of the Infringements, Durkan and Durkan Limited’s ultimate parent company was Durkan Holdings, a private limited company, company number 01316529. Durkan Holdings’ registered and trading address is Durkan House, 214 – 224 High Street, Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire, EN8 7DR.

II.387. Durkan Limited is (and was at the time of the Infringements) a wholly owned subsidiary of Durkan Holdings. At the time of the Infringements, Durkan Holdings held 51 per cent of the shares in Durkan, but disposed of this shareholding in September 2007 when Durkan was subject to a management buy out.

II.388. Durkan has one subsidiary. Durkan Limited also has one subsidiary.

II.389. The relevant company structure from 2000 – 2006 is outlined below:

![Company Structure Diagram]

---

446 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12690.
447 Durkan’s website, OFT Document Reference 12697.
448 Companies House company information, OFT Document Reference SAB003.
449 FAME report, OFT Document Reference SAB001.
450 FAME report, OFT Document Reference SAB001.
452 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12691.
453 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12691.
454 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12690.
455 FAME report, OFT Document Reference SAB001.
II.390. At the time of issue of the Statement, Durkan Holdings had another 11 subsidiaries.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12691}

II.391. Durkan’s turnover for the 11 months ending 31 December 2008 was [...] [C].\footnote{Letter from Mayer Brown, 20 July 2009.}

II.392. Durkan Holdings’ consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 January 2008 was [...] [C].\footnote{Letter from Mayer Brown, 5 August 2009.}

II.393. Durkan and Durkan Limited did not apply for leniency, but both they and their ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Durkan Holdings, have been given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

\textbf{Durkan Limited & Durkan Holdings}

II.394. The directors of Durkan Limited from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:\footnote{Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference SAB002.}

- David Alan Fraher 2002 – 2006  
- Patricia Gillis 3 November 2003 – 31 March 2006  
- John Francis Loughlin 1 February 2004 – 2006  
- Michael Thomas Pudelek 2002 – 1 May 2005  
- Lee Phillip Smith 1 December 2004 – 6 April 2006  
- Nigel Francis Tenwick 1 December 2004 – 2006  
- Brian Andrew Williams 1 December 2004 – 2006

II.395. The directors of Durkan Holdings from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:\footnote{Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12692.}

- Robert Clark\footnote{The OFT notes that Durkan Holdings has changed its position on whether Mr Clark was a director of Durkan Holdings during the period stated above. In its response to the Statement, Durkan Holdings stated that Mr Clark was a director of Durkan Holdings: see written representations of Durkan Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 22, OFT Document Reference SAB014. In its response to the First Supplementary Statement, Durkan Holdings contended that Mr Clark was not a director, but merely exercised the functions of a director: see written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 33. The OFT considers the difference to be immaterial for present purposes.} 24 June 2005 – 30 June 2005  
- David Alan Fraher 2002 – 2006

II.396. The following directors were on the Board of Directors of both Durkan Limited and Durkan Holdings for the periods mentioned below.\footnote{Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12692 and SAB002.} The OFT considers
that this provides evidence that Durkan Holdings exercised decisive influence over Durkan Limited’s conduct, at the time of the relevant Infringement.

- Robert Clark 24 June 2005 – 30 June 2005
- David Alan Fraher 2002 – 2006

II.397. The OFT considers that Durkan Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of Durkan Limited, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Durkan Limited’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited. Durkan Limited and Durkan Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Durkan Limited’s participation in the Infringement which occurred during that period. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringement 220.

II.398. In its reply to the First Supplementary Statement, Durkan Holdings did not make any representations in respect of its liability for Durkan Limited’s conduct.

**Durkan and Durkan Holdings**

II.399. The directors of Durkan from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:

- David Alan Fraher 2002 – 2006
- Colin Simmons 2002 – 2006
- Maurice Williams 2002 – 24 February 2006

II.400. The following directors were on the Board of Directors of both Durkan and Durkan Holdings for the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that, taken together with Durkan Holdings’ shareholding of 51 per cent, this gives rise to a presumption that Durkan Holdings exercised decisive influence over Durkan’s conduct, at the time of the relevant Infringements.

- David Alan Fraher 2002 – 2006

II.401. In response to the Statement, Durkan Holdings made a number of representations that:

---

464 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12692 and 12693.
"...Durkan Holdings and Durkan Pudelek [Durkan] ...were not one economic unit at the time of the Alleged Infringements".  

II.402. For the reasons outlined below the OFT does not accept this assertion, however.  

II.403. According to Durkan Holdings:

'...the company structure during that period [2000-2006] was as follows':

```
M. Pudelek (24.5%)  Durkan Holdings Limited
  C. Simmons (24.5%)  
  Durkan Pudelek Limited (51%)  Durkan Limited (100%)  Durkan New Homes Limited (100%)
```

II.404. Durkan Holdings argued that it cannot be presumed from Durkan Holdings' 51 per cent shareholding in Durkan, that it was able to exercise decisive influence over Durkan's commercial policy.  

II.405. Durkan Holdings has further described its role as follows:

'...Durkan Pudelek [Durkan] was incorporated on 7 October 1992. From incorporation to 10 September 2007, Durkan Holdings held 51% of the equity share capital in Durkan Pudelek [Durkan]. In essence, the role of Durkan Holdings was that of a venture capitalist. Durkan Holdings provided financial support by way of loan financing, bond and guarantee support. The level of its shareholding interest was intended to protect its investment. The mere fact that Durkan Holdings had a 51% shareholding interest in the share capital of Durkan Pudelek [Durkan] is inconclusive for the issue of decisive influence'.

II.406. Durkan’s Articles of Association for the relevant period provide that each share carries one vote. As such, by holding 51 per cent of the equity share capital, Durkan Holdings exercised 51 per cent of the voting rights in Durkan. The OFT considers that Durkan Holdings’ majority shareholding (and the attached voting rights) is, at the very least, indicative of the exercise of decisive influence over Durkan.

II.407. The OFT does not rely solely on Durkan Holdings’ shareholding in Durkan in order to attribute liability to it for Durkan’s conduct, however. In addition, as set out in the Statement, the OFT also relies on the fact that Durkan Holdings had three directors in common with Durkan, Daniel Gerald Durkan, William Durkan and David Alan Fraher.

---

466 The OFT’s position in this regard is not affected by Mike Pudelek’s and Colin Simmons’ subsequent management buyout of Durkan in September 2007. See written representations of Durkan Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 53, OFT Document Reference SAB014.
470 Durkan Articles of Association, OFT Document Reference SAB008, applying Regulation 54, Table A of the Companies (Tables A to F) Regulations 1985 as amended by SI 2000/3373.
II.408. In its response to the First Supplementary Statement, Durkan Holdings submitted that ‘the inferences the OFT draws from the Articles of Association are insufficient to demonstrate joint liability’. In support of this submission, Durkan Holdings referred to Clause 24 of the subscription and shareholders agreement dated 7 October 1992 between Durkan Holdings and Michael Thomas Pudelek and Colin Simmons (‘the Subscription Agreement’).\(^{471}\)

II.409. As regards Clause 24 of the Subscription Agreement, this provides as follows:

‘In the event of any ambiguity or conflict arising between the terms of this Agreement and those of [Durkan’s] Memorandum of Association and Articles the terms of this Agreement shall prevail as between the Shareholders’.

II.410. The OFT notes in this regard that Durkan Holdings has not pointed to any provision of the Subscription Agreement which would cast doubt on the extent of Durkan Holding’s shareholding in Durkan or on the allocation of votes amongst shareholders as set out in Durkan’s Articles of Association.

II.411. Durkan Holdings argued in its response to the Statement, and again in its response to the First Supplementary Statement\(^ {472}\) that:

‘...the fact alone that the parent and the subsidiary have directors in common is not sufficient for a finding of joint liability. It is further required that the directors cover, and have exercised, key operational functions in both companies...’ \(^{473}\)

II.412. This is to mischaracterise the OFT’s case, however. The OFT has not sought to argue that the fact that a parent and its subsidiary had directors in common is alone sufficient for a finding of joint liability. Rather, the OFT’s case is that where a parent has a majority shareholding in a subsidiary and other indicia are also present (which may include having directors in common and/or other economic and legal organisational links), the OFT is entitled to presume that the parent exercised decisive influence. Moreover, the OFT does not accept that where a parent company is a majority shareholder and has directors in common with its subsidiary, the OFT must also show that the common directors were responsible for ‘key operational functions’ of the subsidiary and exercised those functions (see paragraphs III.19 to III.24 of the Legal Background section). Nevertheless, as set out below, the OFT considers that in this instance, there are factors which indicate that the directors of Durkan Holdings did in fact exercise such functions in relation to Durkan.

II.413. In its response to the First Supplementary Statement, Durkan Holdings again disputed the OFT’s entitlement to rely on the presumption that Durkan Holdings exercised decisive influence over Durkan.\(^ {474}\) The OFT refers again in this regard to the points set out above and to the legal principles set out in paragraphs III.19 and III.24 below.

II.414. In its response to the Statement, Durkan Holdings sought to rely on the Subscription Agreement in support of its assertion that Durkan Holdings and Durkan were not one economic unit at the time of the Infringements. In particular, Durkan Holdings made the following representations:

\(^{471}\) Written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 52(a).
\(^{472}\) Written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 52(b).
\(^{473}\) Written representations of Durkan Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 33(b), OFT Document Reference SAB014.
\(^{474}\) Written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraphs 42 to 45
The Subscription Agreement contains the following provisions:

(a) Clause 7.1: “[Mike] Pudelek shall act as Chief Executive and [Colin] Simmons shall act as Construction Director of the Company”

(b) Clause 7.2: “Alan Fraher shall be appointed as Financial Director of the Company, Daniel Durkan as Executive Director and Tim Henessy as Secretary of the Company [Durkan] but their services shall be on a part time basis and Durkan [Holdings] shall continue to be full time employer of these executives”.

...accordingly, and consistent with their respective shareholdings, operational control of Durkan Pudelek [Durkan] vested in Michael Pudelek, as the Chief Executive, and in Colin Simmons as the Construction/Managing Director.

II.415. Moreover in its response to the First Supplementary Statement, Durkan Holdings submitted that clause 7.1 of the Subscription Agreement had the effect of conferring legal control over Durkan on Mike Pudelek and Colin Simmons, ‘because they had the right to manage the activities and determine the business policy of Durkan Pudelek [Durkan]’.

II.416. The OFT does not accept Durkan Holdings’ assertion that the operational control exercised by the minority shareholders over some of the activities of Durkan was such as to exclude Durkan Holdings from exerting decisive influence over Durkan, however (or indeed to exclude Durkan Holdings from exercising legal control over Durkan). On the contrary, the OFT considers that the fact that directors and full-time employees of Durkan Holdings held senior operational management positions within Durkan, namely Finance Director and Executive Director, is evidence that Durkan Holdings did exercise decisive influence over Durkan. Moreover, this receives further support from a number of additional factors, as set out below.

II.417. In particular, the email dated 30 March 2004 from Alan Fraher, a director of both the parent and subsidiary companies and full-time employee of Durkan Holdings, to Clive Perceval of Mansell is evidence, not only of Mr Fraher’s influence over Durkan but also of his direct involvement in Infringement 135. The email records an exchange between Mr Fraher and Mr Perceval in which Mr Fraher refers to attending meetings and negotiating a ‘financial commitment’ [sic] for Durkan. This is clear evidence of a director and employee of Durkan Holdings taking business, financial and operational decisions for and on behalf of Durkan, even to the extent of having direct involvement in respect of an Infringement. In its response to the First Supplementary Statement, Durkan Holdings described Mr Fraher’s role in this exchange as simply one of “cash management”. In the light of Mr Fraher’s reference to attending meetings and negotiating a financial commitment as set out above, the OFT considers this explanation to be implausible.

II.418. In its response to the Statement, Durkan Holdings stated that:

---

475 Written representations of Durkan Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 37 and 38, OFT Document Reference SAB014.
476 Email correspondence, OFT Document Reference B4036.
477 Written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 52(c).
‘...the Subscription Agreement obliges Durkan Holdings to use all reasonable endeavours to procure bonds and guarantees that may be required by Durkan Pudelek [Durkan] in order to carry out its business...’

II.419. The OFT considers that for an economic unit to be independent it must perform all of the main functions of an economic operator. Business units that are dependant on a corporate centre for their commercial strategy and operations, for their investments and finances, and/or for their legal affairs cannot be considered to constitute separate economic units in their own right. The OFT considers that the fact that Durkan was dependent on Durkan Holdings for finance and other commercial operations is strong evidence that Durkan and Durkan Holdings formed a single economic unit. Moreover that is not undermined by the fact that Durkan was required to pay for the financial and support services provided by Durkan Holdings.

II.420. Durkan Holdings also stated that:

‘...William Durkan [the Chairman and a director of both Durkan Holdings and Durkan] rarely participated in the Board meetings of Durkan Pudelek [Durkan]’.

II.421. The OFT does not accept that Mr Durkan’s alleged infrequent participation in Durkan Board meetings affects the OFT’s conclusions regarding the influence exercised by Durkan Holdings over Durkan. This is particularly evident when considered in conjunction with clauses 4.2 and 5.1.5.2 of the Durkan Subscription Agreement which provide:

‘...[i]f such Chairman is unable to attend any meeting of the Board, then William Durkan shall be entitled to appoint another Director to act as Chairman in his place...’ (clause 4.2)

and

‘...The quorum for any meeting of the Board shall be at least two Directors of whom at least one shall be a Director nominated by Durkan [Holdings] or the alternate of such Director and one of whom at least shall be either Pudelek or Simmons or an alternate of such Director...’ (clause 5.1.5.2, emphasis added).

II.422. It is clear that in the event that the Chairman (William Durkan) or a Durkan Holdings’ appointed director was unable to attend a Board meeting, the Subscription Agreement allowed for the Durkan Holdings Chairman or director to nominate an alternate to attend in their place. The OFT also considers the requirement for a director nominated by Durkan Holdings to be present at the Board meeting to establish a quorum as being further evidence of the influence exercised by Durkan Holdings over Durkan’s commercial policy and decision making.

---

481 Written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 52(d).
482 Written representations of Durkan Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 50, OFT Document Reference SAB014; see also written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 52(e).
483 Durkan Subscription Agreement, OFT Document Reference SAB017.
II.423. The OFT also notes that the Durkan Subscription Agreement\footnote{Durkan Subscription Agreement, OFT Document Reference SAB017.} at clause 4.3 provides:

‘...In the case of an equality of votes at any meeting of the Board, the Chairman shall be entitled to a second or casting vote...’

This is further evidence of the influence exercised by Durkan Holdings over Durkan.\footnote{Contrary to Durkan Holdings’ submission in its response to First Supplementary Statement, paragraph 52(f), the OFT does not however rely on this factor as conclusive ‘for a finding of joint liability’.}

II.424. Durkan Holdings stated in its response to the Statement that:

‘...Colin Simmons and Mike Pudelek conceived the logo and corporate colours for Durkan Pudelek [Durkan] and used them from the date of incorporation. The logo and corporate colours are different from those of the Durkan Holdings’ companies’.\footnote{Written representations of Durkan Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 41, OFT Document Reference SAB014; see also written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 52(g).}

II.425. The OFT does not accept the assertion that the Durkan logo was materially different from the Durkan Holdings logo. The OFT notes that both logos use the same font and point for their lettering and contain the word ‘DURKAN’ displayed prominently above the same ‘brushstroke’ design.\footnote{Durkan’s website, OFT Document Reference 12697.} The OFT’s view is therefore that, contrary to Durkan Holdings’ representations, the logos support the OFT’s view that Durkan Holdings exercised decisive influence over Durkan. Moreover, the OFT does not consider that any differences in the companies’ respective logos or corporate colours would, in any event, undermine the strength of the other evidence pointing towards Durkan Holdings’ influence over Durkan.

II.426. Durkan Holdings also relied in its response to the Statement on a non-compete provision in the Subscription Agreement:

‘... that precludes Durkan Pudelek [Durkan] competing with Durkan Holdings. Such a provision would be unnecessary in the event that Durkan Holdings controlled Durkan Pudelek [Durkan]’.\footnote{Written representations of Durkan Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 43, OFT Document Reference SAB014.}

II.427. Similarly in its response to the First Supplementary Statement, Durkan Holdings relied on the provisions in clause 15.2 of the Subscription Agreement regarding loans to be provided by Durkan Holdings to Durkan, which Durkan Holdings submitted ‘would normally feature in a contract with third parties’.\footnote{Written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 52(f); Written representations of Durkan Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 46, OFT Document Reference SAB014.}

II.428. The OFT does not accept that the inclusion of a non-compete provision in the Subscription Agreement, or the provision in clause 15.2 of the Subscription Agreement, is evidence that Durkan Holdings did not exercise decisive influence over Durkan. The inclusion of a non-compete provision does not demonstrate that Durkan Holdings’ majority shareholding was ineffective nor does it demonstrate an inability to exercise decisive influence. The OFT considers the non-compete provision to be largely irrelevant to the question of control.
Moreover, the OFT notes that Durkan Holdings has not put forward any evidence of its having had to rely on the provision to protect its interests. As noted above, the OFT considers that the fact that Durkan was dependent on Durkan Holdings for finance and other commercial operations is strong evidence that Durkan and Durkan Holdings formed a single economic unit. 490

II.429. Durkan Holdings also stated in its response to the Statement that:

‘...throughout the present administrative procedure, Durkan Holdings has always presented itself as a separate interlocutor from Durkan Pudelek [Durkan] in its dealings with the OFT...’ 491

II.430. The OFT notes that Durkan Holdings, while presenting itself as separate from Durkan in its dealings with the OFT, has consistently presented itself and Durkan to the public as a single economic unit. One example is Durkan Holdings’ website which provided seamless integrated information on both Durkan Holdings’ and Durkan’s activities. Another example is the Durkan Holdings Consolidated Financial Statement for Year Ended 31 January 2006 where Durkan is described as performing the Group’s ‘private sector building contract work’. This is also reflected in an article published on ContractJournal.com on 24 August 2007, which recorded a discussion with Durkan Holdings’ Chief Executive and which referred to Durkan as ‘one of the other two smaller operating divisions’ of Durkan Holdings. The OFT considers these public communications to be strong supporting evidence that Durkan Holdings and Durkan operated as a single economic unit at the time of the Infringements.

II.431. Moreover, the OFT’s conclusions on this are consistent with the fact that in its Consolidated Financial Statements for the years ended 31 January 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006, Durkan Holdings consistently reported on the activities of its subsidiary, Durkan. The OFT also notes that Durkan Holdings reported in its Consolidated Financial Statements for the years ended 31 January 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006 that Durkan paid

---

490 See above, paragraph II.419.
492 Durkan’s website, OFT Document Reference 12697.
495 However the OFT accepts that this description was not directly attributed to Durkan Holdings’ Chief Executive, as Durkan Holdings has submitted: Written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 52(i).
501 Under sections 229, 235(c) and 258 of the Companies Act 1985 (c.6) a parent company must include the activities of another member of its group in its financial reports if the parent holds a majority of the voting rights, exercises dominant influence or some other similar form of control over that group member. The inclusion of a subsidiary undertaking in a consolidated financial statement is optional where severe long-term restrictions substantially hinder the exercise of the rights of the parent company over the assets or management of that undertaking (section 229(3)(a)) or the parent company’s interest in the subsidiary is held exclusively with a view to subsequent resale (section 229(3)(c)). Where that is the case, however, the parent company is still required to report the activities of the subsidiary but as assets controlled by the parent rather than as subsidiaries (Accounting Standards Board Financial Reporting Standard 2: Accounting for Subsidiary Undertakings July 1992 FSR2 as amended, paragraphs 27, 28 and 29).
'management charges' to Durkan Holdings through Durkan Holdings’ wholly owned subsidiaries Durkan Limited and Durkan New Homes Limited and that in its Consolidated Financial Statement for the year ended 31 January 2006 Durkan described Durkan Holdings as its ‘...parent company and controller’ (emphasis added). The OFT considers that these factors further support its conclusion that Durkan Holdings and Durkan belonged to a single economic entity at the time of the Infringements.

II.432. The OFT has also had regard to the further submissions put forward by Durkan Holdings in its response to the First Supplementary Statement and in its oral representations which are not expressly mentioned above. The OFT does not consider that those arguments are such as to affect the conclusions stated below.

II.433. In its separate response to the Statement, Durkan also made representations that:

‘...over the period in which the Alleged Infringements occurred, January 2003 – February 2006, Durkan Pudelek [Durkan] did not form one economic unit with Durkan Holdings...’

II.434. Similarly in its response to the First Supplementary Statement, Durkan submitted ‘that the factual reality of the day to day operations of [Durkan] was that [Durkan] decided its own conduct in the market independently of Durkan Holdings’.

II.435. For the reasons set out in paragraphs II.403 to II.431 above, the OFT does not accept these assertions.

II.436. In its response to the Statement, Durkan described certain support services provided by Durkan Holdings to Durkan as follows:

‘...Durkan Holdings provided Durkan Pudelek [Durkan] with support services. Such support services as were provided by Durkan Holdings were paid for by Durkan Pudelek [Durkan] at an annual cost of [calculated as a percentage] of the gross turnover of Durkan Pudelek [Durkan]. Support services included office space and related services such as secretarial services. ...Operational services and disciplines such as Client Marketing, Estimating, Surveying, Contracts management were not provided by Durkan Holdings’.

II.437. The OFT notes that this is inconsistent with Clause 1.1 of the Durkan Subscription Agreement, however, which provided that:

‘...the services to be provided by Durkan [Holdings] to the Company [Durkan are] to include all time devoted to the Company by any of its direct employees or consultants, provision of office space and related services to include

---

509 Written representations of Durkan, 6 February 2009, paragraph 19.
511 Durkan Subscription Agreement, OFT Document Reference SAB017.
management, secretarial, estimating, surveying and any other services of
whatsoever nature...’ (emphasis added).

The OFT considers the specific inclusion of management, estimating and
surveying services is further evidence of the influence exercised by Durkan
Holdings over Durkan’s operations.

II.438. As set out at paragraph II.412 above, the OFT considers that in circumstances
where a subsidiary is majority owned by its parent company and there are other
economic and legal indicia of influence, then it may be presumed that the
parent company exercised decisive influence over the commercial activities of
its subsidiary. In the Statement, the OFT relied on such indicia, namely that
Durkan Holdings had three directors in common with Durkan (Daniel Gerald
Durkan, William Durkan and David Alan Fraher), together with Durkan Holdings’
majority shareholding in Durkan, to conclude that the exercise of decisive
influence by Durkan Holdings over the commercial activities of Durkan at the
time of the Infringements may be presumed.

II.439. The OFT considers that nothing stated by Durkan Holdings or Durkan in their
respective responses to the Statement or the First Supplementary Statement
would serve to rebut that presumption. Rather, the OFT considers that the
arguments and additional evidence advanced by Durkan Holdings and Durkan,
together with the additional material set out in this Decision, overwhelmingly
points to Durkan Holdings having exercised decisive influence over Durkan at the
time of the Infringements and of both companies having formed part of one
and the same economic entity.

II.440. In particular, the OFT relies on the following factors in support of its
conclusions in this regard:

(a) Durkan Holdings’ majority shareholding and associated voting rights in
    Durkan (see paragraph II.406 above);
(b) the fact that three of Durkan’s directors, including its Chairman, were
    also directors of Durkan Holdings (see paragraph II.407 above);
(c) the fact that full-time employees of Durkan Holdings held senior
    operational management posts within Durkan (see paragraph II.415
    above), together with evidence of a Durkan Holdings’ director’s
    involvement in the negotiation of a specific financial commitment for
    Durkan (see paragraph II.417 above);
(d) Durkan’s dependence on Durkan Holdings for finance and other
    operations (see paragraph II.419 above) and the payment by Durkan to
    Durkan Holdings of management charges for services provided by
    Durkan Holdings to Durkan (see paragraph II.431 above);
(e) Durkan Holdings’ right to have one of its nominated directors or an
    alternate of such a director present at Durkan Board meetings for a
    quorum to be established (see paragraph II.421 above);
(f) the right of Durkan’s Chairman, who was also the Chairman of Durkan
    Holdings, to chair meetings or, in his absence, to appoint another
    director to do so, and his entitlement to a second or casting vote in the
    event of an equality of votes at Durkan Board meetings (see paragraph
    II.422 above);
(g) Durkan’s use of its parent’s name, ‘Durkan’, and the similarity between
    the companies’ respective logos (see paragraph II.425 above);
public communications representing Durkan and Durkan Holdings as a single economic unit (see paragraph II.429 above); and

the fact that during the relevant period Durkan Holdings reported Durkan’s activities in its Consolidated Financial Statements and that Durkan, in its Consolidated Financial Statement for the year ended 31 January 2006, described Durkan Holdings as its ‘parent company and controller’ (see paragraph II.431 above).

II.441. The OFT therefore considers that Durkan Holdings as 51 per cent owner of Durkan and having Directors in common, together with the other indicia as further set out above, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Durkan’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. Moreover, the OFT also considers that the combination of factors listed in the above paragraph together demonstrate that Durkan Holdings in fact exercised decisive influence over Durkan. Durkan and Durkan Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Durkan’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 135 and 240.

II.442. This Decision is therefore addressed to Durkan, Durkan Limited, and Durkan Holdings.

E. Manton Limited (‘E Manton’)

II.443. E Manton is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00570282.\(^{512}\) E Manton’s registered and primary trading address is 100 Saltley Road, Nechells, Birmingham, West Midlands, B7 4TE.\(^{513}\)

II.444. At the time of issue of the Statement, E Manton undertook new construction and refurbishment work in both the public and private sectors. A large proportion of E Manton’s work was for social housing, local authorities, health, and education sectors.\(^{514}\) At the time of issue of the Statement, E Manton did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.445. E Manton has no holding companies or subsidiaries.\(^{515}\)

II.446. E Manton’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] [C].\(^{516}\)

II.447. The directors of E Manton from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{517}\)

- Stanley Clement Hughes 2 February 2005 – 2006

\(^{512}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12710.
\(^{513}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12710.
\(^{514}\) E Manton’s website, OFT Document Reference 12714.
\(^{515}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12710.
\(^{516}\) Email from Irwin Mitchell, 28 April 2009.
\(^{517}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12715.
II.448. E Manton did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{518}

II.449. This Decision is addressed to E Manton. The OFT considers that E Manton is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

\textit{E. Taylor & Sons (Southwell) Limited (‘E Taylor’)}
\textit{Trading as Carmalor Construction (‘Carmalor’)}

II.450. E Taylor is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00666511.\textsuperscript{519} E Taylor’s registered and primary trading address is The Coach House, Savile Court, Main Street, Eakring, Newark, Nottinghamshire, NG22 0BL.\textsuperscript{520} E Taylor trades as Carmalor Construction.\textsuperscript{521}

II.451. At the time of issue of the Statement, E Taylor carried out general construction work and house building for private, public and commercial sector clients\textsuperscript{522} and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.452. From 2000 to 4 August 2003, E Taylor had no holding companies and/or subsidiaries.

II.453. E Taylor’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 August 2008 was […]\textsuperscript{523}

II.454. The directors of E Taylor from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{524}

- Nigel Andrew Carby 2000 – 27 January 2006
- Julie Jackson 1 August 2005 – 2006
- Mark David Jackson 2000 – 2 June 2005
- Janice Elizabeth Malster 2000 – 30 September 2002
- Ian Southerland Whitehead 1 August 2005 – 2006

II.455. E Taylor did not apply for leniency, but was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{525}

II.456. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, E Taylor has been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as E Taylor at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with E Taylor for payment of the penalties that the OFT is

\textsuperscript{518} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.

\textsuperscript{519} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11811.

\textsuperscript{520} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11811.

\textsuperscript{521} Letter to William Woodsend Limited from Carmalor Construction with the company number 666511, i.e. that of E Taylor, OFT Document Reference 4290.

\textsuperscript{522} Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6530.

\textsuperscript{523} Letter from E Taylor, 29 July 2009.

\textsuperscript{524} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11821.

\textsuperscript{525} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of E Taylor.

II.457. This Decision is therefore addressed to E Taylor. The OFT considers that E Taylor is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

\[ \text{F. Parkinson Limited (‘F Parkinson’)} \]
\[ \text{Mowbray Holdings Limited (‘Mowbray’)} \]

II.458. F Parkinson is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00446626.\(^{526}\) F Parkinson’s registered and primary trading address is Mowbray Drive, Blackpool, Lancashire, FY3 7UU.\(^{527}\) F Parkinson also trades from premises in York.\(^{528}\)

II.459. At the time of issue of the Statement, F Parkinson undertook new build and refurbishment works for both public and private sector clients. Market sectors included, but were not limited to educational, commercial, industrial and health and leisure.\(^{529}\) At the time of issue of the Statement F Parkinson did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.460. F Parkinson’s ultimate parent company is currently Mowbray, a private limited company, company number 04270740.\(^{530}\) It was incorporated on 15 August 2001. Mowbray’s registered address is 50 Mowbray Drive, Blackpool, Lancashire, FY3 7UU.\(^{531}\)

II.461. F Parkinson has no subsidiaries.

II.462. The overall company structure from 2002 – 2006 is outlined below:

\[ \text{Mowbray} \]
\[ \text{Company number 04270740} \]
\[ \text{F Parkinson} \]
\[ \text{Company number 00446626} \]

II.463. Mowbray’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2008 was £23,556,298.\(^{532}\)

II.464. The directors of F Parkinson from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{533}\)

- Raymond John Eyre 4 May 2004 – 2006
- Peter Glenn 2002 – 2006

\(^{526}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11849.
\(^{527}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11849.
\(^{528}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11849.
\(^{529}\) F Parkinson’s website, OFT Document Reference 11867, page 2.
\(^{530}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11849.
\(^{531}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11849.
\(^{532}\) Letter from Pannone LLP, 11 May 2009.
\(^{533}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11859.
II.465. The directors of Mowbray from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:534

- Allan Graham Hollick 2002 – 30 April 2004
- Francis Hull 2002 – 2006
- Colin Oakley 2002 – 2006
- Andrew Smith 1 December 2005 – 2006

II.466. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both F Parkinson and Mowbray during the periods mentioned below.535 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Mowbray exercised decisive influence over F Parkinson’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Peter Glenn 2002 – 2006
- Allan Graham Hollick 2002 – 30 April 2004
- Francis Hull 2002 – 2006
- Colin Oakley 2002 – 2006

II.467. F Parkinson did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Mowbray, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.536

II.468. The OFT considers that Mowbray, as 100 per cent owner of F Parkinson, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over F Parkinson’s commercial policy and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between F Parkinson and Mowbray. F Parkinson and Mowbray are therefore jointly and severally liable for F Parkinson’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.469. This Decision is therefore addressed to F Parkinson and Mowbray.

Francis Construction Limited ('Francis')
Barrett Estate Services Limited ('Barrett')

II.470. Francis is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00384619.537 Francis’s registered and primary trading address is Armour House, Colthrop Lane, Thatcham, Berkshire, RG19 4PD.538

II.471. At the time of issue of the Statement, Francis undertook general building contracting work, both new build and refurbishment, in sectors such as

---

534 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11858.
535 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11859 and 11858.
536 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
537 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11868.
538 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11868.
housing, commercial, health and education. At the time of issue of the Statement Francis did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.472. Prior to 21 October 2002 Francis was known as Francis Contractors Limited.

II.473. Francis’s ultimate parent company is Barrett, a private limited company, company number 01010056. Barrett’s registered address is Armour House, Colthorp Lane, Thatcham, Berkshire, RG19 4PD. Francis is a wholly owned subsidiary of Barrett.

II.474. Francis has no subsidiaries.

II.475. The relevant company structure from 2000 – 2006 is outlined below:

II.476. Barrett has two other majority-owned subsidiaries.

II.477. Barrett’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was […] $C.546

II.478. The directors of Francis from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Etienne Mark Christopher 2000 – 2006 Barrett
- Andrew Mark Burroughs 2000 – 30 June 2000
- Stewart James Smith 1 January 2002 – 2006

II.479. The directors of Barrett from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Etienne Mark Christopher 2000 – 2006 Barrett

539 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6870.
540 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11868.
541 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11869.
542 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11869.
543 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11869.
544 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11868.
545 Latest available FAME report of Barrett.
546 Letter from Boyes Turner, 24 July 2009. The OFT has been advised that the group turnover figure is net of intercompany charges.
547 Company Appointment Report, OFT Document Reference 11870.
548 Company Appointment Report, OFT Document Reference 11871.
II.480. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Francis and Barrett during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Barrett exercised decisive influence over Francis’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Etienne Mark Christopher Barrett 2000 – 2006

II.481. Francis did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Barrett, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.482. The OFT considers that Barrett, as 100 per cent owner of Francis, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Francis’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Francis and Barrett. Francis and Barrett are therefore jointly and severally liable for Francis’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.483. This Decision is therefore addressed to Francis and Barrett.

Fridd Construction Limited (‘Fridd’)

II.484. Fridd is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01673323. Fridd’s registered address is c/o Ernst & Young LLP, 1 Bridgewater Place, Water Lane, Leeds, LS11 5QR. Fridd also has a trading address at Byidon House, 92 Rolleston Drive, Arnold, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG5 7JP.

II.485. At the time of issue of the Statement, Fridd undertook construction, contract maintenance and building services in sectors such as commercial, industrial, leisure and domestic for both public and private sector clients. At the time of issue of the Statement, Fridd did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.486. Until 17 August 2005, Fridd was called Fridd Building Services Limited.

II.487. An administrator was appointed for Fridd on 4 January 2007 and a liquidator was subsequently appointed on 3 July 2008.

II.488. Fridd has no holding company or subsidiaries.

---

549 Company Appointment Report, OFT Document Reference 11870 and 11874b.
550 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
551 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11890.
552 Latest available FAME report of Fridd.
553 Latest available FAME report of Fridd.
554 Fridd’s website, OFT Document Reference 11894.
555 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11890.
557 Companies Form No 600, notice of appointment of liquidator – voluntary winding up.
II.489. Frudd’s turnover for the period 1 April 2006 to 31 October 2006 was [...] £559

II.490. The directors of Frudd from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:560

- David Ian Frudd 2002 – 2006
- Jenna Frudd 2002 – 2006
- John Christopher Frudd 2002 – 2006
- Stanley Yeomans 2002 – 6 May 2004

II.491. Frudd applied for leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.561 Notwithstanding the fact that Frudd has not signed up to the leniency agreement562, the OFT intends, given the circumstances to recognise in any penalty calculation the voluntary assistance provided by Frudd as a result of its application for leniency. This means that the offered leniency reduction has been taken into account when calculating the penalties that the OFT is imposing on Frudd and the information provided by Frudd in the context of its leniency application has been used by the OFT as if it had signed up to the leniency agreement.

II.492. This Decision is addressed to Frudd. The OFT considers that Frudd is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

GAJ Construction Limited (‘GAJ’)
GAJ (Holdings) Limited (‘GAJ Holdings’)

II.493. GAJ is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02650862.563 GAJ’s registered and primary trading address is West Oak House, Westwood Way, Westwood Business Park, Coventry, West Midlands, CV4 8LB.564

II.494. At the time of issue of the Statement, GAJ was a general building contractor and had its core area of business in the West Midlands serving an area within a radius of 75 miles of its office. GAJ undertook works within sectors such as healthcare, education, commercial, leisure and sport, housing and industrial.565 At the time of issue of the Statement, GAJ did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.495. GAJ did not have an ultimate parent for the period 2000 to 4 June 2002.

558 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11890.
559 Email from Ernst & Young, 28 October 2008.
562 The company lacks the ‘controlling mind’ in order to sign up to the leniency agreement.
563 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11900.
564 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11900.
565 GAJ’s website, OFT Document Reference 11908.
II.496. GAJ Holdings was incorporated on 5 June 2002. GAJ Holdings is a private limited company, company number 04454033. GAJ Holdings’ registered and trading address is West Oak House, Westwood Way, Westwood Business Park, Coventry, Warwickshire, CV4 8LB. Since the incorporation of GAJ Holdings, GAJ Holdings has become GAJ’s ultimate parent company.

II.497. GAJ has one subsidiary.

II.498. The company structure from 5 June 2002 to 2006 is as follows;

II.499. GAJ Holdings has two other wholly owned subsidiaries.

II.500. GAJ Holdings’ consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2008 was £20,525,508.

II.501. The directors of GAJ from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Roy Butcher 2000 – 30 June 2000
- Ian Frederick Goodwin 2000 – 31 March 2004
- Gordon James Harker 1 July 2001 – 2006
- Richard John Pope 2000 – 16 August 2002
- Michael Desmond Scott 2000 – 2006

II.502. The directors of GAJ Holdings from 5 June 2002 to 2006 were as follows:

- Ian Frederick Goodwin 5 June 2002 – 31 March 2004

II.503. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both GAJ and GAJ Holdings during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that GAJ Holdings exercised decisive influence over GAJ’s conduct at the time of Infringement 174.

- Ian Frederick Goodwin 5 June 2002 – 31 March 2004

---

566 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11901.
567 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11901.
568 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11900.
569 Latest available FAME report of GAJ.
570 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11901.
571 Letter from GAJ, 20 July 2009.
572 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11911.
573 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11910.
574 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11911 and 11910.
II.504. GAJ did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, GAJ Holdings, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.575

II.505. The OFT considers that GAJ Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of GAJ, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over GAJ’s commercial policy from 5 June 2002 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. GAJ and GAJ Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for GAJ’s participation in the relevant Infringement. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringement 174.

II.506. This Decision is therefore addressed to GAJ and GAJ Holdings.

**G Carter Construction Limited (‘G Carter’)**

II.507. G Carter is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01362535.576 G Carter’s registered address is 93 Queen Street, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S1 1EF.577 G Carter also has a listed address at Richardson Street, Derby, Derbyshire, DE22 3GR.578

II.508. Prior to liquidation, G Carter was primarily involved in the general construction of buildings and civil engineering works including new commercial, residential, industrial buildings and civil engineering projects.579 Prior to liquidation, G Carter did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.509. G Carter has no holding company or any subsidiaries.580

II.510. A liquidator was appointed on 19 March 2008.581

II.511. G Carter’s turnover for the period 1 May 2007 to 31 January 2008 was [...] [C].582

II.512. The directors of G Carter from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:583

- Victoria Anne Brookes 3 April 2001 – 27 February 2004
- Anne Carter 2001 – 3 April 2001
- Daniel Richard Carter 3 April 2001 – 1 April 2004
- Geoffrey Ian Carter 2001 – 3 April 2001
- Ian Dennis 3 April 2001 – 12 July 2001

575 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
577 Latest available FAME report of G Carter.
578 Latest available FAME report of G Carter.
580 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11895.
582 Letter from The P&A Partnership, 13 July 2009.
583 Current appointment report, OFT Document Reference 11897.
II.513. G Carter did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{584}

II.514. The OFT has been listed as a ‘Known Creditor’\textsuperscript{585} in the liquidation of G Carter for any financial penalty that the OFT may in due course impose.

II.515. This Decision is addressed to G Carter. The OFT considers that G Carter is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

\textbf{G.F. Tomlinson Building Limited (‘G F Tomlinson’)}
\textbf{G.F. Tomlinson Group Limited (‘G F Tomlinson Group’)}

II.516. G F Tomlinson is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02332956.\textsuperscript{586} G F Tomlinson’s registered address and primary trading is Tomlinson House Duffield Road, Little Eaton, Derby, Derbyshire, DE21 5DR.\textsuperscript{587} G F Tomlinson also has a trading address at 16-18 City Road, Derby, Derbyshire, DE1 3RQ.\textsuperscript{588}

II.517. At the time of issue of the Statement, G F Tomlinson carried out a wide spectrum of construction services including new build and refurbishment of commercial and industrial buildings and refurbishment of private sector housing.\textsuperscript{589} At the time of issue of the Statement, G F Tomlinson did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.518. G F Tomlinson’s ultimate parent company is G F Tomlinson Group, a private limited company, company number 00233721.\textsuperscript{590} G F Tomlinson Group’s registered office and primary trading is Tomlinson House Duffield Road, Little Eaton, Derby, Derbyshire, DE21 5DR.\textsuperscript{591} G F Tomlinson Group also has a trading address at 16-18 City Road, Derby, Derbyshire, DE1 3RQ.\textsuperscript{592} G F Tomlinson is a wholly owned subsidiary of G F Tomlinson Group.\textsuperscript{593}

II.519. G F Tomlinson has no subsidiaries.

II.520. The relevant company group structure from 2000 – 2006 is outlined below:

\begin{itemize}
\item See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\item Letter from Liquidators, OFT Document Reference SA023.
\item FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11951.
\item Latest available FAME report of G F Tomlinson.
\item Latest available FAME report of G F Tomlinson.
\item G F Tomlinson’s website, OFT Document Reference 11956 and Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6589.
\item FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11952.
\item Latest available FAME report of G F Tomlinson.
\item Latest available FAME report of G F Tomlinson.
\item FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11952.
\end{itemize}
II.521. G F Tomlinson Group has six other subsidiaries.594

II.522. G F Tomlinson Group’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December from 2006 to 2008 was […] [C].595

II.523. The directors of G F Tomlinson from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:596

- Nicholas Michael Banks 1 June 2006 – 2006
- Roy Collis 2000 – 2006
- Christopher Flint 1 June 2006 – 2006
- Stuart Lawrence 2000 – 2006
- Barry Edward Seward 2000 – 2006
- Martin Cyril Tomlinson 2000 – 30 August 2002

II.524. The directors of G F Tomlinson Group from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:597

- Roy Collis 2000 – 2006
- Barry Edward Seward 2000 – 2006

II.525. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both G F Tomlinson and G F Tomlinson Group during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that G F Tomlinson Group exercised decisive influence over G F Tomlinson’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Martin Cyril Tomlinson 2000 – 30 August 2002
- Roy Collis 2000 – 2006
- Barry Edward Seward 2000 – 2006

II.526. G F Tomlinson did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, G F Tomlinson Group, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.598

II.527. The OFT considers that G F Tomlinson Group, as 100 per cent owner of G F Tomlinson, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over G F Tomlinson’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between G

594 Latest available FAME report of G F Tomlinson.
596 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11957.
597 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11958.
598 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
F Tomlinson Group and G F Tomlinson. G F Tomlinson and G F Tomlinson Group are therefore jointly and severally liable for G F Tomlinson’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.528. This Decision is therefore addressed to G F Tomlinson and G F Tomlinson Group.

**G G Middleton & Sons Limited (‘G G Middleton’)**

II.529. G G Middleton is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02564190. G G Middleton’s registered and trading address is 30 Hartland Road, Worksop, Nottinghamshire, S80 1XN. G G Middleton also has a listed trading address at Sandy Lane Industrial Estate, Sandy Lane, Worksop, Nottinghamshire, S80 1TN.

II.530. G G Middleton’s principal activities are those of building and public works contractors. G G Middleton does not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.531. G G Middleton has no holding company.

II.532. G G Middleton has one subsidiary.

II.533. Prior to issue of the Statement, G G Middleton advised the OFT that, due to retirement, the company was closing down and as from 23 March 2007 all future correspondence should be directed to a new address. Although the OFT has since been informed that the company ceased active construction operations in March 2007, the OFT has received no evidence to substantiate this assertion and notes that G G Middleton is still listed as a live company on Companies House.

II.534. G G Middleton’s unconsolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was [...] [C].

II.535. The directors of G G Middleton from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:

- Eileen Mary Stott 2003 – 2006

II.536. G G Middleton did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.
II.537. This Decision is addressed to G G Middleton. The OFT considers that G G Middleton is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

**G. & J. Seddon Limited ('G & J Seddon')
Seddon Group Limited ('Seddon')**

II.538. G & J Seddon is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00172081.\(^{609}\) G & J Seddon’s registered and primary trading address is Plodder Lane, Edge Fold, Bolton, Lancashire, BL4 ONN.\(^{610}\)

II.539. At the time of issue of the Statement, G & J Seddon undertook work as a building contractor operating in a broad range of sectors including, public and private sector housing, commercial and industrial construction.\(^{611}\) At the time of issue of the Statement, G & J Seddon did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.540. G & J Seddon’s ultimate parent company is Seddon, a private limited company, company number 03249290.\(^{612}\) Seddon’s registered address is Manor House, Manor Lane, Holmes Chapel, Nr Crewe, Cheshire, CW4 8AF.\(^{613}\) G & J Seddon is a wholly owned subsidiary of Seddon.\(^{614}\)

II.541. G & J Seddon has thirteen subsidiaries.\(^{615}\)

II.542. The relevant company structure from 2000 to 2006 is outlined below;

```
   Seddon
   Company number 03249290

   G & J Seddon
   Company number 00172081
```

II.543. Seddon has thirteen other subsidiaries.\(^{616}\)

II.544. Seddon’s consolidated group turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...].\(^{617}\)

II.545. The directors of G & J Seddon from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{618}\)

- Peter James Francis  
  17 August 2006 – 2006

---

\(^{609}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12457.

\(^{610}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12457.

\(^{611}\) Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6709.

\(^{612}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12456.

\(^{613}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12456.

\(^{614}\) Latest available FAME report of Seddon.

\(^{615}\) Latest available FAME report of G & J Seddon.

\(^{616}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12456.

\(^{617}\) Email from Watson Burton LLP, 29 April 2009.

\(^{618}\) Current Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12466.
Jackson
- Christopher John Seddon 2000 – 2006
- John Howard Shaw 17 August 2006 – 2006
- Brian Kevin Smethurst 2000 – 2006
- Keith Waddington 2000 – 2006
- Andrew John Wilcox 2000 – 2006
- David James Cork 2000 – 31 October 2002
- John Stanley Davies 2000 – 31 December 2005
- Shaun Thomas Taylor 2000 – 31 December 2006

II.546. The directors of Seddon from 2000 to 2006 were as follows.  
- Christopher John Seddon 2000 – 2006
- George Seddon 2000 – 2006
- John Stuart Seddon 2000 – 2006
- Rodney Horrocks Sellers 3 April 2006 – 2006

II.547. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both G & J Seddon and Seddon during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Seddon exercised decisive influence over G & J Seddon’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.
- Christopher John Seddon 2000 – 2006

II.548. G & J Seddon did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Seddon, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.549. The OFT considers that Seddon, as 100 per cent owner of G & J Seddon, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over G & J Seddon’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Seddon and G & J Seddon. Seddon and G & J Seddon are therefore jointly and severally liable for G & J Seddon’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.550. This Decision is therefore addressed to Seddon and G & J Seddon.

---

620 Current Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12464 and 12466.
621 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
II.551. GMI is a public limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01988606. GMI’s registered and primary trading address is Middleton House, Westland Road, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS11 5UH.

II.552. At the time of issue of the Statement, GMI’s principal activity was that of property construction and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.553. GMI changed its name to Blacksco40 plc on 6 April 2005 and back to GMI Construction Group plc on 26 April 2005.

II.554. At the time of issue of the Statement, GMI had one subsidiary.

II.555. From 2000 to 6 February 2005 GMI did not have an ultimate parent company.

II.556. GMI Construction Holdings, a public limited company, company number 05300988, became GMI’s ultimate parent company on 7 February 2005. GMI Construction Holdings’ registered address is Middleton House, Westland Road, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS11 5UH. GMI is a wholly owned subsidiary of GMI Construction Holdings.

II.557. GMI Construction Holdings was incorporated on 30 November 2004 and was called Blacksco40 plc. It changed its name to GMI Construction Group plc on 6 April 2005 and then to GMI Construction Holdings plc on 26 April 2005.

II.558. The relevant structure from 2000 until 6 February 2005 was therefore as follows:

II.559. The overall structure from 7 February 2005 until 2006 was as follows:

---

622 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11965.
623 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11965.
625 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11965.
626 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11965.
627 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11965.
628 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11964.
629 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11965.
630 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11964.
631 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11964.
632 Form 363 Annual Return, OFT Document Reference 11978.
633 Form 363 Annual Return, OFT Document Reference 11978.
II.560. GMI’s turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2008 was […] [C]. GMI’s turnover is the only turnover of GMI Construction Holdings.634

II.561. The directors of GMI from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:635

- John Alan Austin 2000 – 2006
- Jarrod Best 7 February 2005 – 2006
- Gerald Ellingham 2000 – 2006
- Peter John Gilman 2000 – 2006
- Andrew Leslie Kemp 2000 – 2006
- David James Shann 7 February 2005 – 2006

II.562. The directors of GMI Construction Holdings from 2004 to 2006 were as follows:636

- John Alan Austin 7 February 2005 – 2006
- Jarrod Best 30 November 2004 – 2006
- Gerald Ellingham 7 February 2005 – 2006
- Peter John Gilman 30 November 2004 – 2006
- Andrew Leslie Kemp 30 November 2004 – 2006
- David James Shann 30 November 2004 – 2006
- Paul Whitaker 30 November 2004 – 2006

II.563. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both GMI and GMI Construction Holdings during the periods mentioned below.637 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that GMI Construction Holdings exercised decisive influence over GMI’s conduct at the time of the Infringement.

- John Alan Austin 7 February 2005 – 2006
- Jarrod Best 7 February 2005 – 2006
- Gerald Ellingham 7 February 2005 – 2006
- Peter John Gilman 30 November 2004 – 2006
- Andrew Leslie Kemp 30 November 2004 – 2006
- David James Shann 7 February 2005 – 2006
- Paul Whitaker 30 November 2004 – 2006

II.564. GMI did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, GMI Construction Holdings, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.638

635 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11976.
636 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11977.
637 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11976 and 11977.
638 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
II.565. The OFT considers that GMI is liable for the relevant Infringement during the period 2000 to 6 February 2005, described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringement 14, on account of the participation in the relevant Infringement of that undertaking.

II.566. The OFT considers that GMI Construction Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of GMI, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over GMI’s commercial policy from 7 February 2005 until 2006 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between GMI Construction Holdings and GMI. GMI and GMI Construction Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for GMI’s participation in the relevant Infringement. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringement 228.

II.567. This Decision is therefore addressed to GMI and GMI Construction Holdings.

Geo Houlton & Sons Limited ('Geo Houlton')
Geo. Houlton & Sons (Holdings) Limited ('Geo Houlton Holdings')

II.568. Geo Houlton is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01632717. Geo Houlton’s registered and primary trading address is Hyperion Street, Hull, East Yorkshire, HU9 1BD.

II.569. At the time of issue of the Statement, Geo Houlton’s principal market was in industrial, commercial and public authority sectors. Geo Houlton typically constructed schools, offices, factories and warehouses and high specification buildings, for example, in the health, pharmaceutical and food processing sectors. At the time of issue of the Statement, Geo Houlton did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.570. Geo Houlton’s ultimate parent company is Geo Houlton Holdings, a private limited company, company number 00300842. Geo Houlton Holdings’ registered address is Hyperion Street, Witham, Hull, Yorkshire, HU9 1BD. Geo Houlton is a wholly owned subsidiary of Geo Houlton Holdings.

II.571. Geo Houlton has no subsidiaries.

II.572. The relevant company structure from 2000 to 2006 is outlined below:

---

639 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11944.
640 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11944.
641 Geo Houlton’s website, OFT Document Reference 11950, pages 2 and 3.
642 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11945.
643 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11945.
644 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11945.
645 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11944.
II.573. Geo Houlton Holdings has four other wholly owned subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{646}

II.574. Geo Houlton Holdings’ group consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 April 2009 was [...] [C].\textsuperscript{647}

II.575. The directors of Geo Houlton from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{648}

- Paul Simon Dickerson 2001 – 2006
- Andrew Mark Kingston 1 June 2002 – 2006
- David James Padden 1 June 2002 – 2006

II.576. The directors of Geo Houlton Holdings from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{649}

- Paul Simon Dickerson 2001 – 2006
- Peter Frank Houlton 2001 – 1 February 2002

II.577. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Geo Houlton and Geo Houlton Holdings during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{650} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Geo Houlton Holdings exercised decisive influence over Geo Houlton’s conduct at the time of Infringements.

- Paul Simon Dickerson 2001 – 2006

II.578. Geo Houlton did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Geo Houlton Holdings were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{651}

II.579. The OFT considers that Geo Houlton Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of Geo Houlton, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Geo Houlton’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the

\textsuperscript{646} Latest available FAME report.
\textsuperscript{647} Email from Gosschalks, 6 July 2009.
\textsuperscript{648} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11946.
\textsuperscript{649} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11947.
\textsuperscript{650} Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11946 and 11947.
\textsuperscript{651} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Geo Houlton Holdings and Geo Houlton. Geo Houlton and Geo Houlton Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Geo Houlton’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.580. This Decision is therefore addressed to Geo Houlton and Geo Houlton Holdings.

**Greswolde Construction Limited (‘Greswolde’)**  
**Mantisson Limited (‘Mantisson’)**

II.581. Greswolde is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01752114.652 Greswolde’s registered and primary trading address is Greswolde House, 197A Station Road, Knowle, Solihull, West Midlands, B93 OPU.653

II.582. At the time of issue of the Statement, Greswolde undertook new build and refurbishment work in both the public and private sectors and operated primarily in the Midlands. The majority of its work was carried out in the education, health, leisure and commercial sectors.654 At the time of issue of the Statement, Greswolde did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.583. Greswolde’s ultimate parent company is Mantisson, a private limited company, company number 01160348.655 Mantisson’s registered and primary trading address is Greswolde House, 197A Station Road, Knowle Solihull, West Midlands, B93 OPU.656 Greswolde is a wholly owned subsidiary of Mantisson.

II.584. Greswolde has no subsidiaries.657

II.585. The relevant company structure from 2000 to 2006 is outlined below:

![Company Structure Diagram]

II.586. Mantisson has three other wholly owned subsidiaries.658

II.587. Mantisson’s consolidated group turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was […] [C].659

II.588. The directors of Greswolde from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:660

---

652 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11996.  
653 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11996.  
654 Greswolde’s website, OFT Document Reference 12004.  
655 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11997.  
656 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11997.  
657 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12001.  
658 Letter from Pinsent Masons, 3 June 2009.  
660 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12001.
II.589. The director of Mantisson from 2000 to 2006 was as follows:661


II.590. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of both Greswolde and Mantisson during the period mentioned below.662 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Mantisson exercised decisive influence over Greswolde’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.


II.591. Greswolde did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Mantisson, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.663

II.592. The OFT considers that Mantisson, as 100 per cent owner of Greswolde, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Greswolde’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Mantisson and Greswolde. Greswolde and Mantisson are therefore jointly and severally liable for Greswolde’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.593. This Decision is therefore addressed to Greswolde and Mantisson.

**Hall Construction Group Limited (‘Hall’)**

II.594. Hall is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00458044.664 Hall’s registered and primary trading address is Clay Street, Hull, Yorkshire, HU8 8HE.665

II.595. At the time of issue of the Statement, Hall undertook construction works, refurbishment, new build and design projects, in the education, health, commercial, industrial, retail, leisure, housing and community sectors for public and private sector clients.666 At the time of issue of the Statement, Hall did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.596. Until 27 September 2001, Hall was named F Hall & Sons Limited.667

II.597. Hall has six subsidiaries and has no holding companies.668

---

661 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12003.
662 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12001 and 12003.
663 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
664 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12716.
665 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12716.
666 Hall’s website, OFT Document Reference 12723, pages 2 and 4.
667 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12716.
668 Latest available FAME report.
II.598. Hall’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2008 was [...] [C].

II.599. The directors of Hall from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:670

- Charles Norman Abbott 21 September 2001 – 4 March 2003
- John Hugh Richard Hall 2001 – 3 August 2004
- Desmond Neil Moore 2001 – 16 September 2001
- Paul Richardson 2001 – 28 September 2001

II.600. Hall did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.671

II.601. This Decision is addressed to Hall. The OFT considers that Hall is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it would be liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

**Harlow and Milner Limited (‘Harlow & Milner’)**

II.602. Harlow & Milner is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00330619.672 Harlow & Milner’s registered and primary trading address is Trident House, Milner Way, Ossett, West Yorkshire, WF5 9JE.673

II.603. At the time of issue of the Statement, Harlow & Milner’s principal activity was that of building and civil engineering contractors,674 including building new houses for both the public and private sectors and carrying out repairs and maintenance.675 At the time of issue of the Statement, Harlow & Milner did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.604. Harlow & Milner has no holding companies or subsidiaries.676

II.605. Harlow & Milner’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was [...] [C].677

II.606. The directors of Harlow & Milner from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:678

- John Allsop 1 August 2006 – 2006
- Brian Denham 2002 – 5 April 2004
- Diane Catherine Milner 2002 – 2006

---

669 Email from Gosschals, 13 July 2009.
671 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
672 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12005.
673 Latest available Companies House information.
675 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference A2508.
676 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12005.
678 Company Appointment Report, OFT Document Reference 12006.
II.607. Harlow & Milner applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\(^{679}\)

II.608. This Decision is addressed to Harlow & Milner. The OFT considers that Harlow & Milner is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringement 138, 237 and 241\(^{680}\), on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

**Harold Adkin & Sons (Sutton-In-Ashfield) Limited (‘Harold Adkin’)**

II.609. Harold Adkin is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00845648.\(^{681}\) Harold Adkin’s registered and primary trading address is Oxford Street, Sutton-In-Ashfield, Nottinghamshire, NG17 2EG.\(^{682}\)

II.610. At the time of issue of the Statement, Harold Adkin undertook general construction and civil engineering works, in particular in commercial construction and both the public and private housing sectors.\(^{683}\) At the time of issue of the Statement, Harold Adkin did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.611. Harold Adkin has no holding company or subsidiaries.\(^{684}\)

II.612. Harold Adkin’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was [...] [\(\text{\textdollar}\)].\(^{685}\)

II.613. The directors of Harold Adkin from 2002 to 2006 were as follows.\(^{686}\)


II.614. Harold Adkin did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\(^{687}\)

II.615. This Decision is addressed to Harold Adkin. The OFT considers that Harold Adkin is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

---


\(^{680}\) The penalties in respect of Infringements 138 and 237 are reduced to zero as they are ‘But for’ Infringements.

\(^{681}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12008.

\(^{682}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12008.

\(^{683}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12008 and market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6455.

\(^{684}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12008.


\(^{686}\) Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12012.

\(^{687}\) See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
Haymills (Contractors) Limited now trading as Straw Realisations (No1) Limited (‘Haymills’)
Corringway Conclusions plc (‘Corringway’) previously known as Haymills plc (‘Haymills plc’)
Haymills Group Limited (‘Haymills Group’)

II.616. Haymills is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00313549.\(^{688}\) Haymills’ registered address is 14 Red Lion Square, London, WC1R 4QF.\(^{689}\) It also operates out of trading addresses in Surrey, Suffolk, Middlesex and Cambridgeshire.\(^{690}\)

II.617. At the time of issue of the Statement, Haymills’ principal activities were that of buildings and civil engineering contracting and property maintenance.\(^{691}\) At the time of issue of the Statement, Haymills did carry out work outside the United Kingdom.\(^{692}\)

II.618. From 2000 until 27 July 2004\(^{693}\), Haymills’ ultimate parent company was Haymills plc, a public limited company, company number 02967400.\(^{694}\) Haymills plc’s registered address was Wesley House, 1-7 Wesley Avenue, London, NW10 7BZ.\(^{695}\) Haymills was a wholly owned subsidiary of Haymills plc.\(^{696}\)

II.619. On 28 July 2004, Haymills plc changed its name to Corringway.\(^{697}\) Corringway’s registered address is Farringdon Place, 20 Farringdon Road, London, EC1M 3AP.\(^{698}\) Corringway’s trading address is in Cambridgeshire.\(^{699}\)

II.620. Joint liquidators for Corringway were appointed on 27 September 2004.\(^{700}\) An administrator was appointed for Haymills and Haymills Group on 13 August 2009.\(^{701}\)

II.621. The relevant company structure from 2000 until 27 July 2004 was therefore as follows:

![Diagram]

Corringway
(Previously known as Haymills plc)
Company number 02967400

Haymills
Company number 00313549

\(^{688}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12027.
\(^{689}\) FAME report of Haymills, obtained on 12 February 2009
\(^{690}\) FAME report of Haymills, obtained on 12 February 2009
\(^{693}\) Directors’ report, contained within the Annual Accounts of Haymills, up to 31 March 2006.
\(^{694}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12028a.
\(^{697}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12028a.
\(^{698}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12028a.
\(^{699}\) FAME report for Corringway, obtained on 12 February 2009.
\(^{700}\) Written representations of Corringway, 27 June 2008, paragraph 1.2.
\(^{701}\) Notice of administrator’s appointment, form 2.12B.
II.622. At the time of issue of the Statement, Haymills had six wholly owned subsidiaries, five of which are dormant.\textsuperscript{702}

II.623. At the time of issue of the Statement, Corringway\textsuperscript{703} had another three wholly owned subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{704}

II.624. On 26 May 2004, Ever 2312 Limited (‘Ever 2312’) purchased the share capital of Haymills to become Haymills’ ultimate parent company\textsuperscript{705} and the consequent change of control was effected on 27 July 2004.\textsuperscript{706} Ever 2312 changed its name to Haymills Group on 2 August 2004.\textsuperscript{707} Haymills Group is a private limited company, company number 05040755 and its registered address is 14 Red Lion Square, London, WC1R 4QF.\textsuperscript{708} Haymills also has a trading address at Wesley House, 1-7 Wesley Avenue, London, NW10 7BZ.\textsuperscript{709}

II.625. Haymills is a wholly owned subsidiary of Haymills Group.\textsuperscript{710}

II.626. The relevant company structure from 27 July 2004 until 2006 was therefore as follows:

II.627. Haymills Group has another three subsidiaries, two of which are wholly owned.\textsuperscript{711}

II.628. Haymills has six subsidiaries, four of which are wholly owned.\textsuperscript{712}

II.629. Corringway’s\textsuperscript{713} group consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2003 was £118,866,000.\textsuperscript{714}

II.630. Haymills’ group turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was £181,555,000.\textsuperscript{715}

\textsuperscript{703} Previously known as Haymills plc.
\textsuperscript{704} Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12043a, page 3.
\textsuperscript{706} Appendix to the Resolution of Haymills passed on 28 June 2004 refers to a sale agreement dated 26 May 2004, OFT Document Reference 12029.
\textsuperscript{707} Annual Accounts of Haymills for year end 31 March 2005.
\textsuperscript{708} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12028.
\textsuperscript{709} FAME report of Haymills Group, obtained on 12 February 2009.
\textsuperscript{710} FAME report of Haymills Group, obtained on 12 February 2009.
\textsuperscript{711} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12028.
\textsuperscript{712} Latest available FAME report of Haymills.
\textsuperscript{713} Previously known as Haymills plc until 28 July 2004.
\textsuperscript{714} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12028a.
\textsuperscript{715} Annual Report and Financial Statements year ending 31 March 2008.
II.631. Haymills Group’s worldwide consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was £181,195,000.\textsuperscript{716}

II.632. The directors of Haymills from 2002 to 2006 were:\textsuperscript{717}

- Ian Richard Brown 6 October 2003 – 22 June 2004
- Graham Charles Colthorpe 2002 – 24 June 2004
- Martin Courtenay Clarke 2002 – 6 October 2003
- Terry Day 2002 – 30 September 2002
- Stephen John Firman 1 October 2002 – 2006
- Phillip Peter Giles 2002 – 2006
- Colin David Harvey 2 April 2003 – 6 October 2003
- Peter Raymond Jackson 13 February 2003 – 2006
- Vivienne Laraine Lavis 1 August 2004 – 2006
- Christopher James Maryon 18 August 2006 – 2006
- Dean Murphy 1 August 2004 – 2006
- Gary Jonathan Nunn 1 August 2004 – 2006
- John Woodhouse 6 October 2003 – 22 June 2004

II.633. The directors of Corringway\textsuperscript{718} from 2002 to 2006 were:\textsuperscript{719}

- Julian Andrew Brandon 30 September 2002 – 26 April 2004
- Martin Courtenay Clarke 2002 – 6 October 2003
- Terry Day 2002 – 30 September 2002\textsuperscript{720}
- Colin David Harvey 2002 – 6 October 2003
- Anthony Gavin Herron 2002 – 6 October 2003
- John Woodhouse 6 October 2003 – 2006

II.634. The directors of Haymills Group from incorporation to 2006 were:\textsuperscript{721}

- Julian Andrew Brandon 26 May 2004 – 2006
- Ian Richard Brown 1 August 2004 – 2006

II.635. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Haymills and Corringway during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{722} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Corringway exercised decisive influence over Haymills’ conduct, at the time of the Infringements preceding 27 July 2004.

\textsuperscript{716} Annual Report and Financial Statements year ending 31 March 2008.
\textsuperscript{717} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12031.
\textsuperscript{718} Previously known as Haymills plc until 28 July 2004.
\textsuperscript{719} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12033a.
\textsuperscript{720} Corringway in its written representations has stated that Terry Day ceased being a director on 20 September 2002, see paragraph 4.3. The OFT notes the difference of date between Corringway and Companies House but prefers the recorded information of Companies House in this instance.
\textsuperscript{721} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12032.
\textsuperscript{722} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12031 and 12032.
II.636. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Haymills and Haymills Group during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{723} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Haymills Group exercised decisive influence over Haymills’s conduct, at the time of the Infringement following 27 July 2004.

- Martin Courtenay Clarke 2002 – 6 October 2003
- Julian Andrew Brandon 27 July 2004 – 2006

II.637. Haymills did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent companies at the time of the relevant Infringements, Corringway and Haymills Group, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{724}

II.638. The OFT considers that Corringway, as 100 per cent owner of Haymills, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Haymills’ commercial policy from 2000 until 27 July 2004 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Corringway and Haymills. Haymills and Corringway are therefore jointly and severally liable for Haymills’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the fine that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 103 and 119.

II.639. The OFT considers that Haymills Group, as 100 per cent owner of Haymills, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Haymills’s commercial policy from 27 July 2004 until 2006 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Haymills Group and Haymills. Haymills and Haymills Group are therefore jointly and severally liable for Haymills’ participation in the Infringement. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringement 232.

II.640. In its response to the Statement, Corringway submitted that it should not be held liable for Haymills’ participation in the Infringements between 2000 and 27 July 2004. Corringway submitted for example that:

(a) The mere fact of a 100 per cent shareholding does not of itself suffice for a finding that a parent company is liable for an infringement committed by its subsidiary; instead the OFT is required ‘to demonstrate that the parent company, through its conduct, has responsibility for the infringement’\textsuperscript{725}

(b) There is no evidence that Corringway had any involvement or participation in the Infringements\textsuperscript{726}, and moreover Corringway was a mere holding company.\textsuperscript{727} Similarly the OFT has not provided evidence

\textsuperscript{723} Company Appointments, OFT Reference 12031 and 12033a.
\textsuperscript{724} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\textsuperscript{725} Written representations of Corringway, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.3.
\textsuperscript{726} Written representations of Corringway, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.4.
\textsuperscript{727} Written representations of Corringway, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.1 et seq.
that the directors of Corringway were involved in or aware of the Infringements.\textsuperscript{728}

(c) The fact that there were common directors on the Boards of Corringway and Haymills is insufficient to establish liability on the part of Corringway, and Corringway’s Board minutes in the relevant period provide no indication that the Corringway Board was involved in the day-to-day business of Haymills.\textsuperscript{729}

(d) Since Corringway is in liquidation it should not be held liable for Haymills’ participation in the relevant Infringements, by analogy with Case T-134/94 \textit{NMH Stahlwerke} [1999] ECR II-239.\textsuperscript{730}

II.641. In their separate response to the Statement, Haymills Group and Haymills agreed with the OFT that Corringway and Haymills constituted the same undertaking during the period 2000 to 27 July 2004.\textsuperscript{731} However Haymills Group and Haymills submitted that Haymills and Corringway should not be held jointly and severally liable for the relevant Infringements in the period 2000 to 27 July 2004, but rather that the OFT should impose liability for those Infringements solely on Corringway. Otherwise, in the light of Corringway’s liquidation, liability for the Infringements in the period 2000 to 27 July 2004 may fall indirectly on Haymills Group as the subsequent purchaser of Haymills.\textsuperscript{732}

II.642. The OFT has had regard to all of the submissions put forward by Corringway and by Haymills Group and Haymills in relation to this issue. For the reasons set out in paragraphs III.13 to III.18 below, the OFT considers that a parent company may be held liable for an infringement committed by its subsidiary even though it had no specific involvement in or knowledge of the infringing conduct. The OFT refers specifically in this regard to the quotation set out in paragraph III.18. It follows that Corringway cannot escape liability for the Infringements by reference to its argument that it had no specific involvement in or knowledge of the infringing conduct. It must also follow that the fact that the common directors identified above are not alleged to have had knowledge of or involvement in the infringing conduct is not such as to enable Corringway to escape liability.

II.643. While Corringway has sought to downplay the significance of the common directorships identified by the OFT, the OFT notes that Corringway has not denied the existence of those common directorships. The OFT considers that, in the light of the common directorships identified above and the 100 per cent shareholding held by Corringway in Haymills, the OFT is entitled to rely on the presumption of decisive influence as set out in paragraph III.13 below. Furthermore the OFT considers that the submissions put forward by Corringway are insufficient to rebut that presumption, since they fall short of establishing that Haymills determined its conduct on the market autonomously.

\textsuperscript{728} Written representations of Corringway, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.2.
\textsuperscript{729} Written representations of Corringway, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.2. Corringway has not however provided the OFT with copies of Corringway’s board minutes in the relevant period.
\textsuperscript{730} Written representations of Corringway, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.4.
\textsuperscript{731} Written representations of Haymills Group and Haymills, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.2.
\textsuperscript{732} Written representations of Haymills Group and Haymills, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.6 to 2.8.
II.644. The OFT does not consider that Corringway should escape liability by analogy with Case T-134/94 NMH Stahlwerke [1999] ECR II-239 I. In particular, the CFI imputed liability in that case to the economic successor of the infringing company, in order to ensure that the effectiveness of the competition rules would not be compromised by changes to the legal form of the undertakings concerned. The OFT considers in this case that effectiveness is best served by holding both Corringway and Haymills jointly and severally liable for Haymills’ participation in the Infringements during the period of Corringway’s ownership.

II.645. Nor does the OFT consider that Corringway should be held solely responsible for Haymills’ participation in the Infringements between 2000 and 27 July 2004. It follows from the case law of the CFI that joint and several liability of a parent and subsidiary, where they are found to constitute the same undertaking for competition law purposes, is permitted in EC law.733 Were the OFT not to impose joint and several liability on Corringway and Haymills, this would enable Haymills to escape the consequences of its participation in the Infringements in the period 2000 to 27 July 2004.

II.646. This Decision is therefore addressed to Haymills, Corringway and Haymills Group.

Henry Boot Construction (UK) Limited (‘Henry Boot’)
Henry Boot plc (‘Henry Boot plc’)

II.647. Henry Boot is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02880202.734 Henry Boot’s registered address is Banner Cross Hall, Ecclesall Road, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S11 9PD.735 Henry Boot’s head office is Callywhite Lane, Dronfield, Derbyshire, S18 2XN.736 Henry Boot also trades from 71 Ardwick Green, Ardwick, Manchester, M12 6FX.737

II.648. At the time of issue of the Statement, Henry Boot undertook construction and refurbishment works in the housing, retail, education, health, leisure, industrial and commercial sectors for both private and public clients.738 At the time of issue of the Statement Henry Boot did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.649. Henry Boot’s ultimate parent company is Henry Boot plc, a public limited company, company number 00160996.739 Henry Boot plc’s registered address is Banner Cross Hall, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S11 9PD.740 Henry Boot is a wholly owned subsidiary of Henry Boot plc.741

733 See Case C-97/08P Akzo Nobel ECJ Judgment of 10 September 2009; also Case T-69/04 Schunk, judgment of the Court of First Instance of 8 October 2008 (not yet reported), at paragraphs 53 et seq (in particular paragraphs 75 and 76).
734 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12045.
735 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12045.
738 Henry Boot’s website, OFT Document Reference 12052.
739 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12046.
740 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12046.
741 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12046.
II.650. Henry Boot has two subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{742}

II.651. The relevant company structure is outlined below:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Henry Boot plc & Company number 00160996 \\
\hline
Henry Boot & Company number 02880202 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

II.652. Henry Boot plc has 43 other subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{743}

II.653. Henry Boot plc’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] [C].\textsuperscript{744}

II.654. The directors of Henry Boot from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{745}

- Roger Balme 2000 – 20 December 2002
- Timothy Lawrence 2000 – 29 December 2006
- Michael Douglas Mosley 1 August 2001 – 2006

II.655. The directors of Henry Boot plc from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{746}

- David Henry Boot 2000 – 24 March 2006
- Douglas Greaves 2000 – 2006
- John Spencer Reis 2000 – 2006
- John Trevor Sutcliffe 1 October 2006 – 2006

II.656. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of both Henry Boot and Henry Boot plc during the period mentioned below.\textsuperscript{747} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Henry Boot plc exercised decisive influence over Henry Boot’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.


II.657. Henry Boot applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\textsuperscript{748}

\textsuperscript{742} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12045.
\textsuperscript{743} Latest available FAME report of Henry Boot plc.
\textsuperscript{744} Letter from DLA Piper, 15 July 2009.
\textsuperscript{745} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12047.
\textsuperscript{746} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12048.
\textsuperscript{747} Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12047 and 12048.
II.658. The OFT considers that Henry Boot plc, as 100 per cent owner of Henry Boot, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Henry Boot’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Henry Boot plc and Henry Boot. Henry Boot and Henry Boot plc are therefore jointly and severally liable for Henry Boot’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 47, 149 and 175.749

II.659. In their response to the Statement, Henry Boot plc and Henry Boot submitted that Henry Boot plc should not be held liable for Henry Boot’s participation in the Infringements. Henry Boot plc and Henry Boot submitted that:

(a) Henry Boot plc did not determine Henry Boot’s commercial strategy. Henry Boot plc approved contracts to be entered into by Henry Boot only where they had a value above a certain level (tens of millions) and all of the relevant Infringements involved contracts below that threshold.750 Henry Boot plc also approved Henry Boot’s business plan;751 and

(b) The holder of the common directorships identified above, Edward Boot, had no involvement in the day-to-day running of Henry Boot.752

II.660. The OFT considers that in the light of Henry Boot plc’s 100 per cent shareholding in Henry Boot and the common directorships held by Mr Boot, the OFT is entitled to rely on the presumption of decisive influence in accordance with the principles set out in paragraph III.13 below. It therefore falls to Henry Boot plc and Henry Boot to adduce sufficient evidence to rebut that presumption.

II.661. In this regard, the OFT considers that the fact that Henry Boot plc approved contracts to be entered into by Henry Boot which had a value above a certain level (tens of millions), and approved Henry Boot’s business plan, demonstrates that Henry Boot plc retained the power of final decision with regard to Henry Boot’s conduct on the market.753 Furthermore the OFT considers that, in accordance with the principle set out in paragraph III.18 below, the contention that Henry Boot plc was not involved in decision-making on the contracts which are subject of the relevant Infringements does not enable Henry Boot plc to escape liability. Finally, the OFT notes that all the members of Henry Boot plc’s Board attended the Board meetings of Henry Boot in order to ‘advise on strategy but they [did] not dictate on strategy’.754

II.662. In the circumstances the OFT considers that the contentions put forward by Henry Boot plc and Henry Boot are not sufficient to rebut the presumption of decisive influence and establish that Henry Boot determined its conduct on the market autonomously.

749 The penalty in respect of Infringements 149 and 175 is reduced to zero as this is a ‘But for’ Infringement.
750 Written representations of Henry Boot and Henry Boot plc, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.6 and 2.7.
753 See for example Case T-112/05 Akzo Nobel [2007] ECR II-5049 at paragraphs 74 and 82, upheld by the ECJ on 10 September 2009, Case C-97/08P.
754 Oral representations of Henry Boot and Henry Boot plc, 21 July 2008, pages 5 and 6 (as amended on 14 September 2009)
II.663. This Decision is therefore addressed to Henry Boot and Henry Boot plc.

Herbert Baggaley Construction Limited ('Herbert Baggaley')  
Baggaley Group Limited ('Baggaley Group')

II.664. Herbert Baggaley is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00271618.755 Herbert Baggaley’s registered primary and trading address is 1 Melton Way, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, NG18 5FU.756

II.665. At the time of issue of the Statement, Herbert Baggaley undertook construction, maintenance and joinery works throughout the Midlands and South Yorkshire. The construction and maintenance divisions focused on works for private and public clients in the education, health, retail, commercial and industrial sectors.757 At the time of issue of the Statement, Herbert Baggaley did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.666. Herbert Baggaley’s ultimate parent company is Baggaley Group, a private limited company, company number 01422311.758 Baggaley Group’s registered address is 1 Melton Way, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, NG18 5FU.759 Herbert Baggaley is a wholly owned subsidiary of Baggaley Group.760

II.667. Herbert Baggaley has no subsidiaries.761

II.668. The relevant company structure is outlined below:

![Company Structure Diagram]

II.669. Baggaley Group has 1 other subsidiary.762

II.670. Baggaley Group’s worldwide consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2009 was [...] [C].763

II.671. The directors of Herbert Baggaley from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:764

- Herbert Howard Baggaley 2000 – 2006
- Richard Ian Baggaley 2000 – 2006
- Patrick James Cassidy 2000 – 30 March 2001

756 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11600.
757 Herbert Baggaley’s website, OFT Document Reference 11606, pages 1 and 3.
758 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11601.
759 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11601.
760 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11601.
761 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11600.
762 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11601.
II.672. The directors of Baggaley Group from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\footnote{765}{Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11603.}

- Christopher John Collison 1 October 2001 – 2 December 2005
- Barrington Dalby 1 July 2006 – 2006
- Sharon Valerie Gibbs 7 August 2000 – 2006
- Peter Vernon Jubb 2000 – 31 January 2003
- Desmond Neil Moore 1 July 2004 – 31 December 2006

II.673. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Herbert Baggaley and Baggaley Group during the periods mentioned below.\footnote{766}{Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 11602 and 11603.}

The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Baggaley Group exercised decisive influence over Herbert Baggaley’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Arthur James Colin Baggaley 2000 – 6 June 2005
- Beverley Jo Baggaley 2 June 2000 - 2006
- Herbert Howard Baggaley 2000 – 2006
- Richard Ian Baggaley 5 January 2006 – 2006
- Antony Vincent Dearden 1 July 2001 - 2006
- Michael John Feazey 2000 – 24 August 2001

II.674. Herbert Baggaley applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\footnote{767}{See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423 \url{http://www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/business_leaflets/ca98_guidelines/of423.pdf}.}

II.675. The OFT considers that Baggaley Group, as 100 per cent owner of Herbert Baggaley, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Herbert Baggaley’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Baggaley Group and Herbert Baggaley. Herbert Baggaley and Baggaley Group are therefore jointly and severally liable for Herbert Baggaley’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 146, 158 and 168.

II.676. This Decision is therefore addressed to Herbert Baggaley and Baggaley Group.

\textit{Hill Bros. (Nottingham) Limited (‘Hill’)}

II.677. Hill is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00421464.\footnote{768}{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12053.} Hill’s registered and trading address is 34 Marlborough Road, Woodthorpe, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG5 4GB.\footnote{769}{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12053.}
II.678. At the time of issue of the Statement, Hill undertook alterations, extensions, improvements, refurbishment and repair works in the construction industry, for clients in the public and private sector.\footnote{Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 6576.} At the time of issue of the Statement, Hill did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.679. Hill has no holding company or subsidiaries.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12053.}

II.680. Hill’s turnover for the financial year ending 30 November 2008 was […] [C].\footnote{Email from Andersons Solicitors, 5 August 2009.}

II.681. The directors of Hill from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\footnote{Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12054.}

- Antony Steven Hallam 2000 – 2006
- Nicholas Parish Matthews 2000 – 2006
- Janice Marian Wilkinson 2000 – 27 May 2005

II.682. Hill did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\footnote{See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.}

II.683. This Decision is addressed to Hill. The OFT considers that Hill is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

\textit{Hobson and Porter Limited (‘Hobson & Porter’)}

II.684. Hobson & Porter is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01448193.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12075.} Hobson & Porter’s registered and primary trading address is Clifford House, Malmo Road, Sutton Fields Industrial Estate, Hull, Yorkshire, HU7 0YF.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12075.}

II.685. At the time of issue of the Statement, Hobson & Porter was a major regional building contractor based in Hull and operated within the Yorkshire and North Lincolnshire area for clients such as local authorities, housing associations, education providers and leading companies involved in the commercial and industrial sectors.\footnote{Hobson & Porter’s website, OFT Document Reference 12078 and market definition response, OFT Document Reference A1642 and A1648.} At the time of issue of the Statement Hobson & Porter did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.686. Hobson & Porter has no holding company and no subsidiaries.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12075.}

II.687. Hobson & Porter’s turnover for the financial years ending 30 September 2008 was […] [C].\footnote{Email from Watson Burton LLP, 30 April 2009.}
II.688. The directors of Hobson & Porter from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:780

- David Malcolm Blades 26 June 2001 – 2006
- Jacqueline Louise Blades 26 June 2001 – 2006
- Ian Gibbins 26 June 2001 – 2006
- Sean Henderson 6 June 2001 – 17 October 2003
- Gillian Hobson 2000 – 2006
- Peter Leslie Hobson 2000 – 2006
- Julie Annette Smee 26 June 2001 – 2006
- David Watson 2000 – 2006

II.689. Hobson & Porter applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.781

II.690. This Decision is addressed to Hobson & Porter. The OFT considers that Hobson & Porter is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 230, 236 and 238, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

Holroyd Construction Limited (‘Holroyd’)
Holderness Investments Limited (‘Holderness’)
Holroyd Construction Group Limited (‘Holroyd Group’)

II.691. Holroyd is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00899440.782 Holroyd’s registered address is Benson House, 33 Wellington Street, Leeds, LS1 4JP.783

II.692. At the time of issue of the Statement, Holroyd undertook building and refurbishment works in the Yorkshire and Humber region for public and private clients across a range of market sectors including industrial, commercial, design and build, retail, leisure and education.784 At the time of issue of the Statement, Holroyd did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.693. From 2000 until 29 March 2005 Holroyd’s ultimate parent company was Holderness785 a private limited company, company number 00750963.786 Holderness’s registered and primary trading address is Parkhill, Walton Road, Wetherby, West Yorkshire, LS22 5DZ.787 Holderness also has a trading address at Sandbeck Way, Wetherby, West Yorkshire, LS22 7.788 Holroyd was a wholly owned subsidiary of Holderness.

---

780 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12076.
782 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12072.
783 Latest available FAME report of Holroyd.
784 Holroyd’s website, OFT Document Reference 12066.
786 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12057.
787 Latest available FAME report of Holroyd Group.
788 Latest available FAME report of Holroyd Group.
II.694. Also during the period from 2000 until 29 March 2005, Holroyd’s immediate parent company was Holroyd Group\textsuperscript{789}, a private limited company, company number 01048710.\textsuperscript{790} Holroyd Group’s registered address is Benson House, 33 Wellington Street, Leeds, LS1 4JP.\textsuperscript{791} Holroyd Group’s trading address is listed as Parkhill, Walton Road, Wetherby, West Yorkshire, LS22 5DZ.\textsuperscript{792}

II.695. Since 30 March 2005, Holroyd’s ultimate parent company has been Holroyd Group.\textsuperscript{793} Holroyd is a wholly owned subsidiary of Holroyd Group.\textsuperscript{794}

II.696. On 20 June 2008 joint administrators were appointed for Holroyd and Holroyd Group.\textsuperscript{795}

II.697. The relevant group structure is set out below:

2000 – 29 March 2005

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node[draw, rounded corners] {Holderness} edge[ultra thick] node[auto] {Company number 00750963} (Holderness);
  \node[draw, rounded corners] {Holroyd Group} edge[ultra thick] node[auto] {Company number 01048710} (Holroyd Group);
  \node[draw, rounded corners] {Holroyd} edge[ultra thick] node[auto] {Company number 00899440} (Holroyd);
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

II.698. Holroyd had one wholly owned subsidiary during this period.\textsuperscript{796}

30 March 2005 – 2006

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node[draw, rounded corners] {Holroyd Group} edge[ultra thick] node[auto] {Company number 01048710} (Holroyd Group);
  \node[draw, rounded corners] {Holroyd} edge[ultra thick] node[auto] {Company number 00899440} (Holroyd);
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

II.699. Holroyd has one wholly owned subsidiary.\textsuperscript{797}

II.700. Holroyd Group has one other wholly owned subsidiary.\textsuperscript{798}

II.701. Holroyd’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2007 was £15,541,822.\textsuperscript{799}

\textsuperscript{790} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12073.
\textsuperscript{791} Latest available FAME report of Holroyd Group.
\textsuperscript{792} Latest available FAME report of Holroyd Group.
\textsuperscript{793} Consolidated financial statements, OFT Document Reference 12064, page 24.
\textsuperscript{794} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12073.
\textsuperscript{795} Notice of administrator’s appointment, form 2.12B.
\textsuperscript{796} Group Financial Statement, OFT Document Reference 12059 and consolidated financial statements, OFT Document Reference 12064.
\textsuperscript{797} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12072.
\textsuperscript{798} Latest available FAME report of Holroyd Group.
II.702. Holderness’s turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2007 was £4,573,453.800

II.703. Holroyd Group’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2007 was £15,541,822.801

II.704. The directors of Holroyd from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:802

  Andrew Allott
- Mark Bowling 18 April 2006 – 2006
- Christopher Malcolm 28 October 2002 – 12 April 2006
  Deighton
- Richard David Light 2000 – 14 October 2005
- David Michael Parker 1 October 2001 – 22 February 2003

II.705. The directors of Holderness from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:803

- Amy Elisabeth Holroyd 18 November 2000 – 2006
- Joan Audrey Haithwaite 2000 – 18 November 2000
- Elizabeth Holbrook 2000 – 18 November 2000

II.706. The directors of Holroyd Group from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:804

- Christopher Malcolm 23 December 2003 – 12 April 2006
  Deighton
- Donald Simpson 2000 – 2006

II.707. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Holroyd and Holderness during the period mentioned below.805 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Holderness exercised decisive influence over Holroyd’s conduct at the time of the relevant Infringements.


II.708. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Holroyd and Holroyd Group during the periods mentioned below.806 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Holroyd exercised decisive influence over Holroyd’s conduct at the time of the relevant Infringement.

---

799 Directors report and consolidated financial statements.
800 Report and financial statements.
801 Directors report and consolidated financial statements.
802 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12070.
805 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12070 and 12067.
806 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12070 and 12068.
II.709. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Holroyd Group and Holderness during the periods mentioned below.\footnote{807} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Holderness exercised decisive influence over Holroyd Group’s conduct at the time of the relevant Infringements.


II.710. Holroyd did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent companies at the time of the relevant Infringements, Holderness and Holroyd Group, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\footnote{808}

II.711. The OFT considers that Holderness, as 100 per cent owner of Holroyd, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Holroyd’s commercial policy from 2000 until 29 March 2005 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Holderness and Holroyd. Holroyd and Holderness are therefore jointly and severally liable for Holroyd’s participation in the relevant Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 31 and 125.

II.712. The OFT considers that Holroyd Group, as 100 per cent owner of Holroyd, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Holroyd’s commercial policy from 30 March 2005 until 2006 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Holroyd Group and Holroyd. Holroyd Group and Holroyd are therefore jointly and severally liable for Holroyd’s participation in the relevant Infringement. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringement 231.

II.713. This Decision is therefore addressed to Holroyd, Holroyd Group and Holderness.

\textit{Interclass Public Limited Company (‘Interclass’)}  
\textit{Interclass Holdings Limited (‘Interclass Holdings’)}

II.714. Interclass is a public limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02317072.\footnote{809} Interclass’s registered and primary trading address is Heathmill Road, Wombourne, Wolverhampton, West Midlands, WV5 8AP.\footnote{810}

II.715. At the time of issue of the Statement, Interclass undertook construction projects throughout central England in sectors such as education, industrial,
health, housing, public buildings and retail. At the time of issue of the Statement, Interclass did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.716. Interclass’s ultimate parent company is Interclass Holdings, a private limited company, company number 01259584. Interclass Holdings’ registered address is Interclass plc, HeathMill Road, Wombourne, Wolverhampton, West Midlands, WV5 8AP. Interclass is a wholly owned subsidiary of Interclass Holdings.

II.717. Interclass has no subsidiaries.

II.718. The relevant company structure for 2000 to 2006 is outlined below:

II.719. Interclass Holdings has another two wholly owned subsidiaries.

II.720. Interclass Holdings’ consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 October 2008 was [...] [C].

II.721. The directors of Interclass from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Adrian Colin Green  1 June 2000 – 25 May 2001
- Peter Robert Hood  1 June 2000 – 31 January 2004
- David Paul Jones  2000 – 2006
- Donald Peter Ward  2000 – 2006

II.722. The director of Interclass Holdings during the period 2000 to 2006 was as follows:


II.723. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of both Interclass and Interclass Holdings during the period mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Interclass Holdings exercised decisive influence over Interclass’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.


---

811 Interclass’s website, OFT Document Reference 12086.
812 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12079.
813 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12080.
814 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12080.
815 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12080.
816 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12079.
817 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12080.
818 Email from Watson Burton, 27 July 2009.
819 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12085.
820 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12084.
821 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12085 and 12084.
II.724. Interclass did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Interclass Holdings, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.  

II.725. The OFT considers that Interclass Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of Interclass, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Interclass’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Interclass Holdings and Interclass. Interclass and Interclass Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Interclass’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.726. This Decision is therefore addressed to Interclass and Interclass Holdings.

*Interserve Project Services Limited (‘Interserve’)*
*Interserve plc (‘Interserve plc’)*

II.727. Interserve is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00303359. Interserve’s registered and primary trading address is 395 George Road, Erdington, Birmingham, West Midlands, B23 7RZ. Interserve has other trading addresses in Cleveland, Devon, Hampshire, Kent, Lancashire, Middlesex, Nottinghamshire, West Lothian and West Yorkshire.

II.728. At the time of issue of the Statement, Interserve provided civil engineering, building construction and associated management/facilities management services. It operated across a variety of sectors including education, health, prisons, water, power, waste, transport infrastructure and commercial. At the time of issue of the Statement, Interserve did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.729. Prior to 31 August 2001, Interserve was called Tilbury Douglas Construction Limited. Prior to 7 March 2001, Interserve plc was called Tilbury Douglas plc.

II.730. Interserve’s ultimate parent company is Interserve plc, a quoted public limited company, company number 00088456. Interserve plc’s registered and primary trading address is Interserve House, Ruscombe Park, Twyford, Reading, Berkshire, RG10 9JU. Interserve plc also has a listed trading address at Building 40, Brompton Barracks, Gillingham, Kent, ME7 1UP.

---

822 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
823 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14371.
824 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14371.
825 Latest available FAME report of Interserve.
826 Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 6914.
827 Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 6914.
828 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14371.
829 Latest available FAME report of Interserve plc.
830 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14372.
831 Latest available FAME report of Interserve plc.
832 Latest available FAME report of Interserve plc.
II.731. At the time of the Infringements, Interserve was a wholly owned subsidiary of Interserve plc.833

II.732. Interserve has three subsidiaries.834

II.733. The relevant company group structure from 2000 to 2006 is outlined below:

II.734. Interserve plc has a further 117 subsidiaries.835

II.735. Interserve plc’s worldwide consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was […] [C].836

II.736. The directors of Interserve from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:837

- Martin Ballard 1 January 2006 – 2006
- John Stockdale Spence Brown 2000 – 1 April 2005
- Andrew George Franks 1 July 2005 – 2006
- Roger David Lowe 2000 – 31 December 2005
- John Matthews 1 August 2001 – 31 March 2002
- David John Paterson 2000 – 2006
- Ian Renhard 1 January 2006 – 2006
- Keith Ridgway 2000 – 2006
- Franklin Thornley 1 April 2002 – 31 December 2005

II.737. The directors of Interserve plc from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:838

- George Patrick Balfour 1 January 2003 – 2006
- Leslie Gray Cullen 1 October 2005 – 2006
- Allan Richardson Hannah 2000 – 10 June 2004
- Timothy Charles Jones 11 March 2003 – 2006
- Nicholas Francis Keegan 11 July 2003 – 2006

833 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14371.
834 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14371.
835 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14372.
836 Letter from Eversheds LLP, 29 April 2009.
837 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12091.
- David Chaloner Keys 2000 – 14 May 2003
- Adrian Michael Ringrose 1 January 2002 – 2006
- David Arnold Trapnell 11 July 2003 – 2006
- Graham John Wentzell 2000 – 9 May 2002

II.738. Interserve’s ultimate parent undertaking and ultimate controlling party from 2000 until 2006 was Interserve plc. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Interserve plc exercised decisive influence over Interserve’s conduct.

II.739. Interserve plc did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.740. Interserve did not apply for leniency.

II.741. The OFT considers that Interserve plc, as 100 per cent owner of Interserve, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Interserve’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in that Interserve plc was the ultimate controlling party of Interserve during the relevant period. Interserve and Interserve plc are therefore jointly and severally liable for Interserve’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.742. In response to the Statement, Interserve and Interserve plc submitted that Interserve plc should not be held liable for Interserve’s participation in the relevant Infringements. In particular, Interserve and Interserve plc submitted that:

(a) there is no evidence that the Board of Interserve or of Interserve plc was involved in the relevant Infringements;

(b) there is no evidence that Interserve plc had any influence in relation to the relevant Infringements, and there were no reporting lines in place which would have brought the relevant Infringements to Interserve plc’s attention; and

(c) the relevant Infringements involved operational matters which were managed and controlled within the Project Services division of Interserve.

II.743. The OFT has had regard to all the contentions put forward by Interserve and Interserve plc in relation to this issue. The OFT considers that, in the light of Interserve plc’s 100 per cent shareholding in Interserve, it is entitled to rely on

---

839 Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12093a and 12090.
840 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
841 Written representations of Interserve and Interserve plc, 25 June 2008, paragraph 1.3.
842 Written representations of Interserve and Interserve plc, 25 June 2008, paragraph 3.2.
843 Written representations of Interserve and Interserve plc, 25 June 2008, paragraph 3.3.
the presumption of decisive influence in accordance with the principles set out in paragraph III.13 to III.18 below.

II.744. The OFT considers that, in accordance with the principle set out in paragraph III.18 below, Interserve plc cannot escape liability by reference to its argument that it had no knowledge of or involvement in the relevant Infringements.

II.745. In the circumstances the OFT considers that the contentions put forward by Interserve and Interserve plc are not sufficient to rebut the presumption of decisive influence or to establish that Interserve determined its conduct on the market autonomously.

II.746. This Decision is therefore addressed to Interserve and Interserve plc.

Irwins Limited ('Irwins')
Jack Lunn (Construction) Limited ('Jack Lunn')
Jack Lunn (Holdings) Limited ('Jack Lunn Holdings')

II.747. Irwins is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 03145905.844 Irwins’ registered and primary trading address is Woodbottom Mills, Low Hall Road, Horsforth, West Yorkshire, LS18 4EW.845

II.748. Jack Lunn is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01440874.846 Jack Lunn’s registered and primary trading address is Progress House, 99 Bradford Road, Pudsey, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS28 6AT.847

II.749. At the time of issue of the Statement, Irwins was ‘... engaged in the alteration to, and construction of, buildings of all types. It operates throughout the North of England and to a much smaller extent in the Thames Valley’.848 At the time of issue of the Statement, Irwins did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.750. At the time of issue of the Statement, Jack Lunn’s principal activity was ‘... that of building contractors’849 and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.751. Irwins’ ultimate parent company was Jack Lunn Holdings, a private limited company, company number 01473324.850 Irwins was ‘controlled by the shareholders of Jack Lunn Holdings’.851 Jack Lunn Holdings’ registered address is Progress House, 99 Bradford Road, Stannigley, Pudsey, LS28 6AT.852 Jack Lunn Holdings had a 51 per cent share holding in Irwins.853 Jack Lunn’s ultimate parent company is also Jack Lunn Holdings.854

---

844 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12112.
845 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12112.
846 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12111.
847 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12111.
848 Abbreviated Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12128.
850 FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12112.
852 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12114.
853 Group Structure Chart, OFT Document Reference A0679.
854 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12111.
II.752. Irwins and Jack Lunn do not have any subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{855}

II.753. The OFT has carefully considered Irwins’ position within the Jack Lunn Holdings group structure. The other 49 per cent share holding in Irwins was held by various individuals, thereby giving Jack Lunn Holdings the controlling share. In addition, Irwins states that ‘the company was controlled by the shareholders of Jack Lunn (Holdings) Limited’.\textsuperscript{856}

II.754. The overall structure of Irwins and Jack Lunn was therefore as follows during the relevant period:

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node (JackLunn) {Jack Lunn Holdings \hfill Company number 01473324}
  \node (JackLunn2) [below of=JackLunn] {Jack Lunn \hfill Company number 01440874 \hfill Irwins \hfill Company number 03145905 \hfill (51%)};

\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

II.755. Jack Lunn Holdings also has another six subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{857}

II.756. Irwins’ turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2007 was £27,408,055.\textsuperscript{858}

II.757. Jack Lunn Holdings’ turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2008 was £17,340,180.\textsuperscript{859}

II.758. The directors of Irwins from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{860}

- Graeme Banks \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 31 January 2006
- Ronald Farrar \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 2006
- David Hutchinson \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 2006
- Derek Lunn \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 16 January 2006
- Graham Lunn \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 2006
- Roy Lunn \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 2006
- Paul Eon Moorhouse \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 2006
- Ivan Peter Nelson \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 2006
- Anthony William John Worcester \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 2006
- Paul Richard Worcester \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 2006

II.759. The directors of Jack Lunn from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{861}

- Dennis Stanley Bott \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 31 March 2003

\textsuperscript{855} FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12112 and 12111.
\textsuperscript{856} Abbreviated Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12128, page 22.
\textsuperscript{857} Latest available FAME report of Jack Lunn Holdings.
\textsuperscript{858} Email from Watson Burton LLP, 28 April 2009.
\textsuperscript{859} Email from Watson Burton LLP, 29 April 2009.
\textsuperscript{860} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12116.
\textsuperscript{861} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12117.
II.760. The directors of Jack Lunn Holdings from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:862

- Alan Grey 29 July 2002 – 17 November 2004
- Andrew Lunn 17 January 2006 – 2006
- Derek Lunn 2000 – 16 January 2006
- Graham Lunn 2000 – 2006

II.761. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Irwins and Jack Lunn Holdings during the periods mentioned below.863 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Jack Lunn Holdings exercised decisive influence over Irwins’ conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Derek Lunn 2000 – 16 January 2006
- Graham Lunn 2000 – 2006

II.762. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Jack Lunn and Jack Lunn Holdings during the periods mentioned below.864 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Jack Lunn Holdings exercised decisive influence over Jack Lunn’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Alan Grey 29 July 2002 – 17 November 2004
- Andrew Lunn 17 January 2006 – 2006
- Derek Lunn 2000 – 16 January 2006
- Graham Lunn 2000 – 2006

II.763. Irwins applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.865

862 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12115.
863 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12115 and 12116.
864 Company Appointments, OFT Document References 12117 and 12115.
II.764. Jack Lunn applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.866

II.765. The OFT considers that Jack Lunn Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of Jack Lunn, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Jack Lunn’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Jack Lunn Holdings and Jack Lunn. Jack Lunn and Jack Lunn Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Jack Lunn’s participation in the Infringements, which occurred during that period. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 205 and 241.

II.766. The OFT also considers that Jack Lunn Holdings, as the controlling party, and majority shareholder of Irwins, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Irwins’ commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Jack Lunn Holdings and Irwins. Irwins and Jack Lunn Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Irwins’ participation in the Infringement, which occurred during that period. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 231.

II.767. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, Irwins has been subject to a change in ownership.867 As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Irwins at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Jack Lunn Holdings and Irwins for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Irwins.

II.768. This Decision is therefore addressed to Jack Lunn Holdings, Jack Lunn and Irwins.

J. Harper & Sons (Leominster) Limited (‘J Harper’)
Harper Group plc (‘Harper plc’)

II.769. J Harper is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00782078. J Harper’s registered address is Beeches Road, Rowley Regis, Warley, West Midlands, B65 0BB.868 J Harper also has trading addresses at 101 Beeches Road, Rowley Regis, Warley, West Midlands, B65 0BD and Southern Avenue, Leominster, Herefordshire, HR6 0QF.869

II.770. At the time of issue of the Statement, J Harper undertook new build and repair, maintenance and improvements work, including commercial and industrial construction, private and public sector housing work.870

868 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14369.
II.771. J Harper’s ultimate parent company is Harper plc, an unquoted public limited company, company number 01854872.\(^{871}\) Harper plc’s registered address is Beeches Road, Rowley Regis, Warley, West Midlands, B65 0BB.\(^{872}\) J Harper is a wholly owned subsidiary of Harper plc.\(^{873}\)

II.772. J Harper has no subsidiaries.\(^{874}\)

II.773. The relevant company group structure is outlined below:

```
Harper plc
Company number 01854872

J Harper
Company number 00782078
```

II.774. Harper plc has eight other subsidiaries.\(^{875}\)

II.775. Harper plc’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] [C].\(^{876}\)

II.776. The directors of J Harper from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{877}\)

- Michael Harvey 2000 – 2006
- Peter Nigel Mondon 20 May 2000 – 2006
- Anthony Paul Rees 1 January 2004 – 2006
- Peter John Underhill 2000 – 2006
- Richard Anthony Withers 2000 – 5 April 2002

II.777. The directors of Harper plc from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{878}\)

- Peter Nigel Mondon 2000 – 2006
- Peter John Underhill 2000 – 2006

II.778. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both J Harper and Harper plc during the periods mentioned below.\(^{879}\) The OFT considers that

---

\(^{871}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14370.
\(^{872}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14370.
\(^{873}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14368.
\(^{874}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14369.
\(^{875}\) Latest available FAME report.
\(^{876}\) Email from Salans LLP, 29 June 2009.
\(^{877}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12022.
\(^{878}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12021.
\(^{879}\) Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12022 and 12021.
this provides evidence that Harper plc exercised decisive influence over J Harper’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Peter Nigel Mondon 20 May 2000 – 2006
- Peter John Underhill 2000 – 2006

II.779. J Harper did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, Harper plc, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.880

II.780. The OFT considers that Harper plc, as 100 per cent owner of J Harper, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over the commercial policy of J Harper during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Harper plc and J Harper. J Harper and Harper plc are therefore jointly and severally liable for the participation of J Harper in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.781. This Decision is therefore addressed to J Harper and Harper plc.

**JH Hallam (Contracts) Limited (‘J H Hallam’)**
**JH Hallam (R & J) Limited (‘Hallam’)**

II.782. J H Hallam is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02219570.881 J H Hallam’s registered and primary trading address is Brooks House, 81 Leicester Road, Oadby, Leicester, Leicestershire, LE2 4AN.882

II.783. At the time of issue of the Statement, J H Hallam undertook the construction of private housing, student accommodation, schools, other educational establishments and places of worship. It also carried out new build and refurbishment in the healthcare, industrial and commercial sectors.883 At the time of issue of the Statement, J H Hallam did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.784. J H Hallam’s ultimate parent company is Hallam, a private limited company, company number 02916995.884 Hallam’s registered address is Brooks House, 81 Leicester Road, Oadby, Leicester, Leicestershire, LE2 4AN.885 J H Hallam is a wholly owned subsidiary of Hallam.886

---

880 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
881 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12094.
882 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12094.
883 Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 5699.
884 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12095.
885 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12095.
886 Abbreviated Accounts, OFT Document Reference 13080.
II.785. J H Hallam has one wholly owned subsidiary.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12094.}

II.786. The relevant company structure is outlined below:

![Company structure diagram]

II.787. Hallam has one other subsidiary.\footnote{Latest available FAME report.}

II.788. J H Hallam’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was […] [C].\footnote{Email from Watson Burton LLP, 16 July 2009.}

II.789. Hallam is a holding company for J H Hallam and has no turnover of its own.\footnote{Email from Watson Burton LLP, 29 April 2009.}

II.790. The directors of J H Hallam from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:\footnote{Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12096.}


II.791. The directors of Hallam from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:\footnote{Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12097.}


II.792. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both J H Hallam and Hallam during the periods mentioned below.\footnote{Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12096 and 12097. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Hallam exercised decisive influence over J H Hallam’s conduct.}


II.793. J H Hallam applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\footnote{See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423 http://www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/business_leaflets/ca98_guidelines/oft423.pdf}

II.794. The OFT considers that Hallam, as 100 per cent owner of J H Hallam, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over J H Hallam’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic
entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Hallam and J H Hallam. J H Hallam and Hallam are therefore jointly and severally liable for J H Hallam’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 95, 96 and 183.

II.795. This Decision is therefore addressed to J H Hallam and Hallam.

J. J. & A. R. Jackson Limited ('J J & A R Jackson')

II.796. J J & A R Jackson is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00805204. J J & A R Jackson’s registered and trading address is Bone Mill Lane, Worksop, Nottinghamshire, S81 7BA.

II.797. At the time of issue of the Statement, J J & A R Jackson was a building contractor which undertook work in the areas of new social housing, repair and maintenance of social housing and public buildings, bar-fitting and shop-fitting, and housing development. At the time of issue of the Statement, J J & A R Jackson did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.798. J J & A R Jackson has no holding company and no subsidiaries.

II.799. J J & A R Jackson’s turnover for the financial year ending 30 November 2008 was [...] £C.

II.800. The director of J J & A R Jackson from 2000 to 2006 was as follows:

- Cameron Stewart Gray 2000 – 2006

II.801. J J & A R Jackson did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.802. This Decision is addressed to J J & A R Jackson. The OFT considers that J J & A R Jackson is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

J. J. McGinley Limited ('J J McGinley')

McGinley Holdings Limited ('McGinley Holdings')

II.803. J J McGinley is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00716654. J J McGinley’s registered and primary trading address is Lancaster House, Centurion Way, Leyland, Lancashire, PR26 6TX.
II.804. At the time of issue of the Statement, J J McGinley’s main business activities were new build social housing and school extensions, planned maintenance and cyclical maintenance programmes for social housing and schools, and response maintenance for social housing.\(^{904}\) At the time of issue of the Statement J J McGinley did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.805. From 2000 until 22 September 2004 J J McGinley’s ultimate parent company was McGinley Holdings.\(^{905}\)

II.806. McGinley Holdings is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01764969.\(^{906}\) McGinley Holdings’ registered and primary trading address is Highstone House, 165 High Street, Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 5SU.\(^{907}\)

II.807. McGinley Holdings’ main business activities are general construction of buildings and civil engineering works.\(^{908}\)

II.808. From 22 September 2004 until 24 March 2005\(^{909}\) J J McGinley did not have an ultimate parent company or controlling party.\(^{910}\)

II.809. J J McGinley has no subsidiaries.\(^{911}\)

II.810. The overall company structure from 2000 to 22 September 2004 is outlined below:

```
  McGinley Holdings  
    
  J J McGinley  
```

II.811. At the time of issue of the Statement, McGinley Holdings had 6 other subsidiaries.\(^{912}\)

II.812. J J McGinley’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was £25,408,877.\(^{913}\)

II.813. McGinley Holdings’ turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] [C].\(^{914}\)

\(^{904}\) Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 12823, page 2.  
\(^{906}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11830.  
\(^{907}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11830.  
\(^{908}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11830.  
\(^{909}\) 363s Annual Return, OFT Document Reference 11846.  
\(^{910}\) Abbreviated Accounts, OFT Document Reference 11842.  
\(^{911}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11828.  
\(^{912}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11830.  
\(^{913}\) Letter from DLA Piper, 6 May 2009.  
\(^{914}\) Letter from Evans Mockler, 13 July 2009.
II.814. The directors of J J McGinley from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:915

- Stuart Rigby Ambrose 2000 – 24 March 2005
- Dermot Francis McGinley 2000 – 24 March 2005
- Seamus Patrick McGinley 2000 – 24 March 2005
- Margaret Rose Sullivan 2000 – 24 March 2005

II.815. The directors of McGinley Holdings from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:916

- Dermot Francis McGinley 2000 – 2006
- Seamus Patrick McGinley 2000 – 2006

II.816. The following directors were on the Board of Directors of both J J McGinley and McGinley Holdings during the periods mentioned below.917 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that McGinley Holdings exercised decisive influence over J J McGinley’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Dermot Francis McGinley 2000 – 24 March 2005
- Seamus Patrick McGinley 2000 – 24 March 2005

II.817. J J McGinley did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, McGinley Holdings, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.918

II.818. The OFT considers that McGinley Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of J J McGinley, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over J J McGinley’s commercial policy from 2000 until 22 September 2004 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between McGinley Holdings and J J McGinley. McGinley Holdings and J J McGinley are therefore jointly and severally liable for J J McGinley’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.819. Since the events described in this Decision, J J McGinley has been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as J J McGinley at the relevant times, it is not jointly and

915 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11832. The OFT notes that J J McGinley has advised that Stephen John Day ceased to be a director on 16 April 2006. This is not the date recorded by Companies House and the OFT prefers information provided by Companies House in this case. In any event, this is not material to the OFT’s findings of infringement.
916 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11833.
917 Company Appointments, OFT Document References 11832 and 11833.
918 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
severally liable with J J McGinley and McGinley Holdings for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of J J McGinley.

II.820. In its response to the Statement, McGinley Holdings submitted that it should not be held liable for J J McGinley’s participation in the relevant Infringements. In support of its submission, McGinley Holdings put forward the following contentions:

(a) It is not alleged that the directors of J J McGinley were involved in the relevant Infringements;\(^{919}\)

(b) McGinley Holdings was a holding company only, and J J McGinley ran its business autonomously,\(^{920}\) and

(c) The holders of the common directorships identified above did not in practice exercise management control over J J McGinley.\(^{921}\)

II.821. The OFT has had regard to all the contentions put forward by McGinley Holdings in relation to this issue. The OFT considers that, in the light of the common directorships identified above and the 100 per cent shareholding held by McGinley Holdings in J J McGinley, the OFT is entitled to rely on the presumption of decisive influence in accordance with the principles set out in paragraph III.13 below.

II.822. The OFT considers that, in accordance with the principle set out in paragraph III.18 below, McGinley Holdings cannot escape liability by reference to its argument that the directors of J J McGinley had no knowledge of or involvement in the relevant Infringements.

II.823. In the circumstances the OFT considers that the contentions put forward by McGinley Holdings are not sufficient to rebut the presumption of decisive influence or to establish that J J McGinley determined its conduct on the market autonomously.

II.824. This Decision is therefore addressed to McGinley Holdings and J J McGinley.

**John Cawley Limited now trading as John Cawley Developments Limited (**‘John Cawley’*)**

II.825. John Cawley is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00317314.\(^{922}\) John Cawley’s registered and primary trading address is 2 Nuthall Road, Bobbers Mill, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG8 5AZ.\(^{923}\) On 3 January 2009 John Cawley changed its name to John Cawley Developments Limited.

II.826. At the time of issue of the Statement, John Cawley was a specialist joinery and building contractor working with private, retail and commercial sector clients.

\(^{919}\) Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 11.
\(^{920}\) Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 15.
\(^{921}\) Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 15.
\(^{922}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12143.
\(^{923}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12143.
Typical projects included specialist joinery and furniture, total refurbishments and fit-outs, maintenance contracts, local authority and education work. At the time of issue of the Statement, John Cawley did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.827. John Cawley has no holding company and no subsidiaries.

II.828. John Cawley’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] [C].

II.829. The directors of John Cawley from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Nicholas John Greene 2000 – 2006
- Richard Charles Greene 2000 – 2006

II.830. John Cawley applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.

II.831. This Decision is addressed to John Cawley. The OFT considers that John Cawley is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

John Sisk & Son Limited (‘John Sisk’)
Sicon Limited (‘Sicon’)

II.832. John Sisk is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01973332. John Sisk’s registered and primary trading address is 1 Curo Park, Frogmore, St. Albans, Herts, AL2 2DD. John Sisk also trades from premises in Birmingham, Bristol, Farnborough and Manchester.

II.833. At the time of issue of the Statement, John Sisk was a national building contractor with customers throughout England and Wales. John Sisk offered expertise in sectors such as hotel and leisure, industrial, commercial, retail, residential apartments and rail support infrastructure. At the time of issue of the Statement, John Sisk did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.834. John Sisk is wholly owned by Sisk Consolidated Investments Limited (‘Sisk Consolidated’), a private limited company, company number 02437455. Sisk Consolidated’s registered address is 1 Curo Park, Frogmore, St. Albans,

924 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 5163.
925 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12143.
926 Email from John Cawley, 6 August 2009.
929 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12148.
930 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12148.
931 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12148.
932 John Sisk’s website, OFT Document Reference 12164.
933 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12151.
Herts.\textsuperscript{934} Sisk Consolidated is wholly owned by John Sisk & Son (Holdings) Limited.\textsuperscript{935}

II.835. John Sisk & Son (Holdings) Limited (‘John Sisk Holdings’) is a private limited company registered in Ireland, company number IE241278.\textsuperscript{936} John Sisk Holding’s registered address is Wilton Works Naas Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22, County Dublin.\textsuperscript{937} John Sisk Holdings is a 100 per cent owned subsidiary of Sicon Limited.\textsuperscript{938}

II.836. Sicon Limited (‘Sicon’), is a private limited company, registered in Ireland, company number IE002079.\textsuperscript{939} Sicon’s registered address is Wilton Works, Naas Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22, County Dublin.\textsuperscript{940} John Sisk’s ultimate parent company is Sicon.\textsuperscript{941}

II.837. John Sisk has two wholly owned subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{942}

II.838. The overall company structure is outlined below:

II.839. Sicon’s worldwide consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was […] \textsuperscript{943}

II.840. The directors of John Sisk from 2002 to 2006 were as follows: \textsuperscript{944}

- Paul Hickey 2002 – 2006
- Clive Anthony Marsh 1 January 2004 – 30 August 2006

\textsuperscript{934} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12151.
\textsuperscript{935} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12151.
\textsuperscript{936} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12150.
\textsuperscript{937} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12150.
\textsuperscript{938} Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 7425, page 2: ‘Capwell Investments Limited owns the remaining 0.1 per cent shareholding in John Sisk Holdings. Sicon owns 99.6 per cent of Capwell Investments Limited. Elvington Limited owns the remaining 0.4 per cent shareholding. Sicon owns 99.9% of Elvington Limited and the remaining 0.4 per cent shareholding is held by Capwell Investments’.
\textsuperscript{939} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12149.
\textsuperscript{940} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12149.
\textsuperscript{941} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12148.
\textsuperscript{942} Latest available FAME report of John Sisk.
\textsuperscript{944} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12152.
II.841. The directors of Sicon from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:945

- Bernard O’Connell 3 November 2004 – 2006
- Desmond Ormsby 1 May 2002 – 2006
- Sylvester W Riorden 1 May 2002 – 31 December 2006
- George Herbert Sisk 2002– 2006
- James Philip Sykes 3 November 2004 – 2006

II.842. John Sisk did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringement, Sicon, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.946

II.843. The OFT considers that Sicon, as 100 per cent indirect owner of John Sisk can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over John Sisk’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. John Sisk and Sicon are therefore jointly and severally liable for John Sisk’s participation in the Infringement which occurred during that period. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing.

II.844. In response to the OFT’s Statement of Objections, John Sisk and Sicon (together ‘Sisk’) appeared to accept that they together constituted a single undertaking.947 Nonetheless Sisk also represented that Sicon is a non-trading company which has no influence over or involvement in the day-to-day operations of John Sisk.948

II.845. The OFT considers that, in the light of Sicon’s 100 per cent indirect ownership of John Sisk, the OFT is entitled to rely on the presumption of decisive influence in accordance with the principles set out in paragraph III.13 below. The OFT considers that Sisk’s contentions fall short of rebutting that presumption or establishing that John Sisk determined its conduct on the market independently of Sicon. The OFT therefore considers that Sicon and John Sisk form a single undertaking for present purposes.

II.846. Sisk also submitted in its response that it was John Sisk’s Northern Division (‘Sisk Northern’) which participated in the relevant Infringement, and that Sisk Northern was an autonomous undertaking at the time of the Infringement. In support of this submission, Sisk put forward the following contentions:

---

946 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
947 Written representations of John Sisk and Sicon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 28 (and see also paragraph 1).
(a) Sisk Northern managed its own business, with its own regional board of directors and its own staff. It produced its own budget and business plan and had responsibility for its own profitability. It also had its own separate profit and loss account and cash management system.  

(b) Sisk Northern marketed its services separately, took its own decisions on which tenders to pursue, and priced its tenders and built its own projects separately.  

(c) Neither the board of John Sisk nor the board of Sicon were involved in Sisk Northern’s day-to-day operations or decisions on tenders.  

II.847. The OFT considers that Sisk’s contentions are not sufficient to establish that Sisk Northern was an autonomous undertaking. In this regard, the OFT notes the following:  

(a) Certain functions were carried out centrally by John Sisk on behalf of Sisk Northern (and John Sisk’s other divisions), including compliance and quality assurance;  

(b) Sisk Northern reported to the John Sisk board on its activities;  

(c) Certain tendering decisions were taken centrally by John Sisk. The OFT considers that this illustrates that John Sisk retained the power of final decision with regard to Sisk Northern’s conduct on the market.  

The OFT notes that the relevant Infringement related to a tender which did not fall to be addressed centrally by John Sisk. However the OFT considers that, in the light of the principle set out in paragraph III.16 below, it does not assist Sisk to contend that John Sisk was not aware of the relevant Infringement, nor indeed that John Sisk and Sicon were not involved in the day-to-day operations of Sisk Northern; and  

(d) There is no indication that there were any restrictions on John Sisk’s ability, as the legal owner of its business, to interfere in or alter the structure or running of Sisk Northern’s operations if it so chose.  

II.848. The OFT therefore considers that Sisk Northern formed part of the same single undertaking as Sicon and John Sisk for present purposes.  

II.849. The OFT notes that, even if Sisk Northern did constitute a separate undertaking from John Sisk (which is not accepted), its participation in the relevant Infringement would fall to be attributed to the legal person responsible for the operation of Sisk Northern at the relevant time. In light of the fact that Sisk
Northern was a division of John Sisk, the OFT considers that John Sisk was the legal person responsible for the operation of Sisk Northern at the relevant time.

II.850. This Decision is therefore addressed to John Sisk and Sicon.

**K. J. Bryan (Builders) Limited (‘K J Bryan’)**

II.851. K J Bryan is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01731592. K J Bryan’s registered and primary trading address is Unit 5, John Davies Workshops, Main Street, Huthwaite, Sutton in Ashfield, Nottinghamshire, NG17 2LQ.

II.852. At the time of issue of the Statement, K J Bryan undertook construction, maintenance and improvement works in sectors such as education, public sector housing and commercial buildings. At the time of issue of the Statement, K J Bryan did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.853. K J Bryan has no holding company and no subsidiaries.

II.854. K J Bryan’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 July 2008 was [...] [C].

II.855. The directors of K J Bryan from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Joan Marie Bryan 2000 – 2006
- Marie Suzzanne Webster 2000 – 2006

II.856. K J Bryan did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.857. This Decision is addressed to K J Bryan. The OFT considers that K J Bryan is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

**Kier Regional Limited (‘Kier’)**
**Kier Group plc (‘Kier Group’)**

II.858. Kier is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02099533. Kier’s registered and primary trading address is Tempsford Hall, Sandy, Bedfordshire, SG19 2BD. At the time of issue of the

---

958 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12165.
959 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12165.
960 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6694.
961 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12165.
962 Email from Elliot Mather LLP, 2 July 2009.
963 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12166.
964 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
965 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12181.
966 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12181.
II.859. At the time of issue of the Statement, Kier provided construction services to both public and private sector clients and undertook both new build and refurbishment projects. Kier undertook works in sectors such as commercial, industrial, residential, hotels, leisure, education, health, transport, utilities, retail, and defence. At the time of issue of the Statement, Kier did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.860. Kier’s ultimate parent company is Kier Group, a public limited company, company number 02708030. Kier Group’s registered address is Tempsford Hall, Sandy, Bedfordshire, SG19 2BD.

II.861. Kier has 22 subsidiaries.

II.862. The relevant structure from 2000 to 2006 is outlined below:

II.863. Kier Group’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2008 was £2,332,400,000.

II.864. The directors of Kier from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:

- Stewart Martin Atkinson 2001 – 11 July 2002
- Colin Busby 2001 – 30 June 2004
- Richard Herbert Bush 1 July 2005 – 2006
- Paul Peter James Cullen 2001 – 2006
- Michael John Desmond 2001 – 3 November 2006
- James Stewart French 2001 – 4 July 2003
- Ian Michael Lawson 1 February 2003 – 11 November 2005
- Andrew Dale Mullins 12 May 2003 – 2006
- Roy Williams Murphy 1 October 2004 – 2006
- Andrew William Saul 1 July 2006 – 2006
- Martin Peter Weston Scarth 2001 – 7 May 2003
- Michael Paul Sheffield 1 January 2004 – 2006
II.865. The directors of Kier Group from 2001 to 2006 were as follows.\textsuperscript{974}

- Peter Fremantle Berry 2001 – 2006
- Duncan Valentine Brand 2001 – 24 November 2001
- Colin Busby 2001 – 13 December 2004
- De Mussenden Leathes
  - John Dodds 2001 – 2006
  - David Homer 2001 – 30 June 2003
  - Deena Elizabeth Mattar 12 September 2001 – 2006
  - Michael O’Farrell 1 October 2006 – 2006
  - Martin Peter Weston Scarth 2001 – 7 May 2003
  - Michael Paul Sheffield 1 October 2005 – 2006
- Peter Thomas Warry 2001 – 2006
- Philip Michael White 1 July 2006 – 2006

II.866. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Kier and Kier Group during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{975} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Kier Group exercised decisive influence over Kier’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Colin Busby 2001 – 30 June 2004
- Ian Michael Lawson 1 October 2005 – 11 November 2005
- Martin Peter Weston Scarth 2001 – 7 May 2003
- Michael Paul Sheffield 1 October 2005 – 2006

II.867. Kier Group did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{976}

II.868. Kier did not apply for leniency.

II.869. The OFT considers that Kier Group, as 100 per cent owner of Kier, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Kier’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Kier Group and Kier. Kier and Kier Group are therefore jointly and severally liable for Kier’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

\textsuperscript{974} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12185. The OFT notes that Kier has advised that Robert William Gregory was appointed on 1 July 2003. This is not the date recorded by Companies House and the OFT prefers the information provided by Companies House in this case. In any event, this is not material to the OFT’s findings of infringement.

\textsuperscript{975} Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12184 and 12185.

\textsuperscript{976} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
II.870. This Decision is therefore addressed to Kier and Kier Group.

**Lemmeleg Limited (‘Lemmeleg’)**

**Rok plc (‘Rok’)**

II.871. Lemmeleg is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 03794829. Lemmeleg’s registered and primary trading address is Rok Centre, Guardian Road, Exeter Business Park, Exeter, Devon, EX1 3PD. Lemmeleg also has a trading address in Wakefield, West Yorkshire.

II.872. At the time of issue of the Statement, Lemmeleg traded as a holding company to its subsidiary undertaking, Lemmeleg Building & Contracting Limited (‘Lemmeleg Building’), which operated as a buildings contractor. At the time of issue of the Statement, Lemmeleg did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.873. Lemmeleg Building is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 03024911. Lemmeleg Building’s registered and primary trading address is Rok Centre, Guardian Road, Exeter Business Park, Exeter, Devon, EX1 3PD. Lemmeleg Building also trades from an address in West Yorkshire.

II.874. At the time of issue of the Statement, Lemmeleg Building’s principal activity was that of buildings, contracting and development and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.875. From 2000 until 5 July 2005 Lemmeleg did not have a holding company.

II.876. On 5 July 2005, Lemmeleg was acquired by Rok. Therefore from 5 July 2005 until 2006, Lemmeleg’s ultimate parent company was Rok.

II.877. Rok is a public limited company, company number 00358466. Rok’s registered and primary trading address is Rok Centre, Guardian Road, Exeter Business Park, Exeter, Devon, EX1 3PD. Rok also has trading addresses in Taunton and Oxford. Until 5 May 2006, Rok was called Rok Property Solutions plc.

---

977 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12198.
978 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12198.
979 Latest available FAME report of Lemmeleg.
980 Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12201.
981 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12199.
982 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12199.
983 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12199.
984 Director’s Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12204.
985 OFT Briefing Note from Maclay Murray & Spens LLP, OFT Document Reference 10502.
986 OFT Briefing Note from Maclay Murray & Spens LLP, OFT Document Reference 10502.
987 Director’s Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12202.
988 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12204d.
989 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12204d.
990 Latest available FAME report of Rok.
991 Latest available FAME report of Rok.
II.878. At the time of issue of the Statement, Rok’s core businesses were building, maintenance and development.\textsuperscript{992} At the time of issue of the Statement, Rok did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.879. The overall structure of Lemmeleg from 2000 until 5 July 2005 was as follows:

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node (lemmeleg) {Lemmeleg \small \textit{\scriptsize Company number 03794829}};
  \node (lemmeleg_building) [below of=lemmeleg] {Lemmeleg Building \small \textit{\scriptsize Company number 03024911}};
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

II.880. The overall structure of Lemmeleg from 5 July 2005 until 2006 was as follows:

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node (rok) {Rok \small \textit{\scriptsize Company number 00358466}};
  \node (lemmeleg) [below of=rok] {Lemmeleg \small \textit{\scriptsize Company number 03794829}};
  \node (lemmeleg_building) [below of=lemmeleg] {Lemmeleg Building \small \textit{\scriptsize Company number 03024911}};
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

II.881. Rok has 42 other subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{993}

II.882. In their response to the Statement, Lemmeleg and Rok confirmed that after Rok’s acquisition of Lemmeleg and Lemmeleg Building on 5 July 2005, the businesses of Lemmeleg and Lemmeleg Building were transferred to another wholly owned subsidiary of Rok. Since then, both Lemmeleg and Lemmeleg Building continue to exist as legal entities but do not trade and have no turnover.\textsuperscript{994}

II.883. In respect of Lemmeleg’s turnover Rok confirmed that the turnover of Rok Building Limited attributable to the Lemmeleg business for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] [C].\textsuperscript{995}

II.884. The directors of Lemmeleg from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{996}

- Trevor Harold Cooper \hspace{1cm} 2002 – 30 June 2006
- Terence Hodgkinson \hspace{1cm} 2002 – 12 July 2005
- Christopher David Hopkinson \hspace{1cm} 2002 – 6 August 2003
- Howard Kitson \hspace{1cm} 2002 – 28 February 2006
- Keith Brian Watson \hspace{1cm} 12 July 2005 – 2006

II.885. The directors of Lemmeleg Building from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{997}

- Mark Andrew Cardwell \hspace{1cm} 7 January 2002 – 2006

\textsuperscript{992} Annual Report, OFT Document Reference 12204b page 7.
\textsuperscript{993} Latest available FAME report of Rok.
\textsuperscript{994} Written representations of Lemmeleg and Rok, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.1.2.
\textsuperscript{995} Letter from Maclay, Murray & Spens LLP, 29 April 2009.
\textsuperscript{996} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12204e.
\textsuperscript{997} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12203.
II.886. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Lemmeleg Building and Lemmeleg during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Lemmeleg exercised decisive influence over Lemmeleg Building’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Richard James Hildrick 1 April 2004 – 2006
- Terence Hodgkinson 2002 – 22 July 2004
- Christopher David Hopkinson 2002 – 6 August 2003
- Philip Roy Hughes 1 September 2003 – 31 July 2006

II.887. Lemmeleg did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.888. Rok would not normally be held directly liable for any Infringements committed by Lemmeleg that occurred prior to the acquisition of Lemmeleg by Rok, in circumstances where the acquired subsidiary, Lemmeleg, remained in existence. However, Lemmeleg had nil turnover for 2006, as its business was accounted for in the accounts of Rok Building Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Rok. The OFT therefore considers that in these circumstances, it is appropriate also to address any Decision to Rok, as the economic successor to which the business of Lemmeleg has been transferred.

II.889. The OFT considers that Rok, as 100 per cent owner of Lemmeleg and being the economic successor to which the business of Lemmeleg has been transferred, therefore forms part of the same economic entity. Rok and Lemmeleg are therefore jointly and severally liable for Lemmeleg’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, Lemmeleg and Rok are jointly and severally liable for payment of the fine that the OFT is imposing.

II.890. This Decision is therefore addressed to Rok and Lemmeleg.

Lindum Construction Co. Limited ('Lindum')
Lindum Group Limited ('Lindum Group')

II.891. Lindum is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00659452. Lindum’s registered and primary trading address is

---

998 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12204e and 12203.
999 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
1000 The case law of the European courts confirms that a successor undertaking may be held responsible for the unlawful conduct of an undertaking which it has acquired, even where the legal person responsible for the operation of that undertaking at the time the infringement occurred continues to exist. See, for example, Case T-134/94 NMH Stahlwerke GmbH v Commission ECR [1999] II 239.
1001 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14418.
II.892. At the time of issue of the Statement, Lindum specialised in carrying out fast track ‘one-stop-shop’ construction projects, undertaking work for both public and private sector clients. Lindum operated in the commercial, education, food processing, health, industrial, leisure and retail sectors, working nationally but especially within the East Midlands and East Anglia regions. At the time of issue of the Statement, Lindum did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.893. Lindum ultimate parent company is Lindum Group, a private limited company, company number 01236338. Lindum Group’s registered and primary trading address is Lindum Business Park, Station Road, North Hykeham, Lincoln, Lincolnshire LN6 3QX.

II.894. Lindum has no subsidiaries.

II.895. The relevant structure of Lindum Group is outlined below:

```
Lindum Group
Company number 01236338

Lindum
Company number 00659452
```

II.896. Lindum Group has 27 other subsidiaries.

II.897. Lindum is a dormant company.

II.898. Lindum Group’s group consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 November 2008 was [...] C.

II.899. The directors of Lindum from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- David Christopher Chambers 2000 – 2006
- Kevin Edward Damarell 2000 – 2006
- Simon John Gregory 22 May 2001 – 2006
- Richard John Howgate 2000 – 5 December 2004
- Herman Frans Frederik Kok 2000 – 2006
- Paul Nigel Philip McSorley 2000 – 2006
- David Trinder 2000 – 31 January 2001

---

1002 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14418.
1003 Lindum Group’s website, OFT Document Reference 12229, pages 18 and 19.
1004 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12223.
1005 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12223.
1006 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14418.
1007 Latest available FAME report of Lindum Group.
1008 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14418, 14417 and 14435.
1009 Letter from Langleys, 1 May 2009.
1010 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 14423.
II.900. The directors of Lindum Group from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:1011

- David Christopher Chambers 2000 – 2006
- Kevin Edward Damarell 2000 – 2006
- Nicola Jenny Duncumb 2000 – 1 September 2000
- Peter Edward Hogan 2000 – 8 May 2004
- Richard John Howgate 2000 – 29 November 2004
- Herman Frans Frederik Kok 2000 – 2006
- Paul Nigel Philip McSorley 2000 – 2006
- Stuart William Tindall 2000 – 8 May 2004
- George Douglas Whitaker 2000 – 30 April 2005

II.901. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Lindum and Lindum Group during the periods mentioned below.1012 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Lindum Group exercised decisive influence over Lindum’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- David Christopher Chambers 2000 – 2006
- Kevin Edward Damarell 2000 – 2006
- Richard John Howgate 2000 – 29 November 2004
- Herman Frans Frederik Kok 2000 – 2006
- Paul Nigel Philip McSorley 2000 – 2006

II.902. Lindum Group did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.1013

II.903. Lindum did not apply for leniency.

II.904. The OFT considers that Lindum Group is liable for Infringement 37 described in this Decision and that it is therefore liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing in respect of that Infringement, on account of its participation in that Infringement.

II.905. In addition, the OFT considers that Lindum Group, as 100 per cent owner of Lindum, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over the commercial policy of Lindum during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Lindum Group and Lindum. Lindum and Lindum Group will therefore be jointly and severally liable for the participation of Lindum in Infringements 1821014 and 189. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.906. This Decision is therefore addressed to Lindum and Lindum Group.

1011 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12226.
1012 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 14423 and 12226.
1013 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
1014 In the alternative, in the event that the Participant Company for Infringment 182 is Lindum Group, then paragraph II.904 applies in respect of Infringement 182.
Linford Group Limited (‘Linford’)
F. & E.V. Linford Limited (‘F & E V Linford’)

II.907. Linford is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00998029.\textsuperscript{1015} Linford’s registered and primary trading address is Quonians, Lichfield, Staffordshire, WS13 7LB.

II.908. At the time of issue of the Statement, Linford undertook new build and restoration work for both public and private sector clients throughout England and Wales. A large proportion of its work was carried out in the heritage, education, health, defence, residential and commercial sectors.\textsuperscript{1016} At the time of issue of the Statement, Linford did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.909. Linford’s ultimate parent company is F & E V Linford, a private limited company, company number 00261563.\textsuperscript{1017} F & E V Linford’s registered address is Quonians, Lichfield, Staffordshire, WS13 7LB.\textsuperscript{1018} Linford is a wholly owned subsidiary of F & E V Linford.\textsuperscript{1019}

II.910. Linford has eight subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1020}

II.911. The relevant company structure for 2000 – 2006 is outlined below:

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node[draw, rounded corners, text width=2cm, align=center, minimum height=0.5cm] (parent) at (0,0) {F & E V Linford \hfill Company number 00261563};
  \node[draw, rounded corners, text width=2cm, align=center, minimum height=0.5cm] (child) at (0,-1) {Linford \hfill Company number 00998029};
  \draw[->] (parent) -- (child);\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

II.912. F & E V Linford has nine subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1021}

II.913. F & E V Linford’s group consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2008 was [...] [\textit{C}].\textsuperscript{1022}

II.914. The directors of Linford from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1023}

- Paul Vincent Baines \hfill 3 April 2006 – 2006
- Michael William Buck \hfill 23 June 2000 – 2006
- Stuart Carter \hfill 1 July 2003 – 2006
- Steven Gregory Chinn \hfill 17 November 2000 – 3 August 2001
- Peter George Lee \hfill 2000 – 2006
- David Linford \hfill 2000 – 2006
- Simon John Louis Linford \hfill 10 January 2006 – 2006

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{1015} FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12205.
\textsuperscript{1016} Linford’s website, OFT Document Reference 12214.
\textsuperscript{1017} FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12206.
\textsuperscript{1018} FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12206.
\textsuperscript{1019} FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12206.
\textsuperscript{1020} Latest available FAME Report of Linford.
\textsuperscript{1021} Latest available FAME Report of F & E V Linford.
\textsuperscript{1022} Letter from Pinsent Masons, 28 April 2009.
\textsuperscript{1023} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12211.
\end{footnotesize}
II.915. The directors of F & E V Linford from 2000 to 2006 were as follows: 1024

- Cheryl Ann Hall 2000 – 2006
- Peter George Lee 31 October 2005 – 2006
- David Linford 2000 – 2006
- Diana Jane Linford 31 October 2005 – 2006
- Peter Frank David Linford 31 October 2005 – 2006
- Richard Geoffrey Noake 1 July 2003 – 2006
- Sally Anne Orton 31 October 2005 – 2006

II.916. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of both Linford and F & E V Linford during the periods mentioned below. 1025 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that F & E V Linford exercised decisive influence over Linford’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- David Linford 2000 – 2006

II.917. Linford did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, F & E V Linford, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. 1026

II.918. The OFT considers that F & E V Linford, as 100 per cent owner of Linford, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Linford’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between F & E V Linford and Linford. Linford and F & E V Linford are therefore jointly and severally liable for Linford’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.919. This Decision is therefore addressed to Linford and F & E V Linford.

Loach Construction & Development Limited (‘Loach’)

II.920. Loach is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00638884. 1027 Loach’s registered and trading address is Mile End Road, Colwick, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG4 2EE. 1028

---

1024 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12213.
1025 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12211 and 12213.
1026 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
1027 FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12244.
1028 FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12244.
II.921. At the time of issue of the Statement, Loach undertook design, new build and refurbishment work in sectors such as industrial, commercial, retail, education, leisure, health and residential. At the time of issue of the Statement, Loach did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.922. Loach has no holding company or subsidiaries.

II.923. Loach’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was [...] [C].

II.924. The directors of Loach from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Andrew Robert Arbon Davis 1 April 2003 – 2006
- Andrew Mark Hopewell 1 September 2006 – 2006
- Peter Vernon Jubb 1 May 2003 – 31 January 2005
- Kenneth Alfred Tyler 2000 – 30 April 2003

II.925. Loach applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.

II.926. This Decision is addressed to Loach. The OFT considers that Loach is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 54, 66 and 143, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

Lotus Construction Limited (‘Lotus’)

II.927. Lotus is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02800054. Lotus’s registered address is 1 Bridgewater Place, Water Lane, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS11 5QR.

II.928. At the time of issue of the Statement, Lotus’s principal activity was the construction and refurbishment of educational, civic, commercial and industrial properties. At the time of issue of the Statement, Lotus did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.929. On 7 November 2008 an administrator was appointed for Lotus.

II.930. At the time of issue of the Statement, Lotus had no holding company and no subsidiaries.

---

1029 Website, OFT Document Reference 12248.
1031 Letter from Loach, 23 April 2009.
1032 Company Appointment Report, OFT Document Reference 12245.
1034 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12249.
1035 Latest available FAME report of Lotus.
1037 Notice of administrator’s appointment, form 2.12B.
1038 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12249.
II.931. Lotus’s turnover for the period 1 October 2007 to 30 June 2008 was £23,565,466.1039

II.932. The directors of Lotus from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:1040

- Richard Frank Elam  1 April 2003 – 2006
- Steven Lee Withy  1 April 2003 – 2006

II.933. Lotus did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.1041

II.934. Since the events described in this Decision, Lotus has been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Lotus at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Lotus for the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Lotus.

II.935. This Decision is addressed to Lotus. The OFT considers that Lotus is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

_Milward Construction (Belper) Limited ('Milward')_

II.936. Milward is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02645916.1042 Milward’s registered and primary trading address is 30 Market Place, Belper, Derby, Derbyshire, DE56 1FZ.1043

II.937. At the time of issue of the Statement, Milward undertook general construction works within the industrial, commercial, residential, leisure and health sectors for both private, public and industrial sector clients.1044 At the time of issue of the Statement, Milward did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.938. Milward has no holding company or subsidiaries.1045

II.939. Milward’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was […] C.1046

II.940. The directors of Milward from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:1047
II.941. Milward did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{1048}

II.942. This Decision is addressed to Milward. The OFT considers that Milward is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

\textit{Morgan Ashurst plc formerly known as Bluestone plc ('Bluestone')}
\textit{Morgan Sindall plc ('Morgan Sindall')}

II.943. Bluestone is a public company registered in England and Wales, company number 04273754.\textsuperscript{1049} Bluestone’s registered address is Kent House, 14-17 Market Place, London, W1W 8AJ\textsuperscript{1050} Bluestone has 21 other trading addresses throughout England.\textsuperscript{1051}

II.944. At the time of issue of the Statement, Bluestone was a national construction business with a network of local offices across England and Wales which provided new build, refurbishment and maintenance projects to the private and public sectors under a variety of procurement routes.\textsuperscript{1052} At the time of issue of the Statement, Bluestone did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.945. On 27 July 2007 Bluestone changed its name, by special resolution, to Morgan Ashurst plc.\textsuperscript{1053}

II.946. Bluestone’s ultimate parent company is Morgan Sindall, a public limited company, company number 00521970.\textsuperscript{1054} Morgan Sindall’s registered address is Kent House, 14-17 Market Place, London, W1W 8AJ.\textsuperscript{1055} Bluestone is a wholly owned subsidiary of Morgan Sindall.\textsuperscript{1056}

II.947. Bluestone has 8 subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1057}

II.948. The overall company structure from 2003 – 2006 is outlined below:

\textsuperscript{1048} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\textsuperscript{1049} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11677.
\textsuperscript{1050} Latest available FAME report of Bluestone.
\textsuperscript{1051} Latest available FAME report of Bluestone.
\textsuperscript{1052} Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 11679.
\textsuperscript{1053} Certificate of Incorporation on change of name, OFT Document Reference 11676b.
\textsuperscript{1054} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11677.
\textsuperscript{1055} Latest available FAME report of Morgan Sindall.
\textsuperscript{1056} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11680.
\textsuperscript{1057} Latest available FAME report of Bluestone.
II.949. Morgan Sindall’s worldwide consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was […] 1058

II.950. The directors of Bluestone from 2003 to 2006 were as follows: 1059

- John Berry 2003 – 2006
- John Michael Bishop 2003 – 1 June 2005
- Philip Russell Brand 2003 – 26 February 2004
- Jason Paul Farnell 12 September 2005 – 10 November 2006
- Douglas Allan Gray 2003 – 25 February 2004
- John Homer 1 November 2006 – 2006
- William Raymond Johnston 2003 – 3 February 2005
- John Rawlinson 1 November 2006 – 2006
- Gordon Ray 1 November 2006 – 2006
- Christopher Anthony Saxton 2003 – 3 February 2004
- Stephen Scard 1 November 2006 – 2006
- Paul Whitmore 2003 – 2006

II.951. The directors of Morgan Sindall from 2003 to 2006 were as follows: 1060

- Gill Barr 2 September 2004 – 2006
- John Michael Bishop 2003 – 12 April 2005
- Geraldine Gallacher 2003 – 2 September 2004
- William Raymond Johnston 2003 – 3 February 2005
- David Kevin Mulligan 1 April 2004 – 2006
- Paul Raymond Smith 3 March 2003 – 2006
- Jon Walden 2003 – 2006
- Paul Whitmore 2003 – 2006

II.952. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of Bluestone and Morgan Sindall during the periods mentioned below. 1061 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Morgan Sindall exercised decisive influence over Bluestone’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

1058 Letter from Pinsent Masons, 5 May 2009.
1059 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11678.
1060 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11681.
1061 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11678 and 11681.
II.953. Bluestone applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\textsuperscript{1062}

II.954. The OFT considers that Morgan Sindall, as 100 per cent owner of Bluestone, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over its commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Morgan Sindall and Bluestone. Morgan Sindall and Bluestone are therefore jointly and severally liable for Bluestone’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 206, 239 and 243.\textsuperscript{1063}

II.955. This Decision is therefore addressed to Bluestone and Morgan Sindall.

II.956. […] [C – information relating to a subsidiary of Morgan Sindall which is] not being pursued separately in regard to any Infringements in this Decision.

\textit{North Midland Construction plc (‘North Midland’)}

II.957. North Midland is a public limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00425188.\textsuperscript{1064} North Midland’s registered and primary trading address is Nunn Close, The County Estate, Huthwaite, Sutton-in-Ashfield, Nottinghamshire, NG17 2HW.\textsuperscript{1065}

II.958. At the time of issue of the Statement, North Midland’s principal activities consisted of civil engineering, building and public works contracting\textsuperscript{1066} and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.959. North Midland has no holding company.\textsuperscript{1067}

II.960. North Midland has two subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1068}

II.961. North Midland’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was […] [C].\textsuperscript{1069}


\textsuperscript{1063} The penalties in respect of Infringements 239 and 243 are reduced to zero as they are ‘But for’ Infringements.

\textsuperscript{1064} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12272.

\textsuperscript{1065} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12272.

\textsuperscript{1066} Annual report and accounts, OFT Document Reference 12273, page 6.

\textsuperscript{1067} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12272.

\textsuperscript{1068} Latest available FAME report of North Midland.
II.962. The directors of North Midland from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:1070

- Mark Blakeway 24 May 2006 – 2006
- Ian Elliott 29 March 2006 – 2006
- Brian Alan Evans 2000 – 2006
- Michael Steven Garratt 2000 – 2006
- Trevor John Kayes 2000 – 24 May 2005
- John Oliver Knight 2000 – 3 September 2003

II.963. North Midland did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.1071

II.964. This Decision is addressed to North Midland. The OFT considers that North Midland is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

P D H Developments Limited ('PDH')
G. Hurst & Sons Limited ('G Hurst')

II.965. PDH is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00619334.1072 PDH’s registered address is Woodstock, London Road, Retford, Notts, DN22 7EB.1073 PDH trades from its registered address and another two trading addresses in Retford, Nottinghamshire.1074

II.966. At the time of issue of the Statement, PDH carried out construction work in the Midlands region and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.967. PDH has changed name twice since 2000. Prior to 23 April 2004 it was named G. Hurst & Sons (Contractors) Limited and between 23 April 2004 and 14 May 2004 it was named G. Hurst & Sons (Developments) Limited.1075

II.968. PDH’s ultimate parent company is G Hurst, a private limited company, company number 00423423.1076 G Hurst’s registered address is Woodstock, London Road, Retford, Notts, DN22 7EB.1077

II.969. At the time of the relevant Infringements G Hurst held 75 per cent of the share capital in PDH.1078 A further 20.5 per cent was held by P D Hurst.1079

---

1070 Company Appointments report, OFT Document Reference 12274.
1071 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
1074 FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 11913.
1077 FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 11914.
1078 Abbreviated Accounts, OFT Document Reference 11917.
II.970. PDH does not have any subsidiaries.  

II.971. The overall structure was therefore as follows:

![Diagram showing the structure of PDH and G Hurst]

II.972. G Hurst’s group consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] C.  

II.973. The directors of PDH from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:  
- Deirdre Anne Hurst  14 May 2004 – 2006  
- Peter David Hurst  2000 – 2006  
- Graham Peter Rye  2000 – 28 April 2004  

II.974. The director of G Hurst from 2000 to 2006 was as follows:  
- Peter David Hurst  2000 – 2006  

II.975. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of both PDH and G Hurst during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that G Hurst exercised decisive influence over PDH’s conduct.  
- Peter David Hurst  2000 – 2006  

II.976. PDH did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, G Hurst, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.  

II.977. The OFT considers that G Hurst, as 75 per cent owner of PDH with a further 20.5 per cent being held by Peter David Hurst, a director of both G Hurst and PDH, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over PDH’s commercial policy from 2000 to 2006 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. PDH and G Hurst are therefore jointly and severally liable for PDH’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.  

II.978. Since the Infringement described in this Decision, the business assets and trading name of G Hurst & Sons (Contractors) Limited (PDH) were sold to another company. As this company did not form part of the same economic

---

1081 Email from G Hurst, 19 June 2009.  
1082 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11915.  
1083 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 11916.  
1084 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document References 11915 and 11916.  
1085 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
entity as PDH at the relevant time, it is not jointly and severally liable with PDH and G Hurst for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.979. This Decision is therefore addressed to PDH and G Hurst.

**P. Casey & Co. Limited (‘P Casey’)  
The Casey Group Limited (‘The Casey Group’)**

II.980. P Casey is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01074194. P Casey’s registered and primary trading address is Rydings Road, Wardle, Rochdale, Greater Manchester, OL12 9PS. P Casey also has a trading address at 12 Third Avenue, Oldham, Lancashire, OL8 3SD.

II.981. At the time of issue of the Statement, P Casey’s main business activity was the building, repair, maintenance and improvement of housing for both private and public sector clients. It also undertook works in sectors such as education and health. At the time of issue of the Statement, P Casey did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.982. Since 1 July 2001, P Casey’s ultimate parent company has been The Casey Group, a private limited company, company number 04233269. The Casey Group’s registered address is Rydings Road, Wardle, Rochdale Greater Manchester, OL12 9PS.

II.983. P Casey has no subsidiaries.

II.984. The relevant company structure is set out below:

![Company Structure Diagram]

II.985. The Casey Group has another four wholly owned subsidiaries.

II.986. The Casey Group’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 July 2008 was £44,773,139.

II.987. The directors of P Casey from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

---

1086 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12280.
1087 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12280.
1088 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12280.
1089 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6876.
1090 P Casey’s website, OFT Document Reference 12295 pages 9 and 11.
1091 Abbreviated Accounts, OFT Document Reference 12282.
1092 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12280a.
1093 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12280a.
1094 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12280.
1095 Latest available FAME report of The Casey Group.
1097 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12293.
II.988. The directors of The Casey Group from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:1098

- Christopher Casey  1 July 2001 – 2006
- Christopher Peter Casey  8 September 2006 – 2006
- Peter Casey   12 June 2001 – 2006
- Anthony John Chell  1 July 2001 – 2006
- Christopher Shaw Griffin  1 July 2001 – 2006
- Peter John York   1 March 2002 – 2006

II.989. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both P Casey and The Casey Group during the periods mentioned below.1099 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that The Casey Group exercised decisive influence over P Casey’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Christopher Casey  1 July 2001 – 2006
- Peter Casey   12 June 2001 – 2006
- Anthony John Chell  1 July 2001 – 2006
- Christopher Shaw Griffin  1 July 2001 – 2006

II.990. P Casey did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, The Casey Group, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.1100

II.991. The OFT considers that The Casey Group, as 100 per cent owner of P Casey, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over P Casey’s commercial policy from 1 July 2001 until 2006 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between The Casey Group and P Casey. P Casey and The Casey Group are therefore jointly and severally liable for P Casey’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.992. This Decision is therefore addressed to P Casey and The Casey Group.

P. Waller Limited (‘P Waller’)

1098 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12294.
1099 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12293 and 12294.
1100 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
II.993. P Waller is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01447007.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12296.} P Waller’s registered and primary trading address is Unit 5, Greasley Street, Bulwell, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG6 8ND.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12296.}

II.994. At the time of issue of the Statement, P Waller undertook new build and refurbishment building projects for local government departments, the health sector, the educational sector and the renovation of churches. At the time of issue of the Statement, P Waller also carried out mechanical and electrical work, painting and decorating and joinery works.\footnote{P Waller’s website, OFT Document Reference 12300, pages 14 and 15.} At the time of issue of the Statement, P Waller did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.995. P Waller has no holding company and no subsidiaries.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12296.}

II.996. P Waller’s turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2008 was [...] \footnote{Email from P Waller, 18 June 2009.}

II.997. The directors of P Waller from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\footnote{Company Appointment Report, OFT Document Reference 12297.}

\begin{itemize}
\item[-] Michael Boddy 1 October 2006 – 2006
\item[-] Robert Mark Comer 1 October 2006 – 2006
\item[-] Jonathan Charles Highwood 1 October 2006 – 2006
\item[-] Phillip Robert Passmore 2000 – 2006
\item[-] Glynn Russel Wade 1 October 2006 – 2006
\item[-] Hilary Jane Waller 2000 – 2006
\item[-] Philip Waller 2000 – 2006
\end{itemize}

II.998. P Waller applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\footnote{See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423 http://www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/business_leaflets/ca98_guidelines/of423.pdf.}

II.999. This Decision is addressed to P Waller. The OFT considers that P Waller is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

Pearce Construction (Midlands) Limited (‘Pearce’)
ISG Pearce Limited (formerly Pearce Group Limited formerly Pearce Group plc) (‘Pearce Group’)
Crest Nicholson plc (‘Crest Nicholson’)

II.1000. Pearce is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00212645.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12312.} Pearce’s registered and primary trading address is Parklands, Hambrook Lane, Stoke Gifford, Bristol, Avon, BS34 8QU.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12312.}
II.1001. Pearce is a non-trading company which acts as an ‘undisclosed agent’ of Pearce Group, a private limited company, company number 00409459. Pearce Group’s registered address is Parklands, Hambrook Lane, Stoke Gifford, Bristol, Avon, BS34 8QU. Pearce is a wholly owned subsidiary of Pearce Group. Pearce does not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1002. On 29 January 2003, Pearce Group changed its name from Pearce Group plc to Pearce Group Limited, and on 1 July 2008 from Pearce Group Limited to its current name.

II.1003. From 2000 until 31 January 2003 Pearce’s and Pearce Group’s ultimate parent company was Crest Nicholson, a public limited company, company number 01040616. Pearce was wholly owned by Pearce Group, which was wholly owned by Crest Nicholson.


II.1005. On 31 January 2003 a management buy-out of Pearce Group was completed.

II.1006. Pearce has no subsidiaries. Pearce Group has 3 subsidiaries.

II.1007. The relevant structure from 2000 until 31 January 2003 was therefore as follows:

```
   Crest Nicholson
   Company number 01040616

   Pearce Group
   Company number 00409459

   Pearce
   Company number 00212645
```

II.1008. Crest Nicholson's group consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 October 2008 was [...] [C].

---

1111 Latest Companies House details.
1112 Letter from Burges Salmon, OFT Document Reference 10753.
1113 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12310.
1114 Letter from Burges Salmon, OFT Document Reference 10753.
1115 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12310.
1116 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12310.
1117 Company details, OFT Document Reference SAE002.
1118 Letter from Burges Salmon, OFT Document Reference 10753.
1119 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12312.
1120 Pearce Directors Reports and Accounts 1999-2008, OFT Document References SAE012 to SAE019.
1121 FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12310.
II.1009. Pearce Group’s consolidated turnover for 14 months ending 30 June 2008 was £214,619,000.\footnote{Pearce Group Report and Financial Statements.}

II.1010. The directors of Pearce from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\footnote{Company Appointments report, OFT Document Reference 12306.}

- Anne Bowes 2000 – 30 April 2004
- John Darby 2000 – 17 April 2003
- Colin Ian Forrest 31 July 2006 – 2006
- Alan Charles Jones 2000 – 30 April 2003
- Timothy Nicholas Leigh 17 April 2003 – 2006
- Donald Ross 2000 – 31 January 2003

II.1011. The directors of Pearce Group from 2000 to 2003 were as follows:\footnote{Pearce Group Directors’ Reports and Accounts filed with Companies House 2000-2008, OFT Document References SAE004 to SAE011.}

- Donald Ross 2000 – 31 January 2003
- Timothy Nicholas Leigh 2000 – current

II.1012. The directors of Crest Nicholson from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\footnote{Company Appointments report, OFT Document Reference 12308.}

- Paul Callcutt 23 May 2000 – 2006
- David Peter Darby 27 August 2003 – 2006
- Peter Renwick Murray 2000 – 31 October 2003
- Donald Ross 2000 – 29 January 2003
- Richard Thomas Scholes 1 July 2003 – 2006
- Bruce Gordon Walker 2000 – 21 March 2002

II.1013. The following director was on the Board of Directors of both Crest Nicholson and Pearce during the period mentioned below.\footnote{Company Appointments reports, OFT Document Reference 12307 and 12306.} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Crest Nicholson exercised decisive influence over Pearce’s conduct at the time of the Infringement.

- Donald Ross 2000 – 29 January 2003

II.1014. The following director was on the Board of Directors of both Pearce Group and Pearce during the period mentioned below.\footnote{Company Appointments reports, OFT Document Reference 12307 and 12306.} The OFT considers that this
provides evidence that Pearce Group exercised decisive influence over Pearce’s conduct at the time of the Infringement.

- Donald Ross 2000 – 31 January 2003

II.1015. The following directors were on the Board of Directors of both Crest Nicholson and Pearce Group during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1128} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Crest Nicholson exercised decisive influence over Pearce Group’s conduct at the time of the Infringement.

- John Callcutt 2000 – 1 January 2003
- Donald Ross 2000 – 29 January 2003

II.1016. Pearce did not apply for leniency, but all of Pearce, Pearce Group and their ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringement, Crest Nicholson, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{1129} The OFT’s Fast Track Offer was not accepted by Pearce, Pearce Group or Crest Nicholson.

II.1017. The OFT considers that Pearce Group, as 100 per cent owner of Pearce and having a director in common\textsuperscript{1130}, was able to exercise decisive influence over Pearce’s commercial policy from 2000 until 31 January 2003 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity.

II.1018. Further, the OFT considers that Pearce’s role as a non-trading undisclosed agent\textsuperscript{1131} of Pearce Group in itself establishes Pearce Group and Pearce as forming part of the same undertaking (see paragraphs III.28 to III.36 below). The OFT considers the fact that Pearce was able to bid on behalf of Pearce Group for tenders for the provision of services, whilst having no turnover of its own, to be evidence of a principal and agent relationship whereby Pearce assumed no performance risk and received no financial reward for its agency activities.

II.1019. The OFT considers that Crest Nicholson, as 100 per cent owner of Pearce Group and Pearce, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Pearce Group’s and Pearce’s commercial policy from 2000 until 31 January 2003 and therefore formed part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Crest Nicholson and Pearce Group, and a director in common between Crest Nicholson and Pearce. Crest Nicholson, Pearce Group and Pearce are therefore jointly and severally liable for Pearce Group’s and Pearce’s participation in the Infringement. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the fine that the OFT is imposing.

II.1020. Since the event described in this Decision, Pearce Group and Pearce have been subject to a change in ownership.\textsuperscript{1132} As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Pearce Group and Pearce at the relevant time, it is not jointly and severally liable with Pearce, Pearce Group and Crest Nicholson for payment of the fine that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance

\textsuperscript{1128} Company Appointments reports, OFT Document Reference 12308 and 12307.
\textsuperscript{1129} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\textsuperscript{1130} Letter from Burges Salmon, OFT Document Reference 10753.
\textsuperscript{1132} Directors’ Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12328.
of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Pearce Group and Pearce.

**Liability of Pearce Group**

II.1021. In its response to a Supplementary Statement,\(^{1133}\) Pearce Group accepted that the OFT was entitled to hold it liable as intermediate parent company of Pearce. It submitted, however, that the OFT was not holding other intermediate parent companies liable and, consequently, was discriminating against Pearce Group when compared to the OFT’s treatment of other Parties in this case, without objective justification.\(^{1134}\)

II.1022. The OFT is holding Pearce Group liable, however, as the undisclosed principal of Pearce and, therefore, because it was directly involved in the relevant Infringement.\(^{1135}\) Its treatment is therefore equivalent to that of other Parties directly involved in Infringements. In its response to the Supplementary Statement, Pearce Group disputed that the OFT was entitled to hold it liable on this basis, stating that neither ‘direct involvement’ nor ‘participation’ are established concepts in UK or EC case law: ‘...the concept of direct involvement is entirely novel as a basis for attributing liability in competition cases’. Rather, Pearce Group submitted that the attribution of liability rests solely on the concept of ‘decisive influence’.\(^{1136}\)

II.1023. The OFT does not accept Pearce Group’s representations in this respect. Direct involvement is not a legal concept or novel basis for attributing liability, but is a statement of fact. As noted above, the OFT considers that Pearce Group exercised decisive influence over Pearce at the relevant time, but this does not preclude the OFT from also concluding that Pearce Group was directly involved in the relevant Infringement as a result of the agency relationship which existed between it and Pearce.

II.1024. In addition to disputing the legal basis for liability, Pearce Group also contended that the OFT had no evidence of its direct involvement in the Infringement and that, in fact, it was not so involved.\(^{1137}\) In particular, Pearce Group submitted that the relationship between itself and Pearce was no different from that of any other parent and wholly owned subsidiary; the undisclosed agency agreement was simply an accounting tool to simplify audit and corporation tax requirements.\(^{1138}\) In support of this submission, Pearce Group stated that:

(a) Pearce had its own board and separate management, approximately 150 staff, its own separate payroll and bank accounts;

(b) Pearce was independently responsible for all marketing, estimating, building, sub-contracting and financing in relation to all projects.

---

\(^{1133}\) On 16 April 2009, the OFT issued a Supplementary Statement to Pearce, Pearce Group, Crest Nicholson, and the counter-Parties to Infringement 75 referred to in this company profile as ‘the Supplementary Statement’.

\(^{1134}\) Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraphs 1.7, 2.8, 2.11 to 2.13 and 2.19; and oral representations of Pearce Group, 5 June 2009, page 5.

\(^{1135}\) Whilst Pearce Group submitted that the Supplementary Statement was not clear in this respect, it is apparent from its representations that it understood the basis for the OFT’s finding of liability against it (see written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraphs 2.4, 2.14, 2.17).

\(^{1136}\) Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraphs 1.6, 2.7 and 2.17 to 2.19.

\(^{1137}\) Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraphs 1.6, 2.17 and 2.20.

\(^{1138}\) Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraphs 1.6, 2.20 to 2.22 and 2.28.
including receiving payments from clients and making payments to subcontractors;

(c) Pearce Group had no involvement in the day-to-day management of Pearce;

(d) whilst Pearce Group received monthly summary reports of Pearce’s activities, and was required to sign-off contracts with a value over £3 million, according to Pearce Group the same is true of many other subsidiaries;

(e) Pearce bid for, entered into and undertook contracts in its own name;

(f) Pearce did not require any specific authority to bid for the contract which was the subject of the Infringement, and Pearce Group would only have received summary details of the contract after the event; and

(g) all of the work involved in preparing the tender giving rise to the Infringement was carried out by Pearce, the bid was submitted in Pearce’s name and, had it been successful, Pearce would have undertaken the work and received payment. The customer involved in the Infringement also considered Pearce to be the contracting party and provider of the tender services.

Pearce Group therefore concluded (and, in particular, from points (e) and (g)) that Pearce was selling its own services.1139

II.1025. The OFT does not consider the factors described in sub-paragraphs II.1024(a) to (g) to be inconsistent with an undisclosed agency relationship operating between Pearce Group and Pearce, and therefore they do not undermine the OFT’s conclusion that Pearce Group was directly involved in the relevant Infringement as undisclosed principal of Pearce. The OFT does not accept, however, Pearce Group’s conclusion that Pearce was selling its own services. Rather, the OFT is of the view that Pearce was providing services in its own name, but on behalf of its undisclosed principal Pearce Group, and that any monies received were held by Pearce for the benefit of Pearce Group. Pearce Group’s analysis is also inconsistent with the terms of the agency agreement which existed between Pearce and Pearce Group, a copy of which has been provided to the OFT1140, and with Pearce’s statutory accounts (see paragraph II.1018 above).

II.1026. Pearce Group also made representations about the payment of dividends by Pearce and the treatment of assets and liabilities in Pearce’s accounts.1141 According to Pearce Group, these factors supported the view that Pearce provided services in its own right. In the OFT’s view, however, Pearce’s statutory accounts do not accord with a trading company generating its own turnover and paying dividends to its parent companies from its own profits, but rather are consistent with Pearce acting as undisclosed agent of Pearce Group, and with the terms of the agency agreement between them.

1139 Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraphs 2.22 to 2.26.
1140 Letter to the OFT from Pearce Group, 12 June 2009, attaching the Agency Agreement, dated 29 October 1989, between Pearce (formerly W.A. Cox (Evesham) Limited) and Pearce Group (formerly C.H. Pearce & Sons plc).
1141 Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 2.27.
II.1027. The OFT therefore remains of the view that Pearce Group is liable for the relevant Infringement, not only because it exercised decisive influence over Pearce, but because of its direct involvement in the relevant tender as undisclosed principal of Pearce. The agency relationship also means that Pearce Group is not in the same position as other intermediate parent companies in this case, and the OFT is therefore not discriminating against Pearce Group by including it as an addressee of this Decision.

II.1028. In its separate response to the Supplementary Statement, Crest Nicholson concurred with the OFT’s analysis that Pearce was acting as the undisclosed agent of Pearce Group during the relevant period, and that Pearce could be correctly classified as an auxiliary to Pearce Group’s business. Crest Nicholson agreed that Pearce Group should therefore be held jointly and severally liable as a result of having been directly involved in the Infringement.\(^{1142}\)

**Liability of Crest Nicholson**

II.1029. In its response to the Statement, Pearce did not dispute that Pearce and Crest Nicholson formed part of the same undertaking at the time of the relevant Infringement.\(^{1143}\) In support of its position, Pearce cited the following factors:

(a) Pearce’s overall business plan was agreed by Crest Nicholson; and

(b) Pearce’s activities were reported to Crest Nicholson in summary form, and Don Ross, the holder of the common directorships identified above, ordinarily attended Pearce’s board meetings.\(^{1144}\)

II.1030. However Pearce submitted that Crest Nicholson should be held solely liable for Pearce’s participation in the relevant Infringement, on the grounds that Crest Nicholson retained any resulting benefit by way of dividend payments or as proceeds of its subsequent sale of Pearce.\(^{1145}\)

II.1031. In its separate responses to the Statement and Supplementary Statement, Crest Nicholson submitted that it should not be held liable for Pearce’s and Pearce Group’s participation in the relevant Infringement. In support of its submissions, Crest Nicholson put forward the following contentions:

(a) Pearce and Pearce Group were autonomous businesses, and Crest Nicholson had no involvement in the operation of either business.\(^{1146}\) Moreover there is no evidence that Crest Nicholson was involved in or aware of the relevant Infringement;\(^{1147}\)

(b) Pearce and Pearce Group together had delegated decision-making authority in relation to contracts with a value below a certain level (tens

\(^{1142}\) Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 29 April 2009, paragraph 3.3.

\(^{1143}\) Written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, paragraph 6.1.

\(^{1144}\) Written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, paragraph 6.1.

\(^{1145}\) Written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, paragraph 6.2; and written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 5.9.


\(^{1147}\) Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.34; and written representations of Crest Nicholson, 29 April 2009, paragraph 3.7.
of millions), while contracts above this threshold had to be reported to Crest Nicholson’s Executive Committee, and decisions on contracts with a value of double that level had to be approved by that Committee. The tender which was the subject of the relevant Infringement had a value below £3.5 million, with the consequence that it would not have been brought to the attention of Crest Nicholson. Similarly all of Pearce’s business in 2000 and 2001 would have been conducted without the authorisation of Crest Nicholson;

(c) By 2000, Crest Nicholson was actively considering a disposal of Pearce Group and its involvement in its subsidiary diminished. Pearce Group was subsequently acquired by its management team, who were central to the commercial behaviour and strategy of Pearce Group and Pearce during the relevant period;

(d) Mr Ross, the holder of directorships in Crest Nicholson, Pearce Group and Pearce as identified above, was Chief Executive of Pearce Group at the time of the relevant Infringement. Mr Ross reported to the board of Crest Nicholson on the Pearce Group’s results and on any financial and major operational issues. Mr Callcutt, the holder of directorships in both Crest Nicholson and Pearce Group as identified above, was Chief Executive of Crest Nicholson at the time of the relevant Infringement, and chaired meetings of the board of Pearce Group;

(e) Pearce operated autonomously within the Pearce Group. Mr Ross was not involved in the operational or strategic decisions of Pearce and had no executive responsibilities within Pearce. Pearce had its own separate operational board and its own managing director, John Darby, who had primary responsibility for Pearce’s day-to-day operation. Mr Ross’s role as a director of Pearce was primarily to monitor Pearce’s financial performance. Mr Ross would only visit Pearce in order to attend board meetings, or approve a proposed acquisition of land for residential development, or where difficulties arose in the carrying out of projects. Mr Ross had no involvement in the negotiation of tenders at Pearce and took a ‘hands-off’ approach in relation to Pearce’s operations;

(f) The commercial name and logo of Crest Nicholson were not used interchangeably with those of Pearce for marketing purposes;

1149 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.7 and paragraph 1.10.
1150 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 29 April 2009, paragraphs 3.8 to 3.9.
1152 Witness statement of John Callcutt, 24 June 2008, paragraph 4.3.
1153 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.8
1155 Witness Statement of James Ritchie, 24 June 2008, paragraph 2.3.
1156 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 4.9, 4.11, 4.12, 4.14, and 4.16.
1158 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.34.
Pearce operated in different markets from Crest Nicholson’s core business. Crest Nicholson was involved in private residential developments and mixed-use development projects through the services of sub-contractors. Pearce’s business involved the provision of construction services, and in this regard Pearce and Pearce Group were functionally separate from Crest Nicholson.

II.1032. Crest Nicholson also observed that the 100 per cent shareholding in Pearce was held directly by Pearce Group and only indirectly by Crest Nicholson.

II.1033. The OFT has taken into account all of the submissions put forward by Crest Nicholson in relation to this issue. The OFT considers that in the light of Crest Nicholson’s 100 per cent ownership of Pearce and Pearce Group, and the common directorships identified above, it is entitled to presume that Crest Nicholson exercised decisive influence over Pearce and Pearce Group. Pursuant to the case law of the CFI, that presumption arises whether the parent’s 100 per cent shareholding in its subsidiary is direct or indirect, and it therefore makes no difference that Crest Nicholson’s shareholding in Pearce was held indirectly through its shareholding in Pearce Group.

II.1034. In the circumstances it falls to Crest Nicholson to rebut that presumption. The OFT considers that Crest Nicholson’s arguments fall short of rebutting the presumption and do not establish that either Pearce or Pearce Group was able to determine its conduct on the market autonomously. In this regard, the OFT notes in particular the following:

(a) There appears to have been significant integration of the management teams of Crest Nicholson, Pearce Group and Pearce by means of the roles carried out by Mr Ross and Mr Callcutt as identified above;

(b) Pearce reported to Pearce Group and had its budgets set by Pearce Group, while Pearce Group’s budgets were submitted to Crest Nicholson annually for approval. Pearce Group reported on its performance against that budget at Pearce Group board meetings, which were chaired by Mr Callcutt (who was Chief Executive of Crest Nicholson), and Mr Ross reported to the Crest Nicholson board on Pearce Group’s results;

(c) As set out above, Crest Nicholson retained the power to direct commercial strategy in relation to high-value contracts.


1163 See the judgment of the CFI in Case T-112/05 Akzo Nobel [2007] ECR II-5049 at paragraph 67, upheld by the ECJ on 10 September 2009, Case C-97/08P.


1167 See above, paragraph II.1031(d).

1168 See Case T-112/05 Akzo Nobel [2007] ECR II-5049 at paragraphs 74 and 82, upheld by the ECJ on 10 September 2009, Case C-97/08P.
(d) It has been suggested that the Crest Nicholson board on one occasion noted the poor margins being achieved by Pearce’s business and that its future should be considered.\textsuperscript{1169} However the OFT has not been provided with any more evidence in this regard; and

(e) For the reasons set out in paragraphs III.13 to III.18 below, the OFT considers that a parent company may be held liable for an infringement committed by its subsidiary even though it had no specific involvement in or knowledge of the infringing conduct. The OFT refers specifically in this regard to the quotation set out in paragraph III.18. Crest Nicholson cannot therefore escape liability for the Infringement by reference to its argument that it had no specific involvement in or knowledge of the infringing conduct.

II.1035. It follows that for present purposes Crest Nicholson, Pearce Group and Pearce formed part of the same undertaking at the time of the relevant Infringement. In those circumstances, the OFT is entitled to hold Crest Nicholson, Pearce Group and Pearce jointly and severally liable for Pearce’s and Pearce Group’s participation in the relevant Infringement.\textsuperscript{1170}

II.1036. In light of the above, this Decision is addressed to Crest Nicholson, Pearce Group and Pearce.

\textit{Peter Baines Limited (‘Peter Baines’)}

II.1037. Peter Baines is a private limited company registered in England, company number 01099776.\textsuperscript{1171} Peter Baines’s registered and primary trading address is Woods Lane, Derby, Derbyshire, DE22 3UD.\textsuperscript{1172}

II.1038. At the time of issue of the Statement, Peter Baines operated as general building contractors specialising in refurbishment in the commercial sector and private and public housing. At the time of issue of the Statement, it also manufactured joinery products.\textsuperscript{1173} Peter Baines did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1039. Peter Baines does not have any holding companies or subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1174}

II.1040. Peter Baines’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was [...] [C].\textsuperscript{1175}

II.1041. The directors of Peter Baines from 2000 to 2006 were as follows: \textsuperscript{1176}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{1169} Witness statement of William George Hague, 19 June 2008, paragraph 3.
\textsuperscript{1170} See Case C-97/08P \textit{Akzo Nobel} ECJ Judgment of 10 September 2009; also Case T-69/04 \textit{Schunk}, judgment of the CFI of 8 October 2008 (not yet reported), at paragraphs 53 et seq. (in particular paragraphs 75 and 76).
\textsuperscript{1171} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12301.
\textsuperscript{1172} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12301.
\textsuperscript{1173} FAME report OFT Document Reference 12301, and Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6554.
\textsuperscript{1174} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12301.
\textsuperscript{1175} Letter from Peter Baines, 28 April 2009.
\textsuperscript{1176} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12304.
\end{flushright}
II.1042. Peter Baines did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{1177}

II.1043. This Decision is addressed to Peter Baines. The OFT considers that Peter Baines is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

\textit{Phoenix Contracts (Leicester) Limited (‘Phoenix’)}

II.1044. Phoenix is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02715613.\textsuperscript{1178} Phoenix’s registered and trading address is Townsend Road, Enderby, Leicester, Leicestershire, LE19 4PG.\textsuperscript{1179}

II.1045. The principal activity of Phoenix is the refitting of leisure and entertainment venues.\textsuperscript{1180} Phoenix does not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1046. Phoenix has two wholly owned subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1181}

II.1047. Phoenix’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 May 2009 was [...] [\textsuperscript{C}].\textsuperscript{1182}

II.1048. The directors of Phoenix from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1183}

- Martin Stuart Shepherd 2003 – 2006
- Michael Roy Williamson 2003 – 2006

II.1049. Phoenix applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\textsuperscript{1184}

II.1050. This Decision is addressed to Phoenix. The OFT considers that Phoenix is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

\textsuperscript{1177} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\textsuperscript{1178} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12329.
\textsuperscript{1179} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12329.
\textsuperscript{1180} Abbreviated Accounts, OFT Document Reference 12332.
\textsuperscript{1181} Latest available FAME report of Phoenix.
\textsuperscript{1182} Letter from Harvey Ingram LLP, 28 July 2009.
\textsuperscript{1183} Company Appointment Report, OFT Document Reference 12330.
\textsuperscript{1184} See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423

ISG Jackson Limited (‘Jackson’)
ISG Regions Limited formerly known as Totty Construction Group Limited (‘Totty’)
ISG Regions Building Limited formerly known as Totty Building Services Limited (‘Totty Building’)
Propencity Limited
Propencity Group Limited (‘Propencity’)

Jackson

II.1051. Jackson is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00767259.1185 Jackson’s registered and trading address is Jackson House, 86 Sandyhill Lane, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP3 0NA.1186

II.1052. At the time of the Infringements, Jackson undertook a range of construction and design projects in all construction sectors including private and public sector housing, commercial and industrial construction in markets such as, education, health and leisure. At the time of the Infringements Jackson operated across East Anglia and the South East of England.1187

II.1053. Jackson was named Jackson Building Limited until 8 April 2002 when it changed its name to Jackson Construction Limited. On 1 September 2006 it changed to its current name, Jackson.1188

30 June 2002 until 29 September 2005

II.1054. On 30 June 2002 ownership of Jackson was transferred to Propencity Limited.1189 From 30 June 2002 until 29 September 2005 Jackson’s immediate parent company was Propencity Limited.1190 During this period Jackson was a wholly owned subsidiary of Propencity Limited.1191

II.1055. At the time of the Infringements Jackson had four wholly owned subsidiaries.1192

Totty

II.1056. Totty is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00450103.1193 Totty’s registered address is Building 1, Exchange Quay, Salford Quays, M5 3EA.1194 Totty’s primary trading address is Woodland House, Woodland Park, Bradford Road, Chain Bar, Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD19 6BW.1195

---

1185 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12347.
1186 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12347.
1187 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference A2424.
1188 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12347.
1189 Written representations of Propencity Group, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 2.2.13 and Annex 1 (copy of register of transfers). See further footnote II.1240 below.
1191 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12344.
1192 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12347.
1193 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12346.
1194 Latest available FAME report for Totty.
1195 Written representation of Propencity Group, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 2.2.7.
II.1057. At the time of the relevant Infringement, Totty undertook both construction and design projects for refurbished and new buildings and provided services mainly to the private sector housing market and the commercial construction market.\textsuperscript{1196}

II.1058. Totty was named Totty Construction Group plc until 2 January 2003 when it changed its name to Totty Construction Group Limited. On 1 September 2006, Totty Construction Group Limited changed its name to ISG Totty Limited.\textsuperscript{1197} On 2 July 2007, Totty changed its name to ISG Regions Limited.\textsuperscript{1198}

3 January 2003 to 2006

II.1059. From 3 January 2003 to 2006 Totty’s immediate parent company was Propencity Limited.\textsuperscript{1199} Totty was a wholly owned subsidiary of Propencity Limited.\textsuperscript{1200}

II.1060. At the time of the relevant Infringement Totty had eight wholly owned subsidiaries, including Totty Building.\textsuperscript{1201}

\textit{Totty Building}

II.1061. Totty Building is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00315305.\textsuperscript{1202} Totty Building’s registered and primary trading address is Building 1, Exchange Quay, Salford Quays, M5 3EA.\textsuperscript{1203}

II.1062. At the time of the Infringements, Totty Building undertook both construction and design projects for refurbished and new buildings and was active primarily in the commercial construction market.\textsuperscript{1204}

II.1063. Prior to 1 September 2006, Totty Building was called Totty Building Services Limited.\textsuperscript{1205} On 14 July 2008 Totty Building changed its name to ISG Regions Building Limited.\textsuperscript{1206}

II.1064. At the time of the Infringements Totty Building’s immediate parent company was Totty.\textsuperscript{1207} Totty Building was a wholly owned subsidiary of Totty.\textsuperscript{1208}

II.1065. Totty Building has no subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1209}

\textit{Propencity Limited}

\textsuperscript{1196} Market definition response, OFT Document Reference A2424.
\textsuperscript{1197} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12346.
\textsuperscript{1198} Company details, OFT Document Reference SA039.
\textsuperscript{1199} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12344 and written representations of Propencity Group, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009) paragraph 2.2.13 and Annex 3 (statutory register of transfers).
\textsuperscript{1200} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12344.
\textsuperscript{1201} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12346.
\textsuperscript{1202} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14412.
\textsuperscript{1203} Latest available FAME report for Totty Building.
\textsuperscript{1204} Market definition response, OFT Document Reference A2424.
\textsuperscript{1205} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14412.
\textsuperscript{1206} Companies House details.
\textsuperscript{1207} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14412
\textsuperscript{1208} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14412
\textsuperscript{1209} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14412.
II.1066. Propency Limited is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02517333.\textsuperscript{1210} Propency Limited’s registered address is c/o Interior Services Group Plc, Aldgate House, 33 Aldgate High Street, London, EC3N 1AG.\textsuperscript{1211} Propency Limited also has a trading address in West Yorkshire.\textsuperscript{1212}

II.1067. Prior to 14 March 2002, Propency Limited was named Totty Group plc. Between 14 March 2002 and 2 January 2003 Propency Limited was called Propency plc.\textsuperscript{1213}

II.1068. From 30 June 2002 to 2006 Propency Limited was the immediate parent company of Jackson.\textsuperscript{1214}

II.1069. From 3 January 2003 to 2006 Propency Limited was also the immediate parent of Totty and hence an intermediate parent company of Totty Building.\textsuperscript{1215}

II.1070. On 3 January 2003 ownership of Propency Limited was acquired by Propency.\textsuperscript{1216} From 3 January 2003 to 29 September 2005 Propency Limited was a wholly owned subsidiary of Propency.\textsuperscript{1217}

\textit{Propency}

II.1071. Propency is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 04545988.\textsuperscript{1218} Propency’s registered address is c/o Interior Services Group plc, Aldgate House, 33 Aldgate High Street, London, EC3N 1AG.\textsuperscript{1219} Propency was incorporated on 26 September 2002 as Inhoco 2739 Limited and changed its name to Propency on 21 November 2002.\textsuperscript{1220} On 3 January 2003 it acquired 100 per cent of the issued share capital of Propency Limited at which time Propency became the ultimate parent company of Propency Limited and Jackson.\textsuperscript{1221} On 3 January 2003, when Propency Limited became the immediate parent of Totty, Propency thereby also became the ultimate parent company of Totty and Totty Building.\textsuperscript{1222}

II.1072. The relevant company structure for Jackson from 30 June 2002 until 2 January 2003 was therefore as follows:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{1210} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12344.
  \item \textsuperscript{1211} Latest available FAME report.
  \item \textsuperscript{1212} Latest available FAME report.
  \item \textsuperscript{1213} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12344.
  \item \textsuperscript{1214} Written representations of Propency Group, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 2.2.13 and Annexes 1 and 4.
  \item \textsuperscript{1215} Written representations of Propency Group, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 2.2.13 and annexes 3 and 4.
  \item \textsuperscript{1216} Special resolution, passed by written resolution, of Propency Limited, dated 3 January 2003.
  \item \textsuperscript{1217} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12344.
  \item \textsuperscript{1218} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12351.
  \item \textsuperscript{1219} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12351.
  \item \textsuperscript{1220} Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12365 page 5.
  \item \textsuperscript{1221} Special resolution, passed by written resolution, of Propency Limited, dated 3 January 2003
  \item \textsuperscript{1222} Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12365 page 22 and written representations of Propency Group paragraph 2.2.13 and annex 5
\end{itemize}
II.1073. The overall structure from 3 January 2003 until 29 September 2005 was as follows:

- Propency Limited (Company number 02517333)
  - Propency (Company number 04545988)
  - Propency Limited (Company number 02517333)
    - Jackson (Company number 00767259)
    - Totty (Company number 00450103)
      - Totty Building (Company number 00315305)

II.1074. At the time of issue of the Statement Propency had 19 wholly owned subsidiaries.¹²²³

II.1075. At the time of issue of the Statement Propency Limited had 18 wholly owned subsidiaries.¹²²⁴

II.1076. Jackson’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2008 was £108,847,000.¹²²⁵

II.1077. Totty’s turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2008 was [...] [C].¹²²⁶

II.1078. Propency’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2008 was [...] [C].¹²²⁷

II.1079. The directors of Jackson from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:¹²²⁸

- Phillip Allerton 2000 – 2006
- David Martin Best 2 May 2001 – 31 January 2003
- David Matthew Bramwell 2 May 2001 – 31 March 2002

¹²²³ Written representations of Propency Group, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 2.2.17
¹²²⁴ Written representations of Propency Group, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 2.2.18
¹²²⁵ Letter from Jacksons, 14 August 2009.
¹²²⁶ Letter from Totty, 14 August 2009.
¹²²⁷ Letter from Propency, 14 August 2009.
- Bernard Francis Clarke 2000 – 2006
- Peter Kenneth Fryer 2000 – 31 December 2000
- Christopher Brian Harrall 4 February 2003 – 2006
- Samuel David Lawther 1 July 2006 – 2006
- Thomas Albert Sayer 4 February 2003 – 9 December 2005
- Terence James Travers 1 December 2001 – 27 August 2002

II.1080. The directors of Totty from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:1229

- David Martin Best 2000 – 2 January 2003
- Stephen William Bolton 15 April 2002 – 6 December 2004
- David Matthew Bramwell 2000 – 31 March 2002
- Terry Cook 1 March 2000 – 7 July 2006
- Graham Stephen Cragg 18 April 2002 – 1 July 2006
- Andrew Mark Finn 6 October 2003 – 2006
- Mark Barry Fairclough 20 June 2001 – 7 July 2006
- Jonathan Charles Bennett 1 August 2006 – 2006
  Houlton
- David James Jackson 2000 – 2 January 2003
- Richard James Jones 29 October 2001 – 21 July 2006
- Samuel David Lawther 1 July 2006 – 2006
- Michael James Parkinson 2000 – 8 June 2004
- Mark John Peatfield 3 April 2000 – 8 April 2002
- David Stones 1 January 2005 – 26 May 2006
- Craig Nicholas Tatton 1 July 2006 – 2006

II.1081. The directors of Totty Building from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:1230

- David Martin Best 2000 – 3 January 2003
- David Matthew Bramwell 2000 – 31 March 2002
- Andrew Mark Finn 6 October 2003 – 2006
- Jonathan Charles Bennett 1 August 2006 – 2006
  Houlton
- David James Jackson 2000 – 3 January 2003
- Richard James Jones 29 October 2001 – 21 July 2006
- Samuel David Lawther 1 July 2006 – 2006
- Michael James Parkinson 2000 – 8 June 2004
- Mark John Peatfield 3 April 2000 – 8 April 2002
- Anthony Rogan 2000 – 15 April 2003
- Philip Ryder 4 April 2003 – 2006
- Simon Lawrence Smith 11 June 2001 – 15 April 2003

1229 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12362.
1230 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 14413.
II.1082. The directors of Propencity Limited from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1231}

- David Martin Best \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 3 January 2003
- David Matthew Bramwell \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 31 March 2002
- Philip Brierley \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 28 June 2006
- Neil Brown \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 30 June 2001
- Bernard Francis Clarke \hspace{1cm} 1 May 2002 – 2006
- Graham Stephen Cragg \hspace{1cm} 1 May 2002 – 2006
- Andrew Mark Finn \hspace{1cm} 26 September 2006 – 2006
- Jonathan Charles Bennett Houlton \hspace{1cm} 1 August 2006 – 2006
- David James Jackson \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 3 January 2003
- Richard James Jones \hspace{1cm} 29 October 2001 – 22 September 2006
- Michael James Parkinson \hspace{1cm} 1 May 2002 – 8 June 2004

II.1083. The directors of Propency from 2002 to 2006 are set out below.\textsuperscript{1232} Propency was incorporated on 29 September 2002.

- Richard Jeremy Archer \hspace{1cm} 1 May 2003 – 28 June 2004
- Phillip Brierley \hspace{1cm} 20 November 2002 – 28 June 2006
- Bernard Francis Clarke \hspace{1cm} 20 November 2002 – 2006
- Philip Arthur Cleaver \hspace{1cm} 1 October 2004 – 26 September 2005
- Graham Stephen Cragg \hspace{1cm} 20 November 2002 – 2006
- Andrew Mark Finn \hspace{1cm} 26 September 2006 – 2006
- Jonathan Charles Bennett Houlton \hspace{1cm} 1 August 2006 – 2006
- Richard James Jones \hspace{1cm} 20 November 2002 – 22 September 2006
- John David King \hspace{1cm} 28 September 2005 – 30 June 2006
- Samuel David Lawther \hspace{1cm} 28 September 2005 – 2006
- Michael James Parkinson \hspace{1cm} 20 November 2002 – 8 June 2004

II.1084. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Jackson and Propency Limited during the period mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1233} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Propency Limited exercised decisive influence over Jackson’s conduct for periods including the time of the relevant Infringement (September 2002).

- David Martin Best \hspace{1cm} 2 May 2001 – 3 January 2003
- David Matthew Bramwell \hspace{1cm} 2 May 2001 – 31 March 2002
- Philip Brierley \hspace{1cm} 2000 – 28 June 2006
- Bernard Francis Clarke \hspace{1cm} 1 May 2002 – 2006

II.1085. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Jackson and Propency during the period mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1234} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Propency exercised decisive influence over Jackson’s conduct for periods including the time of the relevant Infringements (May 2004 to September 2005).

\textsuperscript{1231} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12359.
\textsuperscript{1232} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12355.
\textsuperscript{1233} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12358a and 12359.
\textsuperscript{1234} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12358a and 12355.
II.1086. The following directors\textsuperscript{1235} have been on the Board of Directors of both Totty and Propencity during the period mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1236} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Propencity exercised decisive influence over Totty’s conduct for periods including the time of the relevant Infringement (June 2005).

- Bernard Francis Clarke 20 November 2002 – 2006

II.1087. The following directors\textsuperscript{1237} have been on the Board of Directors of both Totty Building and Propencity during the period mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1238} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Propencity exercised decisive influence over Totty Building’s conduct for periods including the time of the relevant Infringements (February 2003 and December 2004).

- Graham Stephen Cragg 20 November 2002 – 1 July 2006
- Richard James Jones 20 November 2002– 21 July 2006

II.1088. Propencity applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\textsuperscript{1239}

II.1089. The OFT considers that Jackson is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision prior to 30 June 2002.\textsuperscript{1240}

II.1090. The OFT considers that Propencity Limited, as 100 per cent owner of Jackson, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Jackson’s commercial policy at the time of Infringement 119 and therefore formed part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Propencity Limited and Jackson. Propencity Limited and Jackson will therefore be jointly and severally liable for Jackson’s participation in Infringement 119.

II.1091. The OFT considers that Propencity, as 100 per cent indirect owner of Jackson, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Jackson’s commercial policy from 3 January 2003 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Propencity and

\textsuperscript{1235} The listed directors were also directors of Propencity Limited, Totty’s intermediate parent company, at the time stated.
\textsuperscript{1236} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12362 and 12355.
\textsuperscript{1237} The listed directors were also directors of Totty and Propencity Limited, Totty Building’s intermediate parent company, at the time stated.
\textsuperscript{1238} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12355 and 12359
\textsuperscript{1240} The OFT notes that it could have exercised its discretion to seek to find jointly and severally liable Peterhouse Group Limited as Jackson’s parent company at the time of infringements 77 and 103. As no penalty is being imposed in respect of those infringements and as the Statement was not addressed to Peterhouse Group Limited in its capacity as Jackson’s parent, the OFT is making no finding of liability in relation to Peterhouse Group Limited in respect of infringements 77 and 103.
Jackson. Jackson and Propencity are therefore jointly and severally liable for Jackson’s participation in the relevant Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringement 235.\(^{1241}\)

II.1092. The OFT considers that Propencity, as 100 per cent indirect owner of Totty, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Totty’s commercial policy from 3 January 2003 to 2006 and therefore formed part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Propencity and Totty. Totty and Propencity are therefore jointly and severally liable for Totty’s participation in the relevant Infringement.

II.1093. The OFT considers that Propencity, as 100 per cent indirect owner of Totty Building can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Totty Building’s commercial policy from 3 January 2003 to 2006 and therefore formed part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Propencity and Totty Building. Totty Building and Propencity are therefore jointly and severally liable for Totty Building’s participation in the relevant Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 138 and 213.

II.1094. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, Propencity has been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Propencity at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Propencity for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Propencity.

II.1095. This Decision is therefore addressed to Propencity, Propencity Limited, Jackson, Totty and Totty Building.

**Quarmby Construction Company Limited (‘Quarmby’)**
**St James Securities Holdings Limited (‘St James Securities’)**

II.1096. Quarmby is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01553002.\(^{1242}\) Quarmby’s registered and trading address is 2 Grove Promenade, Ilkley, West Yorkshire, LS29 8AF.\(^{1243}\)

II.1097. Quarmby undertakes building and civil engineering work, mainly in the Yorkshire and Humberside areas.\(^{1244}\) Quarmby does not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1098. At the time of issue of the Statement, Quarmby was 80 per cent\(^{1245}\) owned by Quarmby Design Build Limited (‘Quarmby Design’), which was wholly owned by St James Securities.\(^{1246}\)

\(^{1241}\) The penalty in respect of Infringement 235 is reduced to zero as this is a ‘But for’ Infringement.

\(^{1242}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12388.

\(^{1243}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12388.

\(^{1244}\) Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 6469, page 1.

\(^{1245}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12388.
II.1099. Quarmby’s ultimate parent company is St James Securities a private limited company, company number 01629654.\textsuperscript{1246} St James Securities’ registered address is 4th Floor Bridgewater Place, Water Lane, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS11 5BZ.\textsuperscript{1248} St James Securities also has a trading address in West Yorkshire.\textsuperscript{1249}

II.1100. Quarmby has no subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1250}

II.1101. The overall company structure from 2000 – 2006 is outlined below:

```
St James Securities
Company number 01629654

Quarmby Design
Company number 02553525

Quarmby
Company number 01553002
```

II.1102. St James Securities has six other subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1251}

II.1103. St James Securities’ consolidated group turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was [...] [C].\textsuperscript{1252}

II.1104. The directors of Quarmby from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1253}

- James Arthur Barrie  
  Corscadden  
  2000 – 12 August 2003
- Robert Russell Hicks  
  1 January 2002 – 2006
- David Anthony Jones  
  2000 – 2006
- Roger Nelson  
  1 January 2002 – 2006
- James Roger Quarmby  
  2000 – 2006

II.1105. The directors of St James Securities from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1254}

- Ian Firth Barraclough  
  2000 – 2006
- James Arthur Barrie  
  Corscadden  
  2000 – 12 August 2003
- James Roger Quarmby  
  2000 – 2006
- Roland Peter Stross  
  2000 – 2006

II.1106. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Quarmby and St James Securities during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1255} The OFT

\textsuperscript{1246} FAME reports, OFT Document Reference 12388 and 12389.
\textsuperscript{1247} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12389.
\textsuperscript{1248} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12389.
\textsuperscript{1249} Latest available FAME report of St James Securities.
\textsuperscript{1250} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12388.
\textsuperscript{1251} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12389.
\textsuperscript{1252} Email from Walker Morris, 30 July 2009.
\textsuperscript{1253} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12393.
\textsuperscript{1254} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12394.
considers that this provides evidence that St James Securities exercised decisive influence over Quarmby’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

  Corscadden
- James Roger Quarmby 2000 – 2006

II.1107. Quarmby did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, St James Securities, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.1256

II.1108. The OFT considers that St James Securities, as the ultimate owner of 80 per cent of Quarmby and having Directors in common, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Quarmby’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. Quarmby and St James Securities are therefore jointly and severally liable for Quarmby’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.1109. In its response to the Statement, St James Securities submitted that it should not be held liable for Quarmby’s participation in the relevant Infringements. In support of its submission, St James Securities put forward the following contentions:

(a) Quarmby and St James Securities operated as independent autonomous businesses and were active in different sectors: St James Securities operated a property development business while Quarmby was a construction business.1257 Quarmby carried out work for St James Securities, but did so pursuant to contracts negotiated on an arms-length commercial basis.1258 There were no reporting lines between Quarmby and St James Securities1259 and there was no routine managerial contact between Quarmby and St James Securities.1260

(b) Quarmby’s day-to-day affairs were controlled by its Managing Director, David Jones1261, who determined its commercial strategy and was responsible for its tendering and purchasing decisions.1262 The holder of the shared directorships identified above, James Roger Quarmby, was the Chairman of Quarmby and a non-executive director.1263 Mr Quarmby attended board meetings of Quarmby solely in an advisory capacity.1264 Furthermore Mr Quarmby was not informed of all Quarmby bidding

1255 Company Appointments Reports, 12393 and 12394.
1256 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
1264 Written representations of St James Securities, 27 June 2008, paragraph 22(a); Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 43.
decisions, and had no knowledge of the tenders which are the subject of the relevant Infringements.\textsuperscript{1265}

(c) The holder of the additional shared directorships identified above, Mr Corscadden, had a reduced role in Quarmby’s business until his retirement as a director of Quarmby in August 2003.\textsuperscript{1266}

(d) St James Securities had no involvement in setting Quarmby’s budget, approving its expenditure or approving its business plan.\textsuperscript{1267} Occasionally St James Securities was asked to guarantee Quarmby’s contractual obligations, but did so only on an arm’s length basis and with separate advice from St James Securities’ internal legal director.\textsuperscript{1268}

II.1110. The OFT has taken into account all of St James Securities’ submissions in relation to this issue. The OFT considers that, in the light of St James Securities’ 80 per cent shareholding in Quarmby and the common directorships identified above, it is entitled to presume that St James Securities exercised decisive influence over Quarmby in accordance with the principles set out in paragraphs III.19 to III.24 below.

II.1111. In any event, the OFT considers that the available factual information shows that St James Securities exercised decisive influence over Quarmby at the time of the relevant Infringements. In this regard the OFT refers in particular to the following:

(a) Mr Quarmby’s evidence indicates that there was significant financial interdependence between St James Securities and Quarmby at the time of the relevant Infringements. From 1991, the financial results of Quarmby were consolidated in St James Securities’ financial statements and the banking functions of St James Securities and Quarmby were amalgamated.\textsuperscript{1269} This improved the overall financial picture and both St James Securities’ and Quarmby’s ability to trade\textsuperscript{1270}, and allowed St James Securities to benefit from the merged entities cash position to provide working capital for its property development activities.\textsuperscript{1271} In addition, the OFT refers to St James Securities’ reliance on Quarmby’s cash position during the entirety of the period during which the relevant Infringements occurred.\textsuperscript{1272}

(b) Mr Quarmby, the Chairman of St James Securities, was also Chairman of Quarmby and attended Quarmby board meetings.\textsuperscript{1273} At those meetings Mr Quarmby participated in discussions regarding the financial

\textsuperscript{1265} Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 61 and 63.

\textsuperscript{1266} Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 42 to 43; see also written representations of St James Securities, 27 June 2008, paragraph 22(b).

\textsuperscript{1267} Written representations of St James Securities, dated 27 June 2008, paragraph 17; Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 75.

\textsuperscript{1268} Written representations of St James Securities, 27 June 2008, paragraph 18; Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 74.

\textsuperscript{1269} Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 26 to 27.

\textsuperscript{1270} Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 29.

\textsuperscript{1271} Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 23 and 31.

\textsuperscript{1272} Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 38 and 45 to 48.

\textsuperscript{1273} See above, II.1109(b); Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 1.
and commercial aspects of Quarmby’s business. Where issues arose within the Quarmby business which were of ‘direct relevance’ to St James Securities, Mr Quarmby would refer those issues to other St James Securities board members, and Mr Quarmby has given evidence to the effect that ‘there was a general understanding at St James Securities that if anyone were to want [him] to raise a specific issue with the Quarmby Board they could mention it to [him] in advance’.

(c) Mr Quarmby’s evidence indicates that there were no restrictions on the exercise of St James Securities’ 80 per cent shareholding in Quarmby and the associated ownership rights.

II.1112. In addition, for the reasons set out in Section III (Legal Background), the OFT considers that a parent company may be held liable for an infringement committed by its subsidiary even though it had no specific involvement in or knowledge of the infringing conduct. The OFT refers specifically in this regard to paragraph III.18 and III.19 to III.24. It follows that St James Securities cannot escape liability for the Infringements by reference to its argument that it, or that Mr Quarmby, had no specific involvement in or knowledge of the infringing conduct.

II.1113. This Decision is therefore addressed to Quarmby and St James Securities.

Quarmby Construction (Special Projects) Limited (‘Quarmby (Special Projects)’)
Justgrade Limited (‘Justgrade’)

II.1114. Quarmby (Special Projects) is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02339260. Quarmby (Special Projects)’s registered and primary trading address is 9 The Grove, Ilkley, West Yorkshire, LS29 9LW.

II.1115. At the time of issue of the Statement, Quarmby (Special Projects) undertook new build and regeneration work for both public and private clients. It carried out work in the commercial, education, healthcare, leisure and retail sectors. At the time of issue of the Statement, Quarmby (Special Projects) did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1116. Quarmby (Special Projects)’s ultimate parent company is Justgrade, a private limited company, company number 02590016. Justgrade’s registered address is 9 The Grove, Ilkley, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS29 9LW. Quarmby (Special Projects) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Justgrade.

1274 Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 56 to 60.
1276 Witness Statement of James Roger Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 68.
1278 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12396.
1279 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12396.
1280 Quarmby (Special Projects)’s website, OFT Document Reference 12403.
1281 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12397.
1282 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12397.
1283 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12397.
II.1117. Quarmby (Special Projects) has no subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1284}

II.1118. The overall company structure from 2000 – 2006 is outlined below:

\includegraphics{company_structure.png}

II.1119. Justgrade has another two subsidiaries, one of which is wholly owned.\textsuperscript{1285}

II.1120. Justgrade’s consolidated group turnover for the financial years ending 31 March 2008 was £9,626,514.\textsuperscript{1286}

II.1121. The directors of Quarmby (Special Projects) from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1287}

- Christopher David Fielden 2003 – 2006
- Iryna Anna Senyk 2003 – 2006

II.1122. The directors of Justgrade from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1288}

- Christopher David Fielden 2003 – 2006
- Iryna Anna Senyk 2003 – 2006

II.1123. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Quarmby (Special Projects) and Justgrade during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1289} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Justgrade exercised decisive influence over Quarmby (Special Projects)’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Christopher David Fielden 2003 – 2006
- Iryna Anna Senyk 2003 – 2006

II.1124. Quarmby (Special Projects) did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, Justgrade, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{1290}

\textsuperscript{1284} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12396.
\textsuperscript{1285} Latest available FAME report of Quarmby (Special Projects).
\textsuperscript{1286} Email from Quarmby (Special Projects), 19 July 2009.
\textsuperscript{1287} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12401.
\textsuperscript{1288} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12402.
\textsuperscript{1289} Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12401 and 12402.
\textsuperscript{1290} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
II.1125. The OFT considers that Justgrade as 100 per cent owner of Quarmby (Special Projects) can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Quarmby (Special Projects)’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Justgrade and Quarmby (Special Projects). Quarmby (Special Projects) and Justgrade are therefore jointly and severally liable for Quarmby (Special Projects)’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.1126. This Decision is therefore addressed to Quarmby (Special Projects) and Justgrade.

R Durtnell & Sons Limited (‘R Durtnell’)
R Durtnell & Sons (Holdings) Limited (‘Durtnell Holdings’)¹²⁹¹

II.1127. R Durtnell is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01848570.¹²⁹² R Durtnell’s registered and primary trading address is Rectory Lane, Brasted, Westerham, Kent, TN16 1JR.¹²⁹³ R Durtnell also trades from 101 Alexandra Road, Farnborough, Hampshire, GU14 6BN.¹²⁹⁴

II.1128. At the time of issue of the Statement, R Durtnell undertook new build, design and build, refurbishment and restoration for both private and public sector clients in markets such as education, health and community projects, sports and leisure, churches, heritage, industrial and commercial and bespoke housing.¹²⁹⁵ At the time of issue of the Statement, R Durtnell did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1129. R Durtnell’s ultimate parent company is Durtnell Holdings, a private limited company, company number 04375916.¹²⁹⁶ Durtnell Holdings’s registered address is Rectory Lane, Brasted, Westerham, Kent, TN16 1JR.¹²⁹⁷ Durtnell Holdings was incorporated on 18 February 2002. R Durtnell is a wholly owned subsidiary of Durtnell Holdings.¹²⁹⁸

II.1130. R Durtnell has no subsidiaries.¹²⁹⁹

II.1131. The overall company structure from 18 February 2002 to 2006 is outlined below:

¹²⁹¹ In their written representations R Durtnell and Durtnell Holdings, 27 June 2008, advised that the correct corporate names were R Durtnell & Sons Limited and Durtnell (Holdings) Limited, paragraph 7. The OFT notes however that Companies House information does not show that Durtnell (Holdings) Limited is the parent company of either R Durtnell or Durtnell Holdings. The OFT further notes that since the receipt of the written representations Durtnell (Holdings) Limited has not been referred to in any correspondence.
¹²⁹² FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12404.
¹²⁹³ FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12404.
¹²⁹⁴ FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12404.
¹²⁹⁵ R Durtnell’s website, OFT Document Reference 12413.
¹²⁹⁶ FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12405.
¹²⁹⁷ FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12405.
¹²⁹⁸ FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12405.
¹²⁹⁹ FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12405.
II.1132. Durtnell Holdings’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December from 2007 was £47,745,432.1300

II.1133. The directors of R Durtnell from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:1301

- Paul Matthews 2002 – 2006
- Evan Rosser Valente 2002 – 2006

II.1134. The director of Durtnell Holdings from 2002 to 2006 was as follows:1302


II.1135. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of both R Durtnell and Durtnell Holdings during the period mentioned below.1303 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Durtnell Holdings exercised decisive influence over R Durtnell’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.


II.1136. R Durtnell did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, Durtnell Holdings, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.1304

II.1137. The OFT considers that Durtnell Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of R Durtnell, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over R Durtnell’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Durtnell Holdings and R Durtnell. R Durtnell and Durtnell Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for R Durtnell’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.1138. This Decision is therefore addressed to R Durtnell and Durtnell Holdings.

1300 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12405.
1301 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12412.
1304 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
R.G. Carter Limited (‘R G Carter’)
R.G. Carter Building Limited (‘R G Building’)
R.G. Carter Holdings Limited (‘R G Holdings’)

II.1139. R G Carter is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00270273. R G Carter’s registered and primary trading address is 9 Drayton High Road, Drayton, Norwich, Norfolk, NR8 6AH. It also trades from an address in Lincolnshire.

II.1140. At the time of issue of the Statement, R G Carter’s principal activity was that of building contractor, including small works and plumbing and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1141. R G Building is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01685443. R G Building’s registered and primary trading address is Drayton, Norwich, Norfolk, NR8 6AH.

II.1142. At the time of issue of the Statement, R G Building’s principal activity was that of building contractor and small works conducted through its branch in King’s Lynn, and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1143. R G Carter’s and R G Building’s ultimate parent company is R G Holdings, a private limited company, company number 00925049. R G Holdings’ registered address is Drayton, Norwich, Norfolk, NR8 6AH. R G Carter and R G Building are wholly owned subsidiaries of R G Holdings.

II.1144. R G Carter has two subsidiaries and R G Building has one subsidiary.

II.1145. The relevant company structure from 2003 – 2006 is outlined below:

- **R G Holdings**
  - Company number 00925049

- **R G Carter**
  - Company number 00270273

- **R G Building**
  - Company number 01685443

II.1146. R G Holdings has another 11 subsidiaries.

II.1147. R G Holdings’ consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] [C].

---

1305 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14425.
1306 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14425.
1309 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14429.
1310 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14429.
1312 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14425, 14429 and 12378a.
1313 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12380a.
1314 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 14425, 14429 and 12378a.
1315 Latest available FAME report of R G Carter.
1316 Latest available FAME report of R G Building.
1317 Latest available FAME report of R G Holdings.
II.1148. The directors of R G Carter from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:1319

- Christopher Snowling 2003 – 2006

II.1149. The directors of R G Building from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:1320

- Peter Cecil Dixon 2003 – 31 January 2005
- David Drake 2003 – 2006
- Paul Faux 1 February 2005 – 2006
- Kevin Peter O’Reilly 2003 – 9 June 2004
- Peter Smith 1 February 2005 – 2006

II.1150. The directors of R G Holdings from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:1321

- Thomas Hector Atkins 2003 – 2006
- Duckworth Chad
- Raymond Charles Frostick 2003 – 28 May 2005

II.1151. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of both R G Carter and R G Holdings during the period mentioned below.1322 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that R G Holdings exercised decisive influence over R G Carter’s conduct at the time of the Infringement.


II.1152. The following director has been on the Board of Directors of both R G Building and R G Holdings during the period mentioned below.1323 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that R G Holdings exercised decisive influence over R G Building’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.


II.1153. R G Carter and R G Building did not apply for leniency, but both they and their ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, R G Holdings, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.1324

---

1320 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 14430.
1321 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12384.
1322 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12384 and 14426.
1323 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12384 and 14430.
1324 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
II.1154. The OFT considers that R G Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of R G Carter, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over R G Carter’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of a director in common between R G Holdings and R G Carter. R G Carter and R G Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for R G Carter’s participation in Infringement 202. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing.

II.1155. The OFT considers that R G Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of R G Building, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over R G Building’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of a director in common between R G Holdings and R G Building. R G Building and R G Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for R G Buildings’ participation in Infringements 210 and 222. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.1156. This Decision is therefore addressed to R G Carter, R G Building and R G Holdings.

Richardson Projects Limited (‘Richardson Projects’)

II.1157. Richardson Projects is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01709943. Richardson Projects’ registered and primary trading address is Rok Centre Guardian Road, Exeter Business Park, Exeter, Devon, EX1 3PD.

II.1158. Richardson Projects has two other trading addresses, one in Leeds and the other in Lancashire.

II.1159. At the time of issue of the Statement, Richardson Projects specialised in the construction and restoration of residential properties for housing associations, local authorities and commercial clients across Northern England. At the time of issue of the Statement, Richardson Projects did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1160. Richardson Projects has one subsidiary.

II.1161. Richardson Projects’ turnover for the financial year ending 31 August 2008 was [...] [C].

II.1162. The directors of Richardson Projects from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:

---

1325 In the alternative, in the event that the Participant Company for Infringment 222 is R G Carter, then paragraph II.1154 applies in respect of Infringement 222.
1326 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12415.
1327 Latest available FAME report of Richardson Projects.
1328 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6473.
1329 Website, OFT Document Reference 12429, page 1.
1330 Latest available FAME report of Richardson Projects.
1331 Email from Watson Burton LLP, 19 June 2009.
1332 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12421.
II.1163. Richardson Projects did not apply for leniency, but was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. 1333

II.1164. This Decision is addressed to Richardson Projects. The OFT considers that Richardson Projects is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

II.1165. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, Richardson Projects has been subject to two changes in ultimate ownership. As neither of the new parent companies formed part of the same economic entity as Richardson Projects at the relevant times, neither is jointly and severally liable with Richardson Projects for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to either of the subsequent new ultimate parent companies of Richardson Projects.

II.1166. This Decision is therefore addressed to Richardson Projects.

Robert Woodhead Limited (‘Robert Woodhead’)
Robert Woodhead Holdings Limited (‘Woodhead Holdings’)

II.1167. Robert Woodhead is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01360957. 1334 Robert Woodhead’s registered and primary trading address is Brailwood Road, Bilsthorpe, Newark, Nottinghamshire, NG22 8UA. 1335

II.1168. At the time of issue of the Statement, Robert Woodhead specialised in design, construction, refurbishment and restoration of buildings. It undertook construction projects throughout the East Midlands and South Yorkshire in sectors such as education, leisure, heritage, churches, housing, private residential, commercial and industrial, defence, community and health. 1336 At the time of issue of the Statement, Robert Woodhead did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1169. Robert Woodhead’s ultimate parent company is Woodhead Holdings, a private limited company, company number 01735075. 1337 Woodhead Holdings’ registered address is Brailwood Road, Bilsthorpe, Newark, Nottinghamshire, NG22 8QA. 1338 Robert Woodhead is a wholly owned subsidiary of Woodhead Holdings. 1339

II.1170. Robert Woodhead has no subsidiaries. 1340

---

1333 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
1334 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12442.
1335 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12442.
1336 Robert Woodhead’s website, OFT Document Reference 12450, pages 2 and 4.
1337 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12443
1338 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12443.
1339 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12443.
1340 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12442.
II.1171. The overall company structure from 2000 – 2006 is outlined below:

---

**Woodhead Holdings**
Company number 01735075

---

**Robert Woodhead**
Company number 01360957

---

II.1172. Woodhead Holdings’ consolidated group turnover for the financial year ending 31 October 2008 was [...] [C].\(^{1341}\)

II.1173. The directors of Robert Woodhead from 2000 to 2006 were as follows: \(^{1342}\)

- Derek John McGrath  30 May 2006 – 2006
- Peter Michael Rhodes  2000 – 2 May 2003
- David Paul Woodhead  2000 – 2006

II.1174. The directors of Woodhead Holdings from 2000 to 2006 were as follows: \(^{1343}\)

- Peter Michael Rhodes  2000 – 2 May 2003
- David Paul Woodhead  2000 – 2006

II.1175. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Robert Woodhead and Woodhead Holdings during the periods mentioned below. \(^{1344}\) The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Woodhead Holdings exercised decisive influence over Robert Woodhead’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Peter Michael Rhodes  2000 – 2 May 2003
- David Paul Woodhead  2000 – 2006

II.1176. Robert Woodhead did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the relevant Infringements, Woodhead Holdings, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. \(^{1345}\)

II.1177. The OFT considers that Woodhead Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of Robert Woodhead, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Robert Woodhead’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Woodhead Holdings and Robert Woodhead. Robert Woodhead and Woodhead Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Robert Woodhead’s

---

\(^{1341}\) Letter from DLA Piper, 6 August 2009.

\(^{1342}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12444.

\(^{1343}\) Company Appointment Report, OFT Document Reference 12445.

\(^{1344}\) Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12444 and 12445.

\(^{1345}\) See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.1178. This Decision is therefore addressed to Robert Woodhead and Woodhead Holdings.

Robinson & Sawdon Limited (‘Robinson & Sawdon’)

II.1179. Robinson & Sawdon is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00237888. Robinson & Sawdon’s registered address is 1 Melton Park Office Village, Redcliff Road, Melton, North Ferriby, North Humberside, HU14 3RS.

II.1180. At the time of issue of the Statement, Robinson & Sawdon was a building and joinery contractor which undertook work in the commercial, industrial and housing sectors and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1181. Robinson & Sawdon has no subsidiaries.

II.1182. Robinson & Sawdon’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was [...] C.

II.1183. The directors of Robinson & Sawdon from 2004 to 2006 were as follows:

- Charles Frederick Robinson 2004 – 2 October 2006

II.1184. Robinson & Sawdon did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.1185. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, Robinson & Sawdon has been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Robinson & Sawdon at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Robinson & Sawdon for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Robinson & Sawdon.

II.1186. This Decision is addressed to Robinson & Sawdon. The OFT considers that Robinson & Sawdon is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

Shaylor Construction Limited (‘Shaylor’)

1346 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12451.
1347 Latest Companies House details.
1348 Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 6494.
1349 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12451.
1350 Letter from Langleys, 10 July 2009.
1351 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12452.
1352 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
II.1187. Shaylor is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01182885. Shaylor’s registered and primary trading address is 52 Wharf Approach, Aldridge, Walsall, West Midlands, WS9 8BX.

II.1188. At the time of issue of the Statement, Shaylor undertook new build, design and build, refurbishment, restoration and development works within the East and West Midlands and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1189. Until 1 October 2002, Shaylor was named F. J. Shaylor (Builders) Limited.

II.1190. Shaylor has four subsidiaries.

II.1191. Shaylor’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was £34,684,000.

II.1192. The directors of Shaylor from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Mark Bevan 26 August 2004 – 3 April 2006
- David Roderick Harwood 2000 – 3 April 2006
- Frederick James Shaylor 2000 – 2006
- Paul Frederick Shaylor 2000 – 2006
- Gary Peter Turley 1 July 2002 – 2006

II.1193. Shaylor did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.1194. The OFT considers that Shaylor is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

II.1195. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, Shaylor has been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Shaylor at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Shaylor for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Shaylor.

II.1196. This Decision is therefore addressed to Shaylor.

---

1353 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12470.
1354 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12470.
1356 Company House details.
1357 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12470.
1358 Letter from Eversheds LLP, 29 April 2009.
1359 Company Appointments report, OFT Document Reference 12472.
1360 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
Simons Construction Limited (‘Simons’)
Wrights Construction (Lincoln) Limited (‘Wrights (Lincoln)’)
Simons Group Limited (‘Simons Group’)

II.1197. Wrights (Lincoln) is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 03555477.\textsuperscript{1361} Wrights (Lincoln)’s registered and primary trading address is 991 Doddington Road, Lincoln, Lincolnshire, LN6 3AA.\textsuperscript{1362} It also trades from Crofton Close, Lincoln, Lincolnshire, LN3 4NT.\textsuperscript{1363}

II.1198. During the period to which this Decision applies, Wrights (Lincoln) undertook construction and refurbishment works in sectors such as education, ecclesiastical, industrial and commercial for both public and private clients in Lincoln and the surrounding regions.\textsuperscript{1364} During the period to which this Decision applies, Wrights (Lincoln) did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1199. Simons Group’s legal representatives informed the OFT on 30 January 2007 that Wrights (Lincoln) had ceased trading.\textsuperscript{1365} The OFT was subsequently informed that this cessation occurred on 31 March 2006.\textsuperscript{1366} However the OFT notes that Wrights (Lincoln) is still listed as a live company at Companies House.

II.1200. Wrights (Lincoln) has one subsidiary.\textsuperscript{1367}

II.1201. Wrights (Lincoln)’s immediate parent company is Simons, a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00961095.\textsuperscript{1368} Simons’ registered and primary trading address is 991 Doddington Road, Lincoln, Lincolnshire, LN6 3AA.\textsuperscript{1369} Simons also has seven further registered trading addresses throughout England.\textsuperscript{1370} Wrights (Lincoln) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Simons.

II.1202. Simons undertakes the construction of new buildings, fitting out and maintenance services. It specialises in services to retail, leisure, health care and commercial businesses. Eighty-five per cent of its construction activities derive from key account customers.\textsuperscript{1371} During the period to which this Decision applies, Simons did carry out work outside the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{1372}

II.1203. Simons’ ultimate parent company is Simons Group, a private limited company, company number 02147887.\textsuperscript{1373} Simons Group’s registered address is 991 Doddington Road, Lincoln, Lincolnshire, LN6 3AA.\textsuperscript{1374} Wrights (Lincoln) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Simons, which in turn is wholly owned by Simons Group.

\textsuperscript{1361} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12483.
\textsuperscript{1362} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12483.
\textsuperscript{1363} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12483.
\textsuperscript{1364} Wrights (Lincoln)’s website, OFT Document Reference 12492a.
\textsuperscript{1365} Written representations of Simons Group, Simons and Wrights (Lincoln), 26 June 2008, Appendix 1
\textsuperscript{1366} Latest available FAME report of Wrights (Lincoln).
\textsuperscript{1367} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12484.
\textsuperscript{1368} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12484.
\textsuperscript{1369} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12485.
\textsuperscript{1370} FAME report of Simons obtained on 13/02/09.
\textsuperscript{1371} Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12490.
\textsuperscript{1372} Written representations of Simons Group, Simons and Wrights (Lincoln), 26 June 2008, Appendix 1.
\textsuperscript{1373} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12485.
\textsuperscript{1374} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12485.
\textsuperscript{1375} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12484.
II.1204. Simons has seven wholly owned subsidiaries including Wrights (Lincoln).\textsuperscript{1376}

II.1205. The relevant company structure is outlined below:\textsuperscript{1377}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Simons Group & Company number 02147887 \\
\hline
Simons & Company number 00961095 \\
\hline
Wrights (Lincoln) & Company number 03555477 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

II.1206. Simons Group has four other wholly owned subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1378}

II.1207. Simons Group’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was […] [C].\textsuperscript{1379}

II.1208. The directors of Wrights (Lincoln) from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1380}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Clifford Thomas Bryant 2001 – 6 January 2003
  \item Graham Leslie Conroy 2001 – 31 January 2001
  \item Arthur John Fox 2001 – 11 April 2003
  \item Roger Alan Hall 2001 – 2006
  \item Philip James Kendall 12 February 2001 – 2006
  \item Andrew John Rowe 2001 – 30 April 2003
  \item Colin Sargeant 2001 – 2006
  \item Stephen Paul Trebble 5 June 2003 – 26 May 2006
\end{itemize}

II.1209. The directors of Simons from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1381}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Clifford Thomas Bryant 2001 – 6 January 2003
  \item Graham Leslie Conroy 2001 – 31 January 2001
  \item Fiona Guthrie 20 September 2005 – 2006
  \item Paul Richard Hodgkinson 2001 – 2006
  \item Roger Alan Hall 2001 – 2006
  \item Philip James Kendall 12 February 2001 – 2006
  \item Colin Sargeant 1 April 2004 – 2006
  \item Christopher John Witting 1 January 2002 – 2006
\end{itemize}

II.1210. The directors of Simons Group from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1382}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Clifford Thomas Bryant 2001 – 6 January 2003
  \item Graham Leslie Conroy 2001 – 31 January 2001
  \item Paul Samuel Cross 3 March 2003 – 31 December 2006
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{1376} Latest available FAME report of Simons.
\textsuperscript{1377} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12485.
\textsuperscript{1378} Latest available FAME report of Simons Group.
\textsuperscript{1379} Letter from Simons Group, 1 June 2009.
\textsuperscript{1380} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12488.
\textsuperscript{1381} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12486.
\textsuperscript{1382} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12487.
II.1211. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Wrights (Lincoln) and Simons Group during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Simons Group exercised decisive influence over Wrights (Lincoln)’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Clifford Thomas Bryant 2001 – 6 January 2003
- Philip James Kendall 12 February 2001 – 2006

II.1212. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Simons and Simons Group during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Simons Group exercised decisive influence over Simons’ conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Clifford Thomas Bryant 2001 – 6 January 2003
- Paul Richard Hodgkinson 2001 – 2006
- Philip James Kendall 12 February 2001 – 2006

II.1213. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Wrights (Lincoln) and Simons during the periods mentioned below. The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Simons exercised decisive influence over Wrights (Lincoln)’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Clifford Thomas Bryant 2001 – 6 January 2003
- Roger Alan Hall 2001 – 2006
- Philip James Kendall 12 February 2001 – 2006
- Colin Sargeant 1 April 2004 – 2006

II.1214. Wrights (Lincoln) and Simons applied for, and have been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme. Their application was endorsed by Simons Group.

II.1215. The OFT considers that Simons Group, as 100 per cent indirect owner of Wrights (Lincoln), can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Wrights (Lincoln)’s commercial policies during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Simons Group and Wrights (Lincoln). Simons Group and Wrights (Lincoln) are therefore jointly and severally liable for Wrights (Lincoln)’s

---

1383 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12488 and 12487.
1384 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12487 and 12486.
1385 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12488 and 12486.
1387 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B3580.
participation in the Infringement which occurred during that period. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringement 141.

II.1216. The OFT considers that Simons Group, as 100 per cent owner of Simons, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Simons’ commercial policies during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Simons Group and Simons. Simons Group and Simons are therefore jointly and severally liable for Simons’ participation in the Infringements which occurred during that period. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 59 and 218.

II.1217. This Decision is therefore addressed to Simons, Wrights (Lincoln), and Simons Group.

SOL Construction Limited (‘Sol’)
Barkbury Limited (‘Barkbury’)

II.1218. Sol is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00329348.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12493.} Sol’s registered and primary trading address is Rok Centre, Guardian Road, Exeter Business Park, Exeter, Devon, EX1 3PD.\footnote{Latest available FAME report of Sol.} Sol also has trading addresses at Acom House, Coventry Road, Warwick, Warwickshire, CV34 4RT and Vale Road, Colwick, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG4 2EG.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12493.}

II.1219. At the time of issue of the Statement, Sol undertook new build and refurbishment projects over a diverse range of contract type, size and complexity. Sol also had done work in sectors such as commercial, industrial, retail, residential, health, education, leisure and public buildings for both public and private sector clients.\footnote{Sol’s website, OFT Document Reference 12499.} At the time of issue of the Statement, Sol did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1220. Sol’s ultimate parent company is Barkbury, a private limited company, company number 02929082.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12494.} Barkbury’s registered address is Rok Centre, Guardian Road, Exeter Business Park, Exeter, Devon, EX1 3PD. Barkbury also has a trading address at Vale Road, Colwick, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG4 2EG.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12494.} Sol is a wholly owned subsidiary of Barkbury.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12494.}

II.1221. Sol has no subsidiaries.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12493.}

II.1222. The relevant company structure is outlined below:
II.1223. Barkbury has three other subsidiaries.1396

II.1224. Sol’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was […] [C].1397

II.1225. Barkbury is a holding company for Sol and has no turnover of its own:1398

II.1226. The directors of Sol from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:1399

- William Graham Fiddian 2000 – 12 October 2001
- Christopher John Truman 2000 – 2006
- Adrian George Whiteside 2000 – 2006

II.1227. The directors of Barkbury from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:1400

- Michael William Hoy McKay 1 October 2001 – 9 June 2004
- Christopher John Truman 2000 – 2006
- Adrian George Whiteside 2000 – 2006

II.1228. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Sol and Barkbury during the periods mentioned below.1401 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Barkbury exercised decisive influence over Sol’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Christopher John Truman 2000 – 2006
- Adrian George Whiteside 2000 – 2006

II.1229. Sol applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.1402

II.1230. The OFT considers that Barkbury, as 100 per cent owner of Sol, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Sol’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic

---

1396 Latest available FAME report of Barkbury.
1397 Email from Browne Jacobson LLP, 13 August 2009.
1399 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12497.
1400 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12498.
1401 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12497 and 12498.
1402 See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423

entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Barkbury and Sol. Sol and Barkbury will therefore be jointly and severally liable for Sol’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 142, 156 and 187.

II.1231. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, Sol and Barkbury have been subject to a change in ultimate ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Barkbury at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Sol and Barkbury for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Sol and Barkbury.

II.1232. This Decision is therefore addressed to Sol and Barkbury.

Speller-Metcalfe Malvern Limited formerly known as Speller-Metcalfe Limited (‘Speller-Metcalfe’)

II.1233. Speller-Metcalfe is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 03127386.\textsuperscript{1403} Speller-Metcalfe’s registered and primary trading address is Maple Road, Enigma Business Park, Malvern, Hereford & Worcestershire, WR14 1GQ.\textsuperscript{1404}

II.1234. At the time of issue of the Statement, Speller-Metcalfe’s business activity was general building construction and it undertook commercial, industrial and private sector housing projects in the education, health, retail, leisure, housing and industrial sectors for both public and private clients.\textsuperscript{1405} At the time of issue of the Statement, Speller-Metcalfe did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1235. On 31 December 2008 Speller-Metcalfe changed its name to Speller-Metcalfe Malvern Limited.\textsuperscript{1406}

II.1236. Speller-Metcalfe has no holding company and no subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1407}

II.1237. Speller-Metcalfe's turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was [...] [C].\textsuperscript{1408}

II.1238. The directors of Speller-Metcalfe from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1409}


II.1239. Speller-Metcalfe did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{1410}

\textsuperscript{1403} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12500.
\textsuperscript{1404} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12500.
\textsuperscript{1405} Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6683.
\textsuperscript{1406} Companies House details.
\textsuperscript{1407} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12500.
\textsuperscript{1408} Written representations of Speller-Metcalfe, 27 June 2008.
\textsuperscript{1409} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12501.
II.1240. This Decision is addressed to Speller-Metcalfe. The OFT considers that Speller-Metcalfe is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

**Stainforth Construction Limited (‘Stainforth’)**

II.1241. Stainforth is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02649920.\(^{1411}\) Stainforth’s registered and primary trading address is 1 Butterfield Park, Otley Road, Shipley, West Yorkshire BD17 7HE.\(^{1412}\)

II.1242. At the time of issue of the Statement, Stainforth undertook construction work in the private housing, industrial, commercial, retail, leisure, faith and educational sectors\(^ {1413}\) and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1243. Stainforth has no holding company and no subsidiaries.\(^ {1414}\)

II.1244. Stainforth’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was £19,244,316.\(^ {1415}\)

II.1245. The directors of Stainforth from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\(^ {1416}\)

- Lee Terence Barnes 1 November 2001 – 2006
- Dean Martyn Slingsby 2000 – 2006
- Christopher Daniel Wilson 2000 – 2006
- Alan John Wrightson 1 November 2001 – 2006

II.1246. Stainforth did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\(^ {1417}\)

II.1247. This Decision is addressed to Stainforth. The OFT considers that Stainforth is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

**Strata Construction Limited (‘Strata’)**

II.1248. Strata is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00351517.\(^ {1418}\) Strata’s registered address is Quay Point, Lakeside, Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN4 5PL and its registered trading address is Key

---

\(^{1410}\) See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\(^{1411}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12513.
\(^{1412}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12513.
\(^{1413}\) Stainforth’s website, OFT Document Reference 12519.
\(^{1414}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12513.
\(^{1415}\) Letter from Addleshaw Goddard, 29 April 2009.
\(^{1416}\) Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12514.
\(^{1417}\) See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\(^{1418}\) FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12520.
Point, Lakeside Boulevard, Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN4 5PL. It also has a trading address at Loversall Court, Tickhill Road, Balby, Doncaster, DN4 8QG.

II.1249. At the time of issue of the Statement, Strata undertook new build and refurbishment work for both public and private sector clients, in areas such as housing, education, health, commercial and defence sectors. At the time of issue of the Statement, Strata did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1250. Prior to 17 January 2002, Strata's previous name was Weaver Construction Limited.

II.1251. Strata has no holding company and one subsidiary.

II.1252. Strata's turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] C.

II.1253. The directors of Strata from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- David George Bolton 2000 – 2006
- Jonathan Anderson Croll 1 January 2005 – 3 November 2005
- John David Geraghty 1 June 2006 – 1 November 2006
- Julian Martin Kawecki 2000 – 31 August 2005
- Douglas Page 2000 – 30 April 2000
- Mark Rosindale 1 January 2005 – 2006
- Andrew Stevenson 1 January 2006 – 2006
- Richard Irving Weaver 2000 – 2006

II.1254. Strata applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT's leniency programme.

II.1255. This Decision is addressed to Strata. The OFT considers that Strata is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 221, 225 and 227, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

**T. & C. Williams (Builders) Limited (‘T & C Williams’)**

II.1256. T & C Williams is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00729679. T & C Williams’s registered and primary trading address is 5 Norton Lees Lane, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S8 9BA.

---

1419 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12520.
1420 Strata’s website, OFT Document Reference 12523, page 3.
1421 Strata’s website, OFT Document Reference 12523, pages 2 and 5.
1422 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12520.
1423 Latest available FAME report.
1424 Letter from Herbert Smith, 28 April 2009.
1425 Strata Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12521.
1426 See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423

II.1257. At the time of issue of the Statement, T & C Williams’s main business activity included the construction of all types of new buildings, listed building restoration, extensions and refurbishments in the general commercial field, in a variety of areas including education, health, industrial, and churches. At the time of issue of the Statement, T & C Williams did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1258. T & C Williams has no holding company or subsidiaries.

II.1259. T & C Williams’s turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2009 was [...] [C].

II.1260. The directors of T & C Williams from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:

- Brian Barker 2003 – 2006
- Philip Grayson 2003 – 2006
- Ian Jinkinson 1 July 2003 – 2006
- David Wilshaw 2003 – 2006

II.1261. T & C Williams applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.

II.1262. This Decision is addressed to T & C Williams. The OFT considers that T & C Williams is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

**T. Denman & Sons (Melton Mowbray) Limited (‘T Denman’)**

II.1263. T Denman is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00552129. T Denman’s registered and trading address is Cardigan House, 55 Burton Street, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, LE13 1AW.

II.1264. At the time of issue of the Statement T Denman carried out new build, maintenance and refurbishment works and was an approved contractor for a number of local authorities and insurance companies. T Denman undertook works in sectors such as housing, health, education, office building and leisure facilities. At the time of issue of the Statement, T Denman did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

---

1427 FAME report, OFT Documents Reference 12524.
1428 FAME report, OFT Documents Reference 12524.
1429 Market definition response, OFT Document Reference A2420.
1430 FAME report, OFT Documents Reference 12524.
1431 Email from hlw Commercial Lawyers, 21 July 2009.
1434 FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12528.
1435 FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12528.
1436 T Denman’s website, OFT Document Reference 12533.
II.1265. T Denman has no holding company and one subsidiary.\textsuperscript{1437}

II.1266. T Denman’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was […] [C].\textsuperscript{1438}

II.1267. The directors of T Denman from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1439}

- Joyce May Denman 2000 – 22 March 2002
- Kay Denman 2000 – 2006
- Mark Thomas Denman 1 April 2000 – 2006
- Mildred Joan Denman 2000 – 2006
- Richard Neville Denman 2000 – 22 March 2002
- Stephen Thomas Denman 2000 – 2006
- Thomas Hugh Denman 2000 – 2006
- Simon William Gilbert 1 April 2000 – 2006

II.1268. T Denman did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{1440}

II.1269. This Decision is addressed to T Denman. The OFT considers that T Denman is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

\textit{TF Realisations Limited formerly known as Thomas Fish & Sons Limited (‘Thomas Fish’)}
\textit{Fish Holdings Limited (‘Fish Holdings’)}

II.1270. Thomas Fish is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00368573.\textsuperscript{1441} Thomas Fish’s registered and primary trading address is Cartwright House, Tottle Road, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG2 1 RT.\textsuperscript{1442}

II.1271. At the time of issue of the Statement, Thomas Fish undertook all types of construction projects including design and build, building renovation and development projects in commercial, housing, education and health sectors for both private and public clients across the East Midlands region.\textsuperscript{1443} At the time of issue of the Statement, Thomas Fish did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1272. An administrator for Thomas Fish was appointed on 21 April 2008\textsuperscript{1444}, with joint liquidators appointed on 6 April 2009.\textsuperscript{1445}

II.1273. On 10 June 2008 Thomas Fish changed its name to TF Realisations Limited.\textsuperscript{1446}

\textsuperscript{1437} Latest available FAME report.
\textsuperscript{1438} Letter from Berryman, 29 April 2009.
\textsuperscript{1439} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12529.
\textsuperscript{1440} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\textsuperscript{1441} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12580.
\textsuperscript{1442} Latest available FAME report of Thomas Fish.
\textsuperscript{1443} Website, OFT Document Reference 12587.
\textsuperscript{1444} Notice of administrator’s appointment, form 2.12B.
\textsuperscript{1445} Notice of move from administration to creditor’s voluntary liquidation, form 2.34B
II.1274. Thomas Fish’s ultimate parent company is Fish Holdings, a private limited company, company number 04232106.1 Fish Holdings’ registered address is 14 Park Row, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG1 6GR. Fish Holdings also has a trading address at Little Tennis Street, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG2 4EZ. Fish Holdings was incorporated on 11 June 2001. Thomas Fish is a wholly owned subsidiary of Fish Holdings.

II.1275. Thomas Fish has no subsidiaries.

II.1276. The relevant company structure is outlined below:

```
Fish Holdings
Company number 04232106

Thomas Fish
Company number 00368573
```

II.1277. Fish Holdings has another four wholly owned subsidiaries.

II.1278. Thomas Fish’s turnover for the six month period ending 31 March 2008 was [...] C.

II.1279. Fish Holdings is a holding company for Thomas Fish and has no turnover of its own.

II.1280. The directors of Thomas Fish from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- Charles Joseph Fish 2000 – 2006
- George Fish 2000 – 2006
- George William Fish 2000 – 2006
- Peter Donald Woodhouse 2000 – 2006

II.1281. The directors of Fish Holdings from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:

- Charles Joseph Fish 11 June 2001 – 2006
- George Fish 11 June 2001 – 2006
- George William Fish 11 June 2001 – 2006
- Peter Donald Woodhouse 11 June 2001 – 2006
II.1282. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Thomas Fish and Fish Holdings during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1458} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Fish Holdings exercised decisive influence over Thomas Fish’s conduct at the time of the relevant Infringements.

- Charles Joseph Fish  
  11 June 2001 – 2006
- George Fish  
  11 June 2001 – 2006
- George William Fish  
  11 June 2001 – 2006
- Peter Donald Woodhouse  
  11 June 2001 – 2006

II.1283. Thomas Fish applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\textsuperscript{1459}

II.1284. The OFT considers that Fish Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of Thomas Fish, can be presumed to have exercise decisive influence over Thomas Fish’s commercial policy from 11 June 2001 to 2006 and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Fish Holdings and Thomas Fish. Thomas Fish and Fish Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Thomas Fish’s participation in the relevant Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 89 and 126.

II.1285. This Decision is therefore addressed to Thomas Fish and Fish Holdings.

Thomas Long & Sons Limited (‘Thomas Long’)
Radford Holdings Limited (‘Radford’)

II.1286. Thomas Long is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01892184.\textsuperscript{1460} Thomas Long’s registered and primary trading address is Park House, Mile End Road, Colwick, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG4 2DW.\textsuperscript{1461}

II.1287. At the time of issue of the Statement, Thomas Long was a general building contractor which undertook work in sectors such as housing, commercial and industrial construction for both public and private sector clients.\textsuperscript{1462} At the time of issue of the Statement, Thomas Long did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1288. Thomas Long’s ultimate parent company is Radford, a private limited company, company number 00285811.\textsuperscript{1463} Radford’s registered address is Park House, Mile End Road, Colwick, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG4 2DW.\textsuperscript{1464} Thomas Long is a wholly owned subsidiary of Radford.\textsuperscript{1465}

\textsuperscript{1458} Company Appointment Reports, OFT Document Reference 12582 and 12583.
\textsuperscript{1460} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12543.
\textsuperscript{1461} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12543.
\textsuperscript{1462} Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6623.
\textsuperscript{1463} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12544.
\textsuperscript{1464} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12544.
\textsuperscript{1465} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12544.
II.1289. Thomas Long has one subsidiary.\textsuperscript{1466}

II.1290. The group structure from 2000 to 2006 is set out below:

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
    \node (radford) {Radford};
    \node (thomas_long) [below of=radford] {Thomas Long};
    \draw (radford) -- (thomas_long);
    \end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

\textbf{Radford}
\begin{center}
Company number 00285811
\end{center}

\textbf{Thomas Long}
\begin{center}
Company number 01892184
\end{center}

II.1291. Radford’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was £11,738,142.\textsuperscript{1467}

II.1292. The directors of Thomas Long from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1468}

- Philip George Attenborough 29 February 2000 – 3 February 2003
- David Allen Burrows 1 January 2002 – 2006
- Ian Ellis Scott 1 April 2002 – 2006

II.1293. The directors of Radford from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1469}

- Philip George Attenborough 2000 – 29 February 2000
- David Allen Burrows 1 January 2002 – 2006

II.1294. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Thomas Long and Radford during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1470} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Radford exercised decisive influence over Thomas Long’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- David Allen Burrows 1 January 2002 – 2006

II.1295. Thomas Long did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, Radford, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{1471}

II.1296. The OFT considers that Radford, as 100 per cent owner of Thomas Long, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Thomas Long’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Radford and Thomas Long. Thomas Long and Radford are therefore jointly and severally

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{1466} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12543.
\textsuperscript{1467} Email from Maitland Walker, 13 July 2009.
\textsuperscript{1468} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12545.
\textsuperscript{1469} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12546.
\textsuperscript{1470} Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12545 and 12546.
\textsuperscript{1471} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\end{footnotesize}
liable for Thomas Long’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.1297. This Decision is therefore addressed to Thomas Long and Radford.

*Thomas Vale Construction plc (‘Thomas Vale’)*
*Thomas Vale Holdings Limited (‘Thomas Vale Holdings’)*

II.1298. Thomas Vale is a public limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00078521. Thomas Vale’s registered and primary trading address is Lombard House, Worcester Road, Stourport-On-Severn, Herefordshire and Worcestershire, DY13 9BZ. Thomas Vale also has offices in Birmingham, Reading and Stoke-on-Trent.

II.1299. At the time of issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale carried out construction work in a number of areas including housing, education, healthcare, retail, commercial, infrastructure and industrial for both public and private clients. At the time of issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.


II.1301. Thomas Vale’s ultimate parent company is Thomas Vale Holdings, a private limited company, company number 03538396. Thomas Vale Holdings’ registered office is Lombard House, Worcester Road, Stourport-on-Severn, Herefordshire and Worcestershire, DY13 9BZ.

II.1302. Thomas Vale has no subsidiaries.

II.1303. The relevant company structure is outlined below:

```
  Thomas Vale Holdings
  Company number 03538396

  Thomas Vale
  Company number 00078521
```

II.1304. Thomas Vale Holdings has seven other wholly owned subsidiaries.

II.1305. Thomas Vale Holdings’ group consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2009 was […] [C].

---

1472 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12534.
1473 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12534.
1474 Latest available FAME report of Thomas Vale.
1475 Thomas Vale’s website, OFT Document Reference 12542, pages 16 and 17.
1476 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12534.
1477 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12539.
1478 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12539.
1479 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12539.
1480 Latest available FAME report of Thomas Vale Holdings.
II.1306. The directors of Thomas Vale from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:¹⁴⁸²

- Colin John Briley 2000 – 2006
- Nicholas Andrew Coley 1 April 2005 – 2006
- Ian Cameron Cox 1 October 2006 – 2006
- Richard John Green 1 August 2003 – 2006
- John David Insall 2000 – 1 November 2000
- Michael John Kitchen 2000 – 1 November 2000
- Gary Mail 2 January 2003 – 2006
- William Leslie Munn 1 April 2005 – 2006
- Gerald Stewart Pool 2 July 2001 – 8 November 2004
- Richard Francis O’Connor 1 April 2006 – 2006
- Keith John Reeves 1 November 2000 – 2006
- Michael Cyril Rolls 1 November 2000 – 30 March 2001
- Glen Franklyn Schofield 1 April 2005 – 2006
- Michael Wallis 2000 – 31 March 2004
- Peter Thomas Wardman 1 November 2000 – 2006

II.1307. The directors of Thomas Vale Holdings from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:¹⁴⁸³

- Robert Frederick Atkinson 1 November 2000 – 2006
- Colin John Briley 2000 – 2006
- John David Insall 1 November 2000 – 30 September 2005
- Richard William Morris 1 November 2000 – 2006
- Peter Thomas Wardman 19 April 2002 – 2006

II.1308. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Thomas Vale and Thomas Vale Holdings during the periods mentioned below.¹⁴⁸⁴ The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Thomas Vale Holdings exercised decisive influence over Thomas Vale’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Robert Frederick Atkinson 1 November 2000 – 2006
- Colin John Briley 2000 – 2006
- Michael Wallis 2000 – 31 March 2004
- Peter Thomas Wardman 19 April 2002 – 2006

¹⁴⁸¹ Letter from Thomas Vale, 10 June 2009.
¹⁴⁸² Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12536.
¹⁴⁸³ Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12541.
¹⁴⁸⁴ Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12536 and 12541.
II.1309. Thomas Vale applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\textsuperscript{1485}

II.1310. The OFT considers that Thomas Vale Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of Thomas Vale, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Thomas Vale’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Thomas Vale Holdings and Thomas Vale. Thomas Vale and Thomas Vale Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Thomas Vale’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, in respect of Infringements 30, 107 and 197.

II.1311. This Decision is therefore addressed to Thomas Vale and Thomas Vale Holdings.

\textit{Thorndyke Limited (‘Thorndyke’)}

II.1312. Thorndyke is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 03057276.\textsuperscript{1486} Thorndyke’s registered address is PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP, Hill House, Richmond Hill, Bournemouth, BH2 6HR.\textsuperscript{1487} Thorndyke’s registered trading address is Spa Place, 36-42 Humberstone Road, Leicester, Leicestershire, LE5 0AE.\textsuperscript{1488}

II.1313. Prior to liquidation, Thorndyke was primarily engaged in building, construction, maintenance contracts and contract painting for both public and private sector clients.\textsuperscript{1489} Prior to liquidation, Thorndyke did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1314. An administrator was appointed on 13 January 2005 for Thorndyke\textsuperscript{1490} and a voluntary liquidation creditor was appointed on 22 December 2005.\textsuperscript{1491}

II.1315. Thorndyke’s ultimate parent company was M. Thorndyke & Sons Limited (‘Thorndyke & Sons’), a private limited company, company number 00525066.\textsuperscript{1492} Thorndyke & Sons’ registered address was School Farm, Launde Road, Loddington, Leicester, Leicestershire, LE7 9XB.\textsuperscript{1493} Thorndyke was a wholly owned subsidiary of Thorndyke & Sons.\textsuperscript{1494} Thorndyke & Sons was dissolved on 4 October 2005.\textsuperscript{1495}

II.1316. Thorndyke has no subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1496}

\textsuperscript{1486} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12552.
\textsuperscript{1487} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12552.
\textsuperscript{1488} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12552.
\textsuperscript{1489} Financial statements, OFT Document Reference 12557, page 4.
\textsuperscript{1490} Notice of administrator’s appointment for Thorndyke, form 2.12B.
\textsuperscript{1491} Companies House Insolvency report.
\textsuperscript{1492} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12554a.
\textsuperscript{1493} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12554a.
\textsuperscript{1494} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12554a.
\textsuperscript{1495} Companies House details, OFT Document Reference 12554.
\textsuperscript{1496} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12552.
II.1317. The overall company structure from 2000 to 4 October 2005\textsuperscript{1497} was therefore as follows:

- Thorndyke & Sons
  Company number 00525066

- Thorndyke
  Company number 03057276

II.1318. From 4 October 2005 until 2006, Thorndyke did not have a holding company.

II.1319. Thorndyke’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2004 was [...] [C].\textsuperscript{1498}

II.1320. The directors of Thorndyke from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1499}

- William Mark Davison 2000 – 18 April 2002
- Geoffrey John Drake 2000 – 26 March 2005
- Christopher Robert Johnson 2000 – 14 January 2005
- Stephen James Key 2000 – 24 March 2005
- Ian Barrie Thorndyke 2000 – 26 March 2005

II.1321. The directors of Thorndyke & Sons from 2000 to 4 October 2005 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1500}

- William Mark Davison 2000 – 18 April 2002
- Geoffrey John Drake 2000 – 22 February 2005
- Christopher Robert Johnson 29 March 2001 – 14 January 2005
- Stephen James Key 2000 – 18 February 2005
- Ian Barrie Thorndyke 2000 – 4 October 2005

II.1322. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Thorndyke and Thorndyke & Sons during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1501} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Thorndyke & Sons exercised decisive influence over Thorndyke’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- William Mark Davison 2000 – 18 April 2002
- Geoffrey John Drake 2000 – 22 February 2005
- Christopher Robert Johnson 29 March 2001 – 14 January 2005
- Stephen James Key 2000 – 18 February 2005
- Ian Barrie Thorndyke 2000 – 26 March 2005

\textsuperscript{1497} Companies House details, OFT Document Reference 12554.
\textsuperscript{1498} Information supplied by PriceWaterhouseCoopers on 21 May 2008.
\textsuperscript{1499} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12555.
\textsuperscript{1500} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12556.
\textsuperscript{1501} Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 12555 and 12556.
II.1323. Thorndyke did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{1502}

II.1324. The OFT considers that Thorndyke & Sons, as 100 per cent owner of Thorndyke, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Thorndyke’s commercial policy from 2000 until 4 October 2005 and therefore formed part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Thorndyke & Sons and Thorndyke. Accordingly, both Thorndyke & Sons and Thorndyke would have been jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing if Thorndyke and Sons had not been dissolved on 4 October 2005.

II.1325. At the time of issue of the Statement, the OFT had been listed as having a potential ‘contingent claim’ in the liquidation of Thorndyke\textsuperscript{1503} for any financial penalty that the OFT may in due course impose.

II.1326. This Decision is therefore addressed to Thorndyke.

\textit{Try Accord Limited (‘Try Accord’)}
\textit{Galliford Try Construction Limited (‘Galliford Construction’)}
\textit{Galliford Try plc (‘Galliford Try’)}

II.1327. Try Accord is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01894256.\textsuperscript{1504} Try Accord’s registered address is Cowley Business Park, Cowley, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 2AL. It also has two other trading addresses in Plymouth and Uxbridge.\textsuperscript{1505}

II.1328. At the time of issue of the Statement, the principal activities of Try Accord were providing building infrastructure and maintenance services in Southern England\textsuperscript{1506} and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1329. Galliford Construction is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 02472080.\textsuperscript{1507} Galliford Construction’s registered address is Cowley Business Park, Cowley, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 2AL. At the time of issue of the Statement, Galliford Construction operated from regional centres in the north, central and southern England.\textsuperscript{1508}

II.1330. At the time of issue of the Statement, Galliford Construction operated via divisions undertaking work in building, infrastructure, house building, affordable housing and regeneration projects\textsuperscript{1509} and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1331. On 17 April 2003 Galliford Construction changed its name from Galliford (U.K.) Limited.\textsuperscript{1510}

\textsuperscript{1502} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\textsuperscript{1503} File note, OFT Document Reference 10889a.
\textsuperscript{1504} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11921.
\textsuperscript{1505} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11921.
\textsuperscript{1506} Annual report and accounts, OFT Document Reference 11925, page 4.
\textsuperscript{1507} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11920.
\textsuperscript{1508} Annual report and accounts, OFT Document Reference 11924, page 4.
\textsuperscript{1509} Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 6889, pages 1 and 2.
\textsuperscript{1510} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11920.
II.1332. Try Accord is wholly owned by Galliford Construction, which is wholly owned by Galliford Try. Try Accord is therefore ultimately owned by Galliford Try.

II.1333. Galliford Try is a public limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00836539. Galliford Try’s registered and primary trading address is Cowley Business Park, Cowley, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 2AL. It also has a trading address in Hinckley, Leicestershire.

II.1334. On 18 September 2000 Galliford Try changed its name from Galliford plc as a result of a merger between Galliford plc and Try Group plc.

II.1335. The relevant group structure from 2000 - 2006 is outlined below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Galliford Try</th>
<th>Company number 00836539</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galliford Construction</td>
<td>Company number 02472080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Accord</td>
<td>Company number 01894256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.1336. At the time of issue of the Statement, Galliford Try had 57 other subsidiaries.

II.1337. Galliford Construction has 10 other subsidiaries.

II.1338. Try Accord Limited has no subsidiaries.

II.1339. Galliford Try’s worldwide consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 June 2009 was [...] C.

II.1340. The directors of Try Accord from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:

- David Calverley 2000 – 1 September 2001
- Andrew Crawford 1 October 2000 – 1 July 2002
- Adrian John Farrant 1 May 2002 – 2006

---

1511 FAME reports, OFT Document Reference 11919, 11920 and 11921.
1512 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11919.
1513 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11919.
1514 Latest available FAME report of Galliford Try.
1515 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11919.
1516 Galliford Try’s website, OFT Document Reference 11934, page 1.
1517 Latest available FAME report of Galliford Try.
1518 Latest available FAME report of Galliford Construction.
1519 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 11921.
1520 Email from Pinsent Masons LLP, 30 July 2009.
1521 Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11928.
- Christopher King 1 November 2002 – 30 May 2003
- George Robert Marsh 1 September 2001 – 31 October 2002
- Simon John McCausland 2000 – 27 February 2002

II.1341. The directors of Galliford Construction from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:¹⁵²²

- Dean Marlow Ashton 1 April 2001 – 1 July 2006
- Christopher Paul Bond 2000 – 2006
- Brian Thomas Branson 2000 – 31 December 2003
- Peter Kenneth Bullock 1 March 2001 – 31 December 2001
- Colin Crumlin 1 January 2004 – 2006
- David Downie 1 July 2006 – 2006
- Crevan Francis Dunlop 2000 – 19 April 2002
- Adrian John Farrant 1 January 2004 – 2006
- John Fidler 25 April 2003 – 31 May 2004
- Steven Matthew Foxcroft 2000 – 6 May 2003
- Christopher King 2000 – 30 May 2003
- George Robert Marsh 2000 – 31 October 2002
- Colin James Robertson 2000 – 28 February 2001
- Andrew Frank Sturgess 25 April 2003 – 2006
- Anthony Charles Welch 2000 – 6 May 2003

II.1342. The directors of Galliford Try from 2000 to 2006 were as follows:¹⁵²³

- Christopher David Bucknall 15 September 2000 – 2006
- David Calverley 15 September 2000 – 2006
- Jonathan Donald Sherlock Dawson
- Paul Gregory Fitzgerald 1 July 2003 – 2006
- Kenneth Gillespie 31 March 2006 – 2006
- Christopher King 2000 – 30 May 2003
- George Robert Marsh 2000 – 31 October 2002
- Francis Eamon Nelson 15 September 2000 – 2006
- Andrew Frank Sturgess 2 January 2003 – 2006

¹⁵²² Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11929.
¹⁵²³ Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11930.
II.1343. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Galliford Construction and Try Accord during the periods mentioned below.\footnote{1524}{Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11928 and 11929.} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Galliford Construction exercised decisive influence over Try Accord’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Adrian John Farrant 1 January 2004 – 2006
- Christopher King 1 November 2002 – 30 May 2003
- George Robert Marsh 1 September 2001 – 31 October 2002

II.1344. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Try Accord and Galliford Try during the periods mentioned below.\footnote{1525}{Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11928 and 11929.} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Galliford Try exercised decisive influence over Try Accord’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- David Calverley 15 September 2000 – 1 September 2001
- Christopher King 1 November 2002 – 30 May 2003
- George Robert Marsh 1 September 2001 – 31 October 2002
- Francis Eamon Nelson 15 September 2000 – 2006

II.1345. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Galliford Construction and Galliford Try during the periods mentioned below.\footnote{1526}{Company Appointments, OFT Document Reference 11930 and 11929.} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Galliford Try exercised decisive influence over Galliford Construction’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Christopher King 2000 – 30 May 2003
- George Robert Marsh 2000 – 31 October 2002
- Andrew Frank Sturgess 25 April 2003 – 2006

II.1346. Galliford Try did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\footnote{1527}{See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.}

II.1347. Try Accord and Galliford Construction did not apply for leniency.

II.1348. The OFT considers that Galliford Try, as 100 per cent owner of Galliford Construction, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Galliford Construction’s commercial policies during the relevant period and therefore they form part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Galliford Try and Galliford Construction. Galliford Try and Galliford Construction are therefore jointly and severally liable for the participation of Galliford Construction in the Infringements which occurred during that period. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 142 and 186.

II.1349. The OFT considers that Galliford Try, as 100 per cent indirect owner of Try Accord, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Try Accord’s commercial policies during the relevant period and therefore they form part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of
the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Galliford Try and Try Accord. Galliford Try and Try Accord are therefore jointly and severally liable for the participation of Try Accord in the Infringement which occurred during that period. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalty that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringement 42.

II.1350. This Decision is therefore addressed to Try Accord, Galliford Construction and Galliford Try.

W.R. Bloodworth & Sons Limited ('W R Bloodworth')

II.1351. W R Bloodworth is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00527271.1528 W R Bloodworth’s registered and primary trading address is 23 Wilford Lane, West Bridgford, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG2 7QZ. 1529

II.1352. At the time of issue of the Statement, W R Bloodworth undertook general construction and building works mainly in the private housing sector and commercial sectors within the Nottinghamshire area1530 and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1353. W R Bloodworth has no holding company or subsidiaries.1531

II.1354. W R Bloodworth’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was [...] [C].1532

II.1355. The directors of W R Bloodworth from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:1533

- Barbara Bloodworth 2002 – 2006
- David Rawson Bloodworth 2002 – 2006
- Stewart David Bloodworth 2002 – 2006
- Sarah Patricia Wells 2002 – 2006

II.1356. W R Bloodworth applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.1534

II.1357. This Decision is addressed to W R Bloodworth. The OFT considers that W R Bloodworth is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

1528 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12561.
1529 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12561.
1530 Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 5739.
1531 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12561.
1534 See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423
**Wiggett Bros & Co Limited (‘Wiggett’)**

II.1358. Wiggett is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00566060. Wiggett’s registered and primary trading address is 3 Portland Road, Hucknall, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG15 7SL.

II.1359. At the time of issue of the Statement, Wiggett undertook predominantly refurbishment of commercial buildings and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1360. Wiggett has no holding companies or subsidiaries.

II.1361. Wiggett’s turnover for the financial year ending 30 November 2008 was [...] [C].

II.1362. The directors of Wiggett from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:

- Elizabeth Mary Wiggett 2002 – 2006
- Paul Wiggett 2002 – 2006
- Tony Wiggett 2002 – 2006

II.1363. Wiggett did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.1364. This Decision is addressed to Wiggett. The OFT considers that Wiggett is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

**Wildgoose Construction Limited (‘Wildgoose’)**

II.1365. Wildgoose is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00178605. Wildgoose’s registered and primary trading address is Fallgate, Milltown, Ashover, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S45 0EY.

II.1366. At the time of issue of the Statement, Wildgoose was a building contractor and private house builder undertaking works in the commercial, leisure, health, education, licensed premises, housing and listed buildings areas for both public and private clients. At the time of issue of the Statement, Wildgoose did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1367. Wildgoose has no holding company.

---

1535 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12566.
1536 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12566.
1537 Market Definition response, OFT Document Reference 6561.
1538 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12566.
1540 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12567.
1541 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
1542 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12570.
1543 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12570.
1545 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12570.
II.1368. Wildgoose has two subsidiaries.\footnote{Latest available FAME report of Wildgoose.}

II.1369. Wildgoose’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2008 was […] \footnote{Letter from DLA Piper LLP, 29 April 2009.}

II.1370. The directors of Wildgoose from 2000 to 2006 were as follows: \footnote{Company Appointments for Wildgoose, OFT Document Reference 12573.}

- Graham Barber 2000 – 2006
- Brian Bennett 2000 – 2006
- Eric Alan Clarke 2000 – 2006
- Laura Rebecca Harcourt 2000 – 2006
- Mark David Stevenson 1 April 2002 – 15 September 2004

II.1371. Wildgoose applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.\footnote{See Part 3 of OFT Guidance 423, \url{http://www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/business_leaflets/ca98_guidelines/oft423.pdf}.}

II.1372. This Decision is addressed to Wildgoose. The OFT considers that Wildgoose is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 136, 158 and 159, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

\textit{William Sapcote and Sons Limited ('William Sapcote')}
\textit{Sapcote Holdings Limited ('Sapcote Holdings')}

II.1373. William Sapcote is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00476119.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12588.} William Sapcote’s registered address is Beaufort House, 94-96 Newhall Street, Birmingham, B3 1PB.\footnote{Latest Companies House details.}

II.1374. At the time of issue of the Statement, William Sapcote undertook construction and refurbishment in the health, education, commercial and retail development sectors and provides specialist conservation and restoration work of listed properties and monuments.\footnote{Market definition response. OFT Document Reference 6817.} At the time of issue of the Statement, William Sapcote did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1375. William Sapcote’s ultimate parent company is Sapcote Holdings, a private limited company, company number 02923454.\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12589.} Sapcote Holdings’ last registered address was c/o Smith Cooper, Wilmot House, St James Court Friar
Gate, Derby, Derbyshire, DE1 1BT. William Sapcote is a wholly owned subsidiary of Sapcote Holdings.¹⁵⁵⁴

II.1376. An administrator was appointed for William Sapcote on 15 October 2007, and a voluntary liquidation creditor was appointed on 21 December 2008.¹⁵⁵⁵

II.1377. An administrator was appointed for Sapcote Holdings on 15 October 2007, and a compulsory liquidation order was made on 15 October 2008.¹⁵⁵⁶

II.1378. William Sapcote has no subsidiaries.¹⁵⁵⁷

II.1379. The relevant company structure at the time of the Infringements is outlined below:

![Company Structure Diagram]

II.1380. Sapcote Holdings had another six subsidiaries.¹⁵⁵⁸

II.1381. Sapcote Holdings’ consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 2008 was £41,330,094.¹⁵⁵⁹

II.1382. The directors of William Sapcote from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:¹⁵⁶⁰

- Rodney Clive Blake  2001 – 16 April 2004
- Ian Andrew Burford  1 April 2001 – 31 January 2005
- Paul Dockerill  1 April 2002 – 2006
- Peter Ambrose Perry  2001 – 8 December 2003
- Colin Stanley Williamson  1 December 2004 – 31 August 2006

II.1383. The directors of Sapcote Holdings from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:¹⁵⁶¹

- Rodney Clive Blake  2001 – 16 April 2004
- Paul Dockerill  1 August 2005 – 2006
- Peter Ambrose Perry  2001 – 8 December 2003
- Colin Stanley Williamson  2001 – 31 August 2006

¹⁵⁵⁴ Latest available FAME report of Sapcote Holdings.
¹⁵⁵⁵ Companies House insolvency history.
¹⁵⁵⁶ Companies House insolvency history.
¹⁵⁵⁷ FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12588.
¹⁵⁵⁸ FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12589.
¹⁵⁵⁹ Financial Statements.
¹⁵⁶⁰ Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12590.
¹⁵⁶¹ Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12591.
II.1384. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both William Sapcote and Sapcote Holdings during the periods mentioned below.\(^{1562}\) The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Sapcote Holdings exercised decisive influence over William Sapcote’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Rodney Clive Blake  2001 – 16 April 2004
- Peter Ambrose Perry  2001 – 8 December 2003

II.1385. William Sapcote did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, Sapcote Holdings, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\(^{1563}\)

II.1386. The OFT considers that Sapcote Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of William Sapcote, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over William Sapcote’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Sapcote Holdings and William Sapcote. William Sapcote and Sapcote Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for William Sapcote’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.1387. This Decision is therefore addressed to William Sapcote and Sapcote Holdings.

William Woodsend Limited (‘William Woodsend’)

II.1388. William Woodsend is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00205767.\(^{1564}\) William Woodsend’s registered and trading address is Newcastle Wharf, Castle Boulevard, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, NG7 1GH.\(^{1565}\)

II.1389. At the time of issue of the Statement, William Woodsend undertook building contracting works throughout the Midlands and specialised in the housing, commercial and education sectors. It carried out both new build and renovation and repair work, especially insurance repairs.\(^{1566}\) At the time of issue of the Statement, William Woodsend did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1390. William Woodsend has no holding companies or subsidiaries.\(^{1567}\)

II.1391. William Woodsend’s turnover for the financial year ending 30 September 2008 was [...] \(^{1568}\)

II.1392. The directors of William Woodsend from 2002 to 2006 were as follows:\(^{1569}\)

---

\(^{1562}\) Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12590 and 12591.

\(^{1563}\) See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.

\(^{1564}\) FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12575.

\(^{1565}\) FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12575.

\(^{1566}\) Website, OFT Document Reference 12579.

\(^{1567}\) FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12575.

\(^{1568}\) Letter from Geldards LLP, 29 April 2009.
II.1393. William Woodsend did not apply for leniency, but it was given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{1570}

II.1394. This Decision is addressed to William Woodsend. The OFT considers that William Woodsend is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

\textit{Willmott Dixon Construction Limited (‘Willmott Dixon’)}
\textit{Willmott Dixon Holdings Limited formerly known as Willmott Dixon Limited (‘Willmott Dixon Limited’)}

II.1395. Willmott Dixon is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 00768173.\textsuperscript{1571} Willmott Dixon’s registered and primary trading address is Spirella 2, Icknield Way, Letchworth Garden City, Hertfordshire, SG6 4GY.\textsuperscript{1572} Willmott Dixon has another trading address in Letchworth Garden City, as well as trading addresses in Hitchin, Birmingham, Cobham, Leeds, Bristol, Gloucester, London and Nottingham.\textsuperscript{1573}

II.1396. At the time of issue of the Statement, Willmott Dixon was a national construction business which undertook predominantly high value new building projects in the commercial sector for both public and private clients. Projects included the construction of office, retail and leisure premises and healthcare and educational facilities.\textsuperscript{1574} At the time of issue of the Statement Willmott Dixon did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1397. At the time of issue of the Statement Willmott Dixon’s ultimate parent company was Willmott Dixon Limited, a private limited company, company number 00198032.\textsuperscript{1575} Willmott Dixon Limited’s registered address is Spirella 2, Icknield Way, Letchworth Garden City, Hertfordshire, SG6 4GY.\textsuperscript{1576} Willmott Dixon is a wholly owned subsidiary of Willmott Dixon Limited.\textsuperscript{1577} On 29 April 2009 Willmott Dixon Limited changed its name to Willmott Dixon Holdings Limited.\textsuperscript{1578}

II.1398. Willmott Dixon has two subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1579}

II.1399. The relevant company structure from 2003 to 2006 is outlined below:
II.1400. Willmott Dixon Limited has 22 other subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1580}

II.1401. Willmott Dixon Limited’s consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2008 was [...] [C].\textsuperscript{1581}

II.1402. The directors of Willmott Dixon from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1582}

- Graham Carr 2003 – 30 June 2005
- Christine Elaine Chadney 2003 – 2006
- Steven Ian Graham Dixon 2003 – 1 June 2005
- Brian Douglas Drysdale 2003 – 2006
- Colin Enticknap 2003 – 2006
- John Frankiewicz 2003 – 2006
- James Ian Marler 2003 – 1 January 2004
- Matthew Anthony Organ 2003 – 1 September 2003
- Peter John Owen 1 January 2005 – 2006
- Mark Dominic Charles Tant 1 July 2004 – 2006

II.1403. The directors of Willmott Dixon Limited from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1583}

- Steven Ian Graham Dixon 2003 – 2006
- Colin Enticknap 2003 – 2006
- Christopher Julian Sheridan 1 January 2003 – 31 January 2003

II.1404. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Willmott Dixon and Willmott Dixon Limited during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1584} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Willmott Dixon Limited exercised decisive influence over Willmott Dixon’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Steven Ian Graham Dixon 2003 – 1 June 2005
- Colin Enticknap 2003 – 2006

\textsuperscript{1580} Latest available FAME report of Willmott Dixon.
\textsuperscript{1581} Turnover information provided by Willmott Dixon Limited on 28 April 2009.
\textsuperscript{1582} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12598.
\textsuperscript{1583} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12599.
\textsuperscript{1584} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12598 and 12599.
II.1405. Willmott Dixon did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, Willmott Dixon Limited, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. 1585

II.1406. The OFT considers that Willmott Dixon Limited, as 100 per cent owner of Willmott Dixon, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Willmott Dixon’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Willmott Dixon Limited and Willmott Dixon. Willmott Dixon and Willmott Dixon Limited are therefore jointly and severally liable for Willmott Dixon’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.1407. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, Willmott Dixon and Willmott Dixon Limited have been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Willmott Dixon and Willmott Dixon Limited at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Willmott Dixon and Willmott Dixon Limited for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Willmott Dixon and Willmott Dixon Limited.

II.1408. This Decision is therefore addressed to Willmott Dixon and Willmott Dixon Limited.

Wright (Hull) Limited (‘Wright (Hull)’)
T. Wright & Son (Holdings) Limited (‘T Wright Holdings’)

II.1409. Wright (Hull) is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01567965. 1586 Wright (Hull)’s registered and trading address is Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP, Benson House, 33 Wellington Street, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS1 4JP. 1587

II.1410. At the time of issue of the Statement, Wright (Hull) undertook construction work in sectors such as housing, education, commercial, retail, and health for both private and public clients. 1588 At the time of issue of the Statement, Wright (Hull) did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1411. From 2000 until 16 August 20061589 Wright (Hull)’s ultimate parent was T Wright Holdings, company number 00459004. 1590 T Wright Holdings’ registered address is The Wright Group, Main St, Fountain Road, Kingston Upon Hull, Hull The East, Yorkshire, HU2 0LA. 1591

1585 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
1586 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12604.
1587 Latest Companies House details.
1588 Website, OFT Document Reference 12617.
1590 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12605.
1591 Latest available FAME report of T Wright Holdings.
II.1412. An administrator was appointed on 3 February 2009 for Wright (Hull) and T Wright Holdings.\textsuperscript{1592}

II.1413. Wright (Hull) has no subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1593}

II.1414. The relevant structure is outlined below:

![Diagram of company structure]

II.1415. T Wright Holdings’ consolidated turnover for the financial year ending 28 February 2007 was £19,457,233.\textsuperscript{1594}

II.1416. The directors of Wright (Hull) from 2004 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1595}

- Christopher John Davis 2004 – 2006
- Julie Jessie Landlands 2004 – 19 November 2004
- Anne Marie Wright 2004 – 2006
- Michael Philip Wright 2004 – 2006
- Nicholas John Wright 2004 – 2006
- Philip Wright 2000 – 2006

II.1417. The directors of T Wright Holdings from 2004 to 2006 were as follows:\textsuperscript{1596}

- Anne Marie Wright 2004 – 2006
- Michael Philip Wright 2004 – 2006
- Nicholas John Wright 2004 – 2006
- Philip Wright 2004 – 2006

II.1418. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Wright (Hull) and T Wright Holdings during the periods mentioned below.\textsuperscript{1597} The OFT considers that this provides evidence that T Wright Holdings exercised decisive influence over Wright (Hull)’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

- Anne Marie Wright 2004 – 2006
- Michael Philip Wright 2004 – 2006
- Nicholas John Wright 2004 – 2006
- Philip Wright 2004 – 2006

\textsuperscript{1592} Notice of administrator’s appointment, form 2.12B
\textsuperscript{1593} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12604.
\textsuperscript{1594} Written representations of Wright (Hull) and T Wright Holdings, 27 June 2008.
\textsuperscript{1595} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12607.
\textsuperscript{1596} Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12608.
\textsuperscript{1597} Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document References 12607 and 12608.
II.1419. Wright (Hull) did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Infringements, T Wright Holdings, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{1598}

II.1420. The OFT considers that T Wright Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of Wright (Hull), can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Wright (Hull)’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between T Wright Holdings and Wright (Hull). Wright (Hull) and T Wright Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Wright (Hull)’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.1421. Since the Infringements described in this Decision, Wright (Hull) has been subject to a change in ownership. As the new parent company did not form part of the same economic entity as Wright (Hull) at the relevant times, it is not jointly and severally liable with Wright (Hull) and T Wright Holdings for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing. For the avoidance of doubt, this Decision is not addressed to the new parent company of Wright (Hull).

II.1422. This Decision is therefore addressed to Wright (Hull) and T Wright Holdings.

\textit{Wygar Construction Co Limited ('Wygar')
Wygar (Holdings) Limited ('Wygar Holdings')

II.1423. Wygar is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 01097872.\textsuperscript{1599} Wygar’s registered and primary trading address is 22 Broadway North, Walsall, West Midlands, WS1 2AJ.\textsuperscript{1600}

II.1424. At the time of issue of the Statement, Wygar undertook mainly commercial construction work in sectors such as education, health, leisure, office and retail for both public and private clients\textsuperscript{1601} and it did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1425. Wygar’s ultimate parent company is Wygar Holdings, a private limited company, company number 03654440.\textsuperscript{1602} Wygar Holdings’ registered address is 22 Broadway North, Walsall, West Midlands, WS1 2AJ.\textsuperscript{1603} Wygar is a wholly owned subsidiary of Wygar Holdings.\textsuperscript{1604}

II.1426. Wygar has no subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{1605}

II.1427. The overall company structure from 2001 to 2006 is outlined below:

\textsuperscript{1598} See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
\textsuperscript{1599} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12630.
\textsuperscript{1600} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12630.
\textsuperscript{1601} Website, OFT Document Reference 12636 and Market definition response, OFT Document Reference 6435.
\textsuperscript{1602} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12631.
\textsuperscript{1603} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12631.
\textsuperscript{1604} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12631.
\textsuperscript{1605} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12630.
II.1428. Wygar’s turnover for the financial year ending 31 January 2009 was [...] 1606

II.1429. Wygar Holdings has no turnover of its own. 1607

II.1430. The directors of Wygar from 2001 to 2006 were as follows: 1608

  - David Hugh Court 2001 – 2006
  - Susan Court 1 January 2004 – 2006
  - Christopher Horobin 2001 – 2006
  - Elisabeth Jayne Horobin 1 January 2004 – 2006

II.1431. The directors of Wygar Holdings from 2001 to 2006 were as follows:1609

  - David Hugh Court 2001 – 2006
  - Christopher Horobin 2001 – 2006

II.1432. The following directors have been on the Board of Directors of both Wygar and Wygar Holdings during the periods mentioned below. 1610 The OFT considers that this provides evidence that Wygar Holdings exercised decisive influence over Wygar’s conduct at the time of the Infringements.

  - David Hugh Court 2001 – 2006
  - Christopher Horobin 2001 – 2006

II.1433. Wygar did not apply for leniency, but both it and its ultimate parent company at the time of the Alleged Infringements, Wygar Holdings, were given the opportunity of accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. 1611

II.1434. The OFT considers that Wygar Holdings, as 100 per cent owner of Wygar, can be presumed to have exercised decisive influence over Wygar’s commercial policy during the relevant period and therefore forms part of the same economic entity. The OFT notes in addition the evidence of the exercise of decisive influence in the form of directors in common between Wygar Holdings and Wygar. Wygar and Wygar Holdings are therefore jointly and severally liable for Wygar’s participation in the Infringements. Accordingly, they are jointly and severally liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing.

II.1435. This Decision is therefore addressed to Wygar and Wygar Holdings.

1606 Email from Watson Burton, 23 June 2009.
1607 Email from Watson Burton, 23 June 2009.
1608 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12632.
1609 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12633.
1610 Company Appointments Reports, OFT Document Reference 12632 and 12633.
1611 See paragraphs II.1481 to II.1487 below.
York House Construction Limited (‘York House’)

II.1436. York House is a private limited company registered in England and Wales, company number 03359049.1612 York House’s registered and primary trading address is 1 Bridgewater Place, Water Lane, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS11 5QR.1613 York House also has two other trading addresses in Leeds.1614

II.1437. At the time of issue of the Statement, York House’s construction services included new build, refurbishment, and alteration works in Yorkshire and the North East of England in market sectors such as industrial, commercial, retail, healthcare, education, residential and leisure.1615 At the time of issue of the Statement, York House did not carry out work outside the United Kingdom.

II.1438. On 26 November 2008 joint administrators were appointed for York House.1616

II.1439. York House has no holding company but does have one subsidiary.1617

II.1440. York House’s unconsolidated turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2007 was […] [C].1618

II.1441. The directors of York House from 2003 to 2006 were as follows:1619

- Robert Andrew Bruce 2003 – 2006
- Frank Kofler 1 May 2005 – 2006
- Arthur Richardson 1 January 2005 – 2006

II.1442. York House applied for, and has been granted, leniency in accordance with the OFT’s leniency programme.1620

II.1443. This Decision is addressed to York House. The OFT considers that York House is liable for the Infringements described in this Decision and that it is liable for payment of the penalties that the OFT is imposing in respect of Infringements 195, 211 and 2331621, on account of the participation in the Infringements of that undertaking.

---

1612 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12637.
1613 Latest available FAME report.
1614 Latest available FAME report.
1615 Website, OFT Document Reference 12640.
1616 Notice of administrator’s appointment, form 2.12B.
1617 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12637.
1619 Company Appointments Report, OFT Document Reference 12638.
1621 The penalties in respect of Infringements 211 and 233 are reduced to zero as these are ‘But for’ Infringements.
B. The OFT’s Investigation

The initial contact

II.1444. The OFT was contacted by an Internal Audit Manager acting for the Queens’ Medical Centre Nottingham University Hospital NHS Trust in Nottingham on 1 April 2004. The Internal Audit Manager alleged that, amongst other things, there had been collusion in the bidding process for tenders for works at the Queens’ Medical Centre.

Section 27 inspections in November 2004

II.1445. As a result of this contact and the initial information gathered by the OFT which gave reasonable grounds to suspect collusive tendering in the construction industry in the East Midlands area, and possibly more widely throughout England, the OFT exercised its powers under section 27 of the Act to inspect the premises of the following eight companies without notice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of undertaking</th>
<th>Power used</th>
<th>Date inspected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
<td>19 November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
<td>19 November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF Tomlinson</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
<td>18 November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
<td>19 November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
<td>18 November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
<td>19 November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
<td>18 November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
<td>18 November 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.1446. As a result of these inspections the OFT received applications for leniency from the following companies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date leniency marker granted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>19 November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>23 November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>9 December 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 28 searches of premises in June and July 2005

II.1447. As a result of these inspections and leniency applications, the OFT obtained considerable evidence of the widespread nature of collusive tendering in the construction industry throughout the East Midlands – see paragraph II.1460 below – and in particular the OFT obtained evidence that many other companies had engaged, along with those companies listed in the table following paragraph II.1445 above, in cover pricing and other bid rigging activities in relation to specific tenders. The OFT decided to focus its investigation on those companies which, according to the evidence in the OFT’s possession at that time, appeared to have engaged in bid rigging activities in connection with at least five different Suspect Tenders. The OFT therefore proceeded to obtain
warrants to enter and search the premises of the following 22 companies (including the five companies which had been the subject of the section 27 visits described in paragraph II.1445 above but had not applied for leniency), using its powers under section 28 of the Act.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of undertaking</th>
<th>Power used</th>
<th>Date inspected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>05 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>29 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>28 June 2005¹⁶²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>14 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaufort</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>29 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>05 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frudd</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>29 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Carter</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>06 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>14 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>15 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Adkin</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>28 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>14 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>06 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>28 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>06 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Woodhead</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>05 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>06 July 2005¹⁶²³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>15 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>28 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggett</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>05 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Woodsend</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>29 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>28 June 2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.1448. As a result of these searches the OFT received applications for leniency from the following 11 companies:

¹⁶²² The OFT conducted an additional search of the premises of ARG on 15 September 2005, with the company’s consent.

¹⁶²³ The OFT conducted an additional search of the premises of Strata on 7 July 2005, with the company’s consent.
II.1449. The section 28 visits in June and July 2005 and the subsequent leniency applications produced considerable amounts of additional evidence of collusive tendering, not only in the East Midlands, but also in areas adjoining the East Midlands (most notably Yorkshire and Humberside and areas to the south and west of the East Midlands) and also nationally across England – see paragraph II.1460 below. The OFT also obtained for the first time significant evidence that collusive tendering was being undertaken not only by small and medium sized companies but also by the larger nationally-operating companies. As a result of this additional evidence the OFT instigated two additional investigations in addition to the existing East Midlands investigation: one into collusive tendering in the Yorkshire and Humberside areas, and another into collusive tendering by national construction companies. The OFT then proceeded to undertake a further series of inspections and searches of premises as detailed in the following paragraphs.

**Section 27 inspections in January 2006**

II.1450. In relation to the East Midlands investigation, the OFT decided to focus its investigation on those companies which, according to the evidence in the OFT’s possession at that time, had engaged in collusive tendering in relation to at least five separate Suspect Tenders. This led the OFT to exercise its powers under section 27 of the Act to inspect the premises of the following further 14 companies without notice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date leniency marker granted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>14 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>5 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>6 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>6 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>7 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>12 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>19 July 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frudd</td>
<td>1 September 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>6 September 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>11 October 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>21 April 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of undertaking</td>
<td>Power used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmalor</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dukeries</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Taylor</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Hurst</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J &amp; A R Jackson</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K J Bryan</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindum</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Denman</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.1451. As a result of these further inspections the OFT received applications for leniency from the following six companies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date leniency marker granted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>18 January 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>24 January 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>26 January 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>27 January 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>30 January 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>9 November 2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 28 searches of premises in February/March 2006

II.1452. As noted above, the OFT instigated an additional investigation to focus in particular on the bid rigging activities of the larger, nationally operating construction companies. As in the case of the East Midlands investigation, the OFT focused its investigation on those companies which, according to the evidence in the OFT’s possession at that time, appeared to have engaged in collusive tendering in connection with at least five separate Suspect Tenders. This led the OFT to obtain further warrants to enter and search the premises of the following nine additional companies, using its powers under section 28 of the Act.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of undertaking</th>
<th>Power used</th>
<th>Date inspected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>09 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>23 February 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowmer &amp; Kirkland</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>07 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramall</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>23 February 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>21 February 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>21 February 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowlem</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>02 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simons</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>28 February 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrights (Lincoln)</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>28 February 2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.1453. Following these searches, the OFT received applications for leniency from the following eight companies:1624

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date leniency marker granted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>23 February 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>23 February 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balfour Beatty</td>
<td>8 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramall</td>
<td>10 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Haslam Milan</td>
<td>10 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowlem</td>
<td>13 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>28 April 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simons</td>
<td>20 December 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrights (Lincoln)</td>
<td>20 December 2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Section 28 searches of premises in March 2006**

II.1454. In relation to the Yorkshire and Humberside investigation, the OFT decided to focus on those companies which, according to the evidence in the OFT’s possession at that time, appeared to have engaged in collusive tendering in connection with at least five separate Suspect Tenders, or had engaged in bid rigging activities on at least three tenders each having a contract value exceeding £0.5 million.1625 The OFT proceeded to obtain warrants to enter and search the premises of the following eight additional companies, using its powers under section 28 of the Act. For a ninth company, York House, the OFT’s search of the premises was conducted with the company’s consent since it had applied for leniency shortly before the OFT’s scheduled date for a search.1626

---

1624 One further company applied for leniency on 4 October 2006 but the OFT’s subsequent investigation did not reveal sufficient evidence for it to meet the OFT’s objective selection criteria (see paragraphs II.1459 to II.1469 below) and the OFT did not proceed against that company on the grounds of administrative priority. This company is not therefore a party to the investigation.

1625 High tender values would generally indicate the possibility of greater consumer detriment.

1626 York House submitted its leniency application on 23 March 2006, prior to the OFT’s search with the consent of York House on 28 March 2006.
### Table: Name of undertaking, Power used, Date inspected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of undertaking</th>
<th>Power used</th>
<th>Date inspected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harlow &amp; Milner</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>22 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>28 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>21 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Lunn</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>21 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propencity</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>22 March 2006(^{1627})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson Projects</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>21 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainforth</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>22 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>section 28</td>
<td>28 March 2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.1455. Following these searches, the OFT received applications for leniency from the following seven companies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date leniency marker granted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harlow &amp; Milner</td>
<td>23 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Lunn</td>
<td>31 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>31 March 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propencity</td>
<td>5 April 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>20 April 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>4 May 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths(^{1628})</td>
<td>22 June 2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Interviews conducted in October/November 2006**

II.1456. From October to December 2006, the OFT conducted interviews with employees, consultants and ex-employees of the following companies, focusing in particular on two discrete issues relating to the investigations, namely alleged compensation payments (see paragraphs IV.147 to IV.155 of the General comments on cover pricing section below) and trade associations alleged to have facilitated the bid rigging activities undertaken by the Parties to the investigation (the Nottingham Builders’ Guild and the North Nottinghamshire Contractors’ Guild – see paragraphs IV.128 to IV.146 of the General comments on cover pricing section below).

\(^{1627}\) The OFT conducted an additional examination of documents from Propencity at the premises of its legal representatives on 9 August 2006, with the consent of the company which had applied for leniency by that date.

\(^{1628}\) Although no search of Arthur M Griffiths’ premises was conducted prior to this date, it applied for leniency after the incident of bid rigging described in paragraphs IV.6803 to IV.6837 of the Conduct of the Parties section below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of undertaking</th>
<th>Date(s) of interview(s)</th>
<th>Transcript reference(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>15 November 2006</td>
<td>11101, 11098, 11112, 11113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>2 November 2006</td>
<td>6337, 6338, 6339, 6340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frudd</td>
<td>15 November 2006, 21 December 2006</td>
<td>6350, 6351, 6352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood (ex-employee)</td>
<td>12 October 2006</td>
<td>6362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>2 November 2006, 5 December 2006</td>
<td>6370, 6371, 6372, 13399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>1 November 2006</td>
<td>11297, 11298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>24 November 2006</td>
<td>11311, 11312, 11313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>25 October 2006</td>
<td>6366, 6367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>15 November 2006</td>
<td>6381, 6382, 6383, 6384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>14 November 2006, 23 November 2006</td>
<td>6374, 6379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>2 November 2006, 15 November 2006</td>
<td>6355, 6356, 6360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>1 November 2006, 2 November 2006, 5 December 2006</td>
<td>6319, 6320, 6321, 6330, 6331, 6332, 6333, 6334, 6335, 13399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>16 November 2006</td>
<td>6347, 6348</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Section 27 inspections in January 2007**

II.1457. Following these interviews, the OFT undertook some final inspections of premises in order to ensure that it had all of the relevant evidence in relation to the suspected instances of compensation payments. The OFT exercised its powers under section 27 of the Act to inspect the premises of the following two companies without notice.\(^{1629}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of undertaking</th>
<th>Power used</th>
<th>Date inspected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
<td>24 January 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durkan</td>
<td>section 27 without notice</td>
<td>24 January 2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Section 26 notices sent during the course of the investigation**

II.1458. Over 500 notices requiring documents and information under section 26 of the Act\(^{1630}\) were sent during the course of the investigation. Full details of these

---

\(^{1629}\) One additional company was visited by the OFT on 24 January 2007 but the OFT’s subsequent investigation did not reveal sufficient evidence for it to meet the OFT’s objective selection criteria (see paragraphs II.1463 to II.1466 below) and it was not therefore taken forward as a party to the investigation.

\(^{1630}\) Section 26 of the Act empowers the OFT, for the purposes of an investigation under section 25
notices were made available to the Parties as part of the OFT’s access to file process. In summary, the OFT issued the following main sets of section 26 notices to the following parties prior to issue of the Statement:

- a number of section 26 notices, issued to some of the Parties visited by the OFT either during or shortly after those visits;
- 450 section 26 notices to each of the clients whose tenders were the subject of alleged bid rigging, from 23 March 2007 to 29 March 2007, requesting details of those tenders including dates, tendering companies and bid amounts, as well as more general information to assist with the OFT’s definition of the relevant markets (the OFT’s ‘Clients’ Survey’);
- 77 section 26 notices to each of the non-lenieny Parties, on 10 May 2007 and 14 May 2007, requesting information to assist with the OFT’s definition of relevant markets (the OFT’s ‘Suppliers’ Survey’); and
- section 26 notices to liquidators and administrators of companies which were in the process of being liquidated or in administration, requesting information to assist the OFT in determining successor liability issues.

Consolidation of the investigation

II.1459. Following the searches in March 2006, the OFT conducted a comprehensive analysis of the information obtained at the premises of all of the companies visited, and through leniency applications. The information obtained included a considerable quantity of electronic material seized by the OFT during the section 28 visits in 2005 and 2006 using its ‘seize and sift’ powers under the Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001 (the ‘CJPA’). This electronic material was sifted for relevance during August 2005 and during July and August 2006 respectively, and each relevant company was given the opportunity to examine the material considered by the OFT to be relevant to its investigations, and to make representations on relevance and legal privilege, before any agreed relevant non-privileged material was added to the OFT’s file.

II.1460. By the autumn of 2006 the OFT had considerable general evidence relating to the widespread nature of collusive tendering in the construction industry throughout England – see paragraphs IV.10 to IV.18 below. In addition, the OFT had specific evidence of collusive tendering, including cover pricing and/or compensation payments, involving over 1,000 companies in connection with over 4,000 tenders, estimated to be worth around £3 billion. The companies alleged to be involved ranged from very small organisations with perhaps only one or two employees, through to organisations that ranked amongst the forty largest construction companies operating in Europe. Geographically there was an emphasis on the East Midlands and neighbouring areas (in particular Yorkshire and Humberside) in view of the focus of the OFT’s investigations, but it was clear to the OFT from the evidence that the practice of cover pricing in

\section*{of the Act, to require any person to produce to it a specified document, or to provide it with specified information, which it considers relates to any matter relevant to the investigation.}

\footnote{Section 50 of the CJPA empowers the OFT to seize electronic material from premises and to sift that material at a later date, in circumstances where it believes the electronic material contains data relevant to the investigation, and either it is not reasonably practicable to determine on the premises the extent to which this is the case and/or it is not reasonably practicable on the premises to separate out the relevant data without compromising its evidential value.}

\footnote{See \url{www.deloitte.com/dtt/whitepaper/0,1017,cid%253D36401,00.html}.}
particular was widespread and that a concentrated focus on any different area in England would in all likelihood have produced considerable additional evidence of cover pricing in each new area and surrounding districts.

II.1461. The OFT’s mission is to make markets work well for consumers. It achieves this by promoting and protecting consumer interests throughout the UK, while ensuring that businesses are fair and competitive. It was clear to the OFT that bid rigging, and more specifically cover pricing, was widespread in the construction industry in England. The OFT therefore needed to send a clear message to construction companies of all sizes that such practices are illegal and that companies found to have engaged in bid rigging can expect to receive appropriate financial penalties for such activities.

II.1462. Given the OFT’s limited resources, it was necessary to consolidate the investigations in order to ensure that resources were targeted as effectively as possible, ensuring not only that those companies which had allegedly participated in such activity were subject to penalties accordingly, but also crucially that companies throughout the construction industry were effectively deterred from engaging in bid rigging, and more specifically cover pricing, going forward. In addition it was uppermost in the OFT’s mind that effective enforcement also meant that the OFT should seek to complete its investigation, and proceed to any infringement decision, in as short a time as possible. The OFT therefore decided at this stage of its investigation to undertake a significant consolidation exercise involving the following five key steps.

II.1463. The first consolidation step undertaken by the OFT was to amalgamate the evidence from the three investigations, which previously had targeted separately companies in the East Midlands, companies in Yorkshire and Humberside, and the nationally-operating companies. This enabled the OFT to establish the total number of tenders in relation to which each company was suspected of collusive tendering.

II.1464. Secondly, the OFT undertook an initial categorisation of the evidence, using the following categories.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence category</th>
<th>Description of evidence</th>
<th>Examples of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1                 | Two stand-alone pieces of evidence of collusion on a specific tender from two different Parties corroborating each other | • Tender log from Party A and tender log from Party B  
• Tender log from Party A and witness statement from Party B |
| 2                 | Two stand-alone pieces of evidence of collusion on a specific tender from one Party corroborating each other | • Tender log by Party A and witness statement by Party A |
| 3                 | One uncorroborated piece of evidence which falls within one of the below scenarios:  
• From a leniency Party: A witness statement or summary table produced for the purposes of leniency which has been corroborated generally by other evidence but where there is no specific corroboration of the individual tender in question;  
• From a non-leniency Party: A contemporaneous tender log book which has been corroborated generally by other evidence but where there is no specific corroboration of the individual tender in question; or  
Any other piece of unambiguous and strong contemporaneous documentary evidence (e.g. a fax, email or contemporaneous note) | |

II.1465. The third consolidation step undertaken by the OFT was to limit its further investigation to those companies for which there was category 1, 2 or 3 evidence as described above of collusive tendering in relation to a minimum of five Suspect Tenders. The OFT considered that its investigation should focus on those companies for which it had the best available evidence, and those companies for which it had evidence of the most repeat behaviour. With a minimum of five Suspect Tenders, the OFT’s investigation was able to focus on those companies that, on the evidence then available to the OFT, appeared to have engaged in bid rigging activities on the most occasions. That is not to say, however, that the OFT does not regard a single isolated occurrence of cover pricing as constituting a serious infringement of the Act.

II.1466. As a result of the consolidation steps described above, the OFT was able to reduce the scope of its investigation to a total of 122 companies, of which 37 had applied for leniency (‘leniency Parties’) and the remaining 85 had not (‘non-leniency Parties’). Of these remaining 85, only 20 companies were at this stage aware that they were under investigation following an inspection of their premises by the OFT as described in the above paragraphs.\(^{1633}\)

---

\(^{1633}\) See paragraphs II.1502 to II.1506 below which explain how the OFT reached the final number of 112 Parties taken forward to the Statement.
II.1467. The fourth consolidation step undertaken by the OFT was to continue to investigate only five Suspect Tenders for each of the non-leniency Parties. Only a few of these non-leniency Parties were involved in only the minimum of five Suspect Tenders necessary for inclusion in the investigation as described in paragraph II.1465 above, whereas most were involved in more and in several cases considerably more than five Suspect Tenders.

II.1468. The five Suspect Tenders for each of the non-leniency Parties were chosen according to a set of objective criteria, the most important of which was the quality of the known evidence. Where the quality of the evidence in respect of two or more Suspect Tenders was identical, other factors were brought into play, being primarily the value of the tender (since high tender values would generally indicate the possibility of greater consumer detriment) and the time period over which the suspected infringements occurred thus demonstrating a pattern of repeated behaviour over time. The OFT also sought to ensure that the resulting general spread of Suspect Tenders amongst the leniency Parties was as even as possible (see paragraph II.1469 below); and sought to avoid tenders where this would implicate companies that had not made the objective minimum threshold for inclusion in the investigation described in paragraph II.1465 above.

II.1469. For the leniency Parties, these companies were mostly party to at least five Suspect Tenders by virtue of their being counter-parties to Suspect Tenders chosen for the non-leniency Parties. Where this was not the case and a leniency Party was implicated in fewer than five such Suspect Tenders following completion of the process described in the preceding two paragraphs, the OFT undertook a fifth consolidation step and selected additional contracts for investigation in respect of that leniency Party, again using the objective criteria described in the preceding paragraph.

The position of the non-leniency Parties

II.1470. The OFT’s aim was that, at the conclusion of the investigation stage, it should proceed to a Statement of Objections for a maximum of three Alleged Infringements for each of the non-leniency Parties. The OFT considers that three proven instances of bid rigging by a company is sufficient to establish a pattern of behaviour, and that in order to balance the OFT’s objectives of completing its investigation as quickly as possible whilst sending a clear deterrence message, it was therefore unnecessary to include more than three Alleged Infringements in the Statement for any of the non-leniency Parties. Notwithstanding this, the OFT takes this opportunity to emphasise that it regards even one proven occurrence of cover pricing as constituting a serious infringement of the Act, warranting enforcement action and the imposition of a penalty.

II.1471. The OFT’s decision to investigate at this stage five Suspect Tenders for each of the non-leniency Parties, discussed in paragraphs II.1467 to II.1469 above, was intended to ensure that in most cases there would be sufficient evidence to include in the Statement at least three tenders for each Party, allowing for the possibility that, at the conclusion of the investigation and prior to issue of the Statement, there might prove to be insufficient evidence in respect of one or

1634 Where corporate group structures had changed during the period of the Alleged Infringements, the wider group structure was taken into account so that no parent or former parent was proceeded against for more than three Alleged Infringements.
more of the five Suspect Tenders selected. The OFT did not consider it necessary or appropriate to investigate more than five Suspect Tenders for each of the non-leniency Parties, given the additional resources and time that would be required and also the initial assessment of the quality of the evidence in the OFT’s possession.

The position of the leniency Parties

II.1472. For the 37 companies that had successfully applied for leniency, there was generally evidence in the OFT’s possession of involvement in collusive tendering in relation to considerably more than five Suspect Tenders. With five Suspect Tenders for each of the 85 non-leniency Parties, there was potentially a total of 425 Suspect Tenders, which would equate to an average of over ten contracts each for the 37 leniency Parties. However, many of the Suspect Tenders involved more than two Parties, some involved only non-leniency Parties, others involved only leniency Parties, and some leniency Parties provided evidence of many more Suspect Tenders than other leniency Parties. At this stage of the investigation, the numbers of Suspect Tenders were therefore highly variable between each of the leniency Parties, partly due to the differing quantities of evidence found at the leniency Parties’ premises, and partly due to the varying quality of the applications for leniency in terms of the number of tenders admitted and the documentary evidence provided to support those admissions.

II.1473. If the OFT had proceeded against the leniency Parties and penalised them in relation to each of the Alleged Infringements in which they had admitted involvement, this would have resulted, following the consolidation steps outlined in paragraph II.1459 to II.1469 above, in the non-leniency Parties facing penalties for a maximum of three tenders each, while the leniency Parties, whose information had contributed significantly to the OFT’s investigation, would have faced penalties for many more tenders, often mainly as a result of the information they had provided.

II.1474. The effectiveness of the OFT’s leniency policy is a fundamental component of the enforcement regime under the Act. The OFT considered that to impose penalties on leniency Parties in relation to significantly more Alleged Infringements than in relation to non-leniency Parties (in particular given that the OFT had evidence of many more infringements by both leniency Parties and non-leniency Parties alike) risked significantly undermining its leniency programme. The OFT therefore decided to take the following two steps.

But For tenders

II.1475. The first step taken by the OFT was to decide that each of the leniency Parties would incur no penalty in relation to any instance of bid rigging on a tender about which the OFT would not have been aware but for the evidence provided by that leniency Party. For such But For tenders, that leniency Party would effectively receive 100 per cent immunity from any penalty, in the same way as a party coming to the OFT with information about cartel activity of which the OFT is not previously aware, will generally obtain 100 per cent immunity from penalty.1635

---

1635 Where two leniency Parties both informed the OFT, prior to being questioned by the OFT in interview, of bid rigging on a tender that involved both Parties, the Party that applied first for leniency is obtaining the benefit of the 100 per cent But For immunity on that tender. Where there were two instances of bid rigging
II.1476. For many of the leniency Parties, the majority of their Alleged Infringements were indeed But For tenders and this step was therefore sufficient to put them in no worse a position with respect to penalties than the non-leniency Parties.

_Fining for a maximum of three Not But For tenders_

II.1477. However, some of the leniency Parties had many more than three Not But For tenders and would still have faced penalties for more than three tenders despite the step described in paragraphs II.1475 and II.1476 above. This generally occurred where the OFT had found a significant quantity of evidence at that leniency Party’s premises or at another Party’s premises before the leniency Party concerned had applied for leniency, and/or where information came to the OFT from another leniency Party’s earlier leniency application.

II.1478. The OFT therefore decided to take a second step in respect of the leniency Parties. Although each leniency Party is named as a party to often many more than three Infringements, the OFT is imposing penalties on each leniency Party for no more than three Not But For tenders. In this way, any company found to have infringed the Chapter I prohibition, whether a leniency Party or a non-leniency Party, is having penalties imposed in respect of no more than three Infringements, thus ensuring that the leniency Parties are in no worse a position with respect to penalties than the non-leniency Parties and thereby safeguarding the integrity of the OFT’s leniency programme.

_Further interviews conducted_

II.1479. The next stage of the investigation was for the OFT to conduct further interviews with those employees suspected of involvement in bid rigging activities in relation to the Suspect Tenders, that worked for the leniency Parties at the time of those Suspect Tenders. The OFT conducted interviews between February 2007 and December 2007 with employees and ex-employees that had worked for the following companies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of undertaking</th>
<th>Date(s) of further interview(s)</th>
<th>Transcript reference(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>16 April 2007</td>
<td>13125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>21 February 2007</td>
<td>11094 - 11095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>30 March 2007</td>
<td>13297 - 13299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths</td>
<td>12 April 2007</td>
<td>13291 - 13292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balfour Beatty</td>
<td>29 March 2007, 30 March 2007, 30 April 2007</td>
<td>11137 - 11145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>26 April 2007</td>
<td>11151 - 11154,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on a tender, each involving a different leniency Party, it is possible for both leniency Parties to obtain 100 per cent But For immunity from penalty. The OFT’s assessment of 100 per cent But For immunity is set out in relation to each involved leniency Party for each Infringement in the Conduct of the Parties section below.

---

1636 See also the table which follows paragraph II.1456 above, which contains details of earlier interviews held with certain of these companies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of undertaking</th>
<th>Date(s) of further interview(s)</th>
<th>Transcript reference(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bramall</td>
<td>27 March 2007, 21 August 2007</td>
<td>11167 - 11170, 13460 - 13463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>21 February 2007, 22 March 2007</td>
<td>13276 - 13278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>22 March 2007</td>
<td>11177 - 11180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>27 April 2007, 9 May 2007</td>
<td>13478 - 13479, 14237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Haslam Milan</td>
<td>23 April 2007, 24 April 2007, 12 October 2007</td>
<td>12851 - 12858, 13547, 13549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlow &amp; Milner</td>
<td>30 March 2007, 9 August 2007</td>
<td>12731 - 12733, 13468, 13469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>22 March 2007, 23 March 2007</td>
<td>11210 - 11215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>13 February 2007, 19 April 2007, 4 December 2007, 6 December 2007</td>
<td>11317, 13503, 13391, 13395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>7 March 2007, 11 October 2007</td>
<td>11229 - 11232, 13882, 13883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>21 February 2007</td>
<td>12754 - 12757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>21 March 2007</td>
<td>, 11304 - 11305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>19 April 2007</td>
<td>11321, 11322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>21 March 2007</td>
<td>13285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>20 February 2007, 7 November 2007</td>
<td>11327 - 11328, 13494 - 13495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propencity</td>
<td>17 April 2007, 18 April 2007, 8 May 2007</td>
<td>11343 - 11354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>25 April 2007, 8 August 2007</td>
<td>11367 - 11369, 13474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>28 March 2007, 29 March 2007</td>
<td>6374, 6379, 11380 - 11382, 13138, 13153, 13156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>27 March 2007, 16 April 2007</td>
<td>12762 - 12763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>3 April 2007, 11 April 2007, 8 May 2007</td>
<td>13312 - 13315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of undertaking</td>
<td>Date(s) of further interview(s)</td>
<td>Transcript reference(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>22 February 2007</td>
<td>13281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>17 April 2007, 19 September 2007</td>
<td>11445 - 11447, 11451 - 11456, 13402, 13442 - 13444, 13446 - 13447, 13450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York House</td>
<td>6 March 2007</td>
<td>11466 - 11467</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Closure of availability of leniency in the investigation**

II.1480. By the beginning of 2007 the OFT had, as stated above, obtained evidence of bid rigging activities in relation to many thousands of tenders throughout England. The OFT needed to focus its resources in order to produce an outcome that would provide the most effective deterrent to all companies, in as short a time as possible. If other companies applied for leniency they would have been likely to have provided evidence not only in relation to the tenders that the OFT had decided to investigate further, but in relation to many other tenders and companies. It would not have been possible to progress the investigation in an efficient and sufficiently timely way due to the need to investigate all of these new tenders and make a fresh selection of tenders and companies for investigation. The OFT therefore decided that, at the same time as making the selection of tenders for investigation, it should close the door to further leniency applications in this case. This decision was announced by way of two press releases on 22 March 2007 – see www.oft.gov.uk/news/press/2007/50-07 and www.oft.gov.uk/news/press/2007/49-07.

**The Fast Track Offer to non-leniency Parties**

II.1481. In many investigations the OFT would seek also to obtain reports from those companies implicated in its investigation that had not applied for leniency, and in addition to request interviews with the employees that worked for those companies at the time of the alleged infringements. In the present case, however, it would have proved too time-consuming to conduct such an exercise in view of the number of companies involved, notwithstanding the extensive rationalisation of the investigation undertaken by the OFT. Nevertheless, the OFT wanted to give these companies early warning that they were under investigation, to inform them of the Suspect Tenders in respect of which they were suspected of engaging in bid rigging activities, and as part of its ongoing investigation to give them an opportunity to admit to those bid rigging activities and make certain ancillary promises in exchange for a guarantee that they would be given a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty that the OFT ultimately imposed in respect of any Suspect Tenders for which admissions were received.

II.1482. At this stage the OFT had not yet selected the Suspect Tenders for inclusion in the Statement (as described in paragraphs II.1495 to II.1503 below). Nor had it completed the process of interviewing witnesses as described in paragraph II.1479 above. Rather, the OFT intended that by giving the non-leniency Parties...
the opportunity to make admissions this would further assist the OFT in deciding which Suspect Tenders to include in the Statement and what further investigative steps it should undertake.

II.1483. The OFT wrote to 85 non-leniency Parties on 22 March 2007. The letter sent to each company informed them that the opportunity for leniency applications in the investigation had now ended, as discussed above in paragraph II.1480. It stated that the relevant company was implicated in the OFT’s investigation, and included a schedule of Suspect Tenders in respect of which the OFT suspected the company had engaged in bid rigging activities. The OFT’s evidence that gave rise to these suspicions comprised, in most cases:

- one contemporaneous incriminatory document (such as an annotated tender register of one of the implicated Parties); and
- an express written admission of participation in bid rigging activities by one of the leniency Parties which directly implicated that company in relation to that suspect tender.

II.1484. For each company, the OFT set out in the schedule a minimum of five and a maximum of twenty Suspect Tenders. For some companies, the OFT had evidence of bid rigging in relation to many more than twenty tenders, but the schedules were restricted to a maximum of twenty tenders for ease of administration by the OFT and the companies concerned.

II.1485. No evidence was provided to the Parties with the schedules, for a number of reasons:

- Firstly, the investigation was still ongoing and the OFT had not completed the compilation of the evidence.
- Secondly, compilation and presentation of the evidence in respect of so many Suspect Tenders would have taken many months and would also have duplicated the work necessary to prepare the Statement. The OFT’s Fast Track Offer would have been unfeasible to operate at all if it could only have been sent after this work had been completed.
- Thirdly, the OFT did not intend to take forward all of the Suspect Tenders listed to Statement of Objections stage, therefore much of the preparation work would have been wasted and distracted the OFT from the focus of the investigation.

1637 In November 2007, the OFT also wrote to those ultimate parent companies of the companies involved in the Infringements which had not been sent the March 2007 letter. See paragraphs II.1488 to II.1494 below.
1638 The five Suspect Tenders for each non-leniency party ultimately taken forward for further investigation by the OFT were selected from these schedules of five to twenty Suspect Tenders during the creation of the schedules – see paragraphs II.1467 to II.1468 above. In contrast with the representations made by Ackroyd & Abbott in paragraph 38 of its representations on the Statement, this was made clear by way of this explanation in footnote 1907 of the Statement. Furthermore, in response to Ackroyd & Abbott’s comments in paragraph 39 of its representations, the OFT emphasises that it did have a contemporaneous incriminatory document and an express written admission of participation in bid rigging in the vast majority of cases, as set out in the Fast Track Offer letter and in paragraph II.1483 above. The OFT was able to select the five Suspect Tenders for investigation by differentiating according to the quality of the evidence, but all of the evidence for the Suspect Tenders in the Fast Track Offer schedules met the category 1, 2 or 3 standard as set out in the table following paragraph II.1464 above.
• Fourthly, the Parties were subsequently given ample opportunity to view and comment on the Infringements that were taken forward in the Statement, together with the supporting evidence for those Infringements, in accordance with the OFT’s access to file procedures.1639

• Fifthly, the letter made it clear that the company was under no obligation to reply to the letter.

• Sixthly, the letter gave each company time to conduct its own investigations and assess whether in its view and from its own records, the OFT’s allegations had any credibility.

• Finally, all Parties had the option of withdrawing from the OFT’s Fast Track Offer at any time up to issue of the OFT’s Decision, including after seeing the evidence and the OFT’s analysis of it in the Statement, although of course they would lose the benefit of the 25 per cent reduction in respect of any Suspect Tenders for which they withdrew.

II.1486. For any Suspect Tenders to which a company admitted engaging in bid rigging activities, in exchange for the 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty in respect of that tender the company agreed to the following:

(i) admission of participation in bid rigging activities in relation to the specified Suspect Tender;

(ii) specification of the details of the other company or companies with which it engaged in bid rigging activities in relation to the admitted Suspect Tender. Where the company was unable to confirm the identity of one or more of the other implicated company or companies, it was asked to confirm that it had used its best efforts to establish the identity of these companies but was unable to do so1640;

(iii) agreement to make no representations as to the company’s participation in bid rigging activities in relation to the admitted Suspect Tender in response to any Statement of Objections or any supplementary Statement of Objections that the OFT may issue in this case. This would not, however, preclude the company from making representations on any other matters; and

(iv) noting that if the company should appeal any OFT finding in a final decision that it had participated in bid rigging activities in relation to one or more admitted Suspect Tender(s), the OFT reserved the right to make an application to the court inviting the court to increase the penalty imposed by the OFT on that company for the relevant Suspect Tender and to require that company to pay the OFT’s full costs of the appeal proceedings.1641

II.1487. Of the 85 non-leniency Parties that were sent Fast Track Offer letters by the OFT, 45 admitted engaging in bid rigging activities in all or some of the Suspect Tenders set out in their schedule.

1640 This may, for example, have been the case where the staff that dealt with the Suspect Tender no longer worked for that party and/or the relevant records relating to the Suspect Tender had been destroyed.
1641 Note that as in the case of (iii), this would not affect any appeals on any other matters, for example the level of the penalty imposed by the OFT.
II.1488. In reviewing the responses to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and as part of its ongoing investigation more generally, it became clear to the OFT that a number of companies were owned by, or had previously been owned by, parent companies. For the reasons discussed in paragraphs III.10 to III.24 of the Legal Background section below, this Decision is addressed to each of the companies involved in the Infringements, and in addition where applicable to their respective ultimate parent companies which formed part of the same undertaking at the time of the Infringements.

II.1489. It was therefore necessary for the OFT to write to those ultimate parents and to give them the opportunity to comment on their respective current or former subsidiaries’ responses to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.1490. The OFT wrote to the ultimate parents in November 2007. The letters to the ultimate parents set out the details of the original Fast Track Offer made to their subsidiaries, as described in paragraphs II.1481 to II.1486 above, and in addition invited the ultimate parents to comment on their respective subsidiaries’ acceptance or rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.1491. Some of the ultimate parents chose expressly to endorse the original response from their subsidiary, while others decided to make no comment at that time. None of the ultimate parents’ responses contradicted the response from their subsidiary. In three cases, the responses from the ultimate parents were in effect the first response received by the OFT from that corporate group, as follows.

II.1492. In the case of Ballast and Greenwood, there had been no substantive response to the original Fast Track Offer since these companies had been dissolved. As described in paragraphs II.183 to II.204 above, the OFT decided that Ballast’s ultimate parent at the time of the infringements, Ballast Nedam NV, should be liable for Ballast’s infringements. Ballast Nedam NV accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in its entirety.

II.1493. As described in paragraphs II.325 to II.344 above, the OFT decided that Greenwood’s ultimate parent at the time of the infringements, Crown Point, should be liable for Greenwood’s infringements. Crown Point rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.1494. In the case of Pearce, there were several issues relating to the company’s corporate structure which the OFT needed to resolve before being in a position to decide on liability for the relevant Infringement. The OFT considered that it should hold both Pearce and its ultimate parent at the time of the relevant Infringement, Crest Nicholson, liable for the relevant Infringement and it therefore wrote to both of these Parties on 7 November 2007, with the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Both Pearce and Crest Nicholson rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Upon further review of this issue following receipt of the Parties’ representations on the Statement, and following the issue of a supplementary Statement of Objections in connection with this specific issue (see paragraph II.1589 below), the OFT has now concluded that, together with Crest Nicholson, it should also hold Pearce’s immediate parent and principal, Pearce Group, jointly and severally liable for Pearce’s involvement in the relevant Infringement, as described in paragraphs II.1000 to II.1036 above. Pearce Group also rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.
Final selection of tenders for the Statement

Non-leniency Parties

II.1495. As discussed in paragraph II.1470 above, following receipt of the responses to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and having concluded the interview process the OFT proceeded to select a maximum of three Alleged Infringements for each non-leniency Party, to include in the Statement. The reasons for selecting a maximum of three Alleged Infringements are set out at paragraphs II.1470 to II.1471 above. The Alleged Infringements selected for each of the Parties were described in full in the OFT’s Statement. Following consideration of the Parties’ representations on the Statement, the OFT has decided not to proceed with a limited number of the Alleged Infringements (see paragraphs II.1591 to II.1593 below). The Infringements in respect of which the OFT is proceeding to decision are set out in full in the Conduct of the Parties section below, and are listed (together with paragraph numbers, for ease of reference) in the Navigation Table in Annex A, towards the end of this Decision.

II.1496. The maximum of three Alleged Infringements for each non-leniency Party were chosen according to a set of objective criteria, the most important of which was the quality of the available evidence, including the admissions made in response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Where the quality of the evidence in respect of two or more Suspect Tenders was identical, other factors were brought into play, being primarily the value of the tender (since high tender values would generally indicate the possibility of greater consumer detriment) and the time period over which the suspected infringements occurred, thus demonstrating a pattern of repeated behaviour over time. The OFT also tried to ensure that the resulting general spread of Alleged Infringements amongst the leniency Parties was as even as possible; and avoided tenders that brought in companies that had not made the objective minimum threshold for inclusion in the investigation as discussed in paragraph II.1465 above.

II.1497. In most cases the maximum of three Alleged Infringements to take forward to Statement of Objections were selected from the Suspect Tenders on which the OFT had carried out interviews, as described in paragraph II.1470 above. In some instances, however, the OFT considered that the interviews provided insufficient corroboration of the contemporaneous evidence for it to proceed with those Suspect Tenders. The OFT therefore selected alternative tenders with sufficient evidence from the relevant Party’s Fast Track Offer schedule of five to twenty Suspect Tenders discussed in paragraph II.1484 above, in order to complete the relevant Party’s maximum of three Alleged Infringements, and in most cases carried out supplementary interviews with leniency Parties on those alternative tenders. The OFT then took these alternative tenders forward to the Statement of Objections where there was sufficient corroboration of the contemporaneous evidence.

II.1498. As a result of the OFT’s selection process and sifting of the evidence, the Statement included fewer than three Alleged Infringements involving each of the following non-leniency Parties: B & A, John Sisk, PDH and Quarmby (Special Projects). Following the OFT’s consideration of the Parties’ representations on the Statement, the OFT’s findings in relation to the following additional non-leniency Parties are also limited to fewer than the maximum of three Alleged Infringements per non-leniency party: E Manton, GAJ, GMI, Harper, Interclass, Interserve, Linford, North Midland, Pearce and Speller-
As stated in paragraph II.1465 above, even one isolated occurrence of cover pricing constitutes an infringement of the Act and the OFT has therefore continued to proceed against those Parties in relation to one or two Infringements.

**Leniency Parties**

II.1499. For the leniency Parties, in most instances at least three Alleged Infringements were automatically chosen during the processes described in the preceding paragraphs, by virtue of their being counter-parties to the Alleged Infringements selected for the non-leniency Parties, and/or Parties to Alleged Infringements involving compensation payments (see next paragraph). However, where after completion of those processes a leniency Party still had fewer than three Alleged Infringements, the OFT proceeded to make a further selection from the list of tenders investigated for that leniency Party described in paragraph II.1469 above, in order bring the number of Alleged Infringements for that Party up to three.

**Compensation payments**

II.1500. A number of the instances of bid rigging that came to light during the OFT’s investigation involved compensation payments. These are discussed in more detail in general terms in paragraphs IV.147 to IV.155 of the General comments on cover pricing section below. Two of these instances involved non-leniency Parties, Bowmer & Kirkland and Durkan, and were selected during the process of selecting three Alleged Infringements for each of those Parties. The remaining instances of compensation payments involved only leniency Parties.

II.1501. As discussed in paragraph VI.114 below, the OFT views compensation payments as a particularly serious form of bid rigging and therefore considers it necessary to include all infringements involving compensation payments for which there is sufficient evidence, even though this inevitably increases the number of Infringements involving some of the leniency Parties, in order to send the proper deterrent message regarding this type of behaviour.

**Company groups**

II.1502. In reviewing the responses to the first Fast Track Offer it became clear to the OFT that in some instances, two companies were actually part of one and the same undertaking. The OFT therefore made an assessment of all Parties to determine where these in fact formed part of the same undertaking.\(^\text{1642}\) This was necessary because the OFT had decided to include in the Statement a maximum of only three Alleged Infringements for each non-leniency Party. If two companies in fact formed part of a single undertaking, that undertaking might face fines on six Infringements rather than three, in the absence of this assessment.

II.1503. For the leniency Parties, as discussed above in paragraph II.1478, even where this Decision contains more than three Not But For Infringements for a leniency Party, that Party is only being fined for a maximum of three Infringements. Again, it was important to establish where two leniency Parties formed part of the same undertaking, so that the undertaking would be fined for a maximum of only three Infringements.

\(^{1642}\) See paragraphs III.10 to III.36 below.
II.1504. For any dissolved companies, the OFT investigated whether there was any party with undertaking identity (see paragraphs III.26 to III.27 of the Legal Background section below). This would arise where the dissolved company had transferred significant assets to a successor during the process of liquidation. The OFT ascertained that two companies, Ballast and Greenwood, had transferred assets in this way and that there was therefore an appropriate entity to pursue in respect of the Alleged Infringements in which they had been involved.

II.1505. For four other companies, including K W Brookes and Craske, the OFT was unable to establish an entity with undertaking identity and these four companies were therefore excluded from further investigation. However, both K W Brookes and Craske were counter-parties to Infringements that are the subject of this Decision. It has therefore been necessary to mention them in relation to those Infringements, but although the OFT finds that they engaged in bid rigging in those Infringements, no penalties can be levied on those companies in that regard.

II.1506. For any companies in liquidation or administration, the OFT contacted their liquidators or administrators with a section 26 notice requesting details of the liquidation/administration procedure. Information relating to the anticipated dissolution date, the sale of any business as a going concern and the transfer of assets was sought. The OFT informed these companies that the OFT might have a contingent claim against the company for any infringement of the Act. Confirmation of the OFT’s interest in the Party was therefore obtained. By these means the OFT preserved its ability to penalise the companies concerned for their involvement in the bid rigging Infringements that are the subject of this Decision.

Issue of the Statement

II.1507. On 16 April 2008 the OFT issued the Statement to the Parties.1643 In light of the adjustments discussed in paragraphs II.1502 to II.1503 above, and by virtue of the exclusion of certain dissolved companies, the number of Parties in the investigation at the time of the issue of the Statement was 112, comprising 33 leniency Parties and 79 non-leniency Parties, 45 of which had admitted engaging in bid rigging activities in all or some of the Suspect Tenders set out in their Fast Track Offer schedule.

Replies to the Statement

II.1508. Following the issue of the Statement, the Parties were given the opportunity to consider the OFT’s detailed allegations together with the documents on the OFT’s file, and to make written representations to the OFT, supplemented by oral representations where requested. The OFT received written representations from over 100 Parties and one third party, the Construction Confederation, and in addition heard oral representations from 49 Parties.

II.1509. This section summarises the main arguments advanced by the Parties in relation to the OFT’s Investigation in their replies to the Statement, and the OFT’s

---

1643 The press release which accompanied the Statement may be found at www.oft.gov.uk/news/press/2008/52-08.
response to those representations. In summary, the OFT received representations on the following broad issues:

(a) Representations on alternative remedies;
(b) Representations on the length of the investigation;
(c) Representations on the conduct of the OFT’s investigation;
(d) Representations on the consolidation of the OFT’s investigation;
(e) Representations on the leniency process; and
(f) Representations on the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

(a) Representations on Alternative Remedies

II.1510. In response to the Statement, some Parties suggested that the OFT should not have conducted an investigation under the Act and that it should instead have educated the industry in relation to the illegality of cover pricing. For example, Stainforth, Caddick and Quarmby stated that as the conduct was endemic in the construction industry, the OFT should have educated the industry that ‘simple’ cover pricing was illegal.\textsuperscript{1644} Several Parties also suggested that the OFT’s investigation had already eradicated the practice of cover pricing and that it was therefore unnecessary for the OFT to take enforcement action against the Parties.\textsuperscript{1645}

II.1511. In addition, Thomas Vale commissioned RBB Economics to ‘\textit{conduct an economic evaluation of the rationale for cover pricing and to assess the adverse effects that may result from the imposition of a discriminatory/ excessive level of financial penalties}’.\textsuperscript{1646} Thomas Vale stated that the RBB Report noted:

‘\textit{From an economic perspective it would be entirely perverse if the impact of penalties imposed on firms as a result of conduct which was deemed to restrict competition was to restrict competition on the same relevant markets. However, this is precisely what can be expected if the OFT makes an unqualified decision that the relevant construction companies have acted illegally. It would also be economically perverse, as well as inequitable, given the apparently widespread involvement in cover pricing within the industry, if the selection of a few firms for punishment were arbitrarily to cause high quality contractors to be displaced by low quality contractors who were also involved in cover pricing, but which the OFT chose not to pursue}.’\textsuperscript{1647}

II.1512. In response to this, first, the OFT does not accept that any presumption can be made that those companies penalised in this Decision were of ‘higher quality’ than any other contractors in the construction industry. Second, where

\textsuperscript{1644} Written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.4; Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.8 and written representations of Caddick, 24 June 2008, paragraph 2.4.
\textsuperscript{1645} See for example written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.4; Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.8 and written representations of Caddick, 24 June 2008, paragraph 2.4.
\textsuperscript{1646} Written representations of Thomas Vale, 27 June 2008, paragraph 1.6.
penalties threaten the financial viability of firms and properly substantiated representations have been made to that effect, the need for a reduction in penalty has been considered at step 3 of the penalty calculation – see paragraphs VI.284 to VI.288 below.

II.1513. Thomas Vale further stated that the scale of the cover pricing problem more properly merited a market investigation by the OFT and that it was not appropriate for the OFT to act under the Act. It stated that ‘...the greater the scale of the problem; the more appropriate, fair and effective a market investigation reference will be, as opposed to an action under the [Act]. Further ... due to the scale of the investigation, together with the impact on the construction industry as a whole ... a market reference would have been more appropriate.’ 1648

II.1514. However, the OFT cannot accept that the most widespread infringements of competition law should automatically be dealt with in ways that would not result in financial penalties for the parties involved. Such a suggestion would create perverse incentives for companies to ensure that cartel activity was endemic and maximised within an industry, resulting in greater harm to consumers. On the contrary, the prevalence of illegal practices makes it all the more necessary for the OFT to ensure that a proper deterrence message is given not only to the construction industry but also to all other industries where work is allocated by means of competitive tendering procedures.

II.1515. The OFT does not consider that in the present case such deterrence would have been achieved by means of education alone. As noted above, the OFT had initial evidence of cover pricing in over 4,000 tenders involving over 1,000 companies and the industry had itself described the practice as endemic. In these circumstances, it is all the more necessary to demonstrate how seriously the OFT takes breaches of competition law in order to prevent their recurrence in the future.

II.1516. Notwithstanding this, the OFT does recognise that there are several features of this case that would militate against imposing penalties at the highest possible levels in the present investigation. The Parties’ representations on these matters, and the OFT’s assessment of those representations, are discussed in section VI below.

(b) Representations on the length of the investigation

II.1517. In response to the Statement, one Party, Pearce, contended that its rights of defence had been adversely affected due to the considerable time that had elapsed since the Infringements had taken place, the alleged delay by the OFT in bringing its case, and the fact that it was not given the opportunity to review the evidence against it until the issue of the Statement in April 2008. 1649

II.1518. As noted in paragraph II.1523 below, the OFT considers that its procedures have been conducted fairly and that each Party has been afforded a reasonable opportunity to review the evidence against it and to make representations in response to the Statement.

1648 Written representations of Thomas Vale, 27 June 2008, paragraph 8.7.
II.1519. Insofar as the alleged delay by the OFT is concerned, Pearce referred to *FEG v Commission*\(^{1650}\) in which the ECJ considered the general principle of Community law that decisions adopted following administrative proceedings in competition matters should be adopted within a reasonable time.\(^{1651}\) However, this principle applies only to delays during the administrative procedure, which commences on the date when the Commission ‘takes measures which imply an accusation of an infringement and must enable the Commission to adopt a position on the course which the procedure is to follow.’\(^{1652}\) This principle does not relate to the period of time between the infringements taking place and the commencement of an investigation. In the case of Pearce, the OFT first contacted Pearce Group in March 2007 alleging an infringement, and issued the Statement to Pearce on 30 April 2008 (as well as a supplementary Statement on 19 April 2009). The OFT does not consider the intervening period of time to be unreasonable.

II.1520. From the full description given in this section, it can be clearly understood that the OFT has, since the origins of this investigation in April 2004, been fully committed to, and engaged in, taking steps to bring the case to a final Decision as quickly as possible.

II.1521. Furthermore, the ECJ has also made clear that any breach of the ‘reasonable time’ principle must have adversely affected the rights of defence of the undertakings concerned. In this respect, it is insufficient to make general arguments to this effect; specific details would be required to support such a claim.\(^{1653}\) The domestic courts have also noted that ‘the threshold of proving a breach of the reasonable time requirement is a high one, not easily crossed.’\(^{1654}\) Whilst refuting the allegation that there has been any unreasonable delay in issuing this Decision, the OFT also considers that Pearce has failed to meet this threshold.

*(c) Representations on the conduct of the OFT’s investigation*

II.1522. In response to the Statement, GMI criticised the OFT for not attending its premises, examining its records or interviewing its personnel as part of the OFT’s investigation.\(^{1655}\)

II.1523. However, each Party has been made aware of the allegations made against it and the supporting evidence in the Statement, and has been able to inspect the evidence on the OFT’s file, to make both written and oral representations in response to the Statement, and to address the infringements particularised therein. The OFT considers that its procedures have been fair and that each Party has been afforded a proper opportunity to defend itself.

---

\(^{1650}\) *Case C-105/04 P Nederlandse Federatieve Vereniging voor de Groothandel op Elektrotechnisch Gebied v Commission* [2006] ECR I-8725.


Selection of companies

II.1524. In response to the Statement, a number of Parties argued that it was unfair that the OFT had selected specific companies to investigate when cover pricing in the construction industry was endemic. Their arguments were two-fold.

II.1525. First, several Parties stated that due to the endemic nature of cover pricing, ‘the OFT could, in truth, have started its investigation with almost any construction company in England or elsewhere in the United Kingdom’. These Parties stated that the fact that the OFT’s investigation started following contact from the Queens’ Medical Centre in Nottingham was a matter of chance.

II.1526. Secondly, several Parties stated that the OFT’s selection process was arbitrary and flawed. In short, these Parties argued that the fact that the OFT had ‘singled out’ the companies in the Statement was essentially a matter of chance. They claimed that the fact that the OFT was holding these companies responsible (accounting for 6 per cent of construction activity in the UK and, according to these representations, by implication clearing the remaining 94 per cent) was ‘arbitrary and fundamentally unjust’. These Parties further argued that ‘it cannot be fair and consistent with principles of justice for an arbitrarily selected few to be so heavily punished for an industry wide practice’.

II.1527. In response to these representations, the OFT has a discretion to decide which cases it will pursue, and does not have a duty to investigate every case. When deciding which cases to pursue, the OFT targets behaviour that poses the greatest threat to consumer welfare, such as mass-marketed scams and cartel activity. However, the OFT does not have unlimited resources and therefore targets its resources according to its prioritisation principles, including ‘the need to ensure that we make appropriate decisions about which projects and programmes of work we undertake across all areas of our responsibility’ and ‘in seeking to target both our resources and enforcement strategy … the … need … to consider a range of factors including impact on consumers, strategic significance, risks and resources’. The decision to pursue this case was consistent with these prioritisation principles.

II.1528. Furthermore, it is well established in both the case law of the Community Courts and the UK domestic courts, including the CAT, that a competition
authority has an administrative discretion in the way it exercises its statutory duties. The High Court judgment of Mr Justice Foskett in Cityhook\textsuperscript{1665}, for example, stated that ‘…ordinarily the allocation of limited resources to the implementation of statutory duties (and the discretionary exercises that inevitably arise) is a matter left to the body with which the responsibility lies…’.

II.1529. Neither was the OFT’s investigation either ‘arbitrary’ or ‘unjust’. The OFT’s investigation was focused initially on the East Midlands area because the initial contact drawing the OFT’s attention to the Parties’ unlawful activities was made by an auditor in Nottingham. At all times up to 22 March 2007, it was open to construction firms in any area that had engaged in anti-competitive activities to approach the OFT under the OFT’s leniency programme and thereby obtain either complete immunity (before the commencement of the investigation) or a reduction in penalty. In terms of focusing the investigation, as stated above, the OFT used fair and objective criteria to determine which companies should be taken forward for further investigation. As discussed in section VI below, the OFT is not imposing excessive penalties on the Parties.

II.1530. Furthermore, the OFT can only proceed against cases in respect of which it has evidence. It is inherent in the rationale for imposing penalties that in doing so the OFT acts to deter not only those companies themselves from reoffending, but also those other companies which have not been proceeded against\textsuperscript{1666}.

II.1531. In conclusion, the OFT’s decisions to investigate bid rigging conduct in the particular regions, and to focus its investigation in the manner that it did, are not inconsistent with either the OFT’s remit or the case law.

Maximum Number of Tenders

II.1532. Several Parties also made representations on the number of Infringements per Party being pursued by the OFT. In response to the Statement, GMI claimed that ‘the OFT considers and accepts that three instances of alleged bid rigging are required in order to establish a pattern of behaviour’ and argued that if the OFT eventually succeeded in proving fewer than three infringements against GMI, then ‘any remaining (alleged infringements) should be dismissed on the basis that no pattern of behaviour has been established’.\textsuperscript{1668} Further, G Hurst and PDH noted that in the Statement it was already being pursued for fewer than the maximum of three Alleged Infringements\textsuperscript{1669}, while Bullock also claimed that the fact that it was being pursued for only one Alleged Infringement was insufficient to establish a pattern of behaviour and that this should be taken into account in relation to penalty calculations.\textsuperscript{1670}

II.1533. In response, the OFT makes the following points. Firstly, the OFT did not accept in the Statement that three instances of alleged bid rigging were required in order to establish a pattern of behaviour (that is, that three was a minimum number). Rather, the OFT stated that three instances were \textit{sufficient} to establish a pattern of behaviour, that is, that it did not need to include more than three instances in the Statement and that three was a maximum number.

\textsuperscript{1665} Cityhook Ltd & Anor, R (on the application of) v OFT [2009] EWHC 57 (Admin) 20 January 2009.
\textsuperscript{1666} Ibid at paragraph 88. See also the judgments cited by Mr Justice Foskett at paragraph 88.
\textsuperscript{1667} OFT’s Guidance as to the appropriate amount of penalty (OFT 423, December 2004) at paragraph 2.11.
\textsuperscript{1668} Written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraph 75 and 76.
\textsuperscript{1669} Written representations of G Hurst and PDH, 27 May 2008, page 2.
\textsuperscript{1670} Written representations of Bullock, 26th June 2008, paragraph 6.16.37.
II.1534. Secondly, the purpose of focusing the investigation in this way was to ensure that the OFT maximised the efficient use of its limited resources. In light of the widespread incidence of cover pricing within the construction industry, it was necessary for the OFT to focus its investigation at many stages – for example, by not visiting every one of the over 1000 companies against which it had initial evidence, by not investigating every one of the tenders for those companies that exceeded the initial threshold of five Suspect Tenders, and by not including every one of the Suspect Tenders for those companies in its Statement. The OFT has focused its investigation in a demonstrably objective way that does not discriminate between companies according to factors such as their size or target business and having regard to the need to ensure equal treatment. It would not have been in any company’s interest or in the public interest for the OFT to have taken the many years and consumed the vast amount of resources that would have been required to progress every one of the original Suspect Tenders through to decision. Establishing a ‘pattern of behaviour’ was merely one of the tools used by the OFT to focus its investigation on those companies against which the OFT held the most initial evidence of cover pricing.

II.1535. Thirdly, the OFT considers that even a single instance of bid rigging constitutes a serious infringement of the Act. Although in this case, because of the widespread nature of cover pricing, there are many companies that have been proven to have infringed the Act on more than one occasion, this does not diminish in any way the seriousness of the Infringements for those companies which have been proven to have infringed on only one occasion. The OFT is, as discussed in section VI below, applying a separate penalty for each proven instance of bid rigging in this case, and the number of proven infringements is not a mitigating factor as Bullock has suggested. Rather, where a company is found to have engaged in bid rigging on more than one occasion, this is reflected in a higher penalty for that undertaking.

II.1536. In the particular case of Bullock, its parent at the time of its Infringement, Renew, was being pursued for a total of three Alleged Infringements in the Statement and the OFT considered that it would have been inappropriate in the circumstances to pursue Renew for any more than those three Alleged Infringements, and did not therefore seek to pursue additional Suspect Tenders for Bullock.1671

II.1537. Other Parties have claimed that the OFT should not pursue them for more than one infringement. For example, Wright (Hull) stated that:

‘(It) accepts that as a matter of law, each of the Alleged Infringements constitutes a separate and discrete infringement of the Chapter I prohibition and that the OFT is entitled to impose a penalty in respect of each Alleged Infringement. At the same time, the OFT should not use that to inflate artificially the total amount of the penalty imposed … an organised, structured and formal bid-rigging cartel – could be expected to be far more serious an infringement and far more harmful to competition than three discrete “cover pricing” infringements of the type at issue here.’1672

II.1538. However, in relation to pursuing a maximum of three Infringements, the OFT notes that it is not artificially inflating the penalty as it is entitled to impose a

1671 See also paragraph II.1470 above.
1672 Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraph 28.
penalty for each Infringement. Indeed, in imposing penalties for a maximum of three Infringements per Party, the OFT has limited the number of penalties that could otherwise have been levied in relation to many companies. As regards the seriousness of the Infringements relative to broader bid rigging schemes, this is reflected in the starting point of the penalty calculations and is discussed in full in the section relating to step 1 of the penalty calculations in section VI below.

Selection of Tenders

II.1539. The OFT also received a number of representations on its contract selection process. In response to the Statement, Caddick and Quarmby suggested that the OFT’s contract selection process may have discriminated against some Parties because the OFT avoided tenders where evidence implicated companies that had not originally made the objective minimum threshold for inclusion in the investigation, and because ‘the fact that some firms dropped down to fewer than three infringements …. is also arbitrary, when compared with other firms who were investigated initially but fell outside the scope because they had the good fortune of engaging in cover pricing with non-lenieny parties, so the quality of evidence was poorer.’

II.1540. However, the OFT does not consider that its contract selection process resulted in any form of discrimination. The OFT carried out its tender selection on the basis of an objective, reasoned process consistent with both the OFT’s remit and the case law, as discussed in paragraphs II.1467 to II.1469 and in paragraphs II.1527 to II.1528 above.

II.1541. In its representations, Ackroyd & Abbott questioned whether the OFT had indeed held evidence in respect of each of the Suspect Tenders when making the initial selection of contracts for investigation described in paragraph II.1468 above. In response, the OFT stresses that this was the evidence available to the OFT at the time, notwithstanding that the OFT had not yet concluded its investigation. It was not the case that the OFT ‘did not have evidence’ in relation to any of the Suspect Tenders – the OFT had evidence of category 1, 2 or 3 in relation to each Suspect Tender investigated and in relation to each Suspect Tender included in the Fast Track Offer schedules.

II.1542. Ackroyd & Abbott further suggested that the OFT’s contract selection process had been irrational because the OFT had selected three Suspect Tenders in respect of which Ackroyd & Abbott had denied engaging in bid rigging, in preference to those Suspect Tenders in respect of which Ackroyd & Abbott had admitted engaging in bid rigging. However, while admissions from non leniency Parties did form a key piece of evidence in respect of several Infringements as discussed in paragraph II.1567 below, this formed only a part of the overall evidential matrix and the OFT had to look at the overall quality of all the available evidence in respect of each Infringement when selecting the Suspect Tenders to take forward to the Statement. It is not the case that the quality of the evidence took second place to ensuring an even spread amongst leniency Parties – all of the leniency Parties that are counter-parties to Ackroyd & Abbott’s Infringements have more than three Infringements in this Decision.

---

1675 Written representations of Ackroyd and Abbott, 2 July 2008, paragraph 49.
The OFT does not agree that Ackroyd & Abbott has been discriminated against by virtue of the contract selection process.

II.1543. In response to the Statement, Caddick and Quarmby acknowledged that the OFT had a discretion as to which cases to pursue but suggested that the OFT should have focused on a minimum size of tender.\textsuperscript{1676} However, given that cover pricing occurred across a broad range of tender sizes, the OFT considered that it was important to deter all bid rigging activity irrespective of the size of the tender, and accordingly rejected that approach in favour of the criteria described above.

\textbf{(e) Representations on the leniency process}

\textit{Availability of leniency}

II.1544. In response to the Statement, Wright (Hull) argued that it did not have the same opportunity as was available to other undertakings to seek leniency.\textsuperscript{1677} However, leniency was, prior to 22 March 2007, open to any company that had engaged in anti-competitive activity and it is notable that two firms\textsuperscript{1678} applied for leniency prior to any contact with them initiated by the OFT. Until the OFT’s Fast Track Offer was issued, there was nothing to prevent Wright (Hull) from availing itself of the OFT’s leniency programme, and indeed obtaining complete immunity if it had come forward before the OFT’s investigation started in April 2004.

\textit{Impact of the consolidation process on leniency parties}

II.1545. In response to the Statement, Balfour Beatty expressed concerns over the fairness of the OFT’s approach to the selection of the Alleged Infringements to be pursued, in relation to the leniency Parties. Balfour Beatty noted that the methodology used by the OFT to select the Alleged Infringements had resulted in non-leniency Parties being pursued for at most three Alleged Infringements, while several of the leniency Parties featured in more than three instances of cover pricing.\textsuperscript{1679} It considered that this had the potential to distort future competition and noted that the OFT had initial evidence of many more than three instances of cover pricing in respect of the non-leniency Parties, and additional evidence against companies that did not satisfy the OFT’s minimum criteria for inclusion in the investigation. Balfour Beatty noted that it had not been aware that the OFT would adopt its approach to consolidation of the investigation when it applied for leniency. Balfour Beatty also commented on the considerable assistance that had been provided to the OFT by the leniency Parties in this case at considerable expense, and contrasted this with the position of the non-leniency Parties which were not interviewed by the OFT.\textsuperscript{1680} Thomas Vale also made representations that the selection process was unfair to leniency applicants\textsuperscript{1681}, while Propencity suggested that the OFT should have only pursued ‘But For’ tenders in the Decision.\textsuperscript{1682}

\textsuperscript{1676} Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.8 and written representations of Caddick, 24 June 2008, paragraph 2.4.
\textsuperscript{1677} Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraph 23.
\textsuperscript{1678} York House and AM Griffiths.
\textsuperscript{1679} Written representations of Balfour Beatty group, 27 June 2008, pages 1 and 2.
\textsuperscript{1680} Written representations of Balfour Beatty group, 27 June 2008, pages 1 and 2.
\textsuperscript{1681} Written representations of Thomas Vale, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.
\textsuperscript{1682} Written representations of Propencity, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.16.
II.1546. As explained above in paragraph II.1529, the OFT considers that it focused this investigation in a fair and objectively justifiable way having regard to its resource limitations and the endemic nature of the practice of cover pricing. Pursuing additional infringements against non-leniency parties would not have alleviated the discrepancy in the number of Infringements for each leniency and non-leniency Party, as to do so would in almost all cases have implicated a leniency Party in addition to the non-leniency Party. In relation to the leniency Parties, the OFT considers that adequate steps were taken in this case to safeguard the integrity of the leniency process. First, the leniency Parties are receiving complete immunity in relation to any instance of bid rigging about which the OFT would not have known but for the evidence provided by that leniency Party. Secondly, the leniency Parties are receiving a substantial discount of between 35 per cent and 65 per cent on any Not But For tenders. Thirdly, the leniency Parties are only being penalised for a maximum of three Infringements. Given these safeguards, the OFT does not consider that it would have been appropriate to base its selection process on giving particular priority to But For tenders, rather than making an objective selection on the basis of the best evidence. Moreover, to focus exclusively on But For tenders would have resulted in leniency applicants effectively avoiding any penalty at all. The OFT does not consider that this would have been appropriate when none of the leniency parties qualified for 100 per cent immunity (as opposed to leniency) under the OFT’s leniency policy.

II.1547. The OFT also notes that leniency Parties benefited from the OFT’s consolidation and contract selection procedures, as the OFT has not pursued every tender in respect of which leniency applications were made. The OFT further notes that in the case of almost all of the leniency Parties, the OFT already had considerable evidence in relation to those Parties, having visited their premises prior to their leniency applications, and that this initial evidence almost invariably implicated them in many more tenders than were included in the Statement.

II.1548. Furthermore, it is clear from this Decision and from the accompanying publicity, which Parties took proactive steps to cooperate with the OFT under the leniency programme and hence can be expected to have taken steps to ensure their compliance with competition law.

(f) Representations on the Fast Track Offer

II.1549. In response to the Statement, several Parties claimed that the OFT’s Fast Track Offer was unfair.\textsuperscript{1683} Representations centred on the following five main points:

- that Parties were not shown the evidence that the OFT had in its possession at the time the OFT’s Fast Track Offer was made;

- that Parties were unaware as to what would happen with their admissions and what further consolidation exercise, if any, the OFT would undertake in order to arrive at a final selection of tenders for inclusion in the Statement and any infringement decision;

that the OFT should provide a 25 per cent discount to Parties which admitted liability after viewing the OFT’s evidence in the Statement;

- that the OFT’s Fast Track Offer was unfair to leniency Parties as they had provided more assistance to the OFT’s investigation; and

- that the Supplementary Fast Track Offer to parent companies was unfair.

(ii) Representations regarding the fact that evidence was not provided to the Parties with the Fast Track Offer

II.1550. In its representations on the Statement, the Construction Confederation stated:

‘...companies were unduly pressurised into making admissions of “guilt” without...being aware of the evidence available to the OFT and unable to verify whether it was correct, accurate or reliable or alternatively they were unfairly denied the opportunity to benefit from the reduction of penalty offer. In our view, this could be regarded as unfair and effectively as a form of entrapment... the OFT should have incorporated two key elements into the terms of any “plea bargaining” offer: (i) the evidence on which the OFT purported to rely should have been disclosed up front to the companies involved, and (ii) the companies involved should have been able to understand what the relevant reduction in penalty would actually represent and how it would be calculated.’ 1684

II.1551. Several Parties also made representations on this issue. For example, Ackroyd and Abbott claimed that it could not be expected to admit to an infringement ‘without being in possession of the full facts against it’.1685 It also drew similarities between the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and settlement proceedings and claimed that it was fundamental to an admission of liability that the parties saw the key evidence against them.1686 Ackroyd and Abbott stated that ‘The process was unfair and settlement procedures should not be based on assertions by the OFT without providing the evidence upon which these are based’ and ‘The process gives rise to discrimination between participants and breaches the principles of equal treatment’.1687 GAJ Holdings stated that ‘we feel we were pressurised into admitting guilt without any knowledge of the evidence against us’.1688

II.1552. The OFT considers these concerns to be unwarranted. First, the OFT’s Fast Track Offer was a specific initiative made in response to the unusual size of the case, and whose features were specific to the Offer such that direct comparisons cannot be drawn with settlements in other cases or, for that matter, with the OFT’s leniency policy. To the extent that the OFT’s Fast Track Offer may be compared with settlement or leniency, however, the OFT considers that of the two it was more akin to leniency than settlement, comprising as it did an offer made to the Parties voluntarily to admit to specified Suspect Tenders, at the point when the OFT had ‘closed the door’ on any further leniency applications. In the same way as under leniency, Parties had the opportunity to examine their own records and determine whether from their own perspective they considered they had engaged in bid rigging.

1686 Written representations of Ackroyd and Abbott, 2 July 2008, paragraph 17.
1688 Written representations of GAJ Holdings, 26 June 2008, Appendix E, paragraph 5.
activities. Also, as with leniency, those that accepted the offer received a percentage reduction from a penalty yet to be calculated, rather than ‘settling’ a final sum.

II.1553. Secondly, the OFT considers that arguments relating to equal treatment are misconceived since all Parties were treated equally in relation to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, and no Party was in a materially different position from any other. The OFT provided all companies with the same information about the types of evidence the OFT held, along with specific details (dates and names) of the tenders in respect of which the OFT had reasonable grounds to suspect involvement in bid rigging. In response to any requests for further information, the OFT provided those Parties with the names of estimators involved and/or tender values where this information was already available to it.

II.1554. Invariably, in any large investigation by the OFT into historic infringements of competition law, some companies will have more information about the conduct in question than others. Some companies had disposed of their records or sold subsidiaries, and in some cases employees and directors had moved on. Many Parties had destroyed the records of tenders – it was apparently common practice for companies to destroy individual tender records where they did not win the tender, meaning that this had happened in most cases where companies took a cover price and in many cases where they gave a cover price – and the OFT had no way of knowing what further evidence, if any (such as tender registers) individual companies might themselves have retained in order to verify the OFT’s suspicions.

II.1555. The OFT does not accept that a fast track offer can be made only where a company is able to carry out its own internal investigations and determine for itself whether or not the OFT’s suspicion of an infringement is well-founded. Indeed, it is noted that under the OFT’s leniency programme a leniency applicant may be awarded a reduction of up to 100 per cent of any penalty that would otherwise have been imposed, in return for reporting its involvement in cartel activity and on-going cooperation with the OFT; the difficulty that some potential leniency applicants may have in identifying a possible infringement does not preclude the availability of leniency to other potential applicants without such difficulties.

II.1556. There was no compulsion on the Parties to accept the OFT’s offer. The alternative was to go through the normal process of receiving and responding to the Statement. The OFT’s Fast Track Offer did not undermine that normal process for those unable or unwilling to accept it. If anything, the normal process was made quicker because of the number of Parties that were able and/or willing to assist the OFT by accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.1557. Some companies chose not to admit liability apparently because they were unable to establish the existence of the suspected illegal activity for themselves from an independent source. However, a significant number of other companies accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Some of those companies may have accepted the offer simply because they regarded participation in bid rigging as very likely, or knew that it was widespread at the time; some may have been willing to accept liability on the basis of the description of specific tenders in the OFT’s letter. Some companies informed the OFT that they were accepting the offer as a ‘commercial’ decision, having no evidence of illegal activity but wishing to benefit from the penalty reduction on offer, in the knowledge that
the OFT would ultimately need to support any decision by reference to evidence and that they could withdraw from the OFT’s Fast Track Offer later if they wished to do so.

II.1558. Thirdly, one of the key reasons for not providing evidence with the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, as set out in paragraph II.1485 above, was that the OFT’s investigation was still ongoing and the OFT had not completed the compilation of the evidence or the consolidation of its investigation as described in paragraphs II.1479 and II.1495 to II.1499 above. Interviews had not been conducted and letters to procurers had not been sent. The OFT was therefore not in a position to make available all of the evidence on which it was subsequently to rely in the Statement. Moreover, any disclosure at that stage would have been only partial, and would therefore have been misleading, and have unfairly altered Parties’ incentives as to whether to accept the offer.

II.1559. Furthermore, the compilation and presentation of the evidence, including making the necessary confidentiality redactions prior to disclosure, would have taken many months. To some extent, this would have duplicated the work necessary to prepare the Statement, but much of this preparation would have been rendered unnecessary in the light of the subsequent focusing of the investigation to a maximum of three tenders per non leniency Party. Put simply, the OFT would not have made the offer given these difficulties and, following the necessary withdrawal of leniency in this case, the non leniency Parties would therefore have lost any opportunity to obtain a penalty discount.

II.1560. Finally, had the OFT provided the Parties with the evidence in its possession, any admission by a Party in response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer could only be taken to reflect that Party’s analysis of the evidence already available to the OFT, which would have been of limited value to the investigation. Instead, admissions and related facts provided without sight of the evidence have a much stronger corroborative value. From this it can be seen that in addition to calling into question one of the functions of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer (to gain admissions that would enable the OFT to frame and advance its investigation), accepting admissions with no corroborative value would also not have justified the substantial 25 per cent discount, given the diminished benefit to the OFT.

(ii) Representations regarding the fact that Parties were unaware as to what would happen with their admissions and what further consolidation exercise, if any, the OFT would undertake in order to arrive at a final selection of tenders

II.1561. In its representations on the Statement, Ackroyd and Abbott suggested that the OFT’s subsequent consolidation exercise (explained by the OFT above and in paragraphs II.1596 – II.1602 of the Statement) should have been explained to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer recipients as part of the offer, since it considered that all of the non-leniency Parties were of the understanding that all of the Suspect Tenders in their schedule would be pursued and that the OFT had the same level of evidence against each Suspect Tender.1689

II.1562. The OFT does not consider that it was incumbent on the OFT to set out its ongoing and future consolidation process at the stage it made the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. The OFT asked each non leniency Party to make its own assessment of whether it had engaged in bid rigging activities from its own knowledge. Informing the Parties of the Suspect Tenders for which the OFT had

the best evidence and the fact that these were the ones most likely to be included in the Statement (a) would have been impossible given that the OFT had not compiled all of the evidence at the time (as discussed above) and given that the responses to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer were to form part of that evidence and part of the OFT’s final selection process, and (b) would have altered the incentives for companies to accept or reject the OFT’s Fast Track Offer on individual Suspect Tenders according to the extent to which they thought the OFT would be likely to take those tenders forward, rather than basing the decision on their own assessment of whether they had engaged in bid rigging activities on the particular Suspect Tenders. The fact that some Parties made admissions to some infringements that were not included in the Statement does not mean that they were discriminated against or that the process was unfair.

II.1563. Ackroyd & Abbott also stated in its representations that the OFT’s Fast Track Offer did not explain that the reduction in penalty applied only in relation to each individual Suspect Tender listed or that individual tenders would be pursued as separate infringements. However, as explained in paragraph II.1486 above the Fast Track Offer letter did make it clear that any admissions were to be made on a tender by tender basis and that reductions in penalty would similarly apply only in respect of those Suspect Tenders that were admitted.

(iii) Representations that the OFT should provide a 25 per cent discount to Parties who admitted liability after viewing the OFT’s evidence in the Statement

II.1564. In response to the Statement, several companies claimed that they wished to be afforded the equivalent of the 25 per cent discount granted under the OFT’s Fast Track Offer as they were now prepared to admit to one or more of their Infringements, having viewed the contents of the Statement and the evidence presented against them.

II.1565. For example, B & A justified this claim for an equivalent discount by reference to the guidance given by the OFT to another Party at the time of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer to the effect that the OFT ‘did not want [that company] to admit to anything they were uncertain of’. B & A claimed that because the companies were ‘legal fictions’ they could only know what their employees and records told them, and that for many unsuccessful tenders that took place many years ago, they had not retained the records. B & A claim that consequently, the Parties did not always have a proper opportunity to accept the offer at the time it was made. B & A also stated that ‘the effect of a policy of granting discounts only for admissions at the fast track offer stage and not now would also be to discriminate against smaller companies’. B & A further stated, ‘Nor can the OFT justify the discrimination in question by reference to a saving in work on its part. It has had to collect and present evidence even in cases where a fast-track admission has been made...’

II.1566. However, the OFT does not accept that smaller companies were in any different position from larger companies in relation to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. All companies faced the same potential issues with regard to record keeping and staff turnover. The OFT has discussed the general issues surrounding provision of evidence with the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in the paragraphs above, including the fact that the OFT had not completed the compilation of the evidence at that time it made the OFT’s Fast Track Offer to the Parties.

II.1567. In addition, and contrary to B & A’s assertion, the responses to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer provided considerable benefit to the OFT since the independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence provided by non-leniency Parties’ admissions, often accompanied by the naming of counter-parties, in the absence of sight of the OFT’s evidence, provided valuable additional evidence and assisted the OFT with the final selection of tenders as discussed above in paragraphs II.1495 to II.1506. This opportunity to focus the investigation was completed by the time the Statement was issued and the OFT cannot therefore justify granting a discount of a similar amount to Parties which make admissions having seen the OFT’s evidence.

II.1568. Nevertheless, the OFT’s penalty guidance recognises that cooperation in the course of an investigation that enables the OFT to conclude its enforcement process more effectively and speedily, can on occasions be a basis for a reduction at step 4 of the penalty calculation. The fact that some Parties have now admitted their involvement in certain Infringements has therefore been taken into account by the OFT in the setting of penalties, as described in section VI below. However, for the reasons outlined above, the OFT does not accept that new admissions made after the issue of the Statement should attract the same level of discount as that awarded for acceptance of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

II.1569. Following the issue of the Statement, one Party, Crest Nicholson, specifically asked the OFT to reopen the OFT’s Fast Track Offer so that it could consider whether to accept it, now that it had seen the evidence against it. The OFT refused to reopen the offer, which, in the OFT’s view, would have resulted in unequal and preferential treatment being given to Crest Nicholson. Crest Nicholson applied for permission to judicially review the OFT’s decision. The subsequent events are described in more detail in paragraphs II.1576 to II.1580 below.

(iv) Representations that the Fast Track Offer was unfair to leniency Parties as they had provided more assistance to the OFT’s investigation

II.1570. In response to the Statement, Thomas Vale suggested that the OFT’s Fast Track Offer was unfair to leniency Parties and stated that:

‘This offer seriously undermined Thomas Vale’s position as a proactive immunity and leniency applicant, by favouring companies who had not assisted the OFT’s investigation; who had not provided detailed and practical information; and who would not usually have had the option of participating in a leniency programme. Unjustly, these companies were therefore able to obtain a reduction in financial penalties for much less costs, management time and effort than that which were

offered to Thomas Vale, but, nonetheless, these companies still received offers of “significant" reductions in penalties.’

II.1571. The OFT does not consider that the leniency Parties have been treated unfairly in relation to the non leniency Parties that accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. As stated above, the OFT’s Fast Track Offer discount was granted because of the considerable benefit to the OFT’s enforcement process provided by admissions from Parties that had not been granted sight of the evidence, and at a stage of the case which helped the OFT to select the tenders that would be included in the Statement. In all cases, leniency Parties have been granted a significantly larger reduction in penalty than the 25 per cent OFT’s Fast Track Offer discount. Furthermore, the leniency Parties have been granted the substantial additional concession of immunity from financial penalty on But For Infringements as described above in paragraph II.1475.

(v) Representations that the Supplementary Fast Track Offer to parent companies was unfair.

II.1572. In response to the Statement, Renew claimed that its rights of defence had been seriously undermined by the fact that Renew was only notified by the OFT that it intended to find Renew jointly and severally liable for Bullock’s participation in any Alleged Infringements after Bullock had already accepted the OFT Offer [the OFT’s Fast Track Offer]. Renew was not then given any opportunity to comment on or influence Bullock’s response*.1697

II.1573. However, the OFT considers that it was open to Renew to reject the OFT’s Fast Track Offer when it was informed of Bullock’s admissions on 6 November 2007. The decision made by Renew not to comment on the factual admissions made by Bullock does not mean that Renew’s rights of defence have been compromised. The OFT has granted Renew and Bullock a 25 per cent discount based on Bullock’s admissions, but as discussed in II.1485 above, it remained open to any party to withdraw from the OFT’s Fast Track Offer at any time up to issue of the OFT’s Decision, including after seeing the evidence and the OFT’s analysis of it in the Statement. In terms of rights of defence, it remains open to Renew to appeal on liability for the Infringements as discussed in II.1486 above.

II.1574. In response to the Statement, McGinley Holdings claimed that “the OFT seeks to impose liability on MHL [McGinley Holdings] following […] [C – its current parent’s] “admission”, extracted on a false pretence, and without MHL [McGinley Holdings] having the means to answer the allegations against J J McDinley]…".1698

II.1575. The OFT notes that the original Fast Track Offer was addressed to […] [C], the current parent of J J McGinley. However the response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer was received from J J McGinley, not […] [C – its current parent]. In its response J J McGinley accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, in respect of the majority of the Suspect Tenders on its schedule. The OFT subsequently wrote to McGinley Holdings, informing it of its former subsidiary’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. At that time it was open to McGinley Holdings to provide a different response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, if it wanted. The

1697 Written representations of Renew and Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraph 3.1.
1698 Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 29.
decision made by McGinley Holdings not to comment on the factual admissions made by J J McGinley does not mean that McGinley Holdings’ rights of defence have been compromised. The OFT has granted McGinley Holdings and J J McGinley a 25 per cent discount based on J J McGinley’s admissions, but as discussed in II.1485 above, it remained open to any party to withdraw from the OFT’s Fast Track Offer at any time up to issue of the OFT’s Decision, including after seeing the evidence and the OFT’s analysis of it in the Statement.

Judicial review of the OFT’s refusal to reopen the Fast Track Offer to Crest Nicholson after the Statement had been issued

II.1576. As noted above in paragraph II.1569, following the issue of the Statement, one Party, Crest Nicholson, applied for judicial review of the OFT’s decision not to reopen the OFT’s Fast Track Offer to it, now that Crest Nicholson had had the opportunity to see the OFT’s evidence against it. Crest Nicholson claimed that the OFT’s decision not to reopen the OFT’s Fast Track Offer following the issue of the Statement was contrary to the principles of equal treatment and procedural fairness.1699 Crest Nicholson considered that it had been at a particular disadvantage when responding to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that it was a historical parent company of the infringing companies, Pearce and its principal Pearce Group.1700

II.1577. In its judgment on 24 July 2009, the Court ruled that the OFT has a wide discretion in the conduct of its investigations and in its penalty setting.1701 In particular the court rejected Crest Nicholson’s claim that the OFT’s decision not to reopen the OFT’s Fast Track Offer following the issue of the Statement was contrary to the principles of equal treatment and procedural fairness.1702 Furthermore, the judgment went on to state that the OFT was entitled to adopt the approach it did in making the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, including the non provision of evidence to the recipients of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, and that it was not required to reopen the OFT’s Fast Track Offer for Crest Nicholson following the issue of the Statement.1703

II.1578. However, the judgment did state that the OFT should have acknowledged that Crest Nicholson might have been in an objectively different position to other parties who were offered the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.1704 Then, if a difference was established, the OFT had to decide what effect, if any, that should have on any penalty.1705

II.1579. Following the judgment the OFT wrote to all Parties, including Crest Nicholson, and invited them to make submissions on

- Whether, and if so how, [the Party] was in an objectively different position compared to other Fast Track Offer recipients which put it in a position where it could not fairly admit the allegations and accept the Fast Track Offer at the time it was made;

1700 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009, paragraphs 2.4 and 2.6.
1701 Mr Justice Cranston’s Judgment, paragraphs 84 and 86.
1702 Mr Justice Cranston’s Judgment, paragraph 81.
1703 Mr Justice Cranston’s Judgment, paragraphs 77 and 89.
1704 Mr Justice Cranston’s Judgment, paragraph 82.
If so, what effect, if any, that claimed different position should have on any penalty which the OFT may subsequently impose for alleged cover pricing.1706

II.1580. The further submissions received by the OFT are addressed in paragraphs VI.343 to VI.368 in the penalties section below.

Amendments to representations by certain non leniency Parties in order to comply with the terms of their acceptance of the Fast Track Offer

II.1581. In response to the Statement, two non-leniency Parties1707 made representations about their participation in the Infringements which, if maintained, the OFT considered would have contravened the terms of their acceptance of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. The OFT therefore wrote to these Parties on 4 December and 23 December 2008 respectively, asking them to confirm whether they intended to deny participation in the Infringements and thereby lose the benefit of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Both Parties confirmed that they intended to maintain their acceptance of involvement in the Infringements and that their representations should be read in this light.1708

Amendments to representations by certain leniency Parties in order to comply with the terms of their leniency agreement

II.1582. In response to the Statement, several leniency Parties1709 made representations about the legal characterisation of their conduct which, if maintained, the OFT considered would have contravened the terms of their respective leniency agreements. The OFT therefore wrote to these Parties on 23 December 2008 expressing concern that their representations were inconsistent with their status as leniency applicants. Following further communications with the OFT, all of these Parties subsequently amended their representations to make them comply with the terms of their leniency agreements.1710

II.1583. One party, Wildgoose, later suggested that it had been unfairly pressured by the OFT into admitting liability.1711 The OFT does not accept this suggestion. Wildgoose was perfectly free to decide whether it wished to apply for and sustain its leniency application. Furthermore, it is clear from the OFT’s leniency policy that it is an integral requirement for an award of leniency that the applicant should admit its participation in cartel activity in breach of the Act and/or Article 81.1712 Notwithstanding these representations, the OFT notes that Wildgoose has not in fact withdrawn its admission of cartel activity and the OFT accordingly relies on it in this Decision and is granting Wildgoose a penalty discount for leniency.

1706 Excerpt from letter sent to the parties on 27 July 2009 inviting further submissions following Mr Justice Cranston’s Judgment on 24 July.
1707 E Manton and Durkan Pudelek.
1708 Email from E Manton, 10 December 2008 and letter from Concentra, 4 March 2009.
1709 Admiral, Bramall, Derwent Valley, Harlow & Milner, Henry Boot, Herbert Baggaley, Propencity, Thomas Vale and Wildgoose.
1711 Letter from Wildgoose, 10 August 2009, page 2.
1712 OFT 423 OFT’s Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a Penalty (December 2004), paragraph 3.1.
Supplementary Statements of Objections

II.1584. In the light of information that came to the OFT’s attention following the issue of the Statement, the OFT issued the following supplementary Statements of Objections (‘Supplementary Statements’) to certain Parties. In each case, the addressees of the Supplementary Statements were given the opportunity to make written and oral representations.

1. Durkan company group and Infringements

II.1585. On 23 December 2008, the OFT issued a Supplementary Statement to Durkan Limited, Durkan Holdings, Concentra, and the counter-Parties to their Infringements, Mansell and Balfour Beatty. The need for this Supplementary Statement arose from the fact that the OFT now considers that Durkan Limited, and not Concentra as provisionally found in the Statement, was the company directly involved in Infringement 220. This Supplementary Statement also addressed certain representations made by Durkan Holdings and by Concentra in response to the Statement, regarding their liability for three of the Alleged Infringements described in the Statement, Alleged Infringements 135, 220 and 240. The content of and responses to the first Supplementary Statement are described in the Durkan company profile at paragraphs II.382 to II.442 above, and in the descriptions of Infringements 135, 220 and 240 in section IV below.

2. Lindum liability for Infringement 182

II.1586. On 9 February 2009, the OFT issued a Supplementary Statement to Lindum and Lindum Group, and the counter-Parties to Infringement 182, Jack Lunn and its ultimate parent at the time of this Infringement, Jack Lunn (Holdings). The need for this Supplementary Statement arose from the fact that the OFT now considers that Lindum, and not Lindum Homes as provisionally found in the Statement, was the company directly involved in Infringement 182. The content of and responses to this Supplementary Statement are described in the description of Infringement 182 in section IV below.

3. Amendments to relevant markets for certain Infringements

II.1587. On 18 March 2009, the OFT issued a Supplementary Statement to the Parties set out below. The need for this Supplementary Statement arose from the fact that the OFT considered the relevant product and/or geographic markets for Infringements 9, 20, 29, 54, 78,108, 114, 128, 136, 141, 155, 204 and 208 to be different from the markets set out in the Statement. The content of and responses to this Supplementary Statement are described in the market definition section in section II below.

- ARG;
- Adam Eastwood and its controlling party the Eastwood Foundation;
- Admiral;
- Allenbuild and its ultimate parent Renew;
- Bodill;
- Derwent Valley and its ultimate parent Chevin Holdings;
- E Taylor;
- F Parkinson and its ultimate parent Mowbray;
- Francis and its ultimate parent Barrett;
- Greswolde and its ultimate parent Mantisson;
- Herbert Baggaley and its ultimate parent Baggaley Group;
• J J & A R Jackson;
• Loach;
• Mansell and its former ultimate parent Mansell plc and current ultimate parent Balfour Beatty plc;
• Milward;
• R Durtnell & Sons and its ultimate parent Durtnell Holdings;
• Robert Woodhead and its ultimate parent Woodhead Holdings;
• Simons and Wrights (Lincoln) together with their ultimate parent company Simons Group;
• Strata;
• Thomas Vale and its ultimate parent Thomas Vale Holdings;
• Thorndyke;
• W R Bloodworth;
• Wildgoose; and
• William Woodsend.

4. A H Willis liability for Infringement 224

II.1588. On 30 March 2009, the OFT issued a Supplementary Statement to A H Willis and the counter-Parties to Infringement 224, Mansell and Balfour Beatty. The need for this Supplementary Statement arose from the fact that the OFT considered it needed to adduce additional factual evidence and rely on additional legal reasoning relating to the creation of an agency relationship and an undertaking’s liability for the acts of its agents, in relation to Infringement 224. The content of and responses to this Supplementary Statement are described in the description of Infringement 224 in section IV below.

5. Pearce Group liability for Infringement 75

II.1589. On 16 April 2009, the OFT issued a Supplementary Statement to Pearce, Pearce Group and Crest Nicholson, and the counter-Parties to Infringement 75, Thomas Vale, Balfour Beatty and Interclass. The need for this Supplementary Statement arose from the fact that the OFT considered that, by virtue of the fact that Pearce acted as the ‘undisclosed agent’ of its parent Pearce Group, Pearce Group should be regarded, together with Pearce, as having been directly involved in Infringement 75, and that Crest Nicholson, Pearce Group and Pearce should therefore be held jointly and severally liable for Pearce Group’s and Pearce’s participation in that Infringement. The content of and responses to this Supplementary Statement are described in the company profiles section at paragraphs II.1000 to II.1036 above, and in the description of Infringement 75 in section IV below.

6. Amendments to relevant markets for certain Infringements

II.1590. On 19 May 2009, the OFT issued a Supplementary Statement to the Parties set out below. The need for this Supplementary Statement arose from the fact that the OFT considered the relevant product markets for Infringements 8, 43, 80, 97, 129, 176, 220 and 240, all relating to work for Local Authorities, to be Public Housing rather than Private Housing as originally set out in the Statement. The content of and responses to this Supplementary Statement are described in the market definition section in section II below.

• Balfour Beatty and Mansell;
• Bodill;
• Durkan Holdings;
• Durkan;
• G & J Seddon and its ultimate parent Seddon;
• J J & A R Jackson;
• J J McGinley and its former parent McGinley Holdings;
• Richardson Projects;
• Strata; and
• William Woodsend.

Decision not to pursue certain Alleged Infringements

II.1591. Following consideration of the Parties’ representations on the Statement, the OFT has decided not to make infringement findings in relation to 40 Alleged Infringements for which, in the OFT’s view, the evidence was ultimately insufficient to sustain a finding that there had been an infringement of the Act in the terms set out in the Statement. For the following 38 Alleged Infringements, the evidence depended wholly or almost wholly on a single document where, in the OFT’s view, the surrounding circumstances meant that the document alone would have been insufficient to meet the requisite standard of proof:

• Alleged Infringements 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 19, 24, 25, 26, 28, 33, 51, 60, 71, 73, 76, 81, 87, 92, 99, 109, 111, 113, 117, 130, 131, 132, 145, 148, 151, 153, 161, 167, 170, 177, 200 and 223.

II.1592. New evidence was supplied in relation to Alleged Infringement 101, indicating that in that particular instance the client had not been deceived into thinking that a cover bid was genuine, such that the object or effect of the arrangement differed from other instances of cover bidding described in this Decision. Alleged Infringement 185 involved documentary evidence with conflicting witness explanations which, in the OFT’s view, meant that the requisite standard of proof was not met.

II.1593. In addition, the OFT has decided not to pursue to Decision the following 5 Alleged Infringements, the commencement of which pre-dated the coming into force of the Act, as, by virtue of the transitional provisions of the Act, the Chapter I prohibition may not apply, despite elements of the arrangements occurring after 1 March 2000 (see paragraph III.220 below):

• Alleged Infringements 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

II.1594. As a result of this, the following nine of the parties to which the Statement was addressed are not addressees of this Decision as they have not been found to have engaged in any breach of the Act and are therefore entitled to the presumption of innocence:

• Adonis Construction Limited;
• Chase Norton Construction Limited together with its ultimate parent company Chase Midland plc;
• E.G. Carter Limited;

1713 See further paragraph III.203 regarding the need to take into account the particular context and particular circumstances when placing reliance on a single item of evidence.
• Frank Galliers Limited together with its former ultimate parent company Frank Galliers Holdings Limited;

• George Law Limited together with its ultimate parent company, then named Bosworth & Wakeford Limited;

• J. Guest Limited;

• Piper Construction Midlands Limited together with its ultimate parent company Piper Securities Holdings Limited;

• Robert Bruce Construction Limited; and

• Spicers (Builders) Limited.

II.1595. The number of Parties found to have infringed in this Decision is therefore 103, as compared with the 112 addressees of the Statement.

II.1596. Infringements in this Decision are numbered according to the numbering of the respective Alleged Infringements in the Statement, hence the inclusion of numbers up to 244 when only 199 infringement findings are made.
C. Definition of Relevant Markets

Industry background

II.1597. The Parties to the Infringements described in this Decision are building contractors that provide construction and support services. The building contracting industry is classified as Division 45 of the UK Standard Industrial Classification ('SIC') 2003, which comprises ‘general construction and special trade construction for buildings and civil engineering, building installation and building completion. It includes new work, repair, additions and alterations, the erection of prefabricated buildings or structures on site and also constructions of a temporary nature’. 1714

II.1598. The latest Construction Statistics Annual Report prior to the issue of the Statement on 16 April 2008 1715 prepared by the Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform (BERR) 1716 indicated that Contractors’ output in the construction industry was £111.7 billion 1717 at then current prices in 2006. 1718 The report showed that the market can be divided into two main types of work: new works which recorded an output of £64.4 billion, and repair and maintenance which had an output of £47.3 billion in 2006. Within the new works the report indicated that of the contractors’ output, roughly three quarters (£48.8 billion) was accounted for by private sector works. 1719 New works were split into the following categories of work: private sector housing (£19.6 billion), public sector housing (£3.4 billion), infrastructure (£6.5 billion), industrial (£5.0 billion) and commercial (£29.8 billion). Within repair and maintenance work, two thirds (£31.4 billion) was private sector work with this work split fairly equally between housing and non-housing works.

II.1599. The Construction Statistics Annual report showed that there were 186,107 contractors’ firms 1720 engaged in construction work in 2006. However, of these, 180,131 (97 per cent) had fewer than 25 employees and accounted for only just over a quarter of output 1721 in terms of the value of work done in 2006. This shows the fragmented structure of the industry.

Approach to market definition in cartel cases

II.1600. The primary purpose of defining the relevant market in cartel cases is to assist in the calculation of penalties. The CAT and the Court of Appeal have accepted that it is not necessary for the OFT to carry out a formal analysis of the relevant

---

1715 Table 2.4 Contractors’ Output - Construction Statistics Annual 2007 – Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform (BERR) – August 2007.
1716 BERR has since become BIS (Department for Business Innovation and Skills) on 5 June 2009 but is referred to as BERR in this Decision when mentioning documents published before that day.
1717 All 2006 figures are provisional and comprise output by contractors, estimates of unrecorded output by small firms and self-employed workers and a small amount of output by public sector direct labour departments classified to construction.
1718 The Office of National Statistics Annual Business Inquiry First Release (16 November 2007) shows provisional results for the UK Construction Industry of £176.1bn measured in terms of turnover. This compares to £113.6bn figure for output of the construction industry based on BERR statistics shown in Table 2.1 Output – Construction Statistics Annual 2007.
1719 Table 2.8 Contractors’ output by type of work – Construction Statistics Annual 2007.
1720 Table 3.1 Private contractors: number of firms – Construction Statistics Annual 2007. Information relates to the number of private contractors’ firms on the register of the Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform (BERR) Register.
1721 Table 3.3 Private contractors: Value of work done - Construction Statistics Annual 2007.
product market in order to assess the appropriate level of the penalty.\textsuperscript{1722} Rather, the OFT must be 'satisfied on a reasonable, and properly reasoned basis, of what is the relevant product market affected by the infringement'.\textsuperscript{1723} Consideration of the 'commercial reality', insofar as it 'can reasonably be shown that the products so grouped were "affected" by the infringement', is also a relevant consideration.\textsuperscript{1724} The OFT considers that this principle also applies when assessing the relevant geographic market.

II.1601. The OFT is not bound by market definitions adopted in previous cases, either by itself or by other competition authorities, although earlier definitions can sometimes be informative when considering the appropriate market definition. Equally, although previous cases can provide useful information, the relevant market must be identified according to the particular facts of the case in hand.

\textit{Product market definition in the present case}

II.1602. The process of defining the relevant market starts with the focal product that is the subject of the investigation. In this case, this is the supply of building works for a particular construction project (the 'Focal Product'). Market definition establishes the closest substitutes to the Focal Product. Such products are usually the most immediate competitive constraints on the behaviour of the undertaking controlling the Focal Product.\textsuperscript{1725} When identifying the closest substitute products, it is necessary to consider both demand side substitution, that is, how customers of the Focal Product would respond to a small but significant increase in its price\textsuperscript{1726}, and supply side substitution, that is, how potential producers of the Focal Product would respond to a similar increase in its price.\textsuperscript{1727}

II.1603. On the demand side there is limited possibility for demand side substitution. Typically when customers seek quotes from building contractors it is for a particular type of building project, for example for a new shopping mall or a new house, or to refurbish an existing building. Although a customer may be able to vary the specification in response to a price increase, or even not enter into a contract at all, a customer is unlikely to enter into an entirely new contract in response to a small price rise.

II.1604. On the supply side there appears to be much greater ability to switch between different types of building works. The extent of supply side substitutability is determined by the extent to which firms can commence supply of a particular type of construction work quickly and without significant extra cost in response to a small increase in prices. Where this can be done within a year and without

\textsuperscript{1723} Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v OFT and JJB Sports plc v OFT [2006] ECWA Civ 1318, paragraph 170.
\textsuperscript{1724} Ibid, at paragraphs 170 to 173 and 228.
\textsuperscript{1725} OFT Guideline 403, \textit{Market Definition}, December 2004, paragraph 2.5.
\textsuperscript{1726} Usually a five to ten per cent increase. See OFT Guideline 403, \textit{Market Definition}, December 2004, paragraph 3.3.
\textsuperscript{1727} This is known as the hypothetical monopolist test. See OFT Guideline 403, \textit{Market Definition}, December 2004, paragraphs 2.5 to 2.13.
incurring substantial sunk costs\textsuperscript{1728}, it is likely that the products fall within the same relevant market.

II.1605. To assess the extent to which different types of construction work fall within the same relevant market, questionnaires were sent to all of the construction companies under investigation in order to obtain information regarding the characteristics of the firms, the categories of work and sectors they work in, and the constraints they face to expanding output and the geographic reach of their work (Suppliers’ Survey, reproduced in Annex D (1)). Questionnaires were also sent to all clients of Suspect Tenders both in the public and private sector to find out what types of construction work were being undertaken in these tenders and what factors affected the choice of contractors during the selection process (Clients’ Survey, reproduced in Annex D (2)). Responses to the Suppliers Survey showed that all parties under investigation were general contractors that are defined in the Building Contracting – Key Note report as ‘establishments engaged in building and civil engineering work (not sufficiently specialised to be classified elsewhere in the construction industry) and demolition work’.\textsuperscript{1729}

II.1606. As discussed in the Statement, the OFT has constructed a database from the information supplied in the responses to the Suppliers’ Survey and the Clients’ Survey namely, the OFT’s Construction Database (2007), from which the tables set out below have been prepared.

II.1607. It is relevant to note that the data analysis was carried out in relation to the 244 Alleged Infringements as set out in the Statement. Despite the fact that not every Alleged Infringement is found to be an Infringement in this Decision and minor variations in the classification of certain specific infringements, given the size of the database and the comparatively minor reduction in the number of Parties since the Statement the OFT considers that the results of the survey and analysis of the Alleged Infringement data remain valid support for the definition of the relevant product and geographical markets in this case.

II.1608. Similarly, this section incorporates many statistics and references to reports published during the year prior to the issue of the Statement. The OFT has received no information to suggest that more recent statistics or reports would indicate the need for changes to the OFT’s definitions of relevant product and geographic markets in this case.

II.1609. Table 1 provides some summary statistics taken from these initial surveys. These show a large variation in the size of companies under investigation, from those with a turnover of less than £1 million to those with a turnover of over £2 billion. Responses to the Suppliers’ Survey indicated that some were small regionally based construction companies whilst others were much larger national construction companies albeit that many of these were structured on a regional basis.

II.1610. Contract values for Alleged Infringements\textsuperscript{1730} also varied considerably from as little as £2,215 to £8.5 million, with an average value of £1.2 million.

\textsuperscript{1728} Market Definition - Competition Law Guideline published by the OFT in December 2004 states that ‘In this context sunk cost is a cost incurred on entering a market that is not recoverable on exiting the market’.


\textsuperscript{1730} Alleged Infringements are those tenders that were selected from the pool of Suspect Tenders, for inclusion in the Statement, as described in paragraphs II.1495 to II.1506 above.
addition, it can be seen from Table 1 that the practice of collusive tendering was spread across both public and private sector tenders with 57 per cent of Alleged Infringements falling within the public sector. Amongst Alleged Infringements just over 60 per cent were accounted for by new building (‘NB’) works, 34 per cent by repair, maintenance and improvement (‘RMI’) works and the remainder involved an element of both NB and RMI. The survey also provided an indication of the distances that suppliers are prepared to travel to undertake work. Although amongst the Alleged Infringements there was quite a wide variation in distance travelled by suppliers from less than a mile to over 114 miles, on average they travelled around 23 miles.

II.1611. The Infringements relate to tendered contracts both in the private sector and the public sector. One respondent described the tendering process as follows, ‘The process for price-based competitive tendering in the construction industry is that the client (e.g. the Council or Local Authority) issues a number of invitations to specific companies to tender. The number can vary significantly – there can be as few as 2 or 3 or as many as 20 or 25 for example.’

1731 ‘Public work’ is work for any public authority such as government departments, public utilities, nationalised industries, universities, the Post Office, new town corporations and housing associations. ‘Private work’ is for a private owner or organisation or a private developer and includes work carried out by firms on their own initiative. It includes work where the private sector carries out the majority of the risk/gain, i.e. in principle, all PFI contracts are private. See ONS sector classification guide - http://www.statistics.gov.uk/StatBase/Product.asp?vlnk=7163.

1732 Henry Boot’s market definition response to question 15 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B3247b.
### Table 1: Summary characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suppliers’ Survey</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
<th>120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customers’ Survey</td>
<td>Number of respondents</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnover of parties</td>
<td>£678,611 min</td>
<td>£2,025m max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tenders</td>
<td>- for all Suspect Tenders</td>
<td>527 tenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- for Alleged Infringements</td>
<td>244 tenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender Size</td>
<td>- for all Suspect Tenders</td>
<td>£2,215 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- for Alleged Infringements</td>
<td>£2,215 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split of tenders between public and private work</td>
<td>- for all Suspect Tenders</td>
<td>53.1% (Public)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- for Alleged Infringements</td>
<td>56.6% (Public)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>46.9% (Private)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>43.4% (Private)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split of tenders between new build (NB) or repair, maintenance and improvement (RMI)</td>
<td>- for all Suspect Tenders</td>
<td>57.1% (NB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- for Alleged Infringements</td>
<td>61.1% (NB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36.2% (RMI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34.0% (RMI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance of suppliers to</td>
<td>- all Suspect Tender project sites</td>
<td>0.2 miles (closest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Alleged Infringement project sites</td>
<td>0.4 miles (closest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>120 miles (furthest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>114 miles (furthest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22.9 miles (average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22.7 miles (average)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

II.1612. A tender is defined in a book on Procurement in the Construction Industry as ‘an offer to carry out work for a stated price’\(^\text{1733}\). The book notes that for the client, tendering traditionally involves both selecting a contractor and agreeing a price. Under selective tendering the ‘Client chooses to restrict competition to a selected number of contractors (usually between four to six) and this commonly

involves a pre-qualification procedure for those wishing to make a tender list’. The OFT notes that both traditional and selective (non-traditional) tendering constitute a tender process, and price is a part of the process regardless of which procurement method is utilised (see paragraphs II.1682 and II.1687 below).

II.1613. Table 2 below shows that for the Alleged Infringements the number of firms tendering ranged from two to 13, and the average number of firms tendering was 5.4.

Table 2: Analysis of the number of suppliers that tendered for Alleged Infringements, grouped by sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Number of suppliers tendering</th>
<th>Total number of tenders in sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Sector Housing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Sector Housing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defence</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment (incl. Leisure)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garages</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisons</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehousing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Clients’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

II.1614. Clients were also asked in another part of the survey to rank certain factors in terms of their importance to whether a supplier was included on a tender list. Table 1 in Annex D (3) indicates that a key factor in selecting a contractor to bid for a tender is that it can demonstrate that it has already carried out a similar type of work. Firms can demonstrate that they have a proven track record in a particular type of work by showing in their promotional material that they have undertaken similar work for the client or other clients. The latter is an important factor as clients sometimes delegate the tendering process to local firms of architects or quantity surveyors. In many cases they will seek the advice of local firms of architects or quantity surveyors at the point where they

---

1734 Ibid, page 120.
1735 Public sector housing category includes the construction of student accommodation for public sector clients.
1736 Private sector housing category includes the construction of student accommodation for private sector clients.
1737 Firms provided examples of their promotional material in their market definition responses. For example, documents provided by Bodill and Loach in their market definition responses to the questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 5431 and 5692, contained pictures of a number of recently completed projects.
are choosing their final tender list as these firms have experience of which contractors have carried out similar types of projects.

II.1615. The type of work undertaken by a building contractor is characterised in two main ways. Firstly, the work is undertaken within a particular sector as shown in the Construction Statistics Annual report. Secondly, the work involves either NB or RMI. The extent to which this categorisation impacts on the definition of the relevant market is discussed below.

**The relevant product market**

II.1616. As indicated above, each Infringement involves the provision of construction works which fall into a certain sector (for example, Retail). However in defining the relevant product market it is necessary to consider whether competition is constrained at the sector level or whether building firms actually compete according to the broader category of work (for example, Commercial). BERR categorises the following five main categories of construction work:

- Public Sector Housing (‘Public Housing’);
- Private Sector Housing (‘Private Housing’);
- Infrastructure;
- Commercial; and
- Industrial.

II.1617. Infrastructure falls outside the scope of this investigation. Parties to the investigation are general building contractors and consider that infrastructure projects are principally undertaken by firms specialising in civil engineering work that have specialist skills needed for these types of projects. One respondent to the survey indicated that the infrastructure market is dominated by much larger companies that operate nationally – and involve contracts of a large value. Another respondent considered ‘Infrastructure to be a market for civil engineering firms only’ and not for a general construction company like itself. There were no infrastructure projects amongst the Alleged Infringements and hence infrastructure falls outside the scope of this investigation.

II.1618. The BERR statistics show that each sector can be assigned to a particular category of work, along the lines indicated in Table 3 below.

---

1739 Strata’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 5964.
1740 Ackroyd & Abbott’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6789.
### Table 3: Mapping of sectors to categories of work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Housing</th>
<th>Private Housing</th>
<th>Commercial</th>
<th>Industrial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Housing 1741</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Education (inc Schools, Colleges &amp; Universities)</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Warehouses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>Factories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Entertainment (incl. Leisure)</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Garages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prisons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Defence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BERR Annual Statistics (2007)

Switching between sectors of work

II.1619. Table 4 provides a summary of information contained in the OFT’s database showing the allocation of the 244 Alleged Infringements by sector 1742 and category of work, and by NB and RMI.

### Table 4: Analysis of Alleged Infringements by sector and category of work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>All contracts</th>
<th>Only NB contracts</th>
<th>Only RMI contracts</th>
<th>Both NB and RMI contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment (incl. Leisure)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garages</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisons</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehousing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All sectors</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

II.1620. Some contracts cover more than one sector, for example where a tender involves a development that includes both retail outlets and private housing. A high proportion (67 per cent) of the Alleged Infringements fell within the

1741 Note the term ‘Social Housing’ is often used in the industry instead of ‘Public Housing’.

1742 In those instances where the construction work falls into more than one sector the contract is attributed to the sector that represents the highest proportion of work.
commercial category of work, amongst which education, office and health work were well represented. The next most important categories of work were private sector housing and public sector housing which accounted respectively for 15 per cent and 13 per cent of all Alleged Infringements. Table 4 shows that some Alleged Infringements involved both NB and RMI. For example, of the 72 Alleged Infringements in the education sector, 51 contained only NB, 15 contained only RMI and 6 contained both NB and RMI elements of work.

Extent of supply side substitutability

II.1621. The ability and ease with which construction companies can reposition their work is dependent on the extent to which the skills and resources required for different types of construction work are generic. To the extent that specialist skills and/or experience are required for certain types of construction work this would support a segmentation of the market by sector or category of work.

II.1622. To assist in the OFT’s assessment of the relevant market the Suppliers’ Survey included questions aimed at determining the time required to switch between sectors of work and what factors influenced the time required. The survey results revealed some variation between respondents, with 43 per cent of respondents who answered the question saying they were capable of entering another sector of work within a year, while 57 per cent said it would take longer. In addition 15 respondents reported that they were not considering new sectors of work – these are excluded from the analysis, shown in Table 5 below. For some this reflected the fact that they had been trading in a particular sector for a considerable time. For example one respondent noted that to start up in a new sector ‘would require them to “break into” new markets that are outside the trading areas we have operated in since our inception [...]’.

II.1623. Amongst the companies that considered that there are no significant barriers to entry and that they could easily enter a new sector were larger companies that were already active in a number of sectors. These companies said they could quite easily start work in a new sector by buying in specialist skills through sub contractors and suppliers. One respondent indicated that it is the norm in construction where typically 80 to 90 per cent of the cost is accounted for by ‘bought in’ services and products. Some of the responses pointed to the ease of switching to another sector within the public sector, which may reflect the fact that they were already conversant with public sector procurement methods. However, other construction companies considered that to enter a new sector successfully requires careful planning and the availability of suitable management and staff resources, and that in many cases it is impeded by the need to show a proven track record.

1743 Note that the survey examined the ability aspect of supply side substitution, i.e. whether building contractors faced constraints to switching. This did not ask whether suppliers have the incentive to switch in response to a small price increase. However, some respondents in their responses indicated that they had no intention of switching as they operate in a particular segment of the market and that is where their expertise lies.

1744 OFT’s Construction Database (2007).

1745 [...][C]

1746 Balfour Beatty’s market definition response to question 8 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B2876.
Table 5: Factors that influence time required to change sector of work
Responses to question 8 of the Suppliers’ Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Time required &gt; 1 year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management and staff resources</td>
<td>41  73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to obtain new clients</td>
<td>28  50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional finances</td>
<td>14  25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to undertake market research</td>
<td>15  27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to incur marketing costs</td>
<td>17  30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty in entering defence sector</td>
<td>10  18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of work in that sector</td>
<td>6   11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty in obtaining insurance</td>
<td>2   4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead in time on specialist materials</td>
<td>5   9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Suppliers’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

II.1624. Table 5 summarises the survey results for those companies that considered it would take more than a year to change sector. To the extent that the time to change sectors is greater than one year, then the factor represents a barrier to switching and contributes to a partitioning of the market. Many of the factors identified as constraining the switching of sectors apply equally at the category of work level. It is notable that those companies that considered there were no significant barriers to entry were already active in all sectors. The factors constraining the ability to switch are considered in greater detail below.

1. Management and staff resources

II.1625. The most significant factor influencing the time required by building contractors to change sector of work is the availability of management and staff resources. The constraint on bidding for new work can be not only having insufficient resources to provide estimates and bid for projects but also having the resources needed to carry out the work. One respondent already active in a number of sectors said that the only constraint was being given the opportunity to tender at a time when there was capacity in the estimating department and that costs were minimal.

II.1626. Some respondents identified skill shortages as a constraint to switching to a new sector. For example, one respondent noted that ‘Social Housing is generally not regarded as being as technically demanding as other types of construction and our staff would have difficulties if forced by us to retrain in order to undertake other work types’. It indicated that staff would leave, resulting in a need to incur considerable recruitment costs at a time when there was a severe skill shortage, making it almost impossible to replace large numbers of staff.

---

1747 Table 5: Percentage figures show the proportion of respondents who believed switching sector would take more than a year and identified the factor as influencing the time required to change sector of work.
1748 Admiral’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 5749.
1749 Richardson Projects’ market definition response to question 7 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6473.
2. Ability to obtain new clients

II.1627. A lack of a proven track record was also seen as a constraint to switching. One respondent already active in the public housing sector said that it would be difficult to switch to private sector housing as clients have preferred contractors with ongoing relationships that have been established over many years.\textsuperscript{1750} An established track record in a closely related sector can make it easier to switch. An example of this was given by a company which was already active in private sector housing and considered that it would be easy and cost little or nothing for it to switch to public sector work.\textsuperscript{1751} Other constraints were identified such as a lack of a rating on Constructionline\textsuperscript{1752} acting as a barrier to entry.\textsuperscript{1753}

3. Additional finance/capital required

II.1628. The level of financing required can differ according to the sector or category of work. One respondent considered that financial risks are such that in particular markets clients will insist on a contractor providing significant increased levels of cover or larger than normal surety bonds.\textsuperscript{1754} Opportunities in new sectors may require a move away from undertaking general construction work obtained by competitive tendering or negotiation to speculative developments with increased levels of capital required. Speculative developments are those where a company provides finance, buys land and develops it before finding the purchaser for the development.\textsuperscript{1755}

4. Need to undertake market research

II.1629. Survey responses also pointed to the need to undertake market research. One respondent noted that, ‘to establish a credible presence in a new market sector, one has to know and to have formed a view as to our ability to work with them, the probable procurement routes, the nature and extent of competition, the potential risk/reward earnings ratios, the extent of available supply chain to support the initiative, and to have established that the company has the management experience capacity and competence to work in such sectors over the medium to long term’.\textsuperscript{1756} Another respondent indicated that a switch to retail work would require the allocation of suitable marketing resources and would be difficult as the competition was established and very keen.\textsuperscript{1757}

5. Need to incur marketing costs

II.1630. In addition to market research a building company must incur marketing costs, which are usually considered to be sunk costs in that they cannot be recouped

\textsuperscript{1750} Hobson & Porter’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference A1642.
\textsuperscript{1751} York House’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference A1632.
\textsuperscript{1752} Constructionline is a directory of more than 12,500 pre-qualified UK construction contractors and consultants. Endorsed by the BIS.
\textsuperscript{1753} Bramall’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B2609.
\textsuperscript{1754} Jack Lunn’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference A2479.
\textsuperscript{1755} Ackroyd & Abbott’s market definition response to question 1 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6789.
\textsuperscript{1756} Bluestone’s market definition response to questions 6 and 8 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B2370.
\textsuperscript{1757} […]
by the firm if entry to the sector is unsuccessful. Survey responses indicated
that marketing costs can be substantial, amounting to £100,000 or more.

6. Lead in time on specialist materials

II.1631. To switch to a new sector of work a company must have access to the supply
chain for materials needed for that type of construction. One respondent
indicated that ‘the company does not have established relationships with the
supply chain in other categories. It would take considerable time to build such
relationships. In addition, there are considerable pressures on the existing
resources due to the high level of construction activity within the country and
this would be likely to have detrimental effect on the company’s ability to
secure resources’. ¹⁷⁵⁸

7. Difficulties in entering certain sectors

(a) Housing

II.1632. For some construction companies switching between more closely related
sectors such as private sector housing and public sector housing can be fairly
easy. However, some companies noted that the ability to switch can be
constrained by a lack of access to a key resource such as suitable land upon
which to build.

(b) Healthcare

II.1633. One respondent indicated that despite a turnover in excess of £40 million they
found it difficult to enter the Healthcare market as ‘larger schemes seem to be
let under PFI, a facility we do not offer, and the smaller schemes tend to be
bundled up and let under Framework arrangements’. ¹⁷⁵⁹

(c) Defence

II.1634. A number of responses to the survey indicated that the defence sector was one
market which companies found difficult to enter. Reasons given included
lengthy pre-qualification procedures, opportunities that were strictly limited due
to the location of defence sites, and the fact that most of the work was already
covered by long term contracts. Defence work is largely undertaken through
Regional Prime Contracts, whereby one large construction company is
responsible for undertaking all of the contracting within a defined geographic
region. If the Prime Contractor is unwilling or unable to allocate its work to
another contractor other local firms will not secure defence works. It is notable
that most of the respondents worked as main contractors which may explain
their reluctance to work in the defence sector if it meant working for the Prime
Contractor.

8. Costs associated with switching

II.1635. For work within different sectors to fall within the same relevant market,
companies wishing to switch to a different sector must not incur significant
extra costs. The responses to the OFT’s questionnaire indicated that the costs
of switching vary quite considerably, and in certain cases can be considerable,

¹⁷⁵⁸ Bullock’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6849.
¹⁷⁵⁹ [...][C]
although relative to total turnover the costs are on average a small proportion. Table 6 shows the costs associated with change of sector of work.

II.1636. Some quite small companies saw minimal costs (i.e. costs related solely to tendering) of entering a new sector and the only constraint was having capacity in the estimating department. As indicated above certain larger firms saw few constraints to switching and considered the costs of switching to be moderate. One respondent indicated that ‘they could start operations in another customer sector within the construction and housing categories (for example, defence) fairly quickly, within a year, and at modest cost (typically recruiting a few individuals with experience and/or knowledge of the customer and their specific requirements – say an investment of around £100,000.)’

Table 6: Costs associated with change of sector of work
Responses to question 8 of the Suppliers’ survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>No. of responses</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Average 2005 turnover (millions)</th>
<th>Average cost of change (thousands)</th>
<th>Proportion of turnover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£0 – £50k</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>£56.7</td>
<td>£32</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£51k – £100k</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>£172.9</td>
<td>£92</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£101k – £200k</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>£33.0</td>
<td>£149</td>
<td>0.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£201k – £500k</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>£51.0</td>
<td>£374</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£500k – £999k</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>£275.5</td>
<td>£733</td>
<td>0.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£1m – £3m</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>£328.0</td>
<td>£1,667</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Suppliers’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

II.1637. However, certain large companies in their responses identified substantial upfront investment costs to expansion into a new sector of £1 million excluding any specific investment in plant, equipment and people. Even some of those companies such as Thomas Vale that already operated in all categories of work and most sectors, identified investment costs of £0.5 million associated with a requirement to set up a new regional office. Another company that was then active in public sector housing refurbishment considered that it faced no barriers to access the public sector. Costs of entry were considered to be minimal, as it could be undertaken on a controlled gradual basis and new work could be secured using existing marketing and estimating resources with initial entry costs likely to be in the region of £10,000 to £50,000.

II.1638. It is clear from the above that views on the ease of moving between different sectors of work were highly varied, with the majority of companies suggesting that it would take longer than a year, citing principally management and staff resource issues and the ability to obtain new clients, but a significant minority suggesting that less time would be needed. Although the evidence is mixed, particularly in relation to the costs associated with such moves, the OFT has decided to take a cautious approach in relation to this issue, and concluded that

---

1760 Admiral’s market definition response to questions 6 and 8 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 5749.
1761 […] | C
1762 Bluestone’s market definition response to questions 6 and 8 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B2370.
1763 Thomas Vale’s market definition response to question 8 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 5711.
1764 Bramall’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B2609.
for the purposes of this case each sector constitutes a different relevant product market.

Switching between categories of work

II.1639. In reaching the conclusion set out in the previous section, the OFT also considered the extent to which it would be appropriate to adopt a wider market definition than sector of work, based on the categories of work undertaken by firms. As regards public housing work and private housing work there is no distinction between category and sector. However, for the remaining categories of work the surveys supplied evidence of constraints to switching at the sector level, as described in the previous section, which would not lend support to the market being defined more widely.

II.1640. When contractors were asked whether there were constraints to moving between categories of work, as shown in Table 7 below, many of the factors identified were the same as those mentioned in response to the questions regarding constraints to switching to different sectors. 29 per cent of respondents who answered the question said they were capable of entering another category of work within a year, while the majority (71 per cent) said it would take longer. Amongst those firms that considered that they could switch within a year to another category of work were those that were already active in most categories of work. Sometimes this response was given by quite small firms who said they were quite flexible and could subcontract work. However, it was not clear to what extent this reflected quite a small scale of entry rather than a sustainable entry strategy which could represent a competitive constraint on the market.

II.1641. Table 7 shows that amongst those factors that constrain switching, availability of management and staff resources was the factor most cited as a constraint. Lack of opportunities given geographic location could also be a constraint. Significant costs of switching were also identified including costs relating to establishing that the market is available and its long term viability, research into the availability of specialist staff/equipment, producing marketing material and establishing sources for procuring tender enquiries, recruiting related personnel and redundancy or training costs for other staff, estimated by some companies at around £100,000 to £250,000 without taking into account loss of revenues from existing workstreams. One respondent noted that there was little construction activity in the industrial category within its geographic location.

---

1765 OFT’s Construction Database (2007).
1766 R Durtnell’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6729.
Table 7: Factors that influence time required to change category of work
Analysis of responses to question 6 of the Suppliers’ Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Time required</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management and staff resources</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to obtain new clients</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional finances</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to undertake market research</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to incur marketing costs</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of revenues from existing work streams</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time required to establish meaningful business</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current workload considerations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials, supply chain considerations</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of work in that category</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Suppliers’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

II.1642. In addition, views sometimes differed, for example a company that was already involved in private housing indicated that it was relatively easy to switch to public housing work. However, another respondent with a turnover of £38.5m\(^{1767}\) already active in public housing indicated that it “would not operate in the private housing or infrastructure markets as we do not have the relevant skills or track record. We do not have a land bank suitable for private dwelling development”\(^{1768}\)

II.1643. Switching to industrial construction work can also pose challenges. One respondent with a turnover of £28 million\(^{1769}\) indicated that it had tried to get into industrial construction but with little success as it was not able to match the competitive price levels of established operators, it lacked a track record of successful previous delivery, and that these contracts tend to be of higher value, well outside its financial operating range.\(^{1770}\) Another respondent active in private housing, commercial construction and industrial construction with a turnover of £41 million\(^{1771}\) indicated that any significant change in core categories of work would require changes in senior management, recruitment of new personnel and retraining of existing employees, and additional finance and capital, market research, assessment and product marketing expenditure estimated to cost in the region of £250,000 each year.\(^{1772}\)

II.1644. The OFT has therefore concluded that it would not be appropriate to adopt a wider market definition than sector of work.

II.1645. In the following sections the OFT considers the possibility of further subdividing the markets according to other factors, namely type of work, size of contract and method of procurement.

---

\(^{1767}\) Directors’ Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 11604.

\(^{1768}\) [...]

\(^{1769}\) [...]

\(^{1770}\) [...]

\(^{1771}\) [...]

\(^{1772}\) [...]
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**Type of work**

**NB and RMI**

II.1646. The Infringements also relate to two principal types of work, namely NB and RMI work. The BERR statistics define RMI as work which is either repairing something which is broken, or maintaining it to an existing standard.\footnote{Notes and Definitions – Construction Statistics Annual 2007 – BERR – August 2007.} The BERR statistics define Housing RMI as including repairs, maintenance, improvements, house/flat conversions, extensions, alterations, redecorations etc on existing housing. However, the BERR statistics define Non-housing RMI as including only repairs, maintenance and redecoration to existing buildings, because in the Non-housing area, extensions, major alterations/improvements, site preparation and demolition are classified by BERR as NB.

II.1647. In response to the Statement, some Parties argued that the fact that the distinction between NB and RMI is recognised by the Office of National Statistics (‘ONS’) is *prima facie* evidence that the OFT should segment the market according to type of work in this case.\footnote{For example, written representations of John Sisk and Sicon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 145; written representations of William Woodsend, 27 June 2008, paragraph 43; and written representations of Baggaley & Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 59.} However, as discussed above in paragraphs II.1600 to II.1602, the OFT has an approach to market definition in cartel cases that follows a logical set of steps and that has been supported by the CAT and the Court of Appeal. If the results of this approach are supported to a greater or lesser extent by ONS statistics then this may provide additional foundation for the OFT’s conclusions but the OFT does not consider that such statistics would normally provide the sole or primary basis for market definition, particularly where the OFT has other evidence and analysis available to support its approach.

II.1648. As discussed in the Statement, the OFT is of the view that in relation to substitutability between NB and RMI, on the demand side it is clear that clients request building contractors to supply either NB or RMI and there is little possibility of substitution. However, on the supply side, contractors may be able to switch amongst these different types of work. The extent to which contractors would switch in response to a small increase in price will determine whether different markets are identified for each sector split into NB and RMI. In summary, the OFT has concluded that although it is unlikely that NB and RMI are demand side substitutes, these types of work are supply side substitutes and the markets for each sector should not therefore be split between NB and RMI, for the reasons outlined below.

### Table 8: Analysis of split of work between NB and RMI

**Analysis of responses to question 4 of Suppliers’ Survey**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NB only</th>
<th>RMI only</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4% (4)</td>
<td>7% (8)</td>
<td>89% (95)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Suppliers’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

II.1649. Table 8 shows that amongst the Parties, while a minority specialised in either NB or RMI, the vast majority (89 per cent) of surveyed companies carried out both types of work. This would suggest that it is relatively easy for a firm to switch between different types of work. To examine this further the responses
are broken down to assess the extent to which firms specialised by type of work (NB or RMI) at the category level. Table 9 shows the extent to which the Parties specialised between NB and RMI according to the category where work was undertaken. The headings show the percentage of suppliers’ work that falls within NB – this figure can be deducted from 100 per cent to obtain the percentage that falls within RMI. For example, it can be seen that only 15 per cent of suppliers providing services to the private sector housing category undertook zero per cent of their work in NB, and therefore focused 100 per cent of their work on RMI.

Table 9: Extent to which suppliers specialise between NB/RMI
Analysis of responses to question 4 of Suppliers’ Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of work</th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>1-24%</th>
<th>25-39%</th>
<th>40-60%</th>
<th>61-75%</th>
<th>76-99%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Suppliers’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

II.1650. Table 9\[1775\] shows that some firms did choose to operate predominantly in NB or RMI according to the category of work. For example amongst respondents there was quite a high level of specialisation in private housing NB with 31 per cent of respondents being engaged in NB only. In the industrial category of work 28 per cent specialised in NB. Amongst those respondents active within public housing, almost 30 per cent specialised in RMI. However, in every category of work the majority of firms undertook at least some work in both NB and RMI, and overall as outlined in Table 8 above, the vast majority of firms surveyed carried out both types of work.

II.1651. In the Statement, the OFT also considered why sectoral specialisation was apparent from some of the responses to the Suppliers’ Survey. One respondent, with a turnover in excess of £30 million and specialising in RMI, indicated that the company’s then present structure was specifically dedicated to the refurbishment and repair market.\[1776\] It stated, ‘For example our Site Managers would not be able to use equipment to set out new buildings nor would our bricklayers be able to work economically on the line with large quantities of brickwork’. It noted that ‘Our market is very specialised, we are working in peoples’ houses and not on a building site. We employ specialist labour and subcontractors’.\[1777\] Another smaller contractor specialising in RMI noted that ‘Breaking into new sectors is very difficult as we are established locally in refurbishment of these areas. Architects and surveyors tend to only consider us for schemes of this nature. As noted previously to enter into new build markets

\[1775\] Source: Suppliers’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database.
\[1776\] […][C]
\[1777\] […][C]
on a large scale would lead to us replacing trained staff with subcontractors to be competitive’.\footnote{1778}

II.1652. Another respondent remarked that a move into RMI might take more than a year as ’this is a highly specific market, based on large volumes of low value orders for works undertaken on a 24/7 basis, and does not align itself well with resources of a construction contractor’,\footnote{1779} This company undertook improvement work in private housing and commercial construction, suggesting that for this company, the latter work was a closer substitute to construction activity than repair and maintenance work. Another company mentioned the specialist nature of property services work which it delivered through a separate business unit. It noted that property services work grew rapidly in the 1990s as a result of local authorities’ decisions to outsource their maintenance departments.\footnote{1780}

II.1653. However, despite the particular reasons that some firms may have had for specialising in either NB or RMI, it is clear from the overall results as set out in Tables 8 and 9 that for most firms there is the potential for supply side substitutability with regard to type of work. The OFT does not therefore accept the contentions from some Parties that there are significant barriers to switching due to NB and RMI work requiring access to significantly different types of assets, skills and experience.\footnote{1781} The OFT has instead concluded that NB and RMI are supply side substitutes, for the reasons explained below.

II.1654. First, as outlined above and illustrated in Table 8, by far the majority of firms surveyed operated in both NB and RMI. Only 4 per cent of firms surveyed exclusively carried out NB work, whilst only 7 per cent of the firms surveyed carried out exclusively RMI work.\footnote{1782} On this point, the OFT notes that Haymills has argued in its representations on the Statement that the fact that most firms undertook both NB and RMI work does not make them supply side substitutes.\footnote{1783} William Woodsend and Baggaley & Jenkins also contended that the fact that many construction firms chose to operate in both segments does not mean that a segmentation between NB and RMI should not occur.\footnote{1784} The OFT accepts that although a company may perform two different operations, this does not prove definitively that these operations are supply side substitutes and hence part of the same relevant market. However the OFT does not agree with Haymills’ assertion that ’this evidence tells us nothing about supply-side substitution’.\footnote{1785} When the overall majority of firms perform two activities, the logical conclusion is that there are close complementarities between the two activities. That is, the performing of one activity makes it easier and less expensive to perform the other activity. As set out above, the OFT has found that over 89 per cent of companies surveyed were active in both RMI and NB.

\footnote{1778} Peter Baines’s market definition response to question 9 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6554.
\footnote{1779} Strata’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 5964.
\footnote{1780} Haymills’s market definition response to question 5 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6753 and information provided with the response in Annex 2, OFT Document Reference 6759.
\footnote{1781} Written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, page 2 of LECG report.
\footnote{1782} See Table 8 in paragraph II.1649 above.
\footnote{1783} Written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, page 1 of LECG report.
\footnote{1784} Written representations of William Woodsend, 27 June 2008, paragraph 43; and written representations of Baggaley & Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 59.
\footnote{1785} Written Representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, page 2 of LECG report.
This evidence is entirely consistent with NB and RMI activities being supply side substitutes.\textsuperscript{1786}

II.1655. The second reason for the OFT’s conclusion that NB and RMI are supply side substitutes is that there is no clear distinction evident either from the BERR categories or from within the body of Infringements in this case that would allow clear categorisation between types of work. The Infringement types range from obvious RMI projects to obvious NB projects, but there are many projects in between that are relatively arbitrary to classify as one or the other. For example, it is not clear at what point an extension moves away from being an improvement and becomes a new build. This is especially the case when one considers renovations or conversions of public buildings into flats. This is pertinent because the same skills needed for a large scale conversion of a public building (RMI) are needed for building a new one (NB). This indicates that a clear segmentation into different markets as some Parties have suggested, is unwarranted. This blurring of the different types of work can be seen from the evidence set out below.

(a) First, the BERR categories\textsuperscript{1787} do not provide a clear distinction between NB and RMI projects. For example, BERR classifies all 'Improvements, Extensions and Alterations' projects within the public and private housing sectors as RMI. However it classifies the same 'Improvements, Extensions and Alterations' projects as NB if they are in the non-housing sector. Furthermore, even within housing projects BERR classifies houses converted to other uses as NB, but housing converted to flats, as RMI. In essence, it is far from clear that the same skills are not required for both such projects.

(b) Secondly, there are a substantial number of Infringements within this Decision which could be classified either as RMI or NB depending upon relatively arbitrary interpretations. For example, in the Suppliers’ Survey, four firms indicated that they had not worked in NB Housing or NB Non-Housing; however, using the BERR definition, all of these Parties had Infringements which could be classified within precisely these segments.\textsuperscript{1788} This indicates that even the Parties find it difficult to distinguish whether a project is NB or RMI.

(c) Thirdly, it is not possible to make a clear distinction between the two types of work based on the segment in which the Infringements took place. There were substantial numbers of Infringements in both the RMI and NB segments and many of these could be ambiguously categorised. For example, Infringement 220, ‘External Structural Refurbishment Works’, could be interpreted as either RMI or NB depending on the extent of the structural work.

\textsuperscript{1786} A possible exception to this might be if there was an asymmetric constraint between NB and RMI activities. That is, whilst companies performing NB activities may be able easily to enter RMI activities, the opposite may not be true. If this were the case one would expect to see a high number of companies that only carry out RMI work, but a very low number of companies that only carry out NB work. In fact, as shown in Table 8, there is very little difference. Only seven per cent of companies completely specialise in RMI whilst only four per cent completely specialise in NB. This does not suggest that the constraint is asymmetric or that supply side substitution would not flow from RMI to NB.


\textsuperscript{1788} B&A (Infringements 95 and 229), Beaufort (Infringement 152), Dukeries (Infringement 207) and Francis (Infringement 234).
Fourthly, in several Infringements, the fact that the tender preparation work for both RMI and NB Infringements was carried out by the exact same individuals within particular Parties is also consistent with RMI and NB being supply side substitutes. Of the ten companies which had Infringements in both RMI and NB, to the OFT’s knowledge at least six involved a common individual working on both RMI and NB tenders. Thus it was the same individual making the proposal for both RMI and NB tenders. This suggests that the relevant individuals in all of these companies had expertise in tendering for both RMI and NB work. Furthermore, in most cases the Parties subcontracted out much of the more specialised work to electrical, plumbing, roofing etc subcontractors, making it even less likely that specialist skills would be needed for NB or for RMI projects.

II.1656. In response to the Statement, the OFT also received a number of representations from Parties claiming that their own business operations illustrated the barriers to supply side substitution. For example, Dukeries contended that because the responsive property maintenance division of its company does not carry out the type of RMI work typically performed by building contractors, the turnover of that division should be deducted from the relevant market. On this point, it is important to note that the OFT defines the relevant product market according to ‘what is the relevant product market affected by the infringement’, and in this instance it does not follow that the fact that the work of this Party’s property maintenance division does not involve a competitive tender in some instances, would mean that the turnover of its responsive property maintenance division should be deducted from penalty calculations.

II.1657. Another example is Haymills, which stated that it operates NB and RMI as two separate operations under separate managements, with RMI now undertaken by a separate subsidiary, and that these divisions are subject to different tendering processes. Haymills further stated that the two operations use separate staff with different skill sets, require estimators with different skills and experience, use two different types of equipment and require different management skills. Lastly, it stated that NB contractors usually need to provide a completion bond, and a firm with little experience in NB would find this more difficult to obtain. It further stated that some of the barriers to switching from NB to RMI can be overcome by hiring equipment and using sub-contractors, but that this would not overcome all barriers to switching. A H Willis also claimed that despite the fact that it participates in both types of work, this is carried out through separate segments of its business and there is little scope for substitution between these types of work.

II.1658. Although it is clear that some companies do choose to structure their operations according to a split between NB and RMI, the OFT considers that the majority of companies are at least able to carry out both types of work, and the facts set out in paragraphs II.1649 to II.1655 above lead to the conclusion that there is supply side substitutability between NB and RMI.

1789 These companies are Mansell, Bodill, Derwent Valley, Henry Boot, P Waller and Thomas Vale.
1790 Written representations of Dukeries, 27 June 2008, paragraph 64.
1792 Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 20 and 27.
II.1659. In their representations on the Statement, two Parties contended that the OFT should differentiate between NB and RMI due to some examples they gave of contractors choosing or refusing to bid for a particular project because the type of work was more or less suited to the work profile of that company.\textsuperscript{1793} However, the OFT considers that the fact that in a few instances contractors expressed a preference based on type of work does not indicate more general difficulties in supply side substitution as these parties contended. A preference for type of work, taking into consideration resource, skills sets and experience of a firm, does not mean that the company, with sufficient financial incentive, would not be able to supply the service at short notice or without incurring substantial sunken costs. Indeed, the fact that the contractor in each example given by these Parties gave consideration to undertaking different types of work means that it may have remained a consideration for the company to undertake the work.

II.1660. In response to the Statement, some Parties made representations that although they agreed with the OFT that there is little possibility of demand side substitution according to type of work, they disagreed that NB and RMI are supply side substitutes, citing significant barriers to supply side substitution.\textsuperscript{1794} For example, Durkan submitted that the OFT’s provisional conclusion in the Statement that NB and RMI form part of the same market, disregarded the lack of demand side substitution between NB and RMI and attached too much emphasis to alleged supply side substitution between the two sectors.\textsuperscript{1795} John Sisk and Sicon also stated that the recognition by the OFT that there is little possibility for demand side substitution coupled with the fact that there are limits on supply side substitutability indicate that segmentation of the market should occur.\textsuperscript{1796} Durkan submitted that, according to the OFT’s guidelines, ‘supply-side substitution should not be taken into account “unless it is reasonably likely to take place and already has an impact by constraining the supplier of the product or group of products in question”’.\textsuperscript{1797}

II.1661. However the OFT does not consider that its guidelines preclude the OFT from considering supply side substitutability in this case. The paragraph cited by Durkan goes on to state ‘What matters ultimately is that all competitive constraints from the supply side are properly taken into account in the analysis of market power. Whether a potential competitive constraint is labelled supply side substitution (and so part of market definition) or potential entry (and so not within the market) should not matter for the overall competitive assessment. If there is any serious doubt about whether or not to account for possible supply side substitution when defining the market and calculating market shares, the market will be defined only on the basis of demand side substitutability, and the supply side constraint in question will be considered when analysing potential entry.’ It is clear from this that the OFT has a duty to consider supply side substitutability in relation to the definition of the market in this case, in order to ensure that all competitive constraints from the supply side are properly taken into account.

\textsuperscript{1793} Written representations of William Woodsend, 27 June 2008, paragraph 43; and written representations of Baggaley & Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 59.
\textsuperscript{1794} For example, see representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 30; written representations of William Woodsend, 27 June 2008, paragraph 43; and written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.
\textsuperscript{1795} Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 35.
\textsuperscript{1796} Written representations of John Sisk and Sicon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 147.
\textsuperscript{1797} Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 37, referring to OFT Market Definition Guidelines (OFT 403), December 2004, paragraph 3.18.
II.1662. Durkan also submitted in its representations that in the Statement the OFT ‘further notes that its Survey showed that a move into the repair and maintenance sector may take more than a year, because ‘this is a highly specific market... and does not align itself well with resources of a construction contractor’’. However this interpretation of the Statement is incorrect. It is clear that the OFT did not necessarily adopt the above or even consider it to be representative of Parties’ responses to the Survey. The above quote was merely a reproduction of one Party’s opinion on the question relating to supply side substitutability in the survey, and is not indicative of the OFT’s conclusion on this point.

II.1663. In conclusion, for all of the reasons outlined above, the OFT has concluded that the vast majority of firms are capable of carrying out both NB and RMI activities within a reasonable period of time, and that there is no justification for further segmentation of the market by type of work.

Segmentation of education sector

II.1664. In its response to the Statement, Milward stated that although it is broadly comfortable with regard to the market definition adopted by the OFT in the Statement, it believes that ‘the “Education” sector within the “Commercial” category of work should be split further so as to distinguish between projects for schools and those for universities and other providers of tertiary education’. Milward argued that it would take a construction company some time to be able to switch from providing works for schools to works for universities (or vice versa). Milward claimed that this is due to the different procurement process often involved and the size of the contract. Milward argued that the OFT should therefore segment out ‘education’ contracts which relate to universities.

II.1665. However, for the reasons outlined in paragraphs II.1687 to II.1688 below, the OFT has concluded that traditional and non-traditional methods of procurement belong in the same market, as evidence on both the demand and supply sides shows that consumers and suppliers are able to switch between procurement methods without incurring significant switching costs. Further, as outlined in paragraphs II.1666 to II.1672 below, the OFT has concluded that there is no clear segmentation of the market according to size of contract and that there is therefore no justification for separating the market in relation to this factor. For these reasons, the OFT concludes that there is sufficient supply side substitutability between schools and universities and therefore does not exclude universities from the education sector.

Size of contract

II.1666. Table 10 shows that there are a number of constraints that prevent companies from bidding for work, one of the most significant of which is contract size. There were 118 respondents to this question in the survey. Amongst respondents to the market definition questionnaire some argued that the market should be segmented by size of contract. As shown above in Table 1 the Parties in the Statement operated across a wide variation in the size of Alleged

---

1798 Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 40.
1799 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008.
1800 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5.
Infringements, ranging from £2,215 - £22.3 million with an average of £1.0 million.

II.1667. The range of contract values undertaken by construction companies varies considerably and even quite small firms undertake some contracts with high values and large firms undertake some low value contracts. Charts 1 and 2 in Annex D (4) show the extent of overlap between small and large values in terms of the size of contracts undertaken by construction companies. From this it is clear that it would be difficult to delineate the relevant markets in terms of contract size. Indeed it seems that contract size reflects primarily the type of construction work being undertaken and that it is this that differentiates the market rather than simply the value of the contract.

II.1668. Responses to the questionnaires indicated that some companies did split their internal organisation into small works and large works. However, this varied quite widely and there was no clear distinction as to where the line was drawn between small and large works and it was more a reflection of the individual way that a firm chooses to operate rather than a market-wide distinction upon which inferences about market segmentation might be drawn.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10: Constraints that prevent companies from bidding for work Analysis of responses to question 13 of the Suppliers’ Survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resources</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tender Specific – General</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tender Specific – Financial</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tendering Process</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Suppliers’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

II.1669. Ranges of contract values differed amongst the larger construction companies. There were some large companies where the minimum contract value was quite...
low, for example, Haymills which had a turnover of £106.7 million\(^{1801}\) in 2006 and a minimum contract value of [\(\ldots\ldots\ldots\) \(\text{£}\)]\(^{1802}\). Other large companies had much higher minimum contract values, for example, Willmott Dixon which had a turnover of £279.6 million\(^{1803}\) in 2006 and a minimum contract value of [\(\ldots\ldots\ldots\) \(\text{£}\)]\(^{1804}\). However, even some medium sized companies had quite high minimum contract values, for example R Durtnell with a turnover of £43.1 million\(^{1805}\) in 2006 and a minimum contract value of [\(\ldots\ldots\ldots\) \(\text{£}\)]\(^{1806}\).

II.1670. The maximum contract values for some companies were very high, for example Mowlem had contracts of up to [\(\ldots\ldots\ldots\) \(\text{£}\)]\(^{1807}\) and Balfour Beatty had several contracts in excess of [\(\ldots\ldots\ldots\) \(\text{£}\)]\(^{1808}\) (both of which were Public Private Partnership ('PPP') contracts). One respondent noted that 'common sense dictates that companies such as Balfour Beatty and Mowlem would be less likely to appear on a tender list for a contract of relatively low value; and smaller companies such as Wildgoose would be unlikely to appear on a tender list for a large contract value. These are, however, merely assumptions which are sometimes incorrect. For many reasons a company may choose to operate outside its usual sector e.g. to maintain an existing client relationship'\(^{1809}\).

II.1671. As indicated above, in infrastructure work the market is dominated by companies that operate nationally and involves contracts of a large value. Similarly, for industrial construction involving high value contracts to build oil or gas works it is the nature of the work rather than the value of the contract that segments the market. The above suggests that there may not be a clear segmentation of the construction market by contract size and that instead contract size is often a reflection of the category of work being undertaken.

II.1672. From the foregoing, the OFT has concluded that there is no clear segmentation of the market according to size of contract and that there is therefore no justification for separating the market in relation to this factor.

**Method of procurement**

II.1673. The OFT has considered the extent to which non-traditional methods of procurement (which include negotiated, framework, partnered and two stage bids) might be in separate product markets from traditional methods of procurement (single stage open tenders).

II.1674. Negotiated arrangements are sometimes part of a framework arrangement where a contractor is one of a number of contractors with whom a client has decided to work on a regular basis. Partnered arrangements are an approach used by contractors and the client to work together to maximise the

---

\(^{1801}\) Directors’ Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12043.

\(^{1802}\) Haymills’s market definition response to question 9 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6764.

\(^{1803}\) Directors’ Report and Financial Statements, OFT Document Reference 12602.

\(^{1804}\) Willmott Dixon’s market definition response to question 9 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6863.

\(^{1805}\) FAME Report, OFT Document Reference 12404.

\(^{1806}\) R Durtnell’s market definition response to question 9 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6729.

\(^{1807}\) Mowlem’s market definition response to question 9 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B2796.

\(^{1808}\) Balfour Beatty’s market definition response to question 9 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B2876.

\(^{1809}\) Henry Boot’s market definition response to question 15 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B3247b.
effectiveness of each of the participants’ resources. The approach is based on mutual objectives, an agreed method of problem resolution, and an agreement to achieve continuous improvement by working together. Two-stage bids occur where a number of contractors are provided with a limited amount of information on a project by a client and are asked to provide the client with an outline of the contract programme and an estimate of preliminary costs, overheads and profit margins. The client then selects his contractor based on the information provided and then finalises the details and price of the project with this contractor.

II.1675. Table 11 sets out the time required and costs of bidding for both traditional and non-traditional tendered contracts. Whilst the time taken and costs are greater for non-traditional tendered contracts than for traditional tendered contracts, such additional costs will be recoverable through the price set for the project. Hence on cost grounds there are limited reasons to consider that building contractors would be prevented from entering into such arrangements. In addition the Survey responses showed that many building contractors engage with the market place through a combination of competitive tendering, framework and negotiation. This suggests that on the supply side there is a high degree of substitution and that these arrangements do not segment the market.

Table 11: Cost of tendering

Analysis of responses to question 14 of the Suppliers’ Survey1810

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time required (weeks)</th>
<th>Cost incurred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no. of responses</td>
<td>no. of responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>£6,793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Stage</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>£10,619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design &amp; Build</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>£26,167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>£32,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnered</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>£73,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFI</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>£1,380,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Suppliers’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

II.1676. In response to the Survey, some Parties suggested that the market might be segmented according to the type of contract entered into. For example, one respondent to the Survey suggested that a distinction should be drawn between traditional building contracts and design and build contracts. The main difference between these types of contract is the risk that the contractor takes in relation to the responsibilities for the design.1811 In response to the Statement, some Parties have also argued that design and build contracts should form a separate market from single stage tendering based on the different types of contracts involved.1812 For example, Galliford Try stated that two stage Design and Build tenders are not substitutable for traditional methods of procurement. This point is addressed below.

---

1810 Note that only a few respondents provided detailed cost breakdown by method of procurement so the figures shown in this table are indicative rather than statistically representative of those surveyed.
1811 Kier’s section 3 of market definition questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6902.
1812 For example, written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.11.
II.1677. Under traditional contracts the contractor is responsible for the project as specified in the contract in accordance with the information from the client and works to an agreed timetable. The client will provide design and drawings and normally the bills of quantities which the contractor will use to prepare his quote. Under traditional contracts the architect is responsible for designing the building and certifying the work done. In response to the Survey, building contractors pointed to a growing market for design and build projects where it is the contractor, not the architect, who is responsible for ensuring that the design of the building conforms to the criteria and specification set out by the client. One building contractor explained, ‘This involves the client providing prospective construction companies with an “Employer’s Requirements” document giving details of the performance and use requirements of the building. This leaves the contractor to select materials and methods of construction to create a building meeting the requirements. The details are then returned to the client with a build programme and brief cost analysis’.  

II.1678. Table 11 indicates that the cost differential between traditional and design and build projects is not that great and is presumably reflected in the final price that clients have to pay for this type of building work. Increasingly many of the companies surveyed undertake building works using both traditional and design and build contracts and the OFT does not consider that the distinctions between them are sufficient to justify a further segmentation of the market.

The different characteristics of traditional and non-traditional methods of procurement and the scope for cover pricing

II.1679. In their responses to the Statement, some Parties argued that non-traditional methods of procurement and traditional methods of procurement are not in the same relevant market due to their different characteristics. Some Parties claimed that non-traditional methods of procurement could not be affected by cover pricing as the commercial reality is that there is no scope for giving or receiving cover prices in respect of non-traditional methods of procurement because these methods are not tendered works. For example, Simons Group stated that cover pricing relates exclusively to competitive tendering. Several companies claimed ‘...the practice of cover pricing, by definition, only arose in relation to work that was put out to tender by clients. The practice of cover pricing has no conceivable relevance to non-tendered work, such as work in which a client negotiated directly with a selected construction company and for which no tenders were invited’. They further stated that ‘The OFT should have found different markets within each of the product markets for tendered and non-tendered work and that only the former is a market affected by the infringements in question.’

---

1813 Baggaley & Jenkins’ market definition response to question 1 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6735.
1814 For example, written representations of Dukeries, 27 June 2008, paragraph 63; and written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 23.
1815 For example written representations of Dukeries, 27 June 2008, paragraph 63; and written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 23.
1816 Written representations of Simons Group, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.3.
1817 For example, written representations of Interclass, 27 June 2008, paragraph 18. Also refer to written representations of Clegg and F Parkinson.
II.1680. In response to this, although the Parties have asserted that it is not possible to enter into a collusive agreement when using non-traditional methods of procurement, they have not provided sufficient evidence to the OFT in order to substantiate this claim. Indeed, six of the Infringements occurred by way of non-traditional methods of procurement.\(^{1820}\) Four of these Infringements were design and build contracts and two of them were two stage bids. This provides conclusive proof that it is possible to enter into collusive agreements for non-traditional methods of procurement.

II.1681. Parties also contended that a non-traditional procurement process is based largely on reputation and contains no price element, and therefore cannot be subject to cover pricing.\(^{1821}\) Parties stated that negotiated arrangements are not tendered works and there are very different conditions of competition between a tendered and non-tendered work. John Sisk and GMI argued that the practice of cover pricing only arose in relation to tendered work\(^{1822}\) and Durkan stated that in a negotiated arrangement there are no competing parties.\(^{1823}\) Stainforth also stated that the turnover for relevant markets should exclude negotiated contracts which are not tendered for\(^{1824}\), whilst Willmott Dixon claimed that the commercial reality is that it is not possible to engage in cover pricing in relation to projects that are not tendered.

II.1682. The OFT does not accept that non-traditional methods of procurement contain no consideration by the client or supplier of the cost of the contract, either by way of example of past contracts completed by the client or an estimation of future costs. Although the selection process for a negotiated agreement or a framework agreement involves various elements of quality and reputation, there is usually some form of price competition at some stage of the process.\(^{1827}\) In any event, if the reputational aspect does indeed form a large part of entering into a framework or negotiated agreement, it follows that if a company has previously, or at the time of entering the negotiated or framework agreement, engaged in cover pricing, that reputation will be largely a result of work completed, including work that was subject to cover pricing. This link illustrates that cover pricing does affect negotiated and framework agreements.

II.1683. Wright (Hull) also stated that its in-house works were not procured, therefore there was no element of competition for the construction element.\(^{1828}\) Therefore, it claimed that the OFT should exclude development work carried out in-house by the company. However, for the reasons outlined above in the ‘Type of work’ section\(^{1829}\), the OFT does not consider that in-house construction

\(^{1820}\) Infringements 100, 104, 135, 168, 179 and 195.
\(^{1821}\) [...]
\(^{1822}\) Written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraph 89; and written representations of John Sisk and Sicon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 136.
\(^{1824}\) Written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.38(a).
\(^{1825}\) Written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 45.
\(^{1827}\) For example, oral representations of Richardson Projects, 30 July 2008, page 11.
\(^{1828}\) Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraph 31.
\(^{1829}\) See paragraphs II.1656 to II.1663 above.
turnover should be excluded from relevant turnover in the context of penalty calculations unless its inclusion would result in double counting.\textsuperscript{1830}

II.1684. Finally, even if it were not possible to directly enter into cover price agreements using non-traditional methods of procurement, the relevant question when determining market segmentation is whether entering into cover price agreements using traditional methods of procurement could have resulted in higher prices for non-traditional procurement methods. This question turns on whether traditional and non-traditional methods of procurement are in the same relevant market and is considered below.

Demand and supply side substitutability between different methods of procurement

II.1685. A number of Parties argued that non-traditional methods of procurement should be in separate product markets from single-stage open tenders, citing a lack of substitutability which they said reflected the different customers’ requirements and appetite for risk in each case.\textsuperscript{1831}

II.1686. For the purposes of market definition, the relevant question is whether there exists sufficient demand and supply side switching from traditional methods of procurement, such that a hypothetical monopolist controlling all traditionally procured contracts, could not profitably raise the price of these contracts by 10 per cent. To address this, the OFT has considered evidence as set out above and in the Statement, on both the supply and demand side.

II.1687. On the demand side, the evidence outlined above shows that non-traditional methods of procurement are likely to constrain the price of traditional methods for the reasons set out below.

(a) First, evidence presented to the OFT indicates that customers weigh up their choice of procurement methods on the basis of the best value for money, taking account of the price, time, reliability and risk of the process.\textsuperscript{1832} Evidence presented to the OFT indicates that all procurement methods have some element of price negotiation in them.\textsuperscript{1833} It may be that non-traditional procurement methods such as framework and negotiated agreements are more costly than traditional procurement methods to use initially, however non-traditional methods of procurement may cost less in the longer term.\textsuperscript{1834} The PCS Paper published by the OGC in 2007 indicates that the principle behind adopting a procurement method should be on the basis of ‘value for money over the life of the facility and not the initial capital cost

\textsuperscript{1830} See paragraph 4 of the Schedule to SI2000/309.
\textsuperscript{1831} For example, oral representations of Clegg, 21 July 2008, page 10; and oral representations of R Durtnell, 14 July 2008, page 13.
\textsuperscript{1833} For example oral representations of Hobson & Porter, 23 July 2008 and Framework Agreements OGC Guidance September 2008 at paragraph 4.
\textsuperscript{1834} The PCS paper at page 14 states “The expectation is that savings in cost and time will come from the following: • no requirement for rebidding of each individual project; • continuous improvement by transferring learning from one project to another; • improved working relationships; • continuous workflow; • speed of procurement.”
alone'. It states that ‘... a traditional procurement process may result in the lowest cost contract but a non traditional procurement process may mean that there is more scope for the overall risk of the project to be transferred to the supplier, as well as improved working relationships, continuous workflow and better value for money for the client.’

(b) Secondly, the evidence provided to the OFT does not indicate that there are significant barriers to switching methods of procurement for customers.

(c) Thirdly, even if there were small switching costs, most customers would find it profitable to switch because a five to ten per cent increase in the price of a non-traditional method of procurement could amount to over £100,000 on some of the large projects involved in the Infringements.

(d) Fourthly, evidence has been presented to the OFT indicating that in April 2000, the government introduced a policy promoting projects to be procured by non-traditional methods when more efficient than traditional methods. Customers operating in the public sector are aware of this policy. The OFT understands that a majority of procurers who previously conducted tenders using traditional methods of procurement have switched to non-traditional methods. Further, a significant number of respondents to the Statement have suggested that procurers that previously conducted traditional tenders have now shifted to open tenders. For example, the Construction Confederation has stated that ‘in recent years, there have been major changes in public procurement practices. Bids are increasingly being judged on best value rather than lowest price and long term relationships governed by framework contracts are fast replacing cut price competition for individual contracts. This rapid trend towards two (or more) stages of tendering, which now dominates the way in which construction work is procured in the UK...’ It has not been suggested to the OFT that procurers had any difficulties with this transition, which strongly suggests that traditional and non-traditional projects are likely to be demand side substitutes.

(e) Fifthly, some of the Infringements in this Decision show that the same procurers can and do use different methods of procurement. For example, Infringements 110 and 144 illustrate that Tuntum Housing

---

1835 The PCS Paper at page 4 outlines that the same outcomes can be achieved by different types of procurement models: "Using a single contractor as the sole point of responsibility to a public sector client for the management and delivery of a construction project on time, within budget (defined over the lifetime of the project) and fit for the purpose for which it was intended, including demonstrating during the initial period of operation that operating cost and performance parameters can be met in accordance with a pre-agreed cost model". The paper further states that "Traditional contract strategies, where the design and construction are provided separately, should only be used where it can be clearly demonstrated that this approach will provide better value for money than the preferred integrated procurement routes highlighted above."

1836 The PCS paper at page 4.

1837 The average value of all of the Alleged Infringements is equal to approximately £1.2 million.

1838 For example, written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 33; and written representations of John Sisk and Sicon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 137.

1839 Written representations of Construction Confederation, 16 June 2008, paragraph 2.5.
Association has used both traditional and non-traditional methods of procurement.

II.1688. Further, on the supply side, non-traditional methods of procurement are likely to constrain the price of traditional methods for the following reasons:

(a) First, at the time of the Infringements, the OFT understands that there were no significant barriers to switching procurement methods for suppliers. In addition, the OFT understands that there were no regulatory barriers that impeded firms from freely supplying under a range of different procurement methods, nor have the respondents to the Statement provided any evidence of such barriers.

(b) Secondly, as stated above, in April 2000 the government introduced a new policy to promote projects to be procured by non-traditional methods of procurement where they are more efficient than traditional methods. Firms working in the public sector have been aware of this policy. The OFT understands that procurers which previously conducted bids using traditional methods of procurement have switched to non-traditional methods. The OFT also understands that firms managed this transition with minimal problems. It follows that traditional and non-traditional methods of procurement are likely to be supply side substitutes.

(c) Thirdly, as with the demand side, even if there were small switching costs most suppliers would find it profitable to switch. A hypothetical monopolist which controlled all traditionally tendered projects increasing the price by five to ten per cent would effectively increase the price of a project by hundreds of thousands of pounds. Such an increase would rapidly generate interest from non-traditional tendering suppliers to enter into the traditionally tendered projects.

(d) Fourthly, the Statement (and the evidence outlined above) reports several instances of the same companies using both traditional and non-traditional tenders. This evidence is consistent with suppliers being able to switch from one method to the other with relative ease.

II.1689. In light of the foregoing, the OFT has concluded that traditional and non-traditional methods of procurement belong in the same market. First, there were Infringements in both traditional and non-traditional segments. Second, the evidence on both the demand and supply side shows that consumers and suppliers are able to switch between procurement methods without incurring significant switching costs. Further, the OFT has been provided with evidence that both consumers and suppliers have switched in the past, as well as evidence that consumers and suppliers can, and do, use the two methods. Parties’ representations that non-traditional methods of procurement contain no price element are unsubstantiated and as described above, even if this were the case, the pertinent question is whether non-traditional and traditional processes are part of the same relevant market. Given the factors identified by the OFT, it would be expected that any increase in the price of a traditional tendering

---

1840 As stated in paragraph II.1675 above.
1841 See average infringement value at footnote 1837.
process would result in an increase in the price of a non-traditional tendering process through either demand or supply side forces.

**Partnered agreements**

II.1690. One area where activity of building contractors may be more restricted is for PFI projects or other major PPP programmes such as NHS Local Improvement Finance Trust\(^{1842}\) and NHS ProCure 21\(^{1843}\), due to high start up costs and the need to tie up capital for long periods of time.\(^{1844}\) Some respondents to the Survey indicated that PFI projects are in a separate product market as the competition that occurs is focused on the bid to run and invest in the PFI project, rather than the subsequent construction work that is undertaken.\(^{1845}\) PFI projects represent one of a number of PPP projects which, according to the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, bring the public and private sector together in a long term partnership for mutual benefit. PFI is a procurement mechanism by which the public sector contracts to purchase quality services on a long term basis, in order to take advantage of private sector management skills incentivised by having private finance at risk.\(^{1846}\) PFI projects are often of long duration, 10 or 20 years and cover all elements of a major contract e.g. finance, build, operation of completed project and provisions of long-term building services.\(^{1847}\)

II.1691. Smaller building contractors may be prevented from directly bidding for PFI projects as they do not have sufficient financial strength to provide the guarantees required by funders.\(^{1848}\) The cost of bidding for PFI/PPP contracts is greater and the negotiation phase more protracted. For example, one respondent estimated that for PFI/PPP related construction contracts the cost of bidding is one per cent of the value of the contract to preferred bidder stage, increasing to three per cent to financial close. Time costs are estimated at an initial 12 to 18 weeks plus a further eight to 10 weeks for contractual clarification.\(^{1849}\) Tendering costs for complex projects are greater when account is taken of the likelihood of winning the contract. Professor Hughes’ book indicates that "Taking the estimates of costs of tendering previously mentioned of ½-1 per cent for traditional contracts and 2-3 per cent for those involving finance, and assuming that for traditional contracts contractors obtain one in six contracts bid for and one in four for complex projects, then the total costs of obtaining work becomes 3-6 per cent for traditional work and 8-12 per cent for complex projects".\(^{1850}\)

II.1692. Smaller construction companies may nevertheless participate in PFI/PPP contracts as sub-contractors. For example, one company noted that in recent years it had acted as a sub-contractor to a main contractor in ‘strategic’ PFI

---

1842 The NHS Local Improvement Finance Trust (Lift) is the primary care sector’s version of a PPP. See www.publicfinance.co.uk.
1844 Chase Norton’s market definition response to question 1 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6921.
1845 Kier section 3 of market definition questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6902.
1848 Linford’s market definition response to question 8 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6768.
1849 Balfour Beatty’s market definition response to question 14 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B2876.
contracts in the education sector with three projects with a total value of £11 million. In each case the sub-contract was for a complete package of building works (not a specialist trade), for example for the provision of a complete new school or accommodation block that formed part of a larger project.\textsuperscript{1851} However these smaller companies do not enter directly into the bidding process and hence are unlikely to exert a competitive constraint.

II.1693. In conclusion, for more complex projects such as larger PPP projects including PFI projects, supply side substitution by construction companies may be more limited and as such for the purposes of this investigation the OFT has concluded that such contracts fall outside the relevant market definition.

\textit{Conclusion on market segmentation by method of procurement}

II.1694. The OFT has examined arguments that a narrower relevant market should be adopted in this investigation based on the different methods of procurement. With the exception of large PPP projects (inclusive PFI projects), where lack of financial resources and expertise restrict supply side substitution, the remaining methods of procurement are accessible to most building contractors. For the reasons set out above, the OFT has concluded that for the purposes of this investigation it is appropriate to exclude large PPP projects from the definition of the relevant market, but that all other traditional and non-traditional methods of procurement should be in the same market.

\textit{Conclusion on the relevant product market}

II.1695. The OFT has considered the possibilities for demand and supply side substitution between sectors of work. On the demand side there is limited possibility for demand side substitution, since a customer is unlikely to enter into an entirely new contract in response to a small price rise. In terms of supply side substitution between sectors of work there is evidence that almost 60 per cent of suppliers that would consider switching said it would take longer than a year to switch sector. These companies considered that to enter a new sector successfully requires careful planning, the availability of suitable management and staff resources and the need to show a proven track record. A significant minority, 13 per cent, indicated that they had no intention of switching. Amongst those who find it easier to switch were larger companies many of whom are already active in a number of sectors.

II.1696. Although it may be possible to group some sectors of work in the same market given the findings in the previous paragraph, the OFT is taking a cautious approach, and has concluded that in the case of the Infringements, the relevant product market can be defined in terms of the identifiable sector of work.

II.1697. As regards further segmentation of the product market according to other factors, namely type of work, size of contract and method of procurement, however, for the reasons set out above, the OFT does not consider that such segmentation of the relevant market can be supported.

II.1698. Within these relevant product markets all construction works are included with the exception of those relating to PFI projects or other major PPP programmes. The Survey indicated that with the exception of large private public partnership

\textsuperscript{1851} Strata’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 5964.
tenders the costs of bidding is unlikely to be a constraint on switching sector. Even for PPP projects it is not the absolute cost that constrains the ability to compete but having the financial strength and established reputation required to bid for such projects. For these reasons the relevant market comprises all construction works in the sectors listed below with the exception of those relating to large PPP projects.

II.1699. The OFT therefore concludes that for the purpose of calculating penalties each of the Infringements falls into one of the relevant product markets listed below.

- Private Housing
- Public Housing
- Defence
- Education
- Entertainment (including Leisure)
- Garages
- Health
- Office
- Places of Worship
- Police/Fire & Rescue
- Prisons
- Retail
- Distribution
- Other Industrial Buildings
- Warehousing

II.1700. The table in Annex B sets out the relevant product market and the relevant geographic market (as to which, see further below) into which the OFT considers each of the Infringements falls, and which forms the basis of the starting point for the OFT’s calculation of the penalty for each of the Parties in respect of each of those Infringements.

The relevant geographic market

II.1701. The relevant geographic market comprises the area in which the undertakings concerned are involved in the supply and demand of products or services in which the conditions of competition are sufficiently homogeneous and which can be distinguished from neighbouring areas because the conditions of competition are appreciably different in those areas.1852

II.1702. The OFT considers that a building contractor is likely to compete most directly with other building contractors that offer comparable building services. The survey results indicate that building contractors competing for the tenders that were under investigation prefer to work near to their offices, suggesting that competition is relatively localised and is likely to form into a series of regional markets. Table 12 provides a breakdown of the Alleged Infringements by administrative boundaries using information taken from the Clients’ Survey.1853

II.1703. Although the OFT recognises that competition does not take place according to administrative boundaries, for the purpose of calculating relevant turnover and

---


determining penalties, it is necessary to adopt a precise definition of the market boundaries. Administrative boundaries can be defined in terms of Government Office Regions (‘GOR’) according to the classification set out by the ONS.\textsuperscript{1854} Since 1996 these regions have become the ‘primary classification for the presentation of regional statistics’ (National Statistics (2004)). These regions do not have an average size, as they are formed of complete unitary authorities.\textsuperscript{1855} Table 1 shows that over 50 per cent of the Alleged Infringements involved construction work for public authorities that had structural links to GOR. It is notable that a number of larger companies that were under investigation were structured on a regional basis on a broadly similar basis to GORs. This approach has been adopted in several cartel construction cases involving the roofing sector\textsuperscript{1856} and there are no reasons to believe that any other set of geographic aggregations would give more reliable results. In response to the Statement, some Parties argued that the OFT has ‘arbitrarily’ adopted GOR to define the geographical regions. However, the OFT believes that the GORs do represent an appropriate basis for the relevant geographical markets in this case and the specific representations on this point are addressed below.

### Table 12: Alleged Infringements by Government Office Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Housing</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>EoE</th>
<th>Lon</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>NW</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>WM</th>
<th>YH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment (incl. Leisure)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisons</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Ind. Buildings</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehousing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>EoE</th>
<th>Lon</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>NW</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>WM</th>
<th>YH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source: Clients’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.1704. Table 12 shows that the regions where the greatest numbers of Alleged Infringements were located were East Midlands, West Midlands and Yorkshire & Humberside, which is to be expected given that these were the areas on which the OFT’s investigation was centred. However some Alleged Infringements were found in the East of England, London, North East, North West and South


\textsuperscript{1855} See [http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/types/type_page.jsp?unit_type=MOD_REG](http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/types/type_page.jsp?unit_type=MOD_REG).

East regions showing that the practice of cover pricing was pervasive across different regions and sectors of the construction industry, as discussed in Section IV.B (General Section on Cover Pricing) below.

The demand side

II.1705. As with the product market, the objective of market definition is to identify substitutes which are sufficiently close that they would prevent a hypothetical monopolist of the Focal Product in one area from profitably sustaining prices above competitive levels. The process starts by looking at the Focal Area, which in this case would be defined for each Infringement centred on where the work was supplied and determined by the distance within which suppliers participating in the tenders were drawn.

II.1706. The Clients’ Survey provided a list of those building contractors that were asked to bid for each Alleged Infringement. Using geographic postcode data this information was used in combination with MapInfo to show the GOR from which building contractors bidding for the projects were drawn. Annex D (5) provides a summary for each Alleged Infringement of the administrative regions from which competitors were drawn. This shows that for some Alleged Infringements competitors were drawn solely from the region in which the project was located. For other Alleged Infringements building contractors were also drawn from neighbouring administrative regions which may reflect the geographic location of the project with respect to administrative boundaries.

II.1707. The Clients’ Survey results summarised in Table 13 below indicate that almost 65 per cent of Suspect Tenders were located within 25 miles of the nearest office of the building contractor bidding for that project. This is quite a high percentage and suggests that competition is relatively localised. This result is confirmed by further analysis of the Clients’ Survey of the distances between those competing for Suspect Tenders. Responses to Schedule A of the Clients’ Survey provide information concerning which building contractors competed for each of the 527 Suspect Tenders. Using geographic mapping techniques, information on the postcodes of competitors was used to determine the distances between competitors for each Suspect Tender. Table 14 shows that over half of the companies bidding for tenders were located within 25 miles of each other rising to over 80 per cent within a 50 mile radius. Almost 18 per cent of those building contractors asked to tender came from within a 10 mile radius. One reason for this is that clients often include in tender lists firms that have been recommended by local firms of architects and other professionals for whom they have worked.

The supply side

II.1708. Suppliers generally have a preference for work situated close to their main areas of operation, both in terms of convenience and also because where it is further away the company incurs additional costs. One respondent to the Survey

---

1858 For the geographical mapping, Mapinfo Professional 7.8 was used. The underlying road data is the Streetline 2004 road network. Drive times were calculated using Drivetime 6.2. The distances given are by road, rather than as the crow flies, and are those associated with the fastest drive time between two points.
1859 This confirms with classification of GORs shown in ONS’ SNAC 2006 database which is available from http://www.statistics.gov.uk/geography/snac.asp.
1860 E Manton’s market definition response to question 6 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6664.
indicated that it set pricing in terms of local market conditions such that if work was further away the company had to pay travelling time etc to its employees.\textsuperscript{1861} In Table 13, Suppliers’ Survey results are based on the distance travelled between the suppliers and the construction projects. The table shows that building contractors chose to undertake work relatively close to their offices with almost 70 per cent of work taking place within 25 miles and that only in certain exceptional circumstances were they prepared to travel longer distances.

Table 13: Distance traveled between suppliers and construction projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Suppliers’ Survey</th>
<th>Clients’ Survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% of work from</td>
<td>% of work from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Head Office</td>
<td>Local Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 25 miles</td>
<td>61.1%</td>
<td>69.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 – 50 miles</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 – 75 miles</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 - 100 miles</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 100 miles</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


II.1709. A number of respondents to the Suppliers’ Survey pointed to competition occurring at a regional level. For example, Henry Boot submitted that ‘Whilst some of HBC (UK)’s competitors may not operate within the same regional boundaries, we would submit that the likely regional markets would be the Liverpool/Manchester area as one region (HBC UK) NW) and Yorkshire/East Midlands is another (HBC (UK) NE) with (GWD) being a combination of the two regions’.\textsuperscript{1863} Mansell noted that its businesses were defined either by geographic region and/or by nature of work.\textsuperscript{1864} Its general definition of ‘geographic area’ for each business unit was work within a 50 mile radius or within 1½ hours’ travelling time, and the projects for each business area would be carried out within such a radius.\textsuperscript{1865}

II.1710. Amongst those surveyed there were a few companies that operated on a national basis. One respondent noted that it operated nationally principally in the commercial sector where its main area of business activity was the construction of motor dealerships.\textsuperscript{1866} Another respondent noted that retailers tend to roll out an image across their outlets and therefore use shop fitting companies who travel throughout the country rather than more regional contractors.\textsuperscript{1867} That said, competitor analysis from the Clients’ Survey shows that for the majority of the Alleged Infringements in the retail sector,

\textsuperscript{1861} A H Willis’s market definition response to question 19 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6642.
\textsuperscript{1862} This shows the distance between the location of the Suspect Tenders and where building contractors competing for the tenders are located.
\textsuperscript{1863} Leniency Application, OFT Document Reference B1584, page 4. GWD = General Works Division.
\textsuperscript{1864} Mansell had regional business units separated into: North East, North West, Western, Eastern, East Anglia, Thames Valley, Enfield, South East, South, Scotland North and Scotland Central.
\textsuperscript{1865} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734, page 11.
\textsuperscript{1866} Adonis’s market definition response to question 15, Appendix B of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6811.
\textsuperscript{1867} Baggaley & Jenkins’s market definition response to question 8 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6735.
competitors for construction work were drawn from within the administrative region where the work took place or from adjacent administrative regions.

Table 14: Competitor analysis
Competitor analysis based on distance between competitors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance between competitors</th>
<th>Supplier Responses to Questionnaire</th>
<th>Client Responses to Questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 5 miles</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – 10 miles</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 25 miles</td>
<td>36.4%</td>
<td>32.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 – 50 miles</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 – 75 miles</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 – 100 miles</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 100 miles</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


II.1711. For the Suppliers’ Survey, information on the location of competitors was obtained from responses to a question asking them to provide a list broken down by sector, category of work and geographic location (as appropriate) of those companies who they considered to be their main competitors. The Suppliers’ Survey responses showed that of the building contractors under investigation, almost 25 per cent of their competitors were drawn from within a 10 mile radius, 60 per cent within 25 miles and 86 per cent within 50 miles.

II.1712. The responses given by firms to the question relating to the basis for setting contract prices also supported the view that the markets are local or regional, rather than national. Table 15 shows that the majority of building contractors priced on the basis of local market conditions or identified factors on which they based pricing which were local in nature (e.g. firms’ costs at local level).

Table 15: Extent to which pricing reflects local market conditions
Analysis of responses to question 18 of Suppliers’ Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of responses</th>
<th>Proportion of responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prices reflect local market conditions</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prices based on factors which were local in nature</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prices based on factors (not clear whether local or otherwise)</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prices determined at national level</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Suppliers’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

II.1713. The view that the relevant geographic market is local or regional rather than national is supported by comments given by contractors. For example, one firm’s response noted that “pricing is set purely on local market conditions with each scheme pricing to reflect the individual characteristics of the scheme. There are no national pricing arrangements.” Another respondent remarked that all contracts were priced on a bespoke basis, based solely on local market conditions. Another large building contractor indicated that competitive tenders were priced based on local market conditions and never determined at a

---

1868 Bramall’s market definition response to question 19 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B2629.
1869 Frank Haslam Milan’s market definition response to question 19 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B2682.
Another respondent explained that the price of each contract was built up on a bottom-up basis from the cost of subcontractors, labour, materials and plant, to which a risk-adjusted margin was added. It indicated that a large majority of the cost elements was sourced either locally or regionally and pricing was largely on the basis of local or regional market conditions and was not determined nationally. One respondent noted that ‘the closer the contract is to London the higher a premium is charged again because of increased costs of travelling and extent of wear and tear on equipment’.

Further evidence of the regional nature of the market is provided by the analysis prepared by independent consultants, Regional Construction Research (‘RCR’). RCR prepares quarterly bulletins that monitor the activity of construction industry on a regional basis. RCR also prepares forecasts for the annual value of output, in constant prices, for each of the 13 regions up to three years ahead with national forecasts up to four years ahead. The forecasts are shown by nine sectors of activity for each region, six for new work and three for refurbishment. The detailed forecasts broken down by region and sector indicate the extent to which the activity of construction companies can be analysed on a regional basis.

As mentioned above, in response to the Statement, a number of Parties argued that the OFT’s provisional conclusions did not properly reflect its extensive market research (as reproduced above), suggesting that it ‘arbitrarily’ adopted GORs to define the geographical regions. R Durtnell argued that the OFT divided England into nine large groups of administrative regions for the sake of convenience. The OFT does not accept these contentions, for the reasons set out below. The analysis carried out by the OFT led directly to the OFT’s conclusion that the adoption of GORs for geographical market definition in this case was both appropriate and justified.

As previously discussed, the starting point for the relevant geographic market comprises the area in which the undertakings are involved in the supply and demand of construction services. The relevant geographic market is distinguished from neighbouring areas because the conditions of competition are different in those areas. The relevant geographic market is defined by taking into account both the competitive constraints faced by the building contractors

---

1870 Henry Boot’s market definition response to question 19 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B3247b.
1871 Balfour Beatty’s market definition response to question 19 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference B2876.
1872 A H Willis’s market definition response to question 19 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6642.
1873 RCR has been providing construction companies with forecasts and research for over two decades. See company’s statement regarding our services for the construction industry, OFT Document Reference 14433.
1875 Lemmeleg copies of market research provided with market definition response to questionnaire, Regional Construction Forecasts Bulletin, dated May 2006 (prepared by Regional Construction Forecasts) OFT Document Reference 13900.
1877 Written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 37.
and the necessity to standardise boundaries in order to facilitate a practical geographic market definition that does not involve defining separate markets for each Infringement.

II.1717. In summary, the OFT has concluded that the GORs are a good approximation of the geographic market for the following reasons:

(a) Over half of the Alleged Infringements involved construction work for public authorities that had structural links to GORs.

(b) A number of larger companies were structured on a regional basis that was similar to GORs.

(c) The use of GORs has a precedent in the roofing sector.\textsuperscript{1878}

(d) Firms compete on a regional basis rather than on a national basis.

(e) The use of GORs is a practical alternative to defining individual geographic markets for each Infringement.

II.1718. In their responses to the Statement, some Parties argued that the GORs are greater in radius (one party quoted East of England as 48.5 miles) than evidence from the Statement would suggest to be representative\textsuperscript{1879} and questioned the relevance of the GORs for market definition.

II.1719. In response, the OFT has further considered the adoption of GORs in this case and has concluded that the GORs are indeed an appropriate and valid basis for its geographic market definition. The OFT’s conclusions are informed by the evidence outlined below.

(a) First, although Haymills noted that the East of England GOR is equivalent in size to a catchment area with a radius of 48.5 miles, this GOR is in fact one of the largest regions in England and on average the GORs are 40.6 miles in radius. A conservative estimate of the survey data indicates that approximately 18 per cent of an average firm’s construction jobs lie between 25 and 40 miles from the firm’s location.\textsuperscript{1880} Given this is nearly one-fifth of an average construction firm’s jobs, it is highly likely that the firm will provide a competitive constraint within this area (i.e. 25 to 40 miles from its location – equivalent in size to the average GOR). Expanding the area to 50 miles, on average 30 per cent of a construction firm’s jobs lie between 25 miles and 50 miles. Once again it is highly likely that, given this number, firms travelling outside of their 25 mile radius will constitute an important competitive constraint. Furthermore, 92 per cent of all construction firms surveyed had completed at least one job between 25 miles and 50 miles from their respective locations.


\textsuperscript{1879} For example, written representations of Haymills including economic report by LECG Ltd at page 5.

\textsuperscript{1880} On average 63 per cent of firm jobs are below 25 miles, whilst 93 per cent are below 50 miles. Making the conservative assumption that the jobs are uniformly distributed across the distance from 25 miles to 50 miles, 81 per cent would be distributed between 0 and 40 miles.
(b) Secondly, in considering the differences between GORs and in particular the largest GORs, it is important to consider the possibility of wider relevant markets in areas with low population density. It follows that in lower density areas construction firms have to travel longer distances in order to address the same population. For example, the data from the suppliers’ survey shows a weak but positive relationship between the size of the GOR and the distance that construction firms travel. This is consistent evidence with the hypothesis that firms are likely to be willing to travel further in larger GORs than in smaller GORs, and hence the GORs are a useful approximation to the relevant geographic market.

(c) Thirdly, the relevant question in considering whether 25 miles to 50 miles is relevant to the geographic market definition is not the number of clients that firms already have, but the willingness of firms to travel if there is a five to ten per cent relative price difference between the 0 to 25 mile and 25 to 50 mile areas. The data in the Tables above represents the actual distance travelled by firms to jobs without a price differential, not the firms’ willingness to travel given an additional price differential. The fact that nearly all (92 per cent) of the construction firms surveyed were already accepting jobs from clients beyond 40 miles (and up to 50 miles), suggests that up to 50 miles is a reasonable geographic market definition. This is particularly significant when one considers that the survey does not factor in the increased willingness to travel if the job provided five to ten per cent more revenue.

(d) Finally, in geographic markets, chains of substitution are particularly important when determining the extent of the relevant geographic market. These chains of substitution can arise from the demand side, or the supply side. Even if firms were only willing to travel 25 miles, the existence of chains of substitution is likely to lead to a wider geographic market definition of 50 miles. For example, a customer might be located between two firms, on the 25 mile boundary of each of them. When tendering for a contract the customer can consider whether to accept an offer from the firm 25 miles to the east of it, or from the firm 25 miles to the west of it. Each firm knows that it faces competition from the other firm, and hence the firms’ prices are constraining each other even though they may be 50 miles apart. Furthermore when it is also taken into account that 92 per cent of firms travel up to 50 miles, this suggests that the actual geographic market may actually be significantly larger (up to 100 miles radius) than the 40 miles implied by the average GOR. For this reason the market definition defined in the GORs is likely to be a conservative estimate of the actual constraints that firms apply. This was supported by representations from Balfour Beatty, which considered that competition for major projects takes place at a national level, and that there is no clear delineation between regions within which smaller companies operate and, in effect, a chain of substitution operates across different regions.¹⁸⁸¹

II.1720. In addition to the above, certain Parties argued in their representations that the OFT provided evidence in the Statement that geographic markets were local, yet adopted a regional approach to defining relevant geographic markets. These Parties argued that the two terms are not interchangeable. These Parties also stated that the OFT had presented a GOR region as being narrower than a local market when they argued that the reverse was the case. In response, the OFT considers that in the light of the above analysis and because of the appropriateness of utilising GORs, the interchangeability of the terms ‘local’ and ‘regional’ would have no effect on the geographical market definition.

II.1721. Several Parties suggested in their representations that the OFT should conduct a thorough analysis of market definition in relation to each Infringement. Robert Woodhead argued that the Infringements affected isolated, discrete contracts and had no effect on the market in general, and therefore claimed it was inappropriate for the OFT to adopt a company’s turnover in the relevant market as the basis for step 1 of the penalty calculation. It further stated that the relevant geographic markets identified by the OFT were markets of convenience based on administrative boundaries and had the effect of discriminating against it due to the fact that most if not all of its turnover was derived from the East Midlands. It stated that those undertakings which derived their turnover from a concentrated area would be similarly affected, whereas large companies with a wider geographical spread of turnover would benefit. It claimed that such a definition breaches the principle of equal treatment.

II.1722. However, the OFT considers that analysis of the market individually in relation to each Infringement is both excessive and unwarranted in a Chapter I case. Further, the OFT considers that no breach of the equal treatment principle has occurred as the GORs are an appropriate and valid approximation for the relevant geographic market definition for each of the Infringements and each of the Parties. Therefore, the reason for selecting GORs is objectively justified.

II.1723. Taking each of the points discussed above in paragraph II.1719 both separately and together, the OFT has concluded that the relevant geographic market is likely to be at least 50 miles in radius and hence the GORs are a good approximation. Indeed, the OFT considers that the GORs may well be a conservative approximation for the true relevant geographic market of each construction firm.

Conclusion on the relevant geographic market

II.1724. The OFT concludes from the above analysis that, in the case of the Infringements, the relevant geographic market is localised and that appropriate regional markets for the purposes of calculating penalties can be identified based on administrative boundaries defined in terms of GOR.

II.1725. The OFT has therefore concluded that each of the Infringements falls into one of the following geographic markets:

---

1882 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5.5; written representations of Greswolde, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.6; and written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.1.
1883 For example, written representations of Greswolde, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.3; written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, at paragraph 5.8; and written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, at paragraph 6.10.
1884 Written representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, paragraph 4.1.5.
1885 Written representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, paragraph 4.1.10.
II.1726. The table in Annex B sets out the relevant product market and the relevant geographic market into which the OFT considers each of the Infringements falls, and which forms the basis of the starting point for the OFT’s calculation of the penalty for each of the Parties in respect of each of those Infringements.

**Conclusion on Definition of Relevant Markets**

II.1727. In summary, the OFT has maintained its position as set out in the Statement and concluded that for the purpose of calculating penalties each of the Infringements falls into one of the relevant product markets based on the sectors listed below. This is without prejudice to the OFT’s discretion to adopt a wider or narrower definition in any subsequent case, in particular where further evidence becomes available.

- Private Housing
- Public Housing
- Defence
- Education
- Entertainment (including Leisure)
- Garages
- Health
- Office
- Places of Worship
- Police/Fire & Rescue
- Prisons
- Retail
- Distribution
- Other Industrial Buildings
- Warehousing

II.1728. In reaching this conclusion it must be noted that the relevant markets may well be broader than an individual sector of work and there is no evidence sufficient to support defining a relevant market that is narrower than an individual sector of work. Within the relevant product markets all construction works are included with the exception of those relating to major PPP programmes.

II.1729. In summary, the OFT has maintained its position as set out in the Statement and concluded that for the purpose of calculating penalties each of the Infringements falls into one of the regional geographic markets listed below defined in terms of GOR. This is without prejudice to the OFT’s discretion to adopt a wider or narrower definition in any subsequent case, in particular where further evidence becomes available.
II.1730. Annex D (5) shows that competitors for each Infringement may be drawn from more than one GOR. However the relevant geographic market for the purpose of calculating penalties for each Infringement as shown in Annex D (4) is defined in terms of the administrative region within which that construction tender is located. Whilst the geographic market is likely to be wider than the GOR in which the work is located a cautious approach is being adopted given the difficulties of defining precisely the exact geographic boundaries for such a large number of Infringements. However what is clear is that whilst it may well be possible to adopt a wider geographic market definition for each Infringement, there is very little evidence to support a narrower market definition.

II.1731. The table in Annex B sets out the relevant product market and the relevant geographic market into which the OFT considers each of the Infringements falls, and which forms the basis of the starting point for the OFT’s calculation of the penalty for each of the Parties in respect of each of those Infringements.

Reclassification of market for certain Infringements

II.1732. In response to the Statement, the OFT received a number of representations on the classification of the Infringements set out in Annex B of the Statement.

II.1733. In light of these responses, the OFT conducted a review of its market classifications and considered that a number of changes should be made to those classifications. For this reason, the OFT issued two Supplementary Statements of Objections in relation to the reclassification of Infringements (‘Market Definition Supplementary Statements’) to those Parties affected by the reclassification (‘the Affected Parties’). In some instances, the OFT took account of new information and/or evidence, in which case the additional information and evidence was set out in the relevant Supplementary Statement. In other instances, the OFT simply altered its appreciation of the information and evidence already relied on in the Statement.

First Market Definition Supplementary Statement – 18 March 2009

II.1734. On 18 March 2009, the OFT issued the first Market Definition Supplementary Statement in respect of the following Infringements, Affected Parties and market classifications:

- East Midlands
- West Midlands
- Yorkshire & Humberside
- North East
- North West
- East of England
- London
- South East
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infringement Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Product market</th>
<th>Geographic market</th>
<th>Affected Parties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18/8/2000</td>
<td>Mason House Shirley</td>
<td>Public Housing changed to Private Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>Greswolde, Thomas Vale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>27/4/2001</td>
<td>Toilet refurbishment – CPS King Edward Court Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>West Midlands changed to East Midlands</td>
<td>Bodill, Loach, Thorndyke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>8/10/2001</td>
<td>15 dwellings Station Road Kimberly Phase 2</td>
<td>Private Housing changed to Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Bodill, Robert Woodhead, Strata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>15/5/2002</td>
<td>Office block, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>West Midlands changed to East Midlands</td>
<td>Adam Eastwood, Herbert Baggaley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>8/7/2002</td>
<td>Conversion &amp; extension of CCTV control room Beeston Police Station Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Office changed to Police Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Bodill, W R Bloodworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>22/11/2002</td>
<td>Sports Hall Extension at Robert Atkinson Youth &amp; Community Centre Thornaby</td>
<td>Education changed to Entertainment</td>
<td>North East</td>
<td>Mansell, F Parkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>5/2/2003</td>
<td>Pitched roof conversion, 1-15 Pankhurst Place Clay Cross</td>
<td>Private Housing changed to Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Admiral, Derwent Valley, Milward, Wildgoose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>3/3/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment and extensions to St Catherine’s Cottages</td>
<td>Private Housing changed to Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Bodill, E Taylor, Simons/Wrights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II.1735. The reasons for each reclassification were as follows.

Infringement 9 – Police Fire & Rescue to Office

II.1736. In the Statement, the OFT classified this Infringement as falling within the product market for ‘Police/Fire & Rescue’. In its response to the Statement, ARG stated that ‘…this tender related to the conversion of a first floor flat for office use which was submitted to Nottinghamshire County Council and should be classified in the Office sector…’.\(^{1887}\) In this respect, the OFT notes that paragraph IV.996 of the Statement also stated that the tender related to the conversion of a flat for office use. The OFT therefore considers that Infringement 9 should be classified as falling within the product market for ‘Office’.

Infringement 20 – Public Housing to Private Housing

II.1737. In the Statement, the OFT classified this Infringement as falling within the product market for ‘Public Housing’. In its response to the Statement, Greswolde stated, ‘As the Sir Josiah Mason Trust [the client organisation involved in this Infringement] is a private charity organisation funded by private donations, Greswolde submits that AI 20… should instead be categorised as ‘private housing’.\(^{1888}\) Having considered Greswolde’s representations, the OFT considers that Infringement 20 should be classified as falling within the product market for ‘Private Housing’.

Infringement 29 – Private Housing to Public Housing

II.1738. In the Statement, the OFT classified this Infringement as falling within the product market for ‘Private Housing’. In its response to the Statement, E Taylor stated that the job involved ‘…the refurbishment of council houses on behalf of Nottingham City Council. It was paid for out of a government modernisation grant [public sector money]. These contracts were carried out under the supervision of Allan Joyce Architects (who were employed by Nottingham City Council to supervise the works)…. In our view the AI should therefore be re-categorised as Public Sector Housing….’.\(^{1889}\)

\(^{1887}\) Written representations of ARG, 25 June 2008, paragraph 2.1.
\(^{1889}\) Written representations of E Taylor, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.1.
II.1739. Having considered E Taylor’s representations that the project was carried out on behalf of a public authority, the OFT considered that Infringement 29 should be classified as falling within the product market for ‘Public Housing’, in accordance with footnote 1731.

**Infringements 78, 141 and 208 – Private Housing to Public Housing**

II.1740. In the Statement, the OFT inadvertently classified these Infringements, all relating to work for Housing Associations, as falling within the product market for ‘Private Housing’. However, in accordance with footnote 1731, the OFT considers that the relevant product market for these three Infringements should in fact be ‘Public Housing’.

II.1741. In response to this Market Definition Supplementary Statement, Robert Woodhead claimed that ‘The reclassification of the relevant product market for … [Infringement 78] appears to be a market of convenience adopted by the OFT for the purpose of determining the level of fine to be imposed on Woodhead and does not analyse the competitive conditions that may or may not exist as between public and private sector housing in respect of the AI’.

II.1742. However, the OFT considers that the ONS definition, which is the basis upon which the OFT’s ‘Public Work’ category is classified, is a reasonable objective basis upon which the OFT can proceed in relation to categorisation of this Infringement (i.e. housing association work as public work).

**Infringements 136 and 155 – Private Housing to Public Housing**

II.1743. In the Statement, the OFT classified these Infringements as falling within the product market for ‘Private Housing’. As these two Infringements involved work undertaken on behalf of a public authority (respectively, North East Derbyshire Council and London Borough of Ealing Council), the OFT considered that they should be classified as falling within the product market for ‘Public Housing’, in accordance with footnote 1731.

**Infringement 114 – Office to Police Fire & Rescue**

II.1744. In the Statement, the OFT classified this Infringement as falling within the product market for ‘Office’. In its response to the Original Statement, Bodill stated, ‘The contract related to work at a police station and should therefore fall under the ‘Police, Fire & Rescue’ category’. In this respect, the OFT notes that paragraph IV.3636 of the Statement also stated that the tender related to the conversion and extension of a CCTV control room at Beeston Police Station. The OFT therefore considers that Infringement 114 should be classified as falling within the product market for ‘Police/Fire and Rescue’.

**Infringement 128 – Education to Entertainment (inc Leisure)**

II.1745. In the Statement, the OFT classified this Infringement as falling within the product market for ‘Education’. In its response to the Statement, F Parkinson stated, ‘The project was to build a youth and community centre for Stockton on Tees Borough Council. The project comprised of the construction of a sports

---

hall and changing block extension to the existing youth and community centre and not to a school or any educational facility…. Accordingly, this falls within the Entertainment (inc Leisure) infringement sector”.

II.1746. Paragraph IV.3996 of the Statement described this tender as being for a new sports hall extension at Robert Atkinson Youth & Community Centre. The OFT has also taken into account information published on the website of Stockton on Tees Borough Council, which describes the youth and community centre as offering ‘a broad programme that includes health issues, crafts, cooking, holiday activities and visits, games and socialising’. Whilst some of the activities offered by the centre could be characterised as educational, many involve leisure pursuits. The OFT therefore considers that Infringement 128 should be classified as falling within the product market for ‘Entertainment (inc Leisure)’.

Infringements 54 and 108 – East Midlands to West Midlands

II.1747. In the Statement, the OFT inadvertently classified these Infringements as falling within the geographic market for the 'West Midlands'. However, the OFT notes that Nottingham (where the construction work for these two Infringements was carried out) falls within the ‘East Midlands’ geographic market.

Unchanged classification – Infringement 204

II.1748. In addition, in the Market Definition Supplementary Statement the OFT adduced new evidence in relation to the relevant product market for Infringement 204. In the Statement, the OFT classified this Infringement as falling within the ‘Office’ product market. In its response to the Statement, Bodill submitted that ‘This tender is incorrectly described as ‘office units’. The tender was for the construction of four ‘workspace units’…and should be classified in the product market, ‘Other Industrial Buildings’ rather than ‘Office’”.

II.1749. The OFT subsequently made enquiries of the client, Nottingham City Council, as to the intended and current use of the constructed units. In light of this evidence, and for the reasons set out in the Statement, the OFT remains of the view that Infringement 204 falls within the ‘Office’ product market. As such, the first Market Definition Supplementary Statement did not affect Annex B of the Statement insofar as Infringement 204 was concerned.

Second Market Definition Supplementary Statement – 19 May 2009

II.1750. On 19 May 2009, the OFT issued the second Market Definition Supplementary Statement, amending the product market classification from ‘Private Housing’ to ‘Public Housing’ for the Infringements and Affected Parties set out in the table below. These Infringements all involved work for Local Authorities, which should be classified as ‘Public Housing’ in accordance with footnote 1731.

---

1892 Written representations of F Parkinson, 25 June 2008, paragraph 64.
1893 OFT document reference SAC003.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infringement Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affected Parties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14/3/2000</td>
<td>Four flats at Viking Way Kiveton Park</td>
<td>J J &amp; A R Jackson, Strata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>17/1/2001</td>
<td>Prebendal Estate Phase 3 52 housing refurbishments Aylesbury</td>
<td>J J McGinley, Mansell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1/11/2001</td>
<td>Upgrade of four bungalows Doncaster Road Costhorpe Nottingham</td>
<td>Bodill, J J &amp; A R Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>7/2/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment 92 dwellings Mandeville Road Housing Estate Aylesbury</td>
<td>J J McGinley, Mansell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>25/11/2002</td>
<td>Rebuilding of eight Newland properties Bilborough Nottingham</td>
<td>Bodill, William Woodsend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>28/1/2004</td>
<td>Group repair scheme Phase 29 2 to 8 Bronte Street and 7 Beeches Road Lawkholme Keighley</td>
<td>G &amp; J Seddon, Richardson Projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>2/2/2006</td>
<td>Redevelopment and refurbishment of 45-46 South Molton Street London</td>
<td>Balfour Beatty, Concentra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Other representations on reclassification made in response to the Statement*

II.1751. In response to the Statement, a number of Parties made representations in relation to the OFT’s market classification of certain other Infringements. Having considered these representations the OFT has concluded that a reclassification is not justified, for the reasons set out in the following paragraphs.
Infringement 85 – Product Market

II.1752. In response to the Statement, Bowmer & Kirkland stated that ‘product markets in relation to all of the Alleged Infringements should be further sub-divided according to the nature and to the value of the project’.\footnote{Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 60.} Further, with specific reference to Infringement 85, Bowmer & Kirkland believed that the correct product market should be ‘civil engineering’ instead of ‘Other Industrial Buildings’. In oral representations, Bowmer & Kirkland stated ‘we describe it as civil engineering … it’s the laying of heavy duty foundations… to pits to facilitate large pieces of plant … I think the industry would call that civil engineering… we certainly do and that’s why our civil engineering division did the work.’\footnote{Oral representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 1 August 2008, page 13.}

II.1753. In relation to Bowmer & Kirkland’s first point, the OFT has set out at paragraphs II.1695 to II.1697 above, why it does not consider that further segmentation of the product market can be supported.

II.1754. In relation to Infringement 85, the OFT has taken into consideration the descriptions of this job given by the client, by Bowmer & Kirkland and by Herbert Baggaley (the other Party to this Infringement), and has concluded that this Infringement should not be reclassified as ‘Infrastructure’, as which civil engineering works would normally be classified.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7613.}

II.1755. The client described this job as the ‘removal of existing and formation of a new press base and associated works inside the existing Press Hall building… (with) alterations of structural steelwork to allow the installation of the new press’, and classified the project as ‘industrial buildings’, matching the OFT’s market classification of this Infringement.\footnote{See paragraph II.1617.} The OFT considers that this was likely to be a complex job with elements of civil engineering. However, this does not of itself support a reclassification as ‘Infrastructure’. Although infrastructure work does not fall within the scope of the OFT’s investigation as it is carried out by specialist civil engineering firms,\footnote{Bowmer & Kirkland’s market definition response to question 5 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6941.} this is not the same as excluding all work involving elements of civil engineering.

II.1756. Furthermore, in its response to the Market Definition Questionnaire when asked to fill in the proportion of work that was RMI work for each category of work, Bowmer & Kirkland stated ‘We have excluded the Private Housing, Public Housing and Infrastructure headings as no work is undertaken in these categories’.\footnote{Bowmer & Kirkland’s market definition response to question 5 of questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 6941.} Therefore, by Bowmer & Kirkland’s own admission, it did not consider that it carried out Infrastructure work and the mere fact that this project might have involved elements of civil engineering and some specialist skills does not mean that it should be categorised as ‘civil engineering’ or ‘Infrastructure’.

II.1757. The OFT further notes that the client invited Herbert Baggaley to tender for this project, indicating that it was a project which could be carried out by a building contractor without specialist civil engineering skills. Herbert Baggaley did not identify the project as being civil engineering, instead stating that: ‘...
Baggaleys’ decision not to price this job with a view to winning the tender was due to the problems and risks involved in the job ...  

II.1758. Therefore, for the reasons outlined above, the OFT does not consider that a reclassification of the market for this Infringement is warranted.

Infringement 96 – Product Market

II.1759. In the Statement, the OFT categorised this tender as falling within the market for ‘Education’ construction works in the ‘East Midlands’. The tenders sought were for refurbishment, adaptations and internal and external repairs to the main and sundry buildings of Sir John Moore Primary School.

II.1760. In its response to the Statement, Linford submitted that the OFT had ‘...erroneously classified the relevant product market for [this Infringement] as being “Education”. The work on Sir John Moore School was done by the “Linford-Bridgeman” division because it was historic building work. Linford’s competitors on such projects are not contractors who would specialise in school work, but those who specialised more in restoration.’ and the OFT appear to have classified [this Infringement] not on the basis of competitive factors such as supply and demand side substitutability, but on non-economic and inappropriate factors such as the purpose for which the building in question was being used by the client. Linford observes that this classification as “Education” is arbitrary and, in fact, there is no category listed in the [Statement] in to which it could be appropriately classified.

II.1761. The OFT does not accept Linford’s submission that the relevant product market has been defined erroneously, nor does it accept that non-economic factors were used as the basis for relevant market definition or that treating this tender as being within the ‘Education’ market is at all arbitrary.

II.1762. For reasons given in paragraphs II.1646 to II.1663 above, there is no basis for defining the relevant product market according to types of work – i.e. for treating NB and RMI as being in different markets. The evidence seen by the OFT, in particular the responses to its Suppliers’ Survey, indicates supply side substitutability between these types of work, and hence a single market for NB and RMI work. The OFT therefore does not consider the fact that this tender was for restoration work – hence RMI – affects the market into which it falls, or that the OFT has defined the market incorrectly.

II.1763. The OFT has set out at paragraphs II.1695 to II.1700 and II.1727 to II.1728 above, the reasons why it is appropriate in this case following a proper market definition exercise to define the relevant product markets on the basis of identifiable sectors of work, including education, rather than categories of work.

II.1764. Within the relevant product markets all construction works have been included, with the exception of PFI and PPP projects. The relevant product market contains NB and RMI segments and the restoration work category forms part of the latter segment. The OFT did not consider it appropriate to segment the relevant market into NB and RMI for the reasons set out in paragraphs II.1647 to II.1655 above.

1900 Written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.
1901 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5.10 and 5.11.
II.1765. For these reasons, the OFT does not consider that a reclassification of the market for this Infringement is warranted.
SECTION III – LEGAL BACKGROUND

A. Introduction

III.1. This Part of the Decision sets out the legal framework against which the OFT has considered the evidence in this case.

III.2. The legal provisions prohibiting agreements which prevent, restrict or distort competition are contained in the Chapter I prohibition of the Act and Article 81(1). Both provisions are relevant to this case, by reason of the Modernisation Regulation. The relevant parts of both provisions are therefore set out below, followed by a detailed examination of the key concepts contained within each, together with the law on the burden and standard of proof.

B. The Chapter I Prohibition

In General

III.3. The Chapter I prohibition prohibits agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings or concerted practices which may affect trade within the UK1903 and which have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the UK, unless they are excluded or exempt in accordance with the provisions of Part I of the Act.1904 The Chapter I prohibition applies in particular to agreements, decisions or concerted practices which directly or indirectly fix selling prices or other trading conditions.1905

III.4. In order to find an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition, the OFT must establish the existence of an agreement, a decision or a concerted practice between undertakings which may affect trade within the UK and which had as its object or effect, the appreciable prevention, restriction or distortion of competition.

Consistency with EC Law

III.5. Section 60(1) of the Act sets out the principle that, so far as is possible (having regard to any relevant differences between the provisions concerned), questions arising in relation to competition within the UK are dealt with in a manner which is consistent with the treatment of corresponding questions arising in EC law in relation to competition within the EC. In particular, under section 60(2) of the Act, the OFT must act (so far as it is compatible with the provisions of the Act) with a view to ensuring that there is no inconsistency between its decision and the principles laid down by the EC Treaty and the European Courts and any relevant decision of the European Courts. Under section 60(3) of the Act, the OFT must, in addition, have regard to any relevant decision or statement of the Commission.

III.6. The provision in EC competition law that is equivalent to the Chapter I prohibition is Article 81 of the EC Treaty, on which the Chapter I prohibition is modelled. Accordingly, the case law of the European Courts interpreting Article

---

1903 Under section 2(3) of the Act, subsection (1) applies only if the agreement, decision or practice is, or is intended to be, implemented in the UK, and under section 2(7), ‘United Kingdom’ means, in relation to an agreement which operates or is intended to operate only in a part of the UK, that part.

1904 The Chapter I prohibition came into force on 1 March 2000.

1905 Section 2(2)(a) of the Act.
81 is relevant when applying the Chapter I prohibition. This is independent of the relevance of this case law in the context of the OFT’s separate duty to apply Article 81(1) in the present case, as to which see paragraphs III.7 to III.9 below.

C. Article 81 of the EC Treaty

III.7. Following the coming into force of the Modernisation Regulation from 1 May 2004\(^{1906}\), when the OFT applies national competition law to agreements and/or concerted practices between undertakings which may affect trade between Member States, it is required also to apply Article 81 of the EC Treaty, where it is applicable.\(^{1907}\)

III.8. Since some of the infringing agreements and/or concerted practices particularised in this Decision were entered into or continued after 1 May 2004, the OFT considers that it is under an obligation to consider the applicability of Article 81 to the circumstances of this case.

III.9. Whether Article 81(1) is in fact applicable to the circumstances of this case depends on whether the infringing agreements and/or concerted practices ‘may affect trade between Member States’ within the terms of Article 81(1). The OFT sets out the principles relevant to the determination of this question at paragraphs III.191 to III.196 below, and sets out its conclusions at paragraphs V.15 to V.25 of the Legal Assessment section below. As discussed in those paragraphs, the OFT does not consider that any of the agreements and/or concerted practices described in this Decision fulfil this criterion; Article 81(1) is not therefore in fact applicable.\(^{1908}\)

D. Undertakings

Concept of an undertaking

III.10. The word ‘undertaking’ is not defined in the Act or in the EC Treaty. It is a wide term that the ECJ has held to cover ‘any entity engaged in an economic activity, regardless of the legal status of the entity and the way in which it is financed’.\(^{1909}\) In the particular context of Article 81(1), undertakings have been described as ‘economic units which consist of a unitary organization of personal, tangible and intangible elements which pursue a specific economic aim on a long-term basis and contribute to the commission of an infringement of the kind referred to in that provision’.\(^{1910}\)

III.11. An ‘undertaking’ therefore designates an economic unit rather than a legal entity, and may describe a unit which itself consists of several persons, natural or legal.\(^{1911}\) In particular, where a parent has the ability to exercise decisive

---

\(^{1906}\) OJ L1, 4 January 2003, page 1 and Article 45, Modernisation Regulation.

\(^{1907}\) Article 3, Modernisation Regulation.

\(^{1908}\) In any event, in the particular circumstances of the present case the OFT’s proposed action, including the imposition of and level of penalties, would be no different whether or not Article 81 had been infringed in addition to the Chapter I prohibition.


influence over a subsidiary at the time of an infringement so as to deprive it of real autonomy in determining its conduct on the market, the two entities form part of the same undertaking for the purposes of Article 81(1) even though they have distinct legal personalities.\textsuperscript{1912}

III.12. In this regard, it is important to note that the effective enforcement of competition law depends on ensuring that all legal entities with responsibility for the commission of an infringement are susceptible to the relevant sanctions for that infringement. This includes (current and former) parent companies who, although not directly involved in the infringing acts, could have influenced the policies and conduct of their subsidiaries to prevent such infringements but failed to do so.

\textit{Wholly owned companies}

III.13. The exercise of decisive influence can be presumed where a subsidiary is wholly owned by its parent, whether directly or indirectly.\textsuperscript{1913} The presumption will be further supported where additional indicia of decisive influence exist, such as the use of the same commercial name or logo\textsuperscript{1914}, a parent being active on the same or adjacent markets to its subsidiary\textsuperscript{1915}, direct instructions being given by a parent to a subsidiary\textsuperscript{1916} or the two entities having shared directors.\textsuperscript{1917} The CFI has made it clear that it can generally be presumed that a wholly-owned subsidiary essentially follows the instructions given to it by its parent, without needing to check whether the parent company in fact exercised that power.\textsuperscript{1918}

III.14. Where the presumption of decisive influence arises, the OFT is entitled to find that the parent and subsidiary form the same undertaking, and to hold the parent company responsible for an infringement committed by its subsidiary, unless the parent company has proved that the subsidiary determines its conduct on the market autonomously.\textsuperscript{1919} Although not necessary in this Decision, the OFT has in any event identified other indicia of influence, such as directors in common between the parent and subsidiary.


\textsuperscript{1914} Case T-66/99 \textit{Minoan Lines SA v Commission} [2003] ECR II-05515, at paragraphs 129 and 137, confirmed by the ECJ in Case C-121/04 P \textit{Minoikes Grammes ANE (Minoan Lines SA) v Commission}.


\textsuperscript{1917} \textit{Sepia Logistics v OFT} [2007] CAT 13, at paragraphs 77 to 80.

\textsuperscript{1918} Joined Cases T-71, 74, 87 and 91/03, \textit{Tokai Carbon Co. Ltd and others v Commission} [2005] ECR II-10, at paragraph 60.

III.15. A few Parties submitted that a 100 per cent shareholding is not sufficient to give rise to a rebuttable presumption that a parent and its subsidiary are a single economic unit, but that something more is required. Whilst these Parties cited CFI case law in support of their representations, the CFI clearly states in Akzo Nobel and Schunk that a 100 per cent shareholding is sufficient in itself to give rise to a rebuttable presumption that decisive influence is exercised by the parent company (see also the cases cited in footnote 1913). This has recently been confirmed by the ECJ in Akzo Nobel.

‘… the Court of First Instance did not commit any error of law in holding that where a parent company has a 100% shareholding in its subsidiary there is a rebuttable presumption that that parent company exercises a decisive influence over the conduct of its subsidiary.’

III.16. A few Parties submitted in response to the Statement that, in order to find that a parent and its wholly owned subsidiary form part of the same undertaking, the OFT must establish not only that the parent could have exercised decisive influence over its subsidiary, but also that it did in fact exert that influence. However, as noted above, the European courts have made clear that, where a subsidiary is wholly owned, there is a rebuttable presumption that the parent company did exert decisive influence over its subsidiary’s conduct. In Avebe v Commission, the CFI noted that:

‘In the case giving rise to the judgment in Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags v Commission… the Court of Justice recognised that when a parent company holds 100% of the shares in a subsidiary which has been found guilty of unlawful conduct, there is a rebuttable presumption that the parent company actually exerted a decisive influence over its subsidiary’s conduct’ (emphasis added).

III.17. In that situation, it is for the parent company to rebut that presumption by adducing evidence to establish that its subsidiary was sufficiently autonomous. As set out in Section II, some Parties have asserted that their parent company is a holding company only, or that the subsidiary has its own management board, or that the parent is not involved in the subsidiary’s day to day management. The OFT does not consider that these assertions alone are

---

1920 For example, written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7; Transcript of oral hearing with Durkan Holdings, 27 February 2009, at page 13; Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 1.7 and 4.22 to 4.29.
1923 Case T-69/04 Schunk, judgment of 8 October 2008, at paragraphs 56 to 58.
1924 The OFT also considers that in more recent decisions, the Commission has also found a presumption that a parent company exercises decisive influence over its wholly owned subsidiary. See, for example, Commission Decision in Case COMP/F/38.899 Gas Insulated Switchgear, 24 January 2007, at paragraph 335.
1925 Case C-97/08P Akzo Nobel NV v Commission, 10 September 2009, at paragraph 63.
1926 For example, written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 16.
sufficient to rebut the presumption that a parent and subsidiary are a single economic entity. In order to rebut the presumption, a parent must adduce evidence relating to the economic and legal organisational links between the two legal entities to demonstrate that the subsidiary operates autonomously on the market. This has recently been upheld and confirmed by the ECJ.\textsuperscript{1929}

‘…the conduct of the subsidiary on the market cannot be the only factor which enables the liability of the parent company to be established, but is only one of the signs of the existence of an economic unit. … In order to ascertain whether a subsidiary determines its conduct on the market independently, account must be taken not only of the factors set out in paragraph 64 of the judgment under appeal, but also of all the relevant factors relating to economic, organisational and legal links which tie the subsidiary to the parent company, which may vary from case to case and cannot therefore be set out in an exhaustive list.’

III.18. Several Parties submitted that common directorships cannot be relied on as an indicator of decisive influence if the directors are not implicated in the infringements.\textsuperscript{1930} The OFT does not accept this argument. The CFI has stated that ‘It is….not because of a relationship between the parent company and its subsidiary in instigating the infringement or, a fortiori, because the parent company is involved in the infringement, but because they constitute a single undertaking….that the Commission is able to address the decision imposing fines to the parent company of a group of companies’.\textsuperscript{1931} As a result, ‘…attribution of an infringement by a subsidiary to the parent company does not require proof that the parent company influences its subsidiary’s policy in the specific area in which the infringement occurred.’\textsuperscript{1932}

Majority-owned companies

III.19. In circumstances where a subsidiary is majority-owned, rather than wholly-owned by its parent company, the principles applicable to presuming that the parent exercised decisive influence may nevertheless apply where there is a clear ability to exercise control. This follows naturally from the principles set out in paragraphs III.11 to III.18.

III.20. In other words, where the level of shareholding, coupled with any other economic and legal organisational links, are such as to allow the parent to direct the conduct of its subsidiary, the OFT is entitled to presume, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that the parent company did in fact exercise decisive influence over its subsidiary. Where the shareholding is close to 100 per cent, the need to identify other links will be less than where the parent owns a bare majority.

III.21. Certain parties suggested that the OFT was not entitled to rely on a presumption of decisive influence in circumstances where the shareholding was

\textsuperscript{1929} Case C-97/08P \textit{Akzo Nobel NV v Commission}, 10 September 2009, at paragraphs 73 to 74.
\textsuperscript{1930} For example, written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 12; Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 1.8 and 4.36 to 4.37; Written representations of Balfour Beatty plc, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 9.7 to 9.10.
\textsuperscript{1931} Case T-112/05 \textit{Akzo Nobel NV v European Commission}, judgment of 12 December 2007 at paragraph 58, recently upheld by the ECJ in Case C-97/08P \textit{Akzo Nobel NV v Commission}, 10 September 2009.
\textsuperscript{1932} Case T-112/05 \textit{Akzo Nobel NV v European Commission}, judgment of 12 December 2007 at paragraph 80, recently upheld by the ECJ in Case C-97/08P \textit{Akzo Nobel NV v Commission}, 10 September 2009. See also Case T-12/03 \textit{Itochu v Commission}, judgment of 30 April 2009, at paragraph 58.
less than 100 per cent, seeking to rely on a number of cases in support of that view. 1933 The OFT notes that almost all of the case law does relate to wholly owned companies but does not accept that any of these cases preclude the application of the presumption where the shareholding is less than 100 per cent. 1934

III.22. Similarly, the case law identifies a number of relevant economic and legal organisational links indicative of a parent company’s ability to control its subsidiary. In Section II, the OFT has considered such indicia for each of the corporate groups where shareholdings are less than 100 per cent when concluding that the exercise of decisive influence can be presumed. However, the OFT does not accept that every one of the various indicia identified by the case law must be present in order for the presumption to apply1935, and therefore where parties have identified the absence of a particular link, that does not undermine the application of the presumption.

III.23. In line with the position for wholly-owned subsidiaries, where the presumption of decisive influence arises, the OFT is entitled to find that the parent and subsidiary form part of the same undertaking, and to hold the parent company responsible for an Infringement committed by its subsidiary, unless the parent company has rebutted that presumption by proving that the subsidiary determined its conduct on the market autonomously.

III.24. Durkan Holdings submitted that it was insufficient for the OFT to demonstrate that a parent was able to exert decisive influence over its subsidiary but it must also check whether that influence was actually exerted.1936 In making this submission, Durkan Holdings relied on the first and second sentences of paragraph 136 of the CFI’s judgment in Avebe. 1937 However, the OFT notes that the CFI went on in the remainder of that paragraph to state that the actual exercise of decisive influence could be presumed in the case of 100 per cent shareholding (see paragraph III.16). The CFI then considered the facts of the particular case (the entity in question had two parents, each with 50 per cent shareholding and joint management power) in order to reach a presumption (analogous to that arising with 100 per cent shareholding) that the joint parent actually exerted decisive influence over the subsidiary. As the applicant had not adduced any evidence to rebut the presumption, the CFI concluded that the entity and its joint parents formed a single undertaking. 1938 The OFT considers that the CFI’s judgment in Avebe provides further support for its conclusion that a presumption of the exercise of decisive influence is not confined to the

---


1934 The OFT also notes in this regard that the European Commission has previously considered a 98 per cent shareholding to be sufficient in itself to give rise to a presumption of decisive influence. Commission decision in MCAA, OJ L353, 13 December 2006, page 12, at paragraph 258.

1935 See for example, the written representations of Durkan Holdings, 6 February 2009, paragraph 44(b) and 27 June 2008, paragraph 33(b), asserting that any directors in common must cover, and have exercised, ‘key operational functions’ in both companies, citing paragraph 49 of the CFI’s judgment in Metsä-Serla.

1936 Written representations of Durkan Holdings, 6 February 2009, paragraph 44(c) and 27 June 2008, paragraph 33(c); Transcript of oral hearing with Durkan Holdings, 27 February 2009, at page 12.


situation where a parent company holds 100 per cent of the shares in its subsidiary.

Succession

III.25. Since the concepts of undertakings and legal personality are distinct, in attributing liability for breaches of Article 81(1) to an undertaking, ‘when a violation is found to have been committed, it is necessary to identify the natural or legal person who was responsible for the operation of the undertaking at the time when the violation was committed, so that it can answer for it’ (emphasis added).1939 The ECJ has confirmed that ‘the concept of an undertaking covers any entity engaged in economic activity, irrespective of its legal status and the way in which it is financed…When such an entity infringes competition rules, it falls, according to the principle of personal responsibility, to that entity to answer for that infringement.’1940 It is therefore irrelevant if a legal entity responsible for an infringement has been sold or transferred to another entity since the violation was committed; provided the original legal entity still exists, liability remains with it and a new parent company will usually not be liable for infringements which pre-date its acquisition unless that new parent company forms part of the original undertaking responsible for the infringement.1941

III.26. Where, however, the original legal entity no longer exists, it is necessary to consider whether there is functional and economic continuity (‘undertaking identity’) between the original entity and any new entity into which it may have merged.1942 This involves considering whether the physical and human assets which were responsible for the infringement have been acquired by another entity.1943

III.27. The ECJ has confirmed that events such as organisational changes should not enable liabilities for competition law breaches to be evaded:

‘...it must be noted that if no possibility of imposing a penalty on an entity other than the one which committed the infringement were foreseen, undertakings could escape penalties by simply changing their identity through restructurings, sales or other legal or organisational changes. This would jeopardise the objective of suppressing conduct that infringes the competition rules and preventing reoccurrence by means of deterrent penalties…the legal forms of the entity that committed the infringement and the entity that succeeded it are irrelevant. Imposing a penalty for the infringement on the successor can therefore not be excluded simply because…the successor has a different legal status and is operated differently from the entity that it succeeded.’1944

---

1943 See, for example, Anic, at paragraphs 237 to 239 and C-297/98 P SCA v Commission, at paragraphs 24 to 28.
1944 Case C-280/06 Autorita Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato v Ente Tabacchi Italiani – ETI SpA and Philip Morris, judgment of 11 December 2007, at paragraphs 41 and 43.
Agency relationships

III.28. Under EC law, an agent is a legal or natural person who is vested with the power to negotiate and/or conclude contracts on behalf of another person (the principal) for the sale or purchase of goods or services by the principal. It is immaterial whether the agent acts for one or several principals.1945

III.29. An agency relationship arises at English common law where one party, the principal, consents that another party, the agent, should act on his behalf, and the agent consents to do so. An agent may be an employee of the principal, an independent contractor, a partner or any other person given authority to act on the principal’s behalf. An agency relationship can be created by agreement (express or implied), by the ratification of the agent’s acts by the principal or, in certain circumstances, by the operation of law. These principles are further outlined in the following paragraphs.

III.30. No contractual document is required to create an express agency agreement; any means (including oral1946) by which the principal expresses his consent for the agent to act on his behalf will suffice.1947 Moreover, an agency agreement can be implied from the principal’s acquiescence to, or recognition of, the acts of the agent. Likewise, the agent’s consent to act on behalf of the principal can be implied from his actions.1948 It may also be inferred that an agent will have such authority as is usual or customary, given the position he holds.1949 In this respect, both parties’ conduct should be interpreted objectively. An express or implied agency agreement will give the agent actual authority to represent his principal.

III.31. As noted above, if a person purports to act on behalf of another, but without prior authority, subsequent ratification by the second person will retrospectively confer authority and will create an agency relationship in respect of the ratified act. Ratification can be implied from any act demonstrating an intention to adopt the relevant transaction, in certain circumstances even through silence.1950

III.32. A principal may also be bound by the acts of an agent where the principal has, by words or conduct, represented to a third party that the agent has authority to act on his behalf and the third party acts in reliance on that representation and alters his position as a result. In these circumstances, the agent is said to have ‘ostensible’ or ‘apparent’ authority to act on behalf of the principal.1951

III.33. According to European case law, an agent can be regarded as part of the same undertaking as its principal:

1946 Save for some limited statutory exceptions, which are not relevant to the facts of this case.
1949 Howard v Sheward (1866) LR 2 CP 148.
‘It is clear from case-law that, where an agent works for his principal, he can in principle be regarded as an auxiliary organ forming an integral part of the latter’s undertaking bound to carry out the principal’s instructions and thus, like a commercial employee, forms an economic unit with this undertaking.’

III.34. A principal and agent will be regarded as forming part of the same undertaking where the agent does not assume financial and commercial risk, and does not determine its own conduct on the market independently. This will be the case, for example, where:

(a) property in the goods sold does not vest in the agent, or the agent does not himself supply the contract services;
(b) the agent does not contribute to the costs relating to the supply of the goods or services;
(c) the agent is not obliged to invest in sales promotion;
(d) the agent does not maintain stocks of the contract goods at his own cost or risk;
(e) the agent does not create and/or operate an after-sales service, repair or warranty service (or operates one reimbursed by the principal);
(f) the agent does not make market-specific investments in equipment, premises or training of personnel;
(g) the agent does not undertake responsibility for product liability towards third parties;
(h) the agent does not take the risk of the customers’ non-performance of the contract.

III.35. For the avoidance of doubt, the OFT considers that the identification of companies forming an undertaking is primarily a matter of EC law, but has nonetheless set out the relevant common law principles where they assist in the identification of an agent/principal relationship.

III.36. Once it is established that a principal and agent form part of the same undertaking, the principal is unable to avoid liability for the actions of its agent by claiming it was unaware of the agent’s actions, or did not authorise or approve those actions.

E. Agreements or concerted practices between undertakings

III.37. Note that this Part E (Agreements or concerted practices) and Part F (Prevention, restriction and distortion of competition), set out the general legal principles in relation to those matters. The application of those principles to the types of Infringement particularised in this Decision is then set out in Parts G (Cover bidding) and H (Compensation payment arrangements).

Agreement ‘and/or’ concerted practice

III.38. Both the Chapter I prohibition and Article 81(1) apply to ‘agreements’ and/or ‘concerted practices’.

III.39. The ECJ has confirmed that it is not necessary for the purposes of finding an infringement, to characterise conduct exclusively as an agreement or as a concerted practice. The concepts of agreement and concerted practice are not mutually exclusive and there is no rigid dividing line between the two; on the contrary, they are intended:

‘to catch forms of collusion having the same nature and only distinguishable from each other by their intensity and the forms in which they manifest themselves’.

III.40. The ECJ explained this in Anic as follows:

‘The list in Article [81(1)] of the Treaty is intended to apply to all collusion between undertakings, whatever form it takes... The only essential thing is the distinction between independent conduct, which is allowed, and collusion, which is not, regardless of any distinction between types of collusion’.

This reasoning has been expressly cited by the CAT in several cases.

III.41. While there is a particular overlap between the concepts of agreements and concerted practices in the case of single complex infringements of long duration, the same principle will apply to discrete infringements of short duration. As the CAT has confirmed in its judgments in both the JJB Sports/AllSports and Argos/Littlewoods cases, both of which involved discrete infringements of comparatively short duration:

---

1956 Section 2(1) of the Act and Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty.
'It is trite law that it is not necessary for the OFT to characterise an infringement as either an agreement or a concerted practice: it is sufficient that the conduct in question amounts to one or the other'.\textsuperscript{1962}

This position has since been upheld by the Court of Appeal.\textsuperscript{1963}

III.42. It is not therefore necessary for the OFT to come to a conclusion as to whether the behaviour of the Parties specifically constitutes an agreement or a concerted practice in order to demonstrate an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition in the present case.

Agreements

III.43. An agreement does not have to be a formal written agreement to be caught by the Chapter I prohibition. Nor does an agreement have to be legally binding, or contain any enforcement mechanisms.\textsuperscript{1964} The Chapter I prohibition is intended to catch a wide range of agreements and concerted practices, including oral agreements\textsuperscript{1965} and 'gentlemen’s agreements'\textsuperscript{1966}, since anti-competitive agreements are, by their nature, rarely in written form.\textsuperscript{1967}

III.44. The test is whether there has been:

‘a concurrence of wills between at least two parties, the form in which it is manifested being unimportant, so long as it constitutes the faithful expression of the parties’ intention’.\textsuperscript{1968}

The intention of the parties must be to conduct themselves on the market in a specific way.\textsuperscript{1969} For example, an adherence to a common plan that limits or is likely to limit their individual commercial freedom by determining lines of mutual action or abstention from action in the market.\textsuperscript{1970}

III.45. The precise manner in which the parties’ intention to behave on the market in accordance with the terms of the relevant agreement is expressed, is not therefore significant; an agreement may be express or it may be implied from

\textsuperscript{1963} Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v OFT and JJB Sports plc v OFT [2006] EWCA Civ 1318, at paragraph 21.
\textsuperscript{1967} See also the OFT Competition law guideline on Agreements and Concerted Practices (OFT401, Edition 12/04), at paragraph 2.7.
\textsuperscript{1970} See, for example, Commission decision in Polypropylene, OJ L230, 18 August 1986, at paragraph 81.
the conduct of the parties.\textsuperscript{1971} It may also consist of either an isolated act or a series of acts or a course of conduct.\textsuperscript{1972}

III.46. The fact that a party may have played only a limited part in the setting up of the agreement, or may not be fully committed to its implementation, or may have participated only under pressure from other parties does not mean that it is not party to the agreement (although these facts may be relevant to the level of penalty).\textsuperscript{1973}

\textit{Concerted Practices}

\textit{Undertakings Concerting Together}

III.47. A concerted practice does not require an actual agreement (whether express or implied) to have been reached. Rather, as the ECJ held in \textit{Dyestuffs}, a concerted practice is:

\begin{quote}
\textit{`a form of co-ordination between undertakings which, without having reached the stage where an agreement properly so-called has been concluded, knowingly substitutes practical co-operation between them for the risks of competition'.}\textsuperscript{1974}
\end{quote}

III.48. The concept of a concerted practice must be understood in light of the principle that each economic operator must determine its policy on the market independently. The ECJ explained this in its judgment in \textit{Suiker Unie} in the following terms:

\begin{quote}
\textit{`the criteria of coordination and cooperation laid down by the case-law of the Court, which in no way require the working out of an actual plan, must be understood in light of the concept inherent in the provisions of the treaty relating to competition that each economic operator must determine independently the policy which he intends to adopt on the common market including the choice of the persons and undertakings to which he makes offers or sells'.}\textsuperscript{1975}
\end{quote}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{1971} See, for example, Commission decision in Soda-ash/Solvay, CFK, OJ L10, 15 January 2003, at paragraph 52.
\textsuperscript{1972} Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic Participazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, at paragraph 81.
III.49. The requirement of independence was further explained as follows:

‘...although...[the]...requirement of independence does not deprive economic operators of the right to adapt themselves intelligently to the existing and anticipated conduct of their competitors, it does however strictly preclude any direct or indirect contact between such operators, the object or effect whereof is to influence the conduct on the market of an actual or potential competitor or to disclose to such a competitor the course of conduct which they themselves have decided to adopt or contemplate adopting on the market in question, where the object or effect of such contact is to create conditions of competition which do not correspond to the normal conditions of the market in question, regard being had to the nature of the products or services offered, the size and number of the undertakings and the volume of the said market...’.1976

III.50. A concerted practice may occur, in particular, where there are reciprocal contacts between undertakings which have the object or effect of removing or reducing uncertainty as to future conduct on the market.1977 Reciprocal contacts are established:

‘where one competitor discloses its future intentions or conduct on the market to another when the latter requests it or, at the very least, accepts it...’ 1978

and:

‘It is sufficient that, by its statement of intention, the competitor should have eliminated or, at the very least, substantially reduced uncertainty as to the conduct on the market to be expected on his part’.1979

III.51. In order to prove concertation, it is not therefore necessary to show that the competitor in question has formally undertaken, in respect of one or several others, to adopt a particular course of conduct or that the competitors have expressly agreed a particular course of conduct on the market. It is sufficient that, by its statement of intention, the competitor should have eliminated or, at

---


the very least, substantially reduced uncertainty as to the conduct on the market to be expected on his part.

III.52. Moreover, the requirement of concertation may be satisfied by the unilateral disclosure of information by one party to another, where that information is ‘at the very least’ accepted by the recipient. Thus, in Tate & Lyle the CFI held that:

‘…the fact that only one of the participants at the meetings in question reveals its intentions is not sufficient to exclude the possibility of an agreement or concerted practice’.\footnote{1980}

III.53. Similarly, the mere receipt of information concerning competitors may be sufficient to give rise to concertation. As noted by the CFI in Tate and Lyle:

‘an undertaking, by its participation in a meeting with an anti-competitive purpose, not only pursued the aim of eliminating in advance uncertainty about the future conduct of its competitors but could not fail to take into account, directly or indirectly, the information obtained in the course of those meetings in order to determine the policy which it intended to pursue on the market. The Court considers that the conclusion also applies where, as in this case, the participation of one or more undertakings in meetings with an anti-competitive purpose is limited to the mere receipt of information concerning the future conduct of their market competitors’.\footnote{1981}

III.54. In Aalborg Portland, the ECJ stated that an undertaking which receives information relating to an anti-competitive arrangement without manifestly opposing it will be taken to have participated in a concerted practice unless that undertaking puts forward evidence to establish that it had indicated its opposition to the anti-competitive arrangement to its competitors:

‘According to settled case-law, it is sufficient for the Commission to show that the undertaking concerned participated in meetings at which anti-competitive agreements were concluded, without manifestly opposing them, to prove to the requisite standard that the undertaking participated in the cartel. Where participation in such meetings has been established, it is for that undertaking to put forward evidence to establish that its participation in those meetings was without any anti-competitive intention by demonstrating that it had indicated to its competitors that it was participating in those meetings in a spirit that was different from theirs’.\footnote{1982}

III.55. The rationale for this principle of law is that:


...a party which tacitly approves of an unlawful initiative, without publicly distancing itself from its content or reporting it to the administrative authorities, effectively encourages the continuation of the infringement and compromises its discovery... That complicity constitutes a passive mode of participation in the infringement which is therefore capable of rendering the undertaking liable in the context of a single agreement.”

III.56. Nor is the fact that an undertaking does not act on the outcome of a meeting having an anti-competitive purpose such as to relieve it of responsibility for the fact of its participation in a cartel, unless it has publicly distanced itself from what was agreed in the meeting.

Conduct on the Market

III.57. According to the case law of the ECJ, the concept of a concerted practice requires, besides undertakings concerting together, conduct on the market pursuant to those collective practices, and a relationship of cause and effect between the two.

III.58. Where an undertaking participating in concerting arrangements remains active on the market, there is a presumption that it will take account of information exchanged with its competitors. In Anic, the ECJ held that:

‘subject to proof to the contrary, which it is for the economic operators concerned to adduce, there must be a presumption that the undertakings participating in concerting arrangements and remaining active on the market take account of the information exchanged with their competitors when determining their conduct on the market, particularly when they concert together on a regular basis over a long period, as was the case here’.

This is because it is assumed that ‘the recipient of the information in question cannot normally fail to take that information into account when formulating its policy on the market’.

III.59. The ECJ has recently confirmed that this presumption applies even if the concerted action is the result of a single meeting between undertakings.

---

¹⁹⁸⁹ Case C-8/08 T-Mobile Netherlands BV and others v NMa, judgment of 4 June 2009, at paragraph 29.
F. Prevention, restriction or distortion of competition

No need to prove anti-competitive effect where anti-competitive object established

III.60. In the context of Article 81(1) EC, the ECJ has held that ‘there is no need to take account of the concrete effects of an agreement once it has as its object the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition’.\(^{1990}\) Equally, where the conduct in question is a concerted practice, the ECJ has held that although the concept presupposes conduct of the participating undertakings on the market, it does not necessarily imply that conduct should produce the concrete effect of restricting, preventing or distorting competition;\(^{1991}\) under Article 81(1), concerted practices are therefore prohibited regardless of their effect, when they have an anti-competitive object.\(^{1992}\)

III.61. It follows that the OFT is not, when applying the Chapter I prohibition, obliged to establish that an agreement or concerted practice has an anti-competitive effect where it is found to have as its object the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition.\(^{1993}\)

III.62. Several Parties submitted that this approach is incorrect, on the basis of the CFI’s judgment in GlaxoSmithKline.\(^{1994}\) A number of different submissions were put forward on the basis of this judgment; namely:

(a) the OFT must carry out a competitive analysis to determine whether the provision in question has an anti-competitive object or effect;\(^{1995}\)

(b) the OFT is required to consider the legal and economic context in which the undertakings operate\(^{1996}\), which, it is said, the OFT has failed to do (contrary to its previous practice\(^{1997}\)).


\(^{1993}\) Argos & Littlewoods v OFT [2004] CAT 24, at paragraph 357.

\(^{1994}\) Case T-168/01 GlaxoSmithKline Services v Commission [2006] ECR II-2969, [2006] 5 CMLR 1589. This case is currently under appeal to the ECJ (Joined cases C-501/06 P etc.).


\(^{1997}\) For example, Written representations of Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraphs 4.6 and 4.10.
an agreement may only be presumed to have an anti-competitive object if it may properly be presumed to deprive final consumers of the advantages of competition.\(^{1998}\)

III.63. Caddick cited several European cases in support of its representation that, where it is not obvious that an agreement has the object of restricting competition, it is necessary to establish what anti-competitive effects would flow naturally from the agreement if implemented.\(^{1999}\)

III.64. In response to these arguments, the OFT notes that the ECJ has recently made clear that, in order to find an ‘object’ infringement, an agreement or concerted practice need only be \textit{capable} in an individual case, having regard to the legal and economic context, of preventing, restricting or distorting competition.\(^{2000}\) The OFT is therefore not required to conduct a competitive analysis to demonstrate an \textit{actual} prevention, restriction or distortion of competition in any particular case.\(^{2001}\) Moreover, an impact on consumer prices is not a pre-requisite to the finding of an ‘object’ infringement\(^{2002}\), as the competition rules are ‘\textit{designed to protect not only the immediate interests of individual customers or consumers but also to protect the structure of the market and thus competition as such}.’\(^{2003}\)

III.65. Nor does the finding of anticompetitive object amount to a presumption of effects rebuttable by an analysis of actual effects.\(^{2004}\) In her Opinion in \textit{T-Mobile Netherlands}, Advocate General Kokott explained this principle as follows:

‘\textit{Ultimately…the prohibition on ‘infringements of competition by object’ resulting from Article 81(1) EC is comparable to the risk offences…known in criminal law: in most legal systems, a person who drives a vehicle…when significantly under the influence of alcohol or drugs is liable to a criminal or administrative penalty, wholly irrespective of whether, in fact, he endangered another road user or was even responsible for an accident. In the same vein, undertakings infringe European competition law and may be subject to a fine if they engage in concerted practices with an anti-competitive object; whether in an individual case, in fact, particular market participants or the general public suffer harm is irrelevant}.’\(^{2005}\)

\(^{1998}\) For example, written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.4(d); Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 3.1(d) and 3.4(a) (both Parties citing Case T to 168/01 \textit{GlaxoSmithKline Services v Commission} [2006] ECR II-2969, at paragraphs 119 to 121.


\(^{2000}\) Case C-8/08 \textit{T-Mobile Netherlands BV and others v NMa}, judgment of 4 June 2009, at paragraph 31. See also the Opinion of AG Kokott in the same case, 19 February 2009, at paragraph 48.

\(^{2001}\) Case C-8/08 \textit{T-Mobile Netherlands BV and others v NMa}, judgment of 4 June 2009, at paragraph 43.

\(^{2002}\) Case C-8/08 \textit{T-Mobile Netherlands BV and others v NMa}, judgment of 4 June 2009, at paragraphs 36 to 39. See also the Opinion of AG Kokott, 19 February 2009, at paragraphs 56 to 58, and the Opinion of AG Tristenjak in Case C-501/06 \textit{GlaxoSmithKline Services v Commission}, 30 June 2009, at paragraphs 102 to 118.

\(^{2003}\) Case C-8/08 \textit{T-Mobile Netherlands BV and others v NMa}, judgment of 4 June 2009, at paragraph 38.

\(^{2004}\) See paragraph III.60.

\(^{2005}\) Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in Case C-8/08 \textit{T-Mobile Netherlands BV and Others}, 19 February 2009, at paragraph 47. See also the Opinion of Advocate General Tristenjak in Case C-501/06 \textit{GlaxoSmithKline Services v Commission}, 30 June 2009, at paragraph 89.
III.66. For the reasons given in paragraphs III.71 to III.157 below, the OFT considers that the agreements and/or concerted practices particularised in this Decision are capable of preventing, restricting or distorting of competition. In reaching that conclusion, the OFT has taken into account the legal and economic context in which the agreements and/or concerted practices were applied (see Sections II.C (Market Definition) and IV.B (Cover Pricing Background)).

III.67. In light of the OFT’s finding (at paragraphs V.8 to V.9 of the Legal Assessment section below) that the agreements and/or concerted practices described in this Decision had as their object the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition, the OFT sets out below details of the law on anti-competitive object, but not effect. Whilst a number of Parties submitted that the Infringements in which they were involved did not result in any anti-competitive effect, these representations are not considered further here (although they are taken into account, to the extent relevant to the seriousness of the Infringements, as part of the assessment of penalty in Section VI (Enforcement)).

The law on anti-competitive object

III.68. The ‘object’ of an agreement and/or concerted practice is not assessed by reference to the parties’ subjective intentions when they enter into it, but rather is determined by an objective analysis of its aims.2006

III.69. Where the obvious consequence of an agreement or concerted practice is to prevent, restrict or distort competition, that will be its object for the purpose of the Chapter I prohibition.2007 This will be the case even if the agreement or concerted practice had other objectives.2008

III.70. It is irrelevant whether the parties to the agreement and/or concerted practice have considered the anti-competitive nature of their conduct and appreciated that the object or effect of it might be anti-competitive. The only test is whether the object or effect of the conduct is in fact to prevent, restrict or distort competition.2009

Bid rigging

III.71. Tendering procedures are designed to provide structured competition in areas where it might otherwise be absent. An essential feature of this system is that prospective suppliers prepare and submit tenders or bids independently.2010 As noted by the CAT, the importance of the independent preparation of bids is sometimes recognised in tender documentation by requiring tenderers to certify

2010 OFT Competition law guideline on Agreements and Concerted Practices (OFT401, Edition 12/04), at paragraph 3.14, as cited by the CAT in Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT [2005] CAT 4, at paragraph 214(i) and reflected in its reasoning at paragraph 208; followed in Makers UK Limited v OFT [2007] CAT 11, at paragraphs 13 and 104.
that they have not had any contact with each other in the preparation of their bids.\textsuperscript{2011}

III.72. Any tenders submitted as the result of collusion between prospective suppliers, which reduce the uncertainty of the outcome of the tender process, are likely to have an appreciable effect on competition. Indeed, the OFT considers that bid rigging agreements and/or concerted practices, by their very nature, restrict competition to an appreciable extent.\textsuperscript{2012} Both the Commission and the CFI have also accepted that collusive tendering has the object of restricting competition.\textsuperscript{2013}

III.73. There are two key forms of tender processes: open and selective. Where the process is only open to selected bidders, whether on an invitational, list or other basis, rather than to all potential bidders, the loss of independence as a result of collusion with other bidders can have an even greater distortionary effect on the tendering process.\textsuperscript{2014} This is because the undistorted level of competition is already limited by the restricted number of bidders.

III.74. This Decision addresses two key forms of collusive tendering or bid rigging, which are considered more fully in parts G and H below:

(a) \textit{Cover pricing or cover bidding} occurs when a supplier/bidder (Bidder A) submits a price for a contract that is not intended to win the contract; rather, it is a price that has been decided upon in conjunction with another supplier/bidder (Bidder B) that wishes to win the contract.\textsuperscript{2015} It therefore only gives an \textit{impression} of competitive bidding, as the token bid submitted by Bidder A is higher than the bid of Bidder B who seeks to win the contract. Whether or not the decision by Bidder A not to submit a genuine competitive bid was taken in conjunction with Bidder B, the level of the uncompetitive bid submitted by Bidder A was set using commercially sensitive price information obtained from Bidder B.

Furthermore, a cover pricing arrangement may also include the payment by Bidder B to Bidder A of an agreed amount of money or other consideration to ‘compensate’ Bidder A for the fact that Bidder A has no prospect of winning the contract and/or to compensate for tendering costs already accrued by Bidder A (referred to in this Decision as a ‘\textit{compensation payment}’); and

(b) \textit{Compensation payment arrangements (without cover bidding)} occur where two suppliers/bidders each prepare and submit their own bids,


\textsuperscript{2015} One Party submitted that, in giving a cover price, Bidder B does not necessarily wish to win the contract. Regardless of whether this assertion is factually correct, this is not critical to the OFT’s Decision in this case. The understanding between Bidder A and Bidder B, that A will submit a bid at or above the level of the cover price given by B, will restrict competition whether or not B wishes to win the tender. The manner in which competition is restricted is illustrated by the factors described at paragraph III.99 below.
but agree that the winning party will pay the losing party an agreed sum of money, again often expressed by the parties as a payment to compensate for lost tendering costs and referred to in this Decision as a ‘compensation payment’. Although, unlike cover bidding, both parties may still be hoping to win the tender, the level of bids is above the competitive level as a result of these arrangements. In some of these arrangements, the agreed level of compensation is expressly agreed to be added to the final tender bid(s).

III.75. Although not relevant to the question of whether or not certain conduct does or does not infringe the Chapter I prohibition, a number of Parties made representations concerning the terminology used by the OFT to describe the conduct which is the subject of this Decision. In common with many other competition authorities, practitioners and other organisations, the OFT uses the terms ‘bid rigging’ and ‘collusive tendering’ interchangeably. This is demonstrated by the OFT’s published guidance, which refers to ‘collusive tendering (bid rigging)’ and, elsewhere ‘bid rigging (collusive tendering)’.2016

**Price fixing**

III.76. Price fixing may involve fixing either the price itself or the components of a price, and may also take the form of an agreement or concerted practice to restrict price competition. An agreement may therefore constitute a price fixing agreement or concerted practice where it restricts price competition even if it does not entirely eliminate it.2017 Accordingly, any provision in an agreement and/or concerted practice between competitors which, directly or indirectly, in isolation or in combination with other factors under the control of the Parties, fixes the prices at which goods or services are sold, will amount to an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition.

III.77. For the reasons set out in parts G and H below, the OFT considers that all of the cover pricing Infringements referred to in this Decision constitute forms of price fixing, and that the compensation payments described in this Decision may also do so.

III.78. Several Parties disputed this conclusion in their responses to the Statement. Wright (Hull) highlighted the distinction in section 188(2) of the Enterprise Act 2002 between price fixing and bid rigging.2018 The OFT accepts that not all instances of bid rigging will necessarily also involve price fixing, hence the distinction between bid rigging and price fixing in section 188(2) of the Enterprise Act 2002 - there may be arrangements which are caught by section 188(2)(f), but not by section 188(2)(a). However, the OFT does not accept the inference that price fixing and bid rigging arrangements must be viewed as mutually exclusive.

III.79. Milward argued that bid rigging is a form of customer sharing, rather than price fixing, citing the European Commission decision in *Building and Construction in*

---

2016 OFT Competition law guideline on *Agreements and Concerted practices* (OFT401, Edition 12/04), at paragraph 3.14 and OFT’s guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, Edition 12/04), at footnote 8.
2018 Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraph 34.
the Netherlands and leading textbooks in support of this argument.\textsuperscript{2019} As noted above, the OFT does not view the various potential categories of anti-competitive behaviour caught by the Chapter I prohibition and/or Article 81(1) as being mutually exclusive. An agreement or concerted practice may, depending on the particular facts of the case in question, be categorised as one or more of price fixing, customer/market sharing, bid rigging, information exchange, etc.\textsuperscript{2020}

III.80. In relation to whether a penalty may be imposed on a small agreement, section 39(9) of the Act has a specific definition of ‘price fixing agreement’ for this purpose. The application of this section is considered further in paragraphs VI.31 to VI.37 below.

\textit{Exchange of competitively sensitive information}

III.81. The case law in relation to agreements and concerted practices cited at paragraphs III.38 to III.59 above includes a significant number of cases in which information, including pricing information, had been shared amongst competitors. The exchange of pricing information is particularly sensitive from a competition law perspective. Indeed, the mere disclosure of such information to competitors will almost certainly infringe the Chapter I prohibition where it is capable of influencing their future conduct on the market, as will its receipt (see paragraphs III.50 to III.55 above).

III.82. The exchange of commercially sensitive pricing information between competitors is rarely acceptable. Such exchange eliminates uncertainty and replaces ‘\textit{the risks of competition and the hazards of competitors’ spontaneous reactions by co-operation’}.\textsuperscript{2021} The Commission has explicitly stated that ‘\textit{it is contrary to the provisions of Article [81(1)]...for a producer to communicate to his competitors the essential elements of his price policy’}.\textsuperscript{2022}

III.83. The CFI has previously held that the exchange of information between building contractors regarding the cost components of the contract, the characteristics of the tenders and the prices proposed by each contractor was anti-competitive:

\begin{quote}
‘Where there is concertation by undertakings regarding the manner in which they intend responding to an invitation to tender, involving the exchange of information regarding, inter alia, the costs of the product concerned, its specific characteristics and a breakdown of the price tenders, having in particular the object and effect of revealing to its competitors the course of conduct which each contractor has decided to adopt or contemplates adopting on the market and being capable of leading to the fixing of certain conditions for the transaction, practical cooperation between contractors is deliberately
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{2020} In Elevators and Escalators (COMP 38.823 Press Release of 21 February 2007), the Commission concluded that the undertakings involved had infringed Article 81 by way of bid rigging, price fixing, allocation of projects, market sharing and the exchange of information. This case also involved instances of cover bidding. (On appeal Cases T-145/07 etc. OTIS and others v Commission.) Likewise, in Gas Insulated Switchgear(COMP 38.899, Press Release of 24 January 2007), the Commission found that the undertakings involved had infringed Article 81 by way of market sharing, allocation of projects, market sharing, bid rigging and exchange of information. (On appeal Cases T-145/07 etc. Siemens v Commission).


\textsuperscript{2022} Commission Decision 74/292/EEC IFTA Glass Containers, OJ 1974 L160/1 at paragraph 43.
substituted for the risks of competition and an infringement of Article [81(1)] of the Treaty is thereby committed’.2023

III.84. The OFT considers that the exchange of such information has the object and/or effect of revealing to competitors the course of conduct which each contractor decides to adopt on the market. Practical cooperation between competitors is thereby deliberately substituted for the risks of competition, and such information exchange therefore infringes the Chapter I prohibition.2024

III.85. Admiral disputed whether sharing commercially sensitive information between competitors is wrong. In describing the practice of cover bidding, Admiral stated:

‘There is certainly communication, between, normally two bidders. There is certainly the exchange of commercially sensitive information. There is certainly a use put to that commercially sensitive information. Of course there is nothing wrong with sharing commercially sensitive information. It is intellectual property which can either be withheld from or shared with others. What is done with it is entirely the choice of the owner of it.’2025

III.86. This is a complete misstatement of the law relating to anti-competitive conduct. As the ECJ noted in Asnef-Equifax v Ausbanc:

‘According to the case-law on agreements on the exchange of information, such agreements are incompatible with the rules on competition if they reduce or remove the degree of uncertainty as to the operation of the market in question with the result that competition between undertakings is restricted (John Deere v Commission, paragraph 90, and Case C-194/99 P Thyssen Stahl v Commission [2003] ECR I-10821, paragraph 81).’2026

III.87. Quarmby and Stainforth submitted that, as they were not involved in hardcore cartel activity, any exchange of information which took place would therefore need to be analysed by reference to its effects before an infringement could be established.2027

III.88. The OFT considers that all of the Infringements particularised in this Decision involve bid rigging and also restrict price competition. Accordingly, it is not necessary to consider whether these agreements or concerted practices had an anti-competitive effect.

G. Cover bidding

III.89. As noted above, cover bidding occurs when a supplier/bidder (Bidder A) submits a price for a contract that is not intended to win the contract, rather it is a price that is the same as, or based on, a price given to it by another supplier/bidder

---

2025 Written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 16. Admiral did not dispute, however, that its cover bidding amounted to bid rigging (Letter to the OFT from Admiral’s legal representatives, Irwin Mitchell, dated 15 January 2009).
2026 Case C-238/05 Asnef-Equifax v Ausbanc [2006] ECR I-11125, at paragraph 51.
2027 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 3.23 to 3.28; Written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.24 to 2.27.
(Bidder B) that wishes to win the contract, and is higher than Bidder B’s own intended bid.

III.90. It is clear that in communicating with one another to establish the price at which Bidder A will bid and the fact that Bidder B will be bidding below that price, the parties to a cover bidding arrangement knowingly distort the normal tendering process in which each bid would be independently formulated to ensure competition (see paragraphs III.71 to III.72 above). Collusion of this sort between bidders fundamentally undermines the specific competitive mechanism that has been put in place by the client.

III.91. It is also clear that by communicating in this way, the parties to a cover bidding arrangement ‘knowingly substitute practical co-operation between them for the risks of competition’. Bidder A is avoiding the risk of winning a contract he does not want, without the risks and disadvantages that he may face if he chose not to submit a bid or unilaterally submitted a high bid in the hope it was unsuccessful. Bidder B is reducing (or in some cases eliminating) the risk that he will not win the contract by ensuring that a competitor’s bid is higher than his own.

**Cover bidding as a form of concerted practice**

III.92. The principles for identifying a concerted practice, described at paragraphs III.47 to III.59 above, were applied by the CAT in the context of cover bidding in *Apex*.²⁰²⁸

III.93. The CAT held that where (1) the tenderer receiving cover had had contact with the tenderer giving cover, and (2) the tenderer giving cover then gave cover by sending the tenderer receiving cover figures for a cover bid, this constituted concertation.²⁰²⁹ The CAT highlighted that these facts:

(a) showed that the conduct was not unilateral;

(b) infringed against the principle that each undertaking must determine independently the policy it intends to adopt on the market; and

(c) constituted direct contact between participants which had as its object or effect:

i. the disclosure by one participant to another of the course of conduct which the former was to adopt or was contemplating adopting in the tendering process; and

ii. influencing a participant’s conduct on the market.²⁰³⁰

III.94. This conduct was expressly held to contravene the principle against direct or indirect contact, set out at paragraph III.49.²⁰³¹ It was also held to constitute a prohibited reciprocal contact in that the disclosure by the party receiving cover

---

²⁰²⁹ *Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT* [2005] CAT 4, at paragraphs 217 to 220, 227 to 229 and 240 to 242; see also *Makers UK Limited v OFT* [2007] CAT 11, at paragraph 107.
of its future intentions on the market was accepted by the party giving
cover.2032 As a result, the parties substituted practical cooperation for the risks
of competition which substantially eliminated the uncertainty they each faced
as to the conduct of the other in the tender process.2033

III.95. In Apex, the CAT also applied the concept of conduct on the market, following
the principles set out in Anic2034 (see paragraph III.58 above).2035 There, the
tenderer giving cover was presumed to have taken account of the information
that the tenderer receiving cover was not intending to submit a competitive bid
when determining its own conduct in the tendering process, while the tenderer
receiving cover was similarly presumed to have taken account of the figures it
received for a cover bid when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

III.96. The CAT explicitly noted that it was not necessary for the tenderer receiving
cover to actually place a cover bid with the information received in order for the
conduct of the undertakings in question to constitute a concerted practice.2036

The anti-competitive object of cover bidding

III.97. The OFT considers that cover bidding has as its obvious consequence the
prevention, restriction or distortion of competition, for the reasons set out at
paragraphs III.90 and III.91 above, and described further below. Accordingly, in
order to establish an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition in these
circumstances, it is not necessary for the OFT to demonstrate that it also had
this effect.

III.98. The practice of cover bidding has previously been accepted by the CAT as
having an anti-competitive object. In Apex2037 the CAT concluded that the
parties’ conduct in giving, or in receiving and considering, a cover price had as
its object the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition.2038

III.99. Having rejected Apex’s argument that the object of its conduct was to remain
on its customers’ tender lists2039, the CAT went on to conclude that the
submission of a cover bid has an anti-competitive object or effect in that:

‘(a) it reduces the number of competitive bids submitted in respect of that
particular tender;
(b) it deprives the tenderee of the opportunity of seeking a replacement
(competitive) bid;
(c) it prevents other contractors wishing to place competitive bids in respect
of that particular tender from doing so;
(d) it gives the tenderee a false impression of the nature of competition in the
market, leading at least potentially to future tender processes being
similarly impaired’.2040

2032 See Suiker Unie at paragraph 175 and Cimenteries at paragraph 1849 – described at paragraphs III.49
and III.50 above.
2033 Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT [2005] CAT 4, at paragraphs 223, 232 and 245; see also
2038 Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT [2005] CAT 4, at paragraphs 223 to 224. See also
paragraphs 233, 235 and 246 of the CAT’s judgment.
III.100. The OFT considers that each of these consequences arise in every instance of cover pricing found to be an Infringement in this Decision. Not only do these four consequences indicate that the object of the arrangements was anti-competitive, but also that the arrangements were, at a minimum, capable\(^{2041}\) of anti-competitive effects. The restriction, prevention and/or distortion of competition which results from these four factors is in itself the anti-competitive object or effect of the cover bidding arrangement; it is not the case that an anti-competitive object or effect only arises where there is a direct inflation of the price paid by the customer or a complete elimination of competition from the tender process.

III.101. Several Parties questioned the CAT’s conclusion\(^{2042}\), or stated that these factors do not arise in the context of their particular Infringements.\(^{2043}\) First, these Parties argued that, instead of submitting a cover bid, they could have unilaterally submitted an inflated bid or declined to bid, which would also have reduced the number of competitive bids (see sub-paragraph (a) above), but without breaching competition law.\(^{2044}\) However, cover bidding infringes the Act because it arises as a result of collusion between competitors. The fact that the same result may arguably arise as a result of wholly unilateral action cannot absolve the Parties of liability, nor does it lead to the conclusion that a cover bid is a ‘genuine’ or ‘competitive’ bid.\(^{2045}\) A competitive bid is one which reflects the bidder’s own perception of the potential risks and rewards involved in the project and in the wider marketplace. Whilst a bidder might unilaterally submit a high bid in the hope of not winning a tender, in doing so it will take into account the risk that the bid could be so low as to win the job, or so high as to damage its credibility. Where a bidder submits a cover price, however, this risk is curtailed as the price has simply been obtained from a competitor. In this way, a bidder submitting a cover price deliberately substitutes practical cooperation for the risks of the competitive process\(^{2046}\) and the bid cannot, therefore, be regarded as ‘genuine’ or ‘competitive’.

III.102. In relation to (b) and (c) of paragraph III.99, several Parties submitted that their customers would have been extremely unlikely to seek a replacement bid, or that this would have been unfeasible.\(^{2047}\) Whilst recognising that the customer may not seek a replacement bid in every instance in which a tender is declined or withdrawn, the OFT does not agree that the likelihood of a customer inviting


\(^{2041}\) See paragraph III.64 above.

\(^{2042}\) For example, written representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, paragraph 2.13.


\(^{2044}\) Written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, Annex 3, paragraph 4(a); Written representations of R Durtell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 160(a); Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, Annex 1, paragraph 22(a).

\(^{2045}\) Written representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, paragraph 2.13.4; Written representations of Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraphs 4.11 to 4.19.

\(^{2046}\) Case C-209/07 Competition Authority v Beef Industry Development Society and Barry Brothers (Carrigmore) Meats, judgment of 20 November 2008, at paragraph 34.

\(^{2047}\) Written representations of R Durtell, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 160(b) and (c); Written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, Annex 3, paragraphs 4(b) and (c). Alternatively, one Party argued that as the cover bid is ‘competitive’, there is no need for the tenderer to seek alternative bids (Written representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, paragraphs 2.13.2 – 2.13.3).
a replacement bid is ‘extremely low’.\textsuperscript{2048} It is notable that within this Decision, there are several examples of tenders where clients did seek a replacement bidder after an invited tenderer declined to bid, such as Infringements 164 and 207, and in certain cases, such as Infringement 164, the replacement bidder tendered a bid which eventually won. Moreover, regardless of the likelihood of replacements being sought, the submission of a cover bid in any event deprives the customer of the opportunity of seeking a replacement bid.

III.103. With respect to (d) of paragraph III.99, the Parties put forward two main arguments. First, it was argued that future tenders are unlikely to be impaired as the Infringements are individual and discrete, as opposed to previous cover bidding cases where the contact between competitors was more regular and long term, and often involved all tenderers making payments and rotating bids.\textsuperscript{2049} The OFT does not consider this characterisation of its previous findings to be accurate. In particular, in West Midlands Flat Roofing\textsuperscript{2050} (which gave rise to the CAT’s decision in Apex), the OFT concluded that there was a series of individual agreements or concerted practices, which had the object of fixing prices, each of which was treated as a discrete infringement. Apex itself was involved in two instances of cover bidding, each with different counter-parties, and involving none of the factors put forward to suggest that this aspect of the CAT’s analysis should not apply to the present case.

III.104. The Parties also contended that any impairment of future tenders would be a separate infringement and should therefore not be taken into account by the OFT in this Decision.\textsuperscript{2051} This argument rests on a misinterpretation of the CAT’s remark in Apex, which refers to harm to future tenders caused not by collusion in relation to those future tenders (which would indeed be a separate infringement), but to lasting harm or potential harm caused by the collusion on the current infringement, as shown by the CAT’s comments on duration of the infringement:

‘In the present case the effect of the infringement is not restricted to the short period referred to above but has a potential continuing impact on future tendering processes by the same tenderers.’\textsuperscript{2052}

III.105. Such impact may arise in the following ways:

(a) having submitted a bid with the intention of staying on the tenderer’s lists for future tenders, new entrants who might otherwise have been invited to compete may not be able to gain entry to those lists for future tenders;

(b) future tendering processes are more susceptible to cover bidding because the competitors who have successfully stayed on the tender lists are aware of one another’s willingness to engage in cover bidding, thus reducing the risks involved for one firm to approach another to suggest such conduct;

\textsuperscript{2048} Written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, Annex 3, paragraph 4(b).
\textsuperscript{2049} Written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 160(d).
\textsuperscript{2050} OFT Decision CA98/01/2004, Case CP/0001-02 Collusive tendering in relation to contracts for flat-roofing services in the West Midlands, 16 March 2004, at paragraphs 374 to 375.
\textsuperscript{2051} Written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, Annex 3, paragraph 4(d).
\textsuperscript{2052} Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT [2005] CAT 4, at paragraphs 278.
tenderees’ perceptions as to what constitutes a competitive price will be distorted by seeing inflated cover bids, which may affect their assessment when deciding whether to accept future tendered bids.

III.106. It is notable that many Parties justified their decisions to submit cover bids on the basis that they wished to remain on a client’s tender list for future work. This highlights those Parties’ perceptions that replacement bidders would otherwise be sought for future work, to the detriment of the Party in question and to the benefit of potential competitors, and that the purpose of cover bidding was to prevent that change in the competitive environment from occurring.

III.107. A large number of Parties submitted in their responses to the Statement that the instances of cover bidding in which they were involved did not have the obvious consequence of preventing, restricting or distorting competition and, consequently, did not have an anti-competitive object. Reasons advanced in support of this argument include the following:

(a) in the absence of cover bidding, the company taking a cover price would unilaterally submit an inflated bid, or no bid at all, so the cover bidding made no difference to the outcome of the tender;

(b) other ‘genuine’ bidders participated in the tender, so the practice of cover bidding did not deprive the customer of a competitive outcome;

(c) the bid submitted by the company giving a cover price was unaffected, as (i) it was only asked for a cover price after it had calculated (alternatively, after it had submitted) its own bid; and/or (ii) although it had a degree of certainty about one competitor’s bidding intentions, it did not have any certainty with respect to other potential bidders, such that it would still be constrained by competition in calculating its bid.

III.108. The OFT considers these to be variants based on the same premise; namely that cover bidding made no difference to the outcome of the tender process. In the OFT’s view, these arguments are aimed at analysing the effects of the cover bidding arrangement by reference to a counterfactual scenario. As the CAT noted in Argos and Littlewoods, ‘If an agreement or concerted practice is established on the facts, the question of what the pricing position might have been in the absence of that agreement or concerted practice is irrelevant to the issue of liability.’ Moreover, none of the submissions listed in the preceding paragraph undermine the reasoning of the CAT identified in paragraph III.99 above. The representations listed in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) above are similar to those advanced by the appellant in Apex, and were not accepted by the

---

2053 Alternatively, cover bidding does not reveal, in itself, an alteration of competition (for example, written representations of Ackroyd & Abbott, 2 July 2008, paragraph 63 to 64).
2054 For example, written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraphs 22 to 27; Written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.14 to 2.16; Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 3.13 to 3.15.
2055 For example, written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 160(a).
2056 For example, written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 39; Written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, paragraph 2.4; Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 18.
2058 Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT [2005] CAT 4, at paragraphs 150 to 152.
CAT. However, the OFT has addressed these arguments, to the extent relevant, in considering the seriousness of the Infringements in Section VI (Enforcement).

III.109. Quarmby sought to rebut the OFT’s conclusion that cover pricing has as its object the restriction of competition by adducing in evidence an economics report which concluded that the Party’s conduct could not be presumed to have any economic effect.\footnote{Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.2. The economics expert’s report adduced in evidence purports to assess the effect of the conduct against a counterfactual scenario (Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, Annex 1, paragraphs 15 to 24).} Several other Parties submitted that it cannot be assumed that cover bidding is likely to produce negative effects on the market and lead to a reduction in consumer welfare such as to raise a presumption that, by its very nature, it would restrict competition.\footnote{For example, written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 7.6.}

III.110. As noted in paragraph III.65, however, a finding of anticompetitive object does not amount to a presumption of effects rebuttable by an analysis of actual effects. Moreover, it is not necessary to find an actual reduction in consumer welfare in each case where an ‘object’ infringement is found.\footnote{See paragraphs III.60 to III.66.} The OFT nevertheless considers that cover bidding is at a minimum capable of leading to a reduction of consumer welfare as it suppresses the competitive process which would otherwise exist (either if the party taking a cover price submitted a properly estimated bid, or if it withdrew from the tender process and enabled the customer to seek a replacement bid). It also deceives the customer into believing that tender prices have been independently determined, when they have not, thereby giving him a distorted view of the market.

III.111. Several Parties submitted that cover pricing is motivated by a desire not to be dropped from customer tender lists and/or not to upset or delay the tender process.\footnote{For example, written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.12; Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 7.7.} Wright (Hull) submitted that it had no intention of fixing or attempting to fix prices.\footnote{Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraph 34.} However, the motivation of an undertaking in submitting a cover bid, whether rational – such as seeking to remain on a selective tender list – or not, is irrelevant. The object of an agreement and/or concerted practice is not assessed by reference to the parties’ subjective intentions when they enter into it.\footnote{Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT [2005] CAT 4, at paragraph 250.} A motive of needing to supply a price in order to continue to receive tender enquiries was explicitly considered and rejected by the CAT in \textit{Price}.\footnote{See paragraphs III.68-69 and, in relation to cover pricing, \textit{Richard W Price (Roofing Contractors) Limited v OFT} [2005] CAT 5, at paragraph 54.}

III.112. Other Parties submitted that customers would have been aware of the practice of cover bidding and can be assumed to have taken this into account in designing their tender process.\footnote{See, for example, written representations of Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraph 4.16; Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.12. Similarly, McGinley Holdings stated that the OFT had failed to ask customers whether they were aware of cover pricing, and whether this was a factor in determining how many bidders they would invite to tender (Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 23).} Again, the OFT rejects this submission as customers cannot be assumed to have knowledge of cover bidding in relation to a specific tender when the intention of a Party engaging in this practice was to appear to submit a ‘genuine’ bid. In particular, a customer would have no
means of identifying if any or all of the bids it received were from tenderers engaged in cover pricing. Moreover, an infringement of the Act cannot be rendered lawful simply because the client could have taken greater precautions to prevent the unlawful arrangements from occurring or taken greater steps to minimise the effects of the unlawful arrangements.

III.113. As a result, the OFT does not consider the above arguments undermine its conclusion that the cover bidding Infringements did have an anti-competitive object.

Tenders where no contractor is ultimately appointed

III.114. In a few Infringements, the customer conducted a tender process but either did not appoint a contractor, or it appointed a contractor but ultimately did not proceed with the tendered job. The OFT does not consider, however, that this detracts from its analysis of the relevant Infringements. In particular, the Parties in these circumstances entered into an agreement and/or concerted practice with the object of preventing, restricting or distorting competition and also acted in pursuance of that arrangement. As such, the Infringement took place at a time before it was known that the contract would not proceed. As the OFT is not required to analyse the effects of the arrangement (see paragraphs III.60 to III.67 above), the fact that the tender process was subsequently abandoned is immaterial to the finding of an infringement. The OFT also notes that the customer in Price ultimately did not appoint a contractor, but this did not preclude the finding of an ‘object’ infringement.

Cover bidding as a form of bid rigging

III.115. Some Parties suggested that cover bidding is not as serious as bid rigging as it does not entail bid rotation, bid allocation or payments between bidders, each of which are characteristics of hardcore collusive tendering. The OFT does not accept that bid rigging necessarily involves any or all of bid rotation, bid allocation or payments between bidders. Bid rigging can take a myriad of forms, including cover bidding.

III.116. One Party submitted that cover bidding does not constitute bid rigging, as the cover pricing arrangement does not involve all bidders in the tender process. Again, any suggestion that bid rigging must necessarily involve all potential bidders in a tender process is not supported by case law. By the same analogy, an agreement or concerted practice whereby competitors directly fix the sale price of a particular product would have to involve every single supplier of that particular product before it could constitute price fixing under Chapter I / Article 81(1). In the OFT’s view, this reasoning is clearly unsustainable.

Whether cover bidding is a less serious form of bid rigging

III.117. Several Parties accepted that their conduct amounted to bid rigging, and an object infringement of the Act, but considered that the practical effects were at the lowest end of the scale of seriousness for bid rigging infringements. As the

---

2068 See, for example, written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.8 to 2.9; Written representations of Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraph 4.18.
2069 Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 33. Alternatively, the company giving the cover price was still constrained by competition due to the presence of other ‘genuine’ bidders.
OFT considers that the Infringements have as their object the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition, it is not required to consider the effects of the conduct in order to establish a breach of the Chapter I prohibition. The seriousness of the Infringements is, however, reflected in the starting point adopted at Step 1 of the penalty calculation and these representations are considered, to the extent relevant, in Section VI (Enforcement).

III.118. Several Parties submitted that as they were not making supra-competitive profits, their conduct could not be considered to be ‘hardcore’. The OFT does not consider the level of a Party’s profits to be a decisive factor in establishing its involvement in an Infringement. Moreover, as the OFT considers that the agreements and/or concerted practices particularised in this Decision had the object of restricting, preventing or distorting competition, there is no need to consider their effects (see paragraph III.60, above) and therefore neither the Party nor the OFT is in a position to know what the Parties’ levels of profits might have been absent the Infringements.

Cover bidding as a form of price fixing

III.119. In cover bidding arrangements price competition is restricted in two ways. First, the party receiving cover submits a price determined directly or indirectly by the party giving cover. Secondly, the party giving cover determines its price in the knowledge that the party receiving cover will be submitting a high bid not intended to win the tender.

III.120. A number of Parties submitted that cover pricing (alternatively, the particular instance of cover pricing in which they engaged) does not constitute price fixing. A number of arguments were advanced in support of this conclusion.

III.121. Wright (Hull) submitted that the conduct it engaged in did not constitute price fixing ‘in the sense in which the ordinary person would understand those words’. The OFT notes that the Chapter I prohibition operates on the basis of a statutory interpretation informed by case law.

III.122. Bramall/Frank Haslam submitted that it was not involved in any centralised system where the ability of the various competitors to set their prices freely was limited, and its conduct was therefore less serious. The OFT rejects any suggestion that price fixing necessarily involves a centralised system with regular exchanges of detailed price information. As noted above, the CAT concluded in *JJB Sports/AllSports* and *Argos/Littlewoods* that the appellants had engaged in price fixing, although both cases involved discrete infringements of comparatively short duration.

III.123. A few Parties submitted that cover pricing cannot be regarded as price fixing, as other ‘genuine’ bidders will be involved in the tender so the company giving a cover price will still have to compete to win. The suggestion that a price

---

2070 For example, written representations of R Durntell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 161; Written representations of Clegg, 27 June 2008, paragraph 103.
2071 Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraph 34.
2072 Written representations of Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 30 March 2009), paragraphs 2.10 to 2.11 and 2.20 to 2.23, citing T-29/92 *SPO v Commission* [1995] ECR II-289.
2074 Written representations of R Durntell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 64; Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 7.7.
fixing arrangement must involve all potential suppliers of the product or service in question is spurious (see also paragraph III.116). Similarly, R Durtnell submitted that, where a cover pricing arrangement has little effect on price competition, then it should not be considered price fixing.\textsuperscript{2075} The OFT refers to paragraph III.76, and reiterates that an agreement that restricts price competition even if does not eliminate it will nonetheless constitute a price-fixing agreement. Moreover, the price that is ‘fixed’ need not be the price that ultimately wins the tender (or is intended to win the tender). Accordingly, the understanding between the giver and receiver of the cover price that the receiver will submit a price at or above the level discussed will amount to price fixing regardless of whether the tender process involves other bidders unconnected with the cover pricing arrangement.

III.124. Propencty and Bowmer & Kirkland stated that, as cover prices are exchanged at the end of the tender process, a bidder giving cover would have already determined its own price, which would therefore not be impacted by the knowledge that the company taking cover was not intending to win.\textsuperscript{2076} The OFT notes that a cover price will typically be requested some time in advance of the tender submission date, even if the actual cover price is not given until just before the tender deadline.\textsuperscript{2077} A bidder giving a cover price is, therefore, likely to know that its competitor is not intending to win the tender at the time it determines its own price, even if the cover price is not actually given until after that time. In any event, even if the scenario put forward by these Parties were factually correct in relation to any particular Infringement, price competition would still be restricted as the bidder receiving cover would submit a price determined directly or indirectly by the party giving cover.

**Cover bidding and the exchange of commercially sensitive information**

III.125. The giving and receiving of cover bids as part of a tendering process is one example of the anti-competitive exchange of pricing information. Similarly, the disclosure of an intended tender bid, or any elements comprising the first round or provisional price tendered during the tender process prior to final bids, similarly constitute unlawful exchanges of pricing information in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.

III.126. A H Willis disputed this conclusion, arguing that the disclosure of information about whether a party intends to compete for a tender is unimportant, particularly given that tenders generally involve multiple parties. As a result, A H Willis submitted that the information exchanged does not constitute a serious infringement of the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{2078} This argument ignores the fact that, in addition to the disclosure of one party’s intention not to compete for a tender, pricing information will also be communicated between competitors, with the intention that one party will bid at or above this price, and the other below that price. In any event, the OFT considers that the disclosure to a competitor of whether or not a party intends to compete for a tender is also capable of anti-competitive object or effect (whether or not pricing information is also exchanged) as it substantially reduces the uncertainty faced by that competitor on the market.

\textsuperscript{2075} Written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 63.
\textsuperscript{2076} Written representations of Propencty, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 5.23; Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraphs 18 and 26.
\textsuperscript{2077} See paragraph IV.73 of the Conduct of the Parties section.
\textsuperscript{2078} Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 34.
**Cover bidding involving compensation payments**

III.127. As noted above, some cover bidding arrangements include the payment by the party giving cover to the party receiving cover of an agreed amount of money (a compensation payment). A compensation payment is often expressed by the parties concerned as a payment to compensate for lost tender costs, although, in some instances, it is also referred to as payment to ‘back off’ or ‘stand down’.

III.128. The OFT considers that the principles as to why cover bidding has an anti-competitive object and is capable of anti-competitive effects (as described in paragraph III.99 above) apply whether or not, in addition to the provision of a cover bid, a compensation payment is also agreed.

III.129. It is wholly irrelevant that a compensation payment made in conjunction with a cover bid may be expressed as being to cover the recipient party’s tender costs. The object of the agreement remains the same as for any other cover bid arrangement, namely an agreement not to compete against each other. As such, it is irrelevant that the Parties may claim that their intention was to use compensation payments as ‘an insurance policy against expensive tendering costs’. The object of an agreement and/or concerted practice is not assessed by reference to the parties’ subjective intentions when they enter into it, but rather is determined by an objective analysis of its aims.

III.130. Cover bidding infringements in which participants offer (or request) inducements (such as compensation payments) to (or from) other cartel participants are more serious than infringements where no such inducement is offered. Such an agreement further distorts the tender process: the supplier providing the cover and who will make the compensation payment is at the least incentivised to recover the cost of that payment by further inflating his tender price in addition to any inflation due to reduced competition from the provision of a cover price.

III.131. Moreover, the OFT considers that it is clear that the Parties were fully aware that an agreement to make a compensation payment was not legitimate, as in all instances compensation payments were processed between the relevant Parties by means of false invoices. The relevant Parties were therefore careful to take steps to cover up the fact that they had entered into such an arrangement.

III.132. Bowmer & Kirkland stated that, in order to constitute an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition, the offer of a compensation payment must be conditional on the recipient of the offer (Bidder A) withdrawing or submitting an uncompetitive tender. If A was not intending to compete in the first place, the situation must be analysed by reference to the competition which would have existed in the absence of the offer of payment. Bowmer & Kirkland therefore submitted that, if Bidder A was not intending to compete in the first place,

---

2079 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 4.72.
there would have been merely an attempt to prevent restrict or distort competition, which is not actionable under the Act.\footnote{2081}

III.133. The OFT considers this argument to be without merit, as it is aimed at analysing the \textit{effects} of the arrangement by reference to a counterfactual scenario, rather than being an objective analysis of its aims. As the CAT noted in Argos and Littlewoods, ‘\textit{If an agreement or concerted practice is established on the facts, the question of what the pricing position might have been in the absence of that agreement or concerted practice is irrelevant to the issue of liability.}’\footnote{2082} The OFT’s analysis of the aims and consequences of cover bids accompanied by compensation payments is applicable whether or not the party offered a compensation payment was intending to compete prior to receiving that offer.

III.134. This submission also fails to take account of the fact that, by entering into the arrangement and accepting the offer of payment, Bidder A has indicated to Bidder B its intended course of conduct on the market and accepted from Bidder B similar information.

III.135. The OFT considers that an agreement to make a compensation payment in conjunction with cover bidding has as its obvious consequence the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition, for the reasons set out in paragraphs III.99 and III.130. Accordingly, in order to establish an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition in these circumstances, it is not necessary for the OFT to demonstrate that it also had this effect.\footnote{2083}

\section*{H. Compensation payment arrangements}

III.136. A compensation payment agreement or concerted practice (not involving cover pricing) occurs where two suppliers each prepare and submit their own bids but agree that the winning party will pay the losing party an agreed sum of money, again often expressed by the parties as a payment to compensate for tendering costs. Unlike cover bidding involving a compensation payment, the identity of the winning party will not be known to the two suppliers at the time of entering into the compensation arrangement.

III.137. In its response to the Statement, Wildgoose objected to the use of the term ‘compensation payment’, stating ‘\textit{it is clear that this is a phrase of the OFT’s own coining and does not reflect everyday usage within the industry.}’\footnote{2084} In the OFT’s view, the particular terminology used to describe these payments (and the origin of that terminology) is unimportant. The conduct of the participants, and the legal analysis of that conduct, remains the same regardless of whether the term ‘compensation payment’ or some other descriptive term is used. Wildgoose accepted this in principle, but objected specifically to the use of the term ‘compensation payment’ both in the context of cover bids, and as a standalone infringement.\footnote{2085} The OFT accepts that there are differences

\footnotetext{2081}{Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 30.}
\footnotetext{2082}{Argos & Littlewoods v OFT [2004] CAT 24, at paragraph 708.}
\footnotetext{2083}{Whilst the OFT received representations that cover bidding in conjunction with a compensation payment has only limited (or no) anti-competitive effects, as the OFT has concluded that the conduct was anti-competitive by object, it does not consider these representations further here. To the extent that any of these arguments are relevant to the seriousness of the Infringements, they will be taken into account in Section VI (Enforcement).}
\footnotetext{2084}{Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 4.42.}
\footnotetext{2085}{Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 4.44.}
between compensation payments made in these two different situations and has, therefore, analysed them separately at paragraphs III.127 to III.132 and III.138 to III.157, respectively (albeit, there will be aspects of the OFT’s analysis which apply equally to both scenarios).

**Compensation payment arrangements as a form of agreement and/or concerted practice**

III.138. As noted at paragraphs III.47 to III.59 above, a concerted practice may occur, in particular, where there are reciprocal contacts between undertakings which have the object or effect of removing or reducing uncertainty as to future conduct on the market.\(^{2086}\) Where an undertaking remains active on the market, there is a presumption that it will take account of information exchanged with its competitors.\(^{2087}\)

III.139. Compensation payment arrangements generally take the form of agreements, but at a minimum involve a form of concertation such as to amount to a concerted practice, in that such an arrangement:

(a) involves reciprocal contacts, followed by the making of a payment which is not unilateral conduct;

(b) infringes against the principle that each undertaking must determine independently the policy it intends to adopt on the market; and

(c) constitutes direct contact between participants in a tender process which has as its object or effect:

i. the disclosure by each participant to the other of the course of conduct that it intends to adopt or is contemplating adopting in the tendering process; and/or

ii. the influencing of each other’s conduct on the market, in particular through the obligation to pay or the opportunity to receive a compensation payment.

III.140. In arrangements to make compensation payments, the Parties disclose their intention to make a payment conditional on winning the tender. In some cases, the Parties also disclose details about the level of their bids and/or it is expressly agreed that one or more Party(ies) will include the amount of the agreed compensation payment in their tender bids. Whether or not there is such an express agreement, discussion of and agreement on the level of compensation, and the obligation to pay or the prospect of receiving the payment, can be presumed to influence the Parties’ conduct in the tender process, as it influences the level of risk (of wasted costs) assumed by each party when making a bid and may also influence the formulation of a final bid price as described further below. The object of the contact between the Parties

---

\(^{2086}\) Cases 40/73 etc. *Suiker Unie v Commission* [1975] ECR 1663, at paragraph 175. See also *Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT* [2005] CAT 4, at paragraph 206(vi); followed in *Makers UK Limited v OFT* [2007] CAT 11, at paragraph 103(vi).

is therefore to create conditions of competition which do not correspond to the normal conditions of the market (see paragraph III.49).

III.141. Wildgoose submitted that, in the absence of cover pricing or agreement to add the amount of the payment to the tender price, (i) an arrangement to make a compensation payment has no influence on the participants’ conduct on the market, and the OFT is not entitled to rely on a presumption to this effect, and (ii) the parties reveal nothing about their respective intentions on the market.

III.142. Even in the absence of a cover payment or agreement to add the amount of the payment to their tender price, the Parties will reveal their intention to make a payment to the other, conditional on winning the tender. As noted above, where an undertaking participating in concerted arrangements remains active on the market, the OFT is entitled to presume that it will take account of information exchanged with its competitors. It should also be recalled that the reasoning at paragraph III.139 is relevant to the establishment of a concerted practice. Where two Parties have entered into an agreement to make a compensation payment, the same test does not apply.

**Anti-competitive object of compensation payments (without cover pricing)**

III.143. The OFT considers that an agreement by one bidder to pay to another an agreed level of compensation, if the former wins the tender, has as its obvious consequence the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition as the parties ‘knowingly substitute practical co-operation between them for the risks of competition’ in that

(a) it is clear that in communicating with one another to establish whether each has a genuine intention to bid with a view to winning, and if so, whether they would each be prepared to compensate the losing bidder if they won the tender, the parties to a compensation payment arrangement knowingly distort the normal tendering process in which each bid would be independently formulated to ensure competition;

(b) the arrangement is capable of reducing the parties’ incentives to compete for the relevant tender, as the risks of wasting tender costs as a result of losing a competitive tender are substituted by the certainty of a payment to cover all or part of those costs;

(c) in some, but not all, cases, the parties to such an arrangement also communicated either the intended levels of their bids or the levels of a first-stage bid that would normally remain confidential as between rival bidders; and

---

2088 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraphs 4.23 to 4.31. As noted above, Wildgoose accepted that its conduct amounted to an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition and, by implication therefore, that it was a party to an anti-competitive agreement or concerted practice.

2089 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 4.33.

2090 Case C-49/92P **Commission v Anic Partecipazioni** [1999] ECR I-4125, at paragraph 121; Case C-199/92 **P Hüls** [1999] ECR I-4287, at paragraph 162; and Cases T-25/95 etc **Cimenteries CBR SA and others v Commission** [2000] ECR II-491, at paragraphs 1865 and 1910. See also **Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT** [2005] CAT 4, at paragraph 206(x); followed in **Makers UK Limited v OFT** [2007] CAT 11, at paragraph 103(x).
in some, but not all, cases, the parties to such an arrangement added the amount of the compensation payment to their tender price, directly inflating the price payable by the customer.

III.144. It is wholly irrelevant that an agreed compensation payment may be expressed as being to cover the losing party’s tender costs. It is a normal feature of a competitive bidding process that there will be losing bidders as well as a winning supplier, and the losing party would usually bear its tender costs. At the very least, by agreeing to make a compensation payment, the Parties negate the risks of competition by recouping the costs of an unsuccessful tender submission from a competitor. By communicating in this way, the Parties also knowingly distort the normal tendering process in which each bid would be independently formulated (see paragraphs III.71 to III.72 above), as they cannot fail to take into account the obligation to pay, or the prospect of receiving payment, when participating in the tender process (even in the absence of an express agreement to add the amount of the payment to their bid prices).

III.145. Durkan disputed the OFT’s conclusion that a losing bidder would normally expect to bear its tender costs. It submitted that, in respect of a two-stage tender process, it ‘was one of the unwritten rules of engagement in the industry’ that provision would be made for the client to reimburse second stage tender costs if the negotiations, by that stage with a single firm, proceeded to contract but subsequently failed. As a result, Durkan argued that the compensation payment was intended to recoup costs which ‘in the ordinary course’, would have been paid by the client.\(^\text{2091}\) Even if this scenario is factually correct (which the OFT does not necessarily accept), achieving a level of remuneration or cost recovery, which the Parties consider to be ‘in the ordinary course’, will not legitimise concertation between competitors. Each firm must independently determine its conduct on the market, including deciding whether or not to accept the risks of participating in tender processes where costs are not recoverable from the customer.

**Agreement to add the amount of compensation to bid prices**

III.146. The OFT considers that an agreement between competitors to pay an agreed level of compensation conditional upon winning a tender, and to add this amount to their respective bid prices, constitutes illegal price fixing, the object of which is to restrict competition. The concept of price fixing includes fixing a component of the price, such as a surcharge. The CFI has explicitly held that ‘the prohibition of agreements and concerted practices which directly or indirectly fix prices also extends to agreements relating to the fixing of a part of the final price’.\(^\text{2092}\)

III.147. The CFI has also stated that:

---

\(^{2091}\) Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 90 to 91.

\(^{2092}\) See the judgment of the CFI in Cases T-45/98 etc \textit{Krupp Thyssen} [2001] ECR II-3757, paragraph 157 (not challenged on appeal: see Case C-65/02 \textit{P ThyssenKrupp} [2005] ECR I-6773); also the decision of the European Commission in COMP IV/34.503 \textit{Ferry Operators – Currency Surcharges} OJ 1997 L 26/23, paragraphs 55 to 58. This is also expressly stated at paragraph 3.5 of the OFT’s Guideline 401 – \textit{Agreements and concerted practices}. 
‘competition between contractors regarding their calculation costs is restricted by the system of reimbursements for calculation costs and the client is thus deprived of the benefits of such competition’. 2093

and:

‘The joint fixing of the price increases which all the undertakings participating in a tendering procedure will include in their price tenders, and which will be received by the successful undertaking…making it possible to ensure that the contract awarde...er by all the participants in the tendering procedure, is caught by the prohibitions laid down in [Article 81(1)(a)] of the Treaty. First, it constitutes fixing part of the price and, secondly, it restricts competition between undertakings as regards their calculation costs and, lastly, it leads to a general increase in prices’. 2094

III.148. Several Parties submitted that, where a compensation payment was added to a tender price in a particular instance, this was a minimal sum which would have had little impact on the customer. 2095 Firstly, the OFT does not necessarily accept this assertion as being factually correct in the context of each relevant Infringement. For example, Wildgoose argued that a compensation payment of £7,000, which it admits adding to the tender price, was minor in the context of the value of the contract. 2096 In the OFT’s view, a £7,000 additional charge to the customer is unlikely to be minor. In any event, such arguments about the actual level of increased price are irrelevant when assessing the object of an agreement. 2097

No express agreement to add the amount of compensation to bid prices

III.149. Herbert Baggaley admitted that an agreement to pay compensation between itself and another bidder was an infringement of the Act, but stated that there was no evidence that the parties either agreed to add the amount of the compensation payment to their tender price, that they did in fact do so, or that the tender price was above the competitive level. 2098

III.150. The OFT considers that price competition is suppressed by an agreement to make a compensation payment, even in the absence of an express agreement to add the amount of the payment to the tender price. Payments from one competitor to another without consideration in the form of goods or services are not normal commercial practice. By entering into an agreement to make a compensation payment to a competitor, the inevitable consequence is that a tenderer either (a) inflates its tender bid by the amount of the compensation payment such that it can make the payment to its competitor, without reducing its own profit margin, at the expense of the customer; and/or (b) chooses to accept a lower profit margin, but rather than adopting a normal commercial

2094 Ibid. at paragraph 3.
2095 For example, written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 33; Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 4.86.
2096 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 4.86.
2097 See paragraphs III.60 to III.66 above. Whilst the OFT has received representations that an arrangement to make a compensation payment has only limited (or no) anti-competitive effects, the OFT does not consider these arguments further in this Section, as it has concluded that the conduct was anti-competitive by object. To the extent that any of these representations are relevant to the seriousness of the Infringements, they will be taken into account in Section VI (Enforcement).
2098 Written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 33.
strategy of thereby lowering its bid in order to be more competitive (which
would benefit the customer), it instead pays a sum to a competitor, for which
there is no legitimate commercial rationale. Thus, whether or not the level of
payment was expressly agreed to be added to the tender price(s) submitted, the
payment is made at the expense of a potentially lower tender price, resulting in
pricing above the competitive level. Such an agreement therefore has the
obvious consequence, and thus the object, of restricting or distorting
competition and is capable of an effect on price.

III.151. Moreover, since an arrangement to make a compensation payment has as its
object an obvious restriction or distortion of competition, it is not necessary for
the OFT to prove that either party added all or part of the level of agreed
compensation payment to its final bid price. Where an agreement has as its
object a restriction or distortion of competition, it is immaterial whether it also
has an anti-competitive effect. In any event, in all cases that are the subject of
this Decision, the agreed level of compensation was paid following award of the
relevant tenders.

III.152. In the circumstances, and noting that compensation payment arrangements
constitute a form of bid rigging and involve the exchange of commercially
sensitive information (see further below), it is not necessary for the OFT to
determine whether the conduct also amounts to a form of price fixing where
there is no express agreement for one or more Parties to add the amount of
compensation to tender prices.

III.153. Durkan stated that, despite entering into a compensation payment arrangement,
its tender price was not above the competitive level (by reference to the prices
submitted by another independent bidder). However, this does not detract
from the conclusion reached by the OFT as to the anti-competitive object of the
arrangements. In making a compensation payment, the tenderer gives the
benefit of the reduction in its profit margin to a competitor, rather than to the
customer and thus distorts competition. Even if a tender price reflects
favourably when compared to another competitor’s price, it could have been
even lower if the customer had benefited from the tenderer’s reduced profit
margin, rather than that reduced margin instead arising from a payment made to
a competitor. As noted above, it is sufficient for a finding of infringement that
an agreement or concerted practice restricts or distorts price competition, even
if it does not entirely eliminate it.

III.154. Wildgoose admitted that, in a number of instances where it made compensation
payments, it absorbed this cost in reduced margins. However, it went on to
state that ‘These margins would not have been available to customers’. As
noted above, if the Party was willing to accept a reduced margin on the
particular tender, but chose to apply the reduced margin for the benefit of a
competitor but not for a customer, then in so doing, competition on that tender
was distorted.

III.155. Bid rigging infringements in which participants offer (or request) inducements
(such as compensation payments) to (or from) other cartel participants are more
serious than infringements where no such inducement is offered. Whether or

---

2099 Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 89.
2100 OFT Competition law guideline on Agreements and Concerted practices (OFT401, Edition 12/04), at paragraph 3.6.
2101 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 4.86.
not there is express agreement to inflate the tender bids to include the agreed compensation sum, a supplier who may be obliged to make the compensation payment is at the least incentivised to recover the cost of that payment by further inflating his tender price in addition. Moreover, the OFT considers that it is clear that the Parties were fully aware that an agreement to make a compensation payment was not legitimate, as in all instances compensation payments were processed between the relevant Parties by means of false invoices. The relevant Parties were therefore careful to take steps to cover up the fact that they had entered into such an arrangement.

**Compensation payments and the exchange of commercially sensitive information**

III.156. When communicating with one another regarding a compensation payment, the Parties disclosed, and received, information regarding their respective bidding intentions. In some compensation payment Infringements, the Parties went so far as to exchange details of their tender prices. The OFT considers that this reduced or removed the degree of uncertainty each Party faced, with the result that competition between them was restricted (see paragraphs III.81 to III.88).

III.157. Even where the Parties did not exchange details of their tender prices, the exchange of information regarding the level of compensation to be paid also has an influence on the pricing of the contracts in question, for the reasons given in paragraphs III.146 to III.154 (whether or not the Parties expressly agreed to include the level of compensation payments in their bids).2102

I. Parties’ representations on the applicability of previous CAT judgments

III.158. As noted above, several Parties attempted to distinguish the previous CAT cases involving cover bidding2103, and in particular Apex, from the Infringements. The arguments employed differed somewhat between Parties, but can be summarised as follows:

(a) **Apex, Makers and Price** involve ‘aggravated’ cover bidding, which have an anti-competitive object, as opposed to instances of ‘simple’ cover bidding, which do not have an anti-competitive object, and must therefore be analysed by reference to their effects; or

(b) in **Apex**, cover prices were given by the eventual winner of the tender to other companies, which should be distinguished from the situation where a cover price is given by a company that is not the eventual winner.

III.159. Two Parties analysed the sets of tenders involved in Apex2104, as follows:

‘(i) In relation to the FHH Contracts, the OFT found that Apex (Bidder B) asked Briggs (Bidder A) to take a cover and Briggs agreed to do so. While Apex

---

2102 One Party asserted that the OFT’s argument set out in paragraph III.70 of the Statement was unconvincing, and submitted that this paragraph therefore fell short of demonstrating an infringement (Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 4.97). Wildgoose accepted, however, that its conduct could be deemed to have the object of restricting competition, so the OFT does not consider this submission any further.


disputed this version of events, this is not an example of simple cover pricing but would fall more readily into the hardcore collusive tendering category. The CAT also considered an alternative version of events as suggested by Apex (which is more akin to simple cover pricing) which is arguably obiter. The case is also complicated by the fact that the Apex estimator was a former employee of Briggs.’

‘(iii) In relation to the Dudley Contracts, the OFT found that Howard Evans (Bidder B) contacted Apex (and apparently other potential bidders) (Bidder A) to inform them that they were compiling a list of bidders. This is again not a case of simple cover pricing, suggestive more of hardcore collusive tendering which conclusion is supported by the fact that two other bidders took covers off Howard Evans.’

III.160. The Parties therefore draw a distinction between what they term ‘simple’ and ‘aggravated’ cover bidding based on the identity of the party initiating the contact (this being the only difference between the OFT’s and Apex’s version of events with respect to the FHH contracts in that case).

III.161. The OFT does not accept this distinction between ‘simple’ and ‘aggravated’ cover bidding. In its judgment, the CAT considered both Apex’s and the OFT’s version of events in relation to the FHH Contracts and concluded that, on either set of facts, the elements of a concerted practice had been made out, and, crucially, that the conduct of Apex and Briggs had an anti-competitive object. In relation to the scenario where Briggs contacted Apex to request a cover price (which the Parties suggest is more akin to ‘simple’ cover bidding), the CAT concluded that: ‘In our judgment the conduct of Apex and Briggs in Apex providing, and Briggs receiving and considering, a price for this purpose has at its object the prevention, restriction and distortion of competition.’

III.162. Furthermore, in the OFT’s view, the fact that the Apex estimator was a former employee of Briggs was not a determining factor in the CAT’s conclusion that Apex’s and Briggs’s conduct had an anti-competitive object.

III.163. In relation to the Dudley contracts, the CAT concluded that ‘...the requirement of concertation is met by Apex contacting Howard Evans and Howard Evans sending Apex a fax with figures to submit.’ Whilst the CAT noted in its summary of the facts that Howard Evans had previously been in contact with Apex, the OFT does not consider this was material to the CAT’s finding of a concertation and, therefore, to the infringement. The OFT therefore rejects the argument that Apex can be distinguished on this basis.

III.164. Pearce submitted in its response to the Statement that the OFT is not entitled to conclude that all forms of cover bidding constitute a ‘per se’ infringement of the Act. Pearce highlighted that the CAT in Apex stated that a cover price ‘in

---

2105 Written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.22; Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 3.17 to 3.18. The wording of the Parties’ submissions was identical in respect of the quoted paragraphs. Wildgoose similarly argued that there was a dispute of fact in both Apex and Makers such that, on one version of the facts, the agreement or concerted practice was more akin to a market sharing cartel than ‘normal’ cover bidding (Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraphs 4.18 to 4.19).

2106 Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT [2005] CAT 4, at paragraph 224. See also paragraph 233 where the CAT reaches the same conclusion following a discussion of the OFT’s version of events.


these circumstances’ had an anti-competitive object or effect, and not cover bidding generally.\textsuperscript{2109} The OFT notes that the essential elements of cover bidding arrangements assessed by the CAT (see paragraphs III.93 and III.99) were also present for each of the cover bidding infringements described in this Decision. In each of the various instances of cover bidding assessed by the CAT, it found that the conduct constituted an infringement without the need to carry out any analysis of the effects of the conduct in question.

III.165. Other Parties attempted to distinguish \textit{Apex} on the basis that cover prices in that case were given by the eventual winner of the tender to other companies, thereby removing a potential competitor from the tender process. The argument advanced is that, where a cover price is given by a company that is not the eventual winner, then there is no appreciable distortion of competition and the company giving the cover price has gained no benefit.\textsuperscript{2110}

III.166. The OFT considers this essentially to constitute a consideration of the effects of the arrangement, whereas the OFT has concluded that the Infringements covered by this Decision have an anti-competitive object. In any event, the CAT made clear in \textit{Apex} that ‘Concertation the object of which is to deceive the tenderee into thinking that a bid is genuine when it is not, plainly forms part of the mischief which section 2 of the Act is seeking to prevent.’ The practice of cover bidding will deceive the tenderee into thinking the bid is genuine, regardless of whether or not the company giving the cover price is the eventual winner. In analysing whether cover bidding has as its object the distortion or restriction of competition, the OFT therefore considers the identity of the eventual winner of the tender to be immaterial. See also paragraph III.114, concluding that even where there is no eventual winner, cover bidding on that tender process nonetheless constitutes an infringement.

III.167. Several Parties also suggest that the other two CAT cases involving cover bidding can also be distinguished as ‘aggravated’ cases on the following bases:\textsuperscript{2111}

(a) \textit{Price}\textsuperscript{2112} superficially appears to be a case of ‘simple’ cover bidding, but Price’s argument that it was motivated by a desire to stay on the tender lists was undermined by the fact that it had not traded in the area for approximately 18 months, which clearly suggests that there was another motivation for taking a cover price inconsistent with a ‘simple’ cover bidding scenario;

(b) \textit{Makers}\textsuperscript{2113} was not a straightforward cover bidding allegation, but had more to do with the alleged sub-contracting arrangement between Makers (Bidder A) and Asphaltic (Bidder B) where Makers knew that Asphaltic was bidding on the main contract against it, and Asphaltic provided Makers with a price for the entire project, which is not consistent with a simple cover bidding scenario.

\textsuperscript{2109} Written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, paragraph 2.1 to 2.2.
\textsuperscript{2110} Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 17 to 18.
\textsuperscript{2111} For example, written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.22; written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 3.17 to 3.19.
\textsuperscript{2113} Makers UK Limited v OFT [2007] CAT 11.
Ill.168. The OFT considers these attempts to distinguish *Price* and *Makers* to be without merit.

Ill.169. In particular, some Parties submitted that *Price* would have been a ‘simple’ cover bidding case (which, it is contended, does not constitute an ‘object’ infringement) *except* that the appellant’s stated motivation to stay on the tender lists was questionable by reference to the facts. However, in line with its previous decision in *Apex*, the CAT clearly stated that Price’s motivation for engaging in cover bidding was irrelevant when deciding whether there was a restriction of competition. When assessing the facts that amounted to a concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition, the CAT specifically excluded reference to the perceived need to stay on tender lists.\(^{2114}\) Having assessed the facts as amounting to an infringement, the CAT then reiterated that ‘The subjective intentions of a party to a concerted practice are immaterial *where the obvious consequence is to prevent, restrict or distort competition*’ *(emphasis added).*\(^{2115}\) As the CAT clearly viewed the subjective intention of Price as irrelevant in assessing its conduct, the OFT does not accept these Parties’ attempts to distinguish *Price*.

Ill.170. The OFT also does not accept that *Makers* can be distinguished as a case involving ‘aggravated’ cover pricing on the basis that it involved a subcontracting relationship. The appellant asserted that a subcontracting relationship was in existence as an alternative plausible explanation of the evidence. This was, however, rejected by the CAT\(^{2116}\), which instead concluded that Makers had obtained a cover price from one of its competitors (either from Rock or Asphaltic) and that, in either scenario, this amounted to an infringement.\(^{2117}\) The OFT does not accept therefore that *Makers* can be distinguished as an ‘aggravated’ case of cover pricing.

Ill.171. On this basis, the OFT does not accept that any factual differences between the present case and *Apex*, *Price* or *Makers* would result in the principles set out in Parts E to G being inapplicable.

J. **Appreciable restriction of competition**

Ill.172. An agreement and/or concerted practice will infringe the Chapter I prohibition if it has as its object or effect the appreciable prevention, restriction or distortion of competition in the UK. However, it will fall outside the Chapter I prohibition if its impact on competition is not appreciable. As the ECJ held in *Völk v Vervaecke* in relation to the corresponding provision of the EC Treaty:

> ‘An agreement falls outside the prohibition in Article [81(1)] where it has only an insignificant effect on the market, taking into account the weak position which the persons concerned have on the market of the product in question’.\(^{2118}\)

Ill.173. The OFT takes the view that an agreement and/or concerted practice will generally not restrict competition to an appreciable extent if the aggregate market share of the parties to the agreement or concerted practice does not exceed 10 per cent of the relevant market affected by the agreement, where it

\(^{2114}\) *Richard W Price (Roofing Contractors) Limited v OFT* [2005] CAT 5, at paragraphs 46 to 47.


\(^{2116}\) *Makers UK Limited v OFT* [2007] CAT 11, at paragraph 80.

\(^{2117}\) *Makers UK Limited v OFT* [2007] CAT 11, at paragraph 93.

is made between competing undertakings (i.e. undertakings which are actual or potential competitors on any of the markets concerned).  

III.174. However, there will be circumstances where this is not the case. In particular, this approach will not apply to any agreement and/or concerted practice which directly or indirectly fixes prices, shares markets and/or rigs bids. The OFT will generally regard such agreements and/or concerted practices as being capable of restricting competition to an appreciable extent even where the parties’ combined market share falls below the 10 per cent threshold.

III.175. Moreover, the OFT considers that agreements and concerted practices to fix prices, share markets or rig bids will by their very nature restrict competition to an appreciable extent.

III.176. The agreements and/or concerted practices described in this Decision involve price fixing and/or bid rigging. The OFT accordingly concludes that those agreements and/or concerted practices had the object of preventing, restricting and/or distorting competition to an appreciable extent, whether or not the Parties’ combined market share in the relevant market fell below 10 per cent.

III.177. One Party submitted, in its response to the Statement, that the OFT had failed to satisfy the burden and standard of proof to establish that the particular agreements and/or concerted practices in which it participated were capable of restricting competition to an appreciable extent. These representations are addressed in Section IV, in the context of each Infringement. Another Party argued that cover pricing could not have an appreciable effect on competition where the party taking a cover had already decided that it would bid in a manner designed not to win the contract, the communication of a cover price may have occurred at a late stage in the tender process, and there were other ‘genuine’ bidders participating in the tender.

III.178. Another Party accepted that agreements and/or concerted practices which rig bids are capable of having an appreciable effect on competition, but disputed that the instances of cover pricing in which it was involved did, in fact, have as their object an appreciable restriction of competition. As stated in paragraph III.175, the OFT considers that bid rigging agreements and/or concerted practices by their very nature restrict competition to an appreciable extent. The OFT has not received any representations which lead it to conclude that cover bidding (or indeed, the particular instances of cover bidding in which this Party was involved) differ from other forms of bid rigging and price fixing in this respect.

III.179. Such representations also ignore the basis on which cover bidding is found to be anti-competitive, which does not depend on the elimination of competition.

---

2119 From 1 May 2004, the OFT has regard to the EC thresholds on appreciability in determining whether there is an appreciable restriction of competition. The Commission’s Notice on Agreements of Minor Importance (OJ C368, 22 December 2001, page 13) and the OFT Competition law guideline on Agreements and Concerted Practices (OFT401, Edition 12/04) at paragraphs 2.16 to 2.19.


2122 Written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 19 to 23.


2124 Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 19 to 22.
from the tender process or an actual direct impact on the price submitted by the
giver of the cover price. As previously noted (see paragraph III.99), the
following ways in which cover bidding may prevent, restrict or distort
competition were identified by the CAT:

‘(a) it reduces the number of competitive bids submitted in respect of that
particular tender;
(b) it deprives the tenderee of the opportunity of seeking a replacement
(competitive) bid;
(c) it prevents other contractors wishing to place competitive bids in respect
of that particular tender from doing so;
(d) it gives the tenderee a false impression of the nature of competition in the
market, leading at least potentially to future tender processes being
similarly impaired’.2125

III.180. With every instance of cover bidding set out in this Decision having these
consequences, the competitive process is clearly affected to an appreciable
extent whether or not other genuine bidders remain and whether or not the
party submitting the cover might otherwise have declined to bid for the tender.
Similarly the timing of the communication of the cover bid from one party to
another is irrelevant.

III.181. Furthermore, and as noted above, a selective bidding process is designed to
engender competition between a small number of tenderers. An essential
feature of this system is that bids are prepared entirely independently. The loss
of independence as a result of collusion with other bidders in a selective bidding
process can therefore have an even greater distortionary effect on the tendering
process, than in an open bidding process (see paragraphs III.71 to III.73 above).
It is within this context that the appreciability of any restriction of competition
should be considered. In the context of a selective tender process, the OFT
considers that market shares do not provide a reliable indicator of the actual or
potential impact of the Parties’ conduct.

III.182. As such, the OFT remains of the view that the agreements and/or concerted
practices particularised in this Decision had the object of preventing, restricting
and/or distorting competition to an appreciable extent.

K. Effect on trade

III.183. It is necessary for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition that the agreement
and/or concerted practice may affect trade ‘within the United Kingdom’. Likewise, it is necessary for the purposes of Article 81(1) that the agreement
and/or concerted practice may affect trade ‘between Member States’. In this
section, the OFT addresses the legal principles underlying these requirements in
turn.

**Effect on trade within the United Kingdom**

III.184. By virtue of section 2(1)(a) of the Act, the Chapter I prohibition applies only to
agreements or concerted practices which:

‘may affect trade within the United Kingdom’.

---

2125 Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT [2005] CAT 4, at paragraph 251. See also Makers UK
III.185. For the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition, the UK includes any part of the UK where an agreement and/or concerted practice operates or is intended to operate.2126

III.186. One Party suggested in its response to the Statement that this provision of the Act is in conflict with Article 81(1), where there is a requirement that the relevant part be a ‘substantial part’. This Party submitted that the conflict between national and EC law should be interpreted in its favour, and the limited geographical coverage of its contracting works means that there was no effect upon a ‘substantial part’ of the UK.2127

III.187. The OFT rejects the suggestion that there is any such conflict between Article 81 and section 2 of the Act. Article 81 applies where an arrangement ‘may affect trade between Member States’ (see paragraphs III.191 to III.196 below).2128 The two separate requirements as to whether the practice must affect ‘trade between Member States’ or ‘trade within the United Kingdom’ are clearly intended to ensure that Article 81 and section 2 of the Act have different geographic scopes. It would therefore be nonsensical to require the same degree of geographic coverage to find an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition as for Article 81. When applying Article 81 and section 2 of the Act to an agreement operating in only a part of the UK, any divergence in treatment is due to the inherent differences in the territorial scope of each provision, and does not signal a conflict between domestic and European law.

III.188. It should also be noted that, to infringe the Chapter I prohibition, an agreement and/or concerted practice does not actually have to affect trade as long as it is capable of affecting trade.

III.189. One Party submitted that, to the extent that there was an effect on trade within the UK as a result of the Infringements in which it participated, any such effect would be minimal.2129 However, the CAT has confirmed that the test does not import a requirement that the effect on trade should be appreciable.2130 Around 20 Parties submitted representations referring to P&S Amusements2131, in which the CAT’s interpretation of the law on this point was questioned by the Chancellor of the High Court.2132 Whilst noting the comments made in that case, the OFT will continue to have regard to the CAT’s interpretation, unless this is overturned by the Court of Appeal.

III.190. Finally, agreements and concerted practices to fix prices, share markets or rig bids appreciably restrict competition by their very nature, and so are inherently

---

2126 Section 2(7) of the Act.
2128 The Commission has stated that, in determining whether an agreement which covers only part of a Member State can satisfy this requirement, ‘some guidance may be derived from the case law concerning the concept in Article 82 of a substantial part of the common market’. The OFT does not consider this can be read as importing a requirement that an agreement must cover a substantial part of a Member State before it can fall within Article 81, although where an agreement only covers part of a Member State the likely outcome in practice is that it will not affect trade between Member States – see paragraph III.195 below.
capable of affecting trade.2133 Moreover, for the specific reasons listed at paragraph III.179 above, and in particular the fact that other contractors are deprived of the opportunity to bid, the OFT considers that cover bidding practices are capable of an appreciable effect on trade.

**Effect on trade between Member States**

III.191. Pursuant to Article 3(1) of Regulation 1/2003, which entered into force on 1 May 2004, where a National Competition Authority, such as the OFT, applies national competition law to agreements, decisions of associations of undertakings or concerted practices within the meaning of Article 81 of the EC Treaty that may have an effect on trade between EU Member States within the meaning of the provision, then it must also apply Article 81 to such agreements, decisions or concerted practices. Thus, Article 81 will apply in parallel to national competition law. Since a number of the Infringements took place after 1 May 2004, the OFT considers that it has a duty to consider whether trade between Member States may have been appreciably affected, in order to determine whether Article 81 is applicable as well as the Chapter I prohibition.

III.192. The concept of ‘trade between Member States’ implies that there must be an impact, actual or potential, on cross-border activity involving at least two Member States, whether all or part of them.2134 In this context, the concept of ‘trade’ has a wide scope, and includes trade in services as well as goods.2135

III.193. In order that trade ‘may’ be affected by an agreement or concerted practice, the ECJ has held that:

> ‘it must be possible to foresee with a sufficient degree of probability on the basis of a set of objective factors of law or fact that it may have an influence, direct or indirect, actual or potential, on the pattern of trade between Member States’.2136

III.194. Finally, the agreement or concerted practice must affect trade between Member States to an appreciable extent.2137 This is a jurisdictional requirement demarcating the boundary between EC competition law and national competition law.2138 Appreciability can be assessed by reference to the market position and importance of the undertakings concerned, and will be absent where the effect on the market is insignificant because of their weak position.


2137 See, for example, Case 22/71 *Béguelin* [1971] ECR 949, at paragraph 16.

2138 Case 22/78 *Hugin v Commission* [1979] ECR 1869, at paragraph 17; see also *Aberdeen Journals Ltd v Director General of Fair Trading* [2003] CAT 11, at paragraphs 459 to 460.
on the market.\textsuperscript{2139} For example, the Commission has indicated that agreements between small and medium-sized undertakings, the activities of which are normally local, or at most regional in nature, are unlikely to have an appreciable effect on trade between Member States.\textsuperscript{2140}

III.195. Horizontal cartels covering the whole of a Member State are normally capable of affecting trade between Member States. The Community Courts have held in a number of cases that agreements extending over the whole territory of a Member State by their very nature have the effect of reinforcing the partitioning of markets on a national basis by hindering the economic penetration which the EC Treaty is designed to bring about. The capacity of such agreements to partition the internal market follows from the fact that the undertakings participating in cartels in only one Member State normally need to take action to exclude competitors from other Member States.\textsuperscript{2141} In contrast, agreements that cover only part of a Member State are not likely appreciably to affect trade between Member States, unless they have the effect of hindering competitors from other Member States from gaining access to part of the Member State, which constitutes a substantial part of the common market.\textsuperscript{2142} Agreements that are local in nature are in themselves unlikely to have this effect.\textsuperscript{2143}

III.196. The OFT sets out in paragraphs V.15 to V.25 of the Legal Assessment section below, its reasons for considering that the Infringements set out in this Decision are not, individually or in aggregate, capable of appreciably affecting trade between Member States. The OFT considers as a result that it is not obliged to apply Article 81 to the Infringements.

L. Burden and standard of proof

Burden of proof

III.197. The burden of proving an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition lies upon the OFT. The CAT held in \textit{Napp} that:

\begin{quote}
'95. As regards the burden of proof, the Director\textsuperscript{2144} accepts that it is incumbent upon him to establish the infringement, and that the persuasive
\end{quote}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
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\end{flushright}
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\end{flushright}
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\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{2144} References to the ‘Director’ are to the Director General of Fair Trading. As from 1 April 2003, the Enterprise Act 2002 transferred the functions of the Director General of Fair Trading to the Office of Fair Trading.
\end{flushright}
burden of proof remains on him throughout. However, that does not necessarily prevent the operation of certain evidential presumptions...

100. In our view it follows from Article 6(2) [of the European Convention on Human Rights] that the burden of proof rests throughout on the Director to prove the infringements alleged.2145

Standard of proof

III.198. As regards the standard of proof, the CAT has held, also in Napp, that:

‘...formally speaking the standard of proof in proceedings under the Act involving penalties is the civil standard of proof, but that standard is to be applied bearing in mind that infringements of the Act are serious matters attracting severe financial penalties. It is for the Director to satisfy us in each case, on the basis of strong and compelling evidence, taking account of the seriousness of what is alleged, that the infringement is duly proved, the undertaking being entitled to the presumption of innocence, and to any reasonable doubt there may be’.2146

III.199. The CAT has since provided further elucidation on this passage in JJB Sports plc and AllSports Limited v Office of Fair Trading, stating:

‘...the reference by the Tribunal to “strong and compelling” evidence at [109] of Napp should not be interpreted as meaning that something akin to the criminal standard is applicable to these proceedings. The standard remains the civil standard. The evidence must however be sufficient to convince the Tribunal in the circumstances of the particular case, and to overcome the presumption of innocence to which the undertaking concerned is entitled’.2147

III.200. In other words, the standard of proof is no higher than the balance of probabilities but, in deciding whether this is met, regard should be to any surrounding circumstances which might increase, or decrease, the probability that an infringement of the Act occurred.2148 In this case, the OFT takes full account of the fact that infringements of the Act are serious matters attracting severe financial penalties, but also notes that, by many of the Parties’ own admissions, cover pricing was a widespread practice in the construction industry at the time when the Infringements took place. The OFT considers that both matters are relevant considerations when assessing the evidence to determine whether facts amounting to cover pricing have been established on the balance of probabilities.

2145 Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Ltd v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 1, at paragraphs 95 and 100. The CAT confirmed this approach in the recent Replica Kit judgment JJB Sports Plc and AllSports Ltd v OFT [2004] CAT 17, at paragraph 164; as upheld in Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT [2005] CAT 4, at paragraph 60. See also Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v OFT [2004] CAT 24, at paragraph 158.


2148 This has been confirmed in recent decisions of the House of Lords, in other contexts but of general application, confirming that there is only one civil standard of proof, see Re D (Northern Ireland) [2008] 1 WLR 1499 at paragraph 28.
Evidential presumptions and inferences

III.201. The OFT must adduce precise and consistent evidence to give grounds for a firm conviction that the infringement took place.2149 One Party submitted that it is only when a particular document meets these criteria that the OFT can draw inferences from that document.2150 However, the CFI has previously made clear that not every item of evidence has to satisfy those criteria in relation to every aspect of the infringement. Rather, it is sufficient if the body of evidence, viewed as a whole, meets those criteria.2151

III.202. Indeed, it is clear that neither the burden nor the standard of proof preclude the OFT, where appropriate, from relying on evidential presumptions. As the ECJ has held, the evidence must be assessed as a whole.2152 Equally, the CAT has noted that:

‘[T]his approach does not in our view preclude the Director, in discharging the burden of proof, from relying in certain circumstances, on inferences or presumptions that would, in the absence of any countervailing indications, normally follow from a given set of facts, for example...that an undertaking’s presence at a meeting with manifestly anti-competitive purpose implies, in the absence of explanation, participation in the cartel alleged’.2153

Evidence required to establish a concerted practice

III.203. Specific guidance was given in relation to establishing concertation in price-fixing cases under the Chapter I prohibition in Replica Kit, where the CAT noted:

‘206. As regards price-fixing cases under the Chapter I prohibition, the Tribunal pointed out in Claymore Dairies2154 that cartels are by their nature hidden and secret; little or nothing may be committed to writing. In our view even a single item of evidence, or wholly circumstantial evidence, depending on the particular context and the particular circumstances, may be sufficient to meet the required standard: see Claymore Dairies at [3] to [10]...2155 As the Court of Justice said in Cases 204/OOP etc. Aalborg Portland v Commission, judgment of 17 January 2004, not yet reported, at paragraphs 55 to 57:

---


2153 Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Ltd v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 1, at paragraph 110.


2155 See also, for example, Joined Cases T-25/95 etc Cimenteries v Commission [2000] ECR-II 491, at paragraph 1838.
55. Since the prohibition on participating in anti-competitive agreements and the penalties which offenders may incur are well-known, it is normal for the activities which those practices and those agreements entail to take place in a clandestine fashion, for meetings to be held in secret, most frequently in a non-member country, and for the associated documentation to be reduced to a minimum.

56. Even if the Commission discovers evidence explicitly showing unlawful conduct between traders, such as the minutes of a meeting, it will normally be only fragmentary and sparse, so that it is often necessary to reconstitute certain details by deduction...

57. In most cases, the existence of an anti-competitive practice or agreement must be inferred from a number of coincidences and indicia, which, taken together, may, in the absence of another plausible explanation, constitute evidence of an infringement of the competition rules.²¹⁵⁶

III.204. This approach has subsequently been applied by the CAT in the specific context of cover bidding.²¹⁵⁷

III.205. Several Parties submitted that the OFT has failed to adduce evidence of direct contact or an exchange of information between themselves and another Party, contrasting this with Apex²¹⁵⁸, where the OFT adduced direct contemporaneous evidence of faxes exchanged between the parties.²¹⁵⁹

III.206. First, as demonstrated by the cases cited above (see paragraphs III.203 to III.203), both the ECJ and the CAT have noted that the very nature of a cartel may result in a lack of documentary evidence and, as such, the OFT may have to rely on inferences and circumstantial evidence to prove an infringement.

III.207. Secondly, whilst a concerted practice may occur where there is reciprocal contact between competitors (see paragraph III.50 above), the OFT is not required to provide contemporaneous documentary evidence of this contact. The CFI noted in Dresdner Bank that: ‘As anti-competitive agreements are known to be prohibited, the Commission cannot be required to produce documents expressly attesting to contacts between the traders concerned. The fragmentary and sporadic items of evidence which may be available to the Commission should, in any event, be capable of being supplemented by inferences which allow the relevant circumstances to be reconstituted.’²¹⁶⁰ The CAT has also confirmed that the OFT is not required to adduce documentary evidence in order to prove an infringement: ‘in our view, there is no rule of law that, in order to establish a Chapter I infringement, the OFT has to rely on written or documentary evidence.’²¹⁶¹

²¹⁵⁷ Makers UK Limited v OFT [2007] CAT 11, at paragraph 47.
²¹⁵⁹ For example, written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, at paragraphs 3.1 to 3.6; Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, at paragraphs 6.4 to 6.5; Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, at paragraphs 5.9 to 5.16.
²¹⁶⁰ Joined Cases T-44/02 OP etc. Dresdner Bank v Commission [2006] ECR II-0000, at paragraph 64.
III.208. Finally, the nature of the evidence available to the OFT will obviously differ from one case to the next. The OFT does not accept the proposition that, because a certain type of evidence was adduced in the decision appealed in *Apex*, this obliges the OFT to produce equivalent evidence in all subsequent cases involving a similar type of infringement.

III.209. One Party referred to *Scottish Flat Roofing (I)*[^2162] and *Scottish Flat Roofing (II)*[^2163], in which the OFT had concluded that there was insufficient evidence to prove that certain entities had committed an infringement. This Party suggested that the OFT should apply the same principles in the present case, in respect of the evidence adduced in relation to that Party[^2164].

III.210. When reaching each decision, the OFT assesses the evidence relating to a potential infringement as a whole[^2165], taking into account any relevant surrounding circumstances. As the CAT has noted, in issuing an infringement decision the OFT will weigh up the evidence before it, and is entitled to place such weight on witness evidence as it thinks fit[^2166]. The assessment of evidence will necessarily be fact-specific and case-specific. Consequently, the OFT does not consider that parallels can usefully be drawn between the action it has taken in one case and the action it should take in another separate case, which is based on different facts and evidence, other than to note that the OFT has applied the same burden and standard of proof in this Decision as in those past cases.

*Documentary evidence and conduct on the market*

III.211. Guidance has also been given in relation to establishing conduct on the market. Where undertakings seek to adduce proof to rebut a presumption of such conduct, this is a high burden to discharge, especially where the proof of the concerted practice is based upon documentary evidence[^2167]. In *PVC II*, the CFI held that where the Commission’s decision was based upon documentary evidence:

‘the burden is on the applicants not merely to submit an alleged alternative explanation for the facts found by the Commission but to challenge the existence of those facts established on the basis of the documents produced by the Commission’[^2168].

III.212. One Party asserted that this principle does not apply to it, because the evidence adduced by the OFT does not amount to ‘documentary evidence’ and,


[^2163]: OFT Decision CA98/04/2005, Case CE/3344-03 *Collusive tendering for felt and single ply roofing contracts in Western-Central Scotland*, 8 July 2005, at paragraph 182.


[^2166]: *Claymore Dairies v OFT* [2003] CAT 18, at paragraphs 11 to 12.

[^2167]: See, for example, *Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT* [2005] CAT 4, at paragraphs 222, 231 and 244, where no such evidence was adduced by the appellant.

consequently, it is sufficient for it to put forward a plausible explanation of the facts as an alternative to the one adopted by the OFT. \(^{2169}\) This Party referred to *Coats Holdings*\(^{2170}\), where the CFI considered whether the evidence before it amounted to documentary evidence, but concluded that the evidence in question was ambiguous:

‘Since the evidence calls for interpretation, the Commission’s argument is not convincing. According to the Commission, as there is documentary evidence, it is not sufficient for the applicants to provide a plausible explanation. However, that evidence is ‘documentary evidence’ only if the Commission’s rather than the applicants’ explanation is accepted. It follows that, in the present case, there is no documentary evidence within the meaning of the case law. As far as the inter-conditional obligations are concerned, the applicants are thus free to put forward a ‘plausible explanation’ of the facts as an alternative to the one adopted by the Commission.’\(^{2171}\)

III.213. Section IV below particularises the evidence adduced by the OFT in respect of each Infringement and addresses the Parties’ submissions about the interpretation and strength of this evidence. However, as a general point, the OFT does not consider the documentary evidence adduced in this Decision to be akin to that in *Coats Holdings*.\(^{2172}\) Certain documents adduced in evidence in this case, such as tender registers, incorporate coding within the document in order to record where a cover price was taken or given. Witness evidence may be used to explain the coding system and the way in which the document was prepared and used. However, this does not equate to a situation where there may be alternative plausible explanations of a neutral document, as was the case in *Coats Holdings*. Consequently, it is insufficient for the Parties merely to put forward an alternative explanation for the documents found by the OFT, but they must also challenge the existence of the facts established by the documentary evidence as explained by witnesses (see the test set out in *PVC II* at paragraph III.211 above).

---

\(^{2169}\) Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, at paragraphs 6.11 to 6.18.

\(^{2170}\) Case T-36/05 *Coats Holdings and J & P Coats v Commission* [2007] ECR-II 110.

\(^{2171}\) Case T-36/05 *Coats Holdings and J & P Coats v Commission* [2007] ECR-II 110, at paragraph 74.

\(^{2172}\) Case T-36/05 *Coats Holdings and J & P Coats v Commission* [2007] ECR-II 110.
Witness evidence

III.214. One Party submitted that the OFT is not entitled to rely on the uncorroborated evidence of a competitor in order to reach an infringement decision.2173 This Party cites the CFI’s judgment in *Bolloré v Commission*,2174 which stated that ‘an admission by one undertaking accused of having participated in a cartel, the accuracy of which is contested by several other undertakings similarly accused, cannot be regarded as constituting adequate proof of an infringement committed by the latter unless it is supported by other evidence.’ 2175

III.215. The OFT refutes the suggestion that this should be interpreted so broadly as to mean it is not entitled to place reliance on the witness evidence of a competitor (or its employees); rather, in each case, the OFT considers all the evidence in the round, having particular regard to the extent of the corroboration but also taking into account the credibility of the witness in question and his motivation for giving evidence.

III.216. Indeed, the CFI has noted that where a witness is considered to be reliable, the degree of corroboration required is less, in terms of precision and depth, than would be the case if the witness were not credible.2176 In this respect, the CFI has stated:

‘…where a person who has been asked to comment on documents... admits that he committed an infringement and thus admitted the existence of facts going beyond those whose existence could be directly inferred from the documents in question, that fact implies, a priori, in the absence of special circumstances indicating otherwise, that that person had resolved to tell the truth.’2177

III.217. The OFT therefore considers that it is entitled to rely on the evidence of a credible witness, particularly where that evidence is supported by surrounding circumstances. Indeed, in this Decision, the witness evidence for each Infringement is ‘supported’ by other evidence/indicia and is therefore not uncorroborated.

Conclusion

III.218. In using the term ‘*strong and compelling*’ to describe its evidence in the Conduct of the Parties section below, the OFT has followed the principles described in this section. The OFT considers that the evidence set out below is sufficient to satisfy the civil standard of proof and hence to overcome the presumption of innocence, to which the Parties are entitled.2178 As noted above,
submissions by a Party which are particular to a piece of evidence or an
Infringement are addressed in Section IV below.

M. Matters pre-dating 1 March 2000

III.219. The Act came into force on 1 March 2000. The OFT has considered two issues
in respect of matters pre-dating its entry into force, namely agreements which
cannot conclusively be shown to have been made after 1 March 2000, and
evidence which pre-dates 1 March 2000.

Agreements which might have been concluded before 1 March 2000

III.220. The OFT accepts that in respect of a limited number of the infringements that
were alleged in its Statement it cannot be established conclusively that the
restrictive agreement was made after 1 March 2000.

III.221. Certain of these infringements are nonetheless pursued. The OFT considers it
likely, on the balance of probabilities, that the agreements to provide/accept a
cover price in these instances were made after 1 March 2000. However, to the
extent that they may have been made before 1 March 2000 the OFT considers
that the Chapter I prohibition does still apply to them.

III.222. To establish that the Chapter I prohibition does not apply to an agreement made
before 1 March 2000, but continuing after that date, it must be shown inter alia
that that agreement would not have been void under Section 35(1)(a)
Restrictive Trade Practices Act 1976 (‘the RTPA’) immediately before 1 March
2000. In effect, if an agreement was considered anti-competitive and thus
illegal under the regime which preceded the Act it cannot escape the operation
of competition law simply because the Act came into force - rather, its illegality
is to be dealt with by way of Chapter I instead.

III.223. The OFT considers that all of the Infringements involving cover pricing which
are being pursued would (if they were concluded before 1 March 2000) have
been void under the RTPA as:

(a) The construction or carrying out of buildings, structures and other
works by contractors is a supply of goods for the purposes of the
RTPA;

(b) An agreement to provide/accept a cover price for construction work is
a ‘restriction’ under the RTPA. Under such an agreement, one bidder
agrees not to offer to supply goods at a price above the level of the
cover price, while the other agrees not to offer to supply goods at a
price below the level of the cover price. It thus entails restrictions being
accepted by both parties, in respect of the prices to be quoted and
charged to the procuring party,

---


2179 Paragraph 19 of Schedule 13 to the Act. The Chapter I prohibition is dis-applied only to the extent that
an agreement made before 1 March 2000 is within the scope of the provisions for a transitional period.

2180 Section 43(3) RTPA

2181 Section 6(1)(a) RTPA The OFT also notes that in the case In re Electrical Installations Agreement
[1970], 1 WLR 1391 at 1394, decided under Restrictive Trade Practices Act 1956, the Registrar of
Restrictive Trading Agreements listed as a restriction: ‘Cover prices given or received. Not to offer to supply
(c) An agreement to provide/accept a cover price for construction work was therefore registrable;\textsuperscript{2182}

(d) Such an agreement would not benefit from the exemption for certain ‘non-notifiable’ agreements. For reasons given in paragraphs III.119 to III.124 of this Decision the OFT considers agreements to provide/accept a cover price to be price fixing agreements, and these are outside the scope of the ‘non-notifiable’ exemptions;\textsuperscript{2183}

(e) None of the agreements in question were registered with the OFT, as they were required to be. They were all, therefore, void.\textsuperscript{2184}

III.224. The OFT is therefore satisfied that even if the agreements in question were made before 1 March 2000 the Chapter I prohibition would still apply to them. It is therefore not necessary to establish conclusively that these agreements were made after 1 March 2000.

\textit{Evidence which pre-dates 1 March 2000}

III.225. As noted above, the Act came into force on 1 March 2000 and any infringement would operate from no earlier than that date. However, the OFT takes the view that evidence relating to facts which arose before that date may be important for the understanding of the facts and matters at issue on and after 1 March 2000.

III.226. In this regard, the OFT notes the statement of the CAT in \textit{Napp}:

‘\textit{It goes without saying that there can be no infringement of the Chapter I and Chapter II prohibitions on any date earlier than 1 March 2000... Nonetheless, in a case such as the present it is impossible to understand the situation as it was during the period of alleged infringement... without also understanding how that situation arose as a result of facts arising before 1 March 2000. In our view it is relevant to take facts arising before 1 March 2000 into account for the purpose, but only for the purpose, of throwing light on facts and matters in issue on or after that date.}’\textsuperscript{2185}

III.227. The OFT has, therefore, taken into consideration such evidence where it is available and relevant.

III.228. One Party questioned in its response to the Statement whether facts in existence before 1 March 2000 had been taken into account in assessing mitigating factors for the purpose of penalty calculations.\textsuperscript{2186} The OFT confirms that where relevant evidence put forward by Parties in support of mitigating

\textsuperscript{2182} Section 1(1)(a) RTPA.
\textsuperscript{2183} Section 27A(1)(c) RTPA. Had the agreements been ‘non-notifiable’ they would enjoy a transitional period in which the Chapter I prohibition would not apply: Schedule 13 Paragraphs 20(3) and 25(1)(a) of the Act.
\textsuperscript{2184} Section 35(1)(a) RTPA
\textsuperscript{2185} \textit{Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Ltd v Director General of Fair Trading} [2002] CAT 1, at paragraph 217.
\textsuperscript{2186} Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 25.
factors pre-dates 1 March 2000, the OFT would take that evidence into account. Mitigating factors are addressed in Section VI (Enforcement) below.
SECTION IV – THE CONDUCT OF THE PARTIES

A. Structure of this section

IV.1. This section is formed of three parts, each of which should be read in conjunction with the others:

(i) Section B: General comments on cover pricing and other bid rigging activities in the construction industry in England

This section sets out certain common themes that have emerged in the course of the OFT’s investigation, concerning the way in which construction companies conducted the practice of cover pricing and other bid rigging activities during the period under investigation. The widespread and endemic practice of cover pricing in the construction industry was carried out in a relatively standard way, and the comments in this section should be read as applying to all Parties and all of the Infringements that are described in the following sections, except where otherwise stated in the descriptions of the Infringements.

(ii) Section C: A description of the general cover pricing and other bid rigging activities of each of the 37 companies that originally applied for leniency (now forming 33 Parties since some of these companies are treated together as part of one undertaking)

In order to avoid extensive repetition, the OFT sets out in this section the way in which each of the leniency Parties engaged in cover pricing and other bid rigging activities, including a brief explanation of the documents from each such Party evidencing the provision or receipt of cover prices. As many of the leniency Parties were party to more than three Infringements, the OFT sets out in this section much of the information that is common to all of the Infringements in which these companies participated. The activities of the leniency Parties are described in alphabetical order.

(iii) Section D: A description of each of the Infringements

This section sets out the specific evidence in respect of each Infringement, and the inferences and conclusions drawn by the OFT from that evidence. The Infringements are described in chronological order.

IV.2. Thus for each Infringement, reference should be made not only to the particular part of section D setting out details of that Infringement, but also to the relevant part(s) of section C detailing the cover pricing activities of any leniency Party(ies) involved in that Infringement, and in addition to the general comments on cover pricing and other bid rigging activities in section B.

IV.3. The OFT has therefore included, in Annex A towards the end of this Decision, a Navigation Table, which details the paragraphs in which the case against each Party may be found in relation to each relevant Infringement. Each Party is found by the OFT to be a party to a number of Infringements, in most cases three but in some cases two or one, and in the case of leniency Parties, often more than three. In the Navigation Table, the Parties are listed in alphabetical order and against each Party are listed the Infringements in which the OFT has found that Party engaged in bid rigging activities, together with references to the relevant paragraphs in section D describing that Infringement and the
relevant paragraphs in section C describing the cover pricing activities of the leniency Party(ies) involved in that Infringement, where applicable.

IV.4. The Navigation Table also sets out in respect of each Infringement,

a. for a leniency Party, whether: (i) it will receive either full 100 per cent immunity for that Infringement (because it is a But For Infringement for that Party); or (ii) alternatively its allocated leniency percentage deduction from the penalty for that Infringement (because it is a Not But For Infringement for that Party); or (iii) it will receive no penalty for that Infringement (because the Infringement is not amongst the most recent three Not But For Infringements for the Party); and

b. for a non-leniency Party, whether it will receive a 25 per cent deduction from the penalty for that Infringement (because it accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of that Infringement) or alternatively will not be entitled to any deduction from penalty for that Infringement (because it did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of that Infringement).

B. General comments on cover pricing and other bid rigging activities in the construction industry in England

Cover pricing in the construction industry in England

IV.5. This Decision is concerned with bid rigging activities that took place in relation to tendered works in the construction industry in England between the coming into force of the Competition Act on 1 March 2000, and December 2006.

IV.6. When a purchaser wishes to purchase construction services, it typically invites a number of (what it believes to be) suitably qualified contractors to submit tender bids detailing the price at which they could undertake the work specified, in order to have competition for the individual contract between those contractors and obtain a competitive price. Any co-ordination or co-operation between competitors invited to tender in relation to the manner in which they intend to respond to the tender including individual tender prices which has the object or effect of preventing, restricting or distorting this competition (i.e. collusive tendering or bid rigging activities) is likely to amount to a serious infringement of the Chapter I prohibition.

IV.7. The majority of the bid rigging activities discovered during the course of this investigation by the OFT involved cover pricing. Cover pricing occurs when a potential bidder obtains a price from a competitor in the tender process which is not designed to win the contract but is intended to give the appearance of competition. The CAT has fully endorsed the OFT’s decision in its investigations into the roofing industry that cover pricing is anti-competitive and contravenes the Chapter I prohibition.2188

IV.8. In addition the OFT found a number of instances of compensation payments agreed and exchanged between bidders, discussed in general terms in paragraphs IV.147 to IV.155 below.

---

2187 Each leniency Party’s individual penalty calculation (to be found in Section VI (Enforcement) below) also sets out the relevant Infringements for which penalties are being calculated.
IV.9. As noted above, the OFT describes in separate general sections for each of the leniency Parties, at paragraphs IV.158 to IV.751 below, how each of them would approach the giving and receiving of cover prices, and how such activities would be recorded. Certain common themes emerge, however, between all of the Parties in this investigation, and these are described in this section. It would be impractical to include all of the many comments on these general themes received by the OFT in leniency applications, in interviews with witnesses from leniency Parties, in responses to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, and in responses to the Statement. The OFT has therefore included in this section only a representative selection of comments received from these sources.

*The widespread nature of cover pricing in the construction industry in England*

IV.10. As stated in paragraphs II.1447, II.1449 and II.1460 of the OFT’s Investigation section above, the OFT has obtained considerable evidence of the widespread and longstanding nature of cover pricing, also referred to as ‘*taking help*’ or ‘*giving assistance*’ by its participants\(^{2189}\), in the construction industry in England, amongst companies of all sizes. First, many of the leniency Parties testified to the endemic nature of the practice both in their leniency applications and through the testimony of their employees in interview; second, several non-leniency Parties made reference to it in their responses to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer; and third, many Parties made representations to this effect in their responses to the Statement.

IV.11. In relation to the leniency Parties, for example, Loach stated ‘*cover pricing in this area ... is a long standing practice which has been so prevalent and so well known within the industry to both buyers and potential purchasers alike that it has not occurred in the past to those involved that it might in any way be improper*’.\(^{2190}\)

IV.12. Clegg stated ‘*Cover pricing is a universally accepted practice within the construction industry and has been so far as far back as most people can remember ... cover pricing is so common as to be regarded as endemic within the construction industry, and has been practiced by all companies regardless of their size*’.\(^{2191}\)

IV.13. Herbert Baggaley stated ‘*The practice of cover pricing within the general contracting industry is decades long. It has been known to individual estimators and directors within the industry as long as they have worked within it. In the course of their dealings with other estimators, the Estimating Department of HBC has not had occasion to explain the practice to another estimator. It is therefore considered to be endemic within the industry and that it would be unlikely for there to be more than a handful (if any at all) of Contractors who did not participate during the use of it*’.\(^{2192}\)

IV.14. Thomas Vale stated ‘*The practice of cover pricing is widespread in the construction industry and has been for many years. It has been described by estimating personnel within Thomas Vale and by organisations including the*’

---

\(^{2189}\) See for example, paragraph IV.126 below.
\(^{2190}\) Cover Activities report, OFT Document Reference 4017, page 1.
\(^{2191}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4459, pages 4 and 6.
\(^{2192}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3899, pages 11 and 12.
National Federation of Builders and other trade bodies as “endemic”, “custom and practice” and “commonplace”. 2193

IV.15. In interview, Robert Walker, a Director of Mansell, stated in response to the question ‘you were aware that, that Mansell had up to … the time when you were talking then, had been involved in cover pricing?’, ‘Well, not specifically but it was just such an industry-wide practice that it would have been amazing if the business hadn’t have been. I think it was, it was more … the exception would have been that a company’s not doing it’. 2194

IV.16. A number of non-leniency Parties also, of their own volition, testified to the widespread and endemic nature of cover pricing in England in their responses to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. For example, four companies, Interclass2195, Richardson Projects2196, Speller-Metcalfe2197 and Wygar2198, all described cover pricing as a ‘universally common practice’ in relation to tendered works. Thomas Long described it as ‘normal trading practice within the industry for many years’. 2199 E Manton stated ‘The company accepts it was unwise to get involved in cover pricing but it was such a common and widespread activity for so many years, that no one in the construction industry viewed it as an illegal practice’. 2200 Finally, J J & A R Jackson stated ‘We did not apply (sic) for leniency, as we believe that giving and receiving covers was widely established in the industry. We expected your investigation would highlight an accepted practice, used by thousands of contractors as well as sub contractors such as steel erectors, plumbers, electricians etc’. 2201

IV.17. As stated above, in their responses to the Statement, many Parties agreed that the practice of cover pricing was endemic, ‘in the sense of being a standard and accepted practice since time immemorial’. 2202 Many companies made claims to the OFT that ‘...the practice was widely understood and accepted, even being taught on courses for industry personnel’. 2203 F Parkinson stated that ‘...cover pricing was a practice accepted to such an extent that it formed part of their (staff’s) education in the fundamental custom and practice of the construction industry’. 2204

IV.18. R Durtnell stated that the practice of cover pricing involved as many as 186,107 companies2205, and ‘therefore the problem has been not one of a deliberate flouting of the law but of a total failure on the part of the

2194 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11483, page 9. The ‘time when you were talking’ referred to was the time of the coming into force of the Act.
2196 Letter from Richardson Projects, OFT Document Reference 10789, page 2.
2198 Letter from Wygar, OFT Document Reference 10938, page 2.
2199 Letter from Thomas Long, OFT Document Reference 10884.
2205 Written representations of R Durtnell, 25 June 2008, paragraph 82.
government, the various advisory and educating bodies, the trade associations
and trade press and magazines to effectively communicate that the practice of
cover pricing as carried out in the construction industry was considered to be in
breach of the law’. R Durtnell further stated that ‘...the OFT did not need to
investigate to discover cover pricing... the whole industry knew of it’.

Publications and training regarding cover pricing

IV.19. The extent to which the practice was regarded as both legitimate and
widespread in the construction industry is further demonstrated by a text book
on the bidding process (Construction Planning, Programming and Control by
Brian Cooke and Peter Williams, Blackwell Publishing 2004) that contained the
following advice to bidders:

‘Degree of competition

- How many contractors have been invited to tender?
- Which contractors are on the tender list?
- Obtain details of competitors by making contact with material suppliers or
specialist subcontractors listed in the contract documents
- Do we want the work or should we take a cover price (i.e. an arrangement
whereby one contractor is given a price by another contractor which is then
submitted as a tender offer. The price will be sufficiently realistic to look
like a bona fide tender but high enough so as not to win the contract)’.

IV.20. In response to the Statement, many Parties stated that the textbook to which
the OFT referred above was not the only one to have ‘taught cover pricing’. Parties stated that in Construction Contracts: Law and Management by
Murdoch and Hughes, a textbook described in its introduction as ‘the UK’s
leading textbook on the law governing construction contracts’, reference was
made to contractors submitting a ‘cover bid’, in the following terms: ‘if the job
is not wanted the contractor will submit an inflated tender, called a cover bid’.

IV.21. However, the OFT notes that Construction Contracts: Law and Management
does not suggest that an inflated tender should be arrived at as a result of
collusion with competitors. There is no prohibition in competition law against a
company unilaterally deciding to submit an inflated bid and calculating and
submitting that inflated bid without any form of collusion with its competitors.
The OFT defines cover pricing in paragraph IV.7 above as ‘when a potential
bidder obtains a price from a competitor in the tender process which is not
designed to win the contract but is intended to give the appearance of
competition’ (emphasis added).

IV.22. On this point, several Parties accepted that unilaterally submitting a cover bid

---

2206 Written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 82.
2207 Written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 83.
2208 Construction Planning, Programming and Control by Brian Cooke and Peter Williams, Blackwell
Publishing 2004, page 196. The OFT wrote to the publishers on 17 March 2006 and suggested that this
text be amended, given that cover pricing is a breach of the Act, OFT Document Reference 5950. On 20
March 2006 the publishers confirmed that the text would be amended at the next reprint, OFT Document
Reference 5951.
would not infringe the Chapter I prohibition, but argued that ‘anyone working in the construction industry and taking a course using Murdoch and Hughes as their textbook would know that it would be necessary to obtain realistic tender figures in order to submit a cover bid as instructed, as is clear from Cooke and Williams’ more recent textbook referred to by the OFT’.  

IV.23. Another example provided by R Durtnell was the ‘Honeywood File’ by H B Creswell, which made reference to obtaining a cover price ‘from another builder who is making a bona fide offer’ if the builder was too busy to prepare a competitive tender. In addition, in response to the Statement, Parties gave further examples of instances that they believed provided evidence that cover pricing was ‘taught’ as a ‘legitimate activity’. In relation to this, as outlined above, the OFT accepts that this practice was regarded as both legitimate and widespread in the industry.

IV.24. A number of Parties made representations relating to mitigation of penalties, in light of the foregoing and these are addressed in Section VI (Enforcement) below. Several Parties represented that although they did not seek to argue that cover pricing was not an infringement of the Act, nevertheless they considered that its illegality was ‘...not known to the construction industry at large, and moreover that the leading textbooks used in teaching those in the industry specifically instructed personnel undergoing courses on how to engage in cover pricing. This is believed to be a unique circumstance in any of the OFT’s investigations, and is thus powerful mitigation when it comes to penalty calculations’. GMI stated that ‘... even an acknowledged textbook on the bidding process includes cover pricing as an accepted matter to be considered by potential tenderers ... this must lessen the seriousness of such a cover pricing exercise and this should be reflected in a lessening of any proposed penalty.’

IV.25. Some Parties claimed that the practice of cover pricing was probably also known to, and accepted by, the clients themselves. One of those Parties went further, suggesting that it was aware that in certain circumstances, clients have colluded in the process of cover pricing to satisfy their procurement regime (i.e. to meet requirements to receive a certain number of bids) by asking other contractors to submit bids that were higher than the already negotiated figure with a preferred contractor. In relation to the latter, the OFT notes that it has not been provided with any evidence of this having taken place in relation to the Infringements. Moreover, such arrangements may not amount to cover pricing as defined in this Decision (i.e. a form of collusion between

---

2210 For example written representations of Clegg, 27 June 2008, paragraph 56.
2212 As referred to in written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 77.
2215 Written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraph 82.
2216 For example written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 25; and written representations of Francis, 2 July 2008, paragraph 60.
competitors), albeit that they may give rise to restrictions or distortions of competition and may therefore amount to infringements of the Chapter I prohibition.

IV.26. In relation to the more general assertion that some or all clients were aware of the practice of cover pricing in general, the OFT notes that a fundamental feature of a cover price is giving the illusion of a competitive tender. Thus, to the extent that any client was aware of the practice of cover pricing in general, that did not imply awareness that any specific tender was the subject of cover pricing, so no client was in a position to prevent the restriction or distortion of competition arising from the cover bidding.

IV.27. The OFT is of the view that Parties engaging in discussions with competitors about the pricing of contracts and submitting false tenders must at the very least have realised that this involved a distortion of the competitive process thereby restricting or distorting competition. In each cover pricing Infringement, one Party provided the other(s) with prices which they could use to ensure that they did not win the contract and which, although bogus, would appear to the client to be genuine. To the extent that any of the Parties may not have appreciated that this involved a distortion of competition, the OFT considers that the Parties were, at the very least, negligent in failing to realise this.

IV.28. Moreover, it is apparent from the representations of certain Parties that they understood cover pricing to be anti-competitive and had instructed staff not to engage in this conduct. For example, Lindum stated that it had ‘...explained the effects of the Competition Act when it came into force and there was no doubt on the part of the estimators that cover pricing breached the competition rules’ (emphasis added).

2217 If certain Parties were in no doubt that cover pricing was anti-competitive, then the OFT considers that other Parties must have been at least negligent in their failure also to recognise this. Neither the widespread nature of the practice, nor the fact that it may have been recommended to estimators or bidders by others in the industry, in any way legitimises a practice which amounts to an infringement of the Act for the reasons set out above in the Legal Background section (Section III) and at paragraphs IV.45 onwards below.

IV.29. Notwithstanding this, the OFT has taken into account the Parties’ representations on this issue when determining the level of penalty to be imposed in this case as discussed in Section VI (Enforcement) below.

Reasons given for cover pricing

IV.30. The reason given by most of the leniency Parties for the practice of cover pricing is that it enabled them to remain on the tender lists of those involved in arranging contracts for the provision of building services. In response to the Statement, many other Parties also cited this motive.

IV.31. In relation to leniency Parties, Loach explained that ‘It is known that a company that does not respond to an invitation to tender will be regarded as being disinterested in the work or, alternatively, too busy to undertake the work with the result that their name will be removed from future tender lists. Thus, it has been perceived that a company that wishes to remain on the lists but who does not wish, for whatever reason, to undertake the specific contract needs to

2217 Written representations of Lindum, 27June 2008, paragraph 62.
respond but submit a price which it knows will not be acceptable. The completion of a tender and the calculation of a price involves many hours of work and, therefore, constitutes a considerable cost to the company ... in respect of those contracts which the company does not seek to attain but where it is necessary to tender solely to remain on the tender lists, that cost and the expenditure of time has been avoided by obtaining a cover price from a competitor company who is known to be submitting a tender'.

IV.32. Thomas Vale stated that ‘It is a feature of both the private and the public sector tendering process that if a company fails to return a tender, it will be placed at the bottom of the client’s tender list and may ultimately be removed from such list’.

IV.33. Irwins listed the various factors which led to cover prices being taken as:

'a) The limited resources of the estimating function.

b) Unsolicited enquiries with inadequate/poor information.

c) Additional post tender work on previous tenders.

d) The limited information available with current enquiries.

e) The short tender period with inflexible deadlines.

f) Inability to obtain material or sub-contract quotations.

g) The realisation that after initial work, inspection of the site and documentation, that the company would not be in a position to offer a competitive price.

h) Orders received during the tender period resulting in inability to carry out the project efficiently if awarded'.

IV.34. Sol stated that tenders could be received at unexpected times or at times where it had insufficient capacity to carry out the work. It said that ‘The choices available to the Company in these instances were: to return the tender and risk alienating the client with the consequence that we may be removed from tender lists for their future work; to submit a tender based purely on ... our experience of similar projects (but as no two projects are identical this would involve a substantial addition for risk which would produce a high price and potentially damage the Company’s reputation by appearing uncompetitive); the final alternative being to obtain a cover price from one of the other companies tendering. Choosing to obtain a cover price had the benefit of a tender being submitted, with a price that was generally competitive, and would lessen the likelihood of upsetting the client, which would happen if the tender was returned’.

IV.35. However, when the scores of witnesses from the leniency Parties were asked by the OFT in interview whether they could recall any particular instance of a

---

2218 Cover Activities report, OFT Document Reference 4017, pages 1 and 2.
2219 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4519, pages 9 and 10.
2221 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4357, page 2.
client removing them from a tender list as a result of their not tendering for a particular contract, almost without exception they were unable to do so.

IV.36. This was borne out by the responses to the OFT’s surveys carried out in connection with market definition before issue of the Statement. The OFT sent out the Market Definition questionnaire to more than 350 clients. Question 5 of the questionnaire requested these clients to rank criteria used ‘for drawing up a list of building contractors who are to be asked to tender for a project’. 106 clients responded that their first criterion was the ability of the bidder to ‘demonstrate that it has already done similar type of work’. 55 clients ranked ‘good reputation in industry’ as the primary criterion. 33 clients required that the company ‘has passed the external accreditation processes’ in the first place. 56 clients considered competitive pricing to be the most important criterion. Only eight clients considered the ‘local firm’ to be the most important criterion. 26 clients considered other factors as prevalent. Significantly, only two out of the 350 clients contacted by the OFT said that they recognised ‘availability’ and ‘availability to tender and carry out works at required time’ as the most important criteria.

IV.37. However, in response to the Statement, many Parties echoed the comments of the leniency Parties cited above and stressed that the reason they engaged in cover pricing activity was a genuine fear of removal from tender lists.\[^{2222}\] For example:

- ‘the risk of being removed from a tender list in the event of … refusing an invitation to tender was a real one’.\[^{2223}\]

- ‘…the primary motivation of the cover pricing in the admitted infringements was to allocate scarce estimating resources to other work opportunities or to avoid taking on work where Baggaley and Jenkins might have capacity constraints in properly performing the contract without thereby incurring the risk (as a result of not submitting a tender or of submitting an artificially high one) of damaging client relations or not being invited to tender in the future’.\[^{2224}\]

- ‘in order to cope with such a heavy workload, estimators have to carefully schedule tenders …if the tender has to be withdrawn after acceptance there is a real possibility of being struck off the client tender list permanently’.\[^{2225}\]

- ‘there are a variety of reasons why a cover may be taken, essentially to get Hall “out of a hole” and not to “lose face” in the eyes of the client’.

IV.38. However, this last Party also stated that when it was not concerned about being on a client tender list or where a tender was received from a new client that it would rather not work with at the time, it would normally return the tender.\[^{2226}\] Several other Parties stated that it had been their policy for years to return tenders when they did not wish to bid, and that they had done so on

\[^{2222}\] For example written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 2.7.
\[^{2223}\] Written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 2.8
\[^{2224}\] Written representations of Baggaley and Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 10.
\[^{2225}\] Written representations of Hall, 25 June 2008, paragraph 56.
\[^{2226}\] Written representations of Hall, 25 June 2008, paragraph 60.
many occasions. In particular, one Party stated that whilst it recognised
delisting concerns and a company could be placed under significant pressure
from a client to make a bid for a contract, it sought to reduce that risk by
returning tenders early if they were not appropriate, and building relationships
with its clients and educating them as to its skill sets and abilities. This Party
submitted that even where a company was unable or unwilling to return a
tender unpriced, it had a variety of legitimate means of arriving at a realistic
price for a contract without committing a significant level of resource, such as
utilising sub-contracting quotes, pricing manuals, freelance estimators and pre-
tender advisors or clients’ pre-tender estimates.

IV.39. Some Parties were able to provide examples of where they believed they had
been ‘struck off the tender list’ or ‘relegated to the bottom of the rotation
process’ when they did not return a tender. In relation to the latter, the OFT
notes that moving to the bottom of a tender list may be a natural consequence
of a rotation process, whether a tenderer declines to quote or provides a bid,
and that such instances do not therefore provide clear support for the Parties’
arguments in mitigation. Some Parties also provided evidence of
correspondence that indicated that tendering history would be a factor when
assessing tender lists.

IV.40. However, the majority of Parties claimed that it was difficult to provide such
evidence because it is only infrequently communicated to parties, particularly in
a written form. For example, one Party stated that the fact that Parties were
unable to recall particular instances of a client removing them from a tender list
as a result of not submitting a tender showed that ‘...the risk was not illusory...
it may not objectively have been so great as tenderers imagined, but
subjectively, the risk was plainly real’.

IV.41. Some Parties stated that it was unlikely that a client would communicate to
them that the reason they had not been asked to tender again was because
they returned a bid. A few Parties stated that ‘It is extremely unlikely that a
contractor would know the reason why he is not being invited to tender for a
particular job. Even if the contractor was aware that he had not been invited to
tender the client or his professional advisers would be most unlikely to give as a
reason the failure to respond to an earlier tender’.

IV.42. It has also been represented that the OFT interviewing leniency Parties in
relation to this question may have provided a skewed result as leniency Parties
may not be able to recall not tendering in the first place, and therefore not be

---

2227 For example written representations of Haymills Group, 27 June 2008, paragraph 10; written
representations of GMI Construction, 26 June 2008, Annex 11; and written representations of R G Carter,
27 June 2008, paragraph 2.20.
2228 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.7.
2229 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.10.
2230 For example witness statement of Christopher Shaw Griffin of P Casey, 27 June 2008, paragraph 9;
oral representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, page 3; written representations of Dukeries, 27June
2231 For example written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 27.
2232 For example written representations of Sol, 2 June 2008, page 5; and written representations of
2234 For example written representations of Wiggott, 25 June 2008, paragraph 2.10.
2235 For example written representations of Wiggott, 25 June 2008, paragraph 2.10 and written
representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 2.9.
able to provide examples of being removed from tender lists.\textsuperscript{2236} In this respect, the OFT does not consider that the leniency Parties should be in a different position from any other Party in this case.

IV.43. One Party stated that ‘the reasons witnesses can not recall any particular instance of a client removing them from a tender list as a result of their not tendering for a particular contract was because in most cases at that time they avoided the scenario by submitting a cover price’.\textsuperscript{2237} Other Parties made similar representations\textsuperscript{2238} and/or suggested that a direct question was not asked in relation to this issue\textsuperscript{2239}, with one Party stating that it did not specifically have this question put to it in interview and that it could recall a few occasions where this might have occurred.\textsuperscript{2240}

IV.44. The OFT has been given few examples of Parties actually being removed from tender lists as a result of declining to bid. Nevertheless, the OFT does accept that there was a relatively widespread perception amongst the Parties that they could be removed from a tender list if they declined to bid for a tender and that there may be instances where this has occurred. While the OFT has taken this into account when determining the starting point for penalty calculations (as discussed in paragraph VI.108 below), the OFT does not accept that it provides any sort of defence for illegal activity.

IV.45. As discussed above in the Legal Background section, in paragraph III.111, the CAT has confirmed that the motivation of an undertaking in submitting a cover-bid, whether rational – such as seeking to remain on a selective tender list – or not, is irrelevant.

IV.46. Thus, in essence, an undertaking’s motive for cover pricing is irrelevant. It is no defence to an allegation of cover pricing for an undertaking to say that the cover bid was only put in so as to remain on the client’s contractor list.\textsuperscript{2241}

IV.47. Some companies told the OFT that they engaged in cover pricing partly because of the expense of calculating genuine figures for every tender they received – for example, see paragraph IV.31 above. Hugh McElhill, Senior Estimator at Balfour Beatty stated, ‘Estimating is an expensive progress [sic] so if we’re given the job to price then, then it’s to get the job’;\textsuperscript{2242} Nicholas Greene, Director of John Cawley stated, ‘And physically it costs a lot of money to price. We physically could not afford to price every job that came in. Because there’s a financial element in every – pricing a job takes up man hours’.\textsuperscript{2243}

IV.48. This was reiterated in several Parties’ representations to the OFT in response to the Statement.\textsuperscript{2244} For example, one Party stated in oral representations that

\textsuperscript{2236} Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 26.2.
\textsuperscript{2237} Written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 88.
\textsuperscript{2238} For example written representations of Baggaley and Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 12; written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 2.10; and written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.18.1.
\textsuperscript{2239} Written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 2.9.
\textsuperscript{2240} Written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4.
\textsuperscript{2242} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11141, page 3.
\textsuperscript{2243} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11297, pages 8 and 9.
\textsuperscript{2244} For example oral representations of Interclass, 27 June 2008, page 10; and written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 2.3.
'because of our limited resources we were not able to deal with a tender in any other way other than submitting a cover price'. Another Party stated that the 'trend for public authorities in recent years to invite tenders for all contracts both large and small have increased the pressure on contractors’ estimating resources...the taking of a cover price has developed as a mechanism for dealing with those cases where a contractor is unable or unwilling to prepare a tender offer but does not wish to reject the invitation to tender'.

IV.49. As stated previously an undertaking’s motivation in seeking and/or providing a cover bid, whether rational or not, is not a defence to a breach of Chapter I or Article 81. Moreover, as discussed by the Commission in its decision on the Building and construction industry in the Netherlands,

‘...in theory, there are two ways of recovering calculation costs: either the client remunerates the price tender separately; or the building and construction firm includes the costs in its general business costs. The first possibility cannot be applied in principle in so far as, in civil law, the invitation to submit a tender and the submission of a tender do not give rise to any contractual payment obligations. The second possibility is thus the appropriate and generally applied method throughout the Community of recovering calculation costs, in the same way as promotion costs and the costs of marketing products form part of the general expenses of an undertaking’.  

IV.50. There is no prohibition on the unilateral inflation of a bid, whether to include the cost of calculating the tender or for other reasons. However, collusion with competitors during a tender process is prohibited since it artificially distorts the competitive process.

Potential effects of cover pricing

IV.51. The OFT is not, when applying the Chapter I prohibition, obliged to establish that an agreement or concerted practice has an anti-competitive effect where it is found to have as its object the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition. In the present case, the OFT is not making any findings that any of the Infringements had the effect of restricting or distorting competition. As set out in paragraphs III.93 to III.113 of the Legal section above, cover pricing has its object a restriction of competition. The OFT needs only to show that the practice was capable of preventing, restricting or distorting competition. However, a number of Parties have made representations that the Infringements to which they were party had no effect on the tender process in question. The OFT sets out below its view that, in relation to some of the Infringements, it is clear that the provision of a cover price had an effect on the particular tender process and that all of the instances of cover pricing were, at the very least, capable of restricting or distorting competition.

IV.52. The submission of cover prices gives the illusion that there are more companies competing for a tender than is in fact the case. By substituting the certainty of

2245 Written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 2.6.
2247 Argos & Littlewoods v OFT (2004) CAT 24, at paragraph 357. See also legal section, paragraphs III.60 to III.65.
2248 Case C-8/08 T-Mobile Netherlands BV and others v NMa, judgment of 4 June 2009, at paragraph 31. See also the Opinion of AG Kokott in the same case, 19 February 2009, at paragraph 48.
co-operation for the risks of competition, the companies involved in cover pricing and other bid rigging activities knew that competition for any particular tender was reduced and those companies interested in winning the work may have therefore been able to submit higher bids than would otherwise have been the case.

IV.53. In the Statement, the OFT noted that companies often insisted that where they exchanged a cover price with only one competitor, this did not distort the competitive process since it still left a number of companies submitting competitive tenders. For example, Les Pursey, estimator for Balfour Beatty stated ‘in normal circumstance, six people pricing, if one person takes a cover they’ve still, still got to beat the other four’.2249

IV.54. However, the OFT notes that in a number of tenders, one company gave cover prices to three (or more) other tenderers. If four companies were tendering in these circumstances, then the client would not receive any genuinely competitive tender bids, despite having received four apparently independent bids. In other tenders only the companies engaging in cover pricing put in any form of tender bid, while all the other companies declined to bid. Again, in these circumstances the client will have received no competitive bids. As stated above, the practice of cover pricing was widespread and endemic in the construction industry and the OFT had initial evidence of cover pricing taking place in many more instances than feature in this Decision. Consequently, it is highly likely that clients were receiving no genuinely competitive bids in many more instances than those of which the OFT is aware, and the OFT considers that the widespread nature of the practice must have caused harm.

IV.55. In response to the Statement, many Parties stated that the OFT has not proven the effect of cover pricing and that knowing that the competition was reduced had no effect on whether a genuine bid was submitted.2250 Parties stated that they did not accept that it was the case that clients were receiving no genuinely competitive bids. These Parties said that in cases where they were concerned, when they gave a cover price, they submitted a genuinely competitive bid, and when they took a cover price, they had no way of knowing which other bids were competitive.2251 A number of Parties said that in relation to their specific Infringements, the competitive process was not distorted.2252 One Party claimed that the practice of cover pricing was considered harmless and that it was not intended to have any effects on the ultimate price paid by the customer.2253 Some Parties stated that only the Party giving the cover would know that competition had been reduced by one.2254

IV.56. Another Party noted that the OFT had not identified any instance in which the company inflated its bid above the competitive level as a result of requests for cover prices. It stated that in the majority of cases, ‘cover pricing requests from even a number of competitors would not provide a company with certainty that it was the only company seeking to win the contract, since it would be necessary to know the full list of tender parties (not normally information distributed freely by clients in advance for obvious reasons) in order to be

2249 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11139, page 5.
2250 For example written representations of Linford, 26June 2008, paragraph 9.28.19.
2251 For example written representations of Clegg, 27 June 2008, paragraph 58.
2252 For example written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 26.4.
2253 Written representations of Baggaley and Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 12.
2254 For example, written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 91.
confident that every company that had been invited to tender was either not
doing so or was not seeking to win’. The OFT discusses below the various
ways by which the parties to a tender may become aware of other parties on a
tender list (for example, through discussions with subcontractors and trade
associations).

IV.57. Several other Parties stated that the decision to submit a cover price was ‘made
independently by each contractor and cover pricing was just an effective way
of carrying out that decision… cover pricing does not therefore alter the fact
that inflated bids would be put in by those companies that had already decided
to do so’. However, it is obvious that if a party has decided independently to
submit an inflated bid, it should do so without collusion with its competitors.
Cover bidding infringes the Act because it arises as a result of collusion
between competitors. The fact that the same result may arguably arise as a
result of wholly unilateral action cannot absolve the Parties of liability, nor does
it lead to the conclusion that a bid submitted after collusion with competitors, is
a ‘genuine’ or ‘competitive’ bid.

IV.58. Several Parties also submitted that it would be impossible in practice to submit
a highly inflated bid as the client’s professional quantity surveyor would have a
clear budget price in mind and to inflate the figure by as much as 10 per cent is
unrealistic, as reflected in their profit figures. Another Party stated that most
clients are well advised on tenders by teams of professionals and any attempt
by a contractor to inflate a tender price would have been likely to be
unsuccessful. However, it is clear from the tender figures set out in many of
the Infringements in this Decision that it was perfectly feasible for a company
to submit a bid that was more than 10 per cent in excess of some of its
competitors, without apparently arousing any suspicion on the part of the client.
Indeed, some of the cover bids were calculated at amounts of 10 to 15 per
cent or more above the giver’s tender bid.

IV.59. More generally in relation to the above representations, the OFT notes that
there were some instances where Parties provided cover prices to all of the
other Parties that submitted tenders. Further, even where this was not the
case, it is clearly conceivable that a company, equipped with the knowledge
that a competitor was receiving a cover, could have chosen to artificially inflate
its own tender price or at least bid less keenly than might otherwise have been
the case. At the same time, the company submitting the cover price was in
no position to know whether the remaining bidders were submitting genuine
bids or not, that is, as is the situation with a number of the Infringements in
this Decision, there could have been no bids that were not tainted by either the
giving or taking of a cover price.

2255 Written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 25.
2256 See paragraphs IV.80 to IV.95 below.
2257 Written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 23; and written representations
of AH Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 41.
2258 Refer to Legal section, III.95.
2259 For example written representations of Hall, 25 June 2008, paragraph 70.
2260 Written representations of Baggaley and Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 21 and 27.
2261 See paragraph IV.104 below.
2262 For example Infringements 66, 168 and 204.
2263 For example IV.113 below.
Moreover, it is important to note that a restriction or distortion of competition is not limited to a direct inflation of the winning tender price. Harm to the competitive process, with a consequent reduction in the likelihood that the best possible price has been obtained, can arise in other, less direct ways.

Distortion of competition by engaging in bid rigging has been confirmed by the CAT to be a contravention of the Chapter I prohibition because ‘(a) it reduces the number of competitive bids submitted in respect of that particular tender; (b) it deprives the tenderer of the opportunity of seeking a replacement (competitive) bid; (c) it prevents other contractors wishing to place competitive bids in respect of that particular tender from doing so; (d) it gives the tenderer a false impression of the nature of competition in the market, leading at least potentially to future tender processes being similarly impaired’. 2264

Even where, for example, two out of six bidders have been found by the OFT to have engaged in cover pricing, distortion of competition occurs or may occur in the following ways.

First, the client is deliberately deceived into thinking that it has received a certain number of genuine bids when in fact only a proportion of them are genuine and unaffected by unlawful contact with other parties.

Secondly, the client is deprived of obtaining an alternative bid from another contractor who genuinely wants to win the work. That other bidder might be more efficient than any of the bidders currently in the race and able to submit a lower bid. The client may also have some form of requirement to obtain a certain number of genuine bids in order to satisfy carefully agreed procurement rules that are designed to guarantee effective competition, and will unknowingly have been thwarted in his attempt to satisfy that requirement.

Thirdly, a potentially more efficient bidder that wants the job is deprived of the opportunity to win the work. This represents a form of barrier to entry that prevents new entrants from being added to the list of tenderers.

These second and third reasons can be linked directly to many Parties’ stated reasons for engaging in cover bidding, that is, to stay on tender lists for future work. By doing so, the effect would be to stagnate tender lists, preventing other contractors, whether new entrants or existing competitors, from being given the chance to tender on future work (as well as the chance to bid on the tender in question). In this way, it can clearly be seen that the practice of cover bidding was capable of restricting or distorting competition for future tenders, and moreover, that such distortion may have been a primary motive of many Parties.

The OFT also observes that it did not have sufficient resources to visit every construction company in England or indeed in the regions that are the subject of the tenders in this Decision, and given the historically endemic nature of cover pricing it is very possible that other bidders were providing cover prices to each other, further reducing the number of genuinely competitive bids.

---

IV.68. The OFT is therefore of the view that cover pricing invariably has the potential to at least distort competition although as noted above, the OFT is not making any findings in this Decision as to the effect of any of the Infringements.

How cover pricing was carried out

Contact was almost exclusively by telephone

IV.69. Unlike with many of the OFT’s previous investigations into cover pricing in the roofing industry\(^2\), the OFT has uncovered very little evidence of written communications such as faxes being exchanged between competitors in the construction industry in order to facilitate cover pricing. In this investigation the evidence has been overwhelmingly that most contacts between competitors took place by telephone. In response to the Statement, many Parties confirmed that the conduct was routinely carried out over the phone.\(^2\)

IV.70. For example, Henry Boot stated that ‘Exchanges pertaining to cover pricing were almost invariably done by way of a quick telephone call’.\(^2\) Stephen Bradbury, Managing Director of Jack Lunn, confirmed that with regard to the exchange of covers, ‘I’m not aware of it happening in any other way than by telephone’.\(^2\)

IV.71. The occasional examples in this Decision of exchange of information between competitors by e-mail or fax generally followed on from a telephone call, usually where a client had requested a detailed breakdown of tender figures from the lowest two or three bidders in the tendering process.

Contact in each tender was reciprocal

IV.72. Other than in respect of two Infringements, the OFT has uncovered no evidence that any companies giving cover prices in respect of particular tenders made the initial contact and/or actively sought to ensure that all of the other tenderers were provided with cover prices.\(^2\) Such activities are usually associated with more organised bid rotation or market sharing schemes and the OFT has no evidence that this occurred in this case. One Party stated in response to the Statement that this is evidence for the fact that the motivation in taking cover was not to assist the giver of the cover, but to allocate scarce estimating resources without damaging client relationships or being struck off tender lists.\(^2\)

IV.73. Instead, most of the instances of cover pricing described in this Decision arose out of a reciprocal contact, where the company wanting a cover price made the initial contact by telephoning a company that it knew to be bidding for the tender, and asking it for a cover price. Similarly, agreements to pay

---


\(^2\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, page 10.

\(^2\) See Infringements 75 and 158.

\(^2\) Written representations of Baggaley and Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 14.
compensation arose out of a telephone call from one company to another bidder. In many instances of cover pricing, a second call was then made close to the tender deadline, usually but not exclusively by the provider of the cover price, during which the cover price was given. There is no evidence that any cover price or compensation payment was given unilaterally. In all cases, the provision of a cover price and/or a compensation payment followed an initial request for a cover price and/or a mutual arrangement to pay compensation.

IV.74. For example, in its leniency application Bluestone stated, ‘There is no evidence whatsoever of Bluestone initiating the giving of a cover price to a competitor’.2271

IV.75. Christopher Stubbs, Company Director and employee of Adam Eastwood, explained ‘We would get a telephone call probably I don’t know a week before the tender was due in (“)can you give us a cover [?]” and if we were giving a cover out we would wait until the 11th hour so that all they had to do was fill in their slip and get it away and vice versa. If we were expecting a cover it more often than not came in on the morning of the tender. We just used to put the figure on the sheet put it in the envelope and away we went’.2272

IV.76. Similarly, Richard Milner, Managing Director of Harlow & Milner, was asked in interview whether a cover price would be arranged some days in advance of the tender closing date. He replied, ‘... if you’ve sort of made the decision the week before, or you may know who’s pricing it, in that case it might be, ‘can you help us out’ and it’ll be... ’yea we’ll let you know on the day’, we’d very rarely get a price days before, if we were taking a cover from somebody else it would always be on the day that the tender went in, you’d never have a load of notice because generally speaking, estimators being of the type that they are, you know, the nature of the beast if you like, it always takes to the wire’.2273

IV.77. Matthew Pickering, Senior Estimator for Phoenix, confirmed that if he wanted a cover price, ‘you would probably try and ring up a few days before the tender date just to make sure that they can give you a cover price...if they’d say, yes they can help you, you would wait for a phone call, probably ring them a day before the tender’s due back’.2274

IV.78. On other, less common occasions, particularly where the first call was made close to the tender deadline, the cover price was communicated back immediately to the person making the request during the first (and only, in these circumstances) telephone call.

IV.79. For example, Ivan Peter Nelson, an Estimating Director of Irwins, explained ‘You’d probably get to about two or three days before and realise that you were just not going to get a figure together and then probably on the night before or sometimes on the day, sometimes even after they’re due to go in, I’d ring around and get a figure that I knew was going to be, reasonably all right over the top ... It worked well because it meant that I could always have another second look at each enquiry and be more choosy ... and it was a way, really,

2272 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11094 pages 3 to 4.
2274 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11327, page 5.
of, dealing with a tender, at the last minute and not upsetting, the clients and the architects and quantity surveyors’.2275

Obtaining details of bidding competitors who could provide a cover price

Subcontractors

IV.80. Companies requesting cover prices would find out who else was tendering for a contract, and therefore companies from whom they might obtain cover prices, by a variety of means. Often they would find out from subcontractors whom they would ask to bid for a part of the work, such as the roofing or the electrical works. Sometimes the subcontractors would tell them without being asked that they were also being asked by a specified other company to bid for the same work.

IV.81. For example, Malcolm Welsby, an estimator for Henry Boot, stated ‘You sometimes get the competition without even trying. Sub-contractors, suppliers will ring up and say, “I’m preparing a quotation for roofing, I know that you’re tendering, can I send you my quotation”, and you say, “Yeah fine, by the way who else are you quoting?”, it comes out very easy …’.2276

IV.82. Julian Kawecki, Estimating Surveyor, Estimating Director and later Managing Director at Strata, stated that estimators would find out who was pricing the tender ‘From subcontractors suppliers ringing around. You always got to find out the competition, everybody does’.2277

IV.83. Arthur Fox, Estimating Director at Wrights (Lincoln) until April 2003, explained that he would not actively try and find out who his competitors were on a particular contract, ‘… we’d just find out as a matter of course. Suppliers will tell us, or subcontractors will…that’s just part of a normal conversation with subcontractors and suppliers, and it, it happens all the time’.2278

IV.84. On other occasions the subcontractor would be asked for the names of other companies bidding for the main contract, and these names would be provided.

IV.85. For example, Stephen Bradbury, Managing Director of Jack Lunn, confirmed that if requested then subcontractors would pass on competitor information, ‘… we might ask a subcontractor, are you pricing it for anyone else? And they’ll say yes, we’re pricing it for two or three, we’re pricing it for so and so…’.2279

IV.86. Similarly, Steve Rhodes, a Bid Manager for Totty (Propencity), said that ‘when you start talking to … any of the key subcontractors … when you’re chasing your quotations or even when you’re having a dialogue about whether they’d like to price the job … it’s a general question “Who else have you had enquiries from?”’.2280

2275 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253. page 5.
2276 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11210, pages 4 and 5.
2279 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289 page 8.
2280 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11351, page 8.
Competitors

IV.87. On occasions companies would simply phone competitors who they thought might be bidding for the tender, and ask them whether they were bidding and if so whether a cover price could be provided.

IV.88. For example, Martyn Etheridge, an estimator for Balfour Beatty stated ‘There are some contractors who, I mean, obviously all in the telephone book, so you’d ring them up and ask for, say, the chief estimator and he’d say, yeah, yeah we’re pricing it’. 2281

IV.89. Peter Goodbun, Estimating Manager at Mansell stated ‘We would ring up one of our competitors to enquire as to whether they are pricing the job. We … then inform them that we were unable to and would they give us a figure that we could go in on, which would obviously be in excess of theirs’. 2282

The Builders Conference

IV.90. Certain organisations provided information more generally to construction companies. The Builders Conference collected information on a regular basis and provided it to construction companies. By this means this organisation helped to facilitate the exchange of cover prices between construction companies, although the OFT has no evidence that this was its intention. Christopher Stubbs, Company Director at Adam Eastwood, explained how he would find out who Adam Eastwood’s competitors were from the Builders Conference, ‘… they would ring round, are you pricing this work [?], yes … they would have details of who else was tendering and you would say, yes I am pricing this work and they would say you are up against x, y and z’. 2283

IV.91. Richard Blount, Director of J H Hallam stated ‘… the Building Conference quite often will phone us up and say are you tendering and we will say yes and they will tell us who else is tendering’. 2284

IV.92. Cliff Davey, Chief Estimator for Balfour Beatty stated ‘if we were called by a Conference to ask if we were on a particular tender list, then we would declare that we were’. 2285

Glennigans

IV.93. Another organisation, Glennigans, carried out a similar function. Jonathan Kirby, Commercial Director for Totty (Propencity), explained how Totty would find out the identity of other bidders for a tender, ‘There were two routes, one you would [use] quite often, you know, during the tender process sub-contractors would just actually tell you … And then there was also an outfit who actually found out. I don’t know what they did but you could ring this outfit [Glennigans] and they told you who was on the tender lists’. 2286

IV.94. Roger Hayes, former Chief Estimator for Herbert Baggaley stated ‘There are agencies [which assist in finding out who the competition is on a particular

2281 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 12.  
2282 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, page 7.  
2283 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11094, page 3.  
2285 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11144, page 10.  
2286 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11352, page 7.
tender] and I’m trying to think of their names now … people like that, Glennigans.’ 2287

Trade Associations

IV.95. Sometimes trade associations would provide bidder information in addition to their other activities. In the Nottingham area, the OFT uncovered evidence of two particular trade associations that facilitated the exchange of information and thereby the exchange of cover prices, the Nottingham Builders’ Guild and the North Nottinghamshire Contractors’ Guild. The work of these organisations is described at paragraphs IV.128 to IV.146 below. Allan Gregory, Managing Director of ARG, explained, ‘the guild … John Wooley, the secretary, used to phone around everyone on a weekly basis to gather intelligence. So if you needed assistance on a particular job, whether it was at the beginning … whether you’d got halfway through the tender … I’ve had to phone John Wooley, get a name, get a cover price, get on the bike, and get out and get the tender in’. 2288

Giving a cover price by informing a competitor of the company’s own bid

IV.96. When providing a cover price to a competitor, the providing company would on occasions inform the company receiving the cover price of the amount it intended to bid, and the receiving company would then submit a tender a small percentage in excess of the provider’s bid price. For example, see Infringement 180 below. A number of Parties noted in their responses to the Statement that this was not the case in relation to any of the cover prices they gave or received. 2289

Giving a cover price by telling a competitor what it should bid

IV.97. More often, the providing company would calculate a figure somewhat in excess of its bid and inform the receiver of that cover price, and that was generally the tender bid that would be submitted by the receiver of the cover price. For example, with regard to providing a cover, Steve Rhodes, Bid Manager Public Division of Totty, said, ‘a phone call halfway through the process, can you help us out. And typically I’d say yes without asking anybody. … And then obviously we’d ring somebody up and dictate to them what figure they should put….’. 2290

IV.98. Robert Lowe, Regional Chief Estimator for Mansell stated ‘I would look at my figure that I’ve arrived at, or if I hadn’t arrived at it, the latest level I’d got to with it if we hadn’t actually finalised it, and I would add a percentage onto that to suggest a figure that would not win’. 2291

Calculating a cover price

IV.99. Companies would calculate the cover price so that it was sufficiently above their own figure for the receiver of the cover price not to end up accidentally winning the contract, but not so far above that it looked ridiculously high and

2287 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13391, pages 4 and 5.
2288 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 7.
2289 For example written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.6.
2290 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11351, page 12.
2291 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11505, page 10.
either might have, in their view, led to the receiver of the cover price being rejected for future tenders due to being uncompetitive, or might have led to suspicion on the part of the client that organised the tender.

IV.100. Many of the leniency Parties commented on this process in these terms. For example, Christopher Stubbs, Company Director at Adam Eastwood, explained ‘... I tried not to give it as an actual 5% or 6% we would look at the contract and you know we would give them a reasonable percentage above what ours was so that it didn’t harm them in any way... you didn’t use to put 50% on because that would then look a ridiculous figure …’.2292

IV.101. David Goodhead, an estimator at Davlyn, explained ‘... I always ended up trying to think in terms of putting, say ... something in the region of, four, five per cent ... away from where we were ... not to put them miles away ... which to me .... slightly embarrasses them ... I suppose it’s a case of do unto others as ... you would expect [them to do to you]’.2293

IV.102. In its leniency application, Wildgoose stated that ‘Companies would generally endeavour to provide the requesting contractor with a competitive figure as, if the figure was too high, it would make the party requesting the cover look ridiculous in the eyes of the client and that contractor would be reluctant to provide assistance in the future. Therefore, contractors would tend to provide a figure as close to their own figure as they felt comfortable with, usually around 4-5% above’.2294

IV.103. On occasions companies receiving cover prices would go to great lengths to ensure that clients’ suspicions were not aroused. For example, Clive Simpson, senior quantity surveyor at Thomas Fish, said that ‘if we were taking a cover on a job, nothing was done unless, unless there was a feeling that a site visit was necessary, in which case, a site visit would be undertaken, so that the client, you cover your tracks so that the client wouldn’t think, oh, there’s only ever been two people come to visit the site, how could the other two possibly have priced it, so you went through the motions, but that was as far as it went’.2295

IV.104. Although the majority of the examples given above and in this part of the Decision involved differences in price of around 5 per cent, these examples are by no means exclusive and the OFT did not intend them to be so in the Statement. It is abundantly clear from the Infringements set out in this Decision that cover prices given to competitors were regularly calculated at amounts of 10 to 15 per cent or more above the giver’s tender bid.2296 Thus, it cannot be accepted that tender prices more than 5 per cent above a competitor’s submitted bid are inconsistent with, or incapable of, being cover prices. The arguments of certain Parties on this issue are addressed further in relation to specific Infringements below.

Companies caught out and asked to submit additional details

IV.105. Occasionally the receiver of a cover price was caught out by the cover price being slightly too low or by there being too few bidders in the tendering

2294 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 0435, pages 1 and 2.
2295 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13313, page 5.
2296 For example, Infringements 17, 91 and 176.
process, so that their tender ended up being second and the client asked them to submit additional details, for example a breakdown of their tender. It was the practice of many clients to invite tenders from around six companies, and then to ask the two companies submitting the lowest bids to provide a detailed breakdown of their figures, so that the client could ensure that the bid was realistically planned.

IV.106. In such circumstances the receiver of the cover price would have no detailed background information to give to the client and would have to go to the provider of the cover price and ask it for additional figures that could then be communicated to the client.

IV.107. For example, Arthur Paul Taylor (‘APT’), a senior estimator at Wildgoose, stated ‘... the idea is to keep the other contractor as close to your figure as you would feel comfortable with, usually around 4-5% above. We would not want it to be too close as it may mean that he is asked for further information by the client which we would then be obliged to supply’. 2297

IV.108. A number of tenders in this Decision feature the recipient of the cover price having been caught out in this way. These are often also the tenders that provide the infrequent examples of written communication between the Parties, since it proved necessary in these instances for detailed breakdown figures to be faxed or e-mailed from one company to the other and the normal telephone contact was unsuitable for these purposes.

IV.109. For example, in the tender for an apartment development at Speculation Street, dated 25 February 2004, Infringement 182 below, Steven Bradbury, Managing Director at Jack Lunn, stated ‘the client has … seen Jack Lunn’s is the lowest figure and Lindum’s in number two. Now at that stage he doesn’t understand … exactly how those prices are made up. And it may well be that Jack Lunn have missed something off, so as that their price ends up the lowest … So in effect, he’s not confident that both contractors are comparing apples with apples … So … what is normal then … is that the client will contact the bottom two contractors and ask them for the contracts sum analysis, which gives all the break-down of how they’ve arrived at that price. … So what’s actually happened is, Lindum have contacted Jack Lunn and said to Jack Lunn, we’ve got a problem now because the client has asked us to give him a contract sum analysis and because we took a cover off you, we haven’t got one. Can you help us out? … And Lindum still want to appear to the client as if they’ve put a bona fide bid in’. 2298

Adding a further amount to the cover price

IV.110. Generally companies would submit the cover price that had been given to them by a competitor, as the figure for their tender bid. Alan Loveday, Commercial Manager at Propency, said ‘...it’s an unwritten rule that if somebody gives you a cover price that’s the minimum price that you put in. And generally speaking we always stick with that price so that when a tender result is issued to everyone once the contract’s awarded, which is common practice by the client,

2298 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11290, page 5.
then you can see that people have actually maintained the position that you gave them’. 2299

IV.111. Sometimes, however, the receiver of a cover price would not use the precise figure given to them, perhaps adding on a little more to ensure that they did not win the contract or be caught out in the manner described in paragraph IV.105 above, or amending a round figure to a less rounded figure so that it looked more realistic. For example, Ivan Peter Nelson, an Estimating Director of Irwins, explained that the tender submitted by Irwins was not necessarily the figure supplied by a competitor for a cover price, ‘perhaps I’d add a little bit more or... You wouldn’t knock any off but you’d add a bit more on perhaps’. 2300

IV.112. Wildgoose stated in its leniency application that ‘Some contractors would provide an exact cover figure to enter on the tender form and others might indicate that Wildgoose should price around a particular figure’. 2301

Refusal to give a cover price

IV.113. In the Statement, the OFT noted that there were very few circumstances in which a request for a cover price would be refused. Duncan Ironmonger, Senior Estimator and subsequently Chief Estimator at Strata until October 2004, explained, ‘You ring up the competition, are you pricing it. No matter who, you weren’t bothered who, just as long as you didn’t win the work, that’s all that mattered. So, you’d ring up, we don’t want it, can you give us a cover. Most of them would just say yes, obviously, because they know they’re reducing their competition’. 2302

IV.114. Steven Bradbury, Managing Director at Jack Lunn, stated ‘there are some companies you wouldn’t trust... the whole basis of cover, both giving and taking, depends on an element of trust and if you don’t particularly trust a company you won’t get involved with them’. 2303

IV.115. In response to the Statement, a number of Parties stated that they were prepared to decline to tender and had even introduced policies on refusing to engage in cover pricing. 2304 The OFT welcomes such measures that will help to ensure that cover pricing is eradicated from the construction industry for the future.

An unwritten reciprocal arrangement

IV.116. It was clear that the construction companies that engaged in cover pricing generally saw it as a reciprocal arrangement, in which each abided by the longstanding custom to provide assistance in response to a request for a cover price from a competitor. One Party claimed this was the sole reason for engaging in cover pricing in relation to two of its Infringements. 2305

---

2299 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11349, page 12.
2300 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253, page 19.
2302 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 16.
2303 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, page 12.
2305 Written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 96.
IV.117. For example, Andrew Eato, Contracts Director for ARG, while describing in interview the process of arriving at a figure to give a competitor, stated ‘... you just ... go in give them something slightly higher than your own figure ... you would hope that they would do similar for you’.\textsuperscript{2306} Allan Gregory, Managing Director of ARG also explained that he would have added, ‘three, four, five, six, seven percent, just to make it – make it look as if he’s done the work. And obviously, the unwritten law is that then, in the future, he would reciprocate for our situation’.\textsuperscript{2307} In its leniency application, Richard Bodill, Managing Director of Bodill talked about the practice of cover pricing in terms of it being a ‘system’ which ‘operated ... to overcome the consequences of sending back tender enquiries’.\textsuperscript{2308}

IV.118. Similarly, Wildgoose stated in its leniency application that ‘Whilst it is accepted that a company giving a cover price to another would pitch that price such that its own tender would not be undercut, the object of the exercise [at least so far as Wildgoose understood it] was not to determine the outcome of the tender process as a whole but rather to offer assistance to another company unable to find the resources to price a given job accurately - in the knowledge that such assistance could be reciprocated at a future date’.\textsuperscript{2309}

\textit{Completion of non-collusion statements}

IV.119. The OFT notes that it is not uncommon for a client organising a tender procedure to require the firms invited to tender to complete a detailed non-collusion statement expressly confirming that the tender submitted is a competitive offer and that there have been no undue contacts with any competing company in connection with the tender offer (for example, 21 October 2003 – Ashgate Hospice\textsuperscript{2310}, 11 June 2004 – Malton, Norton and District Hospital\textsuperscript{2311} and 25 July 2005 – 71 – 75 Wright Street, Hull\textsuperscript{2312}). For the avoidance of doubt, the OFT is of the view that it is not necessary to show that a party completed such a non-collusion statement for the OFT to find that a party infringed the Chapter I prohibition intentionally (or indeed negligently). This issue is discussed further in the Enforcement section, at paragraph VI.41 below.

\textit{Cover bidding scenarios involving more than two undertakings}

IV.120. In some of the tenders, one bidder gave cover to more than one other potential bidder, or two bidders gave cover to two or more other potential bidders. In such scenarios, certain bidders may have only been aware of the involvement of one other bidder, whereas others would have been aware of the multiple cover bid arrangements.

IV.121. For the purposes of this Decision, the OFT has presented the evidence for such scenarios within a single ‘Infringement’ section, within which the OFT describes its analysis of whether there was more than one agreement or concerted practice.

\textsuperscript{2306} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11101, page 6.
\textsuperscript{2307} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 11.
\textsuperscript{2308} Witness statement, OFT Document Reference 0864, page 6.
\textsuperscript{2309} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 0347, page 3.
\textsuperscript{2310} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 6406.
\textsuperscript{2311} Example of non-collusion statement, OFT Document Reference A0136, page 5.
\textsuperscript{2312} Example of non-collusion statement, OFT Document Reference A0154, page 4.
Availability of contemporaneous documentary evidence

IV.122. As described above, the OFT has uncovered very little evidence of written communications between competitors in the construction industry in order to facilitate cover pricing. In this investigation the evidence has been that contact between competitors took place by telephone and often a day before, or on the day, that a tender return was due.

IV.123. Furthermore, many companies would not make any record of the contact or of the fact that a cover price was submitted and, in many cases, the relevant tender file would be destroyed since it no longer needed to be kept, either during the tendering process because the company knew it would not win the contract, or after the tendering process once the company had received confirmation that it had lost the contract.

IV.124. For example, Loach explained that ‘The obtaining or provision of a cover price did not usually result in the creation of any documentation. The essence of the scheme was to save the time otherwise spent on the creation of documentation. A cover price would be secured orally and the tender price would be submitted but because the tender would not result in a contract, then no paperwork would be created or retained’.2313

IV.125. Derwent Valley stated ‘As far as documentary evidence is concerned, the nature of cover pricing is such that generally there will be no such evidence. It takes place by way of telephone conversations. Also, whether or not cover pricing has taken place, where a tender is unsuccessful, the volume of paperwork and resulting storage implications are such that documents are generally destroyed within 9 to 12 months’.2314

IV.126. Herbert Baggaley stated ‘the use of covers was so endemic within the industry as an accepted standard practice … HBC’s Estimating Department has confirmed that it’s (sic) members could not recall an instance where, prior to the OFT’s current investigation, discussions regarding giving or receiving covers had met with any surprise or need of explanation by any third party. The actual words ‘cover pricing’ were rarely used, if at all. The practice was so routine that phrases used would be “taking help” or “giving assistance”. The practice was considered so routine that no further consideration had been given prior to this investigation in (sic) compiling statistics or keeping specific records … No need was felt to maintain any records of covers’.2315

IV.127. The OFT has therefore had to proceed on the basis of limited contemporaneous documentary evidence for this investigation. Notwithstanding this, for most tenders included in this Decision there is at least one contemporaneous document evidencing bid rigging activities, often comprising one of the colluding companies’ tender registers or forms of tender in which they recorded the giving and/or taking of cover prices, and in addition this is supported by a transcript of an interview with an employee or ex-employee of one of the leniency Parties. The OFT is therefore satisfied that the evidence set out in this Decision is sufficient to meet the required standard of proof described in the Legal section above.

2313 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4017, page 3.
2314 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3939, page 2.
2315 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3899, page 5.
**Trade associations and other information exchanges**

IV.128. As discussed in paragraph IV.95 above, certain organisations provided information more generally to construction companies. In the Nottingham area, the OFT uncovered evidence of two particular trade associations, the Nottingham Builders’ Guild (‘NBG’) and the North Nottinghamshire Contractors’ Guild (‘NNGC’) (together the ‘Guilds’), that facilitated the exchange of information and thereby the exchange of cover prices. They collected information on a regular basis and provided it to their members. The Guilds ceased their activities as a direct result of the OFT’s investigation. In response to the Statement, one Party noted that none of these organisations ever gave warning that cover pricing was unlawful and therefore they themselves had no awareness that cover pricing was illegal. This does not constitute an excuse for cover pricing – see paragraph IV.27 above.

IV.129. The OFT has considerable evidence that the exchange of cover prices was facilitated by the activities of these organisations. It is clear from the evidence described below that a number of the Parties used the Guilds as a forum for exchanging information about tenders, which enabled them to identify potential providers of cover prices. However, given that the OFT has uncovered a significant amount of evidence of cover pricing from the Parties directly, and given the exceptional size of this case and the limited resources of the OFT, the OFT considered that, in this particular case, it was not appropriate to address the Statement to the Guilds. Consequently, it is not necessary for the OFT to determine whether the Guilds have infringed the Chapter I prohibition.

IV.130.Notwithstanding that the Guilds were not addressees of the Statement, their activities are nonetheless described in detail below, as they were an important mechanism for the provision of cover pricing in the Nottingham area.

**Activities of the Guilds**

IV.131. The rules and objects of the Guilds were, amongst others, ‘d) to assist in the maintenance of fair and equitable conditions of tendering and to secure the mutual support and co-operation of members in a fair and equitable level of prices’ and ‘k) to promote the exchange of information between the members with respect to (i) the existence of invitations to tender for particular contracts and conditions thereof, (ii) the name of persons making tenders for such contracts at any time, but not the amounts of such tenders’. In addition, members were required to report any invitations to tender worth over £1000 to the Secretary, John Wholey. John Wholey was the Secretary of both Guilds.

IV.132. When interviewed, John Wholey confirmed that the main purpose of the Guilds was to provide ‘a contract information service’ and that there was no difference between the two Guilds, apart from the geographical difference. He confirmed that he contacted contractors on a weekly basis and that they would advise him of the tenders that they had been invited to bid for (‘the tender reporting system’). In turn, he would ‘advise them of the reports that we received’. The information provided was for the members’ intelligence and ‘what they did with the information was entirely up to them’. However, he

---

agreed that the Guilds facilitated cover pricing ‘because they [the contractors] knew the names of the other contractors who were tendering’.\(^\text{2320}\) Moreover, he confirmed that members could indicate to him that they needed help with a tender and he would provide them with the list of other tenderers.\(^\text{2321}\) In his view, the object ‘was to provide the information and then the builders would use it for whatever purposes they wished to use it for. It might have been cover pricing, it might have been to assess...what kind of opposition they were up to in terms of the price of the product’.\(^\text{2322}\) In response to the Statement, one Party confirmed that finding out the identity of the competition on a job was utilised not only for cover pricing, but also for market intelligence to assess the attractiveness of a job in terms of how many competitors were bidding and the likelihood of winning the contract.\(^\text{2323}\)

Members’ perspective of the Guilds

IV.133. It would appear that the majority of the members regarded the Guilds as a forum for social gatherings. For example, in respect of the NNCG, Allan Gregory of ARG stated that the advantage of membership was ‘first and foremost, very much on a social theme’.\(^\text{2324}\)

IV.134. Sol provided the following statement about the NBG: ‘...it is our understanding that the Guild’s main function was the organization of social activities. These included a bi-monthly luncheon, a Christmas luncheon and an evening AGM dinner...As a major local construction company we felt we should show some support and our Managing Director very occasionally attended the social events’.\(^\text{2325}\)

IV.135. W R Bloodworth stated the following in respect of the NBG: ‘Activities of the Guild have become increasingly limited and focussed around the annual meeting, drinks and dinner. Mr Bloodworth and his father...confirm that they have no recollection of any discussion of cover pricing nor wider bid-rigging nor compensation payments. The event is very much a “social” occasion and their experience has been that members are most reluctant to discuss the details of their business/current contracts work levels etc’.\(^\text{2326}\)

IV.136. Andrew Arbon Davis of Loach said that the purpose of the tender reporting system was ‘just purely to record the level of activity in the area...I think the idea then was that he [John Wholey] would amalgamate all the information from all the builders and probably then report at the AGMs that members of the Guild [NBG] had tendered for X million pounds worth of work and secured Y million pounds worth of work. So purely a record of the activity local in the industry’.\(^\text{2327}\)

IV.137. Notwithstanding the social function of the Guilds, it is clear that members of the NBG utilised the NBG as a forum for exchange of information about tenders. For example, in the minutes of the Annual General Meeting (‘AGM’) of 15

---

\(^{2320}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13489, page 33.  
^{2321}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13489, page 43.  
^{2322}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13489, page 34.  
^{2324}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11100, page 17.  
^{2325}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4363, page 2.  
^{2326}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3907, page 4.  
^{2327}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11312, page 16.
November 2000, Richard Bodill (then Chairman of the NBG) refers to ‘the activities of the Guild which centred on the need for members to regularly and consistently report tender enquiries. There remained a constant need to preserve the confidentiality and integrity of the Guild even within their own organisations and even more so when dealing with individuals or organisations who were not members’.2328

IV.138. Richard Bodill reported in the minutes of the NBG AGM of 14 November 2001 that ‘the main activities of the Guild remained constant with the reporting of tender enquiries and social activities when members were able to discuss the industry’.2329

IV.139. Similarly, in respect of the NNCG, the following was recorded in the minutes of the AGM of 19 November 2003: ‘The Chairman said the Secretary had maintained contact with a number of non-member organisations in order to ensure as much information as possible was available on local tender enquiries. The Chairman said the Guild’s principal service continued to be the reporting of tender enquiries and he hoped all members had found the information provided has been useful and helpful. He hoped members would continue to maintain confidentiality in their dealings with the information provided and thereby maintaining the integrity of the Guild at all times’.2330

IV.140. The parties interviewed have confirmed that they knew that if they wanted any information about tenders, the person to contact was John Wholey. For example, Juris Rozentals, Chief Estimator at Bodill, confirmed that it was possible to contact John Wholey in order to find out information about tenders: ‘…We also sometimes, if it’s reported to the Guild, we may find out information from them, you know if we’re struggling to find out who’s pricing a job…’2331

Facilitation of cover pricing

IV.141. It is clear that a number of companies used the tender reporting system to obtain cover prices. Andrew Bodill, an estimator at Bodill, confirmed that the company would only contact the NBG ‘if we wanted to receive a cover price’ and that ‘the initial purpose was for the intelligence; just to try and find who were pricing about’.2332

IV.142. Richard Greene of John Cawley confirmed that he would contact John Wholey in order to find out which competitors might be tendering for a particular contract, and that the purpose of doing this would be to find out who he could approach to obtain a cover price.2333 Nick Greene of John Cawley stated that one of the reasons for the tender reporting system was to facilitate cover pricing.2334

IV.143. Simon Blackburn, Managing Director of Clegg, said that although he had no involvement with the NBG, he was aware of John Wholey and the NBG and that as far back as the 1980s and 1990s ‘there was a time you could ring John

---

2328 AGM minutes, OFT Document Reference 4857, page 2.
2331 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6337, page 3.
2332 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6339, pages 16 and 17.
2333 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11298, page 18.
2334 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11297, page 69.
Wholey, ask who was on the list and he would generally know who was on the list and would tell you who you could get a cover from’. In addition, ‘John Wholey used to ring round and ask you if you were pricing a scheme and you’d say yes, I’m pricing it’.2335

IV.144. Martin Ledingham, an estimator at Frudd, said that John Wholey’s reporting system helped in terms of obtaining cover pricing.2336 Frudd’s leniency application, and in particular the report by the Managing Director David Frudd, set out that the purpose of the NBG was ‘to provide bona fide Nottingham building contractors with a contact to register the tenders where they can request or register the need for help. Help would be the requirement to be able to ask whoever else is quoting for the works to give a cover figure which was always expected to be higher so the work would not be won’.2337

IV.145. Similarly, in respect of the NNCG, Andrew Eato, the Contracts Director of ARG, confirmed that he was aware of the tender reporting system operated by John Wholey and that ‘the purpose of it obviously prior to the investigation was you got the information who was tendering and if you couldn’t price it or was left with the problem and you needed assistance you could get names and contacts to go and get some help to enable you to get a tender in’. He also stated that John Wholey ‘provided a tool’ for cover pricing.2338

IV.146. Richard Ian Baggaley, Managing Director at Herbert Baggaley, confirmed that the tender reporting system operated by the NNCG was useful because ‘if you needed to seek a cover you would know who to approach for a cover…it would give you access to the names of bidders….It was a source of information if you needed to take a cover’.2339

Compensation payments

IV.147. In addition to cover pricing, the OFT found six instances of compensation payments, set out in the table below. Given the lower degree of commonality between the circumstances of these six Infringements, this section describes certain features of the compensation payments, but not to the same level of detail as for cover pricing. Accordingly, these Infringements are described in detail in the relevant paragraphs of the Infringements section below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Infringements</th>
<th>Parties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>3 December 2001</td>
<td>Alterations To the Press Hall Derby Daily Telegraph</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley Bowmer &amp; Kirkland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>11 December 2001</td>
<td>Meadow House Mansfield</td>
<td>Thomas Fish Herbert Baggaley Mansell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>20 February 2002</td>
<td>Conversion of Davers Steel Building</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley Wildgoose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>22 April 2002</td>
<td>Alterations To Café &amp; Conservatory Extension Burton College, Burton on Trent</td>
<td>Mansell Wildgoose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2335 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13278, pages 17 and 18.
2336 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6351, page 10.
2338 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11101, pages 12 and 14.
2339 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6317, page 12.
IV.148. The evidence confirms that in some cases, payments were made in exchange for the submission of a cover price i.e. the company providing the cover price also agreed to pay the company receiving cover an agreed sum of money if the former won the tender. In other cases, where either it is unclear from the evidence whether cover pricing was involved or the evidence shows clearly that no cover pricing was involved and each Party prepared its own bid, the companies agreed that the successful tenderer would pay the losing tenderer an agreed sum of money. Such payment was ostensibly made to compensate the loser for the costs of preparing its tender.

IV.149. The OFT considers that the Infringements in this Decision in which the participants offered (or requested) inducements (such as compensation payments) to (or from) the other cartel participants, are more serious than those Infringements where no such inducement was offered. In such cases, customers may face additional loss as a result of the collusive tendering, as tender bids are likely to be further inflated to include the sums paid by way of inducement, rather than the successful contractor absorbing those sums by way of a reduced profit margin. Indeed, in some instances, inflation of one or more of the tender bids to include the agreed level of payment was explicitly recognised by one or more of the participants.

How compensation payments were made

IV.150. Compensation payments were usually agreed at the same time as an agreement on cover pricing. Where no cover price was involved, compensation payments were mutually agreed between the relevant Parties, usually over the telephone. For example, in respect of a compensation payment made by Mansell to Durkan relating to 17/18 Dover Street, London, Durkan contacted Mansell in order to discuss a compensation payment. Clive Perceval of Mansell made the following statement: ‘We went through the [tender] process and we were then told that they were going to proceed with two contractors…But we still wished to go ahead with the job…and then I was contacted by Durkans who were in a similar position and, they suggested to us that because of this, one or other party was going to incur costs that we couldn’t recover because we weren’t going to secure the job…they [Durkan] put forward the proposal that those costs were reimbursed through the other contractor…I spoke to Steve Waite [Divisional Managing Director at the time] about it, and subsequently we agreed that’s what we’d do’.2340

IV.151. In all instances of compensation payments, false invoices were submitted to the undertaking that had agreed to make the payment. For example, in respect of the compensation payment made by Mansell to Durkan described above, Durkan submitted an invoice to Mansell for ‘Fit Out Works’ on a project at ‘83 to 87 Southwark Street, London SE1’ for £60,000 plus VAT. Colin Gilbert of Mansell told the OFT that this project was another contract and that ‘it had nothing to do with Durkan…I was asked to put the payment through on that project’. He confirmed that the payment of £60,000 plus VAT to Durkan had

2340 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11515, page 7.
nothing to do with 83 to 87 Southwark Street and that Durkan did no work for Mansell on that project. 2341

IV.152. Similarly, Herbert Baggaley stated in its leniency application that it had 'uncovered payments made or received for which there was no accompanying paper trail or internal stock or service records. Upon further investigation, a Schedule of Payments and Invoices was extracted which could constitute payments made in respect of covers given or received...'. 2342

IV.153. In respect of a compensation payment made by Wildgoose to Herbert Baggaley, Wildgoose stated that it 'received an invoice from Herbert Baggaley Limited (‘Baggaleys’)…which refers to “Davers Building, Sheffield – Joinery Works”…In this case the Accounts Department would not have found any order from Wildgoose as in actual fact the invoice did not relate to joinery works as stated'. 2343

The compensation payments influenced the tender bids that were submitted

IV.154. The OFT’s investigation has confirmed that in most cases, compensation payments had an impact on the final tender bid submitted by the party making the compensation payment. In some cases, the relevant Parties expressly agreed that they would increase their tender prices by the amount of the agreed compensation payment. In other cases, the agreement to pay compensation influenced or at least potentially influenced the final tender price submitted.

IV.155. For example, in respect of a compensation payment made by Wildgoose to Herbert Baggaley relating to a contract for the construction of Four Storey Lift Tower, Burton College, Wildgoose agreed to pay Herbert Baggaley the sum of £7,000 in order to compensate it for its estimating costs. Herbert Baggaley accordingly raised a false invoice for ‘Supply only of Joinery’ for a total value of £6,912 plus VAT. Wildgoose confirmed that this was a false invoice. Wildgoose included in its tender bid the amount agreed between the Parties of £7,000. Bryan Bennett, Estimating Director at Wildgoose, stated the following to the OFT: ‘...I believe that initially both companies were to price the project and the loser would be paid £5,000 to cover the cost of the estimate...After the tender adjudication meeting, I rang Baggaleys...they asked if we had included the sum of money to cover their tender costs and I recall £7,000 was mentioned. I confirmed we had but that £7,000 was more than my recollection. They explained that the increase was due to the nature and size of the project. Therefore, I subsequently added £2,000 to the tender allowances. We subsequently won the project which was reduced in size. The £7,000 appears on the revised tender finance statement as “other payments”. Subsequently, we received an invoice dated 23 October 2003 from Baggaleys in the sum of £6,912.00 plus VAT ostensibly for the supply of joinery’. 2344

Navigation table

IV.156. The Navigation Table in Annex A, towards the end of this Decision, details the paragraphs in which the case against each Party may be found in the sections below. Each Party is found by the OFT to be a party to a number of

2341 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11514, page 8.
Infringements, in most cases three but in some cases one or two and in the case of leniency Parties often more than three. In the Navigation Table, the Parties are listed in alphabetical order and against each Party are listed the Infringements in which the OFT has found that Party engaged in bid rigging activities, together with references to the relevant paragraphs in section D describing that Infringement and the relevant paragraphs in section C describing the cover pricing activities of the leniency Party(ies) involved in that Infringement, where applicable.

IV.157. The Navigation Table also sets out in respect of each Infringement,

b. for a leniency Party, whether: (i) it will receive either full 100 per cent immunity for that Infringement (because it is a But For Infringement for that Party); or (ii) alternatively its allocated leniency percentage deduction from the penalty for that Infringement (because it is a Not But For Infringement for that Party) \(^{2345}\); or (iii) it will receive no penalty for that Infringement (because the Infringement is not amongst the most recent three Not But For Infringements for the Party); and

c. for a non-leniency Party, whether it will receive a 25 per cent deduction from the penalty for that Infringement (because it accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of that Infringement) or alternatively will not be entitled to any deduction from penalty for that Infringement (because it did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of that Infringement).

C. Leniency Parties’ Approach to Cover Pricing and other Bid Rigging Activities

IV.158. In order to avoid extensive repetition, the OFT sets out in this section the way in which each of the leniency Parties engaged in cover pricing and other bid rigging activities, including a brief explanation of the documents from each such Party evidencing the provision or receipt of cover prices. As many of the leniency Parties were party to more than three Infringements, the OFT sets out in this section much of the information that is common to all of the Infringements in which these companies participated. The activities of the leniency Parties are described in alphabetical order.

*Adam Eastwood*

IV.159. As part of its leniency application, Adam Eastwood provided a brief explanation of its participation in cover pricing. Adam Eastwood explained that “The only circumstances in which Eastwoods have been involved in practice of issuing or receiving “covers” involve cases where Eastwoods or a third party wished to remain on tender lists. Eastwoods general practice, when they do not wish to tender for a contract is to advise the employer or his agent that they do not wish to tender giving the particular reason. Notwithstanding this general practice, some “covers” have been issued or received”. \(^{2346}\) On those contracts for which Adam Eastwood decided to obtain a cover price, it explained that the practice of cover pricing “...has only been employed as a convenience to other

---

\(^{2345}\) Each leniency Party’s individual penalty calculation (to be found in Section VI (Enforcement) below) also sets out the relevant Infringements for which penalties are being calculated.

\(^{2346}\) Leniency application letter, OFT Document Reference 3949, page 1.
construction firms, or Eastwoods, in circumstances where one or other wished to avoid the inconvenience or embarrassment of not putting in a tender’.  

IV.160. Adrian Tranter (‘AT’), who joined Adam Eastwood in 1980 and at the time of his interview was Managing Director, explained that the estimating within the Major Works department was carried out by both himself and Christopher Stubbs (‘CS’), Company Director and employee of Adam Eastwood since 1987. AT stated ‘... at one time it was mainly all me but that has turned since I became MD and Chris has become more involved. Chris does the day-to-day inputting of the rates and subcontractors and the like...I’m with him at his side and we’re discussing how we do this, how we do that, how long’s it going to take to do this. We’re quite an integrated team. There’s only two of us, so we don’t sort of hide away from each other’, AT confirmed that the decision whether to tender for a contract in the Major Works department was a joint decision between himself and CS but ‘at the end of the day...he will respect my decision. If the job was too big then I would have to make the call at the end of the day. But as often as not we always agree’. 

IV.161. CS explained how he would find out who Adam Eastwood’s competitors were from the Builders Conference, ‘...they would ring round, are you pricing this work [?] yes ...they would have details of who else was tendering and you would say, yes I am pricing this work and they would say you are up against x, y and z’. AT explained that Adam Eastwood would tend to get to know who its competition was through, ‘maybe a supplier or subcontractor...or a specialist’. 

IV.162. CS explained how the exchange of covers worked in practice, ‘We would get a telephone call probably I don’t know a week before the tender was due in, can you give us a cover [?] and if we were giving a cover out we would wait until the 11th hour so that all they had to do was fill in their slip and get it away and vice versa. If we were expecting a cover it more often than not came in on the morning of the tender. We just used to put the figure on the sheet, put it in the envelope and away we went’. CS confirmed that the exchange of covers only ever took place over the telephone. CS was asked how he would arrive at a cover figure to give another competitor, and replied ‘...I tried not to give it as an actual 5% or 6% we would look at the contract and you know we would give them a reasonable percentage above what ours was so that it didn’t harm them in any way...you didn’t use to put 50% on because that would then look a ridiculous figure’. AT confirmed that a cover price would need to be sufficiently low to give the client an appearance of competition. 

IV.163. Adam Eastwood stated in its leniency application, ‘As far as Eastwoods are concerned they have given more “covers” than those received...they were
given/received because the requesting party said they did not want the contract and asked for help. Covers were nearly always given on the last or penultimate day before the Tender Date”. CS confirmed that only he and AT were involved in the giving and receiving of cover prices in the Major Works section of Adam Eastwood.

IV.164. In addition, there was also a Minor Works department at Adam Eastwood that dealt predominantly with modernisation works. Tender preparations and estimating in the Minor Works department were dealt with by Paul Dodds (‘PD’). PD assisted with compiling the ‘list of covers’ included as part of Adam Eastwood’s leniency application before he left Adam Eastwood’s employment in late 2006.

IV.165. Adam Eastwood’s leniency application stated that, ‘There is no system within Eastwoods for recording when “covers” are issued’. CS said ‘other than scraps of paper that you [the OFT] have come across [during the search of Adam Eastwood’s premises] the covers were never recorded’.

Admiral

IV.166. As part of its leniency application, Admiral provided a handwritten list of cover pricing activity, both covers given and taken, since January 2000. This list was prepared by Andrew Clarkson (‘AC’), Estimating Director. The following Admiral employees were interviewed by the OFT: Keith Roebuck (‘KR’), Chairman; Stephen Savage (‘SS’), Managing Director; and AC.

Cover pricing – general

IV.167. Admiral staff confirmed in interview that it participated in both the giving and taking of cover prices. In its response to the Statement, Admiral noted that the ‘procedures for taking and receiving cover prices [were] written into the company process manuals’. AC confirmed that the primary responsibility for giving and taking cover prices fell to him, ‘That was basically down to me, although Stephen [Savage] and Keith [Roebuck] obviously knew about it, because it was...because it went on, so it was part and parcel of, of running the company’.

IV.168. AC explained that on receipt of a tender, ‘once the job gets into our system where I’m going to price it, it’s given a number, the date it was received, the title of the job and the date it’s due in’. These details were entered in the tender register maintained by AC. AC further explained that, ‘the job is either processed through myself, who does all the estimating, or in certain instances,
we’ve kept the documents and, taken a cover price, if necessary, if we’ve decided we weren’t pricing it, for, for some reason, or we couldn’t price it. The decision on whether a particular job was attractive was, according to KR, a ‘three-fold decision’ between him, SS and AC. At the end of the process a tender settlement meeting was held to finalise the tender which was attended by AC, KR and SS.

Admiral taking cover prices

IV.169. AC explained how Admiral would find out who the competition was on a job, ‘I’d ring subcontractors, or material suppliers up, and say, have you had an enquiry for such and such a job? If they say yes, I say, can you tell me who you’re pricing it for…then I would ring them up and say, I need some help on this job, because I can’t price it, for whatever reason. Can you help me out with a figure?’

IV.170. Admiral confirmed that two contacts would take place with a competitor, by telephone, in respect of taking a cover price. One, when Admiral asked for help and then, secondly, on the day of the tender submission or the day before the tender submission, there would be a further contact to obtain the cover price. AC confirmed in interview in respect of taking a cover, that Admiral would phone the competitor around two days before the tender deadline, to register the fact that Admiral needed a cover, and then closer to the tender deadline, Admiral would actually receive the cover price.

Admiral giving cover prices

IV.171. Admiral confirmed that two contacts would also take place, by telephone, with a competitor in respect of giving a cover price. First, the competitor would ask Admiral for help and then secondly, on the day of the tender submission or the day before the tender submission, there would be a further contact to give the cover price. AC confirmed in respect of providing a cover price to a competitor, ‘You could say, I’ll give you a ring when I’ve got the figure, or if I don’t ring you tomorrow, give me a ring up at close of plays and I’ll see if I’ve got something’.

IV.172. In terms of arriving at a cover price to give to a competitor, AC said that, ‘a lot depends on the value of the overall scheme… but normally you would just add… I don’t know, probably 4%, or 5% on to…what I knew my figure was going to be’.

Contemporaneous documents – tender documentation

IV.173. The main contemporaneous document produced at Admiral was the tender register maintained by AC. Admiral did not produce an internal information summary sheet, or similar such document during its tender process. As part of
its leniency application, Admiral produced documentation in relation to a number of tenders. This consisted of the relevant client ‘Form of Tender’ documentation and a few handwritten notes written by AC. This evidence is discussed by the OFT in relation to each relevant specific tender.

**ARG**

IV.174. As part of its leniency application, ARG made available current employees and provided contact details for ex-employees to be interviewed. These were Allan Gregory (‘AG’), Managing Director of ARG, Andrew Eato (‘AE’), Contracts Director, and Darren Adkin (‘DA’), an estimator surveyor employed by ARG from December 2002 to March 2004. During these voluntary interviews the individuals were asked to give an explanation of ARG’s involvement in cover pricing.

IV.175. AG explained during interview that on receipt of a tender an estimate schedule or chase control sheet was completed.2377 The tender was initially sent to AG and he passed it to the estimating office for the details to be entered on the estimate schedule.2378

IV.176. AG and AE would make the decision regarding whether ARG was to tender for a contract.2379 AG and AE took a number of factors into account when deciding whether to tender for a particular contract, AG explained that they would have to consider, ‘have we got a gang of men coming free in six weeks’ time when this is due to start…also you can do the site survey and think…it’s a nightmare of a job…there’s no access…we’ve had feedback on this architect, we’ve had feedback on this client, and they’re baddies. They don’t pay…’.2380 On contracts AG and AE deemed unattractive they confirmed that ARG would obtain a cover price from a competitor.2381

**ARG taking cover prices**

IV.177. AG said that other than himself, and in his absence AE, the estimator involved in pricing the tender would be involved in the exchange of cover prices.2382 ARG would find out who was pricing the tender from the architects, named contractors and suppliers and also ‘the guild’2383…John Wooley, the secretary, used to phone around everyone on a weekly basis to gather intelligence. So if you needed assistance on a particular job, whether it was at the beginning…whether you’d got halfway through the tender…I’ve had to phone John Wooley, get a name, get a cover price, get on the bike, and get out and get the tender in’.2384 AG also went on to explain that there were organisations they could approach to find out who was on a tender list, ‘there’s also Glennagan’s which is a national produced schedule. There’s ABI, which is

---

2377 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 7.
2378 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 7.
2381 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 5.
2383 Nottingham Builders Guild and North Nottinghamshire Contractors Guild were trade associations for Nottinghamshire builders used to report tenders and gather market intelligence.
2384 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 7.
nationally available information. And there was another one called the Builders’ Conference’.2385

IV.178. On tenders where ARG was taking a cover price, DA explained, ‘I can remember taking covers on small works, spoke to Chris Stendle at Greenwoods…’.2386 However, DA stated that if a cover price was sought for a larger contract, ‘I’d be given a price from Alan’.2387 AG explained that ARG would contact a competitor and say, ‘We’re not interested in this. Would you give us a cover price? It was the done thing’.2388 AG confirmed that if ARG required a cover price he would contact one of ARG’s competitors by telephone.2389

IV.179. The OFT asked how the exchange of cover prices was recorded within ARG. AG replied ‘Well as your colleagues saw from our schedule, there were certain items on the schedule that would say, ‘Cover required’. That means a cover price required…mainly on the estimate schedule’.2390 AG continued to explain, ‘Or in the right-hand column it might say, you know, ‘Joe Bloggs, Sam Smith’’.2391 However AG confirmed that this information might have been entered post-tender.2392 AE stated that contact between estimators regarding the exchange of cover prices might have been recorded on pieces of paper, ‘Well they might make the odd notes on the scrap paper but there wasn’t formally records kept of that sort of information…it was something that we insist on being written down so we have got proof – they might just write it straight on to the tender form’.2393

ARG giving cover prices

IV.180. DA explained that if anyone approached him for a cover price, ‘I had to refer it to Alan and Alan would make that decision…I would never make a decision to give another company…No I couldn’t do that’.2394 DA stated, ‘If someone rang me, I’d take a contact and speak to Alan’.2395 DA confirmed that according to his recollection, if a cover price was to be given to a competitor AG would arrange to give the cover price, ‘…he’s doing someone a favour, he wants to be doing the talking’.2396

IV.181. AE described in interview the process of arriving at a figure to give a competitor, ‘…it depended on the size of the job and the value of it but you would just – there is no set formula no set percentages you just…go in and give them something slightly higher than your own figure…you don’t want to make your colleagues look daft…it has got to be somewhere near because you would hope that they would do similar for you. Because if all of a sudden there was a

2385 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 7.
2386 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13125, page 5.
2387 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13125, page 3.
2388 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 5.
2389 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 10.
2390 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 10.
2391 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 10.
2392 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 10.
2393 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 10.
2394 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 10.
2395 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11101, page 5.
massive gap in the tender prices then it’s obvious that something’s not [right] or they clearly didn’t want the job… and that’s no good to you neither you know you got to look as if you are keen and interested even if on that occasion you weren’t’. 2397 AG also explained that he would have added, ‘three, four, five, six, seven percent, just to make it – make it look as if he’s done the work. And obviously, the unwritten law is that then, in the future, he would reciprocate for our situation’. 2398

Arthur M Griffiths

IV.182. The following Arthur M Griffiths employees were interviewed as part of its leniency application: Maurice Walsh (‘MW’), Managing Director and Gary Wildsmith (‘GW’), Commercial Director.

IV.183. In its leniency application Arthur M Griffiths admitted to one tender on which it took a cover price from Thomas Vale, as a ‘desperate act of temporary insanity’ on the part of GW. 2399 Since March 2000 the following Arthur M Griffiths employees were involved in estimating: Alan Griffiths (‘AG’), company chairman (deceased January 2007), MW and GW. Bob Round who retired in 2004 was also involved in estimating, but only for very minor jobs. 2400

Tendering procedure

IV.184. Prior to the leniency application by Arthur M Griffiths in June 2006, all tenders received went first to AG, who then would allocate it to either himself, MW or GW to prepare an estimate. MW and GW said that AG expected them to estimate all tenders properly and he never instructed them to seek cover prices. 2401 For the tenders for which MW or GW prepared estimates, a tender adjudication meeting would take place between AG and either MW or GW respectively. All the tender papers were then left with AG for final consideration. AG would then decide on the final tender figure, which he gave to either MW or GW, for them to fill in the official Form of Tender and arrange dispatch to the client. 2402

IV.185. GW confirmed that AG would sometimes be interested in who else was bidding for a tender. He said ‘Alan used to say, okay, who are we up against?’ 2403 MW explained that they would find out who the competition was on a tender by two methods. Firstly, through industry intelligence bodies, such as the ABl and secondly, by contacting sub contractors, who would be named on a job for works such as mechanical or electrical. 2404 GW said ‘I can think of a time where Alan has, as I said…could you check and see if so and so is on this particular tender list? And I’d ring a colleague under the firm and say…to find out who was on the list. But that’s as far as it went, so…you think though, maybe, you know, perhaps, you know, there was something going on there’. 2405

---

2398 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11113, page 11.
2400 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13291, pages 3 and 4.
2404 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13291, page 8.
2405 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13292, page 11.
Arthur M Griffiths taking cover prices

IV.186. GW confirmed that he asked for a cover price on one job (Tipton & Coseley Building Society, tender deadline 26 May 2006)2406, but that aside from this one instance he had no direct knowledge of cover pricing within Arthur M Griffiths.2407 He confirmed that he never discussed cover pricing with AG.2408 MW also said that, ‘I never knew it went on here, Alan Griffiths dealt with the tenders when they came in, now whether he gave or took a cover, I can hand on heart honestly say, he never discussed it with me...he would have responsibility for everything basically, but he never, he wasn’t the kind of man to discuss that kind of thing with me or anybody else’.2409

Arthur M Griffiths giving cover prices

IV.187. MW explained that if he received a request for help from a competitor he would say, ‘speak to Alan Griffiths, I would transfer the call down to him’2410 and that ‘I don’t know whether he would give a cover...He might well have told them to get stuffed, I don’t know, on the other hand he might not have done’.2411 GW said that ‘...we have received phone calls from various people over the years...it was quite strictly understood that if any of those requests came in they were just fielded and passed on to Alan...to decide on, obviously who was asking for help...he’d always say, put them through to me, and that’s what happened’.2412 GW also said that he had ‘no idea’ what AG did with the requests for help he received.2413

Contemporaneous documents – tender documentation

IV.188. No contemporaneous documentation indicating cover pricing was produced under the leniency application made by Arthur M Griffiths. Prior to June 2006 Arthur M Griffiths did not record incoming tenders on a register, list or any other similar document. MW said, ‘Alan Griffiths would make a note in a diary of when the tender date was due in and then bring the tender up for us, for us to do basically’.2414

Balfour Beatty

IV.189. As part of its leniency application, Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives advised that ‘Balfour Beatty entered the UK construction industry through BBCL [Balfour Beatty Construction Ltd or ‘BBCL’]...BBCL provides national building services,'
from a number of offices spread throughout the UK. They stated that Balfour Beatty Refurbishment Ltd (‘BBRL’) is managed by Balfour Beatty Construction Scottish & Southern Ltd.

IV.190. As part of its leniency application, Balfour Beatty made available current employees and contacted ex-employees to be interviewed. During these voluntary interviews the following individuals gave an explanation of BBCL’s and BBRL’s involvement in cover pricing: Peter Clist (‘PC’), a Director and General Manager of BBCL, Martyn Etheridge (‘ME’), a senior estimator at BBCL, Kenneth Winter (‘KW’), who was a Managing Director of BBCL in the period from 1 August 2002 until retiring at the end of 2005, Cliff Davey (‘CD’), a Pre-Contract Manager at BBRL, and Hugh McElhill (‘HM’), a senior estimator at BBRL.

IV.191. In interview PC, when asked whether he would be involved in deciding whether a tender should be taken forward, stated ‘that would depend on the size of the project…I look after anything from something, well, 200 million down to quite small projects. So the smaller projects it would be the responsibility of the technical services manager or the manager working for me.’ In interview ME also stated ‘mainly the, the directors and the senior management, would decide, how competitive they wanted to go in on it’.

IV.192. It is apparent from documents provided by Balfour Beatty and those persons interviewed that Balfour Beatty would on occasions have sought to find out who else was competing for a tender. Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives stated that in respect of finding out the identity of the competition on a tender, ‘information may come from the client, suppliers or sub-contractors’ and also ‘although BBCL is not a member of the Builders’ Conference…sometimes staff at BBCL have had contact with the Builders’ Conference e.g. BBCL is sometimes contacted by the Builders’ Conference and asked which tenders BBCL is currently pricing. BBCL will usually provide this information and will receive in exchange the names of the other tenderers on the tender list’. Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives stated that this would also apply to BBRL. In interview ME stated ‘I mean, there’s several ways. I mean, you usually do a site visit and the number of times I’ve done a site visit and you’ve actually seen the competitors there as well…sometimes the clients will tell you…who you’re up against…’ and ‘…you can ring up a sub-contractor and say, have you priced anybody else on it?’ In terms of recording the information in respect of competition ME stated ‘usually at the bottom of the tender summary sheet, we sometimes have in the bottom there, ‘competition if known’.

2416 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1602, page 9. The OFT notes that Balfour Beatty Construction Scottish & Southern Ltd, a sister company of BBCL, was formed in 2006 and prior to this BBRL was managed by BBCL’s Southern division.
2417 Peter Clist has been in this post since January 2006, prior to this he has held various management posts within BBCL, having been with Balfour Beatty for 21 years.
2418 Prior to this Kenneth Winter was a General Manager of BBCL from 1994 – 2002.
2419 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11137, page 3.
2420 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 3.
2422 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1602, page 17.
2423 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 7.
2424 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 8.
IV.193. Many of those persons interviewed explained that the purpose of cover pricing was so that clients did not remove them from future tender lists. ME stated ‘...you don’t want to upset the client, because next time they’ll turn round and say, well, you didn’t price that one, why should I give you any more work?’\textsuperscript{2425}

IV.194. Most of those persons interviewed in respect of Balfour Beatty advised that the exchange of cover prices was made via the telephone and not any other medium. PC stated ‘Simply a phone call to a competitor if one was taking a cover’.\textsuperscript{2426}

\textbf{BBCL giving cover prices}

IV.195. In respect of the process of giving a cover price to a competitor ME stated ‘...giving covers out, the people that approach me and say, can you give a cover and I would, I’d most probably say, yes, we most probably could help you out...and then I would discuss it with my, my directors. And they’ll say, yeah fine’.\textsuperscript{2427} When asked who he would discuss this with, ME stated ‘Well, it’d most probably be my line manager and my director, which would be Peter Clist and John Samuels...’\textsuperscript{2428} In interview PC, when asked if he would be aware that another contractor had phoned for a cover price, stated ‘Yes, Yes’ and ‘I would think so on larger jobs, may not on smaller jobs. I would have liked to have thought I was aware on all size jobs but I can’t guarantee that’\textsuperscript{2429} PC further stated he was likely to be aware of giving a cover price when the tender value was over a certain level ‘...I suppose over two and a half million if I was...it’s difficult to say an exact level but larger projects’.\textsuperscript{2430} In respect of who made the decision to give or take a cover price, PC stated ‘it would depend on size but...it probably would be the estimator’.\textsuperscript{2431}

IV.196. When asked how a cover price, to give to a competitor, would be calculated ME stated ‘...you’re looking at, you know, a minimum of...4% or 5%’ and ‘you’d most probably just run it past your, your director saying, you know, I’ve got to get a cover out, I’m thinking of giving him 5% or...a 100K on this...it’s no hard and fast rules at all’.\textsuperscript{2432} ME confirmed that when he was giving a cover price he would calculate the price to give, stating ‘I do all the numbers, yeah’.\textsuperscript{2433} In respect of his involvement in calculating the cover price to give to a competitor PC stated ‘...in some case[s] I would [be involved]...I think it would depend on the size of project’.\textsuperscript{2434}

IV.197. When asked how the giving and taking of a cover price would be recorded, ME stated ‘it would be, most probably on a scrap of paper and put in the file...’.\textsuperscript{2435} Further to this PC stated ‘...some of the guys would write the, the information down, some wouldn’t, there was no agreed way to do it’.\textsuperscript{2436}

\textsuperscript{2425} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 5.
\textsuperscript{2426} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11137, page 5.
\textsuperscript{2427} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 13.
\textsuperscript{2428} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 14.
\textsuperscript{2429} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11137, page 7.
\textsuperscript{2430} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11137, page 9.
\textsuperscript{2431} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11137, page 8.
\textsuperscript{2432} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 13.
\textsuperscript{2433} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 18.
\textsuperscript{2434} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11137, page 8.
\textsuperscript{2435} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 12.
\textsuperscript{2436} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11137, page 7.
IV.198. In interview KW, when asked if he had been aware of cover pricing taking place at BBCL, stated ‘…I can only recollect one or two occasions when someone said to me…we’ve given a cover to someone. It was mentioned at a meeting, we’ve given a cover, I think’.\(^{2437}\) In respect of whose decision it would have been to give or take a cover price, KW stated ‘I think it always lies at the bottom rather than top’.\(^{2438}\)

**BBRL taking cover prices**

IV.199. In interview CD stated that the decision whether to price a tender ‘… would lie ultimately…I guess, with the general manager, who’s Gerry Pape in this instance…would have been Peter [Clist], who was previously [in that post]’\(^{2439}\) HM stated ‘…I’d have a look at the documentation and report back to Cliff and say, yes, this is a nice job, no, it’s not a very good job. Then, you know, we said right we’re tendering the job’ and ‘I’d report back on my view but…I wouldn’t have any part in the decision making process’.\(^{2440}\) When asked if the competition was recorded anywhere, CD stated ‘It will be noted down in…some instances…if it’s of interest. We used to have a sheet called a bid risk, register or a sheet, I think, where there was a box for the competition to be listed if that was…known’.\(^{2441}\)

IV.200. In respect of the process of taking a cover price from a competitor CD stated ‘if I didn’t know who was on the list initially, then I’d either ask the estimator that I’d assigned it to if it was one that we’d sort of started and couldn’t finish. I’d make the phone call to…find out who the competition were, if we didn’t know, look at the list and…select what I would think would be the most sensible person that’s putting it together, and then contact them and ask them if they could help us. If they could, then we’d agree a time that I’d call or he’d call me when he’d got the figure ready and then he’d give me the figure and then we’d put…the bid in’. CD stated that ‘generally you would ask for chief estimator…a traditional title…for someone like me’.\(^{2442}\)

IV.201. When asked when in the tender period a request would be made for a cover price HM stated ‘Normally within the last day or two prior to the tender going in’ and ‘I mean … you’re not advertising to the market place that you’re taking a cover’.\(^{2443}\) In terms of who made the decision to take a cover price from a competitor HM stated ‘…it would be from Cliff’s level and above’.\(^{2444}\) CD stated ‘I’m not sure … there would be an ultimate decision. If…I was approached, somebody needed help, I would sort it out but people were generally informed if that was the case. So superiors knew…’.\(^{2445}\) CD further explained that the tender adjudication meeting would not be held if a cover price had been taken.\(^{2446}\)

\(^{2437}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11140, page 6.
\(^{2438}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11140, page 8.
\(^{2439}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11144, page 3.
\(^{2440}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11141, page 2.
\(^{2441}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11144, page 5.
\(^{2442}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11144, page 7.
\(^{2443}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11141, page 8.
\(^{2444}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11141, page 8.
\(^{2445}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11144, page 8.
\(^{2446}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11144, page 9.
IV.202. When asked how the taking of a cover price would be recorded, CD stated ‘They’re not really recorded as such. It’s...been seen as...an informal thing so you might find the casual bits of paper with things jotted down but it’s not sort of something that’s formally recorded’.\textsuperscript{2447} HM stated ‘I never kept any details of it’.\textsuperscript{2448}

IV.203. In terms of the cover price provided by a competitor HM stated ‘you’ll find out the figure, report back what the figures that was given was and you might accept that figure or you might increase it [when submitting the tender to the client]’.\textsuperscript{2449}

Bluestone

IV.204. In its leniency application\textsuperscript{2450}, Bluestone, through its legal representatives, explained that between 1994 and 1998, under its parent company Morgan Sindall, it acquired 100 per cent controlling interest of seven regional construction limited companies, namely Snape, Robert R Roberts, Wheatley, Sindall, Hinkins & Frewin, Barnes & Elliott and Stansell. Each subsidiary company was run as a separate entity with its own board of directors and, according to Bluestone, its own discrete geographical area. On 9 November 2001, Bluestone was created; subsuming the seven companies into a single trading entity and from 2002 Bluestone created a national business with a uniform set of policies, procedures and operating systems. In December 2004, Bluestone made a further acquisition of the assets of three offices formally owned by the Benson Group, specifically those in Reigate, Hatfield and Fareham.\textsuperscript{2451}

IV.205. Bluestone conducted an internal enquiry following the OFT’s inspections under section 28 at its offices in Milton Keynes, Leeds and Nottingham. Bluestone identified ‘multiple instances...of cover pricing across all areas of the Bluestone business’\textsuperscript{2452}, and provided tables of ‘definite’ and ‘possible’ instances of cover pricing. These tables were amended in a further letter to the OFT dated 18 July 2006.\textsuperscript{2453}

IV.206. Covers recorded within Table A were confirmed as ‘definite’ instances. Bluestone stated ‘The information was provided by employees directly involved with, or with first hand knowledge of, the cover. Where possible, details regarding the third party involved have been included...and any documentary evidence received during the interview process has been referenced’.\textsuperscript{2454}

IV.207. Table A lists a schedule of [...]\textsuperscript{2455} covers given or received, identifying the Bluestone area, details of the tender, personnel involved, the other party to bid rigging (where known), details of any supporting documentary evidence and comments.

\textsuperscript{2447} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11144, page 8.
\textsuperscript{2448} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11141, page 9.
\textsuperscript{2449} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11141, pages 8 and 9.
\textsuperscript{2450} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1833.
\textsuperscript{2451} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1833, page 1 and 2.
\textsuperscript{2452} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1833, page 9.
\textsuperscript{2453} Letter to the OFT, OFT Document Reference B2050.
\textsuperscript{2454} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1833, page 9.
\textsuperscript{2455} Table, OFT Document Reference B2052.
IV.208. Covers recorded within Table B were identified as ‘possible’ instances of cover pricing for the following reasons:

- ‘Documentary Evidence – a code such as (C) is included on the tender register and in the office concerned that code generally indicates that a cover has been taken;
- Ambiguous Code – i.e. in some offices “ZED” or “Z’ed” or “B Tender” is used interchangeably to denote tenders where a cover was sought and those tenders where a unilateral over-inflated price was submitted;
- Vagueness – i.e. vague recollection by staff of insufficient time to prepare tender/undesirable tender; or
- No tender build-up documentation – suggesting that a cover may have been sought’. 2456

IV.209. Table B lists a schedule of ‘possible instances of cover pricing’2457 and identifies details of the Bluestone area, tender, personnel involved, supporting documentary evidence and comments.

IV.210. Bluestone personnel provided explanations of their involvement in cover pricing. In particular, the OFT conducted interviews with Geoff Hixon, who worked as a senior estimator at Bluestone’s Reigate office; estimating staff and directors from Bluestone’s Leeds office, namely Mike Hesp (‘MH’), David Smith (‘DS’), and David Williamson (‘DW’); and Commercial Director Martin Pitt (‘MP’) who was based in Milton Keynes. In addition, several other Bluestone current and former employees were interviewed by the OFT from other regional offices, including Geoff Hixon (‘GH’), who used to work as a senior estimator at Bluestone’s Reigate office.

Cover pricing - general

IV.211. As part of its leniency application, Bluestone provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing, from information obtained from face to face interviews and questionnaire responses with its own staff. Bluestone stated that ‘cover pricing appears to have been endemic in the sector’2458 and ‘As a general rule, any exchange [of a cover price] would only be by telephone and not in writing. Extremely rarely where, as part of the bid process, further explanatory details have to be provided to the employer, there may have been some communication in writing’. 2459

IV.212. Bluestone concluded that ‘it is clear from the evidence…that Bluestone has…been involved in cover pricing. i.e. has submitted tender prices which it had not prepared, which were not supported by any calculation and which were supplied by or influenced by a third party also participating in the tender process. It is also clear that, albeit on a minority basis, Bluestone has given cover prices to others’. 2460

2457 Table, OFT Document Reference B2053.
IV.213. Based at Bluestone’s Leeds office, MH worked as Chief Estimator until approximately 2004, before becoming Pre-Construction Director. In interview, MH explained that Bluestone at Leeds was formerly known under the names of Roberts and then Snape Roberts before assuming the Bluestone title in 2002. MH had direct responsibility for decisions on tenders until 2004 and was still involved in tender settlements after that date. MH said that whilst he was Chief Estimator, he would usually make the decision to take a cover price, referring decisions to the managing director Graham Ellis ‘only on the bigger stuff…on the smaller stuff…he wasn’t bothered’.  

IV.214. MH explained cover pricing as follows: ‘It was a method of helping you out of a situation…and when…you were asked to give a cover to somebody else, well, that was to our advantage, but…all it did was knock one off a list of names, so […]

[...][C], were we colluding to win or manipulate work, no, not in the strictest sense of the word’.  

IV.215. Commercial Director MP was also interviewed by the OFT about his knowledge of cover pricing at Bluestone and he described the practice in the past as being ‘the norm’ within the industry. He said that there was little awareness of competition issues within Bluestone until he become aware of the OFT’s investigation into the roofing industry. An email sent to him in April 2005 from the parent company Morgan Sindall about competition law, remained unread ‘to my regret’.  

IV.216. Pre-Construction Manager DW, based at Bluestone’s Leeds office, was also interviewed about cover pricing and agreed that the practice was widespread within the construction industry. ‘DW said that it was normally conducted by telephone and ‘usually there was no record’. DW confirmed that by writing something down there would have been evidence of collusion. DW confirmed that on occasions, he would have been directly involved in cover pricing, by contacting a competitor’s Chief Estimator. 

Bluestone taking cover prices

IV.217. With regard to taking a cover price, Bluestone explained the process as follows: ‘Once the decision has been taken internally to ‘take a cover’, an initial phone call is made to a competitor to see if they would be prepared to assist…The driver in Bluestone’s case has predominantly been to ‘lose’ the bid, but to be seen to be participating sufficiently to maintain an association with the Employer’s forward workstream. Therefore, it seeks a competitor which is likely to be a serious bidder but not necessarily the winning bidder…Information regarding competitor involvement in the bid appears to have been freely gained through either the Builders’ Conference organisation or from the engagement with the sub-contracting community…Occasionally personal contacts with past colleagues offer an insight into the level of interest in a particular project’.  

2461 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12680, pages 6 and 7.
2462 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12680, page 16.
2463 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12679, page 7.
2464 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12679, page 9.
2465 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12674, pages 5 to 7.
IV.218. Bluestone added ‘Where an informal agreement to provide or receive a cover price has been reached, a follow-up telephone conversation just before the tender return deadline is the usual vehicle for communicating the cover price. In virtually all cases the competitor will merely provide the price to be used in the bid and not details of the price that it is intending to submit. On occasions, where the bid requires more than the mere submission of a price, certain supporting details (for example, specifications etc) are also exchanged. It is then a matter for Bluestone to decide whether to use the price provided or to modify it, inevitably by increasing it, prior to submission’.2467

IV.219. MH described the process of taking a cover price as follows: ‘…you would ring up, speak to a competitor, and ask if they were tendering this job competitively, yes, they were, so you would ask for a cover price and he would ring you with a figure, suggesting that you went in on...if it was a trusted source...you may use that figure. If it was a particular job that you really really didn’t want...you may actually add a little bit more to the figure you were given, just to be on the safe side, because what you wouldn’t want is to come second, because sometimes you’d find that they’d interview the first two people, so you find yourself going to a meeting about a job you know bugger all about...but you didn’t equally, given the choice, you didn’t want to be number six on a list of six, because that would create the wrong impression as well, so it was difficult’.2468

IV.220. MH had a ‘little black book’ of contacts which he used for the purpose of obtaining cover prices. This telephone book was taken during the OFT’s search of the Leeds office.2469 MH said ‘if I could, I would ring up quite early, because you didn’t want to be left holding the baby at the end of it, in which case you’ve suddenly quickly got to price the job’. He added that the other company would give the cover price ‘on the day the tenders went in...so it would be last minute’.2470

IV.221. MH also explained some of the forms created at the Leeds office, which recorded tenders. A tender registration form was created by him, an example of which was provided as part of Bluestone’s leniency application and referred to in interview.2471 MH said that this form was ‘the notification at the beginning of the tender process’ and, referring to the letter ‘Z’ on the second page of the form, he said that it meant that Bluestone was ‘not interested...that in itself does not necessarily mean that the job was not priced, it’s a damn good indication, yes, but not necessarily, it just meant, we weren’t going to go for it, it wasn’t an attractive job’.2472

IV.222. MH also maintained an electronic spreadsheet of tenders, an extract of which was found during the OFT’s inspection under section 28.2473 Referring to the column marked ‘WIN/LOSE’; MH explained the entry of the letters ‘Z’ as follows: ‘Essentially, it was a classification to say that we were not interested in the job and I would guess, nine times out of ten, it was highly likely that that

2468 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12680, pages 11 and 12.
2470 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12680, page 15.
2471 Tender registration form, OFT Document Reference B2250.
2472 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12681, pages 2 and 3.
2473 Tender spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference B0300.
was a cover’.\(^{2474}\) An earlier version of the spreadsheet of tenders was provided under leniency by Bluestone.\(^{2475}\) MH confirmed that the letter ‘B’ was also used to indicate that a cover price was sought by Bluestone and that the spreadsheet was updated once a month by him. He said in respect of the codes on the form, ‘I think…it really…just phraseology at different times, we knew that you didn’t want to be writing the word cover’.\(^{2476}\)

IV.223. In interview, DW agreed that the letter ‘Z’ or letters ‘ZED’, on internal documentation at Bluestone Leeds office, were used to indicate that a cover price had been taken from a competitor.\(^{2477}\) MP said that the letter ‘Z’ stood for ‘zero interest’.\(^{2478}\)

IV.224. Also based at Bluestone’s Leeds office, senior estimator DS agreed that the letters ‘Z’ or ‘B’ were used to indicate a cover price and he confirmed that he had a contact list of construction companies, which was used in part to contact other companies for cover prices.\(^{2479}\) This contact list was found during the OFT’s inspection at Bluestone’s Leeds office.\(^{2480}\)

IV.225. GH was a senior estimator employed at Bluestone’s Reigate office from July 2005 to December 2006. In interview, he said that tenders were allocated to him by the estimating manager and decisions as to whether Bluestone would competitively tender were made at director level. If a decision was made to seek a cover, a competitor would be approached by telephone and a cover price obtained. He said the cover price ‘was designed to be above their figure obviously, but not horrendously…so they could make it look as though we were competitive’.\(^{2481}\) GH said that he sometimes recorded covers in his personal notebook.

**Bluestone - giving cover prices**

IV.226. In relation to giving a cover to a competitor, Bluestone explained that ‘the process for Bluestone providing a cover price to a competitor, on approach, is the mirror image of that described…for receiving a cover price. There is no evidence whatsoever of Bluestone initiating the giving of a cover price to a competitor’.\(^{2482}\)

IV.227. In interview, MH said ‘If…someone rang us and asked for a cover, would we give one out, well yes we would, because it was sort of tit for tat. Did we know at that time it was increasing our odds of winning the job, well, yes, come on we’re not daft, of course we did…all it did was knock one off a likely list of five or six tenderers, so your odds went from one in six to one in four or, one in five’.\(^{2483}\)

\(^{2474}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12681, page 5.
\(^{2475}\) Tender spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference B2177.
\(^{2476}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12681, page 6.
\(^{2477}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12681, page 6.
\(^{2478}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12674, pages 7 and 8.
\(^{2479}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12679, page 18.
\(^{2480}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12673, pages 10 and 11.
\(^{2481}\) Contact list, OFT Document Reference B0340.
\(^{2482}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13100, page 7.
\(^{2483}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1833, page 15.
IV.228. DS said that covers given might be recorded on Tender Finalisation Sheets, which were only created if Bluestone was genuinely tendering for the work. DS said that he recorded the name of the opposition on the right hand corner of this document with the letter ‘C’ by the company name if Bluestone had given a cover price. He added, ‘certainly the way I would have done it was to list the names down. If any of those companies rang up asking for a cover, I would write a C against it, which indicated it was a prompt or reminder that…they had been in touch’.

He also said that he was less involved in the giving and receiving of covers after DW replaced MH as Pre-Construction Manager/Chief Estimator in 2004.

Bodill

IV.229. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. The following Bodill employees expanded upon this explanation during interview: Managing Director Richard Bodill (‘RB’), estimators Juris Rozentals (‘JR’) and Andrew Bodill (‘AB’) and estimating support David Wraithe (‘DW’).

IV.230. A tender sheet was completed for each contract for which Bodill was invited to tender. DW explained that, ‘In 99% of the cases’, he would prepare the tender sheet. On the few occasions when DW did not prepare the tender sheet it would be completed by either JR or AB. When preparing the tender sheet DW would write on the tender sheet the date of the tender submission, a calendar countdown to indicate the number of days that Bodill had to price the job, the name of the job, architect and quantity surveyor. Each tender sheet was given an in house File Number and a Job Number which was obtained from the Nottingham Builders’ Guild (‘NBG’) (see paragraphs IV.128 to IV.146 above). Each tender that Bodill wanted to win was then allocated to either JR or AB (or, occasionally to RB).

IV.231. Bodill stated that the tender sheet included a section headed ‘Tenderers’ which provided space to insert the names of other companies tendering for the contract. Initially, DW would enter the names of any competitors he knew were going for the job in this section against the numbers 1 to 6. As the job progressed DW along with AB and JR would also fill in names of other tenderers when this information was forthcoming. DW said that ‘a lot of it is my writing but, the other two would put on as well if they received information’. These names were inserted when intelligence was obtained by staff in the estimating department, during the tender process. Bodill stated that this intelligence was obtained by telephone when asking sub-contractors and suppliers if they wished to price the tender, or when chasing quotations prior to completion of the estimate. RB stated that Bodill may also have found out about other companies tendering for particular tenders through organisations such as the Builders Confederation and agencies such as Glennigans and

2484 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12673, page 14.
2485 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12673, page 15.
2487 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11154, page 2.
2489 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11154, page 3.
ABI.²⁴⁹¹ RB also stated that information on other companies invited to tender for particular tenders was obtained as a result of Bodill’s membership of the NBG.²⁴⁹²

**Bodill giving cover prices**

IV.232. In statements provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application and confirmed in the subsequent interviews with the OFT, all of Bodill’s employees involved in the preparation of tenders confirmed the procedures followed for all tenders. RB explained how the process would work for tenders that Bodill wanted to win, as follows:²⁴⁹³

‘Real Tenders

- Enquiry arrives
- Tender sheet prepared. […]
- Quantity Surveyor or any Consultants appointed as required
- Document read and marked up for procurement of materials and sub-contractors
- Enquiries set [sic] out for general materials
- Enquiries sent out for work packages
- Intelligence sought to identify other tenderers […]
- Quotations checked and entered into tender estimate
- Tender estimate calculated
- Tender figure settled at Tender (Adjudication) Meeting
- Cover price given to other contractors who request it
- Tender submitted’

IV.233. In tenders where Bodill was giving a cover price, Bodill stated that the ringed letter ‘C’ against another company who was tendering and the words ‘from us’ indicated that Bodill was giving that company a cover price. The figure Bodill gave that company as a cover price was usually written on the tender sheet beside their name.²⁴⁹⁴ The numbers ‘1’, ‘2’ and ‘3’ indicated the order in which Bodill was approached by the other companies for a cover price and the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on.²⁴⁹⁵ If a competitor wanted Bodill to provide a cover price the phone call would be directed to the estimator dealing with that job and AB explained that, ‘so it’s put through to me, I’d say, yes, Okay, we’ll contact you nearer…nearer the date’.²⁴⁹⁶ JR explained that at the tender adjudication meeting, ‘we settle the tender, and then we would fill in the tender sum analysis’²⁴⁹⁷, and that between the tender adjudication meeting and submission of tender, ‘we would put in any figures that, we would give in as help’.²⁴⁹⁸ AB confirmed that at the tender adjudication meeting it was decided what price Bodill was going in at and he confirmed that the cover prices would be annotated on the tender sheet between the tender adjudication meeting and the actual submission of the tender.²⁴⁹⁹

²⁴⁹³ Statement, OFT Document Reference 0864, page 5.
²⁴⁹⁴ Explanatory note, OFT Document Reference 0861, pages 1 and 2.
²⁴⁹⁷ Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11152, page 3.
IV.234. AB further explained that DW would normally have made the phone calls to a competitor to provide the cover price, ‘purely because the estimator normally hand delivers the tender…so David would be in the office and we’d say, can you just ring this through to so and so’,  

2500 DW confirmed that the relevant estimator would tell him the cover price to give following the tender adjudication meeting and that generally the estimators would annotate the cover price on the tender sheet.  

2501 DW further stated that there would almost always be two contacts with the competitor asking for the cover price. DW also stated that the first contact would be when the competitor asked for help, and then secondly on the day of the tender submission or the day before the tender submission there would be the contact to give the competitor the cover price.  

Bodill taking cover prices

IV.235. On receipt of a tender RB would discuss with the relevant estimator if Bodill were going to price the job. The ultimate decision on whether to take a cover on a tender would be RB’s. RB explained how the process would work for tenders that Bodill did not want to win:  

2503 ‘Token Tenders (“Cover Pricing”)’  

- Enquiry arrives  
- Tender sheet prepared. […]  
- Intelligence sought to identify other tenderers  
- A Chosen tendered [sic tenderer] approached for help  
- Cover price given to us just before tender submission due  
- Tender submitted incorporating cover price’  

IV.236. Where Bodill was taking a cover, a ringed letter ‘C’ was generally written on the original tender form, shortly after receipt of the tender, instead of allocating the job to an estimator and a ‘*’ would be annotated against the company that was providing the cover.  

2504 DW explained that ‘where it says “estimator” I put “C” because that means we decided to take help on it, so it was never given to an estimator to look at’.  

2505 DW said that he would then find out who was tendering for the job, make an initial contact to ask for help from them (i.e. a cover price) and then make a subsequent contact, probably on the morning of the tender submission to obtain the cover price.  

Original and copy tender sheets

IV.237. After a tender was submitted the original tender sheets were then passed to RB who kept them in his office. AB explained that the tender sheet did not form part of the tender file and that once the tender was submitted the sheets were passed to RB. It was these original tender sheets that were provided to the OFT as part of Bodill’s leniency application. JR and AB explained that they kept copies of the tender sheets but that the originals were kept by RB. AB always made copies of the original sheets for his tenders, while JR always made copies  

2501 Interview transcripts, OFT Document 6338, page 5 and 11154, pages 3 and 4.  
2502 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6338, page 5.  
for both his and AB’s tenders. The reason given for making the copies was that they were subsequently annotated with information following the tender submission, which was for market intelligence purposes. DW did not make any copies of any tender sheet.

IV.238. The OFT clarified with Bodill staff in interview the status of these copy tender sheets. JR, who left Bodill on 13 December 2005, did not retain his copy tender sheets. AB confirmed that about nine or ten months after JR left Bodill, they had a clear out of his old files and these copy tender sheets were disposed of at this time.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11153, page 2.}

IV.239. Bodill has confirmed that all information in relation to cover pricing would be annotated on the tender sheet before the tender was submitted and that therefore this information will be identical on both AB’s copy and RB’s original copy (since this information was added before any copying of sheets took place). The originals of the tender sheets kept in RB’s possession therefore contained only pre-tender information, other than where the OFT has indicated differently in relation to a specific tender. AB explained that he made photocopies of the tender sheets for his jobs which he priced up, so that both he and RB would have a copy. AB’s own copies of tender sheets were made available to the OFT for inspection on 26 April 2007. Where market intelligence was obtained by AB after the tender submission this information would be annotated on AB’s copy and also on RB’s original copy (see below). Where such notes have been made following tender submission, this has been indicated by the OFT in relation to the specific tender.

IV.240. JR confirmed that, ‘until the tender goes in, then I photocopy it, so all the, all the sheets that you’ve received from Richard, those are all Richard’s copies, so there would be, everything that was made pre tender, would be on those sheets.’ JR further confirmed, ‘as a matter of course, every job, that was tendered, I would take a photocopy of it, give the original to Richard, leave it in a file, and then as information post tender comes through, then I would make notes on it for intelligence purposes…sometimes I would photocopy it again, and give it to Richard so he was aware of what was happening. Sometimes, it would just be by word of mouth and he might make an odd note on the tender sheet himself.’

IV.241. AB explained that after the tender was submitted he would try to find out fairly quickly, sometimes the same afternoon as a 12:00 noon deadline, from the client if Bodill’s tender was looking favourable. Occasionally, if such information was forthcoming this information would be written on the original tender sheet before it was passed to RB. Where such information was added to the original this has been indicated by the OFT in relation to the specific tender. Mostly, however, such market intelligence would be obtained a few days later and this information would then be added by AB both to his copy of the tender sheet and to RB’s original copy.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11152, pages 13 and 14.} AB confirmed that he kept the original tender sheets in his office and that when AB obtained market intelligence information post-tender, as well as annotating his own copy AB would also annotate the

\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11153, page 7.}
original held in RB’s office.2511 Again, where such information has been added to both documents this has been indicated by the OFT in relation to the specific tender.

IV.242. In response to the Statement, Bodill argued that it was JR that engaged in the cover pricing conduct and that ‘…Neither Richard Bodill nor any other Director was involved in the giving or taking of cover prices in relation to tenders which were always based on informal contacts between contractors at estimator level… [JR] did report to Richard Bodill as managing director but only periodically reporting on business levels not in relation to individual tenders or to advise on whether or not to take a cover price’.2512 However, RB’s witness statement2513 clearly demonstrates that he knew that cover pricing was occurring within Bodill. RB explained the process for giving and taking cover prices. Even if RB delegated the authority to give or take covers on individual tenders, the practice of cover pricing within Bodill was carried out with his general consent and therefore warrants an uplift for director involvement on all Infringements, as described in Section VI (Enforcement) and Annex C below.

Bramall

IV.243. As part of its leniency application, Bramall provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.2514 This was supplemented by interviews with the following witnesses: Neil Baxter (‘NB’), Managing Director, Bramall Yorkshire, Paul Alderson (‘PA’), Estimating Manager, Bramall Yorkshire, Dave Prescott (‘DP’), Managing Director, Bramall North West, and John Pagett (‘JP’), Bid Manager, Bramall North West.

IV.244. Bramall had two divisions, each with its respective area, client base and management and staff. These were Bramall Construction North West (‘BC NW’) and Bramall Construction Yorkshire (‘BC Yorkshire’). Unless specifically indicated to the contrary, the comments below apply to both parts of the business.

IV.245. Bramall asserted in its leniency application that there was awareness of the Act from its implementation from March 2000 and that attempts were made to stop or reduce instances of seeking and giving cover prices from and to its competitors. DP said during interview, that most tenders arrived unannounced because Bramall was on an approved tender list with various clients.2515

BC NW taking cover prices

IV.246. JP said ‘Basically the tender comes in, it either goes to marketing or comes direct to us at estimating, in any event it always ends up in estimating, we allocate it a number, log it basically, who the client is, what type of tender it is, the return date, create a file for the job, acknowledge the tender and then it

2515 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11167, page 2.
IV.247. DP said that upon receipt of a tender, he and the other estimators would take a view on the attractiveness or otherwise of the tender. The decision to return the tender unquoted or to seek a cover price was made by the Managing Director.2517

IV.248. DP said, ‘It would’ve come to me…Or the MD at the time’.2518 He said ‘…a cover price gives you a reasonable chance of putting in a competitive figure without coming last, coming last consistently in a tender could arrive at you being struck off a tender list so, I think this is all about maintaining relations and maintaining your position on a tender list’.2519

IV.249. DP said that when Bramall was looking for a cover price he would ‘…discuss and agree with the bid manager, give him authority to take a cover and then the estimator would ring, well…he would ring the person, he’d endeavour to establish as we did who was…who were the bidding companies and then either based on relationships i.e. trust, someone who we could trust to ring, we knew, or looking at the list and thinking they’ll be the most competitive of the people bidding, I think this is really down their street that type of work, you would try them’.2520

IV.250. Intelligence on who else was submitting bids on a particular tender would be obtained over the telephone when speaking to suppliers and sometimes by clients sending emails distributing information or by attending bidders conferences2521 or from the Building Bureau that actively circulated the names of tendering parties.2522 The names of competitors were entered in the tender log book and on the tender adjudication front sheet.

IV.251. DP continued, ‘You’d ring them [the competitors] up and say, you know, we’re struggling with this, can I have some help. So it’d be done over the phone…and normally the day…normally the morning of the tender submission you’d get the call from the giving company with a figure to go in at’.2523

IV.252. DP was asked when Bramall would initiate the contact with a competitor for a cover price. He replied, ‘I think it would’ve been 2 or 3 days before’.2524

IV.253. When asked how a cover price would be recorded, DP said, ‘The tender figure would be written in the book. You may sometimes come across a ‘c’ written against a number, I think there’s also been asterisk and dots used over…years, different estimators have brought their tools of the trade I suppose their way of doing things that meant that it’s varied’.2525

2516 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11168, page 3.
2517 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11167, page 3.
2518 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11167, page 10.
2521 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11167, page 7.
2524 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11167, page 7.
2525 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11167, page 7.
IV.254. DP was asked if he would have recorded if someone else had taken a cover price in the tender log book. He said, ‘...sometimes we picked up intelligence that someone was taking a cover from someone else as well and there might be some note cover from [the company providing the cover price] against a bidder’s name so we might have recorded the intelligence that, despite the fact that we were taking one, we knew someone else were taking one.’ 2526

IV.255. When asked when there would be contact with a competitor JP said, ‘The only time would be if you were gonna take a cover, basically’. 2527

IV.256. DP was asked who knew that cover pricing went on. He replied, ‘The estimating department, the board…and I would say, on ad hoc occasions the surveyor, senior surveyor would tender the odd scheme so they would be aware of it so we’re limited to probably 2 or 3 people, 2 or 3 senior surveyors, the estimating department, board’. 2528

BC NW giving cover prices

IV.257. DP said he would not be approached directly to give a cover price; that approach would be made to the Estimating Department. JP confirmed that the giving of a cover price would have to be agreed by the Managing Director or the Commercial Director. 2529

IV.258. DP was asked how BC NW recorded the giving of a cover price to a competitor. He said, ‘...I think sometimes a ‘c’ has appeared on a tender adjudication front sheet with their figure written in but…it weren’t sort of a sacrosanct process because…I think…there were a genuine desire…to record as little as possible...’. 2530

IV.259. In its response to the Statement, Bramall asserted in respect of DP’s answer to the above question (see IV.258) ‘[t]his Quote should not be relied upon by the OFT because it is factually incorrect and is refuted by further testimony from both John Pagett (“Pagett”) and later in [Dave] Prescott’s own testimony’. 2531

IV.260. The OFT does not accept Bramall’s assertions. The quote in paragraph IV.258 is accurate and complete and is not contradicted by anything in the witness evidence of DP or JP. The OFT accepts that DP and other Bramall witnesses do describe ways in which cover pricing was recorded, but this does not undermine DP’s perception of the desire to record as little as possible.

IV.261. DP was asked how he calculated a cover price to give to a competitor; he replied, ‘Yea, well I think that...it’s industry custom and practice...people would use the words give me a tight cover which means, in my opinion, it’s between 3 and 5%...as opposed to...give me a cover that’s...doesn’t involve me in having extensive dialogue with the client which could be up to 10%. So I would say the price range is 3 to 10%’. 2532

2526 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11167, page 8.
2528 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11167, pages 8 and 9.
2529 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11168, page 11.
2530 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11167, pages 7 and 8.
2531 Written representations of Bramall, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.2.
2532 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11167, pages 8.
BC Yorkshire taking cover prices

IV.262. Incoming tenders were logged in a Tender Log Book and referred for level of interest to the Managing Director or in his absence one of the other directors. PA said, ‘...generally the enquiry would come in everything gets logged it’s given its own reference number and then...you go through a process of...sending out enquiries, getting your quotations in...then...resourcing it up comparing the quotations that come back in coming to a sort of final point...and then sitting down with the board and adjudicating that and then the submission’.

IV.263. NB explained what he understood by cover pricing: ‘...where estimators used to basically help each other out because it was impossible to price every scheme that sometimes you may get five tenders in, all in one day, all going back in the same day and when we have gone through periods where we try to price all the schemes what happens is that we do five bad tenders and what we have learnt is that if we didn’t focus on putting in the right tender we could have - if we put five tenders in it could have two effects one could be that we made a right mess of it and that we had landed schemes which were going to be worse and non-profitable who were going to be significant loss makers so we tended to focus our energies on ones which were schemes that we felt were attractive that we could do a good job on’. When asked why companies engaged in cover pricing NB replied, ‘...to protect the business from winning loss making work...’.

IV.264. PA explained why Bramall sought cover prices. ‘Our reason was, we just physically couldn’t have priced all the work that came though the door, so most of the time there was only me and David [Smallman, estimator] and we would essentially, in a year we could have like 100 enquiries which would mean you’d be looking at doing a job a week if you had still...a job in itself roughly that could take you a month so basically you just physically couldn’t do it’.

IV.265. NB was asked who would decide if a job was attractive or otherwise and he replied, ‘invariably it would be me. If I wasn’t around it could have been one of the other directors...the contracts director, surveying director they would be the two that will more likely be involved’.

IV.266. PA was asked what would happen once a job was deemed not to be attractive. He replied that ‘We would have looked for assistance in the same way’. He clarified the term ‘assistance’ as meaning a cover price.

IV.267. PA was asked how he would get a cover price from a competitor. He said, ‘...once we’d established who was on the list, it would just be a quick phone call to a competitor and say are you on this scheme, and if it’s like “yeah” then it’s like, “can you help us out?”’, “alright”, “we’ll give you call” and that’s it’. 2539

2534 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11170, page 3.
2537 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11169, page 3.
2538 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11170, page 5.
IV.268. NB also explained how the exchange of covers operated: ‘…one estimator would ring another estimator and at some point during the tendering process and asked for along the lines of can you give us some help on this tender and close to the date the other contractor would ring up and give us it may be a figure or it might have been in the region of…’. 2540

IV.269. When asked if the contact with competitors was exclusively by phone rather than fax or email NB replied, ‘To the best of my knowledge neither of those [fax or email] are used or were used’. 2541

IV.270. PA was also asked if fax or email was ever used to obtain a cover price and he said, ‘No…email didn’t really exist at that time’. 2542 He added that contact would always be from estimator to estimator and said ‘…we had a contact database of companies and knew who their contacts were, or you just asked for somebody within the estimating department at a senior level’. 2543

IV.271. PA was asked how the taking of a cover price was recorded. He replied, ‘…the estimating management system [EMS, a computer recording system], and we have a tender log book as well…we’ve had various means of recording it, [as well as a period of] not really recording it. It has varied’. 2544

BC Yorkshire giving cover prices

IV.272. NB was asked when there would be contact with competitors. He said, ‘If it was one where…they were looking for a cover then that would be where there would be contact’. 2545

IV.273. PA was asked if the same notation for recording the taking of a cover price by Bramall Yorkshire applied to the undertaking giving a cover price to a competitor. He replied, ‘We’ve adopted a policy from the 2000 which we haven’t, have been strict with but we weren’t providing covers to other companies anyway’. 2546

Clegg

IV.274. As part of its leniency application, Clegg made available current employees to be interviewed. During these voluntary interviews the individuals were asked to give an explanation of Clegg’s involvement in cover pricing.

IV.275. Leslie Hunt (‘LH’) started working for Clegg in around 1997 as Senior Estimator when it was previously based in Ilkeston. At that time LH was the only senior estimator at Clegg so had knowledge of most tenders entering the office. David Clarke (‘DC’) joined Clegg in 2002 and was subsequently appointed as Estimating Manager, and LH then took on more of a marketing role once tenders had been passed to him. LH explained during interview that post 2000 the tender process was that on receipt of a tender some would go to Peter

2541 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11169, page 7.
2543 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11170, page 7.
2544 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11170, pages 7 and 8.
2545 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11169, pages 5 and 6.
2546 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11170, page 8.
Warren (‘PW’) the Business Development Manager, and said that ‘the enquiring documents sometimes come in to him. Occasionally we will receive tender documents through quantity surveying or cost consultants…and they make contact by phone and say documents are ready for collection’. In cases such as this if the client was based locally they would go to them to collect the invitation to tender documents. More recently any tender received in the office would be sent to PW and a tender notification form created whereby ‘it’s booked in and basic description of the job. It will then be passed on to Simon [Simon Blackburn (‘SB’)] for him to decide whether we price it or not and the decision is now price it or send it back’. The form was a basic summary of the tender details and LH commented ‘the particular estimator who’s dealing with it would fill it in’ but sometimes it would even be completed by administration staff. The decisions on whether to price a tender were made at management level, however LH commented that prior to DC joining Clegg the tender documents would have been passed down to him.

IV.276. DC joined Clegg as a senior estimator in 2002 and then went on to take over the administration side of the business and discussing workloads with management in the position of Estimating Manager. DC also said that new tenders would normally go to PW and commented ‘From the tender coming in, and we would produce a tender notification, and that tender notification would state the basic principles of… the description of the work, the contract, the start and finish times of it anticipated in the tender document, and distribute that to the directors and the construction manager who would be looking at the project ultimately’. When asked who would actually complete this information DC said ‘Either Les or myself…Whoever the estimator is’. In regard to who decided whether to price a tender DC said ‘it will be discussed by the directors, with regard to our current workload and if we were able to tender’.

IV.277. SB joined Clegg in 2002 as Construction Director and became Managing Director from January 2004. SB described the standard form to be filled in when a tender was initially received and confirmed this was typically done by PW with the ‘very briefest details of the project’. SB said that at that stage ‘It comes to my desk, and at that point, I either decide we are pricing it, decide we are going to discuss it, or decide we are going to send it back’. This form would be signed by him, then passed on to the estimators. SB commented that ‘the estimators fill the form in and complete it and say what we are doing’. SB went on to say ‘We will have settlement meetings; we will have various other processes in that. They tend to not be recorded so much because the estimators then have a process where they have a front sheet for every project’. SB outlined how this document would give a more detailed description of the tender which would be passed to the board and any contracts manager allocated to the tender. The form, titled ‘Tender Details & Summary’, completed by the estimator dealing with the tender, would contain details of the project, client, key dates and ‘Other Tenderers’ as well as reference to which Clegg
employees had attended a tender meeting to discuss it. As part of its leniency application Clegg provided a number of examples of completed versions of this form.

Clegg taking cover prices

IV.278. Clegg provided to the OFT a report into its activities concerning the giving and receiving of cover prices. This report listed the reasons for Clegg taking cover prices as:

- desire not to offend or lose goodwill with clients or consultants sending enquiries;
- limited estimating resource usually influenced by untimely/unsolicited enquiries;
- insufficient technical capacity to deliver a project if a bid was to be successful; and
- time/cost to prepare tenders.

IV.279. LH as an estimator would be informed by a director if Clegg wished to take a cover price on a tender, and would be instructed to obtain that cover price. He commented on the various reasons why Clegg would seek a cover price for a tender. He said ‘I would think the majority of occasions, it’s a time and labour availability issue, it just isn’t convenient’. LH went on to explain how the time issue could arise from slippages in tender documents being issued by the client, incorrect details being given to Clegg about a tender before the final details were released, or general issues of Clegg already having a full workload. Explaining why Clegg did not just send back tenders that it was unable to or did not wish to bid for, LH said that ‘in days gone by, it wasn’t such a problem to send documents back, as far as I know, because it didn’t really upset clients as much as it would these days’. LH referred to the type of construction work undertaken and went on to say that ‘There’s been a big swing over the period of years to design and build…now that is a major change in the way you tender. The costs involved are much larger, the timescales are much longer…and the commitment from a contractor to tender is much more crucial because of the costs involved and associated with it’. LH said, ‘it’s more difficult to send those back because a client and his representative may only come out to 3 maybe 4 contractors on the D&B tender’.  

IV.280. LH said that the decision to seek a cover price would be taken during meetings of the directors who would then communicate that decision to him, usually by telephone call. Currently this would come from SB and historically would have also come from PW and other directors such as John King (‘JK’), the Production Director. Asked how Clegg would know who to approach for a cover price, LH said that it would find out which of its competitors were bidding for a tender by talking to any sub-contractors or suppliers named on the tender. He said that Clegg could ‘ring these people up with the, in effect, the pretence of pricing the job and saying ... would you provide us with a copy quotation...would save you the hassle of sending the full enquiry or you could say just fax them a request.

---

2556 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13278, page 3.
2557 Tender Summary sheets, OFT Document References 4470, 4475, 4478, 4479, 4481, 4485 and 4488.
2558 Leniency Report Background Information, OFT Document Reference 4459, pages 4 and 5.
2559 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13277, page 7.
2560 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13277, page 7.
2561 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13277, page 9.
for a quotation...oh by the way have you had this enquiry from anyone else’. LH also kept a list of his equivalent level contacts at Clegg’s competitors and would use this to contact a competitor for a cover price.

IV.281. DC said that information might also be obtained from the Builders’ Conference or Glennigans.

IV.282. DC described the reasons for Clegg taking a cover price as follows: ‘a price that we submit to the client at the 11th hour, because we somehow failed to be able to complete a tender properly...that it’s too late to return, or...rather than offend a client, which we’ve had the problem with, if, if you do return documents...if [it] doesn’t fall in with resources, we’ve had the problem of how do we tell them? And not be excluded from anything else they ever do again?’

IV.283. DC confirmed that he was made aware of the desire to obtain a cover price in the same manner described by LH, saying ‘the directors will say, we need a cover for this one’. DC agreed that the cover prices submitted to the client were meant to be low enough to ensure that Clegg appeared to be competitive, but not sufficiently low to win the contract. If Clegg took a cover price on a tender it was not always recorded; however, DC was asked what the letter ‘C’ on documents next to references to ‘opposition’ meant and replied ‘Most of the time it would indicate C for cover’.

IV.284. On tenders where Clegg was taking a cover price, SB said this was ‘a defensive mechanism for maintaining relationships with clients’. If Clegg did not have the resources available to price a tender or carry out the actual work tendered for at that time then SB said Clegg ‘would take a decision if it’s a client we probably want to work for in the future, if we say not to him now then there would be an issue’. SB went on to say ‘If you don’t bid a scheme, then the chances are you won’t get another opportunity with that client’.

IV.285. SB added ‘[Cover pricing] is something we have always done...we have often signed anti-collusion notice with tenders. It does say on our tender forms that we haven’t exchanged the information with other people, and clearly we have, so it’s not right, is it?...[Cover pricing] is just something that is done in the industry and we continue to do it. It’s as simple as that’.

IV.286. SB said that once he made the decision to take a cover price on a tender he would communicate this verbally in person to the estimator or telephone them and ask them to arrange it. SB also confirmed how cover prices were recorded by saying that ‘the most common one would be a C in brackets at the
side of the name of whoever we had got it from. We put asterisk at the side of some, and some you just write cover at the side of it’.  

Clegg giving cover prices

IV.287. On tenders where Clegg was giving a cover price, LH explained ‘in the times when I was on my own they [the competitors] would generally ring me, because you’re talking about my level of seniority and again, essentially the opposition competition would ask their senior estimator or estimator who is dealing with the job, organise a cover, try to find out who’s on the tender list and they will ring whoever they choose to approach’.  

LH went on to say that ‘I would receive a phone call from [competitors]…can you help us out on this tender, I would say yeah fine, and they’d say, when will you be able to help us out with the actual figures…saying the tender’s due on the first of the month so that they don’t get left in limbo’.  

IV.288. LH described how this approach for a cover price would be recorded, saying that ‘Occasionally I’d make a scribbled note on a letter or something like that…not always, maybe just log it in to memory and pass that information on. Certainly pass the information on, I would never, it never was something I would keep to myself, you would tell the directors that you’d been approached by such and such a company’.  

LH explained that the giving and receiving of cover prices was such a common practice that he didn’t give it a second thought, and when questioned as to whether at any point he thought that perhaps Clegg should not be doing this, LH replied ‘I knew at some point that this was an illegal practice as such but it was so prevalent’.  

IV.289. DC described the giving of cover prices in similar terms. He said that, ‘If they [a competitor] requested a cover price, they would ring up and say, are you pricing this tender? Because we would like some assistance, which generally means we would like a cover price because they’ve got a similar situation that we would have if we were in that same boat. So if they’re contacting us, they just ring up and say, are you pricing it? Can you give us some help? From the point of view of a cover price…’.  

With regard to recording of cover prices given, DC said ‘If it was a cover to, you, you would sometimes, not always, but generally have it on, if you got the list of competition, and you would put at the side of it that it, it was a cover. Or you may have found out that someone else has given a cover to someone else, within that list of tenders’.  

IV.290. SB described the approach from a competitor for a cover price as being the same as if Clegg was seeking a cover price from a competitor. He said, ‘Their estimator would ring our estimator. It’s a very small industry, and most, you know, Les [LH] has worked for a number of companies in the past, as have Dave [DC], so they all know each other. They have usually worked together, so you will find that whichever one of the estimators knows either Les or Dave, they will give them a bell and ask them’. SB said that he would very rarely be

---
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contacted directly by a competitor seeking a cover price, however it had happened on some occasions.\textsuperscript{2579}

*Cover pricing activity at Clegg*

IV.291. As part of its leniency application, Clegg also provided to the OFT three schedules of information relating to tenders involving cover pricing:

- ‘Schedule A\textsuperscript{2580} Definites – projects where cover pricing has taken place and evidence is available together with estimator’s corroboration of evidence.
- Schedule B\textsuperscript{2581} Possibles – projects where some vague evidence exists that covers have taken place but no corroborative evidence from Estimators. These could be post tender market intelligence where cover pricing by others may have been discovered or projects with no evidence but estimator recalls possibility of cover pricing activity.
- Schedule C\textsuperscript{2582} Others – projects with no evidence or estimator recollection but lack of archive records indicate could be cover price activity’.\textsuperscript{2583}

*List of companies with whom Clegg exchanged information*

IV.292. Clegg also provided to the OFT, a list of companies with whom it had exchanged information in regard to the giving and taking of cover prices. This list included the following names:\textsuperscript{2584}

- […] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

\begin{footnotes}
\item[2579] Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13278, pages 5 and 6.
\item[2580] Schedule, OFT Document Reference 4461.
\item[2581] Schedule, OFT document Reference 4462.
\item[2582] Schedule, OFT Document Reference 4463.
\item[2583] Cover Price Activity report, OFT Document Reference, 4460, page 2.
\item[2584] Executive Summary, OFT Document Reference 4458.
\end{footnotes}
Davlyn

IV.293. As part of its leniency application, Davlyn made available current employees to be interviewed. During these voluntary interviews the individuals were asked to give an explanation of Davlyn’s involvement in cover pricing.

IV.294. David Gaskin (‘DG1’) started working for Davlyn initially as a quantity surveyor before progressing to Director and Co-Owner. DG1 explained during interview that the tender process post 2000 was that on receipt of a tender ‘…It’ll get logged in, given an, an E number, and then…our estimator…Dave Goodhead…He’ll price the job. We then have a, a little tender meeting, normally with Dave Goodhead, myself and Marilyn Charles, just to agree…what price we’re going to put in when the tender’s put together’. DG1 also stated that prior to his retirement, Dave Charles would also have been involved in the decision concerning whether to tender for a contract. DG1 explained that he and Marilyn Charles (‘MC’), Co-Owner, made a decision to stop engaging in the practice of cover pricing ‘…a year or so before…you [the OFT] came here, we made a conscious decision to stop giving…taking covers or giving cover prices out’. DG1 and MC made that decision based on, ‘…we heard that the OFT were…well,…were frowning on the practice…so I suppose the rumours going round, and before then,…we didn’t really see it as a…it had just, in the industry, had become a common practice’.

Davlyn taking cover prices

IV.295. David Goodhead (‘DG2’), an estimator at Davlyn employed since 1994, explained that on contracts Davlyn had decided not to tender Davlyn would, on occasions, obtain a cover price. DG2 stated ‘I suppose ultimately we ended up in a situation where…what are we going to do with this and I, I suppose we would bump into the issue of trying to seek a cover on the project…’

IV.296. DG2 said he would find out who was pricing the tender, ‘…sometimes in passing…via suppliers or subcontractors, people would say, oh yeah, we’ve heard that from such and such, and I’d just probably write it down out of…it’s just market information’. DG2 also went on to explain that he would not actively try and find out who Davlyn’s competition were, ‘…I wouldn’t go around…if it came out in conversation via a subcontractor or supplier…I’d just note it down. Generally speaking, you just put it on the, on the prelim sheet and what have you so that…if…people did want to know, we’ll say, well, yeah, we X, Y and Z are, We’re up against X, Y and Z’.

IV.297. On tenders where Davlyn was taking a cover price DG1 explained ‘…if we couldn’t get a price in, or didn’t want to put a bid in, or wanted to put a bid in, but weren’t bothered about winning the job, and just wanted to, put a price in, [DG2 would] ring another contractor who you suspect might be pricing it. Maybe you could find that out through one of the sub contractors, and ring them up and say, are you pricing this…we haven’t got time to do it all up, can

2589 Interview Transcript, OFT Document Reference 11179, page 5.
you help us out with it?...and they’d give you a figure that...would make sure you wouldn’t win it. And actually not look too bad, because you don’t want to lose it, but look stupid, but you don’t want to win the job’. DG2 explained that the exchange of cover prices was mainly carried out by telephone. DG2 stated that the exchange of cover prices, ‘would obviously have to be within probably a day or two of when the tender was due. I’d normally wait until possibly they were in a position to give me a figure. Possibly the only time I would probably get in contact with them again was if, really we were getting somewhat close to the tender day and/or time’.

IV.298. DG1 explained how covers taken were recorded, ‘I suppose in the file that we would have had, Dave would have recorded...that we’d...covered it, put it in at this price. And we’d probably have...a copy of our tender form as well, with any notes on it. So we would have recorded it yeah’. DG1 confirmed that if a cover was taken on a particular tender the information in the tender file would be disposed of shortly after the tender return date, ‘probably just ditched the file, because of it’s of no use for us to archive’.

IV.299. DG2 explained that everyone within Davlyn knew cover pricing was in existence, ‘...by virtue of the fact there’s only ten or eleven of us up there, really...everybody knew that...that we’d had to cover that particular job’.

Davlyn giving cover prices

IV.300. On tenders where Davlyn was giving a cover price DG2 explained how he would arrive at a figure to give to a competitor as follows, ‘...I always ended up trying to think in terms of putting, say...something in the region of, four, five percent...away from where we were...not to put them miles away...which to me...slightly embarrasses them...I suppose it’s a case of do unto others as...you would expect’.

IV.301. DG2 explained how he would record giving a cover price. ‘I suppose in days gone by...within the contract file...it was sometimes scribbled in the, in the actual contract or the tender file. It might just be a scrap of paper or something...like that’. The giving of a cover price was not formally recorded.

IV.302. In its response to the Statement, Davlyn confirmed that ‘[p]rior to the investigation by the OFT we were not aware within Davlyn that general cover pricing was an infringement of the Competition Act. When we became aware of the investigation in 2005 we made a decision to not engage in obtaining or giving cover prices. Such activity had therefore stopped before the visit to our offices in January 2005. We have not engaged in cover pricing since this time and we have a firm policy not to engage in this practice in the future.’
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Derwent Valley

IV.303. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley made available current directors to be interviewed and provided contact details for an ex-employee. During these voluntary interviews the individuals were asked to give an explanation of Derwent Valley’s involvement in cover pricing.

IV.304. David Stone (‘DS’), former Managing Director of Derwent Valley from circa 2000 and then Director oversaw a lot of the work carried out. DS described how the tender process began, explaining how Derwent Valley received invitations to tender for jobs. He said ‘sometimes you’d get a phone call asking, would you like to tender, and we’d say yay or nay, other times, they’d just arrive on your desk and the process then was…they’d give you a date of return, probably three, two, three, four weeks, depending on the size of the job, and you had to get it returned…it’s giving time for your subcontractors to price and…you’d, could be, days putting them together, if it’s a decent sized one, and, you’d got a date to return these and you have to…get them in on that date’.2602

IV.305. DS said that tenders posted to Derwent Valley would either be addressed to Derwent Valley, to him or to Pat Tunnicliffe (‘PT’), Derwent Valley’s former senior estimator. He described the decision making process on whether to bid for a tender, saying that ‘Pat would…dish them out, and I’d help, where, where I could, on the tendering side’. When asked who would actually make the decision DS replied, ‘Pat would certainly, he, he was the senior estimator at that time, and if he…was fully committed to, other works, he, he’d make the decision to say, return it…He’d probably say to me, can we manage this or can’t we manage it, and I’d say, well I certainly can’t manage it, can you manage it, and, well, the decision would be left with him to see if he wanted to…tender’.2603

IV.306. In relation to what documents were generated as part of the tendering process DS described how a document would be generated to show the pricing and he would write out the enquiries and give them to a secretary to type out. DS referred to what happened with such documents, saying that ‘it was all put away in a file, once that tender’s been submitted, if we don’t hear anything on that tender, you can guarantee within two or three months, it’s binned’. DS also said the details were recorded in a tender register book2604, and when asked who maintained this he replied ‘Well this was run by Pat Tunnicliffe…He ran that on his own, he kept the record of tenders’.2605 Beyond the tender register Derwent Valley did not keep any significant volume of documents relating to the tendering process. When queried as to the lack of documentary material, DS commented ‘Well you know, as soon as you’ve submitted your tender, you know within a week whether you’ve won the job or not, so, if I probably tendered one job a week, it isn’t, the record is really in your mind’.2606

2602 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13478, page 2.
2603 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13478, page 3.
2606 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13478, page 5.
IV.307. Andrew Stone (‘AS’), Managing Director of Derwent Valley, said that previously he ‘wasn’t really involved in the estimating at all, it was either David or Pat so tenders that did come in, the ones that I saw were the ones that I was to price which would only be small jobs, price it on your own, if you get it wrong you get it wrong, it’s not the end of the world. So I was given the smaller ones as a trial thing’. 2607 AS said that contracts he was made aware of would come to him from DS and as far as making decisions on whether or not to bid for a tender AS said ‘The ones that I was passed on would have been ones for me to give a go at and try and, and try and win’. 2608

IV.308. PT joined Derwent Valley in 1998 as a contractor and moved on to perform the role of quantity surveyor and eventually estimator. He left Derwent Valley in 2003. PT said of his time at Derwent Valley that DS, a surveyor called Harold Grindy (‘HG’), and he dealt with tenders. DS dealt with hospital related work, typically from the Derbyshire Health Authorities, HG with Nottingham University related work and PT said he dealt with ‘any other job that came in tended to come my way’. Describing how Derwent Valley would first be approached to bid on a tender, PT said ‘it would start with a phone call from the client or the QS or the architect, you know, we’ve got this job going out to tender would you like to have a go at it?’. 2609 PT said they would telephone either DS or him and the tender documents would then be either posted or collected from the client. When a tender first came in PT said he would sit down with DS or a previous Managing Director by the name of Phillip Taylor and say ‘are we going to tender for this job or are we not?’ PT said sometimes Derwent Valley would not want to tender so would send it back, however PT commented ‘it was difficult to send it back when you’d already accepted over the phone that you would have a go at it but they didn’t always tell you everything about the job and sometimes there was stuff on it that you didn’t like the look of and you thought, well, it’d be better if I’d said no’. 2610

IV.309. PT was asked about the decision making process and whether he would have a final say on whether or not Derwent Valley would bid for a tender. PT responded, ‘I possibly had some influence on it, you know, I would say, I don’t think this is worth going for, and whether they listened to me that was up to them’. 2611 PT was asked what documents were generated as part of this process, such as meeting notes, forms of tender reports and so on. PT said ‘Derwent Valley wasn’t like that’. PT explained that he kept a tender record book and how he used it. He said that ‘if you were tendering against contractors that you bid against before and it was a particular area or a particular type of work, you can look back and think, well, I got hammered last time, there’s virtually no point me going for it. If they’re going to go for it again there’s no point in me going for it’. 2612

Derwent Valley taking cover prices

IV.310. Derwent Valley provided to the OFT a report into its activities concerning the giving and receiving of cover prices. This report contains background information on Derwent Valley’s involvement with such practices and
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2611 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, pages 3 and 4.  
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corroborates the reasons for taking a cover price on a tender as explained during the interviews. In regard to cover pricing, the report states that, ‘Cover pricing was entered to fulfill the expectations/pressures of the tendering process i.e. unless a tender was submitted the company would risk not being asked to tender for future work. The pricing process is a lengthy one and the company entered these arrangements when the estimator was absent on holiday or due to illness, or where the company was unable to cope with the number of tenders required to be priced within a given time’.  

IV.311. DS gave the reasons for taking a cover price on a tender as being ‘Timing, either busy, holidays, there could be a number of reasons, there could be the time for when they wanted them returned’.  

When asked who would actually decide to contact a competitor to obtain a cover price DS said ‘Pat would be the major person at that time, because he was, he was senior estimator in that sense of it’. DS went on to say he would not always be told if a cover price had been taken, he said ‘some he [PT] would do, but not all of them, because he knew how busy, if the company was busy, we don’t want them’. For those tenders which PT discussed with DS, DS said ‘Pat would come and say, what do we do with this, do we take a cover or return it’. DS was also asked how Derwent Valley would record that it had taken a cover price on a tender and referred to the entries of the letter ‘C’ by competitors’ names in the tender record book.  

IV.312. AS gave the reasons for Derwent Valley seeking a cover price, saying ‘on the very few occasions we’ve actually asked for a cover, it’s normally been down to either workload at the time, estimators on holiday. When you’ve only got either one or two estimators and if all of your clients decide to send you, you’re just, the workloads just far too, far too great’. AS said he would make the decision to take a cover price if it was a tender he personally had been dealing with, but there was no formal system in place to communicate to others in Derwent Valley that a cover price had been taken on a tender.  

IV.313. PT described possible reasons for wanting to take a cover price: ‘It could be that another job had come in that was more interesting’. ‘It may be you’d said yes to two jobs, they both came in at the same time, you looked at them and thought well I’d rather have this than that, I’ll take a cover on the other one. It may be that, you’d said yes, you were interested in it but then a job that you’d been waiting for actually got started and then you didn’t have the staff to do the next one’. PT said that Derwent Valley sought a cover price for a tender rather than just sending it back to the client as ‘if you sent it back you tended to upset the client and then they think well, you’ve not priced if for me this time…I’ll not give you another chance’. PT said that ‘The easy way out
was to take a cover price off another contractor which put you out of the running'. 2624

IV.314. PT described the decision making process in respect of Derwent Valley deciding to take a cover price on a tender. He said ‘I would discuss it with the directors and, but ultimately it would be their decision’. 2625 He went on to say ‘if it had been agreed that we would take a cover on a job I would try and find one of the other contractors … and get a cover off him’. 2626

IV.315. PT was then asked how he would determine which companies to approach to obtain a cover price. He said ‘in some cases it was very difficult to find who was tendering, you know, if you wanted to take a cover, you could pick up the phone, you could make one call and find someone who was tendering for it. In other cases you could have spent a morning on the phone and still find nobody that was tendering for it … Sometimes the client would tell you, sometimes it was in the trade press, other times you just had to pick up the phone and hope. You would think, right, that is the client, that is the area of the work, there are two or three contractors in that area that work for that client, hopefully one of them’s got the enquiry’. 2627 PT also said that some clients would tell him who was bidding for a tender. When asked why a client would do this, PT responded ‘some clients are more open than others’. 2628

IV.316. Milward suggested in its response to the Statement that PT’s difficulty in obtaining names of other tenderers suggested that it was unlikely that the names of other tenderers in Derwent Valley’s tender record book were recorded contemporaneously. 2629 The OFT notes in response that PT did not say he was unable to obtain details of competitors; rather, he stated that sometimes he found it difficult to obtain these details, while at other times it was relatively easy.

IV.317. PT was asked how Derwent Valley recorded where it had taken a cover price on a tender. PT said ‘I would make a note in my diary that the tender was due in, where it was, what time and that we were tendering. And I would probably list the contractors that were tendering for it when I found them, the same as I would put in the book [the Derwent Valley Tender Record book], but it was really just a note of the day that the tender was due in’. 2630 PT referred to the Tender Record book, confirmed that it was his book and contained his handwriting, and said that if he was taking a cover or knew that someone else at Derwent Valley was taking a cover ‘I would put a little C in brackets against [a tender entry]’. 2631

Derwent Valley giving cover prices

IV.318. On tenders where Derwent Valley was giving a cover price, DS was asked how a competitor would know that Derwent Valley was bidding for that tender. DS explained ‘I suggest they’d find out with the enquiries that go out, when you’re

2625 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 5.
2628 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, pages 6 and 7.
2629 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.7.
2630 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 7.
2631 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 8.
doing a job, they’d probably speak to someone they know at a merchant and then they’d find out you’re in for it...if we wanted...materials for a job, we’d send an enquiry in for the materials, and they’d probably find out that way’.2632 When asked how Derwent Valley recorded the giving of a cover price, DS referred to the Tender Record book and said he assumed that this was indicated by use of the letter ‘C’ but that the book was run by PT and PT ‘found these companies out at different times to find out who his opposition was as well’.2633 DS confirmed that no other records were kept concerning the giving of cover prices and admitted he was also possibly involved in giving cover prices but could not specifically recall them.2634

IV.319. AS described the process of giving a cover price as being ‘where somebody, another firm has asked for a cover from yourself that they aren’t able to give a price for whatever reasons...and you’d give them a price, slightly higher than yourself so that they know they aren’t going to be successful in getting the job’.2635 AS said he would only have known about a cover price being given to a competitor if the tender was one that was handed to him to deal with. AS confirmed that there would have been occasions where he received a call or made a call to a competitor to communicate a figure for a cover price.2636

IV.320. PT was asked about Derwent Valley giving cover prices to competitors. He said ‘Oh, if somebody phoned up and said, can I have a cover, I would say yes automatically. One less competitor’. PT went on to say he would not have spoken to management about the decision to give a cover price and would have communicated the cover price to a competitor via telephone. PT explained, ‘The chances are a contractor would ring you up and say, are you tendering for this job? I’d say yes. Can you help us out? I’d say yes and then when I have my figure I would ring up and give him a figure. And obviously that would be higher than mine’.2637 The cover price given by PT was recorded in the Tender Record book in the same manner as a cover being received, by means of entering a letter ‘C’ in brackets by the tender details.2638

IV.321. In its response to the Statement, Milward suggested that Derwent Valley’s recording of cover prices was inconsistent. It noted that there had been one project, for Derby City Hospital, where Derwent Valley had recorded giving a cover price to Milward, but Milward had won the tender.2639 It further suggested that the recording of a letter ‘C’ in the Tender Record book could have meant ‘main competitor’ rather than ‘cover price’.2640 Milward suggested that this might be more likely because the word ‘Cover’ had been used elsewhere in the Tender Record book, suggesting to Milward that ‘C’ could not be used as an alternative.2641 Milward noted that DS had only ‘assumed’ that ‘C’ denoted a cover price.2642

2637 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference, 14237, page 5.
2638 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 8.
2639 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.2.
2640 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.6.
2641 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.4.
2642 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.5.
IV.322. Milward’s alternative suggestions are not supported by the evidence set out in this Decision. Although DS was not as definite as PT about the meaning of the letter ‘C’ in the Tender Record book, this is unsurprising given that by DS’s own admission PT ‘ran that on his own, he kept the record of tenders’. It is also clearly incorrect to suggest that Derwent Valley might not have used more than one method of recording cover prices – in common with many other companies, it used not only the word ‘Cover’ but also the letter ‘C’ on different occasions. PT was very clear in his evidence about the meaning of the letter ‘C’ in the Tender Record book in relation to several different tenders, as demonstrated above and in the individual Infringements below. The OFT cannot comment on the Derby City Hospital tender since it is not proceeding in respect of that tender, but considers that the credibility of other entries on Derwent Valley’s records is not undermined where, as in the Infringements in this Decision, those entries are supported by contemporaneous documents and/or witness evidence.

Cover pricing activity at Derwent Valley

IV.323. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided to the OFT two schedules of information relating to tenders involving cover pricing:

- DVC 1 List of Covers Given
- DVC 2 List of Covers Taken

Derwent Valley list of contractors exchanging cover prices

IV.324. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT, a list of competitors with whom it had exchanged information in regard to the giving and taking of cover prices, along with the company addresses and contact individuals where known. This list includes the following company names:

- […] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

---

2644 List of covers given, OFT Document Reference 3940.
2645 List of covers taken, OFT Document Reference 3941.
2646 List of Contractors taking cover prices, OFT Document Reference 3942.
IV.325. In its response to the Statement, Derwent Valley confirmed that it was ‘...not seeking to deny participation in cartel activity (namely bid rigging) or that its conduct infringed the prohibition in Section 2 of the Competition Act...’

Frank Haslam Milan

IV.326. Frank Haslam Milan was not visited by the OFT using its powers under the Act, although a sister company, Bramall was visited under section 28 on 23 February 2006. As part of its leniency application, Frank Haslam Milan provided three lists of cover pricing activity. These lists were of (1) possible cover prices taken or given, (2) [ ... ] instances where Frank Haslam Milan definitely took cover, and (3) [ ... ] instances where Frank Haslam Milan definitely gave cover. These lists were prepared by Stephen Francis (‘SF’), who was Procurement Manager at the time of the leniency application but has since left Frank Haslam Milan, and the former Managing Director, Mark Davis (‘MD’), who left Frank Haslam Milan in April 2003. The following Frank Haslam Milan employees were interviewed by the OFT: David Mellor (‘DM’), Managing Director, SF, David Ward, ex-Managing Director, Allen Hickling, Managing Director, Steve Maltby, estimator, Terry Bateman, Managing Director, Paul Donhue, estimator and Steve Wilkinson, estimator.

Cover pricing – general

IV.327. Frank Haslam Milan has only admitted that one of its three separate business units, Frank Haslam Milan’s North East Division, definitely engaged in the taking and giving of cover prices. The two relevant interviewees who worked in the North East Division were DM and SF, while the other interviewees worked in other geographical areas of the company. In its leniency application it is explained that on the introduction of the Act, each of the three parts of the business, ‘sought to ensure that [they did not engage] in any cartel activity and with respect to cover pricing that reliance on this practice ceases or at least reduces. However, pressure from clients to submit realistically priced bids, a need to remain on the approved tenderers list and limited resources meant that one business unit (FHM NE) did, on an ad hoc basis, revert back to some cover pricing’.  

IV.328. The primary Frank Haslam Milan staff who were aware of the practice of cover pricing were SF, DM and MD. Frank Haslam Milan staff confirmed in interview that it participated in both the giving and taking of cover prices. SF

---

2648 Activity lists, OFT Document References B1457, B1458 and B1459.
2650 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12855, page 11.
confirmed that he would not have given a cover of his own initiative and that
he would have to discuss it with DM and previously MD. DM confirmed that
SF would derive and communicate a cover figure to a competitor, but that he
would do this after checking with him.

IV.329. SF explained that on receipt of a tender, ‘all the details of the particular tender
enquiry were logged [electronically], we had a business process monitor…there
was also the…Competitive Tender Information…System…’ and SF further
explained that, ‘generally myself as senior estimator or estimating manager,
used to do a tender appraisal, again that was to basically get the feel for the
job, point out any inherent risks in it, and also give us…a bid strategy basically
to run through, whether we were classing as a key tender or if it was you know
bit of an also ran’. DM confirmed that ‘my role would be, with the estimating
department, to do a full tender appraisal of that scheme, we did that within two
days’ and ‘…from the tender appraisal we would then hold a couple of
tender meetings to run through – one, which was producing our prelims to do
the job, because obviously its built up of suppliers, sub contractors, and then
another meeting to have the final bid that we put together’.

Frank Haslam Milan taking cover prices

IV.330. SF explained how Frank Haslam Milan would find out who the competition was
on a job: ‘during the tender adjudication I would, I would, obviously as you’re
sort of ringing round chasing your prices from sub-contractors and suppliers, I
would always try and find out who was pricing the job’.

IV.331. SF confirmed that, ‘if a cover price was ever requested, it was just done
verbally over the telephone’. DM said that, ‘…if we got a lot of estimates
come in and we couldn’t quite cope with resources or the job didn’t suit … the
odd one we possibly might, take some assistance but very few and far
between, to be honest’.

Frank Haslam Milan giving cover prices

IV.332. SF explained that, ‘if a company on a tender list is looking for assistance when
they neither have the capacity or willingness to submit what is gonna be a
competitive bid ‘cause they’re, for one particular reason, don’t want to win the
job or…can’t do the job if they won it, but maybe want to stay on that
particular client’s tender list…would just seek assistance’.

IV.333. In terms of arriving at a cover price to give to a competitor, SF said that, ‘it
was just whatever price we were putting in, you know, there would be a
certain amount of money added on top of that…if people were wanting to take

---

2652 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12855, page 11.
2653 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12857, page 2.
2654 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12857, page 2.
2655 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12855, page 3.
2656 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12857, page 2.
2657 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12857, page 4.
2659 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12857, page 7.
a cover price, they would want to come as close to the first position as they could possibly could without obviously winning it”.

Contemporaneous documents – tender documentation

IV.334. Frank Haslam Milan provided documents for all the tenders on which it admitted taking and giving cover. These documents included tender summary sheets, client letters and estimators’ notes. Where there are no contemporaneous documents for a specific tender, the evidence relies on the personal recollections of SF, DM and MD. The evidence provided is discussed by the OFT in relation to each relevant specific tender.

Frudd

IV.335. As part of its leniency application, Frudd provided a spreadsheet ‘confirming…the giving and receiving of cover prices from and to the company’ between 2000 and 2004. It was explained in a letter to the OFT from Frudd’s legal representatives that the information on the spreadsheet had been compiled from ‘information from records that have been completed by…personnel who have since left the company. It is therefore only fair to say that some of the assumptions we have made may not be totally accurate…That said, it is possible that Frudd did give and receive cover prices in the relevant period’.

IV.336. The spreadsheet compiled by director Jenna Frudd and estimator Paul Platts, lists a total of [...] tenders for which Frudd received a cover price and a further [...] tenders for which Frudd gave cover. The information on the spreadsheet appears to have been almost exclusively compiled from documents found by the OFT during an inspection under section 28 in June 2005. This includes a tender register listing tenders received by Frudd during the period from 2000 to 2004.

IV.337. The following personnel gave an account of their knowledge and involvement in cover pricing at Frudd: Managing Director David Frudd (‘DF’), Director Jenna Frudd (‘JF’); and estimators Martin Ledingham (‘ML’), Michael Robins (‘MR’) and Paul Platts (‘PP’).

Cover pricing – general

IV.338. Directors and staff agreed that Frudd had participated in cover pricing during the period from 2000 until at least November 2004, when a ‘no cover policy’ was enforced. DF stated in a letter to the OFT ‘we regret that we have been involved in providing and receiving cover quotations, which seemed the easiest way to keep up with the pressure of providing quotations for our various clients even when sometimes we didn’t really want the work’. In this letter, DF explained the role of the Nottingham Builders’ Guild (a trade association of which Frudd was a member, discussed in more detail at paragraphs IV.128 to

2661 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12857, page 7.
2664 Table of cover prices received and given, OFT Document Reference 3985.
IV.339. In interview DF provided an explanation for the need for cover pricing as follows: ‘If we don’t particularly want a job, we haven’t the resource to spend the time...If we didn’t like the look of it, or we didn’t want to do it, we would ask for a cover’.\(^{2668}\) He said that the practice was introduced to him by Chief Estimator MR who worked for Frudd until 2004. DF said that he didn’t get involved personally in cover pricing but knew it took place until a decision was made in about November 2004 to stop the practice.

IV.340. DF explained ‘I think all the local press and the local – you know, the building trade magazine...we suddenly thought...never thought it was illegal to do it, we just sort of thought it was...everybody was doing it, we just thought, “Well, we’d better stop it, then, if it’s that bad”...I think it was a gradual process. We weren’t altogether as we decided that. I can’t remember whether it was – somebody stuck...an OFT thing on the wall. Somebody opened a magazine and copied it and sent it round the office. And then eventually we all sort of thought, “Well, just a minute, we shouldn’t be doing this,” you know...That’s how it seemed to happen to me. I don’t think we ever sort of focused exactly on that and had a meeting about it. It just sort of gradually came to us’.\(^{2669}\)

IV.341. Fellow director JF was also well aware that cover pricing took place at Frudd and sometimes attended tender adjudication meetings where Frudd’s need for a cover price was discussed.\(^{2670}\) JF confirmed that cover pricing stopped once Frudd started to be aware of OFT activity in the area.\(^{2671}\)

IV.342. Estimator PP said that contracts meetings were held every fortnight and it was a ‘team decision’ as to whether Frudd was interested in pricing an enquiry, but ‘David [Frudd] has the final say’.\(^{2672}\) PP said that the competition on a tender would be recorded on both the manual tender register and the ‘Enquiries Received’ spreadsheet. PP also confirmed that most covers (‘nine times out of ten’) were dealt with by MR.\(^{2673}\) PP confirmed that a company decision was made to discontinue the practice of cover pricing after articles started to appear in the press and building journals.\(^{2674}\) PP stated that this decision to cease cover prices coincided with MR’s departure from Frudd.\(^{2675}\)

IV.343. ML joined Frudd as an estimator in 2003, reporting to MR before becoming senior estimator/surveyor on MR’s departure from Frudd in about November 2004. In interview, ML explained that tenders were recorded on a manual tender register. In addition, Frudd maintained a spreadsheet entitled ‘Enquiries

---

\(^{2667}\) Leniency information letter, OFT Document Reference 3990, page 3.

\(^{2668}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6352, page 4.

\(^{2669}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6352 page 4 and 5.

\(^{2670}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6352, page 4 and 5.

\(^{2671}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13104, pages 4 and 5.

\(^{2672}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13104, page 6.

\(^{2673}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6350, page 5.

\(^{2674}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6350, pages 12, 13 and 47.

\(^{2675}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6350, page 18.

\(^{2676}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6350, page 48.
IV.344. Former Chief Estimator MR was also interviewed about his participation in cover pricing at Frudd until his departure in late 2004. MR explained the tender process as follows: ‘enquiries would come into the office, usually by post…the tenders would then be…given a reference number and put into a folder and, then they would be listed…And that was then given to the directors and, a decision was made as to whether or not we would price those projects’. He said the decision whether or not to price a project was made during joint discussions between him and directors DF, JF and Andrew Smith. He said ‘I don’t think any of us really wanted to give or take covers, it wasn’t something that, I don’t think anybody was proud of doing, it was really under the pressures of trying to, carry out the job basically’.

IV.345. MR admitted that that the letter ‘C’ was used on the tender register to indicate a cover given or received by Frudd. PP also explained that the annotation of the letter ‘C’ by the name of a company on the tender register would indicate either a cover was received by Frudd from that company or vice versa.

Frudd taking cover prices

IV.346. In interview, ML explained the process of taking a cover price as follows: ‘you had a…company’s name who were pricing it, say, and you just phoned them up. They’d give you a figure. You’d put the figure on the tender form’. ML explained that he knew who to contact for a cover price from the information provided from John Wholey of the Nottingham Builders’ Guild. John Wholey made weekly telephone calls to Frudd to discuss tender invitations and ML said ‘he’d tell you who else was pricing them’. ML confirmed that the reporting system, operated by John Wholey, helped Frudd to obtain cover prices. The list of competitors described in paragraph IV.351 below, includes the following entry; ‘When all else fails…John Wholley…[…][C]’.

IV.347. MR admitted that he gave and received cover prices but said that covers would only be sought if authorised or instructed by directors during regular tender meetings. MR confirmed that he used the list entitled ‘Mic’s Likely Lads’ as a means of contacting a competitor for a cover price and that covers were recorded by the use of the letter ‘C’ on Frudd’s tender register.
IV.348. Estimator PP explained that the purpose of obtaining a cover price was as follows: ‘You want to look competitive, although we’ve not priced the job’\textsuperscript{2686}. PP said a cover price was recorded as follows: ‘we’d write it in the book...there’d be a ‘C’ at the side of the book...to say that it had been a cover...on the ‘Enquiries Received’ sheet, we’d put a ‘C’ as well, if that was the decision’\textsuperscript{2687}.

Frudd giving cover prices

IV.349. In interview, ML said that when giving cover prices to competitors, ‘you generally put a percentage on your figure ... Just enough that it’d keep them far enough away, out of the picture’\textsuperscript{2688}. MR and PP both admitted that the letter ‘C’ on the tender register could indicate a cover price given to a competitor.

IV.350. PP said he referred requests for cover prices to MR or, in his absence, senior estimator Andrew Holland. PP said ‘We’d get a phone call in, I’d take the phone call...And then I’d go and say to Mic, ‘So-and-so wants a cover on this price...he would then organise it. And he would put...a percentage mark-up on our tender...And give it to them...Give the appearance of a competitive price, yeah’\textsuperscript{2689}. PP said that by giving cover prices ‘I suppose it makes your chances of getting the job a bit better’\textsuperscript{2690}.

List of competitors

IV.351. As part of its leniency application, Frudd also provided a document entitled ‘THE COMPETITION MIC’S LIKELY LADS’, which is a list of building contractors with contact names and telephone numbers\textsuperscript{2691}. Frudd explained that this document belonged to MR. This list includes the following names:

- [...] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

\textsuperscript{2686} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6350, page 14.
\textsuperscript{2687} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6350, pages 20 and 21.
\textsuperscript{2688} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6351, page 11.
\textsuperscript{2689} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6350, pages 14 and 15.
\textsuperscript{2690} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6350, page 28.
\textsuperscript{2691} Contact list, OFT Document Reference 4013.
Harlow & Milner

IV.352. As part of its leniency application, Harlow & Milner provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. Statements were provided to the OFT by Richard Milner (‘RM’), Managing Director of Harlow & Milner, Chris Smithson (‘CS’), Chief Estimator and Graham Pearce (‘GP’), former Chief Estimator.

IV.353. On receipt of a request to tender from a client, a member of the estimating staff would fill out an Enquiry Record, entering the details of the client, a brief description of the job and various other pieces of information. In a final box at the bottom of the front page, ‘Estimators Comments’, Harlow & Milner would on occasions insert the names of competitors.

Harlow & Milner taking cover prices

IV.354. RM would have the final say as to whether or not a tender was to be properly priced or a cover price was to be sought. He stated in answer to whether or not he took part in preparing a tender, ‘Not in the actual preparation of the tender no. My involvement came at the back end when it was the management decision as to how competitively we went in on the tender depending on the workload etc as we talked about, the desirability of the projects’.\(^\text{2692}\) He added that if the work was deemed unattractive, ‘...we would either...if we had the capacity to price it, we would price it and then we would deal with it at the management decision at the end, we would put a higher price in. On occasions we have rung, we’ve investigated who else has been pricing that project and, so as not to affect our commercial position with customers...If you send the tender back then you’re actually striking yourself off, or potentially striking yourself off for future works so we take a view well do we price it and price it high or do we take a cover, in that we would find out who was pricing it and we’d ring one of those contractors up instead. The terminology that was often used was “can you help us out”...’\(^\text{2693}\)

IV.355. RM explained his understanding of cover pricing as follows: ‘It’s when they don’t, somebody doesn’t want the work but doesn’t want to send the tender back, they obtain a price from another organisation which is above a level

\(^{2692}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12731, page 4.
\(^{2693}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12731, page 4.
where they would be asked to execute the works but below a level where it would be obvious that they haven’t tried…”

IV.356. When taking a cover price, RM stated, ‘… we would get a price which was not too high so that it looked as though we hadn’t tried but high enough so that we didn’t actually win the work’. RM, CS and GP said that when taking a cover price intelligence was often obtained on the companies competing for the tender by telephone when asking sub-contractors and suppliers if they wished to price the tender, or when chasing quotations prior to completion of the estimate. Harlow & Milner kept a list of ‘Useful Building Contacts and Competitor Details’.

IV.357. RM continued, ‘either Graham or Chris who are the estimators who would know their opposite number, estimators at other organisations, as I understand it they would ring, ask…can you help us out with this one…’. GP was asked in interview if faxes or emails were ever used in exchanging cover prices with competitors. He replied, ‘Well we never did…emails is something which – I am probably a little bit of a dinosaur…I did use them but not a massive amount. Faxes is very slow you see the trouble is you might struggle to find out who’s pricing so ringing is quick so you ring up and usually as I say because of tenders like 12 o’clock and it has got to be then you haven’t time to worry so you ring up’.

IV.358. RM was asked if a cover price would be arranged some days in advance of the tender closing date. He replied, ‘It might be left to the wire. It might be one of those where you haven’t found anybody to get a cover price from and you might, you know, have a final ring round the day before…because you’d rather put a cover price in than send the tender documents back so…if you haven’t found anybody and it got to the 11th hour…it might be…at that point…if you’ve sort of made the decision the week before, or you may know who’s pricing it, in that case it might be, ‘can you help us out’ and it’ll be...“yea we’ll let you know on the day”, we’d very rarely get a price days before, if we were taking a cover from somebody else it would always be on the day that the tender went in, you’d never have a load of notice because generally speaking, estimators being of the type that they are, you know, the nature of the beast if you like, it always takes to the wire’.

IV.359. GP stated that many details were recorded on scraps of paper which were subsequently discarded or lost if a cover price was used as a tender. CS said, ‘It’s generally just written down on a piece of scrap paper, who the contractor is and the name of the estimator or the guy that we’re getting the price from and usually the price you’d write on a scrap of paper as well’. He added, ‘I would think its usually just put in the file for reference’.

2694 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12731, page 7.
2695 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12731, page 5.
2696 Contact list and competitor list, OFT Document Reference A0568 and A0569.
2697 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12731, page 8.
2701 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12733, page 7.
Harlow & Milner giving cover prices

IV.360. CS said in interview that when providing a cover price to a competitor ‘We have a prelim sheet [Enquiry Record], which we’ll write on the front any contractors who we know are pricing it. But mainly we’d…written it on a piece of scrap paper’.2702

IV.361. RM and CS stated that a telephone number or a ‘Ⓒ’ next to an undertaking’s name in the Estimators Comments Box on the Tender Enquiry, indicated that a cover was given to that undertaking.2703 GP said that, for him, there was no fixed method used for recording the giving of cover prices, and that as well as a telephone number and/or ‘Ⓒ’ next to an undertaking, the word ‘cover’ or the cover price itself was sometimes used.2704

IV.362. When asked how Harlow & Milner arrived at a cover price CS said, ‘Effectively, it’s the price that we’ve decided that our price will be plus a percentage. Somewhere between 5 and 15% you’d add on and then round it possibly round it to, up or down’.2705

Henry Boot

IV.363. As part of its leniency application, Henry Boot made available current employees and contacted ex-employees to be interviewed. During these voluntary interviews the following individuals provided explanations of Henry Boot’s involvement in cover pricing: John Dawson (‘JD’), who was a Chief Estimator at Henry Boot in the period from March 2000 until retiring at the end of 2002, Ian Bayston (‘IB’), a Chief Estimator2706 at Henry Boot, Malcolm Welsby (‘MW’), an estimator at Henry Boot, Duncan Abrahams (‘DA’), an estimator at Henry Boot, and Michael Mosley (‘MM’), Managing Director2707 of Henry Boot.

IV.364. In interview JD stated the decision on whether a job was attractive was made by ‘the regional manager, we would…provide him the facts, he looks at those facts, and he would decide’.2708 In interview IB also stated the attractiveness of a tender would be ‘…probably discussed with the regional manager, [and] the chief estimator’.2709

IV.365. It is apparent from Henry Boot’s tender adjudication sheets (‘Sheet 28s’) that Henry Boot would on occasions have sought to find out who else was competing for a tender. Henry Boot’s legal representatives stated that in order to find this out, ‘There were various methods by which such information would

2702 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12733, page 7.
2704 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12732, page 12.
2705 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12733, page 7.
2706 Ian Bayston has been an estimator at Henry Boot since 1975 and became Chief Estimator in June 2004.
2707 Michael Mosley is a named director of Henry Boot and became MD of Henry Boot in April 2005, prior to that he was regional director at Henry Boot.
2709 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11212, page 3.
be obtained: through the Builders’ Conference or ABI Building Data, sub-
contractors and sometimes from the client themselves’.\textsuperscript{2710} In interview MW 
also stated ‘You sometimes get the competition without even trying. Sub-
contractors, suppliers will ring up and say, “I’m preparing a quotation for 
roofing, I know that you’re tendering, can I send you my quotation” and you 
say, “Yeah fine, by the way who else are you quoting?”, it comes out very easy 
… Even some local authorities. I had one only recently where they told you who 
you were up against’.\textsuperscript{2711} In terms of recording this information in respect of 
competition JD stated ‘at the [tender] submission meeting, we [would] record 
the minutes on … a sheet \textsuperscript{2712}

IV.366. In its response to the Statement, Henry Boot stated that ‘information regarding 
who the competition was on a potential contract was not sought or obtained 
for the purposes of cover pricing’.\textsuperscript{2713} However, as detailed in paragraph IV.369 
below, where this information was not sought for the purpose of cover pricing 
it was still on occasions used for that purpose, by Henry Boot’s own admission. 
Furthermore, as also detailed in paragraph IV.369, IB stated that where the 
information had not already been obtained Henry Boot would indeed contact a 
supplier specifically for the purpose of obtaining the name of a competitor in 
order to obtain a cover price.

IV.367. Many of those persons interviewed explained that the purpose of cover pricing 
was so that clients did not remove them from future tender lists. JD stated ‘if 
you return tender documents then what you tend to find is that the client or the 
client’s representatives…take a rather dim view of it and you probably don’t get 
on a tender list again, certainly for a long long time, and that basically is the 
reason for…taking a cover’.\textsuperscript{2714}

IV.368. Most of those persons interviewed in respect of Henry Boot advised that the 
exchange of cover prices was carried out via the telephone and not any other 
medium. As part of its leniency application, Henry Boot’s legal representatives 
stated that ‘Exchanges pertaining to cover pricing were almost invariably done 
by way of a quick telephone call’.\textsuperscript{2715}

Henry Boot taking cover prices

IV.369. In respect of the process of taking a cover price from a competitor, JD 
confirmed that the regional manager would have had the ultimate decision as to 
whether to take a cover.\textsuperscript{2716} IB stated ‘generally the only way round it if we 
hadn’t got the resources available would be to take a cover. You generally 
found out who your opposition were beforehand anyway or during [the tender 
preparation period]. If not, you could make a phone call to perhaps a named 
supplier in the document, the client’s document, and you’d find the list who 
he’s priced and then you would approach another, another contractor and ask if 
they could help you out, I mean everybody knew if you said “Can you … help

\textsuperscript{2710} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1584, pages 2 and 3. 
\textsuperscript{2711} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11210, pages 4 and 5. 
\textsuperscript{2712} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11211, page 7. 
\textsuperscript{2713} Written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.9. 
\textsuperscript{2714} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11211, page 5. 
\textsuperscript{2715} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1584, page 6. 
\textsuperscript{2716} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11211, page 4.
us, give us some assistance." They knew what it meant..." 2717 IB also stated ‘...we used to have a book...with all names, names all contractors’ names and telephone numbers...’ 2718

IV.370. When asked when contact would take place in respect of taking a cover price, IB stated ‘Well it could be anytime during the tender period. Just to ask them if...they were pricing it, if they could help us out and they’ll say, they used to say “Yeah, we’ll give you a ring”, generally...the day before. Sometimes it would be the 11th hour because depending on when they got the tender finished’. 2719

IV.371. When asked how taking a cover price would have been recorded, IB stated ‘at that time it used to, the chief estimator used to put the figure in...our tender register’. 2720 JD stated ‘...if we were taking a cover then [in] that situation you don’t have a submission meeting so there’s no minutes of it so all [of] it would be in the tender register itself...’. 2721 JD explained how he would record the taking of a cover price in the tender register, however as this method of recording is not relevant to the Infringements detailed below the OFT does not intend to describe this process further.

Henry Boot giving cover prices

IV.372. In respect of the process of giving a cover price to a competitor MW stated ‘it just simply worked by, you’d get a phone call, “Can you help me out?” and if the people you were working for said “Yes, do it”, then you simply told them, “Yeah we’ll fix you up”, and you just simply...need to get your price correct first. Once you’ve decided on your bottom line price then you would, with agreement, put a percentage on it to make sure that the price you were offering to somebody else would safeguard their interests and that the last thing you want to do is arrive at a figure, give them a price and then find out that we’ve then had another look at it and thought, not really interested in this, our price goes up and they finish up being the lowest...’ 2722 In terms of who made the decision at Henry Boot to give a cover price to a competitor JD stated ‘the call [from a competitor] would invariably come to myself...and it would be my decision as to whether I said “Yes we’re able to help you” or whether we’re not’. When asked if he would discuss this with anyone else, JD stated ‘...I would certainly inform the regional manager...’. 2723

IV.373. In interview, MM stated that he had been aware of cover pricing taking place at Henry Boot and stated ‘I’ve been involved in [coming to] the price we would give to someone who’d asked for help’. 2724 When asked how a cover price, to give to a competitor, would be calculated MW stated ‘The basic calculation is simply how much do you want to add to your price, to put them away from it,

---

2717 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11212, page 10.
2718 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11212, page 12.
2719 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11212, page 12.
2720 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11212, page 12.
2722 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11210, page 8.
2724 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11215, page 7.
but not make ‘em look silly really’. JD stated ‘...it was above Henry Boot’s figure and maybe globally shall we say, 5% plus or minus’.  

IV.374. In interview DA, when asked how the giving of a cover price would be recorded, stated ‘If you’re giving one [a cover price]...we used to write it down on the sheet 28 which is the tender adjudication sheet’. JD stated ‘If it was on the sheet 28 and I was the one that was recording the minutes of the...[tender] submission meeting...I would probably put a “k” in a circle at the side of the list of competition if I knew that somebody was taking a cover...’. MW stated ‘I would [record] who I’ve given a cover to with the price, so that I know what I’ve actually done’ and that this would be put ‘in the tender file’. 

Herbert Baggaley

IV.375. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley through its legal representatives, Actons, provided a typed schedule of all tenders received by Herbert Baggaley between 1 January 2000 and 27 June 2005. During the section 28 visit to Herbert Baggaley’s premises on 14 June 2005, the OFT obtained similar typed versions of this schedule for the years 2003 and 2004. The OFT also obtained during the section 28 visits a number of handwritten Tendering Schedules some of which had been marked with the words ‘Cover Price’ and ‘CP’. Also provided as part of its leniency application was a list of contractors with contact details, with whom Herbert Baggaley had been involved in the practice of taking and giving cover prices.

IV.376. The following Herbert Baggaley employees were interviewed by the OFT: Howard Baggaley (‘HB’), Executive Chairman, Richard Baggaley (‘RB’), Managing Director, Roger Hayes (‘RH’) Chief Estimator until October 2002 when he left Herbert Baggaley, and Anton Newell (‘AN’) who became Chief Estimator in October 2002 and prior to that worked as an estimator.

Compensation payments

IV.377. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s legal representatives informed the OFT that Herbert Baggaley had been involved in arrangements where the winning contractor, on a particular tender, would reimburse the unsuccessful contractor a certain sum of money. The details of these arrangements are set out in the relevant Infringement sections – see table following paragraph IV.147 above.

---

2726 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11211, page 10.  
2727 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11214, page 7.  
2728 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11211 page 9.  
2729 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11210, page 8.  
2730 List of tenders, OFT Document Reference 3901.  
2731 Tenders schedule, OFT Document Reference 1656.  
2732 Tenders schedule, OFT Document Reference 1655.  
2733 Tendering schedule, OFT Document Reference 1654, page 1.  
2734 Tendering schedule, OFT Document Reference 1614, page 1.  
2735 List of third party contractors, OFT Document Reference 3902.
**Cover pricing – general**

IV.378. Herbert Baggaley staff confirmed in interview that it participated in both the giving and taking of cover prices. HB said that when Herbert Baggaley received a tender, it arranged, ‘…an interest meeting. So every inquiry that is received by the company is considered by that – meeting, something I established, I think in the late 90s, when it – it really had evolved that the chief estimator appeared to be taking the decision as to which jobs suited us and those that didn’t’.  

IV.379. In respect of the typed schedule of all tenders received by Herbert Baggaley between 1 January 2000 and 27 June 2005, Herbert Baggaley explained what the categorisation ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘R’ stood for. ‘Those tenders which were classed as “A” were the very real focus of HBC [Herbert Baggaley]. They were the work which HBC wanted and needed to obtain and maintain. Those marked “B” were useful jobs which would be gladly received but pursuing them was not to be undertaken at the expense of the very high interest. This left Tenders which were of little or no interest to HBC. They were labelled “C”. It is a coincidence that “C” stood for these low interest Tenders when in fact many of them were involved in cover pricing. The OFT will note though that being labelled under “C” does not automatically mean that every one of these low interest jobs involved covers. Therefore the number of “C” tenders listed under Document 1 [3901] may not tally precisely with the number of covers received or provided by HBC’.  

In respect of whether category ‘C’ tenders coincided with covers, AN in interview said ‘Not 100% but on the whole it probably did, yes’. ‘R’ was entered when the tender documents were returned to the client.

*Herbert Baggaley taking cover prices*

IV.380. HB explained that the ‘definitive’ decision on whether to take or give a cover would be made at the ‘interest meetings’ and in practice that the Chief Estimator might make a preliminary decision, ‘…having reviewed the inquiry against the – the estimating workload and, indeed, the current won-work status, as to whether the inquiry was of high or low interest’. HB confirmed that he was fully aware that cover pricing was going on.

IV.381. Both RH and AN who were employed as Chief Estimators at Herbert Baggaley for the period under investigation confirmed that the tender procedure was as described in paragraph IV.379 above. RH said ‘On receipt of a tender…it would be my job to analyse [the] content of the job, the risks, benefits, and then initially report back to the directors as to whether it was a project that fitted in with our business plan and the resources that we had available’. RH said that the primary reason why cover pricing took place was ‘We were always concerned about upsetting a client by returning his invitation’.  

---

2736 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6370, page 2.  
2739 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6370, page 3.  
2740 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6370, page 5.  
2741 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13391, page 2.  
2742 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13391, page 3.
IV.382. AN confirmed that the decision to take a cover, ‘would be discussed at the interest meeting, and that decision taken at that meeting then’. AN also confirmed that once a decision had been made to take a cover, the estimator would make the necessary arrangements.

IV.383. RH explained how Herbert Baggaley would find out who the competition was on a job: ‘There are agencies and, I’m trying to think of their names now, they’ve gone, ABI, people like that, Glennigans...And a client would normally in a project have specified sub-contractors and suppliers who would give you information with regards to who they’ve received enquiries from’.

IV.384. Herbert Baggaley explained that ‘The purpose of the cover priced bid was to show realism. Therefore, the covers had to be realistic. The most expedient way of ensuring this was, given the fact that a receiving party had not been privy to the detail behind any figure, was to use another Estimator with a sound reputation for estimating. Therefore over time, certain contacts would be approached by HBC’s Chief Estimator more often than others’. AN confirmed this approach, ‘we would choose the one who we either knew best from previous dealings, or the one we maybe thought was going to give us the most competitive cover, because the objective was to look as competitive as possible, and that was part of the reason for taking the cover’.

IV.385. AN confirmed that two contacts would take place, by telephone, with a competitor in respect of taking a cover price: ‘...if we decided two weeks into the job let’s take a cover on this one, within the next week we would probably make a phone call and then [the] arrangement would be ring back the day before it’s due when their price is completed’.

Herbert Baggaley giving cover prices

IV.386. Herbert Baggaley explained the process when a company contacted it for a cover price. ‘That company might then contact HBC, invariably by telephone, and ask if they can “take help” on this particular tender. On being contacted by another contractor, an HBC Estimator would agree and arrange for the other contractor, to call HBC again some twelve to twenty four hours before the tender was due to be lodged, by which time HBC would have completed its tender review. When the follow up call was received the estimator would give a figure to the other contractor which would be above HBC’s figure’.

IV.387. AN confirmed that if a company requested that Herbert Baggaley provide it with a cover price, the other company would have the expectation that it would receive a price from Herbert Baggaley that appeared competitive but was designed not to win the contract.

IV.388. In terms of arriving at a cover price to give to a competitor, AN said ‘It would have been, depending, two, three, four percent, depending on the type of

2743 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6372, page 5.
2745 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13391, pages 4 and 5.
2748 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6372, page 8.
2749 Interim report, OFT Document Reference 3894, page 4 and 5.
2750 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6372, page 12.
scheme, straightforward jobs you could have, bill of quantities you would probably be a little bit tighter because there was less problem available in terms of when you had your bill requested assuming that there was no problems, they would accept it. Design and Build projects where interpretation comes into it more, you’ll probably be a little bit on the higher side towards four percent so that they are a little bit further away but still not silly’.  

Contemporaneous documents  

IV.389. Herbert Baggaley’s leniency application provided additional contemporaneous documents to those obtained by the OFT on the section 28 visit. The main document was the complete list of all tenders received between 1 January 2000 and 27 June 2005. Further additional contemporaneous documents, client tender letters and internal estimate sheets were provided on 20 April 2007. All documentary evidence is discussed by the OFT in relation to each relevant specific tender.  

IV.390. AN explained in respect of the handwritten Tendering Schedule referred to in paragraph IV.375 above that, ‘Predominantly, it’s Roger’s [handwriting] but there are some of mine in there...’ and that if there was ‘cover price’ written in the final column, then there was almost certainly cover pricing taking place in respect of that tender.  

Hobson & Porter  

IV.391. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. The following Hobson & Porter employees expanded upon this explanation during interview: David Watson (‘DW’), Managing Director, Russell Horner (‘RH’), Major Works Estimating Director, Ian Gibbins (‘IG’), Minor Works Director and Michael Haywood (‘MH’) an estimator in Major Works. The distinction between Major and Minor works was that Major Works dealt with contracts from approximately [...]C upwards while Minor Works dealt with contracts from [...]C up to maximum of approximately [...]C.  

IV.392. In its leniency application Hobson & Porter provided lists of cover pricing activity for both Major and Minor Works. DW explained how these lists were compiled, ‘we scanned through our documentation that we had and we tested the knowledge of our people and estimators used their memory and came up with the list’.  

---

2751 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6372, page 12.  
2753 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6372, page 10.  
2754 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6372, pages 10 and 11.  
2755 Background information, OFT Document Reference A1344.  
2756 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11229, page 3.  
2757 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11231, page 3.  
2758 Activity schedule, OFT Document Reference A1347.  
2759 Activity schedule front page, OFT Document Reference A1349.  
2760 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11230, page 5.
Cover pricing – general

IV.393. Hobson & Porter confirmed that it participated in both the giving and taking of cover prices for both Major and Minor Works.2761 In Major Works, shortly after the receipt of a tender DW and RH would discuss in a meeting whether to tender for the work. DW said that it would be his ultimate responsibility as Managing Director to decide if Hobson & Porter wanted to win the work.2762 DW explained that, ‘it solves a problem for us by way of not wanting to upset the clients and still being retained on their tender lists’.2763 For Minor Works it would be IG’s decision as to whether Hobson & Porter wanted to win the work or to return the tender with a cover price.2764

IV.394. For both Major and Minor Works tenders, Hobson & Porter confirmed that two contacts would take place with a competitor in respect of giving and taking a cover price. Firstly, when the competitor or Hobson & Porter asked for help, and then secondly, on the day of the tender submission or the day before the tender submission, there would be a further contact to either give or obtain the cover price.2765 DW confirmed that it would generally be the estimators who would make such contact.2766

IV.395. DW also explained how Hobson & Porter would find out who the competition was on a job: ‘Generally that would be via the supplier chain by the subcontractors and suppliers there might be a little bit of specialist deal on the job that you know there is only going to be supplied by one or two types of people you know suppliers for instance - may be approach those and say have you had any enquiries for this sort of deal on this job and if so who from generally it is the supplier chain’.2767

Contemporaneous documents – tender documentation

IV.396. For Major Works a ‘Tender Information’ sheet was produced once Hobson & Porter had decided to price the job.2768 On these sheets is a section where the known competition for the tender was inserted and where annotations were made in relation to cover pricing. These individual sheets are discussed by the OFT in relation to each relevant specific tender.

IV.397. For Minor Works a ‘Minor Works Tender Summary’ Sheet was produced which also contained a section where the known competition for the tender was inserted and where annotations were made in relation to cover pricing. These individual sheets are also discussed by the OFT in relation to each relevant specific tender.

IV.398. IG explained that his department operated this document recording system in accordance with British Standard 5750, which meant that details of tenders received were required to be completed on the Minor Works summary

2761 Background information, OFT Document Reference A1344, pages 1 and 2.
2762 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11230, page 3.
2764 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11231, pages 4 and 5.
2766 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11230, page 7.
2767 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11230, pages 4 and 5.
2768 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11229, page 5.
However the operation of this recording system was irregular. IG explained that he tended not to fill in the forms on receipt of a tender, though his colleagues did and that the recording system was phased out in 2005.

*Hobson & Porter – Major Works giving cover prices*

IV.399. RH explained that, ‘The only reason we would really contact a competitor close to the return date would be if they have already contacted us to ask us for a cover we may ring then you know if we agreed to give them a cover we would call them back with a figure that they could use in place of pricing the job’.2770

IV.400. Hobson & Porter confirmed that if a cover price was provided then this would be recorded on the tender sheet as well. RH said that ‘you write C in the column’.2771 The ‘C’, which could be either handwritten or typed, would be written on the tender sheet next to the company that was receiving the cover price. DW further confirmed, ‘Normally the C would denote that we gave or took a cover ourselves’.2772 MH said that the ‘C’ might indicate that Hobson & Porter had given a cover, but that it might alternatively indicate that he ‘may have been party to knowing that another competitor was taking a cover from somewhere else’.2773

*Hobson & Porter – Major Works taking cover prices*

IV.401. RH explained that if Hobson & Porter was taking a cover price there would not be the same documentation as when giving cover, but RH would put documentation for tenders where cover was taken in a separate file.2774

IV.402. If Hobson & Porter was taking a cover price RH explained how it would find out who to get the cover price from, ‘If it’s somebody that we were taking covers from before obviously we knew the people if it was a new if we had to approach somebody that we didn’t know we would ring them up and I would just ask for the estimator’.2775

*Hobson & Porter – Minor Works giving cover prices*

IV.403. IG explained that that there would be contact with competitors close to the tender return date for two reasons – to give or take a cover. In the case of giving a cover if a competitor had contacted Hobson & Porter and asked for a cover, IG explained that this would be, ‘usually 3,4,5% above you so that they could provide the client with a tender that didn’t look silly’.2776

IV.404. In contrast to Major Works, the Minor Works Tender Summary Sheet did not have such a universal use of ‘C’, to indicate a cover price. Sometimes a ‘C’ would be written, or ‘cover’, sometimes not at all and mention of cover would be found on another document, such as a handwritten note on a client letter. The OFT discusses these records in relation to each relevant specific tender.

---

2769 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11231, pages 5 and 6.
2771 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11229, page 10.
2772 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11230, page 12.
2774 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11229, page 10.
2775 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11229, page 8.
2776 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11231, page 7.
Hobson & Porter – Minor Works taking cover prices

IV.405. IG confirmed that another reason to contact a competitor close to the tender return date would be if Hobson & Porter required a cover price. If Hobson & Porter was taking a cover IG explained how he would know who to contact. ‘You would over the years obviously you would know who the estimators are if you don’t if it is a cold call that you are told that they are tendering you would then ring and ask for the estimator and ask the question are you tendering for this job’.2777

IV.406. IG said that generally he would not record details of cover pricing on the tender summary sheets, but may instead have made a note on another document. IG explained that sometimes ‘verbally declined’, would be written on a tender summary sheet. This was a way to get around the BS 5750 requirement where there were no tender details available to complete on the sheets, and means that Hobson & Porter took a cover.2778

IV.407. In its response to the Statement, Hobson & Porter stated ‘[i]t is not disputed that Hobson & Porter participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement’.2779

Irwins

IV.408. As part of its leniency application, Irwins provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. Irwins explained that ‘it receives far more enquiries than can be priced…[and as a result] It has in the past been regarded as necessary (and as a last resort) to take cover prices on particular contracts’.2780 Irwins stated that ‘the reason in taking cover prices is to avoid offending clients/potential clients/consultants and to protect the company being removed from future tender lists’.2781

IV.409. Ivan Peter Nelson (‘IPN’), an Estimating Director at Irwins for the 11 years prior to interview by the OFT, explained that he was responsible for deciding whether a job was attractive, ‘And so you’re then into a position where you either price it, send it back or, up to whenever you lot [the OFT] came along, took a cover’.2782 IPN made his decisions based on ‘Well, the location initially, if it was…where we could do it, the size of the job, the client and the type of work, really…if it just looked attractive, if it fit within sort of jobs that I knew we could…we’d probably be more competitive on’.2783 On those contracts IPN deemed unattractive he explained ‘if…it wasn’t somebody that would get really upset if you sent it back up, I would return it…Where I’ve said, yes, we’ll have it, I would think that I would have a go at pricing. If…the enquiry came in and I’d be working along on it and I decided…we’re not going to be competitive on here…some time during the two to three week tender period I’d wack it in as a

2782 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253, page 5.
IPN confirmed that in these situations he may have decided to seek a cover price.  

IV.410. IPN maintained an internal Tender Register in which were recorded details of all tenders received by Irwins. IPN explained that he would complete the Tender Register on receipt of a tender invitation, and would keep it updated as the tender process progressed. Each tender was allocated an internal number and all the details of the tender were recorded including date received, awarding body, tender deadline, type of contract, amount tendered and other relevant information including the names of competitors on the tender where known.

IV.411. IPN explained how he would find out who else was pricing the tender, ‘The sub-contractors know and the material suppliers and you tend to get to know, without even asking. If…I’m desperately wanting to know like the day before, then I would ring, ring a sub-contractor and ask them’. IPN would note in the final column of the Tender Register the identities of the competitors as and when they were discovered.

IV.412. IPN said during interview ‘I’ve very rarely given any cover pricing because I’m always, because of the fact that I’m just a one-man estimating team…I would think 90% of the time it’s just me that’s been needing the help’.

IV.413. In addition to its leniency application, Irwins provided to the OFT two schedules, one each for ‘Covers Taken’ and ‘Cover Given’, which detail projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by IPN into potential cover prices. Irwins stated that the schedule is as accurate and complete as company and other records individual recollections permit…whilst it is confident that the information provided is comprehensive, it remains possible that there may be inadvertent errors or omissions due to the absence of detailed records during the review period’. Irwins further clarified that the ‘…schedule is compiled from the limited information found on tender summaries, notes on margins and old papers together with individuals’ memories (not always reliable)

IV.414. Irwins also provided the OFT with copies of a number of contemporaneous tender returns/forms of tender relating to individual tenders.

Irwins taking cover prices

IV.415. On tenders where Irwins was seeking a cover IPN explained ‘You’d probably get to about two or three days before and realise that you were just not going to get a figure together and then probably on the night before or sometimes on the day, sometimes even after they’re due to go in, I’d ring around and get a figure that I knew was going to be, reasonably all right over the top…It worked well because it meant that I could always have another second look at each enquiry.

---

2784 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253, pages 9 and 10.
2785 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253, page 10.
2786 See for example OFT Document Reference A0339.
2787 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253, pages 6 and 7.
2788 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253, page 12.
2789 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253, page 12.
2790 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253, page 16.
and be more choosy...and it was a way, really, of, dealing with a, a tender, at the last minute and not upsetting, the clients and the architects and quantity surveyors’. 2793 IPN was asked who else within Irwins was actively involved in cover pricing to which he replied ‘I think everybody in the industry knows it’s going on but with, they wouldn’t know which, I was taking covers on which I weren’t cos we didn’t particularly talk about it...But generally it’s all, it was left for me, Im [sic] the culprit’. 2794

IV.416. In either the fourth or fifth column of the Tender Register, the percentage mark-up was recorded. These columns were also commonly used by IPN to record a ‘C’. 2795 IPN confirmed that the presence of a ‘C’ in the percentage mark-up column on the Tender Register would indicate that Irwins obtained a cover price in relation to that tender. 2796 IPN would also record the figure Irwins submitted on the Tender Register in the sixth column. However, this was not necessarily the figure supplied by a competitor for a cover price, ‘perhaps I’d add a little bit more or...you wouldn’t knock any off but you’d add a bit more on perhaps’. 2797

IV.417. The final column on the Tender Register would record ‘...notes really...if I find out various people that happen to be in for the tender...’. 2798 Occasionally Irwins would record the taking of a cover price by means of an ‘*’ or the word ‘Cover’ in the final column of the Tender Register. 2799 On other occasions Irwins would record the telephone number of the provider of a cover price in the final column of the Tender Register. 2800 The OFT discusses instances of these records in relation to the relevant specific tenders in the next section.

IV.418. Irwins also provided to the OFT two lists of contracts where cover prices were given and taken. 2801 These lists included the following companies:

- [...] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

---

2793 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253, page 5.
2794 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11254, pages 1 and 2.
2797 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253, page 19.
2798 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11253, page 8.
2799 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11254, page 16.
2800 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, page 22.
2801 Schedules of covers given, OFT Document References A0717 and A0718.
IV.419. Irwins stated in its response to the Statement that ‘[i]t is not disputed that Irwins and Jack Lunn participated in cover pricing during the relevant period...’. It further stated, ‘Irwins and Jack Lunn do not submit that cover pricing did not infringe the Act’.

**J H Hallam**

IV.420. As part of its leniency application, J H Hallam made available current employees to be interviewed. These were Spencer Robinson (‘SR’), senior estimator, Richard Blount (‘RB’), Chief Surveyor, William Packer (‘WP’), Chief Estimator and Steve Gill (‘SG’), estimator at J H Hallam. During these voluntary interviews the individuals were asked to give an explanation of J H Hallam’s involvement in cover pricing.

**J H Hallam taking cover prices**

IV.421. During interview, WP explained the criteria J H Hallam used to decide whether to tender for a contract. WP stated ‘...the fact is if we have already accepted a tender and then for some reason at that stage...we couldn’t deal with it either because somebody was ill or...the workload suddenly increased then it was possible that we would go and get a cover price’. RB stated the decision whether to tender for a contract was made by ‘It’s me generally speaking if I am hovering like that and I am not quite sure whether its something we want to go for or not I normally chew it over with John... [John Hallam, Managing Director]’. RB explained ‘we try to tender for everything that came through the door but there were occasions when we were caught out when you know for lots of reasons...it’s not unusual for us to be ringing round the day before the tender’s due in chasing sub-contract tenders so we can finish our tender and frequently like the morning the tender is going in and we haven’t got a mechanical price or an electrical price you know fundamental to our bid and in those circumstances you are almost left with no alternative...but to perhaps take some help from another contractor in other words cover. It’s normally desperation because we can’t finish our tender...’.

IV.422. RB explained who was aware of cover pricing within J H Hallam, ‘Well it’s certainly from the board down because I gave a monthly board report...if we had taken a cover it would be noted on the tender report and what I tended to do was if we had taken a cover I would just put a small c in the results column’. RB stated that ‘There are five members of the board who are Richard Hallam [Chairman], John Hallam [Managing Director], Chris Hallam [Personnel Director], Rob Hefford [Financial Director] and myself [Commercial Director]’. These ‘monthly board reports’ are titled ‘R & B board Meetings’ and list the name of the contract, and record a small ‘c’ if cover had been taken.

2806 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12757, page 5.
2807 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12757, page 10.
2808 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12757, page 10.
for that contract. However RB stated that he did not usually record the identity of companies from whom J H Hallam had taken a cover price.2809

IV.423. SR explained how he would find out the identity of J H Hallam’s competitors for a contract. SR stated ‘subcontractors, Builders Conference. The majority of time, I mean if you’re sending enquiries out, to subcontractors…they’d often phone you up and say…“I’ve had it in from a couple of other contractors, do you want to know the names”, and they’ll just give you the names’.2810 J H Hallam’s leniency application also stated that ‘The company has also been contacted by Barbow ABI and Builders Conference for information regarding tenders received and being priced. They often send out complimentary information identifying who is pricing which job’.2811

IV.424. SR explained how the receiving of a cover price worked in practice. SR stated ‘…you could do it the day you got the tender in…but reality is you were either too busy or you just put it to one side…you’ve just got something on your calendar just to flag it up a few days before. I mean we’ve got like a list of all the tenders what are going in and it’s got the dates highlighted…you look on there and think, right, tender goes in a week today, I’d better start…I’d better phone around…in a couple of days time and try and sort the price out’.2812 SG stated ‘we rarely get a figure before the morning of the estimate’.2813

J H Hallam giving cover prices

IV.425. RB explained how the giving of a cover worked in practice, ‘generally speaking it was the same as us when we were looking for a cover one of desperation towards the latter stages of the tender process in other words they have ran out of time and can’t finish it off. That was the norm occasionally we would get a phone call early on in the process when the grid on the desk don’t really want to send it back and therefore want some comfort that they can get some support from us but that was less common it was more the desperate phone call the day before the tender is due in’. RB continued ‘…so normally we would end up giving a cover either the day before or more commonly on the morning that the tender is going in’.2814

IV.426. RB was asked whether he recorded the giving of a cover price to a competitor. RB stated ‘There wasn’t and I have to say I would of and I have frowned on the fact that there was any notes at all I would have just preferred to have just kept it a verbal thing and as I say personally I have given covers out I have never been specific I have never told them what our figure was going to be I have always said that you need to pitch your bid over this, left it fairly loose’.2815

IV.427. SR however did occasionally record contact with a competitor, ‘…I’d probably just scribble it on the front of the tender document or whatever I was working [on] I’d probably just scribble it on that, unless they said, “can you give me a call?” and then I’d take his name and number. But nine times out of ten if someone was taking a cover of you they’d phone you back because it’s their

---

2809 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12757, page 10.
2810 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12754, page 5.
2812 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12754, page 7.
2813 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12755, page 7.
2814 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12755, page 7.
2815 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12757, page 8.
sort of responsibility to get the tender back’.\textsuperscript{2816} WP stated ‘We record it on forms...We put the company’s names down that we had given the covers to.’\textsuperscript{2817}

IV.428. RB confirmed that he would generally have been aware if one of the estimators within J H Hallam was giving a cover price to a competitor but would leave the calculation of the cover price to them, ‘I’d normally leave it to the estimator’.\textsuperscript{2818} SR stated ‘we’d finalise the tender so we’d know...what figure we’re going in at before we can help another contactor out...because in honesty you didn’t want to make their price look stupid, so it’d only be a percent...you’d probably put, lets shove four percent on or two percent or three percent...because obviously you didn’t want to make their price look ridiculous because the client’ll think, “Oh his price is miles out, we’re never going to ask him again.” Because obviously if we needed the same help hopefully...they’d do the same with us, you know...so you didn’t make their price look silly. You’d only put a few percent on’.\textsuperscript{2819}

IV.429. J H Hallam also provided to the OFT in its leniency application a list of companies with whom J H Hallam had ‘exchanged pricing information’ during the period from March 2000 to July 2005. The list contained the following entries:\textsuperscript{2820}

\begin{itemize}
\item [...] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]
\end{itemize}

IV.430. J H Hallam stated in its oral response to the Statement ‘...we acknowledge that we’ve done wrong, that we’re prepared to pay a fine’.\textsuperscript{2821}

\textit{Jack Lunn}

IV.431. As part of its leniency application, Jack Lunn provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. Jack Lunn explained that ‘it receives far more enquiries than can be priced...’ and as a result ‘it has in the past been regarded as necessary (and as a last resort) to take cover-prices on particular contracts’.\textsuperscript{2822} Jack Lunn stated that ‘The primary reason in doing so is not to offend clients and consultants and to protect the company from being removed from future tender lists’.\textsuperscript{2823}

\textsuperscript{2816} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12754, pages 6 and 7.
\textsuperscript{2817} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12756, page 7.
\textsuperscript{2818} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12757, page 9.
\textsuperscript{2819} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12754 page 7.
\textsuperscript{2820} Leniency application report, OFT Document Reference 4969, page 3.
\textsuperscript{2821} Oral representations (transcript) of J H Hallam, 31 July 2008, page 15.
\textsuperscript{2822} Leniency application report, OFT Document Reference A0673, page 7.
\textsuperscript{2823} Leniency application report, OFT Document Reference A0673, page 7.
IV.432. Stephen Bradbury (‘SB’), Managing Director of Jack Lunn since 2004\textsuperscript{2824}, explained that the ultimate decision on deciding whether a job was attractive rested with him, ‘It may well be that I make a decision very early on. On the other hand, in the majority of tenders, I don’t get to see them when they come through the door, they go straight to the estimating. The ultimate decision since I joined the company would be myself’.\textsuperscript{2825} Jack Lunn’s leniency application corroborated this, stating ‘the estimator(s) inform the Managing/Estimating Director who may decide at this time, based on both the information provided by the estimator and any further relevant factors of which he is aware, to cover the tender’.\textsuperscript{2826}

IV.433. SB made his decisions based on various factors: ‘...it may well be that our estimating department is just overloaded...It may well be that despite being led to believe it’s a simple job, when we get the documents it’s an extremely difficult job...it may well be that we feel that it’s not a fair tender...another reason may be that the client is using the tender process as simply a feasibility study...’.\textsuperscript{2827} On those contracts SB deemed unattractive he explained ‘There would be a variety of things we would do. We would look at the client. If it’s a client we did a lot of work for we would be very loathe to send that tender back for risk of upsetting them for future work ... or, we may well choose to talk to one or two other contractors and see if they’re keen for the job and more so would they be prepared to tell us, or give us a cover...’.\textsuperscript{2828} Jack Lunn’s leniency application states ‘If a decision to cover the tender is taken at this stage, the estimator will generally not carry out any further work on the tender other than to find out which other contractors are pricing/tendering the scheme. When this happens no paperwork or computer records is/are produced, as no further work is undertaken’.\textsuperscript{2829}

IV.434. SB was asked who else within Jack Lunn was actively involved in cover pricing or knew that cover pricing was going on, to which he replied ‘I would say three people, myself and the two estimators...Keith Poskitt and Tony Metcalf. But I’d qualify that slightly in that...everybody in the industry knows that covers are taken and it would be naïve to think that the directors, all the directors in Jack Lunn didn’t know...’.\textsuperscript{2830}

Jack Lunn taking cover prices

IV.435. SB explained how he would find out who Jack Lunn’s competitors were, ‘clients are quite happy to tell you and we use industry journals, we use what we call ABI, we also use builders conference’.\textsuperscript{2831} SB also confirmed that subcontractors would pass on competitor information, ‘...and we might ask a subcontractor, are you pricing it for anyone else? And they’ll say yes, we’re pricing it for two or three, we’re pricing it for so and so’.\textsuperscript{2832} SB was asked if he would record who the competition was, and replied ‘not particularly. I don’t...This is usually done at estimating stage and I only get to know at the

\textsuperscript{2824} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, pages 1 and 2. 
\textsuperscript{2825} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, page 5. 
\textsuperscript{2826} Leniency application report, OFT Document Reference A0673, page 9. 
\textsuperscript{2827} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, pages 5 and 6. 
\textsuperscript{2828} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, page 7. 
\textsuperscript{2829} Leniency application report, OFT Document Reference A0673, page 9. 
\textsuperscript{2830} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, page 13. 
\textsuperscript{2831} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, page 8. 
\textsuperscript{2832} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, page 8.
Antony Metcalf (‘AM’), estimator at Jack Lunn since 2000, was also asked if he would record who the competition was, and replied ‘In some cases it’s recorded on our tender submission, we have a note on there, competition, so we’d make a note for management’.

IV.436. SB confirmed that the exchange of covers ‘usually operates at estimator level and it’s, I’m not aware of it happening in any other way than by telephone’. SB also confirmed that the exchange of cover prices would need his authority, ‘it would certainly need me, they would certainly make me aware of it’.

IV.437. Jack Lunn stated in its leniency application, ‘when a decision to take a cover is taken, the tender summary sheet is not produced (there being no need) and the hard copy “form of tender” is completed using the figure provided by another contractor. For the reasons explained earlier this paperwork is then disposed of due to it not being of any practical use and in order to avoid practical storage difficulties’.

Jack Lunn giving cover prices

IV.438. Jack Lunn stated in its leniency application, ‘In practice where a cover is given, one contractor, usually through the estimating department/estimators, will contact another by telephone and enquire if he is prepared to offer a cover price. In most cases at JLC, the final agreement is through a Director even though the actual discussion may be between estimators or Directors(s). This contact is invariably by telephone’. SB was asked whether there was any particular formula used when giving cover prices to a competitor. SB replied ‘There’s no hard and fast formula for our company …’.

IV.439. Both AM and Keith Poskitt, (an estimator for Jack Lunn Construction since 1988) explained that the giving of covers was not formally recorded on any of Jack Lunn’s internal documents. AM said ‘Not formally; again, it would be recorded on a piece of paper, it would be in the file somewhere’.

IV.440. Jack Lunn stated in its response to the Statement that ‘[i]t is not disputed that…Jack Lunn participated in cover pricing during the relevant period…’. It further stated, ‘…Jack Lunn do not submit that cover pricing did not infringe the Act’.

2833 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, page 9.
2834 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11292, pages 1 and 2.
2835 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11292, page 5.
2836 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, page 10.
2837 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, page 11.
2840 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11289, page 12.
2841 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11293, page 2.
2842 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11292, page 8.
John Cawley

IV.441. As part of its leniency application, John Cawley stated that it had participated in cover pricing for many years but kept no documentary evidence of covers given and received. John Cawley estimated that during the period 2000 to 2004, a ‘maximum of [...] covers have been given/received. This out of a total of [...] prices given out’.2845

IV.442. John Cawley could only recall [...] projects in 2004 where covers had been taken but the other party to bid rigging for these tenders was not identified. No contemporaneous documents were provided to substantiate this statement.

IV.443. Director Nicholas Greene (‘NG’) and his father and co-director Richard Greene (‘RG’) were interviewed by the OFT.

Cover pricing - general

IV.444. In interview NG said that, as a family business, tenders were prepared by himself and RG only. Once a tender was received, a decision would be made to price it or ‘you’d get a cover’.2846 NG explained that cover pricing is where ‘someone’s priced the job themselves and they gave you something higher than theirs. You physically know you’re not going to get the job…and you’ve submitted a reasonable tender to the client’.2847 NG added that cover pricing was something ‘you dipped your toe in it now and again’.2848

IV.445. NG explained that the exchange of cover prices would take place by telephone between estimators and that only he and his father were involved in the practice at John Cawley.2849 A tender register was retained but no record was made of covers received or given.2850 RG said in interview that he would have noted covers taken and received by scribbling the details on a piece of paper, which would soon be thrown away.2851

IV.446. RG confirmed that he had been involved in cover pricing for a long time and explained that when a tender arrived at John Cawley, the options were as follows: ‘I could either send it back and upset them, or stab a price at it, or in those days you got a cover’.2852 On occasions, he also provided cover prices to competitors.

John Cawley taking cover prices

IV.447. In a prepared statement to the OFT, RG stated that cover prices were taken by John Cawley for various reasons, including pressure of work, a failure of sub-contractors to submit a price in time, other orders that ‘filled our work capacity’ and the enquiry being of ‘little interest’.2853

2846 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11297, page 7.
2848 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11297, page 14.
2849 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11297, pages 18 and 21.
2850 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11297, page 19.
2852 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11298, page 3.
2853 Draft witness statement, OFT Document Reference 0866.
IV.448. NG also confirmed that it was easy to find out who else had been invited to tender, through information gleaned from sub-contractors or through membership of the Nottingham Builder’s Guild, which exchanged information about current tenders. Once a competitor had been identified, NG explained that contact would be made by telephone to an estimator “‘Have you got this job?’ … ‘I’ve been looking for cover’. That’s it. Arrange to phone again or closer to the time, and that’s it’. 2854

IV.449. NG confirmed that apart from entering the cover price on the tender sheet, no other record would be kept and ‘then within – couple of weeks we’d chuck the documents away or something, and that was it’. 2855 NG also explained that when a competitor provided a cover price ‘what you want to do as well, you don’t want to make it too close that you’re asked to do a bill of quantities…because then you’re making it more work…what you want to do, you want to come fourth’. 2856

*John Cawley giving cover prices*

IV.450. If a competitor had contacted John Cawley for a cover price, NG explained the way a figure would be arrived at was as follows: ‘say you were going in at £53,000, you’d go in at 57. You make it five, six, seven per cent more…You’d just make up a figure’. 2857 Again, no records would be kept by him of covers given out. NG said that John Cawley took more covers than it gave out ‘because it’s not our market any more…and being a small firm we couldn’t cope with a lot of these big jobs’. 2858

*Contemporaneous documents*

IV.451. Apart from a tender register, John Cawley stated that no contemporaneous documents were kept by John Cawley. Records of covers taken and given were not retained.

*List of companies with whom John Cawley ‘have/may have been in communication’*

IV.452. John Cawley provided names and telephone numbers of nine companies with whom ‘we have/may have been in communication’. 2859 This list is as follows:

- [...] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

---

2854 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11297, page 18.
2855 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11297, page 19.
2856 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11297, page 20.
2857 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11297, pages 19 and 20.
2858 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11297, page 19.
2859 Statement, OFT Document Reference 0867.
IV.453. As part of its leniency application, Loach’s legal representatives, Richard Nelson Solicitors (Nelsons), provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. The following Loach employees present and past, expanded upon this explanation during interview: Richard Franczak (‘RF’), Managing Director and part owner, Andrew Arbon-Davis (‘AA’), Chief Estimator and Director, John Rowe (‘JR’), Small Works Estimator, and Ken Tyler (‘KT’), ex- Marketing Director and part owner until his retirement in 2003.

IV.454. In its leniency application Loach confirmed that it participated in the giving and receiving of cover prices for tenders dealt with by both its Major Works division and its Small Works division.

IV.455. Initially the ultimate decision to give or take cover was KT’s, and more latterly AA. JR did not have the authority to give or take covers without referral to the appropriate director. When asked to confirm if his was the final decision, KT said, ‘Generally, in conjunction with the estimators, and sometimes fellow directors’. When asked if that was by way of a formal meeting he said, ‘Impromptu discussion as well’.

IV.456. AA confirmed that ‘The decision to take a cover would have been...the marketing director at the time...up to 2003...After 2003 it would have been my decision as a director’.

IV.457. In order to monitor the performance of the company, records were kept of all the contracts for which Loach tendered. AA explained that the records relating to Major Works were initially maintained by KT, but were discontinued by his successor and not reinstated until 2004/2005. The record of Small Works was maintained throughout by JR, initially under the supervision of KT and more recently by AA.

IV.458. Loach produced a ‘List of Contracts’ in which those tenders involving cover prices were highlighted in pink and in some instances where appropriate, highlighted in blue, a reference to the contractor believed by Loach to be either giving or taking a cover. The list includes both Major and Small Works tenders.

Loach taking cover prices

IV.459. In order to find out details of who else was competing for a tender, AA said that ‘Quite often what would happen is you would get a phone call from subcontractors saying “We’re pricing this job for another contractor, can we send you a copy of our quote?” And we’d say, “Yeah, okay, who are you pricing it for?” and they’d tell you who it is and that’s how you’d acquire the names that were on the list...’ AA added that they would also occasionally obtain names of competitors from ABI and Glennigans, and ‘Builders Conference is another one. You’d get a phone call from, say, the Builders Conference, and they would say, “Have you got such and such a job in to tender?” “Yes/No” If it was a yes, “Oh we’ve also had it in from X, Y and Z”.

---

2860 Cover activities report, OFT Document References 4017.
2861 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11322, Page 2.
2862 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11312, page 7.
2863 List of contracts, OFT Document Reference 4026.
2864 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11312, page 8.
So that was another way. JR also confirmed that names of competitors would generally be obtained through subcontractors.

IV.460. KT said ‘I would phone a contractor that we knew to be on the list and ask him if he was pricing the job, and if so, could he give us a cover?’ AA confirmed that contact was ‘purely telephone. If we were taking a cover we would ring up one of the builders that we would have found out were on the list and would have asked them for help’.

IV.461. Loach stated that its record of all contracts for which it tendered ‘included [details of] contracts where a cover price had been provided [by a competitor] or submitted [by Loach]’. Loach explained, ‘Contracts where a cover is involved sometimes have the word “cover” written against the contract details in the column headed “Note” which tends to record the outcome of the tender. It appears that where the word “cover” appears in the note column, this is an indication that the company has taken, and probably submitted, a cover price [from a competitor]. This is supported by the fact that, generally speaking, there is no budget or margin figure inserted’.

IV.462. The ‘List of Contracts’, which was made up of loose pages covering anything from a period of several months to a maximum of a year, was found to contain duplicate entries, which had been altered in certain particulars. An example of this can be seen in the two documents containing the tender for the New Assembly Hall, Seely Church Primary School – 13 June 2001. The first spreadsheet has an entry for the tender with no figures shown under the headings ‘Margin’ or ‘%’ and with the word ‘cover’ under the heading ‘Note’. The second spreadsheet for the school tender contains ‘margin’ and ‘%’ figures, but no entry under the heading ‘Note’.

IV.463. AA was asked to explain why there were two separate tender spreadsheets containing the different information, one recording a cover price and one with no reference to cover pricing. AA explained that when, prior to the OFT’s visit, he had seen the reports that JR had been compiling with the entries ‘cover’ and ‘©’ recorded, personally he did not think it was the right thing to do, and he instructed JR to remove the references. He said, ‘I just didn’t think we should be putting “cover” on a list. And then, as obviously the sort of panic set in when we heard about raids elsewhere I asked John to remove any “Cs” that he’d put on the forms. So that’s what he did … the first instruction was to remove the covers purely because I didn’t think we should be putting covers on there. The second instruction was to remove the reference to “Cs” down the side as a sort of, if you like, a panic reaction to the investigation that we heard was going on’.

2865 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11312, page 8.
2866 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11313, page 8.
2867 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11322, page 5.
2871 List of contracts, OFT Document Reference 4026, pages 19 and 41.
2873 List of contracts, OFT Document Reference 4026, page 41.
2874 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11312, page 5.
IV.464. JR confirmed that he was asked by AA to stop recording references to covers, ‘C’s etc because ‘he told us you [the OFT] were due to visit us and that it would really be inappropriate if, you know, it became known that we did that practice’. JR confirmed that, acting on AA’s instructions, he removed any references to cover pricing and produced a selection of new tender spreadsheets.

IV.465. AA was asked if there was any available documentation in respect of particular tenders where Loach had taken a cover and he said. ‘No … there’s no reason to keep it’. Loach confirmed in its leniency application that ‘The obtaining or provision of a cover price did not usually result in the creation of any documentation. The essence of the scheme was to save the time otherwise spent on the creation of documentation’. It continued, ‘Contracts where a cover is involved sometimes have the word “cover” written against the contract details in the column headed “Note” which tends to record the outcome of the tender. It appears that where the word “cover” appears in the note column, this is an indication that the company has taken, and probably submitted, a cover price. This is supported by the fact that, generally speaking, there is no budget or margin figure inserted’. Loach giving cover prices

IV.466. It was further explained that ‘In the column headed “Opposition”, the entry of a “(c)” against the name of a competitor indicates that a cover was taken from or received by that particular company. It indicates that [Loach] believes, or discovers subsequently, that the competitor has taken a cover price. It cannot, however, be inferred [from] the fact the word “cover” appears in the note column and that a “(c)” appears against the name of a competitor that Loach took the cover from that competitor. It may well be that the source of the cover was not recorded and that, subsequently, it was discovered that a competitor had taken a cover price also’.

AA stated with regard to the giving of cover prices, ‘if somebody phoned up to us they would usually phone up the individual estimator that was pricing it and that individual estimator would say, “Yes, okay, we’ll help you out”...it was sort of, if you like, a common place occurrence, and...if you did get the call from somebody asking for assistance, which is usually the way they’d put it, then yes the individual would say “Yes, okay we’ll help you out with that”’. As noted above in paragraph IV.466, the giving of a cover price was generally recorded in the tender register: ‘In the column headed “Opposition”, the entry of a “(c)” against the name of a competitor indicates that a cover was taken from or received by that

2875 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11313, page 5.
2876 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11312, page 8.
2880 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11312, page 7.
particular company. It indicates that [Loach] believes, or discovers subsequently, that the competitor has taken a cover price”.2882

IV.469. Loach also provided to the OFT a list of companies which it believed had been involved in cover pricing activity on tenders in respect of which Loach submitted a tender.2883 This list included the following companies:

- […] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

Mansell

IV.470. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives advised that Mansell has 14 regional business units in England.2884 They stated that ‘The extent to which a cover price was recorded appears to have varied considerably between the regional business units’.2885 However, there are certain common factors between all of the business units, which the OFT discusses first in this section. The OFT then discusses in more detail the practice of giving and taking of cover prices for each relevant regional business unit in separate sections below.

IV.471. Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.2886 They stated that ‘The contact with the other party would normally be effected by an estimator…although the decision to take a cover would normally be made by either the Business Unit Managing Director or the Chief Estimator’.2887 They also stated that ‘Where it is decided to seek a cover price, the MCSL [Mansell] estimator may discover the identity of competing bidders through contact with sub-contractors or may check…sources such as the Builders Conference…to ascertain the identity of other bidders from whom a cover may be taken. If an identified competitor is already known to the estimator and would be considered likely to provide a credible cover price, then this may dictate the choice of provider’.2888

2883 List of companies, OFT Document Reference 4028.
IV.472. Many of those persons interviewed explained that the purpose of cover pricing was so that clients did not remove them from future tender lists. For example Barry Russ (‘BR’), a managing estimator, stated that ‘at times, rather than upset them [the client] by not putting a bid in…we on occasions would have…taken a cover, rather than send it back’. 2889

IV.473. Many of those persons interviewed in respect of Mansell advised that the exchange of cover prices was carried out via the telephone and not any other medium. For example BR stated ‘it was always done by phone, basically, the actual process…was always a phone call’. 2890

IV.474. Mansell’s legal representatives also stated that ‘Typically, the simple existence of a cover received has been recorded on a database for all tenders’ 2891 and that ‘In the databases with variation between regional offices, it is possible to ascertain a likely cover price situation from, amongst other things:

- the use of a simple “C” in the records or from a price marked next to a competitor’s name; or
- from the fact that the tender price recorded does not correspond to the usual format of a quoted price; or
- the use of Code 3 (North East and North West); or
- the use of a precise tender figure (Western); or
- historically the use of Code 13 from the AS400 Database; or
- a grade “C” in the Database for the North East’

For covers given, this may be apparent from a separate Tender Record Document, which may record a “C” against the name of the company receiving the cover’. 2892

IV.475. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a list of all competitors whom Mansell knows or believes have provided it with cover prices 2893, which includes:

- […] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

---

2889 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 7.
2890 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 12.
2893 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734, pages 29 to 33.
IV.476. Mansell’s legal representatives stated that ‘The Executive Board members mistakenly believed that cover pricing had ceased within MCSL. At levels below (starting with Business Unit Managing Director) there appears to have been extensive awareness of the practice’.\footnote{Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734, page 24.} In interview Robert Walker (‘RW’), Group Commercial Director of Mansell and member of the Executive Board\footnote{Divisional structure diagram, OFT Document Reference B2858, page 1.}, stated, when asked about Mansell’s involvement in cover pricing around the time of the coming into force of the Competition Act, that ‘…it would have been amazing if the business hadn’t have been…’ and he further stated in relation to cover pricing after that time that ‘…there are odd occasions during the process where it became obvious that there were still the odd things going through…’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11518, page 9.}

Compensation payments

IV.477. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives informed the OFT that Mansell had been involved in arrangements where the winning contractor, on a particular tender, would reimburse the unsuccessful contractor a certain sum of money. The details of these arrangements are set out in the relevant Infringement sections – see table following paragraph IV.147 above.
North East Region (‘NER’)

IV.478. The NER consisted of two offices in Gateshead. In interview Omer Asir (‘OA’), a managing estimator\(^{2897}\) in the NER, stated ‘the decision would be made by Bill… [Aitchison, the Managing Director in the NER]\(^{2898}\) as to whether a tender was attractive and that Mansell would price it. When asked how he would find details of the competition OA stated ‘you would have a number of named suppliers and sub contractors and you’d generally get that information from them’ and ‘you also used to get some information from the Builders’ Conference…’\(^{2899}\)

IV.479. In respect of the process of the exchange of cover prices, Mansell’s legal representatives advised that ‘Typically covers have been taken or given by Mr Asir. Approval for a cover price had to be obtained from Mr Aitchison…’\(^{2900}\) In interview OA, when asked whether it was Bill Aitchison who had the final decision to give or take a cover price, stated ‘Yes…Obviously his decision was influenced by…the pressure on the department which he would seek advice [on] from me’.\(^{2901}\) OA stated ‘if you were told that you needed to take assistance on a project, the names were sourced through, named subcontractors, named suppliers, and a phone call would be made and generally you would find that was fairly late on in the tender process, i.e. within…maybe’s a week to a few days before the tender was due in’.\(^{2902}\)

IV.480. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided the North East tender log\(^{2903}\) and advised ‘where a cover was taken by the business unit, this is shown by the letter ‘c’ next to the tender details in a list of all tenders kept by Omer Asir’.\(^{2904}\) OA, when asked what the ‘C’s on the tender log indicated, stated ‘they indicate covers that were taken’.\(^{2905}\)

Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’)

IV.481. The TVR consisted of one office in Slough. In interview BR, a managing estimator in the TVR, stated that ‘…it would tend to be the business unit managers and also the MD…’\(^{2906}\) who decided whether a tender was attractive and that Mansell would price it. BR explained that details of the competition were available from Builders’ Conference and also from the type of work, ‘certain types of work tend to have certain types of contractor specialists’.\(^{2907}\) BR further stated that ‘in other cases, it can be through the grapevine, effectively word of mouth. “Oh, did you know that so and so is tendering for that one?”. Sometimes you can find out that way’.\(^{2908}\)

\(^{2897}\) Omer Asir was a Senior Estimator in the NER from 2000 – 2006 and then became managing estimator.

\(^{2898}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, page 2.

\(^{2899}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, page 4.

\(^{2900}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, page 3.

\(^{2901}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, page 10.

\(^{2902}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, page 9.

\(^{2903}\) Tender register, OFT Document Reference B0926.

\(^{2904}\) Summary of findings, OFT Document Reference B0925, page 2.

\(^{2905}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, page 6.

\(^{2906}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, page 5.

\(^{2907}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 7.

\(^{2908}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 8.
TVR taking cover prices

IV.482. In respect of the process of the exchange of cover prices BR stated the decision to take a cover price was made by ‘...either the MD or...the business...manager...’ and was made ‘...within a few days of...the tender receipt...’.

BR explained ‘it would mainly come from a call, either from myself, or if I was busy I’d get...someone else to ring up and see who they could find. And then I would speak to them and...arrange the process’. If a cover price was being taken BR advised that he was always aware of this.

IV.483. There would then generally be a second contact just before the deadline for tender return. BR stated ‘...once you’d made an approach and...contractor X said, “yes I’ll...give you a cover, I’ll give you a ring at such and such a time, the day before or on the day”...’.

IV.484. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided BR’s workload reports for major projects and special projects headed ‘Tender Results Analysis’, also referred to by Mansell as the annual workload sheets. In interview BR stated ‘I tended to keep...the annual workload sheets...’ and that ‘...where we actually tendered a job, I would record in the bid column our bid...’ and ‘in most cases where we took a cover, I would tend to put it in the net column, so that it was written short, effectively...’. BR explained that ‘there’s a remarks column, which basically gives such information as whether a contract was awarded, whether it was lost and if, if we’d taken a cover at that point...who we’d taken the cover from...’. BR stated ‘we used to record who we had, [taken cover from] partly for my own purpose, so I could keep a record of what, who I had got...one from and I would put that down on the results sheet...’.

IV.485. BR used brackets to show a cover price had been taken and stated that ‘my way of parentheses was of saying that was the company that helped us out, effectively’. When asked when he would complete the workload reports BR stated ‘probably after the...tender had gone in’ and BR went on to explain ‘if I knew in advance, and it was a week or two earlier that we were going to be getting some help from such and such, I may well have put their name in, just to say...this is the company that say they’re going to help us’. In terms of completing the workload reports BR explained how he would complete the columns headed ‘Our Bid’: ‘I tended to not put it in the first bid column, because...although it effectively was a bid it was a cover bid...so I didn’t tend to put it in there’. When asked whether gaps in the margin and percentage

---

2909 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 19.
2911 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 12.
2913 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 10.
2914 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 8.
2915 At one time known as ‘Prime Projects’.
columns were another indication of a cover price BR stated ‘that’s right...that would be another indication’.2923

IV.486. In respect of the process of giving a cover price to a competitor BR stated ‘...I’d just take the name of who, who we need to contact, and their phone number...and then just write that down somewhere and ring them back nearer the time. It would probably be the day before the tender went in, but quite often it would be the morning that the bid was in at 12’.2924 BR, when asked when management would be made aware of the request for a cover price, advised that they might not be aware until the tender adjudication. BR stated ‘during the week you might bump into them [the management] and say, oh, by the way, so and so has just rung...for a cover and they’d say oh, alright, okay, fine. But other than that...we’d just say...such and such has approached us for a, a bid and...we’ve agreed and...leave it at that, really’.2925

IV.487. In terms of arriving at a figure to give to a competitor BR stated ‘it would tend to be left to myself...I’d sit with the estimators and we’d just have a quick look at the bid...It depends on the build-up of the bid...but in most cases we...would put a certain percentage on top and just make sure that they were sitting away from us’.2926

IV.488. BR, when asked how he would record giving a cover price to a competitor, stated ‘[I] Didn’t tend to put the figure down on the workload sheets...in most cases I would have just written the bid figure on the tender summary sheet, because that’s effectively what I would have in front of me when they rang up’. BR continued ‘Or when I rang them, to say...I think you better go in no lower than, which is what we tended to do, no lower than such and such. And then they could add on whatever they wanted to’.2927

Eastern Region

IV.489. The Eastern Region consisted of three offices in Nottingham, Derby and Leeds. In interview Kenneth Lockwood (‘KL’), who was a Chief Estimator2928 in the Nottingham office, stated that the decision whether to price a tender ‘was decided on the Monday morning meeting’.2929 KL went on to explain ‘...myself and the marketing...manager, we basically ran the Monday morning meeting. And...if the MD was on holiday...that would maybe be where [the] commercial manager or director above our MD would come in...’.2930

Eastern Region taking cover prices

IV.490. In interview Paul Winson (‘PW’), a senior estimator2931 in the Nottingham office, when asked how he would find details of the competition, stated ‘Generally we
would find it out from sub contractors.

When asked if the competition was recorded anywhere else PW stated ‘we’d got it on the Lotus Notes database, there’s...[a] section for competition, and...if you found out that company A was pricing and just put it in the records’.

IV.491. In respect of the process of taking a cover price from a competitor KL stated ‘...I could pick the phone up...certainly in Nottingham and speak to opposite numbers there and say we’re not going to process this job, we’re going to go for a cover on it. I would certainly look at who I was taking a cover from because...I always wanted to be in the lowest three, because clients, if you weren’t in the lowest three the next job that came out the client wouldn’t invite you’. KL explained he would decide which competitor to take a cover price from and stated ‘...I wouldn’t expect my senior to do that either, so I would make the phone call and I would receive it. Maybe if I wasn’t going to be in I would say, well, when you ring the figure through can you ask for such and such a person...we cleared it through the MD and then I would sign it as chief estimator’. In terms of his involvement in taking cover prices PW explained ‘...I’m not at that level who would make the contact’ but that there may have been circumstances where the Chief Estimator would ask him to deal with it.

IV.492. When asked when in the tender period a request would be made for a cover price KL stated ‘I wouldn’t approach right at the beginning, I’d wait till Builder’s Conference came back with the list of who was tendering...it’s not something you’d just band around and say I’d like a cover price please...I thought it was something that was to be kept, obviously kept a low profile’. He added ‘I’ve never ever said to someone...in the open space...we’re taking covers. I just find that hard to believe people do that...you could probably say well I should I have done that but I didn’t...it’s something I didn’t ever refer to...’. In terms of who made the decision in the Nottingham office to take a cover price from a competitor KL stated ‘it was the MDs decision...we’d decide it on a Monday morning not to go for something’.

IV.493. In interview KL, when asked how the taking of a cover price would be recorded, stated ‘...if we’d taken a cover I mean it was marked on, on my list of who were not pricing something, and that would be recorded...that job would keep...appear[ing] ...on that Monday morning list, but it would appear as a point two’ and KL confirmed that point two would signify a cover.

IV.494. In terms of the cover price provided by a competitor KL stated ‘If we were given a cover figure to go in at then we, we use that figure, we didn’t change it...’

---

2932 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11508, page 4.
2933 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11508, page 4.
2937 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11508, page 7.
2939 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 8.
2941 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, pages 13 and 14.
2942 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 18.
Eastern Region giving cover prices

IV.495. In respect of Mansell’s process if a competitor requested a cover price PW stated ‘Then you just…put them through to the chief estimator’ and ‘They’d make a decision on how to deal with it’.\textsuperscript{2943} KL confirmed that it would be his decision as to whether to give a cover price, stating ‘Yeah, again it would be reported…on the Monday morning meeting I would show how many were tendering for it so there’s a column that we had which [would] show how many people are really tendering for it. I mean if we ended up with five people asking us for a cover and there were six tendering, then that would be, you know, your best of both worlds wouldn’t it’.\textsuperscript{2944}

IV.496. In terms of arriving at a figure to give to a competitor PW explained that it would be the decision of the Chief Estimator, stating ‘he’d…be involved in the adjudication anyway, so he’d…have an understanding as to how competitive you…were being’.\textsuperscript{2945} PW explained that he might contact a competitor with the cover price, stating ‘well, yes, if you’d been asked to, yes’.\textsuperscript{2946} KL stated ‘…I would expect to give a cover out that was realistic to the value of the job, I suppose really it depends on who it is…I’d probably put them…anywhere between, you know, three and five percent away from you, sometimes you might want to have somebody very close to you, sometimes you might want them further away because…there was a lot of scope in the document, if you’d got an idle quantity surveyor who’d done very little on it then you’d have opportunity to capitalise on the document. So you wouldn’t want somebody too close to you because your price would move up a little bit in negotiation’.\textsuperscript{2947}

London Region

IV.497. The London region operated from Mansell’s City Road office. Mansell’s legal advisers stated that this ‘is the base for 3 separate and autonomous business units: (i) Major Works… (ii) Specialised Works…and (iii) Special Projects’.\textsuperscript{2948} In interview Peter Goodbun (‘PG’), who was the Estimating Manager of the City Road office\textsuperscript{2949}, stated that when deciding whether to price a tender ‘I work through the documentation, to make sure it fits the…criteria of work that we’re looking for…Then I will talk to the…managing director…and then we will make the decision from there as to whether we proceed or not’.\textsuperscript{2950}

London Region taking cover prices

IV.498. In interview PG, when asked how he would find details of the competition, stated ‘all the jobs are reported to Builders’ Conference’ and confirmed that Mansell would report to the Builders’ Conference that it was tendering and would check to see which other contractors had reported they were tendering.\textsuperscript{2951}

\textsuperscript{2943} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11508, page 7.
\textsuperscript{2944} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, pages 14 and 15.
\textsuperscript{2945} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11508, page 7.
\textsuperscript{2946} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11508, page 7.
\textsuperscript{2947} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 15.
\textsuperscript{2948} City Road Office summary, OFT Document Reference B0867, page 1.
\textsuperscript{2949} Peter Goodbun has worked at Mansell for 35 years, becoming Estimating Manager in 1985.
\textsuperscript{2950} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, page 3.
\textsuperscript{2951} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, page 5.
IV.499. In respect of the process of taking a cover price from a competitor Mansell’s legal representatives stated ‘The estimating team would either telephone around other contractors if they were known to be bidding for the same tender or would refer to the information held by the Builders’ Conference. Choice of whom would be approached would largely depend on personal contacts or knowledge of the company in question’.2952 PG stated ‘we would ring up one of our competitors, to enquire as to whether they are pricing the job...we [would] then inform them that we were unable to [price the job] and would they give us a figure that we could go in on, which would obviously be in excess of theirs’.2953

IV.500. When asked when in the tender period a request would be made for a cover price PG stated it would be ‘very, very close to the submission [date]’ and explained ‘we would invariably be seen to be active. We’d do a site visit and probably raise a few queries, so as to give the appearance that we were active when we weren’t necessarily active. And invariably ring up…probably in the last 48 hours of the tender period...or even later, to whoever we’ve decided to, receive that figure [from]’.2954 Mansell’s legal representatives stated ‘The decision to take a cover may be made at the outset...or later in the process if it is found that the contract is not as attractive as first thought or there are capacity constraints or other issues’.2955

IV.501. In terms of who made the decision in the City Road office to take a cover price from a competitor, Mansell’s legal representatives stated ‘Whilst responsibility for making contact with competitors to obtain a cover price is given to the estimating team, the decision whether or not to seek a cover price would usually involve Peter Goodbun, the estimating manager, as well as the relevant managing director’.2956 In interview PG stated ‘I may recommend it [that a cover price be taken] …but the decision of whether to proceed or not proceed ultimately…relied on the bidding director’.2957

IV.502. In interview PG, when asked if the taking of a cover price would be recorded, stated ‘No’.2958 In terms of the actual cover price provided by a competitor PG stated ‘I mean invariably that wasn’t even recorded on the computer either’.2959

Mowlem2960

IV.503. As part of its leniency application, Carillion’s legal representatives provided summaries of the process of cover pricing, on a regional basis, in the form of statements made by current employees. Also as part of its leniency application, Carillion made available current employees and contacted ex-employees to be interviewed. During these voluntary interviews the individuals were asked to give an explanation of Mowlem’s involvement in cover pricing.

2952 City Road Office summary, OFT Document Reference B0867, page 4.
2953 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, page 7.
2954 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, page 8.
2955 City Road Office summary, OFT Document Reference B0867, page 4.
2956 City Road Office summary, OFT Document Reference B0867, page 4.
2958 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, page 8.
2960 Mowlem plc was acquired by Carillion plc in 2006, see paragraph II.288 of the Factual Background section above.
IV.504. The OFT discusses the practice of giving and taking of cover prices for each related region in separate sections below.

IV.505. Many of those persons interviewed explained that the purpose of cover pricing was so that clients did not remove them from future tender lists. Many of those persons interviewed in respect of Mowlem also advised that the exchange of cover prices was carried out via the telephone and not by any other medium.

*East Region – Gateshead office*

IV.506. The East Region consisted of three offices in Nottingham, Leeds and Gateshead. In interview, Ian Parsons (‘IP’), a senior estimator at Carillion in the Gateshead office, when asked whose decision it would be as to whether the Gateshead office priced a tender, stated ‘the final say would come down to, Martin [Nunn], the…[divisional] director’.\(^\text{2961}\) When asked how he would find details of the competition IP stated ‘a lot of the times the subcontractors let us know…who’s on the list’,\(^\text{2962}\) In terms of recording the information in respect of competition IP stated ‘if we find out who’s tendering, we’ll put the competition names in there [the tender register]’\(^\text{2963}\) and when asked if the competition was recorded anywhere else IP stated ‘Yeah, the front sheet of the…prelim book. It’s actually the second sheet, the front sheet states the tender details. We would fill that in day one when it comes through the door…The second form is a tender settlement form which we take in at the end of the tender process…and we have a column in, in the left hand side of that form which says ‘Competition’…And if we if we find out, we list them, if we don’t, we don’t bother’.\(^\text{2964}\)

IV.507. When asked about the reasons for cover pricing IP stated ‘the reasons for cover pricing is time, if…you’re running out of time and you just physically can’t get a tender in…and you don’t want to upset the client’.\(^\text{2965}\) As part of its leniency application, Emmanuel Marion Nunn\(^\text{2966}\), Divisional Director for the East Region, stated ‘There would frequently be occasions when a supplier [contractor] would know it would not be in a position to execute a contract if it won the tender because of other commitments. Alternatively, its estimating team might simply not have time to prepare the tender because of other work. The supplier would be conscious…that not putting in a tender might alienate a regular customer and lead to the supplier being dropped off future tender lists. It was as a result of these factors that suppliers regularly asked for a so-called “cover price”’.\(^\text{2967}\)

IV.508. In respect of the process of giving a cover price to a competitor IP stated ‘you would receive a telephone call from a…company that possibly wanted a cover and they would ask to speak to the estimator dealing with the tender…more often enough we’d check with the…senior managing estimator or whoever just to make sure things were okay and…you would arrange to ring him [the other

\(^{2961}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12745, page 3.
\(^{2962}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12745, page 5.
\(^{2963}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12745, page 6.
\(^{2964}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12745, page 7.
\(^{2965}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12745, pages 7 and 8.
\(^{2966}\) Witness statement, OFT Document Reference B1770, page 1. Known as Martin Nunn, became Divisional Director in April 2005, prior to this was Regional Director for the North East Region.
contractor] back when you had a price’. 2968 When asked when in the tender period a request would be made for a cover price IP stated ‘...it tended to be...towards the end. I mean, some people left it until the night before’. 2969 In terms of who made the decision in the Gateshead office to give a cover price to a competitor IP stated ‘I would check everything with Alan [Morton] 2970 to make sure because he’s the manager of the department’. 2971

IV.509. When asked how a cover price, to give to a competitor, would be calculated IP stated ‘we’d just add a percentage on...we wouldn’t round it up...we’d just probably add 5% and take a few, you know, hundredths of a percent off...’. 2972

IV.510. When asked how the giving of a cover price would be recorded, IP stated ‘...we would just put a little ‘C’ against the person that was [taking a cover price]...so we would have the list of the competition, if we had the list, we would just put a ‘C’ on that form...’. 2973 The form IP was referring to is the second page of a document provided as part of Carillion’s leniency application, headed ‘Tender details and summary’. 2974

East Region – Nottingham office

IV.511. In interview, Karl Chatburn (‘KC’), an Estimating Manager 2975 at Mowlem in the Nottingham office, when asked whose decision it would be as to whether the Nottingham office priced a tender, stated ‘It would be a decision, really, between all these senior managers, so, it would be myself, the commercial manager, probably a contracts manager, and the divisional director’. 2976 When asked how he would find details of the competition KC stated ‘Basically that’s through, when you send out sub contract enquiries, material enquiries. A lot of the...main contractors will go to...the same sub contractors, and you get relationships with these sub contractors, and you...can just talk to them’. 2977 When asked if the information in respect of competition was recorded, KC stated ‘...I would probably record that in my sort of notes book that you’d...keep’. 2978

IV.512. In respect of the process of the exchange of cover prices KC stated the decision to take a cover price was made by ‘The regional director ... They ... would come to me and basically say...I don’t want to take this tender any further’. 2979 When asked about the process of taking a cover price, KC stated ‘You...would basically phone up the company that you would think to be the most, who would be the most competitive, if you wanted to come close. Speak to their estimating department, and ask...them for help’. In terms of the timing of a request for a cover price, KC stated ‘it all depends when you take the decision to take a cover...if you take it right at the start of the tender

2968 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12745, page 8.
2970 Alan Morton is the Managing Estimator in the Gateshead office.
2971 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12745, pages 8 and 9.
2972 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12745, page 9.
2975 Karl Chatburn was Estimating Manager from July 2003 to October 2006.
2976 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12744, page 2.
2978 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12744, page 5.
2979 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12744, page 7.
period...then you might...make it earlier on in the...tender process. But there might be circumstances where you...do originally intend to price the job, and then get towards the end of the tender period, and...there’s a realisation within the senior management that actually we don’t need that job, so it...might be a late decision’.  KC explained that there was not a standard way of recording when a cover price had been taken.

South East Region – West Malling office

IV.513. In interview, Trevor Puttick (‘TP’), a Chief Estimator at Mowlem in the West Malling office, when asked whose decision it would be as to whether the West Malling office priced a tender, stated ‘every week there was a meeting called...the contracts managers meeting, and [at] that we would go through the tender list, and, myself, the director and sometimes the contracts manager would decide which jobs would be the ones we would sooner go for’. When asked how he would find details of the competition TP stated ‘...there’s organisations, the Builder’s Conference for example, were constantly on the phone to you saying oh, are you in for such and such a job?...We were a member of the Builder’s Conference as Mowlem’s...I would regularly get through in the post lists of jobs with the contractors on them and then the chief estimator’s name and contact numbers’. In interview, Stephen Diamond (‘SD’), a senior estimator at Mowlem in the West Malling office, stated ‘...the simplest way was the client used to tell you who you are up against...then when you were doing the price, you’d find out from, people that you were going to for prices, maybe named suppliers or subcontractors, would just tell you who else they’re...quoting’. When asked if the information in respect of competition was recorded, TP stated ‘...when we did the tender review pack...it had a little slot there competition if known, I think it said. So you would write it down when you did your tender review pack’.

IV.514. When asked about the process of giving a cover price, SD stated ‘...the day before it goes in, you get a call its one of your competitors...[and] for a variety of reasons from estimators gone sick to they can’t finish the job for whatever reason...They want...you to help them out, and generally you say yeah, okay, and then you just, gave them a figure that was a bit more than your figure’. TP explained that he would usually receive such calls and stated ‘Sometimes it went to the director, sometimes it would have gone to Steve or somebody else, but as my name was the contact on the Builder’s Conference, largely it came to me’. When asked when in the tender period a request would be made for a cover price, SD stated ‘...they would ring you up the day before it’s due in. It would be very late in the process’. In terms of who made the decision in the West Malling office to give a cover price to a competitor, TP stated ‘I principle

---

2980 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12744, page 7.
2981 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12744, page 8.
2982 Trevor Puttick joined Mowlem in March 1997 and left in November 2003.
2983 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12749, page 4.
2984 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12749, page 5.
2985 Stephen Diamond worked at Mowlem for 10 years, leaving in approximately 2004.
2987 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12749, page 5.
2988 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12743, page 7.
2989 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12749, page 11.
2990 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12743, page 5.
[sic] would, subject to sign off or agreement from the director in charge at the time.’

IV.515. When asked how a cover price to give to a competitor would be calculated, TP stated ‘we’d have the tender review meeting of our own, tender sum, and then at the end of that there would be a discussion around the table with the relevant director…the estimator, myself and…the contracts manager, if he was there, of what level of a figure to give, and that was often noted on the tender review form as well’. SD stated ‘when we had our firm price, then we’d ring them and say, I’d add a bit on and then say if you went over this price, you’d be, it would be okay, it would be enough, [you] wouldn’t be in the frame for the job’. When asked whether the giving of a cover price would be recorded, SD stated ‘I wouldn’t, no’.

IV.516. In its response to the Statement, Carillion stated that ‘Mowlem does not contest that certain employees (and/or former employees) participated in each of the three Relevant … Infringements nor does it contest its liability under the Chapter I prohibition…’

P Waller

IV.517. As part of its leniency application, P Waller provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. Two of the directors of P Waller expanded upon this explanation during interview: Philip Waller (‘PW’), Managing Director, and Hilary Jane Waller (‘JW’), Director and Company Secretary. P Waller specialised in general contracting for commercially based clients, health authorities, local authorities, universities and architects, and has completed projects to the value of [...]C, whilst being capable of taking contracts up to [...]C. P Waller was rarely involved in domestic work.

IV.518. In its leniency application P Waller confirmed that it participated in both the giving and taking of cover prices: ‘We have no defence that we were involved in giving and accepting cover prices on some tenders. This never advanced beyond giving/accepting assistance on projects that were not required for various reasons, or because deadlines could not be achieved’. PW said that as Managing Director it was his ultimate responsibility to decide if P Waller wanted to win the work or not, unless there were any unusual circumstances when the decision would be discussed. ‘Mostly it’s myself, but yes if there are doubtful areas then the surveyors and the contracts manager are brought into the discussion’. PW added that he made the decision on whether to give or take a cover price.
IV.519. P Waller provided with its leniency application lists of tenders in which it had been actively involved in cover pricing.\textsuperscript{3000} This information was based upon the recollections of PW and JW. P Waller subsequently produced an additional list of tenders in which it had taken cover prices.\textsuperscript{3001}

\textit{P Waller taking cover prices}

IV.520. PW confirmed that he carried out all the estimating duties for P Waller, but if the decision was that P Waller did not want or could not accommodate a tender then a cover would be sought. The tracing of other contractors on the tender list would be dealt with by JW. ‘Yes, if I’ve decided that we’re going to take a cover I would leave the admin of it to Jane’.\textsuperscript{3002} JW confirmed that ‘He [PW] would ask me to get a cover, yes’.\textsuperscript{3003} PW said that they would ask ‘various merchants’ who else was quoting.\textsuperscript{3004}

IV.521. JW would make telephone contact with companies likely to be on the tender list until she discovered a company which confirmed that it was submitting a tender price and which was willing to give P Waller a cover. PW said ‘she would ring them up, get the contact for the price’.\textsuperscript{3005}

IV.522. There are few documentary records kept of those tenders involving the receipt of a cover or of those tenders P Waller genuinely priced, but lost. PW said that ‘if we took a cover we had no interest in the contract it would be kept for a month maybe, but then we would literally destroy the documents’.\textsuperscript{3006} The OFT is therefore reliant upon the contents of desk diaries maintained by PW and JW and a small number of ‘Tender Book Note Sheets’\textsuperscript{3007} kept by JW.

IV.523. JW’s diaries contain regular references in note form to the fact that P Waller was seeking a cover for a specific tender. The entry would refer to the name of the tender, the company supplying the cover, and in some cases a contact name and telephone number e.g. ‘Ring Jeff at Hill Bros re cover for Robert Mellor School 10 am [...][C]’.\textsuperscript{3008} The entry was shown either on the day the tender was due to be submitted or the day preceding it.

IV.524. JW confirmed that it was her habit to place a tick alongside any entry in her diaries when the appropriate action had been taken or it had been completed/accomplished.\textsuperscript{3009}

IV.525. The ‘Tender Book Note Sheets’\textsuperscript{3010} were used by JW when securing a cover price. They consist of loose A4 sheets of paper ruled into columns with the names of contractors and telephone numbers listed down the left hand side of the page. The rest of the page is divided into five columns each headed with a tender name. As each contractor was contacted by JW, a cross would be

\textsuperscript{3000} Spreadsheet and schedule, OFT Document Reference 4035 and 4036.\textsuperscript{3001} List of tenders, OFT Document Reference 4507.\textsuperscript{3002} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6367, page 13.\textsuperscript{3003} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6366, page 3.\textsuperscript{3004} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6367, page 4.\textsuperscript{3005} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6367, page 13.\textsuperscript{3006} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13285, page 3.\textsuperscript{3007} Tender sheets, OFT Document Reference 3610.\textsuperscript{3008} Diary, OFT Document Reference 3622, page 111.\textsuperscript{3009} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6366, page 4.\textsuperscript{3010} Tender sheets, OFT Document Reference 3610.
inserted opposite their name until one was found who was willing to supply a cover, then either a tick or a name would be inserted opposite the company.

*P Waller giving cover prices*

IV.526. In addition to the list of covers received referred to in paragraph IV.519 above, P Waller provided a list of covers that it had provided to other contractors\(^{3011}\), naming the tender, tender date, contact and company and an indication as to whether P Waller won or lost the tender. This list included the following companies:

- [...] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

*Phoenix*

IV.527. As part of its leniency application, Phoenix provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.\(^{3012}\) The following Phoenix employees expanded upon this explanation during interview: Michael Williamson (‘MW’), Managing Director of Phoenix, and Matthew Pickering (‘MP’), senior estimator since January 2005. Roger Grace (‘RG’) was the previous senior estimator up to January 2005 and for another year or so worked on a part time basis at Phoenix. Due to ill health RG was unable to attend an interview. However, MW had close involvement in the tendering process at Phoenix, and was able to explain the process and the significance of the contemporaneous documentary evidence.

IV.528. In its leniency application Phoenix provided a list of cover pricing activity.\(^{3013}\) MW said that, ‘we got that information just by going through all the tenders and if there was anything written on any of the tenders we got it off that’.\(^{3014}\) The list only covered the period May 2004 to August 2005 as Phoenix explained that it did not keep tender paperwork longer than about two years.

IV.529. Phoenix stated in its response to the Statement that ‘...Phoenix has accepted that it engaged in cover pricing in breach of the Chapter I prohibition’.\(^{3015}\)

*Cover pricing – general*

IV.530. In its leniency application Phoenix confirmed that it participated in both the providing and receiving of cover prices, mainly for the reason of wanting to be retained on client lists.\(^{3016}\) MW explained that on receipt of a tender the estimator would formulate the estimate which would be discussed at a tender adjudication meeting shortly before the tender was submitted. MW explained

---

\(^{3011}\) List of tenders, OFT Document Reference 4508.

\(^{3012}\) Leniency letter, OFT Document Reference 4415.

\(^{3013}\) Schedule, OFT Document Reference 4416.

\(^{3014}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11328, page 8.

\(^{3015}\) Written representations of Phoenix, 27 June 2008, paragraph 91.

\(^{3016}\) Letter, OFT Document Reference 4415, page 1.
that, ‘at the end of the day the margins were sort of agreed by me you know I would have the final say’.

IV.531. MW explained that the only contact with a competitor close to the tender deadline would be for the purposes of cover pricing. MW confirmed that two contacts would take place with a competitor in respect of providing and taking a cover price. One, when the competitor or Phoenix asked for help and then, secondly, on the day of the tender submission or the day before the tender submission, there would be a further contact to either give or obtain the cover price. MW explained that, ‘they would ring us ...right towards the 11th hour and give us a price’. MW also confirmed that it would generally be the estimators who would make such contact and that the contact would be by telephone.

Phoenix taking cover prices

IV.532. MW said if Phoenix had decided to take a cover that in order to find out where to obtain a cover price, ‘We would probably try and ring one of the suppliers who was named to see if they’d had enquiries from anybody else...’

IV.533. MP confirmed if he wanted a cover price, ‘you would probably try and ring up a few days before the tender date just to make sure that they can give you a cover price...if they’d say, yes they can help you, you would wait for a phone call, probably ring them a day before the tender’s due back’.

Phoenix giving cover prices

IV.534. For providing a cover MP said, ‘they’re ringing me up a few days before the tender’s due in and they’ll see if I’m prepared to give them a cover price and then either I’ll ring them with the information or they’ll ring me last minute’.

IV.535. MW explained that when Phoenix was giving a cover price he would work out the value of the cover price by adding, ‘a small percentage, you just put a figure, what you feel is comfortable...’. MW agreed that it would be worked out on a job by job basis.

Contemporaneous documents – tender documentation

IV.536. Phoenix explained that where there had been contact with other companies in respect of cover pricing these contacts would be handwritten on the relevant tender documentation. Documents provided with the leniency application gave examples of such annotations. For receiving a cover, annotations would indicate the name, phone number and company of the person who was providing the cover together with the cover price. For providing a cover handwritten annotations again would give the name, company and telephone number of who was receiving the cover price. In addition where MW had priced a job, a

3017 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11328, page 5.
3019 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11328, page 7.
3020 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11327, page 5.
3023 Tender invitation, OFT Document Reference 4425.
3024 Tender return, OFT Document Reference 4129.
tender summary sheet was produced and if a cover price(s) was given this would be typed on the tender summary sheet.\textsuperscript{3025}

\textit{Propencity}

IV.537. The Propencity leniency application was made on behalf of its subsidiaries Totty, Totty Building, Jackson which until December 2005 was the parent company of Jackson BS, and Dean & Bowes

IV.538. The following individuals from Propencity were interviewed:

\textit{Totty}
Jonathan Kirby (‘JK’), Commercial Director;
Martin Miller (‘MM’), Bid Manager, Commercial Division;
John Gittins (‘JG’), Managing Director Public Division; and
Steve Rhodes (‘SR’), Bid Manager Public Division.

\textit{Totty Building}
Philip Ryder (‘PR’), Managing Director; and
Alan Loveday (‘AL’), Commercial Manager.

\textit{Jackson}
Bernard Clarke (‘BC’), Managing Director;
John Rhodes (‘JR’), Pre Contracts Manager;
Stuart Talbot (‘ST’), Pre Contracts Manager;
Colin Jackson (‘CJ’), Senior Estimator;
Philip Cooper (‘PC’), Senior Estimator; and
John Harvey (‘JH’), Senior Estimator.

IV.539. Propencity confirmed in its leniency application that it had taken a decision at a Board of Directors’ meeting held on 25 April 2006, not to continue to partake in cover pricing.\textsuperscript{3026} Furthermore it stated that a compliance policy was being drafted and that all appropriate staff had been advised that it was contrary to company policy to either give or take cover prices.

IV.540. In its response to the Statement, Propencity confirmed that it accepted ‘...liability for giving or receiving cover prices in relation to all [its Infringements outlined in the Statement]’\textsuperscript{3027}

\textit{Totty}

IV.541. Totty underwent a structural reorganisation in April 2005. Prior to the reorganisation tenders for both the public and private sector would be processed within the one Estimating section for Totty. After the reorganisation Totty was split into two Estimating sections, one which dealt with the contracts for the public sector and the other which dealt with the private sector or commercial sector. The tenders subject of this investigation occurred both before and after the reorganisation. The organisational set up at the time of each tender is explained in paragraphs II.1051 to II.1095 of the Parties section above.

\textsuperscript{3025} Tender return, OFT Document Reference 4134.
\textsuperscript{3026} Minutes, OFT Document Reference A1265.
\textsuperscript{3027} Written representations of Propencity, 27 June 2008, paragraph 1.4.
IV.542. The reorganisation within Totty made no change in terms of the internal documents that were created when pricing up a tender. On receipt of a tender, a tender appraisal form was completed which recorded details such as the return date, client name and description of works. The main contemporaneous document completed within Totty during the tender process was the Tender Final Summary sheet. MM explained that if a tender was the subject of cover pricing, this would be written on the Tender Final Summary sheet. JK explained that the Tender Final Summary sheet was completed by the relevant estimator and brought to the tender settlement meeting. The tender settlement meeting took place prior to the submission of the tender and any information added to this form in relation to cover pricing would be added before the tender deadline.

IV.543. The staff involved in the preparation of a tender submission would have been a Bid Manager, who was responsible for a team which included the estimator working on that tender. The Bid Manager system had been in place since approximately 2003 and prior to this there was a more traditional estimator led role of preparing the tender.

IV.544. Knowledge within Totty of cover pricing was widespread. SR confirmed ‘any estimator who processed the job really and obviously, everybody above him, director wise, would be aware of it at some stage up until the bid day…from board level down’. JK also confirmed that, ‘then logically the divisional MD [Managing Director], well, probably everybody who attended a tender settlement [meeting]…you’ve got your divisional MD, commercial director, construction director, estimator, planner, design and build. And probably the senior the QS [Quantity Surveyor], who’s going to be looking after the job. So in terms of who has knowledge of cover pricing was going on I would say it wasn’t a secret, if you like. You didn’t advertise it, you didn’t need to. But it wasn’t sort of kept under cover or under wraps, so pretty well everybody’.

Totty taking cover prices

IV.545. JK explained how Totty would find who the competition was on a job, ‘There were two routes, one quite often, you know, during the tender process subcontractors would just actually tell you…And then there was also an outfit who actually found out. I don’t know what they did but you could ring this [Glennigans] outfit and they told you who was on the tender lists’. In addition SR said that, ‘occasionally when you go to an interview to go on a tender list, you’ll see other bidders there…After that it’s when you start talking to any of the key subcontractors…So when you’re, when you’re chasing your quotations or even when you’re having a dialogue about whether they’d like to price the job… it’s a general question ”Who else have you had enquiries from?”’.

IV.546. SR said that when seeking a cover, ‘you’d make the first phone call to make sure somebody would help you out…And then…the day before you’d ring them

---

3029 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11354, page 8.
3030 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11352, page 16.
3033 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11352, page 7.
3034 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11351, page 8.
or they’d ring you with that price they wanted you to put on your form of tender’.  

Totty giving cover prices

IV.547. For providing a cover SR explained that there was ‘a phone call halfway through the process, can you help us out. Typically I’d say yes without asking anybody…And then obviously we’d ring somebody up and dictate to them what figure they should put…’.

IV.548. JK explained if Totty had been asked to provide a cover that, ‘There would be three of us that would discuss it. There would be the estimator because he’s got to give it. There would be myself because I’m the sort of line manager and there would be our divisional managing director. So the three of us would agree at sort of, we’d sort of – you’ve obviously got to have certainty of what your price is because you haven’t got your price together and you go and give a price you then find out that the cover you’ve given is less that yours, well you just drop somebody else in it. So the decision was sort of collective in a way but we’d say, yes, make it about…so it must have been a joint decision’.

IV.549. JK further explained how the cover figure was calculated, ‘it was arrived at literally by leaving it as late as you could because you’d got to get your own price and then you’d add 10% or something onto it. You didn’t tell them what your price was but if you knew your price was £5 million you’d say, well, tell them to go in at somewhere around £5.5 million’. MM said that the figure, ‘It tended to be somewhere between 5 and 7½% higher than our figure’.

Totty Building

IV.550. Totty Building generally dealt with smaller tenders up to a value of [………] while the holding company, Totty, dealt with tenders starting from [………] upwards.

IV.551. Totty Building, independently of the rest of Propency, stopped cover pricing in November 2005. AL said that, ‘we have done for the last 18 months, and we’d already instigated this before the OFT visited us’ and ‘It was made on my recommendation to Phillip Ryder and his co-director Gareth More, to say, look, it’s wrong that we suck in more enquiries that we can actually price. In the longer term if we don’t bid competitively we’ll ultimately start to receive less enquiries because, you know, you’re seen to be not as successful, not as competitive as you would be if you were able to reduce the number of enquiries that’s coming in but give them 100% attention. And they supported me in that’. This was confirmed by PR who said that, ‘…I don’t think this is really in the best interests of the client, the industry, ourselves…not only that, it’s actually illegal’.
IV.552. On receipt of a tender, as explained in respect of Totty, a tender appraisal form was completed which recorded details such as the return date, client name and description of works. Also as with Totty, the main contemporaneous document completed during the tender process was the Tender Final Summary Sheet. As an example, in respect of one particular tender\textsuperscript{3042}, AL confirmed that he as the estimator would enter ‘C’\textsuperscript{3043} against competitors in the Competition section of the Tender Final Summary Sheet.

**Totty Building taking cover prices**

IV.553. Both AL and PR confirmed the actual exchange of cover prices took place at estimator level and that this would be with the knowledge of PR, ‘he’d\textsuperscript{3044} come to me and say “I’m not going to be able to submit a bid. I think in this instance I’m going to ask...obtain a cover”’. AL explained how Totty Building would find who the competition was, ‘You get it from the supply chain, sub-contractors, named suppliers in the tender documents. There’s an organisation called Builder’s Conference that we get the information from\textsuperscript{3045}.

**Totty Building giving cover prices**

IV.554. AL explained how the exchange of cover prices took place, ‘by personal contact on telephone between one estimator and another. Just to say look, are you pricing this job? Yes, we are. Well, we can’t finish our tender, can you help us?’\textsuperscript{3046} AL further explained how the cover figure was calculated, ‘Generally I would say somewhere between 0\% and 5\%, but generally round about 5\% above ours\textsuperscript{3047}.

**Jackson**

IV.555. In December 2005 Jackson underwent a reorganisation and estimating was split into two companies. However, all the Infringements relating to Jackson pre-date this reorganisation, and the process discussed below relates only to the period prior to December 2005.

IV.556. JR explained that he managed a team of estimators and when an estimator was allocated a tender, JR would write the estimator’s initials in the tender register. JR confirmed that it would normally be himself, rather than the relevant estimator assigned to a tender, who would make the telephone call to a competitor to either take or provide a cover.

IV.557. In addition, on receipt of a tender, a tender summary sheet was prepared. The basic details of the job, i.e. value, submission date etc, would be completed on the sheet by JR and the job allocated to an estimator.

IV.558. JR confirmed that most of the senior staff and estimators at Jackson were aware of cover pricing. BC confirmed that he was aware that JR was engaged in giving and taking covers and recording the information in the tender book.\textsuperscript{3048}

\textsuperscript{3042} Tender final summary, OFT Document Reference A2285.
\textsuperscript{3043} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11349, page 12.
\textsuperscript{3044} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11353, page 9.
\textsuperscript{3045} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11349, page 6.
\textsuperscript{3046} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11349, page 7.
\textsuperscript{3047} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11349, page 8.
\textsuperscript{3048} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11344, pages 7 and 8.
Jackson taking cover prices

IV.559. The main contemporaneous document completed within Jackson, provided under leniency, was a handwritten tender book maintained by JR, the pre contracts manager for Jackson until he left the company on 13 April 2006. The tender book covers all of Jackson’s business until December 2005 prior to the reorganisation. The tender book records details of where a cover price was taken.3049

IV.560. JR explained how he recorded details in his tender book. ‘As I say probably shortly after the bids were returned. It may have been the next day, it may have been the next week or it may have been when I had to fill in one of these other [board] reports’3050 and ‘I’d complete the…initial details, for example, the estimate number…the date the tender was received, that information had been recorded early on in the tender process but the details of the actual price that was submitted…if it was a cover, who it was received from, that would have been…written in at some point after the bid was actually submitted’.3051

IV.561. JR explained the annotations in relation to cover pricing made in the tender book, ‘the cover price would probably have been written in…when I produced a report. I’d produce reports for the board either weekly or monthly or whenever and when I was bringing the information up to date that was probably the most likely time I would have recorded the information’.3052

IV.562. JR explained how Jackson would find out who the competition was: ‘there’s a practice known as the Builders Conference and, we would talk to them on a regular basis about projects that come in and they would circulate details and a few weeks later some details about who else was on the tender list would come back’ and ‘If we were particularly keen to know the only other way would be to ring other contractors and ask them if there was, they were tendering for that particular project’.3053

IV.563. JR confirmed that the communication of the cover price was by telephone, ‘I would make contact with them and speak to someone in authority, ask them if they would provide a price on a particular project involved…they may respond immediately or they may come back to me and then the next contact would be when the price was given’.3054

Jackson giving cover prices

IV.564. Where Jackson gave a cover price, this was not recorded in the tender book maintained by JR.3055

IV.565. In respect of Jackson providing a cover JR confirmed that ‘If, another company had asked Jackson’s for a price, that would have been discussed at,

3050 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, pages 10 and 11.
3051 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 11.
3052 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 10.
3053 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 5.
adjudication and that information would have been known to the director sitting in on the adjudication meeting’. 3056

IV.566. JR further explained how the cover figure was calculated, ‘it would normally [be] about 5% above the price that we were putting in ourselves unless, directed to the contrary’. 3057

Simons/Wrights

IV.567. As part of its leniency application, Simons’ legal representatives stated that ‘...the evidence of infringement of Chapter I of the Competition Act has been uncovered in relation to the minor building works part of the construction business, in Wrights and in the local offices of SCL [Simons]’ 3058 However, they stated ‘the business culture of Wrights, which was acquired by SCL in 1998, differed from that of the Group as a whole’. 3059 The OFT discusses in more detail the practice of giving and taking of cover prices for both Wrights and local offices of Simons in separate sections below.

IV.568. The legal representatives provided a general overview of Wrights’ part in the process of cover pricing. They stated that ‘Wrights was engaged over a sustained period (beginning prior to the entry into force on 1 March 2000 of the Chapter I prohibition and continuing until, we believe, around April 2003, when the estimating director Arthur Fox left the business) in the seeking and giving of cover prices on various contracts’. 3060 They also stated, ‘So far as Simons Group has been able to ascertain, this practice was not actively encouraged by those responsible for the operational management of Wrights. Nonetheless, it is clear that it went on in the knowledge of senior personnel, including Colin Sargeant [‘CS’] who was, for a time, Managing Director of Wrights’. 3061

IV.569. In relation to minor building works at Simons, the legal representatives stated, ‘The practice of seeking and giving cover prices also went on in relation to minor building works within a number of the Local Works operations. In particular, it appears that such activity was being undertaken in Lincoln, Nottingham and York. It seems likely that this activity also continued until around mid-2003’. 3062 They continued, ‘This practice appears to have been condoned (in the period up to March 2000 at least) by those responsible for operational management of Local Works, including Roger Hall who was then Director of the Local Works operations’. 3063

IV.570. The legal representatives stated, ‘The practice of cover pricing appears historically to have been prevalent within the industry and, according to Roger Hall, helping out a competitor by providing a cover price where that competitor did not have a desire (or the capacity) to undertake a project seems to have

been accepted commercial custom and practice, at least for certain types of work and client’.

IV.571. They further explained, ‘Putting in tenders based on a cover price, on projects which a contractor did not wish to win, enabled a rapport to be maintained with the client, whereas “returning” tenders (i.e. sending them back to the clients without pricing them) ran the risk that the company would be dropped from the list of contractors invited to bid in future’.

IV.572. Simons has not generally provided contemporaneous documentary evidence of covers having been sought. The legal representatives stated, ‘This is due principally to the fact that, under the tendering procedures policy within SCL’s quality manual, tenders which have been submitted but where SCL has not succeeded in winning the contract are to be kept for a period of 12 months only, and then destroyed. Where covers were taken then the tender would have been lost in the normal course of events and, therefore, the file destroyed in line with the document retention policy’.

Wrights

IV.573. In respect of the process of cover pricing at Wrights, the legal representatives stated, ‘…whilst Arthur Fox was Estimating Director…[employed by Wrights from 1996 to April 2003] the practice of taking cover prices was prevalent, allowing Fox to manage the number of tenders that were being processed’. In addition they stated ‘The firms from whom covers would typically be sought or to whom they would have been given include Lindums Construction Company Limited…and RG Carters Limited’.

IV.574. During a voluntary interview on 26 April 2007, Arthur Fox (‘AF’) described the tender process at Wrights. AF explained that tenders arriving at the office, ‘…used to go to the managing director, in the first place, who would then probably bring them into me…and we would have a tender meeting at least once a week. Normally on a Monday morning…so we would decide which jobs we were pricing and which jobs we were not pricing’, based on ‘…the type of job, the value of the job, bearing in mind our current workload, future workload…there was…lots of variables in there’. AF confirmed to the legal representatives, ‘that taking covers was normal to allow him to manage the very high numbers of tenders that were being processed. All estimators within local competitor firms were well known to each other and a contractor would normally expect to receive assistance from a competitor if it was asked for’.

IV.575. On receipt of a tender AF would enter the contract details on a ‘management estimating report’. AF explained that the purpose of these reports was ‘just a report to the rest of the board on, on what was going on in the…estimating department. Enquiries received in the period, not only on major contracts, but

3065 Leniency report, OFT Document Reference B3580, pages 10 and 11.
3069 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13131, page 2.
3070 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13131, pages 2 and 3.
AF explained that the contracts would be categorised into levels of interest. AF stated category ‘...one would certainly be...tenders which were of our particular interest’. CS stated category two was used for jobs that Wrights was ‘kind of interested in’. Finally Category 3 or ‘others’ was used when the tender was to be returned to the client, a square foot price submitted or a cover price taken.

IV.576. CS confirmed that originally Category 3 contracts were referred to as covers, ‘...I can remember challenging Andy Rowe, that, you know, covers wasn’t a word that we wanted to see written on a piece of paper’. He also stated ‘you’ve seen the documentation where the piece of paper said covers on it...we did get to the stage where I said, we just can’t have that on a piece of paper...we can’t openly record the fact that the way we’re going to deal with these tenders we don’t want...is to get involved in this practice. Now, that certainly is a conversation I recall having with Arthur...you can’t record something, in that way’. CS was asked whether it was a case of not recording cover prices, or of changing company practice. CS sighed and replied, ‘Well I can’t...it’s more not recording it than changing practice’.

IV.577. AF explained that he would not actively try and find out who his competitors were on a particular contract, ‘...we’d just find out as a matter of course. Suppliers will tell us, or subcontractors will...That’s just part of a normal conversation with subcontractors and suppliers, and it, it happens all the time’. AF continued, ‘...and we’d also get it from marketing companies...like the ABI...’.

IV.578. During interview, CS explained that once a decision had been taken not to price a tender ‘Arthur would get on to the phones to arrange some kind of cover activity’.

IV.579. Brian Ockert (‘BO’), Technical Support Manager for SCL and previously an estimator at Wrights, confirmed that ‘Wrights were involved in giving cover prices as well as seeking them. He recalls he received occasional calls from competitors requesting “help” with a price. He understood help in this context to mean a cover price. He would usually speak to Arthur Fox who would then contact the competitor, although on a couple of occasions he contacted the competitor himself with a price that had already been calculated by Fox’.

IV.580. AF confirmed that if he had been approached by a competitor for a cover price he would bring it to the attention of either CS, Managing Director from September 1998 to April 2002, or Andy Rowe (‘AR’), Managing Director from April 2002 to April 2003, at the tender adjudication meeting.
that the giving of a cover price to a competitor could have been carried out by AF, CS or AR, ‘I suppose any of us might have done that, you know, it depends who was available’. 3084

Simons – Minor Building Works

IV.581. In respect of the process of cover pricing at Simons, the legal representatives stated, ‘The Local Works operations were under the responsibility of Roger Hall who was on the board of SCL at that time. Hall has admitted that he knew cover pricing was going on in Wrights and in the Local Works operations of SCL in Lincoln, Nottingham and York and that on occasions he would instruct estimators to take covers…’. 3085 Roger Hall (‘RH’) started working for Simon’s in 1968 as a surveyor and eventually worked his way through the business to become Chief Operating Officer in 2005.

IV.582. During an interview on 15 March 2007 RH was asked if he was involved in the decision to price a tender. RH replied ‘…certainly in the Lincoln patch I would have quite an influence…’. 3086 RH confirmed that in relation to the other Simons offices the decision to tender for a contract would be made locally, however, ‘The bigger it got the more likely it was to get to me or to the division surveyor’. 3087

Lincoln

IV.583. In respect of the process of the exchange of cover prices in Lincoln, ‘Roger Hall recalled using Bill Dickinson as a sub-contracted estimator between 2000-2001 when the Lincoln and Boston offices were too busy’. 3088 The legal representatives stated ‘Around once or twice a year, Hall recalls that he would receive a call from Bill Dickinson saying that he was too busy to price the tenders. Hall recalls that he would try to persuade him to do the work or if all else failed to “get some help”. By this he meant that he should take a cover price’. 3089

IV.584. The legal representatives stated, ‘Hall’s evidence has been confirmed by a number of other employees at the Lincoln office at that time’. 3090 In addition they stated, ‘…within Lincoln, other key competitors from whom covers would have been sought/to whom covers would have been given include…Lindums…’. 3091

IV.585. Barry Molsom (‘BM’), Contract Manager, recalled that ‘…calls were received from competitors requesting cover prices in relation to tenders for minor building works which the Local Works operations had properly priced, and covers were given. Molsom explained that, although he may have taken calls, he did not provide prices himself but would seek guidance from the Divisional Directors and Surveyor. He would contact Roger Hall or Steve Foster. Not all calls from competitors came through to him as most would ask to speak to an
Estimator rather than a Contract Manager’.

BM stated that he had ‘no recollection of ringing competitors to request a cover price but believes that Bill Dickinson may have been given instructions to do so by the management who at the time would have been Roger Hall and Steve Foster where he was too busy to properly price the work’.

Nottingham

IV.586. In respect of the tender preparation process in the Nottingham office, Martin Ledingham (‘ML’), an estimator for Simons from 1999 until June 2003, explained that the decision as to whether to tender for a contract was made by, ‘usually a joint decision between manager and myself’.

ML confirmed that if a decision was made not to tender for a contract the tender would either be sent back or Simons would take a cover price.

IV.587. The legal representatives stated ‘There were essentially three ways of identifying the contractors to contact for a cover price: Discussion with subcontractors; speaking to John Woolley [sic], who was involved in the Builders Guild; and through information received from the Builders Conference’.

IV.588. They also stated ‘Ledingham identified a number of companies and individuals to whom he would turn for cover prices and explained the process he would go through. The same companies asked for covers from SCL. These were as follow: Mike Robbins of Frudd Construction (Nottingham); Tom Scothen [sic] of Woodsends (Nottingham); Richard Bodill of Bodill’s (Nottingham); Tomlinsons (Derby); Fish Construction (Nottingham). Ledingham explained that he would ask for a specific person or the estimator and the person at the other company would simply provide a figure. This figure would already have been inflated by the company providing it (i.e. it was the figure that SCL could include in a tender as a cover price)’.

IV.589. ML explained how the exchange of covers worked in practice: ‘You’d phone a particular company up and say, you know, we don’t want to price this job can you give us some help?’.

ML explained that he would know who to contact, ‘via the list of names you’d get from John Woolly [sic]. Or from subcontractors or whoever...If you got a job you’d perhaps leave it for a day, a week, whatever, you’d make a decision and then you’d seek help’.

York

IV.590. The legal representatives spoke to four individuals who were at that time employed in the Local Works operation in York, in addition to Roger Hall. They reported ‘These individuals confirm that where the York Local Works operation was invited to tender for work which it ultimately did not want...“assistance” would be sought on occasions from competitors in the form of cover prices’.

---

3092 Leniency report, OFT Document Reference B3580, pages 17 and 18.
3094 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12775, page 2.
3095 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12775, page 2.
3098 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12775, page 3.
3099 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12775, page 3.
During interview Phil Bewers (‘PB’) Regional Manager of the York Office explained that ‘...it would depend on the client again. But, if it was a client we were working with and we wanted to stay involved with...we’d probably take a cover price’.

IV.591. The legal representatives explained, ‘Assistance would normally be sought from one of six “preferred” firms. These were identified by Stephen Kenneally [Contracts Manager] as follows: ...Hobson and Porter’. They also stated ‘The decision to seek a cover price was normally a joint decision involving Kenneally, Bewers and possibly (depending on project value or risk) Hall’.

IV.592. They also stated, ‘In relation to [………..] [C] jobs, Bewers explained that his recollection is that 90% of calls from competitors for covers would have come to him. Other calls would have gone to Ray Holgate, Steve Duncan or Stephen Watson and other general surveyors employed at the time’. Eversheds added, ‘The “preferred” firms would contact the York Local Works office from time to time for a cover price. Covers were given to these firms with similar frequency to that with which they were taken’. PB confirmed that the exchange of cover prices was always carried out by telephone.

Sol

IV.593. As part of its leniency application, Sol provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This was supplemented by interviews with the following employees: Adrian Whiteside (‘AW’), Managing Director, Andrew Turner (‘AT’), Senior Estimator, and John Cummings (‘JC’), Chief Estimator.

IV.594. Sol was a relatively small company, run by a board of three directors. Sol employed estimators who were responsible for preparing tenders in relation to invitations to tender received by Sol. Once a tender had been prepared by an estimator all tenders were reviewed by either the managing director, another director or a divisional director before submission to the client. As a result of this practice, the Board of Directors and senior management was able to keep up to date with all tenders with which the company was involved.

IV.595. Sol asserted that the process of procuring tenders was usually very protracted and frequently involved detailed contact with the client’s professional advisers and the client over an extended period of time. This made planning the estimating workload and construction workload on site very difficult and frequently impossible. Additionally tender enquiries could be received without prior knowledge.

3101 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12776, page 2.
3106 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12776, page 3.
3107 Report, OFT Document Reference 4356.
3108 Report, OFT Document Reference 4357.
IV.596. In his interview with the OFT, AT described the process of handling an invitation to tender received from the client, that Sol wanted to win:\footnote{3109}

- A tender came into the office;
- The estimator checked that all the documentation was there;
- He reported to the construction or the tendering team with the basic information about the work;
- Then he proceeded to work out the cost for the construction;
- The contracts manager provided a preliminary cost to add on;
- Then at a tender settlement meeting the estimating team discussed the job and decided on a profit;
- That provided a tender figure that Sol submitted to the client and;
- Details of competition were obtained on the telephone while talking to suppliers and sub-contractors.

IV.597. Sol employees expanded upon this explanation during interview, as follows.

IV.598. JC told the OFT that he was responsible for all tendering procedures, with AT only having any direct responsibility during JC’s absences for holidays or sickness.\footnote{3110}

IV.599. JC continued, ‘we have a marketing team who try and keep me informed of what job’s on the horizon. When the jobs actually arrive in the office, I will peruse all the documents, get a feel for the job depending on size, we’ll have what we call a launch meeting where we…sort of launch the job to other people that’s involved with it – contracts managers, other, other management, then set about the nitty-gritty of the tender, sending out the sub contracting enquiries, sending out material enquiries, waiting for them to come back and then start putting the tender together; pricing sections that we do, what we call builders’ work, you know, that Sol do, that Sol rather than subcontract, get that up and running, then get the subcontractors’ quotes in, analyse all those, include those in the bid as appropriate. Then put it all together, get all the figures together, ready for a tender meeting. We would go through the job and sort of adjudicate it and put little bits of profit margins on and stuff like that’.\footnote{3111}

IV.600. JC said that AW would have the final say in consultation with himself and the other managers as to whether or not the tender was attractive.\footnote{3112} He added that once a month he (JC) would prepare an Estimating Board Report for the benefit of the three managing directors. This was to keep them up to date for the monthly board meeting. It would include ‘C’ markings for cover prices where appropriate. When asked if the Board were all aware of the practice of cover pricing, JC replied, ‘Oh, absolutely, yeah’.\footnote{3113}

\textit{Sol taking cover prices}

IV.601. Sol said that when the estimating workload was fully taken up, the receipt of an unexpected tender enquiry or an expected one that arrived late, could leave the undertaking in a position where it did not have the capacity or time to

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item \footnote{3109} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6382.
  \item \footnote{3110} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 22.
  \item \footnote{3111} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 2.
  \item \footnote{3112} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 3.
  \item \footnote{3113} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11369, page 1.
dedicate to a tender, even one from a sought after or existing client. Other factors were staff holidays and sickness and the late arrival of sub-contractors’ quotations.\textsuperscript{3114}

IV.602. Stated options for the company in the event of a shortage of capacity or time were:

- to return the tender and risk alienating the client and being removed from tender lists;
- to submit a tender based on a previous, similar tender with the added risk that entailed, appearing uncompetitive with a loss of company credibility as a result; or
- to obtain a cover price.\textsuperscript{3115}

IV.603. The advantage of the cover price was that it allowed the company to submit a competitive tender without upsetting a client. It was regarded as an industry ‘norm’ and until 2004 Sol was unaware that it was anti-competitive and illegal.\textsuperscript{3116}

IV.604. Management at Sol, AW, would make the final decision as to whether or not a tender was attractive to Sol. If it was not, for whatever reason, a cover price would be sought from one of Sol’s competitors. AW said in interview with the OFT, ‘...and it would be my final decision whether we proceeded or not actually’.\textsuperscript{3117} When asked what factors were taken into account when seeking a cover price from a competitor, AW said, ‘Well really the level of work on the site actually. Obviously whether we’ve got – whether we’ve just won jobs, whether we’re starting a number of jobs together, whether we’ve got site staff available to run them, whether we’ve got staff in the office to manage them...there’s a whole team that’s required to run and manage that project. And if they’re very busy doing other things then the job is going to suffer, so you’ve got to take a decision whether, you know, you’ll let the client know the other job’s suffering basically. So, yeah, that’s sort of the final decision’.\textsuperscript{3118} When asked further if he made the decision alone to obtain a cover price from a competitor, AW said, ‘No I’d say after consultation with the various people who provide those services within the organisation. But obviously as MD at the end of the day you’ve got to make that decision’.\textsuperscript{3119}

IV.605. JC, in his interview with the OFT, said that not wishing to upset a client by not submitting a tender figure was the fundamental reason for taking a cover price.\textsuperscript{3120}

IV.606. JC said that if the tender was deemed ‘... not attractive...we’d look who the client was and if it was a client that we’d done a lot of work for...and didn’t want to upset, we may then get involved and try to sort...a cover price out...if it was a client who’s a complete one-off, say, a developer who’d just come into town, probably wasn’t serious anyway and perhaps he’s looking for a

\textsuperscript{3114} Statement, OFT Document Reference 4357, page 2.
\textsuperscript{3115} Statement, OFT Document Reference 4357, page 2.
\textsuperscript{3116} Statement, OFT Document Reference 4357, page 2.
\textsuperscript{3117} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6381, page 4.
\textsuperscript{3118} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6381, pages 4 and 5.
\textsuperscript{3119} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6381, page 5.
\textsuperscript{3120} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 3.
IV.607. Details of other undertakings were obtained by Sol from sub-contractors and suppliers and the Builders’ Conference.3122

IV.608. AW said that the exchange of cover prices was ‘… normally done by telephone, and our Chief Estimator [JC] would normally deal with that aspect of it…’ .3123

IV.609. When asked when he would contact a competitor for a cover price, JC confirmed that there would be an initial contact days or weeks before the tender deadline to arrange the cover price3124 and that subsequently ‘you couldn’t get a cover price until they’d finished it, obviously…So, you’d be right up…It could be on the morning the tender was due in [that a cover price would be given by the competitor]’.3125

IV.610. When asked how he would record the taking of a cover price, JC replied, ‘Well, you’ve seen it in my book, obviously. With a C’,3126 AW said ‘John normally put a little ‘c’ in his book, actually, which I think you’ve probably seen because you’ve seen that documentation’ [the Tender Register]. He continued, ‘Yeah, that’s it and it’s quite clear there that there’s a ‘c’ against it actually. I mean it wasn’t particularly hidden. It was a part of everyday life actually’.3127

IV.611. AT said that the letter ‘C’ next to a competitor’s name on the Tender Summary sheet showed that a cover price had been obtained or given.3128

IV.612. When asked how Sol arrived at a cover price JC said, ‘I just get a figure. I mean, the guy finishes up his tender, like me giving covers the same, and he’ll just add on a percentage to put us well clear of the field and I’d take his, whatever figure he gave me, I’d take as read’.3129

Sol giving cover prices

IV.613. JC in interview stated that when giving a cover price to a competitor, the competitor would ring up and ask for a cover price. A ‘C’ would be put next to the competitor’s name in the Competitors Box in the Tender Register and ‘from Sol’ written next to it.3130

IV.614. JC added that when giving out a cover price he would add a percentage to his own figure. ‘I’d just give him a figure. That’s what you want to go in at’.3131

When asked what percentage figure he used, JC said, ‘5 to 10 per cent I work on, obviously not making it an exact five or an exact six and stuff’.3132

---

3121 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 3.
3122 www.buildersconference.co.uk.
3124 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368 page 7.
3125 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 5.
3126 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 5.
3127 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6381, pages 13 and 14.
3128 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11367, page 5.
3131 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 7.
asked how he would record giving a cover to a competitor JC replied, ‘With the same thing [in his tender register]. Yeah, the same’.3133

IV.615. AT said that the letter ‘C’ next to a competitor’s name on the Tender Summary sheet showed that a cover price had been obtained or given.3134

Companies with whom Sol engaged in cover pricing

IV.616. Sol provided the OFT with a list of the companies with whom it engaged in cover pricing. The list included the following companies:

- […] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

Strata

IV.617. As part of its leniency application, Strata made available current employees and provided contact details for ex-employees to be interviewed. During these voluntary interviews the individuals were asked to give an explanation of Strata’s involvement in cover pricing.

IV.618. Julian Kawecki (‘JK’), started working for Strata in 1976 as Estimating Surveyor progressing to Estimating Director and finally Managing Director until leaving Strata’s employment in August 2005. JK explained during interview that the tender process post 2000 was that on receipt of a tender ‘It would be booked in, logged in, given a number, we would decide whether to price it or not’.3136 The decision as to whether to price the project would then be made by ‘the Managing Director, Estimating Director, Contracts Manager, Contracts Director’.3137 JK went on to explain ‘The Contract’s Director was John McCready, the Commercial Director was Steve Marshall and the Planning Director was Norman Hudson. The Managing Director was Doug Page before I

3133 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 5.
3134 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11367, page 5.
3135 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 4361.
3137 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13156, page 4.
took over from Doug ...’.

The decision whether to price a job was made at a weekly meeting and one of the estimators would be tasked with obtaining a cover for tenders on which the management had decided Strata would not be submitting a competitive tender.

IV.619. Paul Throssell (‘PT’), an estimator at Strata employed since 1980 explained that a document referred to by Strata as the Estimating Tracking document (and previously called by Strata the ‘Contracts in Hand sheet’) tracks the work that we have coming in, Jane Bell an administration assistant produces this once it’s come in and we have futures meetings, that’s the heads of department and the directors... and then they track it through’. ... ‘How it works is that, Paul Taylor gets involved, he’s the marketing manager, ... the bid manager, the marketing manager, the directors, also put their bits of information as it comes in, and Jane types all the information into this document, that they produce for the futures meeting, and they go through the various different pieces of information that have come in, for the different jobs. I get a copy of this, but I don’t have any involvement in actually producing it ...

Strata taking cover prices

IV.620. JK and one of the estimators would go through the Estimating Tracking document and JK would allocate the estimators work, including the task of obtaining a cover price for a tender. PT confirmed in interview that it was ‘Usually me’ who was tasked with obtaining a cover price. A document found on the OFT’s visit under section 28 on 6 July 2005 set out the estimators’ job roles, within which cover pricing is mentioned: ‘covers, to/from where appropriate’.

IV.621. PT explained that ‘On what we would now call the tracking document, on the contracts in hand sheet that I mentioned earlier, where we listed down the jobs and when the jobs were due in, there’d be a C, if we were going to cover it, there’d be a C on that sheet against the job’. PT confirmed in interview that the presence of a ‘C’ in the estimator column on the tracking document would indicate that Strata obtained a cover price in relation to that tender.

IV.622. JK said the estimators would find out who was pricing the tender, ‘From subcontractors suppliers ringing around. You always got to find out the competition, everybody does’. JK also went on to explain that there were organisations they could approach to find out who was on a tender list. In reference to the Builders Conference JK said.... ‘Yeah. People would ring in and say they are on the list they would tell you who was on the list’. JK also went on to state that Glennigans and Contract Journal also published tender lists.

---

3138 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13156, page 5.
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IV.623. On tenders where Strata was taking a cover price PT explained ‘If we were taking a cover, then we would ring them once we found out who was pricing it, we would ring them and ask them first if they were pricing it, and then if they could help us out, because we were struggling either with the amount of work we’d got in already, or meeting a tender date, that was the reason we did it’ … ‘And then the day before the tender was due in, we’d ring them up and say, if they hadn’t already contacted us, we’d ring them and say, you said you were going to give us a cover, can you tell me when we can have this price, so it was still, the tender was still delivered as a genuine tender, so it was still hand delivered’.3148

IV.624. Duncan Ironmonger (‘DI’), employed as senior estimator in 1999 and subsequently Chief Estimator before he left Strata’s employment in October 2004, was also involved in cover pricing. On the OFT’s visit under section 28 on 6 July 2005 a document entitled ‘Strata Chief Estimator Roll’ was found. Item two on that list says ‘Meet with Julian to decide what we are pricing, covering or returning’.3149 DI explained how cover pricing worked in practice, ‘You ring up the competition, are you pricing it. No matter who, you weren’t bothered who, just as long as you didn’t win the work, that’s all that mattered. So, you’d ring up, we don’t want it, can you give us a cover. Most of them would just say yes, obviously, because they know they’re reducing … their competition.’3150

IV.625. DI also went on to explain that the receiving of a cover would almost always be pre-arranged. ‘Usually, if we could, we’d find out in plenty of time because we had our fingers burnt … there are times when you can’t actually find out who else is pricing it’ … ‘So unless you give yourself plenty of time, you can finish up quite embarrassed when it gets towards tender submission dates’.3151 On the majority of occasions a cover would be pre-arranged and the actual exchange of covers would be carried out at the last moment before the tender was due in.3152

IV.626. Once a cover price had been received PT explained, ‘… I took a copy of the tender form, and I wrote in pencil on the top corner of the tender form who I’d taken a cover from, um, if I got the guy’s name, I’d put his name on as well, and then we’d put a copy of the tender form into a ring binder …’.3153 An example of the ring binder PT refers to entitled ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ was found on the OFT’s visit under section 28 on 6 July 2005.3154 PT went on to say ‘Every estimator had access to it Yeah [sic], it was just left to the individual, which was generally me or Duncan, … and it was just left to us, we just updated it as and when we sorted a cover price out’.3155

IV.627. DI confirmed this version of events in interview and also made clear that a copy of the tender form was taken once it was completed and the comments were
written by the estimators on the copy document prior to that document being inserted into the ‘covers’ file.\(^{3156}\)

**IV.628.** The OFT only found one of the ‘covers’ files during its visit on 6 July 2005. On 6 March 2006 the OFT received a telephone call from [..................] [C] of Herbert Smith LLP, acting on behalf of Strata. [...] [C] stated that ‘several weeks before the OFT visited Strata in July 2005 a former employee of Strata’s ... phoned an estimator in Strata to tell him that the OFT were conducting investigations and to be careful about leaving ... evidence around’.\(^{3157}\) Consequently ‘an administrative assistant ... decided to take the 2002-2004 covers file home and destroy it’.\(^{3158}\) [...] [C] confirmed that there was no covers file for 2005.\(^{3159}\)

*Strata giving cover prices*

**IV.629.** On tenders where Strata was giving a cover price PT explained ‘They would ring me up, ... and they’d say, ... we’ve got this job in, we can’t manage to price it, we can’t do it in time, we understand you’re pricing it, can you help us out? I’d say yes, no problem, the tender’s due in, such and such a date, ... we’ve got a tender adjudication meeting the day before, or two days before, generally the day before, once we’d had the adjudication meeting, and finalised our figure, then I would sort out what price I was going to give them and give them a ring. If I didn’t ring them before they rang me, and that’s how it worked’.\(^{3160}\)

**IV.630.** PT went on to explain how Strata would arrive at a figure to give a competitor ‘... considering who it was, and where they were, and where they’d been in relation to us on a previous tender, not going back through records or anything like that, just from results letters, ... we’d put in 5% or 6% up, something like that, and then I would put five in my calculation and then point, press a few buttons randomly, percent, comes up a figure addition, add that on to our figure and give them their figure’.\(^{3161}\)

**IV.631.** In addition DI stated ‘you’d always try and put them far enough away so that they didn’t finish second. So, we tended to work on percentages. Don’t put them 10% away but we can put them 5% away and there’s usually someone in between you’.\(^{3162}\) DI continued, ‘If you knew that there was only you and one other pricing, then you might go up 10% anyway. ... you weighed up, out, what the competition was on ... the particular job.’ ‘... because obviously people who were taking covers did not want to be top of the list’.\(^{3163}\) However, DI explained ‘... it’s possible that on the, at the tender meeting we would come to a figure and I dish out a cover price and then the following morning I might get a cheaper mechanical pricing and we reduce our price. ... they obviously couldn’t because they’ll have already posted or agreed to send it off. So, that would finish up they’d be 10% out rather than 5% out, you know’.\(^{3164}\)

\(^{3156}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 19.  
\(^{3157}\) File note, OFT Document Reference 5909.  
\(^{3158}\) File note, OFT Document Reference 5909.  
\(^{3159}\) File note, OFT Document Reference 5909.  
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\(^{3161}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11380, page 11.  
\(^{3162}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 20.  
\(^{3163}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 20.  
\(^{3164}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, pages 20 and 21.
IV.632. PT explained how Strata kept a record of covers given. PT confirmed that the letter ‘C’ on the contract information sheet or BOB sheet, written alongside a competitor’s name and a figure, shows that Strata gave that company a cover price. The figure recorded also shows the figure given by Strata as a cover figure. PT stated ‘… there’s a letter C in brackets … that indicates that we’re giving … a cover … ’. PT confirmed that it would indicate Strata had given a cover price if ‘…there’s a figure on our sheet, and there’s a percentage, so that’s obviously a figure that we’ve given, because we’d have no knowledge, if they’d taken cover from somebody else, we wouldn’t have the figure … because there’s a figure and a percentage, that’s why, that shows that we’ve given a cover.’

IV.633. DI also explained that he would record covers given on the contract analysis or BOB sheet, ‘the names on, on the front, we may have written on there the amount of cover that we’d given to the competition. I can’t think of any other way that we recorded it’.

List of companies with whom Strata engaged in cover pricing

IV.634. Strata also provided to the OFT a list of companies ‘… which the estimator would have used when making contact with other contractors regarding the giving and receiving of cover prices’. The list included the following companies:

- […] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

---
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T & C Williams

IV.635. As part of its leniency application, T & C Williams provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. T & C Williams explained that ‘The company has on occasion been involved in “cover bidding” in respect of contracts for which it was tendering, either by “giving a cover” to a competitor (i.e. giving some indication of the price that it intended to put forward in its tender) or by “receiving a cover” from a competitor (i.e. obtaining some indication of the price that its competitor intended to put forward). To the best of the knowledge of the Company’s current officers and employees, this is the full extent of its contact with competitors during the course of the tendering process’. 3172

T & C Williams taking cover prices

IV.636. John Hardy (‘JH’), an estimator at T & C Williams explained during interview that ‘the enquiries would end up on my desk then I’d have a chat with Brian (Brian Barker (‘BB’), Managing Director) and say what we doing with this certain job...or he’ll come in to me and say I’ve seen such and such come in, get rid of it, I don’t want it. It’s not for us that or whatever. Occasionally...we would send a job back if it was an architect we didn’t know or a QS that we didn’t know...if it was someone that we worked for regularly and we wanted to

keep on working for them that’s when we would have...if we’d decided that we weren’t going to price it at that stage that’s when we’d just hang on to it and then at a later date before the tender would go in, we would see who was pricing it so that we could put a price in but not actually waste any time pricing it’. \(^{3173}\) BB confirmed that ‘generally speaking, I would make the decision as to whether and how keen we were on the work...John would carry out from there’. \(^{3174}\)

IV.637. T & C Williams explained how it would find out who else was tendering for the contract. ‘Very rarely is the Company informed when in receipt of a tender of which other building contractors are on the same tender list. In a few cases, however, the Company has in the past been involved in contacts with other builders tendering for the same contract. Tenderers are sometimes able to ascertain one another’s identities either by informed guess work or, where an invitation to tender specifies a given sub-contractor or supplier, by obtaining information from that party. In the few cases in question, the Company...has itself initiated contacted [sic] with other builder in order to find out in broad terms the price which that builder intends to quote (i.e. to take a cover)’. \(^{3175}\)

IV.638. T & C Williams explained that ‘The [Tender] register records details of contracts for which the Company was invited to tender between January 2000 and March 2006. However, the register provides only an approximate record of the Company’s tendering activities’. \(^{3176}\) It continued ‘Each row relates to a given contract and records details of the project, when the enquiry was received, when the tender was to be returned and so on. The final columns are reserved for “comments”. In the case of some [...]C] contracts of the 484 listed in the Register, the comments column contains a “C”...the Company has established that the inclusion of a “C” in the comments column of the Tender Register indicates that a cover was taken in respect of the contracts thus identified’. \(^{3177}\)

IV.639. BB confirmed that the exchange of cover prices was discussed at management meetings: ‘there could be instances there where you would be discussing a particular job and you might have said then...we didn’t go very hard for that one ... or indeed may have even said well we took a cover on that one’. \(^{3178}\) At these meetings would have been ‘senior staff...that’s the directors and all the senior staff in the office’. \(^{3179}\)

IV.640. On tenders where T & C Williams was taking a cover price JH explained ‘either myself or the buyer [Steve Potter], usually me, would see if we could find out who was pricing it, so we’d ring a...named electrician...and say...who else you pricing it for and then they’d give us 2 or 3 names ... and then I would ring one of those and say ‘are you pricing it’ and if he’d say yes then I’d say well we don’t want to, can you help us’. \(^{3180}\) JH confirmed that when referring to ‘help’ he meant provide a figure for a cover price. \(^{3181}\)

3177 Corporate Statement, OFT Document Reference A0358, pages 4 and 5.
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IV.641. JH stated that he would contact another competitor by telephone ‘probably 2 or 3 days before the tender was going in, it wouldn’t be early because you’d be busy doing other jobs so they’d just get left on the side…it would be…relatively close to the tender date I would say’, 3182 As for the actual exchange of cover prices, ‘Quite often it would only be the morning that the tender was due in’. 3183

IV.642. JH confirmed that he would sometimes record the contact with competitors. JH stated ‘You’d make a note sometimes on a piece of paper…if it was one where say I was going to get a cover then I’d maybe put a note on that such and such will give us a cover…that’s as far as it went’. 3184 JH confirmed that if a ‘C’ was written in the tender book, ‘it would be that we had taken a cover, if it was in the book’. 3185 T & C Williams stated in a ‘Supplemental Corporate Statement’, that ‘no records are kept in relation to contracts not obtained; and that the recollections of those involved inevitably fade given the high volume of contracts processed, the manner in which covers are obtained on the basis of a brief telephone conversation, and the fact that covers have frequently been taken in relation to enquiries outside the Company’s normal working area, from firms with which the Company is not familiar’. 3186

T & C Williams giving cover prices

IV.643. T & C Williams explained, ‘In the few cases in question, the Company has…been contacted by another builder in respect of a given invitation to tender and has been asked to indicate in broad terms the price it intends to quote (i.e. to give a cover)’. 3187

IV.644. On tenders where T & C Williams was giving a cover price, JH explained that a typical conversation would go as follows, ‘…you get a phone call, - it’s such and such from such and such, are you pricing a particular job? - yes - can you give me some help on it, I’m not gonna get it done in time, or I’m too busy I can’t price that one’. 3188

IV.645. BB stated that when providing a figure to a competitor for a cover price there was ‘No…laid down formula…you would use anything bar a fixed percentage because of course, it wouldn’t take an Einstein to work out that one was 5% more than another one…would it?’. 3189

IV.646. T & C Williams explained that ‘There was no equivalent code for indicating contracts in respect of which a cover was given. The Company has no written record of the giving of covers, which will usually involve only a single telephone call from another building firm’. 3190

3182 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12763, page 11.
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IV.647. JH confirmed that he would sometimes record the contact with competitors. JH stated ‘You’d make a note sometimes on a piece of paper...that somebody rang wanting help...but that’s as far as it went’.3191

IV.648. T & C Williams also provided to the OFT a schedule ‘listing the companies and (where known) the individuals within those companies with which the Company has had contact since January 2000 regarding cover pricing’. The list contained the following companies:3192

- [...] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

IV.649. In its response to the Statement, T & C Williams stated it ‘...does not dispute the factual basis for the allegations...’3193 in respect of its Infringements.

**Thomas Fish**

IV.650. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Fish made available current directors and employees to be interviewed and also arranged availability for ex-employees to be interviewed. During these voluntary interviews the individuals were asked to give an explanation of Thomas Fish’s involvement in cover pricing.

IV.651. Peter Woodhouse (‘PW’), Director of Thomas Fish, formerly Managing Director from circa 2000, was responsible in that former role for the day-to-day activities of Thomas Fish. PW explained that the construction work carried out by Thomas Fish was split into two categories; major works and general works. Major works required a full construction team comprised of a contracts manager, site manager, surveyor and so on, whereas the general works were usually up to the value of about [...] C and were usually dealt with by one person who would prepare the estimate then manage the project.3194

IV.652. PW was involved in the decision making process for how tenders were dealt with. He said ‘On general works, I would...pass it in to the general works for them to do the tendering...And because the tenders generally were relatively low value, then they were left to their own devices, if you like...I used to oversee the work of general works, and used to guide them in terms of the sort of work they ought to put in for...And the values of projects, just to make sure that they weren’t trying to carry out too much work at any time’.3195 PW described how major works operated in a similar manner where tender documents would be passed to the estimator. He also commented that there would be a tender settlement meeting at the end of the estimating process, in which the attendees would look at issues such as risk and margin.3196

IV.653. PW said that general works tenders would have been passed to Mark Thomas (‘MT’), Peter Stone (‘PS’) and John Slade (‘JS’). In respect of major works it was primarily Martin Lane (‘ML’). PW said that he was part of the decision to tender along with contracts managers ‘And, really, the estimator in terms of the

---
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work that he had got’. In regard to how he made the decision whether or not to bid for a tender, PW said ‘It’s a fairly complex basis. I mean, obviously, initially it was the workload that we’d got on...And are we looking for another project? Very interested in who the client was and, well, obviously whether they’d got the ability to pay us at the end of the project’. PW also commented that the professional team of quantity surveyors and the architects to be used influenced the decision whether or not to tender, along with the type of construction work involved as some types were more profitable than others.

IV.654. In relation to what documents were generated as part of the tendering process, PW described the tender meetings as ‘ad hoc’ and said that no formal record would be taken of the rationale behind deciding whether to tender or not to tender for a contract. PW described the main document generated as being the ‘front sheet’ which recorded all the details of the tender; however this was not used so much in the general works area. In regard to how Thomas Fish tracked pending tenders, PW said that ‘on a weekly basis, a chart was drawn up showing the work that we got in to tender, showing the submission dates for the tender. Martin Lane on major contracts would have been involved with one of the secretarial staff in preparing that’. PW explained that some documents would be kept, even if they had been shelved for being over the client’s budget, as there was the possibility that a job might come out for re-tender at a later time.

IV.655. PW was asked what would happen if they considered a tender not to be attractive to Thomas Fish. He responded that ‘On occasions, we would decline to tender. ... And I suppose it’s at that point we would consider taking a cover price or seeking a cover price’.

IV.656. MT joined Thomas Fish circa 1999 as a surveyor/estimator working in the general works department with JS and PS, and was eventually promoted to general works manager. MT described his role in the tendering process, saying that ‘I was given certain enquiries via one of my two colleagues, John Slade or Peter Stone...it was passed to me to estimate’. MT described how he would put the tender together and send it to the client but did not participate in the decision making process of whether to bid for a tender or not.

IV.657. MT described what documents would be generated or used in the tendering process. The main document where the details would be recorded was the general works tender book. MT would make some entries in this book; however he said the majority of this was done by PS and JS. MT was asked what documents would be retained, and for older tenders he said that documents would be deleted or put into an old file, and ‘when that got too big, it would be just chucked away’.

IV.658. JS joined Thomas Fish circa 1999 and originally worked in the general works department, which he also referred to as ‘small works’. Subsequently he

---
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moved to the role of contracts manager within the major contracts department of Thomas Fish and left the company in July 2005. JS described his role by saying that ‘You would pretty much do everything, you’d send enquiries out and price them, get subcontract quotations and the like’.3205 In regard to how decisions on whether to tender for a contract were made, JS said ‘It was a pretty much joint thing…You could run out of time to price something and you decide you’re not going to price it. You could also see that you’ve picked up other work in between time and you’re not pricing it. Or alternatively you crack on and price on it’.3206

IV.659. PS joined Thomas Fish prior to 2000 and was employed as part of the general management in the general works department until leaving the company in 2004. PS described his role as ‘managing the department. Overseeing projects within the department. We all had our own roles to play so it was a team…it was varied, but basically the management side and the estimating and…not all of the estimating’.3207

IV.660. PS said that tenders would probably first come in via PW or ML or the secretary and explained that the value of the tender also determined who would deal with it. PS said ‘if it was […][C], the likelihood it may have drifted into ours [general works]’. PS also said that if ML looked at a tender and decided it was not one to be dealt with by the major works department, it would be left on PS’s desk and would be dealt with by general works.3208

IV.661. PS described factors affecting whether Thomas Fish bid for a tender as being ‘the capacity of people in the office … whether we like the job or not’.3209 Asked what documents were produced, such as meeting notes and tender reports, PS said that ‘Within our department we didn’t really have any, we didn’t have anything specific, there was nothing set down. We just made our own notes, if necessary or, you know, we built the tender up ourselves’. PS did however comment that tenders ‘were put in a book and given a number. You know, for reference’.3210

IV.662. Clive Simpson (‘CS’) was also interviewed concerning his time at Thomas Fish and involvement with tenders and cover pricing. CS said ‘I joined Thomas Fish in 1989 as a quantity surveyor, promoted to a senior QS in 1998, and left the company in September 2006. So whilst primarily employed as a quantity surveyor, that role extended into estimating on an as and when basis, to meet the business requirements of Thomas Fish’.3211 CS described his role further by saying ‘as a senior quantity surveyor, I was primarily involved in the post contract running of jobs, but due to my experience in that, I was seconded into estimating as and when. We didn’t employ a full time estimator’.3212 CS explained that the surveying department, which at that time consisted of him and ML, would price the tenders and that he reported directly to ML, and PW above that.3213

---
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IV.663. CS confirmed that ‘no post arrived direct to an individual without it having gone across the director’s desk first. So that would apply to tenders as well’. CS said that ‘once tenders had been received…they would be looked at in terms of value, to decide whether they were, a job to be dealt with by a major contracts division, or more by the small works, or general works… division’. In the major works department, CS said everything went through ML because he was the sole estimator and surveying director. CS explained that ‘Martin would generally price everything that we were interested in pricing, but if his workload was such, or there were two jobs in at once that we were keen in getting, then that’s when I’d get dragged in to supplanting the resources’.3214

IV.664. CS stated that he did not make the decision as to whether or not to submit a bid for a tender. He said in respect of major contracts, ‘That wasn’t a decision I took, that decision had been made higher up the line by Peter Woodhouse or Martin Lane’.3215

IV.665. ML joined Thomas Fish in 1979 as a quantity surveyor and was subsequently promoted to Associate Director until he left Thomas Fish in 2006. ML said ‘I was probably pricing most, 75%, 80% of major contracts works, or pricing, development work as well, and, doing the QS function on whatever I had to do at the time, as well’.3216 ML said that ‘the tender would land on my desk, so sometime in the next day or so I’d talk to Peter [PW], just go across to his desk and say, you know, we’ve got this job from Nottingham University, it looks good, you know, are we going to price it. He’d say yes or, you know, if we didn’t need the work or whatever and it was a bad job, we’d say well, get some help on that and that would be it. Because it was never called covers, it was called help’.3217

IV.666. In relation to what documents were generated as part of the tender process, ML said ‘if we were going to price a job, obviously we’d send out the whole job for pricing, as you would in a tender enquiry, subcontract enquiry…if we weren’t going to price it, it would just lie on the desk, and wait for somebody either to phone up to see if we were on the list and did you want help, or, you know, you find out…if you couldn’t find out who was on the list, there’s always a way someway you can find out via subcontractors. And so probably the last week before the job went in you’d phone around and try and find somebody pricing it. You’d always do a [site] visit though, whatever happened’.3218 ML further said that ‘there was a tender report done every week, and then, because I was in charge of estimating, that tender report, when we used to have the management meeting…the last Wednesday of every month, that week’s tender report would form the basis of my report to the management meeting…I’d just run through…Prior to this one, it’s half a million quid, and then that one, we’re getting some help from whoever, or looking for help on it’.3219

IV.667. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Fish provided to the OFT a disclosure document of information relating to its involvement in cover pricing.

3215 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13313, page 5.
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3219 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13315, pages 4 and 5.
This document states ‘We have been involved on a fairly regular basis in giving and receiving cover prices as part of the tender process…On making contact and expressing a wish to receive a cover price or help, the company giving the cover would then undertake to provide a figure to the company making the request, for that company to submit as it’s tender price. Obviously the figure given would be above the figure being submitted by the genuine tenderer, but in this process at no time would we be aware of their tender figure or anyone elses. Equally if we were providing the cover price we would only know our figure and the cover figure we had provided. Our main reason for carrying out this procedure was to avoid returning tender opportunities, as it is a fact that if we do this on a regular basis then we reduce our future tender opportunities from the clients affected. We have kept no comprehensive records of this activity but it took place in both our Major Contracts section of the company and in General Works and probably more so in General Works in recent years’.3220

**Thomas Fish taking cover prices**

IV.668. PW described how if a tender was not attractive and Thomas Fish was going to decline to tender, ‘at that point we would consider taking a cover price or seeking a cover price’.3221 PW said ‘we were very much aware that if we kept declining work when we were asked to work, particularly as far as local authorities were concerned, then we would just slip down their select list’.3222

IV.669. PW described the reasons for seeking a cover price and said it ‘stems out of us having an enquiry for a project that we really are not interested in…So as not to disclose our lack of interest to the client, we seek a cover price on the basis that that price will be higher than the lowest tendered price. So we will then in theory be seen to have put in a bid, but in practice we know we are not going to win the project, because our tender will have been higher than the lowest tender’.3223 PW further said he had talked to clients and ‘that really annoyed them, that they’d gone to the trouble of putting you on a select list of six or eight contractors, and if you declined to provide a tender for whatever reason, they seemed to take that as a slight’.3224

IV.670. PW was asked how Thomas Fish would find out which competitors were bidding for a tender. He responded that ‘The easiest way to find out is in the tender documentation there are usually specified certain items which can only be obtained from certain services, from certain sub-contractors, or items that are needed for work from certain suppliers…And therefore presumably, every contractor is going to contract those, contact those individuals to get a price…And so when we contacted those individuals, we would ask what contact they had from the contractors’.3225 PW further noted that these competitor details would be recorded on the computer entry for the tender and also by ML on the front sheet of the tender documents.

IV.671. MT described cover pricing as follows: ‘If we had a project that came through the door for a regular client, and we were far too busy…then we would ask for

---
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a price off somebody else that we thought was pricing it...and ask them just to give us a price just to put on the tender sheet and hand in, knowing that we didn’t get it’.3226 MT said that his involvement in cover pricing was very limited but that to his knowledge the reason for seeking a cover price was ‘mainly to keep the client...If you decide to turn round to the client and say, ”No, I’m sorry, I’m not pricing that one”...and then they’ll drop you off the tender list, and you’ll not get any more inquiries from them’.3227 MT was asked if he knew of any occasion where Thomas Fish had been dropped by a client and replied ‘I’m not aware of any’.3228

IV.672. JS was asked what would have happened if a tender was considered unattractive. He replied that ‘If we felt we couldn’t do the work we would try not to price it. If we knew early enough we’d send it back to the client...But I must admit we did try to avoid that because you’ve only got to do it once or twice and you’ll be off the tender list’.3229 Asked if he could recall any times that Thomas Fish had been dropped from a tender list, JS replied ‘I can’t specifically, no’.3230 JS went on to describe the reasons for seeking a cover price by saying that, ‘you can’t always price everything all the time. You don’t want to upset your clients who you work for regularly...So you would tend to try and get a figure from someone else to make sure a) you could get a price back, and b) not win the job’.3231 JS further explained reasons for seeking a cover price by saying ‘Generally it’s you can’t do the job for one or two reasons. It could be that it doesn’t suit the workforce you’ve got so you can’t really make a good job of it...It could be that you are overloaded with work. It could be that you’ve just run out of time to price it’.3232

IV.673. PS explained the reasons for Thomas Fish seeking a cover price, saying that, ‘Generally speaking it was always down to last minute, prices not coming in from your sub-contractors. You just couldn’t get a price together some time, so it was to save sending it back, generally speaking...I suppose you was always afraid of not getting more enquiries from the people. It was almost a system that you could use to, to make sure that you kept enquiries. Because it wasn’t always that you wanted to send them back. You sometimes...it was just a necessity, you know, that the work had built up. You may have won some projects during that week and you didn’t necessarily want that work. So it was a way of, just making it easier to work with’.3233

IV.674. PS was asked who would have made the decision to take a cover price on a tender. He replied ‘I guess the guy who is pricing it, so it could be myself, it could be a colleague, because you’d know at the point whether or not you could get the work done in the time that you could get the estimate together...occasionally you might decide that, because of the lack of information, you may decide early on that it was something that you wouldn’t like as well, I mean it wasn’t always last minute’.3234 PS recalled that he would have made decisions to take cover prices and when asked who that decision
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would have been communicated to within Thomas Fish he said that, ‘we might have a meeting with Peter Woodhouse…But we didn’t communicate that with anyone in particular. You know, there was no set regime for doing it, it was pretty much left up to yourself as to whether you could get the tender together or not’.

IV.675. PS was asked how he would know who to contact to obtain a cover price for a tender and responded that ‘Very much, more often than not the subcontracts are, you know, if you’ve got M&E, a lot of people will give you a list of M&E, go to these three, so they will always know who is on the tender list anyway…Mechanical and electrical contractors. They are generally the ones, more than anyone else, or a specialist, maybe refrigeration…’.

IV.676. PS was further questioned on whether he considered the legal implications of seeking a cover price for a tender. He explained the activity, saying that, ‘I think everyone knew, sort of, that, you know…you sort of knew that it was, well I didn’t know it was illegal, but you knew it wasn’t something that you broadcast…It had always been a bit secret society, I think…it was only when you get to a certain level that you…that you hear about it…obviously it was underhand a bit, but it was nothing [sighs]…you know, like being a lookout outside a supermarket while somebody was robbing, if you understand what I mean? It was, kind of, just, a…something that people didn’t really talk about or make a fuss about’.

IV.677. CS was asked what documents were generated as part of the tender process and he replied that ‘if we were taking a cover on a job, nothing was done unless, unless there was a feeling that a site visit was necessary, in which case, a site visit would be undertaken, so that the client, you cover your tracks so that the client wouldn’t think, oh, there’s only ever been two people come to visit the site, how could the other two possibly have priced it, so you went through the motions, but that was as far as it went’.

IV.678. CS gave an outline of the reasons why he believed Thomas Fish took cover prices. He said ‘it could be either a job that we look at and say well, that’s not appropriate, we can’t accommodate it, we don’t have the resources…Or we may look at it and think, well, maybe it’s not a client particularly that we’re going to want to work for or it’s a tricky job’. CS continued to say that ‘The biggest thing behind it is…there’s a fear that even though you can’t price this current job, you haven’t got the resources, that if you turn it down and send it back, you’ll be precluded from being invited to price any further jobs’. CS was asked if a client had ever told him that if Thomas Fish did not bid for a tender, it would not be invited to bid again and he replied ‘I can’t quote an example, no, but there’s certainly a perception’.

IV.679. CS also described the process involved in obtaining a cover price, and his involvement, saying that ‘once the decision had been taken, as I say, at senior level, as to whether that job was being bid for or not, the mechanism of

---
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obtaining the cover price and everything else would fall on the estimating department, which would be in major contracts, first port of call would be generally Martin [ML]. My role in doing it was usually when Martin was on holiday'.

IV.680. In regard to how he would know which other companies were bidding for a tender and who to contact to obtain a cover price, CS said ‘It would probably be someone you were familiar with, who you may have contacted in the past, or that you know an individual there...staff move around, and you then tend to know somebody at most of the other contractors...through the exchange of covers over the years, you build up a contact list of estimators, so you know who was estimator at that firm, so that would be first port of call. If it was a cold call, just ring and ask for the estimating department’.

IV.681. CS was asked whether the cover price Thomas Fish obtained would be recorded anywhere and replied ‘it wouldn’t necessarily have been recorded. We would then fill in the tender form with the figure that we were supplied with, sign it as though it was a bona fide tender, and submit it’.

IV.682. ML said ‘help is, you know, it’s a cover price, but it’s the clandestine word for cover’. ML was asked who made the decision to take a cover price for a tender and said ‘well, it was part of my job’.

Thomas Fish giving cover prices

IV.683. For tenders where Thomas Fish was giving a cover price, PW said ‘I may have been contacted or made aware that a particular contractor wanted a cover price...But I would pass that information to the estimator, and leave them to it’.

IV.684. CS was asked how a competitor would contact Thomas Fish to try and obtain a cover price. He said that ‘most times the calls came through kind of cold and through the switchboard, somebody’s been asking for the estimating department’. He confirmed that Thomas Fish would ‘never ring somebody asking them if they wanted to take a cover’.

IV.685. ML had previously said he would make the decision to obtain a cover price and confirmed that he too would decide to give a cover price to a competitor if requested. He said ‘If I was pricing the job and somebody phoned up and said can I get...can you give me some help on pricing so and so, and you say yeah. Can you give me some help? Yeah, sure, you know’ ML continued, ‘they’d phone up and say...can I speak to the estimator who is pricing that, and the receptionist had a copy of the tender report as well, so she knew what estimator was pricing which job’.
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Compensation payments

IV.686. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Fish informed the OFT that it had been involved in arrangements where the winning contractor, on a particular tender, would reimburse the unsuccessful contractor or contractors a certain sum of money to offset their costs incurred in the preparation and submission of a bid for that tender. The details of these arrangements are set out in the description of the relevant particular Infringement, below.

Thomas Fish lists of competitors and contacts

IV.687. Thomas Fish also provided to the OFT, a list of competitors with individual contact names, telephone numbers and notes on their areas of activity. This list was originally kept by PS and on his departure from Thomas Fish it was passed on to MT. The list includes details of the following companies:

- […] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

IV.688. In addition to this, Thomas Fish also provided a document titled ‘MARTIN LANES CONTACT LIST’ which contains further names of competitors,

3252 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 3973.
individual contacts and telephone numbers. This list includes details of the following companies:

- [List of x Participant Companies]

Thomas Vale

IV.689. In its leniency application, Thomas Vale explained that its head office was in Stourport-on-Severn and that it employed staff in several regional offices and structured its operations into business divisions that addressed specific markets and client bases. Operating divisions included Traditional, Building and Maintenance and Strategic Projects, all based at the head office; City & Interiors, based in Aston, Birmingham; and East Midlands, based outside Leicester (since relocated to Derbyshire).

IV.690. Prior to the business being organised into separate divisions, the estimating function was based at the head office until 2000 under the management of Chief Estimator Chris Trickett (‘CKT’). Thereafter, estimators worked for divisions under separate management and CKT became Commercial Manager with responsibility for the estimating function within Traditional division only.

IV.691. Other personnel who provided explanations of their involvement in cover pricing worked in divisions as follows: estimators Ian Skyrm (‘IS’) and Robin Perks (‘RP’) worked for CKT in Traditional division; Simon Westwood (‘SJW’) worked for CKT as an estimator in Traditional, then moved to Strategic Projects division before becoming IT manager at the head office; and senior estimator Chris Duffy (‘CD’) also worked in Strategic Projects division.

IV.692. Other estimating personnel with whom it was not possible to conduct interviews included the following: estimator Anthony (Tony) Allport (‘AA’) worked in Building and Maintenance division until emigrating to New Zealand in 2004 and Anthony (Tony) Bastable (‘AJB’) worked as an estimator in Strategic Projects division before leaving the company in 2005. Paul Kirk worked as an estimator in the East Midlands division until 2004.

Cover pricing – general and the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet

IV.693. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing and following interviews with staff, it was apparent that indications of a cover price were recorded in several ways. Most significantly, a spreadsheet entitled ‘TENDER STATUS 2000 to 2006’ hereafter referred to as the ‘Tender Status spreadsheet’, was maintained and updated at Thomas Vale’s head office by CKT. This detailed all tenders received

3253 Contact list extracts, OFT Document Reference 3976.
3255 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522.
at the head office by Thomas Vale for the period 2000-2006 for its separate divisions, i.e. Strategic Projects, Building and Maintenance and Traditional. The Tender Status spreadsheet also recorded tenders for the City & Interiors division until 2001 plus tenders for the East Midlands area until it became a separate division in 2002.

IV.694. CKT explained the creation of the Tender Status spreadsheet to the OFT in interview ‘prior to 2000…I was responsible for the whole estimating function, so…I knew really what was going on in that whole discipline. Obviously when we were split down into divisions, to a certain extent that reduced my sort of knowledge of what was going on. And I got this set up so that all the estimators in all the divisions could actually…relate and talk to one another electronically, so somebody, somewhere in the building could, would know what was going on’.3256

IV.695. CKT went on to explain that all tenders, apart from those for City & Interiors from 2001 and those for East Midlands from 2002, were booked through him and went onto the Tender Status spreadsheet.3257 This recorded a sequential tender number, description of the project and client, approximate value, designated estimator and category. In interview, staff from Thomas Vale explained that category A indicated a contract that Thomas Vale was keen on, whereas category C was a less desirable project for which assistance from another contractor was sometimes sought. CKT said that ‘C in those days, was, obviously, as it says, inferred as being a cover’.3258

IV.696. From January 2001, the use of category C tenders ceased and was replaced by category B although the meaning of the category remained the same in that it indicated a cover price. When asked about the decision to change from category C to B, CKT said ‘I do vaguely remember that…I think that came from a discussion I perhaps had with Tony Hyde [managing director of Thomas Vale] and he thought that we didn’t really need to have these three categories, particularly something that was indicating C, which was obvious to people perhaps what it meant. So we agreed at that point just to say, A for one we priced, and B for one that we probably didn’t’3259. The use of category B to indicate a cover price is borne out by the key to categorisation on the spreadsheet maintained by the Strategic Projects division, i.e. ‘Cat A – Priced CAT B – Cover’.3260

IV.697. The Tender Status spreadsheet also recorded the tender return date, the amount of Thomas Vale’s submitted bid, an indication of the result and a column entitled Tendering Contractors. Within this column, other contractors’ names would often be recorded.

Thomas Vale taking cover prices

IV.698. With regard to taking a cover price, Thomas Vale stated ‘As the purpose for taking a cover was to ensure that a contract would not be awarded, there was no need to either create or retain documentation’ (emphasis added by Thomas

3257 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522.
3258 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 15.
3259 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 11.
3260 Tender report, OFT Document Reference 4192.
Vale). It added ‘in relation to taking a cover, the estimator may have categorised the tender as ‘B’ or ‘C’ on the Tender spreadsheet or Weekly Tender List and/or shown the competitor name in bold on the Tender spreadsheet’.

IV.699. Thomas Vale explained that that ‘the decision on whether to take a cover price would generally be made by the General Manager, Director in Charge or Bid Manager in conjunction with the Chief Estimator (or equivalent)’. In interview, CKT said that the decision not to competitively price a tender would always be referred to Thomas Vale’s divisional directors who ‘were always aware with the action and agreed with the action’ taken by estimators.

IV.700. Thomas Vale said that there was no standard process as to who would be called for a cover price. Once a firm had been identified as being on the tender list, either from estimators’ knowledge and experience or from trade publications or alternatively sub-contractors specified in the tender documentation, it would depend on whether Thomas Vale estimating staff had a relationship with an estimator at that firm. When it was determined that a cover price would be sought from a competitor, a senior member of the estimating staff (usually the Chief Estimator or Estimating Manager) would undertake to call an estimating contact at the other firm.

IV.701. In interview, CKT said that ‘most of the time and obviously it’s highlighted in the records…I dealt mainly with the covers myself’ and that the decision to take assistance on a tender was made ‘pretty early on’. He explained that he made initial contact with a competitor by telephone and then followed it up with another call just before the tender was due. When asked who he would contact, he said ‘Well, obviously there were certain people within the network that you…obviously knew perhaps a little bit better than others. You may have worked with them, they may have worked with you, you may have had contact with them at other businesses somewhere or other, and you felt comfortable with these guys, you know, it was trust really…Generally, it was me who dealt with them, you know, because with respect you needed somebody who understood the other people as well, and the other personalities, so it was crucial that somebody who had reasonable experience was dealing with it’.

IV.702. CKT said that he had a ‘little black book’ of contacts, so that when seeking a cover price ‘the number and the contact person was readily available to me’. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided CKT’s list of contacts to the OFT. This contained an alphabetical list of contractors, contact names and telephone numbers.

---

3264 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, pages 14 and 15.
3265 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4519, page 11.
3270 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 21 and 22.
3272 Contact book, OFT Document Reference 11086.
IV.703. CKT explained that when Thomas Vale was seeking a cover, usually on a Category B or C contract, the party that provided assistance would be highlighted in bold within the ‘Tendering Contractors’ column of the Tender Status spreadsheet.

IV.704. CKT said ‘the competitor who is in bold was an indication to me and obviously anyone else who had access to it, to whom we had actually gone to for a cover figure...and the reason, one of the reasons why it was in bold, obviously it was important to know who you had gone to, or talked to’.\textsuperscript{3273} CKT stated that all the other estimators understood the system of putting in bold the name of a competitor who had provided cover ‘because I’d asked them, in fairness, you know, please if you do anything like this please let me know’.\textsuperscript{3274} He added ‘because all the lads actually understood the reasons as to why we needed that sort of highlighted’.\textsuperscript{3275}

IV.705. This Tender Status spreadsheet, which was accessible electronically to estimating staff at the head office, would be updated with the name of the competitor that had provided cover, either by CKT or by the designated estimator. If dealt with by CKT, the highlighting in bold of the competitor would have been entered as soon as he had arranged the cover price, ‘and then obviously that told other people that it was already set up’.\textsuperscript{3276} CKT explained that he usually dealt with the necessary telephone calls to obtain a cover price for his own division (Traditional) and he would update the spreadsheet himself. However, estimators in both Building and Maintenance and Special Projects divisions would have been fully aware of the system of recording covers on the Tender Status spreadsheet.\textsuperscript{3277} CKT said ‘eighty per cent of the entries on there were actually inputted by myself...it may well be that on odd occasions other divisions, because they had access to this...they inputted the details themselves’.\textsuperscript{3278} CKT went on to explain that if the tender had been allocated to an estimator in a different division, the designated estimator would normally have arranged the cover price themselves.\textsuperscript{3279}

IV.706. CKT further explained that being Thomas Vale’s Chief Estimator for the overall estimating function until 2000, all tenders continued to come through him, even for other divisions. On occasions, the Tender Status spreadsheet showed CKT to be the designated estimator for a tender allocated to a separate division, e.g. Special Projects. CKT explained that this would indicate that he dealt with the cover price in place of the normal estimator, ‘it may well be that Tony Allport or whoever at that time was perhaps going out or on holiday and I dealt with it for him’.\textsuperscript{3280}

IV.707. On other occasions, CKT would not have known which estimator had been allocated to a tender in which case the estimator column would be left blank. This he said was purely a ‘clerical oversight’\textsuperscript{3281} and if a competitor had been

\textsuperscript{3273} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 17.
\textsuperscript{3274} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 18.
\textsuperscript{3275} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 5.
\textsuperscript{3276} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, pages 6 and 7.
\textsuperscript{3277} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 17 and 18.
\textsuperscript{3278} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 2.
\textsuperscript{3279} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, pages 5 and 6.
\textsuperscript{3280} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 5.
\textsuperscript{3281} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 3.
highlighted in bold, it would still indicate that the designated estimator would have dealt with the cover.

IV.708. Other estimating personnel were also interviewed about their knowledge of the Tender Status spreadsheet and how covers from other contractors were recorded internally at Thomas Vale. IS, who worked directly for CKT, was aware of the Tender Status spreadsheet, categorisation of tenders and the system of highlighting a competitor in bold to indicate covers. He said that although he had access to the spreadsheet, it would usually be up to CKT to update the report.3282 IS added that CKT would know what to enter on the spreadsheet because ‘it would be talked about after the tender, we’d talk about it before the tender went in…and it would be arranged either by Chris or myself…to get the cover price’.3283 RP, who joined Thomas Vale in 2002 and also worked directly for CKT, was not aware of the Tender Status spreadsheet at the time but understood the categorisation of B or C tenders and that any information about covers would be passed to CKT.3284

IV.709. CD, who worked in Strategic Projects division, said that he was aware that CKT maintained the Tender Status spreadsheet and that if a competitor was named in bold; this indicated that assistance had been sought from that company. CD said that if he had been personally aware of the cover price received from a competitor, he would make the entry in the spreadsheet himself at the end of the tender process.3285

IV.710. SJW was also interviewed and said that he created the Tender Status spreadsheet on behalf of CKT and was aware of its contents. He said that either he or CKT could have made or received telephone calls relating to cover prices but the decision to take a cover price ‘came from director level’.3286 SJW said that either CKT or the designated estimator updated the Tender Status spreadsheet with the known competition and Thomas Vale’s bid. In respect of updating the competitor who had provided a cover price in bold, SJW said ‘that wasn’t something that I did particularly, I don’t think that was something that I did so perhaps that was Chris Trickett that…had done that’.3287

Thomas Vale giving cover prices

IV.711. In relation to giving a cover to a competitor, Thomas Vale explained that when submitting a genuine tender price for a project that it was interested in winning, estimating personnel would create a Tender Summary Sheet, also known as EST6 sheet and/or prelim book sheet. This form included a section headed Competition and Thomas Vale stated that ‘personnel may have made some note in this section to indicate that cover was provided. This could be by annotating the other party who asked for cover in bold, or use of a ringed letter “C”, and/or a figure, telephone number and contact name’.3288

3282 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11389, pages 3 and 4.
3284 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11387, pages 4 and 5.
3285 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11384, pages 3 and 4.
3286 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11396, page 3.
3287 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11396, pages 5 and 6.
3288 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4519, page 12.
IV.712. In interview CKT explained ‘under the competitors’ names we should accumulate it on that form; we probably may well write the figure, and indicate it was a cover from us to them’. 3289

Other divisions at Head Office

IV.713. A similar spreadsheet to the Tender Status spreadsheet was retained in electronic format within the Strategic Projects division, entitled ‘Strategic Projects Tender Report April 2002 – March 2005’ 3290 containing largely identical information to that maintained by CKT; a sub-heading provides a key to categorisation of tenders as ‘CAT A – Priced CAT B – Cover’.

IV.714. This spreadsheet was maintained and updated by Russell Burley, the former Bid Manager for that division. Again, tendering contractors that provided covers were highlighted in bold. On one contract, a ringed letter ‘c’ was annotated next to another contractor, which, according to SJW, indicated a cover price from Thomas Vale to that contractor. 3291

IV.715. Nick Galliers, ex-manager of Building and Maintenance division also kept a separate handwritten tender list (which duplicated entries held by CKT in his tender status report). CKT said that it appeared that Nick Galliers indicated the use of a cover price by marking a shaded triangle in the corner of the column marked ‘value’, adjacent to Thomas Vale’s tender figure. 3292

Other Thomas Vale offices

IV.716. The same categorisation codes of A, B and C were used in tender lists created by City & Interiors and East Midlands division. Nigel Stone, estimating manager in Birmingham kept a separate handwritten tender register and would indicate a cover taken by use of the word ‘COVER’ in the estimator column. Other spreadsheets for this division would also record whether Thomas Vale intended to submit a cover price by use of typed or handwritten use of B or C in the category column. Nigel Stone, in interview explained that City & Interiors had their own classification of incoming work, ‘We had a three-scale sort of tier, which was, which was, ABC and A being an A, a grade A job, as we know, which is one that we’re extremely keen on, B not so keen but, you know, could be of interest to us and C being we weren’t interested and we would, in most cases, take a cover’. 3293

IV.717. In its leniency application, Thomas Vale also provided contemporaneous handwritten notes of telephone communications, which indicated prices were sought from other contractors, showing the contact name of that contractor, telephone number and tender amount provided. The use of covers could, on occasions, also be clearly indicated in management reports or memos. For example, one tender report from a senior management managers’ meeting has the following entry ‘outside assistance being taken’. 3294

3289 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 22.
3290 Tender report, OFT Document Reference 4192.
3293 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11423, page 7.
3294 Meeting minutes, OFT Document Reference 4617, page 1.
W R Bloodworth

IV.718. As part of its leniency application, W R Bloodworth provided a list of [...] cover prices, both covers given and taken, since March 2000 and a list of ‘Contacts for Cover Prices’ in respect of competitor companies. The following W R Bloodworth employees were interviewed by the OFT: Stuart Bloodworth (‘SB’), Managing Director, and Michael Campbell (‘MC’), estimator. The previous Managing Director, David Bloodworth (‘DB’), retired in 2002.

Cover pricing - general

IV.719. W R Bloodworth staff confirmed in interview that it participated in both the giving and taking of cover prices. SB said that as W R Bloodworth was a small family firm, generally only MC and he would get involved in estimating. MC explained that on receipt of a tender ‘We’d have a look at it, see if it was a job that we thought we could do, see if it was a job we thought we could win and see how busy we were – if it was a job we needed, then decide if we’re going to price it, and if we weren’t going to price it to find out – well you pretty much knew – who was going to price and get some help from them. i.e. a cover price’.

IV.720. The OFT obtained two tender registers from the premises of W R Bloodworth during the visit under section 28 on 28 June 2005. MC explained in relation to the first register, that he would annotate with ‘A tick if we won the job and a cross if we didn’t’. In relation to the second tender register where a number of letter ‘C’s have been added, MC explained that, ‘where in the column in the last one I’ve put a tick or cross I’ve marked jobs up with a “C” this time where we’ve either given cover or cover taken to the best of my recollection’. MC also confirmed that he made these annotations at the time the tender was current, apparently in an effort to ensure that his records were more accurate and to find out what proportion of jobs involved cover pricing.

W R Bloodworth taking cover prices

IV.721. SB explained how W R Bloodworth would find out who the competition was on a job, ‘I mean [we] either heard from…sub-contractors or from ABI’. SB also explained that on occasion he would also contact John Wholey of the Nottingham Builders’ Guild to ask who else was tendering for a job and then use that information to contact a competitor to obtain a cover price. MC also explained that he would contact a competitor: ‘Ring them up and ask for Estimating or a guy that I knew worked there.’
IV.722. SB of W R Bloodworth confirmed that two contacts would take place, by telephone, with a competitor in respect of taking a cover price. One, when W R Bloodworth asked for help and then, secondly, on the day of the tender submission or the day before the tender submission, there would be a further contact to obtain the cover price.3308

W R Bloodworth giving cover prices

IV.723. MC explained that W R Bloodworth would always provide a cover price if approached by a competitor, otherwise ‘chances are then if I needed a cover off[1] anybody then I wouldn’t be able to get it’.3309 SB admitted that the purpose of a cover price was not to win the contract, but to give the client the appearance of competition.3310

IV.724. In terms of arriving at a cover price to give to a competitor, MC said ‘Well, I generally put 5% or 6% on...Because somebody would say to you, “Don’t put me miles out because I won’t get an enquiry anyway”’.3311

Contemporaneous documents

IV.725. The leniency application provided no additional contemporaneous documents to those obtained on the section 28 visit. This documentary evidence is discussed by the OFT in relation to each relevant specific tender.

Wildgoose

IV.726. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. Wildgoose explained that ‘...the practice of giving cover bids in the construction industry at least as far as Wildgoose is concerned, arose from the inability of companies in the sector to submit properly priced tenders for every request received and their unwillingness to disappoint existing or potential customers by declining to submit a tender’.3312 Wildgoose stated that ‘Whilst it is accepted that a company giving a cover price to another would pitch that price such that its own tender would not be undercut, the object of the exercise (at least so far as Wildgoose understood it) was not to determine the outcome of the tender process as a whole but rather to offer assistance to another company unable to find the resources to price a given job accurately - in the knowledge that such assistance could be reciprocated at a future date’.3313

IV.727. In addition, Wildgoose also provided ‘Draft Witness Statements’ for various employees, including Bryan Bennett (‘BB’), who started working for Wildgoose in 1995 as Senior Estimator before progressing to Estimating Director in 19993314, Graham Barber (‘GB’), who joined Wildgoose in 1983 as a Project Manager before being appointed as Construction Director and finally Managing

3308 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6348, page 8.
3309 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6347, page 5.
3311 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6347, page 5.

IV.728. The ‘Draft Witness Statements’ of BB and GB were subsequently replaced by ‘Witness Statements’ and signed, by BB on 11 December 2007, and by GB on 8 December 2007 and contain the following statement, ‘This statement was provided to the Office of Fair Trading on 15 December 2004. I believe that it was true to the best of my knowledge and belief at that time. This statement does not include those facts or information that I have subsequently recalled or which have otherwise come to light since that date’. The ‘Witness Statement’ of APT was signed on 14 December 2007 and stated, ‘This statement was provided to the Office of Fair Trading on 14 February 2005. I believe that it was true to the best of my knowledge, recollection and belief at that time. This statement does not include those facts or information that I have subsequently recalled or which have otherwise come to light since that date’. The ‘Witness Statement’ of IB was signed on 10 December 2007 and contains the following statement, ‘This statement was provided to the Office of Fair Trading on 14 February 2005. I believe it was true to the best of my knowledge, recollection and belief at that time’.

IV.729. In the ‘Witness Statement’ prepared by BB, he explained the decision making process carried out when deciding to tender for a contract. ‘When enquiries come in to Wildgoose they are logged in the Enquiry Register…by our estimating assistant, Nicola Hale…Then, a decision will be made as to whether we wish to “price” this particular work, i.e. submit a tender offer. The decision process is generally informal and is usually made initially between myself and the Managing Director, Graham Barber, or one or more of the other Directors’. In the ‘Witness Statement’ prepared by GB, he confirmed ‘The tender selection process is dealt with by the Directors and the staff preparing tenders are not involved in this decision making process, although the estimator will know that a cover is to be taken…We will convene an ad hoc meeting and then make a decision between the Directors as to whether we will price a job or not’.

IV.730. BB stated that ‘A number of factors are taken into account when making the decision whether or not to tender for a particular project. These include: the type of work involved and its complexity; the procurement method…; the time scale…; the terms and conditions to be imposed by the client;…the geographical location…; the particular client…; other professionals involved…; the likely competition…; and finally the resources within the company…’. BB stated ‘If we cannot submit a tender, we would agree to submit a cover bid to avoid upsetting the client by returning the enquiry’. GB also confirmed that in the circumstances listed above, Wildgoose might have decided to obtain a cover price from a competitor.
IV.731. GB sent a memorandum to BB on 28 July 2003 setting out the circumstances in which Wildgoose would consider giving or taking a cover price. This memo states;\(^{3324}\)

‘In order to avoid a repeat of recent difficulties I propose that we adopt the following policies as discussed:

- If we seek assistance then we do not give assistance to others – to avoid “chain reactions”
- Final assistance should be dealt with at Director/Senior Estimator level and we should ensure that the price is comprehensive – i.e. includes M & E, Provisional Sums etc. – to avoid being lowest when assisted’.

Wildgoose taking cover prices

IV.732. BB explained ‘If we decide to take a cover, we will insert “C” (for “Cover”) or “HR” (meaning “Help Required”) against that particular enquiry in the Enquiry Register. “HR” reflects the fact that a cover will be obtained...unless the initial decision is reviewed and we agree to seek assistance from a freelance estimator or possibly another department within the company’.\(^{3325}\) In justification for using the abbreviation ‘HR’, BB stated “‘HR’, if viewed by a client is considered to be a better reference than “C” which they may perceive as either (1) on a scale of A-C, of low interest to us or (2) a possible reference to a cover’.\(^{3326}\)

IV.733. APT explained ‘Those files on which covers are to be taken are placed on a table in the Estimating Department in date order. Once the file gets closer to the tender submission date it is removed and whoever is least busy will make the call or alternatively Bryan Bennett will allocate it to someone to do. This procedure is known to all the Directors at Wildgoose’.\(^{3327}\) IB and BB also confirmed that once it was decided that a cover would be taken, the documents would have been put to one side on a work bench in the office.\(^{3328}\) IB stated that ‘Nearer the deadline, one of the estimators would be instructed to make a call to one of the other tenderers in order to take a cover. If a project was aborted halfway through (i.e. a decision was made to submit a cover after all), the estimator would make the call to another contractor or Bryan Bennett would allocate it to someone to make this call’.\(^{3329}\)

IV.734. BB explained how Wildgoose would find out who else was pricing the tender, ‘There are various means available to find out who the other contractors are. Many of the projects on which Wildgoose receives enquiries are published in the trade press, such as the “Contracts Journal”. Glenigans or The Builders Conference will provide this information. In addition, you can call a material supplier or sub-contractor and ask them if they have quoted on a particular project and usually they will tell you who else they have quoted to. At times, additional tender information or adjustments received from architects, engineers and quantity surveyors, have contained the names of all the tendering contractors. Also sub-contractors’ and suppliers’ quotations can

\(^{3324}\) Memo, OFT Document Reference 0420, page 2.
\(^{3327}\) Witness Statement, OFT Document Reference 14264, page 5.
carry the names of other tenderers. On occasions, we have also received the initial tender enquiry posted to ourselves by the client, but with another contractor’s name upon the enclosed tender invitation letter’.3330

IV.735. Wildgoose provided some additional information on the use of covers in the industry. Wildgoose stated ‘Within Wildgoose, the tendency would have been for the estimator assigned to the task to ask another contractor company with whom he was familiar for assistance (i.e. a cover). This may be because clients can require further information such as costs analysis or a priced bill of quantities and it is easier to ask a contractor the estimator already knows for this assistance. For example, there are half a dozen companies in the Chesterfield area that Wildgoose would often tender against. Of these, we understand that […………………………………………………………][C] all gave and received cover bids’.3331 ‘If Wildgoose required assistance on an enquiry, many competitors would be willing to provide it with a cover or if unable to help, would refer Wildgoose to someone else they knew to be pricing the job concerned. Some contractors would provide an exact cover figure to enter on the tender form and others might indicate that Wildgoose should price around a particular figure’.3332

IV.736. Wildgoose also stated that ‘Companies would generally endeavour to provide the requesting contractor with a competitive figure as, if the figure was too high, it would make the party requesting the cover look ridiculous in the eyes of the client and that contractor would be reluctant to provide assistance in the future. Therefore, contractors would tend to provide a figure as close to their own figure as they felt comfortable with, usually around 4-5% above’.3333

IV.737. BB explained that ‘for most covers all we are required to do is obtain the cover figure from one of the other contractors and fill in the tender form itself for submission’.3334

Wildgoose giving cover prices

IV.738. BB explained that for tenders which Wildgoose was competitively pricing, a tender finance statement was completed. The tender finance statement provided a summary of all the on-site costs, prelims, materials, sub-contractor and labour costs and resulted in a net estimate.3335

IV.739. In respect of covers given to competitors, BB stated ‘…we have also provided assistance to companies when they have called us and we have been pricing the work (i.e. giving a cover). If another company calls our reception, they would usually be referred to the person dealing with that particular tender or sometimes myself’.3336 BB continued, ‘Companies unknown to myself and outside our direct geographic area will often ring for assistance, having obtained our name from the Yellow Pages or from other suppliers’.3337

3330 Witness Statement, OFT Document Reference 14263, pages 7 and 8.
3337 Witness Statement, OFT Document Reference 14263, page 8
IV.740. With regard to the actual figure given by Wildgoose as a cover price APT stated, ‘When we provide covers, we would endeavour to provide the other contractor with a competitive figure as if it was too high it would make them look ridiculous in the eyes of the client; his figures would not look attractive and would create a feeling that that contractor did not want the job. Therefore, the idea is to keep the other contractor as close to your figure as you would feel comfortable with, usually around 4-5% above. We would not want it to be too close as it may mean that he is asked for further information by the client which we would then be obliged to supply’.  

IV.741. In relation to the recording of covers given to competitors BB stated, ‘The tender finance statements will sometimes provide details of our competitors when found out during the tender process by the estimator. Also, if contact had been made by any other company seeking assistance, this may also be recorded. This may be indicated by a “C” being written next to the competitor’s name (although the presence of a “C” does not necessarily mean Wildgoose had been asked for a cover or indeed given one as this information could have been added post tender … However, this information is not always detailed on the tender finance statement by the estimator, he may have made a mental note or noted it on a separate piece of paper to explain to the attendees of the [tender adjudication] meeting.’

List of Wildgoose’s contacts

IV.742. Wildgoose also provided to the OFT an ‘Alphabetical List of Contractors’ found in a general phone book. The list included the following companies:

- […] [C] [List of x Participant Companies]

---

3338 Witness Statement, OFT Document Reference 14264, page 5
3339 Witness Statement, OFT Document Reference 14263, pages 4 and 5
3340 Directory, OFT Document Reference 01183.
York House

IV.743. As part of its leniency application, York House made available current employees to be interviewed. These were Robert Andrew Bruce (‘RAB’) Managing Director of York House and Arthur Richardson (‘AR’), Estimating Director for York House. During these voluntary interviews the individuals were asked to give an explanation of York House’s involvement in cover pricing.

York House taking cover prices

IV.744. During interview, RAB explained the criteria York House used to decide whether to tender for a contract. RAB stated ‘It could be a location, it could be size, it could be the type of work, it could be the client’.3341 AR explained that the decision to tender for a contract was a collective decision between, ‘Basically myself as head of department and Andy as the Managing Director with the knowledge of the other directors…’3342 RAB confirmed that if York House decided not to tender for a particular contract, ‘We’d probably decide that…depending on who was involved…so that we wouldn’t upset anybody, we’d decide to take a cover’.3343

IV.745. AR explained how he would find out the identity of York House’s competitors for a contract. AR stated ‘generally your sub-contractors price for everybody…and most of the time you would find out via that route who your competitors were’.3344 RAB further explained ‘we used to buy construction news and contracts journal used to publish lists of people who tender in there. Glenigans…ABI…you actually get a list of jobs which are in tender…and within there it would give you most of your competitors and then there used to be an organisation, it was called Builders Confederation…and they used to ring on a regular basis and say are you tendering for this job or that job and they’d tell you who was on the tender list and also sub-contractors would tell you’.3345

IV.746. AR explained that, on receipt of a tender ‘I used to have a program when the job come in I would mark it on the program and you could see from the bar chart as to what we’ve got in on the workload’.3346 York House in its leniency application stated ‘They [estimating programs] set out when a tender comes in and when it’s due back. This process used to be done by hand. The program is updated (on average) on a weekly basis. It allows the company/estimators to

3341 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11467, page 5.
3342 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11466, page 5.
3345 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11467, page 7.
keep an eye on when tenders are due back and lists all jobs currently in. When
a job comes in it gets an estimate number and is inputted as a “program”. It
allows [AR] to allocate estimating resource and decide whether the company
can or cannot price a tender'.

IV.747. RAB stated that he was aware of the practice of exchanging cover prices but in
later years would not have been involved in the actual obtaining of a cover
price, ‘Arthur has probably done the cover…obtained the cover prices to be
honest. But I will have obtained some cover prices before Arthur joined us [in
February 2001]’.

IV.748. AR explained how the receiving of a cover price worked in practice. ‘If you
decided at some point along the line that you needed a cover obviously you
have got to find out via your subcontractors who is on the list and you would
look at the list and you would pick…somebody who is pricing the job to win it
so again you don’t look as though you haven’t priced it’. AR stated that
contact with a competitor was carried out by telephone, ‘Generally telephones I
have never had a person meeting with anybody to discuss a cover ever’.

IV.749. AR explained that he would contact a competitor for a cover price maybe as ‘a
last minute decision and you may ring up a couple of days before the tender is
due in … but if you have a job that you have had in the office for a couple of
weeks and you couldn’t do anything with it because again you are too busy you
generally make contact at the latter stages rather than in the early stages
because you just don’t want anybody knowing that you are not pricing the
job’.

IV.750. AR continued ‘Covers are usually given out at the last minute the very last
minute I mean we are all in the same boat we have all got to get the tender in
on the same date, the same time and invariably nobody has a price ready until a
day or two before it goes in even on the last day’.

IV.751. AR confirmed that the letters ‘COV’ written on the estimating programs indicate
a cover price.

D. The Infringements

IV.752. This section sets out the specific evidence in respect of each Infringement, and
the inferences and conclusions drawn by the OFT from that evidence. The
Infringements are described in chronological order.

IV.753. For each Infringement, reference should be made not only to the particular part
of this section setting out details of the Infringement, but also to the relevant
part(s) of section C above detailing the cover pricing activities of any leniency
Party(ies) involved in that Infringement, and in addition to the general

3348 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11467, page 8.
3349 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11466, page 9.
3350 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11466, page 9.
3351 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11466, page 10.
3352 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11466, page 10.
3353 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11466, page 10.
comments on cover pricing and other bid rigging activities in section B, which precedes both of these sections.

IV.754. The OFT has included, in Annex A towards the end of this Decision, a Navigation Table, which details the paragraphs in which the case against each Party may be found in relation to each relevant Infringement. In the Navigation Table, the Parties are listed in alphabetical order and against each Party is listed the Infringements in which the OFT has found that Party engaged in bid rigging activities, together with references to the relevant paragraphs in this section describing that Infringement and the relevant paragraphs in section C describing the cover pricing activities of the leniency Party(ies) involved in that Infringement, where applicable.

Alleged Infringement 1: Not included in the Decision

Alleged Infringement 2: Not included in the Decision

Alleged Infringement 3: Not included in the Decision

Alleged Infringement 4: Not included in the Decision

Alleged Infringement 5: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 6: Conversion of Offices to Flats, 2 Water Lane, Leeds – 3 March 2000
Client: Waller & Partners Ltd
Parties: Strata (formerly known as Weaver) and Quarmby

IV.755. On 1 February 2000, Waller & Partners Ltd, on behalf of their client CPL FURB Ltd, sought tenders for conversion and refurbishment of a small four-storey riverside warehouse, formerly converted to offices, into flats.3354 The following five companies were invited to tender: Quarmby, Brenville Construction, Weaver, Jack Lunn and SHL.3355 The deadline for receipt of tenders was 3 March 2000.3356

IV.756. Waller & Partners Ltd received the following tender returns.3357

3354 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9914.
3355 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9914.
3356 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9914.
3357 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9914.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quarmby</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 3 March 2000</td>
<td>£789,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenville</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 3 March 2000</td>
<td>£859,852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver [Strata]</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 3 March 2000</td>
<td>£848,512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Lunn</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 3 March 2000</td>
<td>£868,410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Declined to tender 17 February 2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.757. Although Quarmby won the tender it was not awarded the contract as post tender the client scaled back the project and placed the contract with another contractor.\(^{3358}\)

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata - Form of Tender*

IV.758. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a ring binder file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ containing various documents, mostly copy Form of Tenders and result letters, was found. A Form of Tender found within this file contained the following handwritten entry on the top right hand corner:\(^{3359}\)

‘FROM QUARMBY CONSTRUCTION’

IV.759. The Form of Tender was signed by Duncan Ironmonger (‘DI’), an estimator at Strata.\(^{3360}\) The Form of Tender also stated that Strata’s tender figure was £848,512.\(^{3361}\)

IV.760. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby noted ‘...that the interview transcript of Duncan Ironmonger in fact identifies the file as being labelled “Strata Covers Jan 2000 - December 2001”. [Quarmby] contends that this is an important discrepancy, particularly as the name “Strata” was not adopted until later than the alleged infringement’.\(^{3362}\) However the contemporaneous tender return form for this tender had the correct company name ‘Weaver Construction’ (Strata’s company name at the time of the Infringement) and tender date ‘3 March 2000’ recorded on it.\(^{3363}\) The file is clearly headed ‘Covers Jan 2000 - December 2001’ which is handwritten on a pre-printed Strata label. The fact that the documents were re-filed or the file relabelled when the company had been renamed does not undermine the plain meaning of documents kept within it.

\(^{3358}\) Tender Report, OFT Document Reference 9913, page 3.
\(^{3359}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3504.
\(^{3360}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3504.
\(^{3361}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3504.
\(^{3362}\) Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.11(b)(i)(B).
\(^{3363}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3504.
Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.761. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers compiled by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. The entry for this tender stated as follows:\footnote{Schedule of Covers, OFT Document Reference 4054, page 1.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03/03/2000</td>
<td>Conversion of Offices to Flats, 2 Water Lane, Leeds for CPL Furb Ltd</td>
<td>T19/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover to</th>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
<th>Contract Secured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>OFT:BXM/107</td>
<td>Quarmby Construction</td>
<td>Ilkley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.762. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.763. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.764. Also during an interview with the OFT on 29 March 2007, conducted in connection with Strata’s leniency application, DI provided further information regarding the tender for this contract. DI was shown the Form of Tender\footnote{Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3504.} for the conversion of offices to flats, 2 Water Lane, Leeds. DI stated ‘… my initial involvement would be going to Julian…and saying, are we pricing it…no we’ll take a cover and then I wouldn’t do anything more on it until I found out who the competition was.’\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 32.} During the interview DI laughed, an employee of the OFT asked ‘for the benefit of the tape, Mr Ironmonger, you, looked at the, that form of tender, and something caught your eye and you laughed. Could you just explain what you were laughing at please?’\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 33.} DI replied ‘Yeah. I’d written in the top right-hand corner who we’d received a cover from … Quarmby Construction’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 33.} DI confirmed that he put the Form of Tender for a contract on which Strata had taken a cover into a file marked ‘covers’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 33.} DI also stated ‘So, I take it from this I’ve dropped a few companies in the [unclear]’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 33.}

IV.765. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby also suggested that the OFT ‘… has failed to consider other reasonable explanations for such annotation (i.e. ‘FROM
QUARMBY CONSTRUCTION) such as post-tender discussion. Duncan Ironmonger and Julian Kawecki admit generally to engaging in post-tender discussions on a routine basis in respect of bids that they had not won. The OFT is satisfied that the explanation it has received for the annotation is correct. The document was kept in a file marked ‘Covers...’, which DI has confirmed to be the file in which Strata kept records of covers it had taken. Further, DI confirmed that ‘We wouldn’t do it on every one but I seem to recall on certain ones I’d write on the top who we’d got it [the cover] from’. The OFT considers the explanation of DI, who along with Paul Throssell, was responsible for populating this file, for the annotations he has written to be sufficient for it to be satisfied that the annotations relate to the taking of covers, not to post-tender discussions. Further, the references made at interview by DI and Julian Kawecki to post-tender discussions were not made in connection with the annotations in question.

Evidence from other companies – Quarmby

IV.766. The OFT wrote to Quarmby on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender in return for an admission that Quarmby had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT rang the Managing Director of Quarmby on 6 June 2007 to inform him that due to Quarmby’s lack of response to the OFT’s letter dated 22 March 2007, the OFT were treating this as a rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. The Managing Director confirmed this.

IV.767. The OFT subsequently wrote to Quarmby’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, St James Securities, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Quarmby’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold St James Securities jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Quarmby in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, St James Securities stated that it did not intend to respond to the matters referred to in the OFT’s letter.

IV.768. Following the issue of the Statement, St James Securities did not submit any written or oral representations in respect of this Infringement.

IV.769. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby noted that the allegations against it do not include the taking of cover prices, only the giving. This is stated to be ‘important circumstantial evidence in support of QCC’s contention that it has not and does not give cover prices...to merely give cover prices would be to confer on one’s competitors a benefit without any advantage to oneself and consequently would be commercially inexplicable and irrational’.

3371 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.11(b)(i)(D).
3372 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 18.
3373 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 19.
3375 Telephone note, OFT Document Reference 10771.
3376 Response from St James Securities, OFT Document Reference 14098.
3377 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.7.
IV.770. First, the OFT notes that only three Alleged Infringements were pursued against each non-leniency Party, out of a wider pool of evidence available to the OFT and so the fact that the three allegations in the Statement regarding Quarmby related only to the giving of cover cannot be taken as meaningful evidence of Quarmby’s pattern of behaviour. Second, the OFT does not accept that the giving of cover confers a benefit on competitors without any benefit to the firm in question. Indeed, DI explained that when Strata rang competitors to ask them to give cover ‘Most of them would just say yes, obviously, because they know they’re reducing… their competition’.

IV.771. Moreover, the OFT notes that in addition to the evidence from Strata relating to it taking cover from Quarmby on this tender, the OFT also has strong and compelling evidence relating to Admiral taking cover from Quarmby (Infringement 214) and York House taking cover from Quarmby (Infringement 233). The OFT considers it highly improbable that all three of these companies would have mistakenly identified Quarmby as a participant in cover pricing if indeed Quarmby never gave cover prices.

IV.772. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby asserted that it neither gave nor took cover prices as a matter of its corporate policy, and provided witness evidence in support of this assertion. The OFT notes in this regard the evidence of Roger Nelson, Quarmby’s Commercial Director, who described becoming aware of the illegality of cover pricing in 2004, and went on to state:

‘David Jones [Quarmby’s Managing Director] and I agreed that even though we thought it highly unlikely cover price had occurred or was occurring at QCC (because it was not our practice to do so) we should take measures to reinforce the message that no-one within QCC was engaged in the practice of cover pricing or would be in future’.

IV.773. The OFT takes from this evidence that despite Quarmby’s stated policy of not engaging in cover pricing activities, the Commercial Director and Managing Director were not certain that staff were not engaging in cover pricing, but only thought that it was ‘highly unlikely’ and that this uncertainty justified taking further action to prevent Quarmby’s engagement in cover bidding. The OFT therefore considers that any such policy held by Quarmby does not undermine the evidence presented in relation to the giving of cover by Quarmby in this instance.

IV.774. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby stated that its commercial director Roger Nelson recalled ‘... that this tender was a design and build project as cited in [Quarmby’s] tender book ... A design and build tender requires much more detailed information to be submitted to the tenderee as the tenderee essentially scores the tenderer’s proposals for “best value” which usually incorporates factors other than price ... As a design and build tender does not consist of the contractor merely pricing a bill of quantities, but providing detailed information to the tenderee, it is unfeasible that a cover price was submitted by Strata for this tender’.

3378 See paragraph II.1470 of Section II (The OFT’s Investigation).
3379 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 16, as set out in paragraph IV.624.
3380 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.8.
3382 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.11(a)(iii); also witness statement of Roger Nelson, paragraphs 16 to 19.
IV.775. The OFT accepts that a company submitting a bid based on a cover price, where the procurement criteria is not only ‘lowest price’ but also ‘most economically advantageous’ or ‘best value’, runs a greater risk of winning the contract, and that if the bid were to consist merely of a price it would be likely to be non-compliant. However, in this instance the OFT does not consider this undermines its conclusion that Quarmby provided a cover price to Strata. First, Strata has admitted to having sought and obtained a cover price from Quarmby. Second, the bid submitted by Strata did contain the level of detail required to render the bid compliant (including a total tender price, a cost of removing lift for re-use sum, a contract period, an earliest start date and two other provisional sums)3383, notwithstanding that Strata, on its evidence, had taken a cover price. Third, in this tender price was ranked as the most important criteria if not the only one.3384 On balance, therefore, the OFT does not consider the nature of the project and the form of tender required to be evidence negating the possibility of Strata having tendered on the basis of a cover price.

IV.776. By way of alternative argument, Quarmby also stated in its response to the Statement that '[t]he infringement is alleged to have occurred on the 3rd March 2000, the OFT has adduced no evidence that the cover price was given on the 3rd March 2000, save that this was the submission deadline for the tender. [Quarmby] contends that the OFT has not adduced “strong and compelling evidence” in respect of the date on which the alleged infringement is said to have occurred and, specifically, that the alleged infringement occurred after the Competition Act 1998 (the “Act”) came into force on 1 March 2000’.3385 Quarmby further stated ‘[i]t would be the date of that arrangement [the cover pricing agreement/concerted practice arrangement] which would be the relevant date, for competition law purposes. The date of the tender itself would be irrelevant, save to the extent that it provides circumstantial evidence that if the cover price, was given at all (which is denied), it is likely to have been given before 1 March 2000, when the Competition Act 1998 came into effect... ‘.3386

IV.777. The OFT does not accept Quarmby’s assertion that the cover price is likely to have been given before 1 March 2000 since, as PT explained in interview, and as outlined in IV.623 above, Strata would generally tend to obtain cover prices ‘the day before the tender was due in’. The OFT is therefore satisfied that on the balance of probabilities the cover price was provided after 1 March 2000.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.778. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.779. Strata and Quarmby each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.780. Strata was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

3383 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3504.
3385 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.11(b)(ii).
3386 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.11(b)(ii).
IV.781. Quarmby completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Quarmby being the lowest received and that it won the contract.

IV.782. Strata’s Form of Tender records ‘From Quarmby Construction’, handwritten in the top right hand corner. Strata and DI confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from the company noted. This Form of Tender was also found in the file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’, which Strata and DI confirmed contained documents and records of covers taken. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and DI’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence that Quarmby supplied Strata with a cover price for this tender.

IV.783. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Strata was higher than the tender submitted by Quarmby, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.784. In addition the OFT notes that Quarmby’s tender figure is the only figure below Strata’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Strata could only have received a cover figure from Quarmby.

IV.785. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Quarmby. The OFT also concludes that Quarmby supplied a figure to Strata for a cover bid.

IV.786. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.758 to IV.785 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Quarmby to Strata was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Quarmby (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process, and

(c) Quarmby can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata (i.e. that Strata did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.787. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Quarmby and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the conversion of offices to flats, 2 Water Lane, Leeds, tender deadline 3 March 2000.

3387 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3388 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3389 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3390 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3391 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.788. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.789. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 7:** Guiseley School, Fieldhead Road, Guiseley, Leeds – 8 March 2000

**Client:** Leeds City Council

**Parties:** Strata and C J Ellmore

IV.790. On 19 January 2000, Leeds City Council sought tenders for a formation of new multi-functional hall at Guiseley School, Fieldhead Road, Guiseley, Leeds.\(^{3392}\)

The following five companies were invited to tender: Harlow & Milner, A Ryall & Son (Contractors) Ltd, C J Ellmore, Pullan Construction Ltd and Strata.\(^{3393}\)

The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 8 March 2000.\(^{3394}\)

IV.791. Leeds City Council received the following tender returns:\(^{3395}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harlow &amp; Milner</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 8 March 2000</td>
<td>£232,942.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Ryall &amp; Son (Contractors) Ltd</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 8 March 2000</td>
<td>£232,528.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C J Ellmore</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 8 March 2000</td>
<td>£218,748.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pullan Construction Ltd</td>
<td>No Tender Returned</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 8 March 2000</td>
<td>£229,847.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.792. The tenders received were over budget and the work had to be re-tendered.\(^{3396}\)

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata – Form of Tender**

IV.793. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a ring binder file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ containing various documents, mostly copy Form 3392 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8497, page 1.


of Tenders and result letters, was found. A Form of Tender found within this file contained the following handwritten entry on the top right hand corner:3397

‘FROM ELLMORE CONSTRUCTION’

IV.794. The Form of Tender was signed by Duncan Ironmonger (‘DI’), an estimator at Strata, on 8 March 2000.3398 The Form of Tender also stated that Strata’s figure was £229,847.00.3399

IV.795. In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore stated that there was a ‘complete absence of many of the contemporaneous documents which the witnesses would have been expected to see’. 3400 Although various documents which might have been available had Strata been awarded the contract were not available to put to DI, as noted in paragraphs IV.122 to IV.127 above, it is common that unsuccessful tenderers do not have such documentary records. The OFT does not consider this undermines the strength of the Form of Tender evidence which was available.

IV.796. In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore referred to the destruction by an employee at Strata of the 2002 to 2004 file of Strata’s collection of cover price documents and proceeded to assert in respect of this Infringement that ‘...where there is a complete absence of many of the contemporaneous documents which the witnesses would have expected to see, the destruction of a very important exhibit undermines the reliability of the evidence provided by Strata’.3401 The OFT does not accept this assertion. The contemporaneous cover price file document is available, and the OFT considers this to be good evidence of Strata taking a cover price from C J Ellmore in respect of this tender. The destruction of documents relating to covers provided in 2002-2004 does not bear upon the credibility of the documents which remain available in respect of covers provided in 2000, and which the OFT recovered independently during a search of Strata’s premises.

Evidence from leniency applicant – Strata

IV.797. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers compiled by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. The entry for this tender states as follows:3402

3397 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3502, page 1.
3398 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3502, page 4.
3399 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3502, page 1.
3402 Schedule of Covers, OFT Reference 4054, page 1.
IV.798. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.799. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.800. Also during an interview with the OFT on 29 March 2007, conducted in connection with Strata’s leniency application, DI provided further information regarding the tender for this contract. DI was shown the Form of Tender3403 for the works at Guiseley School, Fieldhead Road, Guiseley and asked how the document indicates the company from whom Strata received a cover figure. DI stated ‘Ah, top right-hand corner, front of the form of tender, from Ellmore Construction is what I used to write on to say who we’d receive the cover from’ 3404. DI confirmed that he put the Form of Tender into a file marked ‘covers’.3405

Evidence from other companies – C J Ellmore

IV.801. The OFT wrote to C J Ellmore on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that C J Ellmore had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received an email from Keeble Hawson, representing C J Ellmore, on 4 May 2007 stating ‘… we are not in a position to advise our client … without disclosure’.3406 The OFT noted C J Ellmore’s rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.802. C J Ellmore provided a witness statement from its Managing Director, Stephen Ellmore (‘SE’), which stated that ‘I am aware that Ellmores has been approached to give cover prices on occasions in the past and that cover pricing has gone on in some form within the industry. It is Ellmores’ policy however not to give or receive cover prices or engage in any other anti-competitive behaviour. This policy was first put in writing in March 2005 but it has always been Ellmores’ policy to comply with the law in all respects’.3407 The witness

---

3403 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3502.
3404 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 36.
3405 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 36.
3406 Email from Keeble Hawson, OFT Document Reference 10952, page 1.
statement further stated that the estimator at CJ Ellmore responsible for this tender was Andrew Ellmore, who left the firm in or around 2005.\textsuperscript{3408}

IV.803. The OFT considers that this evidence of C J Ellmore’s company policy regarding cover pricing, which was not in writing at the time of this tender, does not serve to establish that cover pricing did not take place in relation to this tender, in breach of that policy. Although SE was ‘involved in estimating from 1987 to 2002’ it remains possible that other members of the estimating team, including Andrew Ellmore, may have given cover prices to competitors, including Strata, without the knowledge of SE.

IV.804. In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore stated that its ‘...case is that [the] evidence produced in respect of this infringement is not sufficiently strong or compelling’.\textsuperscript{3409} The OFT does not accept C J Ellmore’s assertion that it has not satisfied the requisite burden of proof in respect of this Infringement. The OFT notes, as outlined in III.98 to III.105 above, that in price-fixing cases a single item of evidence, or wholly circumstantial evidence may be sufficient to meet the required standard of proof. The OFT considers the contemporaneous documentary evidence and the explanatory witness evidence to be strong and compelling proof of this Infringement. The OFT also considers that the fact the tender was not awarded is irrelevant to the finding of an infringement for the reasons set out in paragraph III.14 of the Legal Background section.

IV.805. In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore also stated that the ‘...OFT infers, from the fact the tender submitted by Strata was higher, that this was consistent with a cover price having been provided. It is submitted that it would be equally consistent with ... Strata having received information from other sources about the amount of money that C J Ellmore was due to tender at.’\textsuperscript{3410} In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore asked the OFT to consider the possibility that a contractor (A) bidding for a contract could have provided a subcontractor with its full bid price, perfectly legitimately, and for that subcontractor to inform another contractor (B) bidding for the same contract of the full bid price of contractor (A).\textsuperscript{3411} The OFT does not consider this theoretical alternative explanation provided by C J Ellmore to be at all plausible. There is no evidence that Strata obtained the cover price from other sources in the conduct of this Infringement, but there is evidence from DI that Strata obtained the cover price direct from C J Ellmore.

IV.806. In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore further stated that the ‘...OFT infers, from the fact that C J Ellmore’s tender figure is the only figure below Strata’s tender figure, that Strata could only have received the cover figure from C J Ellmore. It is submitted that this too is equally consistent with information having been supplied to Strata from other sources’.\textsuperscript{3412} Again, the OFT does not consider this alternative explanation provided by C J Ellmore to be at all plausible for the same reasons.

IV.807. In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore also asserted ‘...[e]ven had there been an agreement or concerted practice, on the facts of [this Infringement],

\textsuperscript{3408} Witness statement of Stephen Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 11 to 12.
\textsuperscript{3409} Written representations of C J Ellmore, 25 June 2008, paragraph 27.
\textsuperscript{3410} Written representations of C J Ellmore, 25 June 2008, paragraphs 28 and 29.
the Chapter prohibition [sic] would not have been breached. The OFT does not accept C J Ellmore’s assertion that its provision of a cover price to Strata did not breach competition law. The OFT’s analysis as to why agreements or concerted practices to provide and/or receive cover prices infringe the Chapter I prohibition is set out in Section III (Legal Background).

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.808. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.809. Strata and C J Ellmore each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for works at Guiseley School, Guiseley, Leeds.

IV.810. Strata was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.811. C J Ellmore completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by C J Ellmore being the lowest received and that it won the contract.

IV.812. Strata’s Form of Tender records ‘FROM ELLMORE CONSTRUCTION’ handwritten in the top right hand corner. Strata and DI confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from the company noted. This Form of Tender was also found in the file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’, which Strata and DI confirmed contained documents and records of covers taken. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous documentary evidence from Strata, and Strata’s admission of taking cover, and DI’s explanation of the contemporaneous evidence that C J Ellmore supplied Strata with a cover price for this tender.

IV.813. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Strata was higher than the tender submitted by C J Ellmore, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.814. In addition the OFT notes that C J Ellmore’s tender figure is the only figure below Strata’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Strata could only have received a cover figure from C J Ellmore.

IV.815. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and C J Ellmore. The OFT also concludes that C J Ellmore supplied a figure to Strata for a cover bid.

IV.816. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.793 to IV.815 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

---

3414 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from C J Ellmore to Strata was not unilateral\textsuperscript{3415} and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{3416}

(b) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from C J Ellmore (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{3417} and

(c) C J Ellmore can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata (i.e. that Strata did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{3418}

IV.817. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between C J Ellmore and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for works at Guiseley School, Guiseley, Leeds, tender deadline 8 March 2000.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.818. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.819. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 8: Four Flats at Viking Way, Kiveton Park – 14 March 2000**

**Client:** Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council

**Parties:** Strata (formerly known as Weaver) and J J & A R Jackson

IV.820. On 11 February 2000, Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council sought tenders for the construction of four flats at Viking Way, Kiveton Park, Rotherham.\textsuperscript{3419} The following six companies were invited to tender: Weaver, Bramall, RMBC Building Works Department, J J & A R Jackson, George Hurst & Sons Ltd, William & Wood (Wath) Limited.\textsuperscript{3420} The deadline for receipt of tenders was 11:00 am on 14 March 2000.\textsuperscript{3421}

IV.821. Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{3422}

\textsuperscript{3415} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\textsuperscript{3416} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3417} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3418} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3419} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10650.

\textsuperscript{3420} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10650.

\textsuperscript{3421} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10650.

\textsuperscript{3422} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10650.
### Company Time & Date tender received | Amount of tender | Awarded contract
---|---|---
Weaver [Strata] | Not Recorded | £175,563.00 |
Bramall | Not Recorded | £216,519.00 |
RMBC Building Works Dept | Not Recorded | £135,959.25 | Yes |
J J & A R Jackson | Not Recorded | £166,288.00 |
George Hurst & Sons Ltd | Not Recorded | £167,980.00 |
William & Wood (Wath) Ltd | Not Recorded | £197,682.00 |

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata - Form of Tender*

IV.822. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a ring binder file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ containing various documents, mostly copy Form of Tenders and result letters, was found. A Form of Tender found within this file contained the following handwritten entry on the top right hand corner:3423

‘Cover from Jacksons’

IV.823. The Form of Tender was signed by John Slack, an ex-estimator at Strata3424 on 13 March 2000.3425 The Form of Tender also stated that Strata’s figure was £175,563.3426

*Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata*

IV.824. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers compiled by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. The entry for this tender stated as follows:3427

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13/03/2000</td>
<td>Four Flats at Viking Way, Kiveton Park for Rotherham Borough Council</td>
<td>T20/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover to</th>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
<th>Contract Secured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td>OFT:BXM/107</td>
<td>Jacksons</td>
<td>Worksop?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.825. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

---

3423 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3496.
3425 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3496.
3426 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3496.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.826. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.827. Also during an interview with the OFT on 29 March 2007, conducted in connection with Strata’s leniency application, Duncan Ironmonger (‘DI’), an estimator at Strata, provided further information regarding the tender for this contract. DI was shown the Form of Tender\textsuperscript{3428} for the construction of four flats at Viking Way, Kiveton Park and asked how the document shows the company from whom Strata received a cover figure. DI stated ‘Ah, yet again by the name in the top right-hand corner. Cover from Jacksons’s …’.\textsuperscript{3429} DI confirmed that John Slack was tasked to get a cover price for this contract, because the tender was ‘too small’ for Strata.\textsuperscript{3430} DI explained ‘it’d be a new build and we weren’t into building new houses or flats at that time, particularly of a four number’.\textsuperscript{3431}

Evidence from other companies – J J & A R Jackson

IV.828. The OFT wrote to J J & A R Jackson on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that J J & A R Jackson had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter J J & A R Jackson admitted ‘We provided a cover price to Weaver Building Ltd of Doncaster. We did not win the job’.\textsuperscript{3432}

IV.829. Following the issue of the Statement, J J & A R Jackson did not submit any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.830. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.831. Strata and J J & A R Jackson each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for the construction of four flats at Viking Way, Kiveton Park.

IV.832. Strata was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.833. Strata’s Form of Tender records ‘Cover from Jacksons’, handwritten in the top right hand corner. Strata and DI confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from the company noted. This Form of Tender was also found in the file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’, which Strata and DI confirmed contained documents and records of covers taken. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and DI’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence, and J J & A R

\textsuperscript{3428} Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3496.
\textsuperscript{3429} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 39.
\textsuperscript{3430} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 39.
\textsuperscript{3431} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 39.
\textsuperscript{3432} Response from J J & A R Jackson, OFT Document Reference 10443, page 2.
Jackson’s admission that they gave a cover price to Weaver, that J J & A R Jackson supplied Strata with a cover price for this tender.

IV.834. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Strata was higher than the tender submitted by J J & A R Jackson, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.835. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that J J & A R Jackson admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was ‘Weaver’, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Strata was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.836. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and J J & A R Jackson. The OFT also concludes that J J & A R Jackson supplied a figure to Strata for a cover bid.

IV.837. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.822 to IV.836 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J J & A R Jackson to Strata was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from J J & A R Jackson (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) J J & A R Jackson can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata (i.e. that Strata did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.838. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between J J & A R Jackson and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the construction of four flats at Viking Way, Kiveton Park, tender deadline 14 March 2000.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.839. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

---

3433 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3434 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3435 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3436 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3437 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.840. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 9: Residential Training Centre, Ollerton – 11 April 2000
Client: Nottinghamshire County Council
Parties: ARG and J J & A R Jackson

IV.841. On 24 March 2000, Nottinghamshire County Council sought tenders for conversion of a first-floor flat for office use, Ollerton residential unit. The following six companies were invited to tender: Carmalor, Robert Woodhead, J J & A R Jackson, Greenwood, ARG and N.C.C. Building Direct. The tender deadline was 10:00 am on 11 April 2000.

IV.842. Nottinghamshire County Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carmalor</td>
<td>By 10:00 am on an April 2000</td>
<td>£72,337.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Woodhead</td>
<td>By 10:00 am on an April 2000</td>
<td>£76,048.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J &amp; A R Jackson</td>
<td>By 10:00 am on an April 2000</td>
<td>£79,973.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>By 10:00 am on an April 2000</td>
<td>£83,049.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>By 10:00 am on an April 2000</td>
<td>£83,614.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.C.C. Building Direct</td>
<td>No Tender Received</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant ARG – Estimate Schedule and Chase Control Sheet

IV.843. During the OFT’s search of ARG’s premises an Estimate Schedule and Chase Control sheet was found. This document contained the following entry in respect of this tender:

---

3438 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13223.
3439 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13223.
3440 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13223.
3441 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13223.
Evidence from leniency applicant - ARG

IV.844. As part of its leniency application, ARG provided to the OFT ‘a table listing the contracts since January 2000 where ARG has been involved in cover pricing, including the names of the companies involved, the individuals within those companies that ARG has been in contact with in respect of cover pricing, together with details of dates and any supporting documentary evidence which ARG is able to provide’.3443 The table contained the following entry for this contract:3444

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Member of NNCG, NBG or CAGE</th>
<th>Individual Contact</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Cover Price Taken</th>
<th>Cover Price Given</th>
<th>Compensation Payments Involved</th>
<th>Date of Tender Enquiry Received by ARG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J.J &amp; A.R Jackson Limited</td>
<td>CAGE</td>
<td>Cameron Gray</td>
<td>Residential Training Centre at Ollerton</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No Record</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of tender Return</th>
<th>Tender Price</th>
<th>Any documentary evidence to be provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.04.00</td>
<td>£83,614</td>
<td>Estimate File No. 4277 We have no archived estimates prior to 5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.845. In its response to the Statement, ARG confirmed that it had ‘...admitted cover pricing in relation to this tender but they are unable to recollect any details. They can only assume that they used a cover price due to a high level of work at the time and would therefore, have been unable to carry out the works had they been successful’.3445

3443 Response from ARG, OFT Document Reference 3887, page 1.
3444 Schedule of Covers, OFT Document Reference 3888, page 3.
3445 Written representations of ARG, 25 June 2008, paragraph 2.3.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant – ARG

IV.846. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, ARG’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.174 to IV.181 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.847. During a telephone interview conducted on 27 September 2007 with Jackie Gregory (‘JG’) of ARG, the OFT pointed out that the figure ARG submitted was higher than the figure submitted by J J & A R Jackson for this contract, as confirmed by the client and J J & A R Jackson. Therefore, the OFT could not understand how ARG could have given J J & A R Jackson a cover price lower than its own tender figure as stated in ARG’s table. JG explained that ARG had made a genuine mistake when compiling its leniency schedule and had interpreted the entry, ‘C. JACKSONS 83,614-00’ in the estimate value column on the estimate schedule to mean that ARG had given J J & A R Jackson a cover price. However, after consultation with Allan Gregory (‘AG’) Managing Director of ARG, JG confirmed that although neither AG nor JG had any specific recollection with regard to the exchanging of a cover price in relation to this tender, ARG did accept on the basis of the tender figures submitted that ARG did receive a cover price from J J & A R Jackson.3446

Evidence from other companies – J J & A R Jackson

IV.848. The OFT wrote to J J & A R Jackson on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that J J & A R Jackson had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter J J & A R Jackson admitted ‘We provided a cover price to ARG Mansfield Ltd of Mansfield. We did not win the job’.3447

IV.849. Following the issue of the Statement, JJ & AR Jackson did not submit any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.850. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.851. ARG and J J & A R Jackson each accepted an invitation to tender for internal alterations to a residential training centre at Ollerton.

IV.852. Both companies submitted a tender. ARG was unable to submit a competitive tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.853. An entry on the Estimate Schedule and Chase Control sheet found at ARG records ‘C. JACKSONS 83,614-00’ in the estimate value column. JG on behalf of AG confirmed that the handwritten entry could mean that ARG either gave or received a cover price to/from J J & A R Jackson. However, on the basis that the tender figure submitted by ARG was higher than the tender submitted by J J & A R Jackson, as confirmed by the client, JG and AG accepted that ARG received a cover price from J J & A R Jackson.

3446 Telephone interview, OFT Document Reference 14364.

IV.855. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from ARG, JG’s and AG’s admissions and explanations of that contemporaneous evidence, and J J & A R Jackson’s admission that it gave a cover price to ARG, that J J & A R Jackson supplied ARG with a cover price for this tender.

IV.856. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that J J & A R Jackson admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was ARG, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that ARG was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.857. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by ARG was higher than the tender submitted by J J & A R Jackson, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.858. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between ARG and J J & A R Jackson. The OFT also concludes that J J & A R Jackson supplied a figure to ARG for a cover bid.

IV.859. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.843 to IV.858 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.3448 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J J & A R Jackson to ARG was not unilateral3449, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;3450

(b) ARG can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from J J & A R Jackson (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;3451 and

(c) J J & A R Jackson can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from ARG (i.e. that ARG did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.3452

IV.860. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between ARG and J J & A R Jackson, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for internal alterations to a residential training centre at Ollerton, tender deadline 11 April 2000.

3448 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

3449 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

3450 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

3451 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

3452 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.861. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.862. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to ARG under section 28 on 28 June 2005. ARG will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, ARG will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 10: Not included in the Decision

Alleged Infringement 11: Not included in the Decision

Alleged Infringement 12: Not included in the Decision

Alleged Infringement 13: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 14: Office Development at Lancaster Park, York – 12 June 2000
Client: F R Evans (Leeds) Ltd
Parties: Irwins and GMI

IV.863. F R Evans (Leeds) Ltd sought tenders for an office development at Lancaster Park, York. The following six companies were invited to tender: Guilford Construction, GMI, Stainforth, Irwins, Oldfield Watson and Kier Northern.\(^{3453}\) The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 12 June 2000.

IV.864. F R Evans (Leeds) Ltd received the following tender returns.\(^{3454}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guilford Construction</td>
<td>Time unknown, 12 June 2000</td>
<td>£1,175,414.77</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMI</td>
<td>Time unknown, 12 June 2000</td>
<td>£1,218,927.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainforth</td>
<td>Time unknown, 12 June 2000</td>
<td>£1,219,912.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>Time unknown, 12 June 2000</td>
<td>£1,248,699.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldfield Watson</td>
<td>Time unknown, 12 June 2000</td>
<td>£1,253,234.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kier Northern</td>
<td>Time unknown, 12 June 2000</td>
<td>£1,308,081.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{3453}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7878.
\(^{3454}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7878.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Irwins – Tender Register and Form of Tender

IV.865. During the OFT’s search of Irwins’ premises a Tender Register was found. The Tender Register contained the following entries in respect of this tender:3455

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender no and date Received</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Type of Works, % Diff</th>
<th>Amount tendered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date tender Due</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fri 9 June</td>
<td>IPN</td>
<td>G.M.I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.866. Irwins also provided to the OFT its Form of Tender for this contract.3456 This Form of Tender states that it was for a proposed office development at Lancaster Park York for F.R. Evans (Leeds) Limited. In the top left hand corner is handwritten ‘GMI’.3457 The Form of Tender was signed on 12 June 2000 and the figure Irwins submitted was £1,248,669.00.3458

IV.867. In its response to the Statement, GMI suggested that the extract from Irwins’ Tender Register set out above does not constitute adequate contemporaneous evidence in respect of this Infringement, citing a number of reasons.

IV.868. First, GMI suggested that Irwins did not have a consistent method by which it recorded the taking of cover prices.3459 The OFT considers that it is irrelevant if Irwins did not record all of the cover prices that it took, or all of the details (such as name of competitor) for cover prices that it took, providing that the entries that were made in its Tender Register accurately recorded the taking of a cover price, and GMI has not produced any evidence to suggest that this is not the case in respect of this Infringement.

IV.869. The OFT notes that in relation to a different, and arguably less explicit, entry in Irwin’s Tender Register in respect of a tender for an office construction contract at Centurion Park in York on 22 March 20023460, GMI confirmed that for the

---

3455 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 16.
3456 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0838.
3457 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0838.
3458 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0838.
3459 Written representations of GMI, 24 June 2008, paragraphs 29 to 44.
3460 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 40. The OFT notes that this entry includes the annotation ‘C’ rather than ‘Cover’ under type of works, and listed GMI as well as three other firms under ‘competition, but distinguished GMI by the use of brackets: ‘(GMI)’. 
tender in question Irwins did submit a price provided to it by GMI.\footnote{Written representations of GMI, 24 June 2008, paragraphs 59 to 60.} Moreover, the accuracy of entries in Irwin’s Tender Register has also been confirmed by other Parties’ admissions of cover pricing in relation to Infringements 62, 157 and 165.

IV.870. Secondly, while discussing this Infringement GMI made a number of suggestions regarding entries in the Tender Register that comprised either ‘c’ or a number of companies in the ‘Competition’ column.\footnote{Written representations of GMI, 24 June 2008, paragraphs 38 to 40} Neither of these situations applies here where there is an explicit reference to ‘Cover’ and only one firm, in this case GMI, named as competition.

IV.871. Thirdly, GMI suggested that Irwins might have amended the Tender Register after the commencement of the OFT’s investigation as part of a strategy to cooperate with the OFT and implicate its competitors.\footnote{Written representations of GMI, 24 June 2008, paragraph 45.} This suggestion is clearly without any foundation, given that the Tender Register was found by the OFT at Irwins’ premises during its visit and before Irwins’ application for leniency, as described in the Statement and at paragraph IV.865 above. The OFT took the copy of this document during its search of Irwins’ premises and can confirm that it is a faithful facsimile of the original document, so the OFT also considers it irrelevant that GMI has been unable to obtain an original of the Tender Register from Irwins.\footnote{Written representations of GMI, 24 June 2008, paragraphs 46 to 49.}

\textit{Evidence from leniency applicant – Irwins}

IV.872. As part of its leniency application, Irwins’ legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.\footnote{Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0714, page 6.} This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.873. In addition to its leniency application, Irwins provided to the OFT two schedules, one each for ‘Covers Taken’ and ‘Covers Given’, which detail projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by Ivan Peter Nelson (‘IPN’), Estimating Director at Irwins into potential cover prices. At number 19 of the ‘Covers Taken’ schedule is the following entry:\footnote{Schedule of covers, OFT Document Reference A0718, page 3.}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tender Ref</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Cover From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0500053</td>
<td>Office Development Lancaster Park York</td>
<td>F R Evans (Leeds) Ltd</td>
<td>09.06.00</td>
<td>1248696</td>
<td>GMI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Contact</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Naylor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.874. Irwins also provided to the OFT a schedule listing its competitors’ contact details. The name of GMI appears on the list and ‘John Naylor’ is named as the contact, with a telephone number of [...] [3467].

IV.875. Following the issue of the Statement, Irwins did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

IV.876. GMI alleged that the two schedules provided by Irwins were liable to be inaccurate because they had been compiled after the commencement of the OFT’s investigation and would have been affected by Irwins’ desire to reduce its penalties by cooperating with the OFT. [3468] The OFT does not consider that the mere fact that a document has been compiled by a leniency applicant cooperating with the OFT under the leniency programme calls into question the veracity of that document. While the OFT is not according the same evidential weight to Irwins’ schedules provided under leniency as it is to contemporaneous documents and witness testimony, the OFT considers these documents provide evidence of Irwins’ position as to its engagement in cover pricing on this tender, and as such constitutes evidence additional to the available contemporaneous records and witness evidence.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Irwins**

IV.877. During an interview with the OFT on 8 March 2007, conducted in connection with Irwins’ leniency application, IPN provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.878. Also during this interview, IPN was shown the ‘Tender Register’[3469] and in particular the reference to the entry for proposed office development at Lancaster Park, York and was asked if he could recall anything about that contract. IPN replied ‘Yeah. This, will be one that we have absolutely no chance whatever of getting it...’.[3470] The OFT asked why there was no chance of Irwins securing this contract, IPN replied ‘I would say that GMI would get that, without even trying. They get 90% of Evans work’.[3471] IPN confirmed that the presence of the handwritten word ‘Cover’ in the fourth column on the tender

register shows that Irwins took a cover in relation to that contract, ‘I’m getting a bit more explicit there … pretty obvious…’. 3472 IPN was then shown the Form of Tender for this contract, and asked about the significance of the reference to ‘GMI’ handwritten in the top left hand corner. 3473 IPN replied ‘There you go, yeah’. 3474 IPN confirmed that this shows a cover price was received from GMI. 3475

IV.879. In its response to the Statement, GMI suggested that IPN’s evidence was undermined by some form of grudge against GMI and by doubts over his ability to remember events that happened several years previously. 3476 The OFT considers that IPN’s recollection in interview was clear. The interview with IPN is not the only piece of evidence upon which the OFT relies; on the contrary, the OFT relies on two pieces of contemporaneous evidence for this Infringement which are explained by IPN’s witness evidence. IPN’s interview was carried out with the agreement of his employers who were legally represented and any suggestion that either IPN or Irwins sought to obtain an advantage by fabricating evidence cannot be sustained and has not been supported by any contemporaneous evidence contradicting the OFT’s case. On the contrary, similar evidence from IPN in relation to other Parties has been confirmed by their admissions of Infringements 62, 157 and 165.

IV.880. GMI also suggested that the unreliability of IPN’s evidence was also shown by his suggestion that GMI obtained 90 per cent of Evans’ work. 3477 In order to contradict this suggestion, GMI provided evidence that between July 1999 and August 2002 it obtained only one project from Evans, although without any information as to the number of contracts which Evans put to tender during that period. However, the OFT first notes that this tender took place in June 2000, early in that three year period. At that time IPN may well have had a perception that GMI won a lot of work from Evans. Secondly, this perception would have been strengthened if GMI had won a lot of work from Evans in the preceding years – in this connection, the OFT notes that by GMI’s own admission it has a ‘strong and trusting relationship’ with Evans lasting for 24 years. 3478 Thirdly, even if IPN was mistaken as to the amount of Evans’ work obtained by GMI, such mistaken perception may nonetheless have led him to take a cover price and therefore even if GMI did less work for Evans in the preceding years the OFT does not consider that this undermines the reliability of IPN’s evidence as a whole.

Evidence from other companies – GMI

IV.881. The OFT wrote to GMI on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that GMI had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received a call from […] [C] of Addleshaw Goddard, who were then representing GMI, on 16 May 2007, confirming that GMI had rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. 3479

3472 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11254, page 22.
3473 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0838, page 1.
3474 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11254, page 23.
3475 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11254, page 23.
3477 Written representations of GMI, 24 June 2008, paragraphs 50 to 51.
3478 Written representations of GMI, 24 June 2008, paragraph 51.2.
3479 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10355.
IV.882. In its response to the Statement, GMI claimed there was no reason for it to participate in cover pricing as it clearly had a policy of declining tenders where, for whatever reason, it felt unable to submit a tender, noting that an example of this can be found in the description of Infringement 211 where GMI was an invited bidder but declined to tender. The OFT notes that the present Infringement relates to the provision of a cover price, not the acceptance of one, which is compatible with a policy of declining tenders. Though the OFT has found, in paragraph IV.73 above, that a common motive for providing cover prices was reciprocity, it notes that the undertaking concerned may have other motives, such as facilitating the reduction in competitive bids for a tender which it wishes to win. Therefore, any evidence of GMI declining tenders has no bearing on the finding that it gave a cover price to a competitor.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.883. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.884. Irwins and GMI each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for an office development at Lancaster Park, York. Irwins was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.885. GMI appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and came second lowest in the tender process.

IV.886. Irwins’ Tender Register recorded ‘G.M.I’ handwritten in the final column. Also ‘GMI.’ was handwritten on the Form of Tender. No other competitors were written in respect of this tender either on Irwins’ Tender Register or on its Form of Tender. IPN confirmed that he received a cover price from GMI.

IV.887. In addition ‘cover’ was handwritten in the type of work/ percentage difference column on Irwins’ Tender Register. IPN confirmed that ‘cover’ handwritten in this column shows that Irwins sought a cover price in relation to this contract. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Irwins and IPN’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence, that GMI supplied Irwins with a cover price for this tender.

IV.888. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by Irwins was higher than the tender submitted by GMI, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.889. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Irwins and GMI. The OFT also concludes that GMI supplied a figure to Irwins for a cover bid.

IV.890. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.865 to IV.889 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

---

3480 Written representations of GMI, 24 June 2008, paragraphs 68 to 71.
3481 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from GMI to Irwins was not unilateral3482, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;3483
(b) Irwins can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from GMI (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process,3484 and
(c) GMI can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Irwins (i.e. that Irwins did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.3485

IV.891. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Irwins and GMI, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for an office development at Lancaster Park, York, tender deadline 12 June 2000.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.892. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.893. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 21 March 2006. Irwins will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Irwins in respect of this Infringement.

Alleged Infringement 15: Not included in the Decision

Alleged Infringement 16: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 17: Internal Redecoration of King Edward Court, Nottingham – 2 August 2000
Client: Crown Prosecution Service
Parties: Bodill and Thorndyke

IV.894. On 11 July 2000, the Crown Prosecution Service sought tenders for the internal redecoration of King Edward Court, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 2 August 2000 and four companies were invited to tender: Thorndyke, Loach, Abbey Construction (Nottingham) Limited and Bodill.3486

3482 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3483 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3484 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3485 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3486 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7530.
IV.895. The Crown Prosecution Service received the following tender returns by 2 August 2000:\footnote{3487}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time and date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thorndyke</td>
<td>09:00 1 August 2000</td>
<td>£12,367.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbey Construction (Nottingham) Limited</td>
<td>09:00 2 August 2000</td>
<td>£29,185.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>09:00 1 August 2000</td>
<td>£14,161.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet*

IV.896. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:\footnote{3488}

> 1. BODILL

> 2. LOACH. "SENT BACK "

> [...] [C] 3. *THORNDYKE. Mr. GOODE

> [...] [C] Tel [...] [C] Ringing US ’

IV.897. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted price was £14,161 and has a © in the top right hand corner.\footnote{3489}

**Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.898. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.899. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000 and explained that when a ‘*’ is written against a contractor’s name it means that it gave Bodill a cover price.\footnote{3490} In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it received a cover price from Thorndyke\footnote{3491} and that it submitted a token tender.\footnote{3492}

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.900. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.

\footnote{3487} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7530.
\footnote{3488} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 0493.
\footnote{3489} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 0493.
\footnote{3490} Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861, page 1.
\footnote{3491} Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 1.
\footnote{3492} Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 1.
pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Thorndyke

IV.901. The OFT wrote to Price Waterhouse Coopers LLP, the appointed liquidator for Thorndyke, on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Thorndyke had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received no response to that letter, and in a follow-up call Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP confirmed that they understood that the OFT would treat the absence of a response as a rejection of its offer. 3493

IV.902. Following the issue of the Statement, Thorndyke did not submit any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.903. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.904. Bodill and Thorndyke each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.905. Bodill was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender. It appears that Thorndyke completed the estimating process for this contract and that it submitted a tender with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the facts that it submitted the lowest price and that it won the tender.

IV.906. In regard to Thorndyke, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘0860 0780 807126 *THORNDYKE. Mr. GOODE Tel [………] [C] Ringing US’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from Thorndyke. The OFT considers that this also shows more specifically that Bodill was expecting a telephone call from Thorndyke before the date for submitting its tender, in order to obtain its cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £14,161 as the tender figure and this was the exact figure that Bodill submitted.

IV.907. Bodill’s tender sheet records the name of a Thorndyke estimator, ‘Mr Goode’, and the telephone number ‘[…………..] [C]’. Company information for Thorndyke shows that the telephone number […………..] [C] is Thorndyke’s. 3494

IV.908. Although Thorndyke has not admitted engaging in this bid rigging activity, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence from Bodill together with Bodill’s admission and explanation of that evidence, demonstrates that Thorndyke did in fact engage in bid rigging activity on this tender.

IV.909. The OFT notes in addition that Thorndyke’s tender figure is the only figure below Bodill’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Bodill could only have received a cover figure from Thorndyke.

3493 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10889.
IV.910. The OFT also notes that the tender submitted by Bodill was higher than the tender submitted by Thorndyke, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.911. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thorndyke and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Thorndyke supplied a figure to Bodill for a cover bid.

IV.912. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.896 to IV.911 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Thorndyke to Bodill was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Thorndyke (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and
(c) Thorndyke can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bodill (i.e. that Bodill did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.913. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bodill and Thorndyke, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the internal redecoration of King Edward Court, Nottingham, tender deadline 2 August 2000.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.914. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.915. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

---

3495 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3496 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3497 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3498 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3499 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 18: Superstore, Retail Units and Petrol Filling Station, St Andrew’s Retail Park, Small Heath, Birmingham – 11 August 2000

Client: William Morrison Supermarkets plc
Parties: Sol and Bowmer & Kirkland

IV.916. On 14 July 2000, William Morrison Supermarkets plc ('WMS') sought tenders for the construction of a superstore, retail units and petrol filling station at St Andrew’s Retail Park, Small Heath, Birmingham. The following six companies were invited to tender: Sol, Carillion Building, Laing Ltd, Sir Robert McAlpine, Kier\(^{3500}\) and Bowmer & Kirkland. The closing date for return of tender was 11 August 2000 by 12:00 noon.\(^{3501}\)

IV.917. WMS received the following tender returns:\(^{3502}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of Tender</th>
<th>Awarded Tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>11 August 2000</td>
<td>£8,545,179</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carillion Building</td>
<td>11 August 2000</td>
<td>£8,884,535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laing Ltd</td>
<td>11 August 2000</td>
<td>£8,887,495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Robert McAlpine</td>
<td>11 August 2000</td>
<td>£8,912,083</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kier</td>
<td>11 August 2000</td>
<td>£8,940,644</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowmer &amp; Kirkland</td>
<td>11 August 2000</td>
<td>£8,992,604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous evidence from leniency applicant Sol – Tender Register

IV.918. During the OFT visit to Sol’s premises under section 27 on 18 January 2006 a copy of Sol’s Tender Register was obtained.\(^{3503}\) This contained the following entry for this tender.\(^{3504}\)

---

\(^{3500}\) The client information for this tender lists Kier Construction as tendering for this contract. In a letter to the OFT following the issue of the Statement, however, Kier informed the OFT that the company which submitted this tender was Kier Regional, i.e. Kier, not Kier Construction (letter from Kier, 28 April 2008, page 2).

\(^{3501}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10012.

\(^{3502}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10012.

\(^{3503}\) Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 4169.

\(^{3504}\) Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 4169, page 18.
Evidence from leniency applicant Sol

IV.919. As part of its leniency application, Sol provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.920. In particular, Sol provided the OFT with an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of this tender Sol confirmed that it gave a cover price to Bowmer & Kirkland.

IV.921. It is response to the Statement, Sol confirmed ‘[a]s can be seen from the extract from Sol’s tender register [in the Statement] Sol gave a cover price on this job to Bowmer & Kirkland. The cover was requested by Bowmer & Kirkland...’.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Sol

IV.922. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Sol’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.923. When interviewed about this tender, John Cummings (‘JC’), Chief Estimator at Sol, identified the writing in the Tender Register as his. When asked if the

---

figure in the ‘Tender Sum’ column\textsuperscript{3508} was the figure Sol tendered he said, ‘Yeah’.\textsuperscript{3509} He was asked if the entries in the ‘Competition’ column were in his handwriting and what the source of that information had been. He replied, ‘That is my handwriting, yeah.... again, you know, subcontractors, um, Builders’ Conference occasionally, occasionally just looking at Contracts Journal. You know, you can look and see the list of tenders’.\textsuperscript{3510} When asked to explain the entry ‘B&K ‘C’ FROM SOL’ in the ‘COMPETITION’ column he replied ‘That’s cover from Sol... we gave them a cover. We priced that and won the job, actually, as it was, that one. But B&K rang me up and we gave them cover, Roger Walker....’.\textsuperscript{3511} JC was asked who Roger Walker was. He said, ‘He’s a senior estimator at B&K\textsuperscript{3512} and added, ‘He probably rang me four weeks before....[the tender deadline]’.\textsuperscript{3513} JC confirmed that in the alternative, the cover price may have been given to Richard Bacon at Bowmer & Kirkland.\textsuperscript{3514}

\textit{Evidence from other companies – Bowmer & Kirkland}

IV.924. The OFT wrote to Bowmer & Kirkland on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty it might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Bowmer & Kirkland had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Bowmer & Kirkland did not admit that it had engaged in bid rigging on this particular tender.\textsuperscript{3515}

IV.925. Following the issue of the Statement, the OFT received a letter from Dickinson Dees LLP, representing Bowmer & Kirkland, which stated ‘Our client is content to make an admission in relation to Alleged Infringement 18’.\textsuperscript{3516}

IV.926. In its response to the Statement, Bowmer & Kirkland stated in respect of this Infringement ‘...on the scant information provided to B&K on 22 March 2007, B&K was then unable to form a view. After examination of the [Statement] and the evidence supporting the allegation that B&K sought and obtained a cover price, the allegation appears to be credible ... The facts are now admitted’.\textsuperscript{3517}

IV.927. In its oral representations on the Statement, Bowmer & Kirkland stated in respect of this Infringement ‘...... one of our estimators decided to tender and, and, and took a cover on this particular job’.\textsuperscript{3518}

\textit{The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding}

IV.928. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

\footnotesize

\textsuperscript{3507} Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 4169, page 18.
\textsuperscript{3508} Two figures appear in the Tender Sum Column. 32 wks [weeks] £8,748,953 and 37 wks [weeks], £8,549,179. Neither of these is the figure Sol submitted for this tender to the client. JC was not asked to explain this anomaly.
\textsuperscript{3509} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 9.
\textsuperscript{3510} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 9.
\textsuperscript{3511} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, pages 9 and 10.
\textsuperscript{3512} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 10.
\textsuperscript{3513} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 11.
\textsuperscript{3514} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 11.
\textsuperscript{3515} Schedule of Tenders, OFT Document Reference 10253, page 2.
\textsuperscript{3516} Letter from Dickinson Dees LLP, 6 June 2008, page 2.
\textsuperscript{3517} Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 7.
\textsuperscript{3518} Oral representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 1 August 2008, page 7.
IV.929. Sol and Bowmer & Kirkland each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. It appears that Sol completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. This is shown by the fact that Sol submitted the lowest bid and won the contract. Bowmer & Kirkland was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.930. The Tender Register entry for this tender shows that Sol provided Roger Walker or Richard Bacon at Bowmer & Kirkland with a cover price, indicated by the entry ‘B&K C’ FROM SOL’ in the ‘COMPETITION’ column and ‘RING ROGER WALKER/RICHARD BACON’ in the ‘RESULTS & COMMENTS’ column of the Tender Register. Sol confirmed that this meant that it gave a cover price to Bowmer & Kirkland for this tender. Specifically, the OFT considers that this entry shows that Sol had registered the fact that Bowmer & Kirkland wanted a cover price and had arranged to phone Bowmer & Kirkland nearer to the deadline for the tender with that cover price.

IV.931. JC of Sol confirmed in interview that he provided Roger Walker, or in the alternative Richard Bacon, at Bowmer & Kirkland with a cover price for this tender. JC confirmed that Roger Walker was a ‘senior estimator at B&K’, whilst Herbert Baggaley provided a list of ‘construction companies giving or receiving covers’ which included the name of Richard Bacon at Bowmer & Kirkland.3519

IV.932. In connection with its application for leniency, Sol provided the OFT with a list of undertakings with whom it had exchanged cover prices. Among these was the name of Roger Walker at Bowmer & Kirkland.

IV.933. The tender figure of £8,992,604 submitted by Bowmer & Kirkland is in keeping with a cover price being sufficiently higher than the winning bid to remain credible while also ensuring that the undertaking lost the tender.

IV.934. The OFT notes that both Parties have now admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.935. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Sol and Bowmer & Kirkland. The OFT also concludes that Sol supplied a figure to Bowmer & Kirkland for a cover bid.

IV.936. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.918 to IV.935 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.3520 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Sol to Bowmer & Kirkland was not unilateral3521, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;3522
(b) Bowmer & Kirkland can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Sol (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;3523 and

---

3520 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3521 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3522 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3523 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Sol can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bowmer & Kirkland (i.e. that Bowmer & Kirkland did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process. 3524

IV.937. In its response to the Statement, Sol refuted the ‘OFT assertion... that it took account of its knowledge that Bowmer & Kirkland were not submitting a competitive bid when determining its own conduct in the tender process’. 3525

IV.938. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption 3526 and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Sol has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may 'take account' of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Sol’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition. To the extent that Sol submits that this infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

IV.939. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Sol and Bowmer & Kirkland in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the superstore, retail units, petrol filling station at St Andrew’s Retail Park, Small Heath, Birmingham, date of tender 11 August 2000.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.940. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.941. Sol did not inform the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities during the visit by the OFT under section 27 to Sol’s premises on 18 January 2006. Sol will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Sol will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 19: Not included in the Decision

3524 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3526 See paragraph III.938 of the Legal Background section.
IV.942. On 25 July 2000, The Sir Josiah Mason Trust sought tenders for the
construction of a new wing to Mason House, Shirley, Birmingham. The
following seven companies were invited to tender: Greswolde, Thomas Vale,
Baldwin Construction, Piper, Weaver plc, William Sapcote and Spicers. The
deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 18 August 2000.

IV.943. The Sir Josiah Mason Trust received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greswolde</td>
<td>18 August 2000</td>
<td>£548,660 (later revised to £523,660)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>18 August 2000</td>
<td>£570,327</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baldwin Construction</td>
<td>18 August 2000</td>
<td>£597,417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piper</td>
<td>18 August 2000</td>
<td>£606,777</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver plc</td>
<td>18 August 2000</td>
<td>£616,978</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Sapcote</td>
<td>18 August 2000</td>
<td>£622,340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicers</td>
<td>Declined to submit</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet

IV.944. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4533</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Sir Josiah Mason Trust</td>
<td>Extension to Mason House, Shirley</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>CKT</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>18/08/2000 Noon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>570,327</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Sapcote, Greswolde, Piper, Baldwin, Weaver,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.945. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’ of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.

3527 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13246.
3528 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13246.
3529 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 7.
Within this contact list, there is an entry for Greswolde plus names and telephone number.\textsuperscript{3531}

**Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.946. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.947. At Annex 1\textsuperscript{3532} of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 60 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2000 tenders is the following entry:\textsuperscript{3533}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4533</td>
<td>18 August</td>
<td>Sir Josiah Mason Trust</td>
<td>Extension to Mason House, Shirley</td>
<td>Taken (Greswalde)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.948. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.

IV.949. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application.\textsuperscript{3534} The name ‘Greswold’ appears on this list.

IV.950. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.951. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.952. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were his own and that the letter ‘B’, which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’, stands for Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which

\textsuperscript{3531} Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 9.
\textsuperscript{3532} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
\textsuperscript{3533} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 60.
\textsuperscript{3534} Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
CKT was the estimating manager. In interview, CKT could not recall this tender but referring to the relevant entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet, he said ‘I would have made that entry, it would have been booked in as our internal tender number T4533; the division would have been our building division as it was called in those days. The client, as you stated, is the Sir Josiah Mason Trust, it’s an extension to Mason house in Shirley, West Midlands that is, there’s an approximate value of £400,000, CKT is the estimator that’s responsible for that tender, category C would indicate that at that time it was the category for a cover figure. The tender return date was 18/8/2000 at noon. Thomas Vale’s submitted tender was £570,327 and the names of the contractors listed on the right hand side, Greswolde is in bold letters which indicates that a cover figure was obtained from Greswolde construction’. When asked who he would have contacted from Greswolde for cover prices, CKT referred to the entry in his contact book and stated ‘almost certainly I would have spoken to somebody called Richard Ferris’.

Evidence from other companies – Greswolde

IV.953. The OFT wrote to Greswolde on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Greswolde had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response Greswolde, through its legal representatives, admitted engaging ‘in bid rigging activities on this tender with THOMAS VALE CONSTRUCTION’.

IV.954. The OFT subsequently wrote to Greswolde’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Mantisson, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Greswolde’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Mantisson jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Greswolde in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Mantisson did not make any comment.

IV.955. In their response to the Statement, Greswolde and Mantisson stated ‘Greswolde is not...challenging the OFT’s substantive allegations in relation to each of the Alleged Infringements and maintains its acceptance of the terms of the Fast Track Offer’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.956. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.957. Thomas Vale and Greswolde each accepted an invitation to tender for an extension to Mason House, Shirley, Birmingham.

IV.958. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category C
tender, which, as CKT stated in interview ‘in those days, was, obviously, as it says, inferred as being a cover’.3541

IV.959. Greswolde completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Greswolde being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.960. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records five competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely ‘Sapcote, Greswolde, Piper, Baldwin’ [and] ‘Weaver’. Greswolde is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is recorded as £570,327, matching that recorded by the client.

IV.961. The Sir Josiah Mason Trust also received a tendered amount of £548,660 from Greswolde. Greswolde’s bid was the lowest received by the client with Thomas Vale’s bid second lowest. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Greswolde to Thomas Vale. The OFT notes that Greswolde is the only company whose figure is below that of Thomas Vale and so Thomas Vale could only have received cover from Greswolde.

IV.962. The OFT notes that although five competitors have been recorded on the Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold, i.e. Greswolde. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Greswolde from the other four competitors. In addition, the fact that the tender had been allocated to CKT, who was responsible for the maintenance of the spreadsheet, means that it is likely that the entry was accurate and that CKT had personal knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price and make contact with Greswolde at the time. It also indicates that CKT himself made contact with Greswolde.

IV.963. Thomas Vale admitted that Greswolde was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. In interview, CKT confirmed that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet shows that a cover price had been received from Greswolde. He also named Richard Ferris as someone he would ‘almost certainly’ have contacted for a cover price. There is an entry for Richard Ferris in a contact book he used to telephone other contractors for the purpose of obtaining cover prices.

IV.964. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Greswolde admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Thomas Vale, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Thomas Vale was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.965. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Greswolde and that Greswolde supplied a figure to Thomas Vale in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

3541 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 15.
IV.966. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.944 to IV.965 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{3542} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Greswolde to Thomas Vale was not unilateral\textsuperscript{3543}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{3544}

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Greswolde (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{3545} and

(c) Greswolde can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{3546}

IV.967. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Greswolde in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for Mason House, Shirley, Birmingham, tender deadline 18 August 2000.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.968. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.969. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textbf{Infringement 21: Proposed St Vincent’s Parish Centre at Crookes, Sheffield – 25 August 2000}

\textbf{Client:} Diocese of Hallam

\textbf{Parties:} Strata (formerly known as Weaver) and Stainforth

IV.970. On 27 July 2000, the Diocese of Hallam sought tenders for works at St Vincent’s Parish Centre at Crookes, Sheffield.\textsuperscript{3547} The following three companies were invited to tender: Stainforth, Weaver and Ackroyd & Abbott.\textsuperscript{3548} The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 25 August 2000.\textsuperscript{3549}

\textsuperscript{3542} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3543} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\textsuperscript{3544} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3545} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3546} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3547} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10125.

\textsuperscript{3548} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10125.

\textsuperscript{3549} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10125.
IV.971. The Diocese of Hallam received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stainforth</td>
<td>25 August 2000</td>
<td>£516,767.69</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver [Strata]</td>
<td>25 August 2000</td>
<td>£539,220.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott</td>
<td>25 August 2000</td>
<td>£649,159.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata - Form of Tender

IV.972. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a ring binder file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’, containing various documents mostly copy Form of Tenders and result letters, was found. A Form of Tender found within this file contained the following handwritten entry on the top right hand corner:

‘FROM STAINFORTH’

IV.973. The Form of Tender was signed by Duncan Ironmonger (‘DI’), an estimator at Strata, on 24 August 2000. The Form of Tender also stated that Strata’s figure was £539,220.00.

Evidence from leniency applicant – Strata

IV.974. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers, compiled by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. The entry for this tender stated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24/08/2000</td>
<td>St Vincent’s Parish Centre, Crookes, Sheffield</td>
<td>T105/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover to</th>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
<th>Contract Secured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>OFT:BXM/107</td>
<td>Stainforth</td>
<td>Bradford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.975. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

---

3550 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10125.
3551 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3431.
3552 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3431.
3553 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3431.
3554 Schedule of Covers, OFT Document Reference 4054.
**Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata**

IV.976. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

**Evidence from other companies – Stainforth**

IV.977. The OFT wrote to Stainforth on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Stainforth had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter the OFT received an email on 26 April 2007 from Stainforth’s legal representatives, Gordons LLP stating ‘we formally confirm that our Client will not be accepting your offer…’

IV.978. However, in its response to the Statement, Stainforth accepted ‘…that it provided a cover price to Strata [in respect of this Infringement].’

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.979. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.980. Strata and Stainforth each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for works at St Vincent’s Parish Centre, Crookes, Sheffield.

IV.981. Strata was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.982. Strata’s Form of Tender records ‘FROM STAINFORTH’, handwritten in the top right hand corner. Strata confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from the company noted. This Form of Tender was also found in the file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’, which Strata confirmed contained documents and records of covers taken. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and Strata’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence that Stainforth supplied Strata with a cover price for this tender.

IV.983. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Strata was higher than the tender submitted by Stainforth, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.984. In addition the OFT notes that Stainforth’s tender figure is the only figure below Strata’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Strata could only have received a cover figure from Stainforth.

IV.985. The OFT notes that both Parties have now admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

---

3556 Response from Stainforth, OFT Document Reference 10862.
3557 Written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.35(b).
IV.986. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Stainforth. The OFT also concludes that Stainforth supplied a figure to Strata for a cover bid.

IV.987. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.972 to IV.986 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Stainforth to Strata was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Stainforth (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and
(c) Stainforth can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata (i.e. that Strata did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.988. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Stainforth and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the works at St Vincent’s Parish Centre, Crookes, Sheffield, tender deadline 25 August 2000.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.989. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.990. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to Strata under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 22: Refurbishment 73 Wates Houses, Windsor – 7 September 2000**

**Client:** Windsor & District Housing Association  
**Parties:** Mansell and Connaught

---

3558 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.  
3559 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.  
3560 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.  
3561 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.  
3562 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.991. In July 2000, Windsor & District Housing Association (‘Windsor Housing’), part of the Radian group\(^{3563}\), sought tenders for refurbishment works, Wates House, Windsor.\(^{3564}\) The following five companies were invited to tender: Borras Construction, Connaught, Formbridge Construction, Leadbitter Construction and Mansell. The date and time of tender return was 31 August 2000 at noon.\(^{3565}\)

IV.992. Windsor Housing received the following tender returns:\(^{3566}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connaught</td>
<td>Before deadline</td>
<td>£1,718,486.56</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadbitter Construction</td>
<td>Before deadline</td>
<td>£2,143,191.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borras Construction</td>
<td>Before deadline</td>
<td>£2,089,852.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formbridge Construction</td>
<td>Before deadline</td>
<td>£2,235,096.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>Before deadline</td>
<td>£1,886,255.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheets*

IV.993. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, workload reports. The 2000 workload report for major projects contained the following entry:\(^{3567}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>LOCATION/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>OUR BID</th>
<th>BID</th>
<th>NET</th>
<th>LESS PROV.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>MARGIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66262</td>
<td>Windsor – Refurb. 73 Wates Houses</td>
<td>1886255</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTHER BIDS</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOWEST</td>
<td>1718486</td>
<td>1886255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECOND</td>
<td>2235096</td>
<td>Cover from Connaught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGHEST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSN.</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSS. %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell**

IV.994. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.\(^{3568}\) This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.995. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover

\(^{3563}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10000.

\(^{3564}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10001.

\(^{3565}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10001. It is noted that the tender return date which the client has advised us of differs from that provided by Mansell.

\(^{3566}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10001.

\(^{3567}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B3538, page 1.

\(^{3568}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
price from Connaught and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.\textsuperscript{3569}

\textit{Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell}

IV.996. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.997. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR explained that roofing contracts would have specialist contractors and stated ‘looking at the name [Connaught] that we went to [for a cover price], they are a specialist contractor of that sort of work... ’\textsuperscript{3570} In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.\textsuperscript{3571}

\textit{Evidence from other companies – Connaught plc}

IV.998. The OFT wrote to Connaught plc on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Connaught had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Connaught plc stated that it was unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{3572}

IV.999. In their response to the Statement, however, Connaught stated ‘Connaught does not dispute the facts alleged against it’\textsuperscript{3573} in respect of this Infringement.

\textbf{The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding}

IV.1000. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1001. Mansell and Connaught each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1002. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that Connaught completed the estimating process for this tender and that they submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Connaught being the lowest received and that they won the contract.

IV.1003. Mansell’s 2000 workload report records ‘Cover from Connaught’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of

\textsuperscript{3569} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1351, page 2.
\textsuperscript{3570} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, pages 19 and 20.
\textsuperscript{3571} Written representations of Mansell, 27 June 2008, Annex 1, page 6.
\textsuperscript{3572} Response from Connaught, OFT Document Reference 10975.
\textsuperscript{3573} Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 1.4 and 3.1.
figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.1004. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by Connaught, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1005. In addition the OFT notes that Connaught’s tender figure is the only figure below Mansell’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Mansell could only have received a cover figure from Connaught.

IV.1006. Connaught has stated that it does not dispute the facts alleged against it, and confirmed that it ‘has no material to set against the evidence obtained by the OFT’. 3574

IV.1007. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and Connaught. The OFT also concludes that Connaught supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.1008. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.993 to IV.1007 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.3575 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Connaught to Mansell was not unilateral3576, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;3577
(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Connaught (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;3578 and
(c) Connaught can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.3579

IV.1009. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and Connaught in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment works, Wates Houses, tender deadline 7 September 2000.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1010. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

3575 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3576 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3577 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3578 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3579 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.1011. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Client: Unsworth Cricket and Tennis Club Ltd
Parties: Strata (formerly known as Weaver) and G & J Seddon

IV.1012. On 16 August 2000, Unsworth Cricket and Tennis Club Ltd sought tenders for a new pavilion and facilities, Pole Lane, Unsworth Cricket Club. The following seven companies were invited to tender: Tilbury Douglas (now known as Interserve), G & J Seddon, PLP Construction, Diamond Construction, Jackson, Jackson & Sons, Weaver (now known as Strata), Lawlor Construction. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 15 September 2000.

IV.1013. Unsworth Cricket and Tennis Club received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tilbury Douglas</td>
<td>15 September 2000</td>
<td>£758,354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G &amp; J Seddon</td>
<td>15 September 2000</td>
<td>£691,198</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP Construction</td>
<td>15 September 2000</td>
<td>£720,014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Construction</td>
<td>15 September 2000</td>
<td>£799,839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Jackson &amp; Sons</td>
<td>15 September 2000</td>
<td>£770,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver [Strata]</td>
<td>15 September 2000</td>
<td>£715,330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawlor Construction</td>
<td>15 September 2000</td>
<td>£792,269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata- Form of Tender

IV.1014. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a ring binder file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ containing various document, mostly copy Form of Tenders and result letters, was found. A Form of Tender found within this file contained the following handwritten entry on the top right hand corner: ‘FROM SEDDON’

IV.1015. The Form of Tender was signed by Duncan Ironmonger (‘DI’), an estimator at Strata, on 14 September 2000. The Form of Tender also stated that Strata’s figure was £715,330.00.

3580 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9894.
3581 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9894.
3582 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9894.
3583 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9894.
3584 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3425.
3585 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3425.
3586 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3425.
Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.1016. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers\(^{3587}\), compiled by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. The entry for this tender stated as follows:\(^{3588}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14/09/2000</td>
<td>New Pavillion &amp; Facilities Unsworth Cricket Club, Bury Lancs</td>
<td>T119/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover to</th>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
<th>Contract Secured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>OFT:BXM/107</td>
<td>Seddon</td>
<td>Manchester/Stoke on Trent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1017. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.1018. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Seddon

IV.1019. The OFT wrote to Seddon on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Seddon had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, G & J Seddon responded, admitting ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Weaver Construction Limited’.\(^{3589}\) G & J Seddon added in its covering letter that it gave a cover price on this tender.\(^{3590}\)

IV.1020. The OFT subsequently wrote again to G & J Seddon’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Seddon, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on G & J Seddon’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Seddon jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by G & J Seddon in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Seddon said “We confirm that Seddon Group Limited ("SGL") support and adopt G&J Seddon Limited ("G&JS") acceptance of the reduction of penalty offer and

\(^{3587}\) Schedule of Covers, OFT Document Reference 4054.
\(^{3588}\) Schedule of Covers, OFT Document Reference 4054, page 3.
\(^{3590}\) Response from Seddon, OFT Document Reference 10825.
that SGL does not intend to comment upon matters … or to make any
submissions on this case at the present time”. 3591

IV.1021. In its response to the Statement, G & J Seddon confirmed in respect of this
Infringement that they ‘… has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does
not contest the OFT’s findings of Infringement.’ 3592

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1022. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1023. Strata and G & J Seddon each accepted an invitation to tender for the
contract for a new pavilion and facilities at Pole Lane, Unsworth Cricket Club.

IV.1024. Strata was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to
win this contract.

IV.1025. G & J Seddon completed the estimating process for the tender for this
contract and it appears they submitted a bid with the hope of winning the
work. This is shown by the price submitted by G & J Seddon being the lowest
received and that they won the contract.

IV.1026. Strata’s Form of Tender records ‘FROM SEDDON’, handwritten in the top right
hand corner. Strata confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price
from the company noted. This Form of Tender was also found in the file marked
‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’, which Strata confirmed contained
documents and records of covers taken. The OFT considers in the light of the
contemporaneous evidence from Strata and Strata’s admission and explanation
of the contemporaneous evidence, and G & J Seddon’s admission that it gave a
cover price to Weaver, that G & J Seddon supplied Strata with a cover price for
this tender.

IV.1027. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Strata was higher than the
tender submitted by G & J Seddon, the pattern consistent with a cover price
having been provided.

IV.1028. In addition the OFT notes that G & J Seddon’s tender figure is the only figure
below Strata’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Strata could
only have received a cover figure from G & J Seddon.

IV.1029. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The
OFT notes that G & J Seddon admitted that the party with whom it engaged in
bid rigging was ‘Weaver’, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Strata
was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s
evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.1030. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and G &
J Seddon. The OFT also concludes that G & J Seddon supplied a figure to
Strata for a cover bid.

3591 Response from Seddon, OFT Document Reference 14027.
IV.1031. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1014 to IV.1030 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from G & J Seddon to Strata was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from G & J Seddon (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) G & J Seddon can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata (i.e. that Strata did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1032. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between G & J Seddon and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for a new pavilion and facilities at Unsworth Cricket Club, Bury, tender deadline 15 September 2000.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1033. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1034. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to Strata under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

**Alleged Infringement 24: Not included in the Decision**

**Alleged Infringement 25: Not included in the Decision**

**Alleged Infringement 26: Not included in the Decision**

3593 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3594 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3595 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3596 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3597 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 27: Proposed Police Station, Spennymoor – 16 October 2000
Client: Durham Police Authority
Parties: Mowlem and Interserve (formerly known as Tilbury Douglas)

IV.1035. On 11 September 2000, Durham Police Authority sought tenders for a new build, Spennymoor Police Station. The following seven companies were invited to tender: Ballast, Tilbury Douglas, Kier, M J Gleeson, Miller Construction, Mowlem and Shepherd Construction. The date and time of tender return was 16 October 2000 at 4:00 pm.

IV.1036. Durham Police Authority received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mowlem</td>
<td>16 October 2000 4:00 pm</td>
<td>£2,338,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kier</td>
<td>16 October 2000 4:00 pm</td>
<td>£2,337,823</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Construction</td>
<td>Declined to submit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M J Gleeson</td>
<td>16 October 2000 4:00 pm</td>
<td>£2,605,708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballast</td>
<td>16 October 2000 4:00 pm</td>
<td>£2,393,314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shepherd Construction</td>
<td>16 October 2000 4:00 pm</td>
<td>£2,484,551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilbury Douglas [Interserve]</td>
<td>16 October 2000 4:00 pm</td>
<td>£2,503,240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Carillion – Tender Settlement form

IV.1037. As part of its leniency application, Carillion’s legal representatives provided a Tender Details and Summary document for this tender. On the second page under the section headed ‘Competition’, the following entries have been made:

‘Competition
1.)Shepherd
2.)Ballast Wiltshire
3.)Gleeson
4.)Tilbury Douglas (C)
5.)Kier
6.)Mowlem

Evidence from leniency applicant Carillion

IV.1038. Carillion’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table headed ‘Tenders where Cover given’, which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table states that a cover was given to ‘Tilbury Douglas’ [Interserve].

---

3598 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7760.
3599 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7760.
3600 Information from OFT Document Reference 7760.
3601 Mowlem was acquired by Carillion on 23 February 2006.
3603 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1746.
IV.1039. In its response to the Statement, Mowlem stated that it ‘... does not contest that certain employees (and/or former employees) participated in each of the three Relevant Alleged Infringements nor does it contest its liability...’.  

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Carillion**

IV.1040. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, a Carillion employee from the Gateshead office provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.506 to IV.510 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1041. During an interview with the OFT on 11 April 2007, Ian Parsons (‘IP’), a senior estimator at Carillion, advised how he would record when Mowlem had given a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.506 to IV.510 above. In relation to this tender, IP confirmed that he completed the Tender Details and Summary sheet and when asked what the ‘(C)’ meant, stated ‘That means we give Tilbury Douglas a cover in that instance’.  

When asked whether this was a contract Mowlem wanted to win IP stated ‘yes, it was something we were looking to [win], I think we’d done one or two police stations in Northumberland. I think it was something we, we actually targeted to win’.

**Evidence from other companies – Interserve**

IV.1042. The OFT wrote to Interserve on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Interserve had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Interserve made no admission in respect of this tender and stated ‘Where no admission has been made, this is because either: Interserve believes no cover price was given or taken; or is due to a lack of available relevant information’.  

Interserve did advise that ‘There was limited documentation but this may simply reflect the fact that in general documentation relating to tender opportunities that are not won is disposed of after a short period. It appears that we did tender for this job and that we did not win the tender’.

IV.1043. In its response to the Statement, Interserve confirmed that it was not proposing to contest the OFT’s decision on liability in respect of this Infringement. It also said that it was not proposing to challenge the evidence in relation to this Infringement and it has not done so.

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.1044. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1045. Mowlem and Interserve each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

---

3604 Written representations of Mowlem, 27 June 2008, paragraph 1.4.  
3605 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12745, page 12.  
3606 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12745, page 12.  
3607 Response from Interserve, OFT Document Reference 10429, page 2.  
3608 Response from Interserve, OFT Document Reference 10432, page 2.  
IV.1046. Both companies submitted a tender. Interserve was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that Mowlem completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.1047. Mowlem’s Tender Summary and Details sheet for this tender records ‘Tilbury Douglas (C)’, under the heading ‘Competition’. Mowlem confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted.

IV.1048. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Interserve was higher than the tender submitted by Mowlem, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1049. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mowlem and Interserve. The OFT also concludes that Mowlem supplied a figure to Interserve for a cover bid.

IV.1050. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1037 to IV.1049 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Mowlem to Interserve was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Interserve can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Mowlem (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Mowlem can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Interserve (i.e. that Interserve did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1051. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mowlem and Interserve in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the proposed police station, Spennymoor, tender deadline 16 October 2000.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1052. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

3610 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3611 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3612 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3613 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3614 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.1053. Carillion informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mowlem will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 28: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 29: Refurbishment of a House, 143 Sneinton Dale, Sneinton, Nottingham – 8 November 2000

Client: Allan Joyce Architects
Parties: Greenwood and E Taylor (trading as Carmalor)

IV.1054. On 18 October 2000, Allan Joyce Architects sought tenders for the refurbishment of a house, 143 Sneinton Dale, Sneinton, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 8 November 2000 and four companies were invited to tender: E Taylor (trading as Carmalor), Craig Wells, Greenwood and NCBW.

IV.1055. Allan Joyce Architects received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carmalor [E Taylor]</td>
<td>8 November 2000</td>
<td>£23,789</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Wells</td>
<td>8 November 2000</td>
<td>£28,612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>8 November 2000</td>
<td>£24,866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCBW</td>
<td>Approx 13 November 2000</td>
<td>£20,582</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Greenwood – Tender/Enquiry List, Client Letter, Post-it note and Form of Tender

IV.1056. During the OFT’s visit to Greenwood’s premises under section 27 on 19 November 2004, a Tender/Enquiry List was obtained and the following entry relates to this tender:

---

3615. In its description and analysis of this Infringement, for consistency with the available documentary and witness evidence, the OFT has referred to 'Carmalor' but notes that this is a trading name for E Taylor, which is accordingly the responsible legal entity.

3616. Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7031.

3617. Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7031.

IV.1057. During the OFT’s search of Greenwood’s premises under section 28 on 15 June 2005, a number of tender documents with a post-it note attached were found. The post-it note attached to the tender documents for this tender contained the following handwritten note:\footnote{Handwritten post-it note, OFT Document Reference 2519.}

‘143 SNEINTON DALE
COVER FROM CARMALOUR WAYNE [...] [C]
24866.00’

IV.1058. An invitation to tender for this contract was also found at Greenwood.\footnote{Invitation to tender, OFT Document Reference 2518.} The following amount was handwritten on the front page of the invitation to tender:

‘£24866.00’

IV.1059. A completed Form of Tender for this contract was also found at Greenwood. The Form of Tender shows that Greenwood tendered £24866.00 for this contract.\footnote{Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 2520.}

Witness Evidence from Greenwood

IV.1060. During an interview conducted on 12 October 2006, Chris Stendall (‘CS’), an ex-estimator for Greenwood, commented in general terms on Greenwood’s participation in bid rigging activities. He asked the OFT ‘Why don’t you ask me if we’ve taken a cover or given a cover ... of course I have done that and I believe that probably every other contractor in the country has probably done that on certain occasions.’\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6362, page 18.} CS explained, ‘... the only reason for doing that is to make sure you’re tender ... a figure goes into the client and that you’re kept in the loop for next time’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6362, Page 18.}

IV.1061. CS confirmed that the exchange of cover prices was always carried out by telephone.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6362, pages 19 and 20.} At Greenwood the exchange of cover prices usually occurred ‘towards the end, I suppose when I, you know they realise you couldn’t do
something or they wanted help. CS stated that if he received a cover price he would record it ‘… in a notebook and then, it would go onto the tender sheet’. During interview CS confirmed that when referring to a ‘notebook’ he actually was referring to a post-it note.

IV.1062. CS was interviewed for a second time on 28 February 2007 and was shown the tender documents and post-it note found during the OFT’s search of Greenwood’s premises in relation to this tender. CS confirmed that this tender was dealt with by Andrew Boam, an ex-estimator at Greenwood. On being shown by the OFT the handwritten notes on the post-it note CS said that the notes meant ‘That somebody has rung Carmalor and that there is their number and that’s the figure they have given us I would have thought’. CS confirmed that the cover price provided by Carmalor was then used as Greenwood’s tender figure as shown on the Form of Tender. During the interview conducted on 12 October 2006, CS confirmed that Andrew Boam was involved in the process of cover pricing at Greenwood.

Evidence from other companies – Greenwood

IV.1063. The OFT wrote to Greenwood on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Greenwood had participated in bid rigging on this tender. A response was received from Begbies Traynor informing the OFT that ‘… we have now ceased to act as administrators pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 84 of schedule B1 of the Insolvency Act 1986 which facilitates the ending of an administration order by dissolution of the company. … As we have ceased to act as administrators of the company we are not in a position to enter into any agreement on its behalf’. The OFT has not been able to establish any successor party to Greenwood with undertaking identity in respect of this tender. The OFT will not therefore be pursuing either Greenwood or any successor company to Greenwood in respect of this tender.

Evidence from other companies – E Taylor

IV.1064. The OFT wrote to E Taylor on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that E Taylor had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, E Taylor said that after consideration it felt unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.1065. During the OFT section 27 visit at E Taylor’s premises on 19 January 2006, Mark Brown, the Managing Director of E Taylor, confirmed that Wayne Creed was employed as an estimator.
IV.1066. In its response to the Statement, E Taylor stated ‘Having reviewed the relevant sections of the SO that relate to ourselves, and most particularly the 3rd party evidence referred to, we have a degree of empathy with the OFT as to why they have reached the conclusion that Carmalor were involved in cover pricing. Unfortunately, as a result of the death of [the former Managing Director]... and the departure of [former Estimating Director] Steve Fowkes... our ability to defend our position is significantly prejudiced by the fact that we have no access to contemporaneous documentary evidence. Nor can we offer any meaningful personal testimony from those allegedly involved in the practice, that would act as a legally adequate defence. Thus, we find ourselves in "no man’s land" neither able to admit, nor adequately defend the allegations levelled at us’. 3634

IV.1067. However, E Taylor submitted a statement from Wayne Creed ('WC'), the only person named in the Statement still employed by E Taylor, with its response to the Statement. WC stated that 'I recall being asked to provide a price on this job...I have never heard of Andrew Boam... I do not recall ever having had a conversation with Mr. Boam either in person or by telephone. ... I have no recollection whatsoever of making any call to Greenwoods such that this post-it note might be a record of that call'. 3635

IV.1068. The OFT appreciates that a company would not often keep a record of giving a cover price, and in that instance recognises the need to assess the quality of evidence implicating the accused party. The OFT also recognises that where a cover price was given by a sole employee, other employees or directors of that company may not be aware whether or not such conduct took place.

IV.1069. The OFT notes the direct contradiction between this witness evidence and the contemporaneous evidence and overall explanation provided by CS. On balance, the OFT considers the latter to be more compelling. CS’s evidence is consistent with the contents of the post-it note attached to the contemporaneous tender documents. Further, in relation to Infringements 118 and 133 in this Decision, the contents of similar post-it notes obtained from Greenwood indicating that cover prices have been provided/accepted have been confirmed to be correct by evidence from other Parties. The OFT also notes that although WC states that he does not recall making a call to Greenwoods, he does not actually state that he did not do so, or that it would have been in any way contrary to the prevailing practice within E Taylor at the time to have done so. In light of those factors, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence and explanation of CS should be preferred to that of WC.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1070. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1071. Greenwood and Carmalor each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1072. Greenwood was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender. It appears that Carmalor completed the estimating

3635 Written representations of E Taylor, 27 June 2008, witness statement of Wayne Creed, paragraph 5.
process for this contract and that it submitted a tender with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the fact that it submitted the lowest price and that it won the tender.

IV.1073. A post-it note found at Greenwood records ‘143 SNEINTON DALE COVER FROM CARMALOUR WAYNE […………….] [C] 24866.00’. CS confirmed that the note records that Greenwood received a cover figure of £24,866 from Carmalor. The telephone number ‘[…………….] [C]’ is a number of E Taylor. CS confirmed that Greenwood received a cover figure of £24,866 from Carmalor. The telephone number ‘[…………….] [C]’ is a number of E Taylor. In addition E Taylor confirmed that Wayne Creed was employed as an estimator.

IV.1074. The OFT notes that the figure provided by Carmalor to Greenwood as its cover price, ‘24866.00’, and recorded by Greenwood on the post-it note, was identical to the tender that Greenwood submitted for the work.

IV.1075. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Greenwood, and the admission and explanation by CS of that contemporaneous evidence, that Carmalor gave a cover price to Greenwood for this tender.

IV.1076. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Greenwood was higher than the tender submitted by Carmalor, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1077. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Carmalor and Greenwood. The OFT also concludes that Carmalor supplied a figure to Greenwood for a cover bid.

IV.1078. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1056 to IV.1077 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Carmalor to Greenwood was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Greenwood can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Carmalor (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Carmalor can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Greenwood (i.e. that Greenwood did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1079. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Carmalor and Greenwood, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the refurbishment of a

3637 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3638 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3639 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3640 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3641 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 30: Environmental Improvements, Pearmain Drive, Nottingham – 24 November 2000

Client: Nottingham City Council

Parties: Bodill, Mansell, Thomas Vale and Thomas Long

IV.1080. On 26 October 2000, Nottingham City Council sought tenders for environmental improvements, Pearmain Drive, Nottingham.\(^\text{3642}\) The following six companies were invited to tender: Allenbuild, Bodill, Mansell, Nottingham City Building Works, Thomas Long and Thomas Vale. The date and time of tender return was 24 November 2000 at 12:00 noon.\(^\text{3643}\)

IV.1081. Nottingham City Council received the following tender returns:\(^\text{3644}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>Prior to expiry date and time</td>
<td>£457,730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>Prior to expiry date and time</td>
<td>£482,900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>Prior to expiry date and time</td>
<td>£496,411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham City Building Works</td>
<td>Prior to expiry date and time</td>
<td>£412,419</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>Prior to expiry date and time</td>
<td>£489,950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>Prior to expiry date and time</td>
<td>£439,934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet*

IV.1082. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, most of which are handwritten:\(^\text{3645}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Amount</th>
<th>Entries in Bodill’s tender sheet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£482,900</td>
<td>2. T. LONG. © FROM John Etc han D. MANNING. US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£489,950</td>
<td>3. THOMAS VALE. © FROM C. TRICKETT […] [C] US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£496,411</td>
<td>6. MANSELL. ©</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^\text{3642}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9111.

\(^\text{3643}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9111.

\(^\text{3644}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9111.

\(^\text{3645}\) Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0517.
Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1083. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1084. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.\textsuperscript{3646} In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave cover prices to Thomas Long, Thomas Vale and Mansell.\textsuperscript{3647}

IV.1085. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1086. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – tender status spreadsheet

IV.1087. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:\textsuperscript{3648}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4637</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>City of Nottingham</td>
<td>Pearmain Drive Estate Improvements, Nottingham</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CKT</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>24/11/2000 Noon</td>
<td>489,950</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Bodill, Thos Long,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1088. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Chris Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’\textsuperscript{3649} of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for Bodill plus names and a telephone number and an entry for Thomas Long with the name Dirk Manning.\textsuperscript{3650}

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.1089. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of

\textsuperscript{3646} Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465.
\textsuperscript{3647} Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 2.
\textsuperscript{3648} Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 10.
\textsuperscript{3649} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 21.
\textsuperscript{3650} Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, pages 2 and 14.
the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1090. At Annex 13\textsuperscript{3651} of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the East Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page nine of the schedule under Annex 13 and within the section for 2000 tenders is the following entry:\textsuperscript{3652}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab.</th>
<th>Tender No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>T4637</td>
<td>24 November</td>
<td>City of Nottingham</td>
<td>Pearmain Drive Estate Improvements, Nottingham</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taken</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bodill)</td>
<td>(Tender Spreadsheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1091. In its response to the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any representations specifically in respect of this Infringement, save as to the level of detriment to the final consumer. To the extent that Thomas Vale submitted that this infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in Step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.1092. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.1093. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were his own and that the letter ‘B’, which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’, stands for Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager.\textsuperscript{3653} In interview CKT explained that he had dealt with the tender and in respect of the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet, stated ‘The job, CKT myself, who dealt with it. C was the cover, a figure I’ve inputted there of £489,950’ and ‘it indicates that Bodill Construction gave me a cover on that job’.\textsuperscript{3654} When shown the Bodill tender sheet, described above, CKT confirmed that the telephone number […] [C] was the main switchboard number for Thomas Vale’s Stourport office.\textsuperscript{3655}

\textsuperscript{3651} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4532.
\textsuperscript{3652} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4532, page 9.
\textsuperscript{3653} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 10 and 13.
\textsuperscript{3654} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 9.
\textsuperscript{3655} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 9.
Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.1094. Following the issue of the Statement, Mansell did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.1095. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, an employee of Mansell and an ex-employee from the Nottingham office provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1096. During an interview with the OFT on 18 April 2007, Kenneth Lockwood (‘KL’), who was a Chief Estimator in the Nottingham office, was shown the Bodill tender sheet described above. In respect of this document KL stated ‘I would suspect that that’s who we’d gone to, Bodill, again a company I knew we would take cover, give a cover from’.

Evidence from other companies – Thomas Long

IV.1097. The OFT wrote to Thomas Long on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Thomas Long had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Thomas Long admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.

IV.1098. In its response to the Statement, Thomas Long ‘...confirmed that it took a cover price in relation to this tender’ in respect of this Infringement.

IV.1099. In its response to the Statement, Thomas Long also stated that ‘Thomas Long believes that the cover price would have been taken by the estimator Mark Phillips rather than Richard Manning who was a Director for Thomas Long at the time’. However, Thomas Long did not provide any supporting evidence of this, and indeed appeared to contradict itself elsewhere in its written representations when it stated that ‘No Director of Thomas Long was involved in the Alleged Infringements other than Richard Manning who is a former Director in relation to AI. 30’. The OFT considers that the contemporaneous document from Bodill provides sufficiently strong and compelling evidence that Richard Manning at Thomas Long was involved in this Infringement, as it is a record of a request for a cover price from Thomas Long, and Bodill would have had no reason to insert Richard Manning’s name unless he had either made the request or been designated as a recipient for a follow up return call. In either case he would have known about Thomas Long taking a cover price on this tender.

3658 Written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.2.
3659 Written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.5.
3660 Written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1100. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1101. Bodill, Mansell, Thomas Vale and Thomas Long each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1102. All four companies submitted a tender. It appears that Bodill completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.1103. Mansell, Thomas Vale and Thomas Long were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1104. In regard to Thomas Vale, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘THOMAS VALE. C, TRICKETT [.................] [C] © US FROM’ and a figure ‘£489950’. Bodill confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted. The tender sheet also has the number ‘C’ recorded against Thomas Vale to show that Thomas Vale was the second party to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that Thomas Vale’s bid was indeed the second lowest of the bids above Bodill’s figure.

IV.1105. In addition, the telephone number set out in Bodill’s tender sheet, [.................] [Cl], is the main switchboard number for Thomas Vale’s Stourport office and CKT is confirmed by Thomas Vale as being the person who dealt with this tender. Furthermore, the figure that Bodill recorded on the tender sheet against Thomas Vale was identical to the figure that Thomas Vale submitted for the tender.

IV.1106. In addition, Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet shows this tender as a Category C, and Thomas Vale has admitted that it received a cover price from Bodill on this tender. Of the two competitors listed on Thomas Vale’s tender sheet, Bodill is highlighted in bold. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Bodill from the other competitor.

IV.1107. In regard to Mansell, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘MANSSELL. ©’ and a figure ‘£496411’. Bodill confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted. The tender sheet also has the number ‘D’ recorded against Mansell to show that Mansell was the third party to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that Mansell’s bid was indeed the third lowest of the bids above Bodill’s figure.

IV.1108. In addition, Mansell has admitted on the basis of this document that it is likely that it received a cover price from Bodill. Furthermore, the figure that Bodill recorded on the tender sheet against Mansell was identical to the figure that Mansell submitted for the tender.
IV.1109. In regard to Thomas Long, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘T. LONG. D. MANNING. © FROM US’ and a figure ‘£482900’. Bodill confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted. The tender sheet also has the number ‘D’ recorded against Thomas Long to show that Thomas Long was the first party to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that Thomas Long’s bid was indeed the lowest of the bids above Bodill’s figure.

IV.1110. In addition, the contacts list provided by Thomas Vale, which CKT confirmed was used to contact competitors when seeking a cover price, has an entry for Thomas Long with the name Dirk Manning. Thomas Long has confirmed that Richard Manning was a director of Thomas Long at the time of the Infringement. Furthermore, the figure that Bodill recorded on the tender sheet against Thomas Long was identical to the figure that Thomas Long submitted for the tender.

IV.1111. In addition, Thomas Long has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.1112. The OFT further notes that the tenders submitted by Mansell, Thomas Vale and Thomas Long were all higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

IV.1113. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Bodill and Mansell, between Bodill and Thomas Vale, and between Bodill and Thomas Long. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied figures to each of Mansell, Thomas Vale and Thomas Long for cover bids.

IV.1114. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1082 to IV.1113 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\[3661\] In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of Mansell, Thomas Vale and Thomas Long was not unilateral\[3662\], and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\[3663\]

(b) Mansell, Thomas Vale and Thomas Long can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;\[3664\] and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell, Thomas Vale and Thomas Long (i.e. that none of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\[3665\]

IV.1115. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place

\[3661\] See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\[3662\] See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\[3663\] See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\[3664\] See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\[3665\] See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
between Bodill and Mansell, between Bodill and Thomas Vale, and between Bodill and Thomas Long in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for environmental improvements, Pearmain Drive, Nottingham tender deadline 24 November 2000.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

**IV.1116.** As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

**IV.1117.** Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**IV.1118.** In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by leniency party Bodill. Mansell will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Mansell in respect of this Infringement.

**IV.1119.** In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by leniency party Bodill. Thomas Vale will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Thomas Vale will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 31: New Church Blacker Road – 27 November 2000**

**Client:** Staincross Methodist Church  
**Parties:** Strata (formerly known as Weaver) and Holroyd

**IV.1120.** On 29 September 2000, Staincross Methodist Church sought tenders for a new build, Methodist Church Hall and Rooms. The following seven companies were invited to tender: Saul Construction, George Booth & Sons, Torpoint, Wildgoose, Weaver, Roberts and Holroyd. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 27 November 2000.

**IV.1121.** Staincross Methodist Church received the following tender returns:

---

3666 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9584. The client is unsure but states the tenders were sent out ‘on or about this date’.
3667 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9584.
3668 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9584.
3669 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9584.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saul Construction</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 27 November 2000</td>
<td>£873,392.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Booth &amp; Sons Ltd</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 27 November 2000</td>
<td>£685,315.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torpoint Ltd</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 27 November 2000</td>
<td>£750,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 27 November 2000</td>
<td>£686,944.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver [Strata]</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 27 November 2000</td>
<td>£715,479.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts Construction</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 27 November 2000</td>
<td>£728,768.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holroyd</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 27 November 2000</td>
<td>£679,140.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata - Form of Tender**

IV.1122. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a ring binder file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ containing various documents, mostly Form of Tenders and result letters, was found. A Form of Tender found within this file contained the following handwritten entry on the top right hand corner:3670

‘Holroyd, Andrew Waldren’

IV.1123. The Form of Tender also stated that Strata’s figure was £715,479.3671

**Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata**

IV.1124. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. The entry for this tender stated as follows:3672

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27/11/2000</td>
<td>New Church, Mapplewell for Staincross Methodist Church</td>
<td>T154/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover to</th>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
<th>Contract Secured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>OFT:BXM/107</td>
<td>Holroyd</td>
<td>Wetherby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1125. Also as part of Strata’s leniency application, it provided the OFT with a schedule which the estimator would have used when making contact with other contractors regarding the giving and receiving of cover prices.3673 The schedule contains the entry ‘Holroyd, Wetherby, [………..] [C], Andrew Waldren’.3674 This confirms that Andrew Waldren of Holroyd was known to the estimators at Strata as someone to contact when seeking a cover price.

---

3670 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3396.
3671 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3396.
3673 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 4064.
3674 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 4064, page 5.
IV.1126. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.1127. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Holroyd

IV.1128. The OFT wrote to Holroyd on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Holroyd had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Holroyd did not respond to this letter and on 8 May 2007 the OFT informed the Managing Director of Holroyd that a failure to respond to the Fast Track letter denoted a rejection. The Managing Director of Holroyd confirmed that Holroyd had rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.3675

IV.1129. The OFT subsequently wrote to Holroyd’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Holderness, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Holroyd’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Holderness jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Holroyd in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Holderness stated ‘the company is unable to comment’.3676

IV.1130. Following the issue of the Statement, Holroyd did not submit any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1131. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1132. Strata and Holroyd each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1133. Both companies submitted a tender. Strata was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1134. Strata’s Form of Tender records ‘Holroyd, Andrew Waldren’ handwritten in the top right hand corner. Strata confirmed that this indicates that it received a cover price from the company and more specifically the individual, if noted as in this case. This Form of Tender was also found in the file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’, which Strata confirmed contained documents and records of covers taken.

3675 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10412.
3676 Response from Holderness, OFT Document Reference 14227.
IV.1135. In addition the OFT notes that the tender submitted by Strata was higher than the tender submitted by Holroyd, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1136. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Holroyd. The OFT also concludes that Holroyd and more specifically Andrew Waldren of Holroyd supplied a figure to Strata for a cover bid.

IV.1137. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1122 to IV.1136 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{3677} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Holroyd to Strata was not unilateral\textsuperscript{3678}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{3679}

(b) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Holroyd (i.e the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process,\textsuperscript{3680} and

(c) Holroyd can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata (i.e. that Strata did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{3681}

IV.1138. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Holroyd and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the new church, Blacker Road, tender deadline 27 November 2000.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.1139. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1140. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to Strata under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

\textsuperscript{3677} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3678} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\textsuperscript{3679} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3680} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3681} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 32: Alterations to Reception at King Edward Court, Nottingham –
27 November 2000

Client: Crown Prosecution Service

Parties: Bodill and Thorndyke

IV.1141. On 11 November 2000, the Crown Prosecution Service sought tenders for
alterations to reception at King Edward Court, Nottingham. The return date for
the tender was 27 November 2000 and four companies were invited to tender:
Thorndyke, Bodill, Hill and Abbey Construction (Nottingham) Limited.

IV.1142. The Crown Prosecution Service received the following tender returns on 27
November 2000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time and date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thorndyke</td>
<td>11:21 am 27 November 2000</td>
<td>£14,970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>11:35 am 27 November 2000</td>
<td>£16,059</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>No return</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbey Construction (Nottingham) Limited</td>
<td>Declined on 15 November 2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.1143. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its
leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries
have been made, all of which are handwritten:

1. BODILL

* 2. THORNDYKE Mr. I THORNDYKE
   Tel […] [C]

3. HILLS’

IV.1144. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted price was £16,059.00 and has
a © in the top right hand corner.

IV.1145. Juris Rozentals ('JR'), Chief Estimator at Bodill, kept a diary for 2000 which
contains an entry for this tender on 27 November which reads ‘12.00 CPS
RECEP. (C)’. JR explained in interview with the OFT that when a tender is
written in his diary with a ‘C’ in brackets, ‘It means we’re looking for some
help, a cover, a cover price’.

3682 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 14358.
3683 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 14358.
3684 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0518.
3685 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0518.
3686 2000 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0105, page 22, obtained during visit to Bodill’s premises under
section 27 on 19 November 2004.
Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1146. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1147. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000 and explained that when a ‘*’ is written against a contractor’s name it means that it gave Bodill a cover price. In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it received a cover price from Thorndyke, that it submitted a token tender and that it won this tender.

IV.1148. Bodill separately confirmed in respect of this tender, via its legal representatives, that it did carry out the job 2566, comprising the reception alterations at King Edward Court, Nottingham, following the submission of the cover price on 27 November 2000. The work was completed by April 2002.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1149. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Thorndyke

IV.1150. The OFT wrote to Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP, the appointed liquidator for Thorndyke, on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Thorndyke had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received no response to that letter, and in a follow-up call Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP confirmed that they understood that the OFT would treat the absence of a response as a rejection of its offer.

IV.1151. Following the issue of the Statement, Thorndyke did not submit any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1152. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1153. Bodill and Thorndyke each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1154. Bodill was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender. It appears that Thorndyke completed the estimating process for this contract and that it submitted a tender with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the fact that it submitted the lowest price.

3688 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861, page 1.
3689 Tender Analysis - Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 2.
3690 Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 1.
3691 File note, OFT Document Reference 14367a.
3692 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10889.
IV.1155. The OFT notes that although Bodill on this occasion was actually awarded the work, it has admitted that it engaged in bid rigging activity on this tender by submitting a cover price.

IV.1156. In regard to Thorndyke, Bodill’s tender sheet records *THORNDYKE Mr. I THORNDYKE Tel [………] [C]’. It also has a ‘©’ in the top right hand corner. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from Thorndyke. The OFT considers that this also shows more specifically that Bodill was expecting a telephone call from Thorndyke before the date for submitting its tender, in order to obtain its cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £16,059.00 as the tender figure and this was the exact figure that Bodill submitted.

IV.1157. Bodill’s tender sheet records the name of a Thorndyke estimator, ‘Mr. I THORNDYKE’, and the telephone number ‘[……........] [C]’. Company information for Thorndyke shows that the telephone number […] [C] is Thorndyke’s.3693

IV.1158. In addition, JR’s diary entry for the tender return date contains a ‘C’ in brackets against the name of this tender. JR explained in interview that this type of entry meant that Bodill was looking for a cover price.

IV.1159. Although Thorndyke has not admitted engaging in this bid rigging activity, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence from Bodill together with Bodill’s admission and explanation of that evidence, demonstrates that Thorndyke did in fact engage in bid rigging activity on this tender.

IV.1160. The OFT notes in addition that Thorndyke’s tender figure was the only figure below Bodill’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Bodill could only have received a cover figure from Thorndyke. The OFT also notes that the tender submitted by Bodill was higher than the tender submitted by Thorndyke, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. The client only received two bids for this work, both of which were the subject of bid rigging.

IV.1161. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thorndyke and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Thorndyke supplied a figure to Bodill for a cover bid.

IV.1162. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1143 to IV.1161 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.3694 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Thorndyke to Bodill was not unilateral3695, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;3696

(b) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Thorndyke (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;3697 and

3694 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3695 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3696 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
Thorndyke can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bodill (i.e. that Bodill did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.  

IV.1163. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bodill and Thorndyke, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for alterations to reception at King Edward Court, Nottingham, tender deadline 27 November 2000.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1164. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1165. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 27 to Bodill on 19 November 2004. Bodill will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Bodill in respect of this Infringement.

IV.1166. In its response to the Statement, Bodill stated that ‘so far as Bodill is aware, the OFT had no knowledge of these Alleged Infringements and those contractors who had participated in them until 21 January 2005 and then only as a result of the evidence supplied by Bodill’. The OFT first became aware of this tender as a result of the entry in a document obtained during a section 27 visit to Bodill on 19 November 2004, which gave the OFT reasonable grounds to suspect cover pricing activity in respect of this tender prior to Bodill’s leniency application being made. Nevertheless, as stated in paragraph IV.1165 above, the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Bodill in respect of this Infringement.

Alleged Infringement 33: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 34: Civic Accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham – 5 December 2000
Client: Nottinghamshire County Council
Parties: Bodill, Loach, Beaufort, K J Bryan

IV.1167. In 10 November 2000, Nottinghamshire County Council (‘Nottinghamshire CC’) sought tenders for refurbishment work of civic accommodation at County Hall, Nottingham. The return deadline for the tender was 10:00 on Tuesday 5

---

3697 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3698 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3699 Written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.5.
3700 2000 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0105, as discussed in paragraph IV.1145 above.
December 2000 and six companies were invited to tender: Bodill, Beaufort, Loach, K J Bryan, William Woodsend and Robert Woodhead.3701

IV.1168. Nottinghamshire CC received the following tender returns by 10:00 on 5 December 2000.3702

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert Woodhead</td>
<td>5 December 2000</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>£271,678</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>5 December 2000</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>£291,703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>5 December 2000</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>£269,347</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Woodsend</td>
<td>5 December 2000</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>£276,600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaufort</td>
<td>5 December 2000</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>£303,295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K J Bryan</td>
<td>5 December 2000</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>£312,173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Bodill – tender sheet

IV.1169. In Bodill’s original tender sheet for the refurbishment of civic accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following handwritten entries have been made:3703

1. Bodill
   £291703 2. Loach © from us 1

3. Woodsend
   £303284 4. Beaufort © from us 2

M Tomsett [...][C]

£312173 5. KJ Bryan © from us 3

Will ring us Tues AM

6. ? DLO’

IV.1170. The tender sheet for this tender states that Bodill’s tender was £269,347.3704

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Loach – tender spreadsheets

IV.1171. During the OFT’s search of Loach’s premises, two printed spreadsheets were found. The first spreadsheet3705 was headed ‘Small Works Tenders’ and contained the following entry:
### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Margin</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Won</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Winner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05-Dec</td>
<td>Refurbishment of civic accommodation County Hall Notts</td>
<td>291,703</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Var %</th>
<th>Job No.</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bodill (C)/ Woodsend/ Beaufort</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1172. A second, similar but untitled, spreadsheet showed the same entries as those set out above, in the columns headed ‘Contract’, ‘Sum’, ‘Note’ and ‘Opposition’.\(^{3706}\)

**Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.1173. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1174. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.\(^{3707}\) In respect of the tender for civic accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham, Bodill confirmed that it gave cover prices to Loach, Beaufort and K J Bryan.\(^{3708}\)

IV.1175. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.1176. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

**Evidence from leniency applicant Loach**

IV.1177. As part of its leniency application, Loach’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.\(^{3709}\) This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.453 to IV.469 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1178. In its response to the Statement, Loach stated ‘Loach took a cover from Bodills on this tender due to a lack of estimating resources and the inability to return the tender for future marketing considerations’\(^{3710}\) in respect of this Infringement.

---

\(^{3706}\) Contract summary, OFT Document Reference 2993.

\(^{3707}\) Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465.

\(^{3708}\) Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 2.

\(^{3709}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4017.

\(^{3710}\) Written representations of Loach, 26 June 2008, page 19.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant Loach

IV.1179. During an interview conducted on 19 April 2007 in connection with its leniency application, Andrew Arbon-Davies (‘AA’), Chief Estimator at Loach at the time of this tender, admitted that Loach took a cover price from Bodill for this tender. When shown the Bodill tender sheet he said, ‘I am happy that that means that they’ve given us a cover. Yes’.3711

Evidence from other companies – Beaufort

IV.1180. During the OFT’s visit to Beaufort under section 28 on 29 June 2005, no information was found in relation to this tender. The OFT wrote to Beaufort on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty it might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender in return for an admission that Beaufort had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Beaufort admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party / parties involved’.3712

IV.1181. The OFT subsequently wrote to Beaufort’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Beaufort Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Beaufort’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Beaufort Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Beaufort in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Beaufort Holdings’ legal representatives Elliott Mather LLP said ‘The company confirms that it shall not be making any comments on either its subsidiary, Beaufort Construction (S-IN-A) Limited’s response to the reduced penalty offer, nor your proposed actions’.3713

IV.1182. In their response to the Statement, Beaufort and Beaufort Holdings confirmed their acceptance of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.3714

Evidence from other companies – K J Bryan

IV.1183. During the OFT’s visit to K J Bryan under section 27 on 19 January 2006, no information was produced in relation to this tender.

IV.1184. The OFT wrote to K J Bryan on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty it might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender in return for an admission that K J Bryan had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, K J Bryan’s legal representatives stated ‘In view of the lack of physical records to refresh memories and the significant period of time that has passed since the events in question our client’s officers and members of staff have difficulty in trying to recollect the circumstances concerning the contracts in question…our client does not feel it appropriate to accept the offer…’.3715 The OFT notes that

3711 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11321, page 7.
3712 Response from Beaufort, OFT Document Reference 10245, page 2.
3713 Response from Beaufort Holdings, OFT Document Reference 13915.
K J Bryan’s officers and staff were able to recollect, and respond in respect of, two of the five contracts covered by the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.1185. In its response to the Statement, K J Bryan neither expressly admitted, nor contested its involvement in this Infringement, stating ‘There was only a very small and limited number of infringements’ and ‘KJB accepts that the Cover Scheme is illegal… KJB in mitigation submits that it when historically using the Scheme was not aware that it was illegal… and on finding out the scheme was illegal took immediate action to ensure it was not and has not been involved in use of the same again’. The response further stated that ‘Bodill’s had already given cover figures to both Loach and Beaufort Construction before on Bodill’s own evidence a cover was given to K J Bryan’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1186. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1187. Bodill, Loach, Beaufort and K J Bryan each accepted an invitation to tender for the tender for the refurbishment work of civic accommodation at County Hall, Nottingham.

IV.1188. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Bodill wanted to win the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with hope of winning the work.

IV.1189. Loach, Beaufort and K J Bryan were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1190. In respect of Loach, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘© from us’ against Loach. Bodill has confirmed that this indicates that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number ‘1’ recorded against Loach to indicate that Loach was the first party to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers indicate the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £291,703 against Loach, a figure that was identical to the tender that Loach submitted for the work.

IV.1191. Loach’s contemporaneous tender spreadsheets also record the word ‘Cover’ and a ‘©’ against Bodill. Although Loach has stated generally that this is evidence only that both Loach and Bodill were involved in cover pricing on this tender (i.e. not necessarily with each other), the OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Bodill and Bodill’s admission and explanation of that contemporaneous evidence, that the tender spreadsheet from Loach provides corroborating evidence that Bodill supplied Loach with a cover price for this tender. When the specific evidence from Bodill in relation to this tender was put to AA of Loach in interview, he admitted that Loach took a cover from Bodill, as described in paragraph IV.1179 above.

IV.1192. In respect of Beaufort, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘© from us’ against Beaufort. Bodill has confirmed that this indicates that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number ‘2’ recorded against Beaufort to indicate that Beaufort was the second party to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers indicate the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £303,284 against Beaufort, a figure that was only £11 different from the tender that Beaufort submitted for the work. Bodill’s tender sheet also records the name and telephone number of a Beaufort estimator, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties.

IV.1193. Finally, Beaufort admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 21 March 2007.

IV.1194. In respect of K J Bryan, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘© from us’ against K J Bryan. Bodill has confirmed that this indicates that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number ‘3’ recorded against K J Bryan to indicate that K J Bryan was the third party to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers indicate the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £312,173 against K J Bryan, a figure that was identical to the tender that K J Bryan submitted for the work. Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded that K J Bryan was due to telephone Bodill on Tuesday morning. The OFT takes this to mean the morning of Tuesday 5 December 2000, the date for return of tenders, and notes that this is consistent with the pattern of cover pricing (with transmission of figures frequently taking place at the last minute).

IV.1195. The OFT considers that the admission by the other parties of engaging in bid rigging activities for this tender, supports the OFT’s interpretation of Bodill’s tender sheet as indicating that KJ Bryan too was provided with a cover price.

IV.1196. The OFT notes that whilst K J Bryan has not admitted engaging in cover pricing in relation to this specific Infringement, it has accepted that it engaged in cover pricing more generally, and did not put forward any evidence that calls into question the OFT’s analysis of the evidence in relation to this Infringement.

IV.1197. The OFT notes in addition that the tenders submitted by Loach, Beaufort and K J Bryan were all higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided by Bodill.

IV.1198. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Loach and Bodill, between Beaufort and Bodill, and between K J Bryan and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied figures to each of Loach, Beaufort and K J Bryan for cover bids.

IV.1199. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1169 to IV.1198 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

3719 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of Loach, Beaufort and K J Bryan was not unilateral\(^{3720}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{3721}\)

(b) Loach, Beaufort and K J Bryan can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process;\(^{3722}\) and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Loach, Beaufort and K J Bryan (i.e. that none of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{3723}\)

IV.1200. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Loach and Bodill, between Beaufort and Bodill, and between K J Bryan and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the refurbishment work of civic accommodation at County Hall, Nottingham, tender deadline 5 December 2000.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1201. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1202. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.1203. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. Loach will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Loach in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 35:** Proposed Extension, Milford Sports Club – 8 December 2000

**Client:** Allen Todd Architecture

**Parties:** Strata (formerly known as Weaver) and Caddick

IV.1204. On 18 November 2000, Allen Todd Architecture sought tenders for a new build sports club, pavilion and changing facilities at Milford Sports Club, Kirkstall, Leeds.\(^{3724}\) The following seven companies were invited to tender:

---

\(^{3720}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{3721}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3722}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3723}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3724}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7036.
Termrim, Irwins, Weaver, C J Ellmore, P S Turner, Clayfield and Caddick.\footnote{3725}
The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 8 December 2000.\footnote{3726}

IV.1205. Allen Todd Architects received the following tender returns:\footnote{3727}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Termrim</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 8 December 2000</td>
<td>£1,023,540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 8 December 2000</td>
<td>£889,969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver [Strata]</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 8 December 2000</td>
<td>£1,005,726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C J Ellmore</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 8 December 2000</td>
<td>£896,840</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P S Turner</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 8 December 2000</td>
<td>£910,818</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clayfield</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 8 December 2000</td>
<td>£920,223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caddick</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 8 December 2000</td>
<td>£979,133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

\textit{Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata - Form of Tender}

IV.1206. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a ring binder file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ containing various documents – mostly Form of Tenders and result letters – was found. A Form of Tender found within this file contained the following handwritten entry on the top right hand corner:\footnote{3728}

‘Caddicks’

IV.1207. The Form of Tender also stated that Strata’s figure was £1,005,726.\footnote{3729}

\textit{Evidence from leniency applicant Strata}

IV.1208. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. The entry for this tender stated as follows:\footnote{3730}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08/12/2000</td>
<td>Extn at Milford Sports Club, Kirkstall, Leeds for the Speight Simpson Partnership</td>
<td>T174/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover to</th>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
<th>Contract Secured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>OFT:BXM/107</td>
<td>Caddits</td>
<td>No Details</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV.1209. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

*Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata*

IV.1210. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

*Evidence from other companies – Caddick*

IV.1211. The OFT wrote to Caddick on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Caddick had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Caddick admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging (cover pricing) activities with this tender but cannot recall details of the other party involved’.

IV.1212. The OFT subsequently wrote to Caddick’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Caddick Group, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Caddick’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Caddick Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Caddick in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Caddick Group stated in a telephone call to the OFT on 6 December 2007 that it had no issues to raise.

IV.1213. In their response to the Statement, Caddick confirmed ‘...that it provided a cover price [in respect of this tender] because it reacted to a request by Weaver (Strata)’.

*The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding*

IV.1214. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1215. Strata and Caddick each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1216. Both companies submitted a tender. Strata was unable to submit a competitive tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1217. Strata’s Form of Tender records ‘Caddicks’, handwritten in the top right hand corner. Strata confirmed that this indicates that it received a cover price from the company noted. This Form of Tender was also found in the file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’, which Strata confirmed contained documents and records of covers taken. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and Strata’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence that Caddick supplied Strata with a cover price for this tender.

---

3732 Response from Caddick Group, OFT Document Reference 13922.
IV.1218. In addition, Caddick has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.1219. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Strata was higher than the tender submitted by Caddick, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1220. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Caddick. The OFT also concludes that Caddick supplied a figure to Strata for a cover bid.

IV.1221. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1206 to IV.1220 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{3734} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Caddick to Strata was not unilateral\textsuperscript{3735}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{3736}

(b) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Caddick (i.e the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{3737} and

(c) Caddick can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata (i.e. that Strata did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{3738}

IV.1222. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Caddick and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a new build sports club, pavilion and changing facilities at Milford Sports Club, Kirkstall, Leeds, tender deadline 8 December 2000.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1223. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1224. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to Strata under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

\textsuperscript{3734} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3735} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\textsuperscript{3736} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3737} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{3738} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 36: Summerhill Terrace, Birmingham – 8 December 2000

Client: Crosby Homes
Parties: BBCL\(^{3739}\) and Interserve (formerly known as Tilbury Douglas)

IV.1225. On 14 October 2000 Crosby Homes sought tenders for construction of an apartment block, Summerhill Terrace, Birmingham.\(^{3740}\) The following five companies were invited to tender: Balfour Beatty\(^{3741}\), Benson, Tilbury Douglas, Kendrick and Willmott Dixon. The date of tender return was 8 December 2000 at noon.\(^{3742}\)

IV.1226. Crosby Homes received the following tender returns:\(^{3743}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balfour Beatty</td>
<td>8 December 2000</td>
<td>£7,793,329</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendrick</td>
<td>8 December 2000</td>
<td>£6,745,493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benson</td>
<td>8 December 2000</td>
<td>£5,903,654</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmott Dixon</td>
<td>8 December 2000</td>
<td>£7,434,105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilbury Douglas [Interserve]</td>
<td>8 December 2000</td>
<td>£7,930,464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1227. Crosby Homes has advised that the work subject of the tender was not carried out as ‘tenders were over budget’ but that ‘a contract was subsequently negotiated for shell & core work with the lowest tenderer’.\(^{3744}\)

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty – handwritten notes on Interserve letter

IV.1228. As part of its leniency application, Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives provided a letter from Interserve to Stannah Lifts dated 30 October 2000, relating to this tender, on which are handwritten notes including: ‘JOHN STOT ESTIMATOR T. DOUGLAS’ and ‘ASKED FOR AN EXTENSION. NOT KEEN ON PROJECT’ and finally ‘COVER £7,930,000’.\(^{3745}\)

Evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty

IV.1229. Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a schedule setting out instances of cover pricing uncovered or suspected within BBCL,

---

\(^{3739}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10045.
\(^{3740}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7523.
\(^{3741}\) The OFT notes that the client’s response records ‘Balfour Beatty’ as tendering for this contract. Although it is possible that the company involved in this Infringement was BBRL, for convenience the OFT generally refers to BBCL throughout the description of this Infringement since this is how the participant company was described by Balfour Beatty in its leniency application. For the avoidance of doubt, therefore, where BBCL appears in the description of this Infringement and the OFT’s consequent findings, this should be taken to mean BBRL if it was the participant company. In any event, BBCL and BBRL form part of the same undertaking, and the Party as defined in paragraphs II.133 to II.182 above would therefore be liable for their actions.
\(^{3742}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7523.
\(^{3743}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7523.
\(^{3744}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7523.
\(^{3745}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1617, page 1.
where covers were given. In respect of this tender the schedule contains the following entry:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Ref/Job No</th>
<th>Project name/client</th>
<th>Project type</th>
<th>Submission Date</th>
<th>Tender Value</th>
<th>Firm to whom cover was given</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3016 (MP*)</td>
<td>Summer Hill Terrace / Crosby Homes</td>
<td>Design &amp; Build</td>
<td>8/12/00</td>
<td>7,793,329</td>
<td>Tilbury Douglas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Bidders of which BBCL was aware | Who won the contract (if known) | Reasons for seeking cover price (if known) | What information was disclosed other than/in addition to inflated pricing data?  
Kendrick Willmott Dixon Benson | Not known | BBCL believes that Tilbury Douglas asked for a time extension and was not keen on the project. | None

IV.1230. It appears that BBCL obtained the names of these other companies competing for this tender (‘Other Bidders…’ in the above schedule extract) in the course of discussions regarding a possible extension to the tender period (see handwritten notes which appear to be a note of such conversations). However the OFT has no evidence to suggest that any of these other companies were involved in bid rigging on this tender.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty**

IV.1231. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Balfour Beatty employees and ex-employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.189 to IV.203 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1232. During an interview with the OFT on 30 March 2007, Martyn Etheridge (‘ME’), a senior estimator at BBCL, advised what would happen when a competitor asked for a cover price from BBCL as detailed in paragraphs IV.195 to IV.198 above. ME advised that his role was ‘to estimate and, and win building contracts for the south-east which includes Birmingham … as well as the London office’. In respect of the letter from Interserve to Stannah Lifts, ME stated ‘… it’s an enquiry letter to Stannah Lifts, asking them for a price for providing this for that project. I also sent Stannah Lifts an enquiry for that project for lifts. When I got their quote back … also contained in there was … Tilbury Douglas’s enquiry letter’.

IV.1233. In relation to the handwritten notes ME stated ‘That’s my handwriting. Looking at that, basically what it is, is that, John Stot obviously approached

---

3746 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1604, page 2
3747 Handwritten notes, OFT Document Reference B1618.
3748 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 2.
3749 The OFT notes that the transcript incorrectly refers to Stannah as Stanner.
3750 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, pages 16 and 17.
me, and asked for an extension … of time firstly, and he was not keen on the project, so I just wrote those two notes down. And then, we had problems with it, so I think we asked for an extension. I can’t remember if we got an extension or not; I think we most probably did … and then obviously later on he most probably came back to me and asked me if I could help him out with a price ‘cos he wasn’t keen on it. And that’s the number I most probably gave him’. 3751

Evidence from other companies – Interserve

IV.1234. The OFT wrote to Interserve on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participating in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Interserve had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Interserve admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved. Although a cover was taken, the tender was properly priced and was for a sum in excess of the cover price’. 3752

IV.1235. In its response to the Statement, Interserve stated ‘In accordance with the terms of the Fast Track Offer, Interserve Group is not proposing to withdraw this admission’ 3753 in relation to this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1236. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1237. BBCL and Interserve each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1238. Both companies submitted a tender. Interserve was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that BBCL completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.1239. Handwritten notes on a letter provided by Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives for this tender show ‘JOHN STOT ESTIMATOR T. DOUGLAS’, ‘ASKED FOR AN EXTENSION. NOT KEEN ON PROJECT’, and ‘COVER £7,930,000’. Balfour Beatty confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted of the amount shown. The OFT notes that Interserve’s bid was very close to, and higher than, this figure.

IV.1240. In addition, Interserve has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007. Interserve stated that it submitted a tender for a sum in excess of the cover price, and this matches the information provided by Crosby Homes and Balfour Beatty. The cover price provided was £7,930,000, while the tender submitted was £7,930,464.

IV.1241. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by Interserve was higher than the tender submitted by BBCL, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. The OFT further notes that Interserve’s tender figure was the

3751 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 17.
3752 Response from Interserve, OFT Document Reference 10432, page 3.
3753 Written representations of Interserve, 25 June 2008, paragraph 4.4.3.
only one above that of BBCL, and that BBCL could not therefore have provided cover to anyone other than Interserve, for this tender.

IV.1242. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between BBCL and Interserve. The OFT also concludes that BBCL supplied a figure to Interserve for a cover bid.

IV.1243. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1228 to IV.1242 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.3754 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from BBCL to Interserve was not unilateral3755, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;3756
(b) Interserve can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from BBCL (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process,3757 and
(c) BBCL can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Interserve (i.e. that Interserve did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.3758

IV.1244. In its response to the Statement, Balfour Beatty stated ‘The OFT has adduced no evidence that the giving of a cover was taken into account by Balfour Beatty and Mansell when pricing its tenders nor is there any evidence that the giving of a cover had any effect on these parties’ pricing of the tender’.3759 The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption3760 and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Balfour Beatty has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Balfour Beatty’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition. To the extent that Balfour Beatty submitted that this Infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement).

IV.1245. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between BBCL and Interserve in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Summerhill Terrace, Birmingham, tender deadline 8 December 2000.

3754 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3755 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3756 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3757 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3758 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3760 See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1246. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1247. Balfour Beatty informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Balfour Beatty will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 37:** Extension to Vermuyden School Centenary Road, Goole – 13 December 2000

**Client:** East Riding of Yorkshire Council  
**Parties:** Strata (formerly known as Weaver) and Lindum Group

IV.1248. On 16 November 2000, East Riding of Yorkshire Council sought tenders for a new science block, Vermuyden School, Goole. The following seven companies were invited to tender: Hobson & Porter, Weaver, Quibell & Sons (Hull) Ltd, Holroyd, Lindum Group, Robinson & Sawdon and Geo Houlton. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 13 December 2000.

IV.1249. East Riding of Yorkshire Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>11:30 am on 13 December 2000</td>
<td>£704,466</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver [Strata]</td>
<td>11:40 am on 13 December 2000</td>
<td>£716,493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quibell &amp; Sons (Hull) Ltd</td>
<td>11:50 am on 13 December 2000</td>
<td>£725,449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holroyd</td>
<td>10:28 am on 13 December 2000</td>
<td>£732,529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindum Group</td>
<td>11:16 am on 13 December 2000</td>
<td>£743,323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson &amp; Sawdon</td>
<td>11:11 am on 13 December 2000</td>
<td>£776,777</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo Houlton</td>
<td>11:23 am on 13 December 2000</td>
<td>£807,242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata – Contract Information Sheet (BOB sheet)*

IV.1250. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a contract information sheet, or BOB sheet, was found. The BOB sheet contained the following entries typed in the tender results box:

---

3761 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7820.  
3762 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7820.  
3763 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7820.  
3764 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7820.  
3765 BOB sheet, OFT Document Reference 3869.  
3766 BOB sheet, OFT Document Reference 3869.
Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.1251. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. This list contained the following entry:3767

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13/12/2000</td>
<td>Extn to Vermuyden School, Goole</td>
<td>T168/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover to</th>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
<th>Contract Secured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lindum</td>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1252. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.1253. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Lindum Group

IV.1254. The OFT wrote to Lindum Group on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Lindum Group had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Lindum Group admitted ‘We engaged, cannot recall full details’.3768

IV.1255. Lindum Group added in a separate annex ‘A tender for Lindum Construction, which was neither requested, nor accepted. Our marketing lady, Zoe Johnson, had sent information to them about Lindum in general. We have never worked for East Riding Council, nor wished to, so it was, effectively, a marketing error. It is not our geography and we do not know the construction/supply etc market there. We had not been invited to tender, we just received the tender. The tender should have been quietly returned. However, I understand that we believe we took a cover, using Glenigans as a list for who was tendering. The

---

3768 Response from Lindum Group, OFT Document Reference 10514, page 2.
job was too complicated to square foot in the time and especially so as was Christmas time, when very pressured on jobs. We cannot recall which company that gave the cover to us. We may recall more if we investigated further with Glenigans, which we have not done. YES, COVER RECEIVED, but cannot recall who from’.3769

IV.1256. In its response to the Statement, Lindum Group confirmed that it ‘...does not contest the fact of the infringements [including this Infringement] ... [f]ollowing the OFT’s inspections at the premises of the Lindum companies on 26 January 2006, Lindum Group conducted internal investigations into the alleged conduct and admitted to the OFT, so far as possible, infringements of the Chapter I prohibition...’.3770

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1257. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1258. Strata and Lindum Group each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for a new science block, Vermuyden School, Goole.

IV.1259. Both companies submitted a tender. Strata completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.1260. Lindum Group did not have the time to complete the estimating process and it did not want to win the contract.

IV.1261. Strata’s contract information sheet records ‘6.2117997 LINDUM (C) 761000’ typed in the tender results box. Paul Throssell (‘PT’), an estimator at Strata confirmed that a ‘(C)’ written next to a competitor’s name alongside a figure and a percentage difference shows that Strata gave a cover price to the company noted, as in this case. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata, PT’s explanation of how covers given were recorded and Lindum Group’s admission that it received a cover price, that Strata supplied Lindum Group with a cover price for this tender.

IV.1262. In addition the OFT notes that the tender submitted by Lindum Group was higher than the tender submitted by Strata, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. The OFT does not consider it significant that the figure eventually submitted by Lindum Group, £743,323, differs from the amount shown against Lindum Group, £761,000, on Strata’s BOB sheet. It is likely that Lindum Group was made aware by Strata of the amount Strata intended to bid, and that Lindum Group selected its own figure for a cover bid that differed from Strata’s recommended amount but was still comfortably above Strata’s bid.

IV.1263. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Lindum Group. The OFT also concludes that Strata supplied a figure to Lindum Group for a cover bid.

---

3769 Response from Lindum Group, OFT Document Reference 10515, page 3.
3770 Written representations of Lindum Group, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.
IV.1264. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1250 to IV.1263 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.3771 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Strata to Lindum Group was not unilateral3772, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;3773

(b) Lindum Group can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Strata (i.e the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;3774 and

(c) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Lindum Group (i.e. that Lindum Group did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.3775

IV.1265. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Lindum Group and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the new science block, Vermuyden School, Goole, tender deadline 13 December 2000.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1266. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1267. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to Strata under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 38: Fresh Start Phase 5, River Leen School, Bulwell, Nottingham – 15 December 2000

Client: Nottingham City Council

Parties: Bodill and K J Bryan

IV.1268. In November/December 2000, Nottingham City Council (‘NCC’) sought tenders for gymnasium, changing room and toilet refurbishment, and the construction of a new ramped area at the River Leen School, Hucknall Lane3776, together known as Phase 5. The following six companies were invited to tender: Allenbuild,

3771 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3772 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3773 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3774 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3775 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3776 Information from client, OFT Document References 9113 and 9114.
Bodill, K J Bryan, Loach, Simons and Thomas Long.\textsuperscript{3777} The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on Friday 15 December 2000.

IV.1269. NCC received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{3778}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 15 December 2000</td>
<td>£282,833</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 15 December 2000</td>
<td>£318,218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K J Bryan</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 15 December 2000</td>
<td>£344,138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 15 December 2000</td>
<td>£302,354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simons</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 15 December 2000</td>
<td>£313,994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 15 December 2000</td>
<td>£320,941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.1270. Bodill’s original tender sheet\textsuperscript{3779} relating to River Leen School, Phase 5, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, has under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries, all of which are handwritten with the exception of the name ‘Bodill’.

\begin{quote}
1. BODILL  
2. T LONG.  
3. LOACH.  
4. S W DICKINSON 2. SIMONS.  
5. K. J. BRYAN \textsuperscript{©} FROM US’  
\end{quote}

IV.1271. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £318,218.

IV.1272. David Wraith (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘SIMONS’, ‘£344138’, and ‘© FROM US’ were made by him.\textsuperscript{3780} DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1273. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1274. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT a ‘Tender Analysis Schedule of Covers taken & given [since] March 2000\textsuperscript{3781}, which records that Bodill gave out a cover price on this tender. Bodill also provided to the OFT a ‘Tender Analysis -

\textsuperscript{3777} Information from client, OFT Document References 9113 and 9114.  
\textsuperscript{3778} Information from client, OFT Document References 9113 and 9114.  
\textsuperscript{3779} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 0521.  
\textsuperscript{3780} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 11.  
\textsuperscript{3781} Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 1.
This document confirms that Bodill gave a cover price to K J Bryan in respect of this tender.

IV.1275. The ‘Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet’ provided by Bodill in its leniency application explains notations used on its tender sheets. The ‘©’ and ‘FROM US’ against a contractor’s name show that Bodill supplied that contractor with a cover price. The figure/cover price given is written on the tender sheet against their name.

IV.1276. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.1277. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

[...] [C]

IV.1278. [...] [C]

IV.1279. [...] [C]

[...] [C]

IV.1280. [...] [C]
Evidence from other companies – K J Bryan

IV.1286. The premises of K J Bryan were searched by officers of the OFT on 19 January 2006 and no documentation was found relative to this tender.
IV.1287. The OFT wrote to K J Bryan on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that K J Bryan had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, K J Bryan’s legal representatives stated ‘In view of the lack of physical records to refresh memories and the significant period of time that has passed since the events in question our client’s officers and members of staff have difficulty in trying to recollect the circumstances concerning the contracts in question…our client does not feel it appropriate to accept the offer…’. The OFT notes that K J Bryan’s officers and staff were able to recollect, and respond in respect of, two of the five contracts covered by the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.1288. In its response to the Statement, K J Bryan neither expressly admitted, nor contested its involvement in this Infringement, stating ‘There was only a very small and limited number of infringements’ and ‘KJB accepts that the Cover Scheme is illegal… KJB in mitigation submits that it when historically using the Scheme was not aware that it was illegal… and on finding out the scheme was illegal took immediate action to ensure it was not and has not been involved in use of the same again’. The response further stated that ‘this is a case where Bodhill’s [sic] supplied a tender to KJB – KJB were not the instigator or leader of use of the Cover Scheme and had not knowledge of what other covers have been given’.

IV.1289. [...] [C]

IV.1290. [...] [C] 3798

IV.1291. [...] [C] 3799

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1292. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.


3798 [...] [C]
3799 [...] [C]
IV.1294. It appears that Bodill [……] completed the estimating process for this tender and submitted bids with the hope of winning the work.

IV.1295. K J Bryan [……..] were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.1296. With regard to K J Bryan, Bodill’s tender sheet records under ‘Tenderers’ and against K J Bryan ‘£344138 (C) from us’. Bodill has admitted to providing a cover price to K J Bryan for this tender. K J Bryan did submit a price of £344,138.00, a figure identical to that recorded on Bodill’s tender sheet. K J Bryan’s bid was also higher than Bodill’s, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1297. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence and Bodill’s admission and explanation of that evidence, that Bodill provided K J Bryan with a cover price for this tender. The OFT notes that whilst K J Bryan has not admitted engaging in cover pricing in relation to this specific Infringement, it has accepted that it engaged in cover pricing more generally, and did not put forward any evidence that calls into question the OFT’s analysis of the evidence in relation to this Infringement.

IV.1298. [...] [C]

IV.1299. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between K J Bryan and Bodill and that Bodill supplied a figure to K J Bryan for a cover bid.

IV.1300. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1270 to IV.1299 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bodill to K J Bryan was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) K J Bryan can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from K J Bryan (i.e. that K J Bryan did not intend to submit a

---

3800 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 0521.
3801 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9113.
3802 [...] [C]
3803 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3804 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3805 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3806 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.1301. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bodill and K J Bryan, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Phase 5 at the River Leen School, Hucknall Lane, Bulwell, Nottingham, tender deadline 15 December 2000.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1302. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1303. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 39: Saxton Gardens Phase 2 – 20 December 2000**

Client: Leeds City Council  
Parties: Henry Boot, Bullock, Mowlem and G & J Seddon

IV.1304. On 8 November 2000, Leeds City Council sought tenders for Saxton Gardens Phase 2, refurbishment works to 112 flats. The following six companies were invited to tender: Bullock, Frank Haslam Milan, G & J Seddon, Henry Boot, Lovell and Mowlem, the date and time of tender return was 20 December 2000 at 12:00 noon.

IV.1305. Leeds City Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£4,103,013</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovell</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£4,236,037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullock</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£4,265,641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowlem</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£4,297,416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G &amp; J Seddon</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£4,321,975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Haslam Milan</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£4,417,900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3807 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.  
3808 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8498b.  
3809 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8498b.  
3810 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8498b.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Henry Boot – ‘Sheet 28’

IV.1306. As part of its leniency application, Henry Boot’s legal representatives provided a ‘Sheet 28’ (tender build-up) for this tender on which, under the section headed ‘Competition’, the following handwritten entries have been made:\textsuperscript{3811}

\begin{verbatim}
‘CARILLION HOUSING
FRANK HASLAM MILAN
SEDDON © from HBC  4321874
BULLOCK © from HBC  4265641
MOWLEM © “ “ 4297416’
\end{verbatim}

Evidence from leniency applicant Henry Boot

IV.1307. Henry Boot’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table headed ‘Overall Schedule for the Main Estimating Department’\textsuperscript{3812}, which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows comments made by those reviewing the tender documents, which confirm that a cover price was given to Bullock, Mowlem and G & J Seddon, as follows. Ian Bayston (‘IPB’), a Chief Estimator at Henry Boot, stated, ‘I don’t think there’s any doubt about this one: we have clearly given covers to 3 of our competitors – (which competitors - - check the sheet 28 in the estimator’s file). HBC (UK) [Henry Boot] properly priced it though’, while Duncan Abraham (‘DA’), an estimator at Henry Boot, stated, ‘It is clear from the documentation that Seddon, Bullock and Mowlem all took a cover from us on this one. The writing on the file appears to be John Dawson’s’.\textsuperscript{3813}

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Henry Boot

IV.1308. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Henry Boot employees and ex-employees provided general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.363 to IV.374 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1309. During an interview with the OFT on 23 March 2007, John Dawson (‘JD’), a retired Chief Estimator at Henry Boot, confirmed how he would record when Henry Boot had given a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.374 above. In relation to this tender JD confirmed that he completed the ‘Sheet 28’ and when asked what ‘©’ indicated stated ‘…that indicates that 3 competitors which is very unusual, asked us for help on this job, being Seddon, Bullock and Mowlem’ and ‘the figures that are to the right of it are the figures that obviously I decided to give them once we’d arrived at our figure of 4.10’.\textsuperscript{3814}

IV.1310. During an interview with the OFT on 22 March 2007, Michael Mosley (‘MM’), Managing Director of Henry Boot, confirmed that cover was provided to

\textsuperscript{3811} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1905.
\textsuperscript{3812} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1595.
\textsuperscript{3813} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1595, page 7.
\textsuperscript{3814} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11211, page 13.
Bullock, Mowlem and Seddon stating ‘...the call [to the contractors] would’ve been by John Dawson but John and I would’ve discussed ... the figures we were gonna give them.’

Evidence from leniency applicant Carillion

IV.1311. As part of its leniency application, Carillion’s legal representatives advised ‘[Carillion] is unable to confirm positively whether or not a cover was taken by Mowlem in respect of the Contract. However, it is acknowledged that the document [Henry Boot ‘Sheet 28’] and the explanation provided by Henry Boot Construction (UK) Ltd suggest that this was the case and Carillion has no grounds for contradicting that explanation’.

IV.1312. In its response to the Statement, Mowlem stated that it ‘... does not contest that certain employees (and/or former employees) participated in each of the three Relevant Alleged Infringements nor does it contest its liability...’.

Evidence from other companies – Bullock

IV.1313. The OFT wrote to Bullock on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Bullock had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Bullock admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.

IV.1314. The OFT subsequently wrote to Bullock’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Renew, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Bullock’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Renew jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Bullock in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Renew stated ‘... [Renew] is unable to make any comment on the agreements entered into by either company [Allenbuild or Bullock]’.

IV.1315. In its response to the Statement, Bullock stated that it ‘...has admitted its participation in bid rigging activities (i.e. cover pricing) by corroborating the OFT’s claims in respect of the tenders listed in the Fast Track Offer...’.

Evidence from other companies – Seddon

IV.1316. The OFT wrote to Seddon on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participating in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Seddon had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, G & J Seddon responded, admitting ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this
tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved”.\textsuperscript{3822} G & J Seddon also confirmed that it had taken a cover on this tender.\textsuperscript{3823}

IV.1317. The OFT subsequently wrote again to G & J Seddon’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Seddon, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on G & J Seddon’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Seddon jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by G & J Seddon in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Seddon said “We confirm that Seddon Group Limited ("SGL") support and adopt G&J Seddon Limited ("G&JS") acceptance of the reduction of penalty offer and that SGL does not intend to comment upon matters … or to make any submissions on this case at the present time”.\textsuperscript{3824}

IV.1318. In its response to the Statement, G & J Seddon confirmed in respect of this Infringement that it ‘... has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of Infringement’.\textsuperscript{3825}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1319. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1320. Henry Boot, Bullock, Mowlem and G & J Seddon each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1321. All companies submitted a tender. It appears that Henry Boot completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.1322. Bullock, Mowlem and G & J Seddon were all unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1323. In regard to Mowlem, Henry Boot’s ‘Sheet 28’ for this tender records ‘MOWLEM...@ “ ... 4297416’, under the heading ‘Competition’. Henry Boot confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price of the figure shown to the company noted. Furthermore, the figure Henry Boot recorded on the ‘Sheet 28’ against Mowlem was identical to the figure that Mowlem submitted for the tender.

IV.1324. In addition, Carillion has acknowledged that the facts suggest that it took a cover price from Henry Boot on this tender, and that it has no grounds for contradicting this explanation of the facts.

IV.1325. In regard to Bullock, Henry Boot’s ‘Sheet 28’ for this tender records ‘BULLOCK...@ from HBC ... 4265641’, under the heading ‘Competition’. Henry Boot confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price of the figure shown to the company noted. Furthermore, the figure Henry Boot recorded on the ‘Sheet
28’ against Bullock was identical to the figure that Bullock submitted for the tender.

IV.1326. In addition, Bullock has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.1327. In regard to G & J Seddon, Henry Boot’s ‘Sheet 28’ for this tender records ‘SEDDON...â© from us ... 4321874’, under the heading ‘Competition’. Henry Boot confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price of the figure shown to the company noted. Furthermore, the figure Henry Boot recorded on the ‘Sheet 28’ against G & J Seddon was only £101 less than the figure that G & J Seddon submitted for the tender. The OFT considers that G & J Seddon chose a figure to submit that was close to the cover price provided by Henry Boot.

IV.1328. In addition, G & J Seddon has admitted taking a cover price on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.1329. The OFT notes in addition that the tenders submitted by Bullock, Mowlem and G & J Seddon were all higher than the tender submitted by Henry Boot, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

IV.1330. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Henry Boot and Bullock, between Henry Boot and Mowlem, and between Henry Boot and G & J Seddon. The OFT also concludes that Henry Boot supplied figures to each of Bullock, Mowlem and G & J Seddon for cover bids.

IV.1331. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1306 to IV.1330 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.3826 In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Henry Boot to each of Bullock, Mowlem and G & J Seddon was not unilateral3827, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;3828

(b) Bullock, Mowlem and G & J Seddon can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Henry Boot (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;3829 and

(c) Henry Boot can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from each of Bullock, Mowlem and G & J Seddon (i.e. that none of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.3830

IV.1332. In its response to the Statement, Henry Boot stated in respect of this Infringement that it ‘...denies that its knowledge of Bullock, Mowlem and G & J Seddon taking cover prices affected its own conduct in the tendering process. Henry Boot calculated its tender price in isolation from its knowledge of the

3826 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3827 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3828 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3829 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3830 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
intentions of other contractors\textsuperscript{3831} and ‘Henry Boot was not aware of the intentions of all the tenderers and Henry Boot genuinely wanted to be awarded this tender, it was clearly in Henry Boot’s interests to tender competitively’.\textsuperscript{3832} The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption\textsuperscript{3833} and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Henry Boot has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Henry Boot’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.

IV.1333. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Henry Boot and Bullock, between Henry Boot and Mowlem, and between Henry Boot and G & J Seddon in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Saxton Gardens Phase 2, tender deadline 20 December 2000.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.1334. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1335. Henry Boot informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Henry Boot will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.1336. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of information provided by leniency party Henry Boot. Mowlem will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Mowlem will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textsuperscript{3831} Written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.3.
\textsuperscript{3832} Written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.4.
\textsuperscript{3833} See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 40: Upgrade of Six Gregory Flats, Phase 4, Kipling Close, Worksop, Notts – 21 December 2000

Client: Bassetlaw District Council
Parties: Bodill and G Hurst

IV.1337. On 28 November 2000, Bassetlaw District Council (‘Bassetlaw D C’) sought tenders for upgrade of six Gregory Flats, Phase 4, Kipling Close, Worksop, Notts. The return date for the tender was 14:15 on 21 December 2000 and thirteen companies were invited to tender: Bassetlaw D C – DLO, Bodill, D J Atkinson Ltd, Baggaley & Jenkins, J J & A R Jackson, G Hurst, Hewitt and Maughan Ltd, JE & WE Odlin, G G Middleton, SHL Ltd, Leronimo Ltd, Beaufort and Connaught.

IV.1338. Bassetlaw D C received the following tender returns by 21 December 2000:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bassetlaw D C – DLO</td>
<td>19 December 2000</td>
<td>11:20</td>
<td>£60,812.03</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>21 December 2000</td>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>£85,269.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D J Atkinson Ltd</td>
<td>21 December 2000</td>
<td>11:50</td>
<td>£72,672.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>21 December 2000</td>
<td>12:07</td>
<td>£82,785.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J &amp; A R Jackson</td>
<td>21 December 2000</td>
<td>13:30</td>
<td>£78,842.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Hurst</td>
<td>21 December 2000</td>
<td>13:40</td>
<td>£72,666.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1339. The seven other companies declined to tender on or by 28 November 2000.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.1340. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:

1. BODILL
2. JACKSONS
3. B & J


3834 The information from the client (OFT Document Reference 7142) states that the G Hurst subsidiary tendering for this contract was PDH, which was at the time named G Hurst & Sons (Contractors) Limited. Other than in the subsection ‘Evidence from other companies – PDH’, references in this Infringement to ‘G Hurst’ are therefore references to Participant Company PDH.
3835 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7142.
3836 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7142.
3837 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 0524.
IV.1341. The tender sheet for this tender also contains a ringed letter 'C' in the top right hand corner of the tender sheet and at the foot of the sheet it states that Bodill’s submitted price was £85,269.00.  

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1342. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1343. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it received a cover price from G Hurst and that it submitted a ‘token tender’.

IV.1344. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1345. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is applicable to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – G Hurst

IV.1346. The OFT wrote to PDH on 27 April 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that PDH had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter David Hurst, Managing Director of PDH, in a telephone call on 15 June 2007 confirmed that PDH was rejecting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.1347. The OFT subsequently wrote to PDH’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, G Hurst, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on PDH’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold G Hurst jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by PDH in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, G Hurst said it was ‘...not aware of and do not believe there has been any contravention of the Competition Act 1998 by this Company’.

IV.1348. The telephone number set out in Bodill’s tender sheet, [.............] [C], was the PDH telephone number, indicating that Bodill contacted PDH in respect of this tender.

---

3838 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 0524.
3839 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
3840 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 2.
3841 Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 1.
3842 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10743.
IV.1349. In their responses to the Statement, G Hurst and PDH each stated ‘The company believes that this evidence is not conclusive that the G Hurst [sic] cooperated with Bodills’ in respect of this Infringement.\textsuperscript{3845} G Hurst and PDH further noted that Graham Rye, the director of PDH with responsibility for estimating and the submission of tenders had not been part of the management structure since 30 April 2004. The companies therefore noted that the current Managing Director was ‘unable to defend or comment further on any alleged action of a former Director of the company’.\textsuperscript{3846}

IV.1350. The OFT considers that the information as set out in the Statement together with the evidence from the OFT’s file provided with the Statement was sufficient for G Hurst and PDH to review their records and/or contact relevant individuals and locate the necessary information for its own defence. It appears that to the extent that G Hurst and PDH are unable to adduce evidence in their defence this results from management changes and/or not having kept records in respect of this tender, rather than the OFT’s case being insufficient. However, the absence of documentary records or direct access to witnesses cannot of itself exculpate G Hurst from an Infringement where other evidence is available which the OFT considers implicates it, and indeed is sufficient to substantiate its involvement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1351. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1352. Bodill and G Hurst each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1353. G Hurst completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears they submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.1354. Bodill was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.1355. In regard to G Hurst, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘G HURST GRAHAM [……….….] [C] WILL RING US THURS A.M.’ and there is a ringed letter ‘C’ in the top right hand corner of the tender sheet. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from G Hurst. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £85,269.00 as the tender figure and this was the figure that Bodill submitted. Furthermore, the telephone number set out in Bodill’s tender sheet, [……] [C], is the G Hurst telephone number, indicating that Bodill contacted G Hurst in respect of this tender on the Thursday morning, the day that the tender submission was due.

IV.1356. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Bodill was higher than the tender submitted by G Hurst, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.


IV.1357. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between G Hurst and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that G Hurst supplied a figure to Bodill for a cover bid.

IV.1358. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1340 to IV.1357 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{3847}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from G Hurst to Bodill was not unilateral\(^{3848}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{3849}\)

(b) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from G Hurst (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{3850}\) and

(c) G Hurst can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bodill (i.e. that Bodill did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{3851}\)

IV.1359. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bodill and G Hurst, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for upgrade of six Gregory Flats, Phase 4, Kipling Close, Worksop, Notts, tender deadline 21 December 2000.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1360. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1361. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 41:** Chilwell T. A. Centre, Garage and Workshop – 11 January 2001

**Client:** East Midlands Reserve Forces and Cadet Association

**Parties:** Sol and Ballast

IV.1362. On 20 November 2000, the East Midlands Reserve Forces and Cadet Association (‘EMRFCA’) sought tenders for the construction of additional garages and workshop in Chilwell. The following six companies were invited to

---

\(^{3847}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3848}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{3849}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3850}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3851}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
tender: Conrad Construction Ltd, Sol, Dean & Dyball, Thomas Fish, Mowlem and Ballast. The closing date for return of tender was 11 January 2001 by 12:00 noon.  

IV.1363. EMRFCA received the following tender returns:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of Tender</th>
<th>Awarded Tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conrad Construction Ltd</td>
<td>1:50 pm 11 January 2001</td>
<td>£664,153.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>12:00 noon 11 January 2001</td>
<td>£649,982.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean &amp; Dyball</td>
<td>12:00 noon 11 January 2001</td>
<td>£648,990.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>12:00 noon 11 January 2001</td>
<td>£653,073.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowlem</td>
<td>12:00 noon 11 January 2001</td>
<td>£661,431.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballast</td>
<td>12:00 noon 11 January 2001</td>
<td>£617,667.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous evidence from leniency applicant Sol – Tender Register and Estimating Board Report, dated 22 January 2001

IV.1364. During the OFT visit to Sol’s premises under section 27 on 18 January 2006 a copy of Sol’s Tender Register was taken. This contained the following entry for this contract:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE DUE</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>QUANTITY SURVEYOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 JAN ’01</td>
<td>CHILWELL TA CENTRE ADDITIONAL GARAGE &amp; WORKSHOP</td>
<td>EAST MIDLAND RESERVE FORCES &amp; CADET ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>BUILDING DESIGN P’SIP</td>
<td>BUILDING DESIGN P’SIP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>TENDER SUM</th>
<th>ESTIMATOR</th>
<th>COMPETITION</th>
<th>RESULTS &amp; COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.Q.</td>
<td>649,982</td>
<td>‘C’</td>
<td>CONRAD CONSTRUCTION (STRATFORD ON AVON) MOWLEM FISH BALLAST CONSTRUCTION DEAN DYBELL</td>
<td>BALLAST WILTSHIRE BOQ CALLED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1365. During the OFT visit to Sol’s premises, a copy of Sol’s Estimating Board Report (‘EBR’) was also taken, which contains the following entry for this contract:  

---

3852 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7803.
3853 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7803.
3854 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 4169, page 20.
**Evidence from leniency applicant Sol**

IV.1366. As part of its leniency application, Sol provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1367. In particular, Sol provided the OFT with an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of the tender for the Chilwell T.A. Centre Garage and Workshop, dated 11 January 2001, Sol confirmed that it took a cover price from a ‘Ken Orde’ at Ballast because ‘Project too small but a Client we have carried out a number of projects for’.

IV.1368. In its response to the Statement, Sol confirmed in respect of this Infringement that it ‘…considers EMRFCA to be a valued and established client. Sol had previously undertaken 4 other jobs for EMRFCA. The Chilwell job carried a value circa £660,000 which Sol, deemed to [sic] small for it. Allowing for inflation this can be shown by the comparison of the value of this job with the previous jobs Sol had carried out for EMRFCA … Sol did not wish to offend EMRFCA and therefore sought a cover price from Ballast, which was duly provided’.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Sol**

IV.1369. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Sol’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1370. When interviewed in connection with this tender, John Cummings (‘JC’), Chief Estimator of Sol, identified the handwriting in the Tender Register as his, with the exception of that in the ‘Competition’ column which he identified as that of estimators’ assistant Shirley Peters. He was asked when the entries had been made. He replied, ‘…when the tender… arrived…when the tender sum, which would have been, you know, a day or half a day before the tender was due

---

3856 The same individual was referred to in John Cummings’ interview as Ken Orpe (see paragraph IV.1371). The OFT does not consider this discrepancy to be material and notes that no Party has made representations to the contrary.
3857 Tender Cover Price Analysis, OFT Document Reference 4359, page 3.
He was asked what ‘C’ in the ‘Estimator’ column meant. He replied, ‘The ‘C’ means cover’. He was asked to explain what the names in the ‘Competition’ column denoted. JC said, ‘Yeah, they’re competitors, yeah. I mean, some of them I’m more familiar with than others. Obviously out here, you know, Conrad Construction, no, it doesn’t ring any loud bells but all the others do’.3861

IV.1371. JC confirmed, ‘I had a cover from Ballast Wiltshire’, and confirmed that this would have been based on his recollection. He said that ‘the guy who gave’ him the cover price, Ken Orpe, had worked with him for ten years.3863

IV.1372. JC said that the entry ‘BALLAST WILTSHIRE BOQ CALLED’ would have been made post-tender, when the client requested Ballast’s Bill of Quantities.3864

IV.1373. In connection with the EBR, JC was asked what the ‘C’ in the ‘Estimator’ column meant. He replied, ‘Cover’. He was further asked what the ‘Tender Value’ of ‘649,982’ was. He replied, ‘That’s the, you know, the cover price I got’.3865

Evidence from other companies – Ballast

IV.1374. The OFT wrote to Ballast on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Ballast had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter the OFT received information that Ballast had been dissolved.3866

IV.1375. The OFT subsequently wrote to Ballast’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Ballast Nedam, on 8 November 2007, asking it to comment on the letter sent Ballast on 22 March 2007 in respect of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Ballast Nedam jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Ballast in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Ballast Nedam admitted ‘Ballast PLC engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but Ballast Nedam NV cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.3867

IV.1376. In its response to the Statement, Ballast Nedam confirmed that this Infringement ‘...relates to a call for tender for the construction of the Chilwell T.A. Centre. According to the [Statement], Ballast plc gave a cover price to a company called Sol which apparently had indicated that it did not want to win the contract as it considered it to be too small. Ballast plc won the contract...’.
over four competitors (excluding Sol). There is no indication or suggestion that Ballast plc attempted to give cover prices to the other four participants in the tender. The value of the contract amounted to £617,677.3868 Ballast Nedam’s response goes on to make remarks in mitigation ‘without contesting the evidence and facts presented in the SO’.3869

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1377. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1378. Sol and Ballast each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. It appears that Ballast completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. This is shown by the fact that it submitted the lowest bid and won the contract.

IV.1379. Sol was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1380. Sol’s Tender Register entry for this contract shows that Sol submitted the sum of £649,982 and entered ‘C’ in the ‘Estimator’ column of the same document. This indicates that Sol did not appoint an estimator for this tender but instead sought a cover price. Sol has confirmed in its leniency application that it took a cover price from Ballast because the project was too small.

IV.1381. In interview, JC of Sol confirmed that, based upon his recollection, he obtained a cover price from Ken Orpe at Ballast.

IV.1382. Sol’s EBR for this tender shows that the figure £649,982 in the ‘Tender Sum’ column was the same as that recorded in the ‘Tender Register’. JC of Sol confirmed in interview that this figure was the cover price he obtained for this tender. There is no entry in the ‘Margin’ [profits and overheads] column and a ‘C’ is entered in the ‘Estimator’ column of the EBR. These indicate that JC reported the figure of £649,982 to Sol’s Board as its tender submission price for this tender and that this figure was a cover price. It was, therefore, unnecessary to appoint an estimator to produce any preliminary figures.

IV.1383. The tender figure of £649,982 submitted by Sol is in keeping with a cover price being sufficiently higher than the winning bid to remain credible while also ensuring that the undertaking lost the tender.

IV.1384. The OFT notes that of the companies that submitted bids for this tender, only two submitted bids below Sol’s, and that only Ballast’s bid was significantly below that of Sol. It is therefore highly unlikely that Sol obtained a cover price from anyone other than Ballast for this tender. The OFT also notes that the only other company below Sol, Dean & Dyball, was not named in Sol’s list of companies with whom it engaged in cover pricing.3870

IV.1385. The OFT notes that both companies have admitted to engaging in bid rigging in respect of this tender.

3868 Written representations of Ballast Nedam, 26 September 2008, paragraph 23.
3870 Cover Prices – Company and Contact Person, OFT Document Reference 4361.
IV.1386. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Sol and Ballast. The OFT also concludes that Ballast supplied a figure to Sol for a cover bid.

IV.1387. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1364 to IV.1386 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\[^{3871}\] In particular:

(a) The provision of a figure for a cover bid from Ballast to Sol was not unilateral\[^{3872}\], and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\[^{3873}\]

(b) Sol can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Ballast (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\[^{3874}\] and

(c) Ballast can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Sol (i.e. that Sol did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\[^{3875}\]

IV.1388. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Ballast and Sol in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for refurbishment work at Chilwell T. A. Centre, Foresters House, Chilwell date of tender 11 January 2001.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1389. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1390. Sol did not inform the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities during the visit by the OFT under section 27 to Sol’s premises on 18 January 2006. Sol will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Sol in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 42: Uxbridge College, Academy Building – 12 January 2001**

**Client:** Uxbridge College  
**Parties:** Mansell and Try Accord\[^{3876}\]

IV.1391. In 2001, Uxbridge College sought tenders for a new build Academy Building, Uxbridge College.\[^{3877}\] The following five companies were invited to tender: Bickerton Construction, Haymills, Leadbitter Construction, Mansell and Try

---

\[^{3871}\] See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.  
\[^{3872}\] See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.  
\[^{3873}\] See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.  
\[^{3874}\] See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.  
\[^{3875}\] See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.  
\[^{3876}\] Try Accord is a subsidiary of Galliford Try.  
\[^{3877}\] Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9903f.
Accord, the date and time of tender return was 12 January 2001 before 12:00 noon.\textsuperscript{3878}

IV.1392. Uxbridge College received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{3879}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bickerton Construction Ltd</td>
<td>12 January 2001 before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£5,004,638</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haymills</td>
<td>12 January 2001 before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£5,096,995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadbitter Construction</td>
<td>12 January 2001 before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£4,741,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>12 January 2001 before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£4,722,693</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Accord</td>
<td>12 January 2001 before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£3,837,611</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1393. In its response to the Statement, Galliford Try stated ‘The tender commenced as a Traditional Tender, and Try Accord actually submitted a tender price of approximately £4,450,000, having given a cover price to Mansell of £4,722,693. The price set out in the SO (£3,837,611) is the contract price, i.e. the price for which Try Accord ultimately agreed to undertake a different scope of work … Effectively, this was a negotiated contract’.\textsuperscript{3880}

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

\textit{Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet}

IV.1394. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, workload reports. The 2001 workload report for major projects contained the following entry:\textsuperscript{3881}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>LOCATION/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>OUR BID</th>
<th></th>
<th>% MARGIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67603</td>
<td>Uxbridge – College, Academy Building</td>
<td>4722693</td>
<td>4722693</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTHER BIDS</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOWEST</td>
<td>SECOND</td>
<td>HIGHEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 of 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell}

IV.1395. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.\textsuperscript{3882} This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

\textsuperscript{3878} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9903f.
\textsuperscript{3879} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9903f.
\textsuperscript{3880} Written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.17.2.
\textsuperscript{3881} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B3538, page 2.
\textsuperscript{3882} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
IV.1396. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from Try Accord and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.3883

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.1397. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1398. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR stated ‘...that’s the company I, I actually received that … cover from’.3884 In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.3885

Evidence from other companies – Galliford Try

IV.1399. The OFT wrote to Galliford Try on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Galliford Try had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Galliford Try admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party / parties involved’.3886

IV.1400. In its response to the Statement, Galliford Try stated ‘Galliford Try has decided not to withdraw its acceptance of the Fast Track Offer Letter’3887 in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1401. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1402. Mansell and Try Accord each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1403. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that Try Accord completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Try Accord being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.1404. Mansell’s 2001 workload report records ‘(Try Accord)’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the

---

3886 Response from Galliford Try, OFT Document Reference 10320, page 3.
3887 Written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraph 1.7.
company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in
the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been
taken.

IV.1405. In addition, Galliford Try has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this

IV.1406. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than
the tender submitted by Try Accord, the pattern consistent with a cover price
having been provided.

IV.1407. In addition the OFT notes that Try Accord’s tender figure is the only figure
below Mansell’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Mansell
could only have received a cover figure from Try Accord.

IV.1408. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and Try
Accord. The OFT also concludes that Try Accord supplied a figure to Mansell
for a cover bid.

IV.1409. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1394 to IV.1408
above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the
Chapter I prohibition.3888 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Try Accord to Mansell
was not unilateral3889, and contravenes the principle against direct or
indirect contact between competitors;3890
(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information
received from Try Accord (i.e. the cover price) when determining its
own conduct in the tendering process;3891 and
(c) Try Accord can be presumed to have taken account of the information
it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a
competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering
process.3892

IV.1410. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out
above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place
between Mansell and Try Accord in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which
had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Uxbridge College,

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1411. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would
not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender
but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100
per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect
of that tender.

3888 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3889 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3890 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3891 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3892 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.1412. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 43: Prebendal Estate, Phase 3, 52 Housing Refurbishments
Aylesbury – 17 January 2001
Client: Aylesbury Vale District Council
Parties: Mansell and J J McGinley

IV.1413. On 28 November 2000, Aylesbury Vale District Council (‘AVDC’) sought tenders for housing refurbishment works to 52 dwellings at Prebendal Farm Estate. The following five companies were invited to tender: Basil Wyatt and Sons, Fergal Contracting Co Ltd, J B Leadbitter & Co Ltd, J J McGinley and Mansell, the date and time of tender return was 17 January 2001 at noon.

IV.1414. AVDC received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fergal Contracting Co Ltd</td>
<td>17 January 2001</td>
<td>£839,066.85</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J B Leadbitter &amp; Co Ltd</td>
<td>17 January 2001</td>
<td>£891,643.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basil Wyatt and Sons</td>
<td>17 January 2001</td>
<td>£976,354.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J McGinley</td>
<td>17 January 2001</td>
<td>£989,267.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>17 January 2001</td>
<td>£1,126,525.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet

IV.1415. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, workload reports. The 2001 workload report for major projects contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>LOCATION/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>OUR BID</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67947</td>
<td>Aylesbury – Prebendal Estate Ph.3 – 52 Refurbs.</td>
<td>1126525 1126525</td>
<td>(JJ McGinley)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3893 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7100, page 3.
3894 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7100, page 3.
3895 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7100, page 5.
3896 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7100, page 7. The OFT notes that Fergal Contracting Co. Ltd final amended tender of £869,061.44 was recommended for acceptance. The OFT has not been advised as to whether they were awarded the contract.
3897 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B3538, page 2.
Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.1416. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.3898 This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1417. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from J J McGinley and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.3899

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.1418. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1419. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender, when asked what J J McGinley in brackets indicated, BR stated ‘That I would have gone to them [to get a cover price]’.3900 BR also stated that J J McGinley ‘tend to do that sort of work’.3901 In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.3902

Evidence from other companies – J J McGinley

IV.1420. The OFT wrote to ......................... [C] on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that ......................... [C] had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received a response to this letter from the legal representatives of J J McGinley who in this letter stated that J J McGinley admitted ‘We engaged in cover pricing activities on this tender with Mansell’.3903

IV.1421. The OFT subsequently wrote to J J McGinley’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, McGinley Holdings, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on J J McGinley’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold McGinley Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by J J McGinley in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, McGinley Holdings’ legal representatives stated ‘Our client is not able to

3898 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
3900 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 22.
3901 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 22.
respond to the admission of liability by JJM [J J McGinley] concerning events which took place as much as 6 years ago, as neither our client nor our firm has been able to review any of JJM’s contract papers in question ...’.

IV.1422. In its response to the Statement, J J McGinley confirmed that ‘it appears that [J J] McGinley engaged in cover pricing with Mansell’ in respect of this Infringement. Although McGinley Holdings responded to the Statement, it did not make any specific comment with regard to this Infringement, other than to draw attention to ‘factual matters’ which included that ‘Mansell sought from JJM a cover price’ and ‘Mansell submitted a cover price’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1423. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1424. Mansell and J J McGinley each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1425. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1426. Mansell’s 2001 workload report records ‘(JJ McGinley)’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.1427. In addition, J J McGinley has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.1428. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that J J McGinley admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Mansell, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Mansell was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.1429. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by J J McGinley, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1430. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and J J McGinley. The OFT also concludes that J J McGinley supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.1431. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1415 to IV.1430 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

---

3904 Response from McGinley Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14194.
3905 Written representations of J J McGinley, 27 June 2008 paragraph 7.
3906 Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 32.
3907 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J J McGinley to Mansell was not unilateral\(^{3908}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{3909}\)

(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from J J McGinley (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{3910}\) and

(c) J J McGinley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{3911}\)

IV.1432. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and J J McGinley in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Prebendal Estates, Phase 3, 52 housing refurbishments, tender deadline 17 January 2001.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1433. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1434. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 44: Hospital Street, Dudley Road – 19 January 2001**

**Client:** The City Hospital NHS Trust

**Parties:** Thomas Vale and Shaylor

IV.1435. On 20 December 2000, The City Hospital NHS Trust (‘City Hospital NHS’), now known as Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust, sought tenders for the upgrade of Hospital Street, Dudley Road, Birmingham. The following six companies were invited to tender: Wygar, Shaylor\(^{3912}\), Mansell, Thomas Vale, G F Tomlinson and Chase Norton.\(^{3913}\) The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 19 January 2001.

IV.1436. City Hospital NHS received the following tender returns:\(^{3914}\)

\(^{3908}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{3909}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3910}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3911}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3912}\) The OFT notes that the client’s response records F J Shaylor as tendering for this contract. Until 1 October 2002, Shaylor was known as F J Shaylor (Builders) Limited.

\(^{3913}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9695.

\(^{3914}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9695.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wygar</td>
<td>19 January 2001 Noon</td>
<td>£311,389</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaylor</td>
<td>18 January 2001 Noon</td>
<td>£289,346</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>19 January 2001 Noon</td>
<td>£319,515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>19 January 2001 Noon</td>
<td>£303,380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>19 January 2001 Noon</td>
<td>£305,270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase Norton</td>
<td>19 January 2001 Noon</td>
<td>£358,437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet*

IV.1437. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry.\(^{3915}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4697</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>The City Hospital NHS Trust</td>
<td>Upgrading of Hospital Street, Dudley Road, Birmingham</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>19/01/2001 Noon</td>
<td>303,380</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wygar, Mansell, Kilroe, Shaylor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1438. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’\(^{3916}\) of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for Shaylor plus names and a telephone number.\(^{3917}\)

*Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale*

IV.1439. At Annex 14\(^{3918}\) of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 53 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2000 tenders is the following entry:\(^{3919}\)

---

\(^{3915}\) Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 12.

\(^{3916}\) Interview Transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 21.

\(^{3917}\) Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 22.

\(^{3918}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.

\(^{3919}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 53.
IV.1440. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.

IV.1441. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application and Shaylor appears on this list.

IV.1442. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.1443. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.1444. CKT said that the initials ‘AA’ which appear in the estimator column for this tender were for Anthony (Tony) Allport (‘AA’) and that the letters ‘BM’, which appear in the column marked ‘DIV’, stand for Building and Maintenance Division, based at Thomas Vale’s head office. CKT said that AA was Building and Maintenance Division’s ‘main estimator’ until he emigrated to New Zealand in 2004. In interview, CKT referred to the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet for this tender as follows: ‘Well Tony Allport - AA is the estimator, category B is the category which indicated at that time that it probably was a cover. Thomas Vale’s figure was £303,380, the tender return date the 19th of January 2001 and Shaylors are highlighted in the box which indicates Shaylors was a cover figure’. CKT confirmed that the Tender Status spreadsheet would have been updated at the time by AA and that Richard Shaylor, director of Shaylor, would have been contacted by Thomas Vale for a cover price.

IV.1445. In its response to the Statement, Shaylor noted that Richard Shaylor could not recall a specific contact from Thomas Vale in relation to this tender and suggested that it was more likely that contact was made with Shaylor’s estimator responsible for the tender. This is not significant to the OFT’s finding of an infringement and the OFT is not imposing any form of uplift at step 4 of Shaylor’s penalty calculation for director involvement for this

---

3920 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
3922 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 10.
3923 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 3.
3924 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 20.
3925 Written representations of Shaylor, 25 June 2008, paragraph 3.2.3.
Infringement. Richard Shaylor was not listed as a director at Companies House at the time of this Infringement.

Evidence from other companies – Shaylor

IV.1446. The OFT wrote to Shaylor on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Shaylor had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response, Shaylor wrote to the OFT on 27 April 2007 and admitted that it engaged in cover pricing on this tender but ‘cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’. In its response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, Shaylor stated it had not made admissions where it believed no cover had been given or taken or where there was a lack of information. The OFT infers from this that where an admission was made, Shaylor had some form of information or evidential support for that admission.

IV.1447. In its response to the Statement, Shaylor stated ‘Shaylor is not withdrawing any of these admissions or proposing to challenge the evidence in relation to any of the three alleged infringements’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1448. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1449. Thomas Vale and Shaylor each accepted an invitation to tender for the upgrade to Hospital Street, Dudley Road, Birmingham.

IV.1450. Shaylor completed the estimating process for the tender and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Shaylor being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.1451. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that this was a cover price.

IV.1452. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records four competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely Wygar, Mansell, Kilroe and Shaylor. Shaylor is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been arranged. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is ‘£303,380.00’ which matches the amount recorded by the client City Hospital NHS.

IV.1453. City Hospital NHS also received a tendered amount of £289,346 from Shaylor, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Shaylor to

3926 Response from Shaylor, OFT Document Reference 10837, page 5.
Thomas Vale. Shaylor is the only company whose figure is below that of Thomas Vale and so Thomas Vale could only have received cover from Shaylor.

IV.1454. The OFT notes that although four competitors have been recorded on the Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold, i.e. Shaylor. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Shaylor from the other known competitors. In addition, the designated estimator for this tender was AA who was said by CKT to be one of those who could be depended upon to update the Tender Status spreadsheet reliably. CKT said that AA was ‘quite good at this, to be honest. He was probably the one guy [other than CKT] who did keep it up to date’. CKT added ‘he was quite disciplined and able to sort of update it’.

IV.1455. Thomas Vale admitted that Shaylor was one of the key competitors with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. In interview, CKT confirmed that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet shows that a cover price had been received by Thomas Vale from Shaylor.

IV.1456. Finally, both parties admit to bid rigging activities on this tender. In response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007, Shaylor admitted to giving a cover price on this tender, but did not recall the other party/parties involved.

IV.1457. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Shaylor. The OFT also concludes that Shaylor supplied a figure to Thomas Vale for a cover bid.

IV.1458. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1437 to IV.1457 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Shaylor to Thomas Vale was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Shaylor (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Shaylor can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1459. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Shaylor in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the upgrade to Hospital Street, Dudley Road, Birmingham, tender deadline 19 January 2001.

3929 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, pages 7 and 8.
3930 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 10.
3931 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3932 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3933 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3934 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3935 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1460. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1461. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 45:** Rock City, Talbot Street, Nottingham – 19 January 2001

**Client:** Mark Stewart Architects

**Parties:** Bodill and Peter Baines

IV.1462. On 18 December 2000, Mark Stewart Architects ('Mark Stewart') sought tenders for the repair of storm-damaged roofs at Rock City, Talbot Street, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on Thursday 19 January 2001 and four companies were invited to tender: Bodill, Peter Baines, Herbert Baggaley and Sure Construct Ltd ('Sure').

IV.1463. Mark Stewart received the following tender returns on 18 January 2001:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sure</td>
<td>18 January 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td>£141,101</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>18 January 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td>£179,371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Baines</td>
<td>18 January 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td>£206,902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>Did not return tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheets**

IV.1464. In Bodill’s original tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:

1. Bodill
2. Baggaley

£206092.00p.  "3. Peter Baines [...] [C]"

---

3936 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8703, page 1.
3937 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8703, page 1.
3938 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0526.
IV.1465. The tender sheet for this tender states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £179,371.3939

IV.1466. Andrew Bodill (‘AB’), an estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and therefore, as explained in paragraphs IV.237 to IV.241 above, he made a copy of the original tender sheet. AB’s copy tender sheet was also provided to the OFT. The annotations under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ are identical on both copies, demonstrating that AB’s copy is an exact photocopy of the original. AB has indicated that that the handwritten annotations ‘£206092.00p © Peter Baines [........] [C]’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.3940 AB also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1467. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1468. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.3941 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave a cover price to Peter Baines.3942

IV.1469. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1470. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Peter Baines

IV.1471. The OFT wrote to Peter Baines on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Peter Baines had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Peter Baines admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party involved’.3943

IV.1472. In its response to the Statement, Peter Baines confirmed its acceptance of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.3944

3939 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0526.
3940 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 41 and 52.
3941 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
3942 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 2.
3943 Response from Peter Baines, OFT Document Reference 10758, page 2.
3944 Written representations of Peter Baines, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 3.1 to 3.4 and 5.5.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1473. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1474. Bodill and Peter Baines each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1475. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and they submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.1476. Peter Baines were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.1477. In regard to Peter Baines, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£206092.00p. ©3. Peter Baines […………..] [C]’. Bodill has confirmed that this indicates that it gave the company in question a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £206,092 against Peter Baines, a figure that was identical other than the reversal of two of the figures, to the tender price that Peter Baines submitted, which was £206,902. Furthermore, the telephone number set out in Bodill’s tender sheet, ‘[…………..] [C]’, is a telephone number for Peter Baines, indicating that Bodill contacted Peter Baines in respect of this tender.

IV.1478. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Peter Baines was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Furthermore, the OFT also notes that Peter Baines has admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender.

IV.1479. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Peter Baines and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied a figure to Peter Baines for a cover bid.

IV.1480. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1464 to IV.1479 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bodill to Peter Baines was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Peter Baines can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process, and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Peter Baines (i.e. that Peter Baines did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1481. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place.

---

3946 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
3947 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
3948 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
3949 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
3950 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
between Peter Baines and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which
had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the repair of storm-
damaged roofs at Rock City, Talbot Street, Nottingham, tender deadline 19

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1482. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would
not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender
but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100
per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect
of that tender.

IV.1483. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender
before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill
will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is
imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 46:** New House at Western Terrace, The Park, Nottingham – 22
January 2001

Client: Marsh & Grochowski
Parties: Bodill, G F Tomlinson, North Midland and Robert Woodhead

IV.1484. On 13 December 2000, Marsh & Grochowski sought tenders for a new house
at Western Terrace, The Park, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was
22 January 2001 and six companies were invited to tender: William Woodsend,
Robert Woodhead, North Midland, Craske, Bodill and G F Tomlinson.  

IV.1485. Marsh & Grochowski received the following tender returns on 22 January
2001:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William Woodsend</td>
<td>22 January 2001</td>
<td>£329,200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Woodhead</td>
<td>22 January 2001</td>
<td>£324,015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Midland</td>
<td>22 January 2001</td>
<td>£319,988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craske</td>
<td>22 January 2001</td>
<td>£232,814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>22 January 2001</td>
<td>£286,395</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>22 January 2001</td>
<td>£310,483</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet**

IV.1486. In Bodill’s original tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part
of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following
entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:

---

3951 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8711.
3952 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8711.
3953 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0527.
1. BODILL

£310400 ① 2. TOMLINSON © FROM US
26 Wks  Mr. THOMPSON

3. FRUDD

£319999 ② 4. 24 Wks NORTH MIDS CONST © FROM US
NOTTINGHAM […] [C]  CHRIS WHEELHOUSE

£324015 ③ 5. R. WOODHEAD © FROM US
26 Wks  Ben […] [C]  BOB JOHNSON
Hunter

[…] [C]  6. WOODSEND […] [C]

7. CRASKE’

IV.1487. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £286,395.3954

IV.1488. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has
indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘£310400 ① 26 Wks’, ‘£319999
② 24 Wks NORTH MIDS CONST © FROM US […] [C] CHRIS
WHEELHOUSE’, ‘£324015 ③ 26 Wks Ben Hunter’, ‘£329107 TBA’ and
‘CRASKE’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.3955 JR also
confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was
submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.1489. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill,
has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘© FROM US Mr. THOMPSON’,
‘© FROM US […] [C] BOB JOHNSON’ and ‘©? FROM US’ under the
section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.3956 DW also confirmed that these
annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in
paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.1490. In its response to the Statement, North Midland suggested that the
handwritten notes on the tender sheet were not reliable because they included
the name of Frudd, which did not tender for this contract.3957 The OFT does not
consider this undermines the accuracy of the remainder of the notes on the
tender sheet. The OFT considers it entirely possible that Bodill initially recorded
a list of companies whom it believed, or had been informed, were tendering for
the project. That list subsequently proved not to be entirely accurate, but was
still used in the meantime (as the fact that Frudd was not tendering for this
contract may not have become apparent to Bodill until after the tender deadline)
for annotating those companies which did tender and to whom a cover was
provided. The OFT notes that there is no indication on the tender sheet that any

3954 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0527.
3955 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 86 and 98.

679
contact was made with Frudd, and therefore does not consider that the presence of Frudd’s name on the list in any way undermines its conclusions that contact was made with other companies on the tender sheet, as indicated by the annotation ‘©’ on that sheet.

IV.1491. North Midland also suggested that if Chris Wheelhouse (‘CW’), North Midland’s estimator for this contract, had contacted Bodill for a cover price he would have left his direct number instead of North Midland’s switchboard number. The OFT does not consider that the fact that Bodill recorded a switchboard number on its tender sheet, rather than CW’s direct line telephone number, undermines the OFT’s case that CW requested a cover price from Bodill on this tender. Bodill has recorded a contact number for North Midland, which North Midland has itself identified as its switchboard number, and the contemporaneous evidence further notes CW’s name, whom North Midland has confirmed was the estimator on this tender. Not leaving a direct telephone number is in no way incompatible with requesting a cover price. CW may have chosen for any number of reasons to leave the switchboard number, or indeed may have not left a number at all such that Bodill had to contact him via the central number.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1492. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1493. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave cover prices to G F Tomlinson, North Midland, Robert Woodhead and William Woodsend.

IV.1494. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1495. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – G F Tomlinson

IV.1496. The OFT wrote to G F Tomlinson on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that G F Tomlinson had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, G F Tomlinson admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved.’

---

3959 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
3960 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 2.
IV.1497. The OFT subsequently wrote to G F Tomlinson’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, G F Tomlinson Group, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on G F Tomlinson’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold G F Tomlinson Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by G F Tomlinson in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, G F Tomlinson Group said it did not wish to comment on the response from its subsidiary G F Tomlinson.3962

IV.1498. In their response to the Statement, G F Tomlinson and G F Tomlinson Group stated ‘Tomlinson has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’3963 in respect of this Infringement.

Evidence from other companies – Robert Woodhead

IV.1499. The OFT wrote to Robert Woodhead on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Robert Woodhead had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Robert Woodhead admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.3964

IV.1500. The OFT subsequently wrote to Robert Woodhead’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Woodhead Holdings, on 4 March 2008, asking it to comment on Robert Woodhead’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Woodhead Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Robert Woodhead in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Woodhead Holdings stated ‘Whilst not accepting that Robert Woodhead Holdings Ltd could have any liability in this case, the company is aware of the agreement reached between Robert Woodhead Ltd and the OFT, and would adopt the same position as Robert Woodhead Ltd’.3965

IV.1501. In its response to the Statement, Robert Woodhead reiterated its acceptance of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and its admission in respect of this Infringement.3966

Evidence from other companies – North Midland

IV.1502. The OFT wrote to North Midland on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that North Midland had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, North Midland said ‘NMC [North Midland] bid for this contract. It bid...’

3962 Response from G F Tomlinson Group, OFT Document Reference 13979.
3965 Response from Woodhead Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14442.
3966 Written representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, paragraph 3.2.
to win and is not aware of the occurrence of any attempted or actual bid rigging or cover pricing in the context of this tender’. 3967

IV.1503. In its response to the Statement, North Midland stated that it submitted a genuine bid for this contract. 3968 CW, North Midland’s estimator for this contract, stated that he recalled preparing a bill of quantities and attending site visits and did not recall taking a cover price on this project. 3969 North Midland also provided a letter from a subcontractor which recalled that North Midland had contacted it to price one aspect of this contract. 3970

IV.1504. The OFT has given this evidence full and careful consideration. On balance, however, it remains unpersuaded that this is sufficient to displace the evidence of the contemporaneous documents and witness explanations thereof, which do indicate that a cover price was taken by North Midlands in respect of this tender. The OFT notes that there may be many reasons why a company may start to price a contract but then closer to the submission deadline decide to take a cover. That North Midland began pricing the contract, and contacted a sub-contractor to this end, are not incompatible with it having decided later on that it could not complete the pricing process or that it did not wish to win the contract after all. The OFT does not therefore consider that the evidence from North Midland counters the contemporaneous documents and witness explanations to the effect that a cover was taken.

IV.1505. In its response to the Statement, North Midland suggested that the entry in Bodill’s tender sheet ‘£319999 ᵃ 24 Wks NORTH MIDS CONST © FROM US [………] [C] CHRIS WHEELHOUSE’ was ‘consistent with post tender information exchange’. 3971 The OFT does not consider that this alternative explanation is credible. First, if Bodill was recording the results of the tender the OFT cannot see why it would have noted a price that was different from the price that was actually submitted by North Midland (even if the difference is small), whereas it was common practice when taking a cover price to alter the price received from the competitor before submitting it. Secondly, the alternative explanation of post-tender information exchange does not explain and is seemingly inconsistent with the inclusion of the annotation ‘© FROM US’. This is particularly so given that the same annotation is used in connection with two other firms on the tender sheet, both of which have confirmed that they engaged in bid-rigging. 3972 Thirdly, while North Midland has suggested that ‘there is no reason why this information (the contract length of 24 weeks) would be exchanged pre-tender in the context of cover pricing’ 3973, the OFT notes that on the contrary, it was not uncommon for a contractor to provide contract length at the same time as the cover price to its competitor in order to prevent the taker of the cover price from accidentally winning the contract by submitting the cover price along with a short, attractive contract length – see, for example, Infringements 126, 139 and 239. In summary, North Midland’s assertions are not credible when examined alongside the contemporaneous evidence and the witness explanations provided in support.

3967 Response from North Midland, OFT Document Reference 10721.
3968 Written representations of North Midland, 26 June 2008, pages 3 to 5.
3969 Written representations of North Midland, 26 June 2008, Appendix 4.
3970 Written representations of North Midland, 26 June 2008, Appendix 8.
3971 Written representations of North Midland, 26 June 2008, pages 4 and 5.
3972 See paragraphs IV.1498 and IV.1501.
3973 Written representations of North Midland, 26 June 2008, page 5.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1508. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1509. Bodill, G F Tomlinson, North Midland and Robert Woodhead each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1510. It appears that Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.1511. In regard to G F Tomlinson, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£310400 © TOMLINSON © FROM US Mr. THOMPSON’ against G F Tomlinson. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number © recorded against G F Tomlinson to show that G F Tomlinson was the first party to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that G F Tomlinson submitted a lower tender figure than the second and third companies to be given a cover price, North Midland and Robert Woodhead. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £310,400 against G F Tomlinson, a figure that was only £83 lower than the tender price that G F Tomlinson submitted for the work.

IV.1512. Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded the name of a G F Tomlinson employee, ‘Mr. THOMPSON’, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is corroborated by information obtained from W R Bloodworth, a list of contacts for cover prices, which names ‘Brian Thompson […] [C]’ at G F Tomlinson.3975

---

3974 […] [C]
3975 Contacts for Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915, page 1.
IV.1513. The OFT also notes that both Bodill and G F Tomlinson have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender.

IV.1514. In regard to Robert Woodhead, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£324015 R. WOODHEAD © FROM US’ against Robert Woodhead. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number ③ recorded against Robert Woodhead to show that Robert Woodhead was the third company to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that Robert Woodhead submitted a higher tender figure than the first and second companies to be given a cover price, G F Tomlinson and North Midland. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £324,015 against Robert Woodhead, a figure that was identical to the tender that Robert Woodhead submitted for the work.

IV.1515. Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded the telephone number of ‘[........] C’, against Robert Woodhead providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is corroborated by company information for Robert Woodhead which lists its telephone number as ‘[...] C’.

IV.1516. The OFT also notes that both Bodill and Robert Woodhead have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender.

IV.1517. In regard to North Midland, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£319999 NORTH MIDS CONST © FROM US’ against North Midland. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number ② recorded against North Midland to show that North Midland was the second company to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that North Midland submitted a higher tender figure than the first company to be given a cover price, G F Tomlinson, and a lower tender figure than the third company to be given a cover price, Robert Woodhead. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £319999 against North Midland, a figure that was only £11 higher than the tender that North Midland submitted for the work.

IV.1518. This entry in Bodill’s tender sheet also records the name ‘CHRIS WHEELHOUSE’, whom North Midland have confirmed was their estimator for this tender. Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded the telephone number of ‘[...] C’, against North Midland providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is corroborated by company information for North Midland which lists its telephone number as ‘[...] C’.

IV.1519. Although North Midland has not admitted engaging in this bid rigging activity, the OFT considers that the admission by the other parties of engaging in bid rigging activities for this tender, supports the OFT’s interpretation of Bodill’s

tender sheet as indicating that North Midland too was provided with a cover price. Additionally, information obtained from Wildgoose, a list of contacts, names North Midland with the identical telephone contact number to that on Bodill’s tender sheet.

IV.1520. The OFT notes in addition that the tenders submitted by G F Tomlinson, North Midland and Robert Woodhead were higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1521. [...] [C]

IV.1522. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between G F Tomlinson and Bodill, between North Midland and Bodill, and between Robert Woodhead and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied figures to each of G F Tomlinson, North Midland and Robert Woodhead for cover bids.

IV.1523. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1486 to IV.1522 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{3978}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of G F Tomlinson, North Midland and Robert Woodhead was not unilateral\(^{3979}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{3980}\)

(b) G F Tomlinson, North Midland and Robert Woodhead can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{3981}\) and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from each of G F Tomlinson, North Midland and Robert Woodhead (i.e. that none of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{3982}\)

IV.1524. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between G F Tomlinson and Bodill, between North Midland and Bodill, and between Robert Woodhead and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a new

\(^{3978}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3979}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{3980}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3981}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{3982}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1525. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1526. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.


Client: Leeds City Council
Parties: Strata (formerly known as Weaver), Ackroyd & Abbott, Ballast and Henry Boot

IV.1527. On 20 December 2000, Leeds City Council sought tenders for environmental works at Burley Lodge, Leeds. The following seven companies were invited to tender: Strata, Frank Haslam Milan, Ackroyd & Abbott, Lovell, Henry Boot, Connaught and Ballast. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 31 January 2001.

IV.1528. Leeds City Council received the following tender returns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>Received before tender deadline</td>
<td>£1,841,751.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Haslam Milan</td>
<td>Received before tender deadline</td>
<td>£1,613,999.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott</td>
<td>Received before tender deadline</td>
<td>£1,970,866.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovell</td>
<td>Received before tender deadline</td>
<td>£1,720,763.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>Received before tender deadline</td>
<td>£1,919,077.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connaught</td>
<td>Received before tender deadline</td>
<td>£1,849,444.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballast</td>
<td>Received before tender deadline</td>
<td>£1,935,817.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata - Contract Information Sheet (BOB sheet)

IV.1529. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a contract information sheet, or BOB sheet, was found. The BOB sheet contained the following entries typed in the tender results box:

---

3983 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8499.
3984 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8499.
3985 Contract Information Sheet, OFT Document Reference 3872.
3986 Contract Information Sheet, OFT Document Reference 3872.
Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Henry Boot – Extract of Tender Register

IV.1530. As part of its leniency application, Henry Boot’s legal representatives provided an extract of its Tender Register for the main estimating department from January 2000 to March 2006. In respect of this tender the following handwritten entry has been made.3987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Enquiry Received</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>3 01 B NE 31.1.01</td>
<td>LEEDS CC</td>
<td>ENVIRONMENTAL WORKS AT BURLEY LODGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Submitte d Value</th>
<th>Est Plan</th>
<th>Bu yer</th>
<th>Com m Appr</th>
<th>War r</th>
<th>Bon d</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>MD Co</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>190000</td>
<td>1919077</td>
<td>IP B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant – Strata

IV.1531. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. This list contained the following entry:3988

---

3987 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference B1594, page 8.
3988 Schedule of covers, OFT Document Reference 4054, page 5.
IV.1532. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Evidence from leniency applicant – Henry Boot

IV.1533. Henry Boot’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a list of contacts found in the main estimating department. This list contained the following handwritten entry:3989

’SRTARTA [sic] […] [C]
Duncan Ironmonger.’

IV.1534. In its response to the Statement, Henry Boot stated ‘Henry Boot accepts the OFT’s description of events’3990 in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.1535. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Henry Boot

IV.1536. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Henry Boot’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.363 to IV.374 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1537. During an interview with the OFT on 22 March 2007, Ian Bayston (‘IB’), Chief Estimator at Henry Boot, explained that he was the estimator allocated the tender.3991 IB confirmed that although he had no recollection regarding this tender, he accepted that on the basis of the documentary evidence put to him (i.e. the entry on Strata’s BOB sheet and the fact that the figure Strata recorded was the same as the figure Henry Boot submitted), it showed that Strata gave Henry Boot a figure for a cover price for this contract.3992 IB stated that either

---

3989 Contact list, OFT Document Reference B1597, page 37.
3990 Written representations of Henry Boot, 16 February 2009, paragraph 7.1.
3991 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11212, page 16.
3992 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11212, page 16.
Duncan Ironmonger (‘DI’) or John Slack could have been the individual at Strata who provided the cover price. 3993 IB continued ‘… the reason we probably phoned them was ’cause we knew … we knew of them, we knew the lads’ 3994

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from non leniency applicant Ackroyd & Abbott – Tender Register

IV.1538. During the OFT’s search of Ackroyd & Abbott’s premises a tender register was found. The entry for this tender shows: 3995

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>RCVD</th>
<th>T/A</th>
<th>RETURN</th>
<th>TIME / VENUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2078</td>
<td>ENVIRONMENTAL WORKS AT BURLEY LODGE LEEDS (QS) LEEDS C.C</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>30 JAN</td>
<td>31 JAN 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VALUE</th>
<th>COMPETITION</th>
<th>PERIOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£1.80M</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>12 Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£600000.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>① A + A ② H Boots ③ CONNAUGHT GROUP ④ BALLAST PLC ⑤ F.H. MILAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1539. Also during the search of Ackroyd & Abbott’s premises a contact list was found. An entry on this list shows: 3996

‘WEAVER […] [C]’

Evidence from other companies – Ackroyd & Abbott

IV.1540. The OFT wrote to Ackroyd & Abbott on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Ackroyd & Abbott had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Ackroyd & Abbott did not admit cover pricing in relation to this tender. 3997 Ackroyd & Abbott stated ‘… we have interviewed Peter Horsepool (Chairman and Managing Director), Richard Abbott (Chief Estimator, 1995-2006), John Parkins (Senior Estimator, 2000-2006); and Chris Taylor (Estimator, 2003-2006). We have also reviewed with these individuals the documents that were seized by the OFT during its Section 28 visit. As you are aware the construction work for Ackroyd & Abbott Limited was actually carried out by a dormant subsidiary company, Ackroyd & Abbott Construction Limited, until it stopped trading in 2006. At that time the majority of the employees were made redundant including the estimators named above and the documents of the company were destroyed following a relocation of the remaining parts of Ackroyd & Abbott Ltd. No documents were destroyed with intention of destroying evidence. As a result, it has not been possible to

---

3993 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11212, page 17.
3994 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11212, page 17.
3995 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 1288, page 13.
3996 Contact List, OFT Document Reference 1221, page 40.
uncover any documentary evidence other than the documents that were seized by the OFT’. 3998

IV.1541. However, in its response to the Statement, Ackroyd & Abbott stated that it had ‘... considered the evidence obtained by the OFT and accept that [it] participated in [this] Infringement’. 3999

Evidence from other companies – Ballast

IV.1542. The OFT wrote to Ballast on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Ballast had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter the OFT received information that Ballast had been dissolved. 4000

IV.1543. The OFT subsequently wrote to Ballast’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Ballast Nedam, on 8 November 2007, asking it to comment on the letter sent Ballast on 22 March 2007 in respect of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Ballast Nedam jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Ballast in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Ballast Nedam admitted ‘Ballast PLC engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but Ballast Nedam NV cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’. 4001

IV.1544. In its response to the Statement, Ballast Nedam stated ‘According to the SO, Ballast plc received a cover price from a company called Strata along with two other competitors’. 4002 Ballast Nedam’s response goes on to make remarks in mitigation ‘[w]ithout contesting the evidence and facts presented in the SO’. 4003

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1545. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1546. Strata, Ackroyd & Abbott, Henry Boot and Ballast each accepted an invitation to tender for environmental works at Burley Lodge, Leeds.

IV.1547. Strata completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. It appears that Strata wanted to win the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with hope of winning the work.

IV.1548. Ackroyd & Abbott, Ballast and Henry Boot were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1549. In regard to Henry Boot, Strata’s BOB sheet records ‘4.1996092 H BOOT (C) 1919077’ typed in the tender results box. DI confirmed that a ‘(C)’ written next to a competitor’s name alongside a figure and a percentage difference shows

4000 Response from Deloitte & Touche, OFT Document Reference 10239.
that Strata gave a cover price to the company noted, as in this case. Furthermore, the figure noted on Strata’s BOB sheet is the exact figure submitted by Henry Boot. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and both Strata’s and IB’s admissions and explanations of that contemporaneous evidence, that Strata supplied Henry Boot with a cover price for this tender.

IV.1550. In regard to Ballast, Strata’s BOB sheet records ‘5.1085365 BALLAST (C) 1935817’ typed in the tender results box. DI confirmed that a ‘(C)’ written next to a competitor’s name alongside a figure and a percentage difference shows that Strata gave a cover price to the company noted, as in this case. Furthermore, the figure noted on Strata’s BOB sheet is the exact figure submitted by Ballast. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and DI’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence, that Strata supplied Ballast with a cover price for this tender.

IV.1551. In regard to Ackroyd & Abbott, Strata’s BOB sheet records ‘7.0115826 A & A (C) 1970866’ typed in the tender results box. DI confirmed that a ‘(C)’ written next to a competitor’s name alongside a figure and a percentage difference shows that Strata gave a cover price to the company noted, as in this case. Furthermore, the figure noted on Strata’s BOB sheet is the exact figure submitted by Ackroyd & Abbott. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata, and DI’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence, that Strata supplied Ackroyd & Abbott with a cover price for this tender.

IV.1552. The OFT notes that the tenders submitted by Ackroyd & Abbott, Ballast and Henry Boot were higher than the tender submitted by Strata, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

IV.1553. The OFT notes that all of the Parties have now admitted that they participated in this Infringement.

IV.1554. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Ackroyd & Abbott, between Strata and Ballast and between Strata and Henry Boot. The OFT also concludes that Strata supplied figures to each of Ackroyd & Abbott, Ballast and Henry Boot for cover bids.

IV.1555. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1529 to IV.1554 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4004 In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Strata to each of Ackroyd & Abbott, Ballast and Henry Boot was not unilateral4005, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4006

(b) Ackroyd & Abbott, Ballast and Henry Boot can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Strata (i.e. the

4004 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4005 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4006 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
respective cover prices) when determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{4007} and

(c) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Ackroyd & Abbott, Ballast and Henry Boot (i.e. that neither Ackroyd & Abbott, Ballast nor Henry Boot intended to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{4008}

IV.1556. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Strata and Ackroyd & Abbott, between Strata and Ballast and between Strata and Henry Boot in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for environmental works at Burley Lodge, Leeds, tender deadline 31 January 2001.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.1557. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1558. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

IV.1559. In addition, as the OFT was already aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information found at Strata, Henry Boot will not receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Henry Boot will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textbf{Infringement 48: Herschel Grammar School, Music and Drama Block, Slough – 9 February 2001}

\textbf{Client:} Herschel Grammar School

\textbf{Parties:} Mansell and Ballast

IV.1560. On 12 January 2001, Herschel Grammar School, Slough, sought tenders for a music and drama block.\textsuperscript{4009} The following six companies were invited to tender: Ballast, Collier & Catley Ltd, Feltham Construction Ltd, Francis, Full Construction and Mansell. The date and time of tender return was 9 February 2001 at 12:00 noon.\textsuperscript{4010}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{4007} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{4008} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{4009} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8305.
\textsuperscript{4010} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8305.
\end{flushright}
IV.1561. Herschel Grammar School received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>9 February 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£349,507.64</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feltham Construction Ltd</td>
<td>9 February 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£379,890.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Construction</td>
<td>9 February 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£382,858.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>9 February 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£395,795.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collier &amp; Catley Ltd</td>
<td>9 February 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£412,922.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballast</td>
<td>9 February 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£425,634.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender summary

IV.1562. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a tender summary sheet for this tender, which shows the tender figure Mansell submitted for this tender ‘395,795’ and at the bottom is handwritten ‘Ⓒ Ballast Construction £426K’.

Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.1563. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1564. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell gave a cover price to Ballast.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.1565. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Barry Russ (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1566. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised what would happen when a competitor asked for a cover price from Mansell as detailed in paragraphs IV.486 to IV.488 above. In relation to this tender BR stated ‘… it is our tender adjudication sheet, so you know … it’s the bid we put in at 395, and by virtue of having this little C in brackets there … that’s the figure I would have given to Ballast Construction’ and ‘… Ballast would have put in a figure not lower than that, I would suggest … of 426, so they may have added

\[4011\] Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8305.
\[4012\] Tender summary sheet, OFT Document Reference B1352.
\[4013\] Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
\[4014\] Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1351, page 2.
something to it or rounded it up’.\textsuperscript{4015} In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.\textsuperscript{4016}

\textit{Evidence from other companies – Ballast}

IV.1567. The OFT wrote to Ballast on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Ballast had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter the OFT received information that Ballast had been dissolved.\textsuperscript{4017}

IV.1568. The OFT subsequently wrote to Ballast’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Ballast Nedam, on 8 November 2007, asking it to comment on the letter sent Ballast on 22 March 2007 in respect of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Ballast Nedam jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Ballast in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Ballast Nedam admitted ‘Ballast PLC engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but Ballast Nedam NV cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.\textsuperscript{4018}

IV.1569. In its response to the Statement, Ballast Nedam stated ‘According to the SO, Ballast plc received a cover price from a company called Mansell for this tender’.\textsuperscript{4019} Ballast Nedam’s response goes on to make remarks in mitigation ‘[w]ithout contesting the evidence and facts presented in the SO’.\textsuperscript{4020}

\textit{The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding}

IV.1570. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1571. Mansell and Ballast each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1572. Both companies submitted a tender. Ballast was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1573. Mansell’s tender summary for this tender shows ‘\textcopyright{} Ballast Construction £426K’. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to Ballast. In interview, BR of Mansell confirmed that he would have given a cover price to the company noted of the amount shown. The OFT notes that Ballast’s bid was very close to this figure and that it was occasionally the case that a company provided with a rounded cover price (such as £426K) would submit a tender that was less rounded (such as £425,634.00 in this instance) in order to make the tender look more genuine.

\textsuperscript{4015} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 23.
\textsuperscript{4016} Written representations of Mansell, 27 June 2008, Annex 1, page 6.
\textsuperscript{4017} Response from Deloitte & Touche, OFT Document Reference 10239.
\textsuperscript{4018} Response from Ballast Nedam, OFT Document Reference 14173, page 3.
\textsuperscript{4019} Written representations of Ballast Nedam, 26 September 2008, paragraph 25.
\textsuperscript{4020} Written representations of Ballast Nedam, 26 September 2008, paragraph 26.
IV.1574. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Ballast was higher than the tender submitted by Mansell, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1575. In addition, Ballast Nedam admitted that Ballast engaged in bid rigging on this tender. Both Parties have therefore admitted to their involvement in this Infringement.

IV.1576. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and Ballast. The OFT also concludes that Mansell supplied a figure to Ballast for a cover bid.

IV.1577. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1562 to IV.1576 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Mansell to Ballast was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Ballast can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Mansell (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Ballast (i.e. that Ballast did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1578. In its response to the Statement, Balfour Beatty stated ‘The OFT has adduced no evidence that the giving of a cover was taken into account by Balfour Beatty and Mansell when pricing its tenders nor is there any evidence that the giving of a cover had any effect on these parties’ pricing of the tender’. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Balfour Beatty has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may 'take account' of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Balfour Beatty’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.

IV.1579. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and Ballast in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had

4021 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4022 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4023 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4024 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4025 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4027 See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a music and drama block, Herschel Grammar School, Slough, tender deadline 9 February 2001.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1580. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1581. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 49: New Build of a Medical Centre, Two Storey Doctors Surgery, Pharmacy and Dental Surgery, Car Park and Landscaping at the New Medical Centre, Lawley, Telford – 16 March 2001**

Client: Gould Singleton Architects Limited

Parties: Thomas Vale and Arthur M Griffiths

IV.1582. On 14 February 2001 Gould Singleton Architects Limited ('Gould Singleton'), sought tenders for the new build of a medical centre, two-storey doctor’s surgery, pharmacy and dental surgery, car park and landscaping at the New Medical Centre, Lawley, Telford. The following six companies were invited to tender: Arthur M Griffiths, Frank Galliers, Thomas Vale, Harper, Mansell, and Lemmeleg. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 16 March 2001.\(^{4028}\)

IV.1583. Gould Singleton received the following tender returns:\(^{4029}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time and Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths</td>
<td>Post 09:00 16 March 2001</td>
<td>£671,234.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Galliers</td>
<td>Post 09:00 16 March 2001</td>
<td>£683,568.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>Post 09:00 16 March 2001</td>
<td>£688,886.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>Post 09:00 16 March 2001</td>
<td>£689,679.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>Post 09:00 16 March 2001</td>
<td>£698,204.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmeleg</td>
<td>10:54 16 March 2001</td>
<td>£732,488.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet*

IV.1584. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:\(^{4030}\)

---

\(^{4028}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13672.

\(^{4029}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13672.

\(^{4030}\) Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 14.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Div</th>
<th>Client Description</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4741</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Dr Pringle and Lawley Medical Practice</td>
<td>New Medical Centre, Lawley, Telford</td>
<td>CKT</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>12/03/2001 Noon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>688,886</td>
<td></td>
<td>Griffiths, Mansell, Harper, Gallier,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1585. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’ of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for Arthur M Griffiths plus names and a telephone number.

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.1586. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1587. At Annex 1 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 48 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2001 tenders is the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client Description</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4741</td>
<td>12 March</td>
<td>Dr Pringle and Lawley Medical Centre</td>
<td>Taken (Griffiths)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1588. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.

---

4032 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 9.
4033 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
IV.1589. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application4035 and ‘A M Griffiths’ appears on this list.

IV.1590. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.1591. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.1592. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were his own and that the letter ‘B’, which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’, stands for Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager.4036 In interview, CKT referred to the entry for this tender in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘Yeah, the category there actually is a B, which, as you’re aware from previous interviews was the revised category from a C to a B, which indicated a cover. Tender return date 12 March 2001, Thomas Vale’s submitted tender £688,886, and the contractors named on the right hand side, the bold figure, bold lettering is against Griffiths of Wolverhampton, which indicates that we got a cover from AM Griffiths’.4037 CKT said that his contact within Arthur M Griffiths at the time would have been either Maurice Walsh (‘MW’), Managing Director, or Gary Wildsmith (‘GW’), Commercial Director.

Evidence from leniency applicant Arthur M Griffiths

IV.1593. As part of its leniency application, Arthur M Griffiths provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.182 to IV.188 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1594. Following the issue of the Statement, Arthur M Griffiths did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness Evidence from leniency applicant Arthur M Griffiths

IV.1595. In respect of this tender, in interview MW, on being shown by the OFT the relevant entry from Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet, said ‘Again, I know nothing about that. You know, I’m not going to admit to something that I don’t know about’.4038

IV.1596. Also in respect of this tender, in interview GW, on being shown by the OFT the relevant entry from Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet, said ‘I may

---

4035 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
4036 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 10 and 13.
4037 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13865, pages 3 and 4.
have been the estimator, but I certainly didn’t provide Thomas Vale anything*. 4039

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1597. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1598. Thomas Vale and Arthur M Griffiths each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1599. Arthur M Griffiths completed the estimating process for this contract and it submitted a tender with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the facts that it submitted the lowest price and that it won the tender.

IV.1600. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that a cover price was sought.

IV.1601. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records four competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely Arthur M Griffiths, Mansell, Harper and Frank Galliers. Arthur M Griffiths is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the tender had been arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is £688,886 which matches the amount recorded by the client Gould Singleton.

IV.1602. Gould Singleton also received a tendered amount of £671,234 from Arthur M Griffiths, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Arthur M Griffiths to Thomas Vale.

IV.1603. The OFT notes that although four competitors have been recorded on Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold, i.e. Arthur M Griffiths. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Arthur M Griffiths from the other three competitors. In addition, the fact that the tender had been allocated to CKT, who was responsible for the maintenance of the spreadsheet, means that it is likely that the entry was accurate and that CKT had personal knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price and make contact with Arthur M Griffiths at the time. It also indicates that CKT himself made contact with Arthur M Griffiths.

IV.1604. Thomas Vale admitted that ‘A M Griffiths’ was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. In interview, CKT confirmed that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet indicates that a cover price had been received from Arthur M Griffiths and he had an entry for Arthur M Griffiths in a contact book he used to telephone other contractors for the purpose of obtaining cover prices. He also named MW and GW as contacts from Arthur M Griffiths.

4039 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13292, page 33.
IV.1605. Although Arthur M Griffiths does not recall that it engaged in this bid rigging activity on this tender, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence, together with Thomas Vale’s admission and explanation of that evidence, shows that Arthur M Griffiths did indeed engage in bid rigging on this tender.

IV.1606. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Arthur M Griffiths, and that Arthur M Griffiths supplied a figure to Thomas Vale in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.1607. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1584 to IV.1606 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Arthur M Griffiths to Thomas Vale was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Arthur M Griffiths (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Arthur M Griffiths can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1608. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Arthur M Griffiths in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the new build of a medical centre, two-storey doctor’s surgery, pharmacy and dental surgery, car park and landscaping at the New Medical Centre, Lawley, Telford, tender deadline 16 March 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1609. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1610. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.1611. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Arthur M Griffiths’ involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by

---

4040 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4041 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4042 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4043 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4044 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Thomas Vale. Arthur M Griffiths will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Arthur M Griffiths will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 50: 12 Self-Contained Flats, Castle Street, Mansfield Woodhouse – 30 March 2001
Client: Nottingham Community Housing Association
Parties: Bodill and Adam Eastwood

IV.1612. On 2 March 2001, Nottingham Community Housing Association sought tenders for new build of 12 self-contained flats, club room and staff accommodation at Castle Street, Mansfield Woodhouse. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 30 March 2001 and five companies were invited to tender: J & S Seddon Ltd, Carillion Housing Ltd, Allenbuild, Bodill and Adam Eastwood.4045

IV.1613. Nottingham Community Housing Association received the following tender returns:4046

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J &amp; S Seddon Ltd</td>
<td>On or prior to 30 March 2001</td>
<td>£668,973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carillion Housing Ltd</td>
<td>On or prior to 30 March 2001</td>
<td>£671,890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>On or prior to 30 March 2001</td>
<td>£534,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>On or prior to 30 March 2001</td>
<td>£545,598</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>On or prior to 30 March 2001</td>
<td>£574,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Bodill – tender sheet

IV.1614. In Bodill’s original tender sheet for ‘12 No SELF CONTAINED FLATS, CLUB ROOM & STAFF ACCOMODATION AT CASTLE STREET MANSFIELD WOODHOUSE NOTTS’, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following handwritten entries have been made:4047

---

4045 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9156.
4046 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9156.
4047 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0531.
1. BODILL
2. CARILLION
3. ALLAN BUILD
4. J.S. SEDDON
5. B & K

£574300  6. EASTWOODS © FROM US RING A TRANTER FRI AM

IV.1615. The tender sheet for this contract states that Bodill’s tender was £545598.4048

IV.1616. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘£574300’ and ‘EASTWOODS’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.4049 JR also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.1617. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘© FROM US RING A. TRANTER FRI AM.’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.4050 DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1618. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1619. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT a ‘Tender Analysis – Schedule of Covers taken & given’ since March 2000.4051 In respect of the tender for ‘12 no Flats Castle Street Mansfield, Notts’, Bodill confirmed that it gave one cover price in relation to this tender.4052

IV.1620. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1621. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

4048 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0531.
4051 Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849.
4052 Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 1.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant Adam Eastwood

IV.1622. During an interview conducted on 21 February 2007 in connection with its leniency application, Adrian Tranter (‘AT’), Managing Director of Adam Eastwood, stated ‘The lead of Stepping Stones [its name for the client] lived opposite Chris Stubbs … Chris’ [s] neighbour became somewhat too involved for our liking. He was always knocking on Chris’ [s] door every night. … Chris came to see me so he was very uncomfortable that if we won the work that this guy would be on his doorstep morning, noon and night … to save a certain amount of integrity for Chris we took a cover rather than just sending it back.’ AT confirmed that he received a cover price from Bodill on the basis of the documentary evidence shown to him during the interview with the OFT.

IV.1623. In its response to the Statement, Adam Eastwood reiterated that it took a cover price from Bodill in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1624. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1625. Bodill and Adam Eastwood each accepted an invitation to tender for 12 new self-contained flats and staff accommodation at Mansfield Woodhouse.

IV.1626. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Bodill wanted to win the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work, shown by the fact that it submitted the lowest tender and subsequently won the contract.

IV.1627. Adam Eastwood has stated that it did not want to win this contract. One of its estimators was being bothered by the client at home and felt that if Adam Eastwood won the tender, the situation would only get worse.

IV.1628. Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘© FROM US’ against ‘EASTWOODS’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £574300 against Adam Eastwood, a figure that was identical to the tender that Adam Eastwood submitted for the work. Bodill’s tender sheet states ‘RING A TRANTER FRI AM’. ‘A TRANTER’ was the Managing Director of Adam Eastwood, AT, interviewed by the OFT. The OFT assumes that ‘FRI AM’ referred to the morning of the day of the deadline for submission of tenders, consistent with the pattern of exchanging a cover price at the last minute, on the day a tender was due.

IV.1629. During interview, AT recalled taking a cover price on this contract and confirmed on the basis of the documentary evidence shown to him (i.e. the Bodill tender sheet) that Adam Eastwood obtained a cover price from Bodill. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Bodill and Bodill’s admission and explanation of that contemporaneous evidence, and AT’s

---

4055 Written representations of Adam Eastwood, 26 June 2008, page 3.
recollection and admission, that Bodill supplied Adam Eastwood with a cover price for this tender.

IV.1630. The OFT also notes that the tender submitted by Adam Eastwood was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided by Bodill.

IV.1631. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Adam Eastwood and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied a figure to Adam Eastwood for a cover bid.

IV.1632. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1614 to IV.1631 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4056 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bodill to Adam Eastwood was not unilateral4057, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4058

(b) Adam Eastwood can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;4059 and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Adam Eastwood (i.e. that Adam Eastwood did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.4060

IV.1633. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Adam Eastwood and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for 12 new self-contained flats at Castle Street, Mansfield Woodhouse, tender deadline 30 March 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1634. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1635. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.1636. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Adam Eastwood’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by

4056  See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4057  See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4058  See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4059  See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4060  See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Bodill. Adam Eastwood will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Adam Eastwood will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 51: Not included in the Decision


Client: Belvoir Care Estate Homes

Parties: Bodill and T Denman

IV.1637. On 27 February 2001, Belvoir Care Estate Homes sought tenders for a new build extension, Dowager House at Belvoir Rest Home, Widmerpool, Nottinghamshire. The return date for the tender was 17 April 2001 and five companies were invited to tender: William Woodsend, Bodill, T Denman, Thomas Fish and W R Bloodworth.\(^\text{4061}\)

IV.1638. Belvoir Care Estate Homes received the following tender returns on 17 April 2001:\(^\text{4062}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William Woodsend</td>
<td>17 April 2001</td>
<td>£486,600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>17 April 2001</td>
<td>£444,847</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Denman</td>
<td>17 April 2001</td>
<td>£475,930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>17 April 2001</td>
<td>£454,376</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>17 April 2001</td>
<td>£441,284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.1639. In Bodill’s original tender sheet, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten.\(^\text{4063}\)

---

\(^{4061}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7158.

\(^{4062}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7158.

\(^{4063}\) Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0536.
IV.1640. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £444,847.4064

IV.1641. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has indicated that the handwritten annotation ‘£475900’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ was made by him.4065 JR also confirmed that this annotation was made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.1642. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘Tel […] [C] T DENMAN © FROM US P. HARGRAVES WILL RING 11/4/01’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.4066 DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1643. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1644. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.4067 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave a cover price to T Denman.4068

IV.1645. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1646. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

4064 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0536.
4065 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 86 and 100.
4066 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 16.
4067 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
4068 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 2.
Evidence from other companies – T Denman

IV.1647. The OFT wrote to T Denman on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that T Denman had participated in bid rigging on this tender.

IV.1648. Subsequently protracted correspondence was entered into, whereby Mr W B Cragg, the Managing Director of T Denman, appeared initially to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In an email of 18 May 2007 he made the following statements.\(^{4069}\)

‘What we do know is the practice of contractors pricing themselves out of work, when they are too committed to price a project in the given time and in order not to have themselves inadvertently removed from client lists by returning a tender invitation, has been an inherent known part of construction industry practice for many years and as a long established small business we have participated in this practice on occasions in previous years, although have no records of particular events’

‘It would therefore be apparent that we are involved in these matters by implication and on a commercial basis alone we should be responsible people and mitigate the financial and commercial damage to this company by any actions within our means and therefore accept your offer of leniency in every case.’

IV.1649. However the OFT’s offer was subsequently formally declined by letter, dated 24 July 2007\(^{4070}\) received from Berryman Shacklock LLP, acting for and on behalf of T Denman.\(^{4071}\)

IV.1650. In its response to the Statement, however, T Denman stated ‘T Denman has no means of challenging the evidence now presented by the OFT in support of its allegations in relation to cover pricing, and therefore admits liability for the cover pricing infringements alleged by the OFT’.\(^{4072}\)

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1651. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1652. Bodill and T Denman each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1653. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and submitted a bid in the hope of winning the work.

IV.1654. T Denman was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

\(^{4069}\) Response from T Denman, OFT Document Reference 10869.
\(^{4070}\) Response from T Denman, OFT Document Reference 13012.
\(^{4071}\) Response from T Denman, OFT Document Reference 13010. This followed an earlier response dated 29 June 2007 from Berryman Shacklock LLP which stated the following:

‘As you are aware, the practise of “cover pricing” has been endemic in the construction industry over many decades. Against that background, our client does acknowledge that it has engaged in cover pricing activity on a limited number of projects’.

\(^{4072}\) Written representations of T Denman, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.
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IV.1655. In regard to T Denman, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘T. DENMAN © FROM US £475900 P. HARGRAVES WILL RING 11/4/01’. Bodill has confirmed that this indicates that it gave the company in question a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £475,900, a figure that was only £30 different from the tender that T Denman submitted for the work. Bodill’s tender sheet also records the name and telephone number of a T Denman estimator, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is further corroborated by the telephone number on T Denman’s letterhead, ‘[...] C’,[4073], which is the same as the handwritten contact number for T Denman on Bodill’s tender sheet.

IV.1656. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by T Denman was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1657. Both Parties have now admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.1658. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between T Denman and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied a figure to T Denman for a cover bid.

IV.1659. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1639 to IV.1658 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.[4074] In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bodill to T Denman was not unilateral,[4075] and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;[4076]

(b) T Denman can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;[4077] and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from T Denman (i.e. that T Denman did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.[4078]

IV.1660. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between T Denman and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a new build extension, Dowager House at Belvoir Rest Home, Widmerpool, Nottinghamshire, tender deadline 17 April 2001.

[4073] Response from T Denman, OFT Document Reference 10865.
[4074] See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
[4075] See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
[4076] See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
[4077] See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
[4078] See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1661. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1662. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 53: Classroom Extension, Sudbury Primary School, Ashbourne, Derbyshire – 19 April 2001

Client: Derbyshire County Council
Parties: Bodill, Admiral, E Manton

IV.1663. On 20 March 2001, Derbyshire County Council ('Derbyshire CC') sought tenders for a classroom extension at Sudbury Primary School, Ashbourne, Derbyshire. The return date for the tender was 11:00 on 19 April 2001 and four companies were invited to tender: County Property Division, Admiral, Bodill and E Manton.4079

IV.1664. Derbyshire CC received the following tender returns by 11:00 on 19 April 2001:4080

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>County Property Division</td>
<td>Unable to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>By 19 April 2001</td>
<td>£145,499</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>By 19 April 2001</td>
<td>£129,570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Manton</td>
<td>By 19 April 2001</td>
<td>£133,333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1665. Derbyshire CC allocated an ‘anticipated value’ to this project of £100,000.4081 The three tenders received (all of which were from companies engaging in bid rigging) were all designated as ‘price not acceptable’ by Derbyshire CC.

IV.1666. Derbyshire CC therefore abandoned this first tender exercise and re-tendered for the contract, dispatching re-tender invitations on 26 April 2001.4082 Four companies were invited to tender this second time, including only Bodill out of the original three. For the second tender exercise, the lowest price submitted was close to the original ‘anticipated value’ at £107,567, and this company was awarded the contract.4083

4080 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7637, page 3.
4082 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7636.
4083 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7636.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Bodill – tender sheet

IV.1667. In Bodill’s original tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following handwritten entries have been made:4084

1. BODILL

2. E. MANTON © FROM US
   £140504  J PORTER [...] [C] P.MORRIS S. HUGHES

3. ADMIRAL CONSTRUCTION © FROM US
   £145499  [...] [C] M.SAVAGE’.

IV.1668. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s tender figure was £129,570.4085

IV.1669. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘£140504’ and ‘£145499’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.4086 JR also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.1670. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘© FROM US’, ‘[...] [C] P.MORRIS S. HUGHES’ and ‘ADMIRAL CONSTRUCTION © FROM US’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.4087 DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1671. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1672. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.4088 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave cover prices to Admiral and E Manton.4089

IV.1673. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

4084 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0537.
4085 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0537.
4087 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 15.
4088 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465.
4089 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 2.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1674. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from leniency applicant Admiral

IV.1675. As part of its leniency application, Admiral provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.166 to IV.173 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1676. In particular, Admiral provided to the OFT an analysis of its projects since January 2000 and in respect of this tender, Admiral confirmed that it received a cover price.4090

IV.1677. Following the issue of the Statement, Admiral did not contest its participation in this Infringement.4091

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Admiral

IV.1678. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Admiral’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.166 to IV.173 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1679. Andrew Clarkson (‘AC’), Estimating Director at Admiral, confirmed in interview in respect of this tender, ‘I know that we didn’t price it, and we took a cover on it’.4092 AC could not recall the company from whom Admiral obtained a cover, but on being shown by the OFT the Bodill tender sheet for this tender he said, ‘that suggests to me that this is the company that we rang and asked them if they could help us out with a, a figure’.4093 AC also confirmed in respect of Bodill’s tender sheet that it was Admiral’s telephone number and that the price handwritten against Admiral was the tender figure that Admiral submitted.4094 In respect of the reference to ‘M.SAVAGE’ on the Bodill tender sheet AC said that ‘it looks as if, at the time that they did it, it looks as if I wasn’t in and that Matthew [Savage] took the cover call’.4095 Keith Roebuck confirmed in interview, ‘Matthew Savage; that’s Stephen Savage’s, son; he worked over a period of several years, leaving us a good number of years ago’.4096 Stephen Savage also said in respect of this tender, ‘That we would have just taken a cover on it’.4097

---

4090 Schedule of projects, OFT Document Reference 5189, page 3.
4091 Written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 21.1.
4092 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 19.
4093 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 20.
4095 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 20.
4097 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13298, page 9.
Evidence from other companies – E Manton

IV.1680. The OFT wrote to E Manton on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty it might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that E Manton had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, E Manton admitted “We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party / parties involved”.4098 E Manton’s legal representatives, Irwin Mitchell, confirmed that ‘staff remain … in the Small Works division and employee recollections confirm that the company was involved in cover pricing in 4 of the contracts as noted’.4099 This was one of those four contracts.

IV.1681. In its response to the Statement, and despite its original admission being based on the recollections of its employees as noted in the previous paragraph, E Manton suggested that there might be alternative explanations for the contemporaneous and witness evidence set out above, although it was unable to provide anything to support those alternative explanations and at its highest, presented a case that it was ‘impossible to conclude with any degree of certainty what really happened’.4100 Since it was unclear whether E Manton was withdrawing its earlier admission of bid rigging in respect of this infringement, the OFT wrote to E Manton on 23 December 2008 requesting confirmation of its position. In response, E Manton stated that it ‘...wishes to maintain its earlier admission of participation in cover pricing in relation to all tenders particularised in the [sic] OFT’s original offer. My client does not wish to withdraw the admission made in relation to [this Infringement]’.4101

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1682. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1683. Bodill, Admiral and E Manton each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1684. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for the contract. It appears that Bodill wanted to win the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.1685. Admiral and E Manton were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1686. In regard to Admiral, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£145499 ADMIRAL CONSTRUCTION © FROM US [..........] [C] M.SAVAGE’ against Admiral. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £145,499 against Admiral, a figure that was identical to the tender that Admiral submitted for the work.

4101 Email response from E Manton, 10 December 2008.
IV.1687. Bodill’s tender sheet also records the name of an Admiral employee and the Admiral telephone number, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. Admiral, as part of its leniency application, admitted that it took a cover on this tender before being shown the OFT’s evidence. When the specific evidence from Bodill in relation to this tender was put to AC in interview, he admitted that Admiral took a cover from Bodill, as described in paragraph IV.1679 above.

IV.1688. In regard to E Manton, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘E. MANTON © from us  J PORTER […] [C] P. MORRIS  S. HUGHES’ against E Manton. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £140,504 against E Manton, while E Manton submitted a tender figure of £133,333. There are a number of possible reasons for the discrepancy, such as that Bodill informed E Manton of its own tender figure as well as the proposed cover figure of £140,504, and that E Manton chose a figure between Bodill’s figure and the cover price provided by Bodill, to submit as its tender for the work. In light of both Parties’ admissions, the discrepancy does not undermine the case that a cover bidding arrangement was made, a price was communicated and both Parties acted on the market in knowledge of that arrangement. Rather, the OFT considers that this provides additional corroboration that the handwritten annotation ‘£140504’ was made prior to the tender submission, as the post tender information would have indicated that E Manton’s tender figure was in fact £133,333.

IV.1689. In any event, both Bodill and E Manton have confirmed that a cover price was communicated, so it is irrelevant that the amount tendered by E Manton differed from the price communicated.

IV.1690. Bodill’s tender sheet also records the names of estimators and the telephone number of E Manton, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. Information obtained from Thomas Vale, a list of competitors4102, names for E Manton ‘John Porter, Phil Morris […] [C]’ as people with whom it also engaged in cover pricing.

IV.1691. E Manton admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007. E Manton’s admission was based on recollections of cover pricing in relation to this tender by its employees. E Manton subsequently confirmed its admission to engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in an email dated 10 December 2008.

IV.1692. The OFT notes in addition that the tenders submitted by Admiral and E Manton were both higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided by Bodill.

IV.1693. The OFT further notes that no other company submitted a bid lower than Bodill’s bid, and that only Bodill could therefore have given E Manton a cover in respect of this tender.

IV.1694. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Admiral and Bodill and E Manton and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied figures to each of Admiral and E Manton for cover bids. The OFT notes that all

4102 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 15.
three of the tenders submitted for this work at a primary school were the subject of bid rigging, and that even the lowest tender was some £30,000 above the client’s ‘anticipated value’ of the project. The OFT further notes that when the project was re-tendered to different companies due to the original prices being ‘not acceptable’, the lowest bid was over £20,000 lower than the original lowest bid.

IV.1695. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1667 to IV.1694 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of Admiral and E Manton was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Admiral and E Manton can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Admiral and E Manton (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1696. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Admiral and Bodill, and between E Manton and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a classroom extension at Sudbury Primary School, Ashbourne, Derbyshire, tender deadline 19 April 2001.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1697. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1698. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.1699. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Admiral’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. Admiral will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Admiral will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

---

4103 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4104 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4105 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4106 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4107 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 54: Toilet Refurbishment – CPS, King Edward Court, Nottingham – 27 April 2001
Client: Crown Prosecution Service
Parties: Loach, Bodill, Thorndyke

IV.1700. On 3 April 2001, Donaldsons LLP (‘Donaldsons’), on behalf of the Crown Prosecution Service (‘CPS’), sought tenders for refurbishment work to the toilets at the offices of the CPS, King Edward Court, Nottingham. The following five companies were invited to tender: Loach, Hill, Thorndyke, Sandell Interiors Limited (‘Sandell’), and Bodill. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on Friday 27 April 2001.

IV.1701. Donaldsons received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>27 April 2001 09:00</td>
<td>£87,620.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorndyke</td>
<td>27 April 2001 09:00</td>
<td>£79,863.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandell</td>
<td>27 April 2001 09:00</td>
<td>£65,079.91</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>27 April 2001 10:49</td>
<td>£85,490.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>27 April 2001 09:00</td>
<td>£84,898.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.1702. Bodill’s original tender sheet relating to the toilet refurbishment at CPS, King Edward Court, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, has a ‘C’ within a circle in the top right hand corner of the page, together with, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries, all of which are handwritten:

1. Bodill  
2. Loach  
3. Thorndyke. Ian Thorndyke  

£ 79863 [……………] [C] will ring Thurs.’

IV.1703. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £85,490.00.

IV.1704. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, has indicated that he made the handwritten annotation ‘£79863’.

IV.1705. David Wraith (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotation ‘Ian Thorndyke [………..] [C] will ring Thurs.’ was made by him.

---

4108 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7691.  
4109 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7691.  
4110 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7691.  
4111 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0544.  
4112 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 86 and 103.  
4113 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 18.
Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1706. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1707. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT a ‘Tender Analysis - Schedule of Covers taken & given’ since March 2000, which records that Bodill did receive a cover on this tender and entered a token tender, but does not name the provider.

IV.1708. Bodill also provided to the OFT a ‘Tender Analysis - Tender Sheets March 2000 – November 2004’. This confirmed that Bodill received a cover price from Thorndyke in respect of this tender.

IV.1709. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1710. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1711. During the interview of JR this tender was specifically mentioned and the Bodill tender sheet shown to him. When asked if Bodill had taken a cover he replied, ‘Yes, yes, certainly’. Questioned as to the figure for the cover price he said ‘Well our figure is the figure at the bottom there’, indicating the figure ‘£ 85490:00’. Referring to the figure ‘£79863’ he said, ‘That’s my writing, but the 85490 at the bottom is not mine, that’s, I think that’s David’s, and I can’t, I can’t remember how we got hold of that figure … Thorndike’s might have said, well, our figure is 79863, keep yourselves out of the way’.

IV.1712. When questioned as to whether the inclusion of the figure ‘£ 79863’ was possibly post tender market intelligence from the client, he replied ‘Yeah, thinking about it, yeah, it’s a possibility, but I really don’t recall, I mean, it’s so long ago now’. It was then suggested to him, based on the appearance of the tender sheet, the absence of any tender build up analysis, the lower figure next to Thorndyke’s name and a higher figure from Bodill as the tender figure, that this was not market research, but more likely, a cover taken. JR answered, ‘Yes, yeah’.

4114 Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 2.
4115 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 2.
4116 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0544.
4119 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11152, page 10.
4120 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11152, page 10.
Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Loach – tender spreadsheets

IV.1713. During the OFT’s search of Loach’s premises, three printed spreadsheets were found, two of these spreadsheets\(^{4121}\) contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Margin</th>
<th>% Won</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Job No.</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27-Apr</td>
<td>Toilet refurbishment, CPS King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>84,898</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cover</td>
<td></td>
<td>THORNDYKE/ HillBros/ Bodill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1714. A third spreadsheet, headed ‘Small Works Tenders’ and marked 2001, contained the following entry:\(^{4122}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Margin</th>
<th>% Var</th>
<th>Job No.</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27-Apr</td>
<td>Toilet refurbishment, CPS King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>84,898</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>14.13%</td>
<td>THORNDYKE/ HillBros/ Bodill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Loach

IV.1715. As part of its leniency application, Loach’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.\(^{4123}\) This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.453 to IV.469 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1716. In its response to the Statement, Loach stated ‘Loach took a cover on this tender due to a lack of estimating resources and the inability to return the tender for future marketing considerations’\(^{4124}\) in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Loach

IV.1717. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Loach’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing, and subsequent alteration of tender sheets. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.453 to IV.469 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1718. Andrew Arbon-Davis (‘AA’), Chief Estimator at Loach at the time of this tender, was further interviewed on 19 April 2007, and specific reference was made to the CPS, King Edward Court tender. When questioned as to why the name Thorndyke was in capital letters on the tender spreadsheets he replied, ‘I

---

\(^{4121}\) Contract and Small Works spreadsheets, OFT Document References 2989 and 3726.
\(^{4122}\) Small Works Tender spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 2946, page 5.
\(^{4123}\) Leniency application, OFT Document References 4014 and 4017.
\(^{4124}\) Written representations of Loach, 26 June 2008, page 19.
think they’re in capital letters because they secured the job’. 4125 Asked if it was a method of recording whether or not they had given Loach a cover he answered, ‘No … I mean, we obviously took a cover on that job so we’ve taken it from somebody. So we may well have taken it from them and they may still have been successful in winning the job’. 4126 Having taken a cover, Loach has not retained any documentation in respect of this tender, which would assist in identifying the provider. It was suggested to AA that of the three named contractors on their tender spreadsheet the cover had more likely come from Thorndyke. He replied. ‘… it could well be that it was Thorndike that gave us a cover, yes…there would be confidence to get a cover price from them if we wanted to’. 4127

Evidence from other companies - Thorndyke

IV.1719. The OFT wrote to Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP, the appointed liquidator for Thorndyke, on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Thorndyke had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received no response to that letter, and in a follow-up call Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP confirmed that they understood that the OFT would treat the absence of a response as a rejection of its offer. 4128

IV.1720. Following the issue of the Statement, Thorndyke did not submit any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1721. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1722. Bodill, Loach, and Thorndyke each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract to refurbish the toilets at the CPS, King Edward Court, Nottingham.

IV.1723. Bodill and Loach were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.1724. With regard to the handwritten annotations on the Bodill tender sheet, ‘£79863. * 3. Thorndyke. Ian Thorndyke […] [C] will ring Thurs.’, the ‘*’ next to Thorndyke indicates that Bodill received a cover from that company. 4129 DW admitted writing the reference ‘Ian Thorndyke [………..…] [C] will ring Thurs’. 4130 The telephone number is that listed to Thorndyke 4131 and Thursday is the day before the deadline for submission of tenders. This indicates that contact took place between the two tenderers prior to the submission of Bodill’s tender and that it is unlikely that these annotations were made as a result of post tender market intelligence. The figures ‘£79863’ and ‘£85490:00’ are confirmed by Donaldsons as the figures submitted by Thorndyke and Bodill respectively.

4125 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11321, page 8.
4126 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11321, page 8.
4127 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11321, page 9.
4128 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10889.
4129 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
4130 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 18.
IV.1725. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Bodill was the same as that recorded in Bodill’s tender sheet and that Bodill submitted a tender which was higher than the tender submitted by Thorndyke, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1726. With regard to Loach, Loach’s tender spreadsheet\textsuperscript{4132} indicates a cover was taken and this is confirmed by AA in his interview, although there is no record of the company that provided it.

IV.1727. Loach submitted a price of £84,898.00, approximately six per cent above that of Thorndyke. This is consistent with a cover price having also been provided by Thorndyke. The information received from Donaldsons is that the contract was won by Sandell, with Thorndyke coming second.

IV.1728. With regard to Loach’s inability to confirm with certainty the origin of the cover price, the OFT notes that the only possible providers of cover to Loach were Thorndyke and Sandell, given that these were the only companies that submitted tenders lower than Loach. Loach admitted that it would have been confident in receiving a cover price from Thorndyke (see paragraph IV.1718 above). Loach made no contemporaneous mention of Sandell in the ‘Opposition’ section of its tender register, nor is Sandell mentioned in the lists\textsuperscript{4133} provided by Loach of companies believed to be involved in cover pricing. The OFT considers that in the absence of any evidence against Sandell and in the light of the admissions by Bodill and Loach of cover pricing in this tender that their tender spreadsheet and tender sheets provide corroborating evidence that Thorndyke supplied both Bodill and Loach with cover prices for this tender.

IV.1729. The OFT further notes the implausibility of AA’s suggestion that ‘THORNDYKE’ was in capital letters on the tender spreadsheets ‘because they secured the job’. Thorndyke did not win this tender.

IV.1730. The OFT also considers it significant that Loach, having been made aware of the OFT’s visits to other companies involved in this investigation, subsequently drew up a second, amended tender spreadsheet\textsuperscript{4134}, in which all references to cover pricing were removed, which is significant to this particular tender. This demonstrated that Loach knew that its conduct was wrong and decided to destroy evidence of such conduct.

IV.1731. The OFT considers that the alteration of the tender spreadsheets is evidence that the original spreadsheet\textsuperscript{4135} containing the reference ‘cover’ recorded against this tender is an accurate contemporaneous note of Loach’s action on receipt of the application to tender.

IV.1732. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Loach was the same as that recorded in Loach’s tender sheet and that Loach submitted a tender which was higher than the tender submitted by Thorndyke, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

\textsuperscript{4132} Contract and Small Works spreadsheets, OFT Document References 2989 and 3726.
\textsuperscript{4133} List of Companies Involved in Cover Pricing, OFT Document Reference 4027 and 4028.
\textsuperscript{4135} Contract and Small Works spreadsheets, OFT Document References 2989 and 3726.
IV.1733. In respect of Thorndyke, although it has not admitted engaging in this bid rigging activity, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence from Bodill together with Bodill’s admission and explanation of that evidence, and the evidence from Loach, confirms that Thorndyke did in fact engage in bid rigging activity on this tender.

IV.1734. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Bodill and Thorndyke, and between Loach and Thorndyke, and that Thorndyke supplied figures to both Bodill and Loach for cover bids.

IV.1735. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1702 to IV.1734 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{4136} In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Thorndyke to each of Bodill and Loach was not unilateral\textsuperscript{4137}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{4138}

(b) Bodill and Loach can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Thorndyke (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{4139} and

(c) Thorndyke can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bodill and Loach (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{4140}

IV.1736. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Bodill and Thorndyke and Loach and Thorndyke in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the toilet refurbishment work at the CPS, King Edward Court, Nottingham, tender deadline 27 April 2001.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.1737. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1738. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.1739. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Loach’s bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28. Loach will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender.

\textsuperscript{4136} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{4137} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\textsuperscript{4138} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{4139} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{4140} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
However, Loach will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 55: Alteration and Extension to Front Entrance, Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottingham – 27 April 2001

Client: Nottingham City Council

Parties: Bodill and John Cawley

IV.1740. In 2001, Nottingham City Council sought tenders for the alteration and extension to front entrance at Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 27 April 2001 and six companies were invited to tender: Bodill, Herbert Baggaley, John Cawley, Thomas Long, Nottingham City Building Works and G F Tomlinson.  

IV.1741. Nottingham City Council received the following tender returns prior to the tender expiry date on 27 April 2001:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£93,526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£228,729*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£105,962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£214,397*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham City Building Works</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£91,250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£86,877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1742. This tender exercise was advertised at the same time as another tender for Cantrell Primary School, mobile classroom replacement, which had the same tender deadline of 27 April 2001 (see paragraphs IV.1776 to IV.1811 below). Herbert Baggaley and Thomas Long (each marked above with an asterisk) submitted combined bids for both Cantrell Primary School tenders while the other tenderers priced up each tender separately.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.1743. In Bodill’s original tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entries for Bodill, Thomas Long and Cawley:

---

4141 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9121.
4142 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9121.
4143 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9119.
4144 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0542.
1. Bodill

2. T.Long

A £131688

3. Cawley © FROM US

B £105962

© N.GREENE [.......] [C]

- -

4. BAGGALEY

- -

5. TOMLINSON

IV.1744. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £123,712.4145

IV.1745. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘A £131688’ and ‘B £105962’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him. JR also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.1746. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘© FROM US’ and ‘N.GREENE [.......] [C]’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him. DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1747. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1748. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.4148 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave a cover price to John Cawley. Bodill stated on a separate analysis sheet that it gave two cover prices for this tender. The OFT considers that this referred to the fact that it offered two cover prices to John Cawley, one for this part of the two tenders if priced separately (£131,688) and one for this part of the two tenders if priced together (£105,962). Bodill apparently offered different cover prices to John Cawley for this tender because savings were able to be made by the amalgamation of the works. There is no indication that Bodill gave a cover price to anyone else for this tender.

IV.1749. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

---

4145 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0542. The OFT notes that this is the Tender A figure, as shown on OFT Document Reference 9122, page 2.
4146 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 86 and 104.
4148 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
4149 Tender Analysis – Tender sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 2.
4150 Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 2.
**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.1750. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1751. In respect of this tender, JR explained the relationship with the associated tender for the mobile classroom replacement at Cantrell Primary School, JR explained that ‘… they [the client] said right, well, what is your price for each job being done in isolation and how much would you want for each job, if the jobs were carried out simultaneously, at the same time’. JR further explained that, ‘if the two jobs were done together, then that element [the preliminaries element] would be cheaper [for the works to the front entrance] because the preliminaries element was already included in that job [the mobile classroom replacement]’. JR confirmed that the reason for the two different figures marked against John Cawley on Bodill’s tender sheet for the alteration and extension to the front entrance at Cantrell Primary School was to indicate a cover price for each job done in isolation and a cover price if both jobs were carried out simultaneously.

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant John Cawley – Project list**

IV.1752. On the project list, provided by John Cawley to the OFT as part of its leniency application, is typewritten:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO</th>
<th>DATE DUE SENT IN</th>
<th>EST BY</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>PROJECT TITLE DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
<th>FILED</th>
<th>INVOICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>27.4.01</td>
<td>RG</td>
<td>N.C.C.</td>
<td>Carhill Primary School</td>
<td>17321.00</td>
<td>RGO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>27.4.01</td>
<td>RG</td>
<td>N.C.C.</td>
<td>Carhill Primary School</td>
<td>17321.00</td>
<td>RGO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>27.4.01</td>
<td>RG</td>
<td>N.C.C.</td>
<td>Carhill Primary School</td>
<td>131688.00</td>
<td>RGO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>27.4.01</td>
<td>RG</td>
<td>N.C.C.</td>
<td>Carhill Primary School</td>
<td>105962.00</td>
<td>RGO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant John Cawley**

IV.1753. As part of its leniency application, John Cawley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.441 to IV.452 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1754. Following the issue of the Statement, John Cawley did not submit any written or oral representations.

---

4151 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11152, page 10.
4152 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11152, page 11.
4153 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11152, pages 11 and 12.
4154 Project list, OFT Document Reference 6079, page 3.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant John Cawley

IV.1755. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, John Cawley’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.441 to IV.452 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1756. In respect of this tender Nicholas Greene ('NG'), Director of John Cawley, could not recall it specifically, but on being shown by the OFT the Bodill tender sheet for this tender, NG said in respect of the entry ‘A £131688 B £105962 Cawley© FROM US N.GREENE […….] [C]’ that ‘..again we’ve taken the cover but why it’s A and B I’ve got no idea’.4155

IV.1757. In respect of the particular circumstances of this tender along with the associated tender for the mobile classroom replacement at Cantrell Primary School, NG said, ‘I remember we talked about this with my father [Richard Greene] and he knows that the way that that job was procured with three or four different tenders within one tender was silly, and so pretty confusing at the time….normally it’s just one price, that’s it, all encompassing’.4156

IV.1758. Richard Greene ('RG'), a director of John Cawley, on being shown by the OFT the Bodill tender sheet for this tender, confirmed that the special nature of this tender influenced John Cawley’s decision as to whether it wanted to win the work and that it approached Bodill for a cover.4157

IV.1759. RG also confirmed in respect of the details entered on John Cawley’s project list for this tender, that the spelling ‘Carhill’ under the column headed ‘Project Title Description’ should have read Cantrell.4158

[...] [C]

IV.1760. [...] [C] 4159 4160 4161

[...] [C]

IV.1761. [...] [C] 4162

4155 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11305, page 10.
4157 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11304, page 11.
4158 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11304, page 10.
4159 [...] [C]
4160 [...] [C]
4161 [...] [C]
4162 [...] [C]
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1763. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1764. Bodill and John Cawley each accepted an invitation to tender for this tender.

IV.1765. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. It appears that Bodill wanted to win the tender for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. John Cawley was unable to submit a tender by the tender return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1766. In regard to John Cawley, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘A £131688’, ‘B £105962’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave John Cawley cover prices for this tender. Bodill recorded these two figures on the tender sheet and one of these figures, ‘£105962’, was identical to the tender price that John Cawley submitted for this tender. It is also noted that both of the figures provided by Bodill to John Cawley for this tender have been entered in the ‘AMOUNT’ column in John Cawley’s project list, namely for ‘EST NO 95’ the figure ‘£131688’ and for ‘EST NO 96’ the figure ‘£105962’.

IV.1767. Bodill’s tender sheet also records ‘Cawley © FROM US N.GREENE […….] [C]’ and the OFT notes more specifically that this indicates that Bodill was to contact NG at John Cawley in order to give it a cover price, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. Furthermore, on being shown Bodill’s tender sheet, both NG and RG of John Cawley accepted that John Cawley was provided with a cover price by Bodill.

IV.1768. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by John Cawley was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Both parties have admitted to bid rigging in respect of this tender.

IV.1769. […] [C]
IV.1770. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between John Cawley and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied a figure to John Cawley for a cover bid.

IV.1771. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1743 to IV.1770 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bodill to John Cawley was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) John Cawley can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from John Cawley (i.e. that John Cawley did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1772. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between John Cawley and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the alteration and extension to front entrance at Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottingham, tender deadline 27 April 2001.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1773. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1774. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

---

4165 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4166 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4167 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4168 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4169 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.1775. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of John Cawley’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. John Cawley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, John Cawley will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 56: Mobile Classroom Replacement, Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottingham – 27 April 2001
Client: Nottingham City Council
Parties: Bodill and John Cawley

IV.1776. In 2001, Nottingham City Council sought tenders for a mobile classroom replacement at Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 27 April 2001 and six companies were invited to tender: Bodill, Herbert Baggaley, John Cawley, Thomas Long, Nottingham City Building Works and G F Tomlinson.\textsuperscript{4170}

IV.1777. Nottingham City Council received the following tender returns prior to the tender expiry date on 27 April 2001:\textsuperscript{4171}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£159,728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£228,729*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£173,210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£214,397*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham City Building Works</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£139,520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
<td>£131,454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1778. This tender exercise was advertised at the same time as another tender for Cantrell Primary School, alteration and extension to the front entrance, which had the same tender deadline of 27 April 2001 (see paragraphs IV.1740 to IV.1775 above).\textsuperscript{4172} Herbert Baggaley and Thomas Long (each marked above with an asterisk) submitted combined bids for both Cantrell Primary School tenders while the other tenderers priced up each tender separately.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.1779. In Bodill’s original tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entries for Bodill, Thomas Long and Cawley:\textsuperscript{4173}

\textsuperscript{4170} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9119.
\textsuperscript{4171} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9119.
\textsuperscript{4172} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9121.
\textsuperscript{4173} Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0541.
1. Bodill

2. T.Long

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>£173210.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>£173210.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Cawley® FROM US

N. GREENE [……..] [C]

4. BAGGALEY

5. TOMLINSON’.

IV.1780. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £159,728.4174

IV.1781. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘A £173210.00’, ‘B £173210.00’ and ‘FROM US’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.4175 JR also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.1782. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘© FROM US’ and ‘N. GREENE [……..] [C]’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.4176 DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.1783. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1784. As part of its leniency application, Bodill also provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.4177 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave a cover price to John Cawley.4178 Bodill stated on a separate analysis sheet4179 that it gave two cover prices for this tender. The OFT considers that this referred to the fact that it offered two cover prices to John Cawley, one for this part of the two tenders if priced separately (£173,210) and one for this part of the two tenders if priced together (also £173,210 in this instance). For the other part of the two tenders, the works on the front entrance, Bodill apparently offered different cover prices to John Cawley because savings were able to be made by the amalgamation of the works. There is no indication that Bodill gave a cover price to anyone else for this tender.

4174 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0541.
4175 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 86 and 104.
4176 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 19. The OFT notes that both JR and DW have claimed authorship of the comment ‘FROM US’ – the writing is, however, consistent with that of DW elsewhere on this document and on the tender sheet for the Alteration and Extension to the Front Entrance, and does appear to be that of DW.
4177 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
4178 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 2.
4179 Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 2.
IV.1785. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.1786. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1787. In respect of this tender JR explained the relationship with the associated tender for the alteration and extension to the front entrance at Cantrell Primary School, ‘...they [the client] said right, well, what is your price for each job being done in isolation and how much would you want for each job, if the jobs were carried out simultaneously, at the same time’. JR further explained that, ‘if the two jobs were done together, then that element [the preliminaries element] would be cheaper [for the works to the Front Entrance] because the preliminaries element was already included in that job [the Mobile Classroom replacement]’. JR confirmed that for this tender for the mobile classroom replacement, the cover prices given to John Cawley were identical at £173,210, because the savings to be made for combining the two tenders were incorporated in the cover price for the other tender for the works to the front entrance.

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant John Cawley – Project list**

IV.1788. On the project list, provided by John Cawley to the OFT as part of its leniency application, is typewritten:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO</th>
<th>DATE DUE</th>
<th>SENT IN</th>
<th>EST BY</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>PROJECT TITLE DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
<th>FILED</th>
<th>INVOICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>27.4.01</td>
<td>RG</td>
<td>N.C.C.</td>
<td>Carhill Primary School</td>
<td>17321.00</td>
<td>RGO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>27.4.01</td>
<td>RG</td>
<td>N.C.C.</td>
<td>Carhill Primary School</td>
<td>17321.00</td>
<td>RGO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>27.4.01</td>
<td>RG</td>
<td>N.C.C.</td>
<td>Carhill Primary School</td>
<td>131688.00</td>
<td>RGO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>27.4.01</td>
<td>RG</td>
<td>N.C.C.</td>
<td>Carhill Primary School</td>
<td>105962.00</td>
<td>RGO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant John Cawley**

IV.1789. As part of its leniency application, John Cawley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.441 to IV.452 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

4180 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11152, page 10.
4181 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11152, page 11.
4182 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11152, pages 11 and 12.
4183 Project list, OFT Document Reference 6079, page 3.
IV.1790. Following the issue of the Statement, John Cawley did not submit any written or oral representations.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant John Cawley**

IV.1791. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, John Cawley's employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.441 to IV.452 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1792. In respect of this tender Nicholas Greene ('NG'), Director of John Cawley, could not recall the specific details of this tender, but on being shown by the OFT the Bodill tender sheet for this tender, NG said in respect of the entry ‘A £173210.00’, ‘B £173210.00’ Cawley © FROM US N. GREENE [.......] [C]’, that ‘....I don’t recall it but it would be us just taking a cover, yes. And that’s their details recording our name’ and ‘.... we took a cover from Bodill’s’.

IV.1793. In respect of the particular circumstances of this tender along with the associated tender for the alteration and extension to the front entrance at Cantrell Primary School NG said, ‘I remember we talked about this with my father [Richard Greene] and he knows that the way that that job was procured with three or four different tenders within one tender was silly, and so pretty confusing at the time.....normally it’s just one price, that’s it, all encompassing’.

IV.1794. Richard Greene ('RG'), a director of John Cawley, on being shown by the OFT the Bodill tender sheet for this tender, said in respect of the entry ‘A £173210.00’, ‘B £173210.00’ Cawley ©FROM US N. GREENE [.......] [C]’, ‘yeah, it rings a bell. It was silly really.....Because it meant a lot of extra work, splitting it all up, instead of sending to each subcontractor, you had to send them four little packages.....and then, if you don’t know whether you’re going to get all the job or one of them, it affects the way you price it.....No well, I’ll keep out of this’. RG confirmed that the special nature of this tender influenced John Cawley’s decision as to whether it wanted to win the work and that it approached Bodill for a cover.

IV.1795. RG also confirmed in respect of the details entered on John Cawley's project list for this tender, that the decimal point had been entered incorrectly under the column ‘Amount’ for the figure ‘17321.00’, and that it should have read £173,210 and that the spelling ‘Carhill’ under the column headed ‘Project Title Description’ should have read Cantrell.

[...][C]

IV.1796. [...] [C] 

---

4186 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11305, page 9.
4187 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11304, page 11.
4188 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11304, pages 11 and 12.
4189 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11304, pages 10 and 11.
4190 [...] [C]
4191 [...] [C]
4192 [...] [C]
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1799. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1800. Bodill and John Cawley each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.1801. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. It appears that Bodill wanted to win the tender for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. John Cawley was unable to submit a tender by the tender return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1802. In regard to John Cawley, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘A £173210.00’, ‘B £173210.00’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave John Cawley cover prices for this tender. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £173,210, a figure that was identical to the tender price that John Cawley submitted.

IV.1803. Bodill’s tender sheet also records ‘Cawley FROM US N.GREENE [........]’ and the OFT notes more specifically that this shows that Bodill was to contact NG at John Cawley in order to give it a cover price, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. Furthermore, on being shown Bodill’s tender sheet, both NG and RG of John Cawley accepted that John
Cawley was provided with a cover price by Bodill. NG specifically said on being shown the Bodill tender sheet that ‘that’s their details recording our name’ and ‘…. we took a cover from Bodill’s’.

IV.1804. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by John Cawley was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Both parties have admitted to bid rigging in respect of this tender.

IV.1805. [...] [C]

IV.1806. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between John Cawley and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied a figure to John Cawley for a cover bid.

IV.1807. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1779 to IV.1806 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4196 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bodill to John Cawley was not unilateral4197, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4198

(b) John Cawley can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;4199 and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from John Cawley (i.e. that John Cawley did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.4200

IV.1808. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between John Cawley and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a mobile classroom replacement at Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottingham, tender deadline 27 April 2001.

4196 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4197 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4198 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4199 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4200 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1809. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1810. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.1811. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of John Cawley’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. John Cawley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, John Cawley will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 57: Early Excellence Centre, Aughton Nursery School – 30 April 2001**

**Client:** Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council  
**Parties:** Wildgoose and Bramall

IV.1812. On 26 March 2001, Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council sought tenders for the construction of a new extension at Aughton Nursery School, Early Excellence Centre.\(^{4201}\) The following seven companies were invited to tender: Bramall, George Hurst and Sons Ltd, RMBC Building Works Department, Totty, Wildgoose, Walter G Birch Ltd and J & S Seddon (Building) Ltd.\(^{4202}\) The deadline for receipt of tenders was 11:00 am on 30 April 2001.\(^{4203}\)

IV.1813. Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council received the following tender returns:\(^{4204}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bramall</td>
<td>Not identifiable</td>
<td>£624,986.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Hurst and Sons Ltd</td>
<td>Not identifiable</td>
<td>£578,624.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMBC – Building Works Department</td>
<td>Not identifiable</td>
<td>£586,678.57</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totty</td>
<td>Not identifiable</td>
<td>£582,991.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>Not identifiable</td>
<td>£589,249.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter G Birch Ltd</td>
<td>Not identifiable</td>
<td>£658,856.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J &amp; S Seddon (Building) Ltd</td>
<td>Not identifiable</td>
<td>£654,141.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{4201}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10651.  
\(^{4202}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10651.  
\(^{4203}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10651.  
\(^{4204}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10651.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose – Tender Enquiry Register and Tender Finance Statement

IV.1814. During the OFT’s search of Wildgoose’s premises, an Enquiry Register was found. The Enquiry Register contained the following entry: 4205

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E.NO</th>
<th>DATES RECEIVED</th>
<th>RETURN</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/112</td>
<td>29/3</td>
<td>30/4</td>
<td>Early Excellence Centre, Aughton Nursery School</td>
<td>Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q/S</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>TENDER DELIVERY – TENDER SUM</th>
<th>DIFF.</th>
<th>EST.</th>
<th>RST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rotherham Borough Council Tel [...] [C]</td>
<td>Rotherham</td>
<td>£589249.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1815. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose provided to the OFT a Tender Finance Statement for this contract. Page four of the Tender Finance Statement contained the following handwritten entry, under the heading, ‘Competition’: 4206

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPETITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAMALL C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEDDON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARSHALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. HURST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bramall – Tender Register

IV.1816. During the OFT’s search of Bramall’s premises, a tender register was found. The tender register contained the following handwritten entry: 4207

---

4205 Tender Enquiry Register, OFT Document Reference 0095, page 22.
4207 Tender register, OFT Document Reference B0100, page 11.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Est No.</th>
<th>Customer/Project</th>
<th>Date due in</th>
<th>Tender Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3347</td>
<td>Rotherham MBC – Early Excellence Centre at Aughton Nursery School, Sheffield</td>
<td>B 30th April 01 (11am)</td>
<td>624986.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Competition Bids</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant - Bramall**

IV.1817. As part of its leniency application, Bramall provided to the OFT a list of ‘Definite and Probably Covers Taken’. This list contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Est No.</th>
<th>Customer/Project</th>
<th>Reg</th>
<th>Date due in</th>
<th>Tender Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3347</td>
<td>Rotherham MBC – Early Excellence Centre at Aughton Nursery School, Sheffield</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>30 April 2001 (11am)</td>
<td>624986.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Competitor Bids</th>
<th>NAB comments</th>
<th>PA comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wildgoose (T)</td>
<td>There is only one name in the tender book (Wildgoose) which suggests to me that we took a cover from them</td>
<td>This was non-standard work and we probably took a cover from Wildgoose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANO (T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seddon (T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Totty (T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walter Birch (T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rotherham MBE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DLO (T) 586, 678</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DS comments**

That looks to me as though we took help from Wildgoose for help

**Status on EMS (blue) or other evidence (green)**

Budget

IV.1818. In its response to the Statement, Bramall confirmed that it does not ‘…dispute the fact of taking or giving cover prices, and specifically in relation to [this Infringement].’

---

4208 Covers schedule provided by Bramall, OFT Document Reference B1420, page 5.
4209 Written representations of Bramall, 27 June 2008, paragraph 1.1.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Bramall

IV.1819. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bramall’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.243 to IV.273 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1820. During an interview on 27 March 2007, Neil Baxter (‘NB’), Managing Director, was asked what he could recall in relation to this contract. NB stated, ‘The only entry that we had in our tender log book for this one was from Wildgoose and that suggests that it could have been a cover but not the type of work that we would have wanted to carry out it was school work’.\(^{4210}\) NB confirmed that it is possible that Wildgoose provided Bramall with a cover price for this tender.\(^{4211}\)

Evidence from leniency applicant - Wildgoose

IV.1821. In its response to the Statement, Wildgoose confirmed that it ‘...accepts that it gave Bramall Construction a cover price on this tender’.\(^{4212}\)

Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Wildgoose

IV.1822. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Wildgoose’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.726 to IV.742 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1823. During an interview on 17 April 2007, Richard Hubble (‘RH’), a senior estimator for Wildgoose from 2000 to September 2002, was asked if he could recall anything about this contract. RH replied, ‘... no ... by the looks of it I priced it but I can’t remember the job’.\(^{4213}\) RH confirmed that he was the estimator for this contract as confirmed by ‘RH’ [Richard Hubble’s initials] handwritten on the enquiry register in the ‘EST’ column of the Enquiry Register.\(^{4214}\)

IV.1824. The OFT showed RH the Tender Finance Statement for this contract, and asked him to explain the entries on page four, headed ‘competition’. RH stated, ‘... top one Bramall Construction, they’ve rung us and asked for some help’.\(^{4215}\) RH confirmed that the tender register showed this ‘because of the ‘C’ next to it, we’ve helped them out. And then the rest of it’s the competition, Seddons from Stoke, Totty Construction, DLO the direct labour organisation, obviously ourselves, and Marshalls, I’ve heard of and G. Hurst Construction’.\(^{4216}\)

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1825. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

\(^{4210}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11169, page 10.
\(^{4211}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11169, page 10.
\(^{4212}\) Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2004), paragraph 5.35.1.
\(^{4213}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11445, page 10.
\(^{4214}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11445, page 10.
\(^{4215}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11445, page 10.
\(^{4216}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11445, page 10.
IV.1826. Wildgoose and Bramall each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for the construction of a new extension at Aughton Nursey School.

IV.1827. Both companies submitted a tender. Wildgoose completed the estimating process for the tender and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.1828. Bramall did not have the time to complete the estimating process and/or it did not want to win the contract, due to the type of work involved.

IV.1829. Wildgoose’s ‘Tender Finance Statement’ records ‘BRAMALL C’, handwritten in the competition box. RH confirmed that this shows that Wildgoose gave a cover price to Bramall. He said, ‘Bramall Construction, they’ve rung us and asked for some help … we’ve helped them out’.4217 The OFT notes that no ‘C’ is recorded against any of the other competitors written on the ‘Tender Finance Statement’.

IV.1830. Bramall’s Tender Register records ‘Wildgoose’ in the ‘Competition Bids’ box. NB confirmed that this shows that Bramall possibly took a cover price from Wildgoose and that this was a type of work which Bramall did not usually want to carry out. The OFT considers it significant that Bramall named Wildgoose as the company with which it possibly engaged in cover pricing, without being shown the OFT’s existing evidence in respect of Wildgoose. In the light of the contemporaneous evidence from both Wildgoose and Bramall, and RH’s and NB’s explanation of the contemporaneous evidence, the OFT considers that Wildgoose supplied Bramall with a cover price for this tender.

IV.1831. In addition the OFT notes that the tender submitted by Bramall was higher than the tender submitted by Wildgoose, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1832. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Wildgoose and Bramall. The OFT also concludes that Wildgoose supplied a figure to Bramall for a cover bid.

IV.1833. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1814 to IV.1832 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4218 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Wildgoose to Bramall was not unilateral4219, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4220

(b) Bramall can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Wildgoose (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;4221 and

(c) Wildgoose can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bramall (i.e. that Bramall did not intend to submit a

4218 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4219 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4220 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4221 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.1834. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Wildgoose and Bramall, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the construction of a new extension at Aughton Nursery School, tender deadline 30 April 2001.

IV.1835. In its response to the Statement, Bramall disputed the OFT’s finding that Bramall took into account the information it received from Wildgoose when determining its conduct, asserting instead that ‘...Bramall’s conduct was determined at a very preliminary stage, i.e. when Bramall decided not to allocate time and staff to the estimation process and therefore before any alleged contact with Wildgoose’. The OFT does not accept Bramall’s interpretation of events as it is clear from Bramall’s admission of taking a cover price that Bramall did in fact take account of the information it received from Wildgoose by submitting a bid at or around the level communicated to it by Wildgoose.

IV.1836. In their responses to the Statement, both Wildgoose and Bramall disputed the OFT’s finding that Wildgoose would have taken account of Bramall’s intention to not submit a competitive bid when determining its conduct. Bramall asserted that the ‘...fact that shortly before the tender submission deadline [Wildgoose] might have been informed that one of the possible competitors might not intend to win the tender but there were other genuine competitive prices returned, could not have affected its decision in terms of what conduct to adopt when it received the tender invitation and started the estimation process’. Wildgoose stated that it ‘continued to price the project as competitively as it could’.

IV.1837. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Wildgoose or Bramall has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept the assertion that the cover pricing did not affect Wildgoose’s actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1838. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100

---

4222 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4225 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2004), paragraph 5.36.2.
4226 See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
IV.1839. Wildgoose informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Wildgoose will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.1840. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Bramall’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Wildgoose. Bramall will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Bramall will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 58: The Toll House, Stratford upon Avon – 8 May 2001
Client: Antler Homes Midlands Ltd
Parties: Thomas Vale and Greswolde

IV.1841. On 30 March 2001, Antler Homes Midlands Ltd sought tenders for a new build of a residential development at The Toll House, Stratford upon Avon. The following five companies were invited to tender: Palmac Contracting Ltd, Mayway Construction Ltd, Greswolde, Crosbee & Atkins and Thomas Vale.4227

The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 8 May 2001.4228

IV.1842. Antler Homes Midlands Ltd received the following tender returns:4229

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palmac Contracting Ltd</td>
<td>8 May 2001 before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,043,162</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayway Construction Ltd</td>
<td>8 May 2001 before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,223,009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greswolde</td>
<td>8 May 2001 before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,244,899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosbee &amp; Atkins</td>
<td>8 May 2001 before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,266,806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>8 May 2001 before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,298,520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet

IV.1843. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:4230

---

4227 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7059.
4228 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7059.
4229 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7059.
4230 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 15.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,298,520</td>
<td></td>
<td>Greswolde, Crosbie and Atkins,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.1844. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1845. At Annex 14 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 55 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2000 tenders is the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4793</td>
<td>30 April</td>
<td>Antler Homes Midlands Ltd</td>
<td>Residential Development, The Toll House, Stratford upon Avon</td>
<td>Taken (Greswolde)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1846. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.

IV.1847. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application. The name ‘Greswold’ appears on this list.

4231 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
4232 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 55.
4233 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
IV.1848. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.1849. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.1850. As indicated by the letter ‘P’ in the Tender Status spreadsheet, this tender was allocated to the Special Projects Division, based at Thomas Vale’s head office. CKT explained that all tenders at the head office were booked through him but estimators in different divisions would have been aware of the requirement to either update the spreadsheet themselves or inform CKT of what had occurred once the tender had been submitted, including where assistance had been sought from other contractors. CKT also said that the initials ‘AJB’ in the estimator column were for Anthony (Tony) Bastable (‘AJB’), who left Thomas Vale’s employment in 2005.4234 In interview, CKT referred to the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet for this tender as follows: ‘Yes, it’s tender return date of the 30th of April 2001, contract figure, or tender figure of £1,298,520. Greswolde are in bold letters which indicates we went to Greswolde for a cover figure’.4235 CKT confirmed that AJB would have made contact with Greswolde for a cover price ‘because they generally dealt with their own cover figures in the projects division’.4236

**Evidence from other companies – Greswolde**

IV.1851. The OFT wrote to Greswolde on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Greswolde had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response Greswolde, through their legal representatives, admitted engaging ‘in bid rigging activities on this tender with THOMAS VALE CONSTRUCTION’.4237

IV.1852. The OFT subsequently wrote to Greswolde’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Mantisson, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Greswolde’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Mantisson jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Greswolde in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Mantisson did not make any comment.4238

4234 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 7.
4235 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 22.
4236 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 22.
4237 Response from Greswolde, OFT Document Reference 10364, page 3.
4238 Response from Mantisson, OFT Document Reference 13986.
IV.1853. In their response to the Statement, Greswolde and Mantisson stated ‘Greswolde is not...challenging the OFT’s substantive allegations in relation to each of the Alleged Infringements and maintains its acceptance of the terms of the Fast Track Offer’.\footnote{4239}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1854. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1855. Thomas Vale and Greswolde each accepted an invitation to tender for the new build of residential development at The Toll House, Stratford upon Avon.

IV.1856. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that a cover price was sought.

IV.1857. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT and available to estimators at Thomas Vale’s head office, including AJB within Special Projects Division, records two competitors for this tender, namely Greswolde and ‘Crosbie and Atkins’. Greswolde is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated by Special Projects Division. Thomas Vale’s bid is recorded by the client as £1,298,520 which matches the figure recorded by Thomas Vale on the Tender Status spreadsheet.

IV.1858. Antler Homes Midlands Ltd also received a tendered amount of £1,244,899 from Greswolde, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Greswolde to Thomas Vale.

IV.1859. The OFT notes that although two competitors have been recorded on Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet, only one company is highlighted in bold, i.e. Greswolde. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Greswolde from the other competitor.

IV.1860. Thomas Vale admitted that Greswolde was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. In interview, CKT confirmed that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet shows that a cover price had been received by Thomas Vale from Greswolde and AJB would have obtained the cover price.

IV.1861. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Greswolde admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Thomas Vale, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Thomas Vale was involved. This provides independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.1862. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Greswolde. The OFT also concludes that Greswolde supplied a figure to Thomas Vale for a cover bid.

\footnote{4239} Written representations of Greswolde and Mantisson, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.5.
IV.1863. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1843 to IV.1862 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Greswolde to Thomas Vale was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Greswolde (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Greswolde can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1864. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Greswolde in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the new build at The Toll House, Stratford upon Avon, tender deadline 8 May 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1865. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1866. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.


Client: City of York Council

Parties: Strata (formerly known as Weaver) and Simons

IV.1867. On 9 April 2001, City of York Council sought tenders for alterations, improvements and extension at Burnholme College, York. The following six companies were invited to tender: Simons, P S Turner Construction Limited, Thomas Armstrong Construction Limited, P Casey, Weaver and Totty. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 8 May 2001.

4240 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4241 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4242 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4243 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4244 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4245 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7401.
4246 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7401.
4247 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7401.
IV.1868. City of York Council received the following tender returns:4248

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simons</td>
<td>No records available</td>
<td>£1,795,608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P S Turner Construction Limited</td>
<td>No records available</td>
<td>£1,577,237 Tender withdrawn due to contractor’s arithmetical error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Armstrong Construction Limited</td>
<td>No records available</td>
<td>£1,685,308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Casey</td>
<td>No records available</td>
<td>£1,892,001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver [Strata]</td>
<td>No records available</td>
<td>£1,639,297</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totty</td>
<td>No records available</td>
<td>£1,795,497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata – Contract Information Sheet (BOB sheet)

IV.1869. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises, a contract information sheet, or BOB sheet, was found.4249 The BOB sheet contained the following entries typed in the tender results box:4250

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% DIFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTRACTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.6680967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata**

IV.1870. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. This list contained the following entry:4251

---

4248 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7401.
4249 Contract, OFT Document Reference 3099.
4250 Contract, OFT Document Reference 3099.
IV.1871. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Strata**

IV.1872. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

**Evidence from leniency applicant - Simons**

IV.1873. In its response to the Statement, Simons confirmed its support for ‘...the OFT’s desire to eradicate cover pricing and, unlike some parts of the construction industry, does not seek to excuse it or to minimise its potential effects on competition. Rather Simons Group acknowledges that cover pricing is unlawful (and distorts competition), and accepts responsibility for the failings of its subsidiaries SCL [Simons] and Wrights [Wrights (Lincoln)] in taking cover prices in the three bid situations [including this Infringement] described in the [Statement]...’.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Simons**

IV.1874. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Simons’ employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.567 to IV.592 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1875. Also during an interview with the OFT on 15 March 2007, conducted in connection with Simons’s leniency application, Phil Bewers (‘PB’), Regional Manager of Simons’s York office, provided further information regarding the tender for this contract. PB stated that ‘... It doesn’t mean anything to me at all. However it is in our tender book at York and obviously it went through the York office’. PB was shown the BOB sheet found at Strata and asked whether Strata was a company with whom Simons would have exchanged cover prices in the past, to which PB replied, ‘It’s possible. I can’t remember but it’s possible, yes’. PB confirmed that Strata’s admission that it gave a cover price to Simons, based on the evidence found at Strata, could well be accurate and could be confirmed by comparing the price Simons submitted, as...
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1876. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1877. Strata and Simons each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for alterations, improvements and an extension to Burnholme College, York.

IV.1878. Both companies submitted a tender. Strata completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a genuine bid. This is shown by the price submitted by Strata being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.1879. Simons did not have the time to complete the estimating process and/or it did not want to win the contract.

IV.1880. Strata’s contract information sheet records ‘7.6680967 SIMONS (C) 1765000 ’ typed in the tender results box. Paul Throssell (‘PT’), an Estimator at Strata, confirmed that a (C) written next to a competitor’s name alongside a figure and a percentage difference shows that Strata gave a cover price to the company noted, as in this case. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata, PT’s explanation of how covers given were recorded and PB’s acceptance based on Strata’s admission that Strata gave a cover price to Simons, that Strata supplied Simons with a cover price for this tender.

IV.1881. In addition the OFT notes that the tender submitted by Simons was higher than the tender submitted by Strata, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. The OFT does not consider it significant that the figure eventually submitted by Simons, £1,795,608, differs from the amount shown against Simons, £1,765,000, on Strata’s BOB sheet. It is likely that Simons was made aware by Strata of the amount Strata intended to bid, and that Simons selected its own figure for a cover bid that differed from Strata’s recommended amount but was even more comfortably above Strata’s bid, to avoid winning the contract.

IV.1882. The OFT notes that both Parties have admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.1883. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Simons. The OFT also concludes that Strata supplied a figure to Simons for a cover bid.

IV.1884. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1869 to IV.1883 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Strata to Simons was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

---

4256 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12819, page 10.
4257 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
Simons can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Strata (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Simons (i.e. that Simons did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1885. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Simons and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for alterations, improvements and extensions to Burnholme College, York, tender deadline 8 May 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1886. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1887. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to Strata under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

IV.1888. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Simons’ involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to Strata’s offices under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Simons will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Simons will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 60: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 61: Fire Safety Works to Two Tower Blocks at Gleadless & Jordonthorpe Sheffield – 29 May 2001
Client: Sheffield City Council
Parties: Strata (formerly known as Weaver) and Baggaley & Jenkins

IV.1889. On 26 April 2001, Sheffield City Council sought tenders for improvements to the fire safety standard of two sheltered tower blocks. The following five companies were invited to tender: Baggaley & Jenkins, P Casey, Frank Haslam

4258 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4259 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4260 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4261 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 29 May 2001.

IV.1890. Sheffield City Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 29 May 2001</td>
<td>£529,628.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Casey</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 29 May 2001</td>
<td>£414,909.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Haslam Milan</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 29 May 2001</td>
<td>£378,379.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitchmastic plc</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 29 May 2001</td>
<td>£434,583.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver [Strata]</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 29 May 2001</td>
<td>£509,531.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata – Contract Information Sheet (BOB sheet)

IV.1891. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a contract information sheet, or BOB sheet, was found. The BOB sheet contained the following entries typed in the tender results box:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% DIFF</th>
<th>CONTRACTOR</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.9442503</td>
<td>BAGGALEY &amp; JENKINS (C</td>
<td>529628</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.1892. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. This list contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29/05/2001</td>
<td>Fire Safety Works to 2 Tower Blocks @ Gleadless &amp; Jordanthorpe, Sheff</td>
<td>T55/01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover to</th>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
<th>Contract Secured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>Mansfield</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV.1893. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Strata

IV.1894. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Baggaley & Jenkins

IV.1895. The OFT wrote to Baggaley & Jenkins on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Baggaley & Jenkins had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Baggaley & Jenkins admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.4267

IV.1896. In its response to the Statement, Baggaley & Jenkins confirmed ‘...it had already admitted to engaging in cover pricing in relation to the 3 tenders identified by the OFT [including this Infringement] ... Baggaley & Jenkins wishes to state at the outset that it regrets its past involvement in cover pricing and has taken, and will continue to take, appropriate measures to ensure that the practice has ceased and will not be repeated’.4268

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1897. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1898. Strata and Baggaley & Jenkins each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for fire safety works to two tower blocks at Gleadless & Jordonthorpe Sheffield.

IV.1899. Both companies submitted a tender. Strata completed the estimating process for this tender and submitted a tender with the hope of winning the contract. Baggaley & Jenkins was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1900. Strata’s contract information sheet records ‘3.9442503 BAGGALEY ^ JENKINS (C 529628’ typed in the tender results box. Paul Throssell (‘PT’), an Estimator at Strata, confirmed that a (C) written next to a competitor’s name alongside a figure and a percentage difference shows that Strata gave a cover price to the company noted, as in this case. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata, PT’s explanation of how covers given were recorded and Baggaley & Jenkins’s admission that it received a cover price, that Strata supplied Baggaley & Jenkins with a cover price for this tender.

4267 Response from Baggaley & Jenkins, OFT Document Reference 10236, page 2.
IV.1901. In addition, the OFT notes that the tender submitted by Baggaley & Jenkins was higher than the tender submitted by Strata, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. The OFT further notes that the figure recorded against Baggaley & Jenkins by Strata on its BOB sheet, £529628, is the same as the bid submitted by Baggaley & Jenkins. PT confirmed generally in interview that this was the figure that Strata would have given (to Baggaley & Jenkins, in this instance) as a cover price.

IV.1902. The OFT notes that both Parties have admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.1903. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Baggaley & Jenkins. The OFT also concludes that Strata supplied a figure to Baggaley & Jenkins for a cover bid.

IV.1904. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1891 to IV.1903 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4269 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Strata to Baggaley & Jenkins was not unilateral4270, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4271
(b) Baggaley & Jenkins can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Strata (i.e the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;4272 and
(c) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Baggaley & Jenkins (i.e. that Baggaley & Jenkins did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.4273

IV.1905. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Baggaley & Jenkins and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for fire safety works to two tower blocks at Gleadless & Jordonthorpe, Sheffield, tender deadline 29 May 2001.

*Immunity and leniency assessment*

IV.1906. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1907. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of

---

4269 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4270 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4271 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4272 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4273 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 62: General Building/Fit-out of John Street Market, Bradford – 6 June 2001

Client: City of Bradford Metropolitan District Council
Parties: Irwins and Lotus

IV.1908. Bovis Lend Lease undertook the tendering process on behalf of the City of Bradford Metropolitan District Council (‘Metropolitan M.B.C’). On 26 April 2001, Bovis Lend Lease sought tenders for the general building/fit-out of John Street Market. The following four companies were invited to tender: Irwins, Lotus, EPH Ltd and Adana Construction Ltd. The deadline for receipt of tenders was originally 12:00 noon on 18 May 2001, but this was changed to 12:00 noon on 6 June 2001.

IV.1909. Bovis Lend Lease received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lotus</td>
<td>12:00 noon 6 June 2001</td>
<td>£853,879.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>12:00 noon 6 June 2001</td>
<td>£970,669.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPH Ltd</td>
<td>12:00 noon 6 June 2001</td>
<td>£800,265.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adana Construction Ltd</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Irwins – Tender Register

IV.1910. During the OFT’s search of Irwins’ premises a Tender Register was found. The tender register contained the following entry in respect of this tender:

---

4274 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7239.
4275 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7222.
4276 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7222.
4277 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 7225A.
4278 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7222.
4279 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 31.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender no and date Received</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Type of Works, % Diff</th>
<th>Amount tendered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0401041 27 April 665</td>
<td>John Street Market Bradford General Building/Fit out</td>
<td>City of Bradford Bovis Halliday Clark Ltd Turners &amp; Townsend</td>
<td>P&amp;S C</td>
<td>970669</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender return date</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fri 18 May 2001</td>
<td>PW</td>
<td>Lotus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant – Irwins**

IV.1911. As part of its leniency application, Irwins’ legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.\(^{4280}\) The evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1912. In addition to its leniency application, Irwins provided to the OFT two schedules, one each for ‘Covers Taken’ and ‘Covers Given’, which detail projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by Ivan Peter Nelson (‘IPN’), Estimating Director, into potential cover prices. At number 49 of the ‘Covers Taken’ schedule is the following entry:\(^{4281}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tender Ref</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Cover From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>0401041</td>
<td>Gen Builders Package John St Market Bradford</td>
<td>City of Bradford</td>
<td>18.05.01</td>
<td>970696</td>
<td>Lotus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual Contact

Malcolm White

\(^{4280}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0714.

\(^{4281}\) Covers Taken schedule, OFT Document Reference A0718, page 5.
IV.1913. Irwins also provided to the OFT a schedule listing its competitors’ contact details. The name of Lotus appears on the list and ‘Malcolm White’ is named as the contact point with a telephone number of […] [C].4282

IV.1914. Irwins further provided to the OFT its tender return/Form of Tender for this contract. This Form of Tender states that it was for a refurbishment project at John Street Market. The Form of Tender was signed on 1 June 2001 and the figure Irwins submitted was £970,669.00.4283

IV.1915. Following the issue of the Statement, Irwins did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Irwins

IV.1916. During an interview with the OFT on 8 March 2007, conducted in connection with Irwins leniency application, IPN provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1917. Also during this interview, IPN was shown the ‘Tender Register’4284 and in particular the reference to the entry for General Building works at John Street Market, Bradford and was asked if he could recall anything about that contract. IPN replied ‘Yeah. … Although it says City of Bradford, this was actually for Bovis. They were the main contractor’.4285 IPN confirmed that the presence of a ‘C’ in the fifth column on the tender register shows that Irwins took a cover in relation to that contract.4286 IPN further confirmed that on the basis that ‘Lotus’ is handwritten in the final column on the tender register, Irwins received a cover price from Lotus, ‘I think Lotus on them, yeah’.4287

Evidence from other companies – Lotus

IV.1918. The OFT wrote to Lotus on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Lotus had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Lotus admitted that ‘we engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other parties involved’.4288

IV.1919. Following the issue of the Statement, Lotus confirmed that ‘…Lotus is compelled… to accept its participation in the Alleged Infringements…’.4289

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1920. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.
IV.1921. Irwins and Lotus each accepted an invitation to tender for the general building of John Street Market, Bradford. Irwins was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1922. Irwins’ Tender Register records ‘Lotus’ handwritten in the final column. Lotus is the only competitor named on Irwins’ Tender Register for this tender. IPN confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from the company noted.

IV.1923. Also a ‘C’ is handwritten in the fifth column of the tender register. IPN confirmed that the C in this column shows that Irwins sought a cover price in relation to this contract. Both Parties have accepted that they participated in this Infringement. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Irwins and IPN’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence and the admission by Lotus, that Lotus supplied Irwins with a cover price for this tender.

IV.1924. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Irwins was higher than the tender submitted by Lotus, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1925. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Irwins and Lotus. The OFT also concludes that Lotus supplied a figure to Irwins for a cover bid.

IV.1926. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1910 to IV.1925 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4290 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Lotus to Irwins was not unilateral4291, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4292
(b) Irwins can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Lotus (i.e the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;4293 and
(c) Lotus can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Irwins (i.e. that Irwins did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.4294

IV.1927. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Irwins and Lotus, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for general building works at John Street Market, Bradford, tender deadline 6 June 2001.

4290 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4291 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4292 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4293 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4294 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1928. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1929. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 21 March 2006. Irwins will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Irwins in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 63:** 13 Flats, Charnwood House, Brant Hill Road, Woodhouse Eaves, Leicestershire – 29 June 2001  
**Client:** Western Range Ltd  
**Parties:** J H Hallam, Linford and K W Brookes

IV.1930. On 11 May 2001, Western Range Ltd sought tenders for the refurbishment and conversion of the existing building and the addition of an attached new build block to create 13 flats at Charnwood House, Brant Hill Road, Woodhouse Eaves, Leicestershire. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 29 June 2001 and five companies were invited to tender: GW Deeley Ltd, Adam Eastwood, J H Hallam, K W Brookes, and Linford.4295

IV.1931. Western Range Ltd received the following tender returns on 29 June 2001:4296

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GW Deeley Ltd</td>
<td>Withdrew 21.05.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>29 June 2001</td>
<td>11:05</td>
<td>£1,796,028.69</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>29 June 2001</td>
<td>11:10</td>
<td>£1,898,942.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K W Brookes</td>
<td>29 June 2001</td>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>£1,989,857.00</td>
<td>Tender Withdrawn 04.07.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linford</td>
<td>29 June 2001</td>
<td>08:30</td>
<td>£1,997,562.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam – Incoming Tender/Individual Tender Report Sheet*

IV.1932. During the OFT’s search of J H Hallam’s premises, an Incoming Tender/Individual Tender Report Sheet was recovered in relation to this tender. In the top right hand corner it allocates the tender a unique number E844. To the top left of the sheet in the box marked Estimator Allocated it has the initials ‘WJP’ which stand for William Packer (‘WP’), the Chief Estimator at J H Hallam.

4295 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9994.  
4296 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9994.
IV.1933. Linford stated in its response to the Statement in respect of the document referred to in the previous paragraph, ‘... Linford would comment that there is no guarantee that it has not been created or at least edited retrospectively. Linford refers the OFT to the fact that the document was submitted by a leniency applicant which has every motivation to provide the OFT with documentation that indicates the involvement of its competitors in cover pricing’.

IV.1934. The OFT does not accept Linford’s assertion that the Incoming Tender/Individual Tender Report Sheet was submitted by J H Hallam to implicate its competitors.

IV.1935. First, as stated in the Statement and in paragraph IV.1932 above, this document was not submitted by J H Hallam in the first instance, but was recovered by the OFT during an unannounced search of J H Hallam’s premises. The document was then re-submitted by J H Hallam as part of its leniency application. At the time, J H Hallam had not yet applied for leniency and J H Hallam would not have had the opportunity to tamper with the document as Linford suggests. Nor would it have had any reason to make the alterations suggested by Linford in the period between the date of the Infringement and the date of the OFT’s search of its premises.

IV.1936. Linford also suggested that the OFT’s interview with Spencer Robinson (‘SR’) supported its contention of retrospective amendment, stating: ‘...Linford would draw the OFT’s attention to the comments of Spencer Robinson, an estimator at J H Hallam. He comments, in relation to the inclusion of a “C” on an Incoming Tender Report Sheet, that “...I assume John’s [John Richards at J H Hallam] written that on there to pass the information to you, because that wouldn’t have been done – you know it’s more likely I’ve taken the information ...yeah, that’s what I’d assume that is, is obviously when he’s been trawling through all this information to forward to yourself he’s then handwritten that in there...’’. The OFT notes that the responses of SR quoted by Linford were given when he was being questioned on a document related to a Board Meeting on a tender which is not the subject of this Decision. That document was provided by J H Hallam after making its application for leniency, rather than obtained on the search. The OFT therefore does not accept that SR’s comments on another document unrelated to this Infringement affect the conclusions it is able to draw from this particular document in any respect.

---

4297 Tender report sheet, OFT Document Reference 5036, see also 2872.
4299 The OFT notes that document 5036 contains additional pricing information not included in document 2872, however the evidence referred to in IV.1932 remains unchanged.
4300 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.25.
IV.1937. However, the OFT has nonetheless reviewed the later manuscript additions to that unrelated document and has compared them to the handwritten entries on the Tender Report Sheet described in paragraph IV.1932. The manuscript entries which refer to Linford on that Tender Report Sheet do not bear a resemblance to the later manuscript additions referred to by SR. The style of handwriting matches the remainder of the entries on the Tender Report Sheet. The OFT therefore considers that there is no reason to believe that the reference to ‘Linford (Cover)’ is not contemporaneous to the completion of the remainder of the Tender Report Sheet. The OFT does not therefore accept there is any other basis for Linford’s assertion that the Incoming Tender/Individual Tender Report Sheet was edited retrospectively.

IV.1938. Linford’s response to the Statement advanced two alternative explanations for the ‘LINFORD (COVER)’ entry in the Incoming Tender/Individual Tender Report Sheet: (i) ‘...J H Hallam intended to win this tender and, if required, planned to provide a cover price to other participating tenderers, Linford (and K W Brookes)...’ and (ii) ‘...[t]he inclusion of “(COVER)” next to the names of the competitors it was aware were invited to tender therefore referred to the fact that these would be companies which J H Hallam could contact to request a cover price, in the event that it decided not to competitively price the tender’.

IV.1939. The OFT does not consider that the alternative explanations put forward by Linford are supported by the interviews with J H Hallam’s employees (see below) or the pattern of bid price submitted. It also notes the absence of any argument by Linford that it actually did price the bids, either with or without any supporting evidence such as its own contemporaneous bid workings or estimates, or witness evidence from its own employees, which might have supported such alternative inferences being drawn from the contemporaneous documents.

Evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam

IV.1940. As part of its leniency application, J H Hallam provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.420 to IV.430 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1941. In particular, J H Hallam provided to the OFT a schedule entitled ‘Projects Involving Cover Pricing March 2000 – June 2005’. Examination of the entry relevant to this tender shows that J H Hallam gave cover prices to Linford and K W Brookes.

IV.1942. In its response to the Statement, J H Hallam stated ‘JH Hallam does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.

---

4301 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.43.
4302 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.44.
4303 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4969.
4304 Schedule of Covers, OFT Document Reference 4977, page 5.
4305 Written representations of J H Hallam, 27 June 2008, paragraph 73.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam

IV.1943. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, J H Hallam’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.420 to IV.430 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1944. Additional evidence in relation to this tender comes from the interview of WP, the estimator allocated to this tender. His response to questions concerning this tender was as follows:4306

Q. ‘It’s 13 Flats, Charnwood House, Woodhouse Eves
A. Right

Q. Hallams have admitted okay a cover to K W Brookes and Linford and the client was Western Range Limited. Again I have your incoming tender report
A. Which was me

Q. Exhibit 5036
A. Yes

Q. And you confirm that in the top right corner look is WJP which you established is yourself
A. Yes

Q. And the other highlighted area on this particular copy shows Linford and K H Brookes [sic] with words cover in brackets next to them
A. Right

Q. So your interpretation or explanation of that would be that...
A. We gave a cover price to those two people

Q. Now it doesn’t actually show figures on this for Linford and K H Brookes [sic] would that have been recorded anywhere
A. I don’t think so in actual fact, There is a sheet afterwards which gives a list of prices

Q. No, but you couldn’t be sure
A. I couldn’t be sure which one of those went to Linfords or Brookes.

Q. But they did get covers
A. Is that the list provided by the client

4306 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12756, page 10.
A. That’s the list submitted by the client’

IV.1945. Linford’s response to the Statement referred to the OFT’s interview of WP, stating that ‘[h]e [WP] offers no reply to the OFT question whether a cover price was actually given...’.4307

IV.1946. The OFT does not accept Linford’s assertion. The OFT points out not only that WP stated in the above extract, ‘We gave a cover price to those two people’ but also that WP stated in the same interview:4308

Q. ‘...Right. So in fact you admitted to me giving or taking a cover in four jobs [including 13 Flats, Charnwood House, Brant Hill Road, Leicestershire] in total in the last few minutes.

A. Right

Q. On what basis do you make the admission. Is it based on the documents that you have seen [or] recollection of individual contracts.

A. I think on both instances yes.

Q. You are quite satisfied that what you said is the accurate truth.

A. I am’

IV.1947. Linford also stated in its response to the Statement in respect of this Infringement that ‘...[d]espite William Packer being the person responsible for this tender, he provides no detail on when and between whom any actual contact on cover prices between J H Hallam and Linford (or K W Brookes) may have taken place...’.4309

IV.1948. Although WP did not recall this contract specifically, the OFT considers that WP’s responses, by way of explanation of the contemporaneous documentation referred to above, provide strong evidence that a cover price ‘was actually given’ to Linford in respect of this Infringement. Although WP could not recall with whom he discussed the cover price, he did confirm that the contemporaneous Incoming Tender/Individual Tender Report Sheet document would be an accurate record of what took place. His answers, in respect of the process by which J H Hallam generally gave cover prices, and in respect of this particular Infringement, do not support Linford’s suggested alternative explanations for the Incoming Tender/Individual Tender Report Sheet.

Evidence from other companies – Linford

IV.1949. The OFT wrote to Linford on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Linford had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT’s Fast Track Offer was

4307 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.37.
4308 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12756, pages 11 to 12.
4309 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.2.5 (b).
IV.1950. The OFT subsequently wrote to Linford’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, F & E V Linford, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Linford’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold F & E V Linford jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Linford in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. The OFT spoke to a representative of F & E V Linford Limited on 11 December 2007 who stated that Linford ‘does not wish to make any comments regarding the second fast track letter at this stage’. 4311

IV.1951. Linford concluded in its response to the Statement in respect of this Infringement ‘...Linford submits that the OFT’s conclusions are imprecise, speculative and unproven, failing to take into account plausible alternative explanations and without any corroboration from sources except J H Hallam itself...’. 4312 For reasons given above, the OFT does not accept Linford’s conclusions.

IV.1952. In its response to the Statement, Linford argued that the Tender Return Document referred to in paragraph IV.1931 above ‘is an apparently contemporaneous document created by Western Range Limited with details of the tenders including those of Linford and K W Brookes. It contains no reference to any cover prices and merely records the tenders from those invited to tender, making it of no evidential value whatsoever in relation to the OFT’s assertions...’. 4313 The OFT does not rely on this document itself in support of any allegation of cover pricing. The document clearly does not indicate whether cover prices were given. However, the OFT considers it is good evidence of the bids which were received by Western Range Ltd for this contract. And, the OFT considers that those bids themselves may support further inferences. In this case, the level of the bids evidenced by this document are consistent with the pattern of a cover price having been accepted by Linford.

IV.1953. Indeed, Linford itself seeks to draw an equivalent inference from this document, namely from the indication that K W Brookes withdrew its tender which it suggests ‘does not fit with the pattern of a company which has allegedly obtained a cover price’. 4314 The OFT does not accept this particular inference. The submission of a tender is in no way inconsistent with K W Brookes having received a cover price from J H Hallam, and neither is the withdrawal of that tender five days post-submission. In any event, the OFT is not proceeding against K W Brookes for reasons given below and therefore does not need to speculate as to what the withdrawal of that company’s tender may signify – it does not undermine any inferences that may be drawn in respect of Linford.

IV.1954. Linford further stated in its response, ‘[i]t is also pertinent to the OFT’s claims that Linford’s own tender price is 5 per cent above J H Hallam’s, which is

4310 Response from Linford, OFT Document Reference 10522.
4311 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 14073.
4312 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.51.
4313 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.28.
4314 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.30.
outside the range of “2-4 per cent” which Hallam stated it applied for cover pricing (OFT interview with Spencer Robinson)’. The OFT does not consider that this alters the OFT’s analysis of the evidence. The OFT points out that SR stated in the same interview:

Q. ‘You said two or three percent, was there a specific formula?

A. No-

Q. Always x number of percent, or just?

A. No, I mean we arrived at a tender figure and it was a million pounds I’d look at it and think, I probably wouldn’t even put a percent on, I’ll shove 40 grand on, something like that...’.

IV.1955. The OFT considers that the above responses of SR outline practices that are consistent with J H Hallam having provided Linford with a cover price five per cent above its own submitted price. A cover price of five per cent more than the provider’s bid price is also consistent with industry practice as outlined at IV.65 to IV.69 and IV.75 to IV.77 above.

Evidence from other companies – K W Brookes

IV.1956. K W Brookes ceased trading on 28 July 2005. The company was placed into administration with Mazars LLP, Lancaster House, 67, Newhall Street, Birmingham, B3 1NG. The matter was dealt with by Mr A.S. Wood. On 12 July 2007, in response to an enquiry from the OFT as to the status and assets of the company the following reply was received stating ‘...I can confirm that no part of the above company’s business was transferred to any third part following my appointment as Administrator. All construction contracts ceased prior to our appointment. The only assets realised were motor vehicles that were sold by private treaty...’.

IV.1957. A search of Companies House records shows that the company K W Brookes was formally dissolved on 5 May 2007. In the light of the foregoing, the OFT has no basis on which to pursue K W Brookes, for bid rigging in relation to this tender.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1958. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1959. J H Hallam, Linford, and K W Brookes each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

4315 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.31.
4316 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12754, page 8.
4317 File note of telephone enquiry, OFT Document Reference 13005A.
4318 Response from Mazars LLP, OFT Document Reference 13005.
4319 Companies House registry, OFT Document Reference 12170.
IV.1960. Linford and K W Brookes were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1961. In regard to Linford, the contemporaneous document discussed in paragraph IV.1932 above, confirms that J H Hallam gave a cover price to Linford. This is identified by means of the handwritten entry ‘LINFORDS (COVER)’ in the opposition box. J H Hallam confirmed in the schedule enclosed with its leniency application that it gave a cover price to Linford in respect of this tender. Further confirmation comes from the interview of WP which states:

Q. ‘And the other highlighted area on this particular copy shows Linford and K H Brookes [sic] with words cover in brackets next to them

A. Right

Q. So your interpretation or explanation of that would be that...

A. We gave a cover price to those two people’

IV.1962. The OFT notes that Linford submitted a bid of £1,997,562, which was higher than J H Hallam’s and is consistent with the pattern of a cover price having been received. The OFT similarly notes that K W Brookes submitted a bid of £1,989,857, which was higher than J H Hallam’s and is consistent with the pattern of a cover price having been received.

IV.1963. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between J H Hallam and Linford. The OFT also concludes that J H Hallam supplied a figure to Linford for a cover bid.

IV.1964. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1932 to IV.1963 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4320 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J H Hallam to Linford was not unilateral4321, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4322

(b) Linford can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from J H Hallam (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;4323 and

(c) J H Hallam can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Linford (i.e. that Linford did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.4324

IV.1965. Accordingly, having considered Linford’s submissions, in particular in respect of each piece of evidence individually, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above, considered as whole, establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between J H Hallam and Linford in

4320 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

4321 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

4322 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

4323 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

4324 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
breach of the Chapter I prohibition. This had the object of bid rigging, in relation to the tender for the refurbishment and conversion of the existing building and addition of an attached new build block, to create 13 flats at Charnwood House, Brant Hill Road, Woodhouse Eaves, Leicestershire, date of tender 29 June 2001.

IV.1966. The OFT has uncovered evidence that K W Brookes entered into bid rigging activities contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. However, as K W Brookes has been dissolved since the date of the Infringement, and as the OFT has been unable to identify a successor undertaking, there is no legal entity that can be held liable for K W Brookes’ conduct. The OFT therefore does not intend to take any action against K W Brookes in respect of this tender.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.1967. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1968. J H Hallam informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender as part of its leniency application and was granted immunity from penalty in respect of those activities. The OFT now notes that it did in fact have some information on the bid rigging activities from documents obtained on its earlier visit to J H Hallam’s premises (see paragraph IV.1932 above), but noting the contents of the Statement and the OFT’s leniency agreement with J H Hallam, and the fact that this is not one of J H Hallam’s most recent three Infringements, the OFT will not impose a penalty on J H Hallam in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 64: Priestnall CDT Extensions and Alterations – 9 July 2001
Client: Metropolitan Borough of Stockport
Parties: Strata (formerly known as Weaver) and P Casey

IV.1969. On 18 June 2001, the Metropolitan Borough of Stockport sought tenders for an extension and alterations at Priestnall High School. The following five companies were invited to tender: John Turner & Sons Ltd, Weaver, Whitfield & Brown, P Casey & Co Ltd and Walter Carefoot & Sons. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 9 July 2001.

IV.1970. The Metropolitan Borough of Stockport received the following tender returns:

---

4325 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9612.
4326 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9612.
4327 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9612.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Turner &amp; Sons Ltd</td>
<td>10:10 on 9 July 2001</td>
<td>£342,648.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver [Strata]</td>
<td>10:55 on 9 July 2001</td>
<td>£317,649.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitfield &amp; Brown</td>
<td>11:35 on 9 July 2001</td>
<td>£344,104.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Casey</td>
<td>11:35 on 9 July 2001</td>
<td>£294,475.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Carefoot &amp; Sons</td>
<td>11:50 on 9 July 2001</td>
<td>£319,146.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata- Form of Tender

IV.1971. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a ring binder file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ containing various documents, mostly Form of Tenders and result letters, was found. A Form of Tender found within this file contained the following handwritten entry on the top right hand corner:4328

‘from Casey’

IV.1972. The Form of Tender also stated that Strata’s figure was £317,649.

Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.1973. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. The entry for this tender stated as follows:4329

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09/07/2001</td>
<td>Priestnall CDT Extns &amp; Alts for Stockport MBC</td>
<td>T80/01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover to</th>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
<th>Contract Secured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Casey &amp; Co</td>
<td>PO Box 54 Rydings Rd, Wardle Rochdale, Lancs OL12 9PS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.1974. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Strata

IV.1975. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

4328 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3325, page 1.
Evidence from other companies – P Casey

IV.1976. The OFT wrote to P Casey on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that P Casey had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter P Casey admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging (cover pricing) activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party involved’.4330 P Casey added that ‘The company has few hard copy documents relating to the suspect tenders and does not maintain electronic tender documents. The estimator employed during the period of the suspect tenders emigrated to New Zealand in 2005 and has been unable to provide any reliable recollections of the tenders in question. For these reasons, the company has only been able to consider incomplete records and it neither has evidence to indicate that cover pricing activity occurred nor an evidential basis upon which to challenge the allegations…’.4331

IV.1977. The OFT subsequently wrote to P Casey’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, The Casey Group, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on P Casey’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold The Casey Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by P Casey in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter The Casey Group admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging (cover pricing) activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved. We have no actual knowledge nor evidence of cover pricing having occurred in relation to this tender …’.4332 The Casey Group also stated ‘We also submit that all of the tenders should fall to be dealt with by The Casey Group Limited as the relevant parent company’.4333

IV.1978. In its response to the Statement, P Casey stated that it had ‘... not been able to establish any further facts concerning the alleged infringements referred to in the [Statement, including this Infringement] and consequently can provide no additional assistance to the Office of Fair Trading’.4334

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.1979. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.1980. Strata and P Casey each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for an extension and alterations at Priestnall High School.

IV.1981. P Casey completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears they submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by P Casey being the lowest received and that they won the contract.

4330 Response from P Casey, OFT Document Reference 10732, page 3.
4331 Response from P Casey, OFT Document Reference 10731, page 1.
IV.1982. Strata was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.1983. Strata’s Form of Tender records ‘from Casey’ handwritten in the top right hand corner. Strata confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from the company noted. This Form of Tender was also found in the file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’, which Strata confirmed contained documents and records of covers taken. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and Strata’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence and P Casey’s admission of cover pricing activity in relation to this tender, that P Casey supplied Strata with a cover price for this tender.

IV.1984. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Strata was higher than the tender submitted by P Casey, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.1985. In addition the OFT notes that P Casey’s tender figure is the only figure below Strata’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Strata could only have received a cover figure from P Casey.

IV.1986. The OFT notes that both Parties have admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.1987. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and P Casey. The OFT also concludes that P Casey supplied a figure to Strata for a cover bid.

IV.1988. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1971 to IV.1987 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from P Casey to Strata was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from P Casey (i.e the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and
(c) P Casey can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata (i.e. that Strata did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.1989. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between P Casey and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for an extension and alterations at Priestnall High School, tender deadline 9 July 2001.

4335 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4336 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4337 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4338 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4339 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.1990. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.1991. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 65: Consolidation Works at Fairham Community College, Clifton, Nottingham – 9 July 2001**

**Client:** Nottingham City Council  
**Parties:** Bodill, Baggaley & Jenkins and Craske

IV.1992. In 2001, Nottingham City Council (‘Nottingham CC’) sought tenders for consolidation works at Fairham Community College, Clifton, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 9 July 2001 and five companies were invited to tender: Nottingham City Building Works, Bodill, Craske, Herbert Baggaley and Baggaley & Jenkins.\(^{4340}\)

IV.1993. Nottingham CC received the following tender returns on or by 12:00 noon on 9 July 2001:\(^{4341}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham City Building Works</td>
<td>Did not return tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>9 July 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td>£713,816</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craske</td>
<td>9 July 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td>£740,100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>9 July 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td>£737,137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>9 July 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td>£729,995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Bodill – tender sheet*

IV.1994. In Bodill’s original tender sheet, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following handwritten entries have been made:\(^{4342}\)

\(^{4340}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9123.  
\(^{4341}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9123.  
\(^{4342}\) Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0557.
1. BODILL.

2. BAGGALEY  
(ON SITE NOW)  
3. B & J © from us (1)  
£729995  
RING JAMES MON AM  
4. [...] [C]

5. CRASKE. © from us (2)  
£740100  
RING DAVE MON AM  
6. DIRECT WORKS?'

IV.1995. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £713,816.4343

IV.1996. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘£729995’ next to ‘B & J’ and ‘£740100’ next to ‘CRASKE’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.4344 JR also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.1997. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘© FROM US (1) RING JAMES MON AM’ next to ‘B & J’ and ‘© FROM US (2) RING DAVE MON AM’ next to ‘CRASKE’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.4345 DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

**Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.1998. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.1999. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave cover prices to Baggaley & Jenkins and Craske. [...] [C]4346

IV.2000. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.2001. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

4343 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0557.
4345 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 23.
4346 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 3.
Evidence from other companies – Baggaley & Jenkins

IV.2004. During the two OFT visits to Baggaley & Jenkins, under section 27 on 19 November 2004 and section 28 on 14 June 2005, no information was obtained in relation to this tender. The OFT wrote to Baggaley & Jenkins on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty it might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Baggaley & Jenkins had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Baggaley & Jenkins admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party / parties involved’. 4351

IV.2005. During the visit under section 27 on 19 November 2004 an organisational chart was obtained which names J M Ward (‘JW’) as Director, Estimating & Buying.4352

IV.2006. In its response to the Statement, Baggaley & Jenkins stated ‘In accordance with the terms of the Fast Track Offer, Baggaley & Jenkins accepts liability for this Alleged Infringement4353 in respect of this Infringement. JW confirmed in his witness statement, ‘I made the decision to take a cover price and spend my time pricing other jobs where I thought we had more chance of winning’. 4354

Evidence from other companies – Craske

IV.2007. The OFT wrote to Craske on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged

4347 [...] [C]
4348 [...] [C]
4349 [...] [C]
4350 [...] [C]
4352 Organisational chart, OFT Document Reference 0046.
4353 Written representations of Baggaley & Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 27.
participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Craske had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Craske, which is dissolved, did not respond to this letter.

Evidence from other companies – Loach

IV.2008. […] [C] ⁴³⁵⁵

IV.2009. During the section 28 visit a list of competitors was obtained from Loach which lists against the entry Baggaley & Jenkins, ‘………….’ [C] James Ward’. ⁴³⁵⁶

IV.2010. […] [C] ⁴³⁵⁷

IV.2011. […] [C]

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2012. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2013. Bodill, Baggaley & Jenkins and Craske each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2014. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Bodill being the lowest received and that it won the contract.

IV.2015. Baggaley & Jenkins and Craske were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.2016. In regard to Baggaley & Jenkins, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘3. B & J © from us (1) £729995 RING JAMES MON AM’ against Baggaley & Jenkins. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has ‘(1)’ recorded against Baggaley & Jenkins to indicate that Baggaley & Jenkins was the first party to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers indicate the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that Baggaley & Jenkins submitted a lower tender figure than the second company to be given a cover price, Craske. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the

⁴³⁵⁵ […] [C]
⁴³⁵⁶ Competitors, OFT Document Reference 2954, page 3.
⁴³⁵⁷ […] [C]
tender sheet the figure £729,995 against Baggaley & Jenkins, a figure that was identical to the tender that Baggaley & Jenkins submitted for the work.

IV.2017. Bodill’s tender sheet also records the name of a Baggaley & Jenkins estimator, ‘James’, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is corroborated by an organisational chart obtained from Baggaley & Jenkins which names J M Ward as Director, Estimating and Buying.4358 Additionally, information obtained from both Loach, a list of competitors4359, and W R Bloodworth, a list of contacts for cover prices4360, names James Ward at Baggaley & Jenkins with a telephone contact number of [...] [C].

IV.2018. Bodill’s tender sheet records that Bodill was due to telephone Baggaley & Jenkins on Monday morning. The OFT takes this to mean the morning of Monday 9 July 2001, the date for return of tenders, and notes that this is consistent with the pattern of cover pricing (with transmission of figures frequently taking place at the last minute).


IV.2020. In regard to Craske, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘5. CRASKE. © from us (2) £740100 RING DAVE MON AM’ against Craske. Bodill has confirmed that this indicates that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has ‘(2)’ recorded against Craske to indicate that Craske was the second party to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers indicate the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that Craske submitted a higher figure that the first company to be given a cover price, Baggaley & Jenkins. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £740,100 against Craske, a figure that was identical to the tender that Craske submitted for the work.

IV.2021. Bodill’s tender sheet also records the name of a Craske estimator, ‘Dave’, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. Information obtained from W R Bloodworth, a list of contacts for cover prices4361, names Dave Rollinson at Craske with a telephone contact number of [...] [C].

IV.2022. Bodill’s tender sheet recorded that Bodill was due to telephone Craske on Monday morning. The OFT takes this to mean the morning of Monday 9 July 2001, the date for return of tenders, and notes that this is consistent with the pattern of cover pricing (with transmission of figures frequently taking place at the last minute).

IV.2023. Although Craske, which is now dissolved, has not admitted engaging in this bid rigging activity, the OFT considers that the strong and compelling evidence in respect of the other parties involved in bid rigging activities for this tender, all of whom admit to those activities, reinforces the backdrop of collusion and

4358 Organisational chart, OFT Document Reference 0046.
4360 Contacts for cover prices, OFT Document Reference 3915, page 2.
4361 Contacts for cover prices, OFT Document Reference 3915, page 1.
strengthens the weight of the evidence against Craske set out in the preceding paragraphs.

IV.2024. The OFT notes in addition that the tenders submitted by Baggaley & Jenkins and Craske were both higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided by Bodill.

IV.2025. [...] [C]

IV.2026. [...] [C]

IV.2027. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Baggaley & Jenkins and Bodill and between Craske and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied figures to each of Baggaley & Jenkins and Craske for cover bids.

IV.2028. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.1994 to IV.2027 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{4362}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of Baggaley & Jenkins and Craske was not unilateral\(^{4363}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{4364}\)

(b) Baggaley & Jenkins and Craske can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process;\(^{4365}\) and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Baggaley & Jenkins and Craske (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{4366}\)

IV.2029. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Baggaley & Jenkins and Bodill and between Craske and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for consolidation works at Fairham Community College, Clifton, Nottingham, tender deadline 9 July 2001.

IV.2030. The OFT has uncovered evidence that Craske entered into bid rigging activities contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. However, as Craske has been dissolved since the date of the Infringement, and as the OFT has been unable to identify a successor undertaking, there is no legal entity that can be held liable for the

\(^{4362}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4363}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{4364}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4365}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4366}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement entered into by Craske. The OFT therefore does not intend to take any action against Craske in respect of this Infringement.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2031. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2032. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 66: New Assembly Hall – Seely Church Primary School Nottingham – 13 July 2001

Client: Hall Grey Architects
Parties: Loach, Bodill, Beaufort and Peter Baines

IV.2033. On 18 June 2001, Hall Grey Architects (‘Hall Grey’), on behalf of the Seely Church Primary School, sought tenders for the construction of a new assembly hall at Seely Church Primary School, Burnstump Hill, Arnold, Nottingham.\(^{4367}\) The following five companies were invited to tender: Loach, Bodill, Beaufort, Peter Baines and Wheatley Construction.\(^{4368}\) The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on Friday 13 July 2001.

IV.2034. Hall Grey received the following tender returns:\(^{4369}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>13 July 2001 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£417,815</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>13 July 2001 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£443,819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaufort</td>
<td>13 July 2001 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£459,654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Baines</td>
<td>13 July 2001 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£462,100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheatley Construction</td>
<td>Did not return tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2035. The contemporaneous documentation for this project states ‘The approved building works total for this project is £294,725.00. The lowest tender received is that submitted by Bodill & Sons Contractors in the sum of £417,815.00, which is £123,090.00 in excess of the approval’.\(^{4370}\)

\(^{4367}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8244.
\(^{4368}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8244.
\(^{4369}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8244.
\(^{4370}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8246, page 2.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.2036. Bodill’s original tender sheet relating to this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, has under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries, all of which are handwritten with the exception of the name ‘Bodill’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenderer</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>£443819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOACH</td>
<td>£459654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAUFORT</td>
<td>£462100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2037. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £417,815.00.

IV.2038. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations on Bodill’s tender sheet, ‘£443819’, ‘£459654’, ‘£462100’, ‘© MICK THOMSETT’, ‘© FROM US RING JOHN ROWE’, ‘© Steve BAINES’, were made by him. JR also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.2039. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations on Bodill’s tender sheet, ‘© FROM US RING JOHN ROWE’, ‘© Darren’, ‘© Steve BAINES’ were made by him. DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.2040. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2041. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT a ‘Tender Analysis of Covers taken and given since March 2000’, which records that Bodill gave out three cover prices on this tender.

IV.2042. Bodill also provided to the OFT a ‘Tender Analysis - Tender Sheets March 2000 – November 2004’. This confirmed that Bodill gave cover prices to Loach, Beaufort and Peter Baines in respect of this tender.

4371 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0559.
4372 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0559.
4375 Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 2.
IV.2043. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.2044. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Loach – tender spreadsheets**

IV.2045. During the OFT’s search of Loach’s premises, two printed spreadsheets were found, one in paper form and the other retrieved from one of the company computers, both made reference to this tender.

IV.2046. The two spreadsheets found on the search contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Margin</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Won</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Job No.</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13 - Jul</td>
<td>New Assembly Hall, Seely Church School, Arnold</td>
<td>443,819</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cover</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bodill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2047. As part of its leniency application, Loach provided two further printed spreadsheets, one a copy of those referred to in paragraph IV.2045 above, and the other containing similar information, with the omission of the reference to ‘cover’. This spreadsheet, headed ‘Small Works Tenders’ and marked 2001, contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Margin</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Won</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>Var %</th>
<th>Job No.</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13 - Jul</td>
<td>New Assembly Hall, Seely Church School, Arnold</td>
<td>443,819</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>10.14%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant Loach**

IV.2048. As part of its leniency application, Loach’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.453 to IV.469 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

4376 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 3.
4377 Contract spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 2989.
4378 Small works tenders spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 3726.
4379 Contract spreadsheet and Small works tenders spreadsheet, OFT Document References 2989 and 3726.
4381 Small works tenders spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4026, page 41.
IV.2049. In its response to the Statement, Loach stated ‘Loach took a cover from Bodills on this tender due to a lack of estimating resources and the inability to return the tender for future marketing considerations’ in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Loach

IV.2050. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Loach’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing, and the subsequent alteration of tender sheets to remove any reference to ‘cover’. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.453 to IV.469 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2051. Andrew Arbon-Davis (‘AA’), Chief Estimator at Loach at the time of this tender, was interviewed on 19 April 2007, and specific reference was made to the tender for the new Assembly Hall at Seely Church School. He immediately confirmed that Loach had taken a cover, ‘Yep. Cover’ and when shown copies of the spreadsheets referred to in paragraph IV.2046 above, he said. ‘Well, I was going to say that was probably one of the clearer ones from the information we’ve got. In all probability as there was only one name there and we took a cover, we took a cover from that one name. That just confirms that.’

IV.2052. AA confirmed that the alteration to the spreadsheet shown in paragraph IV.2046 to remove the references to ‘Cover’ was made at his instigation and the reasons are explained in full in paragraphs IV.463 to IV.464 above.

Evidence from other companies - Beaufort

IV.2053. The OFT wrote to Beaufort on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Beaufort had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Beaufort replied through Elliot Mather LLP, by letter dated 18 April 2007, confirming its involvement in bid rigging activities in general and accepting the offered reduction. In relation to this specific tender, Beaufort stated ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.

IV.2054. The OFT subsequently wrote to Beaufort’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Beaufort Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Beaufort’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Beaufort Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Beaufort in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Beaufort Holdings said ‘The company confirms that it shall not be making any comments

4383 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11321, page 11.
4384 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11321, page 11.
4385 Response from Beaufort, OFT Document Reference 10244.
4386 Response from Beaufort, OFT Document Reference 10245, page 3.
on either its subsidiary, Beaufort Construction (S-IN-A) Limited’s response to the reduced penalty offer, nor your proposed actions’.4387

IV.2055. In their response to the Statement, Beaufort and Beaufort Holdings confirmed their acceptance of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.4388

Evidence from other companies – Peter Baines

IV.2056. The OFT wrote to Peter Baines on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Peter Baines had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Peter Baines replied in general by letter dated 24 April 2007, ‘In light of the fact that we can neither prove nor disprove the Company’s involvement in taking a cover price and the likely cost of trying to defend this position, we feel that it is prudent to accept the reduction of penalty offer in order to enable us all to close this matter off as soon as possible’.4389 With particular reference to this tender, Peter Baines stated ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities in this tender but cannot recall details of the other parties involved’.4390

IV.2057. In its response to the Statement, Peter Baines confirmed its acceptance of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.4391

---

4387 Response from Beaufort Holdings, OFT Document Reference 13915.
4388 Written representations of Beaufort and Beaufort Holdings, 27 June 2008, page 1.
4389 Response from Peter Baines, OFT Document Reference 10757.
4390 Response from Peter Baines, OFT Document Reference 10758, page 2.
4391 Written representations of Peter Baines, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 3.1 to 3.4 and 5.5.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2058. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2059. Bodill, Loach, Beaufort and Peter Baines each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2060. Loach, Beaufort and Peter Baines were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender. It appears that Bodill completed the estimating process for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Bodill being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.2061. With regard to Loach, Loach’s tender spreadsheet shows that a cover was taken from Bodill and this is confirmed by AA in his interview. The Bodill tender sheet records ‘£443,819 √ 2. LOACH © FROM US RING JOHN ROWE [……] [C] [.Exception]. Bodill has confirmed that the number ① refers to the order in which cover prices were given to competitors. The OFT notes in this connection that Loach’s tender price was the next highest after Bodill. The telephone number recorded is that of Loach and John Rowe is employed by Loach as an estimator. Loach’s submission was £443,819.00, an amount identical to that recorded on Bodill’s tender sheet.

IV.2062. The OFT also considers it significant that Loach, having been made aware of the OFT’s visits to other companies involved in this investigation, subsequently drew up a second, amended tender spreadsheet, in which all references to cover pricing were removed. This demonstrated that Loach knew that its conduct was wrong and decided to destroy evidence of such conduct.

IV.2063. The OFT considers that the alteration of the tender spreadsheets is evidence that the original spreadsheets containing the reference ‘cover’ recorded against this tender are an accurate contemporaneous note of Loach’s action on receipt of the application to tender.

IV.2064. Loach has admitted to bid rigging in respect of this tender.

IV.2065. With regard to Beaufort, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£459,654 √ 3. BEAUFORT © MICK THOMSETT [……] [C] or Darren’. Bodill has confirmed that the number ② refers to the order in which cover prices were given to competitors. The OFT notes in this connection that Beaufort’s tender price was the next highest after Loach. Beaufort submitted a price of £459,654.00, an amount identical to that recorded on Bodill’s tender sheet. The list of ‘Contacts for Cover Prices’ produced by W R Bloodworth in its leniency application shows Mike Thomsett as a contact at Beaufort with the contact number of […] [C].

---

4392 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
4393 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11313, pages 1 and 2.
4395 Contract spreadsheet and Small works tenders spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 2989 and 3726.
4396 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
4397 Contacts For Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915, page 1.
IV.2066. Beaufort has admitted to bid rigging in respect of this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.2067. With regard to Peter Baines, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£462100 √ 4.

PETER BAINES © Steve BAINES [……………] [C]’. Bodill has confirmed that the number © refers to the order in which cover prices were given to competitors.4398 The OFT notes in this connection that Peter Baines’s tender price was the next highest after Beaufort. Peter Baines submitted a price of £462,100.00, an amount identical to that recorded on Bodill’s tender sheet. The telephone number, ‘[……………] [C]’ is that of the offices of Peter Baines and Stephen Baines is the managing director, verified on the company headed paper.4399

IV.2068. Peter Baines has admitted to bid rigging in respect of this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.2069. The OFT notes in addition that Loach, Beaufort and Peter Baines all submitted tenders which were higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

IV.2070. All four companies have admitted to bid rigging in respect of this tender. The OFT notes that Hall Grey did not receive any tenders from companies not involved in bid rigging, and that all received tenders were therefore affected by the bid rigging process for this tender. The OFT also notes Hall Grey’s comment that the lowest tender received for these primary school works was more than £120,000 higher than its original approved price.

IV.2071. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Bodill and Loach, between Bodill and Beaufort, and between Bodill and Peter Baines. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied figures to each of Loach, Beaufort and Peter Baines for their respective cover bids.

IV.2072. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2036 to IV.2071 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4400 In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of Loach, Beaufort and Peter Baines was not unilateral4401, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4402

(b) Loach, Beaufort and Peter Baines can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;4403 and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from each of Loach, Beaufort and Peter Baines (i.e. that none

4398 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
4399 Response from Peter Baines, OFT Document Reference 10757.
4400 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4401 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4402 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4403 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
of them intended to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{4404}

IV.2073. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Loach and Bodill, Beaufort and Bodill, and Peter Baines and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the construction of a new assembly hall at the Seely Church Primary School, Burnstump Hill, Arnold, Nottingham, tender deadline 13 July 2001.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.2074. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2075. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.2076. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. Loach will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Loach will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textbf{Infringement 67: Robert Mellors Primary School, Nottingham – 25 July 2001}

\textbf{Client:} Nottinghamshire County Council

\textbf{Parties:} P Waller and Hill

IV.2077. On 11 July 2001, Nottinghamshire County Council (NCC) sought tenders for disabled access works at Robert Mellors Primary School, Bonnington Drive, Arnold, Nottinghamshire.\textsuperscript{4405} The following four companies were invited to tender: Hill, P Waller, Gedling Construction Limited, and Ramsdale Building Services Limited.\textsuperscript{4406} The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 10:00 on Wednesday 25 July 2001.

IV.2078. NCC received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{4407}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Biller:} Hill, P Waller, Gedling Construction Limited, and Ramsdale Building Services Limited.
  \item \textbf{Tender deadline:} 10:00 on Wednesday 25 July 2001.
\end{itemize}

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{4404} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{4405} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9460.

\textsuperscript{4406} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9460.

\textsuperscript{4407} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9460.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>25 July 2001 by 10:00 a.m.</td>
<td>£2,215</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>25 July 2001 by 10:00 a.m.</td>
<td>£2,480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gedling Construction Limited</td>
<td>No response received</td>
<td>No tender received</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsdale Building Services Limited</td>
<td>No response received</td>
<td>No tender received</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant P Waller - Diaries**

IV.2079. During the OFT’s search of P Waller’s premises, a number of desk diaries were found belonging to Philip Waller (‘PW’), Managing Director of P Waller, and Hilary Jane Waller, referred to throughout as Jane Waller (‘JW’), Director and Company Secretary of P Waller. The 2001 diaries in respect of both parties are relevant to this tender.

IV.2080. JW’s 2001 diary contained the following entry:

`2001 July
Wednesday 25
Ring Jeff at Hill Bros. re cover
✓ for Robert Mellors School 10 am
[……..] [C]’

IV.2081. PW’s 2001 diary contains two references to Robert Mellors Primary School on 24 and 25 July:

Tuesday 24 July 2001

`QUOTE ST GILBERT’S CHURCH
—— ROBERT MELLORS SCHOOL ✓’

and Wednesday 25 July 2001

`ROBERT MELLORS
PRIMARY SCHOOL
10 AM COVER’

IV.2082. During the OFT’s search a blue folder marked ‘Tenderers’ was found belonging to JW, later referred to by PW as JW’s ‘tender book notes’, the pages are divided into columns, one entitled ‘Name of Contractor’, containing a list of company names, contacts and contact numbers, and the other columns headed with the names of different tenders. One page contains a column

---

4408 Jane Waller’s diary, OFT Document Reference 3622, page 111.
4409 Philip Waller’s diary, OFT Document Reference 4038, page 205.
4410 Philip Waller’s diary, OFT Document Reference 4038, page 206.
4411 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 3610.
4412 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13285, page 2.
4413 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 3610, page 6.
headed ‘Rob Mellor’ and a reference to ‘Hill Bros’ and ‘Hill Bros – Jeff’. The
tender book notes were used by JW, in a similar manner to her diaries, to show
which companies she had approached for a cover price and from whom she
succeeded in obtaining such cover prices.\footnote{4414}

**Evidence from leniency applicant P Waller**

IV.2083. As part of its leniency application, P Waller provided a general explanation of
its participation in cover pricing.\footnote{4415} This evidence is set out in paragraphs
IV.517 to IV.526 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2084. In addition, P Waller produced a schedule of ‘Tenders Received’\footnote{4416}, which lists
the Robert Mellors School tender as one in which P Waller took a cover price
from Hill.

IV.2085. Following the issue of the Statement, P Waller did not submit any written or
oral representations.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant P Waller**

IV.2086. During the interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, P
Waller’s directors provided further general explanation of its participation in
cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.517 to IV.526 above
and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2087. During the interview of PW, this tender was specifically mentioned and the
extract from JW’s diary shown to him. When asked to explain the entry he
replied, ‘We took a cover from Jeff at Hill Brothers for this project’.\footnote{4417} Asked
about the existence of documents relating to this tender, PW said, ‘if we took a
cover we had no interest in the contract it would be kept for a month maybe,
but then we would literally destroy the documents. So we would struggle to
know anything about some of these contracts because we just kept no
details’.\footnote{4418}

**Evidence from other companies – Hill**

IV.2088. During the OFT’s visit to Hill under section 27 on 24 January 2007, no
information was produced in relation to this contract.

IV.2089. The OFT wrote to Hill on 26 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent
reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged
participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Hill had
participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Hill replied
by letter dated 27 April 2007, ‘We do not accept that we are guilty of any
offence under the act as alleged’ and declined the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\footnote{4419}

\footnote{4414} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13285, page 3.
\footnote{4415} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4034.
\footnote{4416} Tenders received schedule, OFT Document Reference 4507.
\footnote{4417} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13285, page 4.
\footnote{4418} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13285, page 3.
\footnote{4419} Response from Hill, OFT Document Reference 10409.
IV.2090. However, in its response to the Statement, Hill stated that it had not accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer because it lacked documentary records from which to determine whether any infringement may have been committed. It submitted that this was ‘part corroborated’ by the fact that the OFT’s inspections found no relevant documentation. Hill stated ‘in light of the information now provided, Hill Bros. accepts the alleged infringements are infringements, and apologises for its wrongdoing’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2091. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2092. P Waller and Hill both accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2093. P Waller was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender. It appears that Hill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Hill being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.2094. The OFT considers that the handwritten entries in the diaries and the tender book notes, referred to in paragraphs IV.2079 to IV.2082 above, provide evidence that P Waller obtained a cover price from Hill.

IV.2095. The handwritten entry on 25 July 2001 in JW’s diary ‘Ring Jeff at Hill Bros. re cover for Robert Mellors School 10 am [………] [C]’ relates to the date and time of the deadline for the submission of tender documents, and the number ‘[………] [C]’ is the telephone number for Hill. It is noted that one of the directors of Hill at that time was Eric Geoffrey Wilkinson, who is likely to be the ‘Jeff’ in question.

IV.2096. The entry in JW’s diary is ticked, which JW confirmed in interview means that P Waller was successful in obtaining a cover price from the company mentioned.

IV.2097. PW confirmed that P Waller took a cover price from Hill and that all documentation (other than the diary and tender book notes) relating to tenders where a cover had been taken or where the tender had not been won was destroyed within a month.

IV.2098. The OFT notes that P Waller submitted a price of £2,480, a figure above that of Hill, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been taken from Hill. The OFT also notes that Hill’s bid was the only one below P Waller’s and therefore concludes that P Waller could not have obtained a cover price from any other company. In addition, the OFT considers in the light of the admission by P Waller of cover pricing in this tender, that the diaries and tender book notes provide corroborating evidence that Hill supplied a cover price to P Waller.

4420 Written representations of Hill, 23 June 2008, paragraph 3.
4421 Jane Waller’s diary, OFT Document Reference 3622, page 111.
4423 Written representations of Hill, 23 June 2008, paragraph 2
4424 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13285, page 3.
IV.2099. The OFT notes that both parties have now accepted liability in respect of this Infringement.

IV.2100. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between P Waller and Hill and that Hill supplied a figure to P Waller for a cover bid.

IV.2101. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2079 to IV.2100 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{4425}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Hill to P Waller was not unilateral\(^{4426}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{4427}\)

(b) P Waller can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Hill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{4428}\) and

(c) Hill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from P Waller (i.e. that P Waller did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{4429}\)

IV.2102. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between P Waller and Hill in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the disabled access works at Robert Mellors Primary School, Bonnington Drive, Arnold, Nottinghamshire, tender deadline 25 July 2001.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.2103. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2104. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to P Waller on 6 July 2005. P Waller will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, P Waller will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\(^{4425}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4426}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{4427}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4428}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4429}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
On 2 July 2001, South Derbyshire District Council (‘South Derbyshire DC’) sought tenders for the replacement of kitchens including decoration and electrical improvements as part of pre-war improvements, Swadlincote. The following seven companies were invited to tender: Harvey & Clark Limited, J & S Seddon Limited, Derwent Valley, E Manton, Greenwood, Carillion Housing Limited and J P Niken Limited. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 10:00 on 30 July 2001.\textsuperscript{4430}

South Derbyshire DC received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{4431}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harvey &amp; Clark Limited</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>£229,717.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J &amp; S Seddon Limited</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>£299,809.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>£380,606.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Manton</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>£412,860.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>£414,820.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carillion Housing Limited</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J P Niken Limited</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>Late Tender Returned Unopened</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley – Tender Schedule**

During the OFT’s search of Derwent Valley’s premises, a tender schedule containing handwritten entries was discovered. Within this tender schedule was the following entry:\textsuperscript{4432}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No.</th>
<th>Return Date</th>
<th>Tender Details</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
<th>Tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05/07/01</td>
<td>30/7/01</td>
<td>PRE-WAR IMPROVEMENTS 2001/02 – REPLACEMENT KITCHENS, SWADLINCOTE FOR SOUTH DERBYSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL</td>
<td>Manton (C) Greenwood (C)</td>
<td>380,606.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

\textsuperscript{4430} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9212.
\textsuperscript{4431} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9212.
\textsuperscript{4432} Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912, page 26.
IV.2109. In its leniency application, Derwent Valley set out a summary of all tenders from April 2001 to January 2005 where Derwent Valley had given a cover price to a competitor for that tender, marked as ‘DVC1 List of Covers Given’. The information in the summary was based on the tender schedule kept by Pat Tunnicliffe (‘PT’), an ex-estimator at Derwent Valley, and contained the following extract:4433

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Company Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 2001</td>
<td>Replacement kitchens Swadlincote for SDDC</td>
<td>Manton, Greenwoods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2110. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application a ‘List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices’. The name ‘Greenwood Bldg Cont (Msfld) Ltd’ appears on this list with the name ‘Ken Taylor’ as a contact the name ‘Manton’ is also on this list.4434

IV.2111. Following the issue of the Statement, Derwent Valley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley**

IV.2112. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Derwent Valley directors and an ex-employee provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2113. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with Derwent Valley’s former estimator PT who dealt with this tender. PT confirmed during interview that he kept and maintained the tender schedule referred to in paragraphs IV.309 to IV.317 above. PT went on to refer to the tender schedule in respect of this tender saying ‘it certainly wasn’t a job that I was particularly interested in’ and ‘I can’t honestly remember giving the covers out, although I do know Greenwood and chances are I would have phoned them up if we were giving a cover’. Referring to Greenwood and E Manton, PT confirmed that he gave covers to these two companies.4435

IV.2114. David Stone (‘DS’), Managing Director of Derwent Valley, was also interviewed in regard to this tender. Although he could not specifically recall it, DS referred to the entry for the tender in the schedule and the letter ‘C’ after Greenwood and E Manton and commented ‘my own personal thought would think that there’s been a cover there’.4436

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from other companies – Greenwood**

IV.2115. During the OFT’s initial visit to the premises of Greenwood a tender enquiry list was obtained. This list contained the following entry:4437

---

4433 List of Covers Given, OFT Document Reference 3940, page 2.
4434 List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3942.
4435 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, pages 10 and 11.
4437 Tender/Enquiry list, OFT Document Reference 0034, page 27.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>PROJECT REF</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>AREA</th>
<th>SIGN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4278</td>
<td>SOUTH DERBYS D.C.</td>
<td>PRE-WAR IMPROVEMENTS 2001/02 REPLACEMENT KITCHENS</td>
<td>30/07/01</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>SWADLINC</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>ESTIMATE VALUE</th>
<th>RST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19/7</td>
<td>414,820.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from other companies – Greenwood

IV.2116. The OFT wrote to Wilson Pitts, the administrator for Greenwood, on 22 March 2007 offering Greenwood a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Greenwood had participated in bid rigging on this tender. A response was received from Begbies Traynor informing the OFT that ‘... we have now ceased to act as administrators pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 84 of schedule B1 of the Insolvency Act 1986 which facilitates the ending of an administration order by dissolution of the company. ... As we have ceased to act as administrators of the company we are not in a position to enter into any agreement on its behalf’. The OFT has not been able to establish any successor party to Greenwood with undertaking identity in respect of this tender. The OFT will not therefore be pursuing either Greenwood or any successor company to Greenwood in respect of this tender.

Witness evidence from other companies - Greenwood

IV.2117. During an interview conducted on 12 October 2006, Chris Stendall (‘CS’), ex-estimator for Greenwood, commented in general terms on Greenwood’s participation in bid rigging activities. He asked the OFT ‘Why don’t you ask me if we’ve taken a cover or given a cover. ... of course I have done that and I believe that probably every other contractor in the country has probably done that on certain occasions’. CS explained, ‘... the only reason for doing that is to make sure you’re tender ... a figure goes into the client and that you’re kept in the loop for next time’. CS confirmed that the exchange of cover prices was always carried out by telephone. At Greenwood, the exchange of cover prices usually occurred "towards the end, I suppose when I, you know they realize you couldn’t do something or they wanted help". CS stated that if he received a cover price he would record it ‘... in a notebook and then, it would go onto the tender sheet’. During interview CS confirmed that when referring to a ‘notebook’ he actually was referring to a post-it note.

4438 Response from Begbies Traynor, OFT Document Reference 10358.
4439 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6362, page 18.
4440 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6362, page 18.
4441 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6362, pages 19 and 20.
4444 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6362, page 22.
IV.2118. CS was interviewed for a second time on 28 February 2007 and was questioned regarding this tender. Whilst he could not recall the tender he agreed that it was possible that Greenwood took a cover price. CS also confirmed that he dealt with the tender while at Greenwood.4445

Evidence from other companies – E Manton

IV.2119. The OFT wrote to E Manton on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that E Manton had participated in bid rigging on this tender. E Manton, represented by Irwin Mitchell Solicitors, indicated via letter on 24 April 2007 that it was willing to make admissions to involvement in cover pricing in relation to a number of suspect contracts.4446 Subsequently Irwin Mitchell Solicitors provided a completed suspect tender schedule. This schedule included ‘Pre-War Improvements (2001-02) Replacement Kitchens, Swadlincote’ to which William McMurray (‘WM’), Managing Director of E Manton, admitted having participated in bid rigging activities and wrote ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.4447

IV.2120. In its response to the Statement, E Manton stated in respect of this Infringement ‘...[t]he fact that EM Limited took a cover price on this tender had absolutely no impact on the final outcome...’.4448 It further stated that E Manton ‘...would definitely have viewed this tender opportunity as commercially unappealing for the following reasons:

- EM’s track record of winning this type of domestic refurbishment work was poor. It could seldom get its bid low enough to win the contract.
- Working in occupied properties can be problematic.
- EM had not carried out much previous work in that area. It does not have an established supplier base and sub-contractor base in Derbyshire.

It is unlikely that EM was aware the tender was coming in and that it had the opportunity to plan the work into the employed estimators’ schedule’.4449

IV.2121. E Manton later confirmed its position again stating ‘...E Manton Limited wishes to maintain its earlier admission of participation in cover pricing in relation to all tenders particularised in the the [sic] OFT’s original [reduction of penalty] offer...’.4450

Evidence from other companies – Robert Woodhead

IV.2122. During the OFT’s search at Robert Woodhead a phone number book belonging to CS was found. In this phone number book is the entry ‘Derwent Valley, Pat Tunnicliffe [...] [C]’.4451

4445 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13423, pages 14 and 15.
4446 Response from E Manton, OFT Document Reference 10996.
4450 Email from E Manton, 10 December 2008.
4451 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 3640, page 23.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2123. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2124. Derwent Valley, Greenwood and E Manton each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Greenwood and E Manton were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.2125. In regard to Greenwood, Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes reference to competitor Greenwood with the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to it. Derwent Valley stated that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken or received.

IV.2126. PT, who was the estimator for this tender, recalled that Derwent Valley was not particularly interested in winning the tender. He confirmed that he wrote the entry in the tender schedule and that in his opinion it meant that he gave covers to both Greenwood and E Manton. This was corroborated in interview by DS, who agreed from the entry in the tender schedule that he believed that Derwent Valley had given cover prices in respect of this tender.

IV.2127. CS, who was an estimator at Greenwood at the time of this tender, initialled the Greenwood tender enquiry list and agreed he dealt with it. CS also had in his possession the telephone number for PT who was the estimator at Derwent Valley.

IV.2128. In regard to E Manton, Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes reference to competitor E Manton with the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to it. Derwent Valley stated that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken or received.

IV.2129. As noted above, PT confirmed that he wrote the entry in the tender schedule and that in his opinion it meant that he gave covers to both Greenwood and E Manton. This was corroborated in interview by DS, who agreed from the entry in the tender schedule that he believed that Derwent Valley had given cover prices in respect of this tender.

IV.2130. E Manton has admitted engaging in bid rigging activity in respect of this tender, although it was unable to recall the identity of the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging. The OFT notes that E Manton was not the successful party for this tender and as such may not have retained any records.

IV.2131. Derwent Valley also included in its list of companies who exchange cover prices the names of Greenwood and E Manton.

IV.2132. In addition, the OFT notes that South Derbyshire DC received a tendered amount of £380,606 from Derwent Valley, which is lower than the amounts tendered by Greenwood and E Manton. This fits into the pattern consistent with cover prices having been given by Derwent Valley to Greenwood and E Manton.

IV.2133. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Derwent Valley and Greenwood and between Derwent Valley and E Manton. The OFT also
concludes that Derwent Valley supplied figures to each of Greenwood and E Manton for cover bids.

IV.2134. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2107 to IV.2133 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{4452}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Derwent Valley to Greenwood and E Manton was not unilateral\(^{4453}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{4454}\)

(b) Greenwood and E Manton can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Derwent Valley (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{4455}\) and

(c) Derwent Valley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Greenwood and E Manton (i.e. that neither Greenwood nor E Manton intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\(^{4456}\)

IV.2135. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Derwent Valley and Greenwood, and between Derwent Valley and E Manton, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for pre-war improvements – replacement of kitchens, 30 July 2001.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.2136. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2137. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Derwent Valley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Derwent Valley in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 69: Stoke Poges School – 13 August 2001**

**Client:** Buckinghamshire County Council

**Parties:** Mansell and Francis

IV.2138. On 17 July 2001, Buckinghamshire County Council sought tenders for alteration and new build works to form combined school, Stoke Poges

\(^{4452}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4453}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{4454}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4455}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4456}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
The following six companies were invited to tender: Borras Construction Ltd, Francis, J J McGinley, Mansell, The Buxton Group and Try Accord, the date and time of tender return was noon on 13 August 2001.

**IV.2139.** Buckinghamshire County Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Borras Construction Ltd</td>
<td>13 August 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£1,438,902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J McGinley</td>
<td>13 August 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£1,414,937</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>13 August 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£1,381,118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Buxton Group</td>
<td>13 August 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£1,305,589</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Accord</td>
<td>13 August 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£1,347,387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>13 August 2001 before noon</td>
<td>£1,232,436</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet*

**IV.2140.** As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, workload reports. The 2001 workload report for major projects contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUR BID</th>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>LOCATION/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>BID</th>
<th>NET</th>
<th>LESS PROV.</th>
<th>% MARGIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69492</td>
<td>Stoke Poges School</td>
<td></td>
<td>1381118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OTHER BIDS RESULT REMARKS
LOWEST SECOND HIGHEST POSN. POSS.% (Francis Bros.)

**Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell**

**IV.2141.** As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

**IV.2142.** Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from Francis and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.

---

4457 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7273.
4458 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7273.
4459 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7273.
4460 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B3538, page 2.
4461 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
4462 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1351, page 2.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.2143. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2144. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR, when asked what ‘(Francis Bros.)’ indicated, stated ‘So they … would have been the ones giving me that figure’. In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.

Evidence from other companies – Francis

IV.2145. The OFT wrote to Francis on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Francis had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Francis advised that it was ‘unable to make the admissions’ as it had been ‘unable to find any evidence that it [Francis] has been guilty of the bid rigging activities alleged against it…’.

IV.2146. The OFT subsequently wrote to Francis’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Barrett, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Francis’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Barrett jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Francis in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Barrett stated ‘Barrett has … nothing to add to the comments that have already been made to you on behalf of Francis Construction’.

IV.2147. In their response to the Statement, however, Francis stated ‘Francis does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement against Francis Construction’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2148. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2149. Mansell and Francis each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2150. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that Francis completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Francis being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

---

4465 Response from Francis, OFT Document Reference 10285, page 1.
4466 Response from Barrett, OFT Document Reference 14050.
4467 Written representations of Francis, 2 July 2008, paragraph 3.
IV.2151. Mansell’s 2001 workload report records ‘(Francis Bros.)’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.2152. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by Francis, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.2153. In addition, Francis has now stated that it does not contest its involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.2154. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and Francis. The OFT also concludes that Francis supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.2155. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2140 to IV.2154 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4468 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Francis to Mansell was not unilateral4469, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4470

(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Francis (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;4471 and

(c) Francis can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.4472

IV.2156. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and Francis in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Stoke Poges School, tender deadline 13 August 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2157. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

---

4468 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4469 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4470 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4471 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4472 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.2158. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 70:** Brick Cladding and Associated Works, 15 Cornish Dwellings, Phase 7, Milton Drive, Worksop, Notts – 15 August 2001

- **Client:** Bassetlaw District Council
- **Parties:** Bodill and G Hurst

IV.2159. On 16 July 2001, Bassetlaw District Council (‘Bassetlaw D C’) sought tenders for brick cladding and associated works, 15 Cornish dwellings, Phase 7, Milton Drive, Worksop, Notts. The return date for the tender was 14:15 on 15 August 2001 and eight companies were invited to tender: Bassetlaw D C – DLO, Bodill, Connaught, G G Middleton, G Hurst, Hewitt and Maughan Ltd, C Millward Ltd and Clayfield Construction Ltd.

IV.2160. Bassetlaw D C received the following tender returns by 15 August 2001:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bassetlaw D C – DLO</td>
<td>14 August 2001</td>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>£186,523.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>15 August 2001</td>
<td>7:15</td>
<td>£127,782.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connaught</td>
<td>15 August 2001</td>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>£139,895.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G G Middleton</td>
<td>15 August 2001</td>
<td>9:55</td>
<td>£131,599.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Hurst</td>
<td>15 August 2001</td>
<td>12:32</td>
<td>£118,555.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewitt and Maughan Ltd</td>
<td>15 August 2001</td>
<td>13:32</td>
<td>£124,061.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2161. The remaining two companies declined to tender, on or before 16 July 2001.

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet*

IV.2162. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:

1. **BODILL**

2. **MIDDLETONS […] [C]**

* 3. **G HURST GRAHAM RYE**

   *Tel […] [C] WILL RING US*

---

4473 The information from the client (OFT Document Reference 7143) stated that the G Hurst subsidiary tendering for this contract was PDH, which was at the time named G Hurst & Sons (Contractors) Limited. Other than in the subsection headed ‘Evidence from other companies – PDH, references in this Infringement to ‘G Hurst’ are therefore references to the Participant Company, PDH.

4474 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7143.

4475 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7143.

4476 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0567.
IV.2163. The tender sheet for this tender also contains a ringed letter ‘C’ in the top right-hand corner of the tender sheet and at the foot of the sheet it states that Bodill’s submitted price was £127,782.00.4477

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.2164. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2165. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.4478 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it received a cover price from G Hurst4479 and that it submitted a ‘token tender’.4480

IV.2166. [...] [C] 4481

IV.2167. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.2168. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – PDH

IV.2169. The OFT wrote to PDH on 27 April 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that PDH, had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter David Hurst, Managing Director of PDH, in a telephone call on 15 June 2007 confirmed that PDH were rejecting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.4482

IV.2170. The OFT subsequently wrote to PDH’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, G Hurst, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on PDH’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold G Hurst jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by PDH in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, G Hurst said it is ‘...not aware of and do
not believe there has been any contravention of the Competition Act 1998 by this Company’.

IV.2171. In their responses to the Statement, G Hurst & Sons and PDH each stated ‘The company believes that this evidence is not conclusive that the G Hurst [sic] cooperated with Bodills’ in respect of this Infringement. G Hurst & Sons and PDH further noted that Graham Rye, the director of PDH with responsibility for estimating and the submission of tenders had not been part of the management structure since 30 April 2004. The companies therefore noted that the current Managing Director was ‘unable to defend or comment further on any alleged action of a former Director of the company’.

IV.2172. The OFT considers that the information as set out in the Statement together with the evidence from the OFT’s file provided with the Statement was sufficient for G Hurst and PDH to review their records and/or contact relevant individuals and locate the necessary information for its own defence. It appears that to the extent that G Hurst and PDH are unable to adduce evidence in their defence this results from management changes and/or not having kept records in respect of this tender, rather than the OFT’s case being insufficient. However, the absence of documentary records or direct access to witnesses cannot of itself exculpate G Hurst from an Infringement where other evidence is available which the OFT considers implicates it, and indeed is sufficient to substantiate its involvement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2173. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2174. Bodill and G Hurst each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2175. G Hurst completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by G Hurst being the lowest received and that it won the contract.

IV.2176. Bodill was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.2177. In regard to G Hurst, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘G HURST GRAHAM [..........] [C] WILL RING US THURS A.M.’ and there is a ringed letter ‘C’ in the top right hand corner of the tender sheet. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from G Hurst. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £127,782.00 as the tender figure and this was the figure that Bodill submitted. Furthermore, the telephone number set out in Bodill’s tender sheet, [..........] [C], was the G Hurst telephone number, indicating that Bodill contacted G Hurst in respect of this tender.

---

4483 Response from G Hurst & Sons, OFT Document Reference 14056, page 1.
IV.2178. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Bodill was higher than the tender submitted by G Hurst, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.2179. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between G Hurst and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that G Hurst supplied a figure to Bodill for a cover bid.

IV.2180. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2162 to IV.2179 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{4487} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from G Hurst to Bodill was not unilateral\textsuperscript{4488}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{4489}

(b) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from G Hurst (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{4490} and

(c) G Hurst can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bodill (i.e. that Bodill did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{4491}

IV.2181. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bodill and G Hurst, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for brick cladding and associated works, 15 Cornish dwellings, Phase 7, Milton Drive, Worksop, Notts, tender deadline 15 August 2001.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.2182. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2183. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textit{Alleged Infringement 71: Not included in the Decision}

\textsuperscript{4487} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{4488} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\textsuperscript{4489} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{4490} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{4491} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 72: Proposed IT Suite, Rawdon Street, Derby, Indian Community Centre & DTC – 24 August 2001

Client: Indian Community Centre/Derby Technical College
Parties: Derwent Valley and Davlyn

IV.2184. On 3 August 2001, the Indian Community Centre & DTC sought tenders for a proposed IT suite at Rawdon Street, Derby. The following five companies were invited to tender: Derwent Valley, Greenhill Construction (Derby) Ltd, Peter Baines, B & K Building Services and Davlyn. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 24 August 2001.4492

IV.2185. Indian Community Centre & DTC employed Armson & Partners, an independent project management company, to deal with the tendering process and they received the following tender returns:4493

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; K Building Services</td>
<td>24 August 2001</td>
<td>£41,300.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhill Construction Derby Ltd</td>
<td>24 August 2001</td>
<td>£43,484.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Baines</td>
<td>24 August 2001</td>
<td>£45,481.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>24 August 2001</td>
<td>£37,777.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>24 August 2001</td>
<td>£41,046.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley – Tender Schedule

IV.2186. During the OFT’s search of Derwent Valley’s premises, a tender schedule containing handwritten entries was discovered. Within this tender schedule was the following entry:4494

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NR.</th>
<th>RETURN DATE</th>
<th>TENDER DETAILS</th>
<th>OPPOSITION</th>
<th>TENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/08/01</td>
<td>24/8/01</td>
<td>PROPOSED IT SUITE RAWDON STREET DERBY INDIAN COMMUNITY CENTRE &amp; DTC</td>
<td>Davlyn (C)</td>
<td>37,777.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.2187. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2188. In its leniency application, Derwent Valley set out a summary of all tenders from April 2001 to January 2005 where Derwent Valley had given a cover price

---

4492 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13725.
4493 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13725.
4494 Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912, page 27.
to a competitor for that tender, marked as ‘DVC1 List of Covers Given’. The information in the summary was based on the tender schedule kept by Pat Tunnicliffe (‘PT’), an ex-estimator at Derwent Valley, and contained the following extract:4495

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Company Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>August 2001</td>
<td>IT Suite Indian Community Centre</td>
<td>Davlyn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2189. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application a ‘List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices’. The name ‘Davlyn Construction Ltd’ appears on this list with the address ‘Unit 5B Sir Francis Ley Ind Park Shaftsbury St. Derby’ and as a contact the name ‘Dave’.4496

IV.2190. Following the issue of the Statement, Derwent Valley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley**

IV.2191. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Derwent Valley directors and an ex-employee provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2192. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with PT, who dealt with this tender. PT, referring to the tender schedule in respect of this tender, remembered it and said ‘we tendered for it, won it, ‘cause that looks like first, we gave a cover to Davlyn’.4497 PT commented on a recollection of meeting a quantity surveyor from ‘Armsons’ [Armson & Partners] and said ‘I went round the job with him, I think I priced it and by the look of it we won it. And obviously Davlyn looked for help and we gave it’.4498 When asked if he recalled the name of anyone at Davlyn he would have dealt with PT said ‘I can’t remember the name of the chap that phoned up but it would have just been a phone call. Are you pricing it? Yes. Can I have help? Yes’.

IV.2193. David Stone (‘DS’), Managing Director of Derwent Valley, was also interviewed in regard to this tender. DS recalled the tender and, on examining the entry for it in the tender schedule, said ‘it says Davlyn with a (C) at the side of it, and it was a tender sum was £37,777 and we was first’.4500 Asked what the entry of ‘Davlyn (C)’ meant, DS replied ‘I would say that means cover’ and went on to confirm this was a cover price given to Davlyn by Derwent Valley commenting, ‘I think we’ve given there, obviously Davlyn have rung us and asked us for a cover’.4502

**Evidence from leniency applicant Davlyn**

4495 List of Covers Given, OFT Document Reference 3940, page 2.
4496 List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3942, page 2.
4497 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 11.
4498 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 11.
4499 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 12.
IV.2194. As part of its leniency application, Davlyn provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.293 to IV.302 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2195. In its response to the Statement, Davlyn did not contest its involvement in this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Davlyn

IV.2196. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Davlyn’s employees provided general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This is set out in paragraphs IV.293 to IV.302 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2197. During interview, Davlyn’s estimator, David Goodhead (‘DG’) was asked about this tender. DG did not recall it and explained that any documents associated with it would have been disposed of due to the age of the tender. DG agreed that Derwent Valley was a company with whom Davlyn did exchange cover prices in the past. Referring to the Derwent Valley tender schedule and the entry ‘Davlyn (C)’, when asked if it was feasible that Derwent Valley gave Davlyn a cover price in respect of this tender DG replied ‘It’s feasible, yes. I can’t confirm whether they did or didn’t, either from, A, paperwork or B, recollection’.4504

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2198. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2199. Derwent Valley and Davlyn each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Derwent Valley completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Derwent Valley being the lowest received and the fact it won the contract.

IV.2200. Davlyn was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.2201. Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes a reference to competitor Davlyn with the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to it. Derwent Valley confirmed that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken or received.

IV.2202. PT, the estimator for this tender, said that he recalled the tender and that his entry in the schedule meant that he gave a cover price to Davlyn.

IV.2203. This was corroborated in interview by DS at Derwent Valley, who agreed that the entry in the tender schedule showed that Derwent Valley gave a cover price in respect of this tender to Davlyn.

4503 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11180, pages 2 and 3.
4504 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11180, pages 3 and 4.
IV.2204. Although Davlyn has not admitted engaging in bid rigging activity in respect of this tender, the OFT notes that Davlyn was not the successful party for this tender and as such may not have any records. Davlyn’s estimator, DG, confirmed that it was ‘feasible’ that Davlyn obtained a cover price from Derwent Valley for this tender.

IV.2205. Derwent Valley also included in its list of companies who exchange cover prices the name of Davlyn.

IV.2206. In addition, the OFT notes that Indian Community Centre & DTC received a tendered amount of £37,777 from Derwent Valley, which is lower than the amount tendered by Davlyn. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been given to Davlyn from Derwent Valley.

IV.2207. The OFT also notes that Davlyn submitted a tendered amount of £41,046 in respect of this tender and came second to Derwent Valley. This shows that the only company from whom Davlyn could have received a cover price was Derwent Valley, who submitted the lowest bid and won the tender.

IV.2208. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Derwent Valley and Davlyn. The OFT also concludes that Derwent Valley supplied a figure to Davlyn for a cover bid.

IV.2209. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2186 to IV.2208 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{4505}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Derwent Valley to Davlyn was not unilateral\(^{4506}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{4507}\)

(b) Davlyn can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Derwent Valley (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{4508}\) and

(c) Derwent Valley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Davlyn (i.e. that Davlyn did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\(^{4509}\)

IV.2210. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Derwent Valley and Davlyn, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for proposed IT suite, Rawdon Street, Derby, Indian Community Centre & DTC, tender dated 24 August 2001.

\(^{4505}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4506}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{4507}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4508}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4509}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.2211. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2212. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Derwent Valley’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Derwent Valley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Derwent Valley in respect of this Infringement.

IV.2213. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Davlyn’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Davlyn will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Davlyn will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Alleged Infringement 73: Not included in the Decision**

**Infringement 74:** Toxicology Laboratory, City Hospital, Birmingham – 7 September 2001

**Client:** The City Hospital NHS Trust  
**Parties:** Thomas Vale and Wygar

IV.2214. On 7 August 2001, The City Hospital NHS Trust (‘City Hospital NHS’), now known as Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS, sought tenders for the extension to the Toxicology Laboratory, City Hospital, Dudley Road, Birmingham. The following six companies were invited to tender: Shaylor, E Manton, Mansell, Wygar, Kendrick Construction and Thomas Vale. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 7 September 2001.

IV.2215. City Hospital NHS received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shaylor</td>
<td>7 September 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£417,474</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Manton</td>
<td>7 September 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£481,760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>7 September 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£495,820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wygar</td>
<td>7 September 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£344,695</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendrick Construction</td>
<td>7 September 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£465,252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>7 September 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£375,194</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4510 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9703.  
4511 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9703.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet

IV.2216. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4930</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>City Hospital NHS Trust</td>
<td>Toxicology Laboratory, City Hosp, Dudley Road, Birmingham</td>
<td></td>
<td>CKT</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>07/09/2001 Noon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>375,194</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mansell, Wygar, Manton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2217. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a 'little black book' of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for Wygar plus names and telephone number.

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.2218. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2219. At Annex 14 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 50 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2001 tenders is the following entry:

---

4514 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 27.
4515 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
4516 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 50.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4930</td>
<td>07 September</td>
<td>City Hospital NHS Trust</td>
<td>Toxicology Laboratory, City Hosp, Dudley Road, Birmingham</td>
<td>Taken (Wygar)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2220. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.

IV.2221. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application and Wygar appears on this list.

IV.2222. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.2223. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.2224. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were his own and that the letters ‘BM’, which appear in the column marked ‘DIV’, stand for Building and Maintenance Division, based at Thomas Vale’s head office. In interview, CKT referred to the entry for this tender in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘Then entry is a tender return date of the 7th of September 2001, £375,194 our tender figure, Wygar in bold indicating that Wygar gave us a cover figure’. CKT said that he would have dealt with the tender on behalf of Building and Maintenance Division and he had an entry for Wygar in his book of contacts.

Evidence from other companies – Wygar

IV.2225. The OFT wrote to Wygar on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Wygar had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response, Wygar stated in its letter to the OFT dated 25 April 2007 that it had given a cover price on this tender. In addition, it stated ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities (cover pricing) on this tender with Thomas Vale. Mr C Trickett’.

---

4517 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
4518 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 10 and 13.
4519 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 23.
4520 Response from Wygar, OFT Document Reference 10938.
4521 Response from Wygar, OFT Document Reference 10939, page 2.
IV.2226. The OFT subsequently wrote to Wygar’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Wygar Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Wygar’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Wygar Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Wygar in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Wygar Holdings confirmed that it would ‘support and adopt Wygar Construction Limited’s acceptance of the reduction of penalty offer and that WHL does not intend to comment…or to make any submissions on this case at the present time’.

IV.2227. In their response to the Statement, Wygar and Wygar Holdings stated ‘Wygar has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2228. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2229. Thomas Vale and Wygar each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for the extension to the Toxicology Laboratory, City Hospital, Birmingham. It appears that Wygar completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Wygar being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.2230. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that a cover price was sought.

IV.2231. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records three competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely Mansell, Wygar and E Manton. Wygar is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is £375,194 which matches the amount recorded by the client City Hospital NHS.

IV.2232. City Hospital NHS also received a tendered amount of £344,695 from Wygar, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Wygar to Thomas Vale. The OFT notes that Wygar’s tender bid is the only figure below that of Thomas Vale and so Thomas Vale could only have received cover from Wygar.

IV.2233. The OFT notes that although three competitors have been recorded on the Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold, i.e. Wygar. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Wygar from the other two competitors. In addition, the fact that the tender had been allocated to CKT, who was responsible for the maintenance of the spreadsheet, means that it is likely that the entry was accurate and that CKT had personal

---

4522 Response from Wygar Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14045.
knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price and make contact with Wygar at the time. It also indicates that CKT himself made contact with Wygar.

IV.2234. Thomas Vale admitted that Wygar was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. In interview, CKT agreed that the entry in Tender Status spreadsheet shows that he obtained a cover price from Wygar and he had an entry for Wygar in a contact book he used to telephone other contractors for the purpose of obtaining cover prices.

IV.2235. Both parties have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. Wygar admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Thomas Vale and named CKT as the relevant contact, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Thomas Vale and CKT were involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.2236. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Wygar and that Wygar supplied a figure to Thomas Vale in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.2237. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2216 to IV.2236 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4524 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Wygar to Thomas Vale was not unilateral4525, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4526
(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Wygar (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;4527 and
(c) Wygar can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.4528

IV.2238. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Wygar in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the extension to the Toxicology Laboratory, City Hospital, Birmingham, tender deadline 7 September 2001.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.2239. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

4524 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4525 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4526 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4527 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4528 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.2240. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 75: Refurbishment, Wattville Thomas J&I School, Handsworth – 18 September 2001
Client: Birmingham City Council
Suspect Parties: BBCL, Thomas Vale, Interclass and Pearce

IV.2241. On 13 August 2001, Birmingham City Council sought tenders for refurbishment and extension to Wattville Thomas J&I School. The following six companies were invited to tender: BBCL, Harper, Interclass, Kendrick Const. Ltd, Pearce and Thomas Vale. The date of tender return was 18 September 2001 at 12:00 noon.

IV.2242. Birmingham City Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBCL</td>
<td>18 September 2001</td>
<td>£1,064,354</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>18 September 2001</td>
<td>£1,106,560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interclass</td>
<td>18 September 2001</td>
<td>£1,154,832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendrick Const Ltd</td>
<td>18 September 2001</td>
<td>£1,126,209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce</td>
<td>18 September 2001</td>
<td>£1,129,845</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>18 September 2001</td>
<td>£1,140,946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2243. As described in more detail in paragraphs II.1000 to II.1036 above, Pearce was at the relevant time acting under the terms of an agency agreement with Pearce Group when bidding for this tender, and Pearce Group was therefore the undisclosed principal involved in this tender process.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty – Bid Risk Checklist and handwritten notes

IV.2244. As part of its leniency application, Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives provided a BBCL Southern Division Bid Risk Checklist for this tender, which contained the following:

4529 BBCL (Balfour Beatty Construction Ltd) is a subsidiary of Balfour Beatty.
4530 The OFT notes Pearce acted as an undisclosed agent of Pearce Group, therefore the Participant Company for this Infringement comprised both Pearce and Pearce Group.
4531 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7195.
4532 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7195.
4533 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7195.
4534 BBCL Bid Risk Checklist, OFT Document Reference B1623.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competition</th>
<th>Harper Group Construction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kendrick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce Construction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;C&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;C&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interclass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;C&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2245. Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives also provided handwritten notes headed ‘WATTVILLE SCHOOL HANDSWORTH. COMPETITION’ 4535, belonging to Martyn Etheridge (‘ME’), a senior estimator at BBCL, which show:

‘GREG HOPKIN
HARPERS (WARLEY) [...] [C]

PEARCE CONSTRUCTION [...] [C]
GEORGE EVESHAM
IAN TAYLOR TELFORD [...] [C] NO
BRIAN DUTTON   POSSIBLE COVER

THOMAS VALE     [...] [C]
CHRIS TRICKETT  COVER

INTERCLASS     [...] [C]  COVER
BOB ALLEN      [...] [C]

KENDRICK CONSTRUCTION

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBCL</td>
<td>£1,064,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEARCE</td>
<td>£1,129,845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS VALE</td>
<td>£1,140,946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERCLASS</td>
<td>£1,154,832</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2246. Pearce, Crest Nicholson4536, and Pearce Group4537 suggested in their respective representations that because the handwritten note was undated, and because there was no clear indication as to when the ‘C’s on the bid risk checklist had been recorded, the OFT had not proven that these documents were contemporaneous.4538 The OFT considers first ME’s confirmation in interview that the handwriting on the handwritten note was his and was made at the time of the tender4539, and secondly the date on the bid risk checklist of 17 September 2001, the day prior to the tender deadline, to be sufficient proof that both documents are in fact contemporaneous, i.e. that they were completed around the day of the tender submission deadline.

IV.2247. In their respective responses to the Statement, Pearce and Crest Nicholson suggested that the telephone numbers in the first half of this handwritten note

4535 Handwritten notes, OFT Document Reference B1622.
4536 The ultimate parent company of Pearce at the time of the Infringement. Pearce and Crest Nicholson responded separately to the Statement.
4537 The immediate parent company and undisclosed principal of Pearce, Pearce Group responded to the Supplementary Statement dated 16 April 2009.
indicated that ME initiated contact with Pearce, inconsistent with the typical process of cover pricing, and therefore were not evidence that a cover was given to Pearce.\textsuperscript{4540} The OFT notes that ME did state in interview that he had tried to contact other companies, including Pearce.\textsuperscript{4541} However, ME’s evidence was that this was to arrange a request to the client for an extension of the tender deadline.\textsuperscript{4542} This is corroborated by the client information which shows that the tender deadline was extended from 11 September 2001 to 18 September 2001.\textsuperscript{4543} The OFT accepts that if the telephone numbers were all that this note contained, Pearce and Crest Nicholson’s explanation might be plausible. However, this does not account for the entry ‘cover’, written next to each of the entries for Pearce, Thomas Vale and Interclass. In view of the inclusion of those particular entries, the OFT considers it most likely that ME originally contacted the other bidders to arrange a request for a tender extension and that some of those bidders either took the opportunity to request a cover price, or having already had an initial contact with ME later contacted him again with a request for a cover price.

IV.2248. In their respective representations Pearce, Crest Nicholson, and Pearce Group also suggested that the proximity of the word ‘no’ to the word ‘cover’ in the first half of the handwritten note, under the heading ‘Pearce Construction’, implied that no cover was actually given; rather the crossed out ‘possible’ indicates the cover was at first a possibility which then became a ‘no’\textsuperscript{4544} The OFT does not consider this interpretation plausible. First, it fails to account for the entries in the second half of the note (as to which see paragraphs IV.2249 to IV.2251 below). Had ME prepared a ‘possible’ cover price for Pearce, but Pearce decided to submit a genuine bid and not to accept a cover, the OFT would expect that the figure the client received from Pearce would be different from the figure next to Pearce’s name on the second half of this handwritten note. Secondly, the OFT considers that the ‘no’ relates to the crossed out phone number and ‘Telford’, and it notes that there is a […] [C] located in Telford with that telephone number\textsuperscript{4545} which was not the company tendering for this contract.

IV.2249. In their respective representations Pearce, Crest and Pearce Group suggested that the figures in the second half of the sheet were a record of information gathered post tender\textsuperscript{4546}, rather than of the cover figures prepared for those parties, because ME had stated in interview he would ‘seek to find out what other parties had bid for the contract’\textsuperscript{4547}, and because the ‘entry of the four names at the bottom appears to have been made at a different time or times to

\textsuperscript{4540} Written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, paragraph 3.34; written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.69.
\textsuperscript{4541} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 24.
\textsuperscript{4542} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 24.
\textsuperscript{4543} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7195.
\textsuperscript{4545}[…] [C]
\textsuperscript{4547} Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.77.
The OFT considers this alternative suggestion to be implausible for the following reasons.

IV.2250. First, the list contains prices for only three out of five of BBCL’s competitors. If this were post-tender information, the OFT would expect to see a complete list, and certainly that the second and third lowest tenders would be included. The OFT notes that ME did have contact details for at least the remaining bidder Harper; this information is recorded on the handwritten note itself. The OFT therefore considers this explanation implausible in view of the absence in particular of Harper’s price details from the list. Secondly, the three out of five of BBCL’s competitors that are included in the second half of the note are the same three competitors as are noted in the first half of the note with the entry ‘cover’ next to their names. Finally, any number of explanations consistent with cover pricing could account for the upper and lower sections having been recorded at different times (see, for example, paragraph IV.2247 above regarding the possibility that initial contact was made with these companies for the purposes of seeking a deferral of the tender submission deadline) and the OFT does not therefore consider this a contraindication to cover pricing.

IV.2251. Overall, the OFT does not accept that the two halves of this note should be disaggregated in the manner that Pearce, Crest and the Pearce Group effectively suggest. Read together the OFT considers it clear that the first half of the note records contact details for companies who have requested covers, and that the second half records the price given to those companies. The OFT does not rely on any particular entry in isolation, but rather interprets the document as a whole, and concludes that taken as a whole it represents strong and compelling evidence of BBCL having provided a cover price to Pearce, Thomas Vale and Interclass.

Evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty

IV.2252. Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a schedule setting out instances of cover pricing uncovered or suspected within BBCL, where covers were given. In respect of this tender the schedule shows that BBCL gave cover prices to Thomas Vale, Interclass and Pearce.

IV.2253. Following the issue of the Statement, Balfour Beatty did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty

IV.2254. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Balfour Beatty employees and ex-employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.189 to IV.203 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2255. During an interview with the OFT on 30 March 2007, ME advised what would happen when a competitor asked for a cover price from Balfour Beatty as detailed in paragraphs IV.195 to IV.197 above. ME advised that his role was ‘to estimate and, and win building contracts for the south-east which includes

---

4548 Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 4.26.
4549 Cover pricing schedule, OFT Document Reference B1604, page 1.
Birmingham … as well as the London office’.\

In relation to this tender ME stated ‘I completed the [bid risk] check list’ and when asked what the ‘C’ in speech marks next to Thomas Vale, Interclass and Pearce indicated, ME stated ‘C stands for cover’.

IV.2256. In relation to the handwritten notes, ME confirmed that it was his handwriting and in relation to the notes relating to Pearce at the top of the page stated ‘… I’m surmising ‘cos I can’t remember this completely is that Pearce Construction have got several offices: one in Evesham, one in Telford, and … it was finding who, which office was dealing with it … We were asking for tender extension on this job … so those would probably contact them and ask me if they could ask for one as well’.

IV.2257. Regarding the notes relating to Thomas Vale, ME stated ‘They came to me asking for cover, and that was obviously the name of the company, the person who spoke to me and the telephone number so that I could get back to them with a number’.

IV.2258. When asked about the notes of numbers at the bottom of the document, ME stated ‘… that is a list, not of all the competitors, but of Balfour Beatty’s price plus the three companies who asked me to give them a cover price. And those are the numbers I told them to go in on, with the difference between our figure and their figure, and a percentage of what it would be’. When asked whether he had been in contact with the noted companies and given them the cover prices, ME stated ‘Yeah … I would have had contact with them’.

IV.2259. In their respective responses to the Statement and Supplementary Statement, Pearce, Crest Nicholson, and Pearce Group suggested that ME’s witness evidence was unreliable and not a specific recollection of this tender due to his use of the phrases ‘I’m surmising’, ‘this is a bit more vague’ and ‘I can’t remember this completely’. They also noted his comment about Pearce having an office in Telford, which it did not, suggesting this also cast doubt on his reliability. The OFT notes that ME only used the above-mentioned qualifying phrases when discussing the particular entry, in the first half of his handwritten note under the heading ‘Pearce Construction’, of ‘Telford’ and the crossed out phone number, as described in paragraph IV.2256 above. It is clear that ME was offering a possible explanation for the presence of this additional information. He was not stating with certainty that Pearce did in fact have an office in Telford. Indeed, as indicated in paragraph IV.2248 above, though Pearce do not have an office in Telford, the similarly named C J Pearce does and the crossed out telephone number on this note is theirs. The OFT considers it likely that ME’s recollection was of making an initial contact with this company in error. Further, and in contrast, when discussing the remainder of

\[\text{References}\]

4550 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 2.
4551 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 23.
4556 Written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, paragraph 3.31; written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 4.18 and 4.22.
4557 Written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, paragraphs 3.34 and 3.37; written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.69 and 7.73; written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 4.22; and oral representations of Pearce Group, 5 June 2009, page 12.
his handwritten note and this tender ME’s evidence did not include any qualifications, as is demonstrated in his explanation of the figures at the bottom of the page, set out in paragraph IV.2258 above. As discussed in paragraph IV.2246 above, if ME initiated contact with Pearce this does not indicate that cover pricing did not take place. The OFT does not therefore accept that ME’s evidence is unreliable.

IV.2260. In its response to the Statement, Pearce suggested that the meaning of 'C' on the bid risk checklist was unclear because ME did not recall providing a cover to Pearce. Pearce stated ‘[ME] specifically states that “this is a bit more vague” and “I can’t remember this completely”’. The OFT notes that the quote referenced by Pearce in fact refers to parts of the handwritten note, as indicated above, and not to the bid risk checklist. When asked what the ‘C’ on the bid risk checklist indicated, ME did not demonstrate any uncertainty, stating clearly ‘C stands for cover’.

IV.2261. Pearce and Pearce Group also noted in their responses that ME stated in interview that Pearce was not a company “Balfour Beatty would generally have exchanged cover prices with”. The OFT does not consider this in any way undermines the contemporaneous documents and supporting witness evidence in respect of this tender. If it were indeed unusual for BBCL to provide a cover to Pearce (and the OFT does not consider it necessary to determine this point) the OFT considers that that in fact would make the witness evidence in respect of this tender more reliable. ME is more likely to remember an unusual interaction than one which was barely distinguishable from a myriad of regular contacts.

IV.2262. In its response to the Statement, Crest Nicholson alleged that the OFT ignored the evidence of PC although he had been interviewed in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that PC had no personal knowledge of this contract and the contemporaneous notes were not his. Therefore he did not provide independent recollection or explanation of the contemporaneous documents. The OFT does not consider PC’s lack of recollection to be any indication that a cover exchange either did or did not occur on this tender, particularly since he was not the estimator for this tender. PC did, however, state when asked what the ‘C’ on the bid risk checklist meant, ‘I assume that would indicate that we’ve given a cover to those three’. This would, if anything, support ME’s account as to the meaning of the ‘C’s on the bid risk checklist.

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale –**

IV.2263. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4927</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Birmingham City Council</td>
<td>Refurbishment, Wattville J &amp; I School, Handsworth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CKT</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>11/09/2001 Noon</td>
<td>1,140,948</td>
<td>Tender</td>
<td>Harper, Pearce, Balfour Beatty, Interclass, Kendrick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2264. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’ of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for Balfour Beatty plus names, including Martyn Etheridge and a telephone number.\(^{4566}\)

**Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.2265. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2266. At Annex 1 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 45 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2001 tenders is the following entry:\(^{4568}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab.</th>
<th>Tender No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T4927</td>
<td>11 September</td>
<td>Birmingham City Council</td>
<td>Refurbishment, Wattville J &amp; I School, Handsworth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taken</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Balfour Beatty)</td>
<td>(Tender Spreadsheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2267. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.2268. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its

\(^{4565}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 21.
\(^{4566}\) Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 2.
\(^{4567}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
\(^{4568}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 45.
participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.2269. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’ which appear in the estimator column for this tender were his. In interview, CKT explained that he had dealt with the tender and in respect of the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet, stated ‘CKT, myself, was the estimator. B, again, perhaps now infers there’s no Cs appearing, so B would infer to me that that’s a cover figure ... and amongst a list of names, Balfour Beatty is highlighted, which infers to me that they gave a cover figure’. CKT confirmed that the telephone number [............] [C], which appeared on the handwritten notes from Balfour Beatty, was the main switchboard number for Thomas Vale’s Stourport office.

Evidence from other companies – Interclass

IV.2270. The OFT wrote to Interclass on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Interclass had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Interclass admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging (cover pricing) activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’. Interclass also stated that it had taken a cover price on this tender. In its response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, Interclass divided its admissions into three categories: tenders where a cover price was given; tenders where a cover price was taken; and tenders where it had no evidence available. This tender was included in the cover prices taken category, indicating that Interclass’s admission was based on some evidence available to it.

IV.2271. The OFT subsequently wrote to Interclass’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Interclass Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Interclass’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Interclass Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Interclass in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. The OFT spoke to a representative of Interclass Holdings on 6 December 2007 who stated that Interclass Holdings ‘does not intend to make any comments regarding the second fast track letter’.

IV.2272. In their response to the Statement, Interclass and Interclass Holdings confirmed that ‘Interclass has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s finding of infringement’ in respect of this Infringement.

4569 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 11.
4571 Response from Interclass, OFT Document Reference 10418, page 3.
4572 Response from Interclass, OFT Document Reference 10417, page 1.
4574 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 13997.
Evidence from other companies – Pearce, Pearce Group and Crest Nicholson

IV.2273. The OFT wrote to Pearce on 7 November 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Pearce had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Pearce Group stated ‘… it would be wholly inappropriate for Pearce Group Limited to accept the OFT’s offer of a reduction in any financial penalty in return for an admission of liability …’.\textsuperscript{4576}

IV.2274. The OFT also wrote to Pearce’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Crest Nicholson, on 7 November 2007, asking it to comment on the OFT’s Fast Track Offer to Pearce, given that the OFT intended to hold Crest Nicholson jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Pearce in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Crest Nicholson’s legal representatives stated ‘… having made enquiries of current directors and employees and having searched for potentially relevant documentation, Crest has been unable to verify these allegations and cannot, therefore, acting in good faith, admit liability’.\textsuperscript{4577}

IV.2275. In their responses to the Statement and the Supplementary Statement, Pearce and Pearce Group asserted that the evidence from Interclass and Thomas Vale regarding this tender should not reflect on Pearce’s involvement in this Infringement.\textsuperscript{4578} While the OFT does not consider that the evidence from Interclass or Thomas Vale implicates Pearce in this Infringement, it does consider their admissions with regard to this tender serve as corroboration of the OFT’s interpretations of the contemporaneous documents and witness evidence, in particular the meaning of the ‘C’s on the bid risk checklist, the meaning of ’cover’ on the handwritten note and the explanation for the tender prices recorded on the lower half of the handwritten note. The OFT therefore takes the evidence from Interclass and Thomas Vale into account in this respect only when assessing the strength of the evidence implicating Pearce.

IV.2276. In response to the OFT’s letter of 27 July 2009, following the High Court Judgment described in paragraphs II.1576 to II.1580 above, Crest Nicholson stated that it ‘is willing to admit that the evidence now provided by the OFT in relation to… [this infringement]…demonstrates that Pearce Midland engaged in bid-rigging in relation to that contract by accepting a cover price from Balfour Beatty’.\textsuperscript{4579} Crest Nicholson further stated that it ‘does not contest that it is jointly and severally liable, together with Pearce Group and Pearce Midlands as their historic parent company, for the commission of [Alleged] Infringement 75’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and provisional finding

IV.2277. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

\textsuperscript{4576} Response from Pearce Group Limited, OFT Document Reference 14160.
\textsuperscript{4577} Response from Crest Nicholson, OFT Document Reference 14151, page 1.
\textsuperscript{4578} Written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, paragraphs 3.9 and 3.41 to 3.42; written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraphs 1.2 and 4.8 to 4.12.
\textsuperscript{4579} Response from Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009.
IV.2278. BBCL, Thomas Vale, Interclass and Pearce\textsuperscript{4580} each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2279. All four companies submitted a tender. It appears that BBCL completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.2280. Thomas Vale, Interclass and Pearce were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.2281. In regard to Thomas Vale, Balfour Beatty’s BBCL Southern Division Bid Risk Checklist shows ‘Thomas Vale “C”’ and handwritten notes show ‘THOMAS VALE CHRIS TRICKETT - [............] [C] COVER’ and ‘THOMAS VALE £1,140,946 76,601 7.20%’. Balfour Beatty confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted of the amount shown. The OFT notes that the figure noted on the handwritten notes against Thomas Vale, was identical to the figure that Thomas Vale submitted. [............] [C] has been confirmed as the telephone number of Thomas Vale’s Stourport office, and Thomas Vale has confirmed that Chris Trickett dealt with this tender.

IV.2282. In addition, Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet shows this tender as a Category B and ‘Balfour Beatty’ is marked in bold lettering. Thomas Vale has admitted that the use of the letter ‘B’ in the category column and the appearance of Balfour Beatty in bold, shows that a cover was taken from Balfour Beatty. Furthermore the OFT notes that although five competitors have been recorded on Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold i.e. Balfour Beatty. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Balfour Beatty from the other competitors.

IV.2283. In regard to Interclass, Balfour Beatty’s BBCL Southern Division Bid Risk Checklist shows ‘Interclass “C”’ and handwritten notes show ‘INTERCLASS BOB ALLEN - [............] [C] COVER’ and ‘INTERCLASS £1,154,832 90,487 8.50%’. Balfour Beatty confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted of the amount shown. The OFT notes that the figure noted on the handwritten notes against Interclass, was identical to the figure that Interclass submitted. In respect of the name, Bob Allen, and the telephone number, [............] [C], these appear under an entry for Interclass in a contacts list provided by Thomas Vale.\textsuperscript{4581}

IV.2284. In addition, Interclass has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007. The OFT notes that Interclass admitted that it took a cover price without sight of the OFT’s evidence that it took rather than gave a cover price. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.2285. In regard to Pearce, Balfour Beatty’s BBCL Southern Division Bid Risk Checklist shows ‘Pearce Construction “C”’ and ‘PEARCE CONSTRUCTION GEORGE EVESHAM Æ [............] [C] 1 IAN TAYLOR TELFORD [............] [C] NO BRIAN DUTTON POSSIBLE COVER’ and ‘PEARCE £1,129,845 65,500 6.15%’.

\textsuperscript{4580} As noted above, the Participant Company for this Infringement comprised both Pearce and Pearce Group. Any reference to Pearce in this section should therefore be taken as referring to the entirety of the Participant Company.

\textsuperscript{4581} Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 11.
Balfour Beatty confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted of the amount shown. The OFT notes that the figure noted on the handwritten notes against Pearce, was identical to the figure that Pearce submitted. The telephone number, [......] [C], appears under an entry for Pearce in a contacts list provided by Thomas Vale.4582

IV.2286. The OFT notes that Crest Nicholson has now admitted that the evidence in this Infringement demonstrates that Pearce accepted a cover price from Balfour Beatty.

IV.2287. The OFT further notes that the tenders submitted by Thomas Vale, Interclass and Pearce were all higher than the tender submitted by BBCL, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

IV.2288. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between BBCL and Thomas Vale, between Balfour Beatty and Interclass, and between BBCL and Pearce. The OFT also concludes that BBCL supplied figures to each of Thomas Vale, Interclass and Pearce for cover bids.

IV.2289. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2244 to IV.2288 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4583 In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from BBCL to each of Thomas Vale, Interclass and Pearce was not unilateral4584, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4585
(b) Thomas Vale, Interclass and Pearce can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from BBCL (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;4586 and
(c) BBCL can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale, Interclass and Pearce (i.e. that none of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.4587

IV.2290. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between BBCL and Thomas Vale, between BBCL and Interclass, and between BBCL and Pearce in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment, Wattville Thomas J&I School, Handsworth, tender deadline 18 September 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2291. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100

4582 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 20.
4583 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4584 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4585 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4586 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4587 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2292. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities (involving Thomas Vale and BBCL) in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.2293. Balfour Beatty informed the OFT of further bid rigging activities (involving Pearce and Interclass) in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these further activities from any other source. Balfour Beatty will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 76: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 77: New Primary School, Riverside Development, Oundle Road, Peterborough – 1 October 2001
Client: Peterborough City Council
Parties: Jackson and Marriott

IV.2294. On 29 August 2001, Peterborough City Council ('Peterborough CC') sought tenders for a new primary school, Riverside Development, Oundle Road, Peterborough. The return date for the tender was 1 October 2001 and seven companies were invited to tender: Linpave Building Limited, Bernard Ward Limited, Granville Building Company Limited, Marriott, Jackson, Peterborough City Contract Services and Acrabuild Limited.

IV.2295. Peterborough CC received the following tender returns by 1 October 2001:

4588 Jackson is a subsidiary of Propencity.
4589 Marriott is a trading division of Kier.
4590 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8973.
4591 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8973.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linpave Building Limited</td>
<td>29 August 2001</td>
<td>By 1 October 2001</td>
<td>£1,493,200.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Ward Limited</td>
<td>29 August 2001</td>
<td>By 1 October 2001</td>
<td>£1,554,100.43</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granville Building Company Limited</td>
<td>29 August 2001</td>
<td>By 1 October 2001</td>
<td>£1,679,110.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriott</td>
<td>29 August 2001</td>
<td>By 1 October 2001</td>
<td>£1,693,849.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>29 August 2001</td>
<td>By 1 October 2001</td>
<td>£1,839,493.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterborough City Contract Services</td>
<td>29 August 2001</td>
<td>Declined to Tender  1 October 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrabuild Limited</td>
<td>29 August 2001</td>
<td>Declined to Tender  1 October 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Propencity – Jackson’s Tender Book*

IV.2296. In Jackson’s tender book provided by Propencity to the OFT as part of its leniency application, in respect of this tender, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:4592

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enquiry Number</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Employer</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description of Works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E3468</td>
<td>31.8.01</td>
<td>Peterborough City Council</td>
<td>Peterborough</td>
<td>New Primary School</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos Out of</th>
<th>Lowest Tender</th>
<th>Jacksons</th>
<th>General Notes</th>
<th>Date for Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£1,839,493</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Cover from Marriotts HG.</td>
<td>Noon 1.10.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant Propencity**

IV.2297. As part of its leniency application, Propencity provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2298. In particular, Propencity provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender book since 4 January 2000 and in respect of this tender, Propencity confirmed that it received a cover price from Marriott.4593

---

4592 Tender register, OFT Document Reference A0905, page 18.
4593 Table of cover pricing, OFT Document Reference A1274, page 2.
IV.2299. In its response to the Statement, Propencity stated ‘...Propencity Group has made admissions in relation to all instances of cover pricing it uncovered as part of its leniency application’. 4594

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Propencity**

IV.2300. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Propencity’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2301. John Rhodes (‘JR’), Pre-Contracts Manager at Jackson, confirmed in interview that it is his handwriting in the tender book4595 and that in most instances it would be he who arranged the cover price.4596 JR said in respect of the entry in the tender book, for this tender, ‘that Jackson’s received a price from Marriotts and the figure recorded in the column, £1.8 million or thereabouts was the figure that was submitted’.4597 JR also confirmed that the figure given by Marriotts was the figure that he submitted for this tender.4598 JR explained that the ‘C’ stood for ‘competitive tender’. 4599

**Evidence from other companies – Kier**

IV.2302. The OFT wrote to Kier on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Kier had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Kier said that it was unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.4600

IV.2303. Kier stated in its response to the Statement that it did not wish to comment on the Alleged Infringements other than to make comments and observations which should be taken into account when calculating any penalty.4601 Such points are addressed in Section VI (Enforcement) below.

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.2304. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2305. Jackson and Marriott each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2306. Jackson was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.2307. In regard to Marriott, Jackson’s tender book states, ‘Cover from Marriotts’. Propencity has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from Marriott. Jackson recorded in the tender book the figure £1,839,493, as the tender figure and this was the figure that Jackson submitted.

---

4594 Written representations of Propencity, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 6.2.
4595 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 10.
4596 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 11.
4597 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 16.
4598 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 16.
4600 Response from Kier, OFT Document Reference 10477.
4601 Written representations of Kier, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 1.2 and 2.1.
IV.2308. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Jackson was higher than the tender submitted by Marriott, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.2309. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Marriott and Jackson. The OFT also concludes that Marriott supplied a figure to Jackson for a cover bid.

IV.2310. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2296 to IV.2309 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Marriott to Jackson was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) Jackson can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Marriott (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and
(c) Marriott can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Jackson (i.e. that Jackson did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.2311. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Jackson and Marriott, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a new primary school, Riverside Development, Oundle Road, Peterborough, tender deadline 1 October 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2312. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2313. Propencity informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Propencity will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

4602 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4603 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4604 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4605 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4606 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 78: 15 Dwellings, Station Road, Kimberley Phase 2 – 8 October 2001
Client: Derwent Housing Association
Parties: Strata (formerly known as Weaver), Bodill and Robert Woodhead

IV.2314. On 3 September 2001, Derwent Housing Association sought tenders for 15 dwellings, Station Road, Kimberley Phase 2. The following four companies were invited to tender: Adam Eastwood, Robert Woodhead, Weaver and Bodill. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 8 October 2001.

IV.2315. Derwent Housing Association received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>Before tender deadline</td>
<td>£751,374.75</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Woodhead</td>
<td>Before tender deadline</td>
<td>£886,617.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver [Strata]</td>
<td>Before tender deadline</td>
<td>£897,990.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>Before tender deadline</td>
<td>£849,534.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – Form of Tender

IV.2316. In Bodill’s original tender sheet for this contract, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following handwritten entries have been made:

1. Bodill

£897750 DERBY

2. WEAVER © FROM US

D. IRONMONGER [...] [C]

3. EASTWOODS

£886617

4. WOODHEAD © FROM US

Ring Bob Johnson Mon AM

IV.2317. The tender sheet for this tender states that Bodill’s tender was £849,534.

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata - Form of Tender

IV.2318. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a ring binder file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ containing various documents, mostly Forms of
Tender and result letters, was found. A Form of Tender found within this file contained the following handwritten entry on the top right hand corner:4613

‘FROM BODILL’

IV.2319. The Form of Tender was signed by Duncan Ironmonger (‘DI’), an estimator at Strata on 8 October 2001. The figure Strata submitted for this tender was £897,990.00.4614

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.2320. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2321. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave cover prices to Strata and Robert Woodhead.4615

IV.2322. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.2323. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. This list included the following entry:4616

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08/10/2001</td>
<td>15 Dwlg Station Rd, Kimberley, Nottm, for Derwent Housing Association</td>
<td>T120/01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cover to | Cover from | Company Name          | Company Address                  | Contract Secured |
---------|-----------|-----------------------|-------------------------------|------------------|
         | ✔️ OFT:BXM/107 | Bodill Construction | Sherwood Street, Portland Road, Hucknall, Notts NG15 7SD |              |

IV.2324. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.2325. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in

4613 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3297.
4614 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3297.
4615 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 3.
cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata**

IV.2326. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is applicable to this tender.

**Evidence from other companies – Robert Woodhead**

IV.2327. The OFT wrote to Robert Woodhead on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Robert Woodhead had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Robert Woodhead admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.4617

IV.2328. The OFT subsequently wrote to Robert Woodhead’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Woodhead Holdings, on 4 March 2008, asking it to comment on Robert Woodhead’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Woodhead Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Robert Woodhead in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Woodhead Holdings stated ‘Whilst not accepting that Robert Woodhead Holdings Ltd could have any liability in this case, the company is aware of the agreement reached between Robert Woodhead Ltd and the OFT, and would adopt the same position as Robert Woodhead Ltd’.4618

IV.2329. In its response to the Statement, Robert Woodhead stated ‘Woodhead admitted participation in each of these Alleged Infringements in its Response to the OFT Offer’ and ‘Woodhead stands by its admission of the Alleged Infringements’.4619 It further stated ‘Woodhead would have needed to place a bid for this contract in order to stay on the tender list of Derwent Housing Association’.4620

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.2330. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2331. Strata, Bodill and Robert Woodhead each accepted an invitation to tender for 15 dwellings, Station Rd, Kimberley, Nottingham Phase 2.

IV.2332. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. It appears that Bodill wanted to win the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with hope of winning the work.

---

4618 Response from Woodhead Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14442.
4619 Written representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, paragraph 3.2.
4620 Written representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, paragraph 3.4.3.
IV.2333. Strata and Robert Woodhead were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.2334. In regard to Strata, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘WEAVER © FROM US D. IRONMONGER [...........] [C]’ against Strata. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. Duncan Ironmonger was the name of an estimator at Strata\textsuperscript{4621} and [...........] [C] was a Weaver telephone number.\textsuperscript{4622} Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £897750 against Strata, a figure that was very similar to the tender that Strata submitted for the work.

IV.2335. In addition the OFT found further corroborating contemporaneous evidence at Strata’s premises. Strata’s Form of Tender records ‘FROM BODILL’, handwritten in the top right hand corner. Strata confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from the company noted. This Form of Tender was also found in the file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’, which Strata confirmed contained documents and records of covers taken. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and Bodill, and both Strata’s and Bodill’s admissions and explanations of the contemporaneous evidence, that Bodill supplied Strata with a cover price for this tender.

IV.2336. In regard to Robert Woodhead, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘WOODHEAD © FROM US Ring Bob Johnson Mon am’ against Robert Woodhead. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The OFT considers that ‘Mon AM’ was the morning of Monday 8 October 2001, the day of the deadline for submission of the tender. The OFT notes that this is consistent with the pattern of cover prices being exchanged at the last minute, prior to submission of a tender.

IV.2337. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £886617 against Robert Woodhead, a figure that was identical to the tender that Robert Woodhead submitted for the work. Bodill’s tender sheet also records the name of an estimator at Robert Woodhead, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. A list of contractors found at the premises of P Waller also confirms that there was a contact at Robert Woodhead with the name of ‘Bob Johnson’\textsuperscript{4623}

IV.2338. Finally, Robert Woodhead admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Bodill, and both parties’ admissions of bid rigging, that Bodill supplied Robert Woodhead with a cover price for this tender.

IV.2339. The OFT further notes that the tenders submitted by Strata and Robert Woodhead were higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

\textsuperscript{4621} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13138, page 2.
\textsuperscript{4622} Weaver Construction Limited letterhead, OFT Document Reference 3370.
\textsuperscript{4623} Contact list, OFT Document Reference 3610, page 3.
IV.2340. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Bodill and Strata and between Bodill and Robert Woodhead. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied figures to each of Strata and Robert Woodhead for cover bids.

IV.2341. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2316 to IV.2340 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of Strata and Robert Woodhead was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Strata and Robert Woodhead can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata and Robert Woodhead (i.e. that neither Strata nor Robert Woodhead intended to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.2342. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Bodill and Strata and between Bodill and Robert Woodhead in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for 15 Dwellings, Station Road, Kimberley Phase 2, tender deadline 8 October 2001.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.2343. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2344. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.2345. In respect of this tender, the OFT first became aware of Strata’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

---

4624 See paragraphs III.3 and III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4625 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4626 See paragraphs III.48 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4627 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4628 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 79:  Fullhurst Community College, Phase C, Braunstone, Leicester – 23 October 2001
Client:  Leicester City Council
Parties:  J H Hallam and T Denman

IV.2346. On 6 September 2001, Leicester City Council sought tenders for alterations and extension to office and classroom facility including associated services and other works, at Fullhurst Community College. The return date for the tender was 15:00 on 23 October 2001 and six companies were invited to tender: Brown & Shaw (Builders) Ltd, J H Hallam, Makers Industrial Ltd, Mansell, T Denman, and Pitchmastic plc. 4629

IV.2347. Leicester City Council received the following tender returns on 23 October 2001: 4630

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brown &amp; Shaw (Builders) Ltd</td>
<td>23 October 2001</td>
<td>12:30</td>
<td>£207,320.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>23 October 2001</td>
<td>14:30</td>
<td>£189,487.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makers Industrial Ltd</td>
<td>23 October 2001</td>
<td>09:40</td>
<td>£190,631.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>23 October 2001</td>
<td>14:00</td>
<td>£212,312.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Denman</td>
<td>23 October 2001</td>
<td>08:33</td>
<td>£209,843.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitchmastic plc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No Tender</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from J H Hallam – Incoming Tender Report

IV.2348. As part of its leniency application, J H Hallam provided a contemporaneous Incoming Tender Report Sheet relating to this tender. 4631 In the section relating to ‘Tendering Contractors’, row eight, is the following handwritten entry of Steve Gill, the allocated estimator:

‘Cover ! Denmans  Phil Hargreaves’

Evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam

IV.2349. As part of its leniency application, J H Hallam provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. 4632 This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.420 to IV.430 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2350. In particular, J H Hallam provided to the OFT a schedule entitled ‘Projects involving cover pricing March 2000 – June 2005’. Examination of the entry relevant to this tender shows that J H Hallam provided a cover price to Phil Hargreaves at T Denman. 4633

4629 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8567.
4630 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8567.
4631 Incoming Tender/Tender Report, OFT Document Reference 5045.
4632 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4969.
IV.2351. In its response to the Statement, J H Hallam stated ‘JH Hallam does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’. \[4634\]

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam**

IV.2352. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, J H Hallam’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.420 to IV.430 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2353. Additional evidence in relation to this tender comes from the interview of Steve Gill the estimator for J H Hallam. His response to questions concerning this tender was as follows:\[4635\]

Q. ‘.........I will show you that and that’s OFT document 5045....cover Denman’s, I can’t I think that’s a name.

A. It is Phil Hargreaves, yes. As obviously I can’t remember it would indicate that we probably did give a cover to Denman.

Q. On that document 5045 is that your handwriting.

A. It is’

**Evidence from other companies – T Denman**

IV.2354. The OFT wrote to T Denman on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that T Denman had participated in bid rigging on this tender.

IV.2355. Subsequently protracted correspondence was entered into, whereby Mr W B Cragg the Managing Director of T Denman appeared initially to accept the OFT’s offer. In an email of 18 May 2007 he made the following statements:

‘What we do know is the practice of contractors pricing themselves out of work, when they are too committed to price a project in the given time and in order not to have themselves inadvertently removed from client lists by returning a tender invitation, has been an inherent known part of construction industry practise for many years and as a long established small business we have participated in this practise on occasions in previous years, although have no records of particular events.

It would therefore be apparent that we are involved in these matters by implication and on a commercial basis alone we should be responsible people and mitigate the financial and commercial damage to this company by any actions within our means and therefore accept your offer of leniency in every case.’ \[4636\]

---

\[4634\] Written representations of J H Hallam, 27 June 2008, paragraph 73.
\[4635\] Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12755, pages 10 and 11.
\[4636\] Response from T Denman, OFT Document Reference 10869.
IV.2356. In a letter dated 29 June 2007, received from Berryman Shacklock LLP, solicitors acting on behalf of T Denman, the following admission was made:

‘As you are aware, the practice of “cover pricing” has been endemic in the construction industry over many decades. Against that background, our client does acknowledge that it has engaged in cover pricing activity on a limited number of projects.’ 4637

IV.2357. However the letter went on to state:

‘….it has been unable to identify any specific evidence of any involvement with cover pricing on those projects….’

IV.2358. The overall assertion was therefore that T Denman had engaged in cover pricing, but not on the tenders identified by the OFT.

IV.2359. The OFT’s Fast Track Offer was then formally declined by a letter from Berryman, dated 24 July 2007. 4638

IV.2360. However, T Denman stated subsequently in its response to the Statement that ‘…T Denman has no means of challenging the evidence now presented by the OFT in support of its allegations in relation to cover pricing, and therefore admits liability for the cover pricing infringements alleged by the OFT.’ 4639

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2361. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2362. J H Hallam and T Denman each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2363. J H Hallam appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender, and submitted a bid with the intention of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by J H Hallam being the lowest recorded, and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.2364. T Denman was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.2365. In regard to T Denman, J H Hallam has confirmed that Steve Gill’s handwritten entry ‘Cover! Denmans Phil Hargreaves’ on the incoming tender report, for this tender shows that it provided cover to T Denman. This was confirmed in interview by Steve Gill, and T Denman is the only competitor named on the incoming tender report.

IV.2366. Both T Denman and J H Hallam have admitted liability in specific terms for this Infringement.

4637 Response from T Denman, OFT Document Reference 13010.
4638 Response from T Denman, OFT Document Reference 13012.
4639 Written representations of T Denman, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.
IV.2367. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by T Denman was higher than the tender submitted by J H Hallam, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been received.

IV.2368. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between J H Hallam and T Denman. The OFT also concludes that J H Hallam supplied a figure to T Denman for a cover bid.

IV.2369. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2348 to IV.2368 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. \(^{4640}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J H Hallam to T Denman was not unilateral \(^{4641}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors; \(^{4642}\)

(b) T Denman can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from J H Hallam (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own respective conduct in the tendering process; \(^{4643}\) and

(c) J H Hallam can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from T Denman (i.e. that T Denman did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process. \(^{4644}\)

IV.2370. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between J H Hallam and T Denman, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the alterations and extension to office and classroom facility including associated services and other works, at Fullhurst Community College, date of tender 23 October 2001.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.2371. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2372. J H Hallam informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. J H Hallam will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\(^{4640}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4641}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{4642}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4643}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4644}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 80: Upgrade of Four Bungalows, Doncaster Road, Costhorpe, Nottinghamshire – 1 November 2001

Client: Bassetlaw District Council
Parties: Bodill and J J & A R Jackson

IV.2373. On 28 September 2001, Bassetlaw District Council sought tenders for the upgrade of four bungalows, Doncaster Road, Costhorpe, Nottinghamshire. The return date for the tender was 1 November 2001 and nine companies were invited to tender: Beaufort, Hewitt and Maughan Ltd, Bodill, CPS (Contractors) Ltd, J J & A R Jackson, Bassetlaw District Council – DLO, JW & WE Odlin, G G Middleton and SHL Ltd.\textsuperscript{4645}

IV.2374. Bassetlaw District Council received the following tender returns on 1 November 2001.\textsuperscript{4646}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beaufort</td>
<td>1 November 2001</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>£119,895.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewitt and Maughan Ltd</td>
<td>1 November 2001</td>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>£119,455.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>1 November 2001</td>
<td>12:50</td>
<td>£117,552.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPS (Contractors) Ltd</td>
<td>1 November 2001</td>
<td>12:50</td>
<td>£120,951.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J &amp; A R Jackson</td>
<td>1 November 2001</td>
<td>13:10</td>
<td>£111,247.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bassetlaw District Council – DLO</td>
<td>No tender received</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW &amp; WE Odlin</td>
<td>Declined to submit tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G G Middleton</td>
<td>Declined to submit tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHL Ltd</td>
<td>Declined to submit tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.2375. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:\textsuperscript{4647}

‘1. BODILL

“2. JACKSONS TREVOR MOOR
WILL RING WED […] [C]

3. HEWIT & MAUGHAN”

\textsuperscript{4645} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7144.
\textsuperscript{4646} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7144.
\textsuperscript{4647} Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0587.
IV.2376. The tender sheet for this tender also contains a ringed letter ‘C’ in the top right hand corner of the tender sheet and at the foot of the sheet it states that Bodill’s submitted price was £117,552.00.4648

IV.2377. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, kept a diary for 2001 which contains an entry for this tender on 1 November which reads ‘14.15 MODS .4 DWELLINGS, COSTHORPE (C) [WORKSOP]’.4649 JR explained in interview with the OFT that when a tender is written in his diary with a ‘C’ in brackets, ‘It means that we’re looking for some help, a cover, a cover price’.4650

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.2378. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2379. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.4651 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it received a cover price from J J & A R Jackson4652 and that it submitted a ‘token tender’.4653

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.2380. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – J J & A R Jackson

IV.2381. The OFT wrote to J J & A R Jackson on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that J J & A R Jackson had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, J J & A R Jackson admitted that, ‘we provided a cover price to Bodill & Sons Ltd of Nottingham. We won the job’.4654

IV.2382. Following the issue of the Statement, J J & A R Jackson did not submit any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2383. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2384. Bodill and J J & A R Jackson each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

---

4648 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0587.
4649 2001 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0106, page 22 obtained during visit to Bodill’s premises under section 27 on 19 November 2004.
4651 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
4652 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 3.
4653 Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 2.
IV.2385. J J & A R Jackson completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears they submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by J J & A R Jackson being the lowest received and that they won the contract.

IV.2386. Bodill was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.2387. In regard to J J & A R Jackson, as well as the ringed letter ‘C’ in the top right hand corner of the tender sheet, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘JACKSONS TREvor Moor Will Ring Wed [……….] [IC]’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from J J & A R Jackson. The OFT considers that this also shows more specifically that J J & A R Jackson’s estimator was to phone Bodill on the day before the date for submitting the tender, in order to provide a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £117,552.00 as the tender figure and this was the figure that Bodill submitted. Furthermore, the telephone number set out in Bodill’s tender sheet, [………………] [IC], is the J J & A R Jackson telephone number4655, providing further corroboration that Bodill contacted J J & A R Jackson in respect of this tender.

IV.2388. The OFT notes in addition that JR has an entry in his diary on the date for submitting the tender, which JR has confirmed shows Bodill were looking for a cover price for this tender.

IV.2389. The OFT also notes that the tender submitted by Bodill was higher than the tender submitted by J J & A R Jackson, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.2390. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that J J & A R Jackson admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Bodill, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Bodill was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.2391. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between J J & A R Jackson and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that J J & A R Jackson supplied a figure to Bodill for a cover bid.

IV.2392. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2375 to IV.2391 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4656 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J J & A R Jackson to Bodill was not unilateral4657, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4658

4656 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4657 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4658 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
(b) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from J J & A R Jackson (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{4659}\) and

c) J J & A R Jackson can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bodill (i.e. that Bodill did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{4660}\)

IV.2393. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bodill and J J & A R Jackson, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the upgrade of four bungalows, Doncaster Road, Costhorpe, Nottinghamshire, tender deadline 1 November 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2394. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2395. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 27 to Bodill on 19 November 2004. Bodill will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Bodill in respect of this Infringement.

IV.2396. In its response to the Statement, Bodill stated that ‘so far as Bodill is aware, the OFT had no knowledge of these Alleged Infringements and those contractors who had participated in them until 21 January 2005 and then only as a result of the evidence supplied by Bodill’.\(^{4661}\) The OFT first became aware of this tender as a result of the entry in a document found during a section 27 visit to Bodill on 19 November 2004,\(^{4662}\) which gave the OFT reasonable grounds to suspect cover pricing activity in respect of this tender prior to Bodill’s leniency application being made. Nevertheless, as stated in paragraph IV.2395 above, the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Bodill in respect of this Infringement.

Alleged Infringement 81: Not included in the Decision

\(^{4659}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4660}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4661}\) Written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.5.

\(^{4662}\) 2001 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0106, as discussed in paragraph IV.2377.

Client: Property Unit, Home Office
Parties: Bodill, G Carter and Herbert Baggaley

IV.2397. On 16 October 2001, the Property Unit of the Home Office sought tenders for CPIG Repair work at HMP Nottingham, Perry Road, Sherwood, Nottingham.\textsuperscript{4663} The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 10:00 am on 20 November 2001, and six companies were invited to tender: Bodill, G Carter, Simons, Herbert Baggaley, Firebeck Construction Ltd, and F. Stimpson Ltd.\textsuperscript{4664}

IV.2398. The Home Office received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{4665}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>20 November 2001 10:00 am</td>
<td>£458,883.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Carter</td>
<td>20 November 2001 10:00 am</td>
<td>£484,870.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simons</td>
<td>20 November 2001 10:00 am</td>
<td>£519,672.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>20 November 2001 10:00 am</td>
<td>£498,617.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firebeck Construction Ltd</td>
<td>20 November 2001 10:00 am</td>
<td>£535,660.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Stimpson Ltd</td>
<td>20 November 2001 10:00 am</td>
<td>£573,246.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.2399. Bodill’s original tender sheet\textsuperscript{4666} relating to this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, has under the section headed ‘TENDERERS’, the following entries, all of which are handwritten:

1. BODILL.
   \textsuperscript{498617}
2. ② BAGGALEY. © FROM US
3. ① CARTER CONSTRUCTION © FROM US ROB TURNER […] [C]
4. SIMONS - NOTTINGHAM'

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.2400. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2401. Bodill’s ‘Tender Analysis of Tender Schedule of Covers Taken and Given since March 2000’ produced in its leniency application shows that Bodill gave two covers on this tender.\textsuperscript{4667}

\textsuperscript{4663} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8399.
\textsuperscript{4664} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8399.
\textsuperscript{4665} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8399.
\textsuperscript{4666} Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0589.
\textsuperscript{4667} Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 2.
IV.2402. Bodill also provided to the OFT a ‘Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets March 2000 – November 2004’ \(^{4668}\). This confirms that Bodill gave covers to Herbert Baggaley and G Carter in respect of this tender.

IV.2403. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.2404. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2405. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, confirmed that the handwritten annotations, ‘£498617’ and ‘© FROM US’ next to ‘BAGGALEY’, and the annotations ‘£484870’ and ‘© FROM US ROB TURNER […….……] [C]’ next to ‘CARTER CONSTRUCTION’ were made by him.\(^{4669}\) DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley - Estimate**

IV.2406. In interview, Anton Newell (‘AN’), at the time of this tender an estimator at Herbert Baggaley, produced a copy of the original estimate\(^{4670}\) submitted by Roger Hayes (‘RH’), Chief Estimator until he left Herbert Baggaley in October 2002, on behalf of Herbert Baggaley. The figure submitted by RH was ‘£498,617.00’. The copy estimate produced by AN was in RH’s handwriting and was signed by him on behalf of the company.

**Evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley**

IV.2407. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2408. In its response to the Statement, Herbert Baggaley stated ‘Baggaleys recognises the OFT’s analysis of its involvement’\(^{4671}\) in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley**

IV.2409. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

\(^{4668}\) Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 3.

\(^{4669}\) Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 27.


\(^{4671}\) Written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.
IV.2410. AN was interviewed on 19 April 2007, and specific reference was made to the tender for CPIG repair work at HMP, Nottingham. AN said, ‘all I’ve managed to find on that one is the internal estimate, with a copy of the tender attached to the back of it. And on here I’ve put down no recollection [of cover pricing], but possibly Thomas Fish’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 16.} AN, in interview with the OFT, was shown the Bodill tender sheet for this contract which states, ‘£498617 \(\oplus\) BAGGLEY. \(\oplus\) FROM US’. In response to a question from the OFT as to whether the Bodill tender sheet shows that Bodill may have provided a cover to Herbert Baggaley, AN said ‘they may have done’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 17.} When asked if it was the practice of Herbert Baggaley to use the exact figure given to it as a cover price, he said, ‘we tended to use the exact price that they gave us’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 16.}

IV.2411. RH had been interviewed on 13 February 2007, before the OFT had sight of the copy estimate referred to in paragraph IV.2406 above. RH was asked about this tender and other tenders, his recollection of any of them was very limited and in respect of this tender he said, ‘I don’t understand what a CP repair is. Her Majesty’s Prison. The project doesn’t ring any bells to me’, but he said that AN would have arranged cover pricing at Herbert Baggaley.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13391, pages 7 and 8.}

Evidence from other companies – G Carter

IV.2412. The OFT wrote to G Carter on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that G Carter had participated in bid rigging on this tender.

IV.2413. G Carter confirmed on 19 April 2007 that Rob Turner had worked as an estimator for G Carter but that he was no longer employed by them.\footnote{File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10294.}

IV.2414. However, the OFT did not receive a response to the Fast Track Offer by the date for acceptance of 26 April 2007.\footnote{File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10297.} The OFT informed G Carter’s legal representatives, Berryman Shacklock LLP, on 18 May 2007 that as a reply had not been received by the deadline the OFT would treat this as a rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Berryman Shacklock LLP confirmed that it understood the situation.\footnote{File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10297.}

IV.2415. The OFT subsequently received a letter dated 2 August 2007 from Berryman Shacklock LLP which said ‘Our client is well aware that the practice of “giving and taking covers/help” has been endemic in the construction industry for many years. It accepts that it is possible, if not likely that against that background, it has engaged in that activity itself.

However, having made detailed enquires as to the contracts to which you refer in the annex of your penalty offer letter, it cannot find evidence that it engaged
iv.2416. Following the issue of the Statement, G Carter did not submit any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

iv.2417. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

iv.2418. Bodill, G Carter and Herbert Baggaley each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract to make CPIG repairs at HMP, Nottingham.

iv.2419. It appears that Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Bodill being the lowest received by the client, and the fact that Bodill won the contract.

iv.2420. G Carter and Herbert Baggaley were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

iv.2421. In regard to Herbert Baggaley, Bodill’s tender sheet contains the following entry ‘£498617 2. © BAGGALEY. © FROM US’. Bodill has confirmed that ‘© FROM US’ shows that it gave a cover price to the company named. Bodill’s ‘Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet’ explained that the © next to Herbert Baggaley’s name shows that Herbert Baggaley was the second company to approach Bodill for a cover price in respect of this tender. The OFT notes that Herbert Baggaley’s submitted tender figure was indeed the second lowest of the tenders above Bodill’s figure, after G Carter. The OFT also notes that Herbert Baggaley submitted a tender of £498,617, matching the amount recorded on Bodill’s tender sheet. In addition, Bodill’s ‘Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets March 2000 – November 2004’ confirmed that a cover price was given to Herbert Baggaley. In the light of all of this information, the OFT considers that Bodill gave a cover price to Herbert Baggaley.

iv.2422. The OFT also notes that Herbert Baggaley’s tender was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

iv.2423. In regard to G Carter, Bodill’s tender sheet contains the following entry ‘£484870 3. © CARTER CONSTRUCTION © FROM US ROB TURNER […] [C]’ (the latter figure being a telephone number that is two digits short due to running off the edge of the page). Bodill has confirmed that ‘© FROM US’ shows that it gave a cover price to the company named. Bodill’s ‘Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet’ explained that the © next to G Carter’s name shows that G Carter was the first company to request a cover price from Bodill in respect of this tender. The OFT notes that G Carter’s submitted tender figure was indeed the lowest of the tenders above Bodill’s figure. The OFT also notes that G Carter submitted a tender of £484,870, matching the amount recorded on Bodill’s tender sheet.

---

4679 Response from G Carter, OFT Document Reference 13017.
4680 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
IV.2424. The OFT notes that G Carter confirmed that Rob Turner had worked as an estimator for them. Furthermore, the OFT refers to a list of ‘Contacts for Cover Prices’ provided to the OFT in W R Bloodworth’s leniency application, which lists Rob Turner as a contact at G Carter and the company telephone number as […….] [C]. This number is also recorded by Herbert Baggaley as a contact number for G Carter on its ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’ in respect of the tender for Assessment Centre Glen Parva 28 October 2003. The OFT also notes the admission of Herbert Baggaley, given in respect of the tender for the Assessment Centre Glen Parva 28 October 2003 (see Infringement 169) that G Carter was ‘another company that we would regularly have been giving and receiving covers from’. That admission is framed in general terms, and supports an inference that G Carter was in the practice of accepting cover prices. The OFT considers it therefore supports a conclusion that G Carter accepted a cover price in respect of this bid.

IV.2425. In addition, Bodill confirmed that a cover price was given to G Carter for this tender for CPIG Repair work.

IV.2426. The OFT also notes that G Carter’s tender was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.2427. The OFT further notes that although G Carter has not admitted to bid rigging specifically in relation to this tender, it has accepted that it is ‘probable, if not likely’ that it has engaged in cover pricing activities more generally.

IV.2428. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Bodill and G Carter, and between Bodill and Herbert Baggaley, and that Bodill supplied both G Carter and Herbert Baggaley with figures for cover bids.

IV.2429. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2399 to IV.2428 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of G Carter and Herbert Baggaley was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) G Carter and Herbert Baggaley can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process, and
(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from G Carter and Herbert Baggaley (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

4681 Contacts For Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915, page 1.
4682 Pre-tender Quality Plan, OFT Document Reference 3905, page 33.
4683 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 33.
4684 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4685 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4686 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4687 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4688 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.2430. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Bodill and G Carter, and between Bodill and Herbert Baggaley, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which each had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for CPIG repair work at HMP, Nottingham, tender deadline 20 November 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2431. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2432. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.2433. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Herbert Baggaley’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. Herbert Baggaley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Herbert Baggaley in respect of this Infringement.

Client: East Riding of Yorkshire Council
Parties: Strata (formerly known as Weaver) and Geo Houlton

IV.2434. On 1 November 2001, East Riding of Yorkshire Council sought tenders for a business centre extension and new training centre, Driffield. The following four companies were invited to tender: Frank Brambles Ltd, Geo Houlton, Weaver and Hall. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 28 November 2001.

IV.2435. East Riding of Yorkshire Council received the following tender returns:

---

4689 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7823.
4690 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7823.
4691 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7823.
4692 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7823.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frank Brambles Ltd</td>
<td>8:30 am on 28 November 2001</td>
<td>£325,333</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo Houlton</td>
<td>10:50 am on 28 November 2001</td>
<td>£368,620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver [Strata]</td>
<td>11:00 am on 28 November 2001</td>
<td>£388,120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall</td>
<td>Not Returned</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata - Form of Tender*

IV.2436. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a ring binder file marked ‘*Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001*’ containing various documents – mostly Form of Tenders and result letters – was found. A Form of Tender found within this file contained the following handwritten entry on the top right hand corner: \(^{4693}\)

‘FROM G HOULTON’

IV.2437. The Form of Tender was signed by Julian Kawecki on 27 November 2001. The Form of Tender also stated that Strata’s figure was £388,120.00. \(^{4694}\)

*Evidence from leniency applicant Strata*

IV.2438. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘*Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001*’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. This list contained the following entry: \(^{4695}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover to</th>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
<th>Contract Secured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>OFT:BXM/107</td>
<td>G Houlton</td>
<td>Hull</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2439. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

*Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Strata*

IV.2440. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its

---

\(^{4693}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3289.

\(^{4694}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 3289.

\(^{4695}\) Schedule of covers, OFT Document Reference 4054, page 8.
participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Geo Houlton

IV.2441. The OFT wrote to Geo Houlton on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Geo Houlton had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Geo Houlton admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Weaver and with Clark’.4696

IV.2442. The OFT subsequently wrote to Geo Houlton’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Geo Houlton Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Geo Houlton’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Geo Houlton Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Geo Houlton in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Geo Houlton Holdings stated in a telephone call with the OFT on 12 December 2007 that it had no comments to make regarding the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.4697

IV.2443. Following the issue of the Statement, Geo Houlton confirmed that it was ‘not disputed that Houlton participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement’.4698

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2444. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2445. Strata and Geo Houlton each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for a business centre extension and new training centre at Driffield.

IV.2446. Both companies submitted a tender. Strata was unable to submit a competitive tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.2447. Strata’s Form of Tender records ‘FROM G HOULTON’, handwritten in the top right hand corner. Strata confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from the company noted. This Form of Tender was also found in the file marked ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’, which Strata confirmed contained documents and records of covers taken. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and Strata’s admission and explanation of that contemporaneous evidence, in addition to Geo Houlton’s admission that it engaged in bid rigging with Strata, that Geo Houlton supplied Strata with a cover price for this tender. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by Strata was higher than the tender submitted by Geo Houlton, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Geo Houlton to Strata.

IV.2448. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Geo Houlton admitted that the party with whom it engaged in

4696 Response from Geo Houlton, OFT Document Reference 10323, page 2.
4697 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 13967.
bid rigging was Strata, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Strata was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.2449. While the OFT notes that Geo Houlton also admitted collusion with another party, ‘Clark’, in respect of this tender the OFT does not have sufficient evidence that ‘Clark’ was involved in cover pricing and will not therefore be pursuing this aspect. The OFT notes that Clark is not named by East Riding of Yorkshire Council as having been invited to bid for this contract.

IV.2450. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Geo Houlton. The OFT also concludes that Geo Houlton supplied a figure to Strata for a cover bid.

IV.2451. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2436 to IV.2450 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4699 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Geo Houlton to Strata was not unilateral4700, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4701
(b) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Geo Houlton (i.e the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;4702 and
(c) Geo Houlton can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata (i.e. that Strata did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.4703

IV.2452. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Geo Houlton and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the business centre extension and new training centre, Driffield, tender deadline 28 November 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2453. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2454. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI

4699 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4700 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4701 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4702 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4703 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
(Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 84: Inclusion Unit Extension, St Benedict Catholic School & Performing Arts College – 30 November 2001
Client: St Benedict Catholic School
Parties: Derwent Valley and Davlyn

IV.2455. On 8 November 2001, St Benedict Catholic School sought tenders for an inclusion unit extension at St Benedict Catholic School & Performing Arts College. The following five companies were invited to tender: Derwent Valley, Davlyn, Greenhill, Milward and Peter Baines. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 30 November 2001.4704

IV.2456. St Benedict Catholic School received the following tender returns:4705

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>30 November 2001</td>
<td>£70,405.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>30 November 2001</td>
<td>£74,890.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhill</td>
<td>30 November 2001</td>
<td>£78,387.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milward</td>
<td>30 November 2001</td>
<td>£86,658.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Baines</td>
<td>30 November 2001</td>
<td>£94,044.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley – Tender Register

IV.2457. During the search of Derwent Valley’s premises a Tender Register was found. The Tender Register contained the following entry in respect of this tender.4706

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NR</th>
<th>RETURN DATE</th>
<th>DETAILS</th>
<th>OPPOSITION</th>
<th>TENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02/11/01</td>
<td>30/11/01</td>
<td>INCLUSION UNIT EXTENSION ST BENEDICT</td>
<td>Baines</td>
<td>70405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CATHOLIC SCHOOL &amp; PERFORMING ARTS COLLEGE</td>
<td>Greenhill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Milward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Davlyn (C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.2458. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

4704 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9536.
4705 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9536.
4706 Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912, page 29.
IV.2459. In its leniency application, Derwent Valley set out a summary of all tenders from April 2001 to January 2005 where Derwent Valley had given a cover price to a competitor for that tender, marked as ‘DVC1 List of Covers Given’. The information in the summary contains the following extract:4707

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Company Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 2001</td>
<td>Inclusion Unit St Benedict Catholic School</td>
<td>Davlyn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2460. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application a ‘List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices’. The name ‘Davlyn Construction Ltd’ appears on this list with the address ‘Unit 5B Sir Francis Ley Ind Park Shaftesbury St. Derby’ and a contact named, ‘Dave’.4708

IV.2461. Following the issue of the Statement, Derwent Valley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Evidence from leniency applicant Davlyn**

IV.2462. As part of its leniency application, Davlyn provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.293 to IV.302 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2463. In its response to the Statement, Davlyn did not contest its involvement in this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley**

IV.2464. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Derwent Valley directors and estimators provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2465. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with David Stone (‘DS’), Managing Director of Derwent Valley, on 27 April 2007. DS confirmed that the entries on Derwent Valley’s tender register are, ‘... Baines, Greenwood is it, or Greenhill, Millward and Davlyn’.4709 DS stated that written next to Davlyn, ‘There is a C ... I’d say, again, that means a cover to Davlyn’.4710 DS stated that Pat Tunnicliffe (‘PT’), an ex-estimator at Derwent Valley, would have dealt with this contract.4711 DS confirmed that Derwent Valley won the tender for this contract.4712

IV.2466. During an interview with the OFT on 9 May 2007, conducted in connection with Derwent Valley’s leniency application, PT provided further information in relation to this tender. PT confirmed that he could recall the contract, ‘... I do and we did it. I’m pretty certain that I priced that, and again it looks as though

4707 List of Covers Given, OFT Document Reference 3940, page 2.
4712 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13478, page 15.
Davlyn wanted a cover’ 4713 Although PT could not recall any conversations he had with Davlyn, PT confirmed that he would have been the estimator at Derwent Valley who would have given a cover price to Davlyn.4714

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Davlyn

IV.2467. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Davlyn’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.293 to IV.302 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2468. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with David Goodhead (‘DG’), an estimator for Davlyn. DG confirmed that Davlyn had tendered for and completed projects at St Benedict Catholic School in the past.4715 Although DG could not specifically recall taking a cover from Derwent Valley in relation to this contract, he did confirm that Derwent Valley was a company with whom Davlyn exchanged cover prices, and stated that therefore ‘it is feasible’ that Davlyn did indeed take a cover price from Derwent Valley in relation to this tender.4716

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2469. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2470. Derwent Valley and Davlyn each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2471. Davlyn was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that Derwent Valley completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the contract. This is shown by the price submitted by Derwent Valley being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.2472. Derwent Valley’s Tender Register shows ‘Davlyn (C)’ handwritten in the ‘Opposition’ column. Both DS and PT of Derwent Valley confirmed that this shows that a cover price was given to Davlyn. Also, Derwent Valley confirmed in its leniency application that it gave a cover price to Davlyn for this tender, and that Davlyn was a company with whom it exchanged cover prices more generally.

IV.2473. Although DG of Davlyn did not recall taking a cover price in relation to this tender, he stated that Derwent Valley was a company with whom Davlyn had engaged in cover pricing, and stated that ‘it is feasible’ that Davlyn took a cover price from Derwent Valley in relation to this tender.

IV.2474. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Derwent Valley and both DS and PT’s admissions and explanations of the contemporaneous evidence, that Derwent Valley supplied Davlyn with a cover price for this tender.

4713 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 12.
4714 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 12.
4715 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11180, page 8.
4716 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11180, page 8.
IV.2475. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by Davlyn was higher than the tender submitted by Derwent Valley, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.2476. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Derwent Valley and Davlyn. The OFT also concludes that Derwent Valley supplied a figure to Davlyn for a cover bid.

IV.2477. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2457 to IV.2476 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4717 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Derwent Valley to Davlyn was not unilateral4718, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;4719

(b) Davlyn can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Derwent Valley (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;4720 and

(c) Derwent Valley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Davlyn (i.e. that Davlyn did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.4721

IV.2478. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Derwent Valley and Davlyn in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to an inclusion unit extension at St Benedict Catholic School & Performing Arts College, tender deadline 30 November 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2479. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2480. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Derwent Valley on 5 July 2005. Derwent Valley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Derwent Valley in respect of this Infringement.

IV.2481. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Davlyn’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under

---

4717 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4718 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4719 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4720 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4721 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
section 28 to Derwent Valley. Davlyn will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Davlyn will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Client: Derby Daily Telegraph
Parties: Herbert Baggaley and Bowmer & Kirkland

IV.2482. On 23 November 2001, Derby Daily Telegraph sought tenders for the construction of new press foundations and associated alteration works at Derby Daily Telegraph, Meadow Road, Derby, DE1 2BH. The following two companies were invited to tender: Herbert Baggaley and Bowmer & Kirkland. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 10:00 am on 3 December 2001.

IV.2483. Derby Daily Telegraph received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bowmer &amp; Kirkland</td>
<td>3 December 2001, Before 10:00 am</td>
<td>£581,127.60</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>3 December 2001, Before 10:00 am</td>
<td>£596,375.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2484. The contemporaneous documentation for this project shows that Britcon Limited were subsequently requested to submit a bid and states ‘Britcon Ltd submitted bid of £571,074.00 by 12 noon on 21 December 2001. The Project Team interviewed Britcon during January 2002’. Alan Brough Associates, the structural engineer appointed for the project followed up references provided by Britcon and subsequently recommended that Bowmer & Kirkland be appointed for the project.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.2485. During the OFT’s search of Herbert Baggaley’s premises the ‘Tendering Schedule’, a handwritten record of tenders received, was found, which contained the original entry relating to this tender. The words ‘Cover Price’ are recorded against this entry, in the columns used for recording the result.

IV.2486. The computer created ‘Tenders Schedule’ recorded this tender as tender number ‘T01/152’ with a ‘C’ recorded in the column headed ‘A, B, C, R’, the column which indicated Herbert Baggaley’s interest in the tender. Herbert Baggaley confirmed that these letters denoted as follows: ‘A’ very interested,
‘B’ interested, ‘C’ cover price, and ‘R’ tender returned to client unquoted.\textsuperscript{4728} Herbert Baggaley also provided the OFT with a ‘List of Tenders’\textsuperscript{4729}, a document similar in content to the ‘Tenders Schedule’, which also recorded a ‘C’ against this tender.

IV.2487. As part of its leniency application Herbert Baggaley produced an invoice\textsuperscript{4730} numbered 8901 and headed ‘Baggaley Construction’. The invoice was made out to Bowmer & Kirkland Ltd., and dated ‘12.11.02’ and contained the following information:


FOR THE ATTENTION OF PAUL CROFT
PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL

JOINERY WORKS 9792.00

VAT @ 17½ % 1713.60

TOTAL DUE 11505.60’

\textbf{Evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley}

IV.2488. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2489. In particular, Herbert Baggaley produced a ‘Schedule of Potential Payments & Receipts [and] Copy Invoices as Listed’\textsuperscript{4731}. The schedule contained amongst others the following entries:

‘Receipts’

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Doc. No.} & \textbf{Invoice} & \textbf{Date} & \textbf{Contractor} & \textbf{Amount} \\
\hline
1.5 & 8901 & 12.11.02 & Bowmer & Kirkland Ltd & £9,792.00 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\textbf{Comment}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Doc. No.} & \textbf{Job/Tender No.} & \textbf{Invoice} & \textbf{Comment (From recollection)} \\
\hline
1.5 & T01-52 & 8901 & Bowmer & Kirkland Ltd is believed to have requested HBC to submit a covered bid in return for invoiced amount. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\textsuperscript{4728} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 9.
\textsuperscript{4729} List of tenders, OFT Document Reference 3896, page 14.
\textsuperscript{4730} Invoice, OFT Document Reference 3895, page 6.
\textsuperscript{4731} Potential Payments and Receipts, OFT Document Reference 3895, page 2.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.2490. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2491. Roger Hayes (‘RH’), Chief Estimator until he left Herbert Baggaley in October 2002, was interviewed on 13 February 2007, and specific reference was made to the tender for the new press foundations. RH stated that he recalled this tender: ‘I have a vague recollection of going to the site at the Daily Telegraph and having a look around the job there with Chris Collison and perhaps expressing concern about doing that project, so we might have taken a cover on that one’.4732

IV.2492. It was explained to RH that it was believed that there had been a financial payment made in respect of this tender, and he said ‘Yes. As I recall we were given a fee by Bowmer Kirkland as much as the competition on the project was limited the job from my point of view, from Chris Collinson’s point of view, was very, very unattractive. It was flawed with potential problems and risks and we didn’t need those kind of risks at this moment in time and I can’t remember whether we contacted Bowmer Kirklands or Bowmer Kirkards contacted us, but yes there was a fee arrangement. We stood down’.4733

IV.2493. RH was shown the extract from Herbert Baggaley’s tendering schedule.4734 He said, ‘I recognise it’. He was asked who had completed the entry and he said ‘That’s my handwriting’, and when asked if ‘Cover Price’ was also in his handwriting RH said ‘Yes, it is’.4735 RH then confirmed that Invoice 8901 was raised in respect of this tender and that it was false and that the payment of £9,792 was the fee received by Herbert Baggaley to stand down. He said ‘That’s the compensation payment. Yes’, and in reference to ‘Paul Croft’ he said ‘He would have been the person at Bowmer and Kirkland who gave me the help, cover price’. Asked if the invoice had been paid, RH said ‘I believe so. It may have been collected after I left, it may have been collected at the time I left. I didn’t deal with that aspect of it’.4736

IV.2494. Anton Newell (‘AN’), Herbert Baggaley’s Chief Estimator, was interviewed on 2 November 2006, and specific reference was made to the Invoice 8901.4737 AN was asked if he had knowledge of it. He said, ‘Some knowledge of it yes, because it was set up by Roger before he left and he left around the time that we would have been due the payment, and so as I took over one to chase to say “when are you going to...”’.4738

IV.2495. In a second interview on 29 April 2007, AN was asked whether the documents held by the OFT showed that Herbert Baggaley had taken a cover price. He said ‘Yeah, in the right hand column you do have that phrase, yeah’.

4732 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13391, page 7.
4733 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13391, page 8.
4734 Tendering schedule, OFT Document Reference 1642.
4735 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13391, pages 8 and 9.
4739 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6372, page 16.
Asked about the ‘C’ in the column reflecting Herbert Baggaley’s interest in the tender in the Tenders Schedule, AN said, ‘Yeah, with the backup of the other information, then yeah … We may have done some work on it, but we wouldn’t have submitted an active price effectively’. He also confirmed that Bowmer & Kirkland was a company with whom Herbert Baggaley would exchange cover prices.4740

IV.2496. Richard Ian Baggaley (‘RIB’), Herbert Baggaley’s Managing Director, was interviewed on 2 November 2006 and in particular the subject of compensation payments was raised with him. He confirmed that he was aware that Herbert Baggaley had been involved in such payments and in particular he recalled this tender. ‘The one that I am aware of, I’m aware of it via hearsay through the office, is the one with Bowmer and Kirkland, which is invoice one five [Herbert Baggaley’s reference to invoice 8901]. But other than an awareness that there was an arrangement on that particular job…’.4741 He confirmed that at some point he would have been aware of all compensation matters, ‘I would have been aware of them, yes’.4742

IV.2497. Reference was made to Herbert Baggaley’s attitude towards compensation payments and RIB said ‘The attitude was if there was an opportunity to recover bidding costs, it was something that would be done’.4743

Evidence from other companies – Bowmer & Kirkland

IV.2498. The OFT wrote to Bowmer & Kirkland on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Bowmer & Kirkland had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Bowmer & Kirkland replied through Geldards LLP, by letter dated 25 April 2007, confirming its involvement in ‘selective’ bid rigging activities and accepting the offered reduction in respect of certain tenders.4744 In relation to this specific tender, Bowmer & Kirkland made no admissions.4745

IV.2499. In interview on 16 January 2008, Paul Craft (‘PC’), an ex-commercial manager of the Civils Division at Bowmer & Kirkland, when asked about the invoice from Herbert Baggaley, explained that someone had contacted him from Herbert Baggaley about an outstanding payment. PC stated that he had agreed to deal with the payment and that he had advised the caller to send him an invoice, but that he could not recall to whom he had spoken at Herbert Baggaley.4746

IV.2500. In interview on 16 January 2008, Peter Watson (‘PW’), a former Director at Bowmer & Kirkland, when asked whether there was any joinery work on this job, stated that there could have been joinery work and that Bowmer & Kirkland would usually have used in-house joiners. PW could not recall Herbert Baggaley being involved in joinery work on this job.4747

4740 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 18.
4741 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6371, page 8.
4742 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6371, page 8.
4744 Response from Bowmer & Kirkland, OFT Document Reference 10255.
4745 Response from Bowmer & Kirkland, OFT Document Reference 10256, page 5.
4746 Interview note, OFT Document Reference 14348, page 2.
IV.2501. After reviewing the evidence set out in the Statement, Bowmer & Kirkland accepted that one of its employees had given a cover price and a monetary payment to Herbert Baggaley in relation to this tender. Bowmer & Kirkland also stated that it was very likely that PC was not telling the truth about his involvement in the cover price and compensation payment arrangement, and that it was reasonable to assume that PC was aware, when authorising payment of the invoice from Herbert Baggaley, that this related to a compensation payment. However, Bowmer & Kirkland stated that no one else within the company had any knowledge of the arrangement with Herbert Baggaley, and that PC had acted on his own as a ‘rogue employee’.

IV.2502. In this respect, Bowmer & Kirkland stated that it was reserving its rights to argue that PC had acted beyond the scope of his authority in making the compensation payment, and questioned how this would affect Bowmer & Kirkland’s culpability.

IV.2503. Even if Bowmer & Kirkland is correct in its assertion that the Infringement was committed by PC acting beyond the scope of his authority (which the OFT does not necessarily accept), the OFT considers that PC would form part of the same economic unit as his employer, Bowmer & Kirkland, and therefore part of the same undertaking. The OFT’s ability to hold Bowmer & Kirkland liable for the Infringement remains unaffected. Any question of PC exceeding his authority is a contractual matter to be resolved between Bowmer & Kirkland and PC, and does not affect the OFT’s ability to enforce the provisions of the Act against Bowmer & Kirkland.

IV.2504. Bowmer & Kirkland submitted in its response to the Statement that, in order for to establish that the compensation payment arrangement constitutes price fixing, the OFT must show that PC, or another Bowmer & Kirkland employee: (i) had knowledge of the payment, (ii) was in a position to adjust the tender upward, and (iii) could do so with confidence that it would not have lost the tender to a third party. Bowmer & Kirkland argued that PC was not in a position to influence the tender price, that PW (who did fix the tender price) was not privy to the compensation payment arrangement, and that there is no evidence of the payment being factored into the tender price. As such, Bowmer & Kirkland concluded that no price fixing took place.

IV.2505. The OFT does not accept this line of argument, and considers that the compensation payment arrangement resulted in a tender price above the competitive level, whether or not there was an explicit agreement between Bowmer & Kirkland and Herbert Baggaley to add the amount of the payment to the tender price. Furthermore, since the OFT considers that the arrangement to make a compensation payment had as its object the restriction of competition, it is not necessary for the OFT to prove whether Bowmer & Kirkland did in fact add the agreed amount to its tender price.

4748 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraphs 32, 48 to 49 and 55; and oral representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 1 August 2008, pages 13, 15, 21 to 23, 31 and 35.
4749 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraphs 42 to 45, 47 to 51 and 54 to 55; and oral representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 1 August 2008, page 17.
4750 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 57.
4751 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 56; and oral representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 1 August 2008, page 29.
4752 See paragraph III.151 of the Legal Background section.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2506. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2507. Herbert Baggaley and Bowmer & Kirkland each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2508. Herbert Baggaley was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender. Herbert Baggaley has stated that it did not want the tender due to problems perceived by RH at the site.

IV.2509. It appears that Bowmer & Kirkland completed the estimating process for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Bowmer & Kirkland being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.2510. Contact with Bowmer & Kirkland is admitted by RH, and this contact resulted in a cover price being given by Bowmer & Kirkland to Herbert Baggaley, and an arrangement being made whereby Bowmer & Kirkland would make a compensation payment to Herbert Baggaley. Herbert Baggaley took a cover price from Bowmer & Kirkland, as confirmed by the entries in its contemporaneous ‘Tendering Schedule’ and ‘Tenders Schedule’. Herbert Baggaley could not have taken a cover price from anyone other than Bowmer & Kirkland since only two companies were invited to tender at that stage. Herbert Baggaley then submitted a tender above that of Bowmer & Kirkland, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Having reviewed the evidence, Bowmer & Kirkland has also accepted that it gave a cover price and made a compensation payment to Herbert Baggaley.

IV.2511. The OFT considers that the evidence is inconclusive as regards which Party initiated the compensation payment arrangement, and what the Parties’ motives were in making and accepting that payment.

IV.2512. According to some evidence provided by Herbert Baggaley, it was asked by Bowmer & Kirkland to submit a cover price in return for the compensation payment.4753 and RH also stated in interview that Herbert Baggaley ‘stood down’.4754 However, in its response to the Statement, Herbert Baggaley stated that it had already decided it was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or that it did not wish to win the tender due to the problems and risks identified with the job. Herbert Baggaley submitted that the compensation payment was, therefore, made in order to compensate it for its tender costs incurred, rather than in return for standing aside from a job that it would otherwise have pursued.4755

IV.2513. Bowmer & Kirkland also strongly disputed that it had asked Herbert Baggaley to stand down, pointing out that RH made no reference in his witness evidence to Bowmer & Kirkland asking Herbert Baggaley to submit a cover price. In this respect, Bowmer & Kirkland also pointed to RH’s inability to recall which Party

4754 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13391, page 8.
4755 Written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.
initiated the discussion about the compensation payment (see paragraph IV.2492, above), and concluded that ‘...there is no supporting evidence that B&K requested Herbert Baggaley to stand down in return for payment’. 4756 Bowmer & Kirkland also submitted that the level of Herbert Baggaley’s tender price (at 2.6 per cent higher than Bowmer & Kirkland’s) demonstrates that Herbert Baggaley did not literally ‘stand down’. 4757 Moreover, Bowmer & Kirkland stated that Herbert Baggaley was not a strong competitor due to the nature of the job and, as such, Bowmer & Kirkland would have had no reason to pay money to ‘neutralise’ what its senior management would have viewed as a ‘weak competitor’. 4758

IV.2514. Both Parties therefore maintain that Herbert Baggaley did not stand down in return for the compensation payment, and the OFT has not obtained documentary evidence from any other source to suggest that Herbert Baggaley ‘stood down’ from the tender process. The OFT therefore makes no finding in this respect. In any event, on either Party’s account, contacts took place between Bowmer & Kirkland and Herbert Baggaley, which resulted in Bowmer & Kirkland giving a cover price and making a compensation payment to Herbert Baggaley, which amounts to an infringement of the Act. The question of which Party initiated the arrangement is also not material to the OFT’s case.

IV.2515. It is not apparent from evidence whether Herbert Baggaley and Bowmer & Kirkland expressly agreed to include the level of agreed compensation in Bowmer & Kirkland’s tender bid, or whether Bowmer & Kirkland did in fact include an additional sum in its bid as a result of the arrangement with Herbert Baggaley. Bowmer & Kirkland submitted in its response to the Statement that there is no evidence to prove the compensation payment was factored into its final tender price, and that it is improbable it would have done this. 4759 In any event it is not necessary for the OFT to make any finding that the Parties agreed to include a specific sum in their respective tender bids, or that either did so, in order to find an infringement. 4760

IV.2516. Subsequently, Herbert Baggaley raised an invoice for ‘Joinery Works’ to the value of £9,792.00 plus VAT, with an invoice total of £11,505.60, in respect of the New Press Foundations Derby Daily Telegraph. Herbert Baggaley has confirmed that the invoice was false and that no such ‘Joinery Works’ were carried out. The invoice was marked for the attention of PC at Bowmer & Kirkland. Herbert Baggaley confirmed that this was the person who would have provided it with a cover price. Bowmer & Kirkland has confirmed that the invoice was settled, on the instructions of PC. 4761

IV.2517. Herbert Baggaley has admitted to bid rigging in respect of this tender and to entering into a financial compensation agreement with Bowmer & Kirkland in return for taking a cover bid.

4756 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraphs 36 to 37 and 52.
4757 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 36.
4758 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 54.
4759 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland Limited, 4 July 2008, paragraph 56; and oral representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 1 August 2008, page 29.
4760 See paragraph III.149 to III.155 of the Legal Background section.
4762 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 49; and oral representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 1 August 2008, pages 15, 22 to 23.
IV.2518. The OFT notes that Bowmer & Kirkland has accepted that one of its employees it gave a cover price to Herbert Baggaley in respect of this tender and that a payment was made by Bowmer & Kirkland to Herbert Baggaley. Bowmer & Kirkland has also stated that PC was involved in both the cover pricing and the compensation payment arrangement. The OFT also notes there was no recollection within Bowmer & Kirkland that Herbert Baggaley undertook any joinery work on this job, and furthermore Bowmer & Kirkland suggests that it was likely that it would have used its own joinery department to carry out such work.

IV.2519. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Herbert Baggaley and Bowmer & Kirkland. The OFT also concludes that Bowmer & Kirkland supplied a figure to Herbert Baggaley for a cover bid, and that Bowmer & Kirkland agreed to make a compensation payment of over £9,700 to Herbert Baggaley. This payment was facilitated by the production of a false invoice relating to work that was not carried out by Herbert Baggaley.

IV.2520. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2485 to IV.2519 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid and a compensation payment from Bowmer & Kirkland to Herbert Baggaley were not unilateral and contravene the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) the agreement between Bowmer & Kirkland and Herbert Baggaley that Bowmer & Kirkland would supply a figure to Herbert Baggaley for a cover bid and that Bowmer & Kirkland would pay compensation to Herbert Baggaley had the obvious consequence of restricting or distorting competition and was capable of an effect on price;
(c) Herbert Baggaley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bowmer & Kirkland (i.e. the cover price, the agreement to pay compensation, and the agreed level of compensation) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and
(d) Bowmer & Kirkland can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Herbert Baggaley (i.e. the agreement to pay compensation, the agreed level of compensation and that Herbert Baggaley did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.2521. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Herbert Baggaley and Bowmer & Kirkland, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the

4763 See paragraphs III.3 and II.89 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
4764 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4765 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51, III.93 to III.94, and III.139 to III.140 of the Legal Background section.
4766 See paragraphs III.150 to III.152 of the Legal Background section.
4767 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, III.125, III.142, and III.156 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
4768 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, III.125, III.142, and III.156 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
construction of new press foundations and associated alteration works at Derby Daily Telegraph, Meadow Road, Derby, tender deadline 3 December 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2522. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2523. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Herbert Baggaley on 14 June 2005. Herbert Baggaley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Herbert Baggaley in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 86: Trustwide Fire Improvements at Various Sites, Leicestershire and Rutland Healthcare NHS Trust – 3 December 2001

Client: Atkinson Leah
Parties: Bodill and T Denman

IV.2524. In 2001, Atkinson Leah sought tenders for trustwide fire improvements at various sites, Leicestershire and Rutland Healthcare NHS Trust. The return date for the tender was 3 December 2001 and five companies were invited to tender: J H Hallam, Ruco Ltd, Seddon, T Denman and Bodill.4769

IV.2525. Atkinson Leah received the following tender returns by 3 December 2001:4770

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>No information</td>
<td>£318,786.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruco Ltd</td>
<td>No information</td>
<td>£307,284.27</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seddon</td>
<td>No information</td>
<td>£479,995.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Denman</td>
<td>No information</td>
<td>£375,107.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>No information</td>
<td>£349,490.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.2526. In Bodill’s original tender sheet, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:4771

4769 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13619.
4770 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13619.
4771 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0594.
IV.2527. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £349,490.4772

IV.2528. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has indicated that the handwritten annotation ‘£375107’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ was made by him.4773 JR also confirmed that this annotation was made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.2529. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘DENMAN © FROM US M HOWARD Tel [……..…] [C]’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.4774 DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.2530. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2531. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.4775 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave a cover price to T Denman.4776

IV.2532. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.2533. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – T Denman

IV.2534. The OFT wrote to T Denman on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its
alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that T Denman had participated in bid rigging on this tender.

IV.2535. Subsequently protracted correspondence was entered into, whereby Mr W B Cragg, the Managing Director of T Denman, appeared initially to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In an email of 18 May 2007 he made the following statements:

‘What we do know is the practice of contractors pricing themselves out of work, when they are too committed to price a project in the given time and in order not to have themselves inadvertently removed from client lists by returning a tender invitation, has been an inherent known part of construction industry practice for many years and as a long established small business we have participated in this practice on occasions in previous years, although have no records of particular events.

‘It would therefore be apparent that we are involved in these matters by implication and on a commercial basis alone we should be responsible people and mitigate the financial and commercial damage to this company by any actions within our means and therefore accept your offer of leniency in every case.’

IV.2536. However the OFT’s offer was subsequently formally declined by a letter, dated 24 July 2007 received from Berryman Shacklock LLP, solicitors acting for and on behalf of T Denman.

IV.2537. In its response to the Statement, however, T Denman stated ‘T Denman has no means of challenging the evidence now presented by the OFT in support of its allegations in relation to cover pricing, and therefore admits liability for the cover pricing infringements alleged by the OFT’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2538. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2539. Bodill and T Denman each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2540. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and submitted a bid in the hope of winning the work. T Denman was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.2541. In regard to T Denman, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘DENMAN © FROM US £375107 M HOWARD Tel [..............] [C’]. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave T Denman a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £375,107, a figure that was identical to the tender price that T Denman submitted for the work. Bodill’s tender sheet also records the name

4777 Response from T Denman, OFT Document Reference 10869.
4778 Response from T Denman, OFT Document Reference 13012.
4779 Response from T Denman, OFT Document Reference 13010. This followed an earlier response dated 29 June 2007 from Berryman Shacklock LLP which stated the following:
‘As you are aware, the practise of “cover pricing” has been endemic in the construction industry over many decades. Against that background, our client does acknowledge that it has engaged in cover pricing activity on a limited number of projects’.
4780 Written representations of T Denman, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.
and telephone number of a T Denman estimator, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is further corroborated by the telephone number on T Denman’s letterhead\textsuperscript{4781}, \ldots\ldots\ldots \textsuperscript{[C]}, which is the same as the handwritten contact number for T Denman on Bodill’s tender sheet and the information contained in the FAME report which names an estimator by the name of Mr M J Howard.\textsuperscript{4782}

IV.2542. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by T Denman was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.2543. Both Parties have now admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.2544. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between T Denman and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied a figure to T Denman for a cover bid.

IV.2545. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2526 to IV.2544 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{4783} In particular:

\begin{enumerate}
\item the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bodill to T Denman was not unilateral\textsuperscript{4784}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{4785}
\item T Denman can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{4786} and
\item Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from T Denman (i.e. that T Denman did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{4787}
\end{enumerate}

IV.2546. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bodill and T Denman, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for trustwide fire improvements at various sites, Leicestershire and Rutland Healthcare NHS Trust, tender deadline 3 December 2001.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.2547. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

\textsuperscript{4781} Response from Denman, OFT Document Reference 10865.
\textsuperscript{4782} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12528, page 13.
\textsuperscript{4783} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{4784} See paragraph IV.39 of the General section.
\textsuperscript{4785} See paragraph III.27 and III.36 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{4786} See paragraph III.43, III.44, and III.80 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{4787} See paragraph III.43, III.44, and III.80 of the Legal Background section.
IV.2548. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 87: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 88: Renal Dialysis Unit, City Hospital, Birmingham – 5 December 2001
Client: The City Hospital NHS Trust
Parties: Thomas Vale and Wygar

IV.2549. On 13 November 2001, The City Hospital NHS Trust (‘City Hospital NHS’), now known as Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS, sought tenders for refurbishment of existing Ward D14 to a Renal Dialysis Unit at City Hospital, Dudley Road, Birmingham. The following six companies were invited to tender: Shaylor, Wygar, Benson Midlands, Mansell, Arthur M Griffiths and Thomas Vale.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9704.} The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 5 December 2001.

IV.2550. City Hospital NHS received the following tender returns:\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9704.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shaylor</td>
<td>5 December 2001</td>
<td>£489,290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wygar</td>
<td>5 December 2001</td>
<td>£437,181</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benson Midlands</td>
<td>5 December 2001</td>
<td>£437,615</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>5 December 2001</td>
<td>£503,319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths</td>
<td>5 December 2001</td>
<td>£514,224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>5 December 2001</td>
<td>£467,813</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet*

IV.2551. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:\footnote{Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 22.}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5001</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>City Hospital NHS Trust</td>
<td>Conversions to form Renal Dialysis Unit</td>
<td></td>
<td>CKT</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>05/12/2001 Noon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>467,813</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mansell, Benson, Wygar, Shaylor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2552. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’ of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for Wygar plus names and a telephone number.4792

**Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.2553. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet, is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2554. At Annex 14 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 43 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2001 tenders is the following entry:4794

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5001</td>
<td>05 December</td>
<td>Shropshire CC</td>
<td>Conversions to form Renal Dialysis Unit</td>
<td>Taken (Wygar)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2555. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.

4792 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 27.
4793 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
4794 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 43.
IV.2556. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application and Wygar appears on this list.

IV.2557. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.2558. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.2559. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were his own and that the letter ‘B’, which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’, stands for Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager. In interview, CKT referred to the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet for this tender as follows: ‘Yeah, CKT the estimator which is myself, category B tender cover, 5th of December 2001 the tender return date, Thomas Vale tender £467,813, Wygar in bold indicating a figure from Wygar’.

Evidence from other companies – Wygar

IV.2560. The OFT wrote to Wygar on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Wygar had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response, Wygar stated in its letter to the OFT dated 25 April 2007 that it had given a cover price on this tender. In addition, it stated ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities (cover pricing) on this tender with Thomas Vale. Mr C Trickett’.

IV.2561. The OFT subsequently wrote to Wygar’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Wygar Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Wygar’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Wygar Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Wygar in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Wygar Holdings confirmed that it would ‘support and adopt Wygar Construction Limited’s acceptance of the reduction of penalty offer and that WHL does not intend to comment…or to make any submissions on this case at the present time’.

IV.2562. In its response to the Statement, Wygar ‘Wygar has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.

---

4795 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
4796 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 10 and 13.
4797 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 27.
4798 Response from Wygar, OFT Document Reference 10938.
4799 Response from Wygar, OFT Document Reference 10939, page 3.
4800 Response from Wygar Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14045.
4801 Written representations of Wygar, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2563. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2564. Thomas Vale and Wygar each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for the refurbishment of an existing ward to a Renal Dialysis Unit, City Hospital, Birmingham. It appears that Wygar completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Wygar being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.2565. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicates that a cover price was sought.

IV.2566. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records four competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely Mansell, Benson, Wygar and Shaylor. Wygar is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is £467,813 which matches the amount recorded by the client City Hospital NHS.

IV.2567. City Hospital NHS also received a tendered amount of £437,181 from Wygar, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Wygar to Thomas Vale.

IV.2568. The OFT notes that although four competitors have been recorded on the Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold, i.e. Wygar. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Wygar from the other three competitors. In addition, the fact that the tender had been allocated to CKT, who was responsible for the maintenance of the spreadsheet, means that it is likely that the entry was accurate and that CKT had personal knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price and make contact with Wygar at the time. It also indicates that CKT himself made contact with Wygar.

IV.2569. Thomas Vale admitted that Wygar was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. In interview, CKT confirmed that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet shows that a cover price was received from Wygar. CKT had an entry for Wygar in a contact book he used to telephone other contractors for the purpose of obtaining cover prices.

IV.2570. Both Parties have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. Wygar admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Thomas Vale and named CKT as the relevant contact, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Thomas Vale and CKT were involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.
IV.2571. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Wygar and that Wygar supplied a figure to Thomas Vale in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.2572. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2551 to IV.2571 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Wygar to Thomas Vale was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Wygar (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Wygar can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.2573. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Wygar in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the refurbishment of an existing ward to a Renal Dialysis Unit, City Hospital, Birmingham, tender deadline 5 December 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2574. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2575. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 89: Extension to Offices, Meadow House, Bath Street, Mansfield – 11 December 2001

Client: Nottinghamshire County Council
Parties: Herbert Baggaley, Thomas Fish and Mansell

IV.2576. On 9 November 2001, Nottinghamshire County Council sought tenders for the extension to offices at Meadow House, Bath Street, Mansfield. The following four companies were invited to tender: Herbert Baggaley, Thomas Fish, Mansell

---

4802 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4803 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4804 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4805 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4806 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4807 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9478.
and Wrights, the date and time of tender return was 11 December 2001 at 10:00 am.\footnote{808}

IV.2577. Nottinghamshire County Council received the following tender returns: \footnote{809}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>10 December 2001</td>
<td>£747,395</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>11 December 2001 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£779,831</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>11 December 2001 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£789,433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrights</td>
<td>11 December 2001 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£796,447</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous Documentary Evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley – Invoices

IV.2578. During the OFT’s search of Herbert Baggaley’s premises an invoice was found. The invoice was received from Thomas Fish. The invoice was headed ‘Thomas Fish and Sons Limited’ and was made out to ‘Herbert Baggaley Construction’, dated ‘26 June 2002’ with an invoice number of ‘1/5302/11331/MWL’ and contained the following information:\footnote{810}

‘For the attention of Roger Hayes

MEADOW HOUSE, MANSFIELD

Supply of specialist pumping equipment £2,500.00

Goods Total: £2,500.00

VAT Total £437.50 VAT at 17.5%

INVOICE TOTAL £2,937.50’

IV.2579. The invoice also shows a date stamp, ‘11 Jul 2002’, next to which is written ‘pd’.

IV.2580. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley provided two invoices in respect of this tender. The first of these invoices is identical to the one described at paragraph IV.2578 above.\footnote{811} The second of these invoices was received from Mansell. The invoice was headed ‘MANSELL’ and was made out to ‘BAGGALEY CONSTRUCTION LTD’, dated ‘30.06.2002’ and contained the following information:\footnote{812}

\footnote{808} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9478.
\footnote{809} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9478.
\footnote{810} Invoice, OFT Document Reference 0346.
\footnote{811} Schedule of Potential Payments & Receipts, OFT Document Reference 3903, page 4.
\footnote{812} Schedule of Potential Payments & Receipts, OFT Document Reference 3903, page 3.
‘MEADOW HOUSE, MANSFIELD

CARRY OUT TEMPORARY EARTH WORK SUPPORT. 2,500.00

GOODS TOTAL 2,500.00
VAT TOTAL

437.50

INVOICE TOTAL £2,937.50

PAYMENT DUE ON OR BEFORE 31.07.2002’

IV.2581. The invoice also shows a date stamp, ‘5 Jul 2002’, next to which is written ‘pd 24/7’.

Contemporaneous Documentary Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Fish – Invoice

IV.2582. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Fish provided an invoice in respect of this tender. The invoice was made out to ‘Herbert Baggaley Construction’, dated ‘26 June 2002’ with an invoice number of ‘1/5302/11331/MWL’ and contained the following information:4813

‘For the attention of Roger Hayes

MEADOW HOUSE, MANSFIELD Goods

Supply of specialist pumping equipment £2,500.00

Goods Total: £2,500.00

VAT Total £437.50

VAT at 17.5%

INVOICE TOTAL £2,937.50’

IV.2583. This invoice is identical to the invoice found at the premises of Herbert Baggaley, except that this copy is not headed ‘Thomas Fish and Sons Limited’ and the stamp is undated and reads ‘GOODS £2500-00’.

Contemporaneous Documentary Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – Account enquiry, Invoice and handwritten notes

IV.2584. During the OFT’s search of Mansell’s premises various documents were found relating to this tender. The first document is a ‘Customer Account Enquiry’ computer printout. The entry on this document states:4814

---

‘Customer Account Enquiry

Customer BAG 801 BAGGALEY CONSTRUCTION LTD
STERLING BAUMS LANE
Telephone MANSFIELD
Fax NOTTS
Limit NG18 2RA
Balance 0.00
Debt ltr

Transactions from history file

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Our Ref</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Ext Ref</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Discount</th>
<th>Due</th>
<th>Sta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E25329</td>
<td>30/06/02</td>
<td>Inv</td>
<td>2937.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>16/08/02</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK117170</td>
<td>16/08/02</td>
<td>4741</td>
<td>Csh 2937.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>16/08/02</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transaction Total</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2585. The second document found was an invoice sent from Mansell to Herbert Baggaley. The invoice was headed ‘MANSELL’ and was made out to ‘BAGGALEY CONSTRUCTION LTD’, dated ‘30.06.2002’ and contained the following information:

‘MEADOW HOUSE, MANSFIELD

CARRY OUT TEMPORARY EARTH WORK SUPPORT. 2,500.00

GOODS TOTAL 2,500.00

VAT TOTAL 437.50

INVOICE TOTAL £2,937.50

PAYMENT DUE ON OR BEFORE 31.07.2002’

IV.2586. This invoice is identical to the one supplied by Herbert Baggaley as part of its leniency application, apart from the fact that this version does not contain a date stamp but instead has two handwritten additions, ‘TO CLI... MARK ENVELOPE F.A.O. ROGER HAYES 4/7/02’ and ‘pd 14/8’.

IV.2587. A handwritten note was also found at the premises of Mansell, relating to this tender. This handwritten note states:

4815 Invoice, OFT Document Reference B0121.
4816 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference B0122.
From Andy Pownell

INVoice to:-

Baggaley Construction Ltd
Baums Lane
Mansfield
Notts
NG18 2RA

Re: Meadow House Mansfield.

Carry out Temporary Earth Work Support

£2500.00
+ VAT
(28 days)

P101 86 5820

Please send in envelope
Marked for the attention
Of Roger Hayes.  31/7/02

Copy of INV. To ANDY”

IV.2588. This handwritten note also contains a date stamp, ‘RECEIVED 03 JUL 2002’ and is signed.

IV.2589. Finally, another handwritten note was found at the premises of Mansell. This note was attached to a copy of the invoice headed ‘Mansell’, dated 30 June 2002, and stated:4817

‘I cant find invoice

SE 25329
Bagley Construction
Require further info
they don’t know why we
have sent them an invoice
they don’t recognise
Customer reference

Dave
Abrahart […] [C]’

IV.2590. As part of its leniency application, Mansell provided a document headed ‘SUBCONTRACTOR PAYMENT CERTIFICATE’ dated 14 August 2002, which has boxes containing the names and addresses of Herbert Baggaley and Mansell, and refers to ‘MEADOW HOUSE MANSFIELD’ with a ‘Description of Work’ being ‘Measured Work’, and shows ‘Discount 2500.00’ plus VAT with a total payable value of ‘2,937.50’. The certificate is date stamped, and although 4817 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference B0123.
IV.2591. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2592. In addition, Herbert Baggaley also produced a ‘SCHEDULE OF POTENTIAL PAYMENTS & RECEIPTS [AND] COPY INVOICES AS LISTED’. The schedule contained amongst others the following entries:

‘Payments’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doc. No.</th>
<th>Invoice</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contractor</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Contract No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>SE25329</td>
<td>30.06.02</td>
<td>Mansell Construction Services Ltd</td>
<td>£2,500.00</td>
<td>12078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1/5302/11331/MWL</td>
<td>26.06.02</td>
<td>Thomas Fish &amp; Sons Ltd</td>
<td>£2,500.00</td>
<td>12078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Comment’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doc. No.</th>
<th>Job/Tender No.</th>
<th>Invoice</th>
<th>Comment (From recollection)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2-1.3</td>
<td>12078-E01-147</td>
<td>HBC and two other contractors agreed to put £5,000 on to the costing. Each unsuccessful party would receive £2,500 to offset expenses from successful party.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2593. A report prepared by Herbert Baggaley’s legal representatives, sent on 18 January 2006, provided additional information with regard to ‘Inter Contractor Invoicing’. Herbert Baggaley stated ‘It is commonplace for Contractors to buy and sell goods and services to and from each other. In the period between January 2000 and November 2005, HBC [Herbert Baggaley Construction] estimates that there were approximately between 800 and 1,000 inter-Contractor invoices to which HBC was a party …’.

IV.2594. ‘Each Invoice was investigated and an audit trail carried out to confirm it represented a genuine transaction. From these Invoices HBC has uncovered payments made or received for which there was no accompanying paper trail or internal stock or service records. Upon further investigation, a Schedule of Payments and Invoices was extracted which could constitute payments made in respect of covers given or received between 2000 and 2003…’

---

4819 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3899.
IV.2595. ‘HBC has no evidence and, therefore, no certainty that any of its current employees has instigated any of the transactions reflected in these Invoices. The payment to it by third parties has been taken as a useful recompense for costs being incurred. Even in the provision of a cover, routine costs are incurred by HBC. On other occasions a job might initially be seen as of high interest but on review of the further details and job specifications might be discarded as of no interest and therefore worthy of a cover. If on such occasions costs had already been incurred and a third party had offered an estimator a payment to offset those, then such a payment had occasionally been accepted’.4823

IV.2596. In respect of this particular tender, Herbert Baggage’s legal representatives stated: ‘HBC confirms that these invoices are in respect of the Meadows House project. It had originally been a Mansfield Brewery building constructed by HBC. On Wolverhampton and Dudley Brewery’s taking over Mansfield Brewery, the building was sold to Nottinghamshire County Council (NCC). The contract was for a “Shell and Core” Contract with NCC as the purchasing client. The value was in the region of £1 Million’.4824

IV.2597. Herbert Baggage also provided a list of ‘Third Party Contractors’. Herbert Baggage stated that ‘This list contains details of other Contractors with whom HBC has dealt in the use of cover pricing … Given the lack of written records of individual covers, it is not always possible for HBC’s estimators to say for certain as to which individual within another contract[or] dealt with that cover. However, the OFT is to take it that where a Contractor is listed as being party to a cover under the Schedule of Tenders, then the individual contact listed within Document 2 [3] is to be the person involved. Where there are more than one name given for a Contractor, then the first name is to be taken as the probable contact’.4825 Within the ‘List of Third Party Contractors’ are the following entries:4826

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contractor</th>
<th>Contact</th>
<th>Telephone number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish &amp; Sons</td>
<td>Pete Stone, Clive Simpson, Martin Lane, Ben Kewell, Martin Ledingham</td>
<td>[………] [C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>Ralph Sheppard, Richard Hough, Paul Winson, Ken Lockwood</td>
<td>[………] [C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>Robert Lowe</td>
<td>[………] [C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant – Thomas Fish

IV.2598. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Fish produced a report headed, ‘TENDER BIDDING INVOLVING THE EXCHANGING OF FEES’. In relation to this tender Thomas Fish stated ‘In early 2002 we agreed to accept a fee from Baggage Construction in exchange for taking a cover on we think a project at Mansfield Brewery. The arrangement was made between Roger Hayes of

4826 List of Third Party Contractors, OFT Document Reference 3897, pages 2 and 3.
Baggaley and Martin Lane and we sent an invoice to Baggaley for £2,500 + VAT on 26 June 2002’. 4827

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.2599. During an interview with the OFT on 2 November 2006, Anton Newell (‘AN’), an estimator at Herbert Baggaley at the time of this tender, stated that he was not directly involved in this arrangement and when asked who was involved stated ‘That would have been Rodger [sic] Hayes who was chief estimator at the time … I would have been aware of it’. AN explained that Roger Hayes would have sought approval from a director and thought that this would have been either Pat Cassidy or Ian Baggaley. 4828

IV.2600. During an interview with the OFT on 13 February 2007, Roger Hayes (‘RH’), Chief Estimator until he left Herbert Baggaley in October 2002, explained that he could not recall whether there had been a compensation payment: ‘The only thing I can recall is we were not successful …’. 4829 When shown the invoices from Mansell and Thomas Fish, RH stated ‘Yeah. The evidence is there and we didn’t win the job so that cost Baggaley’s £5,000’. 4830 When asked who he would have spoken to at Thomas Fish, RH stated ‘… Martin Lane’ and at Mansell ‘Ken Lockwood’. 4831

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Fish

IV.2601. During an interview with the OFT on 8 May 2007, Martin Lane (‘ML’), former Associate Director of Thomas Fish, stated ‘I recall we didn’t price it. We got some help from Baggaley’s … I can’t remember pricing it. I know we got … that was the one where we got this fee, isn’t it?’. 4832 ML further stated ‘I can remember it now. It was, Baggaley’s built the brewery, and it was closed down or converted. Nottingham County Council, we did price it. Roger Hayes, I’m sure it was Roger Hayes that suggested a fee on that one … they won the job’. 4833 ML was advised that Thomas Fish had admitted taking a cover and stated ‘Yeah, we invoiced them for a pump’. 4834 ML explained ‘We had a policy because Peter brought in, well, he didn’t like the County Council so we didn’t price County Council jobs at that time’. 4835

IV.2602. In respect of the process of invoicing Herbert Baggaley for payment, ML stated ‘Well, on this occasion, what you’d do is I sorted out the fee, so I’d go to Chris Parker, who was then the accounts manager and say where do you want this money put in … I think it went to Archer Exchange, bin 331. So, it was basically an invoice raised against Archer Exchange. It was a contract which I was doing anyway, and it just gets, you know, put in the paperwork there’. When asked why the invoice had been made out in respect of a pump, ML stated ‘I sat there on the phone and he said put it down as a pump. I said why? [Roger said]: Oh, I’ve been told to put it down as a pump. I said oh, okay then,

---

4827 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3962, page 2.
4828 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6372, page 15.
4834 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13315, page 20.
4835 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13315, page 22.
That’s why it ended up as a pump … I can only assume that … I thought maybe it’s sort of a bog, maybe its bad ground conditions, so a pump will get lost in it, you know’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13315, page 21.} ML explained that the invoice number 11331 was his job.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13315, page 22.}

IV.2603. ML stated that he would have gone to Peter [Woodhouse] for a decision as to whether to proceed with the arrangement.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13315, pages 21 and 22.}

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell**

IV.2604. During an interview with the OFT on 18 April 2007, Kenneth Lockwood (‘KL’), who was Chief Estimator in the Nottingham office, on being shown the invoice referred to at paragraph IV.2580 above, stated ‘I recognise that ... we were paid by Baggaley to back off that’\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 26.}. In respect of this tender KL stated ‘... it were representative of probably at the time if we tried to go for that, the thing is the council Nottingham, that’s county council isn’t it ... we wouldn’t have said no particularly to the county council because, at the time ... there was something, some ... projects coming up ... partnering type projects, I mean they were looking at it, early days of that. So we probably would have ... wanted to, sort of, stay in right with them but, I’m sure that will be representative of abortive work really’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 27.}

IV.2605. When asked why the invoice was made out for carrying out temporary earth work supports, KL stated ‘... you got to process an invoice, you’ve got to put it down for something to, to that company’\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 27.}. In respect of who contacted him from Herbert Baggaley, KL stated ‘... it would have been the chief estimator at that time’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 27.}

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.2606. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2607. Herbert Baggaley, Thomas Fish and Mansell each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. All companies submitted a tender by 11 December 2001.

IV.2608. It appears that Herbert Baggaley completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Herbert Baggaley being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract. Although RH’s recollection of the tender was that it was a job which Herbert Baggaley lost, it is clear from the information provided by Herbert Baggaley and by the client that Herbert Baggaley did in fact win this job.

IV.2609. KL of Mansell stated that it was paid by Herbert Baggaley to ‘back off’ from this contract, in return for a compensation payment of £2,500 exclusive of
VAT. KL advised that the contact at Herbert Baggaley would have been the Chief Estimator, who was RH at the time of this tender.

IV.2610. Although the evidence of ML of Thomas Fish appears confused as to whether it priced this job, he recalled a cover price being taken from Herbert Baggaley in return for a payment of £2,500 exclusive of VAT, commenting that Thomas Fish had a policy of not pricing County Council projects at the time.

IV.2611. Herbert Baggaley’s schedule of potential payments, prepared as part of its leniency application, stated that all three parties, Herbert Baggaley, Thomas Fish and Mansell agreed to add a figure of £5,000 to their tender figures and that it was agreed that the successful tenderer would then pay compensation of £2,500 to each of the losing tenderers. However, Herbert Baggaley has not been able to provide any relevant witness or contemporaneous documentary information to explain the nature of the arrangement that resulted in it paying each of Mansell and Thomas Fish £2,500 plus VAT.

IV.2612. Subsequently, on 26 June 2002, Thomas Fish raised an invoice for ‘Supply of special pumping equipment’ for a total of £2,500.00 plus VAT, with an invoice total of £2,937.50. ML recalled that he sorted out the invoice, asking Chris Parker (then Accounts Manager at Thomas Fish) to raise an invoice in respect of a job on which ML was already working. ML stated that RH had suggested that the invoice be made out in respect of a pump. ML has confirmed that the invoice was raised against another job he was working on and is therefore false.

IV.2613. On 30 June 2002, Mansell raised an invoice for ‘CARRY OUT OF TEMPORARY EARTH WORK SUPPORT’ for a total of £2,500.00 plus VAT, with an invoice total of £2,937.50. From the information provided by Herbert Baggaley and Mansell, it appears that this too was a false invoice.

IV.2614. According to the contemporaneous annotations on these invoices, it appears that both were subsequently paid, on 11 July 2002 and 24 July 2002 respectively.

IV.2615. All three parties have confirmed that compensation payments were agreed upon, which resulted in each of Thomas Fish and Mansell raising false invoices and Herbert Baggaley paying each of Thomas Fish and Mansell pursuant to such invoices £2,500 exclusive of VAT, each. According to Thomas Fish’s version of events, this fee was in return for Thomas Fish taking a cover price or at least putting in an uncompetitive tender.

IV.2616. KL of Mansell stated that it was paid by Herbert Baggaley to ‘back off’ from this contract, but Mansell argued in its response to the Statement that it did not take a cover price from Herbert Baggaley, and disputed that this conclusion could be drawn from KL’s evidence. 4843 Aside from KL’s recollection of ‘backing off’, there is no other evidence to suggest that Mansell submitted a cover price in respect of this tender and, in particular, Herbert Baggaley has no specific recollection of this tender.

IV.2617. Having regard to the totality of the evidence, the OFT considers that compensation payments were made by Herbert Baggaley to each of Thomas Fish and Mansell, and that the payment to Thomas Fish was made as part of an arrangement for Thomas Fish to submit a cover bid. The OFT makes no finding as to whether Mansell submitted a cover price, although the evidence suggests that, given KL’s recollection of ‘backing off’ and the agreement to make a compensation payment, Mansell did not submit a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.2618. The OFT has insufficient evidence on which to conclude whether Herbert Baggaley included the amount of the agreed compensation in its tender price or whether Thomas Fish and/or Mansell expressly agreed that Herbert Baggaley should do so. The OFT considers that it is not necessary to reach any finding as to whether the companies agreed to include the compensation sum in any Party’s tender price, or in fact included such sum, in order to conclude that the arrangement amounted to an infringement.

IV.2619. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Herbert Baggaley and Thomas Fish, and between Herbert Baggaley and Mansell, including the provision of a cover price by Herbert Baggaley to Thomas Fish. The OFT also concludes that Herbert Baggaley made compensation payments to both Thomas Fish and Mansell and that these payments were facilitated by the production of false invoices by Thomas Fish in respect of ‘Supply of specialist pumping equipment’ and by Mansell in respect of ‘CARRY OUT OF TEMPORARY EARTH WORK SUPPORT’.

IV.2620. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2578 to IV.2619 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a cover price and compensation payment from Herbert Baggaley to Thomas Fish and the provision of a compensation payment from Herbert Baggaley to Mansell was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) the bilateral agreements between Herbert Baggaley and each of Thomas Fish and Mansell that the successful tenderer would pay compensation to the unsuccessful tenderer of £2,500 exclusive of VAT had the obvious consequence of restricting or distorting competition and was capable of an effect on price;

(c) Herbert Baggaley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from each of Thomas Fish and Mansell (i.e. the agreement to pay compensation, the agreed level of compensation, and that Thomas Fish did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(d) Thomas Fish and Mansell can each be presumed to have taken account of the information they received from Herbert Baggaley (i.e. the agreement to pay compensation, the agreed level of compensation and,

---

4844 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
4845 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4846 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51, III.93 to III.94, and III.139 to III.140 of the Legal Background section.
4847 See paragraphs III.150 to III.152 of the Legal Background section.
4848 See paragraphs III.58, III.142 and III.156 to III.157, and in relation to the cover price III.95 to III.96 and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Accordingly, the OFT therefore concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Herbert Baggaley and Thomas Fish, and between Herbert Baggaley and Mansell, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for extension to offices at Meadow House, Bath Street, Mansfield, tender deadline 11 December 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2622. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2623. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during a section 28 visit to Herbert Baggaley on 14 June 2005. Neither Thomas Fish nor Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Thomas Fish and Mansell will each receive their normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.2624. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during a section 28 visit to Herbert Baggaley on 14 June 2005. Herbert Baggaley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Herbert Baggaley in respect of this Infringement.

IV.2625. In its response to the Statement, Fish Holdings submitted that, whilst Herbert Baggaley was the first Party to obtain a leniency marker in relation to this Infringement, it was Thomas Fish that provided the critical evidence enabling the OFT to meet the standard of proof. It argued that it should therefore enjoy a reduction in penalty sufficient to cancel out the increase in penalty that arises due to the Infringement being a compensation payment arrangement (see paragraph VI.167 below).

IV.2626. The OFT has applied immunity and leniency reductions in this case in line with its published guidance. Thomas Fish and Fish Holdings will receive a reduction in penalty, which has been calculated taking into account the stage at which it came forward, the evidence in the OFT’s possession and the evidence provided by it. It should be noted that the award of any such reduction in penalty is within the OFT’s discretion, taking into account these factors.

IV.2627. The OFT has decided to set a higher starting point for its penalty calculation for Infringements involving compensation payments due to the seriousness of

---

4849 See paragraphs III.58, III.142 and III.156 to III.157, and in relation to the cover price III.95 to III.96 and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

4850 Written representations of Fish Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 19 to 23.

4851 OFT Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, December 2004), at paragraphs 3.13 to 3.15.
these offences. The OFT does not consider that the evidence provided by Thomas Fish detracts from the seriousness of the Infringement and, therefore, should not result in a lower starting point for the penalty calculation.

IV.2628. Fish Holdings has also submitted that its penalty in relation to this Infringement should not be uplifted as a result of the involvement of one of its Directors, Peter Woodhouse. Whilst Fish Holdings did not dispute that Peter Woodhouse had knowledge of cover pricing in the company, it argued that the OFT’s conclusions in this respect were based entirely on evidence provided voluntarily by Thomas Fish. It therefore submitted that it should be granted a reduction in penalty for its cooperation sufficient to cancel out any uplift for director involvement. In this respect, it referred to a European Commission decision involving a discount to an undertaking’s fine for voluntarily providing information relating to the duration of the relevant infringement.

IV.2629. Other than in relation to infringements of which the OFT was previously unaware, it is not the OFT’s policy to examine individually the facts or elements of an infringement that the evidence from a leniency applicant discloses. Rather, and as previously, noted, the level of reduction in penalty for Thomas Fish has been calculated having regard to the evidence in the OFT’s possession and the evidence provided by Thomas Fish in the round.

**Infringement 90:** Diabetes Centre, City Hospital, Dudley Road, Birmingham – 17 December 2001

**Client:** The City Hospital NHS Trust

**Parties:** Thomas Vale and Wygar

IV.2630. On 13 November 2001, The City Hospital NHS Trust (‘City Hospital NHS’), now known as Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS, sought tenders for refurbishment to the Diabetes Centre, City Hospital, Dudley Road, Birmingham. The following six companies were invited to tender: Shaylor, Wygar, Chase Norton, William Weaver Ltd, Arthur M Griffiths and Thomas Vale. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 17 December 2001.

IV.2631. City Hospital NHS received the following tender returns:

---

4852 Written representations of Fish Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 25.
4853 Commission Decision in Case C.37.533 Choline Chloride, 9 December 2004 at paragraph 218 (OJ L190, 22 July 2005, page 22). The OFT notes that in this case the Commission awarded a discount in recognition of effective cooperation by the undertaking concerned outside the scope of the leniency programme.
4854 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9702.
4855 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9702.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shaylor</td>
<td>17 December 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£373,337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wygar</td>
<td>17 December 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£318,714</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase Norton</td>
<td>17 December 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£329,543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Weaver Ltd</td>
<td>17 December 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£302,653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths</td>
<td>17 December 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£407,221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>17 December 2001 (time not recorded)</td>
<td>£347,918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2632. The work subject to this tender was not carried out due to a re-evaluation of the project by City Hospital NHS.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet

IV.2633. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:\footnote{4856}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5019</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>City Hospital NHS Trust</td>
<td>Diabetes Centre, Dudley Road, Birmingham</td>
<td>CKT</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>17/12/2001 Noon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tender Figure | Tender Status | Tendering Contractors | Successful Contractor
-------------|---------------|-----------------------|-------------------|
347,918       |               | Wygar,                |                   |

IV.2634. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a \textit{‘little black book’}\footnote{4858} of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for Wygar plus names and telephone number.\footnote{4859}

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.2635. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

\footnote{4856} Incorrectly recorded as £341,918 in Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9702. Correct figure confirmed in file note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 13258.
\footnote{4857} Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 23.
\footnote{4858} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 21.
\footnote{4859} Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 27.
IV.2636. At Annex 14\textsuperscript{4860} of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 37 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2001 tenders is the following entry:\textsuperscript{4861}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5019</td>
<td>17 December</td>
<td>City Hospital NHS Trust</td>
<td>Diabetes Centre, Dudley Road, Birmingham</td>
<td>Taken (Wygar)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2637. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.

IV.2638. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application\textsuperscript{4862} and Wygar appears on this list.

IV.2639. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

\textit{Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale}

IV.2640. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.2641. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were his own and that the letter ‘B’, which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’, stands for Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager.\textsuperscript{4863} In interview, CKT referred to the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet for this tender as follows: ‘CKT myself the estimator, category B tender, 17\textsuperscript{th} of December 2001 the tender return date, Thomas Vale figure £347,918... Wygar are in bold and that indicates they gave us a cover’.\textsuperscript{4864}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
    \item \textsuperscript{4860} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
    \item \textsuperscript{4861} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 37.
    \item \textsuperscript{4862} Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
    \item \textsuperscript{4863} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 10 and 13.
    \item \textsuperscript{4864} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 27.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Evidence from other companies – Wygar

IV.2642. The OFT wrote to Wygar on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Wygar had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In addition, it stated ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities (cover pricing) on this tender with Thomas Vale. Mr C Trickett’. In response, Wygar stated in its letter to the OFT dated 25 April 2007 that it had given a cover price on this tender.4865

IV.2643. The OFT subsequently wrote to Wygar’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Wygar Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Wygar’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Wygar Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Wygar in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Wygar Holdings confirmed that it would ‘support and adopt Wygar Construction Limited’s acceptance of the reduction of penalty offer and that WHL does not intend to comment...or to make any submissions on this case at the present time’.4867

IV.2644. In their response to the Statement, Wygar stated ‘Wygar has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.4868

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2645. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2646. Thomas Vale and Wygar each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for the refurbishment to the Diabetes Centre, City Hospital, Birmingham.

IV.2647. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicates that it sought a cover price.

IV.2648. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records Wygar as a competitor who was also invited to tender for this contract. Wygar is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been arranged. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is £347,918 which matches that recorded by the client City Hospital NHS.

IV.2649. City Hospital NHS also received a tendered amount of £318,714 from Wygar, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Wygar to Thomas Vale.

---

4865 Response from Wygar, OFT Document Reference 10938.
4867 Response from Wygar Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14045.
4868 Written representations of Wygar, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.
IV.2650. The OFT notes that although only one competitor has been recorded on Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet, this one company is highlighted in bold, i.e. Wygar. The remainder of the entry for this tender, apart from the tender number (which is always in bold) is in normal font, which indicates that a conscious decision was made to highlight Wygar. In addition, the fact that the tender had been allocated to Building Division, for which CKT was the manager, means that it is likely that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet was accurate and that CKT had personal knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price from Wygar at the time.

IV.2651. Thomas Vale admitted that Wygar was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. In interview, CKT confirmed that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet shows that a cover price was received from Wygar. CKT had an entry for Wygar in a contact book he used to telephone other contractors for the purpose of obtaining cover prices.

IV.2652. Both parties have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. Wygar admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Thomas Vale and named CKT as the relevant contact, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Thomas Vale and CKT were involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.2653. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Wygar and that Wygar supplied a figure to Thomas Vale in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.2654. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2633 to IV.2653 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Wygar to Thomas Vale was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Wygar (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Wygar can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.2655. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Wygar in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the refurbishment to the Diabetes Centre, City Hospital, Birmingham, tender deadline 17 December 2001.

---

4869 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4870 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4871 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4872 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4873 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2656. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2657. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 91: Repairs to 13 Wimpey No-fines Houses, High Wycombe – 19 December 2001

Client: Wycombe District Council
Parties: Mansell and J J McGinley

IV.2658. On 26 November 2001, Wycombe District Council sought tenders for no-fines refurbishment, High Wycombe. The following four companies were invited to tender: Connaught, DR Jones Ltd, J J McGinley and Mansell, the date and time of tender return was 19 December 2001 at 12:00 noon.

IV.2659. Wycombe District Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR Jones Ltd</td>
<td>19 December 2001 8:25 am</td>
<td>£683,828.00</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connaught</td>
<td>19 December 2001 10:30 am</td>
<td>£758,084.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>19 December 2001 10:30 am</td>
<td>£798,670.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J McGinley</td>
<td>19 December 2001 10:35 am</td>
<td>£720,529.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet

IV.2660. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, workload reports. The 2001 workload report for special projects contained the following entry:

---

4874 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10091.
4875 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10091. The OFT notes that the date is incorrectly recorded on Wycombe District Council’s schedule as 19 March 2002.
4876 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10091.
4877 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10091. The OFT notes that Wycombe District council negotiated with DR Jones Ltd to carry out the works on 8 No. Dwellings only.
Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.2661. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.4879 This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2662. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from J J McGinley and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient resource: occupied building’ at Mansell.4880

IV.2663. In its response to the Statement, Mansell did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.2664. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2665. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR stated ‘JJ McGinley would have given us a, a cover figure on that one’.4881

Evidence from other companies – J J McGinley

IV.2666. The OFT wrote to [..................] [C] on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that [..................] [C] had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received a response to this letter from the legal representatives of J J McGinley who in this letter stated that J J McGinley admitted ‘We engaged in cover pricing activities on this tender with Mansell’.4882

4879 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
4882 Response from J J McGinley, OFT Document Reference 11019, page 2.
IV.2667. The OFT subsequently wrote to J J McGinley’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, McGinley Holdings, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on J J McGinley’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold McGinley Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by J J McGinley in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, McGinley Holdings’ legal representatives stated ‘Our client is not able to respond to the admission of liability by JJM [J J McGinley] concerning events which took place as much as 6 years ago, as neither our client nor our firm has been able to review any of JJM’s contract papers in question ...’.

IV.2668. In its response to the Statement, J J McGinley confirmed that ‘it appears that [J J] McGinley engaged in cover pricing with Mansell’ in respect of this Infringement. Although McGinley Holdings responded to the Statement, it did not make any specific comment with regard to this Infringement, other than to draw attention to ‘factual matters’ which included that ‘Mansell sought from JJM a cover price’ and ‘Mansell submitted a cover price’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2669. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2670. Mansell and J J McGinley each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2671. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.2672. Mansell’s 2001 workload report records ‘(JJ McGinley)’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.2673. In addition, J J McGinley has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.2674. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that J J McGinley admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Mansell, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Mansell was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.2675. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by J J McGinley, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.2676. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and J J McGinley. The OFT also concludes that J J McGinley supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

4883 Response from McGinley Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14194.
4885 Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 32.
IV.2677. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2660 to IV.2676 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J J McGinley to Mansell was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from J J McGinley (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) J J McGinley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.2678. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and J J McGinley in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for no-fines refurbishment, High Wycombe, tender deadline 19 December 2001.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2679. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2680. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 92: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 93: Waverley Street Clinic, Derby – 21 December 2001
Client: Derby City Primary Care Trust
Parties: Derwent Valley and Peter Baines

IV.2681. On 6 December 2001, Derby City Primary Care Trust sought tenders for the refurbishment of a health clinic premises at Waverley Street, Derby. The following four companies were invited to tender: Derwent Valley, Peter Baines,

4886 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
4887 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
4888 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
4889 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
4890 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Milward and Pride Building Limited. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 21 December 2001.4891

IV.2682. Derby City Primary Care Trust received the following tender returns:4892

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received*</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milward</td>
<td>21 December 2001 2:33pm to 2:43pm</td>
<td>£117,131.98 +VAT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Baines</td>
<td>21 December 2001 2:33pm to 2:43pm</td>
<td>£129,238.00 +VAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pride Building Limited</td>
<td>21 December 2001 2:33pm to 2:43pm</td>
<td>£135,258.00 +VAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>21 December 2001 2:33pm to 2:43pm</td>
<td>£142,131.00 +VAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Envelopes were not stamped so times refer to when the envelopes containing the bids were opened.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley – Tender Schedule

IV.2683. During the OFT’s search of Derwent Valley’s premises, a tender schedule containing handwritten entries was discovered. Within this tender schedule was the following entry:4893

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO.</th>
<th>RETURN DATE</th>
<th>TENDER DETAILS</th>
<th>OPPOSITION</th>
<th>TENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/12/01</td>
<td>21/12/01</td>
<td>EXTENSION &amp; ALTERATIONS TO WAVERLEY STREET CLINIC, DERBY FOR CENTRAL DERBY PRIMARY CARE TRUST</td>
<td>Baines Pride Milward</td>
<td>142,131 Cover from Baines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.2684. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2685. In its leniency application, Derwent Valley set out a summary of all tenders from April 2000 to July 2004 where Derwent Valley had taken a cover price from a competitor for that tender, marked as ‘DVC2 List of Covers Taken’. The information in the summary was based on the tender book kept by the Pat Tunnicliffe (‘PT’), an ex-estimator for Derwent Valley, and contained the following extract:4894

---

4891 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7604.
4892 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7604.
4893 Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912, page 29.
4894 Summary of tenders, OFT Document Reference 3941.
IV.2686. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application a ‘List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices’. The name ‘Peter Baines Ltd’ appears on this list with the address ‘Wood Lane Derby’.4895

IV.2687. In its response to the Statement, Derwent Valley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.2688. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Derwent Valley directors and an ex-employee provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2689. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with PT. PT confirmed that he kept and maintained the tender schedule referred to in paragraphs IV.309 and IV.317 above. In regard to this contract PT said that he could not recall it, but as it was a Health Board job and an alteration it was likely that David Stone (‘DS’), Managing Director of Derwent Valley, had priced it. PT confirmed it was his handwriting in the schedule and when he was questioned as to whether the entry in the schedule, ‘Cover from Baines’, meant that this was a cover price from Peter Baines, PT referred to the tender schedule in respect of this tender and responded ‘That’s right, that’s what it looks like there’. PT went on to say that he would have completed that entry at the time of the tender.4896

IV.2690. DS was also interviewed in regard to this tender. Although he could not recall dealing with it, he identified the handwriting on the schedule as being PT’s. When DS was asked whether Derwent Valley took a cover price, DS referred to the entry of ‘Cover from Baines’ and responded, ‘To me, it looks like it, yeah’.4897

Evidence from other companies – Peter Baines

IV.2691. The OFT wrote to Peter Baines on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Peter Baines had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Peter Baines replied to this letter on 24 April 2007 and enclosed a completed schedule of suspect tenders signed by Stephen Baines, Managing Director. In respect of this tender Peter Baines stated ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party involved’.4898 Peter Baines stated in its covering letter that it had a lack of records and had had several changes of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Company Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>Extension to Waverley Street</td>
<td>Peter Baines Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Clinic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4895 List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3942, page 2.
4896 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, pages 12 and 13.
4897 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13478, page 15.
4898 Response from Peter Baines, OFT Document Reference 10758, page 3.
personnel and could therefore ‘neither prove nor disprove’ its involvement in cover pricing.4899

IV.2692. In its response to the Statement, Peter Baines did not make any representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2693. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2694. Derwent Valley and Peter Baines each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Derwent Valley was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.2695. Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes reference to competitor Peter Baines with the words ‘Cover from’ preceding it. Derwent Valley confirmed that this refers to a cover price having been received. The figure in the schedule for this tender of ‘142,131’ directly corresponds to the figure of £142,131 that Derwent Valley submitted as its bid for the tender.

IV.2696. PT, the estimator for this tender, said that he did not recall the tender but that it was his entry in the schedule and it meant that Derwent Valley had received a cover price from Peter Baines.

IV.2697. This was corroborated in interview by DS, who agreed that the entry in the tender schedule showed that Derwent Valley received a cover price in respect of this tender from Peter Baines.

IV.2698. Peter Baines has admitted engaging in bid rigging activity in respect of this tender. Although it cannot recall the identity of the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging, the OFT notes that Peter Baines was not the successful party for this tender and that it stated that it did not have any records of unsuccessful tenders.

IV.2699. Derwent Valley also included Peter Baines in its list of companies who exchange cover prices.

IV.2700. In addition, the OFT notes that Derbyshire County Council received a tendered amount of £142,131 from Derwent Valley, which is higher than the amount tendered by Peter Baines. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been given to Derwent Valley from Peter Baines.

IV.2701. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Derwent Valley and Peter Baines. The OFT also concludes that Peter Baines supplied a figure to Derwent Valley for a cover bid.

IV.2702. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2683 to IV.2701 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.4900 In particular:

4899 Response from Peter Baines, OFT Document Reference 10757.
4900 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Peter Baines to Derwent Valley was not unilateral\footnote{See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\footnote{See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.}

Derwent Valley can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Peter Baines (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.} and

Peter Baines can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Derwent Valley (i.e. that Derwent Valley did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}

IV.2703. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Derwent Valley and Peter Baines, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Waverley Street Clinic, Derby, tender deadline 21 December 2001.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.2704. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2705. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Derwent Valley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Derwent Valley in respect of this Infringement.


Client: JF Hinchcliffe & Partners

Parties: Irwins and C J Ellmore

IV.2706. On 2 January 2002, JF Hinchcliffe & Partners sought tenders for a proposed Club Fandango, Morley, Leeds.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8005.} The following three companies were invited to tender: Jack Lunn, Irwins, C J Ellmore.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8005.} The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 23 January 2002.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8005.}

IV.2707. JF Hinchcliffe & Partners received the following tender returns.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8005.}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jack Lunn</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 23 January 2002</td>
<td>£425,620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 23 January 2002</td>
<td>£414,769</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C J Ellmore</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 23 January 2002</td>
<td>£393,298</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Irwins – Tender Register*

IV.2708. During the OFT’s search of Irwins’ premises a Tender Register was found. The Tender Register contained the following entries in respect of this tender:4909

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender no and date received</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Type of Works, % Diff</th>
<th>Amount tendered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0102002 3 Jan 676</td>
<td>Proposed Club Fandango Morley</td>
<td>Jackie Barlow &amp; J.F Hinchliffe &amp; Partners Rawdon</td>
<td>P &amp; S C</td>
<td>414769</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date tender Due</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday 23 January</td>
<td>IPN</td>
<td>Ellmore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Evidence from leniency applicant – Irwins*

IV.2709. As part of its leniency application, Irwins’ legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.4910 This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2710. In addition to its leniency application, Irwins provided to the OFT two schedules, one each for ‘Covers Taken’ and ‘Covers Given’, which detail projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by Ivan Peter Nelson (‘IPN’), Estimating Director at Irwins, into potential cover prices. At number 62 of the ‘Covers Taken’ schedule is the following entry:4911

---

4909 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 38.
4910 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0714.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tender Ref</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Cover From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>0102004</td>
<td>Club Fandango Morley</td>
<td>Jackie Barlow &amp; Partners</td>
<td>25.01.02</td>
<td>414769</td>
<td>Ellmore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Contact</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steve Ellmore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2711. C J Ellmore stated in its response to the Statement that the 'Covers Taken' table was not drawn up at the time the tenders were made, but that it was prepared by Irwins ‘from an investigation which started after the search by the OFT of Irwins’ premises’. As indicated in paragraph IV.413 above, the ‘Covers Taken’ table was compiled from Irwins’ records, and witness evidence provides an explanation of its contents. The table provides evidence of Irwins’ position as to its engagement in cover pricing on this tender, and as such constitutes additional evidence to the available contemporaneous records and witness evidence.

IV.2712. Irwins also provided to the OFT a schedule listing its competitors’ contact details. The name of ‘Ellmore Construction’ appears on the list and ‘Steve Ellmore’, Managing Director is named as the contact with a telephone number of [...] [C].

IV.2713. Irwins further provided to the OFT its tender return letter for this contract. The letter states that it was for 99/01 Fandango’s, 4 Brunswick Street, Morley. The letter was signed on 23 January 2002 and the figure Irwins submitted was £414,769.

IV.2714. Following the issue of the Statement, Irwins did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Irwins**

IV.2715. During an interview with the OFT on 8 March 2007, conducted in connection with Irwins’ leniency application, IPN provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2716. Also during this interview, IPN was shown the ‘Tender Register’ and, in particular, the reference to the entry for the proposed Fandango Club, Morley, Leeds and was asked if he could recall anything about that contract. IPN replied ‘I took a cover on that ... Ellmore’s was in for it ...’. IPN confirmed that the

---

4912 Written representations of C J Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraph 42.
4914 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, page 3.
4915 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0715, page 3.
4916 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0791.
4917 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 38.
presence of a ‘C’ in the fourth column on the tender register shows that Irwins took a cover in relation to that contract.\textsuperscript{4919} IPN also confirmed that the presence of the handwritten entry ‘Ellmore’ in the final column on the Tender Register shows that Irwins took a cover from C J Ellmore.\textsuperscript{4920}

**Evidence from other companies – C J Ellmore**

IV.2717. The OFT wrote to C J Ellmore on 23 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that C J Ellmore had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received an email from Rupert Nevin of Keeble Hawson, representing C J Ellmore on 4 May 2007 stating ‘... we are not in a position to advise our client... without disclosure’.\textsuperscript{4921} The OFT notes C J Ellmore’s rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.2718. C J Ellmore stated in their written response to the Statement in respect of this Infringement that ‘...It is CJ Ellmore’s case that no cover was given or offered’.\textsuperscript{4922} CJ Ellmore provided a witness statement from its Managing Director, Stephen Ellmore (‘SE’), which stated that ‘I am aware that Ellmores has been approached to give cover prices on occasions in the past and that cover pricing has gone on in some form within the industry. It is Ellmores’ policy however not to give or receive cover prices or engage in any other anti-competitive behaviour. This policy was first put in writing in March 2005 but it has always been Ellmores’ policy to comply with the law in all respects’.\textsuperscript{4923} The OFT considers that the evidence of C J Ellmore’s company policy regarding cover pricing, which was not in writing at the time of this tender, does not serve to establish that cover pricing did not take place in relation to this tender, in breach of that policy.

IV.2719. The witness statement further stated that SE was the estimator responsible for CJ Ellmore’s tender for the proposed Club Fandango contract. SE stated ‘I know that, in terms of this contract and generally, Ellmores did not provide a cover to Irwins, or at all’.\textsuperscript{4924}

IV.2720. They further stated that ‘...it [the entry in the Tender Register] would be equally consistent with... Irwins having received information from other sources about the amount of money that C J Ellmore was due to tender at’.\textsuperscript{4925} In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore asked the OFT to consider the possibility that a contractor (A) bidding for a contract could have provided a subcontractor with its full bid price, perfectly legitimately, and for that subcontractor to inform another contractor (B) bidding for the same contract of the full bid price of contractor (A).\textsuperscript{4926} The OFT does not consider this theoretical alternative explanation provided by C J Ellmore to be at all plausible. There is no evidence that Irwins obtained a cover price via a subcontractor for

\textsuperscript{4919} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, page 5.
\textsuperscript{4920} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, page 5.
\textsuperscript{4921} Response from C J Ellmore, OFT Document Reference 10952, page 1.
\textsuperscript{4922} Written representations of C J Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraph 45.
\textsuperscript{4923} Witness statement of Stephen Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraph 10.
\textsuperscript{4924} Witness statement of Stephen Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraph 14.
\textsuperscript{4925} Written representations of C J Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraph 53.
this Infringement, but there is evidence from Irwins that it obtained the cover price direct from C J Ellmore.

IV.2721. The OFT notes the direct contradiction between the evidence of IPN, who recalls taking a cover price from C J Ellmore and the evidence of SE, who denies providing a cover price. Both individuals were directly involved in estimating for this tender. The OFT notes that IPN's evidence is consistent with the markings on the contemporaneous tender register. Moreover, the accuracy of entries in Irwin's Tender Register, and the accompanying witness evidence of IPN, has also been confirmed by other Parties' admissions of cover pricing in relation to Infringements 62, 157 and 165. In light of those factors, the OFT considers, that, on balance, the evidence of IPN should be preferred to that of SE.

The OFT's analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2722. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2723. Irwins and C J Ellmore each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for a proposed Club Fandango, Morley, Leeds. Irwins was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.2724. C J Ellmore appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work, since its price was the lowest received and it came first in the tender process.

IV.2725. Irwins’ Tender Register records ‘Ellmore’ handwritten in the final column. IPN confirmed that he received a cover price from C J Ellmore. Also ‘C’ is handwritten in the type of work/ percentage difference column. IPN confirmed that ‘C’ in this column shows that Irwins sought a cover price in relation to this contract.

IV.2726. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Irwins and IPN’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence, that C J Ellmore supplied Irwins with a cover price for this tender.

IV.2727. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Irwins was higher than the tender submitted by C J Ellmore, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.2728. In addition the OFT notes that C J Ellmore’s tender figure is the only figure below Irwin’s tender figure, and so the OFT is satisfied that Irwins could only have received a cover figure from C J Ellmore.

IV.2729. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Irwins and C J Ellmore. The OFT also concludes that C J Ellmore supplied a figure to Irwins for a cover bid.
IV.2730. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2708 to IV.2729 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\footnote{4927} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from C J Ellmore to Irwins was not unilateral\footnote{4928} and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\footnote{4929}

(b) Irwins can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from C J Ellmore (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{4930} and

(c) C J Ellmore can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Irwins (i.e. that Irwins did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\footnote{4931}

IV.2731. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Irwins and C J Ellmore, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Club Fandango, Morley, Leeds, tender deadline 23 January 2002.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.2732. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2733. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Irwins on 21 March 2006. Irwins will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Irwins in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 95:** Five No. Health Centres, Primary Care Trust (East), East Midlands – 4 February 2002

Client: Leicester & Rutland NHS Trust

Parties: J H Hallam and B & A

IV.2734. On 4 January 2002, Leicester & Rutland NHS Trust sought tenders for the refurbishment of various Health Centres within the City East PCT. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 4 February 2002 and four companies were invited to tender: J H Hallam, D W Hicks Ltd, B & A and Thorndyke.\footnote{4932}

\footnote{4927} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\footnote{4928} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\footnote{4929} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\footnote{4930} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\footnote{4931} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\footnote{4932} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8584.
IV.2735. Leicester & Rutland NHS Trust received the following tender returns on 4 February 2002:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>4 February 2002</td>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>£250,968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.W. Hicks Ltd</td>
<td>4 February 2002</td>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>£112,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; A</td>
<td>4 February 2002</td>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>£267,839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorndyke</td>
<td>4 February 2002</td>
<td>09:05</td>
<td>£139,129</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam – Diary Entries

IV.2736. During the OFT’s search of J H Hallam’s premises, diaries used by Steve Gill (‘SG’), an estimator at J H Hallam, were recovered. On the diary page for 4 February 2002, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:

‘Tenders due    -    (1) PCT East .  – Hallam £250 968
             B & A £267 839                ✓’

Evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam

IV.2737. As part of its leniency application, J H Hallam provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.420 to IV.430 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2738. To further assist the OFT enquiry, J H Hallam provided a detailed interpretation of the annotations made in SG’s diary for the 4 February 2002. Specifically identifying this as Contract Reference No E 393, the document shows ‘cover to B & A’.

IV.2739. As part of its leniency application, J H Hallam also provided to the OFT a schedule entitled ‘Projects involving cover pricing March 2000 – June 2005’. Examination of the entry relevant to this tender, confirms J H Hallam gave a cover price to B & A of £267,839.

IV.2740. In its response to the Statement, J H Hallam stated ‘JH Hallam does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement.’

Witness evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam

IV.2741. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, J H Hallam’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in

---

4933 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8584.  
4934 2002 Diary, OFT Document Reference 2920, page 27.  
4935 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4969.  
4936 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 5056.  
4937 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 5056.  
4939 Written representations of J H Hallam, 27 June 2008, paragraph 73.
cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.420 to IV.430 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2742. Additional evidence in relation to this tender comes from the interview of SG, the estimator allocated to this tender. His response to questions concerning his diary entries for the 4 February 2002 relating to this tender were as follows:

Q. ‘.........Now on this one I will show you document 2920 which is again a highlighted area.

A. Yes

Q. And does that indicate a cover, you gave cover to B & A?

A. It does’

Evidence from other companies – B & A

IV.2743. The OFT wrote to B & A on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender in return for an admission that B & A had participated in bid rigging on this tender. B & A did not respond to this letter and on 8 May 2007 confirmed in a telephone conversation with the OFT that it was rejecting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.2744. However, in its response to the Statement, B & A stated that as the individual estimators involved had left the company in 2007, are now not contactable, and B & A does not have records in respect of this tender that ‘...B & A has no means of challenging the evidence now presented by the OFT in support of the allegations in relation to cover pricing, and therefore admits liability for the cover pricing infringements alleged by the OFT’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2745. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2746. J H Hallam and B & A each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2747. J H Hallam completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract, and appears to have submitted a bid with the intention of winning the work.

IV.2748. B & A was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.2749. In regard to B & A, J H Hallam has confirmed that SG’s diary entry ‘B & A £267 839’ shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. This

4940 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12755.
4941 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12755, page 11.
4942 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10227.
figure is identical to the tender figure received by the client, Leicester & Rutland
NHS Trust, on the tender return date.\footnote{8584}\\

IV.2750. Both B & A and J H Hallam have admitted liability for engaging in cover pricing
in respect of this tender.\\

IV.2751. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by B & A was higher than
the tender submitted by J H Hallam, a pattern consistent with a cover price
having been provided.\\

IV.2752. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between B & A and J H
Hallam. The OFT also concludes that J H Hallam supplied a figure to B & A for
a cover bid.\\

IV.2753. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2736 to IV.2752
above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the
Chapter I prohibition.\footnote{8585} In particular:\footnote{8586}

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J H Hallam to B & A was
not unilateral\footnote{8586}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect
contact between competitors;\footnote{8587}
(b) B & A can be presumed to have taken account of the information
received from J H Hallam (i.e. the cover price) when determining its
own conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{8588} and
(c) J H Hallam can be presumed to have taken account of the information
it received from B & A (i.e. that B & A did not intend to submit a
competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering
process.\footnote{8589}

IV.2754. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out
above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place
between B & A and J H Hallam, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which
had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the refurbishment of
Five No. Health Centres within the Primary Care Trust (East), Leicester &
Rutland NHS Trust, date of tender 4 February 2002.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.2755. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would
not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender
but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100
per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect
of that tender.\\

IV.2756. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by
virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to J H
Hallam on 6 July 2005. J H Hallam will not therefore receive 100 per cent

\footnote{8584} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8584.
\footnote{8585} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
\footnote{8586} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\footnote{8587} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\footnote{8588} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\footnote{8589} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
immunity in respect of this tender. However, J H Hallam will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 96: Sir John Moore Primary School, Appleby Magna, Derbyshire – 7 February 2002

Client: Sir John Moore Foundation
Parties: J H Hallam and Linford

IV.2757. On 18 December 2001, the Sir John Moore Foundation sought tenders for refurbishment, adaptations, and internal and external repairs to the main and sundry buildings of Sir John Moore Primary School. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 7 February 2002 and six companies were invited to tender: J H Hallam, William Sapcote, Wildgoose, Linford, Thomas Fish, and Crane.4950

IV.2758. The Sir John Moore Foundation received the following tender returns on 7 February 2002:4951

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>7 February 2002</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>£1,464,860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Sapcote</td>
<td>7 February 2002</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>£1,356,140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>7 February 2002</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>£1,658,854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linford</td>
<td>7 February 2002</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>£1,234,178</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>7 February 2002</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>£1,782,470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane</td>
<td>Withdrew</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam – Original Documents

Estimating Report for 20 February 2002 board meeting

IV.2759. During the OFT’s search of J H Hallam’s premises Richard Blount’s (‘RB’) Estimating Report for a board meeting on 20 February 2002 was recovered.4952 The following typed entry was recorded in relation to the Sir John Moore Primary School:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘E Nr</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Tender Mar</th>
<th>Res.</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>887</td>
<td>Sir John Moore The Trustee</td>
<td>Primary School</td>
<td>P&amp;S 1,464,820</td>
<td>C’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

refurb G1

IV.2760. Linford stated in its response to the Statement in respect of this document that ‘...[i]t is not clear what “C” means from the face of the document and nor

4950 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9784.
4951 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9784.
The OFT does not accept this assertion. RB clearly confirmed in interview the meaning of ‘C’ in the monthly board reports, as stated in paragraph IV.422 above.

IV.2761. Linford also argued that ‘...[t]here is no mention in this document of Linford at all, whether as being the provider or recipient of a cover price’. The OFT accepts this. Indeed, RB explained in interview that he did not usually record the identity of companies from whom J H Hallam had taken a cover price in this document (see paragraph IV.422 above). However, the OFT does not rely on this document in isolation, but rather considers it alongside other contemporaneous documentation which does refer to Linford (see below). The OFT considers that this other documentation can supply both corroboration for, and an explanation of, the ‘C’ indicated in this document.

IV.2762. Finally, Linford suggested that ‘...there is no guarantee that [this document] has not been adjusted retrospectively or created by Linford [sic. presumably J H Hallam] a self serving leniency application, in relation to its leniency application. The Estimating Report makes no reference to when it was created or last updated, which indicates that the document could realistically have been edited since the Alleged Infringement (particularly in the light of Spencer Robinson’s comments that documentation may have been edited retrospectively to assist J H Hallam’s leniency application)’. The OFT does not accept Linford’s assertion that the Estimating Report was submitted by J H Hallam to implicate its competitors.

IV.2763. The OFT does not accept Linford’s suggestion that the OFT’s interview with Spencer Robinson (‘SR’) supports its contention of retrospective amendment. The OFT notes that the responses of SR quoted by Linford were given when he was being questioned on a document related to a Board Meeting on a tender which is not the subject of this Decision. His responses also related to handwritten entries, whereas this document is entirely type-written and with no handwritten annotations. The OFT therefore does not accept that the witness’ comments affect the conclusions it is able to draw from this particular document in any respect.

Estimating Report for 16 January 2002 board meeting

IV.2766. To further assist the OFT enquiry, J H Hallam provided a copy of RB’s Estimating Report for a board meeting on 16 January 2002. The following
entries were recorded in relation to the Sir John Moore Primary School. The entry is typed apart from the entry under the heading ‘Comment’.

‘Current Tenders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E Nr</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Approx£</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>887</td>
<td>Sir John Moore Primary School</td>
<td>The Trustees</td>
<td>P&amp;S</td>
<td>1,200,000.00</td>
<td>7-Feb-02</td>
<td>Cover Taken from Linford see Attached</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2767. In its response to the Statement, Linford repeated its suggestion that this document could have been retrospectively amended, citing the comments of SR in support.\(^{4958}\) Again, the OFT notes that the responses of SR quoted by Linford in support of its assertion concern an unrelated Board Meeting document relating to a tender which is not the subject of this Decision.\(^{4959}\) However the OFT has reviewed the later manuscript additions to that unrelated documents and compared them to the handwritten entries on this document. The comment ‘Cover Taken from Linford see Attached’ on the Estimating Report of January 2002 bears a close resemblance to the entry on document 4990 which SR has confirmed was a later addition intended to pass information to the OFT. The OFT therefore accepts that manuscript comment to be a later addition, and not contemporaneous to the tender process.

Incoming Tender Report Sheet

IV.2768. As part of its leniency application, J H Hallam provided a copy of the Incoming Tender Report Sheet relating to this tender with the following notations:\(^{4960}\)

In the section marked ‘Opposition’ is the following handwritten entry:

‘Linfords - Gave us a cover’

In the section marked ‘Notes/Remarks’ is the following handwritten entry:

‘Cover taken from Linfords’

IV.2769. In its response to the Statement, Linford repeated its suggestion that this document could have been retrospectively amended, citing the comments of SR in support.\(^{4961}\) Again, the OFT notes that the responses of SR quoted by Linford in support of its assertion concern an unrelated Board Meeting document relating to a tender which is not the subject of this Decision.\(^{4962}\) However the OFT has reviewed the later manuscript additions to that unrelated document and compared them to the handwritten entries on this document. The handwritten entries in this document, in particular the references to Linford, do not bear a resemblance to either of the later additions in the unrelated document.

\(^{4958}\) Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 6.57 to 6.58.
\(^{4960}\) Incoming Tender Report Sheet, OFT Document Reference 5053.
\(^{4961}\) Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 6.62 to 6.63.
IV.2770. Linford suggested further that its contention of retrospective amendment was supported by the fact that “the manuscript remark “Linfords – gave us a cover” is in different handwriting to the remainder of the company names under the “Opposition” section, which draws into question both the evidential reliability and the contemporaneous nature of the document”. The OFT does not accept this argument. The handwriting in the entry ‘Linfords – gave us a cover’ matches the remainder of the entries on the Tender Report Sheet. Although the other entries in the ‘Opposition’ section may be in different handwriting (they may alternatively be the same handwriting but using all capitals) this does not undermine the point that the relevant entry is clearly made by the same person that completed the Incoming Tender Report Sheet.

IV.2771. The OFT therefore considers that there is no reason to believe that the references to Linford in this document are not contemporaneous to the completion of the remainder of the Incoming Tender Report Sheet.

IV.2772. The OFT further considers it likely that it was the contemporaneous markings on this document that led to the comment ‘Cover Taken from Linford see Attached’ being added to the Estimating Report sheet for the 16 January 2002 board meeting, referred to at paragraph IV.2766 above.

IV.2773. In conclusion, the OFT relies on the documents described at paragraphs IV.2759 and IV.2768 as being documentary evidence contemporaneous to the Infringement. The OFT accepts that the manuscript comment on the document described at paragraph IV.2766 is likely to have been a later addition, and it is therefore not relied on by the OFT as constituting contemporaneous documentary evidence. It is however, supported by the contemporaneous documents, and is likely to have been compiled using the information contained in those documents.

Evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam

IV.2774. As part of its leniency application, J H Hallam provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.420 to IV.430 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2775. In particular, J H Hallam provided to the OFT a schedule entitled ‘Projects involving cover pricing March 2000 – June 2005’. Examination of the entry relevant to this tender shows that J H Hallam received a cover price from Linford of £1,464,870.

IV.2776. Following the issue of the Statement, J H Hallam did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam

IV.2777. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, J H Hallam’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.420 to IV.430 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

4963 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2006, paragraph 6.62.
4964 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4969.
IV.2778. Additional evidence in relation to this tender comes from the interview of SR, the estimator allocated to this tender. His response to questions concerning this tender was as follows:

‘I can remember the job and I remember that we did take a cover

...

I remember the job because it was – we got all the tender information through and I went out to make a visit to the site and when we got there it was – I think they tried to do it on the cheap. It was a horrible job so we decided not to price it in the end’.\footnote{4966}

IV.2779. Linford stated in its response to the Statement that ‘...Spencer Robinson has no particular recollection of Alleged Infringement 96 other than it was “a horrible job” on which they took a cover price...’.\footnote{4967} Linford also noted that SR was ‘not asked to comment on any of the manuscript remarks in Richard Blount’s Estimating Report or the Incoming Tender Report, nor their authorship’.\footnote{4968}

IV.2780. The OFT considers the interview with SR to be good corroborating evidence for the contemporaneous documents discussed above. Although SR could not recall the company from whom J H Hallam took a cover price without sight of the contemporaneous evidence, he did have a clear recollection of the job and the fact that J H Hallam took a cover price. Although he was not asked to comment specifically on the Estimating Report or the Incoming Tender Report, he had already indicated that it would not be within his remit to prepare these documents.\footnote{4969} SR was therefore not in a position to comment on them. That does not, however, render his evidence as to matters that were within his remit any less reliable.

\textit{Evidence from other companies – Linford}

IV.2781. The OFT wrote to Linford on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Linford had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT’s Fast Track Offer was formally declined by letter, dated 30 April 2007\footnote{4970} received from lawyers Pinsent Masons acting on behalf of Linford.

IV.2782. The OFT subsequently wrote to Linford’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, F & E V Linford, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Linford’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold F & E V Linford jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Linford in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. The OFT spoke to a representative of F &

\footnote{4966}{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12754, page 13.} \footnote{4967}{Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.77.} \footnote{4968}{Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.77.} \footnote{4969}{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12754, page 11.} \footnote{4970}{Response from Linford, OFT Document Reference 10522.}
E V Linford on 11 December 2007 who stated that Linford ‘does not wish to make any comments regarding the second fast track letter at this stage’. 4971

IV.2783. Linford suggested in its response to the Statement that the available evidence was open to two alternative explanations: first that it the evidence ‘...more plausibly relate to J H Hallam’s intentions on being invited to tender than whether a cover price was, in the end, actually given or received by J H Hallam’. 4972 This argument as to the ‘presumed intent’ of J H Hallam appears to reflect the argument more fully advanced in respect of Infringement 63 – i.e. that (i) ‘...J H Hallam intended to win this tender and, if required, planned to provide a cover price to other participating tenderers, Linford...’ 4973 and (ii) ‘...these would be companies which J H Hallam could contact to request a cover price, in the event that it decided not to competitively price the tender’. 4974 Secondly, Linford also repeated its suggestion of retrospective amendment of the documents by J H Hallam as a plausible alternative explanation of the evidence. 4975

IV.2784. The OFT does not consider that the alternative explanations put forward by Linford are supported by the interviews with J H Hallam’s employees or the bid price submitted by Linford (see below). It also notes the absence of any argument by Linford that it actually did not provide a cover price, either with or without any supporting evidence such as witness evidence from its own employees, which might have supported such alternative inferences being drawn from the contemporaneous documents.

IV.2785. For reasons already given above, the OFT does not consider the allegation of retrospective amendment to be made out in respect of the Estimating Report for the board meeting of 20 February 2002, or the Incoming Tender Report Sheet, although it accepts there may have been such an amendment in respect of the Estimating Report for the board meeting of 16 January 2002. Therefore there remains contemporaneous documentary evidence available, for which retrospective amendment is not a plausible explanation.

IV.2786. On that basis, the OFT does not consider either of Linford’s suggested alternative explanations any more plausible than that which the OFT has concluded to be correct, namely that Linford did provide a cover price to J H Hallam, which J H Hallam accepted. That conclusion is supported by contemporaneous documentation, and the witness evidence of J H Hallam’s employees.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2787. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having considered the Parties’ representations, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2788. J H Hallam and Linford each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

4971 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 14073.
4972 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.78.
4973 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.43.
4974 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.44.
4975 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.81.
IV.2789. Linford appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender, and submitted a bid with the intention of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Linford being the lowest recorded and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.2790. J H Hallam did not want to submit a tender and did not want to win this contract.

IV.2791. In regard to Linford, the contemporaneous documents discussed in paragraphs IV.2759 and IV.2768 above confirm that J H Hallam received a cover price from Linford. Specifically, the document mentioned in paragraph IV.2759 shows that cover was taken, by means of the typed letter ‘C’, an in-house method at J H Hallam of indicating that a cover price had been taken. In addition, the internal estimating document cited in paragraph IV.2768 includes, handwritten entries stating ‘Linfords – Gave us cover’ and ‘Cover taken from Linfords’.

IV.2792. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by J H Hallam was higher than the tender submitted by Linford, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been received.

IV.2793. Linford stated in its response to the Statement that ‘...the fact that J H Hallam’s tender price was 19 per cent higher than that of Linford, considerably higher and therefore inconsistent with the pattern of cover pricing and J H Hallam’s own understanding of cover pricing, involving a band of 2-4 per cent...’ 4976 reinforces its suggestion that no cover price was actually given by Linford to J H Hallam. Linford also stated that ‘...[i]t seems questionable that J H Hallam would take a cover price so out of kilter with there [sic] own “band”...’ 4977

IV.2794. The OFT does not accept Linford’s assertion. The OFT does not consider the manner in which J H Hallam understood and/or determined the cover prices it provided to other bidders in other tender processes to be relevant to Linford’s provision of a cover price to J H Hallam in respect of this Infringement. Nor does it consider it possible to impute to J H Hallam some knowledge of the ‘band’ into which the cover prices it received fell. The OFT has not suggested that Linford informed J H Hallam of its own actual bid price for the Sir John Moore Primary School tender, and it would only be possible to determine the 19 per cent band if it was provided with an actual bid price as well as the cover price. As indicated in paragraph IV.73 above, the motivation for cover pricing was usually reciprocity – one company trusted another to provide it a reasonable cover price in order that it should likewise receive a reasonable cover price in future. J H Hallam would have been dependent on Linford to provide a figure within a reasonable ‘band’; it would not have been in a position where it could assess the reasonableness of the figure it received and reject it if it fell outside the two to four per cent band that it itself adopted.

IV.2795. Linford noted in its response to the Statement that there are discrepancies between the tender figures from J H Hallam recorded by the Sir John Moore Foundation (£1,464,860), the contemporaneous estimating document

4976 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.82.2.
4977 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.67.
4978 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 6.55 and 6.64.
(£1,464,820), and the schedule of projects involving cover pricing submitted by J H Hallam (£1,464,870). The OFT considers the slight difference (no more than £50) to be immaterial given the price levels involved. The difference between the figure recorded contemporaneously and that in J H Hallam’s composite schedule may simply be a clerical error, given that ‘2’ and ‘7’ may look similar in a small type font. Linford also noted\(^{4979}\) the discrepancies between these figures, and the figure recorded in the Estimating Report for the 16 January Board Meeting (£1,200,000). However, the OFT does not consider this inconsistent. The latter document was prepared over three weeks before the tender submission deadline and as such is likely to include only an approximate estimate of the value of the contract set out prior to J H Hallam receiving a cover price from Linford, whereas the other documents record the value of the cover price provided.

IV.2796. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Linford and J H Hallam. The OFT also concludes that Linford supplied a figure to J H Hallam for a cover bid.

IV.2797. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2759 to IV.2796 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{4980}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Linford to J H Hallam was not unilateral\(^{4981}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{4982}\)
(b) J H Hallam can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Linford (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{4983}\) and
(c) Linford can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from J H Hallam (i.e. that J H Hallam did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{4984}\)

IV.2798. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above, establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Linford and J H Hallam, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the refurbishment, adaptations, and internal and external repairs, to the main and sundry buildings of Sir John Moore Primary School, date of tender 7 February 2002.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.2799. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

\(^{4979}\) Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.59.

\(^{4980}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4981}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{4982}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4983}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{4984}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.2800. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to J H Hallam on 6 July 2005. J H Hallam will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, J H Hallam will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 97: Refurbishment 92 Dwellings, Mandeville Road Housing Estate, Aylesbury – 7 February 2002
Client: Wycombe District Council
Parties: Mansell and J J McGinley

IV.2801. On 31 December 2001 Aylesbury Vale District Council (‘AVDC’) sought tenders for housing refurbishment works to 92 dwellings at Mandeville Road Estate.4985 The following five companies were invited to tender: Basil Wyatt and Sons, Fergal Contracting Co. Ltd, J B Leadbitter & Co. Ltd, J J McGinley and Mansell, the date and time of tender return was 7 February 2002 at noon.4986

IV.2802. AVDC received the following tender returns:4987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fergal Contracting Co. Ltd</td>
<td>7 February 2002</td>
<td>£1,346,946.37</td>
<td>YES4988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basil Wyatt and Sons</td>
<td>7 February 2002</td>
<td>£1,456,278.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J B Leadbitter &amp; Co. Ltd</td>
<td>7 February 2002</td>
<td>£1,490,701.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J McGinley</td>
<td>7 February 2002</td>
<td>£1,680,200.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>7 February 2002</td>
<td>£1,823,320.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet

IV.2803. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, workload reports. The 2002 workload report for prime projects contained the following entry:4989

---

4985 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7102, page 3. The OFT notes that the date of this letter is 31 December 2002, however from the return date of the tender the OFT believes the correct date to be 31 December 2001.
4988 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7102, page 6. The OFT notes that Fergal Contracting Co. Ltd final amended tender of £1,364,047.42 was recommended for acceptance, the OFT has not been advised as to whether they were awarded the contract.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>LOCATION/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>OUR BID</th>
<th>MARGIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70981</td>
<td>Aylesbury – Refurb. 92 dwellings</td>
<td>1823320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandeville Road Estate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OTHER BIDS | RESULT | REMARKS
LOWEST | SECOND | HIGHEST | POSN. | POSS.% | (J.J.McGinnley)

Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.2804. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.4990 This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2805. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from J J McGinley and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.4991

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.2806. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2807. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR, when asked if Mansell took a cover price from J J McGinley, stated ‘Yes’ and also stated ‘it’s probably it was just … they were the last ones to give us a cover on that sort of work and we’ll try them again this time’.4992 In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.4993

Evidence from other companies – J J McGinley

IV.2808. The OFT wrote to […] [C] on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that […] [C] had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received a response to this letter from the legal representatives of J J McGinley who in this letter stated that J J McGinley admitted “We engaged in cover pricing activities on this tender with Mansell”.4994

4990 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
4992 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 29.
4994 Response from J J McGinley, OFT Document Reference 11019, pages 2 and 3.
IV.2809. The OFT subsequently wrote to J J McGinley’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, McGinley Holdings, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on J J McGinley’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold McGinley Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by J J McGinley in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, McGinley Holdings’ legal representatives stated ‘Our client is not able to respond to the admission of liability by JJM [J J McGinley] concerning events which took place as much as 6 years ago, as neither our client nor our firm has been able to review any of JJM’s contract papers in question …’.  

IV.2810. In its response to the Statement, J J McGinley confirmed that ‘it appears that [J J] McGinley engaged in cover pricing with Mansell’ in respect of this Infringement. Although McGinley Holdings responded to the Statement, it did not make any specific comment with regard to this Infringement, other than to draw attention to ‘factual matters’ which included that ‘Mansell sought from JJM a cover price’ and ‘Mansell submitted a cover price’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2811. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2812. Mansell and J J McGinley each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2813. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.2814. Mansell’s 2002 workload report records ‘(J.J.McGinnley)’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.2815. In addition, J J McGinley has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.2816. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that J J McGinley admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Mansell without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Mansell was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.2817. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by J J McGinley, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

4995 Response from McGinley Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14194.
4997 Written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 32.
IV.2818. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and J J McGinley. The OFT also concludes that J J McGinley supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.2819. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2803 to IV.2818 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{4998} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J J McGinley to Mansell was not unilateral\textsuperscript{4999}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{5000}

(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from J J McGinley (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{5001} and

(c) J J McGinley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{5002}

IV.2820. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and J J McGinley in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment 92 dwellings, Mandeville Road Housing Estate, Aylesbury, tender deadline 7 February 2002.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.2821. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2822. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textbf{Infringement 98: Conversion of Davers Steel Building, Sheffield – 20 February 2002}

\begin{tabular}{ll}
\textbf{Client:} & \textbf{Howells Solicitors} \\
\textbf{Parties:} & \textbf{Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley}
\end{tabular}

IV.2823. On 18 January 2002, Howells Solicitors sought tenders for the conversion of Davers Steel Building, Sheffield.\textsuperscript{5003} The following six companies were invited to

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{4998} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
\item \textsuperscript{4999} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\item \textsuperscript{5000} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\item \textsuperscript{5001} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\item \textsuperscript{5002} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\item \textsuperscript{5003} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8410.
\end{itemize}
tender: Wildgoose, Herbert Baggaley, George Hurst & Sons Limited, Ackroyd & Abbott, G Hurst and Clayfield Construction. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 20 February 2002.

IV.2824. Howells Solicitors received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 20 February 2002</td>
<td>£1,402,197.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 20 February 2002</td>
<td>£1,438,999.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Hurst &amp; Sons Ltd</td>
<td>After 12:00 noon on 20 February 2002</td>
<td>£1,489,220.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 20 February 2002</td>
<td>£1,557,398.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Hurst</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 20 February 2002</td>
<td>£1,644,300.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clayfield Construction</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 20 February 2002</td>
<td>£1,678,904.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose – Enquiry Register, Tender Finance Statement and Invoice

IV.2825. During the OFT’s search of Wildgoose’s premises, an Enquiry Register was found. The Enquiry Register contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E.NO</th>
<th>DATES RECEIVED</th>
<th>RETURN</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02/68</td>
<td>21/1</td>
<td>13/2</td>
<td>Conversion of the Davers Steel building, Sheffield</td>
<td>Howells Solicitors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q/S</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>TENDER DELIVERY – TENDER SUM</th>
<th>DIFF.</th>
<th>EST.</th>
<th>RST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turner &amp; Townsend</td>
<td>John Hill Associates</td>
<td>H.Bagg</td>
<td>DT/D/R</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2826. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose provided a copy of the tender finance statement for this tender. The tender finance statement shows that ‘D/R/PT’ [David Rollinson and Paul Taylor] were the estimators allocated this...
tender to price and that Wildgoose intended to submit a tender of ‘£1,121,387.00’ for this contract.\textsuperscript{5008}

IV.2827. In addition, Wildgoose provided an invoice received in respect of ‘\textit{Davers Building, Sheffield}'. The invoice was numbered ‘\textit{8683}' and headed ‘\textit{BAGGALEY CONSTRUCTION}', was made out to ‘\textit{Wildgoose Construction}', dated ‘\textit{16.8.02}', and contained the following information:\textsuperscript{5009}

\begin{quote}
‘Attn Brian Bennett

\textit{Ref Davers Building Sheffield} 4.912.00

Joinery Works.

\textit{VAT @17\%} \textit{859.60}

\textit{TOTAL DUE} \textit{5.771.60’}
\end{quote}

IV.2828. The invoice was also annotated with a payment stamp dated 16 August and a letter ‘\textit{P}'. The initials ‘\textit{BB}' were also handwritten. This suggests that Bryan Bennett (‘\textit{BB}'), Estimating Director at Wildgoose, authorised payment of this invoice.

\textit{Contemporaneous Documentary Evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley – Invoice}

IV.2829. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley provided an invoice submitted in respect of ‘\textit{Davers Building Sheffield}'. The invoice was numbered ‘\textit{8683}' and headed ‘\textit{BAGGALEY CONSTRUCTION}', was made out to ‘\textit{Wildgoose Construction}', dated ‘\textit{16.8.02}', and contained the following information:\textsuperscript{5010}

\begin{quote}
‘Attn Brian Bennett

\textit{Ref Davers Building Sheffield} 4.912.00

Joinery Works.

\textit{VAT @17\%} \textit{859.60}

\textit{TOTAL DUE} \textit{5.771.60’}
\end{quote}

IV.2830. This invoice is identical to the one produced by Wildgoose, apart from the fact that it has a different stamp, ‘\textit{POSTED TO COMPUTER DATE 22.8.02 BY \[signature]\}}'.\textsuperscript{5011}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{5008} Tender Finance Statement, OFT Document Reference 0453. David Rollinson explained that the original sum Wildgoose submitted was £1,402,197.00. However the client informed Wildgoose that it was over budget and asked Wildgoose to submit an amended figure taking into account various savings. The final figure was £1,121,387.96. Wildgoose did not retain the original tender finance statement.

\textsuperscript{5009} Invoice, OFT Document Reference 0361.

\textsuperscript{5010} Invoice 8683, OFT Document Reference 3895, page 7.

\textsuperscript{5011} Invoice 8683, OFT Document Reference 3895, page 7.
\end{quote}
**Evidence from leniency applicant – Herbert Baggaley**

IV.2831. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley also produced a ‘Schedule of Potential Payments & Receipts [and] Copy Invoices as Listed’. The schedule contained amongst others the following entries:5012

**‘Receipts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doc. No.</th>
<th>Invoice</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contractor</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>8683</td>
<td>16.08.02</td>
<td>Wildgoose Construction Ltd</td>
<td>£4,912.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doc. No.</th>
<th>Job/Tender No.</th>
<th>Invoice</th>
<th>Comment (From recollection)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>T02-009</td>
<td>8683</td>
<td>Both HBC and Wildgoose Construction Ltd were pricing and HBC offered £5,000 to stand aside.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2832. A report prepared by Herbert Baggaley’s legal representatives, Actons, sent on 18 January 2006, provided additional information regarding this contract and the invoice provided and stated ‘This project was an unattractive alteration one for HBC. Howells Solicitors were the clients. The contact at the other Contractor was Brian Bennett, a Director. His reference was on the invoice although he was one of four at that Contractor’s Estimating Department’.5013

IV.2833. With regards to ‘Inter Contractor Invoicing’, Herbert Baggaley’s legal representatives stated ‘It is commonplace for Contractors to buy and sell goods and services to and from each other. In the period between January 2000 and November 2005, HBC [Herbert Baggaley Construction] estimates that there were approximately between 800 and 1,000 inter-Contractor invoices to which HBC was a party … Each Invoice was investigated and an audit trail carried out to confirm it represented a genuine transaction. From these Invoices HBC has uncovered payments made or received for which there was no accompanying paper trail or internal stock or service records. Upon further investigation, a Schedule of Payments and Invoices was extracted which could constitute payments made in respect of covers given or received between 2000 and 2003…’.5014

IV.2834. ‘HBC has no evidence and, therefore, no certainty that any of its current employees has instigated any of the transactions reflected in these Invoices. The payment to it by third parties has been taken as a useful recompense for costs being incurred. Even in the provision of a cover, routine costs are incurred by HBC. On other occasions a job might initially be seen as of high interest but on review of the further details and job specifications might be discarded as of no interest and therefore worthy of a cover. If on such occasions costs had

5012 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3895, page 2.
already been incurred and a third party had offered an estimator a payment to offset those, then such a payment had occasionally been accepted'.

IV.2835. Herbert Baggaley also provided a list of ‘Third Party Contractors’. Herbert Baggaley’s legal representatives stated that ‘This list contains details of other Contractors with whom HBC has dealt in the use of cover pricing … Given the lack of written records of individual covers, it is not always possible for HBC’s estimators to say for certain as to which individual within another contract dealt with that cover. However, the OFT is to take it that where a Contractor is listed as being party to a cover under the Schedule of Tenders, then the individual contact listed within Document 2 [3] is to be the person involved. Where there are more than one name given for a Contractor, then the first name is to be taken as the probable contact’. On page five of the ‘List of Third Party Contractors’ is entered:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contractor</th>
<th>Contact</th>
<th>Telephone number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose Construction</td>
<td>Richard Hubble, Graham Barber, Phil Stiff, Brian Bennett, Malcolm Clark</td>
<td>[…] [C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose

IV.2836. BB, provided a witness statement to the OFT, in which he provided details in relation to this tender. BB stated, ‘We received the enquiry on 21 January 2002 and submitted the tender on 13 February. The client’s quantity surveyors were Turner & Townsend and the architect, John Hill Associates. The Enquiry Register shows that the estimators responsible for pricing the work were Paul Taylor and David Rollinson. At some stage, I believe someone from Herbert Baggaley Construction Limited (“Baggaleys”) rang one of our estimators to establish if we would be submitting a tender. I assume either that they had been asked for assistance from other contractors and were trying to establish the likely remaining competition or, that due to the complex nature of the works, they were gathering information to enable them to make a decision as to whether or not they should submit a tender’.

IV.2837. BB continued, ‘Some time later, I spoke with Baggaleys regarding the tender arrangement. I cannot recall the precise details of the arrangement but I believe that it is most likely that both companies were submitting bona fide tenders and a suggestion was made that the winner should pay the loser £5,000 to be set against tender costs. The suggestion would have been approved by the executive directors and reiterated at the tender adjudication meeting. We were subsequently awarded the contract and completed the works. The tender was a competitive submission and the final account shows a poor final return, below that of the tendered profit margin’. BB stated ‘The tender finance statement… shows no monies were added to the tender bid to cover the £5,000 sum and this would have been paid out of profits achieved.'
Subsequently, Baggaleys sent us an invoice dated 16 August 2002 for £4912 plus VAT for joinery works’. 5021

IV.2838. In a further witness statement provided to the OFT, BB stated, ‘Notes were never made at the time regarding this issue and therefore I cannot recollect specific names or the timing of conversations that took place. However, I believe that the discussions would have taken place around halfway through the tender period when it may have been apparent that only Wildgoose and Baggageys were pricing for it’. 5022

IV.2839. BB also stated, ‘I have since been informed that one of the estimators, David Rollinson, gave Baggageys a cover on this project. I do not recall being aware of this at the time. However, I am not always informed of those covers given, unlike when covers are to be taken’. 5023

IV.2840. During an interview with the OFT on 1 November 2006, BB confirmed his comments in paragraphs IV.2836 to IV.2839 above. He confirmed that the money was paid by Wildgoose to Herbert Baggaley, ‘possibly they decided that it wasn’t a job they wanted, possibly that he couldn’t get it done in time … we still paid them the £5,000’. 5024

IV.2841. David Rollinson (‘DR’), Senior Estimator provided a witness statement to the OFT, in which he provided details in relation to this tender. DR stated ‘This was the first job I priced as an estimator at Wildgoose. I recall that I spoke to either Roger or Anton from Baggageys and gave them a cover on this file. I cannot recall exactly when I spoke to them but it would have been after we had finished pricing the project. I would not have written anything down when giving a cover but I would have made sure that they had a reasonable margin above ours. The tender was submitted on 20 February 2002 in the sum of £1,402,197.00. The client then informed us that we were over budget and asked us to submit an amended figure taking into account various savings. The final figure was £1,121,387.96. Unfortunately, we have not retained the original tender finance statement and only have a copy of the working form of the statement that was used by the surveyors. There are no entries in this tender finance statement to known competitors’. 5025

IV.2842. During an interview with the OFT on 1 November 2006, DR provided additional details regarding the giving of a cover price to Herbert Baggaley. With regard to the initial phone call DR stated ‘... they would have rung us ... pre-tender’ and that Herbert Baggaley would have asked, ‘Are you costing the job yet? Can you give us help?’ 5026 DR confirmed that he would have had to ask BB’s permission in order to give a cover price to a competitor, and in this instance BB agreed. 5027

IV.2843. Eric Alan Clarke, (‘EAC’) Finance Director at Wildgoose, provided a witness statement to the OFT, in which he provided details in relation to this tender. EAC stated, ‘On 16 August 2002 we received an invoice from Herbert Baggageys...’
Limited ("Baggaleys") for the attention of Bryan Bennett and which refers to "Davers Building, Sheffield – Joinery Works ... In this case the Accounts Department would not have found any order from Wildgoose as in actual fact the invoice did not relate to joinery works as stated. In the circumstances, I believe that the Accounts Department would have referred the matter back to Bryan Bennett as he was the person with knowledge of the invoice”.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley**

IV.2844. During an interview on 2 November 2006, Anton Newell (‘AN’), who became Chief Estimator in October 2002 and prior to that worked as an estimator at Herbert Baggaley, was asked if he could recall anything about this contract. AN replied ‘At some stage we would have decided that it was not the best job for us for whatever reason ... I can’t remember specific details about this but we may have contacted ... another builder and asked for some help, we were already taking help off of Wildgoose, so we would then have to go to Wildgoose. It may have become apparent at that time that possibly there was only us two pricing it’. AN confirmed that ‘It probably would have been me in the first instance’ who contacted BB at Wildgoose. ‘He’s an estimator, ... we’ve known him from previous covers where we’d exchanged so we knew to deal with him’.

IV.2845. During an interview on 13 February 2007 Roger Hayes (‘RH’), Chief Estimator until he left Herbert Baggaley in October 2002, was asked if he could recall anything about this tender. RH replied, ‘That’s ringing no bells whatsoever, sorry ... I can only interpret it as yes that must have been a compensation payment. The specifics are beyond me’.

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.2846. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2847. Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2848. Herbert Baggaley explained that this tender ‘... was not the best job for us’, and Herbert Baggaley therefore did not want to win this tender.

IV.2849. It appears that Wildgoose completed the estimating process for this tender and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Wildgoose being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.2850. Contact between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley is admitted by BB and DR of Wildgoose and by RH of Herbert Baggaley. The contact resulted in the offer of a compensation payment and the giving of a cover price. According to Wildgoose, the compensation payment was to be paid to ‘the loser of the tender’, although Herbert Baggaley claims that Wildgoose offered it ‘£5000 to

---

5029 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6372, page 16.
5030 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6372, page 16.
5032 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6372, page 16.
stand aside’. In any event, prior to final tenders Herbert Baggaley obtained a cover price from Wildgoose. BB claims not to have known about this when he agreed to the compensation payment arrangement, however DR stated that he would have had to ask BB’s permission before giving the cover price which he claims he gave to Herbert Baggaley.

IV.2851. The OFT also notes that Herbert Baggaley could have not taken a cover price from anyone other than Wildgoose, as the remaining four tenderers submitted prices above that of Herbert Baggaley.

IV.2852. It is irrelevant whether all individuals involved in the arrangement at Wildgoose were aware of all aspects of the arrangement or that the original arrangement, which may not have involved the giving of a cover price, subsequently changed to include the giving and receiving of a cover price. At a minimum, on either Party's account various contacts took place between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley and those contacts resulted in the giving of a cover price to Herbert Baggaley and the payment of a compensation payment.

IV.2853. In its response to the Statement, Wildgoose accepted that a cover price may have been provided to Herbert Baggaley ‘at the last minute’ by DR.\textsuperscript{5033} Wildgoose disputed, however, that the compensation payment and cover price were connected.\textsuperscript{5034} It submitted that BB was unaware that Herbert Baggaley had taken a cover price from Wildgoose when he made an agreement with Herbert Baggaley to make a compensation payment. Likewise, that DR was unaware of the compensation payment agreement.\textsuperscript{5035} As noted above, however, it is irrelevant to the OFT’s finding of an infringement whether BB and DR were aware of all of the aspects of the arrangement with Herbert Baggaley.

IV.2854. Wildgoose also disputed that it had asked Herbert Baggaley to ‘stand aside’ from the tender process and to take a cover price in return for a compensation payment. Wildgoose questioned, if this were the case, why Herbert Baggaley had approached DR for a cover price, rather than BB with whom it had made the compensation payment arrangement.\textsuperscript{5036}

IV.2855. The OFT notes the conflicting evidence from Herbert Baggaley and Wildgoose regarding the motivation for the compensation payment arrangement. It is not necessary, however, for the OFT to determine whether the compensation payment was made in return for Herbert Baggaley ‘standing down’ or as ‘compensation’ for its tender costs, in order to find an infringement. As such, the OFT makes no finding on this point.

IV.2856. Moreover, it is not necessary for the OFT to determine whether Wildgoose and/or Herbert Baggaley expressly agreed to include the agreed level of compensation in their final tender price or whether in fact they did include such sums in either of their respective tenders.

IV.2857. Notwithstanding BB’s view that Wildgoose’s tender documentation records no monies added to its tender price as a result of the agreement to pay

\textsuperscript{5033} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.47.1.
\textsuperscript{5034} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraphs 4.71, 4.82 and 5.47.1.
\textsuperscript{5035} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.46.
\textsuperscript{5036} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.38.2.
compensation to Herbert Baggaley in the event that Wildgoose was successful, this is immaterial. It is not necessary or indeed possible for the OFT to determine the actual effect of such an exchange of information in any particular tender process. Such an exchange was clearly made in order to influence the conduct of each of the parties in the tender process and in fact did do so. As such it had as its object a restriction and/or distortion of competition and is clearly prohibited by the Chapter I prohibition.5037

IV.2858. Following submission of final tenders, Herbert Baggaley raised an invoice for ‘Joinery Works’ to the value of £4,912.00 plus VAT, with an invoice total of £5,771.60, in respect of Davers Steel Building, Sheffield. Wildgoose has confirmed that this invoice was false. The invoice was marked for the attention of BB at Wildgoose. A stamp on the copy held by Wildgoose shows that this invoice was paid on 16 August 2002.

IV.2859. Both Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley have admitted to bid rigging in respect of this tender and to entering into a financial compensation agreement with the other party. The OFT notes that Herbert Baggaley named ‘Wildgoose’ and provided evidence of the compensation payment without sight of the OFT’s evidence that Herbert Baggaley and Wildgoose were involved in bid rigging and a financial agreement on this tender. This provides additional corroboration of the contemporaneous evidence.

IV.2860. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley. The OFT also concludes that Wildgoose supplied a figure to Herbert Baggaley for a cover bid, and that an arrangement was made for the winner of the tender to pay the loser of the tender a compensation payment. This payment was facilitated by the production of a false invoice relating to ‘joinery supplied’. Although Wildgoose has claimed that the amount of the compensation payment came out of its profits rather than being added to the tender, the OFT notes that Wildgoose’s original tender was substantially higher than its final tender figure agreed with the client, and that it was this original tender figure which was calculated at the time the agreement to make a compensation payment was reached.

IV.2861. Wildgoose submitted, in its response to the Statement, that it priced the tender competitively and did not take into account any agreement with Herbert Baggaley when deciding the final tender price. Wildgoose stated ‘shortly after the submission of the tender, the Wildgoose estimator, [DR] wrote to the client’s [quantity surveyor], Turner & Townsend, stating ‘we feel substantial savings can be made to the above scheme and would welcome discussions with yourselves, and await your further instructions’. ’5038 Wildgoose produced a copy of this letter, which was sent by DR to Turner & Townsend on 21 February 2002. Wildgoose went on to state that, following discussions with Turner & Townsend, a number of areas were identified for potential savings, and that Wildgoose’s initial tender figure was subsequently reduced to reflect savings of £280,809.5039

IV.2862. Wildgoose suggested that ‘it approached the client to recommend areas where “substantial savings” could be made to the project, thereby demonstrating that

5037 See paragraphs III.149 to III.154 of the Legal Background section.
5038 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.43.
5039 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.44.
Wildgoose was endeavouring to provide the client with a very competitive price.\textsuperscript{5040}

IV.2863. This does not accord, however, with DR’s recollection of events. DR stated that ‘The tender was submitted on 20 February 2002 in the sum of £1,402,197.00. The client then informed us that we were over budget and asked us to submit an amended figure taking into account various savings. The final figure was £1,121,387.96.’\textsuperscript{5041} DR’s recollection of events is consistent with the letter from DR to Turner & Townsend dated 21 February 2002, in which DR stated that he was responding to a letter from Turner & Townsend dated 20 February 2002 (the closing date for tender submission). A copy of the earlier letter from Turner & Townsend was not provided to the OFT by Wildgoose.

IV.2864. Rather than demonstrating that Wildgoose approached the client to suggest substantial savings, the OFT concludes that Wildgoose’s initial tender price was too high, that Turner & Townsend requested a lower tender price and that, following discussions, Turner & Townsend secured a reduction of £280,809, equating to nearly 20 per cent off Wildgoose’s initial tender price.

IV.2865. Wildgoose made further submissions about the level of profit margin on this tender, arguing that it had struggled to fully recover its overhead costs which, it claimed, demonstrated that it had not inflated its profit margin at the client’s expense.\textsuperscript{5042} Wildgoose quoted a percentage figure which it said represented the level of its overhead costs for the year 2002, but did not submit any evidence in support of this figure. In any event, the OFT does not consider Wildgoose’s profit margin to be conclusive evidence of whether or not it reflected the amount of the compensation payment in its tender price.

IV.2866. In summary, the OFT does not necessarily accept the arguments advanced by Wildgoose in support of its contention that it did not inflate its tender price to reflect the compensation payment to Herbert Baggaley. As noted above, however, it is not necessary for the OFT to prove that the Parties expressly agreed to add the amount of the compensation payment to the final tender price, or that they did in fact do so. As such, the OFT ultimately makes no finding in this respect.

IV.2867. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2825 to IV.2866 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{5043} In particular:

\begin{itemize}
\item[(a)] the contacts between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley resulting in the provision of a cover bid and the payment of a compensation payment from Wildgoose to Herbert Baggaley were not unilateral\textsuperscript{5044}, and contravene the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors,\textsuperscript{5045}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{5040} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.38.3.
\textsuperscript{5041} Witness Statement, OFT Document Reference 14273, page 3.
\textsuperscript{5042} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.45.
\textsuperscript{5043} See paragraphs III.3 and II.89 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{5044} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\textsuperscript{5045} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51, III.93 to III.94, and III.139 to III.140 of the Legal Background section.
(b) the agreement between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley that the successful tenderer would pay compensation to the unsuccessful tenderer and that Herbert Baggaley would receive a compensation payment had the obvious consequence of restricting or distorting competition and was capable of an effect on price;  

(c) Herbert Baggaley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Wildgoose (i.e. the cover price, the agreement to pay compensation, and the agreed level of compensation) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;  

(d) Wildgoose can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Herbert Baggaley (i.e. the agreement to pay compensation, the agreed level of compensation, and that Herbert Baggaley did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.2868. Wildgoose submitted in its response to the Statement that it did not take into account the information received from Herbert Baggaley when determining its own conduct in the tendering process. Wildgoose maintained that it ‘continued to price the project competitively, as is evidenced by its approach to the [quantity surveyor] to identify ‘substantial savings’.’

IV.2869. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Wildgoose has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept that Wildgoose did not increase its tender sum to account for the compensation payment, that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.

IV.2870. In any event, the OFT notes that the requirement for an undertaking to have altered its conduct on the market as a result of reciprocal contact with a competitor is a necessary element of proving a concerted practice, but the OFT is not required to demonstrate this element where the Parties admit that they concluded an agreement. The OFT notes that Wildgoose referred a number of times in its response to the Statement to an ‘agreement’ with Herbert Baggaley. Furthermore, Wildgoose has admitted that its conduct infringed the Act and by implication, therefore, that it was party to either an anti-competitive agreement or concerted practice.

5046 See paragraphs III.150 to III.152 of the Legal Background section.
5047 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, III.125, III.142, and III.156 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
5048 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, III.125, III.142, and III.156 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
5049 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraphs 4.82 and 5.47.3.
5050 See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
5051 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraphs 5.46 and 5.47.3.
5052 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 4.36.
IV.2871. To the extent that Wildgoose submits this Infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

IV.2872. The OFT therefore concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the conversion of Davers Steel Building, Sheffield, tender deadline 20 February 2002.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2873. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2874. Wildgoose informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Wildgoose will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.2875. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Herbert Baggaley’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Wildgoose. Herbert Baggaley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Herbert Baggaley in respect of this Infringement.

Alleged Infringement 99: Not included in the Decision

Client: Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council
Parties: BBCL⁵⁰⁵⁵ and William Sapcote

IV.2876. On 21 January 2002, Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council sought tenders for the design and build of three new classrooms, Heart of England School, Balsall Common, Solihull.⁵⁰⁵⁴ The following six companies were invited to tender: Ashe Construction Ltd, BBCL⁵⁰⁵⁵, Benfield Construction Ltd, E Manton, Interclass and William Sapcote. The date and time of tender return was 25 February 2002 at noon.⁵⁰⁵⁶

IV.2877. Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council received the following tender returns:⁵⁰⁵⁷

---

⁵⁰⁵³ BBCL (Balfour Beatty Construction Ltd) is a subsidiary of Balfour Beatty.
⁵⁰⁵⁴ Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9195.
⁵⁰⁵⁵ Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9195. The OFT notes that the information for client shows that this tender went Balfour Beatty Refurbishment Ltd, however it appears that BBCL dealt with the tender process.
⁵⁰⁵⁶ Information from client OFT Document Reference 9195.
⁵⁰⁵⁷ Information from client OFT Document Reference 9195.
### Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty – Bid Risk Checklist and two sets of handwritten notes**

IV.2878. As part of its leniency application, Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives provided a BBCL Southern Division Bid Risk Checklist for this tender[^5058], which contained the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interclass</td>
<td>25 February 2002 at noon</td>
<td>£253,161.40</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Manton</td>
<td>25 February 2002 at noon</td>
<td>£404,664.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benfield Construction Ltd</td>
<td>25 February 2002 at noon</td>
<td>£359,977.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashe Construction Ltd</td>
<td>25 February 2002 at noon</td>
<td>£411,356.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Sapcote</td>
<td>25 February 2002 at noon</td>
<td>£393,340.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBCL</td>
<td>25 February 2002 at noon</td>
<td>£279,441.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competition</th>
<th>Sapcote (Cover)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interclass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2879. Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives also provided handwritten notes in respect of this tender[^5059], belonging to Martyn Etheridge (‘ME’), a senior estimator at BBCL, which show:

‘COVER 5% £292,340 SAPCOTE 4.62%’

IV.2880. Further handwritten notes, headed ‘HEART OF ENGLAND SCHOOL – BALSALL COMMON’[^5060], belonging to ME, show:

‘COVER SAPCOTE PETER PEARY [...] [C] £293,340’

**Evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty**

IV.2881. Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a schedule setting out instances of cover pricing uncovered or suspected within BBCL, where covers were given. In respect of this tender the schedule shows that BBCL gave a cover price to William Sapcote.[^5061]

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty**

IV.2882. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Balfour Beatty employees and ex-employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.189 to IV.203 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

[^5058]: Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1625.
[^5059]: Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1626b.
[^5060]: Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B3889.
IV.2883. During an interview with the OFT on 30 March 2007, ME, advised what would happen when a competitor asked for a cover price from BBCL as detailed in paragraphs IV.195 to IV.197 above. ME advised that his role was ‘to estimate and, and win building contracts for the south-east which includes Birmingham … as well as the London office’. In respect of the BBCL Southern Division Bid Risk Checklist, ME stated ‘I completed it …’ and in respect of the entry for Sapcote, stated ‘… they came to me asking me to give them help on a tender … with a tender … figure to go in on’ and in respect of the competition stated ‘But that competition [Sapcote and Interclass] is the competition we knew about; there may have been more. We don’t know’.

IV.2884. In relation to the handwritten notes ME stated ‘Yes, my handwriting’. When asked about the notes showing percentages and a figure of 292,340, ME stated ‘That was the number we gave Sapcote to go in, or no lower than that number, and that it was roughly about 5 percent I gave them, but it actually worked out 4.62. It was just noting down … the number we gave out’. In respect of the other page of notes, ME stated ‘I’d just written it down somewhere else and I got the number slightly different as well … by £1,000’ and ‘He’s [Peter Perry] the contact at Sapcote, yeah. He was, is the guy who approached me and that’s why I’ve documented his name and number’.

Evidence from other companies – William Sapcote

IV.2885. The OFT wrote to William Sapcote on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that William Sapcote had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter William Sapcote did not admit that it engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender.

IV.2886. The OFT subsequently wrote to William Sapcote’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Sapcote Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on William Sapcote’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Sapcote Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by William Sapcote in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Sapcote Holdings’ legal representatives stated that Sapcote Holdings had no further comment to make.

IV.2887. Following the issue of the Statement, neither William Sapcote nor Sapcote Holdings submitted any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2888. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

5062 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11138, page 2.
5068 Response from Sapcote Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14035.
IV.2889. BBCL and William Sapcote each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2890. Both companies submitted a tender. William Sapcote was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that BBCL completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.2891. BBCL Southern Division Bid Risk Checklist provided by Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives for this tender shows ‘Sapcote (Cover)’ and handwritten notes show ‘COVER 5% £292,340 SAPCOTE 4.62%’, and ‘COVER SAPCOTE PETER PEARY [.............] [C] £293,340’. Balfour Beatty confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to William Sapcote in the amount shown.

IV.2892. The OFT notes that William Sapcote’s bid was exactly £100,000 higher than the cover price given by BBCL, with every other digit matching the cover price of £293,340. It appears that William Sapcote either inflated the price further in order to ensure that it did not win the tender, or that it misheard the figure provided by BBCL.

IV.2893. The telephone number noted on the handwritten notes of ME at BBCL, ‘[...] [C]’ matches with the telephone number for William Sapcote, as shown on the letterhead on its response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.2894. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by William Sapcote was higher than the tender submitted by BBCL, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. The OFT further notes that BBCL was apparently only aware of one other competitor for this tender, Interclass, who won the tender. As Interclass’s tender was below BBCL’s, BBCL could only have provided cover to William Sapcote.

IV.2895. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between BBCL and William Sapcote. The OFT also concludes that BBCL supplied a figure to William Sapcote for a cover bid.

IV.2896. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2878 to IV.2895 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from BBCL to William Sapcote was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) William Sapcote can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from BBCL (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and
(c) BBCL can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from William Sapcote (i.e. that William Sapcote did not intend

---

5069 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5070 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5071 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5072 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{5073}

IV.2897. In its response to the Statement, Balfour Beatty stated ‘The OFT has adduced no evidence that the giving of a cover was taken into account by Balfour Beatty and Mansell when pricing its tenders nor is there any evidence that the giving of a cover had any effect on these parties’ pricing of the tender.’\textsuperscript{5074}

IV.2898. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption\textsuperscript{5075} and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Balfour Beatty has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may 'take account' of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Balfour Beatty’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition. To the extent that Balfour Beatty submitted that this infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

IV.2899. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between BBCL and William Sapcote in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the design and build of three new classrooms, Heart of England School, Balsall Common, Solihull, tender deadline 25 February 2002.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.2900. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2901. Balfour Beatty informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Balfour Beatty will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textbf{Alleged Infringement 101: Not included in the Decision}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{5073} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.\textsuperscript{5074} Written representations of Balfour Beatty, 27 June 2008, paragraph 10.8.\textsuperscript{5075} See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 102: Centre for Organic Horticulture Phase 1, Ryton Organic Gardens, Coventry – 15 April 2002
Client: Ryton Organic Gardens
Parties: Thomas Vale and Greswolde

IV.2902. On 18 February 2002, Ryton Organic Gardens sought tenders for a new build of a centre for organic horticulture, Ryton Organic Gardens, Coventry. The following six companies were invited to tender: Thomas Vale, Greswolde, William Sapcote, Stepnell Ltd, Benson and GAJ.5076 The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 15 April 2002 at midday.

IV.2903. Ryton Organic Gardens received the following tender returns:5077

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time and Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>15 April 2002 midday</td>
<td>£585,400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greswolde</td>
<td>15 April 2002 midday</td>
<td>£527,718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Sapcote</td>
<td>15 April 2002 midday</td>
<td>£566,740</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepnell Ltd</td>
<td>15 April 2002 midday</td>
<td>£551,148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benson</td>
<td>15 April 2002 midday</td>
<td>£523,555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAJ</td>
<td>15 April 2002 midday</td>
<td>£510,377</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporary documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet

IV.2904. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporary Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:5078

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5082</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Ryton Organic Gardens Centre for Organic Horticulture, Phase 1</td>
<td>CKT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>08/04/02 Noon</td>
<td>585,400</td>
<td>Greswolde, Sapcote, GAJ, Benson, Stepnell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2905. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’5079 of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this list, there is an entry for Greswolde plus contact names and telephone number.5080

5076 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13232.
5077 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13232.
5078 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 25.
5080 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 9.
Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.2906. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2907. At Annex 14 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 35 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2002 tenders is the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5082</td>
<td>08 April</td>
<td>Ryton Organic Gardens</td>
<td>Centre for Organic Horticulture, Phase 1</td>
<td>Taken (Greswolde)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2908. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.

IV.2909. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application and ‘Greswold’ appears on this list.

IV.2910. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.2911. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.2912. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were his own and that the letter ‘B’, which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’, stands for Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender which indicated that it was a cover price.

---

5081 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
5082 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 35.
5083 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
5084 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 10 and 13.
Evidence from other companies – Greswolde

IV.2913. The OFT wrote to Greswolde on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Greswolde had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response Greswolde, through its legal representatives, admitted engaging ‘in bid rigging activities on this tender with THOMAS VALE CONSTRUCTION’.5085

IV.2914. The OFT subsequently wrote to Greswolde’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Mantisson, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Greswolde’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Mantisson jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Greswolde in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Mantisson did not make any comment.5086

IV.2915. In their response to the Statement, Greswolde and Mantisson stated ‘Greswolde is not...challenging the OFT’s substantive allegations in relation to each of the Alleged Infringements and maintains its acceptance of the terms of the Fast Track Offer’.5087

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2916. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2917. Thomas Vale and Greswolde each accepted an invitation to tender for the construction of a new centre for organic horticulture, Phase 1, Ryton Organic Gardens, Coventry.

IV.2918. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that a cover price was sought.

IV.2919. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records five competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely ‘Greswolde, Sapcote, GAJ, Benson and Stepnell’. Greswolde is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is recorded as £585,400, matching that recorded by the client.

IV.2920. The OFT notes that although five competitors have been recorded on the Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold, i.e. Greswolde. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Greswolde from the other four competitors. In addition, the fact that the tender had been allocated to CKT, who was responsible for the maintenance of the spreadsheet, means that it is likely that the entry was accurate and that CKT

5086 Response from Mantisson, OFT Document Reference 13986.
5087 Written representations of Greswolde and Mantisson, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.5.
had personal knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price and make contact with Greswolde at the time. It also indicates that CKT himself made contact with Greswolde.

IV.2921. Thomas Vale admitted that Greswolde was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. CKT had an entry for Greswolde in a contact book he used to telephone other contractors for the purpose of obtaining cover prices.

IV.2922. Greswolde’s own bid of £527,718 is lower than that tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Greswolde to Thomas Vale.

IV.2923. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Greswolde admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Thomas Vale, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Thomas Vale was involved. This provides independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.2924. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Greswolde. The OFT also concludes that Greswolde supplied a figure to Thomas Vale for a cover bid.

IV.2925. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2904 to IV.2924 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Greswolde to Thomas Vale was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Greswolde (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Greswolde can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.2926. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Greswolde and Thomas Vale in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for Phase 1 of the new build of a centre for organic horticulture, Ryton Organic Gardens, Coventry, tender deadline 15 April 2002.

5088 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5089 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5090 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5091 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5092 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2927. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2928. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 103: Refurbishment of Psychiatric Services, Wards S2 and S3, Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge – 16 April 2002

Client: Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust

Parties: Jackson and Haymills

IV.2929. On 18 March 2002, Addenbrookes Hospital ('Addenbrookes') sought tenders for the refurbishment of Psychiatric Services, Wards S2 and S3, Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge. The return date for the tender was 16 April 2002 and six companies were invited to tender: F W Cocksedge & Sons Ltd, Haymills, R G Carter, Wates Construction Ltd, T Butler & Son (Sawston) Ltd and Jackson.

IV.2930. Addenbrookes received the following tender returns prior to 12:00 noon on 16 April 2002:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F W Cocksedge &amp; Sons Ltd</td>
<td>16 April 2002</td>
<td>Prior to Noon</td>
<td>£894,040.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haymills</td>
<td>16 April 2002</td>
<td>Prior to Noon</td>
<td>£875,125.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R G Carter</td>
<td>16 April 2002</td>
<td>Prior to Noon</td>
<td>£849,461.26</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wates Construction Ltd</td>
<td>16 April 2002</td>
<td>Prior to Noon</td>
<td>£962,740.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Butler &amp; Son (Sawston) Ltd</td>
<td>16 April 2002</td>
<td>Prior to Noon</td>
<td>£886,969.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>16 April 2002</td>
<td>Prior to Noon</td>
<td>£927,416.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Propency – Jackson Tender book

IV.2931. In Jackson’s tender book provided by Propency to the OFT as part of its leniency application, in respect of this tender, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:

5093 Jackson is a subsidiary of Propency.
5094 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 6976.
5095 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 6976.
**Evidence from leniency applicant Propency**

IV.2932. As part of its leniency application, Propency provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2933. In particular, Propency provided to the OFT an analysis of its Tender Records Book since 4 January 2000, and in respect of this tender, Propency confirmed that it received a cover price from Haymills.\(^{5097}\)

IV.2934. In its response to the Statement, Propency stated ‘…Propency Group has made admissions in relation to all instances of cover pricing it uncovered as part of its leniency application’.\(^{5098}\)

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Propency**

IV.2935. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Propency’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.2936. John Rhodes (‘JR’), Pre-Contracts Manager at Jackson, confirmed in interview that it is his handwriting in the tender book\(^{5099}\) and that in most instances it would be himself that arranged the cover price.\(^{5100}\)

**Evidence from other companies – Haymills**

IV.2937. The OFT wrote to Haymills on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Haymills had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Haymills admitted ‘We engaged in cover pricing (a form of bid rigging activities) on this tender with Jacksons’.\(^{5101}\)

---

\(^{5097}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A1274, page 3.

\(^{5098}\) Written representations of Propency et al, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 6.2.

\(^{5099}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 10.

\(^{5100}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 11.

\(^{5101}\) Response from Haymills, OFT Document Reference 11069, page 2.
IV.2938. In its response Haymills enclosed a copy of its Tender Analysis Form for this tender and under the section headed ‘Competition’ it says ‘Jackson – C’. Haymills confirmed that ‘a cover price was given by Haymills’ and that ‘the relevant competitor is Jacksons’.

IV.2939. The OFT subsequently wrote to Haymills’ ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Corringway, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Haymills’ response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Corringway jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Haymills in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Corringway said ‘Corringway is prepared to confirm that it proposes to respect the terms of Haymills’ acceptance of its participation in the alleged infringements, and that it does not propose to make representations denying Haymills’ participation in the bid-rigging activities in relation to the suspect tenders which are set out in Annex 1 of the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007 to Haymills ...’.

IV.2940. In its response to the Statement, Haymills stated that it ‘...does not challenge its participation in cover pricing and its breach of the Chapter I prohibition in respect of ... [this Infringement]. Haymills Group regrets its participation in cover pricing and now operates a strict policy of competition law compliance.’

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2941. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2942. Jackson and Haymills each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.2943. Haymills completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.2944. Jackson was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.2945. In regard to Haymills, Jackson’s tender book states, ‘Cover from Haymills’. Propencity has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from Haymills. Jackson recorded in the tender book the figure £927,416, as the tender figure and this was the figure that Jackson submitted.

IV.2946. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Jackson was higher than the tender submitted by Haymills, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.2947. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Haymills admitted that it gave a cover price to Jackson, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Jackson took a cover price from Haymills. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

5102 Tender Analysis Form, OFT Document Reference 11072, page 1.
5103 Response from Haymills, OFT Document Reference 10404, pages 4 and 5.
5105 Written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.
IV.2948. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Haymills and Jackson. The OFT also concludes that Haymills supplied a figure to Jackson for a cover bid.

IV.2949. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2931 to IV.2948 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Haymills to Jackson was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Jackson can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Haymills (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Haymills can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Jackson (i.e. that Jackson did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.2950. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Jackson and Haymills, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the refurbishment of Psychiatric Services, Wards S2 and S3, Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge, tender deadline 16 April 2002.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.2951. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2952. Propensity informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Propensity will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

5106 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5107 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5108 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5109 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5110 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 104: Alterations to Café and Conservatory Extension, Burton College
- 22 April 2002

Client: Burton College
Parties: Wildgoose and Mansell

IV.2953. On 18 March 2002, Burton College sought tenders for café alterations and a conservatory extension at Burton College, Lichfield Street, Burton on Trent.\textsuperscript{5111} The following six companies were invited to tender: Herbert Baggaley, G F Tomlinson, Mansell, Wildgoose, Sol and Paragon Catering Equipment Services Ltd.\textsuperscript{5112} The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 22 April 2002.

IV.2954. Burton College received the following first round of tender returns:\textsuperscript{5113}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 22 April 2002</td>
<td>£583,125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 22 April 2002</td>
<td>£688,742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 22 April 2002</td>
<td>£556,283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 22 April 2002</td>
<td>£682,104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 22 April 2002</td>
<td>£544,541</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragon</td>
<td>No tender received</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2955. Wildgoose and Mansell were requested by Burton College to provide priced ‘Bills of Quantities’ after the tender deadline and submit a revised tender, which they did\textsuperscript{5114} and Burton College confirmed that the work subject of the tender was carried out by Wildgoose although certain items were omitted due to the available budget.\textsuperscript{5115}

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose – Post Tender Submission Adjustments and Invoice*

IV.2956. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose provided a copy of a two page document, headed ‘Post Tender Submission Adjustments’ completed by Bryan Bennett (‘BB’), Estimating Director at Wildgoose, in respect of this tender and showing various handwritten calculations.\textsuperscript{5116}

\textsuperscript{5111} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7309.
\textsuperscript{5112} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7309.
\textsuperscript{5113} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7309.
\textsuperscript{5115} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7309.
\textsuperscript{5116} Post Tender Submission Adjustments, OFT Document Reference 4514.
‘Mansells = 556282 a diff of £11741

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WILGOOSE</th>
<th>MANSELL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual Glazing ...</td>
<td>59805</td>
<td>100 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Roofing ...</td>
<td>30255</td>
<td>25000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90060</td>
<td>125000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

125000  To add to WCL Tender to compare
90060    34940 less tender difference £11741 = 23199 ...
34940

sugD Addn rqd Tender New margin margin
32267 – 23199 + 45000 = 54068

This leaves WCL = 1st with Mansells

Notes
Our glazing price is based upon an alternative system. but is a fixed price from Castle

Our roofing is a fp to correct spec (with quals that we must pass on.

Suggest:-
Inflate roof price to exist roof to make Mansells prov. figure appear low.
It is also anticipated that this work will proceed, [therefore] we should retain as profit extra monies added’

IV.2957. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose also provided an invoice received from Mansell. The invoice was dated 7 October 2002 and headed ‘MANSELL’ and was addressed for the attention of BB of ‘WILGOGOOSE CONSTRUCTION LTD’, and contained the following information:5117

‘JOINERY FOR BURTON COLLEGE. 9,985.00

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOODS TOTAL</td>
<td>9,985.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT TOTAL</td>
<td>1,747.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVOICE TOTAL</td>
<td>£11,732.38’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.2958. This invoice contains what appears to be a signed and completed payment stamp.

5117 Invoice, OFT Document Reference 4513.
Contemporaneous Documentary Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – Invoice, Customer Account Enquiry, handwritten note and internal email

IV.2959. As part of its leniency application, Mansell provided a copy of an invoice submitted to Wildgoose. The invoice is identical to the one produced by Wildgoose, apart from the handwritten endorsements made by Wildgoose and Mansell on their respective invoices.5118

IV.2960. In particular, Mansell provided a Customer Account Enquiry for a customer named ‘WILDGOOSE CONSTRUCTION LTD’ showing that an invoice for £11,732.38 was paid on 31 December 2002.5119 The invoice is referred to as ‘External Estimating Services’.5120 Mansell also provided a handwritten note which contains Wildgoose’s name, address and telephone number and the following information:5121

‘£9,985.00 + VAT 1747.39
Joinery for Burton College
Mark invoice for attention of Brian Bennett
FROM ANDY
P101 86 6105 WIL003’

IV.2961. This note has a stamp on it, which reads ‘RECEIVED 7 OCT 2002’ and is signed.5122

IV.2962. In addition, Mansell provided a copy of an email dated 17 June 2002 from Robert Tudge, Commercial Manager for Mansell’s Eastern business unit at the time of this tender, to Kenneth Lockwood (‘KL’), who was a Chief Estimator in the Nottingham office at Mansell, which gives as its subject ‘Burton College’ and states ‘How do we get our hands on the £10K?’.5123

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose

IV.2963. On 10 January 2008, BB provided a further witness statement to the OFT, in which he provided details in relation to this tender. BB stated, ‘I recall, post tender, exchanging figures with the estimator from Mansells (possibly Ken Lockwood) to obtain an indication of our competitiveness. During this conversation, we discussed difficult aspects of the project and our respective approaches to them’.5124

IV.2964. BB continued ‘We were advised later, most probably by [the client], that our tender and one other were under consideration. It transpired that the other tender under consideration was Mansell’s. [The client] then requested a priced Bill of Quantities to be prepared, which we duly submitted ... This request by

5119 Customer Account Enquiry, OFT Document Reference B4120, page 4
5120 Customer Account Enquiry, OFT Document Reference B4120, page 5
5123 Email, OFT Document Reference 14353.
the client left us in a dilemma as both Wildgoose and Mansells were aware of each other’s tender figures. Mansells had submitted a tender sum of £556,282 which was a difference of £11,741 from our bid. The Mansells’ estimator had, as previously stated, divulged information to me during our conversation that they had submitted provisional figures for the roofing and glazing. This meant that both companies could use the knowledge of each other’s original tender to their own advantage when preparing the priced Bill of Quantities and revised tender which, in my view, made our revised tender offer of £419,323 even more competitive’. 5126

IV.2965. Regarding the calculations he made on the ‘Post Tender Submission Adjustments’, BB said ‘It will be seen from these calculations that, after the savings, I estimated that there was a tender difference of £23,199 between Mansells and Wildgoose. However, the figures provided for the glazing and roofing were so close that if the client had exchanged each party’s costs for these elements, either party may have won the tender. Therefore, in order to have a better chance of winning the tender, we identified savings of approximately £32,000 to ensure that Wildgoose’s tender was even more competitive and stood a greater chance of securing the contract’. 5126

IV.2966. BB continued ‘A conversation took place with Mansells during the second stage of negotiations in which it was agreed that the losing party would recoup its estimating costs from the winner and a sum of approximately £10,000 was agreed upon. However, no money was added to the tender price and the money would be paid from any profits secured from the contract. Further, there was no agreement as to who would win the tender. As far as I am concerned, this was a legitimate tender and no discussions took place about sharing work. I priced the tender and did so very competitively. I also consider our actions in exchanging tender figures post tender resulted in the client receiving a much more competitive tender for his project than would otherwise have been the case’. 5127

IV.2967. BB added ‘Once the Mansells invoice was received in Wildgoose, it was logged onto the Accounts system as a cost against the project and I signed it off accordingly. I am unable to confirm why “joinery” has been inserted on the invoice to Wildgoose. I can only suggest that Mansells had a joinery division which is why it was used a reference’. 5128

IV.2968. During an interview with the OFT on 1 November 2006, BB was asked who made the initial contact between Wildgoose and Mansell. BB stated ‘I can’t recall ... I don’t know whether we rang them or they rang us, to be quite honest’ 5129 and ‘I do know with Mansell’s, we exchanged figures. They knew what our figure was, we knew what their figure was. And in fact we had a fairly in-depth discussion about the pluses and minuses, the difficulties on the job, how we’d tackled it, and thought nothing more of it, you know. They wished us good luck on the job, it looked like we were possibly the lowest. We subsequently were found to be the lowest. But it was over budget. And the client needed to find savings ... And they were going to – I think it was the

5128 Witness Statement, OFT Document Reference 14269, pages 2 and 3.
5129 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, page 73.
lowest two, which happened to be ourselves and Mansell’s. Obviously, when Mansell’s found out that they’d been approached, we were both going to try and beat each other’s figure … We knew it wasn’t very far apart from each other. We both wanted the job, and we did everything in our powers to try and – try and ensure that we beat Mansell’s … During the period, a discussion took place between ourselves and Mansell’s that one of us is going to lose the job, lets put something in for the second man’s efforts’.5130

IV.2969. BB added that he could not recall who he made the arrangement with at Mansell, other than that it was possibly KL. He confirmed that Wildgoose’s Managing Director and at least one other director would have been aware of the arrangement with Mansell.5131 BB also explained that in his discussions with Mansell ‘I can’t recall the exact details, but they’d made a comment that the – a certain element of the roof work was very difficult, and they put a provisional sum in for it. Provisional because they don’t know what it’s likely to cost … And they put in a very low provisional sum. So I suppose I was trying to discredit their provisional sum by making our work for the roof appear expensive. And all that meant was that the figure didn’t go up because we’d inflated the price, it was just the moneys were moved about … But it was really just to hopefully say to the client, ‘Just revisit the element of work on the roof. Be certain that, you know, it is right’’.5132

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.2970. During an interview with the OFT on 18 April 2007, KL was asked about this tender and, in particular, the invoice sent to Wildgoose. KL said ‘I haven’t got any recollection of this one. I mean I don’t say, I’m not saying that I’m going to try and sort of avoid doing it, I’m just saying that it doesn’t ring a bell. But having said that, Wildgoose Construction and Brian Bennett I know very well, so I mean it could have been, you know’.5133 Asked about the evidence from Wildgoose regarding the arrangement made between Mansell and Wildgoose that the winning contractor would pay the losing contractor’s estimating costs, KL said ‘Well, it does ring true, in fact, just before we came in I was mentioning this one and I’m convinced that, now, what you’ve just said convinces me of my memory which is still very vague. But I’m convinced we were added onto this tender list by the client, er, simply as, just sort of beefing up the tender list. I’m sure we were approached to say would we go on a tender list and there was something in it for us, but I believe … as I was saying earlier on I’m convinced this is one where we were approached to appear to be on the tender list. The client wanted Wildgoose do the job, I’m convinced of it, that’s where it came from … so he’d go to the contractor that he wanted to do the job and suggest that that contractor get two other people to put quotes in’.5134

IV.2971. KL continued ‘I’d have to say on record, I don’t honestly remember it in detail but, yeah, so … you have to realize that I was constantly, I mean we talked about so many things over years and years. I mean these, all these people, particular people like Brian Bennett, I mean, we talked about all sorts of things … I mean lots and lots of things, so it was, it was not just an occasional ring so

5130 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, pages 72 and 73.
5131 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, page 74.
5132 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, page 76.
5133 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, pages 29 and 30.
5134 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 30.
I wouldn’t remember in detail … but certainly … I can see what’s happened there [Burton College] but as I say you can’t prove it, you can’t say anything for definite so I’d rather say … no comment’. 5135 KL thought that this contract was not one that Mansell tried competitively to win. 5136

IV.2972. As part of its leniency application, Mansell made enquiries with its current employees about this tender and only one current employee in its Nottingham office, Andy Pownall (‘AP’), management accountant, could have dealt with this contract. AP confirmed that the annotation ‘P101 86 6105 WIL003’ on the handwritten note5137 was in his handwriting and that it related to the customer and job references on the invoice. AP also confirmed that the words ‘From Andy’ were in the handwriting of Tony Seals, a finance sale administrator who left Mansell in June 2007. AP was unable to recognise the other handwriting on the handwritten note, which appeared to be by two different people, although he believed it was not the writing of KL. AP had no recollection of processing this invoice or of any other aspect of the tender itself. AP was, however, confident that he did process the invoice because his handwriting was on the note. 5138

IV.2973. In particular, Mansell made enquiries with three of its former employees about this tender: KL, Robert Tudge (‘RT’), former Commercial Manager and Roman Rozycki (‘RR’), a former senior estimator. KL, RT and RR had no recollection of the tender although RR recalled that he conducted a site visit with other Mansell employees, which suggested very clearly that this was a fully costed and competitively priced tender. In respect of the documentation provided by Wildgoose, KL suggested that there may well have been contact between Mansell and Wildgoose and that an anti-competitive arrangement of some sort suggested itself as the most likely explanation. KL, RT and RR agreed that it would have been extremely unlikely that Mansell and Wildgoose would have shared costs for producing the ‘Bills of Quantities’ in this way, that is by Mansell invoicing Wildgoose directly. 5139

IV.2974. RR and RT were at a loss to explain the invoice. Each believed that Mansell’s Eastern Region had not been involved in cover pricing or other anti-competitive activity and that failing to compete for a tender which had clearly been initially priced seemed particularly surprising. RT and RR felt that the business emphasis in the Eastern Region at the time of this tender had been to secure as much work as possible. RT had no recollection of the email he sent on 17 June 2002 to KL. RT agreed that the email does appear to be untoward and he could not provide a reason why such a request would be made in the normal course of business. 5140

IV.2975. KL believed that a possible explanation of the invoice sent by Mansell to Wildgoose was that Mansell would have pulled out of the tender, even though it had initially submitted an independently costed bid, in exchange for payment. KL thought Mansell might have done this at the time of or soon after submitting the bid. However, although he believed this was a plausible view, he reiterated

5135 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, pages 30 and 31.
5136 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 30.
that he had no specific recollection and that his view represented speculative interpretation.\textsuperscript{5141}

IV.2976. As a result of its enquiries with the three former employees, Mansell said that it is unable to provide an admission of an infringement in relation to this tender. Mansell, however, accepted that an infringement was a very likely interpretation of the evidence provided by the OFT, supported in part by RT’s email and in part by the views expressed by RT, RR and KL. Mansell’s acceptance of an infringement was therefore based on unsubstantiated interpretation of limited evidence. Mansell was unable to explain precisely why the invoice was sent to Wildgoose although it was able to confirm that the joinery work on the invoice did not take place.\textsuperscript{5142}

IV.2977. In its response to the Statement, Mansell did not seek to dispute the OFT’s provisional finding of an infringement but stated that there was no evidence that it either submitted a cover price in return for a compensation payment, or inflated its own bid to account for the compensation payment.\textsuperscript{5143}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.2978. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.2979. Wildgoose and Mansell each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Wildgoose and Mansell submitted the two lowest first round tenders and were asked by the client to submit priced ‘Bills of Quantities’ and revised tenders, which they duly did.

IV.2980. BB explained that Wildgoose wanted to win the tender and that, when asked by the client to submit a priced ‘Bill of Quantities’ and revised tender, he did so with the hope of winning the work. Wildgoose submitted the lowest bid and it won the contract.

IV.2981. BB also explained that prior to the priced ‘Bill of Quantities’ and revised tender being requested by the client, he exchanged detailed information with Mansell about the other’s original tender figure including tender figure and cost breakdowns. The fact that Wildgoose and Mansell exchanged information about their first round tenders is supported by the entries made by BB in the Post Tender Submission Adjustments in calculating the priced ‘Bill of Quantities’ which refer to Mansell’s original tender figure and also Mansell’s provisional figures for roofing and glazing.\textsuperscript{5144}

IV.2982. The exchange of pricing information between competitors during the course of an ongoing tender process is anti-competitive because it is capable of influencing their future conduct during the tender process. This is particularly the case where such information is exchanged between the only tenderers still competing in the tender process. In this instance, by BB’s own admission, both Wildgoose and Mansell were able to and did use the knowledge of each other’s first round tender figures when preparing the final priced ‘Bill of Quantities’ and revised tenders requested by the client.

\textsuperscript{5141} Response from Mansell, OFT Document Reference 14352, page 3.
\textsuperscript{5142} Response from Mansell, OFT Document Reference 14352, pages 3 and 4.
\textsuperscript{5143} Written representations of Balfour Beatty Group, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.1.
\textsuperscript{5144} Post Tender Submission Adjustments, OFT Document Reference 4514.
IV.2983. Wildgoose submitted that it had no reason to believe that the tender was ongoing, as it considered it to be a single-stage process. Indeed, Wildgoose submitted that, by adopting a two-stage process, the client was in breach of the terms of the tender, which provided for a single stage tender. As such, Wildgoose only exchanged figures after the bids were submitted which, it suggested, was common practice in the construction industry. \(^{5145}\)

IV.2984. The OFT considers that by exchanging price information at a time when the tender had not yet been awarded, Wildgoose and Mansell were running the risk of having to submit further information to the client and/or revise their tenders whilst in possession of a competitor’s commercially sensitive information. The OFT notes that it was not uncommon for customers to seek further details from two or more bidders before awarding tenders, or to seek further reductions from the lowest bidder(s) before deciding whether to proceed with a project.

IV.2985. In any event, the OFT has not concluded that the exchange between Mansell and Wildgoose of tender prices already submitted was of itself an infringement, but that this exchange constitutes a material fact relevant to the finding of a compensation payment arrangement.

IV.2986. BB expressed his view that the exchange of first round tender information including figures with Mansell resulted in Wildgoose submitting a ‘more competitive’ tender in the hope of winning the work. Similarly, Wildgoose submitted in its response to the Statement that its knowledge of Mansell’s first round tender price led to it identifying as many savings as possible in order to secure the contract, and that the compensation payment had no, or at worst a very limited, effect on competition. \(^{5146}\) The OFT does not necessarily accept that the contact between Wildgoose and Mansell made the second stage of the tender process more competitive, noting that there are references in the evidence provided by Wildgoose to ‘...we should retain as profits extra monies added’ and ‘lets put something in for the second man’s efforts’ which have not been explained by Wildgoose and which imply that some upward adjustment may have been made to the price as well as the reductions identified. \(^{5147}\)

IV.2987. It is not necessary or indeed possible for the OFT to determine the actual effect of either the exchange of information or the compensation payment arrangement in any particular tender process. The arrangement was clearly made in order to influence the conduct of each of the parties in the tender process and in fact did do so. As such it has as its object a restriction and/or distortion of competition and is clearly prohibited by the Chapter I prohibition. \(^{5148}\) Furthermore, Wildgoose has accepted that its conduct constitutes an infringement by ‘object’. \(^{5149}\)

IV.2988. BB also explained that following the priced ‘Bill of Quantities’ and revised tender being requested by the client, Wildgoose and Mansell agreed that the successful tenderer would pay the losing party’s estimating costs and a figure

\(^{5145}\) Written representations of Wildgoose, 27 June 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraphs 5.49.2 to 5.49.3, 5.52 to 5.56 and 5.60.1 and Annex G.

\(^{5146}\) Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraphs 5.49.1, 5.49.4 and 5.57.

\(^{5147}\) See paragraphs IV.2956 and IV.2968 above.

\(^{5148}\) See paragraphs III.143 to III.150 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{5149}\) Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraphs 4.36.
of approximately £10,000 was agreed. Subsequently, Mansell raised an invoice for ‘Joinery for Burton College’ for £9,985.00 plus VAT, with an invoice total of £11,732.38. BB has confirmed that this invoice was false and that no such ‘Joinery Works’ were carried out.

IV.2989. Mansell provided its copy of the same invoice and confirmed that it was paid by Wildgoose and that the work on the invoice did not take place. However, the lack of clear recollections about this tender provided by Mansell’s current and former employees makes it difficult for the OFT to reach any conclusions about whether Mansell submitted a priced ‘Bill of Quantities’ and final tender in the hope of winning this tender or whether either it took a cover, or, having received details of Wildgoose’s first round bid, simply put in a high final tender, knowing that it would not win the tender. The OFT makes no findings in relation to whether Mansell submitted a tender as opposed to a cover bid or whether it informed Wildgoose of its intentions not to compete fully in preparing the final tender.

IV.2990. In reaching this conclusion, it is not necessary for the OFT to determine whether Mansell and Wildgoose expressly agreed to include the agreed level of compensation in their final tender price or whether in fact they did include such sums in either of their respective tenders.

IV.2991. Nothing in Mansell’s evidence contradicts any of the above analysis. The OFT also notes Mansell’s acceptance of a likely infringement in relation to this tender based on the evidence provided by Wildgoose, supported in part by RT’s email and the views expressed by KL, RR and RT.

IV.2992. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Wildgoose and Mansell. The OFT also concludes that Wildgoose and Mansell exchanged information about their original tender figures prior to submitting priced ‘Bills of Quantities’ and revised tenders to the client for this tender. The OFT further concludes that Wildgoose and Mansell at least made an arrangement in relation to this tender that the successful tenderer would pay £10,000 to the unsuccessful tenderer, which resulted in Wildgoose making a compensation payment to Mansell, and that this payment was facilitated by the production of a false invoice in relation to ‘Joinery for Burton College’.

IV.2993. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.2956 to IV.2992 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.5150 In particular:

(a) the provision/receipt of a compensation payment from Wildgoose to Mansell which followed the exchange of information between Wildgoose and Mansell relating to their respective first round tender bids were not unilateral, and contravened the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;5151

(b) the agreement between Wildgoose and Mansell on the level of compensation to be paid to the unsuccessful tenderer, had the obvious consequence of restricting or distorting competition and was capable of an effect on price;5152

5150 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
5151 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.139 to III.140 of the Legal Background section.
5152 See paragraphs III.150 to III.152 of the Legal Background section.
(c) Wildgoose can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell and has confirmed that it did so (i.e. the details of Mansell’s first round tender bid, the agreement to pay compensation, and the agreed level of compensation) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process,\(^{5153}\) and

(d) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Wildgoose (i.e. the details of Wildgoose’s first round tender bid, the agreement to pay compensation, and the agreed level of compensation) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\(^{5154}\)

IV.2994. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Wildgoose and Mansell, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the alteration to café and conservatory extension at Burton College, tender deadline 22 April 2002.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.2995. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.2996. Wildgoose informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Wildgoose will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.2997. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Mansell’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Wildgoose. Mansell will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Mansell will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 105: Alterations and Extensions to Haigh Hall Medical Centre – 23 April 2002**

**Client:** MHB Partnership

**Parties:** Irwins and C J Ellmore

IV.2998. On 29 March 2002, MHB Partnership sought tenders for alterations and extensions to Haigh Hall Medical Centre, Haigh Hall Road, Greengates, Leeds.\(^{5155}\) The following six companies were invited to tender: Apex Construction Services Ltd, C J Ellmore, Brenville Construction Ltd, Irwins, Lotus and Totty Building.\(^{5156}\) The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 23 April 2002.\(^{5157}\)

\(^{5153}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.142 and III.156 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{5154}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.142 and III.156 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{5155}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8765.

\(^{5156}\) Totty Building is a subsidiary of Propency.

\(^{5157}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8765.
IV.2999. MHB Partnership received the following tender returns:5158

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apex Construction</td>
<td>Before noon on 23 April 2002</td>
<td>£374,927.94</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services Ltd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C J Ellmore</td>
<td>Before noon on 23 April 2002</td>
<td>£409,748.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenville</td>
<td>Before noon on 23 April 2002</td>
<td>£419,921.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Ltd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>Before noon on 23 April 2002</td>
<td>£440,669.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus</td>
<td>Before noon on 23 April 2002</td>
<td>£453,604.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totty Building</td>
<td>Before noon on 23 April 2002</td>
<td>£456,024.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Irwins – Tender Register and Form of Tender*

IV.3000. During the OFT’s search of Irwins’ premises a Tender Register was found. The Tender Register contained the following entries in respect of this tender:5159

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender no and date Received</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Type of Works, % Diff</th>
<th>Amount tendered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0402032 2 April 2002 682</td>
<td>Alterations &amp; Extensions Haigh Hall Medical Centre, Greengates</td>
<td>Dr W Passant and Partners M.HB Partnerships QS DAQ architects Horsforth</td>
<td>B of Q C</td>
<td>440669</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date tender Due</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tues 23 April 2002</td>
<td>IPN</td>
<td>Ellmore cover to [...] [C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3001. In connection with its leniency application, Irwins provided to the OFT its tender return letter for this contract.5160 The Form of Tender states that it was for alterations and extensions at Haigh Hall Medical Centre, Greengates, Bradford. The letter was signed on 23 April 2002 by Ivan Peter Nelson (‘IPN’), Estimating Director at Irwins, and the figure Irwins submitted was £440,669.00.5161

5158 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8765.
5159 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 42.
5160 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0782.
5161 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0782, page 1.
Evidence from leniency applicant – Irwins

IV.3002. As part of its leniency application, Irwins’ legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3003. In addition to its leniency application, Irwins provided to the OFT two schedules, one each for ‘Covers Taken’ and ‘Covers Given’, which detail projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by IPN into potential cover prices. At number 73 of the ‘Covers Taken’ schedule is the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tender Ref</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Cover From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>0402032</td>
<td>Alt. &amp; Ext.</td>
<td>Dr W Passant &amp; Partners</td>
<td>23.04.02</td>
<td>440696</td>
<td>Ellmore (cover to […] [C])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Contact</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steve Ellmore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3004. Irwins also provided to the OFT a schedule listing its competitors’ contact details. The name of ‘Ellmore Construction’ appears on the list and ‘Steve Ellmore’, Managing Director is named as the contact with a telephone number of […] [C].

IV.3005. Following the issue of the Statement, Irwins did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Irwins

IV.3006. During an interview with the OFT on 8 March 2007, conducted in connection with Irwins’ leniency application, IPN provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3007. Also during this interview, IPN was shown the Tender Register and in particular the entry for alterations and extensions at Haigh Hall Medical Centre and was asked if the entry was written in his handwriting. IPN replied ‘It’s all my writing’. IPN confirmed that the presence of a ‘C’ in the fourth column

5162 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0714.
5164 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, page 3.
5165 Contact list, OFT Document Reference A0715, page 3.
5166 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 42.
IV.3008. In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore suggested that the OFT had not proven that IPN confirmed that Irwins received a cover price from C J Ellmore, because ‘(a) IPN did not remember the contract, (b) he could not understand the entry in the Tender Register, and (c) he thought that he might have put the entry down so he knew a bit more about it’. 5171

IV.3009. C J Ellmore’s analysis is flawed in this respect. With regard to points (b) and (c), these refer to the entry ‘cover to […] [C]’, not to the entry ‘Ellmore’. In respect of (a), it is not necessary for IPN to remember the obtaining of the cover price from C J Ellmore – it is sufficient that he has confirmed that the contemporaneous record of a cover price having been taken from that company (the ‘C’ in the fourth column, accompanied by the name ‘Ellmore’ in the final column), was correct.

IV.3010. The OFT notes that IPN’s evidence in respect of the use of ‘C’ and its meaning is clear and consistent. Moreover, the accuracy of entries in Irwin’s Tender Register, and the accompanying witness evidence of IPN, has also been confirmed by other Parties’ admissions of cover pricing in relation to Infringements 62, 157 and 165.

Evidence from other companies – C J Ellmore

IV.3013. The OFT wrote to C J Ellmore on 23 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that C J Ellmore had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received an email from Keeble Hawson, representing C J Ellmore, on 4 May 2007 stating

5169 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, pages 6 and 7.
5170 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, page 8.
5171 Written representations of C J Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraph 83.
5172 [...] [C]
... we are not in a position to advise our client...without disclosure".\textsuperscript{5173} The OFT notes C J Ellmore’s rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.3014. C J Ellmore’s legal representatives stated in their written response to the Statement in respect of this Infringement that ‘...it [the entry in the Tender Register] would be equally consistent with... Irwins having received information from other sources about the amount of money that C J Ellmore was due to tender at’.\textsuperscript{5174} C J Ellmore provided a witness statement from its Managing Director, Stephen Ellmore (‘SE’), which stated that ‘I am aware that Ellmores has been approached to give cover prices on occasions in the past and that cover pricing has gone on in some form within the industry. It is Ellmores’ policy however not to give or receive cover prices or engage in any other anti-competitive behaviour. This policy was first put in writing in March 2005 but it has always been Ellmores’ policy to comply with the law in all respects’.\textsuperscript{5175} The witness statement further stated that the estimator at C J Ellmore responsible for this tender was Brian French (‘BF’), who is still employed by C J Ellmore.\textsuperscript{5176}

IV.3015. The OFT considers that this evidence of C J Ellmore’s company policy regarding cover pricing, which was not in writing at the time of this tender, does not serve to establish that cover pricing did not take place in relation to this tender, in breach of that policy. Although SE was ‘involved in estimating from 1987 to 2002’ it remains possible that other members of the estimating team, including BF, may have given cover prices to competitors, including Strata, without the knowledge of SE. The OFT notes that no evidence from BF as to his recollection of events concerning this tender was provided by C J Ellmore.

IV.3016. In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore asked the OFT to consider the possibility that a contractor (A) bidding for a contract could have provided a subcontractor with its full bid price, perfectly legitimately, and for that subcontractor to inform another contractor (B) bidding for the same contract of the full bid price of contractor (A).\textsuperscript{5177} The OFT does not consider this theoretical alternative explanation provided by C J Ellmore to be at all plausible. There is no evidence that Irwins obtained a cover price via a subcontractor for this Infringement, but there is evidence from Irwins that it obtained a cover price direct from C J Ellmore.

IV.3017. In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore also quoted the CAT’s judgment in \textit{JJB Sports Plc and Allsports Ltd v OFT} [2004] CAT 17 at 206:

‘As regards price fixing cases... cartels are by their nature hidden and secret; little or nothing many [sic] be committed to writing. In our view, even a single item of evidence, or wholly circumstantial evidence, depending on the particular context in the particular circumstances, many [sic] be sufficient to meet the required standard...’\textsuperscript{5178}

\textsuperscript{5173} Response from C J Ellmore, OFT Document Reference 10952, page 1.
\textsuperscript{5174} Written representations of C J Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraph 85.
\textsuperscript{5175} Witness statement of Stephen Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraph 10.
\textsuperscript{5176} Witness statement of Stephen Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 11 to 12.
\textsuperscript{5178} Written representations of C J Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraph 90.
IV.3018. C J Ellmore stated in this regard:

‘...C J Ellmore submits that in this case the OFT relies to a significant extent on the detailed evidence of the companies who have been asked to be treated leniently...’

IV.3019. Contrary to C J Ellmore’s assertion, the principal piece of evidence in respect of this Infringement is the contemporaneous Tender Register obtained during the OFT’s unannounced site visit to Irwins, and this is supported by the Irwins ‘Covers Taken’ schedule submitted as part of its leniency application and the interview with IPN. The OFT does not accept C J Ellmore’s implied assertion that Irwins might have changed or fabricated evidence as part of a strategy to cooperate with the OFT and implicate its competitors. Any suggestion that either IPN or Irwins sought to obtain an advantage by fabricating evidence cannot be sustained and has not been supported by any contemporaneous evidence contradicting the OFT’s case. Irwins does not stand to receive immunity for this Infringement and it is therefore inherently unlikely that it would fabricate evidence that would leave it exposed to a financial penalty.

IV.3020. In its response to the Statement, C J Ellmore stated:

‘...[w]hat’s striking about this particular case and the figures, when you have a chance to go back and have a look at the figures ... is that rather than being between nought and 5%, which is what [...] [C] said was by and large what they were up to when they were involved in cover pricing, the percentages here are 11.49, you can call it 11 if you like, 21.9, or 22 to round it up, and when one looks at the actual figures ... it doesn’t have the flavour of some of the other infringements that you’ve looked at...’

IV.3021. The OFT has not made any allegation against [...] [C] in respect of this Infringement and as such C J Ellmore’s comparison of figures is irrelevant. The OFT notes that in any event, Irwins’ bid price was 7.5 per cent higher than the bid price of C J Ellmore, a range consistent with acknowledged industry cover pricing practice (see paragraphs IV.99 to IV.104 above).

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3022. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3023. Irwins, C J Ellmore [.........] [C] each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for alterations and extensions to Haigh Hall Medical Centre, Leeds. [.................] [C] Irwins were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.3024. With regards to C J Ellmore, Irwins’ Tender Register records ‘Ellmore’ handwritten in the final column. IPN confirmed that he received a cover price from C J Ellmore, since C J Ellmore is the only competitor named on this document (other than the entry ‘Cover to [...] [C]’). Also ‘C’ is handwritten in the type of work/ percentage difference column. IPN confirmed that ‘C’ in this

5179 Written representations of C J Ellmore, 26 June 2008, paragraph 91.
column shows that Irwins sought a cover price in relation to this contract. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Irwins, Irwins’ admission, and IPN’s explanation of that contemporaneous evidence, that C J Ellmore supplied Irwins with a cover price for this tender.

IV.3025. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by Irwins was higher than the tender submitted by C J Ellmore, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.3026. [...] [C] 5181

IV.3027. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Irwins and C J Ellmore. The OFT also concludes that C J Ellmore supplied a figure to Irwins for a cover bid.

IV.3028. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3000 to IV.3027 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.5182 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from C J Ellmore to Irwins was not unilateral5183, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;5184

(b) Irwins can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from C J Ellmore (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;5185 and

(c) C J Ellmore can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Irwins (i.e. that Irwins did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.5186

IV.3029. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Irwins and C J Ellmore in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for alterations and extensions to Haigh Hall Medical Centre, Leeds, tender deadline 23 April 2002.

Immunity and leniency assessment

5181 [...] [C]
5182 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5183 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5184 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5185 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5186 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.3030. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3031. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Irwins’ involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 21 March 2006. Irwins will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Irwins in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 106: International House, Elmdon Trading Estate, Birmingham – 26 April 2002
Client: Standard Life Investments
Parties: Thomas Vale and William Sapcote

IV.3032. On 22 March 2002, Standard Life Investments sought tenders for refurbishment of International House, Elmdon Trading Estate, Birmingham. The following six companies were invited to tender: A & H Construction and Development plc, Allenbuild, Moss Construction Ltd, Mowlem, William Sapcote and Thomas Vale.5187 The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 26 April 2002.

IV.3033. Standard Life Investments received the following tender returns:5188

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A &amp; H Construction and Development plc</td>
<td>26 April 2002</td>
<td>£2,710,770</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>26 April 2002</td>
<td>£2,785,051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss Construction Ltd</td>
<td>26 April 2002</td>
<td>£2,798,761</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowlem</td>
<td>26 April 2002</td>
<td>£2,771,727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Sapcote</td>
<td>26 April 2002</td>
<td>£2,823,840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>26 April 2002</td>
<td>£2,687,141</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.3034. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Summary sheet for this tender, also known as the QA EST6 form.5189

Under the section headed ‘COMPETITION’ is the following entry:

---

5187 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9589.
5188 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9589.
5189 Tender Summary, OFT Document Reference 4694, page 8.
IV.3035. The names of the competitors are in typed manuscript but the entries ‘(C)’ and ‘£2,823,840 (TBA)’ are both handwritten.5190

IV.3036. Thomas Vale also provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:5191

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5100</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Standard Life Assurance</td>
<td>Refurbishment, International House, Elmdon Trading Estate, Birmingham</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>REP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26/04/2002 Noon</td>
<td>2,687,141</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mowlem, Moss, A &amp; H, Sapcote, Allenbuild</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3037. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’5192 of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this list, there is an entry for ‘Sapcote’ plus contact names and telephone numbers.5193

**Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.3038. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and in particular, the use of the Tender Summary sheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3039. At Annex 145194 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 35 of the schedule under Annex 13 and within the section for 2002 tenders is the following entry:5195

---

5190 Tender Summary, OFT Document Reference 4694, page 8.
5191 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 25.
5193 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 23.
5194 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
5195 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 35.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5100</td>
<td>26 April</td>
<td>Standard Life Assurance</td>
<td>Refurbishment, International House</td>
<td>Given (Sapcote - £2,823,840)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Summary Sheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3040. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application\(^{5198}\) and William Sapcote appears on this list.

IV.3041. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.3042. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave an explanation of the use of the Tender Summary sheet to record cover prices given to its competitors.

IV.3043. In interview CKT confirmed that this tender was allocated to estimator Robin Perks (‘REP’), who worked within the Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager.\(^{5197}\) CKT said ‘I do distinctly remember that it was the first job that Robin actually priced, when he joined us…I also recall that it was the first job that he actually won’.\(^{5198}\) CKT referred to the relevant entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘T5100 is the tender number, B is the Building Division…REP is the estimator. There’s no category entered, but I can say it was an A tender, tender return date 26\(^{5200}\) of the fourth 2002, and the tender figure, £2,687,141, and there is a list of competitors, but none of them are highlighted which obviously confirms that we did price it, but I do remember we did price it’.\(^{5199}\)

IV.3044. CKT referred to the Tender Summary sheet\(^{5200}\) and said that it would have been created by REP and ‘the fact that that is produced, or is here, also confirms it was a real, live tender…that we priced’.\(^{5201}\) CKT admitted that he made the handwritten annotations on the Tender Summary sheet and that these entries show that he would have agreed and provided a figure of £2,823,840 as a cover price to William Sapcote.\(^{5202}\) He also explained ‘in brackets, TBA, which is a contract period that I suggested they put to be agreed’.\(^{5203}\) Finally, CKT confirmed that he would have dealt with Peter Perry, Estimating Director of William Sapcote.\(^{5204}\)

\(^{5196}\) Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.

\(^{5197}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 11.

\(^{5198}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 12.

\(^{5199}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 12.

\(^{5200}\) Tender Summary, OFT Document Reference 4694, page 8.

\(^{5201}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 12.

\(^{5202}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 13.

\(^{5203}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 13.

\(^{5204}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, pages 13 and 14.
IV.3045. REP was also interviewed and he agreed that this was a tender that he dealt with and that it was priced competitively and successfully by Thomas Vale. He said that the list of competitors on the Tender Summary sheet\(^{5205}\) would have been entered by him whilst preparing the tender. He also agreed that the handwritten entries on the same document were made by CKT and show that ‘we obviously gave Sapcote a cover’.\(^{5206}\) REP believed the exchange of a cover price would have been dealt with by CKT. He stated ‘obviously, you know, a lot of people know everybody else in the industry, so most people would know to speak to Chris...probably was by him I would have thought. I mean I was obviously sort of very new there at the time’.\(^{5207}\)

**Evidence from other companies – William Sapcote**

IV.3046. The OFT wrote to William Sapcote on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that William Sapcote had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, William Sapcote admitted participating in bid rigging activity and stated ‘We may have engaged in cover pricing activities on this tender but cannot recall details of other parties’.\(^{5208}\)

IV.3047. The OFT subsequently wrote to William Sapcote’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Sapcote Holdings, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on William Sapcote’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Sapcote Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by William Sapcote in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. Sapcote Holdings did not respond with any substantive comments.\(^{5209}\)

IV.3048. Following the issue of the Statement, neither William Sapcote nor Sapcote Holdings submitted any written or oral representations.

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.3049. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3050. Thomas Vale and William Sapcote each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3051. Thomas Vale completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the fact that Thomas Vale provided the lowest tender amount and won the contract. William Sapcote was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.3052. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Summary sheet, maintained in electronic format by estimator Robin Perks within the Building Division, records six competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely

---

\(^{5205}\) Tender Summary, OFT Document Reference 4694, page 8.
\(^{5206}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11424, page 8.
\(^{5207}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11424, page 10.
\(^{5209}\) Response from Sapcote Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14035.
'Moss, Mowlem, A & H, Allenbuild, System by Design (Leeds) [and] Sapcote'. Beside the entry for 'Sapcote' is a handwritten letter 'C' in brackets, an amount and the letters 'TBA', also in brackets. In interview, both REP and CKT confirmed that the handwritten entries show that a cover price was given by Thomas Vale to William Sapcote. CKT admitted that he made the entries at the time and that he would have dealt with the request for a cover price from William Sapcote himself. The handwritten figure on the Tender Summary sheet of £2,823,840 matches William Sapcote's tender amount, recorded by the client Standard Life Investments.

IV.3053. Standard Life Investments also received a tendered amount of £2,687,141 from Thomas Vale, which is lower than the amount tendered by William Sapcote. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Thomas Vale to William Sapcote.

IV.3054. The OFT notes that although six competitors have been recorded on the Tender Summary sheet, only one of them has the handwritten letter 'C' and tender amount, which suggests a conscious decision was made to differentiate William Sapcote from the other competitors. The letter 'C' was commonly used within the industry to indicate a cover price.

IV.3055. Thomas Vale admitted that William Sapcote was one of the 'key competitors' with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity.

IV.3056. Finally, William Sapcote also admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT's letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.3057. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between William Sapcote and Thomas Vale and that Thomas Vale supplied a figure to William Sapcote in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.3058. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3034 to IV.3057 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.5210 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Thomas Vale to William Sapcote was not unilateral5211, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;5212

(b) William Sapcote can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Thomas Vale (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;5213 and

(c) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from William Sapcote (i.e. that William Sapcote did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.5214

---

5210 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5211 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5212 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5213 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5214 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and William Sapcote in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for International House, Elmdon Trading Estate, Birmingham, tender deadline 26 April 2002.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3060. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3061. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 107:  Gas Training Centre, Evesham College – 29 April 2002**

Client: Evesham College

Parties: Thomas Vale and Speller-Metcalfe

IV.3062. On 6 March 2002, Evesham College sought tenders for a new Gas Training Centre. The following four companies were invited to tender: Thomas Vale, William Sapcote, Pearce and Speller-Metcalfe. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 29 April 2002.

IV.3063. Evesham College received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>£497,586</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Sapcote</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>£510,740</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>£549,844</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speller-Metcalfe</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>£461,060</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – tender spreadsheets*

IV.3064. During the OFT’s visit at Thomas Vale’s head office, a spreadsheet for the Strategic Projects Division was obtained, which contained the following entry:

---

5215 This project was recorded by Thomas Vale in its contemporaneous documents as ‘Extension to Art Block’ at Evesham College. However, in view of the same date, location and bid amount, the OFT is satisfied that this is one and the same contract. The OFT assumes that the extension to the Art Block was made in order to provide the new Gas Training Centre.

5216 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13199.

5217 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13199.

### Tender Figure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No.</th>
<th>Tender Type</th>
<th>Client Description</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>Date Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5077</td>
<td></td>
<td>Evesham College Extension to Art Block</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29/04/2002 Noon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Status/Position</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
<th>Contract Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Sapcote, Pearce, Speller Metcalfe</td>
<td></td>
<td>497,586</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV.3065

As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No.</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>Date Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5077</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Evesham College Extension to Art Block</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CJD</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>29/04/2002 Noon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>497,586</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sapcote, Pearce, Speller Metcalfe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.3066. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3067. At Annex 14 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 40 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2002 tenders is the following entry:

---

5219 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 25.
5220 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
5221 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 40.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5077</td>
<td>29 April</td>
<td>Evesham College</td>
<td>Extension to Art Block</td>
<td>Taken (Speller Metcalfe)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet; Strategic Projects Tender Report)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3068. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.

IV.3069. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application.\(^{5222}\) Speller-Metcalfe appears on this list.

IV.3070. In its response to the Statement, Thomas Vale stated in respect of this Infringement ‘Thomas Vale accepts that the evidence provided by both Speller Metcalfe and Thomas Vale indicates that Speller Metcalfe gave a cover to Thomas Vale’.\(^{5223}\)

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.3071. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors. An explanation of the Strategic Projects Division spreadsheet is also set out at paragraphs IV.713 to IV.715 above.

IV.3072. As indicated by the letter ‘P’ in the Tender Status spreadsheet, this tender was allocated to the Special Projects Division, based at Thomas Vale’s head office. CKT explained that all tenders at the head office were booked through him but estimators in different divisions would have been aware of the requirement to either update the spreadsheet themselves or inform CKT of what had occurred once the tender had been submitted, including where assistance had been sought from other contractors.\(^{5224}\) CKT also said that the initials ‘CJD’ in the estimator column were for Chris Duffy (‘CJD’).\(^{5225}\)

IV.3073. In interview CJD said that he was aware of CKT’s Tender Status spreadsheet and had access to it. He was also aware that if a competitor was named in bold in the Tendering Contractors column, it showed that assistance had been sought from that company. He said that he would make the entry in bold if he had been aware of the cover price ‘usually after the tender’s gone in, because we don’t generally put anything...into this part of the section...up to that,  

---

\(^{5222}\) Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.

\(^{5223}\) Written representations of Thomas Vale, 27 June 2008, paragraph 17.5.

\(^{5224}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, pages 4 to 8.

\(^{5225}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 28.
generally that was done by Chris Trickett and then beyond that, the tender figure, the tender status, tender contractors, that would be done by anybody, any of us that wished to put any element in there.\textsuperscript{5226}

IV.3074. CJD said he could not recall seeing the Strategic Projects spreadsheet, maintained by bid manager Russell Burley. However, he conceded that it followed a similar format to the spreadsheet maintained by CKT.\textsuperscript{5227}

IV.3075. CJD was shown the entry from CKT’s Tender Status spreadsheet in relation to this tender and said ‘Well, I’ve got no recollection of this one at all but if we didn’t do much work on it then 2002, five years ago. It would indicate from there it’s Speller Metcalfe in dark, that we took a cover, I guess’.\textsuperscript{5228} CKT was also shown the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet and commented ‘Yes, P the projects division, CJD Chris Duffy the estimator, category B which indicates a cover, tender return date 29\textsuperscript{th} of April 2002, Thomas Vale figure £497,586, Speller Metcalfe in bold which indicates that Speller Metcalfe gave us a cover’.\textsuperscript{5229}

\textbf{Evidence from other companies – Speller-Metcalfe}

IV.3076. The OFT wrote to Speller-Metcalfe on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Speller-Metcalfe had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Speller-Metcalfe admitted that it ‘engaged in bid rigging (COVER PRICING) activities on this tender with Thomas Vale, Stourport on Severn’.\textsuperscript{5230} It added that ‘we were approached for a cover price by Thomas Vale in the latter days of the tender period and provided them with a figure. We won this tender and carried out this project’.\textsuperscript{5231}

IV.3077. In its response to the Statement, Speller-Metcalfe stated ‘Speller-Metcalfe has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’\textsuperscript{5232} in respect of this Infringement.

\textbf{The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding}

IV.3078. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3079. Thomas Vale and Speller-Metcalfe each accepted an invitation to tender for the new Gas Training Centre at Evesham College.

IV.3080. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that a cover price was sought.

IV.3081. Speller-Metcalfe completed the estimating process for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is

\textsuperscript{5226} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11416, pages 3 and 4.
\textsuperscript{5227} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11416, page 4.
\textsuperscript{5228} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11417, page 3.
\textsuperscript{5229} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 28.
\textsuperscript{5230} Response from Speller-Metcalfe, OFT Document Reference 10844, page 2.
\textsuperscript{5231} Response from Speller-Metcalfe, OFT Document Reference 10844, page 4.
\textsuperscript{5232} Written representations of Speller-Metcalfe, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.
shown by the price submitted by Speller-Metcalfe being the lowest received and 
the fact that it won the contract.

IV.3082. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in 
electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT and available to estimators at Thomas 
Vale’s head office, including CJD within Special Projects Division, records three 
competitors for this tender, namely William Sapcote, Pearce and Speller-
Metcalfe. Speller-Metcalfe is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has 
confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that 
the spreadsheet would have been updated at the time by CJD. Thomas Vale’s 
bid is recorded by the client as £497,586 which matches the figure recorded by 
Thomas Vale on the Tender Status spreadsheet.

IV.3083. Evesham College also received a tendered amount of £461,060 from Speller-
Metcalfe, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits 
into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from 
Speller-Metcalfe to Thomas Vale.

IV.3084. Thomas Vale also maintained a spreadsheet within the Strategic Projects 
division, where tenders were categorised A for ‘Priced’ or B for ‘Cover’. The 
entry for this tender is categorised as a Category B tender with three 
competitors listed, of which again only Speller-Metcalfe is highlighted in bold.

IV.3085. The OFT notes that although three competitors have been recorded on 
Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet, only one company is highlighted in 
bold, i.e. Speller-Metcalfe. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to 
differentiate Speller-Metcalfe from the other competitors. In addition, Speller-
Metcalfe was the only company highlighted in bold in the Special Projects 
Division spreadsheet, maintained by bid manager Russell Burley.

IV.3086. Thomas Vale admitted that Speller-Metcalfe was one of the ‘key competitors’ 
with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. This tender was allocated to 
Thomas Vale’s estimator CJD, who was fully aware of the use of the Tender 
Status spreadsheet and had access to it. In interview, he said that the entry in 
the spreadsheet for this tender indicated that he had obtained a cover price 
from Speller-Metcalfe. CJD said that in relation to contacting estimators from 
another contractor, he had ‘two A4 sheets of paper…but it… had a few phone 
numbers in of contacts, yes, it would probably have about, I don’t know, 40 or 
50 phone numbers in there’.

In interview, CKT also admitted that the entry 
in the Tender Status spreadsheet indicated a cover price had been sought and 
obtained by Thomas Vale from Speller-Metcalfe.

IV.3087. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The 
OFT notes that Speller-Metcalfe admitted that the party with whom it engaged 
in bid rigging was Thomas Vale, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that 
Thomas Vale was involved. This provides independent corroboration of the 
OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.3088. Finally, Speller-Metcalfe is the only company whose figure is below that of 
Thomas Vale and so Thomas Vale could only have received cover from Speller-
Metcalfe.

5233 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11416, page 5.
IV.3089. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Speller-Metcalfe. The OFT also concludes that Speller-Metcalfe supplied a figure to Thomas Vale for a cover bid.

IV.3090. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3064 to IV.3089 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textit{5234} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Speller-Metcalfe to Thomas Vale was not unilateral\textit{5235}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textit{5236}

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Speller-Metcalfe (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textit{5237} and

(c) Speller-Metcalfe can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\textit{5238}

IV.3091. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Speller-Metcalfe in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the new Gas Training Centre at Evesham College, tender deadline 29 April 2002.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.3092. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3093. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 27 at Thomas Vale on 24 January 2006. Thomas Vale will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Thomas Vale will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.


\textbf{Client:} Davis Langdon & Everest

\textbf{Parties:} Herbert Baggaley and Adam Eastwood

IV.3094. On 15 April 2002, Davis Langdon & Everest sought tenders for an office block, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham.\textit{5239} The following four companies were

\textit{5234} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\textit{5235} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\textit{5236} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\textit{5237} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textit{5238} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textit{5239} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7546.
invited to tender: Coltham Construction Ltd, Adam Eastwood, North Midland Building and Herbert Baggaley. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 15 May 2002.

IV.3095. Davis Langdon & Everest received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coltham Construction Ltd</td>
<td>Noon on 15 May 2002</td>
<td>£679,178.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>Noon on 15 May 2002</td>
<td>£666,037.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Midland Building</td>
<td>Noon on 15 May 2002</td>
<td>£570,110.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>Noon on 15 May 2002</td>
<td>£698,892.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant - Adam Eastwood – Handwritten Note

IV.3096. During the OFT’s search of Adam Eastwood’s premises a handwritten note was found. The note contained the following entries in respect of this tender:

‘Our Price 666 037.14
Add 4.933% 32 855.61
_________
Baggaley £ 698 892.75

Six hundred & sixty six thousand and thirty seven pounds and 14p.’

IV.3097. A completed Form of Tender for this contract was also found at Adam Eastwood. The Form of Tender shows that Adam Eastwood tendered £666,037.14 for this contract. The Form of Tender was signed by C Stubbs on 15 May 2002.

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant – Herbert Baggaley – Tendering Schedule

IV.3098. During the OFT’s search of Herbert Baggaley’s premises a ‘Tendering Schedule’ was found. The tendering schedule contained the following entries in respect of this tender:

---

5240 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7546.
5241 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7546.
5242 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7546.
5243 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference 1942.
5244 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 1943, page 1.
5245 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 1943, page 2.
5246 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 1636.
5247 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 1636, page 2.
Evidence from leniency applicant – Adam Eastwood

IV.3099. As part of its leniency application, Adam Eastwood’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.159 to IV.165 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3100. In addition to its leniency application, Adam Eastwood provided to the OFT a list of covers, which was compiled relying on recollections of managers within Adam Eastwood. Adam Eastwood stated ‘there remains the possibility that there may a few [sic] other instances within the last five years, which escape specific recollection’. At number one on the list is the following entry:

‘Office Block, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham – July 2002
Eastwoods gave a cover price to Baggaley Construction
Eastwoods figure was £666,000.00
Eastwoods were not awarded the project, 2nd out of 4 No.
Cover given by Chris Stubbs OR Adrian Tranter of Eastwoods to Roger Hayes of Baggaley Construction at request of Baggaley’s who said they didn’t want the job.’

IV.3101. In its response to the Statement, Adam Eastwood stated in respect of this Infringement, ‘Eastwoods gave Baggaley a “cover” price, but this did not affect the outcome, with 3 fully competitive tenders, and the contract was awarded to North Midland Building by a wide margin.’ The OFT does not accept Adam Eastwood’s assertion that the provision of a cover price did not affect the outcome of the tender process, whilst noting that cover bidding is an ‘object’ infringement and as such whether or not an effect on competition can be demonstrated is irrelevant. At a minimum, absent the cover price arrangement Herbert Baggaley may have returned the tender, giving the client the opportunity to seek a replacement tenderer.

---

5248 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3949.
5249 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3949.
Evidence from leniency applicant – Herbert Baggaley

IV.3102. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3103. In addition to its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley provided a complete list of tenders received by HBC [Herbert Baggaley] from 1 January 2000. The following entry appeared on the list of tenders:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJ NO</th>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>CONTRACT NO</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION/ESTIMATOR’S COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15/04/2002</td>
<td>02/031OP</td>
<td>T02/037</td>
<td></td>
<td>Construction of Office Building, Nottingham NO RECOLLECTION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>APPROX £000’S</th>
<th>A B C R</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>BID £000’S</th>
<th>RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estate Incomes Ltd</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>C C</td>
<td>15/05/2002</td>
<td>698,892</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3104. Following the issue of the Statement, Herbert Baggaley did not submit any specific written or oral representations in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Adam Eastwood

IV.3105. During separate interviews with the OFT on 21 February 2007, conducted in connection with Adam Eastwood’s leniency application, both Adrian Tranter (‘AT’), Managing Director of Adam Eastwood, and Chris Stubbs (‘CS’), Company Director of Adam Eastwood, provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.159 to IV.165 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3106. During the interview with AT, he confirmed that ‘we actually priced this to win it … We believe we went in with a very keen price. We gave a cover I think to, is it Baggaley’s on the list?’ AT stated that he was unsure who within Adam Eastwood gave Herbert Baggaley the figure for a cover price, ‘… we know we gave it but we can’t remember which of us gave it’. AT confirmed that the handwritten note, described at paragraph IV.3096 above, was made by CS.

IV.3107. During the interview with CS, he was asked by the OFT if he could recall anything about this contract. CS replied ‘it was a contract in Nottingham that we wanted … either myself or Adrian took a call from Baggaley’s can you give

5253 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3894.
5254 List of tenders, OFT Document Reference 3896.
5256 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11095, page 7.
5257 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11095, page 7.
5258 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11095, page 7.
us a help’. CS was shown the handwritten note found during the OFT’s visit and confirmed, ‘That is my writing’. CS explained, ‘... normally that would have gone in the bin for some reason it has been put in the tender file’. CS also confirmed that the figure provided to Herbert Baggaley for a cover price included an increase of 4.933 per cent, and that the information would have been relayed to Roger Hayes at Herbert Baggaley by phone, probably on the morning the tender return was due in to the client.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Herbert Baggaley

IV.3108. During an interview on 19 April 2007 with Anton Newell (‘AN’), an estimator at Herbert Baggaley until he became Chief Estimator in October 2002, AN was shown Herbert Baggaley’s tendering schedule entry for this tender and stated ‘I can’t remember who we took help off on that one ... A cover price on the tender’.

IV.3109. AN was then shown a copy of the handwritten note found at Adam Eastwood. AN stated in reference to the comment ‘our price 666 037.14 add 4.933%’, ‘its either that that’s come from another contract [or] and it ties up with our figure, which suggests that that is who we took help from’. The OFT confirmed that this document was taken from Adam Eastwood’s premises during its visit, to which AN replied ‘... they would have been a company that we occasionally gave/received covers from’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3110. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3111. Adam Eastwood and Herbert Baggaley each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for an office block, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham. Adam Eastwood has stated that Herbert Baggaley did not want to win this contract.

IV.3112. Adam Eastwood appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.3113. A handwritten note found at Adam Eastwood records ‘Our Price 666 037.14 Add 4.933% 32 855.61 Baggaley £698892.75’ on a notepad. Both AT and CS confirmed that this note shows that Adam Eastwood gave a cover price to Herbert Baggaley. Corroborating contemporaneous documentary evidence was also found at Herbert Baggaley. A tendering schedule found at Herbert Baggaley records ‘Cover price’ written against this contract. AN confirmed that this shows that Herbert Baggaley was given a cover price for this tender, but he could not recall from whom.

5263 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 22.
5264 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference 1942.
5265 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 22.
5266 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 22.
IV.3114. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by Herbert Baggaley was higher than the tender submitted by Adam Eastwood, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.3115. The OFT further considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence found at both Adam Eastwood and Herbert Baggaley, and each of AT’s, CS’s and AN’s admissions and explanations of the contemporaneous evidence, that contact took place between Adam Eastwood and Herbert Baggaley and that Adam Eastwood supplied Herbert Baggaley with a cover price for this tender.

IV.3116. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3096 to IV.3115 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Adam Eastwood to Herbert Baggaley was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Herbert Baggaley can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Adam Eastwood (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process, and

(c) Adam Eastwood can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Herbert Baggaley (i.e. that Herbert Baggaley did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.3117. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Adam Eastwood and Herbert Baggaley, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for an office block, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham, tender deadline 15 May 2002.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3118. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3119. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 14 June 2005 to the premises of Herbert Baggaley. Therefore Herbert Baggaley will not receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Herbert Baggaley in respect of this Infringement.

---

5267 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5268 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5269 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5270 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5271 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.3120. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 14 June 2005 to the premises of Herbert Baggaley. Therefore Adam Eastwood will not receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Adam Eastwood will receive the normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 109: Not included in the Decision

Client: Tuntum Housing Association
Parties: Derwent Valley and Hill

IV.3121. On 9 May 2002, Tuntum Housing Association sought tenders for the refurbishment of property following fire damage at 22 Midlame Gardens, Bulwell. The following two companies were invited to tender: Derwent Valley and Hill. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 30 May 2002.5272

IV.3122. Tuntum Housing Association received the following tender returns:5273

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 30 May 2002</td>
<td>£58,196.25</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 30 May 2002</td>
<td>£61,300.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3123. Focus Consultants (UK) Ltd, who dealt with the tendering process on behalf of Tuntum Housing Association, stated in a report to Tuntum Housing Association dated June 2002 that, ‘The tender figure submitted does not compare favourably with the pre-tender estimate. Whilst the tenders were obtained in competition, we believe the rates quoted are high, but some what reflective of the currently inflated tender market conditions’.5274 The report in its recommendations/comments section goes on to say that, ‘... we are of the opinion that the Tender figure submitted by Hill (Bros) Nottingham Limited in the sum of £58,196.25 is technically in order. However we consider the tender figure too high, reflecting the current market conditions’.5275

IV.3124. In its response to the Statement, in respect of this Infringement, Hill stated ‘...[t]he tender was properly priced, and was priced by Mr Hallam. A true copy of Mr Hallam’s pricing is attached...’.5276

5272 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10153.
5273 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10153.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley – Tender Schedule

IV.3125. During the OFT’s search of Derwent Valley’s premises, a tender schedule containing handwritten entries was discovered. Within this tender schedule was the following entry:\textsuperscript{5277}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO.</th>
<th>RETURN DATE</th>
<th>TENDER DETAILS</th>
<th>OPPOSITION</th>
<th>TENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02/05/02</td>
<td>30/05/02</td>
<td>FIRE DAMAGE REFURBISHMENT 22 MIDLAND GARDENS BULWELL FOR TUNTUM H.A.</td>
<td>Hill Bros</td>
<td>61300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.3126. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3127. In its leniency application, Derwent Valley set out a summary of all tenders from April 2000 to July 2004 where Derwent Valley had taken a cover price from a competitor for that tender, marked as ‘DVC2 List of Covers Taken’. The information in the summary was based on the tender book kept by Pat Tunnicliffe (‘PT’), an ex-estimator at Derwent Valley, and contained the following extract:\textsuperscript{5278}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Company Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 2002</td>
<td>Fire damage refurbishments 22 Midland Gdns Tuntum Hsg Assn</td>
<td>Hill Bros</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3128. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT, as part of its leniency application, a ‘List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices’. The name ‘Hill Bros (Nottingham) Ltd’ appears on this list with the address ‘34 Marlborough Road Woodthorpe Notts’\textsuperscript{5279}

IV.3129. Following the issue of the Statement, Derwent Valley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.3130. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Derwent Valley directors and an ex-employee provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in

\textsuperscript{5277} Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912, page 32.
\textsuperscript{5278} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3941, page 2. The entry for Midlame is incorrectly typed as Midland on the document.
\textsuperscript{5279} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3942, page 2.
paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3131. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with PT, who dealt with this tender. PT confirmed that he kept and maintained the tender schedule referred to in paragraphs IV.309 to IV.317 above. PT recalled doing a lot of work for Tuntum Housing Association but could not specifically recall this tender. PT referred to the tender schedule entry in respect of this tender, confirmed it was in his handwriting and that the entry meant that Derwent Valley had taken a cover price. When asked where the cover price had come from, PT said, ‘Well seeing as I’ve only got one other name there I would be 99% certain it came from Hill Brothers’.\textsuperscript{5280}

IV.3132. David Stone (‘DS’), the Managing Director of Derwent Valley, was also interviewed in regard to this tender and although he did not recall it specifically either\textsuperscript{5281}, from examining the entry in the tender schedule he said ‘…it looks pretty obvious to me, that Hill Brothers, who were the opposite, who were on the opposition, were bidding and so we took a cover on it’.\textsuperscript{5282} He confirmed that Hill would have been the only competitor known to Derwent Valley.\textsuperscript{5283}

Evidence from other companies – Hill

IV.3133. During the OFT’s visit to Hill under section 27 on 24 January 2007, no information was produced in relation to this contract.

IV.3134. The OFT wrote to Hill on 26 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Hill had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Hill replied by letter dated 27 April 2007, ‘We do not accept that we are guilty of any offence under the act as alleged’ and declined the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{5284}

IV.3135. However, in its response to the Statement, Hill stated that it had not accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer because it lacked documentary records from which to determine whether any infringement may have been committed. It submitted that this was ‘part corroborated’ by the fact that the OFT’s inspection found no relevant documentation. Hill stated ‘[i]n light of the information now provided, Hill Bros. accepts the alleged infringements are infringements, and apologise for its wrongdoing’\textsuperscript{5285} and ‘It is accepted that provision of a cover price to Derwent Valley was wrongful…’ in respect of this Infringement.\textsuperscript{5286}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3136. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.
IV.3137. Derwent Valley and Hill each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Derwent Valley was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.3138. Hill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Hill being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.3139. Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes reference to competitor Hill with the entry ‘Cover’ in the final column where this tender has been entered. Derwent Valley confirmed that the word ‘Cover’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price having been taken, in this case from Hill.

IV.3140. PT, the estimator for this tender, said that although he did not recall the tender, his entry in the contemporaneous tender schedule meant that he took a cover price from Hill.

IV.3141. This was corroborated in interview by DS, who also did not recall the tender but agreed that the entry in the tender schedule showed that Derwent Valley took a cover price in respect of this tender from Hill.

IV.3142. The OFT notes that Hill is the only company whose figure was below that of Derwent Valley, and therefore Derwent Valley could only have received a cover price from Hill.

IV.3143. Derwent Valley also included Hill in its list of companies who exchange cover prices.

IV.3144. In addition, the OFT notes that Tuntum Housing Association received a tendered amount of £58,196.25 from Hill, which is lower than the amount tendered by Derwent Valley. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been given to Derwent Valley by Hill.

IV.3145. Both Parties have now accepted liability in respect of this Infringement.

IV.3146. On the basis of the above the OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Derwent Valley and Hill. The OFT also concludes that Hill supplied a figure to Derwent Valley for a cover bid. The OFT also notes that all tenders for this contract were the subject of bid rigging and that the price submitted by Hill, although the lowest tender for the project, was considered by Focus Consultants (UK) Limited, a company employed to handle the tendering process, to be in excess of the anticipated cost of the project.

IV.3147. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3125 to IV.3146 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Hill to Derwent Valley was not unilateral and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

5287 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
(b) Derwent Valley can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Hill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{5290} and

(c) Hill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Derwent Valley (i.e. that Derwent Valley did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{5291}

IV.3148. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Derwent Valley and Hill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for fire damage refurbishment, 22 Midlame Gardens, Bulwell, tender dated 30 May 2002.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.3149. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3150. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Derwent Valley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Derwent Valley in respect of this Infringement.

\textbf{Alleged Infringement 111: Not included in the Decision}

\textbf{Infringement 112:} Winthorpe Road Estate Repairs, Newark – 31 May 2002

\textbf{Client:} Newark and Sherwood District Council

\textbf{Parties:} Frudd and Baggaley & Jenkins

IV.3151. On 9 May 2002, Newark and Sherwood District Council ('Newark & Sherwood DC') sought tenders for repairs and redecoration to the Winthorpe Road Estate, Newark.\textsuperscript{5292} The following six companies were invited to tender: Baggaley & Jenkins, Beaufort, Frudd, G Hurst, Greenwood and Rhodes Construction Nottingham. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 10:00 am on 31 May 2002.\textsuperscript{5293}

IV.3152. Newark & Sherwood DC received the following tender returns.\textsuperscript{5294}

\textsuperscript{5288} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\textsuperscript{5289} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{5290} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{5291} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{5292} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8876.

\textsuperscript{5293} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8876.

\textsuperscript{5294} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8876.
Company | Date tender received | Amount of tender | Awarded contract
---|---|---|---
Baggaley & Jenkins | 31 May 2002 | £217,647 | Yes
Beaufort | 31 May 2002 | £189,995 | 5295
Frudd | 31 May 2002 | £228,123 | 
G Hurst | 31 May 2002 | £229,201 | 
Greenwood | 31 May 2002 | £279,625 | 
Rhodes Construction Nottingham | Failed to return tender documents | n/a | 

### Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Frudd – Tender register**

IV.3153. During the OFT’s inspection at Frudd, a tender register was found with the following entry:5296

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATE DETAILS</th>
<th>REF NO</th>
<th>DATE RECEIVED</th>
<th>DATE RETURN</th>
<th>T.WESSEX REF</th>
<th>ARCH</th>
<th>EST CHECK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXTERNAL REPAIRS + REDORATIONS @ WINTHORPE ROAD ESTATE, NEWARK, NOTTS. NEWARK AND SHERWOOD DISTRICT COUNCIL</td>
<td>ED/02/51</td>
<td>13/5/02</td>
<td>10.00am 31/5/02</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENQUIRIES SENT</th>
<th>AJUDICATION DIRECTOR</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>COMPETITORS</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>Y %LOW</th>
<th>N %HIGH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ANS</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B + J FBS Beaufort</td>
<td>228,123.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant Frudd**

IV.3154. As part of its leniency application, Frudd provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the tender register is set out in paragraphs IV.335 to IV.351 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

5295 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8876. Beaufort withdrew from the tender process after tender opening.

IV.3155. Frudd also compiled a spreadsheet setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2004 in respect of which Frudd had either given or taken a cover price. Under the section marked ‘Cover prices received’, is the following entry:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Contractors</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Ext Repairs and Redecs Winthorpe Rd Est</td>
<td>Newark and Sherwood District Council</td>
<td>Frudd B &amp; J gave cover to us Beaufort</td>
<td>228123</td>
<td>Not won</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3156. Frudd also provided a contact list of competitors entitled ‘MIC’S LIKELY LADS’, which belonged to Michael Robbins (‘MR’), former Chief Estimator at Frudd. In this list, there is an entry for Baggaley & Jenkins with a contact name of James Ward, an estimator at Baggaley & Jenkins at the time of the Infringement, and a telephone number. Within the same entry for Baggaley & Jenkins, the words ‘Newark & Sherwood’ are also entered.  

IV.3157. Following the issue of the Statement, Frudd did not submit any written or oral representations.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Frudd**

IV.3158. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Frudd’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.335 to IV.351 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3159. In interview, Jenna Frudd (‘JF’), Director of Frudd, confirmed that, as part of Frudd’s leniency application, she had collated the spreadsheet of covers received and taken from its tender register books. She also confirmed Frudd’s bid and the deadline date in respect of this tender. Referring to the entry of the letter ‘C’ next to ‘B & J’ in the tender register, she said ‘this indicates that Bagley [sic] and Jenkins gave Frudd a cover’. She said that the appearance of the initials ‘MAR’ in the estimator column shows that the tender was dealt with by Frudd’s Chief Estimator MR.

IV.3160. JF gave an account of why Frudd sought a cover price on this tender as follows: ‘I recall this...because it’s something David Frudd used to get irate about, why do we bother with Newark and Sherwood District Council, because Bagley [sic] and Jenkins always win their work, and it’s a bit of a joke, so this is why I can recall it, because he used to kick off and say, just, don’t even bother, just send it back, don’t even bother, Mick [MR] always gave a cover price, so if there was a job that we really did want at any one time, we wouldn’t be excluded from the tender list’. JF added that ‘external repairs and decoration is not our thing’.
In interview, Paul Platts (‘PP’), an estimator at Frudd, confirmed that the entry in the tender register shows a cover price had been received from Baggaley & Jenkins. PP said ‘we tried on numerous occasions to get in with Newark and Sherwood District Council, pricing jobs...we priced...loads for them but never got anywhere...and I think, in the end, that Mick [MR] decided that...we’d wasted enough time pricing stuff for them...what we should have done is sent them back but we didn’t want to be seen to be letting them down, so I think that’s why...we took covers on...those particular jobs’. 5304 MR was not questioned about this tender; however, he confirmed in general terms that the appearance of a letter ‘C’ next to ‘B & J’ on the tender register generally showed that a cover price was taken from Baggaley & Jenkins. 5305

Evidence from other companies – Baggaley & Jenkins

The OFT wrote to Baggaley & Jenkins on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Baggaley & Jenkins had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response, Baggaley & Jenkins wrote to the OFT through its legal representatives on 25 April 2007 5306 and admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the party/parties involved’. 5307

In its response to the Statement, Baggaley & Jenkins confirmed that it ‘...accepts liability for this [Infringement].’ 5308

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

Frudd and Baggaley & Jenkins each accepted an invitation to tender for repairs and redecoration to the Winthorpe Road Estate, Newark. Frudd was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

Frudd’s contemporaneous tender register, maintained by Frudd’s estimating department, records two competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely ‘B & J’ and ‘Beaufort’. The letter ‘C’ is marked next to ‘B & J’ which Frudd has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company. Frudd’s bid to the client on the tender register is recorded by the letters ‘FBS’ [Frudd Building Services] for the amount of £228,123.00, which matches the amount recorded by Newark & Sherwood DC.

Newark & Sherwood DC also received a tendered amount of £217,647 from Baggaley & Jenkins, which is lower than the amount tendered by Frudd. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Baggaley & Jenkins to Frudd.

5304 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13145, page 11.
5305 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13115, page 19.
5306 Response from Baggaley & Jenkins, OFT Document Reference 10232.
5308 Written representations of Baggaley & Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 33.
IV.3168. The OFT notes that although two competitors have been recorded on the Tender register, the letter ‘C’ is noted alongside the entry for ‘B & J’. The tender was allocated to Frudd’s Chief Estimator MR, and MR had an entry for Baggaley & Jenkins in a contact list used to communicate with competitors for the purpose of obtaining cover prices. Against this entry there is a specific reference to ‘Newark & Sherwood’, the client for this particular tender, suggesting that Baggaley & Jenkins was a regular source of cover prices for tenders put out by this client.

IV.3169. In interview, Frudd employees JF, PP and MR all agreed that the entry in the tender register shows that a cover price was received from Baggaley & Jenkins for this tender. Both JF and PP stated that MR would have dealt with the cover price and confirmed that covers were often sought from Baggaley & Jenkins for tenders for the client Newark & Sherwood DC, because it was felt that Baggaley & Jenkins would win the work anyway. In addition, JF stated that external repairs and redecoration ‘is not our thing’.

IV.3170. Finally, both parties have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender.

IV.3171. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Frudd and Baggaley & Jenkins, and that Baggaley & Jenkins supplied a figure to Frudd in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.3172. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3153 to IV.3171 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{5309}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Baggaley & Jenkins to Frudd was not unilateral\(^{5310}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{5311}\)

(b) Frudd can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Baggaley & Jenkins (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{5312}\) and

(c) Baggaley & Jenkins can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Frudd (i.e. that Frudd did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\(^{5313}\)

IV.3173. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Frudd and Baggaley & Jenkins in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for repairs and redecoration to the Winthorpe Road Estate, Newark, tender deadline 31 May 2002.

\(^{5309}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{5310}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{5311}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{5312}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{5313}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.3174. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3175. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of information obtained during the visit under section 28 at Frudd on 29 June 2005. Frudd will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Frudd will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 113: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 114: Conversion and Extension of a CCTV Control Room at Beeston Police Station, Nottinghamshire – 8 July 2002

Client: Broxtowe Borough Council
Parties: Bodill and W R Bloodworth

IV.3176. On 13 June 2002, Broxtowe Borough Council sought tenders for the conversion and extension of a CCTV control room at Beeston Police Station, Nottinghamshire. The return date for the tender was 8 July 2002 and four companies were invited to tender: W R Bloodworth, Craske, Frudd and Bodill.5314

IV.3177. Broxtowe Borough Council received the following tender returns on 8 July 2002:5315

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time and date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>10:58 8 July 2002</td>
<td>£58,003</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craske</td>
<td>Did not return tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frudd</td>
<td>11:05 8 July 2002</td>
<td>£69,630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>11:00 8 July 2002</td>
<td>£60,535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.3178. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill.5316

5314 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7266.
5315 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7266.
5316 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0625.
IV.3179. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted price was £60,535 and has a © in the ‘ESTIMATOR’ box.\textsuperscript{5317}

IV.3180. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, kept a diary for 2002 which contains an entry for this tender on 8 July which reads ‘\textit{12.00 BEESTON POLICE STN. (C) (BEESTON)}’.\textsuperscript{5318} JR explained in interview with the OFT that when a tender is written in his diary with a ‘C’ in brackets, ‘\textit{It means that we’re looking for some help, a cover, a cover price}’.\textsuperscript{5319}

\textit{Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill}

IV.3181. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3182. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000 and explained that when a ‘*’ is written against a contractor’s name it means that it gave Bodill a cover price.\textsuperscript{5320} In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it received a cover price from W R Bloodworth\textsuperscript{5321} and that it submitted a ‘token tender’.\textsuperscript{5322}

\textit{Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill}

IV.3183. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

\textit{Evidence from leniency applicant W R Bloodworth}

IV.3184. As part of its leniency application, W R Bloodworth provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.718 to IV.725 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3185. In its response to the Statement, W R Bloodworth stated ‘\textit{Bloodworth has been granted leniency and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement}’\textsuperscript{5323} in respect of this Infringement.

\textsuperscript{5317} Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0625.
\textsuperscript{5318} 2002 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0107, page 18, obtained during visit to Bodill’s premises under section 27 on 19 November 2004.
\textsuperscript{5319} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6337, page 4.
\textsuperscript{5320} Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861, page 1.
\textsuperscript{5321} Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 4.
\textsuperscript{5322} Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 3.
\textsuperscript{5323} Written representations of W R Bloodworth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.
**Witness evidence from leniency applicant W R Bloodworth**

IV.3186. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, W R Bloodworth’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.718 to IV.725 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3187. In respect of this tender Michael Campbell (‘MC’), an estimator at W R Bloodworth confirmed on being shown the Bodill tender sheet, '**BLOODWORTH. MICK WILL RING US. Tel. [.......] [C]**', that it was his telephone number, ‘it means they [Bodill] took a cover’ and that although MC could not recall giving Bodill a cover price for this tender, ‘It is possible, yes.’

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3188. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3189. Bodill and W R Bloodworth each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3190. Bodill was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender. It appears that W R Bloodworth completed the estimating process for this contract and that it submitted a tender with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the facts that it submitted the lowest price and that it won the tender.

IV.3191. In regard to W R Bloodworth, Bodill’s tender sheet records '**BLOODWORTH. MICK WILL RING US. Tel. [.......] [C]**’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from W R Bloodworth. The OFT considers that this also shows more specifically that Bodill would have had telephone contact with W R Bloodworth before the date for submitting its tender, in order to obtain its cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £60,535 as the tender figure and this was the figure that Bodill submitted.

IV.3192. Bodill’s tender sheet records the name of a W R Bloodworth estimator, ‘Mick’, and the telephone number ‘[.......] [C]’. The word ‘Mick’ refers to MC of W R Bloodworth, who has confirmed that this was W R Bloodworth’s telephone number.

IV.3193. The OFT notes that JR of Bodill has an entry in his diary on the date for submitting the tender, which includes a ‘C’ in brackets, which JR has confirmed shows that Bodill was looking for a cover price for this tender.

IV.3194. Both Parties have admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

---

5324 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0625.
IV.3195. The OFT notes in addition that W R Bloodworth’s tender figure is the only figure below Bodill’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Bodill could only have received a cover figure from W R Bloodworth.

IV.3196. The OFT also notes that the tender submitted by Bodill was higher than the tender submitted by W R Bloodworth, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.3197. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between W R Bloodworth and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that W R Bloodworth supplied a figure to Bodill for a cover bid.

IV.3198. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3178 to IV.3197 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{5328} In particular:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[(a)] the provision of a figure for a cover bid from W R Bloodworth to Bodill was not unilateral\textsuperscript{5329}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{5330}
  \item[(b)] Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from W R Bloodworth (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{5331} and
  \item[(c)] W R Bloodworth can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bodill (i.e. that Bodill did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{5332}
\end{itemize}

IV.3199. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bodill and W R Bloodworth, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the conversion and extension of a CCTV control room at Beeston Police Station, Nottinghamshire, tender deadline 8 July 2002.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.3200. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3201. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 27 to Bodill on 19 November 2004. Bodill will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Bodill in respect of this Infringement.

\textsuperscript{5328} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{5329} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\textsuperscript{5330} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{5331} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{5332} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.3202. In its response to the Statement, Bodill stated that ‘so far as Bodill is aware, the OFT had no knowledge of these Alleged Infringements and those contractors who had participated in them until 21 January 2005 and then only as a result of the evidence supplied by Bodill’.5333 The OFT first became aware of this tender as a result of the entry in a document obtained during a section 27 visit to Bodill on 19 November 20045334, which gave the OFT reasonable grounds to suspect cover pricing activity in respect of this tender prior to Bodill’s leniency application being made. Nevertheless, as stated in paragraph IV.3201 above, the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Bodill in respect of this Infringement.

IV.3203. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of W R Bloodworth’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. W R Bloodworth will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, W R Bloodworth will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 115: Classroom & Dining Room Refurbishment, Shirebrook School, Shirebrook, Nottinghamshire – 12 July 2002

Client: Derbyshire County Council

Parties: Bodill and E Taylor (trading as Carmalor)

IV.3204. In June 2002, E C Harris, acting on behalf of Derbyshire County Council, sought tenders for the classroom and dining room refurbishment of Shirebrook School, Shirebrook, Nottinghamshire. The return date for the tender was 12 July 2002 and four companies were invited to tender: Baggaley & Jenkins, Ian Whitehead Ltd, E Taylor (trading as Carmalor)5335 and Bodill.5336

IV.3205. E C Harris received the following tender returns on 12 July 2002.5337

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>12 July 2002</td>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
<td>£96,407.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Whitehead Ltd</td>
<td>12 July 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td>£167,000.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmalor [E Taylor]</td>
<td>12 July 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td>£174,230.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>12 July 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td>£178,291.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.3206. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill.5338

5333 Written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.5.
5334 2002 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0107, as discussed in paragraph IV.3180.
5335 In its description and analysis of this Infringement, for consistency with the available documentary and witness evidence, the OFT has referred to ‘Carmalor’ but notes that this is a trading name for E Taylor, which is accordingly the responsible legal entity.
5336 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7795.
5337 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7795.
1. Bodill

2. CARMALOR STEVE FOWKES/WAYNE

[...] [C] Ring 'THURS'

IV.3207. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted price was £178,291.00.\textsuperscript{5339}

IV.3208. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, kept a diary for 2002 which contains an entry for this tender on 12 July which reads ‘11.00 SHIREBROOKE SCHOOL (C) (MATLOCK)’.\textsuperscript{5340} JR explained in interview with the OFT that when a tender is written in his diary with a ‘C’ in brackets, ‘It means that we’re looking for some help, a cover, a cover price’.\textsuperscript{5341}

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.3209. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3210. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.\textsuperscript{5342} In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it received a cover price from Carmalor\textsuperscript{5343} and that it submitted a token tender.\textsuperscript{5344}

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.3211. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – E Taylor

IV.3212. A tender summary sheet for July 2002, was obtained from E Taylor’s premises during the section 27 inspection on 19 January 2006 and against the entry for Shirebrook School is typed ‘cover’.\textsuperscript{5345}

IV.3213. During the OFT section 27 visit at E Taylor’s premises on 19 January 2006, Mark Brown, the Managing Director of E Taylor, confirmed that Wayne Creed was employed as an estimator.\textsuperscript{5346}

IV.3214. The OFT wrote to E Taylor on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that E

\textsuperscript{5338} Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0624.
\textsuperscript{5339} Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0624.
\textsuperscript{5340} 2002 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0107, page 18, obtained during visit to Bodill’s premises under section 27 on 19 November 2004.
\textsuperscript{5341} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6337, page 4.
\textsuperscript{5342} Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861, page 1.
\textsuperscript{5343} Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 4.
\textsuperscript{5344} Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 3.
\textsuperscript{5345} Tender summary sheet, OFT Document Reference 4306, page 1.
\textsuperscript{5346} Filenote, OFT Document Reference 5826.
Taylor had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, E Taylor said that after consideration it felt unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. 5347

IV.3215. In its response to the Statement, E Taylor stated ‘Having reviewed the relevant sections of the SO that relate to ourselves, and most particularly the 3rd party evidence referred to, we have a degree of empathy with the OFT as to why they have reached the conclusion that Carmalor were involved in cover pricing. Unfortunately, as a result of the death of [the former Managing Director]… and the departure of [former Estimating Director] Steve Fowkes… our ability to defend our position is significantly prejudiced by the fact that we have no access to contemporaneous documentary evidence. Nor can we offer any meaningful personal testimony from those allegedly involved in the practice, that would act as a legally adequate defence. Thus, we find ourselves in “no man’s land” neither able to admit, nor adequately defend the allegations levelled at us.’ 5348

IV.3216. However, with its response to the Statement, E Taylor submitted a statement from Wayne Creed (‘WC’), the only person named in the Statement still employed by E Taylor. WC stated that ‘I have no recollection of either making a call to nor receiving a call from Bodill in relation to either the giving or taking of a cover price on this matter’. 5349 WC also indicated that ‘…I was not involved on a day to day basis in estimating work of this type. That work was controlled entirely by Steve Fowkes, who…reported directly to the then Managing Director, Mark Jackson.’ 5350

IV.3217. The OFT appreciates that a company would not often keep a record of giving a cover price, and may no longer employ the persons alleged to have given that cover, and in that instance recognises the need to assess the quality of evidence implicating the accused party. The OFT also recognises that where a cover price was given by a sole employee, other employees or directors of that company may not be aware whether or not such conduct took place.

IV.3218. The OFT notes the contradiction between the witness evidence of WC and the contemporaneous evidence and overall explanation provided by JR. On balance, the OFT considers the latter to be more compelling. JR’s evidence is consistent with the handwritten entries on the contemporaneous tender sheet and his diary. Further, in relation to Infringements 80, 114 and 127, amongst others described in this Decision, the contents of these Bodill tender documents and diary indicating that cover prices have been provided/accepted have been confirmed to be correct by evidence from other Parties. The OFT also notes that although WC states that he does not recall making or receiving a call to/from Bodill, he does not actually state that he did not do so, or that it would have been in any way contrary to the prevailing practice within E Taylor at the time to have done so. In light of those factors, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence and explanation of JR should be preferred to that of WC.

5347 Response from E Taylor, OFT Document Reference 11006.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3219. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3220. Bodill and Carmalor each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3221. Bodill was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.3222. In regard to E Taylor, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘CARMALOR STEVE FOWKES/WAYNE [………] [C] Ring THURS’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from Carmalor. The OFT considers that this also indicates more specifically that Bodill was to phone Carmalor’s estimator on the day before the date for submitting the tender in order to obtain its cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £178,291 as the tender figure and this was the figure that Bodill submitted.

IV.3223. Bodill’s tender sheet records the name of a Carmalor estimator, ‘Steve Fowkes’, and the telephone number ‘[………] [C]’. Information obtained from W R Bloodworth, a list of contacts for cover prices, names ‘Steve’ at Carmalor with a telephone number contact number of ‘[………] [C]’, providing further corroboration that Bodill contacted Carmalor, in respect of this tender.

IV.3224. The OFT notes in addition that JR has an entry in his diary on the date for submitting the tender, which JR has confirmed shows Bodill were looking for a cover price for this tender.

IV.3225. While E Taylor has not admitted to cover pricing in respect of this tender, the OFT notes that an internal list of tenders obtained from E Taylor had the word ‘cover’ typed against this tender.

IV.3226. The OFT also notes that the tender submitted by Bodill was higher than the tender submitted by Carmalor, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.3227. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Carmalor and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Carmalor supplied a figure to Bodill for a cover bid.

IV.3228. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3206 to IV.3227 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Carmalor to Bodill was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

5351 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 3915.
5352 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5353 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5354 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
(b) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Carmalor (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^\text{5355}\) and

(c) Carmalor can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bodill (i.e. that Bodill did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^\text{5356}\)

IV.3229. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bodill and Carmalor, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the classroom and dining room refurbishment of Shirebrook School, Shirebrook, Nottinghamshire, tender deadline 12 July 2002.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3230. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3231. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 27 to Bodill on 19 November 2004. Bodill will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Bodill in respect of this Infringement.

IV.3232. In its response to the Statement, Bodill stated that ‘so far as Bodill is aware, the OFT had no knowledge of these Alleged Infringements and those contractors who had participated in them until 21 January 2005 and then only as a result of the evidence supplied by Bodill’\(^\text{5357}\). The OFT first became aware of this tender as a result of the entry in a document obtained during a section 27 visit to Bodill on 19 November 2004\(^\text{5358}\), which gave the OFT reasonable grounds to suspect cover pricing activity in respect of this tender prior to Bodill’s leniency application being made. Nevertheless, as stated in paragraph IV.3231 above, the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Bodill in respect of this Infringement.

\(^\text{5355}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^\text{5356}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^\text{5357}\) Written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.5.

\(^\text{5358}\) 2002 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0107, as discussed in paragraph IV.3208.
Infringement 116: 45 Modernisations, Highbury Vale, Nottingham – 2 August 2002

Client: Nottingham City Council
Parties: Adam Eastwood, Mansell and Thomas Long

IV.3233. On 10 July 2002, Nottingham City Council sought tenders for 45 modernisations, Highbury Vale, Nottingham. The following eight companies were invited to tender: Adam Eastwood, Bluestone, Clegg, IH Moore & Co Ltd, Mansell, North Midland, Nottingham City Building Works and Thomas Long. The date and time of tender return was 2 August 2002 at 12:00 noon.

IV.3234. Nottingham City Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham City Building Works</td>
<td>2 August 2002</td>
<td>£332,952.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>2 August 2002 10:35</td>
<td>£231,676.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IH Moore &amp; Co Ltd</td>
<td>2 August 2002 16:15</td>
<td>£254,405.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Midland</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>2 August 2002</td>
<td>£222,418.00</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>2 August 2002 11:40</td>
<td>£236,633.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Adam Eastwood – Handwritten Notes

IV.3235. As part of its leniency application, Adam Eastwood’s legal representatives provided handwritten notes headed ‘Highbury Vale’ which show pricing for the tender including a figure of £4000 for ‘Prov Sums’.

‘Thos Long
Mark Philips
[...] [C]

3rd

Ken Lockwood

1 5.65% [...][C]

Mansell

2 7.69%’

IV.3236. At the bottom of the third page are notes which show ‘Mansell 227676.24 + Provs (231000.00)’ and Tho... Long 232,660.76 + Provs. (236660.00).”
Evidence from leniency applicant Adam Eastwood

IV.3237. As part of its leniency application, Adam Eastwood’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.159 to IV.165 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3238. In addition to its leniency application, Adam Eastwood provided to the OFT a list of covers. At number eight of this list is the following entry:

‘45 Modernisations, Highbury Vale, Nottingham – October 2002
Eastwoods gave a cover price to Thomas Long and Mansell Construction
Eastwoods figure £222,400.00
Eastwoods were awarded the contract – out of 6 Tenderers.
Covers given by Paul Dodds of Eastwoods to Mark Philips of T. Long and Ken Lockwood of Mansell”

IV.3239. In their response to the Statement, Adam Eastwood and the Eastwood Foundation had ‘No material observations’ in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Adam Eastwood

IV.3240. During separate interviews with the OFT on 21 February 2007, conducted in connection with Adam Eastwood’s leniency application, both Adrian Tranter (‘AT’), Managing Director of Adam Eastwood, and Chris Stubbs (‘CS’), Company Director of Adam Eastwood, provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.159 to IV.165 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3241. During the interview with AT, he stated that this tender was ‘… won by Paul Dodds’. AT stated that the handwritten notes belonged to Paul Dodds (‘PD’), an ex-employee of Adam Eastwood, and that before PD left Adam Eastwood PD recalled that he gave cover prices on this tender. In respect of the second page of notes AT stated ‘That’d be one of the cover prices … Yeah. That’s the two’ and when asked what the percentages showed, stated ‘I would surmise that what Paul’s done is plucked a figure out of the air to make it look reasonable as opposed to being one’s five percent, one’s ten percent’.

Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.3242. In its response to the Statement, Balfour Beatty/Mansell stated it and its subsidiaries ‘do not dispute the occurrence of the Alleged Infringements’.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.3243. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, an employee of Mansell and an ex-employee from the Nottingham office provided

---

5365 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3949.
5368 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11095, page 5.
5371 Written representations of Balfour Beatty, 27 June 2008, paragraph 1.2.
further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.490 to IV.496 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3244. During an interview with the OFT on 18 April 2007, Kenneth Lockwood (‘KL’), who was a Chief Estimator in the Nottingham office, was shown handwritten notes from Adam Eastwood and in respect of the third page he stated ‘Well, I can see what they’ve done there ... they’ve given a figure plus provisional sums. They’ve highlighted that because danger is that we could not give that as [an] overall cover figure and then I could have filled it in ... not realising it was ... to have provisional sums added on, it could have been another 200, 300 thousand pound provisional sums ... that meant we would have won it and not had any provisional sums. So I can see why he’s written that’.\textsuperscript{5372} When asked if it was fair to say from the information provided that Mansell took a cover price from Adam Eastwood on this tender, KL stated ‘Oh, yes, I have no reason ... to believe it won’t have been’\textsuperscript{5373}

\textbf{Evidence from other companies – Thomas Long}

IV.3245. The OFT wrote to Thomas Long on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Thomas Long had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Thomas Long stated ‘... we are unable to establish that cover prices were either given or received’ in respect of this tender.\textsuperscript{5374}

IV.3246. However, in its response to the Statement, Thomas Long stated ‘...having considered the evidence contained in the [Statement] ... Thomas Long is satisfied that the Company [Thomas Long] did accept a cover price.’\textsuperscript{5375}

\textbf{The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding}

IV.3247. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3248. Adam Eastwood, Mansell and Thomas Long each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3249. All three companies submitted a tender. It appears that Adam Eastwood completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Adam Eastwood being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.3250. Mansell and Thomas Long were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.3251. In regard to Mansell, Adam Eastwood has confirmed that the handwritten notes ‘\

1 5.65% ... Ken Lockwood Mansell [.........] [C]’ and ‘Mansell 227676.24 + Provs (231000.00)’ show that it gave the company noted a

\textsuperscript{5372} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 32.
\textsuperscript{5373} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 32.
\textsuperscript{5374} Response from Thomas Long, OFT Document Reference 10884.
\textsuperscript{5375} Written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.9.
cover price. The telephone number […………………] [C] was Mansell’s telephone number of its Nottingham office5376 and KL was Mansell’s Chief Estimator at its Nottingham office.

IV.3252. In addition, Mansell has admitted on the basis of this document that it received a cover price from Adam Eastwood. Furthermore the figure noted by Adam Eastwood for Mansell, ‘£227,676.24 + Provs’, was the same as the figure of £231,676.00 that Mansell submitted for the tender, once Adam Eastwood’s figure of £4000 for ‘Prov sums’ is included.

IV.3253. In regard to Thomas Long, Adam Eastwood has confirmed that the handwritten notes ‘Thos Long Mark Philips […] [C]’ and ‘Tho… Long 232,660.76 + Provs. (236660.00)’ show that it gave the company noted a cover price. The telephone number […………………] [C] was Thomas Long’s telephone number.5377

IV.3254. Furthermore the figure noted by Adam Eastwood for Thomas Long, £236,660.00, was almost identical to the figure that Thomas Long submitted for the tender.

IV.3255. The OFT further notes that the tenders submitted by Mansell and Thomas Long were both higher than the tender submitted by Adam Eastwood, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided. The OFT considers that the admitted cover pricing between Adam Eastwood and Mansell and the fact that Adam Eastwood has confirmed that its notes show that it gave a cover price to Thomas Long strengthen the OFT’s evidence against Thomas Long and reinforces the backdrop of collusion on this tender.

IV.3256. The OFT further notes that all three Parties have now admitted liability in respect of this Infringement.

IV.3257. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Adam Eastwood and Mansell, and between Adam Eastwood and Thomas Long. The OFT also concludes that Adam Eastwood supplied figures to both Mansell and Thomas Long for cover bids.

IV.3258. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3235 to IV.3257 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.5378 In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Adam Eastwood to each of Mansell and Thomas Long was not unilateral5379, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;5380
(b) Mansell and Thomas Long can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Adam Eastwood (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;5381 and

5378 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5379 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5380 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5381 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Adam Eastwood can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell and Thomas Long (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}

IV.3259. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Adam Eastwood and Mansell, and between Adam Eastwood and Thomas Long in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for 45 modernisations, Highbury Vale, Nottingham, tender deadline 2 August 2002.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3260. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3261. Adam Eastwood informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Adam Eastwood will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.3262. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Mansell’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by leniency party Adam Eastwood. Mansell will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Mansell will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Alleged Infringement 117: Not included in the Decision**

**Infringement 118:** Internal Alterations to Workshops, Rooms 25 and 29, West Nottinghamshire College, Derby Road, Mansfield – 6 September 2002

**Client:** West Nottinghamshire College

**Parties:** Greenwood and Harold Adkin

IV.3263. In 2002, West Nottinghamshire College sought tenders for internal alterations to workshops, Rooms 25 and 29, West Nottinghamshire College, Derby Road, Mansfield. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 6 September 2002 and four companies were invited to tender: Harold Adkin, Greenwood, ARG and an unknown company.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9970.}

IV.3264. West Nottinghamshire College received the following tender returns by 12:00 noon on 6 September 2002.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9970.}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harold Adkin</td>
<td>By 12:00 noon on 6 September 2002</td>
<td>£24,995</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>By 12:00 noon on 6 September 2002</td>
<td>£26,150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>By 12:00 noon on 6 September 2002</td>
<td>£27,495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown Company</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Greenwood – Two Post-it notes, Schedule of Works and Fax from Harold Adkin

IV.3265. During the OFT’s search of Greenwood’s premises on 15 June 2005, a number of tender documents with post-it notes attached were found. The first post-it note attached to the tender documents for internal alterations to workshops, Rooms 25 and 29 contained the following handwritten note:

‘PRICED SPEC TO BE
FAXED MONDAY!
WEST NOTTS COLLEGE
COVER FROM
HARROLD
[..] [C] ADKINS
OUR F I G    IAN
£26,150-00    DOUGLAS’

IV.3266. The second post-it note attached to the tender documents for internal alterations to workshops, Rooms 25 and 29 contained the following handwritten note:

‘ROB WILTON
IAN PRITCHARD’

IV.3267. A blank copy of the schedule of works for this contract was also found at Greenwood. Handwritten on the front page is:

‘4519    PAUL TURNER [..] [C]
[..] [C]
FAX   [..] [C]’

IV.3268. A fax from Ian Douglas of Harold Adkin to Robert Sharman, an ex-estimator at Greenwood, dated 9 September 2002 attaching a priced schedule of works for this contract was also found at Greenwood. The fax reads:

‘RE: WEST NOTTS COLLEGE, DERBY ROAD    Page 1 of 3’

---

5385 No details available from the client about the fourth company, which did not submit a tender by the return date.
5386 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference 2621.
5387 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference 2623.
5388 Schedule of works, OFT Document Reference 2622.
5389 Fax, OFT Document Reference 2624.
5390 Fax, OFT Document Reference 2624, page 1.
ROOMS 25 AND 29

Please receive a copy of YOUR priced schedule for the above

Witness Evidence from Greenwood

IV.3269. During an interview conducted on 12 October 2006, Chris Stendall (‘CS’), an ex-estimator for Greenwood, commented in general terms on Greenwood’s participation in bid rigging activities. He asked the OFT ‘Why don’t you ask me if we’ve taken a cover or given a cover. … of course I have done that and I believe that probably every other contractor in the country has probably done that on certain occasions’.\(^{5391}\) CS explained, ‘… the only reason for doing that is to make sure you’re tender … a figure goes into the client and that you’re kept in the loop for next time’.\(^{5392}\) CS confirmed that the exchange of cover prices was always carried out by telephone.\(^{5393}\) At Greenwood, the exchange of cover prices usually occurred ‘towards the end, I suppose when I, you know they realize you couldn’t do something or they wanted some help’.\(^{5394}\) CS stated that if he received a cover price he would record it ‘… in a notebook and then, it would go onto the tender sheet’.\(^{5395}\) During interview CS confirmed that when referring to a ‘notebook’ he actually was referring to a post-it note.\(^{5396}\)

IV.3270. CS was interviewed for a second time on 28 February 2007 and was shown the documents and post-it notes found during the OFT’s search of Greenwood’s premises in relation to this tender. CS confirmed that the handwritten notes on the first post-it note were written by Andrew Boam, an ex-estimator at Greenwood, and that it indicates ‘That there was a cover from Howard Adkins [sic]’ and in relation to the handwritten ‘OUR FIG £26,150.00’, ‘That was the figure that we were given [by Harold Adkin]’.\(^{5397}\) CS could not explain the handwriting on the second post-it note.\(^{5398}\)

IV.3271. On being shown by the OFT the fax from Harold Adkin, CS said in interview ‘It would suggest that we either came second or third and the clients asked for a price schedule from the top three … And obviously as we’ve not done the work on it we wouldn’t know what to …’.\(^{5399}\) CS confirmed that this information was ‘A follow up from the original cover yes that’s right which occasionally used to happen yes they [the client] do that in case obviously the lowest made a big mistake’.\(^{5400}\)

Evidence from other companies – Greenwood/Crown Point

IV.3272. The OFT wrote to Greenwood on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Greenwood had participated in bid rigging on this tender. A response was
received from Begbies Traynor informing the OFT that ‘... we have now ceased to act as administrators pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 84 of schedule B1 of the Insolvency Act 1986 which facilitates the ending of an administration order by dissolution of the company. ... As we have ceased to act as administrators of the company we are not in a position to enter into any agreement on its behalf’.  

IV.3273. The OFT subsequently wrote to Greenwood’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Crown Point, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on the letter sent to Greenwood on 22 March 2007, given that the OFT intended to hold Crown Point jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Greenwood in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Crown Point’s legal representatives Keeble Hawson said ‘...the offer is not accepted by Crown Point Maintenance Group Limited’.  

The company has subsequently indicated that it was ‘...without any documentary evidence such that it was simply unable to meet the conditions set out in the fast track offer letter.’

IV.3274. In response to the Statement, Crown Point provided a witness statement from its Director, Andrew Goodwin, who stated that ‘in the light of the evidence presented I cannot deny that the alleged incident took place’.

IV.3275. Crown Point also stated in its response to the Statement that ‘the OFT provisionally found that Harold Adkin was the ‘instigator’ of the process inasmuch that Harold Adkin provided a figure for a cover bid to Greenwood’. The OFT emphasises that it has not made any finding regarding which party instigated the cover pricing arrangement in this Infringement – indeed, as noted in section IV.C above, it was far more common for the party requesting the cover price (in this Infringement, Greenwood) to initiate the arrangement. It is not necessary for the OFT to conclude on this aspect for a finding of an infringement to be made.

Evidence from other companies – Harold Adkin

IV.3276. The OFT wrote to Harold Adkin on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Harold Adkin had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Harold Adkin admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with the following: Greenwood Builders’.

IV.3277. In its response to the Statement, Harold Adkin stated ‘[a] competitive tender was received by the client, West Nottinghamshire College. No financial gain by Harold Adkin ... [and] [i]n none of these ... infringements do Adkins consider that there was any loss to the employer/client’. As explained in Section III (Legal Background) the OFT considers that cover pricing has the object of restricting, distorting or preventing competition and is therefore not required to

5401 Response from Greenwood, OFT Document Reference 10358.
5402 Response from Crown Point, OFT Document Reference 14184.
5403 Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.4
5405 Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.3.
demonstrate an effect, whether in the form of direct loss to the client or otherwise, in order to establish an Infringement. The extent to which the alleged absence of financial gain or loss to the client should be treated as mitigation when assessing penalties is considered further in Section VI (Enforcement).

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3278. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3279. Greenwood and Harold Adkin each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3280. Greenwood was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender. It appears that Harold Adkin completed the estimating process for this contract and that it submitted a tender with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the fact that it submitted the lowest price and that it won the tender.

IV.3281. A post-it note found at Greenwood records ‘PRICED SPEC TO BE FAXED MONDAY! WEST NOTTS COLLEGE COVER FROM HAROLD ADKINS [........] [C] OUR FIG £26,150-00 IAN DOUGLAS’. CS confirmed that this note records that Greenwood received a cover figure of £26,150 from Harold Adkin for the work for West Nottinghamshire College. The telephone number ‘[........] [C]’ is the telephone number of Harold Adkin as confirmed by the telephone contact number at the foot of the fax sent to Greenwood by Harold Adkin for this tender. ‘IAN DOUGLAS’ refers to Ian Douglas, an employee of Harold Adkin, who sent that fax to Greenwood.

IV.3282. The post-it note also stated ‘PRICED SPEC TO BE FAXED MONDAY!’CS explained that Greenwood had been asked by the client for a breakdown of its tender costs. CS explained that as Greenwood had not priced this tender, since it was taking a cover price, it was unable to produce breakdown figures of its own accord. Greenwood therefore went back to Harold Adkin, who had provided Greenwood with the cover price, and Harold Adkin sent the fax with an attached table which gave the requested breakdown of figures to Greenwood. CS further explained that the figures provided by Harold Adkin were costs based on the cover price given to Greenwood by Harold Adkin. The figures in the table add up to £26,150, the tender figure submitted by Greenwood for this work.

IV.3283. In addition to this, the total figure provided by Harold Adkin to Greenwood as its cover price ‘£26,150-00’ and recorded by Greenwood on the first post-it note was identical to the tender that Greenwood submitted for the work.

IV.3284. Both CS of Greenwood and Harold Adkin have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. In addition, Crown Point’s Director confirmed in response to the Statement that he could not deny that the Infringement took place. The OFT also notes that Harold Adkin admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Greenwood, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Greenwood was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.
IV.3285. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Greenwood, CS’s admissions and explanations of that contemporaneous evidence and Harold Adkin’s independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender, that Harold Adkin gave a cover price to Greenwood for this tender.

IV.3286. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by Greenwood was higher than the tender submitted by Harold Adkin, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.3287. The OFT also notes that no other company submitted a bid lower than Harold Adkin’s bid, and that only Harold Adkin could therefore have given Greenwood a cover in respect of this tender.

IV.3288. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Harold Adkin and Greenwood. The OFT also concludes that Harold Adkin supplied a figure to Greenwood for a cover bid.

IV.3289. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3265 to IV.3288 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Harold Adkin to Greenwood was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Greenwood can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Harold Adkin (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Harold Adkin can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Greenwood (i.e. that Greenwood did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.3290. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Harold Adkin and Greenwood, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for internal alterations to workshops, Room 25 and 29, West Nottinghamshire College, Derby Road, Mansfield, tender deadline 6 September 2002.

5408 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5409 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5410 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5411 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5412 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 119: Critical Care Development, Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Gayton Road, Kings Lynn, Norfolk – 16 September 2002

Client: Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Kings Lynn NHS Trust
Parties: Jackson and Haymills

IV.3291. In 2002, Queen Elizabeth Hospital sought tenders for the Critical Care Development, Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Gayton Road, Kings Lynn, Norfolk. The return date for the tender was 16 September 2002 and four companies were invited to tender: Barnes Construction, Bluestone, Haymills and Jackson.  

IV.3292. Queen Elizabeth Hospital received the following tender returns prior to 12:00 noon on 16 September 2002:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barnes Construction</td>
<td>16 September 2002</td>
<td>11:22 am</td>
<td>£2,513,870.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>16 September 2002</td>
<td>11:18 am</td>
<td>£2,469,082.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haymills</td>
<td>16 September 2002</td>
<td>11:50 am</td>
<td>£2,507,458.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>16 September 2002</td>
<td>11:26 am</td>
<td>£2,599,473.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Propencity – Jackson Tender book*

IV.3293. In Jackson’s tender book, provided by Propencity to the OFT as part of its leniency application, in respect of this tender, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enquiry Number</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Employer Location</th>
<th>Description of Works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E3604</td>
<td>07.8.02</td>
<td>Queen Elizabeth Hospital Kings Lynn</td>
<td>Critical Care, Services Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos Out of Lowest Tender</th>
<th>Jacksons</th>
<th>General Notes</th>
<th>Date for Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>£2,599,473</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Noon 16.9.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3294. On the tender sheet for this tender is handwritten in the section under ‘Known Competition’, ‘Barnes, Bluestone, Haymills’. The estimator is recorded as ‘P Cooper’.  

---

5413 Jackson is a subsidiary of Propencity.
5414 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9020.
5415 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9020.
5417 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference A0900.
Evidence from leniency applicant Propencty

IV.3295. As part of its leniency application, Propencty provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3296. In particular, Propencty provided to the OFT an analysis of its Tender Records Book since 4 January 2000 and in respect of this tender, Propencty confirmed that it received a cover price from Haymills.\(^{5418}\)

IV.3297. In its response to the Statement, Propencty stated ‘...Propencty Group has made admissions in relation to all instances of cover pricing it uncovered as part of its leniency application’.\(^{5419}\)

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Propencty

IV.3298. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Propencty’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3299. John Rhodes (‘JR’), Pre-Contracts Manager at Jackson, confirmed in interview that it is his handwriting in the tender book\(^{5420}\) and that in most instances it would be himself that arranged the cover price.\(^{5421}\) JR said in respect of the entry for this tender in the tender book, ‘it appears that a cover was taken from Haymills and the value entered would have been the figure that was included on the formal tender’.\(^{5422}\) JR also confirmed that ‘PC’ stood for the estimator Phil Cooper (‘PC’), a senior estimator at Jackson, who was initially assigned this tender before it was decided to take a cover price.\(^{5423}\) JR explained that the ‘C’ stood for ‘competitive tender’.\(^{5424}\)

IV.3300. PC could not recall this tender but confirmed that the writing on the tender sheet was JR’s and not his.\(^ {5425}\) In respect of the tender sheet JR said ‘I would normally fill that sheet in almost immediately after the documents were received’, ‘that’s my handwriting’ and ‘if he was doing some work on the project and for whatever reason as directed by the board that we were directed to cease work and organise a cover..... he would have been asked to stop and the situation [that Jackson was taking a cover] would have been explained to him’.\(^ {5426}\)

Evidence from other companies – Haymills

IV.3301. The OFT wrote to Haymills on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that

\(^{5418}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A1274, page 4.
\(^{5419}\) Written representations of Propencty, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 6.2.
\(^{5420}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 10.
\(^{5421}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 11.
\(^{5422}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 19.
\(^{5423}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 19.
\(^{5424}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 13.
\(^{5425}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11348, pages 12 and 13.
\(^{5426}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 19.
Haymills had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Haymills admitted ‘We engaged in cover pricing (a form of bid rigging activities) on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’. 5427

IV.3302. In its response Haymills enclosed a copy of its Tender Analysis Form for this tender and under the section headed ‘Competition’ is written ‘Barnes, Jackson, Bluestone’. 5428 In addition, Haymills said in respect of this tender, that after its internal enquiries and interviews, ‘To the extent that Haymills has participated in cover pricing in relation to those tenders, Haymills would, in all likelihood, have done so with Jacksons ...’ 5429

IV.3303. The OFT subsequently wrote to Haymills’ ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Corringway, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Haymills' response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Corringway jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Haymills in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Corringway said ‘Corringway is prepared to confirm that it proposes to respect the terms of Haymills’ acceptance of its participation in the alleged infringements, and that it does not propose to make representations denying Haymills’ participation in the bid-rigging activities in relation to the suspect tenders which are set out in Annex 1 of the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007 to Haymills ...’ 5430

IV.3304. In its response to the Statement, Haymills stated that it ‘...does not challenge its participation in cover pricing and its breach of the Chapter I prohibition in respect of ... [this Infringement]. Haymills Group regrets its participation in cover pricing and now operates a strict policy of competition law compliance.’ 5431

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3305. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3306. Jackson and Haymills each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3307. Haymills completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.3308. Jackson was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.3309. In regard to Haymills, Jackson’s tender book states, ‘Cover from Haymills’. Propensity has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from Haymills. Jackson recorded in the tender book the figure £2,599,473, as the tender figure and this was the figure that Jackson submitted.

5428 Tender Analysis Form, OFT Document Reference 11074.
5429 Response from Haymills, OFT Document Reference 10404, page 5.
5430 Response from Corringway, OFT Document Reference 14143.
5431 Written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.
IV.3310. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Jackson was higher than the tender submitted by Haymills, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.3311. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Haymills admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was, ‘in all likelihood’, Jackson without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Jackson was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.3312. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Haymills and Jackson. The OFT also concludes that Haymills supplied a figure to Jackson for a cover bid.

IV.3313. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3291 to IV.3312 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Haymills to Jackson was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Jackson can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Haymills (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Haymills can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Jackson (i.e. that Jackson did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.3314. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Jackson and Haymills, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the Critical Care Development, Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Gayton Road, Kings Lynn, Norfolk, tender deadline 16 September 2002.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.3315. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3316. Propencity informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Propencity will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

5432 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5433 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5434 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5435 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5436 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Refurbishment of Changing Rooms, St Benedict School, Derby
– 20 September 2002

Client: St Benedict Catholic School and Performing Arts College
Parties: Derwent Valley and Milward

IV.3317. On 30 August 2002, St Benedict Catholic School and Performing Arts College ('St Benedict'), sought tenders for the refurbishment of boys and girls changing rooms, North Block, St Benedict School and Performing Arts College. The following five companies were invited to tender: Derwent Valley, Peter Baines, Davlyn, Milward and Greenhill Construction. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 20 September 2002.5437

IV.3318. St Benedict received the following tender returns:5438

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peter Baines</td>
<td>20 September 2002</td>
<td>£45,207.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>20 September 2002</td>
<td>£79,489.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>20 September 2002</td>
<td>£63,455.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhill Construction</td>
<td>20 September 2002</td>
<td>£55,603.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milward</td>
<td>20 September 2002</td>
<td>£67,874.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3319. St Benedict also provided a report on tenders which notes at paragraph 3.03 'There is nothing to indicate any collusion and it is considered the tenders are genuine'.5439 The report goes on to say that the lowest tender 'has been adjusted by reducing contingencies to £1,000. The lowest tender is £1,209.72 over budget'.5440 This report concludes with the recommendation that 'the tender from Peter Baines Limited in the revised sum of £44,207.00 be accepted'.5441

IV.3320. Milward noted in its response to the Statement that St Benedict’s report had considered the tenders to be genuine. Milward stated, ‘This is a contemporaneous document and should be regarded as more evidentially robust...’ 5442 The OFT does not accept this assertion. When including this comment in the report, St Benedict did not have access to the evidence relied on by the OFT. The OFT notes that one of the aims of cover pricing is to ensure that the submitted tenders appear to be genuine, and in this case any report attesting to such merely shows that the parties were successful in this aim.

5437 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9540.
5438 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9540.
5440 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9541, page 2.
5441 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9541, page 2.
5442 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.2(l).
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley – Tender Schedule

IV.3321. During the OFT’s search of Derwent Valley’s premises, a tender schedule containing handwritten entries was discovered. Within this tender schedule was the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO.</th>
<th>RETURN DATE</th>
<th>TENDER DETAILS</th>
<th>OPPOSITION</th>
<th>TENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>07/08/02</td>
<td>20/09/02</td>
<td>REFURBISHMENT OF CHANGING ROOMS, NORTH BLOCK ST BENEDICTS SCHOOL</td>
<td>67876 Milward (C) Davlyn</td>
<td>63 455 3rd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.3322. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3323. In its leniency application, Derwent Valley set out a summary of all tenders from April 2001 to January 2005 where Derwent Valley had given a cover price to a competitor for that tender, marked as ‘DVC1 List of Covers Given’. The information in the summary was based on the tender book kept by Pat Tunnicliffe (‘PT’), an ex-estimator at Derwent Valley, and contained the following extract:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Company Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>August 2002</td>
<td>Changing room refurbishment St</td>
<td>Milward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benedict Catholic School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3324. In its response to the Statement, Milward asserted that one of the entries in this summary document was incorrect, as it indicated Milward had taken a cover in respect of another project whereas in fact Milward had been successful in obtaining the contract on that project. The OFT notes Milward’s point. On balance, however, the OFT does not consider the credibility of the other entries in the document to be undermined where, as here, those entries are underpinned by a contemporaneous Tender Schedule. Moreover, the summary represents Derwent Valley’s assessment as to its participation in cover pricing on this tender and the OFT accordingly takes it into account when assessing the totality of the evidence.

IV.3325. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application a ‘List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices’. The name ‘Milward Construction

---

5443 Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912.
5444 Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912, page 33.
5445 List of Covers Given, OFT Document Reference 3940, page 2.
5446 Written Representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.2; affidavit of Stephen Milward, 24 June 2008, paragraph 12.
(Belper)’ appears on this list with the address ‘30 Market Place Belper Derbyshire’ and the contact name ‘Adrian Milward’. 5447

IV.3326. In its response to the Statement, Milward stated that Adrian Milward ‘does not know any of the employees of Derwent Valley and did not know of them at the time of the Alleged Infringements’. 5448 However, the OFT notes the evidence of PT to the contrary; he stated in interview that ‘...Milward were a contractor in Belper, the same as Derwent Valley were. They went back a long way, you know, before I joined. Adrian knew that if it wasn’t David it would be myself that was pricing it and he would ask for one or the other and then we would give him a call back when we had a figure for him’. 5449

IV.3327. Following the issue of the Statement, Derwent Valley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.3328. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Derwent Valley directors and an ex-employee provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3329. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with PT, who dealt with this tender. PT confirmed that he kept and maintained the tender schedule referred to in paragraphs IV.309 to IV.317 above. 5450 PT referred to the tender schedule and when asked if he recalled the tender he said, ‘Yeah I remember going round there. It looks as though, I would say we came third on that…it looks as though I gave a cover to Milward, that’d be the Milward in Belper’. When asked if he recalled dealing with anyone at Milward, PT said ‘Yeah that would be Adrian’ and went on to clarify this as Adrian Milward. PT could not specifically recall having a conversation with Milward in regard to this tender and said that ‘you just get a phone call, are you pricing it, can you help me out?’. When asked how Milward would have known to contact Derwent Valley, PT responded ‘Because Milward were a contractor in Belper, the same as Derwent Valley were. They went back a long way, you know, before I joined. Adrian knew that if it wasn’t David it would be myself that was pricing it and he would ask for one or the other and then we would give him a call back when we had a figure for him’. 5451

IV.3330. David Stone (‘DS’), Managing Director of Derwent Valley, was also interviewed in regard to this tender. DS recalled the tender and said ‘Yeah, I, I priced that, I can remember’. 5452 DS, examining the entry for this tender in the tender schedule and the figure of 67876, said that ‘I’d suggest, not totally sure, but I’d suggest that may be the figure given to them’. When asked whether he meant that the figure was given by Derwent Valley, he said ‘Yeah’. 5453

5448 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 4.8.
5449 Interview transcript, OFT Document reference 14237 page 19
5451 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 19.
5452 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13478, page 23.
IV.3331. Milward stated in its response to the Statement that ‘... both PT and DS say that they priced the tender – they cannot both be correct ...’.\textsuperscript{5454} The OFT does not accept Milward’s interpretation of the witness evidence (although the OFT does not see any inconsistency if the two individuals worked together to compile a single tender estimate). In this case the OFT considers the evidence shows that PT visited the site and DS priced the tender: PT said ‘I remember going round there [to the St Benedict School]’ and DS said ‘I priced that’. There is no inconsistency.

IV.3332. Milward also stated in its response to the Statement that ‘...neither [PT or DS] is able to say with certainty ("not totally sure") that they provided a cover price to Milward’.\textsuperscript{5455} The OFT considers the interviews with PT and DS to be good corroborating evidence for the contemporaneous Tender Schedule document. Although neither PT nor DS could recall the exact circumstances in which the cover was provided to Milward, both did have a recollection of the job and explained that the entry in the contemporaneous Tender Schedule indicated that Milward took a cover price. The OFT relies primarily on the Tender Schedule in this regard, the witness evidence being supportive.

Evidence from other companies – Milward

IV.3333. The OFT wrote to Milward on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Milward had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Milward did not reply to this letter and subsequently on 9 May 2007 a call was made by the OFT to the Managing Director of Milward, who said the OFT would not be receiving a response as Milward ‘have not done anything wrong’.\textsuperscript{5456}

IV.3334. Milward stated in its response to the Statement that it ‘...did not give or receive a cover price for this tender...’.\textsuperscript{5457} It also adduced an affidavit from Stephen Milward, indicating that he priced this job, and ‘The Company did not take a cover price for the works’.\textsuperscript{5458} The OFT notes Stephen Milward’s evidence, and has given it consideration. On balance, however, the OFT considers that greater weight may be attached to the contemporaneous Tender Schedule. Although the witness evidence of PT explaining the entries in this Schedule indicated that it was Adrian Milward with whom Derwent Valley usually dealt, he does not specifically state that it was Adrian with whom he dealt on this occasion, Stephen Milward has likewise confirmed that he does not know PT\textsuperscript{5459}, and moreover both he and Adrian Milward have confirmed that he would not always be the person finalising and submitting the tender on the day\textsuperscript{5460} (and therefore the person who might make or take a telephone call in respect of provision of a cover). The OFT therefore does not consider the apparent inconsistency between the evidence of the respective parties’ witnesses to be irreconcilable in this instance. In any event the OFT considers

\textsuperscript{5454} Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.2(ii)(ii).
\textsuperscript{5455} Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.2(ii)(ii).
\textsuperscript{5456} File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10716.
\textsuperscript{5457} Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.2(a).
\textsuperscript{5458} Affidavit of Stephen Milward, 24 June 2008, paragraph 6(a).
\textsuperscript{5459} Affidavit of Stephen Milward, 24 June 2008, paragraph 5(a).
\textsuperscript{5460} Affidavit of Stephen Milward, 24 June 2008, paragraph 9; affidavit of Adrian Milward, 22 May 2008, paragraph 11; written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.3(g) (in respect of Infringement 134, though the point has equal application in respect of this Infringement).
that the contemporaneous Tender Schedule would weigh in favour of preferring the evidence of PT to the extent that there is any inconsistency.

IV.3335. Milward also stated in its response to the Statement that it ‘...was actively marketing its services to schools... [t]he targeted marketing which took place during the period in which the tender was submitted demonstrates that Milward was eager to expand its work in this area... [i]t would be contrary to this policy for Milward to have sought a cover price on this tender’. The OFT does not accept that Milward’s active marketing to schools means it would not have sought and obtained a cover price for this tender. On the contrary the OFT views Milward’s active marketing as a possible incentive for it to obtain a cover price, rather than returning no bid at all and risk being viewed by the school as a company unable to supply the work for which it was marketing itself.

IV.3336. Milward further questioned whether the use of a ‘C’ entry in the Tender Schedule indicated that a cover price had been given/taken, suggesting in particular that DS had only ‘assumed that [the giving of a cover price] was indicated by the use of the letter ‘C’’ and that the ‘C’ may denote ‘competitor’ as ‘it is possible for contractors to note from where their main competition has arisen’. The OFT does not consider this plausible. The witnesses from Derwent Valley did not indicate that it was a part of their practice in compiling the Tender Schedule to denote their competitors in this manner. Further, PT confirmed that a ‘C’ in brackets indicated that Derwent Valley had either given or taken a cover. Moreover, similar entries in the Derwent Valley Tender Schedule have been confirmed to accurately record the giving of a cover price by the admissions of other Parties in relation to Infringements including 68, 93, 110 and 144.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3337. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3338. Derwent Valley and Milward each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Derwent Valley completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.3339. Milward was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.3340. Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes a reference to competitor Milward with the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to it and a figure of 67876 written above it. Derwent Valley confirmed that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken or received. The figure in the tender schedule next to the reference for Milward of 67876 is marginally higher than the figure of £67,874.42 that Milward submitted as its bid for the tender. This is consistent with the acceptance of a cover price, and the recipient

---

5461 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.2(c) to (d).
5462 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 4.3 to 4.7; affidavit of Keith Holmes, 24 June 2008, paragraphs 8 to 11.
5463 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 8.
changing it slightly so as to present a less conspicuous figure, and/or one even less likely to win the contract.

IV.3341. The OFT notes that of the two companies mentioned in Derwent Valley’s tender schedule, Milward and Davlyn, only Milward has a ‘(C)’ and a figure against it. This handwritten entry shows that Derwent Valley made a conscious decision to differentiate Milward from the other competitor mentioned.

IV.3342. PT, the estimator for this tender, said that he recalled the tender and that his entry in the schedule meant that he gave a cover to Milward.

IV.3343. This was corroborated in interview by DS, who agreed that the entry in the tender schedule showed that Derwent Valley gave covers in respect of this tender to Milward.

IV.3344. Derwent Valley also included Milward in its list of companies who exchanged cover prices.

IV.3345. In addition, the OFT notes that St Benedict received a tendered amount of £63,455.00 from Derwent Valley, which is lower than the amount tendered by Milward. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been given to Milward from Derwent Valley.

IV.3346. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Derwent Valley and Milward. The OFT also concludes that Derwent Valley supplied a figure to Milward for a cover bid.

IV.3347. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3321 to IV.3346 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Derwent Valley to Milward was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Milward can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Derwent Valley (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Derwent Valley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Milward (i.e. that Milward did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.3348. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Derwent Valley and Milward, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment of changing rooms, St Benedict School, Derby, tender dated 20 September 2002.

5464 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5465 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5466 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5467 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5468 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3349. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3350. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Derwent Valley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Derwent Valley in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 121:** Residential Development, Elmdale, Herefordshire – 23 September 2002

**Client:** St John Kemble Hereford Housing Association

**Parties:** Thomas Vale and J Harper

IV.3351. On 21 August 2002, St John Kemble Hereford Housing Association (‘St John Kemble’) sought tenders for the construction of 10 new homes at Elmdale, Ewyas Harold, Herefordshire. The following four companies were invited to tender: J Harper, C J Bayliss, Partnerships First (now known as Kier Partnership Homes) and Thomas Vale. Tenders were invited for a contract period of 36 weeks (Alternative A) and within a contract period at the tenderer’s discretion (Alternative B). The deadline for the receipt of tenders was noon on 23 September 2002.

IV.3352. St John Kemble received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J Harper</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>£856,600 (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C J Bayliss</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>£859,251 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£853,389 (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnerships First</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>£835,830 (A)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>£878,563 (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3353. Supporting tender documentation from J Harper and Thomas Vale was provided to the OFT by the client. Thomas Vale’s Form of Tender was signed by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, on 23 September 2002.

---

5469 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13254.
5470 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13254.
5471 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13254.
5472 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13254. Incorrectly recorded by the client in its information provided to the OFT as £856,000.
5473 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13256.
5474 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 13256, page 18.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet

IV.3354. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:\textsuperscript{5475}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5202</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>St John Kemble Hereford HA</td>
<td>Residential Development, Elmdale, Hereford</td>
<td></td>
<td>CKT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>23/09/2002 Noon</td>
<td>878,563</td>
<td></td>
<td>Harper,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3355. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by CKT, who kept a ‘little black book’\textsuperscript{5476} of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for ‘J. Harper’ plus names and telephone numbers\textsuperscript{5477}, which match those found on Harper plc’s website.\textsuperscript{5478}

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.3356. At Annex 14\textsuperscript{5479} of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 32 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2002 tenders is the following entry:\textsuperscript{5480}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5202</td>
<td>23 September</td>
<td>St John Kemble Hereford HA</td>
<td>Residential Development, Elmdale, Hereford</td>
<td>Taken (Harper)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3357. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.

\textsuperscript{5475} Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 29.
\textsuperscript{5476} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 21.
\textsuperscript{5477} Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 10.
\textsuperscript{5478} Harper plc’s website, OFT Document Reference 12026, page 8.
\textsuperscript{5479} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
\textsuperscript{5480} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 32.
IV.3358. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application\textsuperscript{5481} and ‘Harpers’ appears on this list.

IV.3359. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

\textit{Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale}

IV.3360. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.3361. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were his own and that the letter ‘B’, which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’, stands for Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager.\textsuperscript{5482} In interview, CKT referred to the entry for this tender in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘I’m the allocated estimator, category B which indicates a cover, tender return date 23rd of the 9th 2002. Thomas Vale’s submitted tender £878,563, and the contractor’s name Harper is in bold, which indicates we took a cover figure from Harper’.\textsuperscript{5483}

\textit{Evidence from other companies – J Harper}

IV.3362. The OFT wrote to Harper Construction Group Limited, a sister company of J Harper, on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that J Harper had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Harper plc wrote to the OFT through its legal representatives on 4 May 2007\textsuperscript{5484} and admitted that J Harper had ‘engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Thomas Vale’.\textsuperscript{5485}

IV.3363. In their response to the Statement, J Harper confirmed that they had accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and that they were not making any representations in respect of the Infringements.\textsuperscript{5486}

\textbf{The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding}

IV.3364. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3365. Thomas Vale and J Harper each accepted an invitation to tender for the construction of 10 new houses at Elmdale, Herefordshire.

\textsuperscript{5481} Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
\textsuperscript{5482} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 10 and 13.
\textsuperscript{5483} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13865, page 10.
\textsuperscript{5484} Response from Harper, OFT Document Reference 10387.
\textsuperscript{5485} Response from Harper, OFT Document Reference 10390, page 8.
\textsuperscript{5486} Written representations of J Harper, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.
IV.3366. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that this was a cover price.

IV.3367. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records Harper as a competitor who was also invited to tender. Harper is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is £878,563 which matches the amount recorded by the client St John Kemble.

IV.3368. St John Kemble also received a tendered amount of £856,600 from J Harper, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Harper to Thomas Vale.

IV.3369. The OFT notes that the tender had been allocated to CKT, who was responsible for the maintenance of the Tender Status spreadsheet. This means that it is likely that the entry was accurate and that CKT had personal knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price at the time. It also indicates that CKT himself made contact with J Harper.

IV.3370. Thomas Vale admitted that J Harper was one of the key competitors with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. CKT had an entry for J Harper in a contact book he used to telephone other contractors for the purpose of obtaining cover prices. In interview, CKT confirmed that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet shows that a cover price had been received by Thomas Vale from J Harper.

IV.3371. Finally, both parties admit to bid rigging activities on this tender. The OFT notes that Harper plc admitted that the party with whom J Harper engaged in bid rigging was Thomas Vale, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Thomas Vale was involved. This provides additional corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.3372. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and J Harper. The OFT also concludes that J Harper supplied a figure to Thomas Vale for a cover bid.

IV.3373. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3354 to IV.3372 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{5487}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J Harper to Thomas Vale was not unilateral\(^{5488}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{5489}\)

---

\(^{5487}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{5488}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{5489}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from J Harper (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

J Harper can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and J Harper in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for a residential development at Elmdale, Herefordshire, tender deadline 23 September 2002.

Immunity and leniency assessment

As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 122: Reception and Office Extension at St Anne’s Community Special School, Welton, Brough – 25 September 2002

On 3 September 2002, WS Atkins plc sought tenders for a reception and office extension at St Anne’s Community Special School, Welton, Brough. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 25 September 2002 and five companies were invited to tender: Hall, Stubbs Bros, Hobson & Porter, R Fallowfield & Sons and Wigglesworth & Gibbins Ltd.

WS Atkins plc received the following tender returns on 25 September 2002:

---
5490 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5491 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5492 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13181.
5493 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13181.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.3379. The Form of Tender was completed on 25 September 2002 and Hobson & Porter’s submitted price was £48,851.5494

IV.3380. In connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided to the OFT a handwritten note with the annotations ‘Norman Halls Our Figure 45,851’.5495

IV.3381. Also in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter subsequently produced a sheet of type written text headed, ‘INSTRUCTIONS FOR TENDERING’, relating to this tender, with a handwritten note ‘Norman […….] C’.5496

Evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.3382. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3383. In Hobson & Porter’s Summary of Cover Pricing Activity (Minor Works), provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, it is stated that Hobson & Porter received a cover from Hall on this tender and that the individual contact at Hall was Norman Abbott.5497

IV.3384. In its response to the Statement, Hobson & Porter stated that it ‘…does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.5498

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.3385. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3386. In respect of this tender, in interview Ian Gibbins ('IG'), Minor Works Director at Hobson & Porter, confirmed that the handwriting, ‘Norman Our Figure

---

5494 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A1396.
5495 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference A1397.
5496 Instructions for Tendering, OFT Document Reference 13878.
on the handwritten note was Julie Smee's ('JS'), an assistant in Minor Works. IG said that 'Halls' was probably written in at a later date when documents were being prepared for Hobson & Porter's leniency application. IG said that JS was an assistant in the estimating department and confirmed that JS was fully aware of the practice of cover pricing.

IV.3387. IG said that he knew that Hobson & Porter had taken a cover price on this tender because, ‘There is no pricing within our document, with our file. There is my handwriting on the top of one of the documents [Instructions for Tendering] that says Norman……It says in there in my handwriting Norman and his telephone number…. the telephone number is definitely Halls Construction’.

IG confirmed that he would have made this note (at the time of the initial contact to seek the cover price) ‘….a week to two or three days before the tender was due in. That’s the note that says Norman and the telephone number’.

IV.3388. IG said in respect of the note made by JS, ‘Norman Our Figure 45,851’, ‘I was obviously out. I asked them ….. if he [Norman] hadn’t rung up with the figure, to chase him up for the figure and then Julie has then written our figure, Norman and a figure that we had to go in around’. IG noted that the figure written by JS did not match precisely with the figure that Hobson & Porter tendered for this contract, but confirmed that it was still above Hall's figure.

Evidence from other companies – Hall

IV.3389. The OFT wrote to Hall on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Hall had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Hall admitted, ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with: 1. HOBSON & PORTER’.

IV.3390. The company information for Hall gives its telephone number as [.........] [C].

IV.3391. In its response to the Statement, Hall confirmed that ‘it is not disputed that Hall participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3392. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

---

5499 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13882, page 2.
5500 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13882, page 2.
5502 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13882, page 3.
5503 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13882, page 3.
5504 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13882, page 3.
5505 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13882, page 3.
5506 Response from Hall, OFT Document Reference 10373, page 2.
5507 Hall’s website, OFT Document Reference 12723, page 10.
5508 Written representations of Hall, 24 June 2008, paragraph 53.
IV.3393. Hobson & Porter and Hall each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3394. It appears that Hall completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Hall being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.3395. Hobson & Porter was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.3396. In regard to Hall, and specifically the Hobson & Porter handwritten notes ‘Norman Our Figure 45,851’ and ‘Norman […….] [C]’, Hobson & Porter has confirmed that these show that it received a cover price for this tender from Norman Abbott, an estimator at Hall. IG confirmed that he would have noted ‘Norman […….] [C]’ when making the initial request for a cover price, and that JS would have noted ‘Norman Our Figure 45,851’ when making a subsequent chase up for the cover price, just prior to the tender deadline. In respect of the telephone number ‘Norman […….] [C]’, this is the number for Hall.

IV.3397. Although the figure written by JS does not appear to match with the figure submitted by Hobson & Porter for this tender, the OFT considers that either the figure was transcribed incorrectly to Hobson & Porter’s tender submission due to a lack of clarity in the note, or alternatively that Hobson & Porter added a further amount to the cover price, to ensure that it did not win the contract.

IV.3398. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Hall admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Hobson & Porter, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Hobson & Porter was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.3399. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter was higher than the tender submitted by Hall, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. In addition the OFT notes that Hall’s tender figure is the only figure below Hobson & Porter’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Hobson & Porter could only have received a cover figure from Hall.

IV.3400. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Hall and Hobson & Porter. The OFT also concludes that Hall supplied a figure to Hobson & Porter for a cover bid.

IV.3401. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3379 to IV.3400 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{5509} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Hall to Hobson & Porter was not unilateral\textsuperscript{5510}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{5511}

\textsuperscript{5509} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{5510} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\textsuperscript{5511} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
Hobson & Porter can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Hall (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{5512} and Hall can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Hobson & Porter (i.e. that Hobson & Porter did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{5513}

IV.3402. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Hobson & Porter and Hall, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a reception and office extension at St Anne’s Community Special School, Welton, Brough, tender deadline 25 September 2002.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.3403. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3404. Hobson & Porter informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Hobson & Porter will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 123: External Fabric Overhaul of 194 Dwellings at Ferguson Lane, Whickham View – 11 October 2002

Client: Newcastle City Council
Parties: Frank Haslam Milan, Mansell and Connaught

IV.3405. On 10 September 2002, Newcastle City Council sought tenders for the external fabric overhaul of 194 dwellings at Ferguson Lane, Whickham View.\textsuperscript{5514} The following four companies were invited to tender: Cityworks, Connaught, Frank Haslam Milan and Mansell. The date and time of tender return was 11 October 2002 at 2:00 pm.\textsuperscript{5515}

IV.3406. Newcastle City Council received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{5516}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{5512} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{5513} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{5514} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8893.
\textsuperscript{5515} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8893.
\textsuperscript{5516} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8893.
\end{footnotesize}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cityworks</td>
<td>11 October 2002 before deadline</td>
<td>£2,518,150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connaught</td>
<td>11 October 2002 before deadline</td>
<td>£2,175,484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Haslam Milan</td>
<td>11 October 2002 before deadline</td>
<td>£2,065,788</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>11 October 2002 before deadline</td>
<td>£2,189,244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Frank Haslam Milan – Tender Summary*

IV.3407. As part of its leniency application, Frank Haslam Milan’s legal representatives provided a Tender Summary in respect of this tender, at the bottom are some handwritten notes as follows:

‘2,175 Connaught
2189 Mansell’

*Evidence from leniency applicant Frank Haslam Milan*

IV.3408. As part of its leniency application, Frank Haslam Milan’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.326 to IV.334 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3409. Frank Haslam Milan’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table headed ‘PART C – DEFINITE ASSISTANCE GIVEN’, which included an entry for this tender. In the column headed ‘Stephen Francis’ (Manager of the Estimating Department) Comments’ is written ‘Definite assistance to Mansell and Connaught. Written evidence found’.

IV.3410. In its response to the Statement, Connaught suggested that Frank Haslam Milan’s table of definite assistance given was unreliable for a number of reasons, including that it was based solely on the contemporaneous document (the reliability of which it disputed; see below) and that Frank Haslam Milan had included possible instances of cover pricing as well as definite ones. While the OFT is not giving the Frank Haslam Milan leniency documents the same evidential weight as contemporaneous documents and witness testimony, the OFT does consider this document robust as it is a result of extensive investigation by Frank Haslam Milan. The OFT also notes that in its leniency application, Frank Haslam Milan submitted possible and definite instances of cover pricing separately, indicating a sensitivity on its part to whether the contemporaneous documents were strong evidence of a cover price having been taken/provided, or merely suggestive, and that this tender is included in the table of definite instances of cover pricing.

---

5517 Tender Summary, OFT Document Reference B1498.
5519 Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.2(d) and 2.3(c).
Witness evidence from leniency applicant Frank Haslam Milan

IV.3411. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Frank Haslam Milan’s current and ex-employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.326 to IV.334 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3412. During an interview with the OFT on 23 April 2007, David Mellor (‘DM’), Managing Director of Frank Haslam Milan, stated, in relation to this tender ‘... we definitely gave assistance out on that scheme to two organisations ... I was approached directly’.\(^{5521}\) DM explained ‘... one of the organisations – Connaught – were looking to move into the area and were looking to work on partnerships schemes, so they were looking to be on the list. They got on the list on this scheme, but they weren’t looking for traditional tenders, so they weren’t looking to price that scheme. So they come to me for some assistance’.\(^{5522}\) DM stated ‘... because the contact came to me, I gave them ... back the price ... as to what their bid should be’.\(^{5523}\)

IV.3413. In its response to the Statement, Connaught suggested that DM’s statement in interview was inaccurate as ‘Connaught was well established in the North East at that time...’ and ‘Connaught was keen to win traditional tenders and...without winning traditional contracts, it was not possible to win partnership contracts...’\(^{5524}\) This is said to affect the weight that should be given to his evidence in respect of Connaught. The OFT considers that even if DM’s perception as to the reason for Connaught taking a cover price was inaccurate (which the OFT does not necessarily accept), this is irrelevant to the finding of an infringement. There are many other reasons why Connaught might have taken a cover price on this tender, such as being too busy with other work. Even if DM’s perception of Connaught’s motivation for seeking a cover price were incorrect, that does not detract from the fact that he had a specific recollection of this tender, and a specific recollection of Connaught approaching him for a cover price (whatever their reason for doing so might have been).

IV.3414. In respect of contact with Mansell, DM stated ‘Mansell approached ... me on this situation ... and Mansell had told us that this was the fifth phase Ferguson’s Lane. All the first four phases had been won by City Build [sic Cityworks] which is Newcastle’s DLO, so this isn’t a job to win - no chance’.\(^{5525}\)

IV.3415. In respect of the handwritten notes at the bottom of the tender summary, DM stated ‘Its my writing ... 2175 Connaught, 2189 Mansell’ and confirmed that this had been written before the tender was submitted.\(^{5526}\) When asked how the figure of 2175 had been reached, DM stated ‘Just a certain percentage above them ... nothing scientific other than we’re obviously giving Connaught and Mansell and just give them fairly close together but not too close to us because, again, as a business decision, you won’t want somebody ... you know, our

----

\(^{5520}\) David Mellor joined Frank Haslam Milan in 1988, and became Managing Director in April 2003.

\(^{5521}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12855, page 13.

\(^{5522}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12855, page 13.

\(^{5523}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12855, page 14.

\(^{5524}\) Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.5.

\(^{5525}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12855, page 16.

\(^{5526}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12855, page 15.
price was a bloody good price so we want to be sure it’s not that close to the price, that’s all we do’.\textsuperscript{5527}

IV.3416. In its response to the Statement, Connaught suggested that DM’s testimony regarding this tender was unreliable for a number of reasons, including that he did not remember the identity of the person at Connaught with whom he had had contact, and that he was merely agreeing with or was being led by the interviewer.\textsuperscript{5528} The OFT does not accept Connaught’s suggestions, for the following reasons.

IV.3417. First, the OFT would not expect DM necessarily to have complete recollection of every specific tender and in particular every detail of an exchange that occurred a number of years ago in relation to each tender. That he does not remember with whom he spoke at Connaught does not detract from his specific recollection of having had a conversation in which he was approached for a cover price by Connaught. Secondly, the quote cited by Connaught in its written representations as evidence that the interviewer was leading him\textsuperscript{5529} should be considered in the context of the rest of the interview. Even if DM did not volunteer that he had completed the Tender Summary prior to submitting his tender, he had nonetheless already confirmed that he specifically recalled providing a cover price on this tender. He went on to refer to this being ‘carried out in a tender meeting’. To the extent that he may have completed the Tender Summary after submitting the tender (which the OFT does not accept in view of DM’s confirmation that he did so beforehand) this again does not undermine his evidence that a cover price had been given. Thirdly, it should be noted that Mansell’s witness evidence and the contemporaneous documents from both Mansell and Frank Haslam Milan support DM’s account of events.

\textit{Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender log}

IV.3418. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided the North East Region (‘NER’) tender log. Page five of the tender log contained the following entry:\textsuperscript{5530}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing System Nr</th>
<th>North East Ref. Nr</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Cat</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Approx Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75626</td>
<td>E/NE/02/58</td>
<td>11-Sep-02</td>
<td>HPU</td>
<td>B.Q</td>
<td>£ 2,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Project Title: NEWCASTLE: External Fabric Overhaul Of 194 Dwellings At Ferguson Lane/Whickham View

\textit{Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell}

IV.3419. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.\textsuperscript{5531} This evidence

\textsuperscript{5527} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12855, page 15.
\textsuperscript{5528} Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.3; and oral representations of Connaught, 21 July 2008, pages 12 to 14.
\textsuperscript{5529} Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.3(b).
\textsuperscript{5530} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0926, page 5.
is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3420. Mansell’s legal representatives provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the NER, which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that the project bid value was £2,189,244.00 and that Mansell received a cover price from Frank Haslam Milan and that this cover price was taken due to ‘Worktype issue’ at Mansell.\textsuperscript{5532}

IV.3421. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a schedule of covers for the NER, which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from Frank Haslam Milan and includes the comment ‘Omer Asir recollects that MSCL received a cover price from Frank Haslam Milan’.\textsuperscript{5533}

\textbf{Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell}

IV.3422. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, a Mansell employee from the NER provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.478 to IV.480 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3423. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, Omer Asir (‘OA’) a managing estimator\textsuperscript{5534} in the NER, advised how it would be recorded when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.479 to IV.480 above. In relation to this tender, OA, when asked about the significance of the ‘C’ in the tender log, confirmed that it identified where a cover price was taken and that the tender figure submitted was £2,189,244.\textsuperscript{5535} In respect of his recollection that the cover was taken from Frank Haslam Milan, OA stated ‘...on that particular one, the client has provided us with the information of the results of the tender and obviously from the names that appear on that, they have, sort of jogged my memory in terms of who it was so it’s a strong recollection because the other contractors on there one being the local authority’s own, is someone that you wouldn’t seek assistance from, the other name is not one I’m familiar with’.\textsuperscript{5536} OA confirmed that the other name with which he was not familiar was Connaught, and that from this he concluded that a cover price had been taken from Frank Haslam Milan.\textsuperscript{5537} When shown the Frank Haslam Milan Tender Summary, OA stated ‘...so that really confirms my assumption’ and when asked whom he would have spoken to at Frank Haslam Milan, he stated ‘well I recall the name because he was the only estimator at Frank Haslam at the time ... it was Steve Francis’.\textsuperscript{5538}

IV.3424. In its response to the Statement, Connaught suggested that it had not, as part of the disclosure process, been provided with a document that had been

\textsuperscript{5531} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
\textsuperscript{5532} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0767, page 2.
\textsuperscript{5533} Schedule of covers, OFT Document Reference B3609, page 2.
\textsuperscript{5534} Omer Asir was a senior estimating in the NER from 2000 – 2006 and then became managing estimator.
\textsuperscript{5535} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, pages 13 and 14.
\textsuperscript{5536} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, page 15.
\textsuperscript{5537} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, page 15.
\textsuperscript{5538} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, page 16.
referred to by the OFT during its interview with OA. The document referred to in the interview is document B0944, which was disclosed to Connaught as part of the OFT’s file.

Evidence from other companies – Connaught plc

IV.3425. The OFT wrote to Connaught plc on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Connaught had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Connaught plc stated that it was unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.3426. In its response to the Statement, Connaught provided a statement from Peter Jones (‘PJ’), Joint Managing Director of the Northern Division, in which he stated ‘I do not have any particular recollection of this tender and in particular have no recollection of speaking to David Mellor or anyone else at FHM about this job or of Connaught having requested or obtained a cover price from FHM.’ PJ also stated, in respect of the OFT’s allegation that Connaught obtained a cover price from Frank Haslam Milan, that ‘This does not seem plausible to me, because Connaught has a clear policy across the group that when it does not have the resources to price a job or does not want to win a contract, it returns the tender...’

IV.3427. The OFT accepts that Connaught has been transparent in its dealings with the OFT by not disputing liability in respect of Infringements 22 and 175, and that it is therefore likely that it is being honest in its statement that there is a policy across the group that it should return tenders which it was unable or unwilling to price. However, the OFT notes that individual staff members may on occasions have breached Connaught’s policy to return tenders, since in Infringement 175 there is clear evidence that Connaught took a cover price from a different leniency applicant and Connaught is not disputing that Infringement. The absence of a specific recollection by PJ of this tender, and a general policy that cover prices should not be taken, cannot exculpate Connaught from an Infringement where other evidence is available which the OFT considers implicates it, and indeed is sufficient to substantiate its involvement.

IV.3428. In its response to the Statement, Connaught suggested that the figures on Frank Haslam Milan’s Tender Summary could have been provided by the client and recorded after the contract was awarded. Connaught quoted Stephen Francis (‘SF’) of Frank Haslam Milan who stated that ‘we also used to log on there [the Competitive Tender Information Service or System (‘CTIS’)] any competitors that we found that were pricing it during the course of the tender erm and then following the bid we used to put on there, erm, the values that had been bid ... that was generally from information we used to get back post bid from the client...’, and suggested either that the Tender Summary was that

5539 Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.2(b).
5540 Response from Connaught, OFT Document Reference 10975.
5543 Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 1.4 and 3.1.
log or that this demonstrated Frank Haslam Milan’s general approach to the recording of information.5545

IV.3429. The OFT notes, however, that Frank Haslam Milan’s leniency application clearly described the Tender Summary and the CTIS log as being two separate documents used during the tendering process. SF’s comment was referring to entries in the CTIS log, not to entries on Tender Summaries.5546 In addition, the OFT notes that the other competitor for the contract, Cityworks, was not mentioned in the handwritten entries on the Tender Summary. If the Tender Summary were, like the CTIS log, intended to record post-tender information, then there is no credible reason why Frank Haslam Milan would have recorded only two of the three companies’ bids. It is far more credible that, as Frank Haslam Milan has explained and as discussed above, this note shows the two companies to whom it gave a cover price, the third company to whom no cover price was provided (Cityworks) being omitted.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3430. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3431. Frank Haslam Milan, Mansell and Connaught each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3432. All three companies submitted a tender. It appears that Frank Haslam Milan completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Frank Haslam Milan being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.3433. Mansell and Connaught were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.3434. Frank Haslam Milan’s Tender Summary contains handwritten notes ‘2,175 Connaught 2189 Mansell’. Frank Haslam Milan confirmed that this shows that it gave cover prices to Mansell and to Connaught.

IV.3435. In respect of Mansell, Mansell’s tender log records ‘C’ next to the entry for this tender. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price and in interview the Mansell estimator OA confirmed it was his recollection that he spoke to Frank Haslam Milan to obtain the cover price, and suggested that he spoke to Steve Francis. Steve Francis worked in the estimating department of Frank Haslam Milan from January 1999 to 2006.

IV.3436. DM of Frank Haslam Milan has admitted to providing both cover prices on this tender and given the strength and specific nature of DM’s recollection, the OFT considers it likely that it was in fact DM at Frank Haslam Milan that OA of Mansell spoke to in respect of this tender, rather than Steve Francis.

5545 Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.2 to 2.2(a).
IV.3437. Both Frank Haslam Milan and Mansell have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender.

IV.3438. In respect of Connaught, the OFT notes that although Connaught does not admit to bid rigging in respect of this tender, there is contemporaneous evidence from Mansell which corroborates the contemporaneous evidence and witness recollection from Frank Haslam Milan. This reinforces the evidential strength of the Frank Haslam Milan document and the confirmation from DM at Frank Haslam Milan in interview that he gave a cover price to Connaught, as well as to Mansell.

IV.3439. The OFT further notes that the tenders submitted by Mansell and Connaught were higher than the tender submitted by Frank Haslam Milan, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.3440. In its response to the Statement, Connaught argued that this ‘in no way proves that Connaught did in fact take a cover price, which is the point at issue in this case’. The OFT notes that this analysis is not relied upon as evidence per se. It merely sets out that the pattern of the tender bids which was consistent with a cover price having been provided by Frank Haslam Milan to Connaught.

IV.3441. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Frank Haslam Milan and Mansell, and between Frank Haslam Milan and Connaught. The OFT also concludes that Frank Haslam Milan supplied figures to Mansell and Connaught for cover bids.

IV.3442. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3407 to IV.3441 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Frank Haslam Milan to Mansell and from Frank Haslam Milan to Connaught was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Mansell and Connaught can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Frank Haslam Milan (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Frank Haslam Milan can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell and Connaught (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.3443. In its response to the Statement, Frank Haslam Milan stated in respect of this Infringement that ‘The state of mind of FHM and therefore its conduct was also determined before having been contacted by Mansell and Connaught…No

5547 Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.9.
5548 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5549 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5550 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5551 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5552 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
evidence has been put forward that the conduct of Mansell and Connaught in contacting FHM for a cover influenced FHM’s (1) decision to bid competitively; or (ii) its cost estimate and actual price submitted’ 5553 and ‘…FHM did not know who else was bidding on this project’. 5554 In essence, Frank Haslam Milan argues that it should not be presumed to have acted in the market on the basis of the information that Connaught and Mansell would not be submitting competitive bids.

IV.3444. However, to the extent that the argument is advanced as a denial of one of the necessary elements of liability (which would be inconsistent with Frank Haslam Milan’s application for leniency and consequent admission of liability), rather than a suggested mitigating factor, the OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption5555 and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Frank Haslam Milan has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Frank Haslam Milan’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.

IV.3445. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Frank Haslam Milan and Mansell, and between Frank Haslam Milan and Connaught, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for external fabric overhaul 194 dwellings, Ferguson Lane, tender deadline 11 October 2002.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.3446. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3447. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.3448. Frank Haslam Milan informed the OFT of further bid rigging activities (involving Connaught) in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these further activities from any other source. Frank Haslam Milan will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

5553 Written representations of Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008 (as amended 30 March 2009), paragraph 2.16.3.
5554 Written representations of Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008 (as amended 13 March 2009), paragraph 2.17.
5555 See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 124:  Dronfield Gorsey Brigg Primary School Extension – 15 October 2002

Client: Derbyshire County Council
Parties: Sol and Ackroyd & Abbott

IV.3449. On 16 September 2002, Derbyshire County Council (‘DCC’) sought tenders for the construction of an extension to Dronfield Gorsey Brigg Primary School. The following four companies were invited to tender: Head of Contract Services at Matlock, Ackroyd & Abbott, Sol and Weaver (now known as Strata). The closing date for return of tenders was 15 October 2002 by 11:00 am.5556

IV.3450. DCC received the following tender returns.5557

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of Tender</th>
<th>Awarded Tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head of Contract Services at Matlock</td>
<td>15 October 2002</td>
<td>£967,533</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott</td>
<td>15 October 2002</td>
<td>£983,276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>15 October 2002</td>
<td>£1,009,632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver</td>
<td>15 October 2002</td>
<td>£1,021,040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous evidence from leniency applicant Sol – Tender Register and Estimating Board Report, dated 15 October 2002*

IV.3451. During the OFT visit to Sol’s premises under section 27 on 18 January 2006 a copy of Sol’s tender register was obtained. This contained the following entry for this tender.5558

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE DUE &amp; DATE RECD</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>QUANTITY SURVEYOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 OCT ’02 700,000</td>
<td>DRONFIELD GORSEY BRIGG PRIMARY SCHOOL</td>
<td>DERBYSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL</td>
<td>DERBYSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL</td>
<td>SIR WM BAIRD &amp; PARTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>TENDER SUM</th>
<th>ESTIMATOR</th>
<th>COMPETITION</th>
<th>RESULTS/COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B O</td>
<td>1,009,632</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>‘C’ FROM ACK &amp; ABB RICHARD ABBOTT STRATA</td>
<td>2 DEC ’02 22 AUG ’03 ACKROYD + ABBOTT STRATA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3452. During the OFT visit to Sol’s premises, a copy of Sol’s Estimating Board Report (‘EBR’) for this contract was also taken, which contained the following entry.5559

---

5556 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7641.
5557 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7641.
5558 Tender register, OFT Document Reference 4169, page 32.
Evidence from leniency applicant Sol

IV.3453. As part of its leniency application, Sol provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3454. In particular, Sol provided the OFT with an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of the tender for Dronfield Gorsley Brigg Primary School Extension, dated 15 October 2002, Sol confirmed that it took a cover price from Richard Abbott at Ackroyd & Abbott, because it was 'unable to price the work but Client important to us and we did not wish to be seen to be refusing work'.

IV.3455. In its response to the Statement, Sol acknowledged that it had ‘... admitted engaging in the practice of cover pricing in the 7 tenders listed in the Statement of Objections.’

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Sol

IV.3456. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Sol’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3457. When interviewed about this tender, John Cummings (‘JC’), Chief Estimator at Sol, identified the writing in the Tender Register as his, with the exception of the name ‘Strata’ in the ‘COMPETITION’ column, which he identified as that of an estimator’s assistant, Shirley Peters. When asked what was the ‘Tender Sum’ he said, ‘One million and nine thousand six hundred and thirty two’. He added, ‘That was … [the] … cover price that we then obviously got from

---

5562 Tender register, OFT Document Reference 4169, page 32.
This figure is the same as that in the tender received by DCC from Sol. When asked to explain the entry ‘‘C’ FROM ACK & ABB’ he replied ‘‘Cover price from Ackroyd & Abbott’’. When asked to explain who Ackroyd & Abbott were he answered, ‘‘They’re a Sheffield building company’’. JC was asked to confirm that Ackroyd & Abbott were competitors of Sol. He said, ‘‘Yeah’’. JC confirmed that the entry ‘‘C’ FROM ACK & ABB’ would have been made probably at the time that the tender sum was entered.

When asked about the EBR for this tender, dated 15 October 2002, JC confirmed that the entry ‘‘C’’ in the ‘‘ESTIMATOR’’ column denoted a cover price. The figure of ‘‘800,000’’ in the ‘‘Tender Value’’ column he explained, ‘‘…tender value is only approximate. That would appear on the following Board Report, you know, the accurate figure there. You know, the million…And that was just my approximation, the value of job there’’.

Evidence from other companies – Ackroyd & Abbott

The OFT wrote to Ackroyd & Abbott on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Ackroyd & Abbott had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Ackroyd & Abbott replied to the OFT on 26 April 2007. Ackroyd & Abbott’s Chairman and Managing Director, Peter Horsepool, made no admissions that Ackroyd & Abbott had engaged in bid rigging on this tender.

In its response to the Statement, Ackroyd & Abbott stated that it had ‘‘…seen the evidence available and accept[ed] that Ackroyd & Abbott Construction participated in cover pricing in [respect of this Infringement].’’ Further, Peter Horsepool of Ackroyd & Abbott stated in its oral representations ‘‘…what I’m saying is yeah, contractors, Ackroyd & Abbott, they’re guilty of cover pricing…’’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

Sol and Ackroyd & Abbott each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. It appears that Ackroyd & Abbott completed the estimating process for the tender. Sol was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

The Tender Register entry for this tender shows that Sol submitted the tender figure sum of £1,009,632 to DCC and entered a dash in the ‘‘ESTIMATOR’’.
column of the same document. This indicates that Sol did not appoint an estimator for this tender but instead sought a cover price. The ‘C FROM ACK & ABB’ and the name ‘RICHARD ABBOTT’ in the ‘COMPETITION’ column of the document indicate that Ackroyd & Abbott supplied this cover price.

IV.3464. JC of Sol, in interview, confirmed that Sol obtained a cover price from Ackroyd & Abbott, as indicated by the entry ‘C FROM ACK & ABB’ in the ‘COMPETITION’ column of the Tender Register. He explained that the £1,009,632 was the cover price that Sol obtained from Ackroyd & Abbott.

IV.3465. Sol’s EBR for this tender has no entry in the ‘MARGIN’ [profits and overheads] column and a ‘C’ is entered in the ‘ESTIMATOR’ column. These indicate that JC reported the cover price from Ackroyd & Abbott to Sol’s Board as its tender submission price for this tender and that it was therefore unnecessary to appoint an estimator to produce any preliminary figures.

IV.3466. Sol confirmed in leniency that it obtained a cover price from Ackroyd & Abbott in respect of this tender because Sol was unable to price the work, but the client was important to it and it did not wish to be seen to be refusing work.

IV.3467. The OFT notes that both Parties have now admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement. The OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence, Sol’s explanation of the contemporaneous evidence, and both Parties’ admissions confirm that Ackroyd & Abbott engaged in bid rigging with Sol on this tender.

IV.3468. The tender figure of £1,009,632 submitted by Sol is in keeping with a cover price being sufficiently higher than Ackroyd & Abbott’s bid to remain credible whilst also ensuring that Sol lost the tender.

IV.3469. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Sol and Ackroyd & Abbott. The OFT also concludes that Ackroyd & Abbott supplied a figure to Sol for a cover bid.

IV.3470. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3451 to IV.3469 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Ackroyd & Abbott to Sol was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Sol can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Ackroyd & Abbott (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Ackroyd & Abbott can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Sol (i.e. that Sol did not intend to submit a

5576 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5577 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5578 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5579 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.3471. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Sol and Ackroyd & Abbott in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the extension to Dronfield Gorsey Brigg Primary School, Gorsey Brigg, Dronfield, Woodhouse, date of tender 15 October 2002.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3472. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3473. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Sol’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit by the OFT under section 27 to Sol’s premises on 18 January 2006. Sol will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Sol in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 125: New Office Block and Refurbishment of Warehouse, Doncaster – 28 October 2002**

Client: Trackwork Ltd

Parties: Irwins and Holroyd

IV.3474. On 1 October 2002, Trackwork Ltd sought tenders for the construction of a new office block and refurbishment of an existing warehouse, Doncaster. The following six companies were invited to tender: Admiral, Holroyd, Togel Contractors, BDB Design Build Ltd, Irwins and Hallamshire. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 28 October 2002.

IV.3475. Trackwork Ltd received the following tender returns:

---

5580 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5581 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10104.
5582 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10104.
5583 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10104.
5584 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10104.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>30 October 2002</td>
<td>£840,172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holroyd</td>
<td>No Information available</td>
<td>£885,928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togel Contractors</td>
<td>Declined to tender 7 October 2002</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDB Design Build Ltd</td>
<td>28 October 2002</td>
<td>£839,416</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>No Information available</td>
<td>No Information available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallamshire</td>
<td>No Information available</td>
<td>No Information available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3476. Trackwork Ltd stated that they could not find any correspondence in relation to the tenders submitted by Irwins or Hallamshire, although the architect did recall that Hallamshire submitted the highest tender.\textsuperscript{5585}

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporary documentary evidence from leniency applicant Irwins – Tender Register*

IV.3477. During the OFT’s search of Irwins’ premises a Tender Register was found. The tender register contained the following entries in respect of this tender.\textsuperscript{5586}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender no and date Received</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Type of Works, % Diff</th>
<th>Amount tendered</th>
<th>Date tender Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0902061 26 Sept 689</td>
<td>New Office Block and Refurbishment of Warehouse</td>
<td>Trackwork Ltd Doncaster PCP Architects The Monaghan Partnership</td>
<td>P&amp;S D&amp;B C</td>
<td>1469069</td>
<td>Monday 21-28 October 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hallamshire</td>
<td>??????????????</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDB Sheffield</td>
<td>IPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cover Holroyd Andrew Waldren [………] [C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant – Irwins**

IV.3478. As part of its leniency application, Irwins’ legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.\textsuperscript{5587} This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

\textsuperscript{5585} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10104.
\textsuperscript{5586} Tender register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 46.
\textsuperscript{5587} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0714.
IV.3479. In addition to its leniency application, Irwins provided to the OFT two schedules, one each for ‘Covers Taken’ and ‘Covers Given’, which detail projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by Ivan Peter Nelson (‘IPN’), Estimating Director at Irwins, into potential cover prices. At number 78 of the ‘Covers Taken’ schedule is the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tender Ref</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Cover From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>0902061</td>
<td>New Office Block/Refurb of Warehouse</td>
<td>Trackwork Ltd.</td>
<td>28.10.02</td>
<td>1469069</td>
<td>Holroyd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Contact</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Waldon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3480. Irwins also provided to the OFT a schedule listing their competitors’ contact details. The name of Holroyd appears on the list and ‘Andrew Waldon’ is named as the contact point.

IV.3481. Irwins further provided to the OFT its tender return for this contract. The tender return states that it was for a new office block and refurbishment of existing warehouse to provide workshops for Trackwork Ltd. The tender return shows that the tender return date was changed from 12:00 noon on Monday 21 October 2002 to 28 October and the figure Irwins submitted was £1,469,069.00.

IV.3482. Following the issue of the Statement, Irwins did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Irwins

IV.3483. During an interview with the OFT on 8 March 2007, conducted in connection with Irwins’ leniency application, IPN provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3484. Also during this interview, IPN was shown the ‘Tender Register’ and in particular the reference to the entry for a new office block and refurbishment of warehouse, Doncaster and was asked if he could recall anything about that contract. IPN replied ‘Yeah, I thought we might just run short of time because this, this architect we work with quite well and the next phase that was, we

---

5590 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0775.
5591 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0775.
5592 Tender register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 46.
actually did. We negotiated the second phase of that...'. 5593 However IPN could not recall any specific contact with Irwins’ competitors ‘... other than just ringing up for it’. 5594 IPN confirmed that the presence of a ‘C’ in the fourth column on the tender register shows that Irwins took a cover in relation to that contract. 5595 IPN further confirmed that Holroyd and more specifically Andrew Waldren gave Irwins a cover price due to the comment written in the last column of the tender register ‘Cover Holroyd Andrew Waldren [………….] [C]’. 5596 IPN stated during interview that [………….] [C] was the telephone number of Andrew Waldren at Holroyd. 5597 IPN also stated ‘We actually really, really normally know the architect there and he’d probably know it was a cover, because we finished up doing the next phase, ...’. 5598

Evidence from other companies – Holroyd

IV.3485. The OFT wrote to Holroyd on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Holroyd had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Holroyd did not respond to this letter and on 8 May 2007 the OFT informed the Managing Director of Holroyd that a failure to respond to the fast track letter denoted a rejection. The Managing Director of Holroyd confirmed that Holroyd had rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. 5599

IV.3486. The OFT subsequently wrote to Holroyd’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Holderness Investments Limited, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Holroyd’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Holderness jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Holroyd in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Holderness stated ‘the company is unable to comment’. 5600

IV.3487. Following the issue of the Statement, neither Holroyd nor Holderness submitted any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3488. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3489. Irwins and Holroyd each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for a new office development and refurbishment of existing warehouse at Doncaster. Irwins was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

5593 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, page 11.
5594 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, page 11.
5595 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, page 11.
5596 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, pages 11 and 12.
5597 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, pages 11 and 12. Note that in interview IPN was asked to confirm that [………….] [C] was Andrew Waldon’s phone number, however the document referred to during this part of the interview states [………….] [C] and the OFT is satisfied that IPN was confirming the latter number as being Holroyd’s.
5598 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, page 12.
5599 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10412.
5600 Response from Holderness, OFT Document Reference 14227.
IV.3490. Irwins’ Tender Register records ‘Cover Holroyd Andrew Waldren [………………] [C]’, typed in the final column. IPN confirmed that this handwritten note shows that the cover price was received from Holroyd and more specifically Andrew Waldren, an estimator at Holroyd. The OFT notes that [………………] [C] was a Holroyd telephone number. Also a ‘C’ is typed in the type of work/ percentage difference column. IPN confirmed that the C typed in this column shows that Irwins sought a cover price in relation to this contract. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Irwins and IPN’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence, that Holroyd supplied Irwins with a cover price for this tender.

IV.3491. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Irwins was higher than the tender submitted by Holroyd, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.3492. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Irwins and Holroyd. The OFT also concludes that Holroyd supplied a figure to Irwins for a cover bid.

IV.3493. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3477 to IV.3492 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.5601 In particular:

   (a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Holroyd to Irwins was not unilateral5602, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;5603

   (b) Irwins can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Holroyd (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process,5604 and

   (c) Holroyd can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Irwins (i.e. that Irwins did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.5605

IV.3494. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Irwins and Holroyd, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a new office block and refurbishment of existing warehouse in Doncaster, tender deadline 28 October 2002.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3495. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

---

5601 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5602 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5603 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5604 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5605 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.3496. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Irwins on 21 March 2006. Irwins will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Irwins in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 126: 25 Stoney Street, Nottingham – 4 November 2002
Client: New College Nottingham
Parties: Thomas Fish, Sol and William Woodsend

IV.3497. On 16 September 2002, New College Nottingham sought tenders for the refurbishment of a college building at 25 Stoney Street, Nottingham. The following four companies were invited to tender: Thomas Fish, Sol, William Woodsend and Morrison Construction. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 04 November 2002.5606

IV.3498. New College Nottingham received the following tender returns:5607

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>4 November 2002 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£2,242,650</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>4 November 2002 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£2,390,216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Woodsend</td>
<td>4 November 2002 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£2,434,800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrison Construction</td>
<td>(Declined to submit tender 15 October 2002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3499. New College Nottingham informed the OFT that ‘because of budget issues, a value engineering exercise(s) was conducted with the lowest tenderer’.5608 In the contemporaneous ‘Examination of Tenders’ supplied by the project manager to New College Nottingham, it is stated that ‘On receipt it was clear that all tenders exceeded the construction budget for the project of £1,755,000’ and that ‘All three tenderers advised that they could not achieve the stated contract period of 40 weeks identified within tender documents. SOL Construction required 52 weeks to complete, Thomas Fish 56 weeks and William Woodsend 68 weeks’.5609 In response to the Statement, Sol provided the OFT with further details of this value engineering exercise and asserted that procedures used and decisions made in order to arrive at its original tender bid had not been influenced by the cover pricing that took place in relation to this tender.5610

---

5606 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8864.
5607 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8864.
5608 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8864.
5609 Examination of Tenders, OFT Document Reference 8866, page 14.
5610 Written representations of Sol, 8 July 2008, Annexes 10 to 13.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Sol – Tender Register

IV.3500. During the OFT’s visit to Sol, a handwritten tender register was obtained which contained the following entry in respect of this tender:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE DUE &amp; DATE REC'D</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>QUANTITY SURVEYOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 OCT ’02 1.5 MILL</td>
<td>REFURBISHMENT OF 25 STONEY ST.</td>
<td>NEW COLLEGE NOTTINGHAM</td>
<td>CPMG ARCHITECTS</td>
<td>TURNER &amp; TOWNSEND. C.M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 NOV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>TENDER SUM</th>
<th>ESTIMATOR</th>
<th>COMPETITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P&amp;S</td>
<td>2,242,650</td>
<td>ADT</td>
<td>MORRISON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.8% - 700,000)</td>
<td></td>
<td>T FISH ‘C’ 2,390,216 – 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOM Wks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WOODSEND ‘C’ MR ’ SCOTHORNE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,434,718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60 WKS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS / COMMENTS
4 NOV’02 START. 5 PHASES
22 AUG’03 COMP.

Evidence from leniency applicant Sol

IV.3501. As part of its leniency application, Sol provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3502. In particular, Sol provided to the OFT a ‘List of contracts – cover prices given by SOL since January 2000’. This list contains the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 Nov 02</td>
<td>Refurbishment of 25 Stoney Street</td>
<td>£2.242m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Cover price/s given (CG) and some of the other Companies we understand were tendering</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T Fish (CG)</td>
<td>[CP-Martin Lane]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodsend (CG)</td>
<td>[CP-Tom Scothern]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrison</td>
<td>Reason for cover request unknown.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV.3503. Sol also provided a document titled ‘Tender cover prices – company and contact person’ which contained the following entries:\(^{5613}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Contact Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T Fish</td>
<td>Martin Lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodsend</td>
<td>Tom Scothorne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3504. In its response to the Statement, Sol acknowledged that it had ‘... admitted engaging in the practice of cover pricing in the 7 tenders listed in the Statement of Objections.’\(^{5614}\)

IV.3505. Sol’s response also asserted that it ‘...did not seek to obtain a tendering advantage or disadvantage the client by eliminating competition from this tender process. Sol only provided covers after direct requests from Thomas Fish and William Woodsend.’\(^{5615}\) The OFT notes that Sol’s subjective intentions are not material to the finding of an infringement, as set out in paragraph III.111 of Section III (Legal Background).

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Sol**

IV.3506. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Sol’s estimators provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3507. John Cummings (‘JC’), Chief Estimator at Sol, was interviewed in regard to this tender. JC recalled the tender and referring to the Sol tender schedule he confirmed the handwriting on the entry for this tender was his.\(^{5616}\) JC confirmed that the entries of ‘C’ next to ‘T Fish’ and ‘Woodsend’ meant ‘cover’ and when asked what the figures next to these were, JC said ‘That’s the figures I’ve given, you know, to them as our cover prices.’\(^{5617}\) In explaining how the cover price figures would have been calculated, JC said that, ‘I would have taken 2,242,650 [the tender bid submitted by Sol] and added on between 5 and, what is it, yeah, it’s about 7%’.\(^{5618}\) JC confirmed that he gave cover prices in respect of this tender to both Thomas Fish and William Woodsend and made the corresponding entries in the tender schedule.\(^{5619}\)

IV.3508. With regard to the entries ‘56 Wks’ and ‘60 WKS’ on Sol’s tender schedule, JC confirmed that Sol was ‘probably quoting 52 weeks’ and would have given these periods of 56 weeks and 60 weeks to Thomas Fish and William Woodsend because ‘obviously you don’t want them to win the job on the basis that they can do it quicker than you, even if the price is high’.\(^{5620}\) JC identified Martin Lane as Chief Estimator at Thomas Fish and Tom Scothorne (‘TS’) as being an employee of William Woodsend.\(^{5621}\) JC also identified the initials ‘ADT’

\(^{5613}\) Cover Prices – Company and Contact Person, OFT Document Reference 4361, page 2.
\(^{5614}\) Written representations of Sol, 27 June 2008, Page 3.
\(^{5616}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 17.
\(^{5617}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, pages 17 and 18.
\(^{5618}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 18.
\(^{5619}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 18.
\(^{5620}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, pages 18 and 19.
\(^{5621}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, pages 19 and 20.
in the estimator column of the tender register as standing for Andy Turner (‘AT’), Senior Estimator at Sol, one of his colleagues.5622

IV.3509. AT was also interviewed in regard to this tender. AT recalled the tender and said ‘Yeah, I remember it being quite a difficult, quite a difficult tender’.5623 AT confirmed the handwriting on the tender schedule as belonging to JC and when asked if he knew the circumstances surrounding cover prices being given in respect of this tender, he said ‘I just assume that they, the job was so complicated and not very interesting to them that they, they wanted out’.5624 AT agreed he would have been aware that Thomas Fish and William Woodsend had been given cover prices, commenting that, ‘at the tender meeting, yeah, because there’d be a C put against the, the name of the competition’.5625 AT said that it would have been JC who decided on the figures to give as cover prices, since it was JC’s responsibility to deal with cover prices.5626

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Fish – Form of Tender

IV.3510. During the OFT’s initial visit to Thomas Fish’s premises, a Form of Tender document was obtained in respect of this tender. The document includes the bid of ‘£2,390,216’ and is signed by ‘M W Lane’.5627

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Fish

IV.3511. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Fish provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.650 to IV.688 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3512. In its leniency application, Thomas Fish set out a summary of all tenders in respect of which Thomas Fish had exchanged fees with a competitor, marked as ‘TENDER BIDDING INVOLVING THE EXCHANGE OF FEES’. The information in the summary was based on the Thomas Fish accounts database and recollections of current and ex-employees. In respect of this tender the summary does not include any information and this tender was not admitted as part of Thomas Fish’s application for leniency, although it was subsequently admitted by witnesses in interview (see next section).5628

IV.3513. Following the issue of the Statement, neither Thomas Fish nor Fish Holdings submitted any written or oral representations in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Fish

IV.3514. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Fish’s directors and ex-employees provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.650 to IV.688 above and is applicable to this tender.

5624 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11367, page 5.
5625 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11367, page 5.
5626 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11367, pages 5 and 6.
5627 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 0148.
5628 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3962.
IV.3515. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with Martin Lane ('ML'), a former associate Director at Thomas Fish, who dealt with this tender. ML recalled the contract and said ‘I know we took some help on that, definitely’.5629 ML went on to explain, ‘I remember I did a visit to site and decided that it was too...too nasty a job...It’s refurbishment. At that stage we weren’t that good at refurbishment. Not big ones like that’.5630 ML was shown the entry for this tender in the Sol tender register5631 and was asked if he recalled the name of anyone at Sol with whom he would have spoken. ML recalled the names John Cummins and Andy Turner and said of AT, ‘He used to work for us [Thomas Fish]’ 5632

**Evidence from non- leniency applicant William Woodsend**

IV.3516. The OFT wrote to William Woodsend on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that William Woodsend had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter on 24 April 2007, William Woodsend stated ‘...we have not been able to discover sufficient evidence to make any admissions at this stage’.5633

IV.3517. In its response to the Statement, however, William Woodsend confirmed that ‘William Woodsend acknowledges liability for this … Infringement. ’5634 Further, it stated in respect of this Infringement ‘...I am sure that the only reason we would not have priced the work would have been because we were physically not able to manage to do so’.5635

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.3518. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3519. Thomas Fish, Sol and William Woodsend each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3520. It appears that Sol completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Sol being the lowest received and the fact that it won the tender.

IV.3521. Thomas Fish and William Woodsend were each unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.3522. In respect of Thomas Fish, Sol’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes reference to competitor Thomas Fish with the letter ‘C’ next to it and a figure. Sol confirmed that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner on its tender register refers to a cover price having been given to Thomas Fish.

---

5630 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13315, pages 24 and 25.
5631 Tender register, OFT Document Reference 4169, page 32.
5632 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13315, page 25.
5633 Response from William Woodsend, OFT Document Reference 10903.
IV.3523. The tender schedule has the figure ‘2,390,216’ written next to the ‘C’ by the reference to Thomas Fish. This figure exactly matches the amount of £2,390,216 bid for this tender by Thomas Fish.

IV.3524. JC, Chief Estimator at Sol, who dealt with this tender, said that he recalled the tender and that his handwritten entry in the schedule meant that he gave a cover price of the amount noted to Thomas Fish and that the contact at Thomas Fish was ML. He also confirmed that he would have given Thomas Fish the number of weeks in which the job could be done, to ensure that it did not win the contract.

IV.3525. This was corroborated in interview by ML of Thomas Fish, who said that because the job was ‘too nasty’ Thomas Fish ‘took some help…definitely’ on this tender, an expression used to refer to the receiving of a cover price. ML also confirmed he would have dealt with JC at Sol.

IV.3526. In respect of William Woodsend, Sol’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes reference to competitor William Woodsend with the letter ‘C’ next to it and a figure. Sol confirmed that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner on its tender register refers to a cover price having been given to William Woodsend.

IV.3527. The tender schedule has the figure ‘2,434,718’ written next to the ‘C’ by the reference to William Woodsend. This figure almost exactly matches the amount of £2,434,800 bid for this tender by William Woodsend. The OFT notes that it was not unusual for companies to add an amount to a cover price given by a competitor, in order to ensure that they did not win the contract.

IV.3528. JC, Chief Estimator at Sol, who dealt with this tender, said that he recalled the tender and that his handwritten entry in the schedule meant that he gave a cover price of the amount noted to William Woodsend and that the contact at William Woodsend was TS. He also confirmed that he would have given William Woodsend the number of weeks in which the job could be done, to ensure that it did not win the contract.

IV.3529. The OFT notes that all three Parties have now admitted liability in respect of this Infringement.

IV.3530. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Fish and Sol, and between William Woodsend and Sol. The OFT also concludes that Sol supplied figures to each of Thomas Fish and William Woodsend for cover bids.

IV.3531. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3500 to IV.3530 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Sol to Thomas Fish, and from Sol to William Woodsend, was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

5636 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5637 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
(b) Thomas Fish and William Woodsend can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Sol (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Sol can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Fish and William Woodsend (i.e. that neither Thomas Fish nor William Woodsend intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.3532. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Sol and Thomas Fish and between Sol and William Woodsend, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the refurbishment of 25 Stoney Street, Nottingham, tender dated 4 November 2002.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.3533. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3534. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Thomas Fish’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the Sol tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 18 January 2006. Thomas Fish will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Thomas Fish will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.3535. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Sol’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the Sol tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 18 January 2006. Sol will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Sol in respect of this Infringement.

Client: Nottingham City Council
Parties: Bodill and Thomas Long

IV.3536. On 17 October 2002, Nottingham City Council (‘Nottingham CC’) sought tenders for the refurbishment of 27 empty council-owned properties, Major Works Phase 1, Citywide Properties, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 13 November 2002 and five companies were invited to

---

5638 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5639 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5640 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
tender: Bodill, Hallamshire Construction, Mansell, Nottingham City Building Works and Thomas Long.\textsuperscript{5641}

IV.3537. Nottingham CC received the following tender returns by 13 November 2002:\textsuperscript{5642}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>No information</td>
<td>£819,019.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallamshire Construction</td>
<td>No information</td>
<td>£811,749.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>No information</td>
<td>£836,214.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham City Building Works</td>
<td>No information but withdrew tender on 14 November 2002</td>
<td>£677,702.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>No information</td>
<td>£791,462.62</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

\textit{Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet}

IV.3538. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except for the entry for Bodill:\textsuperscript{5643}

\begin{quote}
\textit{1. Bodill}

\textit{*2. T. LONG MARK PHILLIPS WILL RING US WED.}

\textit{3. MANSELL.}

\textit{4. HALLAMSHIRE. [...] [C] ‘}
\end{quote}

IV.3539. The tender sheet for this tender also contains a ringed letter ‘C’ against the word ‘ESTIMATOR’, and at the foot of the sheet it states that Bodill’s submitted price was £819,019.85.\textsuperscript{5644}

IV.3540. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, kept a diary for 2002 which contains an entry for this tender on 13 November which reads ‘12.00 REPAIRS/ALTS. ALL NOTTM CITY (C) (NOTTM)’.\textsuperscript{5645} JR explained in interview with the OFT that when a tender is written in his diary with a ‘C’ in brackets, ‘It means we’re looking for some help, a cover, a cover price’.\textsuperscript{5646}

\textsuperscript{5641} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9132.
\textsuperscript{5642} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9132.
\textsuperscript{5643} Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0645.
\textsuperscript{5644} Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0645.
\textsuperscript{5645} 2002 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0107, page 22, obtained during visit to Bodill’s premises under section 27 on 19 November 2004.
\textsuperscript{5646} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6337, page 4.
Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.3541. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3542. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.5647 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it received a cover price from Thomas Long5648 and that it submitted a ‘token tender’.5649

IV.3543. […] [C]

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.3544. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Thomas Long

IV.3545. The OFT wrote to Thomas Long on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Thomas Long had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Thomas Long admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.5650

IV.3546. The name, ‘Mark Phillips’, written next to ‘T.LONG’, set out in Bodill’s tender sheet is the name of an estimator employed by Thomas Long at the time of the tender, providing further indication that Thomas Long contacted Bodill in respect of this tender. This is confirmed by information obtained from W R Bloodworth, a list of contacts for cover prices, which lists Mark Phillips at Thomas Long.5651

IV.3547. In its response to the Statement, Thomas Long stated ‘Thomas Long has confirmed that it gave a cover price in relation to this tender in response to a request from Bodill’5652 in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3548. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

5647  Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
5648  Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 5.
5649  Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 3.
5651  Contacts for Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915, page 1.
5652  Written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.15.
IV.3549. Bodill and Thomas Long each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3550. Thomas Long completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Thomas Long being the lowest received, after the withdrawal of Nottingham City Building Works, and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.3551. Bodill was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.3552. In regard to Thomas Long, as well as the ringed letter ‘C’ against the word ‘ESTIMATOR’, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘T. LONG MARK PHILLIPS WILL RING US WED.’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from Thomas Long. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £819,019.85 as the tender figure and this was the figure that Bodill submitted. Mark Phillips is an estimator employed by Thomas Long, providing further indication that Thomas Long contacted Bodill in respect of this tender. This is corroborated by information obtained from W R Bloodworth, a list of contacts for cover prices, which names Mark Phillips at Thomas Long.

IV.3553. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Bodill was higher than the tender submitted by Thomas Long, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Both companies have admitted to cover pricing in respect of this tender.

IV.3554. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Long and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Thomas Long supplied a figure to Bodill for a cover bid.

IV.3555. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3538 to IV.3554 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^5653\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Thomas Long to Bodill was not unilateral\(^5654\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^5655\)

(b) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Thomas Long (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^5656\) and

(c) Thomas Long can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bodill (i.e. that Bodill did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^5657\)

IV.3556. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place

---

5653 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5654 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5655 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5656 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5657 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
between Bodill and Thomas Long, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the refurbishment of 27 empty council-owned properties, Major Works Phase 1, Citywide Properties, Nottingham, tender deadline 13 November 2002.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.3557. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3558. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 27 to Bodill on 19 November 2004. Bodill will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Bodill will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.3559. In its response to the Statement, Bodill stated that ‘so far as Bodill is aware, the OFT had no knowledge of these Alleged Infringements and those contractors who had participated in them until 21 January 2005 and then only as a result of the evidence supplied by Bodill’.

In its response to the Statement, Bodill stated that ‘so far as Bodill is aware, the OFT had no knowledge of these Alleged Infringements and those contractors who had participated in them until 21 January 2005 and then only as a result of the evidence supplied by Bodill’. The OFT first became aware of this tender as a result of the entry in a document obtained during a section 27 visit to Bodill on 19 November 2004, which gave the OFT reasonable grounds to suspect cover pricing activity in respect of this tender prior to Bodill’s leniency application being made. Bodill will therefore only receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.


Client: Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council
Parties: Mansell and F Parkinson

IV.3560. On 23 October 2002, Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council sought tenders for new build sports hall extension at Robert Atkinson Youth & Community Centre, Thornaby. The following six companies were invited to tender: PBS Construction (NE) Ltd, DH Potter & Co Ltd, F Parkinson, McCarrick Construction Ltd, Mansell and Reliance Building Ltd. The date and time of tender return was 22 November 2002 at 12:00 noon.

IV.3561. Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council received the following tender returns:

5658 Written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.5.
5659 2002 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0107, as discussed in paragraph IV.3540.
5660 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9620.
5661 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9620.
5662 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9620.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>22 November 2002</td>
<td>£481,622</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS Construction (NE) Ltd</td>
<td>22 November 2002</td>
<td>£515,852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Parkinson</td>
<td>22 November 2002</td>
<td>£456,982</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH Potter &amp; Co Ltd</td>
<td>22 November 2002</td>
<td>£491,219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarrick Construction Ltd</td>
<td>Not returned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance Building Ltd</td>
<td>Not returned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender log

IV.3562. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided the North East Region (‘NER’) tender log. Page six of the tender log contained the following entry:5663

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing System Nr</th>
<th>North East Ref. Nr</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Cat</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Approx Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74788</td>
<td>E/NE/02/75</td>
<td>31-Oct-02</td>
<td>PUB</td>
<td>B.Q</td>
<td>£              550,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Project Title: THORNABY: Sports Hall Extension At Robert Atkinson Youth & Community Centre

IV.3563. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.5664 This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3564. Mansell’s legal representatives provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the NER, which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that the project bid value was ‘£481,622.00’ and that Mansell received a cover price from F Parkinson and that this cover price was taken due to ‘Estimating capacity issue’ at Mansell.5665

IV.3565. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a schedule of covers for the NER, which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from F Parkinson and includes the comment ‘Omer Asir recollects that F Parkinson provided the cover price’.5666

IV.3566. In its response to the Statement, Mansell did not make any oral or written representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

5664 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
5666 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B3609, page 2.
**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell**

IV.3567. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, a Mansell employee from the NER provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.478 to IV.480 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3568. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, Omer Asir (‘OA’), a senior estimator in the NER of Mansell, advised how it would be recorded when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.479 to IV.480 above. In relation to this tender OA, when asked the significance of the ‘C’ in the tender log stated ‘which identifies … that particular project we took assistance on’ and confirmed that the tender figure submitted was £481,622. In respect of his recollection that the cover was taken from F Parkinson, OA stated ‘that’s just a recollection’ and ‘one of the reasons why I was saying F Parkinson is because … I know they are on that particular authority’s tender selection and the recollection that I had at the time [when compiling the leniency material] was that I was, I was fairly certain it was them I’d spoke to …’.

**Evidence from other companies – F Parkinson**

IV.3569. The OFT wrote to F Parkinson on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that F Parkinson had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter F Parkinson admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Mansells’.

IV.3570. The OFT subsequently wrote to F Parkinson’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Mowbray, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on F Parkinson’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Mowbray jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by F Parkinson in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. During a telephone call in response to this letter, Colin Oakley, a Director of Mowbray stated that he was aware of the original Fast Track letter and F Parkinson’s response and fully supported the position of its subsidiary, F Parkinson.

IV.3571. In their response to the Statement, F Parkinson and Mowbray stated '[F] Parkinson has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement'.

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.3572. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

---

5667 Omer Asir was a senior estimator in the NER from 2000 to 2006 and then became managing estimator.
5668 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, page 17.
5669 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11509, pages 17 and 18.
5671 Response from Mowbray, OFT Document Reference 13952.
IV.3573. Mansell and F Parkinson each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3574. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that F Parkinson completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by F Parkinson being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.3575. Mansell’s tender log records ‘C’, next to the entry for this tender. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price and in interview the Mansell estimator confirmed it was his recollection that he spoke to F Parkinson to obtain the cover price.

IV.3576. In addition, F Parkinson has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.3577. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that F Parkinson admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Mansell, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Mansell was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.3578. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by F Parkinson, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.3579. In addition the OFT notes that F Parkinson’s tender figure is the only figure below Mansell’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Mansell could only have received a cover figure from F Parkinson.

IV.3580. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and F Parkinson. The OFT also concludes that F Parkinson supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.3581. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3562 to IV.3580 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from F Parkinson to Mansell was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from F Parkinson (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;
(c) F Parkinson can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a

---

5673 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5674 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5675 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5676 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.3582. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and F Parkinson in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for sports hall extension Robert Atkinson Centre, Thornaby, tender deadline 22 November 2002.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3583. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3584. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 129: Re-Building of Eight Newland Properties, Bilborough, Nottingham – 25 November 2002**

Client: Nottingham City Council

Parties: Bodill and William Woodsend

IV.3585. On 11 September 2002, Haley Somerset Consulting Limited, on behalf of Nottingham City Council, sought tenders for the re-building of eight Newland Properties, Bilborough, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 25 November 2002 and six companies were invited to tender: Bodill, William Woodsend, Thomas Long, Lovell, Herbert Baggaley and Nottingham City Building Work.

IV.3586. Haley Somerset Consulting Limited received the following tender returns prior to 12:00 noon on 25 November 2002:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 25 November 2002</td>
<td>£595,295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Woodsend</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 25 November 2002</td>
<td>£622,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 25 November 2002</td>
<td>£552,957</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovell</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 25 November 2002</td>
<td>£587,700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 25 November 2002</td>
<td>£577,263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham City Building Work</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5677 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

5678 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13766.

5679 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13766.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.3587. In Bodill’s original tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:5680

1. Bodill

£622260.00p.  2. WOODSEND © FROM US RING TOM MON. AM

3. BAGGALEY

4. T. LONG

5. LOVELL’

IV.3588. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £595,295.5681

IV.3589. Andrew Bodill (‘AB’), an estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has indicated that the handwritten annotation ‘£622260.00p.’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.5682 AB also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.3590. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘WOODSEND © FROM US RING TOM MON. AM’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.5683 DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.3591. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3592. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.5684 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave a cover price to William Woodsend.5685

IV.3593. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

5680 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0648.
5681 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0648.
5683 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 14311.
5684 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
5685 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 5.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.3594. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – William Woodsend

IV.3595. The OFT wrote to William Woodsend on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that William Woodsend had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter on 27 April 2007, William Woodsend stated, ‘we have not been able to discover sufficient evidence to make any admissions at this stage’.5686

IV.3596. In its response to the Statement, however, William Woodsend stated ‘Based on the evidence set out in the SO William Woodsend acknowledges [sic] liability for this Alleged Infringement’.5687

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3597. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3598. Bodill and William Woodsend each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3599. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. It appears that Bodill wanted to win the tender for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.3600. William Woodsend was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.3601. In regard to William Woodsend, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£622260.00p WOODSEND® FROM US’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £622,260, a figure that was only £40 different from the tender that William Woodsend submitted for the work.

IV.3602. Bodill’s tender sheet also records ‘RING TOM MON. AM’. The OFT considers that this indicates more specifically that Bodill was to phone William Woodsend on the day for submitting the tender in order to provide William Woodsend with its cover price. This is consistent with the pattern of exchange of cover prices just prior to the deadline for submission of tenders.

IV.3603. Bodill’s tender sheet records the name of a William Woodsend employee, ‘Tom’, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is corroborated by information obtained from W R Bloodworth, a

5686 Response from William Woodsend, OFT Document 10903.
list of contacts for cover prices, which names ‘Tom Scothern’ at William Woodsend. The OFT considers it likely that this refers to the same William Woodsend employee.

IV.3604. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by William Woodsend was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.3605. Both Parties have now admitted liability in respect of this Infringement.

IV.3606. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between William Woodsend and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied a figure to William Woodsend for a cover bid.

IV.3607. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3587 to IV.3606 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bodill to William Woodsend was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors; and
(b) William Woodsend can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and
(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from William Woodsend (i.e. that William Woodsend did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.3608. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between William Woodsend and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the re-building of eight Newland Properties, Bilborough, Nottingham, tender deadline 25 November 2002.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.3609. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3610. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill

5688 Contacts For Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915, page 1.
5689 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5690 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5691 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5692 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5693 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 130: Not included in the Decision

Alleged Infringement 131: Not included in the Decision

Alleged Infringement 132: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 133: Hill Crescent Changing Block – 19 December 2002
Client: Ashfield District Council
Parties: ARG, Greenwood and K J Bryan

IV.3611. On 3 December 2002, Ashfield District Council sought tenders for Proposed Alterations at Hill Crescent changing block.\textsuperscript{5694} The following seven companies were invited to tender: Construction Services at Ashfield District Council, ARG, P J Lilley, Greenwood, K J Bryan, Eastwood Construction and D J Atkinson Ltd.\textsuperscript{5695} The tender deadline was 12:00 noon on 19 December 2002.\textsuperscript{5696}

IV.3612. Ashfield District Council received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{5697}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction Services at Ashfield District Council</td>
<td>11:10 am on 19 December 2002</td>
<td>£26,392.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>10:50 am on 19 December 2002</td>
<td>£37,643.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P J Lilley</td>
<td>10:29 am on 19 December 2002</td>
<td>£35,289.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>10:57 am on 19 December 2002</td>
<td>£35,189.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K J Bryan</td>
<td>11:14 am on 19 December 2002</td>
<td>£33,480.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastwood Construction</td>
<td>No tender received</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D J Atkinson Ltd</td>
<td>10:37 am on 19 December 2002</td>
<td>£38,144.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

\textit{Contemporaneous documentary evidence from other companies – Greenwood – Post-it note, Invitation to Tender, and Form of Tender}

IV.3613. During the OFT’s search of Greenwood’s premises a number of tender documents with post-it notes attached were found. The post-it note attached to the tender documents for Hill Crescent changing block contained the following handwritten note:\textsuperscript{5698}

\textsuperscript{5694} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7073.
\textsuperscript{5695} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7073.
\textsuperscript{5696} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7073.
\textsuperscript{5697} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7073.
\textsuperscript{5698} Post-it note, OFT Document Reference 2528.
IV.3614. An invitation to tender for this contract was also found at Greenwood. Handwritten on the front page of the invitation to tender is:

‘£35189’

IV.3615. A completed Form of Tender for this contract was also found at Greenwood. The Form of Tender shows that Greenwood tendered £35,189.00 for this contract. The Form of Tender was signed by Chris Stendall (‘CS’), ex-estimator for Greenwood, on 18 December 2002.

Evidence from leniency applicant ARG

IV.3616. In its response to the Statement, ARG confirmed that it had ‘…admitted cover pricing in relation to this tender although they are unable to recollect any details. They [ARG] can only assume that they used a cover price due to the estimator getting part way through the tendering process and not having the time to complete it’.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant ARG

IV.3617. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, ARG’s past and present employees provided general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.174 to IV.181 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3618. During an interview conducted on 16 April 2007 in connection with its leniency application Darren Adkin (‘DA’), ex-estimator and surveyor at ARG, was shown the post-it note found at Greenwood. The OFT pointed out the reference to ‘Darren ARG […] [C]’. DA confirmed that […] [C] was ARG’s telephone number and that he was the only Darren who worked at ARG at that time. The OFT next pointed out the reference to the figure 37643 to which DA replied, ‘Well to the best of my knowledge, that’ll be a cover then’. DA stated ‘If I had to pick one I’d say yea that’s a cover from Greenwoods … I know Chris well … Chris Stendle … so I’d speak to them daily anyway … it’s such a small figure that … probably did take a cover on that one’.

---

5699 Invitation to tender, OFT Document Reference 2527.
5700 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 2529, page 1.
5701 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 2529, page 2.
5702 Written representations of ARG, 25 June 2008, paragraph 2.4.
5703 Interview transcript, OFT Reference 13125, page 10.
5704 Interview transcript, OFT Reference 13125, page 10.
5705 Interview transcript, OFT Reference 13125, page 11.
Witness evidence from other companies – Greenwood

IV.3619. During an interview conducted on 12 October 2006, CS commented in general terms on Greenwood’s participation in bid rigging activities. He asked the OFT ‘Why don’t you ask me if we’ve taken a cover or given a cover. … of course I have done that and I believe that probably every other contractor in the country has probably done that on certain occasions’.5706 CS explained, ‘… the only reason for doing that is to make sure you’re tender… a figure goes into the client and that you’re kept in the loop for next time’.5707 CS confirmed that the exchange of cover prices was always carried out by telephone.5708 At Greenwood the exchange of cover prices usually occurred ‘towards the end, I suppose when I, you know they realize you couldn’t do something or they wanted help’.5709 CS stated that if he received a cover price he would record it ‘… in a notebook and then, it would go onto the tender sheet’.5710 During interview CS confirmed that when referring to a ‘notebook’ he actually was referring to a post-it note.5711

IV.3620. CS was interviewed for a second time on 28 February 2007 and was shown the tender documents and post-it note found during the OFT’s search of Greenwood’s premises in relation to Hill Crescent changing block. CS confirmed that the handwritten notes on the post-it note were written by himself and that the note shows ‘that KJ Bryan gave us a cover’ and ‘a cover was also given to ARG but by whom [at Greenwood] I don’t know’.5712 CS stated that ‘… so what happened possibly there was that we got a cover from Bryan then at the end of the day ARG rang us and asked us for a cover. Which we obviously obliged in that instance’.5713

Evidence from other companies – Greenwood/Crown Point

IV.3621. The OFT wrote to Greenwood on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Greenwood had participated in bid rigging on this tender. A response was received from Begbies Traynor informing the OFT that ‘… we have now ceased to act as administrators pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 84 of schedule B1 of the Insolvency Act 1986 which facilitates the ending of an administration order by dissolution of the company. … As we have ceased to act as administrators of the company we are not in a position to enter into any agreement on its behalf’.5714

IV.3622. The OFT subsequently wrote to Greenwood’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Crown Point, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on the letter sent to Greenwood on 22 March 2007, as the OFT intended to hold Crown Point jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Greenwood in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to

5706 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6362, page 18.
5707 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6362, page 18.
5708 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6362, pages 19 and 20.
5711 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6362, page 22.
5712 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13423, pages 21 and 22.
5713 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13423, page 22.
5714 Response from Begbies Traynor, OFT Document Reference 10358.
impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Crown Point stated ‘... the offer [the OFT’s Fast Track Offer] is not accepted by Crown Point Maintenance Group Limited’.5715 The company has subsequently indicated that it was ‘...without any documentary evidence such that it was simply unable to meet the conditions set out in the fast track offer letter.’6716

IV.3623. In its response to the Statement, Crown Point attached a witness statement from Andrew Goodwin (‘AG’), Director of Crown Point and former Director of Greenwood. Crown Point stated in its response that ‘it is clear from Mr Goodwin’s evidence that he does not seek to oppose or deny Greenwood’s involvement and admits the same’.5717 In his witness statement, AG stated ‘having now seen the evidence I cannot deny that the incident took place...’5718

IV.3624. Crown Point also stated in its written representations on the Statement that ‘the OFT provisionally found that K J Bryan... was the ‘instigator’ of the process inasmuch that K J Bryan provided a figure for a cover bid to Greenwood...’.5719 The OFT emphasises that it has not made any finding regarding which party instigated the cover pricing arrangement in this Infringement – indeed, as noted in section IV.C above, it was far more common for the party requesting the cover price (in this Infringement, Greenwood) to initiate the arrangement. It is not necessary for the OFT to conclude on this aspect for a finding of an infringement to be made.

Evidence from other companies – K J Bryan

IV.3625. The OFT wrote to K J Bryan on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that K J Bryan had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, K J Bryan’s legal representatives stated ‘In view of the lack of physical records to refresh memories and the significant period of time that has passed since the events in question our client’s officers and members of staff have difficulty in trying to recollect the circumstances concerning the contracts in question...our client does not feel it appropriate to accept the offer...’.5720 The OFT notes that K J Bryan’s officers and staff were able to recollect, and respond in respect of, two of the five contracts covered by the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.3626. In its response to the Statement, K J Bryan neither expressly admitted, nor contested its involvement in this Infringement, stating ‘There was only a very small and limited number of infringements’5721 and ‘KJB accepts that the Cover Scheme is illegal... KJB in mitigation submits that it when historically using the Scheme was not aware that it was illegal... and on finding out the scheme was illegal took immediate action to ensure it was not and has not been involved in

5715 Response from Crown Point, OFT Document Reference 14184.
5716 Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.4
use of the same again.\textsuperscript{6722} The response further stated that ‘the evidence is that Greenwoods requested a cover from KJB – KJB were not the instigator.’\textsuperscript{6723}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3627. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3628. ARG, Greenwood and K J Bryan each accepted an invitation to tender for proposed alterations at Hill Crescent changing block.

IV.3629. All three companies submitted a tender. Greenwood and ARG were unable to submit a competitive tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.3630. A post-it note found at Greenwood records ‘JOHN BRYAN our £35189.00 K.J BRYAN […] [C] Cover to DARREN A.R.G […] [C], £37643.00’. CS confirmed that he made the handwritten note and that the note records that Greenwood received a cover figure of £35189.00 from [John Bryan at] K J Bryan, and that CS subsequently gave [DA from] ARG a cover price of £37643.00. The telephone number ‘[…] [C]’ was confirmed by ARG as being its telephone number, while the telephone number ‘[…] [C]’ belongs to K J Bryan.\textsuperscript{5724}

IV.3631. In addition to this, DA also confirmed that the documentary evidence shows that ARG received a cover price from CS of Greenwood. Both figures are consistent with the tender figures submitted by Greenwood and ARG for the contract.

IV.3632. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Greenwood and both CS and DA’s admissions and explanations of that contemporaneous evidence, that K J Bryan gave a cover price to Greenwood, and Greenwood in turn gave a cover figure to ARG, for this tender.

IV.3633. ARG has admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. Although Greenwood and Crown Point did not initially admit to bid rigging in relation to this tender, once Crown Point had seen the evidence it confirmed that its witness, Director of Crown Point and former Director of Greenwood, admitted Greenwood’s involvement.

IV.3634. The OFT notes that whilst K J Bryan has not admitted engaging in cover pricing in relation to this specific Infringement, it has accepted that it engaged in cover pricing more generally, and did not put forward any evidence that calls into question the OFT’s analysis of the evidence in relation to this Infringement.

IV.3635. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Greenwood was higher than the tender submitted by K J Bryan. In addition, the tender submitted by ARG was higher than both tenders submitted by Greenwood and K J Bryan, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

IV.3636. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between K J Bryan and Greenwood and between Greenwood and ARG. The OFT also concludes that K

---

\textsuperscript{5722} Written representations of K J Bryan, 24 June 2008, page 5.
\textsuperscript{5723} Written representations of K J Bryan’s, 24 June 2008, page 4.
\textsuperscript{5724} FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12165.
J Bryan supplied a figure to Greenwood for a cover bid, and that Greenwood subsequently went on to supply ARG with a figure for a cover bid.

IV.3637. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3613 to IV.3636 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.5725 In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from K J Bryan to Greenwood and from Greenwood to ARG was not unilateral5726, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;5727

(b) Greenwood can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from K J Bryan (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process. Also ARG can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Greenwood (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.5728

(c) K J Bryan can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Greenwood (i.e. that Greenwood did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process. Also Greenwood can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from ARG (i.e. that ARG did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.5729

IV.3638. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between K J Bryan and Greenwood and between Greenwood and ARG, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for proposed alterations, Hill Crescent changing block, tender deadline 19 December 2002.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.3639. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3640. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to Greenwood under section 28 on 15 June 2005. ARG will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, ARG will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

5725 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5726 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5727 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5728 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5729 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 134: Classroom Extension and Interior Alterations, Crich Fritchley Primary School – 24 January 2003

Client: Derbyshire County Council

Parties: Derwent Valley, Milward and BKPS

IV.3641. In December 2002 or early January 2003, Derbyshire County Council sought tenders for classroom extension and interior alterations at the Crich Fritchley Primary School. The following five companies were invited to tender: Derwent Valley, Gerald Swift & Sons, Warfe Construction Limited, Milward and BKPS. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 24 January 2003.

IV.3642. Derbyshire County Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gerald Swift &amp; Sons</td>
<td>24 January 2003</td>
<td>£99,940*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>24 January 2003</td>
<td>£96,093</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warfe Construction Limited</td>
<td>24 January 2003</td>
<td>£100,448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milward</td>
<td>24 January 2003</td>
<td>£103,126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKPS</td>
<td>24 January 2003</td>
<td>£104,705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Errors were found in the tender submitted by Gerald Swift & Sons Limited who, as a result, withdrew their bid.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley – Tender Schedule and Telephone Note

IV.3643. During the OFT’s search of Derwent Valley’s premises, a tender schedule containing handwritten entries was discovered. Within this tender schedule was the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO.</th>
<th>RETURN DATE</th>
<th>TENDER DETAILS</th>
<th>OPPOSITION</th>
<th>TENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02/01/03</td>
<td>24/01/03</td>
<td>CLASSROOM EXTENSION AND INTERNAL ALTERATIONS CRICH FRITCHLEY PRIMARY SCHOOL</td>
<td>WHARF 101 MILWARD (C)103126 B&amp;K (C) 104705 SWIFT</td>
<td>96,093 2ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3644. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a handwritten telephone note in relation to this tender. On the note was written ‘Peter Hawkins @ B.K Property Services [.................................] [C]’. Below this

5730 In the Statement, the OFT noted that the client’s response recorded Bowmer & Kirkland as tendering for this contract. In its response to the Statement, Bowmer & Kirkland confirmed that it was BKPS that tendered for this project: ‘This educational project was undertaken by BKPS ...’ (written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 67) and the OFT has therefore amended the references to Bowmer & Kirkland as appropriate.

5731 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7643.

5732 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7643.

5733 Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912, page 36.
Evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.3645. Also as part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3646. In its leniency application, Derwent Valley set out a summary of all tenders from April 2001 to January 2005 where Derwent Valley had given a cover price to a competitor for that tender, marked as ‘DVC1 List of Covers Given’. The information in the summary was based on the tender schedule kept by Pat Tunnicliffe (‘PT’), an ex-estimator at Derwent Valley, and contained the following extract:5735

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract Details</th>
<th>Company Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 2003</td>
<td>Classroom Extension Crich Fritchley Primary school</td>
<td>Milward, B&amp;K Building Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3647. In its response to the Statement, Milward asserted that one of the entries in this summary document was incorrect, as it indicated Milward had taken a cover in respect of another project whereas in fact Milward had been successful in obtaining the contract on that project.5736 The OFT notes Milward’s point. On balance, however, the OFT does not consider the credibility of the other entries in the document to be undermined where, as here, those entries are underpinned by a contemporaneous tender schedule. Moreover, the summary represents Derwent Valley’s assessment as to its participation in cover pricing on this tender and the OFT accordingly takes it into account when assessing the totality of the evidence.

IV.3648. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application a ‘List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices’. The name ‘Milward’ appears on this list with the address ‘30 Market Place Belper Derbyshire’ and as a contact the name ‘Adrian Milward’. Also on this list is the name ‘B&K Building Services’ with the address ‘Peveril House Alfreton Road Derby’ and as a contact name ‘Peter Hawkins’.5737

IV.3649. In its response to the Statement, Milward stated that Adrian Milward ‘does not know any of the employees of Derwent Valley and did not know of them at the time of the Alleged Infringements’.5738 However, the OFT notes the evidence of PT to the contrary; he stated in interview that ‘…Milward were a contractor in Belper, the same as Derwent Valley were. They went back a long way, you know, before I joined. Adrian knew that if it wasn’t David it would be myself

5734 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference 3945.
5736 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.2; and affidavit of Stephen Milward, 24 June 2008, paragraph 12.
5738 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 4.8 to 4.9; and affidavit of Adrian Milward, 22 May 2008, paragraph 15.
that was pricing it and he would ask for one or the other and then we would give him a call back when we had a figure for him.\textsuperscript{5739}

IV.3650. Following the issue of the Statement, Derwent Valley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.3651. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Derwent Valley directors and an ex-employee provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3652. In regards to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with PT who dealt with this tender. PT confirmed that he kept and maintained the tender schedule referred to in paragraphs IV.309 to IV.317 above. PT went on to refer to the tender schedule in respect of this tender saying that he recalled it as in his first employment he worked on the original buildings as a quantity surveyor. PT referred to the tender schedule and said, ‘Millward was given a cover, B and K were given a cover’. When asked if he recalled dealing with anyone at these companies PT said ‘Millwards got a C and he’s 103, that would have been, again that would have been Adrian. B and K, B and K had a number of estimators, they were quite a, well, they’re a big outfit’. PT could not recall who he dealt with at BKPS and noted that the entry ‘Wharf’ had a figure next to it but there was no letter ‘C’.\textsuperscript{5740}

IV.3653. David Stone (‘DS’), Managing Director of Derwent Valley, was also interviewed in regard to this tender. Although he could not recall dealing with it, he identified some of the handwriting on the telephone note described in paragraph IV.3644 above as being his, with the exception of the figure ‘104705’ and ‘Steve Hall 287’, which may have belonged to a secretary.\textsuperscript{5741} DS, examining the entry for this tender in the tender schedule, said that it looked to him as though it was ‘… Millwoods [sic] who was given a cover of 103126, B and K who was given a cover of 104715 …’.\textsuperscript{5742}

Evidence from other companies – Bowmer & Kirkland

IV.3654. The OFT wrote to Bowmer & Kirkland on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Bowmer & Kirkland had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Bowmer & Kirkland, represented by Geldards LLP, indicated via emailed letter on 25 April 2007 that it was willing to make admissions to involvement in cover pricing in relation to a number of suspect contracts.\textsuperscript{5743} The response included a completed suspect tender schedule in respect of this tender. The entry noted that the subsidiary involved was ‘B & K Property Services’, and the name of the tender ‘Classroom Extension & Interior Alterations Crich Fritchley

\textsuperscript{5739} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 19.
\textsuperscript{5740} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, pages 30 and 31.
\textsuperscript{5741} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13478, pages 34 and 35.
\textsuperscript{5742} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13478, page 38.
\textsuperscript{5743} Response from Bowmer & Kirkland, OFT Document Reference 10252.
For this tender, Melvin Sheldon (‘MS’), Group Finance Director of Bowmer & Kirkland, admitted to Bowmer & Kirkland having participated in bid rigging activities and wrote ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.5744

IV.3655. Bowmer & Kirkland confirmed in its response to the Statement that ‘...Infringements 18 and 134 are admitted. Save for those matters discussed in the Dickinson Dees letter of 6 June 2008 (Annex) B&K has nothing further to add’.5745 It also confirmed that the Bowmer & Kirkland subsidiary involved in this Infringement was BKPS.5746

Evidence from other companies – Milward

IV.3656. The OFT wrote to Milward on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Milward had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Milward did not reply to this letter and subsequently on 9 May 2007 a call was made by the OFT to the Managing Director of Milward, who said that the OFT would not be receiving a response as Milward ‘had not done anything wrong’.5747

IV.3657. Milward stated in its response to the Statement that it ‘...did not give or receive a cover price for this tender...’ and that ‘Adrian Milward was not responsible for putting this tender together so it is highly unlikely that PT would have dealt with Adrian on it’.5748 It also adduced an affidavit from Stephen Milward, indicating that he priced this job, and ‘The Company did not take a cover price for the works’.5749 The OFT notes Stephen Milward’s evidence, and has given it consideration. On balance, however, the OFT considers that greater weight may be attached to the contemporaneous tender schedule. Although the witness evidence of PT explaining the entries in this schedule indicated that it was Adrian Milward with whom Derwent Valley usually dealt, he does not specifically state that it was with Adrian with whom he dealt on this occasion, Stephen Milward has likewise confirmed that he does not know PT5750, and moreover both he and Adrian Milward have confirmed that he would not always be the person finalising and submitting the tender on the day5751 (and therefore the person who might make or take a telephone call in respect of provision of a cover). The OFT therefore does not consider the apparent inconsistency between the evidence of the respective parties’ witnesses to be irreconcilable in this instance. In any event the OFT considers that the contemporaneous tender schedule would weigh in favour of preferring the evidence of PT to the extent that there is any inconsistency.

IV.3658. Milward, in its response to the Statement, questioned whether the use of ‘C’ entry in the tender schedule indicated that a cover price had been given/taken, suggesting in particular that DS had only ‘assumed that [the giving of a cover

---

5745 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 31.
5746 Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 67.
5747 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10716.
5748 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 3.3(a) and (g).
5749 Affidavit of Stephen Milward, 24 June 2008, paragraph 6(b).
5750 Affidavit of Stephen Milward, 24 June 2008, paragraph 5(a).
5751 Affidavit of Stephen Milward, 24 June 2008, paragraph 9; affidavit of Adrian Milward, 22 May 2008, paragraph 11; and written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.3(g).
price] was indicated by the use of the letter ‘C’ and that the ‘C’ may denote ‘competitor’ as ‘it is possible for contractors to note from where their main competition has arisen’. The OFT does not consider this plausible. The witnesses from Derwent Valley did not indicate that it was a part of their practice in compiling the tender schedule to denote their competitors in this manner. Further, PT confirmed that a ‘C’ in brackets indicated that Derwent Valley had either given or taken a cover. Moreover, similar entries in the Derwent Valley Tender Schedule have been confirmed to accurately record the giving of a cover price by the admissions of other Parties in relation to Infringements including 68, 93, 110 and 144.

IV.3659. Milward stated further in its response to the Statement that ‘...[e]ven if one accepts Derwent Valley’s position that it was aware of Milward and B&K’s prices due to a cover price having been provided, this does not explain why Derwent Valley was aware of the price submitted by Warfe Construction. Milward considers that it is more likely that Derwent Valley in fact completed this pricing information in the Tender Schedule following completion of the tender process...’. The OFT considers that, even if it were the case, as Milward suggests, that the entry in respect of this tender was completed post-tender, there is nonetheless no ‘C’ next to the entry in respect of Wharf Construction. Thus, any awareness which Derwent Valley may or may not have had of their price submission is not reflected in the schedule as having stemmed from the provision of a cover, as is the case in respect of Milward and BKPS. Even if the entry were completed post-tender, this does not negate the provision of a cover during the tender process or undermine the evidence to that effect. The OFT has no information to indicate the source of Derwent Valley’s information about Warfe’s price. The OFT considers in light of the absence of a ‘C’ and the lower level of detail on the price that this materially different record of Warfe’s bid does not undermine its assessment of the evidence in relation to Milward and BKPS.

IV.3660. Milward also stated in its response to the Statement it ‘...was actively marketing its services to schools... [t]he targeted marketing which took place during the period in which the tender was submitted demonstrates that Milward was eager to expand its work in this area... [i]t would be contrary to this policy for Milward to have sought a cover price on this tender’. The OFT does not accept that Milward’s active marketing to schools means it would not have sought and obtained a cover price for this tender. On the contrary, the OFT views Milward’s active marketing as a possible incentive for it to obtain a cover price on this tender, rather than returning no bid at all, and risk being viewed by the school as a company unable to supply the work for which it was marketing itself.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3661. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.
IV.3662. Derwent Valley, BKPS and Milward each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Derwent Valley completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Derwent Valley being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.3663. BKPS and Milward were each unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.3664. In respect of BKPS, Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes reference to competitor BKPS with the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to it and a figure. Derwent Valley stated that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken or received. The figure in the tender schedule next to the reference for BKPS of ‘104705’ directly corresponds to the bid of £104,705 BKPS submitted as its bid for the tender.

IV.3665. PT, the estimator for this tender, said that he recalled the tender and that his entry in the schedule meant that he gave a cover to BKPS.

IV.3666. This was supported in interview by DS, who also explained that the entry in the tender schedule indicated that Derwent Valley gave a cover price in respect of this tender to BKPS.

IV.3667. The OFT also notes that the telephone note referred to in paragraph IV.3644 above identifies an individual at BKPS who contacted Derwent Valley seeking a cover price for this tender. This note specifies the call coming from ‘B.K Property Services’ and Bowmer & Kirkland confirmed in its admission of bid rigging in this tender that the subsidiary involved was ‘B & K Property Services’. The telephone number ‘[………….] [C]’ on this note is the same as that listed publicly for BKPS.5756

IV.3668. Bowmer & Kirkland has admitted BKPS engaged bid rigging activity in respect of this tender, although it cannot recall the identity of the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging.

IV.3669. In respect of Milward, Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes reference to Milward with the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to it and a figure. Derwent Valley stated that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken or received. The figure in the tender schedule next to the reference for Milward of ‘103126’ directly corresponds to the bid of £103,126 Milward submitted as its bid for the tender.

IV.3670. PT, the estimator for this tender, said that he recalled the tender and that his entry in the schedule meant that he gave a cover to Milward.

IV.3671. This was supported in interview by DS, who also explained that the entry in the tender schedule indicated that Derwent Valley gave a cover price in respect of this tender to Milward.

5756 Bowmer & Kirkland’s website, OFT Document Reference 11711, page 1.
IV.3672. Derwent Valley also included in its list of companies who exchange cover prices, the name of Milward.

IV.3673. In addition, the OFT notes that Derbyshire County Council received a tendered amount of £96,093 from Derwent Valley, which is lower than the amounts tendered by BKPS and Milward. This fits into the pattern consistent with cover prices having been given to BKPS and Milward by Derwent Valley.

IV.3674. Although other tendering companies are mentioned on Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule document, the OFT notes that only BKPS and Milward have a ’(C)’ and the precise tender figure submitted respectively by these companies, written against them.

IV.3675. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Derwent Valley and BKPS, and between Derwent Valley and Milward. The OFT also concludes that Derwent Valley supplied figures to each of BKPS and Milward for cover bids.

IV.3676. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3643 to IV.3675 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{5757}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Derwent Valley to BKPS and from Derwent Valley to Milward was not unilateral\(^ {5758} \), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{5759}\)

(b) BKPS and Milward can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Derwent Valley (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process\(^ {5760} \) and

(c) Derwent Valley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from BKPS and Milward (i.e. that neither BKPS nor Milward intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\(^ {5761} \)

IV.3677. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Derwent Valley and BKPS, and between Derwent Valley and Milward, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for classroom extension and interior alterations, Crich Fritchley Primary School tender dated 24 January 2003.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3678. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

\(^{5757}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{5758}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{5759}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{5760}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{5761}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.3679. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Derwent Valley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Derwent Valley in respect of this Infringement.

Client: Amsprop Investments Ltd
Parties: Mansell and Durkan

IV.3680. On 29 November 2002, Amsprop Investments Ltd, sought ‘Stage 2’ tenders for new build offices at 17/18 Dover Street.\textsuperscript{5762} The following three companies were invited to tender: Durkan, Higgins City and Mansell. The date of tender return was, according to Amsprop Investments Ltd, 28 April 2003.\textsuperscript{5763}

IV.3681. Durkan submitted in its response to the Statement that it was contacted by Amsprop Investments Ltd in January 2003, rather than November 2002.\textsuperscript{5764} Durkan did not provide any evidence in support of this submission and the OFT considers that the date put forward by Amsprop Investments Ltd is more consistent with the other evidence before the OFT. In any event, however, the date that tenders were sought is immaterial to the OFT’s finding of an infringement.

IV.3682. Amsprop Investments Ltd received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{5765}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>27 January 2003</td>
<td>£2,884,286</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durkan</td>
<td>27 January 2003</td>
<td>£2,892,208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgins City</td>
<td>27 January 2003</td>
<td>£3,150,212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3683. Amsprop Investments Ltd had originally sought tenders from six contractors, including those noted, in June 2002 (‘Stage 1’), however those tenders were allowed to lapse and no contractor was appointed.\textsuperscript{5766} The work was then re-tendered due to a delay in obtaining planning approval for the works, with only the three contractors noted being put forward to ‘Stage 2’.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – emails and invoice

IV.3684. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided emails between Mansell and Durkan, in relation to this tender. On 30 March 2004, Clive Perceval (‘CP’), ex-Regional Managing Director\textsuperscript{5767} for the Enfield

\textsuperscript{5762} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7045.
\textsuperscript{5763} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7045. The OFT notes that all tenders were actually returned on 27 January 2003.
\textsuperscript{5764} Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 61.
\textsuperscript{5765} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7045.
\textsuperscript{5766} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7043.
\textsuperscript{5767} Clive Perceval left Mansell in July 2005.
region of Mansell, received an email from Alan Fraher (‘AF’), Company Secretary of Durkan. In this email AF stated ‘We are extremely disappointed that you have failed to respond to our earlier communications and, more importantly, that you have not fulfilled your financial commitment [sic]. Unless we hear from you by close of business today, we shall have no option but to seek recovery by alternate means’.5768

IV.3685. This appears to have followed on from previous emails from AF requesting payment, as follows: (prior to 31 January 2004) ‘I refer to our previous conversations and would respectfully request that you let me have the appropriate documentation by return. If there is a problem please let me know. Our financial year end is 31st January and I should appreciate payment by that date, at the very latest’ and (apparently on 4 March 2004) ‘I refer to my email below and to your meeting with both Coin Simmons and myself and regret to note that absolutely no progress whatsoever has been made in relation to this matter. In view of the above, I would respectfully request that [you] contact me, with a proposal for payment, by close of business tomorrow Friday 5th March 2004’.5769

IV.3686. In his reply to AF, on 30 March 2004, CP stated ‘I am sure you are aware of our recent change in our corporate status which has caused the delay in clearing the financial commitment … My colleague, Colin [Gilbert, (‘CG’), Commercial Director at Mansell5770 for the Enfield region] will forward details to you & what is required to enable payment to be made’.5771

IV.3687. On 1 April 2004 CG of Mansell sent an email to AF5772 at Durkan stating ‘Please raise invoice on the above Order Number for “Fit Out Works” on a project at “83 to 87 Southwark Street, London SE1” … You will receive quality questionnaires via our QA system but I don’t need to receive them back’.5773

IV.3688. In his reply to CG, on 26 April 2004, AF stated ‘Colin, I complied with you (sic) request … Unfortunately, I have not received payment. Please investigate and revert’.5774

IV.3689. Mansell’s legal representatives provided an invoice from Durkan, numbered SL007930 and dated 2 April 2004. The invoice is shown to be in respect of ‘FIT OUT WORK AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS AS PER YOUR ORDER NO. ZE0056/365205’ for the amount of £60,000 plus VAT, totalling £70,500.00 inclusive of VAT. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided a document headed ‘Supply & Fix Memo Payments Enquiry’ which shows.5775

5768 Email correspondence, OFT Document Reference B4036.
5769 Email correspondence, OFT Document Reference B4036.
5770 Colin Gilbert became Commercial Director in July 2005, prior to this he was Commercial Manager.
5771 Email correspondence, OFT Document Reference B4036.
5772 The OFT notes that the email was sent to AF from OFT Document Reference 6141.
5773 Email correspondence, OFT Document Reference B4038.
5774 Email correspondence, OFT Document Reference B4038.
5775 Invoice, OFT Document Reference B0863.
5776 Invoice, OFT Document Reference B0864.
IV.3690. Durkan submitted in its response to the Statement that, whilst AF chased Mansell for payment, he was unaware that the money was in any way illegitimate. Durkan argued that AF’s emailed threat to Mansell to ‘seek recovery by alternative means’ (which Durkan characterised as a letter before action) demonstrates AF’s belief that the money owed was legitimate. Durkan also argued that AF’s communications with Mansell were open and transparent and were consistent with the type of correspondence one would expect to see from a firm legitimately chasing a debt.5777

IV.3691. First, the OFT does not agree that the chain of correspondence between AF and Mansell is consistent with a firm chasing a legitimate debt. In particular, where a firm is chasing monies legitimately owed, the OFT would expect to see a reference to the sum of money owed and to the services supplied (or, indeed, for a copy of an invoice to be attached setting out these details). Conversely, AF made no reference to these details in his emails to CP and does not even mention the amount of money owed, referring instead in generic terms to Mansell’s ‘financial commitment’.5778

IV.3692. Following a request from Mansell, AF then raised a false invoice on 2 April 2004 for £60,000 plus VAT for fit out work at 83 – 87 Southwark Street. Both Parties have confirmed that Durkan had no involvement in this job and carried out no work at this site (see paragraphs IV.3707 and IV.3710). The OFT considers that raising a false invoice in order to facilitate payment is not consistent with monies legitimately owed.

IV.3693. The OFT also notes CP’s statement to AF that a change in Mansell’s corporate status had ‘caused the delay in clearing the financial commitment, but now we have found the appropriate approach to regularise the situation’.5779 Again, the OFT does not consider this statement to be consistent with the type of correspondence one would expect to see if the monies had been legitimately owed. The OFT questions what the reference to ‘regularising the situation’ could mean in the context of a legitimate debt.

IV.3694. Whilst Durkan Holdings characterised AF’s involvement as merely recouping monies ‘that he was told were owed to [Durkan]’5780, the OFT finds it difficult to reconcile this with the correspondence. AF refers in one email (prior to 31 January 2004) to a previous conversation with CP and, in a subsequent email (apparently on 4 March 2004) to an earlier meeting with CP.5781 The OFT

5777 Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 75 to 78.
5778 Email correspondence, OFT Document Reference B4036.
5779 Email correspondence, OFT Document Reference B4036.
5780 Written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 52(c).
5781 Email correspondence, OFT Document Reference B4036.
considers it implausible that AF could have conducted a conversation and a meeting with CP in relation to the monies owed without being made aware of the background to the payment.

IV.3695. Finally, the OFT rejects Durkan’s suggestion that AF’s email of 30 March 2004\(^{5782}\) constituted a letter before action – it has none of the characteristics of such a letter (for example, it fails to state the amount owed or what the debt relates to, and does not mention court proceedings at all).

IV.3696. On balance, the OFT concludes from the evidence that AF would have been aware that the payment he was chasing was not merely monies owed for services legitimately supplied. The OFT therefore remains of the view that AF was involved in the Infringement and that his involvement is an aggravating factor relevant to the OFT’s penalty calculation (see Annex C).

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from other companies – Durkan – emails, letter and invoice**

IV.3697. During a section 27 inspection of Durkan’s premises on 24 January 2007, a number of documents relating to this tender were produced. Emails dated 1 April and 26 April 2004\(^{5783}\), as discussed in paragraphs IV.3687 and IV.3688 above, were produced.

IV.3698. A letter, dated 2 April 2004, from Michael Lawlor of Durkan to CG at Mansell, was also produced during the section 27 inspection. The letter was in respect of ‘83 – 87 SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON SE1’ and advised ‘Please find enclosed our invoice no. SL007930 for £70,500.00 for works on the above site as per your order no. ZE0056/365205 ... We look forward to receiving your payment by 9th April 2004’\(^{5784}\).

IV.3699. Two invoices were produced during the section 27 inspection: an invoice, numbered SL007930 and dated 2 April 2004, from Durkan to Mansell for ‘Project: 5000 OVERHEADS’ and ‘FIT OUT WORK AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS AS PER YOUR ORDER NO. ZE0056/365205’ for the amount of £60,000 plus VAT, totalling £70,500.00 inclusive of VAT\(^{5785}\) and another invoice, also numbered SL007930 and dated 2 April 2004, from Durkan to Mansell for ‘Project: 5000 83 TO 87 SOUTHWARK STREET, SE1’ and ‘FIT OUT WORK AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS AS PER YOUR ORDER NO. ZE0056/365205’ for the amount of £60,000 plus VAT, totalling £70,500.00 inclusive of VAT, showing an itemised breakdown of ‘0.00’\(^{5786}\). These invoices are almost identical to the one produced by Mansell’s legal representatives as discussed at paragraph IV.3689 above, with the first showing the same project name and the second showing the same itemised breakdown as in the invoice received by Mansell.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell**

IV.3700. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, CP, when asked what his recollection of this tender was, stated ‘... it was a spec. and drawings job, two

---

\(^{5782}\) Email correspondence, OFT Document Reference B4036.

\(^{5783}\) Email correspondence, OFT Document Reference 6140 and 6141.

\(^{5784}\) Letter from Durkan to Mansell, OFT Document Reference 6116.

\(^{5785}\) Invoice, OFT Document Reference 6114.

\(^{5786}\) Invoice, OFT Document Reference 6115.
stage tender, which we were invited to price in competition, which we did. We went through the first stage and we were led to believe ... they would select one contractor from the first stage process to take it through [to] the second stage'.\textsuperscript{5787} CP explained that the job required extensive work and stated 'We went through the process and we were then told that they were going to proceed with two contractors ... But we still wished to go ahead with the job ... and then I was contacted by Durkans who were in a similar position and, they suggested to us that because of this, one or other party was going to incur costs that we couldn’t recover because we weren’t going to secure the job. Now this is contrary to the original intent and therefore they [Durkan] put forward the proposal that those costs were reimbursed through the other contractor. I spoke to Steve Waite [Divisional Managing Director at the time] about it, and subsequently we agreed that’s what we’d do'.\textsuperscript{5788}

IV.3701. In its response to the Statement, Mansell stated its belief that Stephen Waite (‘SW’) was not involved at this stage of the Infringement. Mansell stated that SW did not recall speaking to CP, or any other Mansell employee, about this tender at the time the agreement was reached with Durkan. SW did, however, recall that he was later contacted by CP (after the submission of tender bids) in order to discuss the method of making the agreed compensation payment to Durkan. Mansell did not seek to argue that SW believed the payment to be for a legitimate purpose.\textsuperscript{5789}

IV.3702. The OFT has no evidence to confirm whether CP’s or SW’s version of events is correct. In any event, the timing and scope of SW’s involvement is immaterial to the OFT’s finding of an infringement.

IV.3703. Even if SW was not involved until after Mansell’s tender was submitted (which the OFT does not necessarily accept was the case), the OFT remains of the view that SW was involved in the Infringement and that his involvement is an aggravating factor relevant to the OFT’s penalty calculation (see Annex C). By Mansell’s own admission, SW was involved in discussions about how to make the agreed compensation payment. At the very least, he was therefore aware of the arrangement prior to the payment to Durkan being affected, and did nothing to prevent the payment being made or otherwise to address this illegal activity.

IV.3704. When asked why a figure of £60,000 for reimbursement was agreed upon, CP stated ‘...I think [it was] a reasonable figure at the time for the costs you’re likely to incur because this was a particularly expensive process you had to go through, for a comparatively small job’\textsuperscript{5790}

IV.3705. In respect of the email from AF dated 30 March 2004, CP stated ‘They chased me for payment’ and when asked what CG’s involvement was, stated ‘he managed through the payment’. CP also explained that the payment of £60,000 had been made through another project, at Southwark Street.\textsuperscript{5791} When asked where the £60,000 would have come from, CP stated ‘we would have been conscious of it when we did the tender settlement but it wouldn’t
necessarily have been added as a specific figure, it would have been part of an overall figure for a tender settlement’ and confirmed that some of the payment would have come out of Mansell’s profit on this tender.  

IV.3706. During an interview with the OFT on 3 May 2007, CG, when asked how he became aware of this tender, stated ‘... I was aware of the project from an initial lead ... so when we did finally secure the job, I was involved in sorting out the terms and conditions’. When asked if he was aware of the arrangement made between Mansell and Durkan, CG stated ‘I was aware that the discussions were taking place and I knew there were some discussions about costs that were being incurred’ and in terms of the arrangement CG stated ‘I understand that an arrangement had been made ...that the successful party would pay costs to the unsuccessful party’ and clarified this would be the costs of preparing the second stage tender. CG explained what his role was in the arrangement, ‘I was asked to facilitate the payment of the costs’.  

IV.3707. When asked why he requested that AF raise an invoice in respect of 83 – 87 Southwark Street, CG stated ‘that was what I was asked to do’ and when asked who had instructed him to do so, stated ‘Clive [Perceval] would have done that’. In respect of 83 - 87 Southwark Street, CG stated ‘It was another contract we had, I think we’d recently completed it’ and when asked if Durkan was a competitor on that project CP stated ‘No, it had nothing to do with Durkan, but there were fit-out works on that and, well, I was asked to put the payment through on that project’. In respect of the payment of £60,000 to Durkan, CG advised it had nothing to do with 83 – 87 Southwark Street and that Durkan did no work for Mansell on that project. 

Evidence from other companies – Durkan

IV.3708. The OFT wrote to Durkan on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Durkan had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Durkan admitted ‘we engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Mansell Plc. Contact: C. Percival’.  

IV.3709. The OFT subsequently wrote to Durkan’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Durkan Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Durkan’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Durkan Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Durkan in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Durkan Holdings stated ‘Durkan Holdings will respect the terms of the acceptance made by Durkan Pudelek ...’.

---

5792 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11515, page 11.  
5793 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11514, page 5.  
5796 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11514, page 7.  
5797 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11514, page 7.  
5798 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11514, page 8.  
5799 Response from Durkan, OFT Document Reference 10992, page 2.  
5800 Response from Durkan Holdings, OFT Document Reference 13945.
IV.3710. In respect of this tender Durkan’s solicitors have advised that Durkan did not supply fit out work to Mansell in respect of 83 – 87 Southwark Street as indicated by an invoice dated 2 April 2004, obtained on a section 27 visit to Durkan, which is detailed above. Durkan’s solicitors have stated that no work was carried out as, ‘There was no work to be done’ and have confirmed that Durkan did receive the invoiced amount of £70,500.5801

IV.3711. Durkan submitted in its response to the Statement that it had no agreement or understanding with Mansell that the compensation payment would be added to the tender, that it did not in fact add the compensation payment to its tender price, and that its tender was not above the competitive level.5802

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3712. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3713. Mansell and Durkan each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3714. Both companies submitted a tender. It appears that at the first stage both Mansell and Durkan completed the estimating process for this tender and that they each submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.3715. This was a two stage tender. Of the six companies invited to tender for the first stage, only three companies, Mansell, Durkan and Higgins City, were invited on to the shortlist for the second tender and all three companies submitted tenders at the second stage.

IV.3716. It appears that the bidders were initially informed that only one of them would go forward to a second tender process. However, Mansell advised that it was then informed that the client wanted to proceed to the second tender process with two contractors.5803 In order to prepare for the second tender process, the companies had to undertake a degree of work, which according to Mansell would have resulted in irrecoverable costs if its tender bid had been unsuccessful and which CP of Mansell considered would be a ‘particularly expensive process … for a comparatively small job’.

IV.3717. Mansell has stated that as a result, Durkan suggested that the unsuccessful tenderer should be compensated by the successful tenderer for the irrecoverable cost of work undertaken. Mansell agreed to this suggestion and an amount of £60,000 plus VAT was agreed between the parties. CP of Mansell suggested in interview that the amount of agreed compensation ‘…would have been part of an overall figure for a tender settlement’ rather than being added as a specific figure. Durkan has also confirmed that it engaged in bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that it is not necessary for it to conclude as to whether the initial approach came from Durkan, as Mansell suggests.

IV.3718. Durkan disputed in its response to the Statement that this was a two stage tender. Rather, Durkan submitted that it started as a two stage tender, but the client then changed it into an arrangement comprising two individual tender

5801 Response from Durkan, OFT Document Reference 13379b.
5802 Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 68 to 69, 70 to 73 and 80.
5803 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7045. The OFT notes three contractors were taken forward to the second-stage tender.
invitations. The OFT notes that both the client and CP of Mansell refer to a two stage tender but that, in any event, the OFT has described the relevant elements of the tender process at paragraphs IV.3680 to IV.3683 and IV.3713 to IV.3716 and the precise terminology used to describe the process has no bearing on the OFT’s finding of an infringement.

IV.3719. Durkan also submitted that, in a two stage tender process, the ‘unwritten rules of engagement’ are that the client will reimburse the tenderer for its ‘stage two’ costs if negotiations fail. Durkan argued that, in the ordinary course, Mansell and itself would have expected reimbursement in the event they were selected for stage two and subsequently not awarded the contract. Durkan therefore concluded that the compensation payment was to reflect this expectation and there was ‘no intention for anyone to receive a payment that they would not have been entitled to in the ordinary course.’

IV.3720. Notwithstanding Durkan’s description of standard industry practice in a two-stage tender process (which the OFT does not necessarily accept), the OFT in any event considers this justification to be without merit. First, an undertaking’s subjective intent is immaterial where the object of an arrangement is anti-competitive. Furthermore, an otherwise anti-competitive arrangement cannot be saved by virtue of its authors’ intent to obtain money to which they considered they would be entitled ‘in the ordinary course’. The client was entitled to conduct a tender process which required bidders to take the risk of incurring potentially irrecoverable tender costs. If a bidder did not wish to accept that risk, it could decline to participate in the tender. The ability of a buyer to play potential suppliers off against each other in order to obtain a better price or better terms forms the very essence of a competitive process. Concertation between bidders to undermine this process cannot be justified by reference to ‘unwritten rules of engagement’ or the level of remuneration that a supplier would expect to achieve ‘in the ordinary course’.

IV.3721. CP confirmed that although the compensation sum would not be added to Mansell’s tender as a ‘specific sum’, the person preparing the tender would be conscious of the amount of the agreed payment when putting together the tender. Durkan denied adding the compensation payment to its tender price. On the evidence available, the OFT is unable to conclude as to whether Mansell and Durkan expressly agreed that each would add the agreed £60,000 plus VAT compensation payment to their respective tender costs or whether they in fact did so, but notes in any event that it is not necessary for the OFT to make any finding that the Parties agreed to include a specific sum in their respective tender bids, or that they in fact did so, in order to find an infringement.

IV.3722. Mansell won the tender and subsequently carried out the work. Around a year later, it seems that Mansell had still not paid to Durkan the agreed amount of £60,000 plus VAT. Emails were sent from Durkan to Mansell chasing payment of this amount.

5804 Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 57 to 59.
5805 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7045.
5807 Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 58, 62 and 90.
5808 See paragraphs III.68 to III.69 of the Legal Background section.
5809 See paragraphs III.149 to III.155 of the Legal Background section.
IV.3723. Eventually, in response to an email from Durkan dated 30 March 2004, CP at Mansell expedited matters by asking CG to arrange for the payment to go through. Two days later CG sent an email to Durkan asking for a false invoice to be raised for 'fit out works' in the sum of £60,000 plus VAT at 83-87 Southwark Street, London SE1. Mansell has confirmed that Durkan was not in fact involved in that project.

IV.3724. The following day, 2 April 2004, an invoice for £60,000 plus VAT was raised in respect of 'fit out works'. This invoice was sent from Durkan to Mansell under cover of a letter headed ‘83-87 SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON SE1’ on that date.

IV.3725. The final correspondence between the parties in respect of this matter was an email from Durkan to Mansell dated 26 April 2004 stating that the request for an invoice had been complied with and repeating the request for payment of this false invoice.

IV.3726. Subsequently, Mansell raised a payment of £60,000 to Durkan, apparently on 30 April 2004, and this amount was apparently paid to Durkan on 4 May 2004.

IV.3727. Durkan has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender with Mansell, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007. The OFT notes that Durkan named ‘Mansell’ and the contact ‘C Percival’\(^\text{5810}\), without sight of the OFT’s evidence that Mansell and CP were involved in bid rigging on this tender. This provides additional corroboration of the contemporaneous evidence and Mansell’s explanation of that evidence.

IV.3728. Durkan has also confirmed that it did not supply the fit out work for which it invoiced Mansell on 2 April 2004, stating that there was no work to be done. This confirms that the invoice received by Mansell was false and further corroborates the contemporaneous evidence and Mansell’s explanation of that evidence. Durkan has also confirmed that it received the invoiced amount.

IV.3729. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and Durkan, resulting in an agreement between them that the successful tenderer would pay the unsuccessful tenderer a sum of £60,000 plus VAT. Mansell after some delay eventually made a compensation payment to Durkan which was facilitated by the production of a false invoice relating to another contract that Mansell had won.

IV.3730. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3684 to IV.3729 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^\text{5811}\) In particular:

(a) the discussion of the respective intentions to bid and provision of a compensation payment from Mansell to Durkan was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^\text{5812}\)

(b) the agreement between Mansell and Durkan that the successful tenderer would pay an agreed level of compensation of £60,000 plus

\(^{5810}\) The OFT believes this to be Clive Perceval of Mansell.

\(^{5811}\) See paragraph III.3 and III.136 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{5812}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.139 to III.140 of the Legal Background section.
VAT to the unsuccessful tenderer had the obvious consequence of restricting or distorting competition and was capable of an effect on price;\textsuperscript{5813} and (c) each of Mansell and Durkan can be presumed to have taken account of the information they each received from each other (i.e. the agreement to pay compensation and the agreed level of compensation) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{5814}

IV.3731. In response to the Statement, Durkan submitted that the contact between itself and Mansell did not infringe the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors.\textsuperscript{5815} The OFT recalls that, in order to prove a concerted practice, it is required to demonstrate reciprocal contact between competitors leading to an alteration of their course of conduct on the market.\textsuperscript{5816} The OFT is not required to demonstrate these elements, however, where an agreement has been concluded between competitors. In this respect, the OFT notes that Durkan does not contest that there was an agreement between itself and Mansell to make a compensation payment in relation to this tender.\textsuperscript{5817}

IV.3732. Notwithstanding Durkan’s acceptance that it concluded an agreement with Mansell, the OFT considers that in any event, the evidence above proves the existence of a concerted practice between Durkan and Mansell. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption\textsuperscript{5818} and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Durkan has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case.

IV.3733. An undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Durkan’s submission that the contact between itself and Mansell did not influence either company’s desire to win the tender\textsuperscript{5819} (which is not necessarily the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition. In any event, the OFT notes CP’s evidence that the person preparing Mansell’s tender would have been conscious of the amount of the agreed payment when putting together the tender.\textsuperscript{5820} The OFT concludes from this evidence that Mansell’s conduct was affected, even if its desire to win the tender was not.

IV.3734. Durkan also submitted that neither itself nor Mansell disclosed the course of conduct they would be taking, or were contemplating taking, in respect of the tender. In particular, Durkan claimed that neither company knew whether the other company was going to bid for the tender.\textsuperscript{5821} At the same time, however, Durkan does not contest that it entered into an agreement with Mansell whereby the winning bidder would compensate the losing bidder for its tender.

\textsuperscript{5813} See paragraphs III.150 to III.152 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{5814} See paragraphs III.58, III.142, and III.156 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{5815} Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 82.
\textsuperscript{5816} See paragraph III.47 to III.59 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{5817} Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 56.
\textsuperscript{5818} See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{5819} Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 82 and 93.
\textsuperscript{5820} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11515, page 11.
\textsuperscript{5821} Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 83 to 84.
costs. The OFT finds it impossible to reconcile these two statements –
indeed an agreement to make a compensation payment would be nonsensical
unless both parties (either explicitly or implicitly) indicate to each other that
they are intending to bid for the tender in question.

IV.3735. Furthermore, in addition to disclosing that they were intending to bid for the
particular tender, the OFT considers that Mansell and Durkan also disclosed to
each other their intended course of conduct upon award of the tender (either to
make a compensation payment to the other, or to receive such a payment) and
the amount of that payment.

IV.3736. Durkan also submitted that the contact between itself and Mansell did not
have the object or effect of creating conditions of competition that were
abnormal. The OFT does not accept this argument. Under normal conditions
of competition a tenderer will not indicate that it is intending to submit a bid to
a competing tenderer, and will not enter into an agreement with a competing
tenderer to make or receive a payment conditional upon its success in that
tender. For the same reasons, the OFT also rejects Durkan’s argument that it
did not disclose any commercially sensitive information to Mansell, or receive
any such information from Mansell relative to the tender. The OFT considers
the information described in this paragraph to be commercially sensitive.

IV.3737. Finally, Durkan argued that the compensation payment did not result in a
tender price above the competitive level or otherwise influence the tender price,
that it was not made at the expense of a potentially lower tender price and did
not fix the price or a component of the price. Durkan asserted that the OFT had
adduced no evidence to the contrary in the Statement.

IV.3738. The OFT refutes these arguments in their entirety. Regardless of whether there
was an agreement to add the amount of the compensation payment to the
tender price, or whether the amount was in fact added (in respect of which the
OFT makes no finding), CP has confirmed that he would have been conscious
of the payment when preparing the tender settlement, and that part of the
payment would have come out of Mansell’s profit on this tender (see paragraph
IV.3705). As such, Mansell effectively accepted a lower profit margin on the
project, but rather than applying that reduced margin to the benefit of the
customer in the form of a lower price (which would be commercially rational
behaviour for a tenderer competing on price), a monetary amount reflecting the
reduction in margin was instead paid to its competitor, Durkan. As set out in
paragraphs III.150 to III.151 such an arrangement has the obvious consequence
of suppressing price competition and hence has the object of restricting or
distorting competition.

IV.3739. The evidence supporting this analysis was, contrary to Durkan’s assertions,
included in the Statement. The OFT does not view as material the fact that the
third tenderer, Higgins City, submitted a bid higher than that of Durkan or
Mansell.

5822 Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 56.
5823 Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 84.
5825 Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 70 to 73, 80, 85 to 89, 91 to 92 and
94.
5826 Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 71 to 73.
IV.3740. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and Durkan in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment to 17/18 Dover Street, tender deadline 27 January 2003.

IV.3741. Mansell suggested in its response to the Statement that CP’s evidence demonstrates that the compensation payment had little effect on the competitive process in this tender. As the OFT has concluded, however, that the arrangement between Mansell and Durkan had the object of restricting competition, it is not required to examine the effects of the arrangement.

IV.3742. To the extent that Mansell and/or Durkan submit that this Infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3743. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3744. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 136:** Pitched Roof Conversion, 1-15 Pankhurst Place, Clay Cross – 5 February 2003

**Client:** North East Derbyshire District Council

**Parties:** Derwent Valley, Admiral, Wildgoose and Milward

IV.3745. On 20 January 2003, North East Derbyshire District Council sought tenders for the conversion of a flat to pitched roof at 1-15 Pankhurst Place, Clay Cross, Derbyshire. The following seven companies were invited to tender: Derwent Valley, Milward, Allenbuild, Admiral, J S Seddon Building, Wildgoose and Baggaley & Jenkins. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 5 February 2003.

IV.3746. North East Derbyshire District Council received the following tender returns:

5827 Written representations of Balfour Beatty Group, 27 June 2008, Annex 8, point 5.
5828 See paragraphs III.60 to III.67 of the Legal Background section.
5829 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9045.
5830 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9045.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milward</td>
<td>5 February 2003</td>
<td>£141,175.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>5 February 2003</td>
<td>£105,071.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>5 February 2003</td>
<td>£128,113.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>5 February 2003</td>
<td>£147,610.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J S Seddon Building</td>
<td>5 February 2003</td>
<td>£110,727.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>5 February 2003</td>
<td>£144,562.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>4 February 2003</td>
<td>£93,033.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley – Tender Schedule*

IV.3747. During the OFT’s search of Derwent Valley’s premises, a tender schedule containing handwritten entries was discovered. Within this tender schedule was the following entry:*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO.</th>
<th>RETURN DATE</th>
<th>DETAILS</th>
<th>OPPOSITION</th>
<th>TENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09/01/03</td>
<td>5/2/03</td>
<td>PITCH ROOF CONVERSION AT 1-15 PANKHURST PLACE CLAY CROSS FOR NEDDC</td>
<td>Milward (C) Admiral (C) Wildgoose (C) Seddon B &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>128113 4th (93k)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley**

IV.3748. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3749. In its leniency application, Derwent Valley set out a summary of all tenders from April 2001 to January 2005 where Derwent Valley had given a cover price to a competitor for that tender, marked as ‘DVC1 List of Covers Given’. The information in the summary was based on the tender book kept by Pat Tunnicliffe (‘PT’), an ex-estimator at Derwent Valley, and contained the following extract. The summary contains an error where based on the handwriting in the contemporaneous evidence, Derwent Valley listed one of the companies involved as being ‘Almond’ when it was actually ‘Admiral’:*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Company Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 2003</td>
<td>Pitch roof conversion Clay Cross</td>
<td>Milward, Almond, Wildgoose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3750. In its response to the Statement, Milward highlighted that one of the entries in this summary document was incorrect, as it indicated Milward had taken a cover in respect of another project whereas in fact Milward had been successful*

---

*5831 Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912, page 36.
5832 List of Covers Given, OFT Document Reference 3940.*
in obtaining the contract on that project.\footnote{Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.2; affidavit of Stephen Milward, 24 June 2008, paragraph 12.} The OFT notes Milward’s point. On balance, however, the OFT does not consider the credibility of the other entries in the document to be undermined where, as here, those entries are underpinned by a contemporaneous tender schedule. Moreover, the summary represents Derwent Valley’s assessment as to its participation in cover pricing on this tender and the OFT accordingly takes it into account when assessing the totality of the evidence.

IV.3751. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application a ‘List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices’. The name ‘Milward Construction (Belper)’ appears on this list with the address ‘30 Market Place Belper Derbyshire’ and the name, ‘Adrian Milward’ as a contact. Also on this list is the name, ‘Wildgoose Construction Ltd’ with the address ‘Fallgate Milltown Ashover Derbyshire’ and the name, ‘Paul Taylor’ as a contact. There is also reference to the name ‘Almond’ on this list with no other details. The reason for this is outlined in the above paragraph.\footnote{List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3942.}

IV.3752. In its response to the Statement, Milward stated that Adrian Milward ‘does not know any of the employees of Derwent Valley and did not know of them at the time of the Alleged Infringements’.\footnote{Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 4.8 to 4.9, affidavit of Adrian Milward, 22 May 2008, paragraph 15.} However, the OFT notes the evidence of PT to the contrary; he stated in interview that ‘...Milward were a contractor in Belper, the same as Derwent Valley were. They went back a long way, you know, before I joined. Adrian knew that if it wasn’t David it would be myself that was pricing it and he would ask for one or the other and then we would give him a call back when we had a figure for him’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document reference 14237, page 19.}

IV.3753. Following the issue of the Statement, Derwent Valley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley**

IV.3754. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Derwent Valley directors and an ex-employee provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3755. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with PT, who dealt with this tender. PT confirmed that he kept and maintained the tender schedule referred to in paragraph IV.309 to IV.317 above.

IV.3756. PT was asked if he recalled the tender and he referred to the tender schedule, confirmed he recalled it and said, ‘It looks as though we came fourth and got beaten out of sight, because according to that we came fourth with a tender of 128,000. And I would guess that 93,000 in brackets was the amount that it was won for’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 25.} PT went on to refer to Seddon and he said, ‘I don’t ever
remember him giving or taking covers’.

PT commented on Baggaley & Jenkins to the effect that ‘if they were pricing a job and going for it I could never get anywhere near their figures’. PT also noted that ‘it looks as though Milward took a cover’. PT said ‘I seem to remember pricing the job so it’s a good chance it could have been me that gave them the figure’.

IV.3757. PT confirmed on closer inspection of his handwriting that the name which Derwent Valley had thought was written as ‘Almond’ was actually the word ‘Admiral’ and recalled tendering against them on a couple of occasions but could not remember who he would have spoken to. He said ‘I think it’s my bad writing…it does say Admiral, look’. In regard to the other companies listed on the tender schedule PT was asked if he recalled who he would have dealt with when discussing prices and covers for this tender. PT said, ‘No, I mean when they ring up for a cover you give them a cover. Again Milwards, it would have been Adrian, Wildgoose, I would think by then it was Graham Bennett…And Admiral, I can’t remember at all’.

IV.3758. David Stone (‘DS’), Managing Director of Derwent Valley, was also interviewed in regard to this tender. He recalled the tender, saying ‘Oh I did the estimate for that, I can remember… I was the one who priced this’. DS, examining the entry for this tender in the tender schedule, said that it was in PT’s handwriting and ‘Milwards looks as though they took a cover, Admiral looks as though they took a cover, and Wildgoose looks as though they took a cover’. DS was asked whether, as he dealt with the tender, he would have been contacted by the other companies to give assistance and responded, ‘No, it would probably come to Pat, even though I’d be pricing it, he’d know I’d be pricing it and he’d write it there’. DS could not recall whether it would have been him or PT who would have made return telephone calls to competitors.

IV.3759. Milward stated in its response to the Statement that PT’s evidence at interview is ‘very vague’ and suggested that ‘he cannot say with any certainty that Milward did take a cover price’. However, as indicated below, the OFT notes PT’s evidence that the inclusion of a ‘C’ next to an entry in the tender schedule denoted Derwent Valley’s understanding that a cover had either been given or taken. PT stated in interview, ‘…you don’t remember people phoning up saying can you give me help [a cover], you just make a note of it in your book…’. The OFT considers the inclusion of that entry in the tender schedule to be sufficiently specific to indicate that a cover price was given or taken.

IV.3760. Milward also noted in its response that PT and DS’s evidence appears inconsistent in that both claim to recall having priced for this job. The OFT does not accept Milward’s interpretation of the witness evidence and notes that only DS claimed definitely to recall it. In any event, the OFT notes that it would not have been inconsistent for both DS and PT to be involved in pricing tenders as in Infringement 120. In respect of who provided the cover prices to competitors, the witnesses are in agreement that it would have been PT. PT

5838 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 25.
5839 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 25.
5843 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13478, page 32.
5844 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.4(g).
5845 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 16.
states that ‘...it’s a good chance it could have been me that gave them the figure’ and DS states that it ‘would probably have come from Pat’ even if he had been pricing the job.

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Admiral – Tender enquiry list and BT Phone Disc sheet with handwritten notes

IV.3761. During the OFT’s visit to Admiral’s premises, a tender enquiry list containing handwritten entries was obtained. Within this tender enquiry list was the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7/03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3762. In its leniency application, Admiral provided a contemporaneous document headed ‘BT Phone Disc’ which is a printed page with Derwent Valley contact details and handwritten notes as outlined below:

**BT Phone Disc**

**ESTIMATE No. 7/03**

Pitch Roof, Clay Cross

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Derwent Valley Construction Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Street:</td>
<td>29 Bridge St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostTown:</td>
<td>Belper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County:</td>
<td>Derbyshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Code:</td>
<td>DE56 1AY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number:</td>
<td>[...] [C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

827151

Mr. Tunnicliffe

DERWENT VALLEY Const’n
BELPER
PHONE No: David Stones
£147,610 our figure.

Copyright British Telecommunications plc – 01/01/2003, V 4.10 – 10:06 03/02/2003

Evidence from leniency applicant Admiral

IV.3763. As part of its leniency application, Admiral provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.166 to IV.173 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

5847 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13478, page 32
5848 Tender enquiry list, OFT Document Reference 4258, page 15.
5849 BT Phone Disc, OFT Document Reference 5195.
IV.3764. Admiral also provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application a schedule of projects since January 2003 on which Admiral Construction were given a figure by another company to incorporate onto a tender submission or where Admiral Construction gave a figure to another company to incorporate into a tender submission. In this schedule is the following entry.\textsuperscript{5850}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NR</th>
<th>TENDER DATE</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>GIVEN</th>
<th>TAKEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7/03</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>PITCH ROOF CONVERSION CLAY CROSS</td>
<td>✓DERWENT VALLEY CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Admiral**

IV.3765. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Admiral’s directors provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.166 to IV.173 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3766. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with Andrew Clarkson (‘AC’), Estimating Director at Admiral, who dealt with this tender. AC recalled the tender and said ‘it was a job that we weren’t interested in, because of the nature of the work. And that again, because we didn’t want to upset the Northeast Derbyshire County Council, by sending it back and refusing to quote, I think we decided to take a cover’. AC went on to say ‘It was the fact that it was all sub-contract work. There was none of our own work in it; it was the overlaying of an existing roof, and not really our cup of tea’.\textsuperscript{5851}

IV.3767. AC said that he recalled taking a cover price from Derwent Valley and commented, ‘I think, this particular scheme, we actually had trouble finding anybody else that was pricing it, or at least any tenderers, and I think we came across Derwent Valley, who again is a company that I’d never spoken to before, until this particular contract…and obviously I rang them and said are you pricing it? They said, yes, so I said, can you fix me up with a price on it?’\textsuperscript{5852}

IV.3768. AC was asked about the BT Phone Disc entry and identified the handwritten entries ‘ESTIMATE No 7/03’ and ‘Pitch Roof, Clay Cross’ as being Steve Savage’s (‘SS’), Managing Director of Admiral, and said that these entries were written at the time of Admiral’s leniency application in order to show the tender to which this document related.\textsuperscript{5853} He said that SS had been able to identify this because the figure of £147,610 matched Admiral’s bid for this tender. The remainder of the information on this contemporaneous document was, however, written at the time of the tender and was in AC’s handwriting.\textsuperscript{5854}

IV.3769. AC said the document led him to believe that ‘we’d obviously contacted Derwent Valley Construction, who… we didn’t know where they were, or what the phone number was, and so we needed the BT phone disc to find out where they were and what the phone number was. So, I suspect I was given the name

\textsuperscript{5850} Schedule of projects, OFT Document Reference 5189, page 5.

\textsuperscript{5851} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 21.

\textsuperscript{5852} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, pages 22 and 23.

\textsuperscript{5853} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, pages 23 and 24.

\textsuperscript{5854} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 25.
of Derwent Valley by one of... a subcontractor, or material supplier, as someone that had approached them for a price on this particular scheme, and then I rang Derwent Valley and said, are you pricing this job, and if so can you fix me up with a price?’. AC said that he could not recall which of PT or DS he spoke to. AC commented on the writing, ‘£147,610 our figure’ and said that ‘Our figure means that is a figure that they [Derwent Valley] gave me, which I then used in our tender’.5855

IV.3770. SS was also interviewed in regard to this tender. SS recalled little about the tender and commented ‘we may not have even had a formal meeting on that, and we would have just agreed that we were going to take a cover on it, rather than send it back, because it was North East Derbyshire District Council. We didn’t want to upset them and we would just leave Andy [AC] to deal with the cover’.5856

IV.3771. In its response to the Statement, Admiral stated ‘AC [Admiral] accepts that it has infringed the provisions of the Competition Act 19985857 and in respect of this Infringement ‘...this was a contract which AC did not wish to win for perfectly sound commercial reasons, namely that the job was by its nature unattractive and rather than offend an historically important client by refusing to bid AC decided to discover ... from another bidder what was the safe level to bid which was anti-competitive...” 5858

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose – Tender Enquiry Register**

IV.3772. During the OFT’s visit to Wildgoose’s premises, a Tender Enquiry Register containing handwritten entries was obtained. Within this Tender Enquiry Register was the following entry.5859

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E No</th>
<th>RCVD</th>
<th>RTN</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03/70</td>
<td>21/1</td>
<td>34/1</td>
<td>Pitch roof conversion at 1-15 Pankhurst Place, Clay Cross</td>
<td>North East Derbyshire District Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>North East Derbyshire District Council</td>
<td>Chesterfield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q/S</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>TENDER SUM/TENDER DELIVERY</th>
<th>DIFF</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>RST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N.E.D.D.C.</td>
<td>Lindale Design</td>
<td>£144562</td>
<td>DR/RC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose**

IV.3773. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Wildgoose’s directors and former employees provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.726 to IV.742 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

5856 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13298, page 9.
5857 Written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 7.
5858 Written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 21.2
5859 Tender Enquiry Register, OFT Document Reference 0094, page 18.
IV.3774. In regard to this tender a voluntary interview was conducted with Ross Cooper (‘RC’), an ex-trainee estimator at Wildgoose. RC recalled the tender and said, ‘that was actually one of the first jobs that I priced, with Dave Rollinson at the time, who’s one of the senior estimators. Wildgoose did price the job competitively. I believe we came second at the time. To the best of my knowledge, I’m unaware of any covers were given out’\(^5\). RC agreed that Derwent Valley was a company with which Wildgoose would have exchanged cover prices but did not recall receiving a cover price for this tender and went on to say ‘Whether the director submitted it as a competitive tender I’m unaware of but I, I priced it as a competitive tender’\(^6\).

IV.3775. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with Wildgoose’s former senior estimator, David Rollinson (‘DR’). When asked if he recalled this tender, DR said, ‘I remember that one, yes. We took a cover on that one’. Referring to the entry in the tender enquiry register DR went on to say ‘It was quite an awkward contract and Ross was looking after it, that is Ross Cooper, with me looking over his shoulder, so to speak, guiding him. But, I think perhaps something more lucrative came in and we decided to take a cover on it’. DR said that he was ‘sure’ that £144,562 was a cover price given by Derwent Valley.\(^7\)

IV.3776. It was put to DR that RC recalled doing a competitive tender for this job to which DR replied ‘He would have recalled doing a competitive tender because we were doing it, but I’m sure we took a cover at the end’\(^8\). DR was shown the Derwent Valley tender register with an entry for this tender, and was informed by the OFT that Derwent Valley had stated that it gave Wildgoose a cover price for this tender. DR was asked if he could recall any contact with Derwent Valley in relation to this tender and said ‘Yeah, I think I can now, certainly. Yes I remember it now. I knew we’d taken the cover but I couldn’t honestly [say] who from. I remember it now you’ve said Derwent Valley’. DR was unable to recall the name of anyone at Derwent Valley with whom he would have spoken. DR went on to confirm that Derwent Valley was a company with whom Wildgoose would have exchanged cover prices.\(^9\)

IV.3777. A voluntary interview was also conducted with Malcolm Clarke (‘MC’), General Manager of Minor Works at Wildgoose. When asked if he recalled this tender, MC said that he had helped RC put together the tender and was unaware of a cover price being received from Derwent Valley and being submitted by Wildgoose. MC referring to RC said ‘I gave him a hand and guided him in pricing it as well as other people’\(^10\) but also commented ‘We went to a lot of trouble to price it; I’m very surprised [that a cover price was submitted], unless they thought it were last minute. It could have happened. I wouldn’t know’.\(^11\) When told that DR had said that Wildgoose took a cover price in

---

\(^5\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11447, page 12.
\(^6\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11447, pages 13 and 14.
\(^7\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11446, page 9. Interview refers to the tender enquiry list as OFT Document Reference 0095 when it is in fact 0094.
\(^8\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11446, page 9.
\(^9\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11446, page 10.
\(^10\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11456, page 8. Interview refers to the tender enquiry list as OFT Document Reference 0095 when it is in fact 0094.
respect of this tender, MC replied ‘It was an awkward job, Ok, but I’m very surprised that that happened’. 5867

IV.3778. Wildgoose stated in its response to the Statement in respect of this Infringement, ‘It is accepted that Wildgoose may have accepted a cover from Derwent Valley in respect of this tender’ 5868 and ‘[o]nly one of its estimators, David Rollinson, appeared to be aware that Wildgoose had taken a cover on this project’. 5869

Evidence from other companies – Milward

IV.3779. The OFT wrote to Milward on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Milward had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Milward did not reply to this letter and subsequently on 9 May 2007 a call was made by the OFT to the Managing Director of Milward, who said the OFT would not be receiving a response as Milward ‘had not done anything wrong’. 5870

IV.3780. Milward stated in its response to the Statement that ‘The works to which this tender related were mainly roofing, which Milward would sub-contract. It was therefore relatively straight-forward to price...Adrian Milward contacted Malcolm Males and requested details of Roofcraft Services’ rates, which he could apply to the tender for this project. Malcolm Males provided rates and Adrian Milward prepared and submitted the tender on the basis of these proposed rates. A fully priced tender was submitted’. 5871 Milward adduced the affidavit of Adrian Milward (‘AM’) which stated that ‘A genuine tender was submitted’ 5872 and the affidavit of Malcolm Males which stated that ‘I specifically recall this tender as Adrian, as he often does, telephoned me to discuss rates based on the quantities which he had estimated. This was one of the larger schemes on which I have discussed rates with Adrian, and after speaking to Adrian, I drove past the site so that I could take a look at it’. 5873

IV.3781. The OFT has given this evidence full and careful consideration and notes the conflicting witness evidence. Whilst the OFT does not dispute that Milward may have contacted Malcolm Males in order to obtain sub-contractor rates for the provision of roofing, the OFT notes that a decision to take a cover price may have been taken after work had begun to seek prices from sub-contractors, for example because the firm in question had won other tenders and would have been unable to take on the tendered works but did not wish to offend the client by returning the tender (see for example the evidence of DR at paragraph IV.3775), or because the sub-contractor prices or other research led the firm to conclude late in the process that the job was unattractive. It is not the OFT’s case that either of these or any other particular reason for deciding to take cover applied in the case of Milward, it only notes that there are a number of plausible explanations for this scenario. This initial pricing work does not

5867 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11456, page 10.
5868 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.62.
5869 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.65.3.
5870 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10716.
5871 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.4(b) and (c).
5872 Affidavit of Adrian Milward, 22 May 2008, paragraph 4(c).
5873 Affidavit of Malcolm Males, 24 June 2008, paragraph 5.
therefore prove that no cover pricing took place, although it does corroborate in some respects the evidence of AM.

IV.3782. In light of the contradictions between the evidence of AM, on the one hand, and PT and DS on the other hand, the OFT has given very careful consideration to the strength of the documentary evidence implicating Milward for this Infringement. The OFT notes that the marking ‘(C)’ in respect of Milward in the Derwent Valley tender schedule described at paragraph IV.3747 is identical to markings by the names of Admiral and Wildgoose, both of whom have accepted that they engaged in cover pricing with Derwent Valley in respect of this Infringement, on the basis of documentary and/or witness evidence available independently of the Derwent Valley tender schedule.

IV.3783. Moreover, similar entries in the Derwent Valley tender schedule have been confirmed to accurately record the giving of a cover price by the admissions of other Parties in relation to Infringements including 68, 93, 110 and 144.

IV.3784. Therefore, on balance, the OFT remains unpersuaded that the evidence of Malcolm Males and AM is sufficient to undermine the conclusions reached by the OFT based on the contemporaneous documentary evidence and witness evidence of PT and DS, which all indicate that a cover price was taken by Milward in respect of this tender.

IV.3785. Milward stated in its response to the Statement that ‘...[t]he tender submitted by Milward on this contract was 10.2% greater than that submitted by Derwent Valley. If Milward’s price was a cover, as alleged by the OFT, then this would seem to be exceptionally high compared with the 4 to 5% which appears, from the statements provided to the OFT, to be the “usual” percentage increase employed by those involved in the practice of cover pricing’.

The OFT regards this as evidence that it would not be ‘unusual’ for a client to receive a tender that was based on a cover price and which was in the range of 10 per cent higher than the tender provided as a cover price. The OFT further notes that the cover prices provided by Derwent Valley to Admiral and Wildgoose are even higher than the price provided to Milward. Therefore the OFT cannot therefore accept Milward’s assertion that a figure 10.2 per cent higher than Derwent Valley’s own bid is inconsistent with a cover price, even if it is beyond the usual range used by Derwent Valley.

IV.3786. Milward in its response to the Statement questioned whether the use of a ‘C’ entry in the tender schedule indicated that a cover price had been given/taken, suggesting in particular that DS had only ‘assumed that [the giving of a cover price] was indicated by the use of the letter “C”’ and that the ‘C’ may denote ‘competitor’ as ‘it is possible for contractors to note from where their main

---

5874 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.4(f).
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3787. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3788. Derwent Valley, Admiral, Wildgoose and Milward each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Derwent Valley completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.3789. Admiral, Wildgoose and Milward were each unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.3790. In respect of Admiral, Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, PT, includes reference to its competitor Admiral, with the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to Admiral’s name. Derwent Valley confirmed that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken or received. In this case Derwent Valley included this tender in its list of cover prices given to competitors and confirmed that it gave a cover price to ‘Almond’, later corrected to Admiral by PT whose handwriting had been misinterpreted by Derwent Valley at the time of its leniency application.

IV.3791. PT, the estimator for this tender, said that he recalled the tender and that his entry in the schedule meant that he gave a cover price to Admiral. This was supported in interview by DS, who also explained that the entry in the tender schedule indicated that Derwent Valley gave a cover price in respect of this tender to Admiral.

IV.3792. Providing corroborating documentary evidence is Admiral’s contemporaneous BT Phone Disc sheet with handwritten notes by the estimator dealing with this tender, including reference to competitor Derwent Valley with references to DS and PT at Derwent Valley and the note of ‘£147,610 our figure’, which matches Admiral’s bid for this tender.

IV.3793. The OFT also notes that this document contains the printed footnote of ‘Copyright British Telecommunications plc – 01/01/2003, V 4.10 – 10:06 03/02/2003’, indicating that the document was printed two days prior to the tender deadline of 5 February 2003.

IV.3794. Admiral has also admitted engaging in bid rigging activity in respect of this tender and identified the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging as Derwent

---

5876 Written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 4.3 to 4.7; affidavit of Keith Holmes, 24 June 2008, paragraphs 8 to 11.
5877 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 8.
Valley. This provides further independent corroboration of a cover price having been given by Derwent Valley to Admiral in respect of this tender.

IV.3795. AC at Admiral, who dealt with this tender, confirmed that Admiral had not been interested in this job because of the nature of the work, but did not want to upset the client so decided to take a cover price. He confirmed that he recalled taking a cover price from Derwent Valley because Admiral had found it difficult to locate someone else who was tendering for the contract, so used Derwent Valley, a company with whom AC had not previously spoken, to obtain a cover price. As he had not previously used Derwent Valley for cover pricing, AC used the BT phone disc facility to obtain Derwent Valley’s contact details. AC said that he would probably have been alerted to the fact that Derwent Valley was tendering, by a subcontractor.

IV.3796. Both Derwent Valley and Admiral have admitted to engaging in bid rigging activity (cover pricing) in respect of this tender.

IV.3797. In respect of Wildgoose, Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, PT, includes reference to its competitor Wildgoose, with the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to Wildgoose’s name. Derwent Valley confirmed that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken or received.

IV.3798. PT, the estimator for this tender, said that he recalled the tender and that his entry in the schedule meant that he gave a cover price to Wildgoose. This was supported in interview by DS, who also explained that the entry in the tender schedule indicated that Derwent Valley gave a cover price in respect of this tender to Wildgoose.

IV.3799. Although Wildgoose did not admit engaging in bid rigging activity in respect of this tender as part of its leniency application to the OFT, in interview DR, a senior estimator at Wildgoose who was overseeing RC (a trainee estimator dealing with the tender), specifically recalled obtaining a cover price and confirmed the party with whom Wildgoose engaged in bid rigging as being Derwent Valley. DR suggested that Wildgoose decided at the last minute to obtain a cover price as ‘perhaps something more lucrative came in’ and said he was ‘sure’ that £144,562, Wildgoose’s tender figure, was a cover price given by Derwent Valley. This provides further independent corroboration of a cover price having been given by Derwent Valley to Wildgoose in respect of this tender.

IV.3800. Wildgoose has now accepted that it may have taken a cover price from Derwent Valley in respect of this tender and acknowledges that one of its estimators appeared to be aware that Wildgoose had taken a cover price on this project.

IV.3801. Both Derwent Valley and Wildgoose’s former senior estimator, DR, have admitted to having engaged in bid rigging activities in respect of this tender.

IV.3802. In respect of Milward, Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, PT, includes reference to Milward, with the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to Milward’s name. Derwent Valley confirmed that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken or received.
IV.3803. PT, the estimator for this tender, said that he recalled the tender and that his entry in the schedule meant that he gave a cover price to Milward. This was supported in interview by DS, who also explained that the entry in the tender schedule indicated that Derwent Valley gave a cover price in respect of this tender to Milward.

IV.3804. The OFT notes that of the five companies mentioned in Derwent Valley’s tender schedule, only Admiral, Wildgoose and Milward have a ‘(C)’ recorded against them. These handwritten entries show that Derwent Valley specifically made notes of cover prices being given to these three competitors. Two of those three competitors, Admiral and Wildgoose, have accepted that they received a cover price from Derwent Valley, reinforcing the interpretation of that entry in relation to the third competitor, Milward.

IV.3805. Derwent Valley also included in its list of companies who exchange cover prices, the names of Admiral, Wildgoose and Milward.

IV.3806. In addition, the OFT notes that North East Derbyshire District Council received a tendered amount of £128,113.28 from Derwent Valley, which is lower than the amounts tendered by Admiral, Wildgoose and Milward. This fits into the pattern consistent with cover prices having been given to Admiral, Wildgoose and Milward by Derwent Valley.

IV.3807. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Derwent Valley and Admiral, between Derwent Valley and Wildgoose, and between Derwent Valley and Milward. The OFT also concludes that Derwent Valley supplied figures to each of Admiral, Wildgoose and Milward for cover bids.

IV.3808. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3747 to IV.3807 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Derwent Valley to Admiral, from Derwent Valley to Wildgoose and from Derwent Valley to Milward was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) Admiral, Wildgoose and Milward can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Derwent Valley (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process; and
(c) Derwent Valley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Admiral, Wildgoose and Milward (i.e. that neither Admiral, Wildgoose nor Milward intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.3809. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place

5878 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5879 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5880 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5881 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5882 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
between Derwent Valley and Admiral, between Derwent Valley and Wildgoose and between Derwent Valley and Milward, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for pitched roof conversion, 1-15 Pankhurst Place, Clay Cross, tender dated 5 February 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.3810. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3811. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Derwent Valley’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Derwent Valley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Derwent Valley in respect of this Infringement.

IV.3812. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Admiral’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Admiral will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Admiral will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.3813. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Wildgoose’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Wildgoose will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Wildgoose will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender. The OFT does not accept Wildgoose’s assertions in its representations on the Statement, that it should receive a greater leniency percentage reduction for this tender.\textsuperscript{5883}

Infringement 137: Flats Refurbishment, 110 and 124 Sycamore Road, Burton-on-Trent – 7 February 2003

Client: Trent and Dove Housing
Parties: Thomas Vale and Allenbuild

IV.3814. On 4 December 2002, Trent and Dove Housing sought tenders for the refurbishment of 60 flats at blocks 110 and 124 Sycamore Road, Stapenhill, Burton-on-Trent. The following five companies were invited to tender: Allenbuild, Bullock, Frank Haslam Milan, Seddon and Thomas Vale. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 7 February 2003.\textsuperscript{5884}

\textsuperscript{5883} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraphs 5.62 to 5.66.
\textsuperscript{5884} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10113.
IV.3815. Trent and Dove Housing received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{5885}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>11:05 am on 7 February 2003</td>
<td>£2,133,092</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullock</td>
<td>10:30 am on 7 February 2003</td>
<td>£2,233,117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Haslam Milan</td>
<td>11:55 am on 7 February 2003</td>
<td>£2,534,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seddon</td>
<td>11:40 am on 7 February 2003</td>
<td>£2,424,050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>11:15 am on 7 February 2003</td>
<td>£2,190,886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet*

IV.3816. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:\textsuperscript{5886}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5286</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Trent and Dove Housing</td>
<td>Flats Refurbishment, 100 and 124 Sycamore Road, Burton-on-Trent</td>
<td>CKT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>07/02/2003 Noon</td>
<td>£2,247,366</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bullock, Allenbuild, FHM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3817. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’\textsuperscript{5887} of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there are entries for Allenbuild at Derby and Birmingham, plus names and telephone numbers. Included amongst the contact names for Allenbuild (Derby) is an entry for Roger Hayes.\textsuperscript{5888}

IV.3818. Thomas Vale also maintained an internal list of tenders in progress, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Thomas Vale provided a tender list referring to this tender, for the week commencing 3 February 2003, shown below:\textsuperscript{5889}

\textsuperscript{5885} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10113.
\textsuperscript{5886} Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 31.
\textsuperscript{5887} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, page 21.
\textsuperscript{5888} Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 1.
\textsuperscript{5889} Tender list, OFT Document Reference 4657, page 1.
Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Allenbuild – Tender Notification, Tender Adjudication Summary and Form of Tender

IV.3819. During the OFT’s search of Allenbuild’s premises, documentation was found for this tender, including a Tender Adjudication Summary. Under the heading ‘KNOWN COMPETITORS’, is the following handwritten entry:

‘Thos Vale – Chris Trickett – […] [C] – Cover Required - £2,190, Frank Haslam Milan Bullock Seddon’

IV.3820. In addition, the OFT found a Tender Notification, with the details of the tender plus a completed Form of Tender, for the amount of £2,133,092.00 dated 7 February 2003 and signed by ‘R. Hayes’.

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.3821. At Annex 14 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 23 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2003 tenders is the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5286</td>
<td>07 February</td>
<td>Trent and Dove Housing</td>
<td>Flats Refurbishment, 110 and 124 Sycamore Road, Burton-on-Trent</td>
<td>Taken (Allenbuild)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet; Tender List)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3822. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to

---

5890 Tender Adjudication Summary, OFT Document Reference B0016.
5891 Tender Notification, OFT Document Reference B0015.
5892 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference B0017.
5893 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
5894 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 23.
IV.717 above and the Tender List is the internal tender list referred to in that explanation.

IV.3823. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application and Allenbuild appears on this list.

IV.3824. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.3825. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.3826. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were his own and that the letter ‘B’, which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’, stands for Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager. In interview, CKT referred to the entry for this tender in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘Flat refurbishment, 110, 124 Sycamore Road, Burton-on-Trent. No approximate figure, I dealt with it. It’s category B, which says it was a cover, due in the seventh of the second 2003. A figure has been put in as 2,247,366, and along the list of known competition, Allenbuild is in bold, which means to me that I got…obtained a cover from Allenbuild’.5897

IV.3827. CKT admitted that the handwritten entry of ‘[……….] [C]’ on Allenbuild’s Tender Adjudication matched Thomas Vale’s telephone number. CKT also commented on the difference between Allenbuild’s handwritten figure of ‘£2,190’ and the figure of £2,247,366, recorded on Thomas Vale’s Tender status spreadsheet and stated ‘It may well be that when they rang me, they felt, well, we’d better put it up a bit, it isn’t far enough away…So it may well be that that’s [the figure recorded by Allenbuild] the figure they actually gave me’.5898 CKT could not recall the identity of the person at Allenbuild who he contacted for a cover price for this tender, but confirmed that he would have obtained a name from his contact book. He said ‘I’ve got, Roger Hayes and Steve Wisher…I may well have spoken to either one of them’.5899

Evidence from other companies – Allenbuild

IV.3828. The OFT wrote to Allenbuild on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Allenbuild had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response, Allenbuild

5895 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
5896 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 10 and 13.
5897 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, page 15.
5898 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, pages 15 and 16.
5899 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11419, pages 16 and 17.
wrote to the OFT through its legal representatives on 2 May 2007 and admitted that it ‘engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Thomas Vale’.

IV.3829. The OFT subsequently wrote to Allenbuild’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Renew, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Allenbuild’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Renew jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Allenbuild in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Renew’s legal representatives DLA Piper said, ‘Renew is not in a position to make any comment on the agreement entered into with you by either Allenbuild or Bullock, because both businesses are and have been managed quite separately from the holding company’.

IV.3830. In their response to the Statement, Allenbuild and Renew stated ‘Allenbuild gave a cover price to a competitor for this contract, namely Thomas Vale following a request by Christopher Trickett’ in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3831. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3832. Thomas Vale and Allenbuild each accepted an invitation to tender for the refurbishment to flats at 110 and 124 Sycamore Road, Burton-on-Trent.

IV.3833. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that this was a cover price. Allenbuild completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Allenbuild being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract. It appears that Allenbuild’s designated estimator for this tender was Roger Hayes.

IV.3834. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records three competitors who were also invited to tender, namely ‘Bullock, Allenbuild and FHM’. Allenbuild is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been arranged by CKT.

IV.3835. Allenbuild’s contemporaneous Tender Adjudication Summary records four known competitors who were also invited to tender, namely ‘Thomas Vale, Frank Haslam Milan, Bullock and Seddon’. Next to the entry for Thomas Vale appear the words ‘Chris Trickett – [………] [C] – Cover Required – £2,190’. This entry corroborates the evidence from Thomas Vale that CKT sought and received a cover price from Allenbuild.

5900 Response from Allenbuild, OFT Document Reference 10214.
5902 Response from Renew, OFT Document Reference 14129.
5903 Written representations of Allenbuild and Renew, 4 July 2008, paragraph 5.8.1.
IV.3836. It is also noted that the abbreviated figure of ‘£2,190’ on Allenbuild’s Tender Adjudication Summary matches Thomas Vale’s tender amount of £2,190,886, recorded by the client from Thomas Vale. Thomas Vale’s own record of its bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is slightly higher at £2,247,366. The OFT considers that it is likely that the figure may have been incorrectly recorded by Thomas Vale on its Tender Status spreadsheet.

IV.3837. Trent and Dove Housing also received a tendered amount of £2,133,092 from Allenbuild, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Allenbuild to Thomas Vale.

IV.3838. The OFT notes that although three competitors have been recorded on Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold, i.e. Allenbuild. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Allenbuild from the other two competitors. In addition, the fact that the tender had been allocated to CKT, who was responsible for the maintenance of the spreadsheet, means that it is likely that the entry was accurate and that CKT had personal knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price and make contact with Allenbuild at the time. It also indicates that CKT himself made contact with Allenbuild.

IV.3839. Thomas Vale admitted that Allenbuild was one of the key competitors with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. CKT had an entry for Allenbuild in a contact book he used to telephone other contractors for the purpose of obtaining cover prices. Within this contact book, there is an entry under ‘Allenbuild (Derby)’ for Roger Hayes. In interview, CKT confirmed that the evidence from Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet and Allenbuild’s Tender Adjudication Summary, shows that a cover price had been received by Thomas Vale from Allenbuild.

IV.3840. Finally, both parties admit to bid rigging activities on this tender. The OFT notes that Allenbuild admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Thomas Vale, without being shown the evidence from Thomas Vale. This provides additional corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.3841. Whilst a discrepancy remains between Thomas Vale’s recorded bid and the amount recorded by the client, the OFT considers it significant that Allenbuild’s contemporaneous record of Thomas Vale’s bid (i.e. the cover price it gave to Thomas Vale) matches that of the Thomas Vale bid received by the client and is therefore likely to be correct.

IV.3842. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Allenbuild. The OFT also concludes that Allenbuild supplied a figure to Thomas Vale for a cover bid.

IV.3843. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3816 to IV.3842 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{5904} In particular:

\textsuperscript{5904} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Allenbuild to Thomas Vale was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors,

Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Allenbuild (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process, and

Allenbuild can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.3844. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Allenbuild in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the refurbishment to flats at 110 and 124 Sycamore Road, Burton-on-Trent, tender deadline 7 February 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.3845. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3846. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 138: Chapeltown Partnership Office Refurbishment, Sheffield – 12 February 2003
Client: Sheffield City Council
Parties: Totty Building, Harlow & Milner and Lemmeleg

IV.3847. On 8 January 2003, Sheffield City Council (‘Sheffield CC’) sought tenders for Chapeltown Partnership office refurbishment, Sheffield. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 12 February 2003 and five companies were invited to tender: Harlow & Milner, Lemmeleg, Sheffield Direct Services, Totty Building, and Wildgoose.

IV.3848. Sheffield CC received the following tender returns by 12:00 noon on 12 February 2003:

5905 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5906 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5907 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5908 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5909 Totty Building is a subsidiary of Propencity.
5910 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9341.
5911 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9341.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harlow &amp; Milner</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 12 February 2003</td>
<td>£604,874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmeleg</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 12 February 2003</td>
<td>£665,903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheffield Direct Services</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 12 February 2003</td>
<td>£575,056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totty Building</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 12 February 2003</td>
<td>£650,182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 12 February 2003</td>
<td>£554,617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3849. Sheffield CC said that the lowest tender sum received exceeded the budget available. This scheme was revised and re-tendered at a later date.

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Harlow & Milner*

IV.3850. On Harlow & Milner’s Enquiry Record for this tender under the section headed ‘Estimators Comments’ is written ‘Cover, Totty, Lemmeleg, Opposition, Direct Works, Wild Goose’.5912

**Evidence from leniency applicant Harlow & Milner**

IV.3851. As part of its leniency application, Harlow & Milner provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.352 to IV.362 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3852. In Harlow & Milner’s list of projects it is stated that Harlow & Milner provided cover prices to Totty Building and Lemmeleg.5913

IV.3853. In its response to the Statement, Harlow & Milner confirmed that in respect of this Infringement it ‘...provided cover prices to Totty Building and Lemmeleg.’5914

**Witness evidence from Harlow & Milner**

IV.3854. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Harlow & Milner’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.352 to IV.362 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3855. In respect of this tender in interview with the OFT, Chris Smithson ('CS'), an estimator at Harlow & Milner, said with regard to the ‘Estimators Comments’ on the Enquiry Record, ‘Yes, we’ve shown that we’re giving a cover price to Totty’s and Lemmeleg’s and as far as we know the other opposition on the contract was Sheffield Council’s direct works and Wild Goose construction’.5915

IV.3856. Also, in respect of this tender in interview with the OFT, Graham Pearce ('GP'), an ex-estimator at Harlow & Milner, said with regard to the ‘Estimators

5912 Enquiry Record, OFT Document Reference A0572.
5913 Project list, OFT Document Reference A0565, page 4.
5914 Written representation of Harlow & Milner, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.9(b).
5915 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13469, page 3.
Comments’ on the Enquiry Record, ‘Well it’s not exactly clear, but reading between the lines, I would say that we’d given cover to Totty and Lemmeleg and I’m guessing by opposition we mean direct works - Sheffield Council must have a direct works department. Wildgoose were pricing it and that’s who we were up against’. 5916

Evidence from leniency applicant Propencity

IV.3857. As part of its leniency application, Propencity provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3858. In its response to the Statement, Propencity confirmed that it ‘...has admitted its involvement in the Alleged Infringements ... [and] has no comments on the OFT’s descriptions or conclusions in relation of [sic] the Alleged Infringements’. 5917

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Propencity

IV.3859. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Propencity’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3860. In respect of this tender in interview with the OFT, Alan Loveday (‘AL’), Commercial Manager at Totty Building, said that it had taken a cover price and that, ‘I do remember the job in quite a bit of detail. It was I think Sheffield Direct Works Department won the job. The documentation was quite poor, incomplete and because Sheffield City Council weren’t able to award more time to a proper right considered tender that was the cause of our reason to take the cover’. 5918

Evidence from other companies – Lemmeleg

IV.3861. The OFT wrote to Lemmeleg on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Lemmeleg had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Lemmeleg admitted that ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender. Although the position is not entirely clear, it appears that Lemmeleg received a cover price from Harlow & Milner Limited’. 5919

IV.3862. In its response to the Statement, Lemmeleg confirmed that it has ‘...acknowledged involvement in cover pricing in relation to the Relevant Infringements [including this Infringement]’. 5920

5916 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13468, pages 7 and 8.
5917 Written representations of Propencity, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 30 March 2009), paragraphs 6.15 and 6.16.
5918 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11349, page 10.
5919 Response from Lemmeleg, OFT Document Reference 10505, page 3.
5920 Written representations of Lemmeleg, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.1.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3863. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3864. Totty Building, Harlow & Milner and Lemmeleg each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3865. Totty Building and Lemmeleg were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.3866. In regard to Totty Building, Harlow & Milner has confirmed that it provided a cover price to Totty Building. CS and GP confirmed that the typed entry ‘Cover, Totty’ in the ‘Estimators Comments’ on the Enquiry Record, means that it gave a cover price to Totty Building.

IV.3867. Propencty has confirmed that it received a cover price on this tender. AL said that the reasons why it took a cover price on this tender were that ‘The documentation was quite poor, incomplete and because Sheffield City Council weren’t able to award more time’.

IV.3868. In regard to Lemmeleg, Harlow & Milner has confirmed that it provided a cover price to Lemmeleg. CS and GP confirmed that the typed entry ‘Cover … Lemmeleg’ in the ‘Estimators Comments’ on the Enquiry Record means that it gave a cover price to Lemmeleg.

IV.3869. Lemmeleg has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities with Harlow & Milner on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007. The OFT notes that that Lemmeleg admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Harlow & Milner, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Harlow & Milner was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.3870. The OFT notes in addition that the tenders submitted by Totty Building and Lemmeleg were both higher than the tender submitted by Harlow & Milner, a pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided by Harlow & Milner.

IV.3871. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Harlow & Milner and Totty Building, and between Harlow & Milner and Lemmeleg. The OFT also concludes that Harlow & Milner supplied figures to each of Totty Building and Lemmeleg for cover bids.

IV.3872. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3850 to IV.3871 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Harlow & Milner to each of Totty Building and Lemmeleg was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Totty Building and Lemmeleg can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Harlow & Milner (i.e. the

---

5921 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5922 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5923 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
IV.3873. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Harlow & Milner and Totty Building and between Harlow & Milner and Lemmeleg, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Chapeltown Partnership office refurbishment, Sheffield, tender deadline 12 February 2003.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3874. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3875. Harlow & Milner informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Harlow & Milner will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.3876. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Harlow & Milner. Propencity will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Propencity will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 139:** Factory and Offices, Haydock – 28 February 2003

Client: CCL Interchem Limited

Parties: Clegg and F Parkinson

IV.3877. On 13 January 2003, CCL Interchem Limited (‘Interchem’) sought tenders for a factory and office development in Haydock, involving the construction of a new build manufacturing facility with integral office development. The following six companies were invited to tender: Clegg, Russells Limited, Marshalls Limited, F Parkinson, John Sisk and G & J Seddon. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 28 February 2003.

IV.3878. CCL Interchem Limited received the following tender returns:

---

5924 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

5925 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

5926 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7350.

5927 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7350.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>28 February 2003</td>
<td>£1,293,264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russells Limited</td>
<td>28 February 2003</td>
<td>£1,060,595</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshalls Limited</td>
<td>28 February 2003</td>
<td>£1,065,270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Parkinson</td>
<td>28 February 2003</td>
<td>£1,209,006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Sisk</td>
<td>28 February 2003</td>
<td>£1,162,508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G &amp; J Seddon</td>
<td>28 February 2003</td>
<td>£1,498,629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Clegg – Internal Email and Estimating Workload Sheets

IV.3879. As part of its leniency application, Clegg provided a contemporaneous printout of an internal email with handwritten notes on it regarding this tender. This email, dated 31 January 2003 from David Short (‘DS’) to Jonathan Mark King (‘JMK’) with the subject ‘RE: CCL’, is in reply to an email from JMK dated 30 January 2003 asking ‘Did you manage to find out who is pricing this??’.

IV.3880. Typed on the reply email from DS is a list of undertakings, against which handwritten notes and markings have been made as follows:

‘Jon
 […] [C]Sisk Manchester
 Bosco Stockport
 […] [C]Marshalls
 Russells Manchester
 Parkinsons Blackpool – T. […] [C]’

To the right of this is another handwritten entry:

‘Chris Mitchell | by 10-30

MR. HOLLICK Nigel Seddon.’

ALAN.

At the bottom of the document there is further handwriting which shows:

‘Marshalls […………..] [C] Not main works
 Mr. Walvin
 Small works – Steve Hep install

16-10pm spoke to Ken Hollingworth & can fax thro’.

1) lead – in; 4wk
2) Commence on TBA
3) Period will not exceed 26 wk
4) Figure £1 293 264. 00 from Parkinson’

5928 Email, OFT Document Reference 4480.
IV.3881. During the OFT’s visit to Clegg’s premises an estimating workload sheet dated ‘27th January 2003’ was obtained.\textsuperscript{5929} The information in this sheet is set out in the table below and the word ‘COVER’ in the final column was handwritten onto the printed document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Project Manager/QS</th>
<th>Design Team</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Start on Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shed at Haydock</td>
<td>Cox Freeman</td>
<td>D&amp;B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CM</th>
<th>Est.</th>
<th>Est Value</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Start on Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>Submit 17/2</td>
<td>COVER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3882. Another estimating workload sheet dated ‘17th February 2003’ was also obtained during this visit.\textsuperscript{5930} This contained the same details set out in the above paragraph, however in this instance the entry has a handwritten ‘C’ after it as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Project Manager/QS</th>
<th>Design Team</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Start on Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shed at Haydock</td>
<td>Cox Freeman</td>
<td>D&amp;B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CM</th>
<th>Est.</th>
<th>Est Value</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Start on Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>Submit 17/2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{Evidence from leniency applicant Clegg}

IV.3883. As part of its leniency application, Clegg provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.274 to IV.292 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3884. In Schedule A of its leniency application, Clegg set out a summary of all tenders from March 2000 to July 2005 that were ‘Definites – projects where cover pricing has taken place and evidence is available together with estimator’s corroboration of evidence’.\textsuperscript{5931} The information in the summary was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page two of the summary within Schedule A and within the section for 2004 tenders is the following entry extract:\textsuperscript{5932}

\textsuperscript{5929} Estimating Workload, OFT Document Reference 4082.
\textsuperscript{5930} Estimating Workload, OFT Document Reference 4083.
\textsuperscript{5931} Cover Price Activity, OFT Document Reference 4460, page 2.
\textsuperscript{5932} Schedule A – Definites, OFT Document Reference 4461, page 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>T No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>T541</td>
<td>Factory and Offices - Haydock</td>
<td>CCL Interchem Ltd</td>
<td>28-02</td>
<td>1,293,264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover From</th>
<th>Cover To</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parkinsons</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Alan Hollick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Mowbray Drive</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[..........] [C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackpool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence enclosed OFT/14 – email dated 31.01.03 with list of tenderers and estimators handwritten notes detailing period and price ‘4) figure £1,293,264 from Parkinson’.

IV.3885. In the above table ‘OFT/14 – email dated 31.01.03’ refers to the internal email discussed in paragraphs IV.3879 and IV.3880 above.

IV.3886. Clegg also provided to the OFT, as part of an Executive Summary, a list of key competitors with whom Clegg exchanged information. The name ‘Parkinsons Limited’ appears on this list.5933

IV.3887. In its response to the Statement, Clegg stated ‘[i]t is not disputed that Clegg participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement.’5934

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Clegg**

IV.3888. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Clegg’s employees provided general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.274 to IV.292 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3889. In regard to this tender a voluntary interview was conducted with David Clarke (‘DC’), an estimator at Clegg, who dealt with this tender. DC stated during interview that the handwriting on the internal email described in paragraphs IV.3879 and IV.3880 above was his. Commenting on these notes, DC said ‘one to four at the bottom are where we need to fill in items on the form of tender and therefore they were bullet points for me to ask the question of the person giving me the cover, so as that if we were to submit a period of 24 weeks, and they were at 26, we could be therefore more competitive, by default’.5935

IV.3890. DC believed that Clegg did not have the resources to undertake the tender due to its workload at that time. DC had done work in the Blackpool area before and knew of F Parkinson. Referring to the list of companies on the internal email DC commented ‘they [F Parkinson] were one of them out of that list that I’d heard of before, and for no other reason, spoke to them’.5936 DC confirmed he spoke

5933 Executive Summary, OFT Document Reference 4458.
5934 Written representations of Clegg, 27 June 2008, paragraph 51.
5935 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13276, page 15. DC’s comment referred, in the OFT’s view, to the fact that he wanted to be careful that some of the terms and conditions of his submitted tender bid (such as contract length) did not end up being more competitive than F Parkinson’s tender bid, in order to be sure that he did not accidentally win the contract.
5936 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13276, page 15.
to Alan Hollick at F Parkinson and went on to say ‘having...found the telephone number for Parkinson’s I asked to speak to someone in estimating, he was the guy dealing with that tender in estimating’. 5937

IV.3891. Referring to the estimating workload sheets5938, DC explained the initials PD as referring to Phil Dallison, Group Manager and said that ‘it could have been that PD, Phil Dallison, was going to be pulled in to price it, and subsequently other commitments, it didn’t happen’. DC did not know who made the handwritten notes on the workload sheets but believed it would have been done during a directors’ meeting. 5939

IV.3892. Simon Blackburn (‘SB’), Managing Director of Clegg, during interview recalled the tender. SB said that the architects were a company by the name of Cox Freeman who they regularly worked with on the food side of the Clegg business and commented ‘it was a scheme that we’d obviously expressed some interest at some point when it came in. It is clearly out of our patch and I suspect it probably looked attractive at some point and later on didn’t look so. So, we found out who was pricing it and took cover on that’. 5940 SB said at that time the estimators worked for JMK and DS was Managing Director of food projects. SB indicated the reason Clegg knew that F Parkinson was tendering for this contract stating, ‘I would infer the information came from, Cox Freeman. So David would have contacted the architect, and he’s given us the name there’. 5941

IV.3893. SB recalled that a cover price was taken from F Parkinson before he was shown the email containing F Parkinson’s name. He said ‘I think it was Parkinson’s. I only remember purely because it’s a name that sticks in my memory because we didn’t... it’s out of our patch’. 5942

Evidence from other companies – F Parkinson

IV.3894. The OFT wrote to F Parkinson on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that F Parkinson had participated in bid rigging on this tender. F Parkinson, represented by Pannone LLP, stated via emailed letter on 23 April 2007 that it was accepting this offer. 5943 As part of this response F Parkinson completed an annex schedule of suspect tenders. This schedule included ‘Factory and Offices Haydock’, against which Colin Oakley (‘CO’), a Director of F Parkinson wrote ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Clegg’. 5944

IV.3895. The OFT subsequently wrote to F Parkinson’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Mowbray, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on F Parkinson’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Mowbray jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by F Parkinson in respect of which the OFT ultimately

5937 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13276, page 16.
5938 Estimating Workload, OFT Document References 4082 and 4083.
5939 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13276, page 18.
5940 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13278, page 14.
5942 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13278, page 14.
5943 Response from F Parkinson, OFT Document Reference 10269.
5944 Response from F Parkinson, OFT Document Reference 10270, page 2.
decided to impose financial penalties. During a telephone call in response to this letter, CO, also a Director of Mowbray, stated that he was aware of the original Fast Track letter and F Parkinson’s response and fully supported the position of its subsidiary, F Parkinson.5945

IV.3896. In its response to the Statement, F Parkinson stated ‘it is not disputed that Parkinson participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement.’ 5946

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3897. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3898. Clegg and F Parkinson each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Clegg was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender due to current workload and its location.

IV.3899. Clegg’s contemporaneous internal email, a document printed out and written on by hand by an estimator, DC (the estimator for the tender), records six competitors, five of whom were known to have also been invited to tender for this contract, namely John Sisk, Marshalls Limited, Russells Limited, Seddon and F Parkinson. Where F Parkinson has been written, next to it is ‘7. […….] [C]’ which is the telephone number for the head office of F Parkinson as confirmed on the F Parkinson website.5947 Clegg has confirmed that Alan Hollick, whose name also appears here, was contacted at F Parkinson in order to obtain a cover price. Alan Hollick is or was a director of F Parkinson.5948 The details written at the foot of the email were those that Clegg confirmed it obtained from F Parkinson in order to complete the tender return form.

IV.3900. The OFT notes that although six competitors have been recorded on the internal email, only one of these has a price figure attributed to it, i.e. F Parkinson. This indicates that Clegg specifically recorded that an exchange of information took place with that company out of all those that submitted a tender bid. The OFT further notes that the price figure noted as ‘from Parkinson’ on Clegg’s document is identical to the bid submitted by Clegg.

IV.3901. Although details relating to the other companies, such as names and telephone numbers, and a note of a telephone conversation with a Ken Hollingworth, were recorded on the email, the OFT does not have sufficient evidence to suggest that Clegg engaged in bid rigging with any company other than F Parkinson in respect of this tender.

IV.3902. Clegg admitted that F Parkinson was one of the competitors with whom it engaged in the exchange of information. DC had knowledge of F Parkinson and in interview SB noted they were likely to have obtained details of other tenderers from the architect. In its leniency application Clegg admitted in respect of this particular tender that the estimator recollected obtaining a cover price from F Parkinson. DC confirmed this recollection during interview.

5945 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 13952.
5947 F Parkinson’s website, OFT Document Reference 11867, page 42.
IV.3903. The printed estimator workload sheets have handwritten notes of ‘COVER’ and ‘C’ respectively. The OFT notes from interviews with Clegg’s employees that notes such as these refer to cover prices having been exchanged when written next to references to tenders.

IV.3904. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that F Parkinson admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Clegg, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Clegg was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.3905. In addition, the OFT notes that Interchem received a tendered amount of £1,293,264 from Clegg, which is higher than the amount tendered by F Parkinson. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been given from F Parkinson to Clegg.

IV.3906. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Clegg and F Parkinson. The OFT also concludes that F Parkinson supplied a figure to Clegg for a cover bid.

IV.3907. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3879 to IV.3906 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from F Parkinson to Clegg was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) Clegg can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from F Parkinson (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and
(c) F Parkinson can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Clegg (i.e. that Clegg did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.3908. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Clegg and F Parkinson in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for construction of factory and offices, Haydock, date of tender 28 February 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.3909. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

---

5949 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5950 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5951 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5952 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5953 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.3910. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of two estimating workload sheets obtained during the visit under section 27 on 18 January 2006. Clegg will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Clegg will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 140: Alterations to Newhall Methodist Church, Swadlincote, Derbyshire – 3 March 2003
Client: Howitt Partnership
Parties: Herbert Baggaley, W R Bloodworth and Wiggett

IV.3911. On 23 January 2003, the Howitt Partnership (‘Howitt’), on behalf of the Newhall Methodist Church, sought tenders for alterations to the chapel and meeting room block to provide disability access and toilet facilities at Newhall Methodist Church, Swadlincote, Derbyshire.5954 The following five companies were invited to tender: Herbert Baggaley, W R Bloodworth, Wiggett, Davlyn and Manor Construction.5955 The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on Monday 3 March 2003.

IV.3912. Howitt received the following tender returns.5956

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manor Construction</td>
<td>3 March 2003</td>
<td>£308,281.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>3 March 2003</td>
<td>£319,913.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>3 March 2003</td>
<td>£355,437.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>3 March 2003</td>
<td>£373,428.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggett</td>
<td>3 March 2003</td>
<td>£381,009.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley – Pre-tender Quality Plan

IV.3913. Herbert Baggaley’s ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’5957 relating to this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, has under the section headed ‘Known Competitors’, the following entries, all of which are handwritten:

‘Bloodworth - Michael Campbell [………………. C] CR - £373428
Wiggett Bros - Paul Wiggett [………………. C] CR - £381009’

IV.3914. The ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’ states that Herbert Baggaley’s tender sum was £355432.55.

---

5954 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8419.
5955 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8419.
5956 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8419.
5957 Pre-tender Quality Plan, OFT Document Reference 3905, page 47.
IV.3915. At the foot of the page under the section headed ‘Adjudication Approval’, side heading ‘Signature’ there are the following entries.

Signed:  RIB  \\
AN  \\
Date: 21/2/03  \\

Evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.3916. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3917. Following the issue of the Statement, Herbert Baggaley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.3918. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3919. Anton Newell (‘AN’), Chief Estimator at Herbert Baggaley, was interviewed on 19 April 2007, and specific reference was made to the tender for Newhall Methodist Church, Swadlincote. AN said, ‘This is the church where I have got a little bit of information, a pre-tender quality plan…which highlights that either we gave covers to Bloodworth and Wiggetts…we were at 355,000 and their figures are 373 and 381, which to me suggests…’. Reference was made to the fact that the pre-tender quality plan contained the annotations ‘Bloodworth’, ‘Michael Campbell’, and a telephone number. AN continued, ‘Yeah, and Paul Wiggett at Wiggett Brothers, yeah. That would not… indicate that there was only us three pricing the job. That was all the information that we had’. Asked if Herbert Baggaley had given cover prices to W R Bloodworth and Wiggett, AN said ‘Certainly, yeah’.  

IV.3920. AN was asked whether W R Bloodworth and Wiggett were companies with whom Herbert Baggaley would usually exchange cover prices. He said, ‘Less, less so than someone like your Bodills, at that time. We didn’t compete against Wiggetts and Bloodworth that often they were a bit smaller than us, so as… to guess by the price of 355, it was at the lower end of our major works department’.

Evidence from leniency applicant W R Bloodworth

IV.3921. As part of its leniency application, W R Bloodworth provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.718 to IV.725 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

5958 Pre-tender Quality Plan, OFT Document Reference 3905, page 47.
5959 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 25.
IV.3922. W R Bloodworth also provided to the OFT a ‘Schedule of Tender [sic] Enquiries where Cover prices Provided/Requested March 2000 to Date’\(^{5961}\), which shows under Entry 4, that W R Bloodworth did receive a cover on this tender, ‘Cover taken from Baggaleys – Roger Hase’.

IV.3923. W R Bloodworth also provided to the OFT a copy of its ‘Tender enquiries Register 2000 – July 2003’. On the page headed ‘January 03 Continued’, there is an entry in respect of this tender which was marked by W R Bloodworth following its leniency application, ‘got cover think off Baggaley’.\(^{5962}\)

IV.3924. W R Bloodworth also produced a list ‘Contacts for Cover Prices’\(^{5963}\) which included the following entries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Company</th>
<th>Name of Contact</th>
<th>Telephone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10. Baggaleys of Mansfield</td>
<td>Roger Hays</td>
<td>[…………………] [C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jamie Braybrook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Wiggett Brothers</td>
<td>Paul Wiggett</td>
<td>[…………………] [C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.3925. In its response to the Statement, W R Bloodworth confirmed that ‘[i]t is not disputed that Bloodworth participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement.’\(^{5964}\)

*Witness evidence from leniency applicant – W R Bloodworth*

IV.3926. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, W R Bloodworth’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.718 to IV.725 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3927. Michael Campbell (‘MC’), an estimator at W R Bloodworth, was asked specifically about this tender in interview on 16 November 2006, and in particular on what W R Bloodworth had based its admission that a cover had been received from Herbert Baggaley. MC said, ‘Because we went to have a look around – went to have a look at the job, decided that it wasn’t for us, and found out they were pricing it – I can’t remember there was something in the job that was specialist and we found out from them that they were pricing it’.\(^{5965}\)

IV.3928. When asked if he recalled contacting Herbert Baggaley, MC said, ‘Yes, I rang him [Roger Hayes of Herbert Baggaley], yeah’. MC was asked if Roger Hayes gave him a cover price and he confirmed, ‘Yeah … The reason, I think the actual reasoning being was that it was nearer him than us and it’s a bit too far out for us’.\(^{5966}\)

---

\(^{5961}\) Schedule of Tender Enquiries, OFT Document Reference 3912, page 1.
\(^{5963}\) Contacts For Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915.
\(^{5964}\) Written representations of W R Bloodworth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 49.
\(^{5965}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6347, page 11.
\(^{5966}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6347, page 11.
Evidence from other companies – Wiggett

IV.3929. The OFT wrote to Wiggett on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Wiggett had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Wiggett failed to respond to the letter. On 15 May 2007 the OFT contacted Wiggett by telephone to clarify the position. Wiggett confirmed receipt of the OFT’s letter and informed the OFT that it had not responded as it was rejecting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.5967

IV.3930. In its response to the Statement, Wiggett stated in respect of this Infringement that it ‘...must accept that in light of the evidence ... [outlined in the Statement] that a cover price must have been taken from Herbert Baggaley.’ Wiggett also accepted ‘... that the practice of cover pricing does constitute an agreement or concerted practice between undertakings which may have the effect of restricting or distorting competition contrary to the prohibition contained in Chapter 2 [sic] Competition Act 1998...’

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3931. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3932. Herbert Baggaley, W R Bloodworth and Wiggett each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3933. W R Bloodworth and Wiggett were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.3934. With regard to W R Bloodworth, Herbert Baggaley’s ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’ shows that a cover was given to W R Bloodworth by Herbert Baggaley and this was confirmed by AN of Herbert Baggaley in his interview.5970 The ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’ records ‘Bloodworth - Ri Michael Campbell [………………] [C] CR - £373428’. The telephone number recorded was that of W R Bloodworth and Michael Campbell was employed by W R Bloodworth as an estimator. W R Bloodworth’s submission was £373,428, an amount identical to that recorded on Herbert Baggaley’s ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’.

IV.3935. W R Bloodworth admitted that it took a cover price from Roger Hayes at Herbert Baggaley, without sight of the contemporaneous evidence from Herbert Baggaley.5973 MC of W R Bloodworth confirmed in his interview that he recalled phoning Roger Hayes for a cover price and was given one.

IV.3936. In the light of the contemporaneous evidence and Herbert Baggaley’s and W R Bloodworth’s admissions, the OFT considers that Herbert Baggaley supplied W R Bloodworth with a cover price for this tender.

5967 Response from Wiggett, OFT Document Reference 10895.
5968 Written representations of Wiggett, 25 June 2008, paragraph 3.2.
5971 Pre-tender Quality Plan, OFT Document Reference 3905, page 47.
5972 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6347, pages 1 and 2.
5973 Schedule of Tender Enquiries, OFT Document Reference 3912.
IV.3937. With regard to Wiggett, Herbert Baggaley’s ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’ shows that a cover was given to Wiggett by Herbert Baggaley and this was confirmed by AN of Herbert Baggaley in his interview. The ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’ records ‘Wiggett Bros – Paul Wiggett [………….] [C] CR - £381,009’. Wiggett’s submission was £381,009, an amount identical to that recorded on Herbert Baggaley’s ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’.

IV.3938. The telephone number recorded on Herbert Baggaley’s ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’ was that of Wiggett and Paul Wiggett was employed by Wiggett, corroborated by the ‘Contacts for Cover Prices’ submitted in W R Bloodworth’s leniency application.

IV.3939. In the light of the contemporaneous evidence and Herbert Baggaley’s admission and explanation of that evidence, the OFT considers that Herbert Baggaley gave a cover price to Wiggett for this tender.

IV.3940. The OFT also notes that both W R Bloodworth and Wiggett submitted tenders higher than that submitted by Herbert Baggaley, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

IV.3941. The OFT notes that all Parties have now admitted liability in respect of this Infringement.

IV.3942. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Herbert Baggaley and W R Bloodworth, and between Herbert Baggaley and Wiggett. The OFT also conclude that Herbert Baggaley supplied figures to both W R Bloodworth and Wiggett for their respective cover bids.

IV.3943. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3913 to IV.3942 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Herbert Baggaley to each of W R Bloodworth and Wiggett was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) W R Bloodworth and Wiggett can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Herbert Baggaley (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Herbert Baggaley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from W R Bloodworth and Wiggett (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.3944. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place.

---

5975 Pre-tender Quality Plan, OFT Document Reference 3905, page 47.
5976 Contacts For Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915.
5977 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5978 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5979 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5980 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
5981 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
between Herbert Baggaley and W R Bloodworth and between Herbert Baggaley and Wiggett, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for alterations to the chapel and meeting room block to provide disability access and toilet facilities at Newhall Methodist Church, Swadlincote, Derbyshire, tender deadline 3 March 2003.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3945. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3946. Herbert Baggaley informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Herbert Baggaley will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.3947. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of W R Bloodworth’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Herbert Baggaley. W R Bloodworth will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, W R Bloodworth will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 141:** Refurbishment & Extensions to St Catherine’s Cottages, London Road, Newark, Nottinghamshire – 3 March 2003

**Client:** Macarthy Hughes International

**Parties:** Bodill, Wrights (Lincoln)\(^5982\) and E Taylor (trading as Carmalor)\(^5983\)

IV.3948. On 21 January 2003, Macarthy Hughes International sought tenders on behalf of the Hospital of St Leonard’s Trust for refurbishment & extensions to St Catherine’s Cottages, London Road, Newark. The return date for the tender was 3 March 2003 and four companies were invited to tender: Bodill, E Taylor (trading as Carmalor)\(^5983\), J L Roberts & Son and Wrights (Lincoln)\(^5984\).

IV.3949. Macarthy Hughes International received the following tender returns:\(^5985\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>3 March 2003</td>
<td>£908,866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmalor [E Taylor]</td>
<td>3 March 2003</td>
<td>£971,995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J L Roberts &amp; Son</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrights (Lincoln)</td>
<td>3 March 2003</td>
<td>£956,450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^5982\) Wrights (Lincoln) is a subsidiary of Simons.

\(^5983\) In its description and analysis of this Infringement, for consistency with the available documentary and witness evidence, the OFT has referred to ‘Carmalor’ but notes that this is a trading name for E Taylor, which is accordingly the responsible legal entity.

\(^5984\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8677.

\(^5985\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8677.
IV.3950. Macarthy Hughes International abandoned this tender exercise because it considered the tenders to be over budget. The project was therefore re-tendered for Block A only, on 28 March 2003.5986

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.3951. In Bodill’s original tender sheet, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed “Tenderers”, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:5987

1. Bodill

2. ROBERTS (RETURNING)

£956450 ✓

3. WRIGHTS - LINCOLN

SHEILA WOODHAM
ARTHUR FOX [……] [C]

£971990

4. CARMALOR C FROM US

STEVE FAULKS […….] [C] […….] [C]

IV.3952. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £908,866.5988

IV.3953. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has confirmed that the handwritten annotations ‘ROBERTS (RETURNING)’, ‘£956450 ✓’, ‘WRIGHTS – LINCOLN’, ‘SHEILA WOODHAM’, ‘ARTHUR FOX […….] [C]’, ‘£971990’, ‘CARMALOR C FROM US’ and ‘STEVE FAULKS […….] [C]’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.5989 JR also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.3954. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3955. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.5990 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave two cover prices, to Wrights (Lincoln) and Carmalor.5991 Bodill also stated that £40,000 profit was added to its tender figure, apparently because it did not like the client.5992

5986 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8677.
5987 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0666.
5988 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0666.
5989 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 86 and 118.
5990 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
5991 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 5.
5992 Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 5.
IV.3956. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.3957. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Wrights (Lincoln) – invitation to tender letter from Macarthy Hughes International**

IV.3958. On the invitation to tender letter sent to Wrights (Lincoln), provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, is handwritten ‘EO2-01-03 Bodill’.

**Evidence from leniency applicant Wrights (Lincoln)**

IV.3959. As part of its leniency application, Wrights (Lincoln) provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.567 to IV.592 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3960. Wrights (Lincoln) and Arthur Fox (‘AF’), an ex-estimator at Wrights (Lincoln), who was the estimator for this tender, have provided an explanation of the handwritten entry ‘EO2-01-03 Bodill’ on the invitation to tender letter. Langleys Solicitors, acting for AF, confirmed after speaking with AF that the handwriting is his, that ‘EO2-01-03’ was his reference and meant that this was the second tender enquiry of January 2003, and that the reference to ‘Bodill’ was noted by AF as he was aware that it was also pricing the job. Eversheds, acting for Wrights (Lincoln), further confirmed that ‘it seems that whoever wrote Bodill on the document was aware that Bodill was tendering for the work and ... took a cover [price] from them [Bodill].’

IV.3961. In their response to the Statement, Simons stated ‘Simons Group acknowledges the participation of...Wrights in Alleged Infringement 141’.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Wrights (Lincoln)**

IV.3962. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Wrights (Lincoln) employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.567 to IV.592 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3963. In respect of this tender Andy Rowe (‘AR’), Managing Director from April 2002 to April 2003 at Wrights (Lincoln), could not recall anything about this tender other than that he signed the tender and submitted it. AR explained that AF did the calculations for the job and said ‘I signed this [the tender

---

5993 Invitation to tender, OFT Document Reference B3876.
5994 Email from Langleys, OFT Document Reference 13406.
5995 Email from Eversheds, OFT Document Reference B4278, page 1.
5996 Written representations of Simons, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.1.1.
IV.3964. Although AF could not recall this tender, on being shown by the OFT the Bodill tender sheet for this tender he said, ‘Sheila Woodham. She was the estimating admin lady, and there’s my name there, with a telephone number ……...it’s Wright’s number, [……...] [C]’ AF also said that, ‘it looks likely that, that the company took a cover from them [Bodill], but I had no contact with this one’. AR explained that Sheila Woodham (‘SW’) was AF’s assistant and that ‘She did a lot of the donkey work…sending out enquiries to sub contractors and chasing up sub contractors’.

Evidence from other companies – E Taylor

IV.3965. The OFT wrote to E Taylor on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that E Taylor had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, E Taylor said that after consideration it felt unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.3966. In its response to the Statement, E Taylor stated ‘Having reviewed the relevant sections of the SO that relate to ourselves, and most particularly the 3rd party evidence referred to, we have a degree of empathy with the OFT as to why they have reached the conclusion that Carmalor were involved in cover pricing. Unfortunately, as a result of the death of [the former Managing Director]… and the departure of [former Estimating Director] Steve Fowkes… our ability to defend our position is significantly prejudiced by the fact that we have no access to contemporaneous documentary evidence. Nor can we offer any meaningful personal testimony from those allegedly involved in the practice, that would act as a legally adequate defence. Thus, we find ourselves in “no man’s land” neither able to admit, nor adequately defend the allegations levelled at us.’

IV.3967. However, E Taylor submitted a statement from Wayne Creed (‘WC’), the only person named in the Statement still employed by E Taylor, with its response to the Statement. However, WC confirmed that he was not at all involved with this particular tender. He stated that Steve Fowkes was an estimating director for the company from 1987, and that estimating work ‘was controlled entirely’ by him.

IV.3968. The OFT appreciates that a company would not often keep a record of giving a cover price, and may no longer employ the persons alleged to have given that cover, and in that instance recognises the need to assess the quality of

---

5997 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12793, page 11.
5998 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12793, page 11.
5999 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13131, page 19.
6000 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13131, page 21.
6001 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12793, page 12.
6002 Response from E Taylor, OFT Document Reference 11006.
evidence implicating the accused party. The OFT also recognises that where a cover price was given by a sole employee, other employees or directors of that company may not be aware whether or not such conduct took place. It is therefore sensitive to the need to review the available evidence critically, and is satisfied that the contemporaneous documentary evidence and witness evidence set out above is sufficient to demonstrate an Infringement in relation to this tender.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.3969. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3970. Bodill, Wrights (Lincoln) and Carmalor each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.3971. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Wrights (Lincoln) and Carmalor were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.3972. In regard to Wrights (Lincoln), Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£956,450 ✓ 3. WRIGHTS - LINCOLN SHEILA WOODHAM ARTHUR FOX [……………] [C]’ against Wrights (Lincoln). Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £956,450 against Wrights (Lincoln), a figure that was identical to the tender that Wrights (Lincoln) submitted for the work.

IV.3973. Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded the names of two of the estimating staff at Wrights (Lincoln), ‘Sheila Woodham’ and ‘Arthur Fox’ and the telephone number of Wrights (Lincoln), a number confirmed as the telephone number of Wrights (Lincoln) by AF of Wrights (Lincoln), providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. Furthermore, on being shown Bodill’s tender sheet, both AF and AR accepted that it was likely that Wrights (Lincoln) was provided with a cover price by Bodill.

IV.3974. In addition, the OFT notes that the word ‘Bodill’ is written on the invitation to tender letter provided by Wrights (Lincoln). No other competitors are mentioned on this letter and the OFT considers it most likely, given the weight of the contemporaneous evidence from Bodill and the fact that Wrights (Lincoln) has confirmed that this handwritten note was made during the tender process and that it shows that it took a cover price from Bodill, that this was Wrights (Lincoln)’s record of the company from whom it took a cover price for this tender. No other company apart from Bodill submitted a figure below Wrights (Lincoln) and it could not therefore have obtained a cover price from anyone else.

IV.3975. In regard to Carmalor, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£971,990 4. CARMALOR C FROM US STEVE FAULKS [………………] [C]’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £971,990, a figure that was only £5 different from the tender that Carmalor submitted for the work, which was £971,995.

IV.3976. Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded the name of a Carmalor estimator, ‘Steve Faulks’ and the telephone number ‘[…………] [C]’, providing further evidence
that contact was made between the two parties. This is corroborated by information obtained from W R Bloodworth, a list of contacts for cover prices, which names ‘Steve’ at ‘Carmalor Southwell’ with a telephone contact number of ‘[..............] [C]’ 6006 and by the evidence of E Taylor that Steve Fowkes was an estimating director of the company from 1987 until August 2007.6007

IV.3977. Although E Taylor has not admitted engaging in this bid rigging activity, the OFT considers that the strong and compelling evidence in respect of the other parties involved in bid rigging activities for this tender, and both parties’ admissions of engaging in bid rigging activities for this tender, support the OFT’s interpretation of Bodill’s tender sheet as indicating that E Taylor too was provided with a cover price.

IV.3978. The OFT notes in addition that the tenders submitted by Wrights (Lincoln) and Carmalor were both higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, even though Bodill’s tender had been inflated beyond a normal level of profit margin. The relative position of the submitted tenders is consistent with the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided by Bodill.

IV.3979. Bodill’s tender sheet also records ‘ROBERTS (RETURNING)’. This action is confirmed by the information provided by Macarthy Hughes International, which shows that J L Roberts & Son declined to tender. The OFT notes in addition that the use of the present tense, ‘(RETURNING)’, indicates that this annotation was made before the tender deadline.

IV.3980. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Wrights (Lincoln) and Bodill, and between Carmalor and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied figures to each of Wrights (Lincoln) and Carmalor for cover bids. The OFT notes that these were the only tenders submitted for this work for the Hospital of St Leonard’s Trust, and that no genuine tenders were therefore submitted for this work. The OFT further notes that the work was subsequently re-tendered because the tenders were considered to be over budget and that Bodill, which submitted the lowest price and gave cover prices to the only other bidders, Wrights (Lincoln) and Carmalor, has admitted to adding an additional amount for profit.

IV.3981. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3951 to IV.3980 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6008 In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of Wrights (Lincoln) and Carmalor was not unilateral6009, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;6010

(b) Wrights (Lincoln) and Carmalor can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process;6011 and

6006 Contacts For Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915.
6008 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6009 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6010 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6011 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Wrights (Lincoln) and Carmalor (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\[^{6012}\]

IV.3982. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Wrights (Lincoln) and Bodill, and between Carmalor and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment & extensions to St Catherine’s Cottages, London Road, Newark, tender deadline 3 March 2003.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.3983. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.3984. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.3985. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. Wrights (Lincoln) will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Wrights (Lincoln) will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 142: New Judo Hall Walsall Campus – 7 March 2003**

**Client:** University of Wolverhampton

**Parties:** Sol and Galliford Construction

IV.3986. On 24 January 2003, the University of Wolverhampton (‘UoW’) sought tenders for the construction of a new sports hall with specialist facilities for judo, gymnasium, exterior sports changing rooms, synthetic pitch and track and improvements to the grass pitches at its Walsall Campus. The following six companies were invited to tender: Bluestone, Galliford Construction\[^{6013}\], Linford, Mowlem, Thomas Vale and Sol. The closing date for return of tenders was 7 March 2003 by 5:00 pm.\[^{6014}\]

IV.3987. UoW received the following tender returns:\[^{6015}\]

---

\[^{6012}\] See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\[^{6013}\] The OFT notes that the client’s response records ‘Galliford Midlands’ as a tendering party. It has been confirmed in the written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraph 1.4 that Galliford Midland was the trading name of Galliford Try’s subsidiary, Galliford Construction, at the time of the Infringement.

\[^{6014}\] Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9887.

\[^{6015}\] Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9887.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous evidence from leniency applicant Sol – Tender Register

IV.3988. During the OFT’s visit to Sol’s premises under section 27 on 18 January 2006, a copy of its Tender Register was produced. This contained the following entry for this contract:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE DUE</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>QUANTITY SURVEYOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 MARCH '03 003-007 4K</td>
<td>NEW JUDO HALL WALSALL CAMPUS</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF WOLVERHAMPTON</td>
<td>TACP</td>
<td>EC HARRIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>TENDER SUM</th>
<th>ESTIMATOR</th>
<th>COMPETITION</th>
<th>RESULTS/COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.Q.</td>
<td>4,384,221</td>
<td>M.W.</td>
<td>GALLIFORD C 4,702,340</td>
<td>START 21 APRIL ’03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3% 125,905)</td>
<td></td>
<td>THOS VALE MOWLEM BLUESTONE LINFORD LICHFIELD</td>
<td>COMP 30 JAN ’04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Sol

IV.3989. As part of its leniency application, Sol provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3990. In particular, Sol provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of the tender for a new judo hall at Walsall Campus due 7 March 2003, Sol confirmed that it provided a cover price to ‘Galliford’.

IV.3991. In its response to the Statement, Sol acknowledged that it had ‘... admitted engaging in the practice of cover pricing in the 7 tenders listed in the Statement of Objections.’

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Sol

IV.3992. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Sol’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.

6016 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 4170, page 3.
6017 Cover Prices Given, OFT Document Reference 4358, page 3.
pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.3993. When interviewed about this tender, John Cummings (‘JC’), Chief Estimator at Sol, identified the writing in the Tender Register\textsuperscript{6019} as his, with the exception of the names in the ‘Competition’ column, which he identified as having been written by an estimator’s assistant, Shirley Peters.\textsuperscript{6020} When asked if the Tender Sum was the figure Sol tendered for this contract he said, ‘Yep.’\textsuperscript{6021} This figure, £4,384,221, is the same as that in the tender reply received by UoW. When asked to explain the entry ‘3% 125,905’ he replied ‘That’s the profit and overhead margin that we applied’.\textsuperscript{6022} He further explained the entries in the ‘Competition’ column as being the names of Sol’s competitors for the tender. JC was asked to identify the initials ‘MW’ in the ‘Estimator’ column. He said, ‘That’s Mike Whittington who’s again left, a couple of years ago’. He confirmed that Mike Whittington had dealt with this tender on a day to day basis. JC further identified as his writing the ‘C’ before the entry ‘4,702,340’ next to ‘Galliford’.\textsuperscript{6023} When asked to explain the entry he said, ‘That would mean, as far as I can remember and I’d be amazed if it wasn’t, us giving a cover to Gallifords, and that’s the figure that I gave them’.\textsuperscript{6024}

IV.3994. JC was asked to explain the entry in the ‘Tender Cover Prices Given’ column of the Tender Sheet Analysis for this particular tender and especially the ‘CG’ in brackets next to ‘Galliford’. He confirmed that this meant that Sol gave a cover price to Galliford Construction for this tender. He also confirmed that Sol was not awarded the contract.\textsuperscript{6025}

\textit{Evidence from other companies – Galliford Try}

IV.3995. The OFT wrote to Galliford Try on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Galliford Try had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to the OFT’s letter G P Fitzgerald, Chief Executive of Galliford Try, admitted that the company did engage in bid rigging activities on this particular tender but was unable to recall details of the other party or parties involved.\textsuperscript{6026}

\textit{The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding}

IV.3996. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.3997. Sol and Galliford Construction each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Galliford Construction was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.3998. The contemporaneous Tender Register entry for this tender shows a tender figure sum of £4,384,221, which is the same as Sol submitted to UoW. The ‘C’

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{6019} Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 4170, page 3.
\item \textsuperscript{6020} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13474, pages 3 and 4.
\item \textsuperscript{6021} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13474, page 3.
\item \textsuperscript{6022} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13474, page 3.
\item \textsuperscript{6023} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13474, page 3.
\item \textsuperscript{6024} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13474, page 4.
\item \textsuperscript{6025} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13474, page 4.
\item \textsuperscript{6026} Response from Galliford Try, OFT Document Reference 10318, page 5.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
and the ‘4,702,340’ after ‘Galliford’ in the ‘Competition’ column indicate that Sol provided a cover price to Galliford Construction for this tender.6027

IV.3999. JC of Sol, in his interview, confirmed that he supplied a cover price to Galliford Construction as indicated by the ‘C’ and the ‘4,702,340’ after ‘Galliford’ in the ‘Competition’ column of the Tender Register.6028 The OFT notes that the figure noted by Sol in its Tender Register, £4,702,340, is identical to the tender submitted by Galliford Construction in respect of this tender.

IV.4000. Sol admitted under leniency that it gave a cover price to Galliford Construction in respect of this tender.6029 In interview JC confirmed that ‘CG’ in parentheses after ‘Galliford’ in the ‘Tender Prices given’ column of the ‘Tender Cover Price Analysis’ document6030, submitted by Sol as part of its leniency submission, meant that Sol provided a cover price to Galliford Construction in respect of this tender.6031

IV.4001. Galliford Try admitted in its reply to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007 that it had engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender, but was unable to recall with whom.

IV.4002. Both companies have therefore admitted to engaging in bid rigging in respect of this tender. The OFT notes that the tender figure of £4,702,340 submitted by Galliford Construction is in keeping with a cover price being sufficiently higher than the bid submitted by Sol to remain credible whilst also ensuring that the undertaking lost the tender.

IV.4003. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Sol and Galliford Construction. The OFT also concludes that Sol supplied a figure to Galliford Construction for a cover bid.

IV.4004. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.3988 to IV.4003 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6032 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Sol to Galliford Construction was not unilateral6033, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;6034
(b) Galliford Construction can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Sol (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;6035 and
(c) Sol can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Galliford Construction (i.e. that Galliford Construction did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.6036

6027 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 4170, page 3.
6028 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13474, pages 3 and 4.
6029 Cover Prices Given, OFT Document Reference 4358, page 3.
6030 Cover Prices Given, OFT Document Reference 4358, page 3.
6032 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6033 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6034 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6035 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6036 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.4005. In its response to the Statement, Sol asserted that it ‘... provided a cover price to Galliford Try at its request and did not consider for one moment that in doing so it would be able to obtain a competitive advantage for itself. Sol refutes the OFT’s assumption that its knowledge of Galliford Try’s uncompetitive bid [affected] in anyway its tender conduct.’\(^{6037}\) Similarly, in its response to the Statement, Galliford Try asserted ‘there is no evidence adduced in the [Statement] to indicate that any over price [sic] from Sol to Galliford Try would have had any impact on Sol’s tender amount or the client’s choice of tenderer.’\(^{6038}\)

IV.4006. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking takes account of information received from a competitor when determining its own conduct is a legal presumption\(^{6039}\), which neither Sol nor Galliford Try has adduced any evidence to rebut. To the extent that Sol and Galliford Try submit that this Infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in paragraphs VI.135 to VI.142 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

IV.4007. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Sol and Galliford Construction in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for a new judo hall at Walsall Campus, University of Wolverhampton, date of tender 7 March 2003.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.4008. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4009. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 27 to Sol on 18 January 2006. Sol will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Sol will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 143:** Refurbishment Work and an Extension to 144 Sneinton Dale, Sneinton, Nottingham – 14 April 2003

**Client:** Allan Joyce Architects

**Parties:** Loach and W R Bloodworth

IV.4010. On 14 March 2003, Alan Joyce Architects sought tenders for refurbishment work and an extension to 144 Sneinton Dale, Sneinton, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 14 April 2003 and six companies were invited to

---

\(^{6037}\) Written representations of Sol, 27 June 2008, Annex 5, Detailed Explanation, paragraphs 2 and 3.

\(^{6038}\) Written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.17.9.

\(^{6039}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
tender: W R Bloodworth, Loach, I H Moore & Co, Herbert Baggaley, Beaufort and NCBW. ⁶⁰⁴⁰

IV.4011. The tender was sent out by Davis Langdon Everest on behalf of Allan Joyce Architects and the following tender returns were opened on 15 April 2003.⁶⁰⁴¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>Details not known</td>
<td>£140,950</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>Details not known</td>
<td>£149,811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I H Moore &amp; Co</td>
<td>Details not known</td>
<td>£153,895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>Details not known</td>
<td>£159,998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaufort</td>
<td>Details not known</td>
<td>£173,397</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCBW</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Loach – tender spreadsheets

IV.4012. During the OFT’s search of Loach’s premises on 28 June 2005, two printed spreadsheets were found. The first spreadsheet⁶⁰⁴² contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Margin</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refurbishment &amp; extension, 144 Sneinton Road, Sneinton, Nottingham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cover</td>
<td>Bloodworth/Beaufort</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4013. A second spreadsheet, headed ‘Small Works Tenders’ and marked 2003, contained the following entry.⁶⁰⁴³

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Margin</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Winner Var</th>
<th>Job No.</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refurbishment &amp; extension, 144 Sneinton Road, Sneinton, Nottingham</td>
<td>149,811</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>13.35%</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bloodworth/Beaufort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Loach

IV.4014. As part of its leniency application, Loach’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.⁶⁰⁴⁴ This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.453 to IV.469 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

⁶⁰⁴⁰ Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7032.
⁶⁰⁴¹ Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7032.
⁶⁰⁴⁴ Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4017.
IV.4015. In its response to the Statement, Loach confirmed that it ‘…took a cover from W R Bloodworth on this tender due to a lack of estimating resources and the inability to return the tender for future marketing considerations.’

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Loach**

IV.4016. In interview Andrew Arbon-Davies (‘AA’), Director responsible for the estimating department of Loach, explained that John Rowe (‘JR’), an estimator at Loach, dealt with all small works tenders. AA explained why there were two separate tender spreadsheets obtained from Loach containing similar information in respect of this tender. The first spreadsheet which was headed ‘CONTRACT’, in respect of this tender recorded under the column ‘Note’ the word ‘Cover’ and under the column ‘Opposition’ records ‘Bloodworth©’. The second spreadsheet, headed ‘SMALL WORKS TENDERS’, in respect of this tender recorded the price at which Loach tendered, but made no reference to cover pricing or ‘©’.

IV.4017. AA said that prior to the OFT’s visit, he had seen the spreadsheets that JR had been compiling with the entries ‘Cover’ and ‘©’ recorded and said he ‘didn’t think it was the right thing to do. I just didn’t think we should be putting “cover” on a list. And then, as obviously the sort of panic set in when we heard about raids elsewhere I asked John to remove any “Cs” that he’d put on the forms. So that’s what he did, so that’s why there’s one version of one and another’. AA confirmed that this was done under his instruction, and that ‘the first instruction was to remove the covers purely because I didn’t think we should be putting covers on there. The second instruction was to remove the reference to “Cs” down the side as a sort of, if you like, a panic reaction to the investigation that we heard was going on’.

IV.4018. In interview JR confirmed that he was asked by AA to stop recording references to ‘Cover’ or ‘©’ on tender spreadsheets: ‘Mr Arbon-Davies said that we ought to preclude – stop doing it……he told us you [the OFT] were due to visit us and that it would really be inappropriate if, you know, it became known that we did that practice’. JR confirmed that, acting on AA’s instructions, he removed any references to cover pricing and produced a new tender spreadsheet.

IV.4019. In respect of this tender, AA said, ‘we’ve definitely taken a cover on it. Whether that cover was taken from Bloodworth with the, “©” reference there or whether it was from Beaufort’s and Bloodworth also took a cover, I don’t know’. On being told by the OFT that W R Bloodworth had indicated that it provided Loach with a cover price AA said ‘Yes, I’d be happy to accept that. Yes’.

---

6046 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11312, page 3.
6047 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11312, page 5.
6048 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11312, page 5.
6049 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11313, page 5.
6050 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11313, page 5.
Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant W R Bloodworth – Tender register

IV.4020. During the OFT’s search of W R Bloodworth’s premises on 28 June 2005, a tender register was found. This contained the following entry in the page for March 2003: 6053

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date recd</th>
<th>Architects</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Descript</th>
<th>Return</th>
<th>BEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24th</td>
<td>Allan Joyce</td>
<td>N City Council</td>
<td>Alt 144 Sneinton Dale</td>
<td>14.04</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant W R Bloodworth

IV.4021. As part of its leniency application, W R Bloodworth compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from January 2000 in respect of which W R Bloodworth had either requested or provided a cover price. At number six on the schedule is the following entry: 6054

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Architects</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Descript</th>
<th>Cover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24-Mar-2003</td>
<td>Allan Joyce Associates (“AJA”)</td>
<td>Nottingham City Council</td>
<td>144 Sneeton Dale - alterations</td>
<td>Cover given to Loach (John Rowe). Job won</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4022. W R Bloodworth also provided to the OFT a schedule listing all the companies and individuals within those companies with whom W R Bloodworth had engaged in cover pricing. The name of Loach appears on this list with John Rowe named as the contact point with the telephone number [………………] [C]. 6055

IV.4023. W R Bloodworth further provided to the OFT its tender return for this contract. The tender return states that it was for work required to be executed at 144 Sneinton Dale for Nottingham City Council. The person who signed the tender on behalf of W R Bloodworth was Michael Campbell (‘MC’), an estimator at W R Bloodworth, and the amount tendered was £140,950. 6056

IV.4024. In its response to the Statement, W R Bloodworth confirmed that ‘[i]t is not disputed that Bloodworth participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement.’ 6057

Witness evidence from leniency applicant W R Bloodworth

IV.4025. In respect of this tender, in interview MC explained that the schedule provided under leniency of tenders where W R Bloodworth had given or taken cover prices was compiled from his recollection of events. MC also had a clear recollection of JR from Loach contacting him and asking him for a cover price
as it was ‘too small for him [to price] and he approached us for a cover price’. MC confirmed that JR telephoned him to request a cover price.\textsuperscript{6058}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4026. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4027. Loach and W R Bloodworth each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4028. Loach was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender. It appears that W R Bloodworth completed the estimating process for this contract and that it submitted a tender with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the fact that it submitted the lowest price and that it won the tender.

IV.4029. In regard to W R Bloodworth, one of Loach’s contemporaneous tender spreadsheets records the word ‘Cover’ against this tender and a ‘©’ against W R Bloodworth. AA of Loach initially said that this evidence shows that both Loach and W R Bloodworth were involved in cover pricing on this tender, but not necessarily with each other. On being told by the OFT that W R Bloodworth had indicated that it provided Loach with a cover price, AA accepted that Loach did indeed approach W R Bloodworth for a cover price.

IV.4030. MC of W R Bloodworth had a clear recollection that JR of Loach approached W R Bloodworth and said that this tender was ‘too small for him [to price] and he approached us for a cover price’. Additionally JR is named by W R Bloodworth in its list of contacts for cover prices as a specific contact for cover prices at Loach.

IV.4031. The OFT notes that both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. Furthermore the OFT considers it significant that Loach drew up a second version of its spreadsheet with all reference to cover pricing removed as a ‘panic reaction’ to the OFT’s visits to other companies involved in this investigation. This demonstrates that Loach was aware that its conduct of engaging in cover pricing was wrong and that it made a decision to attempt to remove evidence that Loach was involved in such conduct.

IV.4032. The OFT also notes that the tender submitted by Loach was higher than the tender submitted by W R Bloodworth, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.4033. The OFT further notes that no other company submitted a bid lower than W R Bloodworth’s bid, and that only W R Bloodworth could therefore have given Loach a cover price in respect of this tender.

IV.4034. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between W R Bloodworth and Loach. The OFT also concludes that W R Bloodworth supplied a figure to Loach for a cover bid.

\textsuperscript{6058} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6347, page 12.
IV.4035. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4012 to IV.4034 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from W R Bloodworth to Loach was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Loach can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from W R Bloodworth (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) W R Bloodworth can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Loach (i.e. that Loach did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.4036. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between W R Bloodworth and Loach in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment work and an extension to 144 Sneinton Dale, Sneinton, Nottingham, tender deadline 14 April 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4037. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4038. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Loach’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Loach on 28 June 2005. Loach will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Loach will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.4039. In respect of this tender, the OFT also became aware of W R Bloodworth’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Loach on 28 June 2005. W R Bloodworth will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, W R Bloodworth will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

---

6059 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6060 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6061 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6062 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6063 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 144: Two Wheelchair Bungalows, Howden Road, Leicester – 14 April 2003
Client: Tuntum Housing Association
Parties: Derwent Valley and Dukeries

IV.4040. On 17 March 2003, Tuntum Housing Association sought tenders for the demolition of existing buildings and erection of a pair of semi-detached bungalows with provision and site access for disabled persons at Howden Road, Leicester. The following three companies were invited to tender: Derwent Valley, Dukeries and B & A. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 14 April 2003.\(^\text{6064}\)

IV.4041. Tuntum Housing Association received the following tender returns:\(^\text{6065}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dukeries</td>
<td>14 April 2003 Prior to 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£166,957</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>14 April 2003 Prior to 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£174,620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; A</td>
<td>14 April 2003 Prior to 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£179,594</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4042. EC Harris, who dealt with the tendering process on behalf of Tuntum Housing Association, stated in a report to Tuntum Housing Association dated 15 April 2003 that, even allowing for an upward adjustment to the initial budget for additional works, the lowest tender of £166,957 received from Dukeries was £8,746 or 5.47 per cent in excess of the anticipated cost of the project. Dukeries has noted in its response to the Statement that this bid included provisional sums for two items it had omitted to include in its bid.\(^\text{6066}\)

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley – Tender Schedule*

IV.4043. During the OFT’s search of Derwent Valley’s premises, a tender schedule containing handwritten entries was discovered. Within this tender schedule was the following entry:\(^\text{6067}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO.</th>
<th>RETURN DATE</th>
<th>TENDER DETAILS</th>
<th>OPPOSITION</th>
<th>TENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04/03/03</td>
<td>14/04/03</td>
<td>DESIGN &amp; BUILD 2NR WHEELCHAIR BUNGALOWS, HOWDEN ROAD LEICESTER FOR TUNTUM H.A.</td>
<td>Dukeries B &amp; A</td>
<td>174620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cover from Dukeries 2nd

Evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.4044. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in

---

\(^\text{6064}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10155.

\(^\text{6065}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10155.

\(^\text{6066}\) Written representations of Dukeries, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 36 to 37.

\(^\text{6067}\) Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912, page 38.
paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4045. In its leniency application, Derwent Valley set out a summary of all tenders from April 2000 to July 2004 where Derwent Valley had taken a cover price from a competitor for that tender, marked as ‘DVC2 List of Covers Taken’. The information in the summary was based on the tender book kept by Pat Tunnicliffe (‘PT’), an ex-estimator at Derwent Valley, and contained the following extract:6068

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Company Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 2003</td>
<td>Design &amp; build 2 Bungalows</td>
<td>Dukeries Building Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leicester Tuntum Hsg Assn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4046. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application a ‘List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices’. The name ‘Dukeries Building Co’ appears on this list with the address ‘21a Ratcliffe Gate Mansfield’.6069

IV.4047. Following the issue of the Statement, Derwent Valley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.4048. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Derwent Valley directors and an ex-employee provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4049. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with PT, who dealt with this tender. PT confirmed that he kept and maintained the tender schedule referred to in paragraphs IV.309 to IV.317 above. PT was told the name of the tender and said ‘Yeah, I think that was, again not wanting to upset a client that you wanted to work for but you didn’t want to work in that area…I remember, I even went to, I think I even went to site and had a look at the site and it was not good’. PT referred to the tender schedule and said, ‘according to that I found Dukeries, a B and B and A… it looks as though Derwent Valley took the cover from Dukeries and came second, so presumably Dukeries won it’.6070

IV.4050. PT was asked if he knew of any reason why Derwent Valley would not have been interested in this tender and responded that, ‘it was geographical as much as anything. Two bungalows on the other side of Leicester didn’t turn out to be as attractive as you possibly thought. If you had a contract on the north side of Leicester it was still bad enough to travel to but… no, two bungalows down there for 170 odd thousand it wasn’t really worth it. But Tuntum were based in Nottingham and, you know, we wanted to work with Tuntum in

6068 List of Covers Taken, OFT Document Reference 3941.
6070 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, page 22.
PT could not recall the names of anyone at Dukeries he may have spoken with.

IV.4051. David Stone (‘DS’), Managing Director of Derwent Valley, was also interviewed in regard to this tender and although he did not recall it, from examining the entry in the tender schedule he said ‘we were second with a cover from Dukeries’. DS could not recall ever dealing with anyone at Dukeries but commented that it may not have been an attractive tender to Derwent Valley due to ‘it being a little bit out of our range, Leicester’.

Evidence from other companies – Dukeries

IV.4052. During the OFT’s visit to Dukeries’s premises, an electronic tender schedule containing an entry for this tender was obtained.

IV.4053. The OFT wrote to Dukeries on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Dukeries had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Dukeries, represented by Geldards LLP, indicated via letter on 25 April 2007 that it was willing to make admissions to involvement in cover pricing in relation to one suspect contract only. The response included a completed suspect tender schedule and in respect of this tender Glenn Manners, Managing Director of Dukeries, made no admission of Dukeries having engaged in bid rigging activities.

IV.4054. The OFT subsequently wrote to Dukeries’ ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Gavco, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Dukeries’ response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Gavco jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Dukeries in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Gavco 159 Limited’s legal representatives Geldards LLP said, ‘Gavco has nothing to add to the previous responses made by Dukeries’.

IV.4055. However, in their response to the Statement, Dukeries and Gavco stated ‘...on the basis of the evidence presented by the OFT in the Statement of Objections, Dukeries admits to providing a cover price to Derwent Valley in respect of this tender’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4056. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.
IV.4057. Derwent Valley and Dukeries each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Derwent Valley did not want to win this contract as the location of the site was outside of the area it wished to work in.

IV.4058. It appears that Dukeries completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Dukeries being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.4059. Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes reference to competitor Dukeries with the entry ‘Cover from Dukeries’ in the final column where this tender has been entered. Derwent Valley confirmed that the word ‘Cover’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken.

IV.4060. PT, the estimator for this tender, confirmed that although he did not recall the tender, his entry in the schedule meant that he took a cover price from Dukeries.

IV.4061. This was corroborated in interview by DS, who agreed that the entry in the tender schedule showed that Derwent Valley took a cover price in respect of this tender from Dukeries.

IV.4062. The OFT notes Dukeries’ tender figure was below that submitted by Derwent Valley, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided and accepted, and indeed that Dukeries is the only company whose figure was below that of Derwent Valley, such that the cover price received by Derwent Valley could only have been provided by Dukeries.

IV.4063. Derwent Valley also included in its list of companies who exchange cover prices, the name of Dukeries.

IV.4064. In addition, the OFT notes that Tuntum Housing Association received a tendered amount of £166,957.00 from Dukeries, which is lower than the amount tendered by Derwent Valley. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been given to Derwent Valley by Dukeries.

IV.4065. Both Parties have now admitted liability in respect of this tender.

IV.4066. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Derwent Valley and Dukeries. The OFT also concludes that Dukeries supplied a figure to Derwent Valley for a cover bid. The OFT also notes that the price submitted by Dukeries, although the lowest tender for the project, was 5.47 per cent in excess of the anticipated cost of the project.

IV.4067. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4043 to IV.4066 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Dukeries to Derwent Valley was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors.

---

6080 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
(b) Derwent Valley can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Dukeries (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process,\textsuperscript{6083} and

(c) Dukeries can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Derwent Valley (i.e. that Derwent Valley did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{6084}

IV.4068. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Derwent Valley and Dukeries, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the demolition of existing buildings and erection of a pair of semi-detached bungalows with provision and site access for disabled persons at Howden Road, Leicester, tender date 14 April 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4069. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4070. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Derwent Valley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Derwent Valley will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 145: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 146: Construction of Four-Storey Lift Tower, Burton College – 12 May 2003
Client: Burton College
Parties: Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley

IV.4071. On 7 April 2003, Burton College sought tenders for the construction of a four-storey lift tower at Burton College, Lichfield Street, Burton on Trent.\textsuperscript{6085} The following five companies were invited to tender: Herbert Baggaley, G F Tomlinson, Mansell, Wildgoose and Greswolde. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 12 May 2003.\textsuperscript{6086}

\textsuperscript{6081} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\textsuperscript{6082} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6083} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6084} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6085} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7310.
\textsuperscript{6086} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7310.
IV.4072. Burton College received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>12 May 2003</td>
<td>£640,461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>12 May 2003</td>
<td>£648,120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>12 May 2003</td>
<td>£651,315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>12 May 2003</td>
<td>£616,669</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greswolde</td>
<td>12 May 2003</td>
<td>£654,815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose – Enquiry Register, Tender Finance Statement, Form of Tender and Invoice*

IV.4073. During the OFT’s search of Wildgoose’s premises, an Enquiry Register was found. The Enquiry Register contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E.NO</th>
<th>DATES RECEIVED</th>
<th>RETURN</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03/117</td>
<td>8/4</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>Main Building Lift Tower Town Centre Campus.</td>
<td>Burton College</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q/S</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>TENDER DELIVERY – TENDER SUM</th>
<th>DIFF.</th>
<th>EST.</th>
<th>RST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edmond Shipway</td>
<td>Hall Gray</td>
<td>Burton on Trent</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4074. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose provided a copy of the Tender Finance Statement for this tender. The Tender Finance Statement shows that Wildgoose intended to submit a tender of ‘£616,669’ for this contract. In the final box on the first page is the following information:

---

6087 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7310.
6088 Tender Enquiry Register, OFT Document Reference 0094. The OFT notes the discrepancy with the tender return date, however the OFT concludes that at some point the tender return date was extended by the client until 12 May 2003.
6089 Tender Enquiry Register, OFT Document Reference 0094, page 21.
‘DEDUCT PROVISIONAL SUMS

ADD PROFIT 12 ½ 47358
+ 5,000 B. BI?????
+ 2000

ADD PROVISIONAL SUMS

ADD BOND 10% BOND . OPTION

TENDER SUM TO FORM OF TENDER TOILETS 190217.00
LIFT 426452-00
+ 2000
426459.01’

IV.4075. Wildgoose also provided a copy of its Form of Tender, which shows that Wildgoose submitted a tender on 9 May 2003 for £616,669.00. The Form of Tender is signed by ‘Mr. M Clarke … Manager’. 6091

IV.4076. In addition, Wildgoose provided an invoice received from Herbert Baggaley. The invoice was numbered ‘9749’ and headed ‘BAGGALEY CONSTRUCTION’ and was made out to ‘Wildgoose Construction Ltd’, dated ‘24th October 2003’ and contained the following information: 6092

‘Supply only of Joinery 6,912.00

C257

MS31844
OK TO PAY

VAT @ 17½ % 1,209.60
TOTAL DUE £8,121.60’

IV.4077. Across the invoice is handwritten, ‘P’. The initials ‘BB’ are also handwritten. Bryan Bennett (‘BB’) was the Estimating Director at Wildgoose.

Contemporaneous Documentary Evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley – Form of Tender and Invoice

IV.4078. During the OFT’s search of Herbert Baggaley’s premises, the Form of Tender for this contract was found. The Form of Tender shows that Herbert Baggaley submitted a tender on 9 May 2003 for £640,461.00. The Form of Tender was signed by Anton Newell, Chief Estimator at Herbert Baggaley (‘AN’). 6093

IV.4079. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley provided an invoice submitted to Wildgoose. The invoice was numbered ‘9749’ and headed ‘BAGGALEY CONSTRUCTION’ and was made out to ‘Wildgoose Construction Ltd’, dated ‘24th October 2003’ and contained the following information: 6094

6091 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 6387.
6092 Invoice, OFT Document Reference 0367.
6093 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 1714, page 2.
6094 Invoice, OFT Document Reference 3895, page 5.
‘Supply only of Joinery 6.912.00

VAT @17½ % 1,209.60
TOTAL DUE £8,121.60’

IV.4080. This invoice is identical to the one produced by Wildgoose, apart from the handwritten endorsements made by Wildgoose.

Evidence from leniency applicant – Herbert Baggaley

IV.4081. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley also produced a ‘SCHEDULE OF POTENTIAL PAYMENTS & RECEIPTS [AND] COPY INVOICES AS LISTED’. The schedule contained amongst others the following entries:

‘Receipts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doc. No.</th>
<th>Invoice No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contractor</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>9749</td>
<td>24.10.03</td>
<td>Wildgoose Construction Ltd</td>
<td>£6,912.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doc. No.</th>
<th>Job/Tender No.</th>
<th>Invoice No.</th>
<th>Comment (From recollection)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>9749</td>
<td>No recollection or record of any undisclosed dealing but no sales records yet traced from Joinery Division.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4082. A report prepared by Herbert Baggaley’s legal representatives [Actons], sent on 18 January 2006, provided additional information with regard to ‘Inter Contractor Invoicing’. Herbert Baggaley stated ‘It is commonplace for Contractors to buy and sell goods and services to and from each other. In the period between January 2000 and November 2005, HBC [Herbert Baggaley Construction] estimates that there were approximately between 800 and 1,000 inter-Contractor invoices to which HBC was a party ... ‘.

IV.4083. ‘Each Invoice was investigated and an audit trail carried out to confirm it represented a genuine transaction. From these Invoices HBC has uncovered payments made or received for which there was no accompanying paper trail or internal stock or service records. Upon further investigation, a Schedule of Payments and Invoices was extracted which could constitute payments made in respect of covers given or received between 2000 and 2003...’.

IV.4084. ‘HBC has no evidence and, therefore, no certainty that any of its current employees has instigated any of the transactions reflected in these Invoices. The payment to it by third parties has been taken as a useful recompense for

---

6096 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3899 page 8.
6097 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3899 page 8.
costs being incurred. Even in the provision of a cover, routine costs are incurred by HBC. On other occasions a job might initially be seen as of high interest but on review of the further details and job specifications might be discarded as of no interest and therefore worthy of a cover. If on such occasions costs had already been incurred and a third party had offered an estimator a payment to offset those, then such a payment had occasionally been accepted’.

IV.4085. Herbert Baggaley also provided a list of ‘Third Party Contractors’. Herbert Baggaley stated that ‘This list contains details of other Contractors with whom HBC has dealt in the use of cover pricing … Given the lack of written records of individual covers, it is not always possible for HBC’s estimators to say for certain as to which individual within another contract dealt with that cover. However, the OFT is to take it that where a Contractor is listed as being party to a cover under the Schedule of Tenders, then the individual contact listed within Document 2 [3] is to be the person involved. Where there are more than one name given for a Contractor, then the first name is to be taken as the probable contact’. On page five of the ‘List of Third Party Contractors’ is entered:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contractor</th>
<th>Contact</th>
<th>Telephone number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose Construction</td>
<td>Richard Hubble, Graham Barber, Phil Stiff, Brian Bennett, Malcolm Clark</td>
<td>[……..] [C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose

IV.4086. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose’s legal representatives provided witness evidence which gave a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.726 to IV.742 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4087. BB provided a witness statement to the OFT, in which he provided details in relation to this tender. BB stated, ‘I am able to recall a further instance where we entered into discussions with a competitor about estimating costs. This was on file C257 Burton College, 4th floor lift installation and toilet refurbishment on which we won the work … Malcolm Clarke, the Manager of our Building Services Department, completed the enquiry and submitted the tender form on 9 May 2003 in the sum on £616,669.00 … I recall that either Baggaleys spoke to Malcolm Clarke who referred it to myself, or they spoke with me directly. I believe that initially both companies were to price the project and the loser would be paid £5,000 to cover the cost of the estimate’.

‘During the tender period approval was obtained for this proposal from the executive Directors. After the tender adjudication meeting, I rang Baggaleys, with Malcolm Clarke present, possibly to give them a figure, but I am unable to recall the precise details of the conversation. I do remember that they asked if we had included the sum of money to cover their tender costs and I recall £7,000 was mentioned. I confirmed we had but that £7,000 was more than my

recollection. They explained that the increase was due to the nature and size of the project. Therefore, I subsequently added £2,000 to the tender allowances. We subsequently won the project which was reduced in size. The £7,000 appears on the revised tender finance statement as “other payments”. Subsequently, we received an invoice dated 23 October 2003 from Baggaleys in the sum of £6,912.00 plus VAT ostensibly for the supply of joinery. 6102

IV.4088. During an interview with the OFT on 1 November 2006, BB stated ‘This was a job that was priced by our builders and services department, at Burton College ... Malcolm Clarke had priced it. And I believe Malcolm possibly had some contact from them, or I did ... and it’s apparent ... that an agreement was struck. ... We actually won that project. And I do recall coming out of the adjudication meeting and we spoke with Baggaleys’s ...What I do recall specifically about the conversation was that Baggaley’s said to us that the project was more involved than they thought. It was a higher value than they thought, more complex. And, ‘Can you increase the cost to £7,000?’ And I think on the tender form you’ll see that there was the £5,000 that was added in the adjudication meeting. And then a subsequent £2,000 following our discussions with them’. 6103 BB confirmed that the agreement would have been made with either AN, or Roger Hayes, Chief Estimator at Herbert Baggaleys. 6104 The OFT notes that RH left Herbert Baggaleys’s in October 2002 and it is therefore likely that BB spoke with AN.

IV.4089. BB added that his recollection was that the compensation payment for estimating costs was suggested by Herbert Baggaley, but that both parties would have agreed to it. 6105 He explained that it was ‘... a compensation ... a loser’s prize’, 6106 and that the loser would still get something out of the contract. He suggested that Herbert Baggaley and Wildgoose may have been under the impression that they were the only two parties tendering for the contract 6107 and that they would have said ‘We’re the last two in, let’s include £5,000 for each other’. 6108 He confirmed that he would probably have personally made the subsequent decision to accept the £2,000 increase to £7,000. 6109 BB also confirmed that his signature was on the invoice for joinery works, but that someone else wrote ‘OK TO PAY’. 6110

IV.4090. Malcolm Clarke (‘MC’), General Manager of Small Works at Wildgoose, provided a ‘Witness Statement’ to the OFT, in which he provided details in relation to this tender. MC stated ‘I am aware that an agreement was reached between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley Limited (“Baggaleys”) on the project at Burton College, 4th floor lift installation and toilet refurbishment (file C257) on which we won the work ... I am unable to recall whether myself or Bryan Bennett was first informed by Baggaleys that they were interested in pricing for the work but I understand that it was later agreed, subject to the Directors’ approval, to add the amount of £5,000 estimating costs to cover the costs of the unsuccessful bidder. This would be payable if any of our tenders was

6103 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, pages 64 and 65.
6104 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, page 64.
6105 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, page 66.
6106 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, page 66.
6107 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, page 66.
6108 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, page 66.
6109 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, page 69.
6110 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6330, page 70.
successful. The net cost estimate was prepared and I was instructed at a
tender meeting with Bryan Bennett to add the amount of £5,000 as an
additional cost. I believe that the other Directors had been made aware of the
situation’ 6111

‘Baggaleys were then contacted by Bryan Bennett in my presence and the
tender prices were exchanged and we were informed that our price was
substantially lower than Baggaleys. However, as far as I am aware, Baggaleys
still intended to submit the tender figure they had calculated and would add the
additional sum to cover estimating costs to their tender figure too. Baggaleys
then considered that the amount of £5,000 was insufficient to cover the
estimating costs considering the extent of the work and time involved and I
understand a further amount of £2,000 was agreed. This was indicated on the
tender finance statements. … On being successful, the amount of
approximately £7,000 was invoiced by Baggaleys and paid to them at a later
date’. 6112

IV.4091. During an interview with the OFT on 1 November 2006, MC provided
additional details regarding the contact with Herbert Baggaley. MC stated ‘I
can’t remember if we contacted them or they contacted us I can’t recall that at
all, and I think that Bryan dealt with that section of it … But I remember this
one quite well because I thought it quite a strange scenario at that time,
something I hadn’t really come across before and I prepared the tender and I’d
been told to add £5,000 in estimating costs [by Bryan Bennett]. I added that in
and I took all the statement, tender file and statement up to him and we sat
down to look at what we wanted profit and overheads wise, and there was a
call … made to Baggaley’s either they rang up or we rang them, and Bryan
actually exchanged prices with them, which I thought was very trusting and
decided that we were the lowest by quite a substantial way … and then the
conversation went something, what I picked up was that Baggaley’s said that
we’d obviously get the job at the price we was putting in and that they thought
that they wanted another £2,000 for estimating fees additional to the £5,000,
could that be added in because it was a very involved job and they had spent a
lot of time on it’. 6113

IV.4092. In response to the question, ‘would it [that agreement] have worked if there
were another four competitive … tenderers?’, MC added ‘It’s a risk, isn’t it. You
never know … we were aware that there was other covers too. You were
giving other covers out as well … I don’t even know if on that lift, if such as
Baggaleys were giving covers out … they might have intimated that they were
giving covers out, but I can’t remember’. 6114

IV.4093. Eric Alan Clarke, (‘EAC’) Finance Director at Wildgoose, provided a ‘Witness
Statement’ to the OFT, in which he provided details in relation to this tender.
EAC stated, ‘On 24 October 2003 Baggaleys sent us a further invoice for the
supply of joinery in the sum of £8,121.60 which had been authorised by Bryan
Bennett for payment … I understood that the payment to Baggaleys was in
respect of settlement of tendering costs but I am unable to provide precise
details … I was aware at the time that these invoices were not for joinery

6112 Witness statement, OFT Document Reference 14271, pages 2 and 3.
6113 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6313, pages 11 and 12.
works but were for settling tenders between Wildgoose and Baggaleys. The invoices were paid by BACS transfer. It is part of my role as Finance Director to authorise BACS payments’.  

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.4094. During an interview with the OFT on 2 November 2006, conducted in connection with Herbert Baggaley’s leniency application, AN provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4095. During the interview AN was asked if he could recall anything about this contract. AN confirmed his recollection of this tender, ‘That was down at Burton College … started the enquiry, went down there had a look at it, it was an awkward job, and I think this is probably an instance where we tried somebody else first and they were already taking cover off of Wildgoose, and in some way we either rung Wildgoose up [Herbert Baggaley:] “are you keen for this?” [Wildgoose:] “yes” [Herbert Baggaley:], we’re not so bothered, but we’ll take help off you for paying, helping to contribute towards our costs so far’.

AN stated this was because ‘We’d either got some more work to come up, but this one wasn’t for us’. AN confirmed that it would have been himself who contacted BB at Wildgoose and initiated the agreement. AN thought that BB ‘may then have put me in touch with Malcolm Clarke, because I believe it was him at their small works sort of division’. AN confirmed that he would have needed the approval of (Richard) Ian Baggaley, Director, before entering into such agreements with competitors.

IV.4096. During an interview on 2 November 2006, Richard Ian Baggaley (‘RIB’), Managing Director of Herbert Baggaley, was asked if he would have been aware of the arrangement of a compensation payment before any agreement had been made. RIB replied ‘… yes I probably would have, certainly have been made aware of it’. RIB explained ‘… if the opportunity had been put to them [Roger Hayes and Anton Newell], they would have a very strong judgment on the opportunity, but they would have said well ‘yes we just need to make the directors aware of that issue’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4097. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4098. Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4099. Herbert Baggaley explained ‘We’d either got some more work to come up, but this one wasn’t for us’, and Herbert Baggaley therefore did not want to win this tender. It appears that Wildgoose completed the estimating process for this
tender and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the facts that Wildgoose submitted the lowest tender and that it won the contract.

IV.4100. MC of Wildgoose suggested that either Wildgoose or Herbert Baggaley may have been giving cover prices to the other competitors for this tender. BB suggested that Herbert Baggaley and Wildgoose may have been under the impression that they were the only two parties tendering for the contract. However, neither BB nor MC of Wildgoose recalled giving any cover prices out to competitors in relation to this tender. Certainly, there is no documentary evidence to suggest that any cover prices were given to competitors by Wildgoose. Neither is there any documentary evidence to suggest that any cover prices were given to competitors by Herbert Baggaley. The OFT makes no finding as to whether Wildgoose and/or Herbert Baggaley gave cover prices to other competitors in respect of this tender.

IV.4101. AN of Herbert Baggaley said that he started the estimating process for this tender but found that it was an ‘awkward job’. He thought that Herbert Baggaley tried to obtain a cover price from another competitor but found that the competitor was already taking a cover price from Wildgoose. AN said that he would then have contacted Wildgoose for a cover price, and given that Herbert Baggaley had already carried out some work on estimating, suggested that if Herbert Baggaley submitted a cover price then Wildgoose should compensate Herbert Baggaley for the work already carried out.

IV.4102. Wildgoose had a different recollection of the basis for the compensation agreement. It believed that ‘initially both companies were to price the project and the loser would be paid £5,000 to cover the cost of the estimate’. Subsequently further contact was made with Herbert Baggaley following Wildgoose’s tender adjudication meeting. MC of Wildgoose confirmed that during this call the two companies exchanged tender figures and it was established that Wildgoose intended to submit a figure much lower than Herbert Baggaley’s tender figure, and it was therefore likely that Wildgoose would win the tender. Herbert Baggaley then asked for the previously agreed compensation payment, to be included in Wildgoose’s tender, to be increased from £5,000 to £7,000. Wildgoose confirmed that it increased its tender bid by a further £2,000 in addition to the £5,000 already included in it.

IV.4103. Both companies agree that a compensation payment arrangement was eventually agreed upon, under which Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley agreed that, on either account at least, Wildgoose would include in its final tender bid an additional £7,000, which was to be paid to Herbert Baggaley if Wildgoose’s tender was successful. The OFT notes the differences between the companies’ accounts as to whether Herbert Baggaley also agreed to include an additional sum in its tender bid to be paid to Wildgoose if Herbert Baggaley’s tender was successful, but considers that it is not necessary to reach any finding as to whether this was in fact agreed by them.

IV.4104. Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley both submitted that the compensation payment was intended as a genuine reimbursement of their tender costs.\textsuperscript{6122} The OFT recalls, however, that the ‘object’ of an agreement or concerted

\textsuperscript{6122} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.70; written answer further to oral hearing with Herbert Baggaley, 14 October 2008.
practice is determined by an objective analysis of its aims, and the parties’
subjective intent is therefore not determinative. Nevertheless, the OFT notes
that the amount of the compensation payment was initially agreed at £5,000
and Wildgoose had added this to its tender figure. It was only late in the
process that Herbert Baggaley asked for this to be increased to £7,000. If
£5,000 was sufficient to cover Wildgoose’s tender costs, then the increase to
£7,000 must have included an additional element over and above Wildgoose’s
tender expenses. Equally, AN of Herbert Baggaley stated in evidence that he
started the estimating process but realised the job was awkward and
approached a competitor for a cover price, before arranging a compensation
payment with Wildgoose to compensate for the estimating work he had already
carried out. This is inconsistent with Herbert Baggaley’s request to Wildgoose
late in the tender process that the amount of compensation be increased
because Herbert Baggaley had expended a lot of time on the tender. Whilst it is
not material to a finding of an infringement, the OFT does not necessarily
accept, therefore, that the amount of compensation was genuinely intended to
recompense for the Parties’ tender costs.

IV.4105. Subsequently, Herbert Baggaley raised an invoice for ‘Supply only of Joinery’
for a total value of £6,912.00 plus VAT, with an invoice total of £8,121.60.
Wildgoose has confirmed that this invoice was false and that no such ‘Joinery
Works’ were carried out. Wildgoose’s Finance Director has confirmed that the
invoice was subsequently paid by BACS transfer.

IV.4106. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Wildgoose and
Herbert Baggaley which resulted at least in Herbert Baggaley and Wildgoose
agreeing that Wildgoose would inflate its final tender price by £7,000, which
amount would be paid to Herbert Baggaley if Wildgoose’s bid was successful.
The OFT also concludes that Wildgoose made a compensation payment to
Herbert Baggaley and that this payment was facilitated by the production of a
false invoice in relation to ‘Supply only of Joinery’. The OFT finds that
Wildgoose included in its tender bid the amounts of compensation agreed
between the parties, i.e. initially £5,000 which was subsequently increased to
£7,000 prior to submission of the final tender.

IV.4107. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4073 to IV.4106
above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the
Chapter I prohibition. This is notwithstanding the fact that the Parties have
provided different accounts of what was agreed between the Parties, namely as
to whether in addition to the agreement on a compensation payment a cover
price was also agreed or tender price information was also exchanged prior to
final tenders being submitted. On either account, at the very least, an unlawful
compensation payment agreement was reached. In particular, on the basis of
the evidence provided by Wildgoose:

(a) the exchange of information between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley
on their respective tender bids prior to submission of final bids and the
provision of a compensation payment from Wildgoose to Herbert
Baggaley were not unilateral, and contravene the principle against
direct or indirect contact between competitors.

---

6123 See paragraphs III.68 to III.69 of the Legal Background section.
6124 See paragraphs III.3 and III.136 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
6125 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51, and III.139 to III.140 of the Legal Background section.
(b) the agreement between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley that at least Wildgoose would include £7,000 in its final tender bid and that the successful tenderer would pay compensation to the unsuccessful tenderer had the obvious consequence of restricting or distorting competition and was capable of an effect on price; and
(c) each of Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley can be presumed to have taken account of the information they received from each other (i.e. the details of their respective tender bids, the agreement to pay compensation, and the agreed level of compensation) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.4108. In the alternative, on the basis of the evidence provided by Herbert Baggaley:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid, and a compensation payment from Wildgoose to Herbert Baggaley were not unilateral, and contravene the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) the agreement between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley that Wildgoose would include £7,000 in its tender bid and would pay that amount to Herbert Baggaley in return for Herbert Baggaley submitting a cover price or a tender which it knew would not be successful, had the obvious consequence of restricting or distorting competition and was capable of an effect on price;
(c) Wildgoose can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Herbert Baggaley (i.e. the details of Herbert Baggaley’s tender bid, the agreement to pay compensation, the agreed level of compensation, and that Herbert Baggaley did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and
(d) Herbert Baggaley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Wildgoose (i.e., the cover price, the agreement to pay compensation, and the agreed level of compensation) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.4109. Wildgoose submitted that the exchange of information with Herbert Baggaley was not intended to change their behaviour on the market, and it did not take into account the information it received from Herbert Baggaley when determining its own conduct in the tender process. As noted above, the Parties’ subjective intent is not determinative in finding an ‘object’ infringement. Furthermore, the OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal

---

6126 See paragraphs III.150 to III.152 of the Legal Background section.
6127 See paragraphs III.58, III.142, and III.156 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
6128 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6129 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51, III.93 to III.94, and III.139 to III.140 of the Legal Background section.
6130 See paragraphs III.150 to III.152 of the Legal Background section.
6131 See paragraphs III.58 to III.95 to III.96, III.125, III.142, and III.156 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
6132 See paragraphs III.58 to III.95 to III.96, III.125, III.142, and III.156 to III.157 of the Legal Background section.
6133 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.77.1 and 5.77.4.
6134 See paragraphs III.68 to III.69 of the Legal Background section.
presumption\textsuperscript{6135}, and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Wildgoose has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. In particular, the OFT notes Wildgoose’s admission that it added £7,000 to its tender price to account for the compensation payment, and considers that this completely undermines Wildgoose’s assertion that its conduct in the tender process was unaffected.

IV.4110. Wildgoose also submitted that its conduct had no, or at worst only a minor, effect on competition.\textsuperscript{6136} As noted above, however, the OFT considers that Wildgoose entered into an agreement or concerted practice which had the object of restricting competition. As such, the OFT is not required to demonstrate the effect of the arrangements in order to find an infringement. Furthermore, Wildgoose has accepted that its conduct constitutes an object infringement.\textsuperscript{6137} To the extent that Wildgoose submits this Infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in Step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

IV.4111. Finally, Wildgoose stated that, whilst it added £7,000 to its tender price, it subsequently reduced the tender price and its tendered margin and overheads as a result of a ‘value reengineering exercise’ with the client’s quantity surveyor.\textsuperscript{6138} The OFT also recalls BB’s evidence that the project was ‘reduced in size’ (see paragraph IV.4087). Subsequent renegotiation of the job specifications and tender price does not alter the OFT’s conclusion that Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley engaged in an anti-competitive agreement and/or concerted practice. It is also irrelevant that, at £7,000, the compensation payment represented a small percentage of the tender value\textsuperscript{6139} (although the OFT notes that it does not consider £7,000 to be a small amount in absolute terms).

IV.4112. Wildgoose also disputed that it gave a cover price to Herbert Baggaley, and submitted that its own version of events was more credible than Herbert Baggaley’s.\textsuperscript{6140} As noted above, the accounts of Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley differ in this respect and the OFT reaches no conclusion as to whether a cover price was given by Wildgoose to Herbert Baggaley (although the OFT notes that elsewhere in Wildgoose’s representations it stated that a cover price ‘may have been provided’ in this tender\textsuperscript{6141}).

IV.4113. Accordingly, although the OFT is not in a position to reach a conclusion on all the elements of the agreement between Herbert Baggaley and Wildgoose, on either account there is an infringement which at a minimum, was an agreement to fix part of the tender price of the successful tenderer and that the successful tenderer would pay an agreed level of compensation to the unsuccessful tenderer. The OFT therefore concludes that the totality of the evidence as set

\textsuperscript{6135} See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6136} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.77.1, 5.76 and 4.70-4.84.
\textsuperscript{6137} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 4.70.
\textsuperscript{6138} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraphs 5.76 and 5.77.2.
\textsuperscript{6139} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraphs 5.77.4; and written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 46.
\textsuperscript{6140} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraphs 5.71 to 5.75 and 5.77.3 to 5.77.4.
\textsuperscript{6141} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 4.82.
out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the construction of a four-storey lift tower at Burton College, tender deadline 12 May 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4114. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4115. Wildgoose informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Wildgoose will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.4116. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Herbert Baggaley’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Wildgoose. Herbert Baggaley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Herbert Baggaley will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 147: New Extension and Alterations to Building to Form a Veterinary Surgery, 36 Clipstone Road West, Mansfield – 13 May 2003

Client: Saxondale Properties Ltd
Parties: P Waller and G Carter

IV.4117. In 2003, Saxondale Properties Ltd sought tenders for a new extension and alterations to building to form a veterinary surgery, 36 Clipstone Road West, Mansfield. The original return date for the tender was 30 April 2003, subsequently extended to 13 May 2003, and four companies were invited to tender: Peter Clegg & Sons (Builders) Ltd, Milward, G Carter and P Waller.6142

IV.4118. Saxondale Properties Ltd received the following tender returns:6143

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peter Clegg &amp; Sons (Builders) Ltd</td>
<td>15:30 on 1 May 2003</td>
<td>£110,029.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milward</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 12 May 2003</td>
<td>£117,886.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Carter</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 13 May 2003</td>
<td>£119,776.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 13 May 2003</td>
<td>£124,216.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6142 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9297.
6143 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9297.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant P Waller – Diary Entry

IV.4119. Jane Waller ('JW'), Director and Company Secretary of P Waller, kept a diary for 2003 which was obtained during the section 28 visit to P Waller’s premises on 6 July 2005 and which contains an entry for this tender on 13 May 2003 which reads, ‘obtain cover from Ray Lockett at ✓ Carter Construction for 36 Clipstone Rd West for P.Hill’.\(^\text{6144}\)

Evidence from leniency applicant P Waller

IV.4120. As part of its leniency application, P Waller provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.517 to IV.526 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4121. On a list of cover prices received, provided by P Waller to the OFT as part of its leniency application, is typewritten:\(^\text{6145}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>CONTACT</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>WON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36 Clipstone Rd West</td>
<td>13/05/2003</td>
<td>Ray Lockett</td>
<td>Carter Construction</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4122. Following the issue of the Statement, P Waller did not submit any written or oral representations.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant P Waller

IV.4123. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, P Waller’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.517 to IV.526 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4124. In response to a question about the significance of a ‘✓’ in her diary, JW confirmed that this tick shows that an action had been achieved (i.e. in this case that Ray Lockett of G Carter had provided P Waller with a cover price).\(^\text{6146}\)

IV.4125. Philip Waller ('PW'), Managing Director of P Waller, said in respect of this tender ‘A cover from Ray Lockett[t] at Carter Construction. So we obtained a cover for this Clipstone Road project, from memory we do know it’s a medical centre, Clipstone Road West is a postcode of NG19. The architect was Peter Hill, Jane [Waller] in her tender notes did keep a list of different contractors …that tendered for different architects…she had a list for Peter Hill and Carter Construction is on that, that’s why she would have given them a ring to ask them [for a cover price]’.\(^\text{6147}\)

\(^{6144}\) Jane Waller’s diary, OFT Document Reference 3624, page 74.
\(^{6145}\) Cover prices received, OFT Document Reference 4507.
\(^{6146}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6366, page 4.
\(^{6147}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13285, page 9.
Evidence from other companies – G Carter

IV.4126. The OFT wrote to G Carter on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that G Carter had participated in bid rigging on this tender.

IV.4127. G Carter confirmed on 19 April 2007 that Ray Lockett had worked as an estimator for G Carter but that he was no longer employed by them.6148

IV.4128. However, the OFT did not receive a response to its offer by the date for acceptance of 26 April 2007.6149 The OFT informed G Carter’s legal representatives, Berryman Shacklock LLP, on 18 May 2007 that as a reply had not been received by the deadline the OFT would treat this as a rejection of OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Berryman Shacklock LLP confirmed that it understood the situation.6150

IV.4129. The OFT subsequently received a letter dated 2 August 2007 from Berryman Shacklock LLP which said “Our client is well aware that the practice of “giving and taking covers/help” has been endemic in the construction industry for many years. It accepts that it is possible, if not likely that against that background, it has engaged in that activity itself.

However, having made detailed enquires as to the contracts to which you refer in the annex of your penalty offer letter, it cannot find evidence that it engaged in such activity on those specific matters and it is against that background that it did not apply for the reduction of penalty” 6151

IV.4130. Following the issue of the Statement, G Carter did not submit any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4131. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4132. G Carter and P Waller each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4133. P Waller was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.4134. In regard to G Carter, JW’s diary entry for this tender for 13 May 2003 records ‘obtain cover from Ray Lockett at ✔ Carter Construction for 36 Clipstone Rd West for P.Hill.’, which shows that P Waller was expecting that G Carter would provide it with a cover price on the day that the tender was due to be submitted. JW has confirmed that the ‘✔’ shows that the action was successfully completed, i.e. in this case that a cover price was successfully obtained from Ray Lockett at G Carter. G Carter has confirmed that Ray Lockett was one of its estimators. Both P Waller and PW, its Managing Director, have confirmed that a cover price was obtained from G Carter for this tender.

6148 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10294.
6149 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10297.
6150 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10297.
6151 Response from G Carter, OFT Document Reference 13017.
IV.4135. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by P Waller was higher than the tender submitted by G Carter, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided by G Carter.

IV.4136. The OFT further notes that although G Carter has not admitted to bid rigging specifically in relation to this tender, it has accepted that it is ‘probable, if not likely’ that it has engaged in cover pricing activities more generally.

IV.4137. The OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence from P Waller, and both JW’s and PW’s admissions and explanations of that contemporaneous evidence, are sufficient for it to be satisfied that G Carter gave a cover price to P Waller.

IV.4138. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between P Waller and G Carter. The OFT also concludes that G Carter supplied a figure to P Waller for a cover bid.

IV.4139. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4119 to IV.4138 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6152 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from G Carter to P Waller was not unilateral6153, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;6154

(b) P Waller can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from G Carter (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;6155 and

(c) G Carter can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from P Waller (i.e. that P Waller did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.6156

IV.4140. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between P Waller and G Carter, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for new extension and alterations to building to form a veterinary surgery, 36 Clipstone Road West, Mansfield, tender deadline 13 May 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4141. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

6152 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6153 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6154 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6155 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6156 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.4142. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities of P Waller by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to P Waller on 6 July 2005. P Waller will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, P Waller will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 148: Not included in the Decision

Client: Chesterfield Royal Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
Parties: Henry Boot and G G Middleton

IV.4143. On 23 May 2003 and 25 May 2003, Chesterfield Royal Hospital NHS Foundation Trust sought tenders for refurbishment of a ward.6157 The following six companies were invited to tender: CRL Refurb, G G Middleton, Henry Boot, Marriott, P-Kay Builders and Totty. The date and time of tender return was 23 June 2003 at 12:00 noon.6158

IV.4144. Chesterfield Royal Hospital NHS Foundation Trust received the following tender returns.6159

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>23 June 2003</td>
<td>£642,394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Kay Builders</td>
<td>23 June 2003</td>
<td>£603,644</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totty</td>
<td>23 June 2003</td>
<td>£670,025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRL Refurb</td>
<td>23 June 2003</td>
<td>£687,166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G G Middleton</td>
<td>23 June 2003</td>
<td>£690,832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriott</td>
<td>23 June 2003</td>
<td>£712,483</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Henry Boot – ‘sheet 28’ and Estimate summary Listing

IV.4145. As part of its leniency application, Henry Boot’s legal representatives provided a ‘Sheet 28’ (tender build-up) for this tender, on which under the section headed ‘Competition’, the following handwritten entries have been made.6160

‘MIDDLETON (C)
TOTTY
MARRIOTT
PK BUILDERS
WILDGOOSE ?’

6157 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7357d.
6158 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7357d.
6159 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7357d.
6160 Tender build-up, OFT Document Reference B1930.
IV.4146. Henry Boot’s legal representatives also provided a printout headed ‘Estimate Summary Listing’ in respect of this tender and handwritten at the bottom is ‘COVER TO MIDDLETONS. £690830 (£48436 addition)’. 6161

Evidence from leniency applicant Henry Boot

IV.4147. As part of its leniency application, Henry Boot’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.363 to IV.374 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4148. Henry Boot’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table headed ‘Overall Schedule for the Main Estimating Department’, which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table contains comments made by those involved with the tender which show that a cover price given was given to G G Middleton, as follows:

‘I know that we did not win this tender. The competitors I would have probably obtained from a subcontractor which is the usual way, particularly with NHS tenders because they specify the subcontractors to be used, so they get everyone asking them for quotes and they don’t feel obliged to stay silent about it. I would say that looking at the notes on teh [sic] Sheet 28, we were not sure whether Wildgoose actually priced it and it’s as clear as day that I gave Middleton a cover price – it’s in my handwriting. I don’t recall it though’. 6162

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Henry Boot

IV.4149. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Henry Boot employees and ex-employees provided general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.363 to IV.374 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4150. During an interview with the OFT on 22 March 2007, Malcolm Welsby (‘MW’), an estimator at Henry Boot, advised how he would record when Henry Boot had given a cover as detailed in paragraph IV.374 above. In relation to this tender MW confirmed that he completed the ‘Sheet 28’ for this tender and when asked what the ‘(C)’ meant, stated ‘That means that we have … given a cover price to a contractor called Middleton’. 6163 When asked about the ‘Estimate Summary Listing’, MW confirmed that the handwritten note was in his handwriting and stated ‘so that is an example of how we’ve arrived at the price to give Middleton which would mean that … if we were first on that job for instance … then there would’ve been a gap of £48,436 between ourselves and Middleton’. 6164

Evidence from other companies – G G Middleton

IV.4151. The OFT wrote to G G Middleton on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of

---

6161 Estimate Summary Listing, OFT Document Reference B1931.
6162 Overall Schedule for the Main Estimating Department, OFT Document Reference B1595, page 20.
6163 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11210, page 12.
6164 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11210, page 12.
its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that G G Middleton had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter G G Middleton admitted “We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved.”

IV.4152. In its response to the Statement, G G Middleton confirmed its position stating ‘…[w]e admit that we undertook cover pricing on some projects during the period of time indicated…’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4153. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4154. Henry Boot and G G Middleton each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4155. Both companies submitted a tender. G G Middleton was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Henry Boot completed the estimating process for this tender and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.4156. Henry Boot’s ‘Sheet 28’ for this tender records ‘MIDDLETON (C)’, under the heading ‘Competition’. Henry Boot confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted. In addition, Henry Boot’s Estimate Summary Listing for this tender shows ‘COVER TO MIDDLETONS. £690830 (£48436 addition)’ and MW has confirmed that this means that Henry Boot gave a cover price of this amount to the company noted, stating ‘it’s as clear as day that I gave Middleton a cover price – it’s in my handwriting’.

IV.4157. In addition, G G Middleton has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.4158. The OFT notes that the tender figure submitted by G G Middleton of £690,832 is almost identical to the cover price Henry Boot confirmed it provided to G G Middleton.

IV.4159. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by G G Middleton was higher than the tender submitted by Middleton, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.4160. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Henry Boot and G G Middleton. The OFT also concludes that Henry Boot supplied a figure to G G Middleton for a cover bid.

IV.4161. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4145 to IV.4160 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

---

6167 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Henry Boot to G G Middleton was not unilateral\textsuperscript{6168}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{6169}

(b) G G Middleton can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Henry Boot (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{6170} and

(c) Henry Boot can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from G G Middleton (i.e. that G G Middleton did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{6171}

IV.4.162. In its response to the Statement, Henry Boot stated in respect of this Infringement that ‘...the intentions of other parties taking covers was not a factor taken into account by Henry Boot in calculating its tender prices...’\textsuperscript{6172} and ‘In this particular tender, there were six tenderers. Henry Boot had no knowledge of the actions of four of these tenderers and, therefore, clearly needed to submit a competitive bid...’.\textsuperscript{6173} The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption\textsuperscript{6174} and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Henry Boot has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may 'take account' of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Henry Boot’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.

IV.4.163. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Henry Boot and G G Middleton in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment of a ward, tender deadline 23 June 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4.164. As explained in paragraphs II.1.475 to II.1.476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4.165. Henry Boot informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Henry Boot will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textsuperscript{6168} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\textsuperscript{6169} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6170} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6171} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6172} Written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008, paragraph 8.3.
\textsuperscript{6173} Written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008, paragraph 8.3.
\textsuperscript{6174} See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 150: Two Gates Primary School, Tamworth – 25 June 2003
Client: Staffordshire County Council
Parties: Thomas Vale and Interclass

IV.4166. On 29 May 2003, Staffordshire County Council (‘Staffordshire CC’) sought tenders for extensions and alterations at Two Gates Primary School, Tamworth. The following six companies were invited to tender: Arthur M Griffiths, Interclass, Adonis, Kendrick Construction Ltd, Thomas Vale and Wygar. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 25 June 2003.

IV.4167. Staffordshire CC received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths</td>
<td>25 June 2003</td>
<td>£1,257,987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interclass</td>
<td>25 June 2003</td>
<td>£1,133,800</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adonis</td>
<td>25 June 2003</td>
<td>£1,374,316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendrick Construction Ltd</td>
<td>25 June 2003</td>
<td>£1,243,641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>25 June 2003</td>
<td>£1,338,677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wygar</td>
<td>25 June 2003</td>
<td>£1,207,467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet

IV.4168. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5390</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Staffordshire CC</td>
<td>Two Gates Primary School, Tamworth</td>
<td></td>
<td>REP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>25/06/2003 10.00am</td>
<td>£1,338,677</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kendrick, Wygar, Interclass Adonis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4169. Thomas Vale also maintained an internal list of tenders in progress, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Thomas Vale provided four tender lists, with identical entries referring to this tender for weeks commencing 2, 9, 16 and 23 June 2003. The tender list for week commencing 23 June 2003 contains the following entry:

6175 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9575.
6176 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9575. The OFT notes that the tender return date is incorrectly recorded as 17 September 2003.
6177 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9575.
6178 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 35.
6179 Tender lists, OFT Document Reference 4655, pages 5, 6, 7 and 9.
### Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.4170. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4171. At Annex 14\(^{6180}\) of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 21 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2003 tenders is the following entry:\(^{6181}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5390</td>
<td>25 June</td>
<td>Staffordshire CC</td>
<td>Two Gates Primary School, Tamworth</td>
<td>Taken (Interclass)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4172. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet and the Tender List is the internal tender list referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717.

IV.4173. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application\(^{6182}\) and Interclass appears on this list.

IV.4174. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

---

\(^{6180}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.

\(^{6181}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 21.

\(^{6182}\) Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.4175. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.4176. CKT said that the initials ‘REP’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were for Robin Perks, who was an estimator in Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager. Thomas Vale categorised this as a B tender which indicated that it was a cover price. CKT referred to the relevant entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘Category B indicates that it was a cover figure, tender return date 25th of June 2003, tender figure £1,338,677, Interclass involved indicating that the cover was received from Interclass’. 6183 CKT could not recall the tender but suggested ‘that I probably set it up [the cover price] with Interclass…and Robin actually made the final call to them, I would guess’. 6184

IV.4177. In interview, REP also could not recall the tender but confirmed that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet indicated that Thomas Vale had received a cover price. He said ‘I would suggest that originally we were going to tender for it and he’s [CKT] obviously sort of pencilled me in…to sort of do that job…and then for some reason we decided we’re not…he’s [again referring to CKT] called it a B…Interclass is in bold’. 6185

Evidence from other companies – Interclass

IV.4178. The OFT wrote to Interclass on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Interclass had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Interclass admitted that it gave a cover price on this tender and that it ‘engaged in bid rigging (cover pricing) activities on this tender, but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’. 6186 In its response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, Interclass divided its admissions into three categories: tenders where a cover price was given; tenders where a cover price was taken; and tenders where it had no evidence available. This tender was included in the cover prices given category, indicating that Interclass’s admission was based on some evidence available to it. 6187

IV.4179. The OFT subsequently wrote to Interclass’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Interclass Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Interclass’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Interclass Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Interclass in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. The OFT spoke to a representative of

6183 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 35.
6184 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 36.
6185 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11424, page 10.
6186 Response from Interclass, OFT Document Reference 10418, page 5.
Interclass Holdings on 6 December 2007 who stated that Interclass Holdings ‘does not intend to make any comments regarding the second fast track letter’.  

IV.4180. In their response to the Statement, Interclass and Interclass Holdings confirmed that ‘Interclass has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s finding of infringement’ in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4181. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4182. Thomas Vale and Interclass each accepted an invitation to tender for extensions and alterations at Two Gates Primary School, Tamworth.

IV.4183. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that a cover price was sought. It appears that Interclass completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and that it wanted to win the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Interclass being the lowest received by the client, and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.4184. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records four competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely Kendrick, Wygar, Interclass and Adonis. Interclass is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is recorded as £1,338,677, matching that recorded by the client.

IV.4185. The OFT notes that although four competitors have been recorded on the Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold, i.e. Interclass. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Interclass from the other three competitors. In addition, the fact that the tender had been allocated to the Building Division, for which CKT was the manager, means that it is likely that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet was accurate and that CKT had personal knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price from Interclass at the time. Both CKT and REP confirm that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet indicates a cover price was received from Interclass.

IV.4186. Thomas Vale admitted that Interclass was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity.

IV.4187. Interclass’s own bid of £1,133,800 is lower than that tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Interclass to Thomas Vale.

---

6188 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 13997.
IV.4188. Finally, both parties admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender. However, Interclass could not recall with whom it engaged in bid rigging, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.4189. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Interclass. The OFT also concludes that Interclass supplied a figure to Thomas Vale for a cover bid.

IV.4190. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4168 to IV.4189 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Interclass to Thomas Vale was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Interclass (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Interclass can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.4191. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Interclass and Thomas Vale in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for extensions and alterations at Two Gates Primary School, Tamworth, tender deadline 25 June 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4192. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4193. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 151: Not included in the Decision

---

6190 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6191 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6192 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6193 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6194 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 152: Demolition and Redevelopment, 57 and 59 Mayfield Street, Kirkby-In-Ashfield – 27 June 2003
Client: Ashfield District Council
Parties: Derwent Valley, Harold Adkin and Beaufort

IV.4194. On 11 June 2003, Ashfield District Council sought tenders for the demolition and redevelopment of 57 and 59 Mayfield Street, Kirkby-In-Ashfield. The following five companies were invited to tender: Derwent Valley, Beaufort, Greenwood, Harold Adkin and Peter Burton Builder & Contractor. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 27 June 2003.

IV.4195. Ashfield District Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beaufort</td>
<td>27 June 2003 10:46</td>
<td>£73,642.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>27 June 2003 11:45</td>
<td>£80,899.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Adkin</td>
<td>27 June 2003 11:49</td>
<td>£72,209.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>27 June 2003 10:50</td>
<td>£67,785.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Burton Builder &amp; Contractor</td>
<td>No tender received</td>
<td>£ -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4196. Ashfield District Council also provided a document with the contact details of each of the undertakings invited to bid for this tender. This named Darren Ailward as the contact at Beaufort, Ian Douglas as the contact at Harold Adkin and Pat Tunnicliffe as the contact at Derwent Valley.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley – Tender Schedule*

IV.4197. During the OFT’s search of Derwent Valley’s premises, a tender schedule containing handwritten entries was discovered. Within this tender schedule was the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO.</th>
<th>RETURN DATE</th>
<th>TENDER DETAILS</th>
<th>OPPOSITION</th>
<th>TENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05/06/03</td>
<td>27/06/03</td>
<td>DEMOLITION AND REDEVELOPMENT OF 57 &amp; 59 MAYFIELD STREET, KIRKBY, FOR ASHFIELD DC</td>
<td>Adkin (C) Beaufort (C)</td>
<td>67785 1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.4198. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

6195 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7071.
6196 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7071.
6197 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7072, page 2.
6198 Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912, page 39.
IV.4199. In its leniency application, Derwent Valley set out a summary of all tenders from April 2001 to January 2005 where Derwent Valley had given a cover price to a competitor for that tender, marked as ‘DVC1 List of Covers Given’. The information in the summary was based on the tender book kept by Pat Tunnicliffe (‘PT’), an ex-estimator at Derwent Valley, and contained the following extract:6199

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Company Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 2003</td>
<td>Demolish &amp; redevelop at Mayfield St. Kirkby in Ashfield</td>
<td>Adkin, Beaufort</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4200. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application a ‘List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices’. The name ‘Harold Adkin & Sons’ appears on this list with the address ‘Oxford Street Sutton in Ashfield’. Also on this list is the name ‘Beaufort Construction (SiA) Ltd’ with the address ‘Beaufort House Brierley Park Close Sutton in Ashfield’ and as contacts, ‘Jeff Long, Darren’.6200

IV.4201. Following the issue of the Statement, Derwent Valley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley

IV.4202. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Derwent Valley directors and an ex-employee provided a general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4203. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with PT who dealt with this tender. PT confirmed that he kept and maintained the tender schedule referred to in paragraphs IV.309 to IV.317 above. PT was asked if he recalled the tender and he referred to the tender schedule and said, ‘I do... We tendered for it, we won it and we did it’. PT went on to say ‘I know that the job was done and it looks as though Beaufort and Adkins took covers off us’. PT was asked if he recalled who at Beaufort or Harold Adkin he would have dealt with in regard to this tender and said, ‘not specifically over the contract. Yes, I’ve spoken to Beaufort and Adkins in the past, obviously they wanted help, obviously they didn’t fancy it, it wasn’t the most tasty of contracts admittedly’. When asked if he could remember who he would have spoken to at Harold Adkin, PT said he believed it was someone by the name of Ian Douglas. When asked if he would have spoken to a ‘Darren’ at Beaufort, PT said he thought so.6201

IV.4204. David Stone (‘DS’), Managing Director of Derwent Valley, was also interviewed in regard to this tender. He recalled the tender saying ‘I remember us doing the work, because I know we did this job, a nightmare of a job’. DS, examining the entry for this tender in the tender schedule where it was written

---

6199 List of Covers Given, OFT Document Reference 3940, page 3.
6200 List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3942.
6201 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 14237, pages 23 and 24.
‘Adkin (C)’ and ‘Beaufort (C)’, said, ‘That would indicate that we gave covers there’.\textsuperscript{6202}

**Evidence from other companies – Harold Adkin**

IV.4205. The OFT wrote to Harold Adkin on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Harold Adkin had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Harold Adkin responded to this with an admission that it had engaged in bid rigging for this tender. This admission was signed on 24 April 2007 by Ian Douglas (‘ID’), Managing Director of Harold Adkin.\textsuperscript{6203} The response included a further document headed ‘APPENDIX B’ which included an entry stating that Harold Adkin engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Derwent Valley.\textsuperscript{6204}

IV.4206. In its response to the Statement in respect of this Infringement, Harold Adkin stated ‘Harold Adkin took a cover price at a late stage when they realised it was unable to rice [sic] the job in the time available for a much valued client with the sole intention of not getting the work’.\textsuperscript{6205}

**Evidence from other companies – Beaufort**

IV.4207. The OFT wrote to Beaufort on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Beaufort had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Beaufort, represented by Elliot Mather LLP, indicated via letter on 18 April 2007 that it was willing to make admissions to involvement in cover pricing in relation to a number of suspect contracts.\textsuperscript{6206} The response included a completed suspect tender schedule and in respect of this tender Darren Ailward (‘DA’), Director of Beaufort, admitted to Beaufort having participated in bid rigging activities and stated ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.\textsuperscript{6207}

IV.4208. The OFT subsequently wrote to Beaufort’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Beaufort Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Beaufort’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Beaufort Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Beaufort in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Beaufort Holdings’ legal representatives, Elliott Mather LLP, said ‘The company confirms that it shall not be making any comments on either its subsidiary, Beaufort Construction (S-IN-A) Limited’s response to the reduced penalty offer, nor your proposed actions’.\textsuperscript{6208}

\textsuperscript{6202} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13478, pages 27 and 28.
\textsuperscript{6203} Response from Harold Adkin, OFT Document Reference 10376, page 3.
\textsuperscript{6204} Response from Harold Adkin, OFT Document Reference 10377, page 2.
\textsuperscript{6205} Written representations of Harold Adkin, 25 June 2008, page 2.
\textsuperscript{6206} Response from Beaufort, OFT Document Reference 10244.
\textsuperscript{6207} Response from Beaufort, OFT Document Reference 10245, page 5.
\textsuperscript{6208} Response from Beaufort Holdings, OFT Document Reference 13915.
IV.4209. Following the issue of the Statement, neither Beaufort nor Beaufort Holdings submitted any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4210. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4211. Derwent Valley, Harold Adkin and Beaufort each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Derwent Valley completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Derwent Valley being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.4212. Harold Adkin and Beaufort were each unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.4213. In respect of Harold Adkin, Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes reference to competitor Harold Adkin with the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to it. Derwent Valley confirmed that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken or received.

IV.4214. PT, the estimator for this tender, said that he recalled the tender and that his entry in the schedule meant that he gave a cover price to Harold Adkin.

IV.4215. This was corroborated in interview by DS, who agreed that the entry in the tender schedule showed that Derwent Valley gave a cover price in respect of this tender to Harold Adkin.

IV.4216. The OFT also notes that the tender document referred to in paragraph IV.4196 identifies an individual by the name of Ian Douglas at Harold Adkin who submitted its bid for this tender. PT, the estimator at Derwent Valley recalled the name Ian Douglas as someone at Harold Adkin with whom he would have spoken.

IV.4217. Harold Adkin has also admitted engaging in bid rigging activity in respect of this tender and identified the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging as Derwent Valley. This admission was signed by ID. The OFT notes that Harold Adkin named the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging as being Derwent Valley, without sight of the OFT’s evidence that Derwent Valley was involved. This provides further independent corroboration of a cover price having been given by Derwent Valley to Harold Adkin in respect of this tender.

IV.4218. In respect of Beaufort, Derwent Valley’s contemporaneous tender schedule, a document completed by hand by the estimator dealing with this tender, includes reference to competitor Beaufort with the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to it. Derwent Valley confirmed that a letter ‘C’ written in such a manner refers to a cover price being taken or received.

IV.4219. PT, the estimator for this tender, said that he recalled the tender and that his entry in the schedule meant that he gave a cover price to Beaufort.
IV.4220. This was corroborated in interview by DS, who agreed that the entry in the tender schedule showed that Derwent Valley gave a cover price in respect of this tender to Beaufort.

IV.4221. The OFT also notes that the tender document referred to in paragraph IV.4196 identifies an individual by the name of Darren Ailward at Beaufort who submitted its bid for this tender. PT, the estimator at Derwent Valley agreed that ‘Darren’ may have been the person at Beaufort to whom he would have spoken.

IV.4222. Beaufort has admitted engaging in bid rigging activity in respect of this contract and although it could not recall the identity of the other party/parties this admission was signed by DA.

IV.4223. Derwent Valley also included in its list of companies who exchange cover prices the names of Harold Adkin and Beaufort.

IV.4224. In addition, the OFT notes that Ashfield District Council received a tendered amount of £67,785.00 from Derwent Valley, which is lower than the amounts tendered by Harold Adkin and Beaufort. This fits into the pattern consistent with cover prices having been given to Harold Adkin and Beaufort by Derwent Valley.

IV.4225. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Derwent Valley and Harold Adkin, and between Derwent Valley and Beaufort. The OFT also concludes that Derwent Valley supplied figures to each of Harold Adkin and Beaufort for cover bids.

IV.4226. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4197 to IV.4225 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6209 In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Derwent Valley to Harold Adkin and from Derwent Valley to Beaufort was not unilateral6210, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;6211
(b) Harold Adkin and Beaufort can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Derwent Valley (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;6212 and
(c) Derwent Valley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Harold Adkin and Beaufort (i.e. that neither Harold Adkin nor Beaufort intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.6213

IV.4227. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Derwent Valley and Harold Adkin, and between Derwent Valley and

6209 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6210 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6211 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6212 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6213 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Beaufort, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the demolition and redevelopment, 57 and 59 Mayfield Street, Kirby-In-Ashfield tender dated 27 June 2003.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.4228. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4229. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the Derwent Valley tender schedule obtained during the visit under section 28 on 5 July 2005. Derwent Valley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Derwent Valley will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Alleged Infringement 153: Not included in the Decision**

**Infringement 154:** Re-roofing and External Repairs, 242 – 254 Banbury Road, Oxford – 8 July 2003

Client: UK Estates Ltd

Parties: Mansell and Apollo

IV.4230. On 16 June 2003, UK Estates Ltd sought tenders for re-roofing, external repairs and decorations to 242-254 Banbury Road, Oxford.\textsuperscript{6214} The following four companies were invited to tender: Apollo, Letchworth Roofing Company Ltd, Makers UK Ltd and Mansell. The date and time of tender return was 8 July 2003 at noon.\textsuperscript{6215}

IV.4231. UK Estates Ltd received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{6216}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender awarded</th>
<th>Contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apollo</td>
<td>By 8 July 2003 12:00</td>
<td>£173,574.00</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>By 8 July 2003 12:00</td>
<td>£208,755.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makers UK Ltd</td>
<td>By 8 July 2003 12:00</td>
<td>£256,355.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letchworth Roofing Company Ltd</td>
<td>By 8 July 2003 12:00</td>
<td>£266,204.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{6214} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9817.

\textsuperscript{6215} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9817.

\textsuperscript{6216} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9817.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet

IV.4232. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, workload reports. The 2003 workload report for special projects contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>LOCATION/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>OUR BID</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02-00063</td>
<td>Oxford – ReRoofing &amp; ext. Repairs – 242-254 Banbury Road</td>
<td>208755</td>
<td>188699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4233. In its response to the Statement, Apollo suggested that Apollo being recorded on the workload reports in the Remarks column could merely be a record that it was the company that won this contract. However, the words ‘Apollo Roofing’ are in brackets on this document and as discussed in Mansell’s general leniency section, BR stated in interview that he used brackets to indicate a cover was received from that company. Furthermore, in this particular case, while that part of the entry is in brackets, the other part of the entry, ‘priced schedules called!’ is not, indicating that Apollo’s name was put in brackets specifically to differentiate it in the manner described by BR.

IV.4234. In addition Mansell’s legal representatives provided, after interview, a price schedule for this tender attached to which is a document containing figures headed ‘APOLLO’ and ‘MANSELL’. At the bottom of the Apollo column is a figure ‘approx Apollo £175,534.00’ and at the bottom of the Mansell column is a figure ‘208,755.00’ which is the tender figure submitted by Mansell.

IV.4235. Under the heading ‘APOLLO’ is a breakdown of figures, which appears to be Apollo price schedule figures. Under the heading ‘MANSELL’ it appears the Apollo figures have been adjusted in order to arrive at the cover price figure provided to Mansell. At the bottom of the Mansell column is a box titled ‘balance to find’. This suggests that Mansell, having the cover price figure to work to, inputted this figure and then entered the breakdown figures, adjusting them until the balance to find equalled zero.

Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.4236. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence

---

6217 Special works spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference B3539, page 3.
6218 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(i).
6221 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4237. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from Apollo and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.6222

IV.4238. In its response to the Statement, Apollo listed a number of issues with Mansell’s TVR table, principally that it could not be considered a separate document because it was only restating the contents of BR’s workload reports6223, and that Mansell itself had admitted that it could not be excluded that some of the tenders identified in the leniency application might not have involved cover pricing.6224

IV.4239. Whilst the OFT is not according the same evidential weight to Mansell’s table provided under leniency as it is to contemporaneous documents and witness testimony, the OFT does consider this document to be robust where the underpinning contemporaneous documents and witness testimony indicate that a cover price was taken, and Mansell’s internal investigations have yielded an assessment that confirms that indication. Although some tenders included in this table may not be supported by sufficient evidence, none of these were included in the Statement. The OFT considers that the evidence for the present Infringement does meet the strong and compelling standard as it consists of two contemporaneous documents supported by witness testimony.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell**

IV.4240. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4241. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR stated ‘Apollo Roofing, we would have gone to them, they are in brackets here, and got a figure from them. We’ve also got a note there that we had a price schedule called for’.6225 BR explained that this probably meant Mansell were one of the lowest three tenders received and therefore had been requested by the client to provide a price schedule. When asked what would have happened next BR stated ‘in this particular case it’s possible that we went back to Apollo and said, “look, we’ve got a situation here, and can you give us anything which we could submit?”’ 6226 In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was

---

6223 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.4.
6224 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(i).
6225 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 32.
6226 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 32.
based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.6227

IV.4242. In its response to the Statement, Apollo pointed out that BR has no specific recollection of contact with Apollo for this contract, and in particular has no recollection of any individual at Apollo with whom he had contact6228, and that neither of the Apollo estimators working on this tender had any knowledge of BR.6229

IV.4243. The OFT accepts that BR’s evidence does not constitute independent recollection of the events surrounding this tender. However, it does not consider that that undermines his evidence. Given the number of tenders BR dealt with, as indicated on his personal workload reports, the OFT accepts that it is unlikely that he would remember any single tender in detail, particularly one that had been pre-determined not to be of high priority and therefore on which the least possible amount of effort had been expended. This does not preclude him being able to provide an explanation of the contemporaneous documentation. The weight placed by the OFT on BR’s evidence is commensurate with its explanatory nature.

IV.4244. In its response to the Statement, Apollo also suggested that it could not have given a cover to Mansell because neither BR of Mansell, nor any of the relevant estimators at Apollo, knew any employees of the other party involved in this tender. Apollo quoted Kenneth Lockwood (‘KL’) of Mansell as stating that Mansell’s estimators knew the opposition and an estimator would know his opposite numbers by name.6230

IV.4245. The OFT notes that although KL stated that Mansell’s estimators knew the opposition by name, it was BR’s evidence (who works at a different office to KL) that he did not know estimators in other companies by name.6231 Though it may generally have been the case that Mansell’s estimators knew their opposite numbers, in this particular instance the estimator has confirmed that he did not, and there is no inconsistency therefore between his evidence and Apollo’s in this regard. The OFT also notes that the workload reports that provide the contemporaneous documentary evidence for this Infringement were BR’s, not KL’s, and therefore in relation to this Infringement it is BR’s views that should be given greater weight.

Evidence from other companies – Apollo

IV.4246. The OFT wrote to Apollo on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Apollo had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Apollo stated that it was unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer as it ‘had not found any indication that [it] has been involved in any anti-competitive conduct in relation to the tenders identified’.6232

---

6228 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 8.10(ii), 8.10(iii), and 8.11.
6229 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 8.15 to 8.16.
6230 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(iv).
6232 Response from Apollo, OFT Document Reference 10221.
The OFT subsequently wrote to Apollo’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Apollo Group, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Apollo’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Apollo Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Apollo in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. The OFT received a phone call in response to this letter on 6 December 2007, which confirmed that Apollo Group ‘had no comments to make regarding its subsidiary’s reply’.

In its response to the Statement, Apollo made general representations as to how, as a business, it has ensured that it generally only receives appropriate invitations to tender, how it returns unsuitable tenders, and as to its prequalification success rate in invitations to tender. The OFT notes that the present Infringement relates to the provision of a cover price, not the acceptance of one. Though the OFT has found, in paragraph IV.73 above, that a common motive for providing cover prices was reciprocity, it notes that the undertaking concerned may have other motives, such as facilitating the reduction in competitive bids for a tender which it wishes to win. Moreover, and as set out in Section III (Legal Background), the subjective motives of a party are irrelevant where an anti-competitive object is established.

In its response to the Statement, Apollo included a copy of its price schedule for this tender. A consideration of the figures in this document, compared with those recorded under Apollo’s name on the contemporaneous document provided by Mansell, discussed in paragraphs IV.4233 to IV.4235 above, shows that the two sets of figures are broadly comparable. Many of the figures are an exact match and the majority of the remaining figures have generally been rounded up in the document provided by Mansell, from those contained in Apollo’s price schedule. Additionally, the total figure for Apollo on Mansell’s document is slightly higher than that recorded on Apollo’s actual pricing schedule. The OFT considers this constitutes further evidence that Mansell was provided with Apollo’s price breakdown for this tender. The differences between these two documents are consistent with the general practice for a party not to disclose its actual bid price when providing a cover price, but to round it up.

In its response to the Statement, Apollo argued that it did not provide its price schedule for this tender to Mansell, citing the absence of any documentary record of the transfer of the price schedule, and suggesting that Mansell could have either produced a price schedule on its own or received Apollo’s price schedule from another source, such as the contracting authority or via suppliers or subcontractors. The OFT does not consider these alternative suggestions to be credible.

The OFT does not consider the absence of any documentary record of the transfer to be at all indicative of whether there was a transfer or not. As the

---

6233 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 14210.
6236 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(iii).
6237 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(ii).
6238 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.7.
OFT has noted in particular in paragraphs IV.122 to IV.127, it was not uncommon for companies not to retain documentary records, particularly when they did not succeed in obtaining a contract. That there are now no records is not, in the OFT’s view, evidence that they never existed.

IV.4252. The OFT considers it unlikely that Mansell would have composed its own price schedule. There is no evidence that Mansell conducted any such work (and particularly to compose a schedule that was so similar to Apollo’s), and one might expect BR to have some recollection of the tender had he been required to do this. The OFT accepts that BR did indicate in his interview that ‘we may well have priced something quickly ourselves because that’s another possible scenario’, but notes that he went on to say, in respect of this tender, that ‘I would have thought, … if we had been pressed, we would have gone back to Apollo and said can you help us out with a schedule’. The OFT therefore does not consider this a credible alternative explanation of the document in question.

IV.4253. Neither does the OFT consider it plausible that a sub-contractor or supplier might request the full details of a bidder’s quotation, or that a contracting authority would disclose another competitor’s price schedule prior to receiving price schedules from all parties. The OFT can see no reason why either subcontractors, suppliers or contracting authorities, would have any incentive to do this. Apollo provided, by way of example, a copy of an email from a contracting authority to Apollo, to which the price schedules of both Apollo and its competitor were attached. However, the OFT notes that in that example both parties’ price schedules had already been submitted to the contracting authority before the authority forwarded them to the tenderer. This is not therefore an example of a client providing details to a competitor prior to that competitor providing its own price schedule. Further, the inclusion of both Parties’ price schedules was clearly an inadvertent error rather than an authority assisting in the passing on of competitors’ sensitive pricing information.

IV.4254. In its response to the Statement, Apollo provided a witness statement from Steve Dean (‘SD’), who stated in respect of this tender ‘I was the estimator responsible for preparing Apollo’s costs estimate…’ and ‘I was not approached for a cover price by any company in relation to this tender’. SD also stated ‘I have never sought a cover price from a competitor, nor have I given a cover price to a competitor, on Apollo’s behalf’. Similarly, Ian Timms (‘IT’), Apollo’s Estimating Director stated in his witness statement that he had not been approached for a cover price in relation to this tender.

IV.4255. The OFT notes the direct contradiction between this witness evidence on the one hand, and on the other hand the contemporaneous evidence and overall explanation provided by BR in respect of the workload report together with his specific explanation of the entry relating to this tender. On balance, the OFT considers the latter to be more compelling. BR’s evidence is consistent with the markings on the contemporaneous workload report. Further, in relation to other Infringements described in this Decision, similar markings on BR’s workload reports indicating that cover prices have been obtained, have been confirmed to

---

6239 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 33; and written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(ii).
6242 See Infringements 42, 43, 91 and 97.
be correct by evidence or admissions from other Parties. The OFT further notes the possibility that the cover price may have been provided by someone at Apollo other than the estimator for the tender in question, SD, and without the knowledge of the estimating director, IT. In light of these factors, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence and explanation of BR should be preferred to that of SD and IT.

IV.4256. In its response to the Statement, Apollo noted that the Statement indicated that cover prices were generally four to five per cent higher than the price submitted by the person providing the cover price and that in this tender Mansell’s bid was approximately 10 per cent higher. The OFT is unable to comment on the cover price calculation methodology of a non-leniency party, such as Apollo. In any event, although it was often the practice for companies to provide a cover price and for the recipient to add on four to five per cent, there were in fact many instances where the figure submitted on the basis of a cover price was 10 per cent or more above the figure submitted by the provider of the cover price.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4257. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4258. Mansell and Apollo each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4259. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that Apollo completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Apollo being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.4260. Mansell’s 2003 workload report records ‘(Apollo Roofing) – priced schedules called !’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.4261. It appears that Mansell created a price schedule for this job after it was called for by the client. The OFT notes that Mansell’s price schedule shows a breakdown of figures for Apollo. In conjunction with the witness evidence provided, the OFT considers that the only plausible explanation for Mansell having full details of Apollo’s calculations is that Apollo supplied Mansell with details of its price schedule in order that Mansell could provide the client with the requested information.

IV.4262. In its response to the Statement, Apollo provided a copy of its price schedule for this tender. The OFT notes that this schedule is broadly comparable to that provided by Mansell and considers that it provides further evidence that Mansell was given Apollo’s price breakdown for this tender by Apollo.

---

6243 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 7.12 and 8.17(ii).
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IV.4263. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by Apollo, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.4264. In addition the OFT notes that Apollo’s tender figure is the only figure below Mansell’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Mansell could only have received a cover figure from Apollo.

IV.4265. In its response to the Statement Apollo suggested that the OFT was ‘attempt[ing] to rely on the competitive pricing of the Apollo bid as evidence against Apollo’.\textsuperscript{6244} The OFT notes that this analysis is not relied upon as evidence, and merely sets out that the pattern of the tender bids was consistent with a cover price having been provided by Apollo to Mansell.

IV.4266. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and Apollo. The OFT also concludes that Apollo supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.4267. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4232 to IV.4266 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{6245} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Apollo to Mansell was not unilateral\textsuperscript{6246}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{6247}

(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Apollo (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process,\textsuperscript{6248} and

(c) Apollo can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{6249}

IV.4268. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and Apollo in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for re-roofing, external repairs 242-254 Banbury Road, Oxford, tender deadline 8 July 2003.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.4269. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

\textsuperscript{6244} Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 8.17.

\textsuperscript{6245} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{6246} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\textsuperscript{6247} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{6248} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{6249} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.4270. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 155: Mount Pleasant, Greenford, External Remedial Work (Phase 2) – 11 July 2003
Client: London Borough of Ealing
Parties: Mansell and R Durtnell

IV.4271. On 4 June 2003, London Borough of Ealing sought tenders for housing work at Mount Pleasant, Greenford, external remedial work (Phase 2).6250 The following seven companies were invited to tender: Apollo, Chas Berger, Dray Building, Ian Williams, J. P. Kennedy, Mansell and R Durtnell, the date of tender return was 11 July 2003.6251

IV.4272. London Borough of Ealing received the following tender returns:6252

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chas Berger</td>
<td>Information not provided</td>
<td>£1,390,067.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apollo</td>
<td>Information not provided</td>
<td>£1,136,622.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dray Building</td>
<td>Information not provided</td>
<td>£1,257,080.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. P. Kennedy</td>
<td>Information not provided</td>
<td>£1,055,816.00</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Durtnell</td>
<td>Information not provided</td>
<td>£1,681,426.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>Information not provided</td>
<td>£1,547,111.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Williams</td>
<td>Information not provided</td>
<td>£1,258,795.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4273. London Borough of Ealing has advised that the work subject of the tender was not carried out but that it decided ‘to substantially increase the scope of works’.6253 The work was re-tendered and the tender was awarded to Dray Building, Mansell declined to tender for the re-tender.6254

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender summary

IV.4274. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a tender summary sheet for this tender, which shows the tender figure Mansell submitted for this tender ‘1,547,111’ and at the bottom is handwritten ‘© Durtnell £1,675,000’.6255

---

6251 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8631, page 1.
6252 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8631, page 1.
6254 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8631 page 2.
6255 Tender summary, OFT Document Reference B1359.
Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.4275. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.6256 This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4276. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell gave a cover price to R Durtnell.6257

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.4277. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, a Mansell employee from the TVR provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4278. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, Barry Russ (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, advised what would happen when a competitor asked for a cover price from Mansell as detailed in paragraphs IV.486 to IV.488 above. In relation to this tender BR stated ‘a note at the bottom there that we actually gave out a cover on that instance, to Durtnell, and that would have been the figure’. BR explained that Mansell would have provided that figure or above to R Durtnell.6258 In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.6259

Evidence from other companies – R Durtnell

IV.4279. The OFT wrote to R Durtnell on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that R Durtnell had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter R Durtnell admitted “We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved”.6260 R Durtnell also stated that they had ‘categorised [this tender] as “covers taken” as we do not have such records [pricing notes]; indicating that the schemes were not priced’.6261

IV.4280. The OFT subsequently wrote to R Durtnell’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Durtnell Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on R Durtnell’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Durtnell Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by R Durtnell in respect of which the OFT ultimately

6256 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
6258 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 33.
6260 Response from R Durtnell, OFT Document Reference 10780, page 2.
6261 Response from R Durtnell, OFT Document Reference 10779, page 1.
decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Durtnell Holdings said ‘We confirm that the holding company adopts the operating company’s position’.  

IV.4281. In its response to the Statement, R Durtnell and Durtnell Holdings stated ‘Durtnell has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement …’.  

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4282. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4283. Mansell and R Durtnell each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4284. Both companies submitted a tender. R Durtnell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that Mansell completed the estimating process for this tender and that they submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.4285. Mansell’s tender summary for this tender shows ‘© Durtnell £1,675,000’. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted of the amount shown or higher. The OFT notes that R Durtnell’s bid was close to, and higher than, this figure.

IV.4286. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by R Durtnell was higher than the tender submitted by Mansell, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.4287. In addition, R Durtnell has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.4288. The OFT notes that R Durtnell’s tender figure was the only one above that of Mansell, and that Mansell could not therefore have provided cover to anyone other than R Durtnell, for this tender.

IV.4289. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and R Durtnell. The OFT also concludes that Mansell supplied a figure to R Durtnell for a cover bid.

IV.4290. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4274 to IV.4289 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Mansell to R Durtnell was not unilateral and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

---

6262 Response from Durtnell Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14020.
6264 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6265 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6266 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
(b) R Durtnell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Mansell (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{6267} and
\vspace{0.5cm}
(c) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from R Durtnell (i.e. that R Durtnell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{6268}

IV.4291. In its response to the Statement, Balfour Beatty / Mansell stated ‘The OFT has adduced no evidence that the giving of a cover was taken into account by Balfour Beatty and Mansell when pricing its tenders nor is there any evidence that the giving of a cover had any effect on these parties’ pricing of the tender’.\textsuperscript{6269} The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption\textsuperscript{6270} and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Mansell / Balfour Beatty has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Balfour Beatty / Mansell’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition. To the extent that Balfour Beatty Group submits that this Infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

IV.4292. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and R Durtnell in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Mount Pleasant Greenford, external remedial work (Phase 2), tender deadline 11 July 2003.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.4293. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4294. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textsuperscript{6267} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6268} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6269} Written representations of Balfour Beatty, 27 June 2008, paragraph 10.8.
\textsuperscript{6270} See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 156: Redhill Comprehensive – New Sixth Form Block – 15 July 2003
Client: Nottinghamshire County Council
Parties: Sol and G G Middleton

IV.4295. On 16 June 2003, Nottinghamshire County Council (‘NCC’) sought tenders for the construction of a new, single-storey sixth form block, with links to and alteration of the existing school building at Redhill Comprehensive School. The following six companies were invited to tender: G F Tomlinson, G G Middleton, Linford, Sol, Wrights (Lincoln) and North Midland. The closing date for return of tenders was 15 July 2003 by 10:00 am.6271

IV.4296. NCC received the following tender returns:6272

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and Time Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of Tender</th>
<th>Awarded Contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>15 July 2003 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£568,433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G G Middleton</td>
<td>15 July 2003 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£473,262</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linford</td>
<td>15 July 2003 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£543,800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>15 July 2003 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£527,648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrights (Lincoln)</td>
<td></td>
<td>No Tender Received</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Midland</td>
<td>15 July 2003 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£546,828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous evidence from leniency applicant Sol – Tender Register and Estimating Board Report, dated 11 August 2003

IV.4297. During the OFT’s visit to Sol’s premises under section 27 on 18 January 2006, a copy of its Tender Register was produced. This contained the following entry for this contract:6273

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE DUE</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>QUANTITY SURVEYOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 JULY ‘03 £400,000</td>
<td>REDHILL COMP SCHOOL NEW 6TH FORM BUILDING (PHASE 1)</td>
<td>NOTTS CC</td>
<td>NOTTS CC</td>
<td>NOTTS CC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>TENDER SUM</th>
<th>ESTIMATOR</th>
<th>COMPETITION</th>
<th>RESULTS/COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.Q.</td>
<td>527,648</td>
<td>‘C’</td>
<td>(JOHN STOTT [...] [C]) GG MIDDLETON &amp; SON LTD WORKSOP TOMLINSON DERBY LINFORD NORTH MIDLANDS</td>
<td>START AUG ‘03 FINISH JAN ‘04 18 WKS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6271 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9486.
6272 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9486.
6273 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 4170, page 6.
IV.4298. During the OFT’s visit to Sol’s premises under section 27 on 18 January 2006, a copy of its Estimating Board Report (‘EBR’) for this contract was produced which contains the following entry:\textsuperscript{6274}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>QUANTITY SURVEYOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15-Jul-03</td>
<td>Redhill Comp New 6\textsuperscript{th} Form Block</td>
<td>Notts County Council</td>
<td>Notts County Council</td>
<td>Notts County Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>FUNDED</th>
<th>SECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>Notts</td>
<td>BQ</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER VALUE</th>
<th>MARGIN</th>
<th>ESTIMATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£527,648</td>
<td>‘C’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant Sol**

IV.4299. As part of its leniency application, Sol provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4300. In particular, Sol provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of the tender for Redhill Comprehensive School’s new sixth form building, dated 15 July 2003, Sol confirmed that it received a cover price from G G Middleton because ‘Project too small but Client one we did not wish to refuse work from’.\textsuperscript{6275}

IV.4301. In its response to the Statement, Sol acknowledged that it had ‘... admitted engaging in the practice of cover pricing in the 7 tenders listed in the Statement of Objections.’\textsuperscript{6276}

IV.4302. Also in its response to the Statement, Sol asserted that ‘G G Middleton, who provided Sol with the cover price, obtained no advantage from this process as it was still involved in a competitive situation with 4 other contractors.’\textsuperscript{6277} Whilst not accepting that GG Middleton obtained no advantage in circumstances where it knew it had fewer legitimate tenderers to compete with in the tender process, the OFT notes in any event that it is not necessary for a finding of infringement that any party received a competitive advantage, as the restriction, prevention or distortion of competition which is the object of the arrangement may arise in other ways, see the Legal Background section.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Sol**

IV.4303. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Sol’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover

\textsuperscript{6274} Estimating Board Report, OFT Document Reference 4167, page 32.
\textsuperscript{6275} Tender Cover Price Analysis, OFT Document Reference 4359, page 5.
\textsuperscript{6276} Written representations of Sol, 27 June 2008, page 3.
\textsuperscript{6277} Written representations of Sol, 27 June 2008, Annex 6, Key Submissions, paragraph 3.
pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4304. When interviewed about this tender, John Cummings (‘JC’), Chief Estimator at Sol, identified the writing in the Tender Register\(^{6278}\) as his, with the exception of the names relating to G G Middleton and G F Tomlinson in the ‘Competition’ column, which he identified as that of a clerical assistant.\(^{6279}\) When asked about the ‘Tender Sum’ he said, ‘That’s the, the cover I’d have got from... Middleton’s. 527,648’.\(^{6280}\) This figure is the same as that in the tender reply received by NCC from Sol. When asked to explain the entry ‘C’ in the ‘Estimator’ box he said, ‘Cover’ [taken]. He further explained the entries in the ‘Competition’ column as the names of competing companies for the tender.\(^{6281}\) JC further identified as his writing the entry ‘John Stott’ and the telephone number ‘[...] [C]’ above the entry ‘G G Middleton & Sons Ltd., Worksop’. He said he had chosen G G Middleton as the company from whom to obtain a cover price because he suspected that he knew it would be competitive.\(^{6282}\)

IV.4305. When asked about the entry in the EBR dated 11 August 2003 for this tender, JC confirmed that the entry ‘C’ in the ‘Estimator’ column denoted a cover price. He also confirmed that the ‘C’s in the ‘Estimator’ columns of the contemporaneous documents showed that no estimator was allocated to this job because it was considered too small and Sol decided early on to obtain a cover price.\(^{6283}\)

Evidence from other companies – G G Middleton

IV.4306. The OFT wrote to G G Middleton on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender in return for an admission that G G Middleton had participated in bid rigging on this tender. G G Middleton replied to the OFT on 17 April 2007. Stephen Stott, Managing Director, stated that the company did engage in bid rigging activities on this particular tender but was unable to recall details of the other party or parties involved.\(^{6284}\)

IV.4307. In its response to the Statement, G G Middleton confirmed its position stating ‘...[w]e admit that we undertook cover pricing on some projects during the period of time indicated...’.\(^{6285}\)

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4308. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4309. Sol and G G Middleton each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. It appears that G G Middleton completed the estimating process for its tender and that it wanted to win the contract. This is shown by the price submitted by G G Middleton being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

---

\(^{6278}\) Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 4170, page 6.

\(^{6279}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 12.

\(^{6280}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 13.

\(^{6281}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 13.

\(^{6282}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, pages 13 and 14.

\(^{6283}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, pages 16 and 17.

\(^{6284}\) Response from G G Middleton, OFT Document Reference 10351b, page 2.

IV.4310. Sol was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.4311. The Tender Register entry for this tender shows that Sol submitted the tender figure sum of £527,648 to NCC and entered ‘C’ in the ‘Estimator’ column of the same document. This indicates that Sol did not appoint an estimator for this tender but instead sought a cover price. The telephone number and the name ‘John Stott’ next to G G Middleton’s name in the ‘Competition’ column of the document indicate that G G Middleton supplied this cover price.

IV.4312. In connection with its application for leniency, Sol provided the OFT with a list of undertakings with whom it had exchanged cover prices. Among these was the name of Stephen Stott at G G Middleton. Stephen Stott signed G G Middleton’s response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007. It should be noted that in interview JC admitted to some confusion over the name as he had entered John Stott in his Tender Register for this tender and he was unable to remember whether it was Stephen or John Stott.6286

IV.4313. Further, the telephone number, ‘[..........] [C]’, written next to the name ‘John Stott’ in Sol’s Tender Register, and identified by JC as being in his handwriting, is the same number as appears next to ‘Middleton’ in the ‘Competitors Book’ found at the premises of Loach during visits made by the OFT under section 28 to their premises on 28 June 2005.6287

IV.4314. JC, in interview, confirmed that he obtained a cover price from Mr Stott at G G Middleton as indicated by the name and telephone number next to G G Middleton’s name and furthermore by the ‘C’ in the ‘Estimator’ column of the Tender Register. He said that he chose G G Middleton as the company from whom to obtain a cover price, because he suspected that it would be competitive for this tender.6288

IV.4315. Sol’s EBR for this tender shows that the figure £527,648 in the ‘Tender Sum’ column was the same as recorded in the ‘Tender Register’. There is no entry in the ‘Margin’ column, and a ‘C’ is entered in the ‘Estimator’ column of the EBR. These indicate that JC reported the figure of £527,648 to the Board of Sol as its tender submission price for this tender and that this figure was a cover price. It was unnecessary, therefore, to appoint an estimator to produce any preliminary figures.

IV.4316. JC in interview explained that the figure of £527,648 on the EBR was the cover price he obtained from G G Middleton and that as this was a cover price no estimator would have been appointed, resulting in no other figures being produced to calculate an entry for the ‘Margin’ column [profits and overheads].6289

IV.4317. Sol confirmed as part of its leniency application that it obtained a cover price from G G Middleton in respect of this tender because the project was too small but it did not wish to upset the client.

6286 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, page 15.
6289 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11368, pages 13 to 15.
IV.4318. G G Middleton admitted in its reply to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007 that it had engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but was unable to recall with whom or any other details. Both companies involved in this infringement have therefore admitted to bid rigging.

IV.4319. The tender figure of £527,648 submitted by Sol was higher than the tender submitted by G G Middleton, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.4320. Further, the sum of £527,648 submitted by Sol to NCC for this tender is second lowest only to that of G G Middleton, showing that Sol could not have obtained a cover price from any other of the bidders.

IV.4321. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Sol and G G Middleton. The OFT also concludes that G G Middleton supplied a figure to Sol for a cover bid.

IV.4322. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4297 to IV.4321 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6290 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from G G Middleton to Sol was not unilateral6291, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;6292

(b) Sol can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from G G Middleton (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process,6293 and

(c) G G Middleton can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Sol (i.e. that Sol did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.6294

IV.4323. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between G G Middleton and Sol in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the construction of a new, single-storey sixth form block, with links to and alteration of the existing school building Redhill Comprehensive School, Arnold Rd, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, date of tender 15 July 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4324. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

---

6290 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6291 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6292 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6293 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6294 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.4325. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Sol’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit by the OFT under section 27 to Sol’s premises on 18 January 2006. Sol will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Sol will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 157: Refurbishment to Allerton Bywater, Miners’ Welfare Centre – 21 July 2003

Client: English Partnerships
Parties: Irwins and Lotus

IV.4326. On 17 June 2003, English Partnerships sought tenders for the refurbishment of Allerton Bywater, Miners’ Welfare Centre. The following five companies were invited to tender: Irwins, Lotus, Lemmeleg, Construction Skills Learning Centre, Marshalls plc. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 21 July 2003.

IV.4327. English Partnerships received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>9:29 am on 21 June 2003</td>
<td>£469,469.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus</td>
<td>9:29 am on 21 June 2003</td>
<td>£455,724.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmeleg</td>
<td>9:29 am on 21 June 2003</td>
<td>£443,955.29</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Skills Learning Centre</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshalls Plc</td>
<td>12:10 pm on 21 June 2003</td>
<td>£460,261.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Irwins – Tender Register

IV.4328. During the OFT’s search of Irwins’ premises a Tender Register was found. The tender register contained the following entries in respect of this tender:

---

6295 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7843.
6296 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7843.
6297 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7843.
6298 Tender register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 54.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender no and date</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Type of Works, % Diff</th>
<th>Amount tendered</th>
<th>Date tender Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Marshall Lemelleg Tolent *Lotus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant – Irwins**

IV.4329. As part of its leniency application, Irwins’ legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4330. In addition to its leniency application, Irwins provided to the OFT two schedules, one each for *Covers Taken* and *Covers Given*, which detail projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by Ivan Peter Nelson (‘IPN’), Estimating Director into potential cover prices. At number 90 of the *Covers Taken* schedule is the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tender Ref</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Cover From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0603043</td>
<td>Alt/Refurb Allerton Bywater Miners Welfare Centre</td>
<td>English Partnerships</td>
<td>21.07.03</td>
<td>496469</td>
<td>Lotus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Contact</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malcolm White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4331. Irwins also provided to the OFT a schedule listing their competitors’ contact details. The name of Lotus appears on the list and *Malcolm White* is named as the contact person.

---

6299 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0714.
6301 Covers Taken, OFT Document Reference A0718, page 8.
IV.4332. Following the issue of the Statement, Irwins did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Irwins

IV.4333. During an interview with the OFT on 8 March 2007, conducted in connection with Irwins’ leniency application, IPN provided further general explanation of Irwins’ participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4334. Also during this interview, IPN was shown the ‘Tender Register’ and in particular the reference to the entry for alterations and refurbishment at Allerton Bywater Miners Welfare Centre and was asked if he could recall anything about that contract. IPN replied ‘No more than what it says on there, Lotus, looks like people we dealt with on that one’. IPN confirmed that the presence of a ‘C’ in the fourth column on the tender register shows that Irwins took a cover in relation to that contract. IPN further confirmed that although other competitors were listed in the final column of the tender register he could tell who he received the cover price from by the asterisk being inserted next to Lotus, ‘I’d think the little asterix really’.

Evidence from other companies – Lotus

IV.4335. The OFT wrote to Lotus on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Lotus had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Lotus admitted that ‘we engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other parties involved’. However, Lotus also stated that ‘Despite careful internal investigation into the issue, in relation to the five tenders listed in the annex to your letter, Lotus is unable to conclude whether it did in fact participate in bid rigging activities. The present owner of Lotus is Lotus Construction (Yorkshire) Limited and it acquired Lotus in September 2006. The tenders listed in the annex to your letter all predate this acquisition and the present owners of Lotus have no knowledge of bid rigging in any form having occurred involving Lotus’.

IV.4336. Lotus confirmed in their response to the Statement that ‘...Lotus is compelled... to accept its participation in the Alleged Infringements...’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4337. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

---

6303 Tender register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 54.
6304 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11254, page 15.
6305 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11254, page 16.
6306 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11254, page 16.
6308 Response from Lotus, OFT Document Reference 10527.
6309 Written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 7.3.
IV.4338. Irwins and Lotus each accepted an invitation to tender for the refurbishment to Allerton Bywater Miners Welfare Centre. Irwins was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.4339. Lotus appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. English Partnerships stated ‘Lotus Construction Ltd pricing levels were again generally consistent and very competitive…’\(^{6310}\)

IV.4340. Irwins’ Tender Register records ‘Marshalls Lemelleg Tolent *Lotus’*, typed in the final column. IPN confirmed that the ‘*’ handwritten next to Lotus shows that the cover price was received from Lotus. Also a ‘C’ is typed in the type of work/ percentage difference column. IPN confirmed that the C typed in this column shows that Irwins sought a cover price in relation to this contract. Both companies have accepted that they participated in this Infringement. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Irwins and IPN’s admission and explanation of that contemporaneous evidence and the admission by Lotus, that Lotus supplied Irwins with a cover price for this tender.

IV.4341. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Irwins was higher than the tender submitted by Lotus, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.4342. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Irwins and Lotus. The OFT also concludes that Lotus supplied a figure to Irwins for a cover bid.

IV.4343. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4328 to IV.4342 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{6311}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Lotus to Irwins was not unilateral\(^{6312}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{6313}\)

(b) Irwins can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Lotus (i.e the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{6314}\) and

(c) Lotus can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Irwins (i.e. that Irwins did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{6315}\)

IV.4344. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Irwins and Lotus, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the refurbishment to Allerton Bywater, Miners’ Welfare Centre, tender deadline 21 July 2003.

\(^{6310}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7849, page 10.

\(^{6311}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{6312}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{6313}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{6314}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{6315}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.4345. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4346. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 21 March 2006. Irwins will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Irwins in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 158:** North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion, Queen’s Park, Chesterfield – 25 and 30 July 2003

**Client:** Chesterfield Borough Council

**Parties:** Wildgoose, Greenwood and Herbert Baggaley

IV.4347. On 4 November 2002, Chesterfield Borough Council (‘Chesterfield BC’) sought tenders for the role of managing agent in relation to the re-development of Queen’s Park, a public park on the edge of Chesterfield town centre. This was a large project consisting of a number of specialised and general works contracts, including refurbishments and extensions to North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion. The task of the managing agent was to procure and oversee the execution of these works. Wildgoose was one of the companies invited to tender and was successful in its bid. As a consequence, Wildgoose was appointed as Chesterfield BC’s managing agent for Queen’s Park, pursuant to a management contract.6316

IV.4348. The management contract was overseen by Wildgoose’s Commercial Manager Simon Meredith (‘SM’) and director Mike Storey. As managing agent, Wildgoose was responsible for procuring several competitive tenders for various works packages although the appraisal of these tenders was undertaken by Chesterfield BC’s appointed quantity surveyors, Sir William Baird and Partners (‘William Baird’). Wildgoose expressed an interest in carrying out the general works packages and was permitted to tender by Chesterfield BC. On 1 July 2003, SM of Wildgoose sent invitations to tender for North Lodge, Queen’s Park, Chesterfield (works contract reference WC70). Three companies were initially invited to tender: Herbert Baggaley, Allenbuild and Wildgoose. The letter of invitation for Wildgoose to tender was addressed by SM at Wildgoose for ‘the attention of Mr B. Bennett’6317 at Wildgoose. Letters of invitation to tender were also sent and addressed for ‘the attention of Mr R. Hayes’6318 at Allenbuild and for ‘the attention of Mr A. Newhall’6319 at Herbert Baggaley. Completed tenders were to be returned to William Baird by a deadline of noon on 25 July 2003.

---

6316 Contract information, OFT Document References 11040 and 12860.
6317 Invitation to tender, OFT Document Reference 7369, page 5.
6318 Invitation to tender, OFT Document Reference 7369, page 2.
The following day, on 2 July 2003, SM and Mark Winstanley of Wildgoose attended a Queen’s Park project team meeting. The minutes from this meeting show that additional companies were required to tender for the North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion packages. The next day, on 3 July 2003, SM sent invitations to tender for the Cricket Pavilion, Queen’s Park, Chesterfield (works contract reference WC80). Again, only three companies, namely Herbert Baggaley, Allenbuild and Wildgoose were initially invited to tender and letters of invitation were sent by SM for the attention of the same names as for the North Lodge tender above. Completed tenders for the Cricket Pavilion contract were to be returned to William Baird by a deadline of 30 July 2003. On 4 July 2003, a further invitation to tender was sent by Wildgoose to Greenwood for both of the North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion contracts.

Quantity surveyors William Baird, on behalf of Chesterfield BC, received the following tender returns for North Lodge:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>25 July 2003</td>
<td>£389,575.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>25 July 2003</td>
<td>£382,160.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>25 July 2003</td>
<td>£383,651.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>25 July 2003</td>
<td>£378,315.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

William Baird also received the following tender returns for the Cricket Pavilion:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>30 July 2003</td>
<td>£347,430.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>30 July 2003</td>
<td>£341,682.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>30 July 2003</td>
<td>£348,760.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>30 July 2003</td>
<td>£336,310.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following receipt of the tender returns for both works packages, William Baird requested further information, in the form of priced ‘Bills of Quantities’ from the two lowest bidders, namely Wildgoose and Greenwood. These were provided to and checked by William Baird.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose – Tender Enquiry Register, Tender Finance Statements, Analysis of Domestic Sub-Contractor spreadsheets, Invoice, Transaction Printout and Cheque
IV.4353. During the OFT’s inspection of Wildgoose’s premises, a Tender Enquiry Register was found. The Tender Enquiry Register contained the following two entries:\textsuperscript{6328}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E.NO</th>
<th>DATES</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCVD</td>
<td>RTN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/164</td>
<td>25/7</td>
<td>Refurb &amp; Exts. to North Lodge Queens Park Chesterfield</td>
<td>Chesterfield Borough Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q/S</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>TENDER SUM/TENDER DELIVERY</th>
<th>DIFF.</th>
<th>EST.</th>
<th>RST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sir William Baird</td>
<td>Derby</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E.NO</th>
<th>DATES</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCVD</td>
<td>RTN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/167</td>
<td>3/7</td>
<td>Cricket Pavilion, Queens Park, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Chesterfield Borough Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q/S</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>TENDER SUM/TENDER DELIVERY</th>
<th>DIFF.</th>
<th>EST.</th>
<th>RST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sir William Baird</td>
<td>Derby</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4354. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose provided a Tender Finance Statement for the North Lodge tender. The front page of the Tender Finance Statement is undated and struck through by hand with the letters ‘S/S’ and shows that Wildgoose intended to submit a tender of ‘£378,315’ for this contract.\textsuperscript{6329} In the final box on the first page is the following information (printed entries are denoted in bold and manuscript entries in italics):

\textsuperscript{6328} Tender Enquiry Register, OFT Document Reference 0094, page 24.
\textsuperscript{6329} Tender Finance Statement, OFT Document Reference 12866.
IV.4355. On the penultimate page of the Tender Finance Statement, entitled ‘PRELIMINARIES CHECK LIST’ and under the section entitled ‘COLLECTION’, the following words appear:

‘Agreed Fee  500.00’

IV.4356. Wildgoose provided a second Tender Finance Statement for North Lodge, dated 2 February 2004. 6330 Showing slight alterations in amounts from the first statement, the figure attributed to ‘ESTIMATORS COST’ is £352,630.00, profit remains at £24,700.00 and the tender sum is £378,090.00. Again, on the penultimate page, the words ‘Agreed Fee  500.00’ appear. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose stated that it submitted a tender of £378,315 to the client but this was later revised to £378,090. 6331

IV.4357. Wildgoose also provided a Tender Finance Statement for Cricket Pavilion. 6332 There are two versions of the front sheet; the first is undated and struck through by hand with the letters ‘S/S’. It shows a tender sum of £336,140.00, amended by hand from £336,310.00. The second version of the front sheet is dated 2 February 2004 and shows a tender sum of £336,140. Wildgoose confirmed that it submitted a tender figure of £336,310 to William Baird and this figure was later revised to £336,140. 6333 On both versions of the front sheet, between the fields for ‘ESTIMATORS COST’ and ‘ADD PROFIT’, appears the following handwritten entry:

‘Greenwood      500’

IV.4358. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose provided a Tender Finance Statement for another tender relating to work at Queen’s Park. On the reverse of the final page of this document is the following handwritten entry: 6334

‘13 WK Stone - ? K. Stone
Store   Alan - Roger Hays
Bags   - Anton Newell ‘

IV.4359. Wildgoose provided further tender documentation including spreadsheets entitled ‘Analysis of Domestic Sub-Contractors’ for North Lodge 6335 and Cricket

6330 Tender Finance Statement, OFT Document Reference 12867.
6331 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 12860, page 5.
6332 Tender Finance Statement, OFT Document Reference 12870.
These spreadsheets list quotations from sub-contractors and by the entry entitled ‘PAINTING’ are the handwritten words ‘Taylor Bros’ and amounts under the column marked ‘Quotation Value’ of ‘2660.00’ for North Lodge and ‘4867.00’ for Cricket Pavilion.

IV.4360. In addition, Wildgoose provided a faxed invoice dated 8 June 2004 from Kenneth Taylor to Wildgoose. The invoice is reproduced below (typed entries are denoted in bold, handwritten entries are denoted in italics):

KENNETH TAYLOR
5 TANYARD
EGMANTON
NEWARK
NOTTS NG22 0FB
Tel: [...] [C]
FAX [...] [C]
EMAIL: [-----------------------------] [C]

Wildgoose Construction Ltd
Milltown
Ashover
Derbyshire S45 0EY

8th June 2004

For the attention of Mr Simon Meredith

INVOICE No. 129/04

To carry out consultancy works as agreed.

January to June 04 £1,000.00
North Lodge £500.00
Pavillion £500.00

As agreed between

GB/SRM/KT.’

IV.4361. A cheque was raised as a result of the above invoice and Wildgoose provided a ‘J/C Transaction Listing’ printout for Queen’s Park, which lists payments

6337 Faxed invoice, OFT Document Reference 13332.
made under ‘Cost Code 0607 – Architects Engineers Fees’. This printout lists a payment of £1000.00 to ‘K Taylor’ on 10 June 2004. Finally, Wildgoose provided a copy of the cheque dated 10 June 2004 for the amount of £1000 made payable to K Taylor.

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Greenwood – Tender register

IV.4362. During the OFT’s inspection of Greenwood’s premises, a tender register was found with the following consecutive entries:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>PROJECT REF</th>
<th>DELIVERY</th>
<th>REVIEW</th>
<th>ESTIMATE VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>AREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4677</td>
<td>WILDOOSE CONSTRUCTION LTD</td>
<td>QUEENS PARK RESTORATION CHESTERFIELD WC70 REFURB &amp; EXT. TO NORTH LODGE</td>
<td>25/7/03</td>
<td>NOON</td>
<td>DERBY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4678</td>
<td>WILDOOSE CONSTRUCTION LTD</td>
<td>QUEENS PARK RESTORATION CHESTERFIELD WC80 REFURB &amp; EXT. TO CRICKET PAVILION</td>
<td>30/7/03</td>
<td>NOON</td>
<td>DERBY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contemporaneous Documentary Evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley – Manual Tendering Schedule, Electronic Tenders Schedule, Exception Report Register

IV.4363. During the OFT’s search of Herbert Baggaley’s premises, an extract from a tendering schedule dated ‘July ’03’ was found with manuscript entries thereon. The schedule contained two consecutive entries as shown below:

---

6338 J/C Transaction Listing, OFT Document Reference 7317.
6339 Copy of cheque, OFT Document Reference 14253, page 2.
6340 Tender register, OFT Document Reference 0034, page 8.
6341 Tendering schedule, OFT Document Reference 1623, page 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJECT DETAILS</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>PROFESSIONALS</th>
<th>APPROX VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7/07/03</td>
<td>Refurbishment of North Lodge Queen's Park, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Chesterfield Borough Council</td>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>£200th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>TENDER TYPE</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>BID</th>
<th>REF</th>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>% DIFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25/7/03</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>£383651</td>
<td>03/086</td>
<td>Cover Price</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJECT DETAILS</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>PROFESSIONALS</th>
<th>APPROX VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7/07/03</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Cricket Pavilion Queen's Park, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Chesterfield Borough Council</td>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>£200th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>TENDER TYPE</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>BID</th>
<th>REF</th>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>% DIFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30/7/03</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>£348760</td>
<td>03/087</td>
<td>Cover Price</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4364. Another tender schedule, in printed format, was found by the OFT at the premises of Herbert Baggaley, entitled ‘TENDERS SCHEDULE’ and contained two consecutive entries as below:6342

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJ NO</th>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>CONTRACT NO</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>07/03</td>
<td>03/129P</td>
<td>T03/086</td>
<td></td>
<td>Refurb &amp; Extensions to North Lodge, Queen's Park, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Chesterfield Borough Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BoQ/D&amp;B/P&amp;S</th>
<th>APPROX £000’S</th>
<th>BOND</th>
<th>MW/PS</th>
<th>ABCR</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>BID £000’S</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>POSI %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P &amp; S</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25/07/2003</td>
<td>383,651</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
6342 Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1656, page 5.
IV.4365. A further schedule was found by the OFT entitled ‘ESTIMATING – EXCEPTION REPORT BIDS SUBMITTED DURING JULY 2003’[^6343], which contains the following entries:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>AB CR</th>
<th>Bid</th>
<th>Margin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03-086</td>
<td>North Lodge, Chesterfield</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>£383,651</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03-087</td>
<td>Cricket Pavilion, Chesterfield</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>£348,760</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant – Wildgoose

IV.4366. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose’s legal representatives provided a report as to the circumstances surrounding the Queen’s Park management contract.[^6344] In its report, Wildgoose stated that ‘Simon Meredith approached several local builders recommended by CBC [Chesterfield BC], to ask them informally whether they would be interested in submitting tenders for the General Works Contracts. Mr Meredith recalls that none of these companies expressed any interest in tendering for the works’.[^6345] The report continued as follows: ‘Simon Meredith recalls that he spoke briefly with Graham Barber [Wildgoose’s managing director at that time] about the lack of interest in the General Works Contracts and how Wildgoose could procure the work itself. Mr Meredith recalls that he was advised by Mr Barber to speak with Bryan Bennett [Wildgoose’s Chief Estimator] to obtain the names of four local contractors who may be willing to submit tenders using cover bids (to be provided by Wildgoose)’.[^6346] Wildgoose confirmed that Bryan Bennett (‘BB’), Estimating Director of Wildgoose, then provided the names of estimators from three building contractors, namely ‘K Stone’ of Stone Construction Ltd, ‘Roger Hays’ of Allenbuild and ‘Anton Newell’ of Herbert Baggaley, which SM wrote on the back of a tender finance statement for another Queen’s Park contract (see paragraph IV.4358 above).[^6347]

[^6344]: Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 12860.
IV.4367. In respect of the North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion contracts, Wildgoose explained that SM made telephone calls to Herbert Baggaley and Allenbuild to establish whether they were interested in tendering for these contracts. Wildgoose confirmed that there was no interest from Herbert Baggaley, Allenbuild or Greenwood (a contractor recommended by Chesterfield BC and also contacted by SM) in tendering for these two contracts. Each company was therefore asked to submit cover bids for these contracts by Wildgoose.

IV.4368. Wildgoose stated ‘In the course of discussions with Greenwood about this tender [North Lodge], Mr Meredith recalls that Ken Taylor, who was also a director of Greenwood, requested a sum of money to cover their “costs” of submitting the tender…Mr Meredith recalls that there was a need for one of the contractors providing a cover bid to complete a priced bill in case CBC requested this from the two lowest bidders. It is understood that Ian Redhead [employed by Wildgoose as a freelance estimator for the Queen’s Park tenders] provided Greenwood with the relevant figures for the priced bill and Greenwood had to enter this onto their own documentation… On page 7 of Wildgoose’s tender finance statement for the North Lodge, reference is made to an “agreed fee” of £500’. The Tender Finance Statement for the Cricket Pavilion has an amount of £500 allocated to Greenwood.

IV.4369. Wildgoose continued in its report as follows: ‘Mr Meredith recalls that he referred this request [from Ken Taylor] to Graham Barber who subsequently indicated that he had spoken with Mr Taylor and authorised Mr Meredith to make such payments. It is Mr Barber’s recollection that this payment was to be of £1000 for consultancy services relating to painting works required by Wildgoose during the course of the Management Contract, rather than payments towards tendering costs…’. Footnote 3 of the report states, ‘In the end, the payment to Mr Taylor was split into two separate payments of £500 applied to the project costs of the North Lodge and the Cricket Pavilion work packages’. Wildgoose’s tenders for these two tenders were successful and it was later awarded the contracts ‘as all other tenderers had submitted cover bids’.

IV.4370. In its report, Wildgoose explained that an invoice for £1000 was received from Ken Taylor (‘KT’) and after reference by SM to Graham Barber (‘GB’) and Alan Clarke (‘AC’), Wildgoose’s Finance Director, an amount of £1000 was

---

6348 Stone Construction was not contacted by SM in respect of the North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion contracts since it had not been invited to tender for these contracts.
6349 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 12860, page 5. In its report, Wildgoose implied that for each General Works contract, separate telephone calls were made by SM to Herbert Baggaley and Allenbuild to establish whether they were interested in tendering for the work. When interviewed by the OFT, SM explained that one telephone call was sufficient to establish that these contractors had no interest in any of the works packages and would be willing to submit a cover price, provided by Wildgoose.
6350 In interview, Greenwood’s former estimator Chris Stendall stated that Ken Taylor was also the former owner of Greenwood’s painting and decorating arm, Taylor Brothers. Mr Stendall understood that by the time of this tender he was no longer director of Greenwood and Taylor Brothers but employed on a consultancy basis by the new owners of Greenwood.
6353 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 12860, pages 6 and 7.
subsequently paid to KT who collected the cheque in person at Wildgoose’s offices.6356

IV.4371. In its response to the Statement, Wildgoose submitted that it did not enter the tender process with the intention of arranging cover bids in order to win the work itself, but rather that it felt obliged to request that Greenwood and Herbert Baggaley submit cover prices due to the reluctance of contractors to tender for the project. Wildgoose stated that it wished to attract the requisite number of tenders to satisfy the client, rather than delay the tender process by identifying alternative contractors when they would also be likely to refuse to tender.6357

Evidence from leniency applicant – Herbert Baggaley

IV.4372. A report prepared by Herbert Baggaley’s legal representatives to the OFT, stated the following: ‘We understand from personal recollection with regard to the job tendered for Chesterfield’s Queen Park for Chesterfield Borough Council (TP 03/086 or 087) that HBC [Herbert Baggaley] took a cover from Wildgoose. No benefit was received by HBC in respect of taking this cover but the Estimating Department believes that a further party, Greenwoods, had agreed to take a cover on the same job from Wildgoose on the basis that Greenwoods painting sub-Contractor, Taylor, was given work’.6358

IV.4373. Herbert Baggaley provided an interim leniency report dated 21 July 20056359, which attached a list of tenders entitled ‘Document 2’. Based on the electronic ‘TENDERS SCHEDULE’ referred in paragraph IV.4364 above, Herbert Baggaley highlighted all tenders from January 2000 which had been the subject of cover pricing, in red, and added comments in the words of its Estimating Department. ‘Document 2’ includes two consecutive entries as follows:6360

6357 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraphs 5.79.2, 5.82 to 5.83 and 5.95.3.
6359 Interim report, OFT Document Reference 3894.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJ NO</th>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>CONTRACT NO</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION/ESTIMATOR’S COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>07/07/2003</td>
<td>03/130P</td>
<td>T03/087</td>
<td></td>
<td>Refurb &amp; Extensions to Cricket Pavilion, Queens Pk, Chesterfield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>APPROX £000’S</th>
<th>ABCR</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>BID £000’S</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chesterfield Borough Council</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>30/07/2003</td>
<td>348,760</td>
<td>Missed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJ NO</th>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>CONTRACT NO</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION/ESTIMATOR’S COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>07/07/2003</td>
<td>03/129P</td>
<td>T03/086</td>
<td></td>
<td>Refurb &amp; Extensions to North Lodge, Queens Park, Chesterfield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>APPROX £000’S</th>
<th>ABCR</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>BID £000’S</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chesterfield Borough Council</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>25/07/2003</td>
<td>383,851</td>
<td>Missed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4374. Herbert Baggaley provided a final leniency report\(^6361\) to the OFT, in which it referred to the same list of tenders in which cover pricing featured, entitled ‘Document 1’. ‘Document 1’ contained the same information on the tenders for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion as shown in the paragraph above.\(^6362\)

IV.4375. Herbert Baggaley also provided a list of ‘Third Party Contractors’. Herbert Baggaley stated that ‘This list contains details of other Contractors with whom HBC has dealt in the use of cover pricing ... Given the lack of written records of individual covers, it is not always possible for HBC’s estimators to say for certain as to which individual within another contract\[or\] dealt with that cover. However, the OFT is to take it that where a Contractor is listed as being party to a cover under the Schedule of Tenders, then the individual contact listed within Document 2 [3] is to be the person involved. Where there are more than one name given for a Contractor, then the first name is to be taken as the probable contact’.\(^6363\) On page five of the ‘List of Third Party Contractors’ is entered:\(^6364\)

\(^6361\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3899.
\(^6362\) List of Tenders, OFT Document Reference 3901, page 10.
\(^6363\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 3899, page 7.
\(^6364\) List of Third Party Contractors, OFT Document Reference 3897, page 5.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contractor</th>
<th>Contact</th>
<th>Telephone number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose Construction</td>
<td>Richard Hubble, Graham Barber, Phil Stiff, Brian Bennett, Malcolm Clark</td>
<td>[………………..] [C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Additional Evidence from the Quantity Surveyor – William Baird**

IV.4376. The OFT conducted a visit and meeting with David Simpson of William Baird on 5 June 2007 and a note of this meeting was made.6365 The minutes from the Queen’s Park project team meeting 8 dated 29 May 2003 were obtained by the OFT from the quantity surveyor William Baird. Under paragraph 3.0 of these minutes, there is the following entry:6366

‘WC70 North Lodge, WC 80 Cricket Pavilion…are being worked on at present…Tenderers for these packages have now been agreed’

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose**

IV.4377. As part of its leniency application, current and former employees/directors of Wildgoose were interviewed by the OFT. Commercial manager SM, commercial manager, BB, AC, and former Managing Director GB gave their account of the circumstances and documents raised in connection with the North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion.

IV.4378. During an interview with the OFT on 19 September 2007, SM explained that he made one set of telephone calls to senior management or chief estimators of building contractors to establish their interest in tendering for the Queen’s Park General Works contracts. These included the tenders for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion. He said ‘they weren’t interested. Several of the packages were obviously of low value, Wildgoose construction were already on site…I do recall being asked if Wildgoose construction were also priced on working, and I had to say yes, because we were…so again that was obviously a contributing factor in their decision not to price the work’.6367 SM confirmed that these approaches were made prior to the project team meeting with Chesterfield BC on 29 May 2003 which referred to the fact that ‘tenderers of these packages have now been agreed’.6368

IV.4379. SM explained that due to the problems encountered by Wildgoose in attracting companies to tender, he spoke to his managing director GB. SM said ‘his advice was to speak to Bryan [Bennett], to contact some of our competitors…He implied to me that it was for the purpose of…giving, cover prices’.6369 SM confirmed that he knew that this suggestion from GB meant that Wildgoose would face no competition and would win the contracts. SM said that he then spoke to Chief Estimator BB and ‘asked him if there was anyone who could help us’.6370 Referring to the handwritten note of names and companies on the

---

6365 Meeting notes, OFT Document Reference 11044.
6366 Minutes from meeting, OFT Document Reference 11062, page 3.
6368 Minutes from meeting, OFT Document Reference 11062, page 3.
6369 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13442, page 10.
6370 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13442, page 12.
reverse of the Tender Finance Statement\textsuperscript{6371} for another contract (see paragraph IV.4358 above), SM said ‘those are the names he gave me to try’.\textsuperscript{6372}

IV.4380. SM said he then contacted the listed individuals from Herbert Baggaley and Allenbuild, and explained ‘Initially, I approached them on the basis of would they be interested in pricing the scheme? I went through all [sic] the project details, the fact that we were there...Initial response back was, no we’re not interested, because obviously, you know, Wildgoose would get the work. So then, I’d already got it in mind to ask them if they’d be prepared to submit a cover, and I did ask them and they said they’d be prepared to do that’.\textsuperscript{6373} SM explained that the telephone conversations related to all the works packages for which Herbert Baggaley and Allenbuild were subsequently invited to tender, including North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion. The tender invitations were then sent out by SM for the attention of those names he had already spoken to by telephone, ‘they were the people that I’d contacted, and I wanted to make sure the package went to them and obviously no-one else in the company’.\textsuperscript{6374}

IV.4381. SM recalled that Greenwood was suggested by Chesterfield BC as an additional company to approach for the North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion contracts. SM said that he spoke to KT ‘who I understood to be a director of Greenwood at that time...I basically explained the situation to him, I had these packages out to tender, and I asked Greenwoods whether they’d be interested in putting a cover price in...And he said he would do that, but obviously he’d want something in return’.\textsuperscript{6375} SM referred this telephone conversation to GB who agreed to speak to KT. SM said that he was told by GB ‘that it was agreed that Ken Taylor on behalf of Greenwood building contractors would submit cover prices in return for a payment of a sum of money...it would be £500 a price’.\textsuperscript{6376} SM explained that this money would be a contribution for Greenwood towards ‘tendering costs’. SM added ‘I recall he asked for the opportunity of being able...to price the...painting and decorating sub-contract works...I wasn’t aware of this at the time but Ken Taylor also owned a painting and decorating company’.\textsuperscript{6377}

IV.4382. SM confirmed that Taylor Brothers, the painting and decorating company owned by KT, was permitted to submit quotations for the painting and decorating work on the general works contracts, including North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion. In a competitive tender exercise, Taylor Brothers provided the lowest quotations and was subsequently awarded the sub-contract work.

IV.4383. SM explained that the main tenders for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion were priced by him in conjunction with freelance estimator Ian Redhead (‘IR’). SM referred to the letters ‘S/S’ which are written on the front sheet of tender finance statements for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion as meaning ‘superseded’.\textsuperscript{6378} He explained that the superseded tender finance statements showed Wildgoose’s final sum to the client by the tender deadline, however,
following the submission of our tender, there was one or two negotiations’ and the final agreed tender sum was amended.6379

IV.4384. SM referred to the entry of the words ‘agreed fee’ on the tender finance statement for North Lodge6380 as follows: ‘I would think that’s in connection with the payment that was agreed with Greenwood building contractors’. 6381 SM also agreed that the entry of the words ‘Greenwood £500’ on the tender finance statement for Cricket Pavilion6382 was similarly linked to the agreement made with KT of Greenwood. 6383 SM recalled that the company providing the second lowest tender to the client would be required to submit a priced ‘Bill of Quantities’ and the prospect of this was discussed in SM’s original telephone conversation with KT. Greenwood provided the second lowest amounts on both tenders and SM said ‘I believe lan Redhead gave them figures to work to’. 6384

IV.4385. SM also referred to the handwritten annotations on the front sheet of the superseded tender finance statements, including that for North Lodge and agreed that he had conversations with Mike Storey about profit margins on the Queen’s Park contracts, which were revised downwards on tender settlement. He said ‘I just thought the percentage was too high. Mike obviously agreed with me cause he allowed me to reduce it’. 6385 SM confirmed that he provided cover figures to Allenbuild, Herbert Baggaley and Greenwood two or three days before the tender deadline.

IV.4386. Finally, SM confirmed that an invoice was sent from KT to Wildgoose6386 and said ‘That was initially put on my desk...as I recall, Graham Barber spoke to Ken Taylor...and Graham Barber asked me to authorise the invoice of payment’. SM agreed that the handwriting on the invoice was his and explained ‘obviously further to Graham’s conversations with Ken Taylor, I just made a note on there, that invoice is agreed between Graham Barber, myself and Ken Taylor...I would have passed it to accounts, for payment’. 6387

IV.4387. Chief Estimator BB was also interviewed about his recall of these tenders. BB said he understood, given the circumstances, the reluctance of competitors to tender for the works packages and said it was quite possible that he provided names for SM to approach about cover pricing. He said ‘This may be the situation we talked about earlier...while I was asked for some names of people that we’d given covers to or that we’ve tendered against in the past and are active in this particular area where the works were’. 6388 He admitted that his handwriting appeared on the reverse of the tender finance statement listing contact names for Allenbuild, Herbert Baggaley and Stone Construction Ltd. BB also confirmed that he must have provided these names to SM to contact for cover pricing purposes. BB was not responsible for Wildgoose’s tender, although towards the tender deadline, he said ‘I would have gone through it just

6379 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13442, page 32.
6381 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13442, page 33.
6382 Tender Finance Statement, OFT Document Reference 12870.
6383 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13442, page 33.
6384 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13442, page 36.
6385 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13442, pages 38 and 39.
6386 Faxed invoice, OFT Document Reference 13332.
6387 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13442, pages 43 and 44.
to make certain that the estimate – there wasn’t any glaring errors in it’.\textsuperscript{6389} BB also confirmed he would have made suggestions as to how much profit was to be added. He confirmed that he would have known at the time that none of the competition were interested in the work and were receiving cover prices.\textsuperscript{6390}

IV.4388. GB was managing director of Wildgoose at the time of the Queen’s Park tender exercise in 2003 and has since retired. When interviewed, GB said that he understood why it would have been difficult for Wildgoose to attract bidders for the work packages but had no knowledge or recall of any collusion on the tenders. He also could not recall having a conversation with SM, referred to in both Wildgoose’s leniency report and the OFT’s interview with SM. However, GB remembered that he spoke to KT and agreed to pay him a fee of £1000. GB understood that the fee was ‘to cover his tendering costs’\textsuperscript{6391} but he also believed that it was to be ‘a consultancy fee for his expert knowledge’.\textsuperscript{6392} GB denied any knowledge of the fee being connected with an agreement for Greenwood to submit a cover price.\textsuperscript{6393}

IV.4389. AC was also interviewed by the OFT. With regard to the suggestion that GB asked SM to approach BB to find out the names of some competitors who might be able to provide covers, he said ‘I have no recollection of that at all but it doesn’t surprise me in that Graham [Barber] wouldn’t know who we’ve got relationships with, in terms of other estimators that we could approach, whereas Brian, who at that stage was dealing with other estimators on these other things, knew who the people would be’.\textsuperscript{6394} AC said that at the time the invoice was received, he recalled that KT visited Wildgoose’s office in person. AC said ‘My recollection was that he was in Graham’s [Barber] office with him...He gave me the invoice and I went and drew a cheque for him...I suspect the two signatures on the cheque will be Graham and myself...I was just told it was just some consultancy work done in relation to some painting of the railings that they were doing down there’\textsuperscript{6395} AC admitted that this was unusual.

\textit{Witness evidence from Ian Redhead – freelance estimator}

IV.4390. IR was interviewed on two occasions by the OFT about the circumstances of the Queen’s Park tenders, including those for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion. During the first interview, IR said that he was working from home as a freelance estimator for both Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley at the time and had been employed by Wildgoose to produce both tenders. He said that he was aware that Herbert Baggaley and Greenwood were not interested in the work and submitted cover prices for the tenders, provided by Wildgoose. He also believed that an agreement had been struck between Wildgoose and Greenwood that in return for submitting a cover price, Greenwood was promised the painting and decorating sub-contract work at Queen’s Park.\textsuperscript{6396}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{6389} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13450, page 11.
\item \textsuperscript{6390} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13450, page 12.
\item \textsuperscript{6391} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13446, page 12.
\item \textsuperscript{6392} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13446, page 7.
\item \textsuperscript{6393} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13446, page 12.
\item \textsuperscript{6394} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13443, page 4.
\item \textsuperscript{6395} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13443, page 5.
\item \textsuperscript{6396} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13399, pages 11 to 22.
\end{itemize}
IV.4391. By the time of IR’s second interview on 25 October 2007, the OFT had obtained further tender documentation and paperwork from Wildgoose, William Baird and Chesterfield BC and showed these to IR. IR agreed that the vast majority of the handwritten entries on the tender finance statements for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion were his own. IR also admitted that he wrote the entry ‘Agreed Fee 500.00’ on the tender finance statement for North Lodge and the words ‘Greenwood £500’ on the tender finance statement for Cricket Pavilion.

IV.4392. IR said that he hadn’t recalled making such entries during his first interview but he was able to explain the words ‘Greenwood £500’ as follows: ‘they’re gonna pay Greenwood £500...Because it says Greenwood, and it’s a 500 pound addition to the contract figure...Greenwood’s had the enquiry but were never going to price it, but I always thought it was on the basis that they were gonna do the decorating works’. Referring to the words ‘Agreed fee 500’, IR explained that this was ‘for them not pricing the work’. IR said that he did not deal with the provision of a cover price to Greenwood or Herbert Baggaley but was aware that both companies submitted cover prices.

IV.4393. IR could recall, however, that he provided a copy of priced ‘Bill of Quantities’ for either North Lodge or Cricket Pavilion in person to KT, who visited his home address to collect the documents from him, in a brown envelope. IR said ‘I would have thought we would have given them Wildgoose’s figures’. He added that Greenwood would ‘do the recalculation to make it look like their own...If I was doing it myself I’d just adjust some of the rates by a certain amount, either up some rates and lower some rates, provided you make sure that if any of the rates duplicate you’ve got the same figure in. You could do it fairly quickly’. IR said that he had not been aware that Allenbuild had also been invited to tender for these tenders.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.4394. During interviews with the OFT on 2 November 2006 and 19 April 2007, conducted in connection with Herbert Baggaley’s leniency application, Anton Newell (‘AN’), Chief Estimator for Herbert Baggaley, provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4395. During the interview dated 19 April 2007, AN was asked if he could recall anything about this contract. AN said ‘This is the one where I believe Wildgoose...were project managing the scheme for Chesterfield Borough Council. And they needed to go out and get three quotes for various elements of work: the north lodge, the cricket pavilion, and we were approached to see whether we’d effectively put a dummy...price in, taking a cover off them...which we...did...It [the original approach] was certainly from them to us,'
and then we said, okay, we’ll do that’. AN also confirmed that the appearance
of the letter ‘C’ on Herbert Baggaley’s tender schedules for North Lodge and
Cricket Pavilion was ‘an indication of a cover’.6405

Witness evidence from Allenbuild

IV.4396. Roger Hayes, Chief Estimator of Allenbuild was also interviewed briefly about
the Queen’s Park tenders and said ‘I recall Queen’s Park jobs. I recall Wildgoose
being some kind of client’s agent. I do believe they sent us an enquiry and I do
believe we sent it back saying we are not going to work for another builder’.6406

Witness evidence from Greenwood/Crown Point

IV.4397. Chris Stendall (‘CS’), an ex-estimator at Greenwood, was interviewed by the
OFT and asked about the North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion tenders. He admitted
that tendering for a competitor was unusual and Greenwood ‘wouldn’t normally
entertain it’.6407 He could not recall any decisions or agreements to submit a
cover price on these tenders, however, he referred to the entries in
Greenwood’s tender register6408 and said that ‘to be perfectly honest with you I
can’t imagine them being genuine but I could be wrong’.6409 CS said that KT
used to be a director at Greenwood but sold his interest in about 2002. He
continued working for Greenwood for some time in a consultant capacity.

IV.4398. KT wrote to the OFT on 9 October 2007 and declined the request for an
interview.6410 The OFT wrote again to KT in November 2007, outlining in detail
the nature of the evidence collected by the OFT in relation to these contracts,
including providing him with certain of the documents, and asking if he wished
to provide an account of his involvement.6411 In response, in a further letter to
the OFT, KT declined the opportunity to give his account of events.6412

Evidence from Greenwood

IV.4399. The OFT wrote to the joint administrators of Greenwood on 22 March 2007
offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT
might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender,
in return for an admission that Greenwood had participated in bid rigging on this
tender. In response, the former joint administrator stated that Greenwood was
dissolved on 28 March 2007 and therefore the joint administrator would not be
in a position to enter into any agreement on its behalf.6413

IV.4400. The OFT subsequently wrote to Crown Point, the former parent company of
Greenwood, on 5 November 2007, asking it to consider the offer made by the
OFT, given that the OFT intended to hold Crown Point liable for any
infringements committed by Greenwood during the period following its
acquisition by Crown Point in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to

6405 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, pages 28 and 29.
6406 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13391, page 18.
6407 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13423, page 36.
6409 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13423, page 37.
6410 Response from Ken Taylor, OFT Document Reference 13380.
6411 Letter to Ken Taylor, OFT Document Reference 13381.
6412 Response from Ken Taylor, OFT Document Reference 13385.
6413 Response from Begbies Traynor, OFT Document Reference 10358.
impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Crown Point stated ‘… the offer is not accepted by Crown Point Maintenance Group Limited’.

IV.4401. In its response to the Statement, Crown Point did not dispute liability for KT’s actions in respect of the cover pricing arrangement (although Crown Point did dispute liability for KT’s actions in taking a payment from Wildgoose). Whilst Crown Point stated that KT was an independent contractor acting in a consulting capacity for Greenwood at the relevant time, Crown Point accepted that KT was ‘the managing body of Greenwood’ and that: ‘KT’s role was akin to a de facto Director and he continued to be regarded as the Director and controlling mind of Greenwood to third parties’. 

IV.4402. Crown Point submitted that neither it, nor Greenwood, is liable for KT’s actions in respect of the compensation payment as, on the basis of the evidence, KT ‘was clearly acting on a frolic of his own’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4403. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4404. Wildgoose won a competitive tender exercise to act as project manager for a number of general and specialised works contracts at Queen’s Park, Chesterfield, on behalf of Chesterfield BC. Wildgoose was responsible for identifying potential bidders and sending tender invitations to a number of companies for (amongst others) the contracts for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion at Queen’s Park. Tenders were issued by Wildgoose during the period June/July 2003 with staggered deadlines and each tender had to be returned to the allocated quantity surveyor, William Baird, for independent scrutiny. Greenwood and Herbert Baggaley each accepted an invitation to tender for the North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion contracts. Wildgoose was also permitted by the client to tender for these contracts, and did so by inviting itself to tender and then sending completed tender returns to William Baird. It is significant that in its role of project manager, Wildgoose was in a unique situation in knowing the extent of its competition for both tenders.

IV.4405. It appears that Wildgoose completed the estimating process for both North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion and submitted bids with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the facts that Wildgoose submitted the lowest tenders and that it won the contracts. Herbert Baggaley did not want to win these contracts and recorded the words ‘Cover Price’ on its contemporaneous manual tendering schedules against both tenders. Greenwood also did not want to win these contracts and estimator CS stated that it would not ‘normally entertain’ working for another builder.

IV.4406. It is clear that Wildgoose had problems in attracting interest from anyone in tendering for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion. However, as part of the procurement process, the client had to be assured that each contract was subject to a genuinely open and competitive process and it was partly Wildgoose’s responsibility that this was carried out.

6414 Response from Crown Point Maintenance Group, OFT Document Reference 14184.
6416 Written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.4.
IV.4407. Wildgoose stated as part of its leniency application that commercial manager SM spoke to Managing Director GB about the lack of interest from Wildgoose’s competitors in the works contracts, and they discussed ‘how Wildgoose could procure the work itself’.

GB denied that there was any manipulation by Wildgoose of the tender process but SM recalled that he was told by GB to approach Chief Estimator BB for names of contractors who would be willing to provide cover prices. SM recalled that such a conversation with BB took place and BB agreed that it was quite possible that he furnished some names to SM.

IV.4408. BB provided SM with a handwritten note of contact names for three companies, namely ‘Stone, Alan [and] Bags’ on a tender finance statement. Wildgoose confirmed that these were references to building contractors Stone Construction Ltd, Allenbuild and Herbert Baggaley. SM stated that he made telephone calls to Herbert Baggaley and Allenbuild and that they agreed to submit cover prices for the North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion contracts. Senior estimator AN of Herbert Baggaley was one of the listed contact names and he agreed in interview that he was called by Wildgoose to ‘put a dummy…price in’, to which he agreed. Herbert Baggaley has admitted taking cover prices from Wildgoose for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion.

IV.4409. On 1 July 2003, tender invitations for North Lodge were sent by SM to Herbert Baggaley and Allenbuild for the attention of the individuals noted on the tender finance statement. On 2 July 2003, at a project meeting, the minutes show that Chesterfield BC told SM that additional contractors would be required to be invited to tender for both North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion. The following day, on 3 July 2003, SM again sent invitations to only two contractors, namely Herbert Baggaley and Allenbuild for the Cricket Pavilion contract. On 4 July 2003, Wildgoose complied with the request made by Chesterfield BC two days earlier and issued a further tender invitation to Greenwood for both North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion.

IV.4410. In interview SM explained that Greenwood had been suggested by Chesterfield BC as a contractor to invite for the North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion tenders. SM said he contacted Greenwood and spoke to KT and asked him to provide a cover bid. KT agreed to do so but only in return for a sum of money and an opportunity for Taylor Brothers, (KT’s painting and decorating company), to quote for the painting and decorating elements of the work to be carried out at Queen’s Park. SM agreed that Taylor Brothers could quote for sub-contracting work but referred the request for money to GB. GB confirmed that he spoke to KT and a figure of £1000 was agreed ‘for tendering costs’. This is corroborated by the amounts of £500 which were recorded and attributed on the respective tender finance statements for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion and the use of the words ‘Agreed fee’ and ‘Greenwood £500’.

IV.4411. The OFT finds that these contacts between Wildgoose and KT took place in the period between the request by Chesterfield BC for additional bidders to be invited to tender for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion on 2 July 2003 and the letters of invitation sent by SM to Greenwood on 4 July 2003.

---

6419 Stone Construction Limited was not invited to tender for North Lodge or Cricket Pavilion. For the avoidance of doubt, the OFT makes no finding that Stone Construction Ltd was party to any infringement of the Act.
IV.4412. Wildgoose’s tender finance statements show that it submitted tender sums of £378,315 for North Lodge and £336,310 for Cricket Pavilion, matching the amounts recorded by the client. The client also received bids of £382,160 and £341,682 for these tenders from Greenwood, which are higher than the amounts tendered by Wildgoose. This fits into the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided from Wildgoose to Greenwood. The client also received bids of £383,651.45 and £348,760.20 respectively from Herbert Baggaley for these tenders. Again, these figures are higher than those of Wildgoose, which is consistent with cover prices having also been provided from Wildgoose to Herbert Baggaley.

IV.4413. The OFT notes that Taylor Brothers was allowed to quote for painting and decorating works on these contracts and from the entries in Wildgoose’s subcontract analysis, provided the lowest tenders and won the work. Wildgoose’s freelance estimator IR recalled that Greenwood was promised decorating work by Wildgoose in return for submitting a cover price. Despite the fact that Taylor Brothers’ quotations appear to have been added to the analysis documents at the end of the tender process, there is no evidence to suggest that there was bid rigging between Wildgoose and Greenwood in the tender for the painting and decorating works. The OFT therefore finds that an element of the arrangement between Wildgoose and KT was that in return for KT submitting a cover price on behalf of Greenwood, Wildgoose gave Taylor Brothers the opportunity to bid for the painting and decorating sub-contract (which it seems it did not otherwise have), as well as making £1,000 payment to KT.

IV.4414. Wildgoose submitted in its response to the Statement that Chesterfield BC was not put to any greater expense as a result of Taylor Brothers being allowed to tender for the painting work, and this only served to make the process more competitive. As noted above, the OFT has no evidence to suggest that the tender for the painting and decorating works was rigged, and the OFT makes no finding as to the impact on Chesterfield BC of Wildgoose allowing Taylor Brothers to tender for the work.

IV.4415. Wildgoose included the amount of the payment to KT in Wildgoose’s two tender prices, splitting the amount between the two relevant tenders.

IV.4416. Greenwood provided the second lowest bid for both tenders and was required to submit a priced bill of quantities to the Quantity Surveyor. IR recalls that the necessary figures to enable Greenwood to do this were provided by him, acting on behalf of Wildgoose, to KT, who collected them in person from the freelance estimator’s house.

IV.4417. Subsequently, KT raised an invoice to Wildgoose ‘to carry out consultancy works as agreed. January to June 04 £1000’. SM confirmed that he noted on the invoice that this was as a result of an agreement between him, GB and KT and that the £1,000 was split into two amounts each of £500 for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion. Wildgoose confirmed that KT visited its premises in person to collect the cheque which he required to be made payable to himself, not Greenwood. Wildgoose has confirmed that this invoice was false and that no such consultancy works were carried out. AC of Wildgoose has confirmed that

---

6420 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraphs 5.90 to 5.91.
the invoice was subsequently paid by cheque to KT, a copy of which has been provided.

IV.4418. The OFT has provided KT with detailed disclosure of the evidence in its possession relating to these contracts and he has been given the opportunity to put his account of the circumstances surrounding them on record. However, he has declined to do so.

IV.4419. The OFT considers that, in taking cover prices from Wildgoose and submitting these in Greenwood tenders to Chesterfield BC, KT acted as agent on behalf of Greenwood and formed part of the same undertaking as Greenwood. As such, the OFT considers Greenwood to be liable for KT’s actions, even if Greenwood was unaware of the cover pricing arrangement, or if Greenwood did not authorise or approve KT’s actions. References to Greenwood in paragraphs IV.4419 to IV.4435 below, insofar as they relate to the cover pricing arrangement, are therefore in Greenwood’s capacity as principal of KT, and reflect Greenwood’s liability for KT’s actions in this respect.

IV.4420. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Wildgoose and Greenwood and between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley. The OFT also concludes that Wildgoose supplied figures to both Greenwood and Herbert Baggaley for cover bids.

IV.4421. The OFT notes that the ‘object’ of an agreement and/or concerted practice is not assessed by reference to the parties’ subjective intentions when they enter into it, but rather is determined by an objective analysis of its aims. Nevertheless, the OFT notes that Wildgoose’s own evidence reports that SM spoke with GB about the lack of interest from tenderers and ‘how Wildgoose could procure the work itself’, with GB advising SM to obtain the names of contractors who might be willing to submit cover bids (see paragraph IV.4366). The OFT does not accept that Wildgoose’s sole motive for entering into cover bidding arrangements was to benefit Chesterfield BC, rather than to secure the tenders itself. Moreover, having chosen not to widen its search for potential tenderers, Wildgoose’s statement that others would also likely refuse to tender is supposition. Indeed, Wildgoose notes in its representations that part of its duties as managing agent was to procure competitive tenders, which it failed to do.

IV.4422. The OFT also concludes that Wildgoose made a payment of £1000 to KT in return for KT submitting cover prices on behalf of Greenwood and that this payment was facilitated by the production of a false invoice by KT in relation to ‘consultancy works’. The OFT notes that Wildgoose included in its tender bids the amounts of the payments agreed with KT, i.e. £500 for each of the two tenders. The OFT also concludes that Wildgoose also agreed to enable KT’s company tender for a painting and decorating sub-contract.

IV.4423. The OFT accepts Crown Point’s submission that KT was acting in his own right in requesting and receiving a payment from Wildgoose. In particular, KT issued an invoice to Wildgoose in his own name and using what appears to be his own personal address and contact details. Payment was made by Wildgoose

---

6421 See paragraphs III.28 to III.36 of the Legal Background section.
6422 See paragraphs III.68 to III.69 of the Legal Background section.
6423 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.81.
in the form of a cheque which KT requested be made payable to him personally (see paragraphs IV.4360 and IV.4361), and which he collected in person from Wildgoose’s premises. The OFT therefore concludes that Greenwood was not a party to a compensation payment arrangement with Wildgoose, but rather that KT was acting on his own behalf in seeking and collecting a payment from Wildgoose.

IV.4424. As noted in Section VI6424, the OFT considers that Wildgoose acted as the instigator in relation to this Infringement. In addition to the provision of cover prices to Greenwood and Herbert Baggaley, the OFT considers that Wildgoose agreed with KT that it would make a payment of £1,000 to KT, and enable KT’s company Taylor Brothers to quote for the painting and decorating work at Queens Park, in return for KT submitting a cover bid on behalf of Greenwood. For the avoidance of doubt, the OFT has not taken the payment arrangement with KT into account in setting the starting point for Wildgoose’s penalty in relation to this Infringement as, unlike for certain other Infringements in this Decision, the payment is not a ‘compensation’ arrangement between undertakings, but instead took the form of a pay-off to an individual. The starting point is therefore based on the cover pricing arrangement alone. The OFT considers, however, that the agreement to make a payment to KT is a further aggravating factor to be taken into account at step 4 of the penalty calculation for Wildgoose.

IV.4425. Wildgoose accepted in its response to the Statement that the payment to KT was inappropriate, but that the sum involved was ‘miniscule’ in comparison to the value of the total tender. Whilst the payment to KT may represent only a small percentage of the tender value6425, in absolute terms the OFT does not consider that £1,000 can properly be described as ‘miniscule’. Moreover, any financial incentive offered and/or paid to an individual in return for the individual entering into anti-competitive arrangements on behalf of his principal/employer undertaking, must be regarded as a very serious matter, irrespective of the sums involved.

IV.4426. Wildgoose also submitted that Chesterfield BC was not overcharged for the work undertaken, highlighting its tendered margins of 6.5% and 7% on the two work packages (and achieved margin of 4.9%). By way of comparison, Wildgoose submitted that Chesterfield BC had allowed it to achieve 10% gross margin on pervious projects, and that it had undertaken the work at a discount to its standard margin. Wildgoose also noted that, whilst Chesterfield BC had indicated that the costs tendered for the Cricket Pavilion were higher than the initial budget, these were ‘deemed acceptable’.6426

IV.4427. The OFT considers that the client was overcharged by at least £1000 (leaving aside any potential effect on the tender prices as a result of the cover pricing), as demonstrated by the addition of £500 to each tender finance statement. Whilst the OFT does not consider profit levels to be a reliable indicator of anti-competitive behaviour, it notes that SM of Wildgoose considered that, in general, a margin of 2% to 4% would be the norm (although it would vary

---

6424 See paragraph VI.297 of the Enforcement section.
6425 The OFT considers the value of the tenders submitted by Wildgoose for the two work packages to total approximately £715,000 and not £3 million, as Wildgoose suggested at paragraph 5.92 of its representations.
6426 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraphs 5.79.4, 5.92 to 5.93, 5.94.2, 5.94.4, 5.95.4 and Annex K.
depending on the size of the job and timescales involved). The OFT therefore does not necessarily accept Wildgoose’s representation that it achieved a low profit margin on these tenders. Equally, the fact that the tender costs were ‘deemed acceptable’ by Chesterfield BC does not prove that it was not overcharged, particularly given that it also noted that the costs had come in higher than the initial budget for the works.

IV.4428. SM stated in addition that contact also took place between Wildgoose and Allenbuild on these tenders, and that Wildgoose supplied figures to Allenbuild for cover bids. However, the OFT notes that RH of Allenbuild, who was named by BB as the relevant person at this company, does not recall cover pricing on these tenders. The OFT also notes the absence of any contemporaneous documentation relating to cover pricing by Allenbuild on these tenders, and therefore the OFT makes no finding as to Allenbuild’s involvement in any infringement in relation to these tenders.

IV.4429. The OFT considers that it is not possible to identify separate agreements and/or concerted practices in relation to each of the North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion tenders, but instead is dealing with these two tenders together, given that overall cover pricing arrangements were apparently made between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley and between Wildgoose and Greenwood that covered North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion.

IV.4430. The OFT notes that Herbert Baggaley’s leniency application made reference to contacts having taken place between Greenwood and Wildgoose in relation to these tenders. As the OFT has no documentary or witness evidence to suggest that Herbert Baggaley had contact with Greenwood in relation to this tender or that either Herbert Baggaley or Greenwood was aware of Wildgoose’s contacts with the other Party at the time of its own contacts with Wildgoose, the OFT does not propose to find that the relevant parties were party to a multilateral agreement as opposed to a series of bilateral arrangements.

IV.4431. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4353 to IV.4430 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Wildgoose to Greenwood and the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Wildgoose to Herbert Baggaley was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Greenwood and Herbert Baggaley can each be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Wildgoose (i.e. the cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Wildgoose can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from each of Greenwood and Herbert Baggaley (i.e. that

---

6428 See paragraph III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6429 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6430 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6431 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Greenwood and Herbert Baggaley did not intend to submit competitive bids when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.  

IV.4432. Wildgoose disputed that it had taken into account the information it received from Herbert Baggaley and Greenwood when determining its own conduct in the tender process, rather it had continued to price the projects as competitively as it could.  

IV.4433. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Wildgoose has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may 'take account' of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept that Wildgoose did not increase its tender sum to account for the compensation payment, that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition. In any event, Wildgoose has accepted that its conduct amounted to an infringement and by implication, therefore, that it was a party to either an anti-competitive agreement or concerted practice.  

IV.4434. To the extent that Wildgoose submits this Infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in Step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.  

IV.4435. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Wildgoose and Greenwood and between Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tenders for North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion at Queen’s Park, Chesterfield, tender deadlines 25 and 30 July 2003 respectively.  

**Immunity and leniency assessment**  

IV.4436. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.  

IV.4437. In respect of these tenders, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 14 June 2005 to Herbert Baggaley and from third parties. None of the Parties therefore will receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, both Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley will receive their respective normal leniency percentage reduction from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of this tender.

---

6432 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.  
6433 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.94.3.  
6434 See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
IV.4438. Wildgoose submitted that it should receive a higher leniency percentage reduction in respect of this Infringement because of the amount of information and assistance it provided to the OFT, and because it was the first party to inform the OFT of the compensation payment arrangement.6435

IV.4439. The OFT has applied immunity and leniency reductions in this case in line with its published guidance. Wildgoose will receive a reduction in penalty, which has been calculated taking into account the stage at which it came forward, the evidence in the OFT’s possession and the evidence provided by Wildgoose. It should be noted that the award of any such reduction in penalty is within the OFT’s discretion, taking into account these factors.6436

Infringement 159: Norfolk Heritage Park, Bowls Pavilion, Sheffield – 28 July 2003
Client: Sheffield City Council
Parties: Bodill, Wildgoose, Lemmeleg and Quarmby (Special Projects)

IV.4440. On 26 June 2003, Sheffield City Council (‘Sheffield CC’) sought tenders for the demolition of existing buildings and construction of a bowls pavilion at Norfolk Heritage Park, Sheffield. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 28 July 2003 and five companies were invited to tender: Bodill, Wildgoose, Lemmeleg, Quarmby (Special Projects) and Watfords of Wombwell Ltd.6437

IV.4441. Sheffield CC received the following tender returns by 12:00 noon on 28 July 2003:6438

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 28 July 2003</td>
<td>£533,772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmeleg</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 28 July 2003</td>
<td>£598,776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarmby (Special Projects)</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 28 July 2003</td>
<td>£579,975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watfords of Wombwell Ltd</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 28 July 2003</td>
<td>£469,520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon 28 July 2003</td>
<td>£588,120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4442. Sheffield CC said that the lowest tender sum received exceeded the budget available. This scheme was revised and re-tendered at a later date.

IV.4443. Lemmeleg noted this fact in its response to the Statement asserting there was ‘no impact on the eventual cost of each project and the contracting party … was unaffected’.6439 The OFT considers that the fact the tender was not awarded is irrelevant to the finding of an infringement for the reasons set out in paragraph III.14 above. Further, and in any event, the OFT disagrees with Lemmeleg’s suggestion that the client was unaffected, as it received four bids which it considered to be genuine but were in fact the subject of cover pricing and was thereby denied the opportunity to seek replacement tenderers for this tender process which may have been within its available budget.

6435 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraphs 5.79.1, 5.80, 5.84 and 5.95.1 to 5.95.2.
6436 OFT Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, December 2004), at paragraphs 3.13 to 3.15.
6437 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9342.
6438 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9342.
6439 Written representations of Lemmeleg, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.2.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.4444. In Bodill’s original tender sheet, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:6440

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Bodill</td>
<td>£587450 ✓②</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. WILDGOOSE</td>
<td>ROSS COOPER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. WATFORDS – PETER WOODS NON PRICING</td>
<td>[……….] [C] (WOMBWELL BARNESLEY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. DLO?</td>
<td>£579901 ✓③</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. QSP CONSTRUCTION © FROM MARTIN SENYK [……….] [C]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. LEMELEC (HUDDERSFIELD) © FROM WILDGOOSE</td>
<td>TIM LAVIN [……….] [C]’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4445. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £533,772.6441

IV.4446. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has confirmed that the handwritten annotations ‘£587450 ✓②, ROSS COOPER, WATFORDS – PETER WOODS NON PRICING [……….] [C] (WOMBWELL BARNESLEY), DLO?, £579901 ✓③’ and ‘£598995 ✓③ LEMELEC (HUDDERSFIELD) © FROM WILDGOOSE’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.6442 JR also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.4447. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has confirmed that the handwritten annotations ‘ ©, © FROM MARTIN SENYK [……….] [C]’ and ‘TIM LAVIN [……….] [C]’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.6443 DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.4448. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

6440 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0691.
6441 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0691.
6442 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 86 and 120.
6443 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 34.
IV.4449. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.\textsuperscript{6444} In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave two cover prices, to Wildgoose and Quarmby (Special Projects), and that Lemmeleg 'seems to have taken a cover from Wildgoose'.\textsuperscript{6445}

IV.4450. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.4451. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose – Tender Enquiry Register**

IV.4452. In the Tender Enquiry Register, obtained from Wildgoose during the OFT’s section 27 inspection of Wildgoose's premises on 18 November 2004, is handwritten:\textsuperscript{6446}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E.No</th>
<th>RCD</th>
<th>RTN</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03/160</td>
<td>27/6</td>
<td>28/7</td>
<td>Norfolk Heritage Park</td>
<td>Sheffield City Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bowls Pavilion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QS</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>TENDER SUM/ TENDER DELIVERY</th>
<th>DIFF</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>RS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheffield</td>
<td>[..........] [C]</td>
<td>[..........] [C]</td>
<td>Sheffield</td>
<td>£588120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Council</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td>HR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose**

IV.4453. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Wildgoose employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.726 to IV.742 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4454. In respect of this tender, Ross Cooper ('RC'), an ex-trainee estimator at Wildgoose could not recall anything about this tender, but on being asked by the OFT to explain the handwritten entries in the Wildgoose Tender Enquiry Register he confirmed that the entry ‘HR’ under the column ‘EST’ shows that Wildgoose took a cover on this tender.\textsuperscript{6447} RC also said in respect of the entry under the column ‘TENDER SUM/TENDER DELIVERY’ that, ‘I would believe that will be the cover price that was submitted on the form of tender. Whether the price that was received from the competitor was adjusted before it was added on the tender, I’m unaware’.\textsuperscript{6448}

\textsuperscript{6444} Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
\textsuperscript{6445} Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465.
\textsuperscript{6446} Tender Enquiry Register, OFT Document Reference 0094, page 23.
\textsuperscript{6447} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11447, page 15.
\textsuperscript{6448} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11447, page 15.
IV.4455. RC was then shown the Bodill tender sheet for this tender and in respect of the entry ‘£587450 ✓②, © ROSS COOPER’, he said, ‘Yes, I accept that I would have spoken to Bodill’s to arrange for a figure to be given for the job’. 6449 The OFT asked RC to explain the slight difference in the cover price provided by Bodill and the actual tender figure submitted by Wildgoose. RC explained that, ‘That was quite normal. Occasionally, if we felt that.... the competitor price was a bit tight, we’d add a little more money, just to make sure that we didn’t pick the job up’. 6450

IV.4456. In response to a question from the OFT asking if Wildgoose would have also given a cover price in relation to this contract, RC said ‘if another company had approached us, it had been known to, to give another cover price off the, the back of the cover price that we had or to refer them back to Bodill’s to speak to Bodill’s’. 6451

Evidence from leniency applicant Wildgoose

IV.4457. As part of its leniency application, Wildgoose provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.726 to IV.742 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4458. In particular, Wildgoose provided to the OFT a ‘Schedule of covers’ and this tender appears on page four of the schedule. 6452

IV.4459. In its response to the Statement, Wildgoose stated that ‘neither the witness evidence provided by Ross Cooper nor the documentary evidence of Lemmeleg is sufficient to support the allegation that Wildgoose had provided a cover to Lemmeleg, even when considered together’, 6453 although they did acknowledge elsewhere in their representations that ‘the evidence suggests that Wildgoose provided Lemmeleg with a cover price for this tender’. 6454 The OFT notes that Wildgoose fails specifically to deal with the contemporaneous documentary evidence obtained from Bodill, which the OFT considers to be strong and which shows ‘£598995 ✓③ LEMELEC (HUDDERSFIELD) © FROM WILDGOOSE’. Taken together with the witness explanations provided and with Lemmeleg’s Fast Track admission which, without sight of the OFT’s evidence, confirmed that it appeared that it had received a cover price from Bodills and/or possibly from Wildgoose (see below), the OFT considers its case that Wildgoose provided cover to Lemmeleg to be strong and compelling. The OFT further considers it possible either that Wildgoose indicated to Lemmeleg at the time of providing the cover price, that Bodill had also supplied Wildgoose with a cover price, or alternatively that Bodill may have informed Lemmeleg that it had given a cover price to Wildgoose and suggested that Lemmeleg obtain its cover price from Wildgoose.

6449 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11447, page 16.
6450 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11447, page 16.
6451 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11447, page 17.
6453 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.97.5.
6454 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended on 1 April 2009), paragraph 5.99.5.
Evidence from other companies – Lemmeleg

IV.4460. The OFT emailed Maclay Murray & Spens, legal representatives of Lemmeleg, on 12 June 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Lemmeleg had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this email, Lemmeleg admitted that, ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender. Although the position and documentation is not entirely clear, it appears that Lemmeleg received a cover price from Bodills and/or possible from Wildgoose’. 6455

IV.4461. In their response to the Statement, Lemmeleg reiterated Lemmeleg’s acceptance of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of this Infringement. 6456

Evidence from other companies – Quarmby (Special Projects)

IV.4462. The OFT wrote to Quarmby (Special Projects) on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Quarmby (Special Projects) had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received a letter dated 1 May explaining ‘...we did not feel comfortable signing a declaration that we had been involved in bid rigging, when the reason contractors request cover prices, is that severe pressure of work can make it impossible to submit a tender for work where willingness had previously been expressed for inclusion on a specific tender list’. 6457 Quarmby (Special Projects) therefore did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.4463. The OFT subsequently wrote to Quarmby (Special Projects)’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Justgrade, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Quarmby (Special Projects)’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Justgrade jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Quarmby (Special Projects) in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Justgrade confirmed the position of its subsidiary, Quarmby (Special Projects) in its rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. 6458

IV.4464. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby (Special Projects) stated ‘...we would again confirm that your original correspondence was taken very seriously within our company structure. We also again confirm in that any conduct by our staff, that may have constituted an infringement or a breach of the Companies Act 1998 [sic] happened due to a genuine lack of knowledge and naivety of the Act. We trust you will accept our sincere apologies in this instance and we confirm that adequate steps have been taken within the company to ensure compliance with the law’. 6459

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4465. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

6455 Response from Lemmeleg, OFT Document Reference 12981, page 2.
6456 Written representations of Lemmeleg, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.1.
6457 Response from Quarmby (Special Projects), OFT Document Reference 10768.
6458 Response from Justgrade, OFT Document Reference 14089.
6459 Written representations of Quarmby (Special Projects), 12 June 2008, page 2.
IV.4466. Bodill, Wildgoose, Lemmeleg and Quarmby (Special Projects) each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4467. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.4468. Wildgoose, Lemmeleg and Quarmby (Special Projects) were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.4469. In regard to Wildgoose, Bodill’s tender sheet records £587,450 ✓② WILDGOOSE © ROSS COOPER’ against Wildgoose. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number ② recorded against Wildgoose to show that Wildgoose was the second company to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that Wildgoose submitted a higher tender figure than the first company to be given a cover price, Quarmby (Special Projects).

IV.4470. In addition, in Wildgoose’s tender register, ‘HR’ is written in the ‘EST’ column for this particular tender. Wildgoose provided an explanation of the use of the initials ‘HR’ in its Tender Enquiry Register. This evidence is set out in paragraph IV.732 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. Wildgoose explained that if it decides to take a cover, it will insert ‘C’ (for ‘cover’) or ‘HR’ (meaning ‘Help Required’) against that particular enquiry in the Tender Enquiry Register. ‘HR’ reflects the fact that a cover will be obtained unless the initial decision is reviewed and Wildgoose decides instead to seek assistance from a freelance estimator or possibly another department within the company.

IV.4471. Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded the name of a Wildgoose employee, ‘ROSS COOPER’ (RC), providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. RC confirmed in interview that Wildgoose obtained a cover price for this tender and, on being shown Bodill’s tender sheet for this contract, accepted that he would have spoken with Bodill to obtain the cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £587,450 against Wildgoose, whereas the actual figure submitted by Wildgoose was £588,120. RC explained that this slight discrepancy was quite normal and to make sure that Wildgoose did not win a job, it would sometimes add an extra figure onto a cover price provided.

IV.4472. In regard to Lemmeleg, Bodill’s tender sheet records £598,995 ✓③ LEMELEC (HUDSDERSFIELD) © FROM WILGOOSE TIM LAVIN [..........] [C]’ against Lemmeleg. Bodill has confirmed that Lemmeleg has taken a cover price, apparently from Wildgoose. RC of Wildgoose said that if a company approached Wildgoose for a cover price, it was possible for Wildgoose to give another cover price off the back of the cover price already provided. The tender sheet also has the number ③ recorded against Lemmeleg to show that Lemmeleg was the third party to be given cover by or to request cover, whether from Bodill or from someone else, in this case Wildgoose. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on.
IV.4473. The OFT notes that Lemmeleg submitted a higher tender figure than the second company to be given a cover price, Wildgoose. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £598995 against Lemmeleg, a figure that was only £219 higher than the tender that Lemmeleg submitted for the work. Taken together with the witness explanations provided and with Lemmeleg’s Fast Track admission which independently confirmed that it appeared that it had received a cover price from Bodills and/or possibly from Wildgoose, the OFT considers its case that Wildgoose provided cover to Lemmeleg to be strong and compelling.

IV.4474. Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded the name of a Lemmeleg employee, ‘TIM LAVIN’ and the telephone number ‘[………..] [C]’, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is corroborated by company information for Lemmeleg, which gives contains the telephone number […] [C].

IV.4475. The OFT notes that Lemmeleg has admitted that it obtained a cover price from either Bodill and/or Wildgoose on this tender.

IV.4476. In regard to Quarmby (Special Projects), Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£579901 ✓① QSP CONSTRUCTION © FROM’ and ‘MARTIN SENYK […] [C]’ against Quarmby (Special Projects). Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number ① recorded against Quarmby (Special Projects) to show that Quarmby (Special Projects) was the first company to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that Quarmby (Special Projects) submitted a lower tender figure than the second company to be given a cover price, Wildgoose. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure ‘£579901’ against Quarmby (Special Projects), a figure that was only £74 lower than the tender that Quarmby (Special Projects) submitted for the work.

IV.4477. Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded the name of a Quarmby (Special Projects) employee, ‘MARTIN SENYK’ and the telephone number ‘[………..] [C]’, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is corroborated by company information for Quarmby (Special Projects), which gives contains the telephone number […] [C].

IV.4478. Bodill, Wildgoose and Lemmeleg have all admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Lemmeleg admitted that it obtained a cover from either Bodill or Wildgoose, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Lemmeleg took a cover price from Wildgoose. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.4479. Although Quarmby (Special Projects) has not admitted engaging in this bid rigging activity, the OFT considers the admissions by Wildgoose and Lemmeleg of engaging in bid rigging activities for this tender, support the OFT’s
interpretation of Bodill’s tender sheet as indicating that Quarmby (Special Projects) too was provided with a cover price.

IV.4480. The OFT notes in addition that the tenders submitted by Wildgoose, Lemmeleg and Quarmby (Special Projects) were higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided by Bodill.

IV.4481. The OFT further notes that the tender received by Sheffield CC from Watfords of Wombwell Ltd is the only tender which appears to have been a genuine bid not subject to bid rigging, and furthermore that this bid was significantly lower than the bids received from the other four tenderers who were engaging in cover pricing on this contract and were therefore likely to have been inflating their submitted prices.

IV.4482. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Wildgoose and Bodill, between Quarmby (Special Projects) and Bodill, and between Lemmeleg and Wildgoose. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied figures to each of Wildgoose and Quarmby (Special Projects) for cover bids. The OFT further concludes that Wildgoose supplied a figure to Lemmeleg for a cover bid.

IV.4483. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4444 to IV.4482 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6462 In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of Wildgoose and Quarmby (Special Projects), and from Wildgoose to Lemmeleg, was not unilateral6463 and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;6464
(b) Wildgoose and Quarmby (Special Projects) can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process;6465
(c) Lemmeleg can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Wildgoose (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own respective conduct in the tendering process;6466
(d) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Wildgoose and Quarmby (Special Projects) (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process; and 6467
(e) Wildgoose can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Lemmeleg (i.e. that Lemmeleg did not intended to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.6468

IV.4484. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Wildgoose and Bodill, between Quarmby (Special Projects) and Bodill,

6462 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6463 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6464 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6465 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6466 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6467 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6468 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
and between Lemmeleg and Wildgoose, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the demolition of existing buildings and construction of a bowls pavilion at Norfolk Heritage Park, Sheffield, tender deadline 28 July 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4485. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4486. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.4487. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Wildgoose’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the section 27 inspection which took place at Wildgoose’s premises on 18 November 2004. Wildgoose will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Wildgoose will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.4488. In its response to the Statement, Wildgoose stated that ‘it provided the OFT with an explanation of the meaning of the abbreviations for “HR” … found in its Enquiry Register, which assisted the OFT with its analysis of the evidence pertaining to this Alleged Infringement and sees no rational reason why this Alleged Infringement has been singled out for different treatment’. The OFT first became aware of this tender as a result of the entry in a document found during a section 27 visit to Wildgoose on 18 November 2004, which gave the OFT reasonable grounds to suspect cover pricing activity in respect of this tender prior to Wildgoose’s leniency application being made. The OFT therefore confirms that Wildgoose is not entitled to immunity for this Infringement but instead will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 160: Refurbishments at Sneinton Corporate Properties, Nottingham City Council – 1 August 2003
Client: Nottingham City Council
Parties: Bodill and Dukeries

IV.4489. On 11 July 2003, Nottingham City Council (‘Nottingham CC’) sought tenders for refurbishment at Sneinton Corporate Properties. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 1 August 2003 and six companies were invited to tender: Dukeries, GPS Construction (Nottingham) Limited (‘GPS’), P Waller, Bodill, Thomas Long and W R Bloodworth.  

6469 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 as amended on 1 April 2009, paragraph 5.97.3.
6470 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9138.
IV.4490. Nottingham CC received the following tender returns by 1 August 2003:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dukeries</td>
<td>1 August 2003</td>
<td>£94,750</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>1 August 2003</td>
<td>£96,980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>1 August 2003</td>
<td>£98,802.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>1 August 2003</td>
<td>£96,831</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>1 August 2003</td>
<td>£101,929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>No tender returned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4491. In their response to the Statement, Dukeries and Gavco stated ‘Although Dukeries won this tender, the job did not proceed. Six months after the tender, a revised package of work which included on the properties in this tender was procured by Dukeries by negotiation with the Client’.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.4492. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:

1. Bodill

2. **DUKERIES BUILDING WILL RING U(S)**
   **THURS pm**
   A. **STOKES TEL [...] [C]**

IV.4493. The tender sheet for this tender also contains a ringed letter 'C' against the word 'ESTIMATOR', and at the foot of the sheet it states that Bodill’s submitted price was £96,831.

IV.4494. Juris Rozentals ('JR'), Chief Estimator at Bodill, kept a diary for 2003 which contains an entry for this tender on 1 August which reads **‘PROP REFURBS NOTTMCC (C) (NOTTM)’**.

JR explained in interview with the OFT that when a tender is written in his diary with a ‘C’ in brackets, ‘It means we’re looking for some help, a cover, a cover price’.

JR further confirmed that the entry on that page of the diary was for this tender.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.4495. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

6471 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9138.
6472 Written representations of Dukeries and Gavco, 27 June 2008, paragraph 45.
6473 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0692.
6474 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0692.
6475 2003 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0108, page 18, obtained during visit to Bodill’s premises under section 27 on 19 November 2004.
IV.4496. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.\footnote{Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.} In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it received a cover price from Dukeries and that it submitted a *token tender*.\footnote{Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 4.}

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.4497. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

**Evidence from other companies – Dukeries**

IV.4498. The OFT wrote to Dukeries on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Dukeries had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Dukeries did not admit bid rigging on this tender.\footnote{Response from Dukeries, OFT Document Reference 10987, page 3.}

IV.4499. The telephone number set out in Bodill’s tender sheet, [...........] [C], is the Dukeries telephone number\footnote{FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12684, page 1.}, indicating that Bodill contacted Dukeries in respect of this tender.

IV.5000. The OFT subsequently wrote to Dukeries’ ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Gavco, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Dukeries’ response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Gavco jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Dukeries in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Gavco’s legal representatives Geldards LLP said, ‘Gavco has nothing to add to the previous responses made by Dukeries’.\footnote{Response from Gavco, OFT Document Reference 13934, page 2.}

IV.501. In their response to the Statement, however, Dukeries and Gavco stated *on the basis of the evidence presented by the OFT in the Statement of Objections Dukeries admits to providing a cover price to Bodill in respect of this tender*\footnote{Written representations of Dukeries and Gavco, 27 June 2008, paragraph 40.} in respect of this Infringement.

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.502. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.503. Bodill and Dukeries each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.504. Dukeries completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears they submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is
shown by the price submitted by Dukeries being the lowest received and that
they won the contract.

IV.4505. Bodill was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to
win this tender.

IV.4506. In regard to Dukeries, as well as the ringed letter ‘C’ against the word
‘ESTIMATOR’, Bodill’s tender sheet shows the entry ‘DUKERIES BUILDING
WILL RING US( ) THURS pm A. STOKES TEL [………….] [C]’. Bodill has
confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from Dukeries. Bodill
recorded on the tender sheet the figure £96,831 as the tender figure and this
was the figure that Bodill submitted. Furthermore, the telephone number set out
in Bodill’s tender sheet, [………..] [C], is the Dukeries telephone number,
indicating that Bodill contacted Dukeries in respect of this tender. The OFT also
refers to the entry of a ‘(C)’ against this tender in JR’s diary for 1 August 2003
as described above, and his explanation of that entry.

IV.4507. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Bodill was higher than
the tender submitted by Dukeries, a pattern consistent with a cover price
having been provided and accepted, and indeed that Dukeries is the only
company whose figure was below that of Bodill, such that the cover price
received by Bodill could only have been provided by Dukeries.

IV.4508. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Dukeries and
Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Dukeries supplied a figure to Bodill for a
cover bid.

IV.4509. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4491 to IV.4508
above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the
Chapter I prohibition.\footnote{6484 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.}
In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Dukeries to Bodill was not
unilateral\footnote{6485 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect
contact between competitors;\footnote{6486 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.}
(b) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information
received from Dukeries (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own
conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{6487 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}
and
(c) Dukeries can be presumed to have taken account of the information it
received from Bodill (i.e. that Bodill did not intend to submit a
competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering
process.\footnote{6488 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}

IV.4510. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out
above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place
between Bodill and Dukeries, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had
the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishments at Sneinton
Corporate Properties, tender deadline 1 August 2003.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.4511. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4512. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 27 to Bodill on 19 November 2004. Bodill will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Bodill will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.4513. In its response to the Statement, Bodill stated that ‘so far as Bodill is aware, the OFT had no knowledge of these Alleged Infringements and those contractors who had participated in them until 21 January 2005 and then only as a result of the evidence supplied by Bodill’.\(^{6489}\) The OFT first became aware of this tender as a result of the entry in a document obtained during a section 27 visit to Bodill on 19 November 2004\(^{6490}\), which gave the OFT reasonable grounds to suspect cover pricing activity in respect of this tender prior to Bodill’s leniency application being made. Bodill will therefore only receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Alleged Infringement 161: Not included in the Decision**

**Infringement 162:** Nursery at Westfield Primary School, York – 8 August 2003  
**Client:** City of York Council  
**Parties:** Strata, Hobson & Porter, Lemmeleg, Kier Northern\(^{6491}\) and P Casey

IV.4514. On 9 July 2003, City of York Council sought tenders for a proposed nursery unit at Westfield Primary School, York. The following seven companies were invited to tender: Hobson & Porter, Kier Northern, P Casey, Hall Construction, Strata, Medlock Construction Ltd and Lemmeleg. The tender deadline was 12:00 noon on 8 August 2003.\(^ {6492}\)

IV.4515. City of York Council received the following tender returns.\(^ {6493}\)

---

6489 Written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.5.  
6490 2003 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0108, as discussed in paragraph IV.4494.  
6491 Kier Northern is a trading division of Kier.  
6492 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7402.  
6493 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7402.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>8 August 2003</td>
<td>£1,167,052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kier Northern</td>
<td>8 August 2003</td>
<td>£1,261,115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Casey</td>
<td>8 August 2003</td>
<td>£1,202,196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall Construction</td>
<td>No Tender Returned</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>8 August 2003</td>
<td>£1,159,762</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medlock Construction Ltd</td>
<td>8 August 2003</td>
<td>£1,069,470</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmeleg</td>
<td>8 August 2003 at 8:30</td>
<td>£1,209,337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata – Contract Information Sheet

IV.4516. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a contract information sheet, or BOB sheet, was found. The BOB sheet contained the following entries typed in the tender results box:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% DIFF</th>
<th>CONTRACTOR</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRATA</td>
<td>1159762</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARKINSONS</td>
<td>N.Q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GILFORDS (YORK)</td>
<td>N.Q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM.BIRCH</td>
<td>N.Q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMPSONS (YORK)</td>
<td>N.Q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOBSON &amp; PORTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6588743</td>
<td>CASEY (C)</td>
<td>1202196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEDLOCK (OLDHAM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEMMELEG (C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Hobson & Porter – Tender Summary Sheet

IV.4517. During the OFT’s search of Hobson & Porter’s premises a Tender Information Sheet was found. The Tender Information Sheet states that Hobson & Porter’s submitted figure was £1,167,052 and the entries in the ‘Competition’ box state:

---

6494 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7402. From the information supplied by York City Council it appears that Lemmeleg declined to submit a tender for this contract at 8:30am on 8 August 2003. However Lemmeleg did submit a tender of £1,209,337 for this contract.

6495 Contract Information Sheet, OFT Document Reference 3268.

Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.4518. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. This list included the following entry:6497

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
<th>Cover to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
<td>Nursery Unit, Westfield Primary School, York</td>
<td>T37/03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casey</td>
<td>Bacup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4519. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Evidence from leniency applicant – Hobson & Porter

IV.4520. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4521. In addition to its written leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided to the OFT a Summary of Cover Pricing Activity (Major Works).6498 The entry for this contract states:

---

6497 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4056, page 1.
IV.4522. In its response to the Statement, Hobson & Porter stated that it ‘…does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.  

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Strata

IV.4523. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4524. During an interview conducted on 28 March 2007 in connection with its leniency application, Paul Throssell (‘PT’), an estimator at Strata, was asked how covers given to competitors were generally recorded. PT explained ‘The only way we would record that would be on the contract analysis sheet, the bob sheet, we would list down on that sheet the competition, and if we were giving them a cover, I would put a C against their name and a figure, that we’d given them’.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Hobson & Porter

IV.4525. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4526. In respect of this tender, in interview Russell Horner (‘RH’), Minor Works Estimating Director at Hobson & Porter, stated that he was unable to tell which estimator priced this contract, ‘On this one I cannot honestly remember – it would either have been myself or Mick [Michael Haywood, Estimator at Hobson & Porter]’. RH confirmed however, that on the basis of the documentary evidence Hobson & Porter gave cover prices to Lemmeleg and Kier Northern.

Evidence from other companies – P Casey

IV.4527. The OFT wrote to P Casey on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that P Casey had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter P

---

6500 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11380, page 11.
Casey admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging (cover pricing) activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.\(^{6503}\) P Casey added that ‘The Company has few hard copy documents relating to the suspect tenders and does not maintain electronic tender documents. The estimator employed during the period of the suspect tenders emigrated to New Zealand in 2005 and has been unable to provide any reliable recollections of the tenders in question. For these reasons, the Company has only been able to consider incomplete records and it neither has evidence to indicate that cover pricing activity occurred nor an evidential basis upon which to challenge the allegations…’\(^{6504}\)

IV.4528. The OFT subsequently wrote to P Casey’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, The Casey Group, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on P Casey’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold The Casey Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by P Casey in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter The Casey Group admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging (cover pricing) activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved. We have no actual knowledge nor evidence of cover pricing having occurred in relation to this tender ….’\(^{6505}\) The Casey Group also stated ‘We also submit that all of the tenders should fall to be dealt with by The Casey Group Limited as the relevant parent company’\(^{6506}\)

IV.4529. In its response to the Statement, P Casey stated that it ‘…has not been able to establish any further facts concerning the alleged infringements referred to in the [Statement (including this Infringement)] and consequently can provide no additional assistance…’\(^{6507}\)

**Evidence from other companies – Lemmeleg**

IV.4530. The OFT wrote to Lemmeleg on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Lemmeleg had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Lemmeleg stated, ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender. Although the position is not entirely clear, it appears that Lemmeleg received a cover price from Hobson & Porter’\(^{6508}\)

IV.4531. In their response to the Statement, Lemmeleg acknowledged its involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.\(^{6509}\)

**Evidence from other companies – Kier**

IV.4532. The OFT wrote to Kier on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Kier
had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Kier Group stated that it was unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{6510}

IV.4533. Kier stated in its response to the Statement that it did not wish to comment on the Infringements other than to make comments and observations which should be taken into account when calculating any penalty.\textsuperscript{6511} Such points are addressed in Section VI (Enforcement) below.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4534. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4535. Strata, Hobson & Porter, Lemmeleg, Kier Northern and P Casey each accepted an invitation to tender for a proposed nursery unit at Westfield Primary School, York.

IV.4536. All five companies submitted a tender. Lemmeleg, Kier Northern and P Casey were unable to submit a competitive tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.4537. In relation to the cover price provided to P Casey the OFT notes that, Strata’s contract information sheet records ‘3.6588743 CASEY (C) 1202196’ typed in the tender results box. PT of Strata confirmed that a ‘(C)’ written next to a competitor’s name alongside a figure shows that Strata gave a cover price to the company noted, as in this case. Strata confirmed in its leniency application that it gave a cover price to P Casey on this tender.


IV.4539. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and PT’s admission and explanation of that contemporaneous evidence, as well as P Casey’s admission that it engaged in cover pricing, that Strata supplied P Casey with a cover figure for this tender.

IV.4540. In addition the OFT notes that the tender submitted by P Casey was higher than the tender submitted by Strata, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.4541. In relation to the cover prices provided to Lemmeleg and Kier Northern, the OFT notes that Hobson & Porter’s tender information sheet shows ‘LEMMELEG ‘C’ £1,208,000 KEIR NORTHERN ‘C’ £1,260,000,’ typed in the competition box. Hobson & Porter has admitted that it provided cover prices to Lemmeleg and Kier Northern on this tender.

IV.4542. Lemmeleg also admitted that it engaged in bid rigging on this tender in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.4543. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Hobson & Porter and RH’s admission and explanation of that contemporaneous evidence, as well as Lemmeleg’s admission that it engaged in cover pricing,

\textsuperscript{6510} Response from Kier, OFT Document Reference 10478, page 1.
\textsuperscript{6511} Written representations of Kier, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 1.1 and 2.1.
that Hobson & Porter supplied each of Lemmeleg and Kier Northern with cover figures for this tender.

IV.4544. In addition the OFT notes that the tender prices submitted by Lemmeleg and Kier Northern were higher than the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

IV.4545. Strata, Hobson & Porter, Lemmeleg and P Casey have all admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Lemmeleg admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Hobson & Porter, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Hobson & Porter was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.4546. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and P Casey, between Hobson & Porter and Lemmeleg, and between Hobson & Porter and Kier Northern. The OFT also concludes that Strata supplied a figure to P Casey for a cover bid and that Hobson & Porter supplied figures to both Kier Northern and Lemmeleg for cover bids. The OFT notes that five of the six bids for this tender were the subject of bid rigging.

IV.4547. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4516 to IV.4546 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{6512}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Strata to P Casey and from Hobson & Porter to each of Kier Northern and Lemmeleg was not unilateral\(^{6513}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{6514}\)

(b) P Casey can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Strata (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{6515}\)

(c) Lemmeleg and Kier Northern can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Hobson & Porter (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{6516}\)

(d) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from P Casey (i.e. that P Casey did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{6517}\) and

(e) Hobson & Porter can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Lemmeleg and Kier Northern, (i.e. that neither Lemmeleg nor Kier Northern intended to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\(^{6518}\)

IV.4548. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place

---

\(^{6512}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{6513}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{6514}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{6515}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{6516}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{6517}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{6518}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
between Strata and P Casey, between Hobson & Porter and Lemmeleg, and between Hobson & Porter and Kier Northern, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a proposed nursery unit at Westfield Primary School York, tender deadline 8 August 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4549. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4550. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during visits under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005 and 28 March 2006. Therefore Hobson & Porter will not receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Hobson & Porter in respect of this Infringement.

IV.4551. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during visits under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005 and 28 March 2006. Therefore Strata will not receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 163:  Environmental Improvements to 26 Houses, Pearmain Drive Estate, Nottingham – 5 September 2003

Client:      Nottingham City Council
Parties:    Bodill, P Waller and Frudd

IV.4552. In 2003, Nottingham City Council sought tenders for environmental improvements to 26 houses, Pearmain Drive Estate, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 5 September 2003 and five companies were invited to tender: T Denman, Nottingham City Building Works, Frudd, Bodill and P Waller.\textsuperscript{6519}

IV.4553. Nottingham City Council received the following tender returns prior to 12:00 noon on 5 September 2003.\textsuperscript{6520}

\textsuperscript{6519} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13767.

\textsuperscript{6520} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13767.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T Denman</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham City Building Works</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 5 September 2003</td>
<td>£249,448.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frudd</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 5 September 2003</td>
<td>£227,995.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 5 September 2003</td>
<td>£205,642.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 5 September 2003</td>
<td>£221,880.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.4554. In Bodill’s original tender sheet, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:\textsuperscript{6521}

\begin{itemize}
  \item 1. Bodill
  \item £221880 ✓ ① 2. P. WALLER © FROM US RING JANE WALLER
  \item £227995 ✓ ② 3. FRUDD © FROM US RING MICK ROBINS
  \item 4. ?
  \item 5. ?’
\end{itemize}

IV.4555. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £205,642.\textsuperscript{6522}

IV.4556. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has confirmed that the handwritten annotations ‘£221880 ✓’ and ‘£227995 ✓’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.\textsuperscript{6523} JR also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.4557. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has confirmed that the handwritten annotations ‘① P. WALLER © FROM US RING JANE WALLER’ and ‘②FRUDD © FROM US RING MICK ROBINS’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.\textsuperscript{6524} DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

\textsuperscript{6521} Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0700.
\textsuperscript{6522} Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0700.
\textsuperscript{6523} Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 14310, pages 1 and 4.
\textsuperscript{6524} Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 14311, pages 1 and 4.
Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.4558. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4559. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave two cover prices, to P Waller and Frudd.

IV.4560. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.4561. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant P Waller – Diary Entry

IV.4562. Jane Waller ('JW'), Director and Company Secretary of P Waller, kept a diary for 2003 which was obtained during the section 28 visit to P Waller's premises on 6 July 2005 and which contains an entry for this tender on 5 September 2003 which reads ‘David Wraith, Bodills – cover for Pearmain Dr. […] [C] tender at 12 noon. today ✓’.

Evidence from leniency applicant P Waller

IV.4563. As part of its leniency application, P Waller provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.517 to IV.526 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4564. On a list of cover prices received, provided by P Waller to the OFT as part of its leniency application, is typewritten:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>CONTACT</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>WON</th>
<th>LOST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearmain Drive Estate</td>
<td>05/09/2003</td>
<td>David Wraith</td>
<td>Bloodworths</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4565. Following the issue of the Statement, P Waller did not submit any written or oral representations.

6525 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
6527 Jane Waller’s diary, OFT Document Reference 3624, page 131.
6528 Cover prices received, OFT Document Reference 4507.
6529 P Waller named 'David Wraith' of 'Bloodworths'. David Wraithe was clearly working at Bodill at the time of this tender and the OFT believes that this was an error in the information provided by P Waller. W R Bloodworth was not invited to tender for this contract.
Witneses evidence from leniency applicant P Waller

IV.4566. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, P Waller’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.517 to IV.526 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4567. In response to a question about the significance of a ‘✓’ in her diary, JW confirmed that this tick shows that an action (i.e. in this case that DW of Bodill had provided P Waller with a cover price) had been achieved.6530

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Frudd – Enquiries Received Spreadsheet

IV.4568. A spreadsheet dated 26 August 2003 was obtained during the section 28 visit to Frudd’s premises on 29 June 2005 and contains an entry for this tender which reads:6531

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Title</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Tenders Returned By:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed external improvements @ Pearmain Drive</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>5/9/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estate, St Anns, Nottingham</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 Noon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham City Council</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Dates</th>
<th>Competition</th>
<th>Estimated Project Value</th>
<th>Enquiries Sent</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>200k</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Frudd

IV.4569. As part of its leniency application, Frudd provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.335 to IV.351 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4570. On a list of cover prices received, provided by Frudd to the OFT as part of its leniency application, is typewritten.6532

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Client</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Improvements Pearmain Drive Est St Anns</td>
<td>Nottm City Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unknown who gave us the cover</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contractors</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>200000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4571. Following the issue of the Statement, Frudd did not submit any written or oral representations.

6530 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 6366, page 4.
6531 Enquiries Received, OFT Document Reference 2049.
6532 Cover prices received, OFT Document Reference 3985, page 4.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4572. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4573. Bodill, P Waller and Frudd each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4574. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. This is shown by the facts that it submitted the lowest price and that it won the tender.

IV.4575. P Waller and Frudd were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.4576. In regard to P Waller, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£221880 ✓ ① P. WALLER © FROM US RING JANE WALLER’ against P Waller. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number ① recorded against P Waller to show that P Waller was the first party to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that P Waller submitted a lower tender figure than the second company to be given a cover price, Frudd. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £221,880 against P Waller, a figure that was identical, albeit with the addition of 42p, to the tender that P Waller submitted for the work.

IV.4577. Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘P WALLER © FROM US RING JANE WALLER’ and the OFT notes more specifically that this shows that Bodill was to phone JW of P Waller in order to provide P Waller a cover price, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is further corroborated by the entry in JW’s diary for this tender for 5 September 2003 which records ‘David Wraith, Bodills – cover for Pearmain Dr. [………] [C] tender at 12 noon. today ✓’ which shows that P Waller was expecting that Bodill would provide it with a cover price by 12:00 noon on the day that the tender was due to be submitted. JW has confirmed that the ✓ shows that the cover price was successfully obtained from DW at Bodill.

IV.4578. In respect of the entry in JW’s diary ‘David Wraith, Bodills…… [……] [C]’, these details are independently corroborated by information obtained from W R Bloodworth, a list of contacts for cover prices, which names ‘David Wraith’ with the telephone contact number ‘[...] [C]’ at Bodill.6533

IV.4579. In regard to Frudd, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£227995 ✓ ② FRUDD © FROM US RING MICK ROBINS’ against Frudd. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number ② recorded against Frudd to show that Frudd was the second company to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached

6533 Contacts for Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915.
by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get
the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that Frudd submitted a higher tender
figure than the first company to be given a cover price, P Waller. Furthermore,
Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £227,995 against Frudd, a figure
that was identical to the tender that Frudd submitted for the work.

IV.4580. In respect of the contemporaneous Enquiries Received spreadsheet obtained
from Frudd, the OFT notes that a ‘C’ was entered and that no estimator was
allocated for this tender. This ‘C’ shows that Frudd received a cover price on
this tender and this is further confirmed by the fact that it had not allocated an
estimator, which shows that it had decided not to complete the estimating
process and that it would instead obtain a cover price on this tender. Frudd
confirmed that it received a cover price on this tender but could not recall the
identity of the company from whom it received the cover price. The OFT
considers that the contemporaneous evidence from Bodill, together with Bodill’s
admission and explanation of that evidence, demonstrates that Frudd did in fact
receive a cover price from Bodill on this tender.

IV.4581. Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded the name of a Frudd employee, ‘Mick
Robins’, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two
parties. Michael Robins was one of the Frudd employees who were interviewed
by the OFT as part of its investigation.\textsuperscript{6534}

IV.4582. The OFT notes in addition that the tenders submitted by P Waller and Frudd
were both higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with
cover prices having been provided by Bodill.

IV.4583. The OFT also notes that no other company submitted a bid lower than Bodill’s
bid, and that only Bodill could therefore have given P Waller a cover price in
respect of this tender. All three companies have admitted to engaging in bid
rigging in respect of this tender.

IV.4584. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between P Waller and
Bodill, and between Frudd and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill
supplied figures to each of P Waller and Frudd for cover bids.

IV.4585. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4554 to IV.4584
above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the
Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{6535} In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of P Waller
and Frudd was not unilateral\textsuperscript{6536}, and contravenes the principle against
direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{6537}
(b) P Waller and Frudd can each be presumed to have taken account of the
information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when
determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{6538}

---

\textsuperscript{6534} Interview transcript, OFT Reference 13115.
\textsuperscript{6535} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6536} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\textsuperscript{6537} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6538} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from P Waller and Frudd (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.6539

IV.4586. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between P Waller and Bodill, and between Frudd and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for environmental improvements to 26 houses, Pearmain Drive Estate, Nottingham, tender deadline 5 September 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4587. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4588. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.4589. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of P Waller’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. P Waller will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, P Waller will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.4590. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Frudd’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. Frudd will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Frudd will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Client: Andy Whyman Quantity Surveyors
Parties: Derwent Valley and Davlyn

IV.4591. On 8 August 2003, Andy Whyman, Quantity Surveyors sought tenders for fire damage rebuilding works on an industrial unit at Stenson Fields, Derby. The following four companies were originally invited to tender: A & S Enterprises Ltd, Derwent Valley, Bailey Construction Ltd and Davlyn. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 22 September 2003.6540

IV.4592. Andy Whyman, Quantity Surveyors received the following tender returns:6541

---

6539 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6540 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7050.
6541 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7050.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A &amp; S Enterprises Ltd</td>
<td>11:20 am on 22 September 2003</td>
<td>£168,724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>11:42 am on 22 September 2003</td>
<td>£170,252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Construction Ltd</td>
<td>Declined to tender on 8 August 2003</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>11:55 am on 22 September 2003</td>
<td>£187,781</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4593. It appears that a further invitation to tender was subsequently sent to D & S Smalley Ltd, who provided a winning tender of £163,025 on 28 November 2003.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley – Tender Register**

IV.4594. During the search of Derwent Valley’s premises a Tender Register was found. The Tender Register contained the following entry in respect of this tender.\(^{6542}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NR</th>
<th>RETURN DATE</th>
<th>DETAILS</th>
<th>OPPOSITION</th>
<th>TENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9/9/03</td>
<td>22/9/03</td>
<td>Fire damage. Industrial Unit. Stenson Fields, Derby Andy Whyman - QS Davlyn (C) AS Enterprise</td>
<td>170,252.00 2nd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley**

IV.4595. As part of its leniency application, Derwent Valley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4596. In its leniency application, Derwent Valley set out a summary of all tenders from April 2001 to January 2005 where Derwent Valley had given a cover price to a competitor for that tender, marked as ‘DVC1 List of Covers Given’. The information in the summary contains the following extract: \(^{6543}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Company Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 2003</td>
<td>Fire damage to industrial unit</td>
<td>Davlyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stenson Fields Derby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4597. Derwent Valley also provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application a ‘List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices’. The name ‘Davlyn Construction Ltd’ appears on this list with the address ‘Unit 5B Sir Francis Ley Ind Park Shaftesbury St. Derby’ and a contact named, ‘Dave’.\(^{6544}\)

\(^{6542}\) Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1912, page 41.
\(^{6543}\) List of Covers Given, OFT Document Reference 3940, page 3.
\(^{6544}\) List of Contractors Exchanging Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3942, page 2.
IV.4598. Following the issue of the Statement, Derwent Valley did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Derwent Valley**

IV.4599. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Derwent Valley directors provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.303 to IV.325 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4600. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with Andrew Stone (‘AS’), Managing Director of Derwent Valley. AS did recall the tender, and stated that ‘I remember it was … an insurance job. An industrial unit got burned down. I priced it, and the QS was Andy Whyman and we didn’t get the job’. AS confirmed that he made the entries in the Tender Register and stated that the ‘C’ written next to Davlyn ‘would have meant cover’. He said, ‘Davlyn will have approached me via the telephone and asked for a cover on this job’.

**Evidence from leniency applicant Davlyn**

IV.4601. As part of its leniency application, Davlyn provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.293 to IV.302 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4602. In its response to the Statement, Davlyn did not contest its involvement in this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Davlyn**

IV.4603. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Davlyn’s employees provided general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.293 to IV.302 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4604. In regard to this tender, a voluntary interview was conducted with David Goodhead (‘DG’), estimator for Davlyn. DG confirmed that Davlyn have tendered and completed projects for Andy Whyman Architects in the past. Although DG could not specifically recall taking a cover from Derwent Valley in relation to this contract, he did confirm that Derwent Valley was a company with whom Davlyn exchanged cover prices, and stated that it was therefore ‘definitely feasible’ that Davlyn did indeed take a cover price from Derwent Valley in relation to this tender.

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.4605. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

---

6545 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13479, page 7.
6546 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13479, page 8.
6548 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11180, page 10.
IV.4606. Derwent Valley and Davlyn each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4607. Davlyn was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.4608. Derwent Valley’s Tender Register shows ‘Davlyn (C)’ handwritten in the ‘Opposition’ column. AS of Derwent Valley confirmed that this shows that a cover price was given to Davlyn. Also, Derwent Valley confirmed in its leniency application that it gave a cover price to Davlyn for this tender, and that Davlyn was a company with whom it exchanged cover prices more generally.

IV.4609. Although DG of Davlyn did not recall taking a cover price in relation to this tender, he confirmed that Derwent Valley was a company with whom Davlyn had engaged in cover pricing, and stated that it was ‘definitely feasible’ that Davlyn took a cover price from Derwent Valley in relation to this tender. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Derwent Valley and AS’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence, that it supplied Davlyn with a cover price for this tender.

IV.4610. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by Davlyn was higher than the tender submitted by Derwent Valley, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.4611. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Derwent Valley and Davlyn. The OFT also concludes that Derwent Valley supplied a figure to Davlyn for a cover bid.

IV.4612. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4594 to IV.4611 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{6549}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Derwent Valley to Davlyn was not unilateral\(^{6550}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{6551}\)

(b) Davlyn can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Derwent Valley (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{6552}\) and

(c) Derwent Valley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Davlyn (i.e. that Davlyn did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\(^{6553}\)

IV.4613. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Derwent Valley and Davlyn in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for fire damage rebuilding works, Stenson Fields, Derby, tender deadline 22 September 2003.

\(^{6549}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{6550}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{6551}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{6552}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{6553}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4614. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4615. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Derwent Valley on 5 July 2005. Derwent Valley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Derwent Valley will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.4616. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Davlyn’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Derwent Valley. Davlyn will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Davlyn will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 165:  Residential Development, Stanningley Road, Leeds – 24 September 2003

Client:  Grangecourt Developments Ltd
Parties:  Irwins and Stainforth

IV.4617. On or around 20 August 2003, Grangecourt Developments Ltd sought tenders for a residential development, Stanningley Road, Leeds.\(^{6554}\) The following three companies were invited to tender: Stainforth\(^{6555}\), Irwins\(^{6556}\) and Mansell.\(^{6557}\) The deadline for receipt of tenders was on or before 24 September 2003.\(^{6558}\)

IV.4618. Grangecourt Developments Ltd received the following tender returns: \(^{6559}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stainforth</td>
<td>On or before 24 Sept 2003</td>
<td>£1,049,767.69</td>
<td>Yes(^{6560})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>On or before 24 Sept 2003</td>
<td>£1,101,569.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>On or before 24 Sept 2003</td>
<td>£1,146,949.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{6554}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8178. It appears that the invitations to tender were sent out to Irwins, Stainforth and Mansell in the first instance on 20 August 2003. A second invitation to tender was later sent out to Topp & Holmes, Thistle and Caddick with a tender return date of 18 December 2003.

\(^{6555}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 13686, pages 2 and 3.

\(^{6556}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 13686, pages 7 and 8.

\(^{6557}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 13686, pages 9 and 10.

\(^{6558}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8178. This shows the tender return date as 1 November 2003, however, a fax from Martin Collier to Grangecourt Developments Ltd shows that all three tenders were received by 24 September 2003, OFT Document Reference 13686, page 1.

\(^{6559}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8178. Irwins’ price has been entered incorrectly as £1,001,569.00, however Irwins’ Form of Tender shows correct price submitted as £1,101,569.

\(^{6560}\) Letter to Stainforth, OFT Document Reference 13680.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Irwins – Tender Register and Form of Tender

IV.4619. During the OFT’s search of Irwins’ premises a Tender Register was found. The tender register contained the following entries in respect of this tender:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender no and date Received</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Type of Works, % Diff</th>
<th>Amount tendered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0803056 27 aug 713</td>
<td>Residential Developments Stanningley Road Leeds</td>
<td>Grangecourt Developments Ltd WPL Leeds Kilmart Plowman &amp; Partners.</td>
<td>P&amp;S C.</td>
<td>1101569</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date tender Due</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weds 17 Sept 2003</td>
<td>PN. AW.</td>
<td>Stainforth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant – Irwins

IV.4620. As part of its leniency application, Irwins’ legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4621. In addition to its leniency application, Irwins provided to the OFT two schedules, one each for ‘Covers Taken’ and ‘Covers Given’, which detail projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by Ivan Peter Nelson (‘IPN’), Estimating Director, into potential cover prices. At number 92 of the ‘Covers Taken’ schedule is the following entry:

---

6561 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 55.
6562 The OFT notes the discrepancy between this date and the date of Stainforth’s bid (22 September 2003) and considers that either Stainforth’s bid may have been dated incorrectly or that the client may have given a week’s extension for bids.
6563 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0714.
6564 Covers Taken, OFT Document Reference A0718, page 8.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tender Ref</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Cover From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>0803056</td>
<td>Residential Development Stanningley Road Leeds</td>
<td>Grangecourt Developments</td>
<td>17.09.03</td>
<td>1101569</td>
<td>Stainforth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Individual Contact**

| Alan Wrightson | Danny Wilson |

IV.4622. Irwins also provided to the OFT a schedule listing its competitors’ contact details. The name of Stainforth appears on the list and ‘Alan Wrightson’ and ‘Danny Wilson’ are named as the contacts, with a telephone number of [..........] [C].

IV.4623. Following the issue of the Statement, Irwins did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Irwins**

IV.4624. During an interview with the OFT on 8 March 2007, conducted in connection with Irwins’ leniency application, IPN provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4625. Also during this interview, IPN was shown the ‘Tender Register’ and in particular the reference to the entry for a residential development at Stanningley Road, Leeds and was asked if he could recall anything about that contract. IPN replied ‘I don’t really, actually … I can see why I wouldn’t do it because at the time we weren’t into residential developments, really, and I’m not quite sure why we had that enquiry’. IPN confirmed that the presence of the handwritten letter ‘C’ in the fourth column on the tender register shows that Irwins took a cover in relation to this contract. IPN also confirmed that the handwritten entry ‘Stainforth’ in the final column on the tender register shows that Irwins obtained a cover price from Stainforth.

**Evidence from other companies – Stainforth**

IV.4626. The OFT wrote to Stainforth on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Stainforth had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received an email from Gordons LLP who were representing Stainforth on 26 April 2007.

---

6566 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 55.
stating that ‘... we formally confirm that our Client will not be accepting your offer in advance of the deadline of 26 April 2007’.6570

IV.4627. However, in its response to the Statement, Stainforth accepted ‘... it provided a cover price to Irwins [in respect of this Infringement]’.6571

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4628. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4629. Irwins and Stainforth each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for a residential development at Stanningley Road, Leeds. Irwins was unable to submit a competitive tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.4630. Stainforth appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and came lowest in the tender process.

IV.4631. Irwins’ ‘Tender Register’ records ‘Stainforth’ handwritten in the final column. IPN confirmed that he received a cover price from Stainforth. In addition ‘C’ was handwritten in the type of work/ percentage difference column. IPN confirmed that ‘C’ handwritten in this column indicates that Irwins sought a cover price in relation to this contract. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Irwins and IPN’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence, that Stainforth supplied Irwins with a cover price for this tender.

IV.4632. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Irwins was higher than the tender submitted by Stainforth, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Furthermore, the OFT notes that Stainforth was the only company to submit a tender bid below that of Irwins, and is therefore satisfied that Irwins could only have obtained a cover price from Stainforth in respect of this tender.

IV.4633. Both companies have now admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.4634. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Irwins and Stainforth. The OFT also concludes that Stainforth supplied a figure to Irwins for a cover bid.

IV.4635. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4619 to IV.4634 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6572 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Stainforth to Irwins was not unilateral6573, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;6574

6570 Response from Stainforth, OFT Document Reference 10862.
6571 Written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.36(b).
6572 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6573 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6574 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
Irwins can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Stainforth (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

Stainforth can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Irwins (i.e. that Irwins did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.4636. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Irwins and Stainforth, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a residential development, Stanningley Road, Leeds, tender deadline on or before 24 September 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4637. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4638. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 21 March 2006. Irwins will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Irwins in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 166: Waterfront Business Park, Merry Hill – 1 October 2003
Client: Kingsyard Management Ltd
Parties: Thomas Vale and John Sisk

IV.4639. On 18 August 2003, Kingsyard Management Ltd sought tenders for the conversion of an industrial unit into offices at Unit 3, Waterfront Business Park, Merry Hill. The following five companies were invited to tender: Thomas Vale, Weavers, A & H Construction, Mowlem and John Sisk. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 1 October 2003 (extended from 19 September 2003).

IV.4640. Kingsyard Management Ltd received the following tender returns.

---

6575 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6576 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6577 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8073. An invitation to tender to Weavers was sent by the client on 1 September 2003.
6578 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8073.
6579 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8073.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>By 1 October 2003</td>
<td>£2,809,886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weavers</td>
<td>By 1 October 2003</td>
<td>£2,769,394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A &amp; H Construction</td>
<td>By 1 October 2003</td>
<td>£2,841,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowlem</td>
<td>By 1 October 2003</td>
<td>£2,891,915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Sisk</td>
<td>By 1 October 2003</td>
<td>£2,742,805</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet*

IV.4641. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5460</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Kingsyard Management Ltd</td>
<td>Alterations and Fit-out Works, Unit 3, Waterfront Business Park, Merry Hill</td>
<td></td>
<td>CKT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>19/09/2003 Noon</td>
<td>£2,809,886</td>
<td>A &amp; H, Sisk, Mowlem, Weaver,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4642. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’ of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for John Sisk, plus names and a telephone number.

IV.4643. Thomas Vale also maintained an internal list of tenders in progress, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Thomas Vale provided a tender list referring to this tender, for the week commencing 29 September 2003, which is shown below:

---

6580 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 37.
6582 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 22.
6583 Tender list, OFT Document Reference 4648, page 7.
Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.4644. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4645. At Annex 14 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 19 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2003 tenders is the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5460</td>
<td>19 September</td>
<td>Kingsyard Management Ltd</td>
<td>Alterations and Fit-out Works, Unit 3, Waterfront Business Park, Merry Hill</td>
<td>Taken (Sisk)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet; Tender List)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4646. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet and the Tender List is the internal tender list referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717.

IV.4647. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application. ‘Sisk’ appears on this list.

IV.4648. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

---

6584 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
6586 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.4649. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.4650. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were his own and that the letter ‘B’, which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’, stands for Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender which indicated that it was a cover price. Although CKT did not recall this tender, he referred to the relevant entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘CKT my name was the estimator, category B indicating a cover, tender return 19th of September 2003, Thomas Vale tender £2,809,886, Sisk in bold indicating that Sisk gave us a cover figure’.

Evidence from other companies – John Sisk

IV.4651. The OFT wrote to John Sisk on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that John Sisk had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response, John Sisk wrote to the OFT on 25 April 2007 and admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Thomas Vale’.

IV.4652. The OFT subsequently wrote to John Sisk’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Sicon, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on John Sisk’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Sicon jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by John Sisk in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. The OFT spoke to a representative of Sicon on 6 December 2007 who stated that Sicon ‘does not intend to make any comments at this stage regarding the second fast track letter’.

IV.4653. In their response to the Statement, John Sisk and Sicon stated ‘[John] Sisk does not contest […] [C]’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4654. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4655. Thomas Vale and John Sisk each accepted an invitation to tender for alterations to Unit 3, Waterfront Business Park, Merry Hill.

---

6587 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 10 and 13.
6588 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 38.
6589 Response from John Sisk, OFT Document Reference 10457.
6590 Response from John Sisk, OFT Document Reference 10458, page 3.
6591 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 14000.
Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that a cover price was sought.

John Sisk completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by John Sisk being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records that four competitors, namely ‘A & H, Sisk, Mowlem [and] Weaver’, were also invited to tender for this contract. ‘Sisk’ is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as a cover price had been arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is £2,809,886 which matches the amount recorded by the client.

Kingsyard Management Ltd also received a tendered amount of £2,742,805 from John Sisk, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from John Sisk to Thomas Vale.

The OFT notes that although four competitors have been recorded on Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet, only one company is highlighted in bold, i.e. John Sisk. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate John Sisk from the other competitors. In addition, the fact that the tender had been allocated to the Building Division, for which CKT was the manager, means that it is likely that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet was accurate and that CKT had personal knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price from John Sisk at the time. It also indicates that CKT himself made contact with John Sisk.

Thomas Vale admitted that John Sisk was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. CKT had an entry for John Sisk in a contact book he used to telephone other contractors for the purpose of obtaining cover prices. In interview, CKT admitted that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet indicated a cover price had been sought and obtained by Thomas Vale from John Sisk.

Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that John Sisk admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Thomas Vale, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Thomas Vale was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and John Sisk. The OFT also concludes that John Sisk supplied a figure to Thomas Vale for a cover bid.
IV.4664. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4641 to IV.4663 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from John Sisk to Thomas Vale was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from John Sisk (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) John Sisk can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.4665. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and John Sisk in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the alterations to Unit 3, Waterfront Business Park, Merry Hill, tender deadline 1 October 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4666. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4667. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 167: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 168: Ashgate Hospice, Old Brampton, Chesterfield – 21 October 2003
Client: Ashgate Hospice
Parties: Clegg and Herbert Baggaley

IV.4668. On 21 August 2003, Ashgate Hospice sought tenders for the construction of a new build extension to provide additional in-patient facilities, day centre and consulting rooms. The following seven companies were invited to tender: Clegg, Herbert Baggaley, Wildgoose, T & C Williams, Sol, Hallamshire

6593 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6594 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6595 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6596 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6597 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Construction and G F Tomlinson. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 21 October 2003.

IV.4669. Ashgate Hospice received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date company declined to submit tender</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>21 October 2003</td>
<td>£1,855,610.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>£1,987,814.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>24 August 2003</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>28 August 2003</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>1 November 2003</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallamshire Construction</td>
<td>11 September 2003</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF Tomlinson</td>
<td>28 August 2003</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4670. The contemporaneous documentation received from Ashgate Hospice confirmed that both ‘Cleggs and Baggaley visited the Hospice in October 2003’ and that there were (separate) ‘presentations from three of the parties tendering. Baggaley Construction Limited, Clegg Construction Limited and Sol Construction on Wednesday 22 October 2003’. Contemporaneous documentation also stated that Clegg’s and Herbert Baggaley’s ‘two prices when compared have a number of similarities’ and that Clegg’s winning tender was £11,291.50 in excess of the budget figure. Clegg has noted in its response to the Statement that this difference was explained in the contemporaneous documentation by the ‘buoyant market’ that existed at the time.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Clegg – Tender documentation

IV.4671. As part of its leniency application, Clegg provided a contemporaneous faxed bundle of documents associated with this tender. The documents comprise copies of estimator’s handwritten notes, tender summary sheets with handwritten notes and suggested qualifications. The first page of handwritten notes has a post-it note attached to it with ‘Ashgate Faxed to Baggaley’ written

---

6598 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7081.
6599 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7081.
6600 Although the contemporaneous documentation is not entirely clear regarding the date that Sol withdrew from the tender process, with some indications it may have been in October 2003, there is no dispute that it did so at some point prior to the client’s consideration of the tender bids from Clegg and Herbert Baggaley, and there is no evidence that Sol engaged in any anticompetitive activity in relation to this tender.
6601 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7080, pages 2 and 3.
6603 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7083, page 23.
6605 Tender documentation, OFT Document Reference 4483.
on it and each subsequent page has a diagonal line drawn across it with ‘Bagguley’ written along it. The first page of estimator notes has a breakdown of figures for the tender with a number of figures circled on the right hand side of the page. These figures are at ‘Option 1’, ‘1864150’, ‘Bus drop off prelims’, ‘35600’ and ‘Add’l Prelims – ML’, ‘47940’. The information is set out as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T1574</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ashgate</td>
<td>Tender Sum</td>
<td>1755 417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Option 1</td>
<td>(29 354)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BD = Margin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 726 063</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1864150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35600</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus drop off</td>
<td>24 354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prelims</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1755 417</td>
<td>29 354</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 2 (add’l fit –out)</td>
<td>32 834</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 5000k</td>
<td>margin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add’l Prelims - ML</td>
<td>37 834</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add’l Fees ?? etc</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 834</td>
<td>38 834</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4672. The final page of this bundle of documents is a fax transmission headed ‘MESSAGE CONFIRMATION REPORT’. The following details are written onto that report:

---

6606 Tender documentation, OFT Document Reference 4483, page 1.
6607 Tender documentation, OFT Document Reference 4483, page 11.
Evidence from leniency applicant Clegg

IV.4673. As part of its leniency application, Clegg provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is outlined in paragraphs IV.274 to IV.292 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4674. In Schedule A of its leniency application, Clegg set out a summary of all tenders from March 2000 to July 2005 that were ‘Definites – projects where cover pricing has taken place and evidence is available together with estimator’s corroboration of evidence’. The information in the summary was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page two of the summary within Schedule A and within the section for 2003 tenders is the following entry extract:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>T No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>T574</td>
<td>Extensions to Ashgate Hospice, Chesterfield, Derbyshire</td>
<td>Ashgate Hospice</td>
<td>21-10</td>
<td>1,947,690</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover From</th>
<th>Cover To</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley Construction Baums Lane Mansfield Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Anton Newell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence enclosed OFT/17 – estimators handwritten notes and suggested qualifications, completed tender summary, programme and fax transmission slip to Baggaley 30.01.03

IV.4675. In the above table ‘OFT/17 – estimators handwritten notes...’ refers to the copy of faxed estimator notes discussed in paragraphs IV.4671 and IV.4672 above.

---

6608 Cover Price Activity, OFT Document Reference 4460, page 2.
IV.4676. Clegg also provided to the OFT as part of an Executive Summary a list of key competitors with whom Clegg exchanged information. The name ‘Herbert Baggaley Limited’ appears on this list.6610

IV.4677. In its response to the Statement, Clegg stated in respect of this Infringement that it ‘...does not dispute the OFT’s finding of infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Clegg

IV.4678. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Clegg’s employees provided general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is outlined in paragraphs IV.274 to IV.292 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4679. David Clarke (‘DC’), Senior Estimator at Clegg, was interviewed in regard to this tender. DC recalled the tender and said ‘It was one that we priced competitively; we were keen to win. I live, personally I live in Chesterfield, so I know of Ashgate Hospice. And it was design and build tender. We picked up that the tender list was ourselves, Baggaley, Sol and possibly another’.6611 DC went on to say, ‘We continued with that process of pricing it, and towards the end of the tender process, were approached by Baggaley for a cover price’. DC stated that it was Anton Newell (‘AN’), Chief Estimator at Herbert Baggaley, who approached him.6612

IV.4680. Referring to the faxed estimator notes, DC confirmed that the figures on the documents were primarily written by him and that those circled belonged to Leslie Hunt (‘LH’) another estimator at Clegg. DC said of LH, ‘me being busy completing the tender, due in at 12 o’clock, he was then...I believe he spoke to Anton...whilst I was completing my tender. Which is why the figures are put in, in Les’s writing. For him to take that piece of paper and give the figures. But in the first instance Anton had spoken to myself, I believe’. DC was asked what AN had asked for and replied ‘Asked for a cover price...Purely, again, nice job, but couldn’t fit it in. They’ve got the same work commitment problems’.6613 DC explained that the tender included pricing for the main works along with other works, and that figures for each of these had to be included on a submitted Form of Tender and subsequently a summary of tender.6614

IV.4681. LH was also interviewed in regard to this tender. LH recalled the tender, saying, ‘the reason I know about that is that at some point I was asked by David [DH] to check some information’.6615 LH identified this information as being what was written on the faxed estimator notes. LH identified the pieces of handwriting on the documents that were his and said ‘these are essentially figures that David Clarke has put together but circled on the right hand side, they’re my figures’.6616

IV.4682. LH went into detail of what these figures meant and explained their purpose saying, ‘I think these are the figures that he [DC] wanted me to relate to

6610 Executive Summary, OFT Document reference 4458, page 2.
6611 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13276, page 18.
6612 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13276, page 19.
6613 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13276, page 19.
6615 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13277, page 38.
6616 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13277, pages 38 and 39.
Baggaleys. I think I may have even made the phone call on this occasion even though David…it was David’s tender and he was involved in….it was a bit, this seems to indicate, it was a bit of a complex situation, various options and this, that and the other, so it wasn’t just straightforward one figure and I think it was design and build and very often when you’re given a cover for design and build, it’s more complicated because very often you have to try and give more information other than just a single figure. Very often it is a single figure but sometimes they want a break down or something like that, option for doing this, what if we do that type of thing. So I think this falls in to that category, I’m pretty sure I may have been asked to make the call’. 6617 LH could not recall who actually sent the fax to Herbert Baggaley but when asked whom at Herbert Baggaley he would have contacted, LH replied ‘It was probably Roger Hayes or Anton Newell’.

IV.4683. Simon Blackburn (‘SB’), Managing Director of Clegg, was also interviewed in regard to this tender. SB was asked if he recalled the tender and said ‘I do. I think we gave Baggaleys a cover on that’. 6619 SB was shown the figure of ‘1864150’ on page one of the faxed estimator notes, along with a Herbert Baggaley tender report 6620 which had an entry of ‘£1,864,150’ next to this tender. SB believed that Clegg might have made a calculation mistake and given a figure of ‘1,947,690’ for a cover price to Herbert Baggaley. 6621

IV.4684. SB spoke about the decision process in relation to this tender saying that ‘We were presumably asked to give a cover, to Baggaleys by them. I’m not sure by whom, which we did, and we bid the scheme, we won the scheme, and we actually carried out the scheme’. SB went on to explain the events in more detail. He said ‘the amount of information we did give on that is far in excess of what we would normally give on a cover. Subsequent to us actually giving the cover and bidding it, I did find out why we had to give that information, because the client did interview Baggaleys for the scheme, and at the interview for the scheme, the client did tell me that he’d only received two prices, albeit they’d gone out to six tenderers. And on the day of the tender returns, they’d only got two prices come back in. That was with Baggaleys. So it was quite a shock to actually see, I think it was Chris Collison and their [Herbert Baggaley’s] marketing guy sat in the reception outside when we left the interview. So yeah, the client told me in the interview they’d only had two tenders returned, and hence, obviously Baggaleys had asked for a fair amount of information because the client had pursued that, because they were intending to interview them and consider them for the project’. 6622

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley – Ashgate Hospice Tender, Tendering Schedule, Printed Tender Schedule and Estimating Exception Report

IV.4685. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley provided a copy of its submitted bid documents for this tender. Included in this is a two-page Form of

6617 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13277, page 39.
6618 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13277, page 39.
6621 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13278, pages 14 and 15.
6622 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13278, page 15.
Tender submitting a bid of ‘£1864150.23’. The submission is signed ‘A Newell’, dated 21 October 2003 and has a handwritten note as follows:6623

Other Option Costs

Bus Drop Off -Extra £35,672.00
Fit Out -Extra £47,947.00

IV.4686. The cover sheet to these documents contains the handwritten note ‘May have been Clegg’ which was written subsequent to Herbert Baggaley making its leniency application.

IV.4687. During the OFT’s visit to Herbert Baggaley’s premises a tendering schedule was found which contains a handwritten entry in respect of this tender. The information in the relevant entry is as follows:6624

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJECT DETAILS</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>PROFESSIONALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22/8/03</td>
<td>NEW ENTRANCE FOR ASHGATE HOSPICE OLD BRAMPTON</td>
<td>ASHGATE HOSPICE OLD BRAMPTON CHESTERFIELD</td>
<td>DEREK ALLEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPROX VALUE</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>TENDER TYPE</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>BID</th>
<th>REF</th>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>%DIFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£1.30M</td>
<td>21/10/03</td>
<td>D &amp; B</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>03/110</td>
<td>CP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4688. A printout of an electronic tender schedule was also found during the OFT’s visit to Herbert Baggaley’s premises. This schedule contains numerous similar entries in respect of this tender. The entry for this tender which appears on the page marked ‘UPDATED: 01 October 20[03]’ contains information as follows:6625

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJ NO</th>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21/08/2003</td>
<td>03/117P</td>
<td>T03/110</td>
<td>Extensions to Hospice, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Ashgate Hospice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BoQ/ D&amp;B/ P&amp;S</th>
<th>APPROX £000’S</th>
<th>BOND</th>
<th>MW/ PS</th>
<th>A B C R</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>BID £000’S</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>POSN %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D&amp;B</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>MW</td>
<td>21/10/2003</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4689. A printout of an ‘ESTIMATING – EXCEPTION REPORT’ was also found during the OFT’s visit to Herbert Baggaley’s premises. This report is headed ‘BIDS SUBMITTED DURING OCTOBER 2003’ and contains the following entry in respect of this tender:6626

6623 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 6406, pages 7 and 8.
6624 Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1621.
6625 Tender schedule, OFT Document Reference 1655, page 8.
Evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.4690. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is outlined in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4691. In particular, Herbert Baggaley provided a list of tenders with commentary. On this list is an entry in respect of this tender which contains the following information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJ NO</th>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION/ESTIMATORS COMMENTS</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21/08/2003</td>
<td>03/117P</td>
<td>T03/110</td>
<td>Extensions to Hospice, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Ashgate Hospice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPROX £000’S</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>BID £000’S</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21/10/2003</td>
<td>1,864,150</td>
<td>Missed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4692. In its response to the Statement, Herbert Baggaley stated in respect of this Infringement:

‘i. The infringement only included two out of the seven companies invited to tender for the contract and although no other party did in fact bid, there is no evidence that Baggaleys (or Clegg) was aware of this and at least one party – Sol – was still involved in the tender process after Clegg’s bid had been submitted – there is no information on when Baggaleys’ bid was submitted.

ii. Baggaleys independently decided that it did not wish to win this tender and that the price it submitted would not be designed to win.

iii. Although the OFT refers to the fact that the winning bid was in excess of the budget price – in fact the winning bid was only £11,291.50 in excess of the budget price in relation to a tender price of £1,855,610.

iv. The agreement related to only a single tender rather than being part of any wider agreement affecting tenders generally’.

6627 List of Tenders, OFT Document Reference 3896, page 8.
6628 Written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 46(c).
IV.4693. The OFT notes that none of the points raised by Herbert Baggaley undermines the OFT’s finding of an infringement. To the extent the points are relevant to assessing the seriousness of the Infringement, they are considered further in Section VI (Enforcement).

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.4694. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s employees provided general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is outlined in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4695. AN was interviewed in regard to this tender. AN said that internal Herbert Baggaley documents did not indicate who else was involved, but said that ‘it may have been Clegg’s’. Referring to the Herbert Baggaley tendering schedule, described at paragraph IV.4687 above, AN said ‘Yes, with ‘CP’ in the position, as a shortened version of cover price’. Referring to the faxed estimator notes obtained from Clegg and described at paragraph IV.4671 above, AN said ‘A summary of tender is information that we all try and get away with submitting, particularly if we’ve not priced the job. It looks like that would have… they would have probably sent whoever we took the cover from… Sorry, the client would have requested the contract sub analysis to be broken down, so we then would have had to ring who we took a cover from, to see whether they would furnish us with one that we could then submit, to back up our tender’.

IV.4696. AN also looked at the fax message confirmation report attached to this bundle, and referring to the number ‘[…………….] [C]’ he said ‘That is our fax number’. Noting the date of ‘30-10’ on the fax confirmation being beyond the tender submission date, AN said, ‘Within a week afterwards they would have…the client, or the employer’s agent would have asked us for a breakdown, we’ve gone back to whoever it was that we got that information from, and we then put it on to a copy of that and sent it off to them’. AN, upon learning that the estimator notes and fax message confirmation were documents from Clegg, said ‘It was Clegg, all right’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4697. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4698. Clegg and Herbert Baggaley each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Herbert Baggaley was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.4699. Clegg’s contemporaneous fax of estimator notes, a document completed by hand by estimators, in this case noting the estimator for the tender as being DC, with handwritten entries also by estimator LH, shows figures that were calculated, by Clegg’s admission, for the sole purpose of providing a cover price to a competitor. Each of the pages of this fax has a diagonal line drawn across it with ‘Bagguley’ written along it.

6629 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 32.
6630 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 32.
6631 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, pages 32 and 33.
IV.4700. The OFT notes that the circled figure of ‘1864150’ on these faxed documents is almost identical to the bid for this tender recorded by Herbert Baggaley, of £1,864,150.23. Furthermore, the circled figures on the same fax for ‘Bus drop off prelims’ at ‘35600’ and ‘Addl Prelims’ at ‘47940’ are almost identical to those figures handwritten on the Form of Tender submitted by Herbert Baggaley. The figures for each of these two items on that Form of Tender are ‘£35,672.00’ and ‘£47,947.00’.

IV.4701. The OFT notes that the figure of ‘1864150’ on the faxed documents from Clegg also appears on a contemporaneous estimating exception report at Herbert Baggaley as the bid figure for this tender.

IV.4702. The OFT also notes that the number on the fax message confirmation report in respect of the estimator notes was identified by AN, the estimator at Herbert Baggaley who dealt with this tender, as being a fax number for Herbert Baggaley.

IV.4703. In addition, the OFT notes that the Estimating - Exception Report and the printed tender schedule, found at Herbert Baggaley, contain the letter ‘C’ next to the entries for this tender. The OFT notes from interviews with Herbert Baggaley’s employees that notes such as these refer to cover prices having been exchanged when written next to references to tenders. The OFT further notes the entry ‘CP’ marked on the Herbert Baggaley tendering schedule in an entry for this tender was described by AN as being a shortened form of the words ‘Cover Price’.

IV.4704. The estimators at both Clegg and Herbert Baggaley described this tender as one where the bid needed to be presented then broken down into various options. AN of Herbert Baggaley explained that following receipt of the tenders, the client requested a breakdown of the figures. Since Herbert Baggaley had not calculated its own tender figure, it had to contact Clegg, from whom it had taken a cover price, in order to obtain a breakdown to back up its tender. Both parties admit to engaging in cover pricing in respect of this tender.

IV.4705. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Clegg and Herbert Baggaley. The OFT also concludes that Clegg supplied a figure to Herbert Baggaley for a cover bid, along with tender breakdown figures that were faxed from Clegg to Herbert Baggaley. The OFT notes that the client only received two tenders for this work at a hospice, and that both tenders were the subject of bid rigging. The OFT further notes that the client’s agent had noticed similarities in the tender breakdown figures and that the winning tender from Clegg was in excess of the client’s budget figure.

IV.4706. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4671 to IV.4705 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Clegg to Herbert Baggaley was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors.

6632 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

6633 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
(b) Herbert Baggaley can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Clegg (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{6635} and

(c) Clegg can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Herbert Baggaley (i.e. that Herbert Baggaley did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{6636}

IV.4707. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Clegg and Herbert Baggaley in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Ashgate Hospice, Old Brampton, Chesterfield, date of tender 21 October 2003.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.4708. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4709. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 14 June 2005. Herbert Baggaley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Herbert Baggaley will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.4710. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Clegg’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Herbert Baggaley. Clegg will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Clegg will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textbf{Infringement 169: \hspace{1cm} Assessment Centre HMYOI Glen Parva Leicester – 28 October 2003}

\textbf{Client: \hspace{1cm} Custodial Property Unit, Home Office}

\textbf{Parties: \hspace{1cm} G Carter and Herbert Baggaley}

IV.4711. On 24 September 2003, the Custodial Property Unit of the Home Office sought tenders for refurbishment and alterations to the South Area Block at HMYOI Glen Parva, 10 Tigers Road, Wigston, Leicester, LE18 4TN.\textsuperscript{6637} The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 10:00 am on 28 October 2003, and five companies were invited to tender: F Stimpson Ltd, G Carter, Herbert Baggaley, Sandycroft Ltd, and J H Hallam.\textsuperscript{6638}

\textsuperscript{6634} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{6635} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{6636} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{6637} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8402.

\textsuperscript{6638} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8402.
IV.4712. The Home Office received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F Stimpson Ltd</td>
<td>28 October 2003 10:00 am</td>
<td>£227,231.45</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Carter</td>
<td>28 October 2003 10:00 am</td>
<td>£272,843.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>28 October 2003 10:00 am</td>
<td>£254,933.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandycroft Ltd</td>
<td>28 October 2003 10:00 am</td>
<td>£272,243.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>24 September 2003</td>
<td></td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley – Pre-Tender Quality Plan

IV.4713. Herbert Baggaley’s ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’ relating to ‘HMYOI Glen Parva Assessment Centre’ provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, has under the section headed ‘Known Competitors’, the following entries, all of which are handwritten:

‘Hallam
- Stimpsons
- Sandycroft

Evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.4714. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4715. Following the issue of the Statement, Herbert Baggaley did not submit any specific written or oral representations in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.4716. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4717. During interview Anton Newell (‘AN’), Chief Estimator at Herbert Baggaley, was specifically asked about this tender and reference was made to the pre-tender quality plan, discussed in paragraph IV.4713 above. AN said, ‘Which suggests quite strongly that we gave a cover to Carter’s, Ray Lockett, a figure of about £18,000 above ours. We priced the job to try and win, but I believe we were unsuccessful’ and ‘the competition of Hallam, Stimpson’s, and

---

6639 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8402.
6640 Pre-tender Quality Plan, OFT Document Reference 3905, page 33.
6641 Pre-tender Quality Plan, OFT Document Reference 3905, page 33.
Sandycroft, and Carter’s from Derby another company that we would regularly have been giving and receiving covers from’.6642

Evidence from other companies – G Carter

IV.4718. The OFT wrote to G Carter on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that G Carter had participated in bid rigging on this tender. G Carter did not respond to the OFT’s offer by the date for acceptance of 26 April 2007.

IV.4719. G Carter confirmed on 19 April 2007 that Ray Lockett had worked as an estimator for G Carter but that he was no longer employed by them.6643

IV.4720. However, the OFT did not receive a response to its offer by the date for acceptance of 26 April 2007.6644 The OFT informed G Carter’s legal representatives, Berryman Shacklock LLP, on 18 May 2007, that as a reply had not been received by the deadline the OFT would treat this as a rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Berryman Shacklock LLP confirmed that it understood the situation.6645

IV.4721. The OFT subsequently received a letter dated 2 August 2007 from Berryman Shacklock LLP, which said ‘Our client is well aware that the practice of “giving and taking covers/help” has been endemic in the construction industry for many years. It accepts that it is possible, if not likely that against that background, it has engaged in that activity itself.

IV.4722. However, having made detailed enquires as to the contracts to which you refer in the annex of your penalty offer letter, it cannot find evidence that it engaged in such activity on those specific matters and it is against that background that it did not apply for the reduction of penalty’.6646

IV.4723. Following the issue of the Statement, G Carter did not submit any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4724. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4725. G Carter and Herbert Baggaley each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract to carry out refurbishment and alterations to the South Area Block at HMYOI Glen Parva, Leicester.

IV.4726. AN has confirmed that Herbert Baggaley submitted a bid in the hope of winning this tender.

IV.4727. G Carter was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

6642 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 33.
6643 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10294.
6644 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10297.
6645 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10297.
6646 Response from G Carter, OFT Document Reference 13017.
IV.4728. In regard to G Carter, Herbert Baggaley’s ‘Pre-tender Quality Plan’ contains the following entry ‘Carter – CR – […………….] [C] – Ray Lockett – £272,843.00’. The figure recorded matches that submitted by G Carter for this tender and Herbert Baggaley has confirmed that a cover price was given to G Carter.6647

IV.4729. The telephone number is shown as a contact number for G Carter in the ‘Contact for Cover Prices’,6648 provided in W R Bloodworth’s leniency application. Ray Lockett is referred to by P Waller as a contact at G Carter6649 and G Carter has confirmed that Ray Lockett worked as an estimator at that company.

IV.4730. Herbert Baggaley subsequently confirmed its admission to engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in a letter dated 26 January 2009.6650

IV.4731. The OFT notes that G Carter submitted a price of £272,843.00, a figure above that of Herbert Baggaley, the pattern consistent with a cover having been taken from Herbert Baggaley. The OFT also notes that Herbert Baggaley confirmed that ‘Carter’s from Derby [was] another company that we would regularly have been giving and receiving covers from’.6651

IV.4732. The OFT further notes that although G Carter has not admitted to bid rigging specifically in relation to this tender, it has accepted that it is ‘probable, if not likely’ that it has engaged in cover pricing activities more generally.

IV.4733. The OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence from Herbert Baggaley, and AN’s admissions and explanations of that contemporaneous evidence, are sufficient for it to be satisfied that G Carter accepted a cover price from Herbert Baggaley.

IV.4734. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Herbert Baggaley and G Carter and that Herbert Baggaley supplied G Carter with a figure for a cover bid.

IV.4735. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraph IV.4713 to IV.4734 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter 1 prohibition.6652 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Herbert Baggaley to G Carter was not unilateral6653, and contravene the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;6654

(b) G Carter can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Herbert Baggaley (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;6655 and

6647 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 33.
6648 Contacts For Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915, page 1.
6650 Letter from Herbert Baggaley, 26 January 2009.
6651 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 33.
6652 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6653 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6654 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6655 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Herbert Baggaley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from G Carter (i.e. that G Carter did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{6656}

IV.4736. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Herbert Baggaley and G Carter in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the refurbishment and alterations to the South Area Block at HMYOI Glen Parva, Leicester, tender deadline 28 October 2003.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.4737. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4738. Herbert Baggaley informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Herbert Baggaley will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Alleged Infringement 170: Not included in the Decision**

**Infringement 171:** Alterations to Ward C31 and C32 to Form a Women’s Centre, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham – 12 November 2003

**Client:** Queen’s Medical Centre University Hospital NHS Trust

**Parties:** Bodill, John Cawley and Wiggett

IV.4739. On 27 October 2003, Queen’s Medical Centre University Hospital NHS Trust (‘QMC’), now known as Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust, sought tenders for alterations to Ward C31 and C32 to form a women’s centre. The return date for the tender was 12 November 2003 and six companies were invited to tender: G F Tomlinson, Bodill, John Cawley, Wiggett, Baggaley & Jenkins and Thomas Fish.\textsuperscript{6657}

IV.4740. QMC received the following tender returns.\textsuperscript{6658}

---

\textsuperscript{6656} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{6657} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9431, page 2.

\textsuperscript{6658} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9431, page 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>11:00 a.m. 12 November 2003</td>
<td>£74,880</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>11:00 a.m. 12 November 2003</td>
<td>£110,884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>11:00 a.m. 12 November 2003</td>
<td>£125,971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggett</td>
<td>11:00 a.m. 12 November 2003</td>
<td>£122,630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>10:30 a.m. 12 November 2003</td>
<td>£83,997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>No formal notification, not returned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet*

IV.4741. In Bodill’s original tender sheet, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:6659

1. Bodill

2. TOMLINSON

3. FISH

4. B & J

£125971.00p ②

5. CAWLEY © FROM US

WILL RING US WED AM

£122638.00p ①

6. WIGGETT © FROM US

RING PAUL Tel:- […] [C]’

IV.4742. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £110,084.6660

IV.4743. Andrew Bodill (‘AB’), an estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has confirmed that the handwritten annotations ‘£125971.00p’ and ‘£122638.00p’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.6661 AB also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.4744. During an inspection of AB’s personal copies of the tender sheets on 26 April 2007, another copy of this tender sheet was found with the additional handwritten annotations ‘Lowest £75K’ and ‘2nd £95K’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’.6662

IV.4745. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has confirmed that the handwritten annotations ‘② © FROM US WILL RING US WED AM’ and ‘① © FROM US RING PAUL Tel:- […] [C]’ under the section

6659 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0708.
6660 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0708.
6661 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 41 and 77.
6662 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 41 and 85.
headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.6663 DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

**Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.4746. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4747. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.6664 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave two cover prices, to John Cawley and Wiggett.6665

IV.4748. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.4749. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4750. In respect of the additional handwritten annotations ‘Lowest £75K’ and ‘2nd £95K’ on his own personal copy of the tender sheet, AB confirmed in interview with the OFT on 26 April 2007, ‘Yeah, I’ve put lowest approximate… well, I might not have put approximately but I’ve rounded it up to £75K next to tenderer number two, which was Tomlinson and I’ve put second £95K next to tenderer number three, which was Fish. And that, again, would be information which we would have received after the tender had gone in, direct from the Queens Medical Centre when we’ve rang up chasing where that figure was’.6666

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant John Cawley – Project list**

IV.4751. On a project list, provided by John Cawley to the OFT as part of its leniency application, is typewritten:6667

| 200 | 14.11.03 | NG | Q.M.C | Returned |

**Evidence from leniency applicant John Cawley**

IV.4752. As part of its leniency application, John Cawley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.441 to IV.452 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

6663, 6664, 6665, 6666, 6667 Refer to footnotes for specific documents and pages.
IV.4753. Following the issue of the Statement, John Cawley did not submit any written or oral representations.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant John Cawley**

IV.4754. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, John Cawley’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.441 to IV.452 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4755. In respect of this tender Nicholas Greene (‘NG’), Director of John Cawley, could not recall anything specifically, but on being asked by the OFT if it would be unusual for a tender to be returned, he said, ‘Would have been, yes...because that’s the whole idea of covers is literally so you didn’t lose face with a client, nothing more, nothing less’.6668

IV.4756. On being shown by the OFT the Bodill tender sheet for this tender, NG said in respect of the entry ‘£125971.00p ② CAWLEY © FROM US WILL RING US WED AM’, that ‘It may be that that’s the figure they were going to give us and we never phoned them or we phoned them but it was too late or, I don’t know’.6669

IV.4757. Richard Greene (‘RG’), Co-Director of John Cawley, on being shown by the OFT the Bodill tender sheet for this tender, said in respect of the entry ‘£125971.00p ② CAWLEY © FROM US WILL RING US WED AM’, ‘we obviously did get some help...maybe I couldn’t find anybody until the last minute...Find anybody to give me any help to give me a cover. So, I might have decided to return it and then at the last minute found out somebody else was in’.6670 RG added that, ‘...in those days, its far preferable to put something in than send it back, because they [the client] didn’t like it if you sent them back’.6671

**Evidence from other companies – Wiggett**

IV.4758. The OFT wrote to Wiggett on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Wiggett had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Wiggett did not respond to the letter. On 15 May 2007 the OFT contacted Wiggett by telephone and it said that after consideration it was rejecting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.6672

IV.4759. In its response to the Statement, Wiggett stated in respect of this Infringement that it ‘...must accept that in light of the evidence ... [outlined in the Statement] that a cover price must have been taken from Bodill.’6673 They

---

6668 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11305, page 15.
6669 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11305, page 15.
6670 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11304, page 16.
6671 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11304, page 16.
6672 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10895.
further stated, ‘[Paul] Wiggett believes that he lacked the resources to prepare a tender for this work’.  

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4760. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4761. Bodill, John Cawley and Wiggett each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4762. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.4763. John Cawley and Wiggett were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.4764. In regard to John Cawley, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£125971.00p CAWLEY © FROM US WILL RING US WED AM’ against John Cawley. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number ‘2’ recorded against John Cawley to show that John Cawley was the second company to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that John Cawley submitted a higher tender figure than the first company to be given a cover price, Wiggett. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £125,971 against John Cawley, a figure that was identical to the tender that John Cawley submitted for the work.

IV.4765. Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘CAWLEY © FROM US WILL RING US WED AM’ and the OFT notes more specifically that this shows that John Cawley was to phone Bodill on the morning of the day for submitting the tender, in order to receive a cover price, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. Furthermore, on being shown Bodill’s tender sheet, both NG and RG of John Cawley accepted that it was likely that John Cawley was provided with a cover price by Bodill.

IV.4766. In regard to Wiggett, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£122638.00p WIGGETT © FROM US RING PAUL Tel:- [...][C]’ against Wiggett. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The tender sheet also has the number ‘1’ recorded against Wiggett to show that Wiggett was the first party to be given cover by or to request cover from Bodill. Bodill has confirmed that these numbers show the order in which Bodill was approached by other companies for a cover price and that the first to approach would get the lowest price and so on. The OFT notes that Wiggett submitted a lower tender figure than the second company to be given a cover price, John Cawley. Furthermore, Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £122,638 against Wiggett, a figure that was identical to the tender that Wiggett submitted for the work.

---

6674 As clarified by Wiggett in email dated 29 May 2009.
Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded the name of a Wiggett employee, ‘Paul’ and the telephone number […] [C], providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is corroborated by information obtained from W R Bloodworth, a list of contacts for cover prices, which names ‘Paul Wiggett’ at Wiggett with a telephone contact number of […] [C].

The OFT notes in addition that the tenders submitted by John Cawley and Wiggett were both higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided by Bodill.

All three Parties have now admitted liability in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between John Cawley and Bodill, and between Wiggett and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied figures to each of John Cawley and Wiggett for cover bids.

The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4741 to IV.4770 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Bodill to each of John Cawley and Wiggett was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) John Cawley and Wiggett can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process; and
(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from John Cawley and Wiggett (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between John Cawley and Bodill, and between Wiggett and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for alterations to Ward C31 and C32 to form a Women’s Centre, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham, tender deadline 12 November 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

Contacts For Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915.
See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.4774. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.4775. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of John Cawley’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. John Cawley will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, John Cawley will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 172:** Alterations to Building, Universal Milling Technology, Sutton Fields Industrial Estate, Hull – 5 December 2003

Client: Gowers Bell Ltd

Parties: Hobson & Porter and Hall

IV.4776. On 21 November 2003, Gowers Bell Ltd sought tenders for alterations to building, Universal Milling Technology, Sutton Fields Industrial Estate, Hull. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 5 December 2003 and four companies were invited to tender: Hobson & Porter, Geo Houlton, Hall and Robinson & Sawdon.6682

IV.4777. Gowers Bell Ltd received the following four tender returns by 12:00 noon on 5 December 2003.6683

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>5 December 2003</td>
<td>Prior to Noon</td>
<td>£46,490.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo Houlton</td>
<td>5 December 2003</td>
<td>Prior to Noon</td>
<td>£46,595.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall</td>
<td>5 December 2003</td>
<td>Prior to Noon</td>
<td>£49,880.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson &amp; Sawdon</td>
<td>5 December 2003</td>
<td>Prior to Noon</td>
<td>£51,786.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4778. The tender exercise did not proceed. Gowers Bell Ltd then made further enquiries of the two lowest tenderers, Hobson & Porter and Geo Houlton, with an alternative specification. Following revised tenders received from Hobson & Porter and Geo Houlton, the job was awarded to Geo Houlton.6684

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter – Tender Summary Sheet*

IV.4779. The Minor Works Tender Summary sheet for this tender states that Hobson & Porter’s submitted figure was £46,490.81 and in the known competition section is written, ‘Halls @ £49,883.00’.6685

6682 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8173.
6683 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8173.
6684 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8172.
6685 Minor Works Tender Summary, OFT Document Reference A0094.
Evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.4780. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4781. In Hobson & Porter’s Summary of Cover Pricing Activity (Minor Works) it is stated that Hobson & Porter provided a cover to Hall. 6686

IV.4782. In its response to the Statement, Hobson & Porter stated that it ‘...does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’. 6687

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.4783. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4784. In respect of this tender, in interview Ian Gibbins (‘IG’), Minor Works Director at Hobson & Porter, confirmed that this tender was priced by Andrew Scott (‘AS’), an ex-employee of Hobson & Porter, who left in 2005. IG confirmed that the signature at the foot of the Minor Works Tender Summary sheet was AS’s handwriting. IG confirmed that, ‘almost definitely we would have given a cover price of about £3,000 more than ours’. 6688 IG confirmed that he managed AS and that AS was involved in cover pricing, ‘I would have been aware at the time he would have given a cover to Hall’s yes’. 6689

Evidence from other companies – Hall

IV.4785. The OFT wrote to Hall on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Hall had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Hall admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’. 6690

IV.4786. In its response to the Statement, Hall confirmed that ‘[i]t is not disputed that Hall participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement’. 6691

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4787. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

6688 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11231, page 11.
6689 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11231, pages 11 and 12.
6691 Written representations of Hall, 24 June 2008, paragraph 53.
IV.4788. Hobson & Porter and Hall each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4789. Hobson & Porter completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Hobson & Porter wanted to win the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.4790. Hall was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.4791. In regard to Hall, Hobson & Porter’s Minor Works Tender Summary sheet records ‘Halls £49,883.00’. Hobson & Porter has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. The OFT notes that the figure Hobson & Porter recorded on the tender sheet, £49,883.00, is identical other than the reduction of £3, to the tender price that Hall submitted, which was £49,880.00.

IV.4792. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Hall was higher than the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Furthermore, both Hobson & Porter and Hall have admitted engaging in bid rigging on this tender.

IV.4793. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Hall and Hobson & Porter. The OFT also concludes that Hobson & Porter supplied a figure to Hall for a cover bid.

IV.4794. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4779 to IV.4793 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Hobson & Porter to Hall was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Hall can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Hobson & Porter (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Hobson & Porter can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Hall (i.e. that Hall did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.4795. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Hall and Hobson & Porter, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for alterations to building, Universal Milling Technology, Sutton Fields Industrial Estate, Hull, tender deadline 5 December 2003.

---

6692 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6693 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6694 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6695 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6696 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4796. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4797. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Hobson & Porter on 28 March 2006. Hobson & Porter will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Hobson & Porter in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 173: 18-bed Ward Extension, Beynon Centre, New Cross Hospital – 11 December 2003
Client: Royal Wolverhampton Hospital NHS Trust
Parties: Thomas Vale and Shaylor

IV.4798. On 4 November 2003, The Royal Wolverhampton Hospital NHS Trust (‘Royal Wolverhampton Hospital’) sought tenders for an 18-bed ward extension at the Beynon Centre, New Cross Hospital. The following six companies were invited to tender: W Gough & Sons Ltd, Shaylor, Arthur M Griffiths, Thomas Vale, Weaver plc and G F Tomlinson. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 10:00 on 11 December 2003.

IV.4799. Royal Wolverhampton Hospital received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W Gough &amp; Sons Ltd</td>
<td>11 December 2003 at 10:00am</td>
<td>£688,298.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaylor</td>
<td>11 December 2003 at 10:00am</td>
<td>£603,036.40</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths</td>
<td>11 December 2003 at 10:00am</td>
<td>£671,273.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>11 December 2003 at 10:00am</td>
<td>£654,983.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver plc</td>
<td>11 December 2003 at 10:00am</td>
<td>£646,888.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>11 December 2003 at 10:00am</td>
<td>£631,510.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet

IV.4800. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:

---

6697 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10676.
6698 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10676.
6699 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 38.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5506</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Royal Wolverhampton Hospital NHS Trust</td>
<td>18 Bed Ward Extension, Beynon Centre, New Cross Hosp</td>
<td></td>
<td>CKT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>11/12/2003 10.00am</td>
<td>£654,983</td>
<td>Weaver, Shaylor, Tomlinson, Wm Gough, A M Griffiths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4801. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a *little black book* of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for Shaylor plus names and a telephone number.6701

IV.4802. Thomas Vale also maintained an internal list of tenders in progress, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Thomas Vale provided three tender lists referring to this tender, for weeks commencing 10 November 2003, 24 November 2003 and 1 December 2003. They are identical except the entry for 10 November 2003 has no entry in the Category column whereas the letter ‘B’ appears in this column for the entries dated 24 November 2003 and 1 December 2003. The tender list for week commencing 1 December 2003 is shown below:6702

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER LISTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W.C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5506</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Royal Wolverhampton Hospital NHS Trust</td>
<td>18 bedroom ward extension, Beynon Centre, New Cross Hospital, Wolverhampton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPROX £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>600,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>11/12/2003 10.00am</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale*

IV.4803. At Annex 146703 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had

---

6701 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 22.
6702 Tender list, OFT Document Reference 4648, page 1.
6703 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 18 of the
schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2003 tenders is the
following entry:\footnote{6704}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5506</td>
<td>11 December</td>
<td>Royal Wolverhampton Hospital NHS Trust</td>
<td>18 Bed Ward Extension, Beynon Centre, New Cross Hospital</td>
<td>Taken (Shaylor)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet; Tender List)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV.4804.** The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and the Tender List is the internal tender list referred to in that explanation.

**IV.4805.** Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application\footnote{6705} and Shaylor appears on this list.

**IV.4806.** Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

**IV.4807.** During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

**IV.4808.** CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’, which appear in the estimator column for this tender, were his own and that the letter ‘B’, which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’, stands for Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager.\footnote{6706} In interview, CKT referred to the entry for this tender in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘CKT the estimator, category B is the cover, tender return date 11th of December 2003, Thomas Vale tender £654,983, Shaylor in bold indicating that Shaylor gave us a cover’.\footnote{6707}

**Evidence from other companies – Shaylor**

**IV.4809.** The OFT wrote to Shaylor on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Shaylor had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response, Shaylor wrote to the

---

\footnote{6704} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 18.
\footnote{6705} Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
\footnote{6706} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 10 and 13.
\footnote{6707} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 39.
OFT on 27 April 2007 and admitted that it gave a cover price on this tender but ‘cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’. In its response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, Shaylor stated it had not made admissions where it believed no cover had been given or taken or where there was a lack of information. The OFT infers from this that where an admission was made, Shaylor had some form of information or evidential support for that admission.

IV.4810. In its response to the Statement, Shaylor stated ‘Shaylor is not withdrawing any of these admissions or proposing to challenge the evidence in relation to any of the three alleged infringements’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4811. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4812. Thomas Vale and Shaylor each accepted an invitation to tender for the 18-bed ward extension at Beynon Centre, New Cross Hospital.

IV.4813. It appears that Shaylor completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Shaylor being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.4814. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that this was a cover price. Thomas Vale had not allocated the category of this tender by the week commencing 10 November 2003. However, by the week commencing 24 November 2003, the letter ‘B’ had been inserted into the category column. This indicates that a conscious decision was made in the time leading up to the tender deadline to register this as a tender for which Thomas Vale would not be submitting a competitive bid.

IV.4815. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records five competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely ‘Weaver, Shaylor, Tomlinson, Wm Gough [and] A M Griffiths’. Shaylor is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet is £654,983 which matches the amount recorded by the client Royal Wolverhampton Hospital.

IV.4816. Royal Wolverhampton Hospital also received a tendered amount of £603,036.40 from Shaylor, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Shaylor to Thomas Vale.

IV.4817. The OFT notes that although five competitors have been recorded on the Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold, i.e. Shaylor. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Shaylor from
the other known competitors. In addition, the fact that the tender had been allocated to CKT, who was responsible for the maintenance of the spreadsheet, means that it is likely that the entry was accurate and that CKT had personal knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price at the time. It also indicates that CKT himself made contact with Shaylor. The OFT also notes that there is no indication or evidence that Thomas Vale received a cover price on this tender from anyone other than Shaylor.

IV.4818. Thomas Vale admitted that Shaylor was one of the key competitors with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. In interview, CKT confirmed that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet shows that a cover price had been received by Thomas Vale from Shaylor.

IV.4819. Finally, both parties admit to bid rigging activities on this tender. In response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007, Shaylor admitted to giving a cover price on this tender, without sight of the OFT’s evidence that it had given rather than received a cover price. The OFT concludes from the terms of Shaylor’s admission that it was based on some form of supporting information or evidence. Having reviewed the evidence in the Statement, Shaylor also confirmed that it would not challenge that evidence or withdraw its earlier admission.

IV.4820. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Shaylor. The OFT also concludes that Shaylor supplied a figure to Thomas Vale for a cover bid.

IV.4821. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4800 to IV.4820 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6711 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Shaylor to Thomas Vale was not unilateral6712, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;6713

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Shaylor (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;6714 and

(c) Shaylor can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.6715

IV.4822. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Shaylor in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the 18-bed ward extension at Beynon Centre, New Cross Hospital, tender deadline 11 December 2003.

6711 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6712 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6713 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6714 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6715 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.4823. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4824. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 174:**  Unit 1, Dutton Road, Alderman’s Green Industrial Estate, Coventry – 22 December 2003

Client: Rhombus Properties

Parties: Thomas Vale and GAJ

IV.4825. On 28 November 2003, Rhombus Properties sought tenders for refurbishment and modification of an industrial unit at Unit 1, Dutton Road, Alderman’s Green Industrial Estate, Coventry. The following four companies were invited to tender: GAJ, MJ Green, R Pittaway and Thomas Vale. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 22 December 2003.6716

IV.4826. Rhombus Properties received the following tender returns:6717

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAJ</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 22 December 2003</td>
<td>£450,210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MJ Green</td>
<td>Withdrew 12 December 2003</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Pittaway</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 22 December 2003</td>
<td>£397,900</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 22 December 2003</td>
<td>£427,243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale*

IV.4827. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Summary sheet for this tender, also known as the QA EST6 form.6718 Under the section headed ‘COMPETITION’ is the following entry:

---

6716 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10580.
6717 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10580.
6718 Tender Summary, OFT Document Reference 4543.
‘1 Thomas Vale Construction
2 GAJ  Terry Fell  [...] [C]
3 Pitaway – Coventry
4’

IV.4828. During the OFT’s inspection of Thomas Vale’s East Midlands office, a tender
enquiry book for the period 2002 onwards was found.6719 This contained the
following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K1072</td>
<td>15.12.03</td>
<td>Rhombus Properties</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Unit 1, Dutton Road, Aldermans Green Industrial Estate, Coventry</td>
<td>Given (GAJ, Terry Fell, [...] [C])</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Summary Sheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAK</td>
<td>£427,243.00</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4829. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office
by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who
kept a ‘little black book’6720 of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the
general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above.
Within this list, there is an entry for GAJ plus contact names, including that of
Terry Fell and a telephone number of [...] [C].6721

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.4830. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation
of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of
the Tender Summary sheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and
is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4831. At Annex 136722 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal
representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005
in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price at the
East Midlands (Leicester) office. The information on the schedule was based on
all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had
been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page four of the
schedule under Annex 13 and within the section for 2003 tenders is the
following entry:6723

---

6721 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 9.
6722 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4532.
IV.4832. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application and GAJ appears on this list.

IV.4833. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.4834. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave an explanation of the use of the Tender Summary sheet to record cover prices to its competitors.

IV.4835. In interview CKT also gave his explanation of the entry on the Tender Summary sheet. He said ‘the fact that…the tender number is prefixed with a K immediately told me that it was an East Midlands tender for reasons as I’ve described before - Paul Kirk was the estimator over there and we just used K as a prefix…the fact that this is our QA EST6 sheet – tender summary sheet…which…the fact that is actually filled in indicates that it was a bona fide tender by Thomas Vale Construction, so we did actually price it…however, when you look at the competition at the bottom of that same sheet, there’s a number two there which says GAJ with the name of Terry Fell and the telephone number...Now that says to me that we actually gave GAJ via Terry Fell a cover figure…there’d be no other reason to put GAJ’s phone number on that sheet with a contact name unless we were required to make contact with them’,

IV.4836. Although CKT had no personal recollection of the tender he knew that Terry Fell was an estimator at GAJ and following internal enquiries made within Thomas Vale could confirm that ‘Paul Kirk…was very efficient in recording and archiving information electronically’ and ‘K1072 was a genuine category A tender and was priced by Paul Kirk’.

IV.4837. Thomas Vale identified Paul Kirk (‘PAK’) as the estimator responsible for this tender. In interview, PAK recalled conducting a site visit to the premises and believed that Thomas Vale had submitted a genuine tender. He confirmed the amount of Thomas Vale’s bid and explained that he was the only estimator for the East Midlands division at the time. He said that the entry of a name and telephone number alongside GAJ showed that the giving of a cover price by Thomas Vale was ‘likely’ and added ‘it certainly went the other way because as I say I remember doing the site visits, and I can’t say why I was doing the site visit if I wasn’t pricing it so I certainly feel that I priced it. Whether we gave assistance I can’t say for definite but yeah, there’s a chance there yeah’.

---

6724 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
6725 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, pages 31 and 32.
6726 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 33.
6727 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13557, pages 16 and 17.
6728 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13557, pages 18 and 19.
Evidence from other companies – GAJ

IV.4838. The OFT wrote to GAJ on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender (incorrectly dated as 22 December 2002), in return for an admission that GAJ had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, GAJ admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.6729 GAJ’s legal representatives explained ‘Generally, where ‘bids’ have been submitted and rejected the papers are not retained by the Company beyond a short period after the contract has been awarded to someone else’.6730

IV.4839. The OFT subsequently wrote to GAJ’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, GAJ Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on GAJ’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold GAJ Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by GAJ in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, GAJ Holdings said that it had no further comments to make.6731

IV.4840. In its response to the Statement, GAJ stated that Terry Fell worked for GAJ on a freelance basis and could have been working on his own initiative.6732 The OFT notes that GAJ has nonetheless admitted liability for its part in this Infringement and that this liability is consistent with the laws and precedent relating to agency relationships, as discussed in Section III (Legal Background) above.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4841. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4842. Thomas Vale and GAJ each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4843. Thomas Vale completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. GAJ was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.4844. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Summary sheet maintained in electronic format by estimator PAK within the East Midlands Division, records two competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely GAJ and ‘Pitaway – Coventry’. The entry for GAJ has the contact name of Terry Fell and a telephone number for GAJ which matches the number recorded by CKT in his ‘little black book’ of contacts.

IV.4845. In interview, CKT stated that the only possible reason such an entry was made on the Tender Summary sheet was to record contact with GAJ and that it shows that a cover price was given by Thomas Vale to GAJ. Thomas Vale’s designated estimator for this tender also thought that it likely that a cover price was provided to GAJ by Thomas Vale. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client, as

6729 Response from GAJ, OFT Document Reference 10309, page 3.
6730 Response from GAJ, OFT Document Reference 10308.
6731 Response from GAJ Holdings, OFT Document Reference 13961.
6732 Written representations of GAJ, 26 June 2008, Appendix E, paragraph 8.
recorded in the handwritten tender enquiry book is £427,243 which matches the amount recorded by the client Rhombus Properties.

IV.4846. Rhombus Properties also received a tendered amount of £450,210 from GAJ, which is higher than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Thomas Vale to GAJ. GAJ was the only company to submit a bid above Thomas Vale’s bid, and therefore Thomas Vale could not have given cover to any other company on this tender.

IV.4847. The OFT notes that although two competitors have been recorded on the Tender Summary sheet, only one of them has a contact name and telephone number, which suggests a conscious decision was made to differentiate GAJ from the other competitor. The OFT notes that Thomas Vale’s designated estimator PAK was said to be very efficient in recording information electronically.

IV.4848. Thomas Vale admitted that GAJ was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity and it admits giving a cover price to GAJ on this tender.

IV.4849. Finally both companies have admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender.

IV.4850. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between GAJ and Thomas Vale and that Thomas Vale supplied a figure to GAJ in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.4851. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4827 to IV.4850 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Thomas Vale to GAJ was not unilater[6734], and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;[6735]

(b) GAJ can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Thomas Vale (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;[6736] and

(c) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from GAJ (i.e. that GAJ did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process. [6737]

IV.4852. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and GAJ in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the alterations to Unit

---

6733 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6734 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6735 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6736 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6737 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
1, Dutton Road, Alderman’s Green Industrial Estate, Coventry, tender deadline 22 December 2003.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4853. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4854. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 175:  Refurbishment of Silverwood Flats – 22 December 2003
Client: Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council
Parties: Henry Boot and Connaught

IV.4855. On 17 November 2003, Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council sought tenders for Silverwood House Flats Refurbishment. The following five companies were invited to tender: Bramall, Connaught, Hall Construction Ltd, Henry Boot and Hobson & Porter. The date and time of tender return was 22 December 2003 at noon.

IV.4856. Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>22 December 2003</td>
<td>£1,699,652.84</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connaught</td>
<td>22 December 2003</td>
<td>£1,775,170.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramall</td>
<td>22 December 2003</td>
<td>£1,924,343.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall Construction Ltd</td>
<td>22 December 2003</td>
<td>£1,967,613.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>22 December 2003</td>
<td>£2,211,743.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Henry Boot – Sheet 28, Sheet 25 and handwritten notes

IV.4857. As part of its leniency application, Henry Boot’s legal representatives provided a ‘Sheet 28’ (tender build-up) for this tender, on which under the section headed ‘Competition’, the following handwritten entries have been made.
IV.4858. Henry Boot’s legal representatives also provided a ‘Sheet 25’ (tender summary) in respect of this tender and handwritten at the bottom is:\(^6742\)

‘connaught figure
1731873 + 2½ = £1775170
(75297)’

IV.4859. Henry Boot’s legal representatives also provided some handwritten notes relating to this tender showing:\(^6743\)

‘Bramalls
Brian Ingham
Connaught Prop Services
*
[...] [C]
Fax [...] [C]
F Hall * chris Jackson’

Evidence from leniency applicant Henry Boot

IV.4860. As part of its leniency application, Henry Boot’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.363 to IV.374 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4861. Henry Boot’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table headed ‘Overall Schedule for the Main Estimating Department’, which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table contains comments made by those involved with the tender which show that a cover price was given to Connaught, as follows: ‘I knew which companies were tendering for the project and someone from Connaught rang me to ask for a cover price as they were struggling due to a shortage or resource in the run up to Christmas. We did resist initially but in the end complied. To be able to give a cover price, I needed to know what my own figure was going to be so that I could ensure that the cover was higher. I cannot recall the name of the individual who called me. To my knowledge, the contact book kept by the estimating department does not contain the name, at least looking at it has not prompted my memory. The client called for a priced bill of quantities from the first and second tenderers which were HBC (UK) [Henry Boot] and Connaught. We therefore had to help them draft their priced bill because we had the information but they did not’.\(^6744\)

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Henry Boot

IV.4862. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Henry Boot employees and ex-employees provided general explanation of its

\(^{6742}\) Sheet 25, OFT Document Reference B1946A.
\(^{6743}\) Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference B1944.
\(^{6744}\) Overall Schedule for the Main Estimating Department, OFT Document Reference B1595, page 23.
participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.363 to IV.374 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4863. During an interview with the OFT on 22 March 2007, Malcolm Welsby (‘MW’), an estimator at Henry Boot, advised how he would record when Henry Boot had given a cover as detailed in paragraph IV.374 above. In relation to this tender MW confirmed that he completed the ‘Sheet 28’ for this tender and when asked what the ‘(C)’ meant, stated ‘the annotation “c” means that we have given Connaught a cover price’.6745 When asked about the ‘Sheet 25’, MW confirmed that the handwritten note was in his handwriting and stated ‘we’ve given a 2½ % cover price to Connaught on this particular project’.6746 When asked who he dealt with at Connaughts MW stated ‘I think Chris Jackson, who used to work for us many many years ago, I think he works for Connaught but I can’t guarantee that that’s the particular case, I can’t specifically say who I spoke to’.6747

Evidence from other companies – Connaught plc

IV.4864. The OFT wrote to Connaught plc on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Connaught had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Connaught plc advised that it was unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.6748

IV.4865. However, in its response to the Statement, Connaught stated that it ‘... does not dispute the facts alleged against it’6749 in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4866. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4867. Henry Boot and Connaught each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4868. Both companies submitted a tender. Connaught was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Henry Boot completed the estimating process for this tender and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.4869. Henry Boot’s ‘Sheet 28’ for this tender records ‘CONNAUGHT (C)’, under the heading ‘Competition’. Henry Boot confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted. In addition, Henry Boot’s ‘Sheet 25’ for this tender shows ‘Connaught figure’ and a figure of ‘£1775170’, and MW has confirmed that this means that Henry Boot gave a cover price of this amount to the company noted. MW’s specific recollection included the facts that he gave a cover price to an individual at Connaught, and that subsequently he helped Connaught to draft a priced bill of quantities when it was requested by the

6746 Interview transcript OFT Document Reference 11210, page 14.
6747 Interview transcript OFT Document Reference 11210, page 14.
6748 Response from Connaught, OFT Document Reference 10975.
6749 Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 1.4 and 3.1.
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client. In respect of the handwritten notes on a separate sheet, the numbers ‘[…….] [C] Fax […….] [C]’ are numbers associated with Connaught Property Services Ltd, located in Leeds.\textsuperscript{6750}

IV.4870. The OFT notes that the tender figure submitted by Connaught of £1,775,170 is identical to the cover price Henry Boot confirmed it provided to Connaught.

IV.4871. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Connaught was higher than the tender submitted by Henry Boot, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.4872. Connaught has stated that it does not dispute the facts alleged against it, and confirmed that it ‘has no material to set against the evidence obtained by the OFT’.\textsuperscript{6751}

IV.4873. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Henry Boot and Connaught. The OFT also concludes that Henry Boot supplied a figure to Connaught for a cover bid.

IV.4874. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4857 to IV.4873 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{6752} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Henry Boot to Connaught was not unilateral\textsuperscript{6753}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{6754}

(b) Connaught can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Henry Boot (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{6755} and

(c) Henry Boot can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Connaught (i.e. that Connaught did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{6756}

IV.4875. In its response to the Statement, Henry Boot stated in respect of this Infringement that ‘...the intentions of parties taking covers was not a factor taken into account by Henry Boot in calculating its tender prices...’\textsuperscript{6757} and ‘Henry Boot had no knowledge of the intentions of the three other tenderers to this tender. Henry Boot genuinely wanted to be awarded this tender and submitted a tender price significantly lower than any of the other tenderers with whom it had no contact during the tendering process’.\textsuperscript{6758} The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption\textsuperscript{6759} and that therefore the OFT is not required to

\textsuperscript{6750} Google search results, OFT Document References 5961a.
\textsuperscript{6751} Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.1.
\textsuperscript{6752} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6753} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\textsuperscript{6754} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6755} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6756} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6757} Written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008, paragraph 9.3.
\textsuperscript{6758} Written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008, paragraph 9.4.
\textsuperscript{6759} See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Henry Boot has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may 'take account' of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Henry Boot’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition. The OFT also notes that Henry Boot has admitted that its conduct infringed the Act and, by implication, that it was party either to an anti-competitive agreement, or to a concerted practice including taking into account information received.

IV.4876. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Henry Boot and Connaught in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment of Silverwood Flats, tender deadline 22 December 2003.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.4877. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4878. Henry Boot informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Henry Boot will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 176:** Group Repair Scheme, Phase 29, 2 to 8 Bronte Street and 7 Beeches Road, Lawkholme, Keighley – 28 January 2004

- **Client:** Bradford Metropolitan District Council
- **Parties:** Richardson Projects and G & J Seddon

IV.4879. On 9 October 2003, Bradford Metropolitan District Council (‘Bradford MDC’) sought tenders for the Group Repair Scheme, Phase 29, 2 to 8 Bronte Street and 7 Beeches Road, Lawkholme, Keighley. The return date for the tender was 28 January 2004 and seven companies were invited to tender: In House Contractor, Butler & Hargreaves Ltd, Richardson Projects, G & J Seddon, West Yorkshire Maintenance, Torpoint Ltd and A Baldwin & Co (Builders) Ltd.

IV.4880. Bradford MDC received the following tender returns by 28 January 2004:6760

---

6760 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13188.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In House Contractor</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler &amp; Hargreaves Ltd</td>
<td>No tender received</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson Projects</td>
<td>28 January 2004</td>
<td>£115,623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G &amp; J Seddon</td>
<td>28 January 2004</td>
<td>£129,842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Yorkshire Maintenance</td>
<td>28 January 2004</td>
<td>£93,440</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torpoint Ltd</td>
<td>No tender received</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Baldwin &amp; Co (Builders) Ltd</td>
<td>28 January 2004</td>
<td>£100,102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Richardson Projects – Tender Register**

IV.4881. During the OFT’s visit to Richardson Projects premises under section 28 on 21 March 2006, a Tender Register was obtained, and under the sections headed ‘Others’ and ‘Price’, the following entries have been made: 6761

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Baldwin &amp; Co</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Seddon &gt; ‘C’</td>
<td>119,842.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4882. The Tender Register states that Richardson Projects’ submitted figure was £115,623. 6762

**Evidence from Richardson Projects**

IV.4883. The OFT wrote to Richardson Projects on 16 July 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Richardson Projects had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Richardson Projects admitted bid rigging on this tender and that it gave a cover price to G & J Seddon. 6763

IV.4884. In its response to the Statement, Richardson Projects confirmed that ‘it is not disputed that Richardson Projects participated in cover pricing during the period set out in the Statement’. 6764

**Evidence from Seddon**

IV.4885. The OFT wrote to Seddon on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Seddon had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, G & J Seddon responded, admitting ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Richardson Projects Limited’. 6765

---

6761 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0027, page 110.
6762 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0027, page 110.
6763 Response from Richardson Projects, OFT Document Reference A2739.
6764 Written representations of Richardson Projects, 27 June 2008, paragraph 49.
IV.4886. The OFT subsequently wrote again to G & J Seddon’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Seddon, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on G & J Seddon’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Seddon jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by G & J Seddon in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Seddon said ‘We confirm that Seddon Group Limited ("SGL") support and adopt G&J Seddon Limited ("G&JS") acceptance of the reduction of penalty offer and that SGL does not intend to comment upon matters ... or to make any submissions on this case at the present time’. 6766

IV.4887. In its response to the Statement, G & J Seddon confirmed that ‘[i]t is not disputed that Seddon participated in cover pricing in respect of the alleged infringements during the period set out in the Statement’. 6767

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4888. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4889. G & J Seddon and Richardson Projects each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4890. G & J Seddon was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.4891. The contemporaneous Tender Register obtained at Richardson Projects records ‘Seddon > ‘C’ 119,842’. Richardson Projects has confirmed that it gave G & J Seddon a cover price for this tender.

IV.4892. The OFT notes that G & J Seddon’s submitted price for this tender was £129,842, exactly £10,000 above the cover price provided by Richardson Projects to G & J Seddon. The OFT considers it likely that G & J Seddon added a further £10,000 to the figure supplied by Richardson Projects in order to ensure that it did not win the contract.

IV.4893. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by G & J Seddon was higher than the tender submitted by Richardson Projects, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.4894. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that G & J Seddon admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Richardson Projects, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Richardson Projects was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.4895. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Richardson Projects and G & J Seddon. The OFT also concludes that Richardson Projects supplied a figure to G & J Seddon for a cover bid.

6766 Response from Seddon, OFT Document Reference 14027.
IV.4896. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4881 to IV.4895 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{6768} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Richardson Projects to G & J Seddon was not unilateral\textsuperscript{6769}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{6770}

(b) G & J Seddon can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Richardson Projects (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{6771}

(c) Richardson Projects can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from G & J Seddon (i.e. that G & J Seddon did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{6772}

IV.4897. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Richardson Projects and G & J Seddon, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the Group Repair Scheme, Phase 29, 2 to 8 Bronte Street and 7 Beeches Road, Lawkholme, Keighley, tender deadline 28 January 2004.

Alleged Infringement 177: Not included in the Decision


Client: Nottingham City Council

Parties: Frudd and Robert Woodhead

IV.4898. On 16 December 2003, Nottingham City Council sought tenders for the new build of classrooms, toilets and staff room at William Sharp Comprehensive School, Bilborough, Nottingham.\textsuperscript{6773} The following six companies were invited to tender: Frudd, Thomas Long, Nottingham City Building Works, Wates Construction Ltd, Robert Woodhead and Allenbuild. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 30 January 2004.

IV.4899. Nottingham City Council received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{6774}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frudd</td>
<td>Not recorded but prior to tender expiry date and time</td>
<td>£631,946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>Not recorded but prior to tender expiry date and time</td>
<td>£579,991</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham City Building Works</td>
<td>Not recorded but prior to tender expiry date and time</td>
<td>£641,225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wates Construction Ltd</td>
<td>Declined to tender 8 January 2004</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Woodhead</td>
<td>Not recorded but prior to tender expiry date and time</td>
<td>£669,753</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>Not recorded but prior to tender expiry date and time</td>
<td>£598,737</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Frudd – Tender register, Enquiries Received spreadsheets and diary extract

IV.4900. During the OFT’s inspection at Frudd, a tender register was found with the following entry:6775

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATE DETAILS</th>
<th>REF NO</th>
<th>DATE RECEIVED</th>
<th>DATE RETURN</th>
<th>T.WESSEX REF</th>
<th>ARCH</th>
<th>ENQ Sent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROPOSED YEAR 7 BASE, WILLIAM SHARP COMPREHENSIVE SCH, BRAMHALL ROAD, BILBOROUGH, NOTTINGHAM, NOTTS CITY COUNCIL</td>
<td>ED/03/255</td>
<td>19/12/03</td>
<td>23/01/04 12-00 Noon</td>
<td>Notts CC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Est Check</th>
<th>ADJ DIR</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>Competition</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>N %L %H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ANS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FBS.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4901. Also found at Frudd’s premises during the OFT’s inspection were two spreadsheets entitled Enquiries Received, listing tenders in progress at Frudd, dated 13 January 2004 and 25 January 2004.

IV.4902. The Enquiries Received spreadsheet dated 13 January 2004\textsuperscript{6776}, contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Title</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Tender return Date</th>
<th>Estimate Ref</th>
<th>Competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Year Seven Base, William Sharp Comprehensive School Bramhall Road, Bilborough, Nottingham Nottingham City Council</td>
<td>Accept</td>
<td>23/01/2004 12.00 Noon</td>
<td>ED/03/255</td>
<td>Woodhead</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Enq’s Sent</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500k</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4903. The Enquiries Received spreadsheet dated 25 January 2004\textsuperscript{6777}, contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Title</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Tender return Date</th>
<th>Estimate Ref</th>
<th>Competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Year Seven Base, William Sharp Comprehensive School Bramhall Road, Bilborough, Nottingham Nottingham City Council</td>
<td>Accept</td>
<td>30/01/2004 12.00 Noon</td>
<td>ED/03/255</td>
<td>Woodhead (NP) Allenbuild […] [C] Thomas Long</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Enq’s Sent</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500k</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4904. During the OFT’s inspection, Director Jenna Frudd’s (‘JF’) 2004 diary was found. Attached to the diary entry dated 2 February 2004\textsuperscript{6778} was a post-it note, which contained the following handwritten entry:

‘William Sharpe.

\textit{Competition:}

Robert Woodhead (C) we gave cover
Allen Build […] [C]
Tomas Long

\textsuperscript{6776} Enquiries Received spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 2039.
\textsuperscript{6777} Enquiries Received spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 2042.
\textsuperscript{6778} Jenna Frudd’s diary, OFT Document Reference 2113, page 18.
Evidence from leniency applicant Frudd

IV.4905. As part of its leniency application, Frudd provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and in particular, the use of the tender register is set out in paragraphs IV.335 to IV.351 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4906. Frudd also compiled a spreadsheet, setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2004 in respect of which Frudd had either given or taken a cover price. Under the section marked ‘Cover prices given’, is the following entry:\footnote{Cover Prices received and given, OFT Document Reference 3985, page 8.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Contractors</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>William Sharp</td>
<td>Nottm City Council</td>
<td>Frudd We gave cover Allain Build [..] [C] Thomas Long no cover given Another 2 unknown pricing</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4907. Frudd also provided a contact list of competitors entitled ‘MIC’S LIKELY LADS’, which belonged to Michael Robins (‘MR’), former Chief Estimator at Frudd. In this list, there is an entry for ‘Woodhead Bilsthorpe’ with a contact name of Adrian Robb and telephone number.\footnote{Contact list, OFT Document Reference 3988, page 4.} Robert Woodhead is based in Bilsthorpe, Nottinghamshire.

IV.4908. Following the issue of the Statement, Frudd did not submit any written or oral representations.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Frudd

IV.4909. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Frudd employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.335 to IV.351 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4910. In interview, JF referred to the post-it note found within her diary and believed that it was Paul Platts’s (‘PP’), an estimator at Frudd, handwriting. She said ‘it says Robert Woodhead C we gave cover…I would imagine that I asked for an update on that job, and that’s what I received back…I’d want to know specifically if there was a hole in the order book or if there was, or if I was looking at cash flow or I was preparing something for the bank, I might want to know…we might have been getting a bit more desperate for a job here’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13104, page 18.}

IV.4911. JF confirmed that PP was the allocated estimator for the tender and referred to the Enquiries Received spreadsheet, dated 25 January 2004, as follows: ‘I would imagine that we found out that Woodhead [.............] [C], weren’t pricing or didn’t want it, but then Woodhead’s would have phoned us, we wouldn’t phone them, they would have phoned us, because it’s Nottingham City Council…they wouldn’t want to be turfed off the tender list, so they’d
phone and say, can you give us a cover...And we would have given a cover to
them’.6782

IV.4912. PP recalled the tender and confirmed that it was his handwriting on the post-it
note and that he would have had first-hand knowledge at the time of the fact
that Frudd had provided a cover price to Robert Woodhead. He said ‘I mean we
obviously gave the cover to, Woodhead’s [...] 
[...] [C] 6783 He confirmed that either he or MR would have given a cover
price to Robert Woodhead.

IV.4913. MR was also interviewed and although he could not recall the tender, he
confirmed that the entry shows that a cover price was provided by Frudd to
Robert Woodhead.6784

IV.4914. Finally, Martin Ledingham (‘ML’), an ex-estimator at Frudd, gave his account
of the spreadsheet entries. He said that the letters ‘NP’ could either indicate
that companies were not pricing the tender or ‘alternatively take a cover
price’.6785

Evidence from other companies – Robert Woodhead

IV.4915. The OFT wrote to Robert Woodhead on 22 March 2007 offering this party a
25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect
of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an
admission that Robert Woodhead had participated in bid rigging on this tender.
In response, Robert Woodhead admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on
this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’ 6786

IV.4916. The OFT subsequently wrote to Robert Woodhead’s ultimate parent company
at the time of this Infringement, Woodhead Holdings, on 4 March 2008, asking
it to comment on Robert Woodhead’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer,
given that the OFT intended to hold Woodhead Holdings jointly and severally
liable for any infringements committed by Robert Woodhead in respect of which
the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this
letter, Woodhead Holdings stated ‘Whilst not accepting that Robert Woodhead
Holdings Ltd could have any liability in this case, the company is aware of the
agreement reached between Robert Woodhead Ltd and the OFT, and would
adopt the same position as Robert Woodhead Ltd’.6787

IV.4917. In its response to the Statement, Robert Woodhead confirmed that it ‘…stands
by the admissions made in respect of [the Infringements] in its Response
(“Response”) to the OFT’s “Fast Track Offer”…’ 6788

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4918. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

6782 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13104, page 23.
6783 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13145, page 19.
6785 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13120, page 8.
6787 Response from Woodhead Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14442.
6788 Written representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, paragraph 2.1.
IV.4919. Frudd and Robert Woodhead each accepted an invitation to tender for William Sharp Comprehensive School, Bilborough, Nottingham.

IV.4920. Robert Woodhead was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Frudd completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the word ‘Accept’ in the decision column of Frudd’s ‘Enquiries Received’ spreadsheets.

IV.4921. A post-it note found inside JF’s diary for 2 February 2004, records three competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely Robert Woodhead, Allenbuild and Thomas Long. The letter ‘C’ in brackets and the words ‘We gave cover’ are noted next to Robert Woodhead. Frudd has confirmed that this shows that a cover price was given to that company by Frudd.

IV.4922. The OFT notes that although three competitors have been recorded on the post-it note, the letter ‘C’ in brackets is only noted alongside the entry for Robert Woodhead. PP was the author of the note and confirmed that he would have had personal knowledge of the arrangement to give cover to Robert Woodhead at the time, and may have given Robert Woodhead a cover price himself or it would have been dealt with by Chief Estimator MR. MR had an entry for Robert Woodhead in a schedule of contacts, used for the purpose of exchanging cover prices.

IV.4923. The OFT also considers it significant that the post-it note was placed within the diary entry for 2 February 2004, just three days after the tender deadline date of 30 January 2004. Therefore, the knowledge of the cover price would have been fresh in the mind of PP who was the allocated estimator for the tender and the author of the note. JF, PP and MR, when interviewed by the OFT, confirmed that the post-it note shows that Frudd gave Robert Woodhead a cover price for this tender.

IV.4924. The OFT notes that there is an entry of the letters ‘NP’ but no record of a cover price to Robert Woodhead on Frudd’s Enquiries Received spreadsheet dated 25 January 2004. However, in interview, senior estimator ML explained that the letters ‘NP’ could indicate either that a company had taken a decision to decline to submit a bid to the client, or that it would be seeking a cover price. The OFT notes that Robert Woodhead did not decline to submit a tender. [...] [C]

IV.4925. According to the client Nottingham City Council, Frudd submitted a bid of £631,946. Nottingham City Council also received a tendered amount of £669,753 from Robert Woodhead, which is higher than the amount tendered by Frudd. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Frudd to Robert Woodhead.

IV.4926. Finally, Robert Woodhead has also admitted to bid rigging on this tender.

IV.4927. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Frudd and Robert Woodhead and that Frudd supplied a figure to Robert Woodhead in order
that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.4928. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4900 to IV.4927 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6789 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Frudd to Robert Woodhead was not unilateral6790, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;6791
(b) Robert Woodhead can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Frudd (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;6792 and
(c) Frudd can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Robert Woodhead (i.e. that Robert Woodhead did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.6793

IV.4929. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Frudd and Robert Woodhead in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for William Sharp comprehensive school, Bilborough, Nottingham, tender deadline 30 January 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4930. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4931. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 29 June 2005. Frudd will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Frudd will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 179: Beacon Resource Centre, Cromwell Road, Charlestown, Salford
– 9 February 2004
Client: City of Salford Council
Parties: Bramall and Richardson Projects

IV.4932. On 5 December 2003, the City of Salford Council (‘CSC’) sought tenders for the construction of a leisure centre at the Beacon Resource Centre Cromwell Road Charlestown, Salford. The following four companies were invited to

6789 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6790 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6791 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6792 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6793 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
tender: BAAS Construction Ltd, Richardson Projects, Bramall and William Hargreaves Ltd. The closing date for return of tenders was 9 February 2004 by 2:00 pm.6794

IV.4933. CSC received the following tender returns.6795

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of Tender</th>
<th>Awarded Tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAAS Construction Ltd</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 December 2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson Projects</td>
<td>9 February 2004</td>
<td>£1,478,161</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramall</td>
<td>9 February 2004</td>
<td>£1,624,798</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Hargreaves Ltd</td>
<td>Declined to Tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 December 2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous evidence from leniency applicant Bramall – Tender Register

IV.4934. As part of its leniency application, Bramall provided a copy of its Tender Register. This contained the following entry for this tender:6796

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE RECEIVED</th>
<th>CLIENT/PROJECT</th>
<th>Nº</th>
<th>TENDER RETURN DATE</th>
<th>TENDER SUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-12-2003</td>
<td>CITY OF SALFORD THE BEACON RESOURCE CENTRE CROMWELL ROAD, CHARLESTOWN, SALFORD</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>2.2.2004 2pm</td>
<td>1,624,798</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTRIBUTION</th>
<th>APPROX VALUE</th>
<th>COMPETITION</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>QS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>D&amp;B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contemporaneous evidence from Richardson Projects – Summary of Tender Documents

IV.4935. During the OFT’s visit to Richardson Projects’ premises under section 28 on 21 March 2006, a copy of a Richardson Projects Summary of Tender document was taken. This contained the following entry for this tender:6797

---

6794 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9255. Incorrectly noted by the client in its reply to the OFT as 7 June 2004.
6795 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9255.
6796 Tender register, OFT Document Reference B1434, page 60.
6797 Tender summary, OFT Document Reference A0033.
Richardson Projects Ltd. | Tender No | RP1178
---|---|---
| Tender Date | 09-Feb-04
| Tender Time | 12 noon

Project: New Youth Centre Facility
Cromwell Rd/London St Salford
Salford City Council

Summary of Tender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Bramhall ‘C’</td>
<td>1,625,000.00</td>
<td>-9.93%</td>
<td>-146,839.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Gleeson</td>
<td>Returned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Baas</td>
<td>Returned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TENDER FIGURE £1,478,161.00**

- Price per m2 | 1,100.00 m2 | 1,342.87
- Price/Dwelling | 1 nr | 1,477,161.05
- Blockwork GF | 21,412.00

IV.4936. During the OFT’s visit to Richardson Projects’ premises under section 28 on 21 March 2006, another copy of a Richardson Projects Summary of Tender document was taken. This document contains the same information as the previous document, with the addition of links to other spreadsheet pages.

**Evidence from leniency applicant Bramall**

IV.4937. As part of its leniency application, Bramall provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.243 to IV.273 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4938. In particular, Bramall provided the OFT with an analysis of its tender sheets under the heading ‘LIKELY COVERS TAKEN FROM THIRD PARTIES’ since March 2000. This analysis included the following entry.

---

6798 Tender summary, OFT Document Reference A2047.
6799 Likely covers taken from third parties, OFT Document Reference B1432, page 18
IV.4939. As part of its leniency application, Bramall also provided the OFT with an analysis of its tender sheets under the heading ‘DEFINITE COVERS TAKEN FROM THIRD PARTIES’ since March 2000.\textsuperscript{6800} This analysis included the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE RECEIVED</th>
<th>CLIENT/PROJECT</th>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>TENDER RETURN DATE</th>
<th>TENDER SUM</th>
<th>CONTRIBUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8/12/2003</td>
<td>City of Salford The Beacon Resource Centre Cromwell Road Charlestown, Salford</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>2/2/2004 2pm</td>
<td>1,624,796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPROX VALUE</th>
<th>COMPETITION</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>QS</th>
<th>BASIS FOR CONCLUSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D&amp;B</td>
<td></td>
<td>MH took cover from Richardson (Clive Walker)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bramall

IV.4940. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bramall’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.243 to IV.273 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4941. When interviewed about this tender, John Pagett (‘JP’), Bid Manager at Bramall, identified the writing in the Tender Register\textsuperscript{6801} as Mike Hardwick’s (‘MH’), an estimator no longer with Bramall\textsuperscript{6802}, and confirmed that this was a tender which Bramall did not want because ‘…the conditions were

\textsuperscript{6800} Definite covers taken from third parties, OFT Document Reference B1442e, page 2.
\textsuperscript{6801} Tender register, OFT Document Reference B1434, page 60.
\textsuperscript{6802} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11168, page 14.
horrendous...we were asked to take on all kinds of unacceptable things...I've seldom seen such risky contract'.

IV.4942. JP was shown Bramall’s Leniency Document ‘Likely Covers Taken From Third Parties’. When asked to explain the document he said, ‘City of Salford, Beacon Centre... tender return date, tender sum, approximate value, likely cover taken from Richardsons, personal recollection of John Pagett’. When asked to confirm that a cover price was obtained from Richardsons he said, ‘Yea. It was taken from Richardsons’. He added, ‘... the reason I have personal recollection is because Mike [Hardwick] took it...and I’d discussed it with Mike and that’s where the recollection came in’. JP was asked if he or MH had sought authority to obtain a cover price from Richardson Projects. He replied, ‘We sought authority from Dave [Prescott (‘DP’), Managing Director] basically’.

IV.4943. JP was shown a copy of the Richardson Projects Summary of Tender. He was specifically asked to comment on the entry in the document under the heading ‘Notes’, ‘Bramhall ’C’ £1,625,000.00’. He said this showed that ‘... Bramall took cover’.

IV.4944. JP was asked to explain the second Richardson Projects Summary of Tender for this contract. He noted that the figure in the ‘Notes’, ‘Bramhall ’C’ £1,625,000.00’, was different from the figure of £1,624,798 in Bramall’s Tender Register entry for this tender. He said, ‘Basically I would think that Richardsons said go around 1625 [£1,625,000] to...brought down the figure just to tidy it up, there’s a few hundred quid knocked off there’.

IV.4945. DP was asked about the Bramall Tender Register entry for this tender, dated 8 December 2003. He said, ‘I recall the job because I did give authority to take a cover’, and regarding the entry in the Tender Register, ‘... booked in on the date that we received it, brief details of the client, the project, allocated a tender number which were in rotation....we’d entered the return date time, tender sum column is the amount of our offer that we bid, the contribution column is the amount of overhead and profit we would’ve added to it, no entry would suggest one of 3 things, we put nothing on it, unlikely; we’ve...we did tender it, we put contribution on it and the estimator forgot to fill the column in; or latterly it were a cover taken then entry of no contribution. Approximate value was the figure that we’d inserted when we’d received it based on probably the client’s advice, competition column was who we’d list, column b or t: b would indicate that it’s a budget tender which may mean that we were doing an approximate estimate or taking a cover...’.
IV.4946. DP was also shown the Summary of Tender from Richardson Projects. He was asked to comment specifically on the entry ‘Notes’, the word ‘Bramhall’ and ‘C’ and what they meant. He replied, ‘... this looks like Richardson Project’s tender adjudication front sheet... denoting that they’ve given Bramalls a cover, 1.625 million, and that it was 9.93% higher than their bid level’. 

Evidence from other companies – Richardson Projects

IV.4947. The OFT wrote to Richardson Projects on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Richardson Projects had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Richardson Projects replied to the OFT on 23 April 2007. Richardson Projects’ Managing Director, Alan Richardson admitted that Richardson Projects had engaged in bid rigging with Bramall on this tender.

IV.4948. With its response, Richardson Projects provided the OFT with a further copy of its Summary of Tender document for this tender. This read as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No.</th>
<th>Tender Return</th>
<th>The Beacon Resource Centre</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP1778</td>
<td>09-Feb-04</td>
<td>Completion of Youth Centre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02-Feb-04</td>
<td>2.00 PM Salford</td>
<td>D &amp; B 08-Dec-03</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 M 28 Week’s 04-May-04</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12-Nov-04</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gleeson (Returned)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Salford City Council</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Salford City Council</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAAS (Returned)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wm. Hargreaves (Returned)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1st</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,478,161.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4949. In its response to the Statement, Richardson Projects confirmed in respect of this Infringement that it ‘...has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement.’

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4950. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4951. Bramall and Richardson Projects each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. It appears that Richardson Projects completed the estimating process for the tender and indeed won the contract. Bramall was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.4952. Bramall’s Tender Register entry for this tender, in MH’s handwriting, shows that Bramall submitted the tender figure sum of £1,624,798 to CSC. Bramall made no entries in the ‘CONTRIBUTION’ [margins & profits] column, or in the

6815 Tender summary, OFT Document Reference A0033.
‘ARCHITECT’ or ‘QS’ [Quantity Surveyor] columns of the document. This indicates that Bramall did not appoint anyone to calculate the figures necessary for this tender but instead sought a cover price.

IV.4953. A contemporaneous document from Richardson Projects provides corroboration of this. It shows ‘Bramhall ‘C’ 1,625,000.00’. The letter ‘C’ was commonly used in the industry to indicate that a cover price had been given or taken. The figure of £1,625,000 is similar to Bramall’s submitted tender figure of £1,624,798. Again, it was sometimes the case that an approximate cover price would be given to a competitor and that the competitor would amend that figure to a less rounded figure in order to make it look more genuine. JP confirmed that this was his view of events in this case.

IV.4954. Bramall confirmed in leniency that it obtained a cover price from Richardson Projects in respect of this tender. JP of Bramall stated in interview that this was a Design and Build project and very difficult with great business risks involved, and confirmed his personal recollection that MH of Bramall obtained a cover price from Richardson Projects, as confirmed by the entry ‘Bramhall ‘C’ ’ in the ‘Notes’ section of Richardson Projects Summary of Tender documents. He also confirmed that DP authorised the taking of a cover price from Richardson Projects.

IV.4955. DP of Bramall confirmed that he recalled this tender because he gave ‘authority to take a cover’ from Richardson Projects. He also stated that the entry ‘Bramhall ‘C’ ’ in the ‘Notes’ section of Richardson Projects tender documents showed that Bramall took a cover price for this tender from Richardson Projects.

IV.4956. Richardson Projects has also admitted that it gave a cover price to Bramall for this tender. The OFT notes that Richardson Projects named Bramall as the competitor with whom it engaged in bid rigging, without sight of the OFT’s evidence that Bramall was involved. This provides additional corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.4957. The tender figure of £1,624,798 submitted by Bramall is in keeping with a cover price being sufficiently higher than Richardson Projects’ winning bid to remain credible whilst also ensuring that Bramall lost the tender.

IV.4958. The tender figure of £1,624,798 submitted by Bramall to CSC for this tender is second lowest after that of Richardson Projects. Since the other two bidders, BAAS and William Hargreaves, did not submit bids, Bramall could not have obtained a cover price from anyone other than Richardson Projects.

IV.4959. The OFT also notes that the only tenders received by the client for this contract were the subject of bid rigging. The OFT also notes that Richardson Projects was apparently aware that neither BAAS Construction Ltd nor William Hargreaves Ltd, intended to submit a tender.

IV.4960. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Bramall and Richardson Projects. The OFT also concludes that Richardson Projects supplied a figure to Bramall for a cover bid.

---

6819 Tender summaries, OFT Document References A0033 and A2047.
6820 Tender summaries, OFT Document References A0033 and A2047.
IV.4961. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4934 to IV.4960 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{6821} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Richardson Projects to Bramall was not unilateral\textsuperscript{6822}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{6823}  
(b) Bramall can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Richardson Projects (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{6824} and  
(c) Richardson Projects can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bramall (i.e. that Bramall did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{6825}

IV.4962. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bramall and Richardson Projects in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for Beacon Resource Centre, Cromwell Road, Charlestown Salford date of tender 9 February 2004.

IV.4963. In its response to the Statement, Bramall disputed the OFT’s finding that Bramall took into account the information it received from Richardson Projects when determining its conduct, asserting instead that ‘...it is clear that the conduct of Bramall was not to win the contract, and that this decision has been made much before any possible exchange with other possible competitors. Accordingly, the OFT cannot maintain that “Bramall can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Richardson Projects (i.e. cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.” ’\textsuperscript{6826} Bramall also disputed the OFT’s finding that Richardson Projects would have taken account of Bramall’s receipt of its cover price when determining its conduct. Bramall asserted that ‘...it is very time consuming to complete a tender, and therefore one would expect a company to decide whether to estimate and submit a competitive tender to be made at an early stage. It is therefore very likely that Richardson Projects determined its own conduct in the tendering process before knowing what Bramall’s intentions were.’\textsuperscript{6827}

IV.4964. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption\textsuperscript{6828} and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Bramall has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this case.

\textsuperscript{6821} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.  
\textsuperscript{6822} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.  
\textsuperscript{6823} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.  
\textsuperscript{6824} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.  
\textsuperscript{6825} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.  
\textsuperscript{6826} Written representations of Bramall, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 30 March 2009), paragraph 2.19.1.  
\textsuperscript{6827} Written representations of Bramall, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 30 March 2009), paragraph 2.19.2.  
\textsuperscript{6828} See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Bramall's assertion that the cover pricing did not affect the actual price submitted by Richardson Projects (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition. Moreover, in the case of Bramall, it submitted a bid at or around the level indicated by Richardson Projects and as such the information was clearly taken into account in this aspect of its conduct.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.4965. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.4966. Bramall informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bramall will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 180:** Construction of a New Two-storey Medical Centre at Harborough Avenue Medical Centre, Sheffield – 9 February 2004

Client: Manor & Castle Development Trust

Parties: Admiral and T & C Williams

IV.4967. In 2004, Manor and Castle Development Trust (‘Manor & Castle’) sought tenders for the construction of a new two-storey Medical Centre at Harborough Avenue Medical Centre, Sheffield. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 9 February 2004 and four companies were invited to tender: Ackroyd & Abbott, Admiral, T & C Williams and Wildgoose.

IV.4968. Manor & Castle received the following tender returns by 12:00 noon on 9 February 2004:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time and Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott</td>
<td>12:00 noon 9 February 2004</td>
<td>£1,037,830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>12:00 noon 9 February 2004</td>
<td>£1,131,169 £1,105,494 (34 weeks)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>12:00 noon 9 February 2004</td>
<td>£1,101,432 £1,076,456 (34 weeks)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>12:00 noon 9 February 2004</td>
<td>£1,145,874 £1,119,866 (36 weeks)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4969. Manor & Castle specified 28 weeks in the tender and contractors were also asked to quote their preferred times. Manor & Castle informed the OFT that it abandoned the tender exercise as the tenders quoted were over budget and value management techniques could not close the gap.

---

6829 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8695.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Admiral – Tender Register, telephone message and Form of Tender

IV.4970. In Admiral’s Tender Register obtained by the OFT during its visit under section 27 to Admiral’s premises on 24 January 2006 is the following entry:6830

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5/04</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>14.01.04</th>
<th>HARBOROUGH AVE. MEDICAL CENTRE</th>
<th>9.2.04</th>
<th>2/</th>
<th>1105494</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6830 Tender Register, OFT Document Reference 4258, page 19.

IV.4971. As part of its leniency application, Admiral provided a copy of a telephone message received from John Hardy (‘JH’), an estimator at T & C Williams. The following handwritten entry was made:6831

‘28 WKS £1,113,169 our figure (1101)
37 WKS £ 1,105,494 our figure (1076?)’

6831 Telephone message, OFT Document Reference 5201.

IV.4972. In addition, Admiral provided a copy of its Form of Tender for this contract which gives the submitted price for 28 weeks as £1,131,169 and for 36/37 weeks as £1,105,494.6832

6832 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 5202.

Evidence from leniency applicant Admiral

IV.4973. As part of its leniency application, Admiral provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.166 to IV.173 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4974. In particular, Admiral provided to the OFT an analysis of its projects since January 2000 and in respect of this tender, Admiral confirmed that it received a cover price from T & C Williams.6833


IV.4975. In its response to the Statement, Admiral confirmed ‘... that it had infringed the provisions of the Competition Act 1998.’6834

6834 Written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 7.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Admiral

IV.4976. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Admiral’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.166 to IV.173 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.
IV.4977. Andrew Clarkson (‘AC’), Estimating Director at Admiral, confirmed in interview in respect of this tender, ‘... I remember we didn’t price, although we did submit a tender’. AC also said ‘So again I can only reiterate that I, I suspect we were too busy at the time it came in, and that we took a cover’.

IV.4978. AC confirmed that it was his handwriting on the telephone message and that ‘It indicates to me that we took the cover from T & C Williams’. AC confirmed that, ‘...he [John Hardy] obviously gave me those figures, as our cover price for this particular job’. AC also confirmed that JH of T & C Williams was someone with whom he engaged in cover pricing on more than one occasion.

Evidence from leniency applicant T & C Williams

IV.4979. As part of its leniency application, T & C Williams provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.635 to IV.649 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant T & C Williams

IV.4980. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, T & C Williams’ employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.635 to IV.649 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.4981. In respect of this tender, in interview JH confirmed that T & C Williams tendered for this contract but the client did not proceed with this job. On being shown by the OFT the telephone message provided by Admiral as part of its leniency application he said, ‘...they obviously asked for a cover and I must have given them some figures. We didn’t get the job; I think... we were second on the project’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.4982. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.4983. T & C Williams and Admiral each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.4984. It appears that T & C Williams completed the estimating process for the tender for the contract and that it wanted to win the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.4985. Admiral was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

6835 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 33.
6836 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 34.
6837 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 35.
6838 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 36.
6839 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 36.
6840 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 37.
6841 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12763, page 18.
6842 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12763, page 18.
IV.4986. In regard to T & C Williams, Admiral provided as part of its leniency application a copy of a telephone message received from JH at T & C Williams which records ‘28 WKS £1,113,169 our figure (1101)’ and ‘37 WKS £1,105,494 our figure (1076?)’. Admiral has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from JH at T & C Williams. The figures recorded in full on the telephone message are identical to the tender figures, one for 28 weeks and the other for 36/37 weeks, which Admiral submitted for the work. The figures 1101 and 1076 match with the figures that T & C Williams submitted as its tenders, indicating that when T & C Williams gave cover prices to Admiral it also informed Admiral of the prices that it would be submitting for this contract.

IV.4987. The OFT notes that the telephone message also records the name of a T & C Williams employee, JH, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. AC of Admiral confirmed in interview that he took a cover from T & C Williams for this tender and that it was his handwriting on the telephone message note.

IV.4988. When the specific evidence from Admiral was put to JH of T & C Williams in interview, he admitted that T & C Williams supplied a cover price to Admiral, as described in paragraph IV.4981 above.

IV.4989. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Admiral was higher than the tender submitted by T & C Williams, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided by T & C Williams.

IV.4990. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Admiral and T & C Williams. The OFT also concludes that T & C Williams supplied a figure to Admiral for a cover bid.

IV.4991. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.4970 to IV.4990 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from T & C Williams to Admiral was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Admiral can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from T & C Williams (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) T & C Williams can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Admiral (i.e. that Admiral did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.4992. In its response to the Statement, T & C Williams stated in respect of this Infringement ‘...[w]ithout knowledge or contact with the other tenderers, and given T & C Williams’ undisputed desire to win the tender, it cannot be safely

---

6843 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6844 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6845 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6846 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6847 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
presumed that T & C Williams would have modified its conduct in any way on
the basis of having given a cover to one other tenderer (Admiral).\textsuperscript{6848}

IV.4993. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an
exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for
example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption\textsuperscript{6849} and that therefore the
OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not
consider that T & C Williams has rebutted the application of the presumption in
this case. An undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from
a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to
this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept T & C Williams’
assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which
is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell
short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I
prohibition. To the extent that T & C Williams submits that this Infringement
should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this
point is addressed in Step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement).

IV.4994. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out
above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place
between Admiral and T & C Williams, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition,
which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the construction
of a new two-storey medical centre at Harborough Avenue Medical Centre,

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.4995. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would
not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender
but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100
per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect
of that tender.

IV.4996. Admiral informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender
before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source.
Admiral will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT
is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.4997. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of T & C Williams’s
involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by
Admiral. T & C Williams will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in
respect of this tender. However, T & C Williams will receive its normal leniency
percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this
tender.

\textsuperscript{6848} Written representations of T & C Williams, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5(c).
\textsuperscript{6849} See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 181: New Sports Centre, Jubilee Campus, Nottingham – 20 February 2004

Client: University of Nottingham
Parties: Mansell and Willmott Dixon

IV.4998. On 19 December 2003, University of Nottingham sought tenders for a new sports centre, Jubilee Campus, Nottingham. The following five companies were invited to tender: Loach, Mansell, Mowlem, Thomas Fish and Willmott Dixon. The date and time of tender return was 20 February 2004 at 12:00 noon.

IV.4999. University of Nottingham received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mowlem</td>
<td>20 February 2004 at 9:50</td>
<td>£1,915,229.60</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmott Dixon</td>
<td>20 February 2004 at 11:15</td>
<td>£2,215,029.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>20 February 2004 at 11:07</td>
<td>£1,959,816.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>20 February 2004 at 10:42</td>
<td>£2,099,841.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>20 February 2004 at 11:52</td>
<td>£2,089,950.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – emails

IV.5000. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided an email dated 19 February 2004, from Paul Winson (‘PW’), a senior estimator in the Nottingham office, to Mark Holland at Willmott Dixon. The subject of the email is ‘New Sports Hall, Jubilee Campus’ and states ‘Mark, Please find attached contract sum analysis for the above, as discussed the figures all need shuffling to avoid suspicion’. Attached within the email is an Excel spreadsheet called ‘jubilee csa.xls’. This contains a breakdown of figures for various parts of the project.

IV.5001. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided the OFT with two emails in an email string dated 20 February 2004. The bottom email in the string is from Phil George at Willmott Dixon to PW at 10:16, the subject is ‘JUBLIEE CAMPUS SPORTS CENTRE’ and the email states ‘Paul, I have just been asked to double check one last thing with you – Can you please confirm that the figure you have given us of £2,164,815 includes a figure for the Design Contingency’. The reply from PW at 10:52, at the top of the string, states, ‘Phil, Yes it does’.

IV.5002. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided an email dated 2 March 2004, from Tony Osbond (‘TO’), Business Development Manager for the Eastern Region of Mansell to Tim Spencer and others at Mansell. The subject of the email is ‘Re University of Nottingham Sports Centre’ and the email states ‘Tender submission £1,989,816.00 … put us in 2nd place behind Mowlem.

---

6850 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9406.
6851 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9406.
6852 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9406.
6853 Paul Winson joined Mansell, as a senior estimator, in November 2003.
6854 Leniency application, OFT Document References B0853 and B4117, page 2.
6855 Email, OFT Document Reference B0854.
Mowlem’s price is not known, other submissions from Loach, Willmott Dixon (c), SOL, Thos Fish […] [C].

Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.5003. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5004. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a schedule of covers for the Eastern Region, which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell gave a cover price to Willmott Dixon. Under the heading ‘Estimator Recollection’ it states ‘Paul Winson (Senior Estimator) recollects that MCSL [Mansell Construction Services Ltd] gave a cover price and a tender build-up to Willmot [sic] Dixon’. Under the heading ‘Documentary evidence of cover’ it states, in relation to the emails provided ‘These documents give a strong indication that MCSL gave a cover to Willmott Dixon. […] [C]’.

IV.5005. Further information has been provided by Mansell’s legal representatives in respect of the email dated 2 March 2004. They state ‘… Tony Osbond had no direct knowledge of the references to Willmott Dixon [………….] [C], although he believes that the reference (c) denotes that a cover was exchanged. Tony Osbond stated that he would have obtained this information about other bidders from the estimating team …’.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.5006. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, an employee of Mansell and an ex-employee from the Nottingham office provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5007. During an interview with the OFT on 17 April 2007, PW stated ‘… while I was pricing the job, we had a call, to our chief estimator from … Willmott Dixon, who said that basically they were doing lots of work for the client, but they can’t do this one and they didn’t want to lose face. Could we provide them with a cover price? And the chief estimator obviously took the decision and saw his managing director and yes, we would provide them with a … cover price, and just before the tender was about to go in, he required a contracts analysis, which is basically just a build-up for the tender figure, so I gave him, a list of numbers … it’s the attachment there Jubilee CSA, and asked him to

---

6856 Email, OFT Document Reference B0851.
6857 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
6859 Information points following interviews, OFT Document Reference B4116, page 4.
shuffle the … numbers a little bit, basically so it didn’t look like ours. Although those numbers in that spreadsheet wouldn’t be the same as ours’.\textsuperscript{6860}

IV.5008. In respect of the email exchange with Phil George of 20 February 2004, PW stated ‘Yes, he was somebody who worked at Willmott Dixon and … they’d had the price which we … gave to them, and their chief estimator had got a question as to whether we’d included the same amount of money for a design contingency and I just replied to them … yeah, it does’.\textsuperscript{6861} In respect of the people with whom he had contact at Willmott Dixon, PW stated ‘It was … Mark Collin [sic – Holland] … I believe he’s chief estimator. The other lad [Phil George] is actually somebody, I used to work with … and they’d asked him to … ring me basically because he knew me’.\textsuperscript{6862}

IV.5009. […] [C]\textsuperscript{6863}

\textit{Evidence from other companies – Willmott Dixon}

IV.5010. The OFT wrote to Willmott Dixon on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Willmott Dixon had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Willmott Dixon stated that it was unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{6864}

IV.5011. The OFT subsequently wrote to Willmott Dixon’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Willmott Dixon Limited, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Willmott Dixon’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Willmott Dixon Limited jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Willmott Dixon in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Willmott Dixon Limited stated ‘… the decision was taken by the subsidiary, and is now confirmed by the parent, not to accept the reduction in penalty offer …’.\textsuperscript{6865}

IV.5012. In their response to the Statement, however, Willmott Dixon’s legal representatives, McDermott Will & Emery UK LLP, stated ‘[we] accept that, in this case, there does appear to be evidence of the existence of cover-pricing’,\textsuperscript{6866} ‘our client does not contest that the OFT has satisfied the requisite evidentiary standard in this case’,\textsuperscript{6867} and ‘In summary, our client believes that, in this case, a cover-price was taken …’\textsuperscript{6868} in respect of this Infringement. They further stated that ‘a considerable amount of preparatory work had been

\textsuperscript{6860} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11508, pages 9 and 10.
\textsuperscript{6861} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11508, page 10.
\textsuperscript{6862} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11508, page 11.
\textsuperscript{6863} […] [C]
\textsuperscript{6864} Response from Willmott Dixon, OFT Document Reference 10908.
\textsuperscript{6865} Response from Willmott Dixon Limited, OFT Document Reference 14120, page 1.
\textsuperscript{6866} Written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 17.
\textsuperscript{6867} Written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 18.
\textsuperscript{6868} Written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 24.
undertaken in relation to the tender but … our client was ultimately unable to complete the contract analysis” and took a cover price.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5013. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5014. Mansell and Willmott Dixon each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5015. Both companies submitted a tender. Willmott Dixon was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that Mansell completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.5016. Mansell’s email of 19 February 2004 regarding this tender shows ‘Mark, Please find attached contract sum analysis for the above, as discussed the figures all need shuffling to avoid suspicion’. Mansell confirmed that it gave Willmott Dixon a tender build-up for the tender figure it had provided.

IV.5017. Willmott Dixon’s email of 20 February 2004 to Mansell regarding this tender shows ‘Paul, I have just been asked to double check one last thing with you – Can you please confirm that the figure you have given us of £2,164,815 includes a figure for the Design Contingency’. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it gave a cover price to the company noted of the amount shown. The OFT notes that Willmott Dixon’s bid was close to and higher than, this figure. As described in paragraphs IV.110 to IV.112 above, on occasions companies would further inflate the figures that had been given to them as cover prices.

IV.5018. Mansell’s estimator for this tender, PW, confirmed specific recollection of giving a cover price and tender build-up to Willmott Dixon for this tender. Mansell’s email of 2 March 2004 regarding this tender shows ‘Tender submission £1,989,816.00 … put us in 2nd place behind Mowlem. Mowlem’s price is not known, other submissions from Loach, Willmott Dixon (c), SOL, Thos Fish […] [C]’. Mansell has confirmed that ‘(c)’ indicates that a cover price was given, […] [C].

IV.5019. […] [C]

IV.5020. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Willmott Dixon was higher than the tender submitted by Mansell, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5021. Both Parties have now admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.5022. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and Willmott Dixon. The OFT also concludes that Mansell supplied a figure to Willmott Dixon for a cover bid, and a breakdown of that figure.

IV.5023. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5000 to IV.5022 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Mansell to Willmott Dixon was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Willmott Dixon can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Mansell (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Willmott Dixon (i.e. that Willmott Dixon did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.5024. In its response to the Statement, Balfour Beatty stated ‘The OFT has adduced no evidence that the giving of a cover was taken into account by Balfour Beatty and Mansell when pricing its tenders nor is there any evidence that the giving of a cover had any effect on these parties' pricing of the tender’. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Balfour Beatty has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Balfour Beatty’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition. To the extent that Balfour Beatty submits that this Infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

IV.5025. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and Willmott Dixon in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a new sports centre, Jubilee Campus, Nottingham, tender deadline 20 February 2004.

---

6870 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6871 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6872 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6873 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6874 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6876 See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5026. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5027. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 182: Apartment Development, Speculation Street, York – 25 February 2004
Client: Turner & Holman
Parties: Jack Lunn and Lindum/Lindum Group

IV.5028. On 6 January 2004, Turner & Holman sought tenders for an apartment development, Speculation St, York. The following five companies were invited to tender: D & A Construction (York) Ltd, Jack Lunn, William Birch & Sons Ltd, Lotus and Lindum/Lindum Group. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon 25 February 2004.

IV.5029. Turner & Holman received the following tender returns:

6877 Lindum is a subsidiary of Lindum Group. The evidence is inconclusive as to whether Lindum, or its parent company Lindum Group, was the Participant Company in this Infringement (or indeed, both companies were Participant Companies). Noting the OFT’s conclusion that Lindum and Lindum Group formed part of the same economic entity (see paragraph II.905) and would hence be jointly and severally liable for any infringement by either of them, the OFT does not consider it necessary to determine whether the Participant Company was Lindum or Lindum Group. Other than for replication of contemporaneous evidence, the OFT refers in the description of this Alleged Infringement to ‘Lindum/Lindum Group’, which should be taken to mean the undertaking comprising Lindum and Lindum Group. The OFT notes that in light of the finding that the two companies formed part of the same undertaking, it is immaterial whether the participant company was Lindum, Lindum Group or both companies, as the level of financial penalty for this infringement will be based on the consolidated turnover of Lindum Group, as parent company.

6878 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10168.

6879 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10168. In this document (information provided in response to the OFT’s enquiries, dating from April 2007) the client states that ‘Lindum Homes’ (Lindum Homes Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lindum Group) was invited to tender. However, the contemporaneous tender documents provided by the client show that the tender was in fact submitted by Lindum Group (OFT Document Reference 10173) and that a contract sum analysis was subsequently submitted by Lindum (OFT Document Reference 10173, page 4). The contemporaneous evidence accords with additional information provided by the client, in which it refers to the tender submission being received from Lindum Group and Lindum (OFT Document Reference 10171). Furthermore, Lindum Group has also informed the OFT that Lindum Homes was not involved in the Infringement: ‘Lindum Homes has never received an invitation to tender for a construction project. Accordingly Lindum Homes has never had an opportunity to submit a ‘cover price’...’ (Written representations of Lindum Group, 27 June 2008, paragraph (1)10). The OFT therefore concludes that it was Lindum or Lindum Group, rather than Lindum Homes, that was invited to tender, and that the non-contemporaneous tender summary provided by the client (OFT Document Reference 10168) incorrectly identified Lindum Homes. Given the contemporaneous evidence, other information provided by the client and the representations of Lindum Group, the OFT does not consider this error to be material to its case.

6880 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10168.

6881 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10168.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D &amp; A Construction (York) Ltd</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Lunn</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 25 February 2004</td>
<td>£1,778,139</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Birch &amp; Sons Ltd</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 25 February 2004</td>
<td>£2,260,148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus</td>
<td>Declined</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindum Group</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 25 February 2004</td>
<td>£1,875,436</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5030. Turner & Holman provided no further information to suggest whether D & A Construction (York) Ltd submitted a bid or declined to tender.

IV.5031. Turner & Holman also provided a copy of the contract sum analysis received from Jack Lunn and Lindum, in addition to Lindum Group’s tender submission. Turner & Holman stated ‘You will note that the tender submission from Lindum Construction was less extensive than that received from Jack Lunn, though some further information was provided by them at a later stage’. Jack Lunn originally tendered £1,778,139.00 for this contract, but later submitted a revised tender of £1,831,007.39. Lindum Group submitted a tender on 25 February 2004, of £1,875,436.00 for this contract. A revised contract sum analysis was provided by Lindum for £1,975,436.00. A handwritten note on this document states, ‘Revised tender summary as received from Lindum Construction at interview’.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

_Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Jack Lunn – Form of Tender, Fax and attached Documents._

IV.5032. During the OFT’s search of Jack Lunn’s premises a Form of Tender for proposed apartment development, Speculation Street, York was found. The Form of Tender stated that Jack Lunn tendered ‘£1,778,139.00’ for the contract. The Form of Tender was signed by Anthony Metcalf on 25 February 2004. Included in this document was the contract sum analysis submitted by Jack Lunn.

---

6882 The tender submission was signed on behalf of Lindum Group. However, the contract sum analysis was subsequently provided to the client by Lindum.

6883 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10171.


6886 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10173, page 1.


6889 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0327, page 1.

6890 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0327, page 3.

6891 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0327, page 4.
IV.5033. Also found was a fax transmission sheet and attached documents of which there were 10 pages in total. The fax transmission sheet showed that a fax was successfully sent on ‘17-Mar 08:55’ and stated.\textsuperscript{6892}

\begin{verbatim}
' From: Tony Metcalf To: Colin Burr
Date: 17 Mar 2004 Company: Lindum Construction
Our Ref: AWM/E04-04 Fax No: [...][C]
Pages: 10 Acknowledgement required?: Yes
including this page: Original by Post?: No

RE: SPECULATION STREET, YORK

Dear Colin
I attach herewith the contract sum analysis for the above project for your information. This has been balanced to your tender submission figure. Please feel free to adjust any figure your may feel “unbalanced”.
We will be adding to our tender about £20,000 for electrical sub mains in order to position the meters at ground floor level rather than adjacent to each flat entrance.

We will also be adding about £10,000 for NHBC which we excluded from our tender.

Should you require any other information please contact me

Yours Sincerely
For Jack Lunn (Construction) Ltd
Tony Metcalfe
Estimator
Direct tel [...][C]'
\end{verbatim}

IV.5034. In addition to the fax transmission sheet, a contract sum analysis for proposed apartment development, Speculation Street, York was included in the 10-page document. The following handwritten entry was made in the top left hand corner:\textsuperscript{6893}

‘Colin Burr [...][C]
LINDUM SUGGESTION’

IV.5035. The document contained a breakdown of figures for different aspects of the tender and stated the ‘AMOUNT OF CONTRACT SUM £1,875,436’.\textsuperscript{6894}

\textit{Evidence from leniency applicant – Jack Lunn}

IV.5036. As part of its leniency application, Jack Lunn’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.\textsuperscript{6895} This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.431 to IV.440 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{6892} Fax transmission sheet, OFT Document Reference A0329.
\textsuperscript{6893} Contract sum analysis, OFT Document Reference A0331, page 1.
\textsuperscript{6894} Contract sum analysis, OFT Document Reference A0331, page 1.
\textsuperscript{6895} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0673, page 7.
\end{footnotesize}
In addition to its leniency application, Jack Lunn provided to the OFT a schedule (‘Jack Lunn Construction Cover Summary Schedule’) which detailed projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by Stephen Bradbury, Richard Bryan, Graham Lunn, Anthony Metcalf (‘AM’), an estimator at Jack Lunn, and Keith Poskitt into potential cover prices where it was considered cover prices had either been given or taken. At JLC14 of the ‘Jack Lunn Construction Cover Summary Schedule’ is the following entry.6896

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Number</th>
<th>Date of Submission</th>
<th>Scheme Title</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Submitted tender value</th>
<th>Cover price Taken</th>
<th>Cover price given</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JLC14</td>
<td>25-Feb-04</td>
<td>28 Flats Speculation Street York</td>
<td>K Mohan</td>
<td>£1,764,676</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contractor and address | Person Spoken to | Jack Lunn Successful | Comments/Notes
Lindum | Yes |

Jack Lunn also provided to the OFT a detailed explanation of the documents taken during the OFT’s search of the company’s office on 21 March 2006.6897 In relation to the fax transmission sheet and attached documents referred to above in paragraphs IV.5033 and IV.5034 Jack Lunn stated, ‘These papers are copies of a FAX TRANSMISSION SHEET and the contract sum analysis sent from Tony Metcalfe, one of the estimators employed by JLC addressed to a Mr Colin Burr, an estimator at Lindum Construction, confirming that the contract sum analysis for the Speculation Street Tender is attached along with other financial information relating to the tender. …. This fax is a direct result of JLC providing Lindum Construction with a cover price’.6898

Jack Lunn further explained that ‘The other two Contractors tender figures were higher than both JLC’s figure and the Lindum figure. …. Turner and Holman asked for Contract Sum Analyses (‘CSA’) from both JLC and Lindum. … At this stage Lindum had two options on how to proceed. They could inform the client that they had taken a cover price and not done any work on the tender or they could ask JLC for specific details such as JLC’s contract sum analysis and quickly attempt to understand the scheme whilst providing their own higher contract sum analysis to represent the tender figure actually submitted by them, Lindum recognized that they could only adopt the second option if JLC were prepared to provide their contract sum analysis. Tony Metcalfe agreed to release this’.6899

6897 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0673, pages 11 to 17.
6898 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0673, pages 11 and 12.
IV.5040. Jack Lunn explained that the sequence of events could be summarised as follows.\(^{6900}\)

- ‘JLC gives cover price to Lindum Construction’ 24 February 2004
- JLC submits tender figure 25 February 2004
- Turner and Holman requests information and CSA 2 March 2004
- JLC provides their CSA to Lindum 17 March 2004
- Both JLC attends meetings with Turner and Holman/Client 22 March 2004
- JLC awarded the contract 8 April 2004

IV.5041. In its response to the Statement, Jack Lunn did not make any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Jack Lunn**

IV.5042. During interviews with the OFT on 8 March 2007, conducted in connection with Jack Lunn’s leniency application, Jack Lunn employees provided further general explanations of Jack Lunn’s participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.431 to IV.440 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5043. In particular, during an interview with AM, he was asked what he recalled about the contract for 28 apartments, Speculation Street, York. AM replied ‘We were approached by, I think it was Lindum Construction, who had also been given the tender documents, they were not able to prepare a tender and they asked us for a cover price based on that, which they were given’.\(^{6901}\) AM confirmed during interview that ‘1875436’ was the cover price that AM supplied to Lindum.\(^{6902}\) AM was shown the fax transmission sheet.\(^{6903}\) AM confirmed that he sent a fax to Colin Burr, an estimator at Lindum on 17 March 2004\(^{6904}\) with a contract sum analysis attached. AM explained ‘we gave them a tender figure or a cover figure and when we submitted to them a contract sum analysis, we adjusted those sums in there to come back to the cover figure that we’d given them’,\(^{6905}\) essentially providing Lindum with its own contract sum analysis.\(^{6906}\)

**Evidence from other companies – Lindum Group**

IV.5044. The OFT wrote to Lindum Group on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Lindum Group had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Lindum Group provided a statement which said ‘This job was supposed to be a negotiated job, as we had done a lot of budgets for Turner & Holman, the architects. Unexpectedly, the job came out to tender and we submitted a higher price. We believe that this was the budget sqft figure of

\(^{6900}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0673, page 12.
\(^{6901}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11292, page 12.
\(^{6902}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11292, page 16.
\(^{6903}\) Fax transmission sheet, OFT Document Reference A0329.
\(^{6904}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11292, page 15.
\(^{6905}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11292, pages 14 and 15.
\(^{6906}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11292, page 15.
£1.87m. An ex-employee, Neil Coote, was involved in this job and he has said that it was a budget figure and does not know of any cover’. 6907

IV.5045. Lindum Group stated in their response to the Statement that ‘...with the benefit of detailed analysis of the [Statement], it is possible for Lindum Group now to see that it is likely that Infringement No. 182 took place...’ 6908 and that Lindum Group 'does not contest the fact of the infringements [including this Infringement]’ 6909.

IV.5046. Its response to the Statement further stated ‘...Colin Burr breached the express and implicit instructions of his employer and engaged in “cover pricing”. Mr Burr left Lindum Group shortly after the OFT inspection in January 2006’. 6910

IV.5047. Lindum Group’s response to the Statement also stated that after receiving a letter from the OFT on 23 March 2007 stating that there was evidence that Lindum had been involved in cover pricing, Lindum conducted a further investigation. At that time ‘...a further investigation [was undertaken] by Mr Chambers [Lindum Group’s Chairman], which involved closely questioning each of the estimators, [during which] it became apparent that cover pricing had taken place although on a limited scale...’. 6911

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5048. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5049. Jack Lunn and Lindum/Lindum Group each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for an apartment development at Speculation Street, York. Lindum/Lindum Group was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.5050. Jack Lunn completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Jack Lunn being the lowest received and the fact it won the contract.

IV.5051. AM of Jack Lunn confirmed that on 24 February 2004 he gave a cover price to Colin Burr, who he believed to be an estimator at Lindum. According to information received from Lindum Group, CB was an employee of Lindum Group at that time. The OFT does not consider that it is material to its analysis whether CB was employed by Lindum or Lindum Group. Once the tenders had been received by the client on 25 February 2004, the two lowest tenderers, Lindum/Lindum Group and Jack Lunn, were each asked by the client on 2 March 2004, to submit their contract sum analysis. At this point, according to Jack Lunn, Lindum/Lindum Group had to decide how to proceed. Lindum/Lindum Group could either inform the client that it had taken a cover price and not carried out any work for this tender, or it could ask Jack Lunn for specific information in order to complete its contract sum analysis.

6908 Written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3(13).
6909 Written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.
6910 Written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraph 12.
6911 Written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 19 to 20.
IV.5052. The OFT understands that Lindum/Lindum Group decided to seek information from Jack Lunn in order to provide the client with a contract sum analysis for the project. A fax sent by AM on 17 March 2004 to CB in response to this request stated ‘I attach herewith the contract sum analysis for the above project for your information. This has been balanced to your tender submission figure. Please feel free to adjust any figure you feel “unbalanced “’. The fax also gave details of adjustments to be made by Jack Lunn to its own tendered figures.

IV.5053. Attached to this fax was a contract sum analysis with a handwritten comment ‘Colin Burr [........................] | [C] LINDUM, SUGGESTION’ handwritten in the top left hand corner. The ‘AMOUNT OF CONTRACT SUM’ recorded was ‘£1,875,436’. This was the original amount tendered by Lindum Group.

IV.5054. This contemporaneous evidence shows that AM of Jack Lunn supplied Colin Burr of Lindum/Lindum Group with a contract sum analysis, with the figures adjusted to reflect the initial cover figure given by Jack Lunn to Lindum/Lindum Group. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Jack Lunn, and Jack Lunn and AM’s admissions and explanations of that contemporaneous evidence, that Jack Lunn supplied Lindum/Lindum Group with a cover price for this tender and in addition provided Lindum/Lindum Group with additional pricing information in the form of a contract sum analysis.

IV.5055. The OFT also notes that the tender submitted by Lindum/Lindum Group was higher than the tender submitted by Jack Lunn, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5056. Lindum Group has now accepted that it is likely that cover pricing took place in respect of this Infringement and does not contest the fact of this Infringement.

IV.5057. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Jack Lunn and Lindum/Lindum Group. The OFT also concludes that Jack Lunn supplied a figure to Lindum Group for a cover bid.

IV.5058. The evidence is inconclusive as to whether it was Lindum and/or Lindum Group that submitted the tender and as to whether CB was employed by Lindum or Lindum Group. The OFT also notes that Lindum Group considered Lindum to be its ‘main contracting arm’ and that Lindum Group’s trading activities were carried out by ‘divisions’ including Lindum, and as such the two related legal entities acted in concert. In light of this, and noting the OFT’s conclusion that Lindum and Lindum Group formed part of the same economic entity (see paragraph II.905 above) and would hence be jointly and severally liable for any infringement by either of them, the OFT does not consider it necessary to determine whether the tender was submitted by Lindum or Lindum Group or whether the contact with Jack Lunn took place with Lindum or Lindum Group.

IV.5059. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5036 to IV.5057 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6912 In particular:

6912 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Jack Lunn to Lindum/Lindum Group was not unilateral\textsuperscript{6913}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{6914}

(b) Lindum/Lindum Group can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Jack Lunn (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{6915} and

(c) Jack Lunn can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Lindum/Lindum Group (i.e. that Lindum/Lindum Group did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{6916}

IV.5060. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Jack Lunn and Lindum/Lindum Group, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for an apartment development, Speculation Street, York, tender deadline 25 February 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5061. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5062. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 21 March 2006. Jack Lunn will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Jack Lunn in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 183: Conversion for Audio Visual Services, 12 Chiswick Road, University of Leicester – 5 March 2004

Client: University of Leicester
Parties: Phoenix and J H Hallam

IV.5063. On 11 February 2004, the University of Leicester sought tenders for the conversion for audio visual services, 12 Chiswick Road, University of Leicester. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 5 March 2004 and five companies were invited to tender: Phoenix, Brown & Shaw, Sandells Interiors, J H Hallam and B & A.\textsuperscript{6917}

\textsuperscript{6913} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\textsuperscript{6914} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6915} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6916} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{6917} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13836.
IV.5064. The University of Leicester received the following tender returns before 12:00 noon on 5 March 2004.6918

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time and Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon 5 March 2004</td>
<td>£285,579.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown &amp; Shaw</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon 5 March 2004</td>
<td>£257,779.73</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandells Interiors</td>
<td>Declined to tender 3 March 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon 5 March 2004</td>
<td>£388,264.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; A</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon 5 March 2004</td>
<td>£298,359.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam - Diary Entries and letter

IV.5065. During the OFT’s search of J H Hallam’s premises under section 28 on 6 July 2005, diaries used by Steve Gill (‘SG’), an estimator at J H Hallam, were recovered. On the diary page for 5 March 2004, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:6919

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Phoned Hallams} & \\
\text{Infirm} & \text{£148k} \\
\text{Chiswick Rd} & 253.k \\
\text{St. Hughes Church} & 328k.
\end{align*}
\]

IV.5066. Also during the search of J H Hallam’s premises the OFT obtained a copy of a letter dated 30 April 2004 from the University of Leicester informing J H Hallam that it had been unsuccessful in winning this tender. Handwritten on this letter pointing to the figure of £388,264.35 is ‘Hallams: Covered by Phoenix’ and separately the entry ‘6/5/04 Mike can you let me know which was our tender please’.6920

Evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam

IV.5067. As part of its leniency application J H Hallam provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.6921 This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.420 to IV.430 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5068. In particular, J H Hallam provided to the OFT a schedule of cover prices taken and given between March 2000 and June 2005. In this schedule J H Hallam confirmed that it took a cover from ‘Phoenix Contracts £253k’.6922

IV.5069. To further assist the OFT’s enquiry, J H Hallam provided a detailed interpretation of the annotations made in SG’s diary for 5 March 2004.6923 J H Hallam identified this as SG’s tender and as the J H Hallam Contract Reference No E 547 and matched this entry to the contemporaneous letter discussed in

6918 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13836.
6920 Letter from University of Leicester, OFT Document Reference 2659.
6921 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4969.
6923 Steve Gill’s diary, OFT Document Reference 5107.
paragraph IV.5066 above. J H Hallam also stated that the figure ‘£253.k’ indicated, ‘COVER ex PHOENIX CONTRACTS’.

IV.5070. J H Hallam said, ‘John Hallam made the notes in boxes and drew the arrows during discussions with Mr Gill when he was assembling the information to support Hallam’s leniency application. Mr Hallam did this in order to highlight what he was told by Mr Gill and to try and make things clear for the OFT. He distinctly recalls his discussion with Mr Gill concerning this particular contract’. 6924

IV.5071. Also to further assist the OFT enquiry, J H Hallam provided an explanation of the annotations made on the letter dated 30 April 2004 from the University of Leicester. J H Hallam said, ‘The tender was dealt with by Mr Gill. On OFT document ABR/117 Mr Gill wrote the note ‘Hallams covered by Phoenix’ against Hallam’s tender sum of £388,264.35 in response to Richard Blount’s (Commercial Director) handwritten request to Mike Coles (General Works Director), ‘Mike can you let me know which was our tender’’. 6925

IV.5072. In its response to the Statement, J H Hallam stated ‘JH Hallam does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’. 6926

Evidence from leniency applicant Phoenix

IV.5073. As part of its leniency application, Phoenix provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.527 to IV.536 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5074. In its response to the Statement, Phoenix stated that ‘…Phoenix has accepted that it engaged in cover pricing in breach of the Chapter I prohibition’. 6927

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Phoenix

IV.5075. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Phoenix’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.527 to IV.536 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5076. In respect of this tender, in interview Michael Williamson (‘MW’), Managing Director of Phoenix, confirmed that Phoenix tendered for this contract but that he could not recall any further details about the tender. 6928 On being shown by the OFT the entry from SG’s diary for 5 March 2004 and the letter from the University of Leicester dated 30 April 2004 with the handwritten entry ‘Hallams: Covered by Phoenix’, MW said, ‘…..it is possible [that Phoenix provided J H Hallam with a cover price], because I’ve said that we’ve done it backwards and forwards with various people….’. 6929 MW also said that it was a ‘fair assumption’ 6930 to make that any contact between Phoenix and J H Hallam

6924 Response from Watson Burton, OFT Document Reference 14294.
6925 Response from Watson Burton, OFT Document Reference 14294.
6926 Written representations of J H Hallam, 27 June 2008, paragraph 73.
6927 Written representations of Phoenix, 27 June 2008, paragraph 91.
6929 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13494, page 7.
6930 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13494, page 5.
about this tender would have been made by the estimator working at Phoenix at the time, Roger Grace.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5077. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5078. Phoenix and J H Hallam each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5079. Phoenix completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Phoenix wanted to win the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.5080. J H Hallam was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.5081. In regard to J H Hallam, SG’s diary entry for 5 March 2004 has the entry ‘Chiswick Rd – 253.k’ J H Hallam has confirmed this shows that it received a cover price from Phoenix for this tender. J H Hallam’s admission is corroborated by the recollection of SG who dealt with the tender at the time. SG confirmed to John Hallam that this entry referred to cover from Phoenix.

IV.5082. The OFT also notes that SG made these handwritten entries on 5 March 2004, the return date for submission of this tender. The OFT considers that this shows that Phoenix contacted J H Hallam by telephone on the day for submitting the tender, in order to provide a cover price.

IV.5083. A second contemporaneous document found at J H Hallam, the letter from the client setting out the results of the tender, has a handwritten entry from J H Hallam’s Commercial Director, Richard Blount, asking the General Works Director, Mike Coles, to inform him which of the figures was J H Hallam’s. In response to this request, SG wrote on the document against J H Hallam’s figure, ‘Hallams: Covered by Phoenix’, providing further corroboration of the cover price from Phoenix to J H Hallam for this tender.

IV.5084. Although Phoenix does not recall that it engaged in bid rigging activity on this tender, MW did confirm in interview that this was possible as Phoenix had exchanged cover prices to and from a number of competitors. The OFT considers it likely that the handwritten figure of ‘253.k’ is likely to be a figure which was communicated to J H Hallam by Phoenix, as the approximate figure (exclusive of VAT) that Phoenix was going to submit for this tender, and that with this knowledge J H Hallam knew what figure it could submit without winning the tender.

IV.5085. Finally, the OFT notes that the tender submitted by J H Hallam was higher than the tender submitted by Phoenix, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5086. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between J H Hallam and Phoenix. The OFT also concludes that Phoenix supplied a figure to J H Hallam for a cover bid.
IV.5087. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5065 to IV.5086 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6931 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Phoenix to J H Hallam was not unilateral6932, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors,6933

(b) J H Hallam can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Phoenix (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;6934 and

(c) Phoenix can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from J H Hallam (i.e. that J H Hallam did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.6935

IV.5088. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between J H Hallam and Phoenix, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the conversion for audio visual services, 12 Chiswick Road, University of Leicester, tender deadline 5 March 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5089. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5090. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to J H Hallam on 6 July 2005. J H Hallam will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, J H Hallam will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.5091. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Phoenix’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to J H Hallam on 6 July 2005. Phoenix will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Phoenix will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

6931 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6932 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6933 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6934 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6935 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 184: Butlers Hill Infant & Nursery School, Hucknall, Nottingham – 5 March 2004
Client: The Millward Partnership
Parties: Bodill and Hill

IV.5092. On 22 January 2004, The Millward Partnership sought tenders for alterations and extensions at Butlers Hill Infant & Nursery School, Hucknall, Nottingham. This was after four earlier tender exercises were abandoned in 2003. The return date for the tender was 5 March 2004 and four companies were invited to tender: Bodill, Hill, Wiggett and C J Cutts.

IV.5093. The Millward Partnership received the following tender returns on the morning of 5 March 2004:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wiggett</td>
<td>5 March 2004</td>
<td>£40,851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>5 March 2004</td>
<td>£45,229</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>5 March 2004</td>
<td>£49,995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C J Cutts</td>
<td>Did not tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.5094. In Bodill’s original tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:

‘

1. Bodill

£49995.00 2. HILL BROS. © FROM US GEOFF WILKINSON’

IV.5095. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £45,229.

IV.5096. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘£49995.00’ and ‘GEOFF WILKINSON’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him. JR also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.5097. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘© FROM US’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him. DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

---

6936 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9754.
6937 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9754.
6938 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0726.
6939 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0726.
6940 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 86 and 123.
6941 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 36.
Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.5098. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5099. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.\textsuperscript{6942} In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave a cover price to Hill.\textsuperscript{6943}

IV.5100. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.5101. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Hill

IV.5102. During the OFT’s visit to Hill under section 27 on 24 January 2007, no information was produced, or found, in relation to this contract.

IV.5103. The OFT wrote to Hill on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Hill had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Hill said ‘\textit{We do not accept that we are guilty of any offence under the act as alleged}’ and declined the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{6944}

IV.5104. However, in its response to the Statement, Hill stated that it had not accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer because it lacked documentary records from which to determine whether any infringement may have been committed. It submitted that this was ‘\textit{part corroborated}’ by the fact that the OFT’s inspections found no relevant documentation. Hill stated ‘\textit{[in] light of information now provided, Hill Bros. accepts the alleged infringements are infringements, and apologises for its wrongdoing}’\textsuperscript{6945} and ‘\textit{It is accepted that submitting a price which has not been priced, and provided by a competitor, is wrongful}’\textsuperscript{6946} in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5105. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5106. Bodill and Hill each accepted an invitation to tender for this tender.

\textsuperscript{6942} Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
\textsuperscript{6943} Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 6.
\textsuperscript{6944} Response from Hill, OFT Document Reference 10409.
\textsuperscript{6945} Written representations of Hill, 23 June 2008, paragraph 3.
\textsuperscript{6946} Written representations of Hill, 23 June 2008, paragraph 11.
IV.5107. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Bodill wanted to win the tender for this contract and it appears they submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.5108. In regard to Hill, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘49995.00 2. HILL BROS. FROM US GEOFF WILKINSON’. Bodill has confirmed that this indicates that it gave the company in question a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £49,995, a figure that was identical to the tender price that Hill submitted. It is also noted that one of the directors of Hill at that time was Eric Geoffrey Wilkinson, who is likely to be the ‘Geoff’ in question.6947

IV.5109. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Hill was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5110. Both Parties have now admitted liability in respect of this Infringement.

IV.5111. On the basis of the above the OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Hill and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied a figure to Hill for a cover bid.

IV.5112. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5094 to IV.5111 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.6948 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bodill to Hill was not unilateral6949, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;6950

(b) Hill can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;6951 and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Hill (i.e. that Hill did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.6952

IV.5113. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Hill and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for alterations and extensions at Butlers Hill Infant & Nursery School, Hucknall, Nottingham, tender deadline 5 March 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5114. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender

6947 Written representations of Hill, 23 June 2008, paragraph 2.
6948 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6949 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6950 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6951 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
6952 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5115. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 185: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 186: Buswells Lodge Primary School, Beauville Drive, Beaumont Leys, Leicester – 23 March 2004
Client: Leicester City Council
Parties: J H Hallam and Galliford Construction

IV.5116. On 23 February 2004, Leicester City Council sought tenders for classroom replacements, the work comprising the construction of a stand-alone classroom block incorporating environmental features, with external works and drainage, at Buswells Lodge Primary School. The return date for the tender was 15:00 on 23 March 2004 and six companies were invited to tender: Connaught, Galliford Construction, J H Hallam, Mitie Property Services Ltd, Powerminster Ltd, and J & S Seddon (Building) Ltd.6953

IV.5117. Leicester City Council received the following tender returns on 23 March 2004:6954

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connaught</td>
<td>23 March 2004</td>
<td>1:55 pm</td>
<td>£675,369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galliford Construction</td>
<td>23 March 2004</td>
<td>2:45 pm</td>
<td>£592,811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>23 March 2004</td>
<td>2:46 pm</td>
<td>£522,573</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitie Property Services (Midlands) Ltd</td>
<td>23 March 2004</td>
<td>12:30pm</td>
<td>£671,589</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powerminster Ltd</td>
<td>No Tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J &amp; S Seddon (Building Ltd)</td>
<td>23 March 2004</td>
<td>3:15 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td>Late Returned Unopened</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from J H Hallam – RMB Estimating Report

IV.5118. As part of its leniency application, J H Hallam provided a contemporaneous copy of Richard Blount’s Estimating Report for a board meeting on 7 April 2004.6955 It has the following typewritten entry in relation to this tender, with an additional handwritten entry ‘WE GAVE A COVER PRICE TO GALLIFORD

6953 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8569.
6954 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8569.
6955 RMB Report Board Meeting, OFT Document Reference 5109.
SEE ATTACHED NOTE’ which was added to the document as part of the J H Hallam leniency application:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'E Nr</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Tender</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Res.</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1017</td>
<td>Bushwell</td>
<td>Leicester CC</td>
<td>BOQ</td>
<td>522,473.00</td>
<td>7.50%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Over budget</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

£150K

Meeting LCC

IV.5119. J H Hallam also provided a copy of the contemporaneous handwritten note referred to in paragraph IV.5118 above.\(^{6956}\) The note itself is a contemporaneous document with the exception of the addition of the words ‘COVER PRICE?’ and an arrow pointing to the circled figure ‘£592,811.00’. This was added to the document as part of the J H Hallam leniency application. The document contains the following original entries relevant to this tender.

‘Bushwell---->Nick […] [C]<---
Cleaver

<----- Cover ------>

[……………….] [C]

[…….………………] [C]

£592,811 – 00

----- Stinson    No
----- Denman      No

----- > 1 Hallam

----- > 2 Mile-Mitie

----- > 3 Seddons

Gallifords – Cover
Canart - Leeds
Seddons – Sent Away Enquiry

Evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam

IV.5120. As part of its leniency application, J H Hallam provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.\(^{6957}\) This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.420 to IV.430 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5121. In particular, J H Hallam provided to the OFT a schedule of projects involving cover pricing March 2000 – June 2005. Examination of the entry relevant to this tender shows that J H Hallam provided a cover price of £592,814 to Nick Cleaver at ‘Galliford’, with a telephone number of […] [C].\(^{6958}\)

IV.5122. In its response to the Statement, J H Hallam stated ‘JH Hallam does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement.’\(^{6959}\)

---

6956 Handwritten tender document, OFT Document Reference 5111.
6957 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4969.
6959 Written representations of J H Hallam, 27 June 2008, paragraph 73.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant J H Hallam

IV.5123. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, J H Hallam’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.420 to IV.430 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5124. Additional evidence in relation to this tender comes from the interview of Spencer Robinson (‘SR’), the estimator for J H Hallam. His responses to questions concerning this tender were as follows:\textsuperscript{6960}

\begin{itemize}
  \item R. ‘........Buswells Lodge Primary School OFT document 5110, which is the incoming tender which doesn’t actually – it shows you as the estimator but it doesn’t actually show anything about cover.
  \item B. We did – I’m sure we did – we did the job.
  \item R. Yeah. Because I have another document which is 5111 -
  \item A. No, we did it. We did the contract.
  \item Q. If you look at 5111 for me for a second you’ll see halfway down I’ve highlighted ‘Gallifords Cover’
  \item A. Oh, we gave – we did this contract. We gave a cover out to Galliford’s.
  \item Q. So you gave a cover to Galliford’s on that one.
  \item A. Yeah.
  \item Q. Yeah, cover to Galliford.
  \item A. Yeah. Yeah, that’s what it was, we –
  \item Q. it was, yeah, it’s £592,814
  \item A. ......Yeah, I remember that. We spent ages trying to get the, you know, to come up with the list of savings and – no, we did that contract.......
\end{itemize}

Evidence from other companies – Galliford Try

IV.5125. The OFT wrote to Galliford Try on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Galliford Try had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In a letter dated 3 May 2007 received from lawyers Pinsent Masons acting on behalf of Galliford Try the following admission was made: ‘We are writing to confirm that our client is accepting the offer contained in the FT’s letter in respect of suspect tenders numbered 1 to 16 in the Annex to the OFT’s letter’.\textsuperscript{6961}

\textsuperscript{6960} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12754, page 14.
\textsuperscript{6961} Response from Galliford Try, OFT Document Reference 10317, page 1.
IV.5126. Buswells Lodge Primary School is entry No.14 on that annex in which Galliford Try admits engaging in bid rigging activity in relation to this tender. In the admissions section of the annex it states: ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’. The annex was signed by G P Fitzgerald, Chief Executive of Galliford Try, on 3 May 2007.\(^{6962}\)

IV.5127. Following the issue of the Statement, Galliford Try did not submit any written or oral representations in respect of this Infringement.

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.5128. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5129. J H Hallam and Galliford Construction each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5130. J H Hallam appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender, and submitted a bid with the intention of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by J H Hallam being the lowest recorded, and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.5131. Galliford Construction was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.5132. In the handwritten notes referred to in paragraph IV.5119 above, ‘Bushwell’ is a mis-spelling of the tender name Buswells. ‘Nick Cleaver’ was the estimator for Galliford Construction in relation to this tender. ‘[…………] [C]----’ is a contact telephone number for Nick Cleaver. The figure ‘£592,811 – 00’ is the exact amount submitted by Galliford Construction in relation to this tender. The document clearly shows the word ‘Cover’ in conjunction with the word ‘Gallifords’.

IV.5133. Nick Cleaver is identified as a contact at ‘Galliford’, in the contact book\(^{6963}\) of Christopher Keith Trickett, Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, provided to the OFT as part of the leniency application of Thomas Vale.

IV.5134. J H Hallam has confirmed that it gave a cover price to Galliford Construction and that Spencer Robinson was the estimator allocated to this tender. He has confirmed in interview that he provided a cover price to Galliford Construction.

IV.5135. Galliford Construction has also admitted to cover pricing in respect of this tender.

IV.5136. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Galliford Construction was higher than the tender submitted by J H Hallam, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been received.

IV.5137. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between J H Hallam and Galliford Construction. The OFT also concludes that J H Hallam supplied a figure to Galliford Construction a cover bid.

---

\(^{6962}\) Response from Galliford Try, OFT Document Reference 10318, page 6.

\(^{6963}\) Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 9.
IV.5138. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5118 to IV.5137 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\footnote{In particular:}

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J H Hallam to Galliford Construction was not unilateral\footnote{and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\footnote{See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.}}

(b) Galliford Construction can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from J H Hallam (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}

(c) J H Hallam can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Galliford Construction (i.e. that Galliford Construction did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}

IV.5139. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between J H Hallam and Galliford Construction, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for classroom replacements at Buswells Lodge Primary School, date of tender 23 March 2004.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.5140. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5141. J H Hallam informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. J H Hallam will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textbf{Infringement 187:} Amalgamation of Portland/Hartland Schools – 16 April 2004

\textbf{Client:} Nottinghamshire County Council

\textbf{Parties:} Sol, Mansell, G F Tomlinson and G G Middleton

IV.5142. On 17 March 2004, Nottinghamshire County Council sought tenders for the amalgamation of Portland/Hartland Schools.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9482.} The following eight companies were invited to tender: G F Tomlinson, G G Middleton, Linpave Building Ltd, Mansell, Marriott, Simons, Sol and Wright Construction. The date and time of tender return was 16 April 2004 at 10:00 am.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9482.}
IV.5143. Nottinghamshire County Council received the following tender returns.\(^\text{6971}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>16 April 2004 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£1,619,832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriott</td>
<td>16 April 2004 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£1,604,702</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>16 April 2004 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£1,581,423</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>16 April 2004 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£1,589,210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G G Middleton</td>
<td>16 April 2004 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£1,464,892</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simons</td>
<td>16 April 2004 by 10:00 am</td>
<td>£2,038,798</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright Construction</td>
<td>No tender received</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linpave Building Ltd</td>
<td>No tender received</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Sol – estimating board report and tender register*

IV.5144. During the search of Sol’s premises an Estimating Board Report (‘EBR’) dated 19 April 2004 was obtained, which shows this tender under the heading ‘SUBMITTED’\(^\text{6972}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>QUANTITY SURVEYOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16-Apr-04</td>
<td>Amalgamation of Portland &amp; Hartland Schools</td>
<td>Notts County Council</td>
<td>Boden Lloyd</td>
<td>Appleyard &amp; Trew</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>FUNDED</th>
<th>SECTOR</th>
<th>TENDER VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refurb.</td>
<td>Notts</td>
<td>B.Q.</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>£1,689,210(^\text{6973})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARGIN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“C”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5145. During the search of Sol’s premises a handwritten tender register was produced with an entry for this tender.\(^\text{6974}\)

---

\(^\text{6971}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9482.


\(^\text{6973}\) The OFT believes that this tender value is incorrect on this document, as the figure entered into the tender register matches that of the client response.

\(^\text{6974}\) Tender register, OFT Document Reference 4170, page 11.
Evidence from leniency applicant Sol

IV.5146. As part of its leniency application, Sol provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5147. In particular, Sol provided to the OFT a schedule headed ‘Tender Cover Price Analysis’. In respect of this tender, Sol confirmed that it received a cover from R Horner at G G Middleton stating ‘Unable to price project, but Client one we did not wish to refuse work from’.6975

IV.5148. In its response to the Statement, Sol acknowledged that it had ‘… admitted engaging in the practice of cover pricing in the 7 tenders listed in the Statement of Objections’ 6976

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Sol

IV.5149. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Sol’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.593 to IV.616 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5150. During an interview with the OFT on 25 April 2007, John Cummings (‘JC’), Chief Estimator at Sol, confirmed that he prepared the EBR.6977 When asked what the ‘C’ in the estimator box on the EBR meant, JC stated ‘cover’ and ‘Tender value is the … cover price … I obtained from my supplier of the cover’.6978 In respect of the entry for this tender in the tender register, JC

6975 List of covers obtained, OFT Document Reference 4359, page 5.
6977 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11369, page 1.
6978 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11369, page 1.
confirmed it was his handwriting, stating ‘again mine except the … competition … box which is, for reasons I’ve already said, Shirley Peters [admin assistant at Sol]’. When asked about the value in the tender sum column, JC stated ‘That is the cover price that we received from Middleton’s’. JC confirmed that the ‘C’ in the estimator box meant cover and in respect of the results and comments box, stated ‘the first two names are contact names at Middleton’s and, second, I should imagine, it meant that … we were second’ and ‘That must have been Middleton’s phone number … From looking at the code’.6980

IV.5151. When asked if he had made contact with both Mr Stott and Mr Horner, JC stated ‘Honestly, I can’t remember’ and ‘Maybe Stott’s … I mean, Stott’s the sort of main guy there, I think. He may have said I’m on holiday that week … therefore you need, or he [Horner] will speak to you’. JC confirmed that he got the cover price from Mr Horner, stating ‘Yeah, as far as I can remember’.6981

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – Meeting minutes

IV.5152. As part of its leniency application, Mansell provided contemporaneous meeting minutes dated 5 April 2004 with an entry for this tender which shows ‘NCC Portland/Hartland School refur. Tender now launched (£1.0m project). This is to be covered’.

Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.5153. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5154. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a schedule of covers for the Eastern Region, which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price. Under the heading ‘Documentary evidence of cover’ it states ‘Minutes of the Senior Managers’ Meeting dated 5 April 2004 … state “This is to be covered” next to this job. Incomplete tender documentation. These documents give a strong indication that MCSL took a cover on this job’.

IV.5155. Following the issue of the Statement, Mansell did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.5156. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, an employee of Mansell and an ex-employee from the Nottingham office provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is

---

6979 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11369, page 2.
6980 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11369, page 3.
6981 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11369, page 3.
6982 Mansell meeting minutes, OFT Document Reference B3608.
6983 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5157. During an interview with the OFT on 18 April 2007, Kenneth Lockwood (‘KL’), a Chief Estimator in the Nottingham office, stated ‘I have no recollection at all, but … if you’re saying … you think we took a cover it wouldn’t surprise me to think we’d taken a cover on that. The only reason I say that is because again it doesn’t fit at that time, the product groups that we were looking at’.6985

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from other companies – G F Tomlinson**

IV.5158. During the OFT’s search of G F Tomlinson’s premises, Bob Hambleton’s 2004 diary was seized which was found to contain eight references to this tender between 30 March 2004 and 15 April 2004, two of which are shown below:6986

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘30 March 2004</th>
<th>PORTLAND / HARTLAND SCHOOL (16/4/04)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Read Docs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. …</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Cover’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘31 March 2004</th>
<th>PORTLAND / HARTLAND SCHOOL(16/4/04)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. S/C Enquiries ✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ack letter ✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Obtain cover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Site visit /’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5159. Two of the references in this period had been erased and were analysed by Godfrey Jenkinson (‘GJ’), a forensic scientist in the Questioned Documents Group at LGC Limited. GJ provided a statement in which he identified some of the erased entries in respect of this tender.6987 Combining the information visible in the diary and that provided by the analysis of GJ, the further two entries are:6988

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘14 April 2004</th>
<th>PORTLAND / HARTLAND SCHOOL (16/4/04)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cover Middleton [erased]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. check tender form’ [erased]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘15 April 2004</th>
<th>PORTLAND / HARTLAND SCHOOL(16/4/04)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cover Middleton [erased – possible decipherment]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……………….. [unable to decipher]’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from other companies – G F Tomlinson**

IV.5160. The OFT wrote to G F Tomlinson on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission

---

6985 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11511, page 35.
6986 Bob Hambleton’s diary, OFT Document Reference 3526, pages 48, 54 and 55.
6987 Witness statement, OFT Document Reference 13519.
that G F Tomlinson had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter G F Tomlinson admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.6989

IV.5161. The OFT subsequently wrote to G F Tomlinson’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, G F Tomlinson Group, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on G F Tomlinson’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold G F Tomlinson Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by G F Tomlinson in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, G F Tomlinson Group stated that it did not wish to make any further comment.6990

IV.5162. In their response to the Statement, G F Tomlinson and G F Tomlinson Group stated that ‘Tomlinson...does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.6991

Evidence from other companies – G G Middleton

IV.5163. The OFT wrote to G G Middleton on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that G G Middleton had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter G G Middleton admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.6992

IV.5164. In its response to the Statement, G G Middleton stated ‘We admit that we undertook cover pricing on some projects during the period of time indicated’.6993

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5165. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5166. Sol, Mansell, G F Tomlinson and G G Middleton each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5167. All four companies submitted a tender. It appears that G G Middleton completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by G G Middleton being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.5168. Sol, Mansell and G F Tomlinson were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.5169. In regard to Sol, its tender register and EBR show ‘C’ next to this tender. Sol confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price. Sol has also confirmed that it received the cover price from G G Middleton and that the contact details

6990 Response from G F Tomlinson Group, OFT Document Reference 13979.
shown in the tender register, ‘S. STOTT R. HORNED. [sic Horner] […] [C]’ relate to G G Middleton.

IV.5170. The OFT notes that G G Middleton’s response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007 was signed by Stephen Stott and the telephone number […] [C] was G G Middleton’s telephone number.

IV.5171. In regard to Mansell, its meeting minutes of 5 April 2004 show ‘NCC Portland/Hartland School refurb Tender now launched (£1.0m project). This is to be covered’. Mansell has confirmed that this, combined with the fact that the tender documentation was incomplete, provides a strong indication that it received a cover price on this tender.

IV.5172. In regard to G F Tomlinson, entries in a 2004 diary belonging to an employee of G F Tomlinson show: ‘Cover’ on 30 March, and ‘Obtain Cover’ on 31 March. Also erased entries for 14 and 15 April both show ‘Cover Middleton’. In addition, G F Tomlinson has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.5173. In addition, G G Middleton has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007. All four companies have therefore admitted to engaging in bid rigging activities in respect of this tender.

IV.5174. The OFT further notes that the tenders submitted by Sol, Mansell and G F Tomlinson were all higher than the tender submitted by G G Middleton, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

IV.5175. In addition the OFT notes that G G Middleton’s tender figure is the only figure below Mansell’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Mansell could only have received a cover figure from G G Middleton.

IV.5176. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between G G Middleton and Sol, between G G Middleton and Mansell, and between G G Middleton and G F Tomlinson. The OFT also concludes that G G Middleton supplied figures to each of Sol, Mansell and G F Tomlinson for cover bids.

IV.5177. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5144 to IV.5176 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from G G Middleton to each of Sol, Mansell and G F Tomlinson was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Sol, Mansell and G F Tomlinson can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from G G Middleton (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process.

6995 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
6996 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
6997 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
6998 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
G G Middleton can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Sol, Mansell and G F Tomlinson (i.e. that none of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.5178. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between G G Middleton and Sol, between G G Middleton and Mansell, and between G G Middleton and G F Tomlinson in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the amalgamation of Portland/Hartland Schools, tender deadline 16 April 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5179. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5180. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Sol’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during a section 27 visit to Sol on 18 January 2006. Sol will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Sol will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.5181. The OFT became aware of Mansell’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by leniency party Mansell. As the OFT was not previously aware of this from any other source, Mansell will receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 188: Willington Down Farm, Didcot – 16 April 2004
Client: University of Reading
Parties: Mansell and A H Willis

IV.5182. On 17 March 2004, the University of Reading sought tenders for the refurbishment of Willington Down Farmhouse and Brick Cottage, Didcot. The following four companies were invited to tender: A A Beaver, A H Willis, Cavendish Construction and Mansell. The date and time of tender return was 16 April 2004 at 12:00 noon.

IV.5183. The University of Reading received the following tender returns:

\[6999\] See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\[7000\] Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9851.
\[7001\] Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9851.
\[7002\] Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9851.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cavendish Construction</td>
<td>16 April 2004</td>
<td>£89,892.00</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A H Willis</td>
<td>16 April 2004</td>
<td>£100,752.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>16 April 2004</td>
<td>£105,378.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A A Beaver</td>
<td>16 April 2004</td>
<td>£116,108.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet*

IV.5184. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided the workload reports of Barry Russ (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator. The 2004 workload report for special projects contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>LOCATION/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>OUR BID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LESS PROV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MARGIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02-00186</td>
<td>Didcot - Willington Down Farm</td>
<td>105378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTHER BIDS</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOWEST</td>
<td>HIGHEST</td>
<td>POSN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89892</td>
<td>100752</td>
<td>116108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5185. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis submitted that the workload reports were unreliable because, based on BR’s explanation of his record keeping practices, i.e. that the entry might have been made weeks in advance, it was possible that an entry was made prior to obtaining cover and then not corrected if a cover was actually received from a company other than that indicated in the workload report.

IV.5186. The OFT notes that the accuracy of the workload reports has been corroborated in respect of other Infringements. In particular, the OFT notes that A H Willis has itself effectively corroborated the accuracy of the workload reports in respect of Infringement 224, where it has admitted that Cyril Elbourn, the estimator for A H Willis on Infringement 224, gave a cover price to Mansell in respect of that tender as indicated in the workload report. The OFT does not, therefore, see any reason to doubt the inference it has drawn in respect of this Infringement, namely that the workload report is an accurate reflection of the source of the cover price obtained by Mansell.

*Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell*

IV.5187. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

7004 See paragraph IV.485 above.
7006 See Infringements 42, 43, 91 and 97.
7007 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
IV.5188. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from A H Willis and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.\footnote{Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B1351, page 1.}

IV.5189. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis proposed that this table could not be relied upon as evidence as it ‘appears to have been based on the workload report rather than any other evidence’.\footnote{Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 12.a.} While the OFT is not according the same evidential weight to Mansell’s table provided under leniency as it is to contemporaneous documents and witness testimony, the OFT considers this document to be robust as it resulted from extensive investigation by Mansell prior to its creation (as described in Mansell’s leniency application\footnote{Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.}). This table provides evidence of Mansell’s position as to its engagement in cover pricing on this tender, and as such constitutes evidence additional to the available contemporaneous records and witness evidence.

IV.5190. Following the issue of the Statement, Mansell did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell**

IV.5191. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5192. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR, when asked if Mansell took a cover price from A H Willis, stated ‘Yes’ and also stated ‘...I think the pressure would have been on to have got a cover, rather than send that one back’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 34.} BR also confirmed that A H Willis is ‘a contractor who do ... a fair bit of work in that area’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 34.}

IV.5193. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis suggested that BR’s witness evidence could not be relied upon as evidence because ‘it is apparent that Mr Russ has no direct personal recollection of the tenders in question, but is instead proceeding on the basis of his workbook entries’.\footnote{Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 12.b; and oral representations of A H Willis, 16 July 2008, page 12.} The OFT notes that the weight it places on BR’s evidence is commensurate with its explanatory nature, accepting that it may not constitute independent recollection of the events surrounding this tender. Nonetheless, such explanation is of evidential value. Though BR may not recall the details of the exchange of cover pricing, BR provides an explanation of the document he used to record cover prices taken, which the OFT relies upon in support of the contemporaneous evidence.
Evidence from other companies – A H Willis

IV.5194. The OFT wrote to A H Willis on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that A H Willis had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter A H Willis stated that, in respect of this tender, there was ‘no evidence of bid rigging and the allegation is therefore denied’.  

IV.5195. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis suggested that the strength of the evidence in relation to this Infringement falls below that found in relation to Infringement 158 with regard to Allenbuild and Wildgoose, where the OFT had made no preliminary finding of infringement in relation to those parties, and therefore considered that this Infringement should not be pursued. The OFT does not find this argument persuasive, as in the case of Allenbuild and Wildgoose there was an absence of contemporaneous documentation, whereas in this Infringement there is a contemporaneous document supported by witness testimony.

IV.5196. Additionally, in its response to the Statement, A H Willis suggested ‘it is apparent that the only evidence of AH Willis being involved in providing a cover price to Mansell is in fact the entry in Mr Russ’ workbook.’ As the CAT stated in Claymore Dairies, cartels by their nature are hidden and secret, and that a single item of evidence may be sufficient to meet the required standard. For this particular Infringement, the OFT relies not only on the contemporaneous workload report, but also supporting witness testimony which taken together the OFT considers provide strong and compelling evidence that A H Willis gave a cover price to Mansell.

IV.5197. A H Willis also suggested that ‘the OFT needs to show that if a cover price was provided it was by an individual in respect of whose actions AH Willis is legally responsible’ as opposed to a third party contractor without authority to enter into agreements on behalf of A H Willis. As discussed in III.28 to III.36, and in Infringement 224, a company is legally responsible for an agent acting on its behalf, in particular where that agent has ostensible authority to do so. Furthermore, nothing in the evidence available in respect of this Infringement suggests that Mansell received a cover price from a third party contractor. Nor is the OFT required to ascertain individual participants in an arrangement in order to establish an infringement between undertakings.

IV.5198. A H Willis further suggested that the OFT did not provide sufficient information to allow it to effectively defend itself. The OFT considers that the information as set out in the Statement together with the evidence from the OFT’s file provided with the Statement was sufficient for A H Willis to review its records and locate the necessary information for its own defence. It appears that to the extent that A H Willis is not able to adduce evidence in its defence

7015 Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 8 to 9.
7017 See paragraph III.203 of the Legal Background Section.
this is a product of it not having kept records in respect of this tender, rather than the OFT’s case being insufficient. The OFT has no reason to doubt A H Willis’ statement that it is unable to find any records relating to this particular Infringement. However, the absence of documentary records cannot of itself exculpate A H Willis from an Infringement where other evidence is available which the OFT considers implicates it, and indeed is sufficient to substantiate its involvement.

IV.5199. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis stated the OFT would ‘need to show that Mansell informed AH Willis that it would not be submitting a competitive bid before AH Willis submitted its own bid’\textsuperscript{7020}, in essence arguing that it should not be presumed to have acted in the market on the basis of the information that Mansell would not be submitting a competitive bid.\textsuperscript{7021}

IV.5200. The OFT notes that, as stated in paragraphs III.53 to III.54 above, the mere receipt of information that Mansell would not be bidding competitively may be sufficient to establish a concerted practice.\textsuperscript{7022} Further, as stated in paragraph III.58, the ECJ has held that ‘subject to proof to the contrary, which it is for the economic operators concerned to adduce, there must be a presumption that the undertakings participating in concourting arrangements and remaining active on the market take account of the information exchanged with their competitors when determining their conduct on the market...’\textsuperscript{7023}

IV.5201. On that basis, the OFT does not need to show that A H Willis inflated its bid (or otherwise altered its conduct) in response to the knowledge that Mansell had accepted a cover price in order to establish that there has been an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition. It is entitled to rely on a presumption that A H Willis has acted on the information received.

IV.5202. The OFT notes that although Mansell’s general practice was to receive the actual cover the day before or the morning the tender was due, it usually arranged for the exchange of cover within a few days after receiving the tender.\textsuperscript{7024} The OFT also notes that A H Willis submitted its tender on the morning of the tender return date (see paragraph IV.5183) and it is therefore unlikely that Mansell could have requested a cover price from A H Willis after the latter’s bid had been submitted. The OFT does not therefore accept that A H Willis has satisfactorily rebutted the legal presumption that it acted upon the knowledge that Mansell had accepted a cover price.

IV.5203. Moreover, an undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept A H Willis’s

\textsuperscript{7020} Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 17.
\textsuperscript{7021} Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 19.f and 23.
\textsuperscript{7024} See paragraphs IV.482 to IV.483 of Mansell’s general leniency section.
assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5204. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5205. Mansell and A H Willis each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5206. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.5207. Mansell’s 2004 workload report records ‘(AH Willis)’ in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.5208. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by A H Willis, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5209. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis stated ‘While Mansell’s bid was higher than that prepared by AH Willis, this provides no evidence that Mansell obtained a cover price from AH Willis...’. The OFT notes that this analysis is not relied upon in evidence and merely sets out that the pattern of the tender bids was consistent with a cover price having been provided by A H Willis to Mansell.

IV.5210. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and A H Willis. The OFT also concludes that A H Willis supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.5211. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5184 to IV.5210 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from A H Willis to Mansell was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from A H Willis (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process, and

(c) A H Willis can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a

---

5026 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
5027 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
5028 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
5029 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.5212. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and A H Willis in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Willington Down Farm, Didcot, tender deadline 16 April 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5213. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5214. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 189: Salvation Army Halls, Doncaster – 27 April 2004
Client: Salvation Army
Parties: Strata and Lindum

IV.5215. On 16 March 2004, the Salvation Army sought tenders for Doncaster Citadel Salvation Army Hall. The following seven companies were invited to tender: Wildgoose, Ackroyd & Abbott, Strata, Conlon Construction Ltd, Lindum, Howard Cook Builders and B W Davies. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 27 April 2004.

IV.5216. The Salvation Army received the following tender returns:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>Time not recorded, 27 April 2004</td>
<td>£1,486,000.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott</td>
<td>Time not recorded, 27 April 2004</td>
<td>£1,579,095.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>Time not recorded, 27 April 2004</td>
<td>£1,641,028.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conlon Construction Ltd</td>
<td>Time not recorded, 27 April 2004</td>
<td>£1,673,903.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindum</td>
<td>Time not recorded, 27 April 2004</td>
<td>£1,701,086.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Cook Builders</td>
<td>Time not recorded, 27 April 2004</td>
<td>£1,724,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B W Davies</td>
<td>Time not recorded, 27 April 2004</td>
<td>£1,789,551.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata – Contract Information Sheet (BOB sheet)*

IV.5217. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a contract information sheet, or BOB sheet, was found. The BOB sheet contained the following entries typed in the tender results box:7035

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% DIFF</th>
<th>CONTRACTOR</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STRATA</td>
<td>1641028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3.77983</td>
<td>A. &amp; A.</td>
<td>1579000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-9.447009</td>
<td>WILDGOOSE</td>
<td>1486000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6597744</td>
<td>LINDUM (C)</td>
<td>1701086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.84%</td>
<td>B.W. DAVIS (STOKE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOWARD COOK BLDS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Lindum – Invitation and Form of Tender*

IV.5218. During a section 27 visit of Lindum’s premises an enquiry assessment form was produced. The enquiry assessment form contained the following entry handwritten under the comments heading:7036

‘We need this like a ....’

IV.5219. On the day of the OFT’s visit David Chambers (‘DC’), Chairman of Lindum, explained that this was a comment he wrote on the document based on previous experience working for the Salvation Army. DC said the comments suggest Lindum was not keen to tender for the contract and would have either binned it, returned the tender documents or entered an inflated tender price. DC did not think a price was submitted for this contract.7037 In addition, in his witness statement, DC explained that the handwritten comment ‘...was to

---

7035 Contract Information Sheet, OFT Document Reference 3875.
7036 Extracts from file, OFT Document Reference 4337, page 1.
7037 File note of visit, OFT Document Reference 5824, page 3.
mean that I knew we had lost money on the last job we carried out for this client and we should preferably not price this job at all. However the ultimate decision on this job would be for the Division Managing Director. I was merely relaying my concerns and my knowledge of similar jobs for this client in the past’. 7038

IV.5220. The Form of Tender for this contract was also found during the OFT’s visit. The Form of Tender states that Lindum submitted a tender price of £1,701,086.00 for this contract on 26 April 2004. 7039 A signed ‘Certificate of Bona Fide Tender’ was also found in the bundle of documents, signed on 26 April 2004. 7040

Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.5221. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 – Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. This list contained the following entry: 7041

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27/04/2004</td>
<td>Salvation Army Halls, Doncaster</td>
<td>T23/04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cover to | Cover from | Company Name | Company Address | Contract Secured
---------|------------|--------------|-----------------|------------------|
         |            | Lindum Construction | Lincoln         |                   |

IV.5222. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.5223. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Lindum

IV.5224. The OFT wrote to Lindum Group on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Lindum Group had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Lindum Group admitted ‘Yes, we cannot recall full details’. 7042 Lindum Group also provided a statement which said ‘Yes, we did take a cover. It was a bill of quantities. We were invited and we did accept. It should not have happened. YES, COVER RECEIVED’. 7043

7038 Witness statement of David Christopher Chambers, 26 June 2008, paragraph 12.
7039 Extracts from file, OFT Reference 4337, pages 4 and 5.
7040 Extracts from file, OFT Reference 4337, pages 6 and 7.
7041 Cover information spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4056.
IV.5225. In its response to the Statement, Lindum Group confirmed that it ‘...does not contest the fact of the infringements [including this Infringement] ... following the OFT’s inspections at the premises of the Lindum companies on 26 January 2006, Lindum Group conducted internal investigations into the alleged conduct and admitted to the OFT, so far as possible, infringements of the Chapter I prohibition...'.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5226. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5227. Strata and Lindum each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for Doncaster Citadel Salvation Army Hall.

IV.5228. Both companies submitted a tender. Strata completed the estimating process and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. Lindum did not want to win this contract.

IV.5229. Strata’s contract information sheet records ‘3.6597744 LINDUM (C) 1701086’ typed in the tender results box. Paul Throssell (‘PT’), an estimator at Strata, confirmed that a ‘(C)’ written next to a competitor’s name alongside a figure and a percentage difference shows that Strata gave a cover price to the company noted, as in this case. The OFT also notes that the figure recorded as the cover price given to Lindum ‘£1,701,086’ is the exact figure submitted by Lindum on its Form of Tender. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata, PT’s explanation of how covers given were recorded and Lindum’s admission that it received a cover price, that Strata supplied Lindum with a cover price for this tender.

IV.5230. In addition the OFT notes that the tender submitted by Lindum was higher than the tender submitted by Strata, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5231. The OFT notes that both Parties have admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.5232. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Lindum. The OFT also concludes that Strata supplied a figure to Lindum for a cover bid.

IV.5233. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5217 to IV.5232 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Strata to Lindum was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors.

7044 Written representations of Lindum Group, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.
7045 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7046 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7047 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
Lindum can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Strata (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Lindum (i.e. that Lindum did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Lindum and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for Doncaster Citadel Salvation Army Hall, tender deadline 27 April 2004.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to Strata under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

**Infringement 190:** Civil Works for Aldwarke Primary Mill, Rotherham Works – 4 May 2004

**Client:** Corus Engineering Steels

**Suspect Parties:** Admiral and North Midland

On 6 April 2004, Corus Engineering Steels sought tenders for civil works for Aldwarke Primary Mill, Rotherham Works. The return date for the tender was 28 April 2004, extended to 4 May 2004 and four companies were invited to tender: Britcon, North Midland, Clugstons and Admiral.

Corus Engineering Steels received the following tender returns by noon on 4 May 2004:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Britcon</td>
<td>6 April 2004</td>
<td>By 4 May 2004</td>
<td>£1,390,931.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Midland</td>
<td>6 April 2004</td>
<td>By 4 May 2004</td>
<td>£1,931,607.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clugstons</td>
<td>6 April 2004</td>
<td>By 4 May 2004</td>
<td>£1,621,210.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>6 April 2004</td>
<td>By 4 May 2004</td>
<td>£2,122,660.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Admiral – Handwritten Document**

IV.5239. In a contemporaneous note provided by Admiral to the OFT as part of its leniency application, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten by Andrew Clarkson ("AC"), Estimating Director at Admiral:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\£300K from} \\
\text{Last weeks} \\
\text{Amendment} \\
\text{OUR Figure} \\
\text{\£2,122,000} \\
\text{4/5/04} \\
\text{Martin Shorthouse’}
\end{align*}
\]

**Evidence from leniency applicant Admiral**

IV.5240. As part of its leniency application, Admiral provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.166 to IV.173 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5241. In particular, Admiral provided to the OFT an analysis of its projects since January 2000 and in respect of this tender, Admiral confirmed that it received a cover price from North Midland. Furthermore, Admiral provided a schedule which listed names and companies that it contacted regarding tenders. This schedule included ‘Mr M Shorthouse’ at North Midland.

IV.5242. Following the issue of the Statement, Admiral did not contest its participation in this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Admiral**

IV.5243. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Admiral’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.166 to IV.173 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

7052 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference 5203.
7054 Schedule of companies in contact, OFT Document Reference 5190.
7055 Written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 21.1.
IV.5244. AC confirmed in interview that it was his handwriting on the handwritten document and that, ‘it was the back of a telephone pad, by the look of it, that I took a message on, from Martin Shorthouse, who I suspect had given me a ring to tell me what our figure was on that particular contract’. AC also confirmed in respect of Martin Shorthouse (‘MS’) at North Midland, ‘Yes, he’s the guy that I always spoke to’. AC confirmed that ‘NMC’ on the document stood for ‘North Midland Construction’.

IV.5245. In its response to the Statement, North Midland, and MS in particular, denied that MS knew anyone at Admiral, including AC. However, the OFT notes AC’s specific confirmation at interview that it was MS who he always spoke to. In view of that confirmation, accompanied by MS’s name on a contemporaneous document, the OFT is not persuaded by MS’s evidence to the contrary.

IV.5246. AC said in respect of this tender that, ‘We decided to take a cover on this particular contract, because again we didn’t want to upset Corus, who were a regular client and who, over the years we’d done a lot of work with. I obviously contacted North Midland Construction and asked them if they were pricing it. They obviously said yes, and they gave us the cover figure’. In respect of the handwritten note ‘£300K from last weeks Amendment’, AC explained ‘The 300K that he mentions, from last week’s amendment ... that’s in my handwriting, that explains why we were given an extension of time, because during the tender period they obviously came out with some amendments to the tender. There was additional work in it, and so to enable contractors to have time to price it, they obviously gave them a week’s extension, and that’s why he’s [Martin Shorthouse] given me that other figure’.

IV.5247. In its response to the Statement, North Midland suggested that ‘Mr Clarkson at Admiral is not able to say that a cover price was given by North Midland’, and that the allegation ‘...is no more than an ex post factor [sic] “rationalisation” of a 4 year old documentation with a view to boosting Admiral’s leniency application’. North Midland noted that when describing this exchange, AC used the word ‘obviously’, for example ‘I obviously contacted North Midland...’, which in its view connoted that he did not recall the events he was describing but was explaining the document in front of him.

IV.5248. The OFT does not consider these assertions to be supported by the evidence, considered as a whole and in its proper context. It is clear from AC’s interview that he had a specific recollection of this tender, and indeed stated when asked if he was sure it was North Midland who provided the cover, ‘I’m 99% certain it was’. His near-certainty in respect of this tender may be contrasted with the other tenders about which he was questioned where he did not have such a specific recollection. Throughout his interview, where he did not have any

---

7056 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 39.
7057 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 41.
7058 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 40.
7060 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 38.
7061 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 39.
7062 Written representations of North Midland, 26 June 2008, page 10.
7064 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 38.
specific recollection, he would answer accordingly. For example, when asked what he recalled about another tender, he stated ‘Ah, very little, to be honest’.

IV.5249. The OFT also notes that AC volunteered the name North Midland before he was referred to the contemporaneous document. The OFT therefore considers that the strength of his recollection of this tender, and of having taken a cover from North Midland, may be relied upon. Moreover, the OFT considers that in the absence of a reason to doubt the accuracy of the contemporaneous document (which, for reasons set out below the OFT does not consider there to be) AC’s explanation of that document would still be valid explanatory evidence, even absent a specific recollection.

Evidence from other companies – North Midland

IV.5250. The OFT wrote to North Midland on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that North Midland had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, North Midland did not admit bid rigging on this tender.

IV.5251. In its response to the Statement, North Midland suggested that the contemporaneous document described in paragraph IV.5239 did not constitute sufficient evidence that North Midland had provided a cover price to Admiral because it ‘does not provide any substantive evidence that covers were given or taken’. Rather, it suggested, it may be a record of post tender information gathering.

IV.5252. The OFT does not consider this alternative explanation plausible. Admiral recorded in this note only a rounded down version of its own bid. It bears no relation to any other company’s tender. Instead, it is consistent with a figure having been given by way of cover price being recorded, and that cover price being amended to a slightly different figure for submission to the client. The OFT considers that, taken together with AC’s explanation of this note (see paragraph IV.5244 above) and absent any plausible alternative explanation, this contemporaneous note does provide strong and compelling evidence that North Midland provided a cover to Admiral.

IV.5253. North Midland also suggested that the portion of the handwritten note referring to MS appeared to be a different style of handwriting to the rest of the contemporaneous note and more consistent with the writing on another, non-contemporaneous document. The OFT does not accept this suggestion as AC confirmed in interview that all of the handwriting on the note, including the reference to MS, was his.

7065 See, for example, interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, pages 9, 20, 25, and 29.
7066 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 12.
7067 Response from North Midland, OFT Document Reference 10721, page 2.
7069 Written representations of North Midland, 26 June 2008, page 9 and 10.
7070 Witness statement of Rod Walker, 26 June 2008; and witness statement of Martin Shorthouse, 26 June 2008.
7072 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, pages 39 to 40.
IV.5254. In its response to the Statement, North Midland suggested that MS could not have given a cover to AC at Admiral because he was not in any way involved in the estimating of this tender, and because he was at Kenilworth on the day when the cover was meant to be exchanged. The OFT does not accept that either his presence in Kenilworth, or his lack of involvement in the preparation of this tender, precluded him from providing a cover price. MS could, through any number of avenues (the OFT does not consider it needs to speculate as to which), have been aware of the price that North Midland was submitting, or have found it out, and based on that information provided that a cover price to AC by telephone.

IV.5255. North Midland provided a number of statements from its employees, including the Chief Executive, Directors, and a number of estimators, including MS, and Rod Walker, the estimator for this tender, all of whom asserted that North Midland did not engage in cover pricing. The OFT accepts that North Midland may have had a policy against cover pricing; that does not, however, preclude that cover prices were given/taken by individuals in breach of that policy. Additionally, even if the OFT accepts Rod Walker’s evidence that he did not provide Admiral with a cover price, this would not affect the OFT’s case which is not that Rod Walker provided a cover price but only that a cover price was provided by MS.

IV.5256. Regarding the statement from MS, as discussed above, the witness evidence from Admiral that he was a regular contact of AC (see paragraph IV.5244) contradicts his statement that he did not know anyone from Admiral. MS’s name is also recorded on a contemporaneous document produced by AC. The OFT considers this calls into question the credibility of MS’s statement. In any event, the OFT does not consider his statement to be sufficient evidence to undermine the contemporaneous documentary and witness evidence in relation to this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and provisional finding

IV.5257. From the evidence presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5258. Admiral and North Midland each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5259. Admiral was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.5260. In regard to North Midland, Admiral has confirmed that it received a cover price from North Midland. AC’s handwritten note of the telephone call with North Midland records ‘Martin Shorthouse’ and ‘NMC’, providing evidence that contact was made between the two parties. AC also made a note of the cover price provided by North Midland, ‘OUR figure £2,122,000’, a figure that was identical other than the addition of £660, to the tender figure that Admiral submitted, which was £2,122,660.

7073 Written representations of North Midland, 26 June 2008, page 10; witness statement of Martin Shorthouse, 26 June 2008; and oral representations of North Midland, 14 July 2008, page 17.

7074 Witness statements of R Moyle, Brian Evans, Chris Wheelhouse, David Blount, Martin Shorthouse, Mike Catlin, and Rod Walker.
IV.5261. Admiral also provided a schedule which listed names and companies that it contacted about tenders. This schedule included MS at North Midland, providing further corroboration that Admiral contacted MS at North Midland about cover pricing in respect of tenders. Moreover, AC of Admiral stated in interview that MS was his regular contact at North Midland.

IV.5262. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Admiral was higher than the tender submitted by North Midland, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5263. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between North Midland and Admiral. The OFT also concludes that North Midland supplied a figure to Admiral for a cover bid.

IV.5264. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5239 to IV.5263 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.7075 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from North Midland to Admiral was not unilateral7076, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;7077
(b) Admiral can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from North Midland (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;7078 and
(c) North Midland can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Admiral (i.e. that Admiral did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.7079

IV.5265. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Admiral and North Midland, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for civil works for Aldwarke Primary Mill, Rotherham Works, tender deadline 4 May 2004.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.5266. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5267. Admiral informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Admiral will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

---

7075 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7076 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7077 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7078 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7079 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 191: The Orchard Development, The Grovelands, Bedales School, Church Road, Petersfield, Hampshire – 14 May 2004

Client: Bedales School
Parties: Jackson\textsuperscript{7080} and R Durtnell

IV.5268. Initially on 30 March 2004 and subsequently on 6 April 2004, Bedales School sought tenders for The Orchard Development, The Grovelands, Bedales School, Church Road, Petersfield, Hampshire. The return date for the tender was extended from 5 May 2004 to 14 May 2004 and a total of nine companies were invited to tender: R Durtnell, Galliford Try, Henry Jones, Jackson, Mowlem, Willmott Dixon, Bluestone, Dean & Dyball and Raymond Brown.\textsuperscript{7081}

IV.5269. Bedales School received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{7082}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R Durtnell</td>
<td>14 May 2004</td>
<td>£4,594,727</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galliford Try</td>
<td>14 May 2004</td>
<td>£4,982,335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Jones</td>
<td>Declined to Tender April 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>14 May 2004</td>
<td>£5,145,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowlem</td>
<td>14 May 2004</td>
<td>£4,314,058</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmott Dixon</td>
<td>Declined to Tender 11 April 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>Declined to Tender April 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean &amp; Dyball</td>
<td>Declined to Tender 19 April 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Brown</td>
<td>Declined to Tender 16 April 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Propency – Jackson Tender book

IV.5270. In Jackson’s tender book provided by Propency to the OFT as part of its leniency application, in respect of this tender, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:\textsuperscript{7083}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enquiry Number</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Employer</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description of Works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E3831</td>
<td>1.4.04</td>
<td>The Grovelands Bedales Sch</td>
<td>Petersfield</td>
<td>Bedales School.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos Out of</th>
<th>Lowest Tender</th>
<th>Jacksons</th>
<th>General Notes</th>
<th>Date for Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>£5,145,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cover from</td>
<td>Noon 5.5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Durtnells</td>
<td>JCL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{7080} Jackson is a subsidiary of Propency.

\textsuperscript{7081} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7898.

\textsuperscript{7082} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7898.

\textsuperscript{7083} Tender book, OFT Document Reference A0905, page 54.
Evidence from leniency applicant Propency

IV.5271. As part of its leniency application, Propency provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5272. In particular, Propency provided to the OFT an analysis of Jackson’s tender book since 4 January 2000 and in respect of this tender, Propency confirmed that it received a cover price from R Durtnell. 7084

IV.5273. In its response to the Statement, Propency stated ‘Propency Group has made admissions in relation to all instances of cover pricing it uncovered as part of its leniency application’. 7085

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Propency

IV.5274. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Propency’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5275. John Rhodes (‘JR’), Pre-Contracts Manager at Jackson, confirmed in interview that it is his handwriting in the tender book7086 and that in most instances it would be himself that arranged the cover price. 7087 JR said in respect of the entry in the tender book, ‘I’m almost certain that’s my writing and my record of the figure that was submitted’. 7088 JR also confirmed that the figure recorded in the tender book and submitted by Jackson for this tender was most likely the figure given by R Durtnell. 7089

Evidence from other companies – R Durtnell

IV.5276. The OFT wrote to R Durtnell on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that R Durtnell had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, R Durtnell admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party / parties involved’. 7090 Furthermore, R Durtnell in respect of this tender confirmed that it gave a cover price. 7091

IV.5277. The OFT subsequently wrote to R Durtnell’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Durtnell Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on R Durtnell’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Durtnell Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by R Durtnell in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Durtnell

7084 Table of cover pricing recorded in the tender book, OFT Document Reference A1274, page 6.
7085 Written representations of Propency, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 6.2.
7086 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 10.
7087 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 11.
7088 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 22.
7089 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 22.
7090 Response from R Durtnell, OFT Document Reference 10780, page 3.
7091 Response from R Durtnell, OFT Document Reference 10779, page 1.
Holdings said ‘We confirm that the holding company adopts the operating company’s position’. 7092

IV.5278. In its response to the Statement, R Durtnell stated ‘Durtnell has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement by occasional cover pricing’. 7093

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5279. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5280. Jackson and R Durtnell each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5281. R Durtnell completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the fact that R Durtnell won the contract.

IV.5282. Jackson was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.5283. In regard to R Durtnell, Jackson’s tender book contains the entry ‘Cover from Durtnells’. Propensity has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from R Durtnell. Jackson recorded in the tender book the figure £5,145,000, as the tender figure and this was the figure that Jackson submitted.

IV.5284. Both Parties have admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Jackson was higher than the tender submitted by R Durtnell, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5285. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between R Durtnell and Jackson. The OFT also concludes that R Durtnell supplied a figure to Jackson for a cover bid.

IV.5286. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5270 to IV.5285 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. 7094 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from R Durtnell to Jackson was not unilateral 7095, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors; 7096
(b) Jackson can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from R Durtnell (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; 7097 and
(c) R Durtnell can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Jackson (i.e. that Jackson did not intend to submit a

7092 Response from Durtnell Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14020.
7094 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7095 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7096 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7097 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.5287. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Jackson and R Durtnell, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for The Orchard Development, The Grovelands, Bedales School, Church Road, Petersfield, Hampshire, tender deadline 14 May 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5288. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5289. Propencity informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Propencity will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 192: New Lift Shaft, Coniston House, Willerby – 14 May 2004
Client: Hull and East Riding Community Health NHS Trust
Parties: Hobson & Porter and Robinson & Sawdon

IV.5290. On 30 April 2004, Hull and East Riding Community Health NHS Trust (‘Hull and East Riding NHS’), now known as Humber Mental Health Teaching NHS Trust, sought tenders for a new lift shaft, Coniston House, Willerby. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 14 May 2004 and five companies were invited to tender: Quibell and Son Ltd (‘Quibell’), Geo Houlton, Robinson & Sawdon, Hobson & Porter, and Wright (Hull).

IV.5291. Hull and East Riding NHS received the following tender returns on 14 May 2004:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quibell</td>
<td>14 May 2004</td>
<td>Between 11:00 and 11:50</td>
<td>£60,147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo Houlton</td>
<td>14 May 2004</td>
<td>Between 11:00 and 11:50</td>
<td>£54,680</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson &amp; Sawdon</td>
<td>14 May 2004</td>
<td>Between 11:00 and 11:50</td>
<td>£57,964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>14 May 2004</td>
<td>Between 11:00 and 11:50</td>
<td>£62,643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright (Hull)</td>
<td>14 May 2004</td>
<td>12:10</td>
<td>£69,850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7098 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7099 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8462.
7100 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8462.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.5292. The invitation to tender letter from Hull and East Riding NHS has been annotated with the handwriting ‘cover due from Dave @ R & S’.  

IV.5293. The Minor Works Tender Summary sheet for this tender has been crossed with a banner containing the words ‘VERBALLY DECLINED’.  

Evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.5294. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.  

IV.5295. In Hobson & Porter’s Summary of Cover Pricing Activity (Minor Works), provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, it is stated that Hobson & Porter received a cover from Robinson & Sawdon and that the individual contact at Robinson & Sawdon was Bob Sawdon.  

IV.5296. In its response to the Statement, Hobson & Porter stated that it ‘…does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.  

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.5297. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.  

IV.5298. In respect of this tender, in interview Ian Gibbins (‘IG’), Minor Works Director at Hobson & Porter, confirmed that the handwriting, ‘cover due from Dave @ R & S’, on the invitation to tender letter from Hull and East Riding NHS was Andrew Scott’s. IG said that Andrew Scott (‘AS’), an ex-employee of Hobson & Porter, left approximately two years ago. IG confirmed that he managed AS and that AS was involved in cover pricing.  

IV.5299. IG in interview stated that he would have been aware that AS was taking a cover price from Robinson & Sawdon on this tender. IG said that the ‘Dave’, referred to in AS’s handwriting on the invitation to tender letter from Hull and East Riding NHS ‘would almost certainly be Dave Marshall’.  

---

7101 Invitation to tender, OFT Document Reference A1488.  
7102 Minor Works Tender Summary sheet, OFT Document Reference A1490.  
7105 Invitation to tender, OFT Document Reference A1488.  
7106 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11231, pages 10 and 11.  
7107 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11231, page 12.  
IV.5300. IG said that the words ‘VERBALLY DECLINED’, annotated on the Minor Works Tender Summary sheet, also mean that Hobson & Porter took a cover on this tender. At the time of this tender, IG explained that his department operated a document recording system in accordance with British Standard 5750, which meant that details of tenders received were required to be completed on the tender summary sheets. IG explained that writing ‘VERBALLY DECLINED’, on the tender summary sheet, was a way to get around this requirement where there were no tender details available.

Evidence from other companies – Robinson & Sawdon

IV.5301. The OFT wrote to Robinson & Sawdon on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Robinson & Sawdon had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Robinson & Sawdon admitted participating in bid rigging activities on this tender with Hobson & Porter.

IV.5302. In the response, James Deacon (‘JD’), the Managing Director of Robinson & Sawdon, said that the business of Robinson & Sawdon was sold by its owners, Bob Sawdon (‘BS’), Michael Sawdon (‘MS’) and Charles Robinson (‘CR’), to its current owners in October 2006. BS retired on 27 August 2004, MS retired on 2 August 2006 and CR resigned as a director (though remained an employee) in October 2006. David Marshall (‘DM’) remained employed as Contracts Manager.

IV.5303. JD explained that he had conducted an internal investigation into the tendering process at Robinson & Sawdon. As part of this investigation CR was interviewed and confirmed that Robinson & Sawdon engaged in cover pricing. Also, as part of this investigation DM completed a questionnaire about the tendering process. DM was Estimating Manager during the period under investigation. In the questionnaire, DM confirmed that Robinson & Sawdon was involved in the practice of cover pricing and that this was done with the knowledge of the directors of the company named at paragraph IV.5302 above. DM separately confirmed that any cover price provided by him, would have been on the basis of being instructed to do so by either BS or MS up to August 2004 and CR afterwards. At the time of this tender, BS was primarily responsible for the provision of prices at Robinson & Sawdon. For this tender, DM recalled that if there had been any discussion in relation to providing a cover price that it would have been with Hobson & Porter.

IV.5304. Following the issue of the Statement, Robinson & Sawdon did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5305. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

---

7109 Minor Works Tender Summary sheet, OFT Document Reference A1490.
7112 Response from Robinson & Sawdon, OFT Document Reference 10817.
7114 Completed questionnaire, OFT Document Reference 10818, page 16.
IV.5306. Hobson & Porter and Robinson & Sawdon each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5307. Hobson & Porter was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.5308. In regard to Robinson & Sawdon, Hobson & Porter’s copy of the tender invitation letter from Hull and East Riding NHS has been annotated with the handwriting ‘cover due from Dave @ R & S’. Hobson & Porter has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price for this tender from DM at Robinson & Sawdon. DM of Robinson & Sawdon recalls that if there had been any discussion in relation to providing a cover price for this tender that it would have been with Hobson & Porter.

IV.5309. Hobson & Porter submitted a tender figure of £62,643 and Robinson & Sawdon submitted a tender figure of £57,964. The OFT notes that the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter was higher than the tender submitted by Robinson & Sawdon, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5310. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Robinson & Sawdon admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Hobson & Porter without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Hobson & Porter was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.5311. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Robinson & Sawdon and Hobson & Porter. The OFT also concludes that Robinson & Sawdon supplied a figure to Hobson & Porter for a cover bid.

IV.5312. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5292 to IV.5311 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.7116 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Robinson & Sawdon to Hobson & Porter was not unilateral7117, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;7118
(b) Hobson & Porter can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Robinson & Sawdon (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;7119 and
(c) Robinson & Sawdon can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Hobson & Porter (i.e. that Hobson & Porter did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.7120

IV.5313. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place

---

7116 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7117 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7118 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7119 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7120 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
between Hobson & Porter and Robinson & Sawdon, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a new lift shaft, Coniston House, Willerby, tender deadline 14 May 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5314. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5315. Hobson & Porter informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Hobson & Porter will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 193: Refurbishment of Sure Start, St Anne’s Metrazone, Ransom Road, Nottingham – 28 May 2004

Client: Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust
Parties: Bodill and Wiggett

IV.5316. In 2004, Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust sought tenders for refurbishment of Sure Start, St Anne’s Metrazone, Ransom Road, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 28 May 2004 and six companies were invited to tender: W S Biggin, Thomas Long, Wiggett, Bodill, Pectel and Baggaley & Jenkins.7121

IV.5317. Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust received the following tender returns:7122

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W S Biggin</td>
<td>28 May 2004</td>
<td>11:50</td>
<td>£154,523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>28 May 2004</td>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>£107,875</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggett</td>
<td>28 May 2004</td>
<td>11:28</td>
<td>£149,850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>28 May 2004</td>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>£141,571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pectel</td>
<td>Declined 27 May 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>Not Known</td>
<td>Not Known</td>
<td>£118,520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.5318. In Bodill’s original tender sheet, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:7123

7121 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9513c.
7122 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9513c.
7123 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0734.
1. Bodill
2. T. LONG
3. B & J
£149850
4. WIGGETT BROS. © FROM US RING PAUL FRI AM*

IV.5319. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £141,571.7124

IV.5320. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has indicated that the handwritten annotation ‘£149850’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ was made by him.7125 JR also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.5321. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘© FROM US RING PAUL FRI AM’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.7126 DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.5322. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5323. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.7127 In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave a cover price to Wiggett.7128

IV.5324. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.5325. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Wiggett

IV.5326. The OFT wrote to Wiggett on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that

7124 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0734.
7126 Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 37.
7127 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
Wiggett had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Wiggett did not respond to the letter. On 15 May 2007, the OFT contacted Wiggett by telephone and it said that after consideration it was rejecting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\footnote{File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10895.}

IV.5327. In its response to the Statement, however, Wiggett stated in respect of this Infringement that it ‘…must accept that in light of the evidence … a cover price must have been taken from Bodill’\footnote{Written representations of Wiggett, 25 June 2008, paragraph 3.14.} in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5328. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5329. Bodill and Wiggett each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5330. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Bodill wanted to win the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.5331. In regard to Wiggett, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘149850  4. WIGGETT BROS. © FROM US RING PAUL FRI AM’. Bodill has confirmed that this indicates that it gave the company in question a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £149,850, a figure that was identical to the tender price that Wiggett submitted. Bodill has confirmed that this figure was written prior to the date of tender submission. Information obtained from W R Bloodworth, a list of contacts for cover prices, names Paul Wiggett at Wiggett with a telephone contact number.\footnote{Contacts for Cover Prices, OFT Document Reference 3915, page 1.}

IV.5332. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Wiggett was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5333. Both Parties have now admitted liability in respect of this Infringement.

IV.5334. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Wiggett and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied a figure to Wiggett for a cover bid.

IV.5335. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5318 to IV.5334 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\footnote{See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bodill to Wiggett was not unilateral\footnote{See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\footnote{See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.}

(b) Wiggett can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}
Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Wiggett (i.e. that Wiggett did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\footnote{7136}

IV.5336. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Wiggett and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment of Sure Start, St Anne’s Metrazone, Ransom Road, Nottingham, tender deadline 28 May 2004.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.5337. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5338. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textbf{Infringement 194: Extension and Refurbishment and Works at Malton, Norton and District Hospital – 11 June 2004}

\textbf{Client:} Scarborough & N E Yorkshire Healthcare NHS Trust

\textbf{Parties:} Hobson & Porter, Geo Houlton and Wright (Hull)

IV.5339. In 2004, Scarborough & N E Yorkshire Healthcare NHS Trust (‘Scarborough & NE’), now known as North Yorkshire and York Primary Care NHS Trust, sought tenders for extension and refurbishment and works at Malton, Norton and District Hospital. The return date for the tender was 11 June 2004 and six companies were invited to tender: Geo Houlton, Totty Building, Hobson & Porter, Irwins, Wright (Hull), and Scothern Construction Limited.\footnote{7137}

IV.5340. Scarborough & NE received the following tender returns on 11 June 2004:\footnote{7138}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geo Houlton</td>
<td>11 June 2004</td>
<td>11:55</td>
<td>£3,148,867</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totty Building</td>
<td>11 June 2004</td>
<td>09:55</td>
<td>£2,921,387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>11 June 2004</td>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>£3,024,106</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>11 June 2004</td>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>£2,798,972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright (Hull)</td>
<td>11 June 2004</td>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>£3,169,113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scothern Construction Limited</td>
<td>11 June 2004</td>
<td>11:42</td>
<td>£2,616,659</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\footnote{7136} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\footnote{7137} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9062, pages 1 and 2.

\footnote{7138} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9062, pages 1 and 2.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter – Tender Information sheet

IV.5341. The Tender Information sheet for this tender states that Hobson & Porter’s submitted figure was £3,024,106 and in the competition section is written, ‘Wright C 3,169,113’, ‘Houlton C 3,148,867’. Two other competitors are written in this section, ‘Totty’ and ‘Irwin’, but they do not have any markings or figures against them.\(^{7139}\)

Evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.5342. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5343. In Hobson & Porter’s Summary of Cover Pricing Activity (Major Works) it is stated that Hobson & Porter provided a cover to Wright (Hull), and that the individual contact at Wright (Hull) was Chris Davis. It is also stated that Hobson & Porter provided a cover to Geo Houlton.\(^{7140}\)

IV.5344. In its response to the Statement, Hobson & Porter stated that it ‘...does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.\(^{7141}\)

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.5345. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5346. In respect of this tender, in interview Russell Horner, (‘RH’), Minor Works Estimating Director at Hobson & Porter, recalls that the handwritten prices next to ‘Wright’ and ‘Houlton’ on the Tender Information sheet were written by him, that these figures would have been entered on ‘the morning that the tender went in’\(^{7142}\) and that he would have made the telephone calls giving the cover prices to Wright (Hull) and Geo Houlton on the same morning.

Evidence from other companies – Geo Houlton

IV.5347. The OFT wrote to Geo Houlton on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Geo Houlton had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this

---

\(^{7139}\) Tender information, OFT Document Reference A0137, pages 1 and 2.

\(^{7140}\) Summary of Cover Pricing Activity, OFT Document Reference A1347, page 1. An individual contact name of Jamie Phillipson is also mentioned, but Geo Houlton has stated that ‘at no material time’ did it have an employee of that or similar name (written representations of Geo Houlton, 25 June 2008, paragraph 64).


\(^{7142}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11229, pages 14 and 15.
IV.5348. The OFT subsequently wrote to Geo Houlton’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Geo Houlton Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Geo Houlton’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Geo Houlton Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Geo Houlton in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Geo Houlton Holdings said it had no comments to make.7144

IV.5349. In its response to the Statement, Geo Houlton stated ‘[i]t is not disputed that Houlton participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement’.7145

Evidence from other companies – Wright (Hull)

IV.5350. The OFT wrote to Wright (Hull) on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Wright (Hull) had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Wright (Hull) admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.7146

IV.5351. The OFT subsequently wrote to Wright (Hull)’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, T Wright Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Wright (Hull)’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold T Wright Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Wright (Hull) in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, T Wright Holdings said ‘We have been made fully aware of the situation by our subsidiary and at this stage have no further comment to make’.7147

IV.5352. In its response to the Statement, Wright (Hull) confirmed that it ‘...has admitted to engaging in “cover pricing” on this tender, but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved.’7148

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5353. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5354. Hobson & Porter, Geo Houlton and Wright (Hull) each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5355. Hobson & Porter completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears they submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

7143 Response from Geo Houlton, OFT Document Reference 10326, page 3.
7144 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 13967.
7145 Written representations of Geo Houlton, 24 June 2008, paragraph 52.
7146 Response from Wright (Hull), OFT Document Reference 10926, page 2.
7147 Response from T Wright Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14040, page 1.
7148 Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraph 42.
IV.5356. Geo Houlton and Wright (Hull) were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.5357. In regard to Geo Houlton, Hobson & Porter’s Tender Information sheet records ‘Houlton C 3,148,867’. RH of Hobson & Porter has confirmed that this is his handwriting and that it indicates that he gave Geo Houlton a cover price. RH also confirms that he would have made the telephone call to Geo Houlton providing the cover price on the morning the tender was due. Furthermore, Hobson & Porter recorded on the tender sheet the figure £3,148,867 against Geo Houlton, a figure that was identical to the tender that Geo Houlton submitted for the work.

IV.5358. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Geo Houlton was higher than the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Furthermore, Geo Houlton admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.5359. In regard to Wright (Hull), Hobson & Porter’s Tender Information sheet records ‘Wright C 3,169,113’. RH of Hobson & Porter has confirmed that this is his handwriting and that it indicates that he gave Wright (Hull) a cover price. RH also confirms that he would have made the telephone call to Wright (Hull) providing the cover price on the morning the tender was due. Furthermore, Hobson & Porter recorded on the tender sheet the figure £3,169,113 against Wright (Hull), a figure that was identical to the tender that Wright (Hull) submitted for the work.

IV.5360. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Wright (Hull) was higher than the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Furthermore, Wright (Hull) admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.5361. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Geo Houlton and Hobson & Porter, and between Wright (Hull) and Hobson & Porter. The OFT also concludes that Hobson & Porter supplied figures to each of Geo Houlton and Wright (Hull) for cover bids.

IV.5362. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5341 to IV.5361 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{7149}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Hobson & Porter to each of Geo Houlton and Wright (Hull) was not unilateral\(^ {7150}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^ {7151}\)

(b) Geo Houlton and Wright (Hull) can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Hobson & Porter (i.e. the

\(^{7149}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7150}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{7151}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
respective cover prices) when determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{7152} and

(c) Hobson & Porter can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Geo Houlton and Wright (Hull) (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{7153}

IV.5363. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Geo Houlton and Hobson & Porter, and between Wright (Hull) and Hobson & Porter, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for extension and refurbishment and works at Malton, Norton and District Hospital, tender deadline 11 June 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5364. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5365. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Hobson & Porter on 28 March 2006. Hobson & Porter will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Hobson & Porter in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 195: Design and Build 54-Bed Accommodation, The Old Vicarage, St Marks Road, Leeds – 14 June 2004

Client: RMP Properties (Headingley) Ltd
Parties: Strata, York House and Stainforth

IV.5366. On 10 May 2004, RMP Properties (Headingley) Ltd sought tenders for the design and build of 54-bed accommodation at The Old Vicarage, St Marks Road, Leeds. The following five companies were invited to tender: Strata, York House, Stainforth, Barr Limited and Kier Northern. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 14 June 2004.\textsuperscript{7154}

IV.5367. RMP Properties (Headingley) Ltd received the following tender returns:\textsuperscript{7155}

\textsuperscript{7152} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{7153} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{7154} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10609.
\textsuperscript{7155} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10609.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 14 June 2004</td>
<td>£2,331,633.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York House</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 14 June 2004</td>
<td>£2,398,640.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainforth</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 14 June 2004</td>
<td>£2,424,767.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barr Limited</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 14 June 2004</td>
<td>£2,483,470.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kier Northern</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5368. RMP Properties (Headingley) Ltd stated that ‘All tenders received were in excess of the approved Financial Authority’,\(^{7156}\) The contract was therefore not awarded.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata – Contract Information Sheet (BOB sheet)*

IV.5369. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a contract information sheet, or BOB sheet, was found. The BOB sheet contained the following entries typed in the tender results box:\(^{7157}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% DIFF</th>
<th>CONTRACTOR</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STRATA</td>
<td>2331633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAINFORTH (C)</td>
<td>2425000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YORK HOUSE (C)</td>
<td>2398640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BARR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant York House – Form of Tender*

IV.5370. As part of its leniency application, York House provided to the OFT a copy of its Form of Tender this contract.\(^{7158}\) The Form of Tender shows that it was completed by Arthur Richardson (‘AR’), Chief Estimator at York House, on 14 June 2004. It also shows that York House tendered ‘£2,398,640’ for this contract.\(^{7159}\)

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from non-leniency applicant Stainforth – Record of Tenders 2005*

IV.5371. During the OFT’s search of Stainforth’s premises a sheet headed ‘Stainforth Construction Ltd, RECORD OF TENDERS 2005’ was found.\(^{7160}\) The sheet contained the following entries in respect of this tender:

---

\(^{7156}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10609.  
\(^{7157}\) Contract Information Sheet, OFT Document Reference 3257.  
\(^{7158}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0647.  
\(^{7159}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0647.  
\(^{7160}\) Record of tenders, OFT Document Reference A1605, page 58.
Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.5372. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘OFT COVER INFORMATION Section 2; 2002 - 2004’ and ‘contracts in hand’ document. This list contained the following entry:7161

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14/06/2004</td>
<td>Student Accom. St Marks Rd, Leeds</td>
<td>T29/04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover to</th>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
<th>Contract Secured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stainforth /York House</td>
<td>S; Bradford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YH; Richmond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5373. In its response to the Statement, Strata did not make any representations in respect of this Infringement.

Evidence from leniency applicant – York House

IV.5374. As part of its leniency application, York House provided a schedule detailing ‘projects identified during the course of an internal investigation where cover pricing has occurred’.7162 York House stated this ‘schedule is as complete as records and relevant individual recollections permit. The company has tried to provide as clear and accurate a review as is possible in all the circumstances and whilst the company is confident that the list is comprehensive, the possibility exists of inadvertent omission or inaccuracy due to the passage of time/absence of detailed records during the period under investigation’.7163 The list contains the following entry:7164

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tender Ref</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Cover From</th>
<th>Cover To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>072</td>
<td>St Mark Vicarage</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5375. In its response to the Statement, York House did not make any submissions in respect of the infringements.

7161 Cover information spreadsheet, Document Reference 4056, page 2.
Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.5376. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant – York House

IV.5377. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, York House’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.743 to IV.751 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5378. During an interview on 6 March 2007 in connection with its leniency application, AR was shown Strata’s contract information sheet, or BOB sheet, in relation to this tender. AR stated that ‘It is likely that we have taken that [cover price] from Strata because they’ve got that within their documents I’m not going to refute that …’. AR confirmed that on the basis of the documentary evidence he accepted that York House took a cover from Strata in relation to this contract.

IV.5379. During an interview on 6 March 2007 in connection with its leniency application, Robert Andrew Bruce (’RAB’), Managing Director of York House, was shown Strata’s contract information sheet, or BOB sheet, in relation to this tender. RAB confirmed that on the basis of the documentary evidence he accepted that York House took a cover from Strata in relation to this contract. The OFT asked whether York House would give a cover on a tender on which it received a cover, RAB replied ‘That’s probably quite unusual that you’d actually give somebody cover if you’ve got cover. Very, very unusual’.

Evidence from other companies – Stainforth

IV.5380. The OFT wrote to Stainforth on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Stainforth had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT received an email Gordons LLP who were representing Stainforth on 26 April 2007, stating that ‘… we formally confirm that our Client will not be accepting your offer in advance of the deadline of 26 April 2007’.

IV.5381. However, in its response to the Statement, Stainforth accepted that ‘it did not wish to win the tender because it was a complicated job that Stainforth’s estimator considered “frightening”’ and that as a result ‘...it requested and was

7165 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11466, page 18.
7166 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11466, pages 18 and 19.
7167 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11467, page 12.
provided with a cover price from Strata. It did not know that York House had also requested and been provided with a cover price from Strata. \textsuperscript{7170}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5382. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5383. Strata, York House and Stainforth each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for the design and build of 54-bed accommodation, The Old Vicarage, St Marks Road, Leeds.

IV.5384. Strata appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract, and came lowest in the tender process.

IV.5385. Both Stainforth and York House were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.5386. With regard to York House, Strata’s contract information sheet records ‘YORK HOUSE (C) 2398640’ typed in the tender results box. Paul Throssell (‘PT’), an estimator at Strata, confirmed that a ‘(C)’ written next to a competitor’s name alongside a figure and in some cases, a percentage difference shows that Strata gave a cover price to the company noted, as in this case.

IV.5387. York House identified this tender as being one on which it had taken a cover price, before being shown the evidence obtained from Strata by the OFT.

IV.5388. During interview AR and RAB of York House accepted on the basis of the contemporaneous documentary evidence from Strata, that York House received its cover price from Strata. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and both companies’ admissions, that Strata supplied York House with a cover price for this tender.

IV.5389. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by York House was higher than the tender submitted by Strata, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Strata was the only company to submit a bid below that of York House, therefore York House could not have obtained a cover price from any other company in relation to this tender.

IV.5390. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and York House. The OFT also concludes that Strata supplied a figure to York House for a cover bid.

IV.5391. With regard to Stainforth, Strata’s contract information sheet records ‘STAINFORTH (C) 2425000’ typed in the tender results box. Paul Throssell (‘PT’), an estimator at Strata, confirmed that a ‘(C)’ written next to a competitor’s name alongside a figure and in some cases, a percentage difference shows that Strata gave a cover price to the company noted, as in this case.

IV.5392. Also, providing corroborating contemporaneous documentary evidence is “Stainforth Construction Ltd, RECORD OF TENDERS 2005”, found at the premises of Stainforth. Recorded on this sheet is the figure ‘£2,424,767.69’

\textsuperscript{7170} Written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.37(b) and 2.37(d).
under the heading ‘Cover’, entered in relation to this tender. Although the figures in the two documents differ, the OFT understands that in some cases an approximate tender price is given to a competitor as a cover price and that the competitor may then change the amount of the cover price in order to make it look more genuine. In this case Strata recorded a cover price of £2,425,000 and Stainforth submitted a tender bid of £2,424,767.69.

IV.5393. The OFT also notes that although the evidence found at Stainforth shows that it took a cover price, the documentary evidence does not show from which competitor. However, the OFT does find it significant that the only other tenderer besides Strata that could have provided a cover price is York House who in fact took a cover price from Strata themselves, and who stated in interview that, ‘probably quite unusual that you’d give somebody cover if you’ve got cover. Very, very unusual’.

IV.5394. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from both Strata and Stainforth, and PT’s explanation of how covers given were recorded, that Strata supplied Stainforth with a cover price for this tender. The OFT considers that the evidence and admissions relating to the giving of a cover price by Strata to York House reinforce the backdrop of collusion on this tender and give added weight to the evidence that Strata also gave a cover price to Stainforth for this tender.

IV.5395. In addition the OFT notes that the tender submitted by Stainforth was higher than the tender submitted by Strata, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Stainforth now accepts that it requested and was provided with a cover price from Strata for this tender. All three companies have therefore now admitted to engaging in bid rigging in respect of this tender.

IV.5396. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Stainforth. The OFT also concludes that Strata supplied a figure to Stainforth for a cover bid.

IV.5397. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5369 to IV.5396 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\footnote{See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.} In particular:

\begin{enumerate}
\item the provision of figures for cover bids from Strata to Stainforth and from Strata to York House was not unilateral\footnote{See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\footnote{See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.}
\item Stainforth and York House can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Strata (i.e the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.} and
\item Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Stainforth and York House (i.e. that neither Stainforth nor York House intended to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}
\end{enumerate}
Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Strata and Stainforth, and between Strata and York House, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the design and build of 54-bed accommodation, The Old Vicarage, St Marks Rd, Leeds, tender deadline 14 June 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Strata’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Strata in respect of this Infringement.

In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of York House’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to Strata. York House will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, York House will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 196: Retail Fish Shop & Print Workshop, Whaley Thorns, Worksop – 30 June 2004
Client: Kent Porter Warren Architects
Parties: Bodill and Harold Adkin

On 4 June 2004, Kent Porter Warren Architects sought tenders for a Retail Fish Shop & Print Workshop, Whaley Thorns, Worksop. The return date for the tender was 30 June 2004 and four companies were invited to tender: Newlife Construction, Harold Adkin, Bodill and Carmalor.

Kent Porter Warren Architects received the following tender returns by 30 June 2004:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newlife Construction</td>
<td>30 June 2004</td>
<td>£236,721.50</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Adkin</td>
<td>30 June 2004</td>
<td>£248,162.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>30 June 2004</td>
<td>£259,424.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmalor</td>
<td>30 June 2004</td>
<td>£263,887.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8035.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.5404. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:

1. Bodill

2. ADKIN IAN WILL RING
   US MONDAY A.M.’

IV.5405. The tender sheet for this tender also contains a ringed letter ‘C’ against the word ‘ESTIMATOR’, and at the foot of the sheet it states that Bodill’s submitted price was £259,424.00.

Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.5406. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5407. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it received a cover price from Harold Adkin and that it submitted a token tender.

IV.5408. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, kept a diary for 2004 which contains the direct telephone number for David Wraithe, whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, which is given as ‘[………] [C].’

IV.5409. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.5410. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Harold Adkin – Form of Tender

IV.5411. During the OFT’s search of Harold Adkin’s premises on 28 June 2005, a Form of Tender for this contract was found. On page three of the Form of Tender is handwritten ‘BODILL £259,424 DAVID [W]RAITH […] [C]’.

7178 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0741.
7179 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0741.
7180 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
7182 Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849, page 5.
7183 Diary, OFT Document Reference 0109, page 2.
7184 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 1564.
Evidence from Harold Adkin

IV.5412. The OFT wrote to Harold Adkin on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Harold Adkin had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Harold Adkin admitted that, ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with the following: Bodill’.

IV.5413. The name ‘IAN’ against the word ‘ADKIN’ set out in Bodill’s tender sheet, would appear to be that of Ian Barrington Douglas, Managing Director of Harold Adkin, who submitted the Harold Adkin tender and who signed the annex when accepting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, providing further corroboration that Bodill contacted Harold Adkin in respect of this tender.

IV.5414. In its response to the Statement, Harold Adkin confirmed its acceptance of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5415. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5416. Bodill and Harold Adkin each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5417. Harold Adkin completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.5418. Bodill was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.5419. In regard to Harold Adkin, as well as the ringed letter ‘C’ against the word ‘ESTIMATOR’, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘ADKIN IAN WILL RING US MONDAY A.M.’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from Harold Adkin. The OFT considers that this also more specifically indicates that Harold Adkin was to phone Bodill on the morning of the day for submitting the tender, in order to provide Bodill with a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £259,424.00 as the tender figure and this was the figure that Bodill submitted on the form of tender. Furthermore, it appears that the reference to ‘IAN’ on the Bodill tender sheet is Ian Barrington Douglas, the Managing Director of Harold Adkin, providing further corroboration that Bodill contacted Harold Adkin in respect of this tender.

IV.5420. Furthermore, on page three of Harold Adkin’s Form of Tender for this contract is handwritten ‘BODILL £259,424  DAVID [W]RAITH […………..…] [C]’, providing additional contemporaneous corroboration that Harold Adkin contacted David Wraithe at Bodill in order to provide Bodill with a cover price. Harold Adkin recorded the figure of £259,424 as Bodill’s tender figure and this was the figure that Bodill submitted, providing further evidence that contact...
was made between the two parties. Furthermore, the handwritten telephone number set out in Harold Adkin’s Form of Tender, [.............] [C], is the direct dial number for David Wraithe at Bodill, providing additional corroboration that Harold Adkin contacted Bodill in order to provide a cover price in respect of this tender.

IV.5421. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Bodill was higher than the tender submitted by Harold Adkin, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5422. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Harold Adkin admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Bodill, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Bodill was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.5423. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Harold Adkin and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Harold Adkin supplied a figure to Bodill for a cover bid.

IV.5424. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5404 to IV.5423 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{7190}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Harold Adkin to Bodill was not unilateral\(^{7191}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{7192}\)

(b) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Harold Adkin (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{7193}\) and

(c) Harold Adkin can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bodill (i.e. that Bodill did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{7194}\)

IV.5425. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bodill and Harold Adkin, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a Retail Fish Shop & Print Workshop, Whaley Thorns, Worksop, tender deadline 30 June 2004.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.5426. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

\(^{7190}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7191}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{7192}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7193}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7194}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.5427. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 197: Extension, Sutton Coldfield Police Station – 7 July 2004
Client: West Midlands Police Authority
Parties: Thomas Vale and William Sapcote

IV.5428. On 9 June 2004, West Midlands Police Authority sought tenders for an extension to Sutton Coldfield Police Station, Lichfield Road, Sutton Coldfield. The following six companies were invited to tender: Greswolde, Allenbuild, Pettifer Construction Ltd, John Sisk, Thomas Vale and William Sapcote.\(^{7195}\) The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 7 July 2004 at 12:00 noon.\(^{7196}\)

IV.5429. West Midlands Police Authority received the following tender returns:\(^{7197}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time and Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greswolde</td>
<td>11:49 am on 7 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,289,619.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>10:34 am on 7 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,351,626.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pettifer Construction Ltd</td>
<td>11:55 am on 7 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,467,636.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Sisk</td>
<td>11:27 am on 7 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,679,434.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>10:54 am on 7 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,737,507.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Sapcote</td>
<td>10:48 am on 7 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,876,240.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender summary, Tender Status spreadsheet and Tender Lists

IV.5430. During the OFT’s inspection at Thomas Vale’s head office, a Tender Summary sheet (also known as the QA EST6 form) was obtained.\(^{7198}\) Under the section headed ‘COMPETITION’ is the following entry:

‘Allanbuild
Pettifer
Greswolde 3,289,619
John Sisk 3,679,000
Sapcote (C) £3,876,218 (73W)’

IV.5431. The names of the competitors are in typed manuscript but the entry of the letter ‘C’ plus amounts are handwritten.

IV.5432. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:\(^{7199}\)

---

\(^{7195}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9959.

\(^{7196}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9959. The OFT notes that this was incorrectly recorded by the client as 4 October 2004.

\(^{7197}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9959.

\(^{7198}\) Tender Summary, OFT Document Reference 4180.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5641</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Extension, Sutton Coldfield Police Station</td>
<td>2,800,000</td>
<td>IFS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>07/07/2004 Noon</td>
<td>£3,737,507</td>
<td></td>
<td>Greswolde, Pettifer, Allenbuild, Sisk, Sapcote</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5433. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’ of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this list, there is an entry for ‘Sapcote’ plus contact names and telephone numbers.

IV.5434. Thomas Vale also maintained an internal list of tenders in progress, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Thomas Vale provided three identical tender lists referring to this tender, for weeks commencing 14 June, 21 June and 28 June 2004. The tender list for the week commencing 28 June 2004 is shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>APPROX £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5641</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>West Midlands Police Authority</td>
<td>2,800,000</td>
<td>IFS</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>07/07/2004 noon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.5435. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Summary sheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5436. At Annex 14 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005.

---

7199 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 43.  
7201 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 23.  
7202 Tender list, OFT Document Reference 4601, page 1.  
7203 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. Thomas Vale explained that tenders within the schedule ‘highlighted in bold are those of which the OFT was already aware; based on documentation removed during its on-site investigation on 24 January 2006’. At page nine of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2004 tenders is the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5641</td>
<td>7 July</td>
<td>West Midlands Police Authority</td>
<td>Four Storey Extension to Sutton Coldfield Police Station, Lichfield Road, Sutton Coldfield</td>
<td>Given (Sapcote - £3,876,218; [...]</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Summary Sheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5437. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application and William Sapcote appears on this list.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.5438. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave an explanation of the use of the Tender Summary sheet to record cover prices given to its competitors.

IV.5439. In interview CKT confirmed that this tender was allocated to estimator Ian Skyrm (‘IFS’), who worked within the Building Division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager. CKT referred to the relevant entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘Well that indicates to me that we actually priced it, but we picked up some names of Greswolede, Pettifer, Allenbuild, Sisk and Sapcote, as also being competitors’.

IV.5440. CKT also referred to the Tender Summary sheet and admitted that he made the handwritten annotations on the document and that these entries show that he agreed and provided a figure of £3,876,218 as a cover price to William Sapcote with a suggested contract period of 73 weeks. CKT said ‘I would suggest that I rang Peter Perry at Sapcotes, and gave him that figure’. CKT explained that the handwritten figures for Greswolede and John Sisk were obtained from the quantity surveyors after the tender deadline ‘but certainly, under no circumstances, were they two covered’. CKT added that he would

---

7204 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 1.
7206 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
7207 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11420, page 7
have contacted Peter Perry, who was Estimating Director at William Sapcote, because he had a ‘special relationship’ with him.\textsuperscript{7208}

IV.5441. Estimator IFS was also interviewed and he recalled pricing the tender and that ‘then we were asked for assistance by Sapcote’s...part way through the tender period I would think’. He confirmed that the handwritten annotations on the Tender Summary sheet were made by CKT and that it was ‘more than likely’ that CKT would have dealt with the contact from William Sapcote.\textsuperscript{7209}

\textbf{Evidence from other companies – William Sapcote}

IV.5442. The OFT wrote to William Sapcote on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that William Sapcote had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, William Sapcote admitted participating in bid rigging activity and stated ‘We may have engaged in cover pricing activities on this tender but cannot recall details of other parties’.\textsuperscript{7210}

IV.5443. The OFT subsequently wrote to William Sapcote’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Sapcote Holdings, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on William Sapcote’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Sapcote Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by William Sapcote in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. Sapcote Holdings did not respond with any substantive comments.\textsuperscript{7211}

IV.5444. Following the issue of the Statement, William Sapcote did not submit any written or oral representations.

\textbf{The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding}

IV.5445. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5446. Thomas Vale and William Sapcote each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5447. Thomas Vale completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the fact that the tender was categorised by the letter ‘A’ which indicates that a genuine competitive bid was submitted to the client. William Sapcote was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.5448. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Summary sheet maintained in electronic format by estimator IFS, within the Building Division, records five competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely ‘Allenbuild, Pettifer, Greswolde, John Sisk [and] Sapecote’ Beside the entry for ‘Sapecote’ is a handwritten letter ‘C’ in brackets, an amount and the letters

\textsuperscript{7208} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11420, page 8.
\textsuperscript{7209} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11422, page 4.
\textsuperscript{7210} Response from William Sapcote, OFT Document Reference 10899, page 6.
\textsuperscript{7211} Response from Sapcote Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14035, page 1.
‘73W’, also in brackets. In interview, CKT confirmed that he made these handwritten entries, which show that a cover price was given by Thomas Vale to William Sapcote. CKT admitted that he made the entries at the time and that he would have dealt with the request for a cover price from William Sapcote himself. IFS was also interviewed and recalled that Thomas Vale submitted a genuine bid to the client and ‘were asked for assistance by Sapcote’s’. The handwritten figure on the Tender Summary sheet of £3,876,218 is almost identical to William Sapcote’s tender amount of £3,876,240, recorded by the client West Midlands Police Authority.

IV.5449. West Midlands Police Authority also received a tendered amount of £3,737,507 from Thomas Vale, which is lower than the amount tendered by William Sapcote. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Thomas Vale to William Sapcote. The OFT notes that William Sapcote is the only company whose figure is above that of Thomas Vale and so Thomas Vale could only have given cover to William Sapcote.

IV.5450. The OFT notes that although five competitors have been recorded on the Tender Summary sheet, only one of them has the handwritten letter ‘C’ and tender amount, which suggests a conscious decision was made to differentiate William Sapcote from the other competitors. The letter ‘C’ was commonly used within the industry to indicate a cover price. […]

[...] [C] CKT has since explained in interview that the handwritten amounts for John Sisk and Greswolde were made by him after the tender deadline and were not cover prices. In any event, both these figures were lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale and could not have been cover prices provided by Thomas Vale. The OFT therefore concludes that Thomas Vale did not engage in bid rigging activities with either John Sisk or Greswolde on this tender.

IV.5451. Thomas Vale admitted that William Sapcote was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity.

IV.5452. Finally, William Sapcote also admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007.

IV.5453. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between William Sapcote and Thomas Vale and that Thomas Vale supplied a figure to William Sapcote in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.5454. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5430 to IV.5453 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.7212 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Thomas Vale to William Sapcote was not unilateral7213, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;7214

7212 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7213 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7214 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
William Sapcote can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Thomas Vale (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{7215} and

Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from William Sapcote (i.e. that William Sapcote did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{7216}

IV.5455. In its response to the Statement, Thomas Vale stated that ‘The OFT’s assertion that “Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from William Sapcote (i.e. that William Sapcote did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process” is inaccurate. The documentation shows that Thomas Vale was unaware of the Allenbuild or Pettifer Construction tenders’.\textsuperscript{7217}

IV.5456. The OFT does not accept that the fact that other bidders competed for the tender provides sufficient evidence that Thomas Vale did not take into account the information it received from William Sapcote. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption\textsuperscript{7218} and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Thomas Vale has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. An undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept Thomas Vale’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition. To the extent that Thomas Vale submits that this infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed Step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

IV.5457. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and William Sapcote in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for extensions to Sutton Coldfield Police Station, tender deadline 7 July 2004.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.5458. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5459. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 27 on 24

\textsuperscript{7215} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{7216} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{7217} Written representations of Thomas Vale, 27 June 2008, paragraph 17.12.

\textsuperscript{7218} See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
January 2006. Thomas Vale will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Thomas Vale will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 198: Alterations and Refurbishment of D Floor Labs, Phase 3, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham – 8 July 2004

Client: Gleeds
Parties: Bodill and Phoenix

IV.5460. On 15 June 2004, Gleeds sought tenders for alterations and refurbishment of D Floor Labs, Phase 3, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 8 July 2004 and six companies were invited to tender: Bodill, McCane Construction Ltd, P Waller, Robert Woodhead, Phoenix and William Woodsend.7219

IV.5461. Gleeds received the following tender returns prior to 12:00 noon on 8 July 2004:7220

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>Pre – Noon 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£246,652.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCane Construction Ltd</td>
<td>Pre – Noon 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£253,576.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>Pre – Noon 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£263,687.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Woodhead</td>
<td>Pre – Noon 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£267,198.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>Pre – Noon 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£282,596.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Woodsend</td>
<td>Pre – Noon 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£315,970.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.5462. In Bodill’s original tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:7221

‘  1.) Bodill

£272911.00p. 2.) PHOENIX CONTRACTORS
© FROM US ROGER […] [C]
3.) WOODSEND

4.) WALLER’

IV.5463. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted figure was £246,562.7222

---

7219 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8152.
7220 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8152.
7221 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0742.
7222 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0742.
IV.5464. Andrew Bodill (‘AB’), an estimator at Bodill, priced this tender and has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘£272911.00p.’ and ‘WALLER’, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.\(^{7223}\) AB also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

IV.5465. David Wraithe (‘DW’), whose role is to provide estimating support at Bodill, has indicated that the handwritten annotations ‘© FROM US ROGER [………..……] [C]’ under the section headed ‘Tenderers’ were made by him.\(^{7224}\) DW also confirmed that these annotations were made before Bodill’s tender was submitted, as explained in paragraphs IV.233 to IV.234 above.

**Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.5466. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5467. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000.\(^{7225}\) In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it gave a cover price to Phoenix.\(^{7226}\)

IV.5468. Following the issue of the Statement, Bodill did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bodill**

IV.5469. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bodill’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from other companies – G F Tomlinson**

IV.5470. During a visit under section 28 to the premises of G F Tomlinson on 14 June 2005, the OFT obtained a copy of the diary of John Bishop (‘JB’), an estimator at G F Tomlinson. Handwritten on the page for the date 21 June 2004 is the entry:\(^{7227}\)

‘Phoenix Contracts (Leic) Univ Hosp Labs → 8/7/04? Roger Grace Tel […] [C]/Greenwoods?’

---

\(^{7223}\) Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 41 and 81.

\(^{7224}\) Contracts document, OFT Document Reference 6426, pages 1 and 39.

\(^{7225}\) Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.

\(^{7226}\) Tender Analysis – Tender Sheets, OFT Document Reference 0465, page 7.

\(^{7227}\) Diary, OFT Document Reference 3552, page 29. G F Tomlinson did not submit a bid for this tender, and the OFT does not have any evidence to suspect that G F Tomlinson engaged in bid rigging on this tender.
Evidence from leniency applicant Phoenix

IV.5471. As part of its leniency application, Phoenix provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.527 to IV.536 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5472. In its response to the Statement, Phoenix stated that ‘...Phoenix has accepted that it engaged in cover pricing in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.’

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Phoenix

IV.5473. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Phoenix’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.527 to IV.536 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5474. In respect of this tender Michael Williamson (‘MW’), Managing Director of Phoenix, said that it had no record of tendering for this job. On being shown by the OFT the Bodill tender sheet for this tender, MW confirmed that the telephone number ‘[..........] [C]’ next to ‘ROGER’ was Phoenix’s number and that, ‘I mean I can only conclude what you’d conclude [that Phoenix took a cover price] on that...’.7229

IV.5475. MW, on being shown by the OFT the handwritten entry for 21 June 2004 from the diary of JB at G F Tomlinson, said that, ‘I mean it doesn’t mean anything, but yes, that’s definitely our number and it’s Roger Grace’s name’.7231

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5476. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5477. Bodill and Phoenix each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5478. Bodill completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Bodill being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.5479. In regard to Phoenix, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘£272911.00p. PHOENIX CONTRACTORS © FROM US ROGER [.........] [C]’. Bodill has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. Bodill recorded on the tender sheet the figure £272,911 against Phoenix, a figure that was £9685 lower than the tender price that Phoenix submitted. The cover price given is usually the minimum price that would be submitted, but on occasion a company that is taking a cover price, will add an amount to the cover price given, to make sure that it does not win the contract, as explained in paragraphs IV.110 to IV.112 of the General section on cover pricing above.

7228 Written representations of Phoenix, 27 June 2008, paragraph 91.
7229 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11328, page 16.
7230 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11328, page 17.
7231 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11328, page 17.
IV.5480. Bodill’s tender sheet also records the name of ‘ROGER’ and the telephone number ‘[………..] [C]’ against Phoenix. MW of Phoenix has confirmed that this is Roger Grace, an estimator who was working at Phoenix at the time and that the telephone number is Phoenix’s, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. MW also stated that he could only agree with the OFT’s conclusion in respect of this tender (i.e. that Bodill gave a cover price to Phoenix).

IV.5481. Both Parties have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender.

IV.5482. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Phoenix was higher than the tender submitted by Bodill, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5483. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Phoenix and Bodill. The OFT also concludes that Bodill supplied a figure to Phoenix for a cover bid.

IV.5484. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5462 to IV.5483 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.7232 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bodill to Phoenix was not unilateral7233, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;7234

(b) Phoenix can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bodill (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;7235 and

(c) Bodill can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Phoenix (i.e. that Phoenix did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.7236

IV.5485. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Phoenix and Bodill, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for alterations and refurbishment of D Floor Labs, Phase 3, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham, tender deadline 8 July 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5486. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

7232 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7233 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7234 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7235 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7236 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.5487. Bodill informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bodill will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.5488. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Phoenix’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Bodill. Phoenix will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Phoenix will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 199: External Refurbishment, Sutton Court Shops, Hillingdon – 8 July 2004
Client: Hillingdon Homes Ltd
Parties: Mansell and Apollo

IV.5489. On 11 June 2004, Hillingdon Homes Ltd sought tenders for external refurbishment, Sutton Court Road shops. The following six companies were invited to tender: Apollo, Borras Construction Ltd, Botes Building Ltd, Frencon Construction Ltd, Mansell and Mucalley & Co Ltd. The date and time of tender return was 8 July 2004 at 12:00 noon.

IV.5490. Hillingdon Homes Ltd received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>Before noon on 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£529,855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apollo</td>
<td>Before noon on 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£479,344</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botes Building Ltd</td>
<td>Before noon on 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£632,706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frencon Construction Ltd</td>
<td>Before noon on 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£512,810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borras Construction Ltd</td>
<td>Before noon on 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£499,940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucalley &amp; Co Ltd</td>
<td>Before noon on 8 July 2004</td>
<td>£510,079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet

IV.5491. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a managing estimator, workload reports. The 2004 workload report for special projects contained the following entry:

---

7237 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8375.
7238 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8375.
7239 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8375.
IV.5492. In its response to the Statement, Apollo suggested that the recording of the name ‘Apollo’ on the workload reports in the Remarks column could merely have been a record of the company that won the bid for this contract. However, the word ‘Apollo’ is in brackets on this document and as discussed in Mansell’s general leniency section, BR stated in interview that he used brackets specifically to indicate that a cover was received from that company. Further, in relation to other Infringements described in this Decision, similar markings on BR’s workload reports indicating that cover prices have been obtained have been confirmed to be correct by evidence or admissions from other Parties.

_Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell_

IV.5493. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5494. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from Apollo and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.

IV.5495. In its response to the Statement, Apollo listed a number of issues with Mansell’s TVR table, principally that it could not be considered a separate document because it was only restating BR’s workload reports, and that Mansell itself admitted that it could not be excluded that some of the tenders identified in the leniency application might not have involved cover pricing.

IV.5496. Whilst the OFT is not according the same evidential weight to Mansell’s table provided under leniency as it is to contemporaneous documents and witness testimony, the OFT does consider this document to be robust where the underpinning contemporaneous documents and explanatory witness testimony indicate that a cover price was taken, and Mansell’s internal investigations have yielded an assessment that confirms that indication. Although some tenders

---

7241 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(i).
7243 See Infringements 42, 43, 91 and 97.
7244 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
7246 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.4.
7247 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(i).
included in this table may not be supported by sufficient evidence, none of these were included in the Statement. The OFT considers that the evidence for the present Infringement does meet the strong and compelling standard as it consists of a contemporaneous document supported by witness testimony.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell**

IV.5497. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5498. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR stated ‘...we took a, a cover from Apollo again, a specialist in that sort of external refurbishment work’.\textsuperscript{7248} In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.\textsuperscript{7249}

IV.5499. In its response to the Statement, Apollo pointed out that BR had no specific recollection of contact with Apollo for this contract.\textsuperscript{7250} The OFT accepts that BR’s evidence does not constitute independent recollection of the events surrounding this tender. However, it does not consider that that undermines the credibility of his evidence. Given the number of tenders BR dealt with, as indicated on his personal workload reports, the OFT accepts that it is unlikely that he would remember every single tender in detail, particularly one that had been pre-determined not to be of high priority and therefore on which the least possible amount of effort had been expended. This does not preclude him providing an explanation of the contemporaneous documentation. The weight placed by the OFT on BR’s evidence is commensurate with its explanatory nature.

IV.5500. In its response to the Statement, Apollo also suggested that it could not have given cover to Mansell because neither BR of Mansell nor any of the relevant estimators at Apollo knew any employees of the other party involved in this tender. Apollo quoted Kenneth Lockwood (‘KL’) of Mansell as stating that Mansell’s estimators knew the opposition and an estimator would know his opposite numbers by name.\textsuperscript{7251}

IV.5501. The OFT notes that although KL stated that Mansell’s estimators knew the opposition by name, it was BR’s evidence (who works at a different office to KL) that he did not know estimators in other companies by name.\textsuperscript{7252} Though it may generally have been the case that Mansell’s estimators knew their opposite numbers, in this particular instance the estimator has confirmed that he did not, and there is no inconsistency therefore between his evidence and Apollo’s in this regard. The OFT also notes that the workload reports that provide the contemporaneous documentary evidence for this Infringement were BR’s, not

\textsuperscript{7248} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 35.
\textsuperscript{7249} Written representations of Mansell, 27 June 2008, Annex 1, page 6.
\textsuperscript{7250} Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 9.10(i).
\textsuperscript{7251} Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(iv).
\textsuperscript{7252} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 13.
KL’s, and therefore in relation to this Infringement it is BR’s views that should be given greater weight.

**Evidence from other companies – Apollo**

IV.5502. The OFT wrote to Apollo on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Apollo had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Apollo stated that it was unable to accept the OFT’s offer as it ‘had not found any indication that [it] has been involved in any anti-competitive conduct in relation to the tenders identified’.7253

IV.5503. The OFT subsequently wrote to Apollo’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Apollo Group on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Apollo’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Apollo Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Apollo in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. The OFT received a phone call in response to this letter on 6 December 2007, which confirmed that Apollo Group ‘had no comments to make regarding its subsidiary’s reply...’.7254

IV.5504. In its response to the Statement, Apollo made general representations as to how, as a business, it has ensured that it generally only receives appropriate invitations to tender, how it returns unsuitable tenders, and as to its prequalification success rate in invitations to tender.7255 The OFT accepts that the evidence currently available suggests that Apollo tends to price tenders properly. However, the present Infringement relates to the provision of a cover price, not the acceptance of one. Though the OFT has found, in paragraph IV.73 above, that a common motive for providing cover prices was reciprocity, it notes that the undertaking concerned may have other motives, such as facilitating the reduction in competitive bids for a tender which it wishes to win. Moreover, and as set out in Section III (Legal Background), the subjective motives of a party are irrelevant where an anti-competitive object is established.

IV.5505. In its response to the Statement, Apollo also noted the absence of any documentary record of the contact for this tender.7256 The OFT does not consider the absence of any documentary record of the contact to be indicative of whether there was contact or not. Most cover price exchanges took place over the telephone, such that it would not be inconsistent with contact having taken place if no document had ever existed. Moreover, even if documentary records of the contact were made, as the OFT has noted in particular in paragraphs IV.122 to IV.127, it was not uncommon for companies not to retain documentary records, particularly when they did not succeed in obtaining a contract.

IV.5506. In its response to the Statement, Apollo provided a witness statement from Dean Wincott (‘DW’), who stated in respect of this tender, ‘I was the

---

7253 Response from Apollo, OFT Document Reference 10221.
7254 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 14210.
7256 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(iii).
IV.5507. The OFT notes the direct contradiction between this witness evidence and the contemporaneous evidence and overall explanation of BR in respect of the workload report and his specific explanation of the entry relating to this tender. On balance, the OFT considers the latter to be more compelling. BR’s evidence is consistent with the markings on the contemporaneous tender register. Further, in relation to other Infringements described in this Decision, similar markings on BR’s workload reports indicating that cover prices have been obtained have been confirmed to be correct by evidence or admissions from other Parties. The OFT further notes the possibility that the cover price may have been provided by someone at Apollo other than the estimator for the tender in question, DW, and without the knowledge if the estimating director, IT. In light of those factors, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous documentary evidence and explanation of BR should be preferred to the evidence of DW and IT.

IV.5508. In its response to the Statement, Apollo noted that the Statement indicated that cover prices were generally four to five per cent higher than the price submitted by the person providing the cover price and that in this tender Mansell’s bid was approximately 10 per cent higher. The OFT is unable to comment on the cover price calculation methodology of a non-leniency party, such as Apollo. In any event, although it was often the practice for companies to provide a cover price and for the recipient to add on four to five per cent, there were in fact many instances where the figure submitted on the basis of a cover price was 10 per cent or more above the figure submitted by the provider of the cover price. Accordingly, the OFT does not consider a difference of approximately 10 per cent to be indicative that cover pricing did not take place.

IV.5509. In its response to the Statement, Apollo also noted that Mansell could have obtained a cover price from three other tenderers therefore there is no reason to assume that it was Apollo that provided the cover price. The OFT considers that the fact that no other competitors’ name appears on the contemporaneous evidence, taken together with BR’s explanation of the significance of Apollo’s name on the document, as sufficient evidence to indicate that Mansell received a cover price from Apollo rather than any other competitor.

IV.5510. Apollo also asserted that as a large part of this tender was to be subcontracted to named sub-contractors, an experienced bidder could have made a realistic estimate by contacting those subcontractors thereby not requiring a cover price. The OFT considers it implausible that Mansell would have undertaken such a task, which amounts in essence to pricing the job, given the resource issues it has cited above. In any event, any suggestion that Mansell did undertake such a task, though not inherently implausible, is

---

7258 See Infringements 42, 43, 91 and 97.
7260 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 9.10(iii).
7261 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 9.5 and 9.10(iv).
contradicted by the contemporaneous documentary evidence containing the entry ‘(Apollo)’, and the witness explanation thereof as indicating a cover price having been taken from Apollo. In view of the available evidence, the OFT does not consider this suggestion can be accepted.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5511. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5512. Mansell and Apollo each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5513. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that Apollo completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Apollo being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.5514. Mansell’s 2003 workload report records ‘(Apollo)’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.5515. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by Apollo, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5516. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and Apollo. The OFT also concludes that Apollo supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.5517. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5491 to IV.5516 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^\text{7262}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Apollo to Mansell was not unilateral\(^\text{7263}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^\text{7264}\)

(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Apollo (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^\text{7265}\) and

(c) Apollo can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^\text{7266}\)

\(^{7262}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7263}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{7264}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7265}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7266}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.5518. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and Apollo in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Sutton Court shops, external refurbishment, tender deadline 8 July 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5519. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5520. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Alleged Infringement 200: Not included in the Decision

Infringement 201: E-Centre Office Development – Sherwood Energy Village, Ollerton – 30 July 2004
Client: Sherwood Energy Village
Parties: Herbert Baggaley and G F Tomlinson

IV.5521. On 7 June 2004, Sherwood Energy Village (‘Sherwood Energy’) sought tenders for the construction of new office accommodation and bistro at The E-Centre, Darwin Drive, Sherwood Energy Village, New Ollerton, Nottinghamshire. The following six companies were invited to tender: Herbert Baggaley, G F Tomlinson, Clegg, Robert Woodhead, Galliford Try and Bluestone. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 30 July 2004.

IV.5522. Sherwood Energy received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>30 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,695,766</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>30 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,884,182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg Construction</td>
<td>30 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,682,639</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Woodhead</td>
<td>30 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,755,206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galliford Try</td>
<td>30 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,938,821</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>30 July 2004</td>
<td>£3,996,127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7267 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9361.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley – Pre-Tender Quality Plan

IV.5523. Herbert Baggaley’s ‘Pre-Tender Quality Plan’ relating to this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, has under the section headed ‘Known Competitors’, the following entries, all of which are handwritten:7268

‘
    Clegg
    Bluestone
    Woodhead
    Tomlinson. (pr) - £3884182.00
    Galliford

IV.5524. The ‘Pre-Tender Quality Plan’ states that Herbert Baggaley’s submitted figure was £3,695,766.29.

Evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.5525. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5526. Following the issue of the Statement, Herbert Baggaley did not submit any specific written or oral representations in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.5527. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5528. During interview Anton Newell (‘AN’), Chief Estimator at Herbert Baggaley, was specifically asked about this tender and reference was made to the ‘Pre-Tender Quality Plan’,7269 discussed in paragraph IV.5523 above. AN said, ‘it would appear from that that we gave Tomlinson’s a cover price some 100...175...£180,000 higher than ours’.7270 He was then asked about the meaning of ‘(pr)’ recorded next to Tomlinson’s name and he said, ‘Yeah, price’.7271

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from other companies – G F Tomlinson – Diary entries

IV.5529. During the OFT’s search of G F Tomlinson’s premises, Bob Hambleton’s 2004 diary was seized which was found to contain 26 references to this tender

7270 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, pages 35 and 36.
7271 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 36.
between 28 June 2004 and 12 August 2004, six of which are shown below:7272

19 July 2004
E CENTRE - OLLERTON (30/7/04)
1. Cover - Baggs
2. Check label - Envelope’

20 July 2004
'E' CENTRE, OLLERTON (30/7/04)
1. Check Envelope label.
2. Cover – Baggarley [sic] (Anton)
   Ring few days before to confirm’

21 July 2004
'E' CENTRE, OLLERTON (30/7/04)
1. Cover – Baggarley’ [sic]
2. Check tender label
3. Check Info on Sustainable Products’

22 July 2004
'E' CENTRE, OLLERTON (30/7/04)
1. Cover – Baggarley’ [sic]

23 July 2004
'E' CENTRE, OLLERTON (30/7/04)
1. Cover – Baggarley’ [sic]
2. Check tender label
3. Check Info on Sustainable Products’

30 July 2004
'E' CENTRE (3/8/04)
1. tender Analysis to Architect - Anton to provide

IV.5530. Twelve of the references in this period had been erased and were analysed by
Godfrey Jenkinson (‘GJ’), a forensic scientist in the Questioned Documents
Group at LGC Limited. GJ provided a statement in which he identified some of
the erased entries in respect of this tender.7273 Combining the information visible
in the diary and that provided by the analysis of GJ, the further twelve entries
are:7274

6 July 2004
E CENTRE (23/7/04)
1. Site Visit
2. check disc for label
3. Obtain cover’ [erased]

8 July 2004
'E' CENTRE (23/07/04)
1. Site Visit
2. check disc for label
3. Obtain …’ [erased – possible decipherment]

9 July 2004
'E' CENTRE (23/07/04)
1. Site Visit
2. check disc for label
Evidence from other companies - G F Tomlinson

IV.5531. The OFT wrote to G F Tomlinson on 22 March 2007, offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that G F Tomlinson had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, G F Tomlinson replied, by letter dated 23 April 2007, confirming its involvement in bid rigging activities in general and accepting the offered reduction. In relation to this specific tender, G F Tomlinson stated ‘We
engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Herbert Baggaley Construction Limited’.  

IV.5532. The OFT subsequently wrote to G F Tomlinson’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, G F Tomlinson Group, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on G F Tomlinson’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold G F Tomlinson Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by G F Tomlinson in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, G F Tomlinson Group said it did not wish to comment on the response from its subsidiary G F Tomlinson.

IV.5533. In its response to the Statement, G F Tomlinson confirmed ‘[i]t is not disputed that Tomlinson participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement’.

IV.5534. [...] [C]

IV.5535. [...] [C]

IV.5536. [...] [C]

IV.5537. [...] [C]

---

7277 Response from G F Tomlinson Group, OFT Document Reference 13979.
7278 Written representations of G F Tomlinson, 23 June 2008, paragraph 56.
7279 [...] [C]
7280 [...] [C]
IV.5538. [...] [C] 7282

IV.5539. [...] [C]

IV.5540. [...] [C] 7283 7284 7285

IV.5541. [...] [C] 7286

IV.5542. [...] [C] 7287
IV.5543. [...] [C] 7288

IV.5544. [...] [C] 7289

IV.5545. [...] [C]

IV.5546. [...] [C] 7290

IV.5547. [...] [C]

IV.5548. [...] [C] 7291  7292  7293
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5550. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5551. Herbert Baggaley and G F Tomlinson each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. G F Tomlinson was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender. It appears that Herbert Baggaley completed the estimating process for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.5552. With regard to G F Tomlinson, Herbert Baggaley’s contemporaneous ‘Pre-Tender Quality Plan’ shows that a cover was given to G F Tomlinson in respect of this tender: ‘Tomlinson. (pr) - £3684182.00’. This was confirmed by AN of Herbert Baggaley during interview, ‘it would appear from that that we gave Tomlinson’s a cover price some 100…175…£180.000 higher than ours’. AN was asked about the meaning of ‘(pr)’ recorded next to Tomlinson’s name and he said, ‘Yeah, price’.

IV.5553. Corroborating contemporaneous evidence was found at G F Tomlinson during the OFT’s visit. An estimator’s diary contained entries including: ‘Cover – Baggs’ on 19 July 2004, ‘Baggerley (Anton) Ring few days before to confirm’ on 20 July 2004, ‘Ring Anton @ Baggs to Confirm ‘E’ Centre. (After 3pm)’ on 28 July 2004, ‘Ring Anton After 3pm – ‘E’ Centre’ on 29 July 2004, and ‘E’ Centre (3/8/04) 1. tender Analysis to Architect – Anton to provide’ on 30 July 2004. There were also erased entries including: ‘Obtain Cover’ on 6 July 2004, and ‘Cover Figure - Baggs ..........] [C]’ on 28 July 2004. The telephone number, [...] [C], is Herbert Baggaley’s telephone number.

IV.5554. The diary entry for 14 July 2004 shows what appears to be a list of contractors who G F Tomlinson believed were tendering for this tender. The OFT has no evidence that G F Tomlinson sought a cover price from either Clegg or Galliford Try, either instead of or as well as Herbert Baggaley. As is shown by the other diary entries, Herbert Baggaley was named consistently in G F Tomlinson’s diary throughout the tender period, and as Galliford Try’s tender price was higher than that submitted by G F Tomlinson it could not have provided a cover price to G F Tomlinson.

IV.5555. Both G F Tomlinson and Herbert Baggaley have admitted to bid rigging in respect of this tender. In response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007, G F Tomlinson admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Herbert Baggaley Construction Limited’. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence, the explanations of that evidence, and the admissions by both G F Tomlinson and Herbert Baggaley, that Herbert Baggaley gave a cover price to G F Tomlinson in respect of this tender.

IV.5556. [...] [C]
IV.5558. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Herbert Baggaley and G F Tomlinson. The OFT also concludes that Herbert Baggaley supplied a figure to G F Tomlinson for a cover bid.

IV.5559. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5523 to IV.5558 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Herbert Baggaley to G F Tomlinson was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) G F Tomlinson can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Herbert Baggaley (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process, and

(c) Herbert Baggaley can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from G F Tomlinson (i.e. that G F Tomlinson did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.5560. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Herbert Baggaley and G F Tomlinson, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the construction of new office accommodation and bistro at The E Centre, Darwin Drive, Sherwood Energy Village, New Ollerton, Nottinghamshire, tender deadline 30 July 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5561. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5562. Herbert Baggaley informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Herbert Baggaley will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

7295 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7296 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7297 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7298 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7299 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 202: Alterations and Extension to Norwich Cinema City, St Andrews Street, Norwich – 27 August 2004
Client: Norfolk and Norwich Film Theatre Limited
Parties: Jackson and R G Carter

IV.5563. On 27 July 2004, Norfolk and Norwich Film Theatre Limited sought tenders for alterations and extension to Norwich Cinema City, St Andrews Street, Norwich. The return date for the tender was 27 August 2004 and three companies were invited to tender: Jackson, R G Carter and Bluestone.

IV.5564. Norfolk and Norwich Film Theatre Limited received the following tender returns before noon on 27 August 2004:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>Before Noon on 27 August 2004</td>
<td>£2,391,032</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R G Carter</td>
<td>Before Noon on 27 August 2004</td>
<td>£2,506,995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>Before Noon on 27 August 2004</td>
<td>£2,678,252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5565. Norfolk and Norwich Film Theatre Limited stated in its ‘Preliminary Tender Report’ that ‘Jackson Building Services did not submit any supporting documentation with their tender return. It has therefore not been possible to analyse the elemental breakdown of the Jacksons tender’.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Propencity – Jackson tender book and Tender Sheet

IV.5566. In Jackson’s tender book provided by Propencity to the OFT as part of its leniency application, in respect of this tender, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enquiry Number</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Employer</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description of Works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E3871</td>
<td>30.7.04</td>
<td>Norfolk &amp; Norwich Film Theatre Ltd</td>
<td>Norwich</td>
<td>Norwich Cinema City</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos Out of Tender</th>
<th>Lowest Tender</th>
<th>Jacksons</th>
<th>General Notes</th>
<th>Date for Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cover from Carters</td>
<td>C JH</td>
<td>Noon 27.8.04 JBS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7300 Jackson is a subsidiary of Propency.
7301 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9028.
7302 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9028.
IV.5567. On the tender sheet for this tender is handwritten in the section under ‘Known Competition’, ‘Bluestone ✓’ and ‘R G Carters ✓’. The estimator is shown as ‘John Harvey’.

IV.5568. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter stated ‘[c]learly the tender book does not constitute “contemporaneous” evidence. According to John Rhodes’ statement, the relevant details might have been added a month after the bid was submitted.’ The OFT does not accept R G Carter’s assertion that the tender book was not completed contemporaneously. The interview transcript with John Rhodes (‘JR’), Pre-Contracts Manager at Jackson, confirms the contemporaneous nature of the tender book:

JR. Sometimes the person giving the cover may have said around this price, at other times they would have given a specific figure. I wouldn’t normally question that figure, I would, that figure would be entered on the formal tender and that would be what was returned. And then I would record the information in the estimate book.

KB. But you would get the cover price on the day or the day before the tender?

JR. That is correct.

KB. But you wouldn’t necessarily write that price and the fact you received a cover, you wouldn’t necessarily write that on the same day as the tender deadline, it might be on the day, it might be a day or two afterwards or it might be a week afterwards?

JR. That is correct.

IV.5569. The interview evidence clearly shows that the tender book was completed in the normal course of business at or around the time the tenders it recorded were submitted.

IV.5570. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter stated ‘[t]he page extracted from the Jackson tender book that has a reference to Norwich Cinema City is not completed as regards the columns for Jackson’s position, lowest tender or, indeed, Jackson’s price. Those columns appear to be completed in respect of other tenders in the book. The information does not appear to be complete and its reliability must be questioned.’

IV.5571. The OFT does not accept R G Carter’s assertion that because the cover price used by Jackson in respect of this Infringement was not recorded in the tender book the reliability of the evidence in respect of this tender must be questioned. The OFT notes that there are several entries in the tender book which indicate the taking of a cover price but do not record the cover price in the Jackson’s position column. In any event, the absence of information from certain columns does not undermine the information that is recorded in other columns of the tender book. The OFT has not sought to rely on the tender book evidence to

---

7305 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference A0887.
7306 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.33.
7307 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, pages 11 and 12.
7308 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.36.
ascertain the actual cover price given by R G Carter to Jackson in respect of this Infringement and therefore considers the absence of the actual cover price from the tender book as being immaterial to the Infringement.

IV.5572. With regard to the information on the tender sheet, R G Carter stated ‘[i]n this case the other contractors would have found R G Carter already on site under the enabling contract and would have realised that R G Carter would be among the contractors invited to tender. John Harvey confirms this in his interview, saying “I remember going and doing a site visit on that one because there was another company doing some enabling works. And while we were there we bumped into some people from that company...”. There is no indication at all that this information, added in handwriting on the Tender Sheet, was obtained by Jackson through direct contact between Jackson and R G Carter.’

IV.5573. The OFT has not alleged that Jackson obtained the names of the other contractors in the tender process through direct contact with R G Carter. The OFT does however note, as R G Carter also points out, that there was direct contact between R G Carter and Jackson prior to the submission of the tender and that JH was a former employee of R G Carter at the time of the Infringement and has since resumed employment with R G Carter.

**Evidence from leniency applicant Propencity**

IV.5574. As part of its leniency application, Propencity provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5575. In particular, Propencity provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender book since 4 January 2000 and in respect of this tender, Propencity confirmed that it received a cover price from R G Carter.

IV.5576. In its response to the Statement, Propencity stated ‘...Propencity Group has made admissions in relation to all instances of cover pricing it uncovered as part of its leniency application’.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Propencity**

IV.5577. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Propencity’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5578. JR confirmed in interview that it is his handwriting in the tender book and that in most instances he would have arranged the cover price. JR said in respect of the entry in the tender book, for this tender, ‘it was a competitive tender, it was due to be submitted on 27 August 2004. Jackson’s sought

---

7310 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, pages 2 and 3.
7311 Table of cover pricing recorded in the tender book, OFT Document Reference A1274, page 7.
7312 Written representations of Propencity, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 6.2.
7313 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 10.
7314 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 11.
some assistance from Carters, the estimator involved would have been John Harvey’. JR also explained that the ‘C’ stood for ‘competitive tender’.

IV.5579. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter stated ‘When referring back to the relevant page in the Jackson tender book during his interview with the OFT ... John Rhodes is merely stating what he thought the phrase “Cover from Carters” meant; he is not stating that he actually remembers that a cover was taken.’ The OFT does not consider it necessary for JR to remember the obtaining of the cover price from R G Carter, it is sufficient that he has confirmed that the phrase ‘Cover from Carters’ in the General Notes column of the tender book was a contemporaneous record of a cover price having been taken from that company.

IV.5580. John Harvey (‘JH’), a senior estimator at Jackson at the time of this Infringement, confirmed in interview that he started to price the job and recalled that, ‘I remember it because I’d obviously started pricing it because I went to the site’. JH confirmed that during the estimating period that it was decided that Jackson would take a cover. JH said, ‘I guess John [Rhodes] would have told me, stop pricing it, and that was it’.

IV.5581. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter stated ‘...at no time in the interview with John Harvey does he state that it was decided that Jackson would take a cover on the Norwich Cinema City tender.’ The OFT does not accept this assertion. On the contrary, when the following question was put in interview to JH: ‘At some stage in the process John Rhodes and the board decided that they weren’t going to price it up, that they’d take a cover price and at that stage it was taken away from you’, he responded with ‘That’s right’.

Evidence from other companies – R G Carter

IV.5582. The OFT wrote to R G Carter’s immediate parent company R G Construction Limited (‘R G Construction’) on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that R G Construction had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, R G Construction was unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and said that ‘Our investigations have not disclosed any evidence of conduct to which you refer’.

7315 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 23.
7318 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11346, page 8.
7322 The OFT made the Fast Track Offer to R G Construction on the basis of information available to it at the relevant time. As R G Carter is a wholly owned subsidiary of R G Construction, the OFT does not consider it material that the Fast Track Offer was not addressed to R G Building itself. In any event, the companies in the R G Carter Group made joint representations in response to the Statement, and stated that no evidence had been found to suggest that a cover price had been provided to a competitor. The OFT concludes that none of the companies making up the R G Carter Group were willing to admit participation in bid rigging activities in relation to this tender.
7323 Response from R G Carter, OFT Document Reference 10784.
IV.5583. The OFT subsequently wrote to R G Carter’s ultimate parent company at the
time of this Infringement, R G Holdings, on 6 November 2007, asking it to
comment on R G Construction’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given
that the OFT intended to hold R G Holdings jointly and severally liable for any
infringements committed by its subsidiaries in respect of which the OFT
ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, R G
Holdings said it had ‘…nothing further to add’.7324

IV.5584. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter stated ‘[t]he entry “Cover from
Carters” in the extract from the Jackson tender book does not mean that
Jackson actually contacted R G Carter for a cover price or that a cover price
was actually given … Jackson and all other bidders had been given information
about R G Carter’s original second stage offer and the phrase “Cover from
Carters” is likely merely to reflect that fact’.7325

IV.5585. R G Carter’s explanation for the entry ‘Cover from Carters’ stems from the
fact that the July 2004 tender process described above was a re-tendering
exercise, following an earlier two-stage tender process conducted in early
2004, in which R G Carter had participated and submitted a bid of £2.63 million
following negotiations with the client. The contract was not awarded at that
time, leading to the re-tendering exercise in July. R G Carter asserted that as
part of the re-tendering exercise, its original, unsuccessful tender price became
known to the other bidders, and that Jackson would therefore have been able
to submit a ‘cover’ price based on R G Carter’s original bid, without the need
for any direct contact with R G Carter.

IV.5586. In support of this explanation, R G Carter provided a note that it had created
of a meeting on 25 June 2008 with the client’s quantity surveyor, Burke Hunter
Adams, stating that Burke Hunter Adams had ‘briefed the contractors that
Carters’ second stage negotiated price (£2.63M)... was higher than the Clients
budget (£2.2-2.3M) …’.7326

IV.5587. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter stated ‘[t]he tender submitted by
Jackson was in the sum of £2,678,252.00 (some £118,524 in excess of the
publicised amount of the Arts Council England grant and some £48,252 higher
than the level of R G Carter’s original bid, as communicated to all bidders by the
client’s consultants) with a construction period of 65 weeks. The construction
period is exactly the same as in R G Carter’s original second stage offer. R G
Carter had itself managed to improve its construction period to 63 weeks in its
re-tender bid. It is clear that Jackson knew about the level of R G Carter’s
original second stage bid and it did not, therefore, need to contact R G Carter or
any other bidder to put in an unsuccessful bid at this level’ (emphasis
added).7327

IV.5588. While the OFT accepts that the quantity surveyors may have briefed the
contractors to the effect that R G Carter’s bid in the original tender exercise had
exceeded the client’s budget, R G Carter has been unable to provide any
evidence that Jackson was made aware of R G Carter’s precise bid by the
quantity surveyors. The OFT’s own enquiries into the information made

7324 Response from R G Carter Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14103.
7326 Note of meeting, 25 June 2008, paragraph 8.
available to bidders in the re-tendering exercise have found no support for R G Carter’s alternative explanation that Jackson calculated an unsuccessful bid in the knowledge of R G Carter’s precise previous bid. Moreover, this alternative explanation of events does not explain why the term ‘Cover from’, a term widely understood in the construction industry to mean obtaining an uncompetitive tender price from another bidder in the tender process, was recorded in the tender book against the name ‘Carters’.

IV.5589. Similarly, the possibility that Jackson formulated an unsuccessful bid based on public information or a briefing from surveyors as to the client’s budget would not explain the use of the term ‘Cover from Carters’ in Jackson’s tender book, or JR’s confirmation in interview that ‘Jackson’s sought some assistance from Carters’ in respect of this tender.

IV.5590. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter stated ‘[t]he client’s consultant’s tender report on the Cinema City tender... indicates the fact that R G Carter made qualifications of this type [changes to the proposed amendments to the JCT Standard Form Building Contract, the performance bond and Parent Company Guarantee] in its tender for this project. Any contractor seeking a cover price from R G Carter would be at risk of being awarded the contract, even though only the second lowest price bidder, if R G Carter was unable to agree terms. R G Carter’s approach to contract terms and risk is well known in the market place and probably acts as a disincentive for other contractors to approach R G Carter for cover prices’.7328

IV.5591. Even if R G Carter’s qualifications on this job reflected an approach to risk which was ‘well known in the market place’ (which the OFT does not necessarily accept), the OFT does not accept that this precludes the possibility of a competitor approaching it for a cover price. Where, as in the case of this Infringement, the OFT has clear documentary and witness evidence which together indicate the giving of a cover price, the fact that certain factors may have made the initial approach less attractive are insufficient to rebut that evidence.

IV.5592. R G Carter also submitted witness statements in response to the Statement from three individuals involved in this tender: Alan Marshall Clark, senior estimator, Brian Norman, Estimating Director and Roy Burton, Director and General Manager. Each denied involvement in cover pricing in relation to this tender and stated that they did not recall any contact with or knowledge of JR of Jackson. The OFT notes that the Jackson estimator for the tender was JH, not JR.

IV.5593. Although he worked for Jackson at the time of this Infringement, it is notable that during his interview with the OFT, JH confirmed that he had worked for R G Carter between 2000 and 2004 and at the time of the interview in April 2007 was once again working for R G Carter. The OFT also notes JH’s comment, when asked if he himself was involved in the taking of the cover from R G Carter, ‘I can’t remember ringing them. I mean, I may have said to him, well, you need to speak to so and so because obviously I knew the people involved. But whether he rang them or I did I honestly can’t remember at the time’ (emphasis added).7329

7328 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.11.
7329 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11346, page 8.
IV.5594. The OFT notes that each of the three R G Carter witnesses failed to address the fact that they knew Jackson’s estimator for this tender, calling into question remarks such as that of Roy Burton asserting that ‘There was no history at all of any contact between Jacksons and R G Carter – we had no contact at all with the management there’.  

IV.5595. The OFT notes the direct contradiction between the witness evidence referred to in paragraph IV.5592 and the contemporaneous evidence and overall explanation provided by JR and JH. On balance, the OFT considers the latter to be more compelling. The Jackson witness evidence is consistent with the contemporaneous contents of the tender book. Further, in relation to Infringements 103, 119, 191, and 232 in this Decision, the contents of the Jackson tender book indicating that cover prices were taken have been confirmed to be correct by evidence from other Parties.

IV.5596. In light of these factors, the OFT considers that the documentary and witness evidence from Jackson is to be preferred to that of the three R G Carter witnesses.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5597. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5598. Jackson and R G Carter each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5599. Jackson was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.5600. In regard to R G Carter, Jackson’s tender book states, ‘Cover from Carters’. Propensity has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from R G Carter.

IV.5601. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Jackson was higher than the tender submitted by R G Carter, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5602. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between R G Carter and Jackson. The OFT also concludes that R G Carter supplied a figure to Jackson for a cover bid.

IV.5603. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5566 to IV.5602 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from R G Carter to Jackson was not unilateral and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors.

7331 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7332 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
(b) Jackson can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from R G Carter (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process,\(^{7334}\) and

(c) R G Carter can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Jackson (i.e. that Jackson did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{7335}\)

IV.5604. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Jackson and R G Carter, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for alterations and extension to Norwich Cinema City, St Andrews Street, Norwich, tender deadline 27 August 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5605. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5606. Propency informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Propency will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 203: Mount Pleasant, Phase 4, Window Replacement, External Redecorations, Internal Improvements, Bracknell – 9 September 2004

Client: Southern Housing Group
Parties: Mansell and Apollo

IV.5607. On 16 July 2004, Southern Housing Group sought tenders for Mount Pleasant, Phase 4, window replacement, external redecorations, internal improvements, Bracknell.\(^{7336}\) The following six companies were invited to tender: Apollo, Breyer Group plc, Diamond Build plc, Mansell, R Durtnell and T H Kenyon & Sons plc, the date and time of tender return was 9 September 2004 at 12:00 noon.\(^{7337}\)

IV.5608. Southern Housing Group received the following tender returns:\(^{7338}\)

---

\(^{7333}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7334}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7335}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7336}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9240.

\(^{7337}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9240.

\(^{7338}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9240.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apollo</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£605,580.00</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Build plc</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£697,656.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. H. Kenyon &amp; Sons plc</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£827,754.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£675,850.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Durtnell</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£774,216.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breyer Group plc</td>
<td>Prior to deadline</td>
<td>£911,985.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet*

IV.5609. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a managing estimator, workload reports. The 2004 workload report for special projects contained the following entry:7339

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>LOCATION/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>OUR BID BID</th>
<th>LESS PROV.</th>
<th>% MARGIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01-00349</td>
<td>Bracknell – Mount Pleasant Ph. 4 – Window Replacement, Ext. Redecs, Int. Improvments</td>
<td>675850</td>
<td>675850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OTHER BIDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOWEST</th>
<th>SECOND</th>
<th>HIGHEST</th>
<th>RESULT POSN.</th>
<th>POSS. %</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>(Apollo) – Priced schedule called</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5610. In its response to the Statement, Apollo suggested that the record of its name on the workload reports in the Remarks column could merely have been a record of the company that won the tender for this contract.7340 However, the word ‘Apollo’ is in brackets on this document and as discussed in Mansell’s general leniency section, BR stated in interview that he used brackets to show that a cover was received from that company.7341 Further, in relation to other Infringements described in this Decision7342, similar markings on BR’s workload reports indicating that cover prices have been obtained have been confirmed to be correct by evidence or admissions from other Parties.

IV.5611. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided two price schedules for this tender, one of which appears to be Apollo’s price schedule.7343 Mansell’s legal representatives have also advised in relation to this document ‘The first tab (10 pages) on the excel sheet marked “Apollo” shows the items from a priced schedule of work … The figures shown in the first column were obtained from Apollo and appear to have been adjusted by Apollo to arrive at the MCSL’s tendered figure of £675,850 … The second tab headed “Mansell” represents

7339 Special works spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference B3539, page 4.
7340 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(i).
7342 See Infringements 42, 43, 91 and 97.
MCSL adjustments to the figures obtained from Apollo but still arriving at the submitted total of £675,850’.7344

IV.5612. In its response to the Statement, Apollo argued that it did not provide its price schedule for this tender to Mansell.7345 Apollo provided a copy of the price schedule in respect of this tender from its own files.7346 There are some similarities (in particular, certain figures are identical figures) between this document and the price schedule marked ‘Apollo’ provided by Mansell referred to above. The OFT accepts that there are also some key differences between the two documents.

IV.5613. The OFT notes that the evidence from Mansell set out in paragraph IV.5611 indicates that ‘The figures... were obtained from Apollo’ and that BR only stated in interview that he would ‘assume’ that Apollo was approached for their price schedule.7347 However, he also confirmed that the situation in respect of this tender would be the same as that in relation to Infringement 154, i.e. in his interview that ‘I would have thought, … if we had been pressed, we would have gone back to Apollo and said can you help us out with a schedule’ applied equally in respect of this tender.7348

IV.5614. Considering this evidence in the round, the OFT accepts that there is insufficient evidence on which to conclude that Apollo provided Mansell with its own price schedule, but considers that at least on the balance of probabilities, the information in the Mansell sheet marked Apollo was generated in whole or in part from information requested and received from Apollo. These figures were in turn amended by Mansell before being submitted to the client.

IV.5615. In any event, however, regardless of whether, how and to what extent details of Apollo’s price schedule were transferred to Mansell in order for Mansell to be able to respond to a post-tender request from the client for further pricing detail, this does not in any way undermine the evidence and in respect of Apollo having provided a cover price to Mansell in respect of this tender.

Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.5616. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.7349 This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5617. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from Apollo and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.7350

7345 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 10.11.
7347 Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 10.10.
7348 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 35.
7349 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
IV.5618. In its response to the Statement, Apollo listed a number of issues with Mansell’s TVR table, principally that it could not be considered a separate document because it was only restating BR’s workload reports\textsuperscript{7351}, and that Mansell itself admitted that it could not be excluded that some of the tenders identified in the leniency application might not have involved cover pricing.\textsuperscript{7352}

IV.5619. While the OFT is not according the same evidential weight to Mansell’s table provided under leniency as it is to contemporaneous documents and witness testimony, the OFT does consider this document to be robust where the underpinning contemporaneous documents and witness testimony indicate that a cover price was taken, and Mansell’s internal investigations have yielded an assessment that confirms that indication. Although some tenders included in this table may not be supported by sufficient evidence, none of these were included in the Statement. The OFT considers that the evidence for the present Infringement does meet the strong and compelling standard as it consists of two contemporaneous documents supported by witness testimony.

\textit{Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell}

IV.5620. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5621. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR stated ‘\textit{a cover was taken … again with that type of work Apollo were on the list and obviously we approached them and got a cover from them’}.\textsuperscript{7353} BR further stated ‘\textit{Apollo were very, very keen on that one and we ended up with a second spot price … even on a cover. So again it’s got price schedule called for, so I, I can only assume we approached Apollo again for some assistance on that’}.\textsuperscript{7354} BR had explained earlier in interview that the note ‘\textit{Priced schedule called}’ would mean ‘that we were probably in the lowest three tenders received. Or they were asking, because some clients, or quantity surveyors will call for all price schedules’.\textsuperscript{7355} BR advised that in this situation they would contact the contractor who provided the cover and stated ‘\textit{some contractors will say no, others would say, yes, we’ll help you out, but you know, obviously if that situation is reversed we would expect you to do the same}’\textsuperscript{7356}. In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.\textsuperscript{7357}

IV.5622. In its response to the Statement, Apollo pointed out that BR had no specific recollection of contact with Apollo for this contract, including no recollection of

\textsuperscript{7351} Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.4.
\textsuperscript{7352} Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(i).
\textsuperscript{7353} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 35.
\textsuperscript{7354} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 35.
\textsuperscript{7355} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 32.
\textsuperscript{7356} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 33.
\textsuperscript{7357} Written representations of Mansell, 27 June 2008, Annex 1, page 6.
any individual at Apollo with whom he had contact\(^7\) and that neither of the Apollo estimators working on this tender had any knowledge of BR.\(^8\)

IV.5623. The OFT accepts that BR’s evidence does not constitute independent recollection of the events surrounding this tender. However, it does not consider that that undermines the credibility of his evidence. Given the number of tenders BR dealt with, as indicated on his personal workload reports, the OFT accepts that it is unlikely that he would remember every single tender in detail, particularly one that had been pre-determined not to be of high priority and therefore on which the least possible amount of effort had been expended. This does not preclude that he is able to provide an explanation of the contemporaneous documentation. The weight placed by the OFT on BR’s evidence is commensurate with its explanatory nature.

IV.5624. In its response to the Statement, Apollo also suggested that it could not have given cover to Mansell because neither BR of Mansell nor any of the relevant estimators at Apollo knew any employees of the other party involved in this tender. Apollo quoted Kenneth Lockwood (‘KL’) of Mansell as stating that Mansell’s estimators knew the opposition and an estimator would know his opposite numbers by name.\(^9\)

IV.5625. The OFT notes that although KL stated that Mansell’s estimators knew the opposition by name, it was BR’s evidence (who works at a different office to KL) that he did not know estimators in other companies by name.\(^10\) Though it may generally have been the case that Mansell’s estimators knew their opposite numbers, in this particular instance the estimator has confirmed that he did not, and there is no inconsistency therefore between his evidence and Apollo’s in this regard. The OFT also notes that the workload reports that provide the contemporaneous documentary evidence for this Infringement were BR’s, not KL’s, and therefore in relation to this Infringement it is BR’s views that should be given greater weight.

**Evidence from other companies – Apollo**

IV.5626. The OFT wrote to Apollo on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Apollo had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Apollo stated that it was unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer as it ‘had not found any indication that [it] has been involved in any anti-competitive conduct in relation to the tenders identified’.\(^11\)

IV.5627. The OFT subsequently wrote to Apollo’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Apollo Group, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Apollo’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Apollo Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Apollo in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. The OFT received a phone call in response to this letter on 6

---

\(^7\) Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph10.15.

\(^8\) Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 8.15 to 8.16.

\(^9\) Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.5(iv).


\(^11\) Response from Apollo, OFT Document Reference 10221.
December 2007, which confirmed that Apollo Group ‘had no comments to make regarding its subsidiary’s reply’\(^{7363}\).

IV.5628. In its response to the Statement, Apollo made general representations as to how, as a business, it has ensured that it generally only receives appropriate invitations to tender, how it returns unsuitable tenders, and as to its prequalification success rate in invitations to tender. \(^{7364}\) The OFT accepts that the evidence currently available suggests that Apollo tend to price tenders properly. However, the present Infringement relates to the provision of a cover price, not the acceptance of one. Though the OFT has found, in paragraph IV.73 above, that a common motive for providing cover prices was reciprocity, it notes that the undertaking concerned may have other motives, such as facilitating the reduction in competitive bids for a tender which it wishes to win. Moreover, and as set out in Section III (Legal Background), the subjective motives of a party are irrelevant where an anti-competitive object is established.

IV.5629. In its response to the Statement, Apollo provided a witness statement from Simon Jones (‘SJ’)\(^{7365}\), who stated in respect of this tender ‘I was the estimator responsible for preparing Apollo’s costs estimate...’ and ‘I was not approached for a cover price by any company in relation to this tender’. SJ also stated ‘I have never sought a cover price from a competitor, nor have I given a cover price to a competitor, on Apollo’s behalf’. Similarly, Ian Timms (‘IT’), Apollo’s estimating director stated in his witness statement that he had not been approached for a cover price in relation to this tender.

IV.5630. The OFT notes the direct contradiction between this witness evidence and the contemporaneous evidence and overall explanation of BR in respect of the workload report and his specific explanation of the entry relating to this tender. On balance, the OFT considers the latter to be more compelling. BR’s evidence is consistent with the markings on the contemporaneous tender register. Further, in relation to other Infringements described in this Decision\(^{7366}\), similar markings on BR’s workload reports indicating that cover prices have been obtained have been confirmed to be correct by evidence or admissions from other Parties. The OFT further notes the possibility that the cover price may have been provided by someone at Apollo other than the estimator for the tender in question, SJ, and without the knowledge if the estimating director, IT. In light of those factors, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous documentary evidence and explanation of BR should be preferred to the evidence of SJ and IT.

IV.5631. In its response to the Statement, Apollo noted that the Statement indicated that cover prices were generally four to five per cent higher than the price submitted by the person providing the cover price and that in this tender Mansell’s bid was approximately 12 per cent higher.\(^{7367}\) The OFT is unable to comment on the cover price calculation methodology of a non-leniency party, such as Apollo. In any event, although it was often the practice for companies to provide a cover and for the recipient to add on four to five per cent, there were in fact many instances where the figure submitted on the basis of a cover

\(^{7363}\) File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 14210.
\(^{7366}\) See Infringements 42, 43, 91 and 97.
\(^{7367}\) Written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 7.12 and 10.16(ii).
was 10 per cent or more above the figure submitted by the provider of the
cover price. Accordingly, the OFT does not consider a difference of
approximately 12 per cent to be indicative that cover pricing did not take place.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5632. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into
account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following
conclusions.

IV.5633. Mansell and Apollo each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5634. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by
the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that Apollo
completed the estimating process for this tender and that they submitted a bid
with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by
Apollo being the lowest received and that they won the contract.

IV.5635. Mansell’s 2003 workload report records ‘(Apollo) – Priced schedule called’, in
the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover
price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack
of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover
price had been taken.

IV.5636. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than
the tender submitted by Apollo, the pattern consistent with a cover price having
been provided.

IV.5637. In addition the OFT notes that Apollo’s tender figure is the only figure below
Mansell’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Mansell could
only have received a cover figure from Apollo.

IV.5638. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and
Apollo. The OFT also concludes that Apollo supplied a figure to Mansell for a
cover bid.

IV.5639. On coming second in the tender process, Mansell was requested by the client
to provide a price schedule, as indicated by the note on Mansell’s workload
report to the effect that a ‘Priced schedule [was] called’. As a result, Mansell in
turn requested further information from Apollo. Whilst the OFT concludes that
Apollo supplied Mansell with details of its price schedule in order that Mansell
could provide the client with the requested information, it also notes that this
conclusion is not a necessary element of its finding as to whether a cover price
was requested and provided and therefore as to whether Mansell and Apollo
infringed the Chapter I prohibition in relation to this tender.

IV.5640. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5609 to IV.5638
above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the
Chapter I prohibition.\(^{7368}\) In particular:

\(^{7368}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Apollo to Mansell was not unilateral\textsuperscript{7369}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{7370}
(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Apollo (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{7371} and
(c) Apollo can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{7372}

IV.5641. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and Apollo in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Mount Pleasant, Phase 4, window replacement, external redecorations, internal improvements, Bracknell, tender deadline 9 September 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5642. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5643. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 204: New Build of Four Office Units, The Glade Business Centre, Phase 2, Bestwood, Nottingham – 21 October 2004

Client: Nottingham City Council
Parties: Allenbuild, Bodill, Herbert Baggaley and William Woodsend

IV.5644. In 2004, Nottingham City Council sought tenders for the new build of four office units, The Glade Business Centre, Phase 2, Bestwood, Nottingham. The return date for the tender was 21 October and four companies were invited to tender: Allenbuild, Herbert Baggaley, William Woodsend and Bodill.\textsuperscript{7373}

IV.5645. Nottingham City Council received the following tender returns on 21 October 2004:\textsuperscript{7374}

\textsuperscript{7369} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\textsuperscript{7370} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{7371} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{7372} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{7373} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9143.
\textsuperscript{7374} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9143.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>21 October 2004</td>
<td>£411,606</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>21 October 2004</td>
<td>£431,276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Woodsend</td>
<td>21 October 2004</td>
<td>£445,800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>21 October 2004</td>
<td>£459,990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5646. Allenbuild’s tender was re-negotiated by Nottingham City Council to £399,879.69.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Allenbuild – tender documentation

IV.5647. In Allenbuild’s tender adjudication summary for this tender, obtained by the OFT during the section 28 inspection of Allenbuild’s premises on 9 March 2006, under the section headed ‘KNOWN COMPETITORS’, the following entries have been made:7375

‘1. Bodill ©
2. Baggaley ©
3. Woodsend ©’

IV.5648. The tender adjudication summary also states that Allenbuild’s submitted price was £411,606.50.7376

IV.5649. The Form of Tender is signed by ‘S. WISHER (Estimator)’.7377

Evidence from Allenbuild

IV.5650. The OFT wrote to Allenbuild on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Allenbuild had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Allenbuild admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Bodill Construction. We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Baggaley. We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Woodsend’.7378

IV.5651. The OFT subsequently wrote to Allenbuild’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Renew, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Allenbuild’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Renew jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Allenbuild in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Renew’s legal representatives DLA Piper said, ‘Renew is not in a position to make any

7375 Tender Adjudication Summary, OFT Document Reference B0069.
7376 Tender Adjudication Summary, OFT Document Reference B0069.
7377 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference B0070, page 5.
comment on the agreement entered into with you by either Allenbuild or Bullock, because both businesses are and have been managed quite separately from the holding company’.7379

IV.5652. In its response to the Statement, Allenbuild stated in respect of this Infringement that ‘Allenbuild gave a cover price to Herbert Baggaley, William Woodsend and Bodill because it was asked to do so by these three competitors’.7380

IV.5653. Allenbuild also suggested that if it had not given cover prices to these three competitors, the outcome of the tender would have been unchanged ‘because they would have placed bids at prices reflecting their willingness to do the work, i.e. at higher margins’.7381 Whilst noting that cover bidding is an infringement by ‘object’ and as such whether or not an effect on competition can be demonstrated is irrelevant, the OFT does not accept Allenbuild’s assertion that the outcome of the tender ‘would have been unchanged’. In particular, without cover prices, Allenbuild’s competitors may have returned the tenders, giving the client the option of seeking replacement tenders. Alternatively, a competitor seeking to price itself out of the work might nonetheless have submitted a bid lower than Allenbuild’s, whether due to misjudgement in pricing the project or due to greater efficiencies.

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bodill – tender sheet

IV.5654. In Bodill’s tender sheet for this tender, provided to the OFT as part of its leniency application, under the section headed ‘Tenderers’, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the entry for Bodill:7382

1. Bodill © ALLENBUILD
2. WOODSEND
3. BAGGALEY
* 4. ALLENBUILD- STEVE WILLSHIRE
5. ?

IV.5655. The tender sheet states that Bodill’s submitted price was £459,990.00.7383

IV.5656. Juris Rozentals (‘JR’), Chief Estimator at Bodill, kept a diary for 2004 which contains an entry for this tender on 21 October which reads ‘10.00 SOUTH GLADE PK PH. 2 (C) (NOTTM)’.7384 JR explained in interview with the OFT that when a tender is written in his diary with a ‘C’ in brackets, ‘It means that we’re looking for some help, a cover, a cover price’.7385

7379 Response from Renew, OFT Document Reference 14129, page 1.
7380 Written representations of Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraph 5.9.1.
7381 Written representations of Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraph 5.9.3.
7382 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0758.
7383 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference 0758.
7384 Juris Rozental’s diary, OFT Document Reference 0109, page 21, obtained during a visit to Bodill’s premises under section 27 on 19 November 2004.
Evidence from leniency applicant Bodill

IV.5657. As part of its leniency application, Bodill provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.229 to IV.242 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5658. In particular, Bodill provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000 and explained that when a ‘*’ is written against a contractor’s name it means that it gave Bodill a cover price. In respect of this tender, Bodill confirmed that it received a cover price from Allenbuild and that it submitted a token tender.

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley – List of Tenders and Estimate sheet

IV.5659. In a contemporaneous list of tenders, provided by Herbert Baggaley to the OFT as part of its leniency application, the following is written:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PROJ NO</th>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>CONTRACT NO</th>
<th>JOB DESCRIPTION/ESTIMATOR’S COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28/09/2004</td>
<td>04/178P</td>
<td>EO4-05/053</td>
<td>4 Business Units, Glade Business Park, Bestwood, Nottingham ALLENBUILD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>APPROX £0000’S</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>BID £0000’S</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham City Council</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>14/10/2004</td>
<td>431,276</td>
<td>Missed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5660. On the internal estimate sheet for this tender provided to the OFT by Herbert Baggaley as part of its leniency application, ‘Allenbuild’ is handwritten. Herbert Baggaley has confirmed that this annotation was Anton Newell’s (‘AN’), Chief Estimator at Herbert Baggaley, and that it was made either when AN believed Allenbuild had won the contract or when this document was produced by Herbert Baggaley as part of its leniency application.

Evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley

IV.5661. As part of its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

7386 Explanatory Note of Tender Sheet, OFT Document Reference 0861.
7388 Tender Analysis, OFT Document Reference 0849.
IV.5662. In their response to the Statement, Herbert Baggaley stated ‘Baggaleys recognises the OFT’s analysis of its involvement in each of the alleged infringements identified in the Statement of Objections in respect of which Baggaleys is alleged to have participated’, 7392

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Herbert Baggaley**

IV.5663. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Herbert Baggaley’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.375 to IV.390 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5664. In respect of this tender, AN said in respect of Herbert Baggaley’s internal estimate sheet for this tender, that ‘All I’ve got here is our internal estimate sheet with the formal tender attached to the back of it, with a note, a scribbled note on the front, suggesting that we took help from Allenbuild on that one’. 7393

IV.5665. AN also confirmed that on the list of tenders, a ‘C’ and ‘Allenbuild’ was indicated against this tender. 7394 In interview AN confirmed that use of a ‘C’ in the list of tenders would normally coincide with Herbert Baggaley receiving a cover price. 7395

**Evidence from other companies – William Woodsend**

IV.5666. The OFT wrote to William Woodsend on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that William Woodsend had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter on 27 April 2007, William Woodsend stated, ‘we have not been able to discover sufficient evidence to make any admissions at this stage’. 7396

IV.5667. In its response to the Statement, William Woodsend denied liability for this Infringement on the basis that Allenbuild did not explicitly confirm the meaning of the annotation ‘©’ on the tender adjudication summary or explain the basis of its admission under Fast Track that it provided a cover price to William Woodsend. 7397 William Woodsend’s legal representatives further stated ‘... only the author of that document can confirm what meaning he intended to attach to the symbol and he has not done so’. 7398

IV.5668. The OFT considers it can reasonably infer from the evidence available in respect of this Infringement that the annotation ‘©’ on Allenbuild’s tender adjudication summary indicates a cover price having been given to the party to whose name the said annotation is attached. Both Bodill and Herbert Baggaley provided contemporaneous documentary evidence (along with supporting admissions and witness evidence) which strongly supports the OFT’s

7392 Written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.
7393 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 38.
7394 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11317, page 38.
7396 Response from William Woodsend, OFT Document 10903.
conclusion that the annotation '©' on Allenbuild’s tender adjudication summary meant 'cover given'. It is not a plausible alternative explanation of this document to suggest that the author of the annotations attached a different meaning to the letter '©' when writing it next to William Woodsend’s name, from the meaning attached when '©' was written next to the names of Bodill and Herbert Baggaley. Nor has William Woodsend attempted to provide any such reasonable alternative meaning.

IV.5669. With regard to Allenbuild’s naming of William Woodsend (along with Bodill and Herbert Baggaley) in its Fast Track response, William Woodsend has suggested that this may have been for reasons unconnected with the tender adjudication summary document in the OFT’s possession. It is suggested that the admission therefore does not corroborate the OFT’s inference that the annotation '©' indicates a cover price having been given. The OFT does not accept this suggestion. Allenbuild knew that this document had been seized by the OFT during its inspection of Allenbuild’s premises one year prior to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer being made, and is likely to have considered its decision to admit this Infringement by reference to the evidence which it knew the OFT already had in its possession, as well as any other relevant information available to it. Allenbuild’s decision, and the naming of these three companies, is therefore likely to have been based, at least in part, on this document. In any event, if to the contrary these three companies were named on the basis of other information, then that would in fact provide further corroboration of the already strong and compelling evidence existing in respect of this Infringement. William Woodsend suggests by way of alternative explanation that Allenbuild might have named Bodill and Herbert Baggaley because it knew they were leniency applicants, rather than because of the information recorded in its tender adjudication summary. The OFT does not accept this suggestion either. The identity of leniency applicants was not publicly available at the time the OFT’s Fast Track Offer was made, and in any event this would not explain why Allenbuild also named William Woodsend in its response to that offer, since William Woodsend is not a leniency applicant.

IV.5670. On the above basis, the OFT concludes that its interpretation of Allenbuild’s tender adjudication summary to be correct, namely that it shows William Woodsend did accept a cover price from Allenbuild in respect of this tender.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5671. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5672. Allenbuild, Bodill, Herbert Baggaley and William Woodsend each accepted an invitation to tender for this tender.

IV.5673. It appears that Allenbuild completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

This is shown by the price submitted by Allenbuild being the lowest received by the client, and the fact that Allenbuild won the contract.

IV.5674. In regard to Bodill, Allenbuild’s tender adjudication summary states, ‘Bodill ©’ and Allenbuild has confirmed that it gave Bodill a cover price for this tender.

IV.5675. The OFT notes that JR of Bodill has an entry in his diary on the date for submitting the tender, which includes a ‘C’ in brackets, which JR has confirmed shows that Bodill was looking for a cover price for this tender.

IV.5676. In addition, Bodill’s tender sheet records ‘© ALLENBUILD’ and ‘**’ marked against ‘4. ALLENBUILD’ and Bodill has confirmed that these annotations show that it received a cover price from Allenbuild.

IV.5677. Bodill’s tender sheet also recorded the name of an Allenbuild employee, ‘STEVE WILLSHIRE’, providing further evidence that contact was made between the two parties. This is corroborated by tender documentation obtained from Allenbuild, where the form of tender is signed by ‘S. WISHER (Estimator)’. Although the surname has a slightly different spelling in the Bodill tender sheet, the OFT considers that Bodill was to make contact with Steve Wisher to obtain a cover price.

IV.5678. The OFT notes that both Bodill and Allenbuild have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender.

IV.5679. In regard to Herbert Baggaley, Allenbuild’s tender adjudication summary states, ‘Baggaley ©’ and Allenbuild has confirmed that it gave Herbert Baggaley a cover price for this tender.

IV.5680. Herbert Baggaley’s list of tenders records ‘ALLENBUILD’ and a ‘C’ against this tender and on the front of the internal estimate sheet for this tender is handwritten ‘Allenbuild’. AN of Herbert Baggaley has confirmed that this suggests that Herbert Baggaley received a cover price from Allenbuild for this tender.

IV.5681. The OFT notes that both Allenbuild and Herbert Baggaley have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender.

IV.5682. In regard to William Woodsend, Allenbuild’s tender adjudication summary states, ‘Woodsend ©’ and Allenbuild has confirmed that it gave William Woodsend a cover price for this tender.

IV.5683. The OFT considers that the only reasonable interpretation of the annotation ‘Woodsend ©’ in Allenbuild’s tender adjudication summary to be that a cover price was provided to William Woodsend. This interpretation is not drawn from the fact that cover prices were provided to Bodill and Herbert Baggaley per se, but from the fact that cover prices were provided and this particular annotation is used to signify that fact in this document. It is also the meaning which Allenbuild have indicated should be attached. On that basis, and in view of the fact that this document was obtained by the OFT following an unannounced search, the OFT considers this to be good contemporaneous documentary
evidence that a cover price was provided by Allenbuild to William Woodsend in connection with this tender.

IV.5684. Although William Woodsend has not admitted engaging in this bid rigging activity, the OFT considers that the similarities between the evidence in respect of the other Parties involved in bid rigging activities for this tender, all of whom admit to those activities, serves to confirm the OFT’s interpretation of that evidence in relation to William Woodsend.

IV.5685. The OFT notes in addition that the each of the tenders submitted by Bodill, Herbert Baggaley and William Woodsend were higher than the tender submitted by Allenbuild, a pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

IV.5686. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Bodill and Allenbuild, between Herbert Baggaley and Allenbuild, and between William Woodsend and Allenbuild. The OFT also concludes that Allenbuild supplied figures to each of Bodill, Herbert Baggaley and William Woodsend for cover bids. The OFT notes that all four of the tenderers for this contract engaged in bid rigging, and that no genuine tenders were therefore received by the client.

IV.5687. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5647 to IV.5686 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{7401}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Allenbuild to each of Bodill, Herbert Baggaley and William Woodsend was not unilateral\(^ {7402}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^ {7403}\)

(b) Bodill, Herbert Baggaley and William Woodsend can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Allenbuild (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process;\(^ {7404}\) and

(c) Allenbuild can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from each of Bodill, Herbert Baggaley and William Woodsend (i.e. that none of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^ {7405}\)

IV.5688. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Bodill and Allenbuild, between Herbert Baggaley and Allenbuild, and between William Woodsend and Allenbuild, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the new build of four office units, The Glade Business Centre, Phase 2, Bestwood, Nottingham, tender deadline 21 October 2004.

\(^{7401}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7402}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{7403}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7404}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{7405}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5689. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5690. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Herbert Baggaley’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of information provided by Herbert Baggaley, before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Herbert Baggaley will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.5691. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Bodill’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 27 to Bodill on 19 November 2004. Bodill will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Bodill will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.5692. In its response to the Statement, Bodill stated that ‘so far as Bodill is aware, the OFT had no knowledge of these Alleged Infringements and those contractors who had participated in them until 21 January 2005 and then only as a result of the evidence supplied by Bodill’.

7406 The OFT first became aware of this tender as a result of the entry in a document obtained during a section 27 visit to Bodill on 19 November 2004, which gave the OFT reasonable grounds to suspect cover pricing activity in respect of this tender prior to Bodill’s leniency application being made, Bodill will therefore only receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 205: Residential Developments, Napier Street, Sheffield – 25 October 2004

Client: PTA Developments
Parties: Jack Lunn and Caddick

IV.5693. On 20 August 2004, PTA Developments sought tenders for a residential development, Napier Street, Sheffield. The following four companies were invited to tender: Caddick, Strata, Jack Lunn and Ackroyd & Abbott. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 18 October 2004.

IV.5694. PTA Developments received the following tender returns:

7406 Written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.5.
7407 Juris Rozental’s diary, OFT Document Reference 0109, as discussed in paragraph IV.5656.
7408 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13789.
7409 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13789.
7410 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13789.
### Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Jack Lunn – Email and attached Tender Summary**

IV.5695. During the OFT’s search of the electronic data forensically imaged from the computers at Jack Lunn’s premises, an email was found. The email contained the following information:7411

```
‘Subject: Napier Street
From: Martin Miller
Date: 01/11/2004 15:07:21
To: Anthony Metcalfe

Message Body

Attached CSA, PRELIM BREAKDOWN, PROGRAMME

Send proposals later if required’
```

IV.5696. The email was sent by Martin Miller (‘MM’), an estimator at Caddick, to Anthony Metcalfe (‘AM’), an estimator at Jack Lunn. Attached to this email was a Tender Summary. The Tender Summary shows a breakdown of a bid for the tender prepared by Caddick, and includes at the foot of the first page (the Tender Summary page), the tender figure submitted by Jack Lunn, ‘6,169,422’.7412

**Evidence from leniency applicant – Jack Lunn**

IV.5697. As part of its leniency application, Jack Lunn’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.431 to IV.440 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5698. In addition to its leniency application, Jack Lunn provided to the OFT a schedule entitled ‘Jack Lunn Construction Cover Summary Schedule’, which detailed projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by Stephen Bradbury (‘SB’), Richard Bryan (‘RB’), Graham Lunn (‘GL’), AM and Keith Poskitt (‘KP’) into potential cover prices where it was considered cover prices had either been given or taken. At JLC6 of the ‘Jack Lunn Construction Cover Summary Schedule’ is the following entry:7413

---

7411 Email, OFT Document Reference A1584, page 1.
7412 Tender Summary, OFT Document Reference A1585, page 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender (£)</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caddick</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 18 October 2004</td>
<td>£5,892,590</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 18 October 2004</td>
<td>£6,848,788</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Lunn</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 18 October 2004</td>
<td>£6,169,422</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 18 October 2004</td>
<td>£6,491,882</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Number</td>
<td>Date of Submission</td>
<td>Scheme Title</td>
<td>Client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCL6</td>
<td>25-Oct-04</td>
<td>Residential Development Napier Street Sheffield</td>
<td>PTA Developments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover price given</th>
<th>Contractor and address</th>
<th>Person spoken to</th>
<th>Jack Lunn Successful</th>
<th>Comments/Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caddick</td>
<td>Dave Elmsall/Martin??</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>No pricing or tender build up found or Tender summary Sheet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5699. Following the issue of the Statement, Jack Lunn did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Jack Lunn**

IV.5700. During an interview with the OFT on 8 March 2007, conducted in connection with Jack Lunn’s leniency application, SB, AM and KP provided further general explanation of Jack Lunn’s participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.431 to IV.440 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5701. Also, during a second interview with AM on 25 April 2007, AM was shown the email and attachment referred to above and asked what he recalled about this tender. AM replied ‘Well, this would infer that the document would be sent to myself, although I don’t remember it to be quite honest with you’. However, AM confirmed that it appears that MM sent him an email and an attachment relating to Napier Street on 1 November 2004. AM stated ‘the attachment appears to be their build-up to the figure of £6,169,422’, which is the figure that Jack Lunn submitted. AM explained that ‘to me this is the figures that they have given to us for the purpose of our tender submission on the contract’. AM confirmed that he would have obtained a cover price from MM at Caddick ‘probably on the same day as the tender was due in’, but that he had no specific recollection. The OFT asked AM if it was usual for one competitor to supply a tender summary to another competitor. AM replied ‘The usual method is for, if we approached anyone for a cover, they would just give us a figure, a tender figure and they wouldn’t give us the build-up part of it’. AM stated that the decision to take a cover on this tender would have been a ‘management decision; at this stage, probably Stephen Bradbury’.

---

7414 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11278, page 1.
7415 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11278, page 1.
7416 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11278, page 1.
7417 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11278, page 2.
7418 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11278, page 2.
7419 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11278, page 2.
IV.5702. On 8 March 2007, during an interview with the OFT, SB stated in respect of this tender, ‘…there was two individuals involved in this from Jack Lunn’s. That was myself and a gentleman called David Barber. David Barber worked for us for a short while as estimating manager. So he actually managed Keith Poskitt and Tony Metcalf for a short while. … he would occasionally, if we were really busy, also act as an estimator. This particular scheme, we were very interested in it once we became aware of it from a marketing point of view. So we approached the client … asking if he would consider us to go on the tender list. … We were interviewed by the client. … Myself and David Barber attended that interview and we, I can only say impressed the client sufficiently enough for him to put us on the tender list and we received the tender documents… However when we received the tender documents it was extremely onerous, difficult method of construction and a very expensive method of construction. We’d never worked with the architect before, we’d never worked with the structural engineer before, and as a result of other opportunities coming into the estimating department, we decided very early on, despite us pushing for it, it wasn’t really a job for ourselves. That was decided both by myself and David Barber’. 7420

IV.5703. SB stated ‘…David Barber informed me that Caddicks were pricing it and that Caddicks were happy to provide us with a cover price. It was decided very early on therefore, by myself and David Barber, that we would take a cover off Caddicks’. 7421 SB explained, ‘It was done over the telephone and it was as simple as that. At the eleventh hour … Caddicks simply gave us a figure over the telephone and we put that figure in’. 7422

IV.5704. SB continued, ‘… there was a limited number of contractors on the list and we were second in price … and the client wanted to talk to both the lowest contractor and the second contractor. So the client started to involve ourselves in lots of discussions and meetings … But because we’d decided early on to take a cover, we’d done no work on the scheme at all. We’d no contract sum analysis produced. So we were very much in the hands of Caddick Construction. We had to get further help off Caddicks to make it appear to the client that we had actually created a bona fide tender’. 7423

IV.5705. In relation to the email SB stated, ‘… I wasn’t remotely aware of that document. But it appears that, I think it was Martin Miller from Caddicks, in order to help us, actually gave us their contract sum analysis, to Tony Metcalf …’. 7424

IV.5706. SB confirmed that the figure provided by Caddick as a cover figure was £6,169,422. 7425 SB also stated that the initial agreement was made with David Emsell at Caddick, ‘David handed it over to Martin Miller. David Emsell is estimating manager at Caddicks. Martin Miller was an estimator dealing with him’. 7426

7420 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11290, pages 10 and 11.
7421 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11290, page 11.
7422 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11290, page 11.
7423 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11290, page 11.
7424 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11290, page 12. In fact this was a contract sum analysis adjusted by Caddick to reflect Jack Lunn’s cover figure.
7425 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11290, page 12.
7426 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11290, page 12.
Evidence from other companies – Caddick

IV.5707. The OFT wrote to Caddick on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Caddick had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Caddick admitted that, ‘We engaged in bid rigging (cover pricing) activities on this tender with J Lunn’. 7427

IV.5708. The OFT subsequently wrote to Caddick’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Caddick Group, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Caddick’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Caddick Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Caddick in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Caddick Group stated in a telephone call to the OFT on 6 December 2007 that it had no issues to raise. 7428

IV.5709. Caddick stated in their response to the Statement in respect of this Infringement, ‘...CCL [Caddick Construction Limited] admits that it provided a cover because it reacted to a request by Jack Lunn.’ 7429

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5710. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5711. Jack Lunn and Caddick each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for a residential development at Napier Street, Sheffield. However, SB of Jack Lunn stated ‘when we received the tender documents it was extremely onerous, difficult method of construction and a very expensive method of construction. We’d never worked with the architect before, we’d never worked with the structural engineer before, and as a result of other opportunities coming into the estimating department, we decided very early on, despite us pushing for it, it wasn’t really a job for ourselves’.

IV.5712. Caddick completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Caddick being the lowest received and the fact it won the contract.

IV.5713. Both AM and SB of Jack Lunn confirmed that Jack Lunn received a cover price from MM at Caddick. Once the tenders had been received by the client on 25 October 2004, the two lowest tenderers, Caddick and Jack Lunn, were each asked by the client to submit their contract sum analysis. At this point, according to SB of Jack Lunn, ‘We had to get further help off Caddicks to make it appear to the client that we had actually created a bona fide tender’.

IV.5714. The OFT understands that Jack Lunn decided to seek information from Caddick in order to provide the client with a contract sum analysis for the project. A contemporaneous email found at Jack Lunn shows that MM of

7428 Email re: telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 13922.
7429 Written representations of Caddick, 24 June 2008, paragraph 29(b).
Caddick, sent an email to AM of Jack Lunn, on 1 November 2004, regarding
the Napier Street tender. Attached to this email was a ‘Tender Summary’
ending with Jack Lunn’s tender figure, ‘6,169,422’, and including a breakdown
of figures.

IV.5715. This contemporaneous evidence shows that MM of Caddick supplied AM of
Jack Lunn with a contract sum analysis, with the figures adjusted to reflect the
cover figure given by Caddick to Jack Lunn. The OFT considers in the light of
the contemporaneous evidence from Jack Lunn, in addition to SB and AM’s
admissions and explanations of that contemporaneous evidence, that Caddick
supplied Jack Lunn with a cover price for this tender and in addition provided
Jack Lunn with additional pricing information in the form of a contract sum
analysis.

IV.5716. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The
OFT notes that Caddick admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid
rigging was Jack Lunn, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Jack
Lunn was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the
OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.5717. The OFT also notes that the tender submitted by Jack Lunn was higher than
the tender submitted by Caddick, the pattern consistent with a cover price
having been provided. The OFT further notes that Caddick was the only party
to submit a tender bid below Jack Lunn’s tender bid, and that Jack Lunn could
therefore only have obtained a cover price from Caddick for this tender.

IV.5718. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Jack Lunn and
Caddick. The OFT also concludes that Caddick supplied a figure to Jack Lunn
for a cover bid.

IV.5719. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5695 to IV.5718
above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the
Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Caddick to Jack Lunn was
    not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect
    contact between competitors;
(b) Jack Lunn can be presumed to have taken account of the information
    received from Caddick (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own
    conduct in the tendering process; and
(c) Caddick can be presumed to have taken account of the information it
    received from Jack Lunn (i.e. that Jack Lunn did not intend to submit a
    competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering
    process.

IV.5720. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out
above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place
between Jack Lunn and Caddick, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which

---

7430 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7431 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7432 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7433 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7434 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a residential development at Napier Street, Sheffield, tender deadline 25 October 2004.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.5721. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5722. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Jack Lunn on 21 March 2006. Jack Lunn will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Jack Lunn will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 206: Incubator Office Units, Colburn – 26 October 2004**

Client: Richmondshire Council  
Parties: Bluestone and Wright (Hull)

IV.5723. On 29 September 2004, Richmondshire Council, through its consultants Turner & Townsend, sought tenders for construction of Incubator Office Units at Colburn. The following five companies were invited to tender: Bluestone, Wright (Hull), Walter Thompson, W Birch and Randell Orchard. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was noon on 26 October 2004.\(^{7435}\)

IV.5724. Richmondshire Council received the following tender returns.\(^{7436}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>26 October 2004 at noon</td>
<td>£1,260,744</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright (Hull)</td>
<td>26 October 2004 at noon</td>
<td>£1,399,535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Thompson</td>
<td>26 October 2004 at noon</td>
<td>£1,614,190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Birch</td>
<td>26 October 2004 at noon</td>
<td>£1,620,087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randell Orchard</td>
<td>26 October 2004 at noon</td>
<td>£1,637,271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bluestone – Tender Summary Sheet, Tender list, emails and handwritten notes*

IV.5725. During the OFT’s inspection at Bluestone’s premises in Leeds, a Tender Summary Sheet under the main heading ‘Bluestone plc Tender Finalisation Sheets’, was found for this tender.\(^{7437}\) This contained the following entry:

---

\(^{7435}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13266.  
\(^{7436}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13266.  
\(^{7437}\) Tender Summary Sheet, OFT Document Reference B0308.
IV.5726. The version of the Tender Summary Sheet mentioned in the paragraph above, recorded a provisional tender sum and contract figure of £1,280,064 and margin of 7.59%. As part of its leniency application, Bluestone provided two further versions of the Tender Summary Sheet. The first of these sheets recorded the same tender and competition details as above, however, the letter ‘A’ does not appear in the entry marked ‘Revision’. This Tender Summary Sheet recorded a provisional tender sum of £1,286,257 and margin of 6.00%. A third version of the Tender Summary Sheet, provided in Bluestone’s leniency application, again recorded the same tender and competition details as in the paragraph above. This Tender Summary Sheet recorded a provisional tender sum and bid figure of £1,260,744 and margin of 6.00%.

IV.5727. Also found at Bluestone’s premises during the OFT’s inspection, was a spreadsheet of tenders, marked ‘Results for 2004’, which contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Date Month MTH REF</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct 10 514343</td>
<td>Colburn</td>
<td>Incubation Office Unit</td>
<td>Richmondshire Council</td>
<td>Won</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5728. During the OFT’s inspection at Bluestone’s premises, an email communication was found. The email was dated and timed 27 October 2004 at 17:46, sent from Philip Dyer (‘PD’) of Wright (Hull) to David Williamson (‘DW’) of Bluestone. The subject of the email was ‘FW: 27.10.04 Letter with clarifications Colburn Digital Cluster’ and contained the message ‘David for your records faxed e-mailed and posted to T & T Phil’.

IV.5729. This email enclosed the contents of a separate email dated and timed 27 October 2007 at 17:44, sent from PD of Wright (Hull) to Joseph Freeman of Turner & Townsend. The enclosed email lists a total of 15 points of clarification on the subject of the tender for ‘Colburn – Digital Cluster’.

IV.5730. A page of handwritten notes was also found during the OFT’s inspection of Bluestone’s office at Leeds, as follows:
Evidence from leniency applicant Bluestone

IV.5731. As part of its leniency application, Bluestone provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.204 to IV.228 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5732. Bluestone compiled a spreadsheet entitled ‘Table A - Definite instances of cover pricing’. On pages 16 to 17 of the spreadsheet is the following entry:7444

---

7443 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference B0342. In addition, there is a handwritten arrow, pointing from the letters ‘PQS’ to the word ‘told’.
7444 Definite instances of cover pricing, OFT Document Reference B2052, pages 16 and 17.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bluestone Region</th>
<th>Bluestone Area</th>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Estimated Value of Contract</th>
<th>Tender Submitted by Bluestone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North East</td>
<td>Leeds</td>
<td>514343</td>
<td>Incubator Office Units Colburn, Colburn</td>
<td>Richmondshire Council</td>
<td>£1,280,064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Sector</th>
<th>Cover given/received (CG/CR)</th>
<th>Party(ies) to Covers (Contact)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>CG</td>
<td>Wrights, Hull (Phil Dyer)</td>
<td>Wrights did not want the job as it was not commercially viable for it (possibly because Wrights is based in Hull whilst the job was in Colburn.) Wrights may have come back to Bluestone for a breakdown of the cover price. Wrights asked if there were any qualifications it should be made aware of for its covered bid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5733. Following the issue of the Statement, Bluestone did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

*Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bluestone*

IV.5734. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bluestone’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.204 to IV.228 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5735. Pre-Construction Manager DW, Director Michael Hesp (‘MH’) and senior estimator David Smith (‘DS’) were interviewed and provided accounts of their recall of this tender and explanations of the documents listed in the above paragraphs.

IV.5736. In interview, DW confirmed the tender deadline date and said ‘we received a phone call one day from Wright’s asking if we would help them out with a cover price because they were not interested in tendering for the project’. He confirmed that the telephone call was made directly to Bluestone by PD of Wright (Hull).\(^{7445}\)

---

\(^{7445}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12674, page 9.
IV.5737. Referring to the subsequent email exchange between himself and PD, DW said ‘I would imagine that we probably had to put in, looking at this, a detailed cost breakdown and tender information. He would have had to put in supporting information in written form to corroborate his bid, to make it look legitimate’. DW added ‘it may well have been a telephone conversation to me and it looks like he’s e-mailed that to me presumably just to make us aware of what he’s done…I think he was probably trying to be helpful’.7446

IV.5738. DW also referred to the manuscript notes, which he agreed were in his handwriting. DW explained that the notes contained his instructions to PD of Wright (Hull) to ‘make a note in their tender…he’s been asked questions by the employer’s agent and these are his answers to those questions…as we’d given him a cover, so that he can answer the right answers. So that he wouldn’t be pursued any further’.7447 DW added ‘unwittingly their price was second even though they took a cover from us. Wright’s didn’t want the job…By being second it meant that if the client was not happy with Bluestone’s offer then they might win the project and they don’t want to do it’.7448 DW confirmed that he provided the cover figure of £1,399,535 to Wright (Hull) and that the letter ‘C’ in brackets on the Tender Summary Sheet ‘means cover’ and that it was likely that the entry was made by the designated estimator DS.7449

IV.5739. Director MH recalled that Bluestone provided a genuine price to the client and that it won the tender exercise and completed the contract. He said that he was ‘aware that we were giving a cover’.7450 Referring to the entry of the letter ‘C’ in brackets next to the word ‘Wrights’ on the Tender Summary Sheet, MH said ‘at the top of the page was the name of the contractors, and Wrights and the estimator slipped up here and actually written on the form that we were giving a cover’.7451 MH also recalled that a cover price had been given to Wright (Hull) and that pre-construction manager DW ‘dealt with the cover’ and that Bluestone’s tender had been prepared by senior estimator DS. He confirmed that the letter ‘C’ shows ‘that we have given Wrights…or at the point in time, Wrights asked us for a cover and we were going to give them one’.7452

IV.5740. Referring to the email exchange between DW and PD of Wright (Hull), MH said that although he wasn’t aware of the content at the time, he could explain the circumstances. He said ‘when you’re bidding a job, and we clearly were here…and there’s a phrase, call in your bills, the client will ring up and ask for more details, because obviously it’s not enough, that part, you just bang in a figure, that he’s going to use as a comparison to try and look at the other, we subsequently had the called back from Wrights saying can we help them out with some breakdown, which is a strong inference that…Wrights has become the second placed man, when you tend to think, oh right, what have we done wrong then, because there’s nobody in-between, we were obviously too cheap, or it just sends that shockwave through you, bloody hell, we could have put some more money on that job…we subsequently went on to do the job and made money, but it…does send that cold shiver down you…having helped

7446 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12674, pages 9 and 10.
7447 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12674, pages 10 and 11.
7448 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12674, page 11.
7449 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12674, pages 11 and 12.
7450 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12681, page 11.
7451 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12681, page 11.
7452 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12681, page 12.
somebody out with a price, if somebody asked for a bit of a breakdown, we
would give them a bit of a breakdown, because that’s a devil if you like, you’re
sat down with a number and don’t have a clue what it is’.7453

IV.5741. MH confirmed that the information provided to the client’s representatives in
the email suggested to him that ‘obviously there was conversation,
correspondence...between the two guys, where we were trying to give him a
little bit more information to help him out with certain embarrassing questions
the guy were being asked’.7454 MH also confirmed that the information about
the tender contained within the email from Wright (Hull) to Turner & Townsend,
would have been obtained from Bluestone.7455

IV.5742. Senior estimator DS confirmed that he prepared Bluestone’s internal
documentation before submitting a bid to the client. He could not recall the
amount of Bluestone’s bid but explained differences in tendered amounts on
Tender Summary Sheets as follows: ‘we go through a process whereby if there
are post tender negotiations...we amend the tender book to show the agreed
contract figure. So it will be an internal...process, getting from the submitted
tender figure to the actual contract figure which took account of post tender
negotiations’.7456 DS confirmed that the letter ‘C’ in brackets shows a cover
price had been given to Wright (Hull) and the entry would have been made by
him at the time.7457

Evidence from other companies – Wright (Hull)

IV.5743. The OFT wrote to Wright (Hull) on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per
cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its
alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that
Wright (Hull) had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response, Wright
(Hull), through its legal representatives, wrote to the OFT7458 and admitted ‘We
engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the
other party/parties involved’.7459

IV.5744. The OFT subsequently wrote to Wright (Hull)’s ultimate parent company at the
time of this Infringement, T Wright Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to
comment on Wright (Hull)’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that
the OFT intended to hold T Wright Holdings jointly and severally liable for any
infringements committed by Wright (Hull) in respect of which the OFT
ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, T
Wright Holdings said ‘We have been made fully aware of the situation by our
subsidiary and at this stage have no further comment to make’.7460

IV.5745. Wright (Hull), confirmed in its response to the Statement that Wright (Hull)
‘...has admitted, and continues to admit, to having sought or offered a cover
price in respect of the three Alleged Infringements...[and]...that its involvement

7453 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12681, pages 13 and 14.
7456 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12673, pages 13 and 14.
7458 Response from Wright (Hull), OFT Document Reference 10925.
7459 Response from Wright (Hull), OFT Document Reference 10926, page 2.
7460 Response from T Wright Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14040.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5746. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5747. Bluestone and Wright (Hull) each accepted an invitation to tender for Incubator Office Units, Colburn.

IV.5748. Wright (Hull) was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Bluestone completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Bluestone being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.5749. Bluestone recorded four competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract on a Tender Summary Sheet, namely ‘Walter Thompson, Randall Orchard, W Birch’ [and] ‘Wrights’. The letter ‘C’ in brackets is noted next to the name ‘Wrights’.

IV.5750. The OFT notes that although four competitors have been recorded on the Tender Summary Sheet, the letter ‘C’ in brackets is only noted alongside the entry for ‘Wrights’. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate ‘Wrights’ from the other known competitors. Three employees from Bluestone have all agreed that this shows that a cover price was given to Wright (Hull) by Bluestone, and designated estimator DS confirmed that he would have made the entry at the time. The letter ‘C’ is commonly used within the construction industry as an abbreviation to indicate cover prices. Bluestone director MH conceded that the estimator had ‘slipped up’ by recording the letter ‘C’ on the Tender Summary Sheet. From this, the OFT infers that Bluestone would normally have made some effort to conceal any evidence of contact with its competitors and the exchange of a cover price.

IV.5751. Two further contemporaneous documents from Bluestone provide additional corroboration of a cover price having been given to Wright (Hull) from Bluestone. Firstly, an email from PD of Wright (Hull) to DW of Bluestone clearly shows a direct information exchange between the two companies on the day after the tender deadline. The email incorporates clarifying details of the tender, sent from Wright (Hull) to the client’s representatives. This would normally be confidential information between bidder and client and would not be disclosed to a third party, and in particular, not to another competitor invited to tender for the same contract.

IV.5752. When interviewed, both DW and MH explained that the email exchange was as a result of a conversation, which took place between DW and PD of Wright (Hull) after the tender deadline. Additional information was requested by the client from the two lowest bidders on the day following the tender deadline. This information would not have been known by Wright (Hull) because it had not submitted a genuine tender and it had ‘unwittingly’ finished second in the tender process. The OFT notes that Bluestone was the only company whose

\[7461^{7461}\] Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraphs 10 to 11.
figure was below that of Wright (Hull). Therefore Wright (Hull) could only have received cover from Bluestone.

IV.5753. A contemporaneous record of at least one of the conversations between DW and PD was also made on a handwritten note by DW. This shows the amount of the cover price provided to Wright (Hull) by Bluestone, PD’s contact details, and additional information which appears to have been required by the client. On the same note, there is a record of another competitor invited to tender, namely ‘Birch’. There is however, no evidence that a cover price was provided by Bluestone to this company or that ‘Birch’ was involved in bid rigging on this tender.

IV.5754. The client Richmondshire Council received a tendered amount of £1,260,744 from Bluestone, which is the same figure as that recorded on one of Bluestone’s Tender Summary Sheets. The client also received a tender of £1,399,535 from Wright (Hull), which is higher than the amount tendered by Bluestone. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Bluestone to Wright (Hull).

IV.5755. Finally, Wright (Hull) has also admitted to bid rigging on this tender, without being shown the contemporaneous evidence from Bluestone.

IV.5756. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Bluestone and Wright (Hull) and that Bluestone supplied a figure to Wright (Hull) in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.5757. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5725 to IV.5756 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bluestone to Wright (Hull) was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Wright (Hull) can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bluestone (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Bluestone can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Wright (Hull) (i.e. that Wright (Hull) did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.5758. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bluestone and Wright (Hull) in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for Incubator Office Units at Colburn, tender deadline 26 October 2004.

7462 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7463 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7464 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7465 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7466 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5759. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5760. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Bluestone on 23 February 2006. Bluestone will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Bluestone will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 207:  Fire Reinstatement Works at 63 Westgate, Mansfield – 11 November 2004
Client: Geoffrey Nicholls Associates
Parties: ARG and Dukeries

IV.5761. On 13 October 2004, Geoffrey Nicholls Associates sought tenders for fire damage reinstatement works to existing retail/mixed use premises, 63 Westgate Mansfield, Notts. The following five companies were invited to tender: ARG, Bodill, Dukeries, Greenwood and Richards & Co (Mansfield). The tender deadline was 12:00 noon on 11 November 2004.  

IV.5762. Geoffrey Nicholls Associates received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>11 November 2004</td>
<td>£71,778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>11 November 2004</td>
<td>£120,186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dukeries</td>
<td>11 November 2004</td>
<td>£76,919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards &amp; Co (Mansfield)</td>
<td>11 November 2004</td>
<td>£79,760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5763. Geoffrey Nicholls Associates was unaware which contractor won the contract. Geoffrey Nicholls Associates stated ‘Tender returns submitted to our clients/the building owners. GNA not involved in any further capacity’.

IV.5764. Geoffrey Nicholls Associates also stated that Bowmer & Kirkland Property Services (BKPS) was invited to tender for the contract on 19 November 2004. BKPS tendered £110,665.00 for this contract.

---

7467 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8123.
7468 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8123.
7469 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8123.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant ARG – Message Book

IV.5765. During the OFT’s search of ARG’s premises a message book was found. The message book contained the following entry:7470

′

IMPORTANT MESSAGE
FOR JUSTIN
FROM ADRIAN STOKES
OF DUKERIES BUILDING CO
PHONE […] [C]

| TELEPHONED | WILL CALL AGAIN | PLEASE PHONE | ✓ URGENT |
| VISITED YOU | WANTS TO SEE YOU | RETURNED CALL | CHECK WITH ME |

MESSAGE HE HAS LOOKED AT 63 WESTGATE AND HE IS NOT INTERESTED.
PLEASE GIVE HIM ASSISTANCE

TAKEN BY SIGNED DATE 10-11-04 TIME 12:30′

Evidence from leniency applicant ARG

IV.5766. In its response to the Statement, ARG confirmed that it had ‘…admitted cover pricing in relation to this tender’.7471

Witness evidence from leniency applicant ARG

IV.5767. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, ARG’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.174 to IV.181 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5768. During an interview conducted on 22 February 2007 in connection with its leniency application, Allen Gregory (‘AG’), Managing Director of ARG, was shown the extract from the message book in relation to 63 Westgate. AG explained that ‘…clearly they’ve had a panic situation at the eleventh hour and they’ve called around to find out who’s got it and this Adrian Stokes has got in touch with Justin to ask for assistance’.7472 AG stated, ‘So in my opinion it is fair to say that we would have given them some assistance at that – maybe later that day’.7473

Evidence from other companies – Dukeries

IV.5769. The OFT wrote to Dukeries on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Dukeries had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter

7471 Written representations of ARG, 25 June 2008, paragraph 2.5.
7472 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11110, page 8.
7473 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11110 page 8.
Dukeries admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with ARG (Mansfield) Limited’.\textsuperscript{7474}

IV.5770. The OFT subsequently wrote to Dukeries’ ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Gavco, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Dukeries’ response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Gavco jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Dukeries in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Gavco stated ‘Gavco has nothing to add to the previous responses made by Dukeries ...’.\textsuperscript{7475}

IV.5771. In its response to the Statement, Dukeries confirmed that it had ‘...admitted to engaging in cover pricing in relation to one [this Infringement] of the three tenders identified by the OFT...’.\textsuperscript{7476}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5772. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5773. ARG and Dukeries each accepted an invitation to tender for fire reinstatement works at 63 Westgate, Mansfield.

IV.5774. Both companies submitted a tender. Dukeries was unable to submit a competitive tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.5775. A message book found at ARG records a message taken at 12:30 on 10 November 2004, which read ‘FOR JUSTIN, FROM ADRIAN STOKES, OF DUKERIES, MESSAGE HE HAS LOOKED AT 63 WESTGATE AND HE IS NOT INTERESTED. PLEASE GIVE HIM ASSISTANCE’. AG confirmed that the note records that Adrian Stokes of Dukeries contacted Justin Marriott, an estimator at ARG, 24 hours before the tender was due to be returned and asked for a cover price. AG confirmed that later that day ARG would have contacted Dukeries and supplied them with a figure for a cover price.

IV.5776. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Dukeries admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was ‘ARG’, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that ARG was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.5777. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from ARG and AG’s admission and explanation of that contemporaneous evidence, together with Dukeries’ admission that it engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with ARG, that ARG supplied Dukeries with a cover price for this tender.

IV.5778. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Dukeries was higher than the tender submitted by ARG, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

\textsuperscript{7474} Response from Dukeries, OFT Document Reference 10984, page 5.

\textsuperscript{7475} Response from Gavco, OFT Document Reference 13934, page 2.

\textsuperscript{7476} Written representations of Dukeries, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.
IV.5779. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between ARG and Dukeries. The OFT also concludes that ARG supplied a figure to Dukeries for a cover bid.

IV.5780. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5765 to IV.5779 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid ARG to Dukeries was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Dukeries can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from ARG (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) ARG can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Dukeries (i.e. that Dukeries did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.5781. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between ARG and Dukeries, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for fire reinstatement works at 63 Westgate, Mansfield, tender deadline 11 November 2004.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.5782. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5783. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to ARG under section 28 on 28 June 2005. ARG will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, ARG will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 208:** Refurbishment 10/12 Bowden Road, Sunninghill – 12 November 2004

**Client:** Windsor & District Housing Association

**Parties:** Mansell and Francis

IV.5784. On 21 October 2004, Windsor & District Housing Association (‘Windsor Housing’), part of the Radian group, sought tenders for refurbishment to

---

7477 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7478 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7479 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7480 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7481 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7482 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10000.
The following five companies were invited to tender: Benson NHC Ltd, Claude Fenton (Construction) Ltd, Francis, J B Leadbitter & Co Ltd and Mansell, the date and time of tender return was 12 November 2004 at noon.

IV.5785. Windsor Housing received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>12 November 2004 8:55am</td>
<td>£395,850.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claude Fenton (Construction) Ltd</td>
<td>12 November 2004 11:42am</td>
<td>£216,880.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J B Leadbitter &amp; Co Ltd</td>
<td>12 November 2004 10:00am</td>
<td>£330,762.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benson NHC ltd</td>
<td>12 November 2004 10:55am</td>
<td>£297,177.00</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>12 November 2004 10:35am</td>
<td>£338,889.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet*

IV.5786. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, workload reports. The 2004 workload report for special projects contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>LOCATION/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>OUR BID</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02-00270</td>
<td>Sunninghill – Refurb 10/12 Bowden Road</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Francis Bros)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.5787. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5788. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover

---

7483 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10002.
7484 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10002.
7485 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10002.
7487 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
price from Francis and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.7488

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.5789. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5790. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record in the workload report when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR stated ‘I mean we took a cover from Francis Brothers, by the looks of it…’ and ‘the figure in there [in the net bid column] would have been the one we would have gone in at’.7489 In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.7490

Evidence from other companies – Francis

IV.5791. The OFT wrote to Francis on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Francis had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Francis stated that it was ‘unable to make the admissions’ as it had been ‘unable to find any evidence that it [Francis] has been guilty of the bid rigging activities alleged against it…’.7491

IV.5792. The OFT subsequently wrote to Francis’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Barrett, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Francis’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Barrett jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Francis in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Barrett stated ‘Barrett has … nothing to add to the comments that have already been made to you on behalf of Francis Construction’.7492

IV.5793. In their response to the Statement, however, Francis ‘Francis does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement against Francis Construction’7493 in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5794. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5795. Mansell and Francis each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

7489 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 37.
7491 Response from Francis, OFT Document Reference 10285, page 1.
7492 Response from Barrett, OFT Document Reference 14050.
7493 Written representations of Francis, 2 July 2008, paragraph 3.
IV.5796. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.5797. Mansell’s 2004 workload report records ‘(Francis Bros)’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.5798. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by Francis, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5799. In addition, Francis has now stated that it does not contest its involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.5800. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and Francis. The OFT also concludes that Francis supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.5801. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5786 to IV.5800 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Francis to Mansell was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Francis (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process, and

(c) Francis can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.5802. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and Francis in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment to 10/12 Bowden Road, Sunninghill, tender deadline 12 November 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5803. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100

---

7494 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7495 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7496 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7497 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7498 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5804. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 209:** Extensions and Alterations at Bleakhouse Junior School, Oldbury, West Midlands – 3 December 2004

**Client:** Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council

**Parties:** Thomas Vale and Arthur M Griffiths

IV.5805. On 9 November 2004, Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council (‘Sandwell MBC’) sought tenders for extensions and alterations at Bleakhouse Junior School, Oldbury, West Midlands. The following six companies were invited to tender: Adonis, Arthur M Griffiths, Wygar, Ashe Construction Ltd, Interclass and Thomas Vale. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 3 December 2004.7499

IV.5806. Sandwell MBC received the following tender returns:7500

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time and Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adonis</td>
<td>11:22 3 December 2004</td>
<td>£498,316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths</td>
<td>11:12 3 December 2004</td>
<td>£483,376</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wygar</td>
<td>11:05 3 December 2004</td>
<td>£465,661</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashe Construction Ltd</td>
<td>11:06 3 December 2004</td>
<td>£434,810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interclass</td>
<td>16:00 2 December 2004</td>
<td>£402,806</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>11:35 3 December 2004</td>
<td>£491,272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Estimate Register, Tender Status spreadsheet and handwritten note*

IV.5807. A handwritten Estimate Register was obtained from Thomas Vale during the section 27 visit to its premises on 24 January 2006, which contained the following entry:7501

---

7499 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9292.
7500 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9292.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATE No.</th>
<th>RETURN DATE</th>
<th>JOB TITLE</th>
<th>VALUE £-P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5746 B &amp; M 04/039</td>
<td>3-12-04</td>
<td>Extension and Internal Alterations Bleakhouse School Bleakhouse Road Oldbury</td>
<td>491 272</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>ARCHITECT</th>
<th>Q.S</th>
<th>JOB WON</th>
<th>Y/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sandwell MBC</td>
<td>Urban Design</td>
<td>GB Partnership</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5808. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5746</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>Sandwell MBC</td>
<td>Extension and Alterations, Bleakhouse School, Oldbury</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5809. Also as part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a handwritten note headed ‘a.m. Griffiths’, which reads:

‘a.m. Griffiths

[....................] [C]
Morris [Maurice] Walsh
Bob Round
Gary Wildsmith

Gary Wildsmith

£491,272-00

£569-4534’

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.5810. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

7502 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 46.
7503 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference 4604.
IV.5811. At Annex 14 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page 12 of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2004 tenders is the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5746</td>
<td>03 December</td>
<td>Sandwell MBC</td>
<td>Extension and Alterations, Bleakhouse School, Oldbury</td>
<td>Taken (AM Griffiths [...] [C], Gary Wildsmith, £491,272)</td>
<td>Yes (File Note; Estimate Register)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.5812. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application and ‘A M Griffiths’ appears on this list.

IV.5813. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.5814. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.5815. In respect of this tender, the OFT interviewed Nick Galliers (‘NG’), who was an estimator working in the Building and Maintenance Division of Thomas Vale at the time of this tender. NG explained that the ‘∇’ written in the ‘VALUE’ column of the Estimate Register obtained from Thomas Vale during the section 27 visit to its premises on 24 January 2006, indicated that Thomas Vale had taken a cover price on this tender. NG further explained that he was not aware that CKT maintained an electronic spreadsheet of tenders and that he would not have informed CKT if he had taken a cover price on a job.

IV.5816. In respect of the handwritten note headed ‘a.m. Griffiths’, NG said that he did not recognise the handwriting but that he recalled that Bob Round and Gary Wildsmith were estimators who worked at Arthur M Griffiths. In respect of the handwritten figure, ‘£491,272-00’, NG said ‘That’s the figure that they...’

---

7504 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
7505 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 12.
7506 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
7507 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13563, pages 3 and 6.
7508 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13563, pages 3 and 4.
7509 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13563, pages 6 and 7.
[Arthur M Griffiths] gave us for our cover price. In addition, NG said, ‘I would suggest it means that it had been agreed that we were going to go to AM Griffiths to get a cover price so the phone number’s been jotted down and the name of the estimators put down. And then that’s the figure that they gave us.’

Evidence from leniency applicant Arthur M Griffiths

IV.5817. As part of its leniency application, Arthur M Griffiths provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.182 to IV.188 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5818. In its response to the Statement, Arthur M Griffiths made no representations in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Arthur M Griffiths

IV.5819. In respect of this tender, in interview Gary Wildsmith (‘GW’), Commercial Director of Arthur M Griffiths said he did not recall this job and on being shown by the OFT the handwritten note headed ‘a.m. Griffiths’, GW said ‘No idea why, why they [Thomas Vale] should put my name on that I’m sure…I’ve never given out a price…if they did ring up, and …it was one of the phone calls that I had had, saying, are you pricing a certain job, we might need some help, I’d have just passed it down to Alan Griffiths’.

IV.5820. Also in respect of this tender, in interview Maurice Walsh (‘MW’), Managing Director of Arthur M Griffiths, said he did not recall this job and on being shown by the OFT the handwritten note headed ‘a.m. Griffiths’ and asked if Arthur M Griffiths provided a cover price to Thomas Vale, MW said ‘I would doubt that very much indeed…I can’t answer it but I would doubt that…maybe somebody sort of rang our office and spoke to Gary [Wildsmith] and said, have you got this job in, and Gary may well have said…yes we have… no, we haven’t… or, you’ll have to speak to Alan Griffiths’.

IV.5821. The OFT was unable to interview Alan Griffiths about this tender as he died in January 2007.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5822. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5823. Thomas Vale and Arthur M Griffiths each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5824. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

7510 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13563 page 7.
7511 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13563 page 8.
7514 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13291, page 17.
7515 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13291, page 17.
IV.5825. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Estimate Register maintained in handwritten form records a ‘∇’ next to the figure ‘491 272’ under the column headed ‘VALUE’. NG of Thomas Vale has confirmed that this symbol ‘∇’ shows that Thomas Vale obtained a cover price on this tender. Under leniency Thomas Vale has confirmed that a cover price was received from Arthur M Griffiths for this tender.

IV.5826. The handwritten note headed ‘a.m. Griffiths’ provides further corroboration that Thomas Vale contacted Arthur M Griffiths for a cover price for this tender. The figure written down on this handwritten note was the exact figure that Thomas Vale submitted for this tender. The three estimators named on the note are all employees (either current or former) of Arthur M Griffiths and the telephone number ‘[………………] [C]’ is the telephone number of Arthur M Griffiths as indicated on its company headed notepaper.7516

IV.5827. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Thomas Vale was higher than the tender submitted by Arthur M Griffiths, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5828. Thomas Vale also admitted that ‘A M Griffiths’ was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity.

IV.5829. Although Arthur M Griffiths does not recall that it engaged in this bid rigging activity on this tender, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence, together with Thomas Vale’s admission and explanation of that evidence, shows that Arthur M Griffiths did indeed engage in bid rigging on this tender.

IV.5830. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Arthur M Griffiths, and that Arthur M Griffiths supplied a figure to Thomas Vale in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.5831. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5807 to IV.5830 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.7517 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Arthur M Griffiths to Thomas Vale was not unilateral7518, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;7519
(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Arthur M Griffiths (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;7520 and
(c) Arthur M Griffiths can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.7521

7516 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 5938, page 5.
7517 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7518 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7519 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7520 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7521 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.5832. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Arthur M Griffiths in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for extensions and alterations at Bleakhouse Junior School, Oldbury, West Midlands, tender deadline 3 December 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5833. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5834. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.5835. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Arthur M Griffiths’ involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Thomas Vale. Arthur M Griffiths will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Arthur M Griffiths will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 210: Three New Community Sports Complexes, Lincolnshire – 3 December 2004

Client: HBS Business Services (Group) Ltd
Parties: Mowlem and R G Building

IV.5836. On 8 November 2004\(^{7522}\), HBS Business Services (Group) Ltd sought tenders for three new community sports complexes at Kirton Middlecot School, Grantham Central Technology College and Sports College and Long Sutton, The Peel School.\(^{7523}\) The following six companies were invited to tender: Clark Construction, Interserve, Linpave Building Ltd, Mowlem, North Midland and R G Building. The date and time of tender return was 3 December 2004 at 2:30 pm.\(^{7524}\)

\(^{7522}\) According to the information provided by the client, invitations to tender were sent to bidders on 8 November 2004. However, Mowlem’s Tender Record notes that the tender was received on 28 October 2004 and an internal Mowlem email, dated 29 October 2004, also refers to this tender (Annexes 1 and 2 to witness statement, OFT Document References B1729 and B1731). The OFT concludes that, as this tender comprised three jobs grouped together, the invitations to tender for each job may have been staggered in time (albeit with the same closing date of 3 December 2004 for all three). It appears that the first set of tender documents were sent out by the client around 28 October 2004. In any event, the date on which the invitations to tender were issued by the client is not material to the OFT’s finding of an infringement.

\(^{7523}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8624b.

\(^{7524}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8624c, page 1.
IV.5837. HBS Business Services (Group) Ltd received tender returns for each individual sports complex and also aggregated tenders. The following shows the details of the aggregated tender returns:7525

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clark Construction</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>£5,232,437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R G Building</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>£4,543,565</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interserve</td>
<td>DID NOT TENDER</td>
<td>DID NOT TENDER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowlem</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>£4,661,332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linpave Building Ltd</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>£5,214,478</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Midland</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>£5,147,360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Carillion7526 – Manuscript notes

IV.5838. During the search of Mowlem’s Nottingham office, some manuscript notes belonging to Karl Chatburn, (‘KC’), an estimating manager7527 at Mowlem in the Nottingham office, were taken. On a page dated 25 November 2004 is an entry stating ‘⑤ * Cover – Lincolnshire sports complexes – Paul Whitall – […] [C] *’7528 On the next page there is another entry under the date 2 December 2004 which states ‘⑤ Keith – Cover – Lincoln schools …’7529

IV.5839. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter stated in respect of the entry of ‘⑤ * Cover – Lincolnshire sports complexes – Paul Whitall – […………] [C] *’ in KC’s notebook that this entry is dated 25 November 2004, whereas ‘[i]t was only on 2 December 2004 that R G Carter Building finalised its tender pricing on this tender; 25 November is a week before the tender was due to be submitted’.7530 The telephone number is that ‘…of R G Carter Building’s King’s Lynn office. This number was readily available in telephone directories, on the Company’s website and … was actually published with reference to this tender by ABI Building Data Ltd’.7531 This entry, they argued, could merely indicate that KC telephoned R G Building’s general number a week before the tender deadline and asked for the name of the estimator for this tender; it does not indicate any actual contact took place between KC and Paul Whittall (‘PW’).7532

IV.5840. In respect of the entry of ‘⑤ Keith – Cover – Lincoln schools …’ in KC’s notebook which is dated 2 December 2004, R G Carter stated that this Infringement ‘does not relate to “Lincoln schools” but to community sports complexes at Grantham, Kirton and Long Sutton. The reference to Lincoln schools in the notebook may, therefore, refer to a completely different tender’.7533

7525 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8624c.
7526 Mowlem was acquired by Carillion on 23 February 2006.
7527 Karl Chatburn was estimating manager from July 2003 to October 2006.
7528 Karl Chatburn’s notebook, OFT Document Reference B0650, page 2.
7529 Karl Chatburn’s notebook, OFT Document Reference B0650, page 3.
7530 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.74.
7531 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.74.
7532 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.74.
7533 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.75.
IV.5841. The OFT considers the entries of ‘③ * Cover – Lincolnshire sports complexes – Paul Whitall – [..................] [C] *’ and ‘③ Keith – Cover – Lincoln schools …’ in KC’s notebook to be contemporaneous evidence that Mowlem took a cover price from R G Building.

IV.5842. The OFT views KC’s recording of contact in his notes, firstly, a week before the tender was due (25 November 2004) and, secondly, on the day before the tender was due to be submitted (2 December 2004), as being consistent with the practice of obtaining a cover price as described in paragraph IV.512 above. An initial call would often be placed with a competitor bidding on the same tender asking ‘…them for help’ and closer to the tender submission date, once the competitor had finalised their price, the cover price would be provided. This is also supported by the witness evidence of KC, who stated in interview ‘… I spoke to a guy Paul Whitall, and we organised a cover … for them, to give us a cover price, which they did nearer the time’.7534

IV.5843. The alternative explanation suggested by R G Carter does not account for the inclusion of the word ‘cover’ recorded on the same line as PW’s name and contact telephone number in KC’s notebook. The OFT considers that if KC had telephoned the company’s general telephone number and asked for the name of the estimator, it is likely he would have also either requested his direct telephone number or he would have requested that he be connected. As KC has not recorded any direct dial number in his notebook, the OFT considers the latter to be a more likely reflection of what happened, and therefore cannot accept R G Building’s assertion that the notebook entries do ‘…not mean there was any contact between Karl Chatburn and Paul Whittall’.

IV.5844. Nor does the OFT accept the suggestion that the entry ‘③ Keith – Cover – Lincoln schools …’ related to a different tender as the present one did not relate to ‘Lincoln schools’. Though the OFT has described this Infringement as relating to ‘community sports complexes’, these projects were to be completed at a college in Grantham and schools in Kirton and Long Sutton. The OFT further notes that this entry was made on the same date as that on which R G Building have confirmed its own pricings were completed.

Evidence from leniency applicant Carillion

IV.5845. Carillion’s legal representatives provided to the OFT a witness statement of KC, which states in respect of this tender ‘…This was a tender which we had originally intended to price but after we had received the tender documents it became apparent that we did not have the resources to pursue it … In consultation with Kevin Watson (the Regional Director at the time …), it was however decided that we should ask a competitor for a cover price to avoid irritating the client. I therefore contacted a number of other possible bidders and established that RG Carter was bidding. RG Carter agreed to give me a cover price which we subsequently submitted. Unsurprisingly we did not win the tender … There are a couple of references in my manuscript notes to taking a cover for the Lincolnshire County Council contract … Keith Biltcliffe was the

7534 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12744, pages 10 and 11.
Mowlem planner who submitted the tender based on the cover price on my instructions’.\textsuperscript{7535}

IV.5846. In its response to the Statement, Mowlem stated that it ‘... does not contest that certain employees (and/or former employees) participated in each of the three Relevant Alleged Infringements nor does it contest its liability...’.\textsuperscript{7536}

IV.5847. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter suggested that ‘It is inconceivable that the purpose of his [KC’s] call to that number of other bidders was merely to find out if R G Carter was bidding; it is far more likely that he was talking to those other contractors about their bids’.\textsuperscript{7537} The OFT considers that even if R G Carter’s assertion that KC discussed the other contractors’ bids with them is correct (noting that this is not supported by the available evidence) that would not undermine the finding that Mowlem obtained a cover price from R G Building. It is clear that KC did not receive a cover price from any of the other bidders, who all returned higher bids than Mowlem. The OFT also notes that this suggestion is contrary to KC’s specific recollection that it was R G Building from whom he obtained a cover on this tender.

\textit{Witness evidence from leniency applicant Carillion}

IV.5848. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, KC from the Nottingham office provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.503 to IV.516 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5849. During an interview with the OFT on 18 April 2007, KC advised how he would record when Mowlem had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.511 to IV.512 above. In relation to this tender KC explained his role, stating ‘... I was the estimating manager. And Richard Hubble was the actual estimator that was gonna price it’.\textsuperscript{7538} When asked to explain the entries, detailed above, in his notebooks, KC stated ‘... from what I recall, we set out, in good faith, to actually price this project, back in that year. Then, during the tender periods, it became quite clear that actually we didn’t want to win the project, but because we’d gone so far down the line, we’d sent out enquiries, we’d been talking to the clients, a decision was taken, instead of just sending the project back, that we’d take a cover, so, RG Carter’s, I think it was, we thought that they would be competitive in that area ... I spoke to a guy Paul Whitall, and we organised a cover ... for them, to give us a cover price, which they did nearer the time ... they went on to win the job, I think’.\textsuperscript{7539} KC explained that the decision to take a cover price would have been agreed with the regional director, Kevin Watson.\textsuperscript{7540}

IV.5850. During an interview with the OFT on 17 April 2007, Richard Hubble (‘RH’), who was an estimator at Mowlem in the Nottingham office, stated in respect of this tender ‘We started pricing it, I was the estimator who was gonna price it, then during the tender period we, I think we has [sic] a couple of other big

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{7535} Witness statement, OFT Document Reference B1727.
  \item \textsuperscript{7536} Written representations of Mowlem, 27 June 2008, paragraph 1.4.
  \item \textsuperscript{7537} Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.102.
  \item \textsuperscript{7538} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12744, page 10.
  \item \textsuperscript{7539} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12744, pages 10 and 11.
  \item \textsuperscript{7540} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12744, page 11.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
contracts, we hadn’t got enough staff to cope if we won the job so it’s decided to take a cover’. When asked who arranged the cover price, RH stated ‘It were Karl Chatburn … he actually arranged it’.7541

IV.5851. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter suggested that there were inconsistencies between KC’s witness statement described at paragraph IV.5845 above, and the evidence which he gave in interview. R G Carter suggested that KC’s witness statement evidence that in respect of this tender a cover price had been taken ‘to avoid irritating the client’ was ‘totally inconsistent with what Karl Chatburn himself describes [in his interview] as being Mowlem’s standard procedure (to send back the tender documents…)’.7542 The OFT does not accept that there is any inconsistency. During the same interview KC also stated that ‘…there’ll have been times in the past when, ah, instead of sending tender documents back to upset the clients, that sort of thing, it, it was deemed more appropriate to, to take a cover’.7543 KC was not, therefore, describing any ‘standard procedure’ that was invariably followed when he referred to returning tenders. Further, KC is clear that the decision was taken not to return this particular tender because Mowlem had initially intended to price it, and had gone sufficiently far through the pricing process that it considered obtaining a cover price preferable. R G Carter suggested that this was inconsistent with the emails at Annex 2 of KC’s witness statement which evidenced a decision on 3 November not to pursue the tender.7544 In fact, those emails show that KC was still in the process of pricing the tender at 12 November 20047545 and the decision not to pursue it was only taken on 17 November 2004.7546 Given the initial documents in relation to this tender appear to have been received by Mowlem on 28 October 2004, the OFT considers this sufficient to substantiate KC’s comment that they were ‘far down the line’ of pricing the tender.

IV.5852. R G Carter suggested that a further ‘uncertainty’ in KC’s interview evidence was that ‘When asked to explain the “cover – Lincolnshire sports complex” note in his notebook he is not clear, saying “so er, R G Carter’s, I think it was [‘…we thought that they would be competitive in that area.’]…”. He goes on to say “We just thought R G Carter are…a biggish company from Lincolnshire, a competitive company from Lincoln.” R G Carter Building has never been “from Lincoln”; nor has any other company in the R G Carter group’.7547

IV.5853. The OFT does not accept the assertion that there is uncertainty about this evidence. It is clear from both KC’s witness statement7548 and his interview7549 that the tender being discussed was the Lincolnshire sports complexes. It also appears that KC’s reference to R G Carter’s location was to the company’s area of operation generally rather than the location of any particular office and that he refers to ‘Lincoln’ as shorthand for ‘Lincolnshire’.

7541 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13401, page 2.
7542 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.76.
7544 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.81
7545 OFT Document Reference B1732.
7546 OFT Document Reference B1733.
7547 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.80.
7548 Witness statement, OFT Document Reference B1727.
7549 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12744, pages 9 and 10.
Evidence from other companies – R G Building

IV.5854. The OFT wrote to R G Building’s immediate parent company R G Construction Limited (‘R G Construction’) on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that R G Construction had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter R G Construction made no admission in respect of this tender and stated ‘We have checked the tenders 2 to 20 referred to in your schedule, both paper and electronic, and have interviewed the relevant staff including former employees where possible. Our investigations have not disclosed any evidence of conduct to which you refer’.

IV.5855. The OFT subsequently wrote to R G Building’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, R G Holdings, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on R G Construction’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold R G Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by its subsidiaries in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, R G Holdings stated ‘… we write to advise we have nothing further to add’.

IV.5856. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter made general representations as to how, as a business, it ensures it has the resources to price the tenders it receives, and as to its success rate in invitations to tender. The OFT accepts that the evidence currently available suggests that R G Building tend to price tenders properly. However, the present Infringement relates to the provision of a cover price, not the acceptance of one. Though the OFT has found, in paragraph IV.73 above, that the motive for providing cover prices was usually reciprocity, it notes that other motives, including facilitating a reduction in the number of competing bids, are also possible and it is not necessary to establish exactly, or even to speculate, what a company’s motive might have been for providing a cover price. Where the evidence indicates that a cover price has been provided, the OFT considers that sufficient for a finding of an Infringement.

IV.5857. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter provided a witness statement from PW, who stated in respect of this tender ‘I do not recognize the name Karl Chatburn. He is not someone I can recall ever having met, spoken to or heard of before. I have no recollection of him speaking to me (or me to him) in relation to this tender or at all…I did not provide cover prices as has been alleged in either of these cases [Infringements 210 and 222]’.

---

7550 The OFT made the Fast Track Offer to R G Construction on the basis of information available to it at the relevant time. As R G Building is a wholly owned subsidiary of R G Construction, the OFT does not consider it material that the Fast Track Offer was not addressed to R G Building itself. In any event, the companies in the R G Carter Group made joint representations in response to the Statement, and stated that no evidence had been found to suggest that a cover price had been provided to a competitor. The OFT concludes that none of the companies making up the R G Carter Group were willing to admit participation in bid rigging activities in relation to this tender.

7551 Response from R G Carter, OFT Document Reference 10784.

7552 Response from R G Carter Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14103.

7553 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.4 to 2.13 and 2.19 to 2.21.

IV.5858. The OFT notes the direct contradiction between this witness evidence and the contemporaneous documentary evidence and overall explanation provided by KC in respect of his notebook and his specific explanation of the entry relating to this tender. On balance, the OFT considers the latter to be more compelling. KC’s evidence is consistent with the markings in his notebook, in particular with the entry ‘Cover’ for which R G Building has not provided an alternative plausible explanation. In light of those factors, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous documentary evidence and explanation of KC should be preferred to that of PW.

IV.5859. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter also noted in respect of this Infringement ‘[w]hen Karl Chatburn was asked specifically about cover pricing, he said that, when taking a cover price, the result is “So you finish third or fourth”; in the tender... Mowlem came a very close second, not third or fourth’.

During an interview with the OFT on 18 April 2007, KC advised ‘...instead of sending tender documents back up to clients, that sort of thing, it, it was deemed appropriate to, to take a cover. Um. So you finish third or fourth, but at least in the client’s minds it, it was quite competitive so they’d put you on the tender list next time...’.

The OFT regards this statement as evidence of Mowlem’s general expectations in respect of a tender outcome, that if it obtained a cover price for a bid, it expected to appear ‘competitive’ to the client yet would probably come third or fourth after the companies who were actually bidding competitively. To be certain of being ranked in a particular position, however, would have required collusion between all or most of the tender bidders, an activity which has not been alleged in respect of this Infringement. The OFT notes that, across this investigation, although those who have accepted cover prices have often come third or fourth, it is by no means unusual for them to have come second.

IV.5860. R G Carter further stated ‘...the percentage difference between R G Carter’s winning bid and the cover price that R G Carter is alleged to have provided to Mowlem (which R G Carter denies), ranges from 1.5% to 3.25%. This difference is totally inconsistent with all the evidence given in the Statement of Objections relating to the calculation of cover prices’.

It also stated that in his witness statement KC ‘went on to make the point that, when giving a cover price, “...you’d usually add 5% on to the price....and then tell them to add a little more on, if, if needs be”... the difference between the Mowlem tender price and the R G Carter Building tender price was substantially less than that 5%’.

IV.5861. The OFT has not alleged that Mowlem provided a cover price in respect of this Infringement and as such considers the methods Mowlem employed to calculate the cover prices it supplied to competitors irrelevant to this Infringement. The OFT is unable to comment on the cover price calculation methodology of a non-lenience party, such as R G Building. In any event, although it was often the practice for companies to provide a cover price and for the recipient to add on four to five per cent, there were in fact many instances where the difference between the figure submitted on the basis of a cover price and the figure submitted by the provider of the cover price was significantly higher or lower

7555 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.78.
7556 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12744, pages 6 to 7.
7557 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.73.
7558 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.78.
than four to five per cent. Accordingly, the OFT does not consider a difference of approximately one to three per cent to be indicative that cover pricing did not take place. In addition, the OFT notes that although the percentage difference between R G Building’s and Mowlem’s bids may be small, nonetheless in real terms the difference between the bids is just over £100,000, which is a significant margin. The OFT notes that in respect of Infringement 222 the price submitted by the acceptor of a cover from R G Building is also approximately £100,000 more than R G Building’s own bid.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5862. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5863. Mowlem and R G Building each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5864. Both companies submitted a tender. Mowlem was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that R G Building completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by its bid being the lowest and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.5865. Extracts from a contemporaneous notebook found at Mowlem, belonging to the then estimating manager, KC, show ‘© Cover – Lincolnshire sports complexes – Paul Whitall – [……..] [C] *’ and ‘© Keith – Cover – Lincoln schools …’. Mowlem has stated that this shows that it took a cover price from PW of R G Carter. KC confirmed in interview that he spoke to PW of R G Carter and obtained a cover price from him for this tender.

IV.5866. In addition, the telephone number noted is listed on R G Building’s website as the telephone number for R G Building, Kings Lynn.7559

IV.5867. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mowlem was higher than the tender submitted by R G Building, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5868. In its response to the Statement R G Carter stated that ‘The evidence that the tender submitted by Mowlem was higher than the tender submitted by R G Carter, which the OFT suggests as being consistent with a cover price having been provided by R G Carter, is not persuasive as representing evidence that R G Carter provided a cover price’.7560 The OFT notes that this analysis is not relied upon in evidence and merely sets out that the pattern of the tender bids was consistent with a cover price having been provided by R G Building to Mowlem.

IV.5869. In addition the OFT notes that R G Building’s tender figure is the only figure below Mowlem’s tender figure, for both the individual and aggregate tender sums, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Mowlem could only have received a cover figure from R G Building.

7560 Written representations of R G Carter Group, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.97.
IV.5870. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mowlem and R G Building. The OFT also concludes that R G Building supplied a figure to Mowlem for a cover bid.

IV.5871. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5838 to IV.5870 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from R G Building to Mowlem was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Mowlem can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from R G Building (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) R G Building can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mowlem (i.e. that Mowlem did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.5872. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mowlem and R G Building in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for three new community sports complexes, tender deadline 3 December 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5873. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5874. The OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of documents found on a section 28 visit to the Nottingham premises of Carillion. Mowlem will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Mowlem will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 211: New Build Extra Care Housing Development, Huddersfield
Road, Mirfield – 8 December 2004
Client: Hillswood Ltd
Parties: Hobson & Porter, York House and Caddick

IV.5875. On 27 September 2004, and subsequently 6, 7 and 8 October 2004, Hillswood Ltd sought tenders for a new build extra care housing development

7561 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7562 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7563 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7564 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7565 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
on Huddersfield Road. The original tender expiry date was extended in order to recruit new tenderers. The extended return date for the tender was 8 December 2004 and six companies in total were invited to tender: Bramall, Hobson & Porter, Totty Building, Caddick, York House and GMI.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8994.}

IV.5876. Hillswood Ltd received the following tender returns:\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8994.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date invitation to tender sent</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bramall</td>
<td>27 September 2004</td>
<td>Declined to tender 5 October 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>27 September 2004</td>
<td>09:00 8 December 2004</td>
<td>£7,240,360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totty Building</td>
<td>27 September 2004</td>
<td>Declined to tender 4 October 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caddick</td>
<td>6 October 2004</td>
<td>09:00 8 December 2004</td>
<td>£6,983,177</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York House</td>
<td>7 October 2004</td>
<td>09:00 8 December 2004</td>
<td>£7,183,087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMI</td>
<td>8 October 2004</td>
<td>Declined to tender 21 October 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant York House – Email from Caddick with attachments*

IV.5877. During the search with consent at York House on 28 March 2006 an electronic image of data was taken and this image was analysed at a later date at the OFT. An email subject title ‘Royd Court, Mirfield’ was sent on 10 December 2004 by Alan Fitzsimons-Brown (‘AF’), Senior Estimator at Caddick, to Arthur Richardson (‘AR’), Estimating Director at York House.\footnote{Royd Court email, OFT Document Reference A1587.} Sent with this email was a two-page spreadsheet containing a breakdown of costs and a total tender figure for both sections of the contract.\footnote{Royd Court email attachments, OFT Document References A1588 and A1589.} In the first paragraph of the email, AF wrote, ‘Most important; Do not forward on electronically as it is possible to trace the history of a document (don’t ask me how) and if they do, they will find that this spreadsheet was originally generated by Caddick. I’ll forward a complete list of qualifications on Monday but the most important ones are; No design fees included (other than £2000 as advised to warrant the design) due to the lack of co-ordination between the design team, therefore we had no idea how much to allow. They should really be advising us what to allow…’.\footnote{Royd Court email, OFT Document Reference A1587, page 1.} The email continued with details of removal of material and diversion of services. The email attachment was titled ‘Contract Sum Analysis, York House.xls’.\footnote{Royd Court email, OFT Document Reference A1587, page 2.} The total of the two ‘Total to form of Tender’ figures set out on the two page spreadsheet provided by Caddick, matches exactly the total amount submitted for this tender by York House.
Evidence from leniency applicant York House

IV.5878. As part of its leniency application, York House provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.743 to IV.751 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5879. In a typewritten table summarising York House’s cover pricing activity, prepared as part of York House’s leniency application, it is stated that York House received a cover from Caddick.7572 In addition, in a further handwritten table summarising York House’s Cover Pricing activity, also prepared as part of York House’s leniency application, it is stated that York House received a cover from Caddick.7573

IV.5880. In its response to the Statement, York House stated ‘[i]t is not disputed that York House participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement.’7574

Witness evidence from leniency applicant York House

IV.5881. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, York House’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.743 to IV.751 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5882. In respect of this tender, in interview AR confirmed, ‘Yes we took a cover from Caddick’7575 and ‘… I organised the cover price I took the cover price’.7576 Specifically in relation to the email from AF at Caddick, AR stated, ‘That email has come about as result of us having to produce a breakdown of our price. Obviously on that occasion Caddick’s must have been in a poor position and we must have been in a close position and they [the client] have requested information obviously we cannot provide because we haven’t gone through the motions, so on that occasion Caddick have willingly helped us out and we’ve passed on this information…. because I haven’t priced it and Caddick’s have helped us out’.7577

IV.5883. AR also stated, ‘……as I have explained we have took a cover, we have been asked [by the client] for a breakdown of our tender summary, we were unable to provide them and we have gone back to Caddick’s and Caddick’s have sent me that email…’7578 and ‘That there whatever Caddick’s price was will be less than that on their appraisal and they have factored figures in there to come up with the cover price they’ve given us, helping us provide the client with what he was after on that occasion’.7579

7575 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11466, page 20.
7577 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11466, pages 20 and 21.
7579 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11466, page 22.
Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter – Tender Information Sheet

IV.5884. The Form of Tender documentation for this tender was in two parts and stated that Hobson & Porter’s submitted figure was £6,912,400.00 for extra care flats and shell construction of the ground floor south west wing and £327,960.00 for the fitting out of the ground floor of the south west wing. The two figures added together give a total tender submitted of £7,240,360.

Evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.5885. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5886. In Hobson & Porter’s Summary of Cover Pricing Activity (Major Works), prepared as part of its leniency application, it is stated that Hobson & Porter received a cover from Caddick, and that the individual contact at Caddick was AF.

IV.5887. In its response to the Statement, Hobson & Porter stated that it ‘…does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.5888. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5889. In respect of this tender, in interview Russell Horner (‘RH’), Major Works Estimating Director at Hobson & Porter, confirmed that Hobson & Porter received a cover from Caddick. RH recalled that, ‘This [Form of Tender] will have been in our file where we keep all our covers, all covers that we have taken and …….where you [the OFT] got a copy of this document from and you know from recollection when we sat down and went through the lists of everything we had done we seem to recall it was Caddick’s who we took it from’. Michael Haywood, an estimator in Major Works, confirmed that he helped with the documentation to sub-contractors on this tender, but did not recall any involvement in taking a cover price on this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Caddick

IV.5890. The OFT wrote to Caddick on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that

---

7580 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0199, page 1.
7581 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0200, page 1.
7584 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11229, page 16.
7585 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11232, page 15.
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Caddick had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Caddick admitted that ‘We engaged in bid rigging (cover pricing) activities on this tender with York House (and one other, possibly, Eric Wrights)’ (emphasis in original document). The OFT notes that ‘Eric Wrights’ was not invited to tender for this contract and therefore could not have been involved in cover pricing.

IV.5891. The OFT subsequently wrote to Caddick’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Caddick Group, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Caddick’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Caddick Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Caddick in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Caddick Group said it had no issues to raise in respect of its subsidiary Caddick.7587

IV.5892. In their response to the Statement, Caddick and Caddick Group confirmed that ‘...it [Caddick] provided a cover price to York House because it reacted to a request by them ... [and] ... also believes that it is likely that it provided a cover price to Hobson & Porter following a request by them.’7588

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5893. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5894. York House, Hobson & Porter and Caddick each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5895. It appears that Caddick completed the estimating process for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Caddick being the lowest received by the client, and the fact that Caddick won the contract.

IV.5896. York House and Hobson & Porter were unable to submit tenders by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.5897. In regard to Caddick, York House has confirmed that it received a cover price from Caddick. AR confirmed that he made the contact with Caddick to ‘organise the cover price’, providing corroboration that York House contacted Caddick in order to obtain a cover price.

IV.5898. In regard to the email sent on 10 December 2004 by AF of Caddick to AR at York House, AR explained that York House had been asked by the client for a breakdown of its tender summary. AR explained that as York House had not priced this tender, since it was taking a cover price, it was unable to produce breakdown figures of its own accord. AR therefore went back to Caddick, who had provided York House with the cover price, and Caddick sent an email with an attached spreadsheet which gave the requested breakdown of figures to AR. AR further explained that the figures provided by Caddick were costs based on the cover price given to York House by Caddick.

7587 Email note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 13922.
7588 Written representations of Caddick, 24 June 2008, paragraphs 6.4(c)(iv) and (v).
IV.5899. The OFT further notes that no other company submitted a bid lower than Caddick’s, and that only Caddick could therefore have given York House a cover in respect of this tender.

IV.5900. Caddick has admitted engaging in bid rigging activities with York House on this tender, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007. The OFT notes that Caddick admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was York House, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that York House was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.5901. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by York House was higher than the tender submitted by Caddick, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5902. In respect of the email sent to York House by Caddick, the OFT notes that AF of Caddick said, ‘Most important; Do not forward on electronically as it is possible to trace the history of a document (don’t ask me how) and if they do, they will find that this spreadsheet was originally generated by Caddick’. This shows that Caddick was providing York House with a breakdown of figures based on the cover price provided, and that it did not want the client to be aware that York House’s breakdown of figures was actually created by Caddick.

IV.5903. Also, in regard to Caddick, Hobson & Porter has confirmed that it received a cover price from Caddick and that the contact at Caddick was AF. RH has also confirmed that the form of tender documentation for this contract was placed in a file ‘where we keep all our covers, all covers that we have taken’. The OFT notes the separate corroboration from Caddick at IV.5892 above that it is likely that it supplied a cover price to Hobson & Porter. The OFT notes that Caddick admitted that it had engaged in cover pricing with another company in addition to York House on this tender, and that there was no other company besides Hobson & Porter bidding for the tender.

IV.5904. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter was higher than the tender submitted by Caddick, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5905. All three companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT concludes from the above evidence that contact took place between Caddick and York House, and between Caddick and Hobson & Porter. The OFT also concludes that Caddick supplied figures to each of York House and Hobson & Porter for cover bids. The OFT notes that all three companies that submitted bids for this tender were involved in bid rigging, and that the client for this project therefore received no independently prepared tenders. The OFT also notes the exhortation from one of the bidders not to pass on its email to the client, confirming that it wanted its bid rigging actively kept secret from the client.

IV.5906. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5877 to IV.5905 above amount in law to agreements and/or concerted practices contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

7589
(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Caddick to each of York House and Hobson & Porter was not unilateral\textsuperscript{7590}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{7591}

(b) York House and Hobson & Porter can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Caddick (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{7592} and

(c) Caddick can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from York House and Hobson & Porter (i.e. that neither of them intended to submit competitive bids) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{7593}

IV.5907. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Caddick and York House, and between Caddick and Hobson & Porter, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a new build extra care housing development on Huddersfield Road, tender deadline 8 December 2004.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.5908. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5909. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of York House’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the search with consent at York House’s premises on 28 March 2006 conducted as part of its leniency application made on 23 March 2006. York House will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.5910. Also, in respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Hobson & Porter on 28 March 2006. Hobson & Porter will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Hobson & Porter in respect of this Infringement.

\textsuperscript{7590} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\textsuperscript{7591} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{7592} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\textsuperscript{7593} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 212: Gotham Primary School, Gotham, Nottingham – 14 December 2004
Client: Nottinghamshire County Council
Parties: Clegg and Willmott Dixon

IV.5911. On 15 November 2004, Nottinghamshire County Council sought tenders for Gotham Primary School, involving the construction of a new single-storey primary school, services installation and site works. The following six companies were invited to tender: Wildgoose, Linford, Clegg, Linpave Building, Sol and Willmott Dixon. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 10:00 on 14 December 2004.

IV.5912. Nottinghamshire County Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>14 December 2004 by 10:00</td>
<td>£1,685,366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linford</td>
<td>14 December 2004 by 10:00</td>
<td>£1,598,556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>14 December 2004 by 10:00</td>
<td>£1,698,491</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linpave Building</td>
<td>14 December 2004 by 10:00</td>
<td>£1,764,925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>14 December 2004 by 10:00</td>
<td>£1,714,625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmott Dixon</td>
<td>14 December 2004 by 10:00</td>
<td>£1,824,093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Clegg – Tender Details & Summary report

IV.5913. As part of its leniency application, Clegg provided a contemporaneous Tender Details & Summary report completed with details of the tender. The following is an extract of the details written onto that report:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No. T676</th>
<th>Project:</th>
<th>Date Due:</th>
<th>Date: 13th DEC ’04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GOTHAM PRIMARY SCHOOL</td>
<td>14th DECEMBER 2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimator: L. HUNT</td>
<td>Delivered To:</td>
<td>10:00AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client:</td>
<td>NOTTINGHAMSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL</td>
<td>Deliver To:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Tenderers:</td>
<td>WILDGOOSE LINPAVE LINFORD</td>
<td>N.C.C. COUNTY HALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WILMOTT DIXON (C) £1,824,093 SOL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting Attendees:</td>
<td>SIMON BLACKBURN SALU. MARTELLO</td>
<td>LES HUNT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

7594 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9467.
7595 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9467.
7596 Tender Details & Summary, OFT Document Reference 4492.
Evidence from leniency applicant Clegg

IV.5914. As part of its leniency application, Clegg provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is outlined in paragraphs IV.274 to IV.292 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5915. In Schedule A of its leniency application, Clegg set out a summary of all tenders from March 2000 to July 2005 that were ‘Definites – projects where cover pricing has taken place and evidence is available together with estimator’s corroboration of evidence’. The information in the summary was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page four of the summary within Schedule A and within the section for 2004 tenders is the following entry extract:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>T No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>T676</td>
<td>Gotham Primary School, Gotham, Nottingham</td>
<td>Nottinghamshire County Council</td>
<td>14-12</td>
<td>1,698,491</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover From</th>
<th>Cover To</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wilmott Dixon</td>
<td>Chantry House</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chantry House</td>
<td>High Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Street</td>
<td>Coleshill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleshill</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence enclosed OFT/26 – estimators handwritten note ‘(C) £1,824,093’ against Wilmott Dixon in other tenderers list and estimators recollection of giving a cover to Wilmott Dixon.

IV.5916. In the above table ‘OFT/26 – estimators handwritten note’ refers to the Tender Details & Summary report discussed in paragraph IV.5913 above.

IV.5917. Clegg also provided to the OFT as part of an Executive Summary a list of key competitors with whom Clegg exchanged information. The name ‘Wilmott Dixon Limited’ appears on this list.

IV.5918. In its response to the Statement, Clegg stated ‘[i]t is not disputed that Clegg participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement’.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Clegg

IV.5919. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Clegg’s employees provided general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.274 to IV.292 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

---

7597 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4460, page 2.
7599 Executive Summary, OFT Document Reference 4458, page 2.
7600 Written representations of Clegg, 27 June 2008, paragraph 51.
IV.5920. In particular estimator Leslie Hunt (‘LH’), the senior estimator for Clegg, who dealt with this tender noted during interview that on Tender Details & Summary reports a ‘C’ next to a competitor’s name means that Clegg gave that company a cover price.7601 LH was interviewed in regard to this contract and confirmed he was the estimator that dealt with it. LH referred to the entry on the Tender Details & Summary report, and said that the fact that it has a small ‘C’ next to Willmott Dixon and an exact figure gave him the impression that it was a cover price given to Willmott Dixon by Clegg. LH explained that as the Tender Details & Summary report included an exact figure of £1,824,093 this indicated this was the figure Clegg gave as a cover price rather than something it found out after the bidding process.7602 LH confirmed that if the information had been received after the bidding process had completed, he would have written a more approximate figure such as ‘1.8 or 1.82’. LH could not recall dealing with anyone from Willmott Dixon but referred to an entry in his personal contact book7603 for Willmott Dixon and the name ‘Reg Chester’ and the telephone number ‘[………………] C’7604

IV.5921. In its response to the Statement, Willmott Dixon’s legal representatives stated ‘[n]or does the appearance of the letter “c” next to the bid submitted by our client constitute “strong and compelling” evidence of the existence of cover-pricing. It is equally plausible that the letter “c” could refer to “Chester”, the surname of the consultant, or that it might refer to “competitor”, to identify a business known to be pricing keenly. Our client cannot accept that there is no other “plausible” explanation for the appearance of the letter “c”, other than an agreement on cover-pricing.’7605

IV.5922. The OFT does not accept Willmott Dixon’s alternative explanations for the Clegg Tender Details & Summary Report entry ‘WILMOTT DIXON (C) £1,824,093’ as the alternatives are inconsistent with, and unsupported by, the contemporaneous written evidence and the corroborating witness statements. LH of Clegg confirmed in interview that where a ‘C’ was recorded next to a competitor’s name, this meant that Clegg gave that company a cover price.

IV.5923. In its response to the Statement, Willmott Dixon also stated ‘...Mr. Chester was not employed by [Willmott Dixon] at the time but was working on a freelance basis as a self employed consultant for various construction companies (including [Willmott Dixon]). While operating in this capacity, Mr. Chester spent some time in [Willmott Dixon’s] office and had the use of a “hot desk”, which explains why the telephone number referred to in the [Statement] (being [Willmott Dixon’s] Birmingham office) appears in the contact book.7606 It further stated ‘...as Mr. Chester was working on a freelance basis for [Willmott Dixon] (as well as for other contractors), we doubt very much whether he would ever have been instructed or requested to obtain a cover price on behalf of [Willmott Dixon]’.7607

IV.5924. It is not the OFT’s case that the cover price was definitely given to Mr Chester rather than to any other employee at Willmott Dixon and the existence of an

7601 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13277, page 15.
7602 Note of telephone interview, OFT Document Reference 14316, page 1.
7603 Contact book, OFT Document Reference 14366.
7604 Note of telephone interview, OFT Document Reference 14316, pages 1 and 2.
7606 Written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 27.
infringement is not based on that assumption. However, it appears to the OFT that Mr Chester, in working as a consultant for Willmott Dixon, working in Willmott Dixon’s office and having a Willmott Dixon telephone number, would in all likelihood have been acting as agent for Willmott Dixon and therefore formed part of the same undertaking (see further paragraphs III.28 to III.36 of Legal Background above). Thus the OFT does consider that, even if the cover price was transmitted to Mr Chester rather than any employee of Willmott Dixon, that would not undermine the finding of Willmott Dixon’s participation in and liability for the Infringement.

IV.5925. In its response to the Statement, Willmott Dixon further stated ‘[Willmott Dixon] believes it would have been strongly disinclined to take a cover price for this particular tender, not only because there are so few instances of cover-pricing ever having occurred in relation to [Willmott Dixon] but also because the tendering authority in this case (Nottinghamshire County Council) is a major partner of [Willmott Dixon] and education is one of [Willmott Dixon’s] primary sectors.’

IV.5926. The OFT does not consider the client’s ‘major partner’, status to undermine the analysis that Willmott Dixon took a cover price from Clegg in respect of this tender. On the contrary, the OFT considers the fact that the client was a ‘major partner’ of Willmott Dixon to have been a strong incentive for Willmott Dixon to have obtained a cover price and submit that cover price as its bid, rather than decline to bid or submit a unilateral price that was uncompetitive but potentially unrealistic.

IV.5927. In its response to the Statement, Willmott Dixon also submitted ‘…that it is not uncommon for parties to become aware of prices tendered after the bids have gone in and this seems to offer a perfectly plausible explanation as to why the figure of £1,824,093 appears on Clegg’s report. Nor does it seem at all implausible to suggest that an individual might record an exact figure, as opposed to a more approximate number.’ The OFT notes that the witness evidence of LH, as outlined above at IV.5920, clearly explains Clegg’s ordinary business practice in respect of recording cover prices and prices post tender. Therefore, the available evidence, in totality, does not support Willmott Dixon’s assertions in respect of Clegg’s internal price recording procedure.

IV.5928. Willmott Dixon further submitted that the number written on the Tender Details & Summary Report is exactly the same as the bid it submitted, whereas, it argued, if the number was a cover price it would be expected that the submitted bid would have been inflated. Whilst the OFT notes that companies taking cover prices sometimes inflate those numbers when they submit their bids, it is also recognised that this does not always happen and the absence of a further inflation by the party taking cover cannot be taken as an indication that the recorded figure was not a cover price.

Evidence from other companies – Willmott Dixon

IV.5929. The OFT wrote to Willmott Dixon on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission

that Willmott Dixon had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Willmott Dixon, represented by Berwin Leighton Paisner LLP, indicated via email and telephone message on 26 April 2007 and subsequently by letter on 27 April 2007 that it would not be taking up this offer.\footnote{Response from Willmott Dixon, OFT Document Reference 10908}

IV.5930. The OFT subsequently wrote to Willmott Dixon’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Willmott Dixon Limited, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Willmott Dixon’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Willmott Dixon Limited jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Willmott Dixon in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Willmott Dixon Limited stated ‘… the decision was taken by the subsidiary, and is now confirmed by the parent, not to accept the reduction in penalty offer …’.\footnote{Response from Willmott Dixon Limited, OFT Document Reference 14121, page 1.}

IV.5931. In its response to the Statement, Willmott Dixon stated ‘…whilst we do not contest the facts as set out in the [Statement] in relation to the Gotham tender, we do question the legal inferences that the OFT proposes to draw from this set of facts, in particular, the suggestion that the evidence as stated constitutes “strong and compelling” evidence of cover-pricing’.\footnote{Written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 32.}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5932. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5933. Clegg and Willmott Dixon each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract. Willmott Dixon was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.5934. Clegg’s contemporaneous Tender Details & Summary report, a document completed by hand by estimators, in this case noting the estimator for the tender as being LH, records under the heading ‘Other Tenderers’ five competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely Wildgoose, Linpave, Linford, Willmott Dixon and Sol. Where Willmott Dixon has been written, next to it is ‘(C) £1,824,093’, which Clegg has confirmed shows that an exchange of information took place with that company out of all those that submitted a tender bid. The OFT further notes that the price figure noted against Willmott Dixon’s name on Clegg’s document is identical to the bid submitted by Willmott Dixon.

IV.5935. The OFT notes that although five competitors have been recorded on the Tender Details & Summary report, only one of these has a ‘C’ and a price figure next to it, i.e. Willmott Dixon. This shows that Clegg specifically recorded that an exchange of information took place with that company out of all those that submitted a tender bid. The OFT further notes that the price figure noted against Willmott Dixon’s name on Clegg’s document is identical to the bid submitted by Willmott Dixon.

IV.5936. In its leniency application Clegg admitted in respect of this particular tender that the estimator recalled giving a cover price to Willmott Dixon.\footnote{Schedule A – Definites, OFT Document Reference 4461, page 4.} When questioned regarding this tender, LH had knowledge of Willmott Dixon and in
interview noted that a ‘C’ with a figure next to it would indicate a cover price and the company to whom it had been given. LH noted that an exact figure being present by the name Willmott Dixon indicated Clegg had provided that figure as a cover price. In his contact book LH also has the name of a contact at Willmott Dixon and the telephone number ‘[………..] [C]’. This number [………..] [C] is a publicly listed telephone number of Willmott Dixon. Furthermore, Clegg admitted that Willmott Dixon was one of the competitors with whom it engaged in the exchange of information.

IV.5937. In addition, the OFT notes that Nottinghamshire County Council received a tendered amount of £1,824,093 from Willmott Dixon, which is higher than the amount tendered by Clegg. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been given from Clegg to Willmott Dixon.

IV.5938. Although Willmott Dixon has not admitted engaging in this bid rigging activity, the OFT notes that it was not the successful party for this tender and as such may not have any records. The OFT notes that while Willmott Dixon does not consider the OFT’s evidence to be strong and compelling, it has stated that it does not contest the facts in respect of this tender.

IV.5939. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Clegg and Willmott Dixon. The OFT also concludes that Clegg supplied a figure to Willmott Dixon for a cover bid.

IV.5940. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5913 to IV.5939 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Clegg to Willmott Dixon was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Willmott Dixon can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Clegg (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Clegg can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Willmott Dixon (i.e. that Willmott Dixon did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.5941. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Clegg and Willmott Dixon in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Gotham Primary School, involving the construction of a new single-storey primary school, services installation and site works, date of tender 14 December 2004.

---

7615 Executive Summary, OFT Document Reference 4458, page 2.
7616 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7617 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7618 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7619 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7620 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.5942. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5943. Clegg informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Clegg will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 213:** New Warehouse, Green Road, Penistone, Sheffield – 15 December 2004

**Client:** Carr Lynch Partnership

**Parties:** Totty Building\(^{7621}\) and T & C Williams

IV.5944. On 24 November 2004, the Carr Lynch Partnership sought tenders for a new warehouse, Green Road, Penistone, Sheffield. The return date for the tender was 15 December 2004 and four companies were invited to tender: T & C Williams, C R Gibbs & Sons Ltd, Totty Building and Jarvale Construction Ltd.\(^{7622}\)

IV.5945. The Carr Lynch Partnership received the following tenders before 12:00 noon on 15 December 2004:\(^{7623}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon 15 December 2004</td>
<td>£195,809</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C R Gibbs &amp; Sons Ltd</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon 15 December 2004</td>
<td>£181,320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totty Building</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon 15 December 2004</td>
<td>£215,486</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarvale Construction Ltd</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon 15 December 2004</td>
<td>£157,909</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Propencity – form of tender, tender appraisal sheet and handwritten note*

IV.5946. Three documents were taken during the section 28 visit at Propencity’s premises on 22 March 2006: a Form of Tender, a tender appraisal sheet and a handwritten note. The Form of Tender states that Totty Building’s tender was £215,486.\(^{7624}\)

---

\(^{7621}\) Totty Building is a subsidiary of Propencity and at the time of this tender was known as Totty Building Services Ltd. Propencity was the intermediate parent company of Totty Building. The ultimate parent company, from 17 December 2002, was Propencity Group.

\(^{7622}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9684.

\(^{7623}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9684.

\(^{7624}\) Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0544, page 2.
IV.5947. The tender appraisal sheet for this tender is scored through with the handwritten words ‘Not Pricing’.\textsuperscript{7625} In addition, as part of its leniency application, Propency provided to the OFT another version of this document which states, ‘Not able to price’.\textsuperscript{7626}

IV.5948. The handwritten note contains the following entries:\textsuperscript{7627}

\begin{quote}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Hadfield Counties
  \item Lotus – NO
  \item C.R. S Gibbs
  \item T & C Williams – John Hardy – […] [C].
  \item Parkland Lodge
  \item Clark (Grimsby)
\end{itemize}

£215,400.00
nett & exclusive of VAT

Carr Lynch’
\end{quote}

\textbf{Evidence from leniency applicant Propency}

IV.5949. As part of its leniency application, Propency provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5950. In particular, Propency provided to the OFT a table of cover pricing from 1 January 2000 and in respect of this tender stated that Propency ‘possibly took a cover, though do not know from whom’.\textsuperscript{7628} Propency also provided a table of analysis of documents taken by the OFT during its section 28 visit on 22 March 2006, and in respect of this tender Alan Loveday (‘AL’), a commercial manager at Totty Building, said that he thought that Totty Building took a cover price on this tender.\textsuperscript{7629}

IV.5951. Propency also spoke to AL and reported in respect of this contract that, ‘Alan Loveday thinks that Totty did take a cover price on this project. He has some recollection of doing so’.\textsuperscript{7630}

IV.5952. In respect of an electronic search, Propency provided a report which included the following comments:

‘AL explained that this tender had come in via Carr Lynch, the quantity surveyors, but it had come in much later than they were led to believe it would be. AL explained that this had placed a lot of pressure on the Estimating Department and they found that they couldn’t price it. AL stated that they took a cover price and supplied the cover price to the client. AL thought that the handwritten price on the form of tender in document EJF/85 [A0544] had been given to them by a competitor.'
AL explained that Lotus, C R Gibbs, T & C Williams and Parkland Lodge were all main contractors and he stated that John Hardy was an Estimator at T & C Williams. AL confirmed that the cover might have been taken from T & C Williams, however, he could not confirm this.

AL confirmed that the signature on the Form in document EJF/85 [A0544] was Tim Lavin’s, who is a Senior Estimator at Totty Building Services Ltd. AL stated that Tim Lavin would have contacted the other contractor and obtained the cover price. However, AL stated that Tim Lavin would have spoken to him about it as well although he could not confirm that he actually did but the decision to put in a cover price would have been cleared by him.

In respect of document EJF/86 [A0546], AL confirmed that the handwritten note "not pricing" was his own.

IV.5953. In its response to the Statement, Propencity stated ‘...Propencity Group has made admissions in relation to all instances of cover pricing it uncovered as part of its leniency application’.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Propencity**

IV.5954. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Propencity’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5955. AL confirmed in interview that the handwriting on document A0547 was Tim Lavin’s. AL also said in respect of the handwritten entries ‘T & C Williams – John Hardy – [..........] [C]’ and ‘£215,400.00’ that, ‘The fact he’s got T & C Williams phone number down there does suggest to me that that figure 215400 has come from T & C Williams’ and ‘...it’s an unwritten rule that if somebody gives you a cover price that’s the minimum price that you put in. And generally speaking we always stick with that price so that when a tender result is issued to everyone once the contract’s awarded, which is common practice by the client, then you can see that people have actually maintained the position that you gave them’.

IV.5956. AL confirmed that he made the handwritten entry ‘Not Pricing’ on document A0546, and that it shows that, ‘we’re taking a cover. Not pricing it to the extent that you go through a full process’. AL also confirmed that he was fully aware that Tim Lavin was taking a cover price on this tender, and that ‘He would do that under my direction’.

---

7631 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A1279, page 3.
7632 Written representations of Propencity, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 6.2.
7633 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11349, page 12.
7634 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11349, page 12.
Evidence from leniency applicant T & C Williams

IV.5957. As part of its leniency application, T & C Williams provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.635 to IV.649 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5958. In its response to the Statement, T & C Williams stated ‘T&C Williams does not dispute the factual basis of the allegations’ in respect of the Infringements.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant T & C Williams

IV.5959. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, T & C Williams’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.635 to IV.649 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5960. In respect of this tender John Hardy (‘JH’), the estimator at T & C Williams, recalled that, ‘…it’s a project which I do remember we ended up third on it, it was a job that we thought we were competitive on because we had, we’d done the previous phase and we thought we’d priced it competitively but we ended up third’. On being shown by the OFT the handwritten Totty Building document A0547, JH said that, ‘…if it says they got it [the cover price] from me, then I can only assume that I did but I can’t recall doing it’.

IV.5961. Brian Barker (‘BB’), the Managing Director at T & C Williams, on being shown by the OFT the handwritten notes described in paragraph IV.5948 above, said that, ‘It’s got T & C Williams and John Hardy and the telephone number on it, that’s our telephone number yes but then there’s a figure written down at the bottom….’. He said that he could not be sure that T & C Williams provided cover.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.5962. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.5963. Totty Building and T & C Williams each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.5964. Totty Building was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.5965. T & C Williams completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by T & C Williams saying that ‘we thought we’d priced it competitively’ in respect of its submitted price.

---
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IV.5966. In regard to T & C Williams, the handwritten note found at Propencity states, ‘T & C Williams – John Hardy – [……………] [C]’ and ‘£215,400.00’. Propencity has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from T & C Williams. Totty Building recorded the figure £215,400.00 on the handwritten note, and Totty Building submitted a figure only £486 higher than this.

IV.5967. The OFT notes that in respect of the cover price provided by T & C Williams to Totty Building, AL confirmed that Totty Building would stick with, or near to the cover price provided when submitting its bid for this tender.

IV.5968. Furthermore, Propencity has confirmed that it spoke to an estimator at T & C Williams, John Hardy, in order to obtain the cover price. This telephone number, [……….] [C], is a telephone number for T & C Williams, providing further corroboration that T & C Williams was telephoned by Totty Building in connection with this tender.

IV.5969. Totty Building’s tender appraisal sheet for this tender is marked ‘Not Pricing’ and ‘Not able to price’, consistent with obtaining a cover price for this tender.

IV.5970. The OFT notes that T & C Williams said that it priced the job competitively and that JH accepted that he might have provided Totty Building with a cover price for this tender.

IV.5971. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Totty Building was higher than the tender submitted by T & C Williams, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.5972. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between T & C Williams and Totty Building. The OFT also concludes that T & C Williams supplied a figure to Totty Building for a cover bid.

IV.5973. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5946 to IV.5972 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\footnote{See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from T & C Williams to Totty Building was not unilateral\footnote{See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\footnote{See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.}

(b) Totty Building can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from T & C Williams (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}

(c) T & C Williams can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Totty Building (i.e. that Totty Building did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}
IV.5974. In its response to the Statement, T & C Williams stated in respect of this Infringement ‘…[w]ithout knowledge or contact with the other tenderers, and given T & C Williams’ undisputed desire to win the tender, it cannot be safely presumed that T & C Williams would have modified its conduct in any way on the basis of having given a cover to one other tenderer…’.

IV.5975. The OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption and that therefore the OFT is not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that T & C Williams has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case. To the extent that T & C Williams submits that this Infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in Step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

IV.5976. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Totty Building and T & C Williams, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a new warehouse, Green Road, Penistone, Sheffield, tender deadline 15 December 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.5977. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.5978. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Propencity on 22 March 2006. Propencity will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Propencity will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.5979. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of T & C Williams’s involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit to Propencity. T & C Williams will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, T & C Williams will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

7646 Written representations of T & C Williams, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5(c).
7647 See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
IV.5980. On 11 November 2004, the University of Sheffield sought tenders for the Humanities Research Institute at the University of Sheffield. The return date for the tender was 23 December 2004 and five companies were invited to tender: Admiral, Interserve, Quarmby, William Birch & Sons and Simpson Construction.

IV.5981. The University of Sheffield received the following tender returns by 23 December 2004:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>By 23 December 2004</td>
<td>£1,527,272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interserve</td>
<td>By 23 December 2004</td>
<td>£1,396,890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarmby</td>
<td>By 23 December 2004</td>
<td>£1,335,356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Birch &amp; Sons</td>
<td>By 23 December 2004</td>
<td>£1,271,910</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson Construction</td>
<td>By 23 December 2004</td>
<td>£1,448,723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Admiral – Handwritten Documents

IV.5982. In a contemporaneous note provided by Admiral to the OFT as part of its leniency application, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten by Andrew Clarkson (‘AC’), Estimating Director:

\[
\text{\textit{HUMANITIES BUILDING}}
\text{\textit{QUARMBY IlKLEY}}
\text{\textit{BIRCH York}}
\text{\textit{SAMPSONS York}}
\text{\textit{HARE & RANSON YORK:’}}
\]

IV.5983. In another contemporaneous note also provided by Admiral to the OFT as part of its leniency application, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten except the heading and name and address of Quarmby:

---

7648 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9872.
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7651 Sheet with handwritten notes, OFT Document Reference 5206.
Evidence from leniency applicant Admiral

IV.5984. As part of its leniency application, Admiral provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.166 to IV.173 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5985. In particular, Admiral provided to the OFT an analysis of its projects since January 2000 and in respect of this tender, Admiral confirmed that it received a cover price from Quarmby. Furthermore, Admiral provided a schedule which lists names and companies who it contacted about tenders. This schedule includes D Harrison at Quarmby.

IV.5986. Following the issue of the Statement, Admiral did not make any specific written or oral representations in respect of this Infringement.

IV.5987. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby questioned the reliability of the schedule of projects which formed Appendix 1 of Admiral’s leniency application, on the basis that AC’s ‘recollections would have been of critical importance in compiling’ that document, and yet if he was unable to recall the
tender when interviewed then his compilation of Appendix 1 must be called into question.\textsuperscript{7654} The OFT disagrees that there is anything inherently unacceptable in an individual refreshing their memory from available contemporaneous documentation, or on a corporate leniency application being drawn up based on documentary sources. Whilst the OFT does not accord leniency documents such as this the same evidential weight as contemporaneous documents and witness testimony, it does consider there is some evidential value in a statement such as this compiled and submitted to represent the conclusions of a leniency applicant’s internal investigations. The OFT considers that if Appendix 1 were compiled with the assistance of the contemporaneous documents, rather than solely from AC’s recollection, that would in fact provide a sounder basis on which to conclude that Appendix 1 is reliable than would a document compiled purely from an individual’s memory 13 months after the event.

\textit{Witness evidence from leniency applicant Admiral}

IV.5988. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Admiral’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.166 to IV.173 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.5989. AC confirmed in interview that it is his handwriting on the two handwritten documents.\textsuperscript{7655} In respect of the handwritten note headed, \textit{‘HUMANITIES BUILDING’}\textsuperscript{7656}, AC explained that, ‘I must have rung up a subcontractor, or material supplier, the usual story, have you priced this particular contract for anyone? Ah yes, we have and these are the names that they gave me’.\textsuperscript{7657}

IV.5990. In respect of the handwritten note headed \textit{‘BT Phone Disc Standard Version’},\textsuperscript{7658} AC said in respect of the reference to \textit{‘David Harrison’} that ‘I would have rung Quarmby’s anyway; David Harrison may have been the chap I spoke to…..I would have rung him and said, are you pricing this? He must have said yes. Ah, then when you have your figure ready, give me a ring at 4:30 on Wednesday…’.\textsuperscript{7659}

IV.5991. AC said that ‘when I rang him back, he obviously gave me one or two things that I needed to put into our bid, or our tender, which was to say that there was no work outside the site boundary included within the figure’.\textsuperscript{7660} AC said that the ‘suggested Contingency excluded by 60k’, was suggested by David Harrison and that the column of handwritten text on the left hand side of the document ending in \textit{‘O/H & Profit’} were the items that David Harrison said were included in the Quarmby tender figure.\textsuperscript{7661}

IV.5992. In respect of the entry \textit{‘not SiLLY Distance away’}, AC explained that ‘He [David Harrison] must have told me our figure wasn’t a lot of ….well, wasn’t a

\textsuperscript{7654} Written representations of Quarmby, 26 June 2008, paragraph 2.12(i).
\textsuperscript{7655} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, pages 42 and 43.
\textsuperscript{7656} Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference 5205.
\textsuperscript{7657} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 42.
\textsuperscript{7658} Sheet with handwritten notes, OFT Document Reference 5206.
\textsuperscript{7659} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 43.
\textsuperscript{7660} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 43.
\textsuperscript{7661} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, pages 43 and 44.
great distance away from their figure that they were going in at’. AC said he suspected that the figure of £1,487,250 was a figure that he gave me as our figure, as our cover figure, and it looks, and I may be wrong, but it looks as if I’ve then added 40,000 to that, probably based on the information that he said, you’re not a silly distance away’. AC further corroborated that the handwritten note ‘+40KACL’, was the £40,000 added to the cover price given by Quarmby and that ‘ACL’ stood for Admiral. AC also confirmed that David Harrison told him to ‘Include £2000 PROV SUMS EMPLOYers’, ‘Not include fees’ and ‘Excluded contingency’ in respect of Admiral’s tender figure.

IV.5993. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby stated that AC had no specific recollection of the tender for this project, but ‘merely reconstructs’ from Appendix 1 of Admiral’s leniency application and the contemporaneous documentation. The OFT notes that AC was able to explain the contemporaneous documents both of which were in his handwriting. The OFT considers this a valid verification of the contents of those documents and is satisfied that the documents themselves, taken together with AC’s explanation of them, is strong and compelling evidence that a cover price was provided.

Evidence from other companies – Quarmby

IV.5994. The OFT wrote to Quarmby on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Quarmby had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT telephoned the Managing Director of Quarmby on 6 June 2007 to inform him that due to Quarmby’s lack of response to the OFT’s letter dated 22 March 2007, the OFT were treating this as a rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. The Managing Director confirmed this.

IV.5995. The OFT subsequently wrote to Quarmby’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, St James Securities, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Quarmby’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold St James Securities jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Quarmby in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, St James Securities said it did not intend to respond to the matters referred to in the OFT’s letter.

IV.5996. Following the issue of the Statement, St James Securities did not submit any written or oral representations in respect of this Infringement.

IV.5997. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby stated in respect of the BT Phone Disc document (described at paragraph IV.5983 above) that it ‘...is annotated with the words “Not Lowest” and “not silly distance away”. These annotations are inconsistent with the OFT’s inference that the document related to any pre-bid discussions. By contrast, these annotations are entirely consistent with a
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7668 Response from St James Securities, OFT Document Reference 14097.
The OFT notes that AC stated in interview ‘I don’t know why that’s on there, I genuinely don’t’ in respect of the words ‘Not Lowest’ and explained, as outlined in IV.5992 above, the meaning of the words ‘not silly distance away’. The OFT does not accept Quarmby’s assertion that the entries on this document were made post bid as AC confirmed in interview that they were made before the tender was submitted.

Moreover, other annotations, such as ‘suggested contingency’ and the qualification relating to works outside the site boundary are incompatible with an explanation of solely post-tender contact. Similarly, the sums by which Admiral reached its tender figure cannot be explained by this being a post-tender document. In any event, even if the entry ‘Not Lowest’ was made at a different time from the remainder of the entries (and the OFT notes from the document that this entry is set apart from other entries and in different style), the timing of this particular entry does not change the fact that there is no satisfactory alternative explanation for the remaining entries on the document and that the document should therefore be regarded as a contemporaneous record of Quarmby providing a cover price to Admiral in respect of this tender.

In its response to the Statement, Quarmby noted that the allegations against it do not include the taking of cover prices, only the giving. This is stated to be ‘important circumstantial evidence in support of QCC’s contention that it has not and does not give cover prices…to merely give cover prices would be to confer on one’s competitors a benefit without any advantage to oneself and consequently would be commercially inexplicable and irrational’.

First, the OFT notes that only three alleged infringements were pursued against each non-leniency party, out of a wider pool of evidence available to the OFT and so the fact that the three allegations in the Statement regarding Quarmby related only to the giving of cover prices cannot be taken as meaningful evidence of Quarmby’s pattern of behaviour. Second, the OFT does not accept that the giving of a cover price confers a benefit on competitors without any benefit to the firm in question.

Moreover, the OFT notes that in addition to the evidence from Admiral relating to it taking a cover price from Quarmby on this tender, the OFT also has strong and compelling evidence relating to Strata taking a cover price from Quarmby (Infringement 6) and York House taking a cover price from Quarmby (Infringement 233). The OFT considers it highly improbable that all three of these companies would have mistakenly identified Quarmby as a participant in cover pricing if indeed Quarmby never gave cover prices.

In its response to the Statement, Quarmby asserted that it neither gave nor took cover prices as a matter of its corporate policy, and provided witness evidence in support of this assertion. The OFT notes in this regard the evidence of Roger Nelson, Quarmby’s Commercial Director, who described becoming aware of the illegality of cover pricing in 2004, and went on to state:

---

7669 Written representations of Quarmby, 26 June 2008, paragraph 2.12(b)(iii)(B).
7670 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, page 44.
7671 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13299, pages 43, 44 and 45.
7672 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.7
7673 See paragraph II.1470 of Section II (The OFT’s Investigation).
7674 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.8.
‘David Jones [Quarmby’s Managing Director] and I agreed that even though we thought it highly unlikely cover price had occurred or was occurring at QCC (because it was not our practice to do so) we should take measures to reinforce the message that no-one within QCC was engaged in the practice of cover pricing or would be in future’. {7675}

IV.6003. The OFT takes from this evidence that despite Quarmby’s stated policy of not engaging in cover pricing activities, the Commercial Director and Managing Director were not certain that staff were not engaging in cover pricing, but only thought that it was ‘highly unlikely’ and that this uncertainty justified taking further action to prevent Quarmby’s engagement in cover bidding. The OFT therefore considers that any such policy held by Quarmby does not undermine the evidence presented in relation to the giving of cover by Quarmby in this instance.

IV.6004. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby stated its Chief Estimator at the time, David Harrison (‘DH’), has a specific recollection of this particular tender, and that ‘It is reasonable to assume that if David Harrison recollects submitting a tender as he affirms, he would also recollect giving a cover price, which he affirms he does not...’. {7676} The OFT notes firstly that DH states only that he ‘vaguely recalls this tender’ and that he does not ‘believe that Quarmby gave a cover price to Admiral’, statements which fall short of a denial of engaging in cover pricing activity. Second, it does not accept Quarmby’s assertion that DH would necessarily have recalled giving a cover price even if he did clearly recall submitting a tender in respect of this Infringement. The OFT notes that the work involved in compiling a tender is much more significant than the brief contact(s) required to provide a cover price to a fellow bidder and therefore considers that the compilation of a tender is more likely to be recalled than the giving of a cover price.

IV.6005. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby contended ‘...that the submission by ACL of a price that is 14% greater than the competitive tender is; inconsistent with the rationale for submitting a cover price for the bid (as it would be so much higher than the other competitive bidders as to lack credibility); and is inconsistent with ACL’s approach of adding 4-5% to a price when giving a cover price...’. {7678} The OFT notes that there was no exact range or standard formula used by the construction industry for the calculation of cover prices. The OFT does not accept Quarmby’s assertion that the price difference between its submitted bid and the bid submitted by Admiral was too high for Admiral’s price to have been a cover price provided by Quarmby; it is consistent with Quarmby providing an enhanced figure by way of cover, and Admiral themselves enhancing it further before onward transmission to the client. Indeed, according to AC’s evidence at interview, explaining the contemporaneous documentation, Admiral added the sum of £40,000 to the cover price given to it by Quarmby, such that the figure of £1,487,250 provided to Admiral by Quarmby was only 11 per cent above Quarmby’s own bid.

{7675} Witness statement of Roger Nelson, paragraph 24.
{7676} Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.12(a)(ii).
{7677} Witness statement of David Harrison, paragraph 15.
{7678} Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.12(b)(iii).
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6006. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6007. Admiral and Quarmby each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6008. Admiral was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.6009. In regard to Quarmby, Admiral has confirmed that it received a cover price from Quarmby. AC’s handwritten note records ‘David Harrison’ above the printed name, address and telephone number for Quarmby, providing evidence that contact was made between the two parties. AC made a handwritten annotation of the cover price provided by Quarmby, £1,487,250 and that this was ‘not a silly distance away’ from Quarmby’s own bid. AC then apparently added some £40,000 to this cover price and this was the figure, £1,527,272 that Admiral submitted as its tender figure.

IV.6010. Also, in regard to the Admiral handwritten note ‘Ring 4.30 Wednesday’, the OFT considers more specifically that Admiral was to phone Quarmby’s estimator on the day before the date for submitting the tender, in order to obtain a cover price. The OFT takes this to mean Wednesday 22 December 2004, the day before the date for return of tenders, and notes that this is consistent with the pattern of cover pricing (with transmission of figures frequently taking place at the last minute). AC also made a note of a number of items that DH at Quarmby apparently said were included in Quarmby’s tender figure.

IV.6011. Admiral also provided a schedule which lists names and companies who it contacted about tenders. This schedule lists D Harrison at Quarmby, providing further corroboration that Admiral contacted DH at Quarmby about cover pricing in respect of tenders. DH has confirmed that he was Estimating Manager at Quarmby from 1998 until 2006.7679

IV.6012. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Admiral was higher than the tender submitted by Quarmby, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6013. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Quarmby and Admiral. The OFT also concludes that Quarmby supplied a figure to Admiral for a cover bid.

IV.6014. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.5982 to IV.6013 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.7680 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Quarmby to Admiral was not unilateral7681, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;7682

7679 Witness statement of David Harrison, paragraphs 3 to 5.
7680 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
Admiral can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Quarmby (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

Quarmby can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Admiral (i.e. that Admiral did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Admiral and Quarmby, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the Humanities Research Institute at the University of Sheffield, tender deadline 23 December 2004.

Immunity and leniency assessment

As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

Admiral informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Admiral will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 215:  
14 Redlands Road – 28 January 2005

Client:  University of Reading

Parties:  Mansell and A H Willis

On 10 December 2004 the University of Reading sought tenders for the conversion to flats, 14 Redlands Road. The following six companies were invited to tender: A H Willis, Cavendish Construction, Crown Construction & Interiors Ltd, Francis, H N Edwards & Partners Ltd and Mansell. The date and time of tender return was 28 January 2005 at 12:00 noon.

The University of Reading received the following tender returns:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crown Construction &amp; Interiors Ltd</td>
<td>28 January 2005</td>
<td>£230,293.00</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H N Edwards &amp; Partners Ltd</td>
<td>28 January 2005</td>
<td>£263,148.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A H Willis</td>
<td>28 January 2005</td>
<td>£276,220.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavendish Construction</td>
<td>28 January 2005</td>
<td>£297,047.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>28 January 2005</td>
<td>£299,855.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>28 January 2005</td>
<td>£310,505.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet*

IV.6020. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided workload reports of Barry Russ (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator. The 2005 workload report for special projects contained the following entry:7688

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>LOCATION/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>OUR BID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02-00289</td>
<td>Reading Univ – 14 Redlands Road</td>
<td>299855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OTHER BIDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOWEST</td>
<td>SECOND</td>
<td>HIGHEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230293</td>
<td>263148</td>
<td>310505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6021. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis submitted that the workload reports were unreliable because, based on BR’s explanation of his record keeping practices, i.e. that the entry might have been made weeks in advance7689, it was possible that an entry was made prior to obtaining cover and then not corrected if a cover was actually received from a different company other than that indicated in the workload report.7690

IV.6022. The OFT notes that the accuracy of similar markings in BR’s workload reports indicating that a cover price was obtained has been corroborated by evidence or admissions from other Parties in respect of other Infringements.7691 In particular, the OFT notes that A H Willis has itself effectively corroborated the accuracy of the workload reports in respect of Infringement 224, where it has admitted that Cyril Elbourn, the estimator for A H Willis on Infringement 224, gave a cover price to Mansell in respect of that tender as indicated in the workload report. The OFT does not, therefore, see any reason to doubt the inference it has drawn in respect of this Infringement, namely that the workload report is an accurate reflection of the source of the cover price obtained by Mansell.

7689 See paragraph IV.485 above.
7691 See Infringements 42, 43, 91 and 97.
Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.6023. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6024. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from A H Willis and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.

IV.6025. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis proposed that this table could not be relied upon as evidence as it ‘appears to have been based on the workload report rather than any other evidence’. While the OFT is not according the same evidential weight to Mansell’s table provided under leniency as it is to contemporaneous documents and witness testimony, the OFT considers this document to be robust as it resulted from extensive investigation by Mansell prior to its creation (as described in Mansell’s leniency application). This table provides evidence of Mansell’s position as to its engagement in cover pricing on this tender, and as such constitutes evidence additional to the available contemporaneous records and witness evidence.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.6026. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6027. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR stated ‘… in this instance we didn’t, or weren’t able to … actually put a bid together so we, we took some help from Willis, by the looks of it’. In its response to the Statement, Mansell clarified that BR’s admission was based on the contemporaneous evidence rather than on independent recollection of taking the cover price.

IV.6028. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis suggested that BR’s witness evidence could not be relied upon as evidence because ‘it is apparent that Mr Russ has no direct personal recollection of the tenders in question, but is instead proceeding on the basis of his workbook entries’. The OFT notes that the weight that it places on BR’s evidence is commensurate with its explanatory nature, accepting that it does not constitute independent evidence.

---

7692 General explanation on cover pricing, OFT Document Reference B0734.
7693 Leniency table of tendering activities, OFT Document Reference B1351, page 1.
7695 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
7696 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 37.
recollection of the events surrounding this tender. Nonetheless, such explanation is of evidential value. Though BR may not recall the details of the exchange of cover pricing, BR provides an explanation of the document he used to record cover prices taken, which the OFT relies upon in support of the contemporaneous evidence.

Evidence from other companies – A H Willis

IV.6029. The OFT wrote to A H Willis on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that A H Willis had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter A H Willis stated that, in respect of this tender, there was ‘no evidence of bid rigging and the allegation is therefore denied’.7699

IV.6030. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis suggested that the strength of the evidence in relation to this Infringement falls below that found in Infringement 158 with regard to Allenbuild and Wildgoose, where the OFT had made no preliminary finding of infringement in relation to those parties, and therefore considered that this Infringement should not be pursued.7700 The OFT does not find these arguments persuasive, noting that in the case of Allenbuild and Wildgoose there was an absence of contemporaneous documentation, whereas in relation to this Infringement the OFT relies not only on the contemporaneous workload reports, but also supporting witness testimony.

IV.6031. Additionally, in its response to the Statement, A H Willis suggested ‘it is apparent that the only evidence of AH Willis being involved in providing a cover price to Mansell is in fact the entry in Mr Russ’ workbook.’7701 As the CAT stated in Claymore Dairies, cartels by their nature are hidden and secret, and that a single item of evidence may be sufficient to meet the required standard.7702 For this particular Infringement, the OFT relies not only on the contemporaneous workload report, but also supporting witness testimony which taken together the OFT considers provide strong and compelling evidence that A H Willis gave a cover price to Mansell.

IV.6032. A H Willis also suggested that ‘the OFT needs to show that if a cover price was provided it was by an individual in respect of whose actions AH Willis is legally responsible’7703 as opposed to a third party contractor without authority to enter into agreements on behalf of A H Willis. As discussed in paragraphs III.28 to III.36 above, and in Infringement 224, a company is legally responsible for an agent acting on its behalf, in particular where the agent has ostensible authority to do so. Furthermore, nothing in the evidence available in respect of this Infringement suggests that Mansell received a cover price from a third party contractor. Nor is the OFT required to ascertain individual participants in an arrangement in order to establish an infringement between undertakings.

7700 Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 8 to 9.
7702 See paragraph III.203 of the Legal Background section.
IV.6033. A H Willis further suggested that the OFT did not provide sufficient information to allow it to effectively defend itself.\textsuperscript{7704} The OFT considers the information as set out in the Statement together with the evidence from the OFT’s file provided with the Statement was sufficient for A H Willis to review its records and locate the necessary information for its own defence. It appears that to the extent that A H Willis is not able to adduce evidence in its defence this is a product of it not having kept records in respect of this tender, rather than the OFT’s case being insufficient. The OFT has no reason to doubt A H Willis’ statement that it is unable to find any records relating to this particular Infringement. However, the absence of documentary records cannot of itself exculpate A H Willis from an Infringement where other evidence is available which the OFT considers implicates it, and indeed is sufficient to substantiate its involvement.

IV.6034. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis stated the OFT would ‘need to show that Mansell informed AH Willis that it would not be submitting a competitive bid before AH Willis submitted its own bid’\textsuperscript{7705}, in essence arguing that it should not be presumed to have acted in the market on the basis of the information that Mansell would not be submitting a competitive bid.\textsuperscript{7706}

IV.6035. The OFT notes that, as stated in paragraphs III.53 to III.54 above, the mere receipt of information that Mansell would not be bidding competitively may be sufficient to establish a concerted practice.\textsuperscript{7707} Further, as stated in paragraph III.58, the ECJ has held that ‘subject to proof to the contrary, which it is for the economic operators concerned to adduce, there must be a presumption that the undertakings participating in concerting arrangements and remaining active on the market take account of the information exchanged with their competitors when determining their conduct on the market...’\textsuperscript{7708}

IV.6036. On that basis, the OFT does not need to show that A H Willis inflated its bid (or otherwise altered its conduct) in response to the knowledge that Mansell had accepted a cover price in order to establish that there has been an Infringement of the Chapter I prohibition. It is entitled to rely on a presumption that A H Willis has acted on the information received.

IV.6037. The OFT notes that although Mansell’s general practice was to receive the actual cover the day before or the morning the tender was due, it usually arranged for the exchange of cover within a few days after receiving the tender.\textsuperscript{7709} The OFT also notes that A H Willis submitted its tender on the morning of the tender return date (see paragraph IV.6019) and it is therefore


\textsuperscript{7705} Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 17.

\textsuperscript{7706} Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 19.f and 23.


\textsuperscript{7709} See paragraphs IV.482 to IV.483 of Mansell’s general leniency section.
unlikely that Mansell could have requested a cover price from A H Willis after the latter’s bid had been submitted. The OFT does not therefore accept that A H Willis has satisfactorily rebutted the legal presumption that it acted upon the knowledge that Mansell had accepted a cover price.

IV.6038. Moreover, an undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept A H Willis’s assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6039. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6040. Mansell and A H Willis each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6041. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.6042. Mansell’s 2005 workload report records ‘(AH Willis)’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.6043. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by A H Willis, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6044. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis stated ‘While Mansell’s bid was higher than that prepared by AH Willis, this provides no evidence that Mansell obtained a cover price from AH Willis…’. The OFT notes that this analysis is not relied upon in evidence and merely sets out that the pattern of the tender bids was consistent with a cover price having been provided by A H Willis to Mansell.

IV.6045. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and A H Willis. The OFT also concludes that A H Willis supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.6046. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6020 to IV.6045 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from A H Willis to Mansell was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

7711 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from A H Willis (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{7714} and

A H Willis can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\textsuperscript{7715}

IV.6047. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and A H Willis in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for 14 Redlands Road, tender deadline 28 January 2005.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.6048. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6049. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textbf{Infringement 216: New Education Centre, George Eliot Hospital, Nuneaton – 14 February 2005}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Client:} George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust
\item \textbf{Parties:} Thomas Vale and Shaylor
\end{itemize}

IV.6050. On 21 and 23 December 2004, George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust (‘George Eliot Hospital’) sought tenders for a new education centre at George Eliot Hospital, Nuneaton. The following seven companies were invited to tender: Interserve, G F Tomlinson, Thomas Vale, Stepnell Ltd, Marriott Construction, Shaylor and Galliford Try.\textsuperscript{7716} The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 14 February 2005.\textsuperscript{7717}

IV.6051. George Eliot Hospital received the following tender returns:

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interserve</td>
<td>14 February 2005</td>
<td>£4,266,916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>Declined to tender 11 January 2005</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>14 February 2005</td>
<td>£4,189,731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepnell Ltd</td>
<td>14 February 2005</td>
<td>£4,186,276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriott Construction</td>
<td>14 February 2005</td>
<td>£4,254,181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaylor</td>
<td>14 February 2005</td>
<td>£3,997,100</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galliford Try</td>
<td>Declined to tender 23 December 2004</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet and tender lists

IV.6052. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:7718

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5772</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>George Eliot Hosp NHS Trust</td>
<td>New Education Centre, Geo Eliot Hosp, Nuneaton</td>
<td>3,300,000</td>
<td>CKT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6053. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who kept a ‘little black book’7719 of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for Shaylor plus names and a telephone number.7720

IV.6054. Thomas Vale also maintained an internal list of tenders in progress, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Thomas Vale provided three tender lists referring to this tender, for weeks commencing 10 January 2005,7721 31 January 2005 and 7 February 2005.7722 They are identical except the entry for 10 January 2005 has no entry in the Category column whereas the letter ‘B’ appears in this column for the entries dated 31 January 2005 and 7 February 2005. The tender list for the week commencing 7 February 2005 is shown below:

---

7718 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 47.
7719 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 21 and 22.
7720 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 22.
7721 Tender list, OFT Document Reference 4597, page 2.
7722 Tender list, OFT Document Reference 4572, pages 1 and 2.
Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.6055. At Annex 14\(^{7723}\) of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page three of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2005 tenders is the following entry:\(^{7724}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5772</td>
<td>14 February</td>
<td>George Eliot Hosp NHS Trust</td>
<td>New Education Centre, Geo Eliot Hosp, Nuneaton</td>
<td>Taken (Shaylor)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet; Tender List)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6056. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and the Tender List is the internal tender list referred to in that explanation.

IV.6057. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application\(^{7725}\) and Shaylor appears on this list.

IV.6058. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.6059. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to

---

\(^{7723}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.

\(^{7724}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 3.

\(^{7725}\) Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.6060. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’ which appear in the estimator column for this tender were his own and that the letter ‘B’ which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’ stands for Building division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager.\textsuperscript{7726} In interview, CKT referred to the entry for this tender in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘CKT the estimator, Category B indicating a cover, tender return date 14 February 2005, Thomas Vale tender £4,189,731. Shaylor in bold indicating Shaylor gave us a cover’.\textsuperscript{7727}

Evidence from other companies – Shaylor

IV.6061. The OFT wrote to Shaylor on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Shaylor had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response, Shaylor stated ‘We engaged in non-collusive cover pricing activities on this tender with Thomas Vale’.\textsuperscript{7728}

IV.6062. In its response to the Statement, Shaylor stated ‘Shaylor is not withdrawing any of these admissions or proposing to challenge the evidence in relation to any of the three alleged infringements’.\textsuperscript{7729}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6063. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6064. Thomas Vale and Shaylor each accepted an invitation to tender for a new education centre at George Eliot Hospital, Nuneaton.

IV.6065. It appears that Shaylor completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Shaylor being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.6066. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that this was a cover price. Thomas Vale had not allocated the category of this tender by week commencing 10 January 2005. However, by week commencing 31 January 2005, the letter ‘B’ had been inserted into the category column. This indicates that a conscious decision was made in the time leading up to the tender deadline to register this as a tender for which Thomas Vale would not be submitting a competitive bid.

IV.6067. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records four competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract, namely ‘Stepnell, Shaylor, Marriot [and] Interserve’. Shaylor is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has

\textsuperscript{7726} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 10 and 13.
\textsuperscript{7727} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 41.
\textsuperscript{7728} Response from Shaylor, OFT Document Reference 10839, page 4.
\textsuperscript{7729} Oral representations of Shaylor, 29 July 2008, pages 2 and 3.
confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that
the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been
arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status
spreadsheet was £4,189,731 which matches the amount recorded by the client
George Eliot Hospital.

IV.6068. George Eliot Hospital also received a tendered amount of £3,997,100 from
Shaylor, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits
into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from
Shaylor to Thomas Vale.

IV.6069. The OFT notes that although four competitors have been recorded on the
Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold, i.e. Shaylor.
This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Shaylor from
the other known competitors. In addition, the fact that the tender had been
allocated to CKT, who was responsible for the maintenance of the spreadsheet,
means that it is likely that the entry was accurate and that CKT had personal
knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price at the time. It also indicates
that CKT himself made contact with Shaylor.

IV.6070. Thomas Vale admitted that Shaylor was one of the key competitors with
whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. In interview, CKT confirmed that the
entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet shows that a cover price was received
by Thomas Vale from Shaylor.

IV.6071. Finally, both parties admit to bid rigging activities on this tender. The OFT
notes that Shaylor admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging
was Thomas Vale, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Thomas Vale
was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s
evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.6072. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale
and Shaylor. The OFT also concludes that Shaylor supplied a figure to Thomas
Vale for a cover bid.

IV.6073. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6052 to IV.6072
above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the
Chapter I prohibition.7730 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Shaylor to Thomas Vale
was not unilateral7731, and contravenes the principle against direct or
indirect contact between competitors;7732

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the
information received from Shaylor (i.e. the cover price) when
determining its own conduct in the tendering process;7733 and

(c) Shaylor can be presumed to have taken account of the information it
received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to

7730 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7731 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7732 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7733 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the
tendering process.\textsuperscript{7734}

IV.6074. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out
above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place
between Thomas Vale and Shaylor in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which
had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for a new education
centre at George Eliot Hospital, Nuneaton, tender deadline 14 February 2005.

\textit{Immunity and leniency assessment}

IV.6075. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would
not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender
but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100
per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect
of that tender.

IV.6076. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this
tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source.
Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that
the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\textbf{Infringement 217:} Replacement Primary School, Elbury Mount, Worcester – 15
February 2005

\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Company} & \textbf{Date tender received} & \textbf{Amount of tender} & \textbf{Awarded contract} \\
\hline
Weaver & 15 February 2005 & £3,827,557.00 & \\
Thomas Vale & 15 February 2005 & £3,722,119.00 & \\
E Manton & Declined to tender 1 February 2005 & n/a & \\
Moss & 15 February 2005 & £3,949,897.00 & \\
Frank Galliers & 15 February 2005 & £3,928,676.97 & \\
Speller-Metcalfe & 15 February 2005 & £3,550,965.65 & Yes \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\textsuperscript{7734} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{7735} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10077.
\textsuperscript{7736} Incorrectly recorded by Worcestershire CC in its letter to the OFT as 15 May 2005.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet and tender list

IV.6079. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:7737

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5780</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Worcestershire CC</td>
<td>Replacement Primary School, Elbury Mount, Worcester</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>CKT</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DUE Tender Figure Tender Status Tendering Contractors Successful Contractor
10/02/2005 Noon £3,722,119 Successful Contractor
Moss, Speller Metcalfe, Manton (returned), Weaver,

IV.6080. Thomas Vale also maintained an internal list of tenders in progress, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Thomas Vale provided a tender list referring to this tender, for the week commencing 14 February 2005, shown below:7738

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER LISTS</th>
<th>W.C 14-Feb-05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5780</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Worcestershire CC</td>
<td>Replacement Primary School, Elbury Mount, Worcester</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPROX £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>15/02/2005 Noon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.6081. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence and, in particular, the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6082. At Annex 147739 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had

7737 Tender Status spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference 4522, page 47.
7738 Tender list, OFT Document Reference 4745, page 2.
7739 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page two of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2005 tenders is the following entry:7740

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5780</td>
<td>10 February</td>
<td>Worcestershire CC</td>
<td>Replacement Primary School, Elbury Mount, Worcester</td>
<td>Taken (Speller Metcalfe)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet; Tender List)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6083. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and the Tender List is the internal tender list referred to in that explanation.

IV.6084. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application.7741 Speller-Metcalfe appears on this list.

IV.6085. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.6086. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.6087. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’ which appear in the estimator column for this tender were his own and that the letter ‘B’ which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’ stands for Building division (also known as Traditional), for which CKT was the estimating manager.7742 In interview, CKT referred to the entry for this tender in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘CKT, the estimator, Category B indicating a cover, tender return date 10 February 2005, Thomas Vale tender £3,722,190, Speller-Metcalfe involved indicating that Speller-Metcalfe gave us a cover’.7743

Evidence from other companies – Speller-Metcalfe

IV.6088. The OFT wrote to Speller-Metcalfe on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission

---

7740 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 2.
7741 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
7743 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 41.
that Speller-Metcalfe had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Speller-Metcalfe admitted that it ‘engaged in bid rigging (COVER PRICING) activities on this tender with Thomas Vale, Stourport on Severn’. It added that ‘we were approached for a cover price by Thomas Vale on the days leading up to the tender deadline and confirm that we provided them with a cover price figure’.7744

IV.6089. In its response to the Statement, Speller-Metcalfe stated ‘Speller-Metcalfe has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’7745 in respect of this Infringement.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6090. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6091. Thomas Vale and Speller-Metcalfe each accepted an invitation to tender for the replacement primary school at Elbury Mount, Worcester.

IV.6092. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that a cover price was sought.

IV.6093. Speller-Metcalfe completed the estimating process for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Speller-Metcalfe being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.6094. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records four competitors for this tender, namely ‘Moss, Speller Metcalfe, Manton [and] Weaver’. Speller-Metcalfe is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated at the time the cover price was arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid is recorded by the client as £3,722,119 which matches the figure recorded by Thomas Vale on the Tender Status spreadsheet.

IV.6095. Worcestershire CC also received a tendered amount of £3,550,965.65 from Speller-Metcalfe, which is lower than the amount tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Speller-Metcalfe to Thomas Vale. Speller-Metcalfe is the only company whose figure is below that of Thomas Vale and so Thomas Vale could only have received cover from Speller-Metcalfe.

IV.6096. The OFT notes that although four competitors have been recorded on Thomas Vale’s Tender Status spreadsheet, only one company is highlighted in bold, i.e. Speller-Metcalfe. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Speller-Metcalfe from the other competitors.

IV.6097. Thomas Vale admitted that Speller-Metcalfe was one of the ‘key competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. In interview, CKT admitted that

the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet shows that a cover price had been sought and obtained by Thomas Vale from Speller-Metcalfe.

IV.6098. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Speller-Metcalfe admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Thomas Vale, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Thomas Vale was involved. This provides independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.6099. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and Speller-Metcalfe. The OFT also concludes that Speller-Metcalfe supplied a figure to Thomas Vale for a cover bid.

IV.6100. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6079 to IV.6099 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.7746 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Speller-Metcalfe to Thomas Vale was not unilateral7747, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;7748
(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Speller-Metcalfe (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;7749 and
(c) Speller-Metcalfe can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.7750

IV.6101. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and Speller-Metcalfe in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for the new primary school at Elbury Mount, Worcester, tender deadline 15 February 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6102. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6103. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

7746 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7747 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7748 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7749 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7750 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 218: Fire Refuge, Wilberforce Building, Hull University – 26 February 2005
Client: Hull University
Parties: Hobson & Porter and Simons

IV.6104. On 1 February 2005 Hull University sought tenders for a fire refuge, Wilberforce Building, Hull University. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 25 February 2005 and four companies were invited to tender: Geo Houlton, Hobson & Porter, Robinson & Sawdon and Simons.

IV.6105. Hull University received the following four tender returns by 12:00 noon on 25 February 2005:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geo Houlton</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 25 February 2005</td>
<td>£208,044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 25 February 2005</td>
<td>£208,516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson &amp; Sawdon</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 25 February 2005</td>
<td>£185,792</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simons</td>
<td>12:00 noon on 25 February 2005</td>
<td>£220,525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter – Tender Summary sheet and Form of Tender

IV.6106. The Minor Works Tender Summary sheet for this tender states that Hobson & Porter’s submitted figure was £208,515.77 and in the Known Competition section is written: ‘SIMONS – COVER £220,000.00’

IV.6107. The Form of Tender for this contract shows that Hobson & Porter submitted a price of £208,516.00 for this contract. The Form of Tender was signed by Paul Hairsine, an estimator/quantity surveyor at Hobson & Porter.

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Simons – Tender Enquiry sheet and Form of Tender

IV.6108. As part of its leniency application, Simons provided a Tender Enquiry sheet for this tender. The Tender Enquiry sheet shows that Simons’s tender figure was £220,525.00 excluding VAT.

IV.6109. In particular, Simons provided its Form of Tender for this contract. The Form of Tender shows that Simons submitted a price of £220,525 for this tender. The Form of Tender was signed by Dave Moor, a ‘Foreman’ whose duties included estimating at Simons.

7751 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8436.
7754 Tender Enquiry sheet, OFT Document Reference B3872.
**Evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter**

IV.6110. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6111. In Hobson & Porter’s Summary of Cover Pricing Activity (Minor Works) it is stated that Hobson & Porter provided a cover to Dave Mourne (Moor) at Simons.\(^{7755}\)

IV.6112. Following the issue of the Statement, Hobson & Porter did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter**

IV.6113. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6114. In respect of this tender, in interview Ian Gibbins (‘IG’), Minor Works Director at Hobson & Porter, confirmed that this tender was priced by Paul Hairsine (‘PH’), an estimator at Hobson & Porter. IG confirmed that the comment ‘SIMONS – COVER £220,000.00’ in the Known Competition section on the Minor Works Tender Summary sheet was in PH’s handwriting. IG confirmed, ‘... I would be sure that he has given Simon’s a cover. It actually says that there doesn’t it in the region of £220,000 ... Sometimes somebody will give you a figure sometimes they will say go in above £220,000 and you will then put £220,659 to make it look as though it’s not a round figure’.\(^{7756}\) IG confirmed that he would have been made aware that Hobson & Porter had provided Simons with a cover price, ‘Even if I didn’t necessarily know at the moment it went in I would have known about it when I came back into the office’.\(^{7757}\)

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Simons**

IV.6115. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Simons’ employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.567 to IV.592 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6116. During an interview conducted on 15 March 2007 in connection with its leniency application Dave Moor (‘DM’), a foreman at Simons, was asked if he could recollect this tender. DM stated ‘Yeah ... I did it in a hurry. I probably did it in a day’.\(^{7758}\) DM was shown the Minor Works Tender Summary sheet found at Hobson & Porter and the reference to a cover price given to Simons. DM stated, ‘... to be quite honest I remember going to Binks Timber and pricing it quick, and getting a lot of pricing for doors. That’s what I can remember

---

\(^{7755}\) Summary of Cover Pricing Activity, OFT Document Reference A1349, page 1.

\(^{7756}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11231, page 15.

\(^{7757}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11231, pages 15.

\(^{7758}\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12794, page 11.
DM said that he could not remember giving a cover price for this
tender. When pressed by the interviewer, noting that the evidence suggested
Simons had taken cover, DM replied ‘I can’t remember giving a cover and this
all I can say’.7760

IV.6117. The OFT notes that although DM declined to give a direct answer as to
whether he took a cover price, he did not deny that he did take a cover on this
tender. He merely recalls obtaining some pricing information, which is not
inconsistent with a decision to take a cover price at some point prior to the
tender deadline. The OFT further notes that although DM was interviewed in his
capacity as a former employee of Simons, at the time of DM’s interview he
worked for Hobson & Porter, hence his response ‘this is all I can say’ may
therefore relate to his unwillingness to give evidence directly implicating his
new employers.

Evidence from leniency applicant Simons

IV.6118. In its response to the Statement, Simons acknowledged its participation in this
Infringement and stated that it ‘...does not contest the OFT’s findings of
infringement of the Competition Act 1998 in [this case] in either fact or law’.7761

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6119. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6120. Hobson & Porter and Simons each accepted an invitation to tender for this
contract.

IV.6121. Hobson & Porter completed the estimating process for the tender for this
contract. It appears that Hobson & Porter wanted to win the tender for this
contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.6122. It appears that Simons was unable to submit a tender by the return date
and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.6123. In regard to Simons, Hobson & Porter’s Minor Works Tender Summary sheet
records ‘SIMONS – COVER £220,000.00’. Hobson & Porter has confirmed that
this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. In addition, IG of
Hobson & Porter said ‘I would be sure that he [PH] has given Simons a cover’.

IV.6124. The OFT notes that the figure Hobson & Porter recorded on the tender sheet,
£220,000, is similar to the tender price Simons submitted, which was
£220,525. IG of Hobson & Porter further stated ‘Sometimes somebody will
give you a figure sometimes they will say go in above £220,000 and you will
then put £220,659 to make it look as though it’s not a round figure’.

IV.6125. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Simons was higher
than the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter, a pattern consistent with a
cover price having been provided.

7759 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12794, page 12.
7760 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12794, page 15.
7761 Written representations of Simons, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.1.
IV.6126. The OFT notes that both Parties have now acknowledged their participation in this Infringement.

IV.6127. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Simons and Hobson & Porter. The OFT also concludes that Hobson & Porter supplied a figure to Simons for a cover bid.

IV.6128. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6104 to IV.6127 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Hobson & Porter to Simons was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Simons can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Hobson & Porter (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Hobson & Porter can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Simons (i.e. that Simons did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.6129. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Simons and Hobson & Porter, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a fire refuge, Wilberforce Building, Hull University, tender deadline 25 February 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6130. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6131. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Hobson & Porter on 28 March 2006. Hobson & Porter will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Hobson & Porter will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

IV.6132. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of Simons’ involvement in bid rigging activities by virtue of the information provided by Hobson & Porter. Simons will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Simons will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

7762 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7763 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7764 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7765 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7766 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

Client: Festival Housing Group
Parties: Thomas Vale and J Harper

IV.6133. On 24 January 2005 Festival Housing Group sought tenders for the construction of eight new homes at Appletree Close, Holt Heath, Worcestershire. The following five companies were invited to tender: CJ Bayliss (Hereford) Ltd, E G Carter, Chase Norton, J Harper and Thomas Vale. Tenders were invited for two alternatives of the project, designated A and B. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was noon on 28 February 2005.

IV.6134. Festival Housing Group received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CJ Bayliss (Hereford) Ltd</td>
<td>28 February 2005</td>
<td>A - £642,781</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B - £660,058</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E G Carter</td>
<td>25 February 2005</td>
<td>A - £804,048.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B – no tender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase Norton</td>
<td>28 February 2005</td>
<td>A - £797,628</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B – no tender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Harper</td>
<td>25 February 2005</td>
<td>A - £687,925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B - £694,362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>28 February 2005</td>
<td>A - £736,824</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B - £752,064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale – Tender Status spreadsheet and tender lists

IV.6135. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, which contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Approx £</th>
<th>EST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5791</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Festival Housing Group</td>
<td>8 no Dwellings, Holt Heath, Worcestershire</td>
<td>CKT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
<th>Tender Figure</th>
<th>Tender Status</th>
<th>Tendering Contractors</th>
<th>Successful Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>28/02/2005 Noon</td>
<td>1) 736,824</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Harper, Bayliss, E G Carter, Chase Norton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6136. The Tender Status spreadsheet was maintained at Thomas Vale’s head office by Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, who

---

7767 J Harper is a subsidiary of Harper plc.
7768 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7917.
kept a ‘little black book’ of contacts, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Within this contact list, there is an entry for ‘J. Harper’ plus names and telephone numbers, which match those found on Harper’s website.

IV.6137. Thomas Vale also maintained an internal list of tenders in progress, the use of which is referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above. Thomas Vale provided three tender lists referring to this tender, for weeks commencing 31 January 2005, 7 February 2005 and 21 February 2005. They are identical except the entry for 31 January 2005 has no entry in the Category column whereas the letter ‘B’ appears in this column for the entries dated 7 February 2005 and 21 February 2005. The tender list for the week commencing 21 February 2005 is shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER LISTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W.C 21-Feb-05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENDER NO</th>
<th>DIV</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5791</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Festival Housing Group</td>
<td>8 No dwellings, Holt Heath, Worcestershire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPROX £</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>DUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>28/02/2005 noon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.6138. At Annex 14 of its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives compiled a schedule setting out all tenders from 2000 to 2005 in respect of which Thomas Vale had either given or taken a cover price in the West Midlands region. The information on the schedule was based on all available tender and miscellaneous documentation indicating cover prices had been given or received, plus the recollections of staff. At page five of the schedule under Annex 14 and within the section for 2005 tenders is the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Cover Given/Taken</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5791</td>
<td>28 February</td>
<td>Festival Housing Group</td>
<td>8 No Dwellings, Holt Heath, Worcestershire</td>
<td>Taken (Harper)</td>
<td>Yes (Tender Spreadsheet; Tender List)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6139. The Tender Spreadsheet in the last column is the Tender Status spreadsheet referred to in the general explanation of cover pricing at paragraphs IV.689 to

---

7770 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11418, pages 21 and 22.
7771 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 10.
7773 Tender list, OFT Document Reference 4572.
7774 Tender list, OFT Document Reference 4585, page 7.
7775 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568.
7776 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 4568, page 5.
IV.717 above and the Tender List is the internal tender list referred to in that explanation.

IV.6140. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application7777 and ‘Harpers’ appears on this list.

IV.6141. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale

IV.6142. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender. In particular, CKT gave a detailed explanation of the use of the Tender Status spreadsheet to record cover prices from its competitors.

IV.6143. CKT admitted that the initials ‘CKT’ which appear in the estimator column for this tender were his own and that the letter ‘H’ which appears in the column marked ‘DIV’ stands for Housing division, for which CKT was the estimating manager.7778 In interview, CKT referred to the entry for this tender in the Tender Status spreadsheet as follows: ‘the category B tender is a code that indicates a figure, a cover figure, the tender return date 28th of the 2nd 2005. There are two tender figures there, which I would guess were two options, though what the options were, obviously I don’t recall, but the first option tender one is 736,824 and option two £752,064. The contractors listed on the right hand side, Harper is in bold, which indicates we took a cover figure from Harper’.7779

Evidence from other companies – J Harper

IV.6144. The OFT wrote to Harper Construction Group Limited, a sister company of J Harper on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that J Harper had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Harper plc wrote to the OFT through its legal representatives on 4 May 20077780 and admitted that J Harper had ‘engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.7781 In its response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, Harper plc provided a list of tenders where no evidence of bid rigging was found, and this tender was not on that list.7782 The OFT therefore infers that J Harper’s admission for this tender was made based on some form of evidence and/or information in its possession.

7777 Cover pricing activity: Key competitors, OFT Document Reference 4524.
7778 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13855, page 42.
IV.6145. In its response to the Statement, J Harper confirmed that it had accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and was not making any representations in respect of the Infringements.\textsuperscript{7783}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6146. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6147. Thomas Vale and J Harper each accepted an invitation to tender for the construction of eight new houses at Holt Heath, Worcestershire.

IV.6148. Thomas Vale was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Thomas Vale categorised this as a Category B tender, which indicated that this was a cover price.

IV.6149. Thomas Vale’s contemporaneous Tender Status spreadsheet, maintained in electronic format by Chief Estimator CKT, records four competitors who were also invited to tender, namely ‘Harper, Bayliss, E G Carter [and] Chase Norton’. Harper is marked in bold lettering which Thomas Vale has confirmed shows that a cover price was received from that company and that the spreadsheet would have been updated as soon as the cover price had been arranged by CKT. Thomas Vale’s bid to the client on the Tender Status spreadsheet was £736,824 for Alternative A and £752,064 for Alternative B, which matches the amounts recorded by the client Festival Group Housing.

IV.6150. Festival Group Housing also received tendered amounts of £687,925 for Alternative A and £694,362 for Alternative B, from J Harper, which are lower than the amounts tendered by Thomas Vale. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from J Harper to Thomas Vale.

IV.6151. The OFT notes that although four competitors have been recorded on the Tender Status spreadsheet, only one of these is highlighted in bold, i.e. Harper. This indicates that a conscious decision was made to differentiate Harper from the other known competitors. In addition, the fact that the tender had been allocated to CKT, who was responsible for the maintenance of the Tender Status spreadsheet, means that it is likely that the entry was accurate and that CKT had personal knowledge of the decision to receive a cover price at the time. It also indicates that CKT himself made contact with Harper.

IV.6152. Thomas Vale admitted that Harper was one of the key competitors with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. CKT had an entry for J Harper in a contact book he used to telephone other contractors for the purpose of obtaining cover prices. In interview, CKT confirmed that the entry in the Tender Status spreadsheet shows that a cover price was received by Thomas Vale from Harper.

IV.6153. Finally, both parties admit to bid rigging activities on this tender.

IV.6154. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Thomas Vale and J Harper. The OFT also concludes that J Harper supplied a figure to Thomas Vale for a cover bid.

\textsuperscript{7783} Written representations of J Harper, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.
IV.6155. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6135 to IV.6154 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\footnote{See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from J Harper to Thomas Vale was not unilateral\footnote{See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\footnote{See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.}

(b) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from J Harper (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}

(c) J Harper can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Thomas Vale (i.e. that Thomas Vale did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}

IV.6156. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Thomas Vale and J Harper in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for a residential development at Holt Heath, Worcestershire, tender deadline 28 February 2005.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.6157. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6158. Thomas Vale informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.


**Client:** Newham London Borough Council

**Parties:** Mansell and Durkan Limited

IV.6159. On 25 February 2005\footnote{The OFT notes that Gunite (Eastern) Ltd were invited to tender on 2 March 2005, information from client, OFT Document Reference 8901.} Newham London Borough Council sought tenders for external structural refurbishment works at 13 – 42 Claremont Close, London.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8901.} The following ten companies were invited to tender: Coffey Construction, Connaught, Dew Construction, Durkan Limited, Gunite (Eastern)
IV.6160. Newham London Borough Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Makers Industrial Ltd</td>
<td>Invalid – received late</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connaught</td>
<td>29 March 2005 by 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£931,031.15</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof Ltd</td>
<td>29 March 2005 by 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,336,600.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoldings Ltd</td>
<td>Invalid – received late</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>29 March 2005 by 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,306,772.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durkan Limited</td>
<td>29 March 2005 by 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,201,740.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulalley &amp; Co Ltd</td>
<td>29 March 2005 by 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,262,218.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dew Construction</td>
<td>29 March 2005 by 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,144,260.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffey Construction</td>
<td>Declined on 15 March 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunite (Eastern) Ltd</td>
<td>29 March 2005 by 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,098,874.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – The Builders’ Conference Interim Job Report

IV.6161. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a Builders’ Conference Interim Job Report (‘the Report’) in respect of this tender. The Report listed the contractors known to be competing as of 15 March 2005 and next to ‘Durkan Ltd’ is a handwritten cross. At the bottom of the Report is a handwritten note:

‘Brian Sharpe. £1,306,000’

IV.6162. In their response to the Supplementary Statement, Durkan Limited and Durkan Holdings noted that the figure on the Report was not written next to Durkan Limited’s name, but rather at the bottom of the page. The OFT notes that although the figure was not written next to Durkan Limited’s name:

- there was a handwritten cross next to Durkan Limited’s name;
- there was no marking against any of the other company names on the Report;
- an amount almost identical to Mansell’s bid was written next to the name ‘Brian Sharpe’;
- Durkan Limited has confirmed that Brian Sharpe (‘BS’) was its estimator for this tender.

---

7791 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8901.
7792 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8901.
7793 Builders’ Conference Interim Job Report, OFT Document Reference B0885.
7794 On 23 December 2008, the OFT issued a Supplementary Statement of Objections, which is referred to in this Infringement as the ‘Supplementary Statement’.
Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.6163. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives also provided a general explanation of Mansell’s part in the process of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6164. Mansell’s legal representatives provided a summary in respect of the City Road office, in the London Region, which dealt with this tender. In respect of this tender it states ‘MSCL [Mansell Construction Services Ltd] found out late in the day that there were nine bidders and [not] four/five bidders as first thought. Four or five of the nine bidders were specialist contractors. A cover price was sought and the “X” marked on the printout from the Builders’ Conference indicates from whom cover was sought’.

IV.6165. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided the OFT with a schedule of cover prices for London specialised works, which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from Durkan Limited and states that the reason for the pricing decision was ‘UNATTRACTIVE SCHEME’.

IV.6166. In its response to the Statement, Balfour Beatty stated it and its subsidiaries ‘do not dispute the occurrence of the Alleged Infringements’.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.6167. During interviews conducted in connection with Mansell’s leniency application, Peter Goodbun (‘PG’), Estimating Manager of Mansell’s City Road office, provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.497 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6168. During an interview with the OFT on 17 April 2007, PG explained that the handwritten notes on the Report were notes of Phil Hart (‘PH’), an estimator that dealt with this tender who no longer works for Mansell. When asked to explain the handwritten notes on the Report, PG stated ‘The x against the … name would indicate the name that he [Phil Hart] approached … the name of [the] individual is, i.e. Brian Sharpe at Durkan, and the figure is the figure … that would have been given to us as to the guide [on] … which to go on’. When asked if he knew what price Mansell submitted, PG stated ‘It would have been slightly more than 1,306’.

IV.6169. In respect of the decision to take a cover price from Durkan Limited, PG stated ‘My decision for going to Durken [sic] on this one is that, with the exception of probably two others, all the others … I would have regarded as specialist contractors who in previous years have … acted as sub contractors to us’.

7796 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
7797 City Road Summary, OFT Document Reference B0867, pages 3 and 4.
7798 Schedule of cover prices, OFT Document Reference B1402, page 2.
7799 Written representations of Balfour Beatty, 27 June 2008, paragraph 1.2.
7800 Peter Goodbun has worked at Mansell for 35 years, becoming Estimating Manager in 1985, interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, page 2.
7801 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, pages 11 and 12.
7802 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, page 12.
[Mansell] *in that market and have now sort of moved in to main contracting … that was the reason … we elected to take cover on that scheme because there was just no way you were going to compete with specialist contractors*. 7803

IV.6170. In their response to the Supplementary Statement, Durkan Limited and Durkan Holdings suggested that PG’s evidence was only interpretation of the contemporaneous document and therefore not direct evidence of the exchange, based primarily on his statement that *‘the x … would indicate’* an approach to Durkan Limited for a cover. 7804 The OFT notes, however, that prior to the answer quoted above, PG was asked if he had knowledge of what the notes on the Report meant, to which he replied *‘yes’*. PG went on to give a detailed explanation of why he chose to approach Durkan for this particular contract, as quoted above in paragraph IV.6169, illustrating his firsthand knowledge of this contract and the contact and exchange of cover price between Mansell and Durkan Limited. It is within this context that his use of the words *‘would indicate’* cannot be said to imply that his statement was merely an interpretation of the document. 7805 In any event, the OFT sees no reason to doubt the accuracy of the document, such that even if PG were merely giving an explanation of the contents of that document, that would still be of evidential value in explaining the significance of its contents.

IV.6171. In their response to the Supplementary Statement, Durkan Limited and Durkan Holdings also noted that the OFT did not interview PH, the estimator for this tender, such that there was nothing to indicate that this was not merely a *‘manuscript note simply recording a name someone else gave him of the estimator at [Durkan Limited] responsible for the tender’*. 7806 The OFT considers that its interview with PG was sufficient to provide supporting evidence and explanation of the contemporaneous documentary evidence for this Infringement, given that PG had direct knowledge of the contact with Durkan Limited. The OFT considers the suggestion that the handwritten note merely records a name given to PH to be contrary to PG’s evidence as to what this entry signifies, and also fails entirely to explain why the name has a figure written next to it that is almost identical to the amount bid by Mansell.

IV.6172. In their response to the Supplementary Statement, Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited further suggested that the notations on the Report could not indicate a cover because PG had stated that Mansell did not record the giving or taking of cover prices. 7807 They noted PG’s use of the words *‘invariably, no’* in relation to the recording of cover exchanges. Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited appear to have taken this out of context; the discussion to which they refer primarily related to the absence of a system of recording cover exchanges in Mansell’s City Road office, which does not preclude the possibility of an estimator making a note on one of his own tender documents. In any event, PG’s answer of *‘invariably, no’* was made in relation to Mansell giving, not receiving covers. 7808 Additionally, PG’s use of the word *‘invariably’* does not appear to exclude that there may have been exceptions, as, responding to

---

7804 Written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, pages 6, 8 and 9; and oral representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 27 February 2009, page 6.
7805 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, page 12.
7806 Written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, page 6; and oral representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 27 February 2009, page 5.
7808 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, pages 8 to 9.
another question later in interview, he stated ‘Invariably, ah, the, on the morning that the tender went in, on rare occasions maybe the evening or late afternoon of the, the day before...’.  

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from other companies – Durkan Limited – Tender Summary**

IV.6173. During a section 27 inspection of Durkan’s premises on 24 January 2007, a document relating to this tender was produced. The document shows that Durkan Limited finished fourth out of seven tenders and shows the name ‘Brian Sharpe’.

**Evidence from other companies – Durkan, Durkan Limited, and Durkan Holdings**

IV.6174. The OFT had originally understood, mistakenly, that the company involved in this Infringement was another company, Durkan, and not Durkan Limited. The OFT, therefore, wrote to Durkan on 22 March 2007 offering it a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Durkan had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In its response to this letter Durkan informed the OFT that it did not admit that it had engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender. On 5 November 2007, the OFT subsequently wrote to Durkan’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Durkan Holdings, inviting it to comment on Durkan’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Durkan Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Durkan in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Durkan Holdings’ legal representatives stated, ‘Durkan Holdings will respect the terms of the acceptance made by Durkan Pudelek as described in paragraph 8 of your letter of 5 November 2007 ...’.

IV.6175. Following the issue of the Statement, which named Durkan (and not Durkan Limited) as having been a party to this Infringement, the OFT received representations from Durkan Holdings, as a result of which the OFT concluded that Durkan Limited, and not Durkan, was the Durkan Holdings subsidiary involved in this Infringement. Although Durkan Limited was not named in the Statement, Durkan Holdings’ written response to the Statement nevertheless included representations to the effect that Durkan Limited had not engaged in bid rigging in respect of this tender. On 17 October 2008, the OFT therefore wrote to the solicitors acting for Durkan Holdings, Durkan and Durkan Limited to inform them that, in view of Durkan Holdings’ representations to the effect that Durkan Limited had not engaged in bid rigging in respect of this tender, and Durkan Holdings’ confirmation that it would respect the response that Durkan had given to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer (which included a rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of this Infringement) the OFT did not propose to apply any reduction to any financial penalty that the OFT might

---

7809 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11507, page 10.
7810 Tender Summary, OFT Document Reference 6119.
7811 While the section 27 notice was addressed to Durkan, Durkan shared offices with Durkan Limited and thus a document relating to the Durkan Limited tender was obtained during the Durkan search.
7812 Response from Durkan, OFT Document Reference 10992, page 3.
7814 Written representations of Durkan Holdings, OFT Document Reference SAB019.
impose in respect of Durkan Limited’s conduct for this Infringement. A copy of this letter was sent directly to Durkan Limited.

IV.6176. The solicitors acting for all three companies responded on 3 November 2008 arguing that the OFT’s Fast Track Offer had not been extended to Durkan Limited, or to Durkan Holdings in its capacity as Durkan Limited’s ultimate parent company, for this Infringement and that the companies had not therefore had the opportunity either to accept or to reject the offer. However, the solicitors’ response contained further representations clearly denying that Durkan Limited had engaged in bid rigging on this tender, and, in view of this, the OFT therefore explained in its reply to the companies’ solicitors dated 25 November 2008, that as a consequence of this denial no reduction would be applied to any financial penalty that might be imposed on Durkan Limited or Durkan Holdings in respect of this Infringement. The OFT did not receive any response to this letter.

IV.6177. In their responses to the Supplementary Statement and the Statement, Durkan Limited and Durkan Holdings suggested that the cover pricing arrangement constituting this Infringement did not match Mansell’s description of the usual process for cover exchange as per its leniency application, nor what the OFT described in the Statement as the most common way of calculating cover prices. Specifically, Durkan Limited and Durkan Holdings stated ‘the alleged cover for the Claremont Close tender was not agreed by telephone “very, very close to the submission date” and was not recorded in a separate tender document with a “C” next to the name of the competitor – nor what is described by the OFT as the way of calculating cover pricing – e.g., usually 5% above the figure ultimately quoted to the customer’.

IV.6178. The OFT does not consider these arguments valid for the following reasons. The evidence does not specify an exact date on which the cover was agreed, or the method by which it was agreed, and therefore Durkan Limited and Durkan Holdings’ assertion that it does not tally with Mansell’s ‘usual process’ (i.e. not by phone very close to the submission date) is without support. There is no reason to believe the ‘usual process’ was not followed in this case given the absence of any evidence indicating that it was not. The OFT notes that the section of the Statement referenced by Durkan Limited and Durkan Holdings in respect of this argument (equivalent to paragraph IV.500 above) is concerned with PG’s description of when an agreement to exchange a cover was made, and not when the actual cover was provided or received. With regard to the absence of a ‘C’ on the contemporaneous evidence, the OFT notes that Mansell’s leniency application made clear that the letter ‘C’ is only one of the possible ways in which a cover could be recorded. Finally, although many companies may have provided covers at around five per cent above their final price to the client, that range could vary beyond that, as is evident from witness interviews including, for example, PG’s evidence that Mansell may provide a cover anywhere between five and 15 per cent higher than the bid.

7815 OFT letter to Durkan Holdings, OFT Document Reference SAB005.
7816 Response from Durkan Holdings, OFT Document Reference SAB006.
7817 OFT letter to Durkan Holdings, OFT Document Reference SAB007.
7819 Written representation of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 14.(j).
7820 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734, paragraph 3.2.
As the figure in this Infringement is within a five to 15 per cent range, and the totality of the evidence seen by the OFT in connection with this investigation confirms that cover prices may vary as to the level of uplift applied – there is no ‘upper limit’ of 5 per cent or any other level – the OFT does not consider a difference of approximately ten per cent to be any kind of indication against cover pricing having taken place.

IV.6179. In their response to the Supplementary Statement, Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited also suggested that the timeframe in which the bid would have been finalised did not allow for a cover price to have been given to Mansell. Specifically, they stated ‘The tender ordinarily would be finalised between 9 and 10am and then dispatched by courier to arrive at its destination by the tender deadline of 12 noon. The amount tendered could change significantly from that table to approval by Brian Sharpe.’ The OFT notes that BS was the contact recorded as providing cover to Mansell, and as the final bid was approved by him, he would have known Durkan Limited’s final bid and been able to communicate a cover to Mansell. As covers were generally exchanged by phone, only one or two minutes would have been required to provide the necessary information to Mansell, which allowed Mansell sufficient time to submit its own bid.

IV.6180. Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited also pointed out that, in their position, a company’s only recourse is to provide sworn witness statements confirming that the company did not engage in bid rigging. To that end, they have provided multiple witness statements from employees and ex-employees of Durkan Limited. The OFT appreciates that a company would not often keep a record of giving a cover price, and in that instance recognises the need to assess the quality of evidence implicating the accused party. The OFT also recognises that where a cover price was given by a sole employee, other employees or directors of that company may not be aware whether or not such conduct took place.

IV.6181. In this case, the OFT considers the presence of a contemporaneous document with the name of Durkan Limited’s estimator next to a figure consistent with a cover price, along with the explanation of that document by a Mansell employee and his recollection as to why Durkan Limited was approached for a cover on this tender to be sufficiently strong and compelling. The OFT notes the direct contradiction between the evidence given by PG and witness statements of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited employees, who deny that they engaged in bid rigging. However, unlike the Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited witness evidence, PG’s evidence is underpinned by contemporaneous documentation, and is consistent with the markings made on that documentation. Additionally, the OFT notes that BS, the only Durkan Limited employee directly implicated by the contemporaneous document, has declined to sign his witness statement under a statement of truth, although he has stated through his solicitors that he agreed with it. In light of those factors the OFT considers, that, on balance, the contemporaneous evidence and

explanation provided by PG should be preferred to the denial of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6182. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6183. Mansell and Durkan Limited each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6184. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. It appears that Durkan Limited completed the estimating process for this tender and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.6185. The Report provided by Mansell shows ‘X’, next to the entry for ‘Durkan Ltd’ and a handwritten note ‘Brian Sharpe’ and a figure ‘£1,306,000’. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from Durkan Limited and in interview PG confirmed that this was written by the estimator for this tender and that it shows that Mansell took a cover price from Durkan Limited.

IV.6186. PG confirmed that the figure ‘£1,306,000’ was the cover price given by Durkan Limited and that Mansell added a small amount to this cover price in order to arrive at its tender figure. PG also confirmed that BS would have been the contact at Durkan Limited. The document provided by Durkan Limited also names BS, confirming that he was in some way connected at Durkan Limited to this tender.

IV.6187. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by Durkan Limited, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6188. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and Durkan Limited. The OFT also concludes that Durkan Limited supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.6189. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6161 to IV.6188 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\textsuperscript{7827} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Durkan Limited to Mansell was not unilateral\textsuperscript{7828}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\textsuperscript{7829}

(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Durkan Limited (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\textsuperscript{7830}

\textsuperscript{7827} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{7828} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\textsuperscript{7829} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\textsuperscript{7830} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
(c) Durkan Limited can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.7831

IV.6190. In its response to the Supplementary Statement, Durkan Limited and Durkan Holdings object to the OFT’s reliance on presumptions, arguing that ‘The facts relied on by the OFT are unreliable and inconclusive. This is why the OFT can use them as a basis for nothing more than a presumption on its part that [Durkan Limited] was engaged in cover pricing. An analysis of the OFT’s interpretation of the facts shows that the OFT is wrong to make presumptions on the basis of the evidence it has adduced’.7832 However, the OFT is satisfied on the evidence that Durkan Limited provided a cover price to Mansell (for reasons given above). As such, the OFT notes that the presumption that an undertaking involved in an exchange of information with a competitor and who acts on the market, for example by submitting a tender, is a legal presumption7833, and the OFT is therefore not required to adduce evidence in support of this. The OFT does not consider that Durkan Limited has rebutted the application of the presumption in this case.

IV.6191. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and Durkan Limited in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for external structural refurbishment at 13 – 42 Claremont Close, London, tender deadline 29 March 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6192. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6193. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 221: Extension and Refurbishment at Oaklands Sports Centre, York – 1 April 2005
Client: City of York Council
Parties: Strata and F Parkinson

IV.6194. On 22 February 2005, the City of York Council sought tenders for an extension and refurbishment works at Oaklands Sports Centre, York.7834 The

7831 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7832 Written representations of Durkan Holdings and Durkan Limited, 6 February 2009, paragraph 14(h) to (i).
7833 See paragraphs III.58, III.59 and III.96 of the Legal Background section.
7834 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7404.
following six companies were invited to tender: Oakapple Estates, Linton, Rainton Construction Ltd, WM Birch, F Parkinson and Strata. The tender deadline was 12:00 noon on 1 April 2005.

IV.6195. The City of York Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of tender Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oakapple Estates</td>
<td>Time not available, 1 April 2005</td>
<td>£1,484,714.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linton</td>
<td>Time not available, 1 April 2005</td>
<td>£1,196,307.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainton Construction Ltd</td>
<td>No Tender Returned</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM Birch</td>
<td>Time not available, 1 April 2005</td>
<td>£1,169,206.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Parkinson</td>
<td>Time not available, 1 April 2005</td>
<td>£1,209,772.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>Time not available, 1 April 2005</td>
<td>£1,249,850.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata – Tracking document

IV.6196. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a number of ‘Estimating Tracking’ documents were found. The tracking document contained the following entries in respect of this tender:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender no</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Return Date</th>
<th>Contract period</th>
<th>Tender Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>28 February 2005</td>
<td>1 April 2005</td>
<td>45 wks Commencing 17 May 05</td>
<td>B/Q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Client/Employer</th>
<th>Approximate Value</th>
<th>Tender Value</th>
<th>Competitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oaklands Sports Centre</td>
<td>York Council</td>
<td>£2,000,000.00</td>
<td>£1,249,850</td>
<td>Parkinson Wm Birch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next action: By 8 Tenderers Date
Evidence from leniency applicant – Strata

IV.6197. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. This list included the following entry:7840

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
<th>Cover to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/04/2005</td>
<td>Extension and Refurb of Oaklands Sports Centre for York City Council</td>
<td>T02/05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✔</td>
<td>Parkinsons</td>
<td>York</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6198. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.6199. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6200. During an interview conducted on 28 March 2007 in connection with its leniency application Paul Throssell (‘PT’), estimator of Strata, was shown the estimating tracking document and the reference to ‘Cover taken from Parkinsons’ and was asked if this indicated that Strata had taken a cover price from F Parkinson. PT replied ‘Definitely’.7841 PT also said that the cover price would have been obtained under the usual circumstances and could not recall anything about the contact except ‘other than the usual phone call …’.7842

Evidence from other companies – F Parkinson

IV.6201. The OFT wrote to F Parkinson on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender in return for an admission that F Parkinson had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter F Parkinson admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender with Strata’.7843

IV.6202. The OFT subsequently wrote to F Parkinson’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Mowbray, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on F Parkinson’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Mowbray jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by F Parkinson in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. During a telephone call in response to this

7840 Leniency Schedule, OFT Document Reference, 4058.
7841 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11382, page 11.
7842 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11382, page 11.
7843 Schedule provided by F Parkinson, OFT Document Reference 10270, page 3.
letter, Colin Oakley, a Director of Mowbray stated that he was aware of the original Fast Track letter and F Parkinson’s response and fully supported the position of its subsidiary, F Parkinson.7844

IV.6203. In its response to the Statement, F Parkinson confirmed that they have ‘...accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement [in respect of this Infringement]’, 7845

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6204. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6205. Strata and F Parkinson each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for an extension and refurbishment at Oaklands Sports Centre, York.

IV.6206. Both companies submitted a tender. Strata was unable to submit a competitive tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.6207. Strata’s tracking document records ‘£1,249,850.00 (Cover Taken from Parkinsons)’, typed in the tender value column. Also ‘C’ is typed in the estimator column. Strata confirmed that the ‘C’ typed in the estimator column and the note in the tender value column records that it received a cover price from F Parkinson. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and PT’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence that F Parkinson supplied Strata with a cover price for this tender.

IV.6208. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that F Parkinson admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Strata, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Strata was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.6209. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Strata was higher than the tender submitted by F Parkinson, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6210. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and F Parkinson. The OFT also concludes that F Parkinson supplied a figure to Strata for a cover bid.

IV.6211. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6196 to IV.6211 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.7846 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from F Parkinson to Strata was not unilateral7847, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;7848

7844 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 13952.
7846 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7847 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7848 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
(b) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from F Parkinson (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process, and
(c) F Parkinson can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata (i.e. that Strata did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.6212. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between F Parkinson and Strata, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the extension and refurbishment at Oaklands Sports Centre, York, tender deadline 1 April 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6213. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6214. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Strata will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 222: Refurbishment of Old Hall, Dersingham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk – 4 April 2005
Client: Pigeon Holdings Ltd
Parties: Jackson and R G Building

IV.6215. On 22 February 2005, Pigeon Holdings Ltd sought tenders for the Refurbishment of Old Hall, Dersingham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk. The return date for the tender was 4 April 2005 and six companies were invited to tender: Chalcroft Construction, R G Building, Jackson, Barnes Construction, Kier Eastern (a trading division of Kier) and J S Hay.

IV.6216. Pigeon Holdings Ltd received the following tender returns by 12:00 noon on 4 April 2005.
### Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Propencity – Jackson Tender Book**

IV.6217. In Jackson’s tender book provided by Propencity to the OFT as part of its leniency application, in respect of this tender, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enquiry Number</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Employer</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description of Works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E3956</td>
<td>23.2.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dersingham</td>
<td>Conversion of Hall to Dwellings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos Out of</th>
<th>Lowest Tender</th>
<th>Jacksons</th>
<th>General Notes</th>
<th>Date for Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Of 6</td>
<td>£1,608,058</td>
<td>£1,699,153</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>4.4. 23.3.05 JBS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6218. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter stated ‘clearly the tender book does not constitute “contemporaneous” evidence. According to John Rhodes’ statement, the relevant details might have been added a month after the bid was submitted’. The OFT accepts that John Rhodes (‘JR’) confirmed he would not necessarily write the cover price in the tender book at the exact same time it was received. However, JR did indicate that he would record the figure on Jackson’s formal tender submission, and the amount tendered would then be reflected in the tender book. There was therefore no lapse of time between receiving the figure and writing it down such as might cast doubt upon the accuracy of the written figure when it is reflected in the tender book. The interview evidence clearly shows that tender book was completed in the normal course of business at or around the time the tenders it recorded were submitted.

IV.6219. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter also stated ‘The Jackson tender book states that the lowest tender was £1,608,058; in fact, the information provided to the OFT by the client indicates that the lowest tender was

---

7853 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7554.
7854 Tender register, OFT Document Reference A0905, page 67.
7855 Written representations of R G Carter Group, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.106.
7856 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, pages 11 and 12.
£1,587,538. There is no tender figure of £1,608,058. The entry of £1,608,058 is clearly not R G Carter Building’s price (which was £1,600,890.07).\textsuperscript{7857} The OFT accepts that the figure recorded in the ‘lowest tender’ column for this tender does not correspond to the lowest figure submitted to the client. However, it does not agree that this undermines the evidential value of the tender book. The OFT does not consider it necessary to speculate as to why this particular entry in the tender book may be inaccurate; it cannot see that any explanation of this inaccuracy would also account for the entry ‘Cover from Carters’ in respect of this tender, or render that entry inaccurate.

IV.6220. In respect of the entry ‘Cover from Carters’, R G Carter stated in its response to the Statement that it ‘...could mean that Jackson wished to obtain a cover from R G Carter, or that it sought a cover price from R G Carter or that it used information concerning R G Carter’s bid to provide a cover. It does not, however, demonstrate that R G Carter provided a cover price...’\textsuperscript{7858} in respect of this Infringement.

IV.6221. The OFT does not accept this assertion, in view of JR’s express confirmation in interview that the ‘Cover from Carters’ entry in the tender book meant that Jackson received a cover price from R G Building and submitted that cover price to the client\textsuperscript{7859} (see further below).

\textbf{Evidence from leniency applicant Propency}

IV.6222. As part of its leniency application, Propency provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs above IV.537 to IV.566 and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

\textbf{Witness evidence from leniency applicant Propency}

IV.6223. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Propency’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6224. JR, Pre-Contracts Manager at Jackson, confirmed in interview that it is his handwriting in the tender book\textsuperscript{7860} and that in most instances he would have arranged the cover price.\textsuperscript{7861} JR said in respect of the entry in the tender book for this tender, ‘Jackson’s entered a bid with some assistance from Carters at £1.7 million’.\textsuperscript{7862} JR also confirmed that the price that Jackson submitted for this tender was the cover price received from R G Building.\textsuperscript{7863}

IV.6225. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter noted that JR ‘fails to express his own recollection of the alleged events in question: he simply appears to be
interpreting what was written in the tender register... and that PW, the estimator for this project at R G Buildings, had no knowledge of JR.

IV.6226. The OFT accepts that JR’s evidence may not constitute independent recollection of the events surrounding this tender. However, to the extent that it does not, the OFT does not consider that that undermines his evidence. Given the number of tenders JR dealt with (as indicated by Jackson’s tender book, maintained by JR), the OFT accepts that it is unlikely that he would remember every single tender in detail, particularly one that had been pre-determined not to be of high priority and therefore on which the least possible amount of effort had been expended. This does not preclude that he is able to provide an explanation of the contemporaneous documentation and in particular entries confirmed to be in JR’s own handwriting. The weight placed by the OFT on JR’s evidence is commensurate with its explanatory nature.

Evidence from other companies – R G Building

IV.6227. The OFT wrote to R G Building’s immediate parent company R G Construction Limited (‘R G Construction’) on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that R G Construction had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, R G Construction was unable to accept the OFT’s offer and said that ‘Our investigations have not disclosed any evidence of conduct to which you refer.’

IV.6228. The OFT subsequently wrote R G Building’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, R G Holdings, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on R G Construction’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold R G Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by its subsidiaries in respect of which the OFT decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, R G Holdings said it had ‘…nothing further to add’.

IV.6229. In its response to the Statement R G Carter made general representations as to how, as a business, it ensures it has the resources to price the tenders it receives, and as to its success rate in invitations to tender. The OFT accepts that the evidence currently available suggests that R G Building tend to price tenders properly. However, the present Infringement relates to the provision of a cover price, not the acceptance of one. Though the OFT has found, in paragraph IV.73 above, that the motive for providing cover prices was usually

7866 Tender register, OFT Document Reference A0905.
7867 The OFT made the Fast Track Offer to R G Construction on the basis of information available to it at the relevant time. As R G Building is a wholly owned subsidiary of R G Construction, the OFT does not consider it material that the Fast Track Offer was not addressed to R G Building itself. In any event, the companies in the R G Carter Group made joint representations in response to the Statement, and stated that no evidence had been found to suggest that a cover price had been provided to a competitor. The OFT concludes that none of the companies making up the R G Carter Group were willing to admit participation in bid rigging activities in relation to this tender.
7868 Response from R G Construction, OFT Document Reference 10784.
7869 Response from R G Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14103.
7870 Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.4 to 2.13, and 2.19 to 2.21.
reciprocity, it notes that other motives, including facilitating a reduction in the number of competing bids, are also possible and it is not necessary to establish exactly, or even to speculate, what a company’s motive might have been for providing a cover price. Where the evidence indicates that a cover price has been provided, the OFT considers that sufficient for a finding of an infringement.

IV.6230. In its response to the Statement, R G Carter provided a witness statement from PW, who stated in respect of this tender ‘I do not recognise the name John Rhodes. He is not someone I can recall ever having met, spoken to or heard of before. I have no recollection of him speaking to me (or me to him) in relation to this tender or at all…I did not provide cover prices as has been alleged in either of these cases [Infringements 210 and 222]’. 7871

IV.6231. The OFT notes the direct contradiction between this witness evidence and the contemporaneous evidence and overall explanation provided by JR in respect of the tender book and his specific explanation of the entry relating to this tender. On balance, the OFT considers the latter to be more compelling. JR’s evidence is consistent with the markings in the tender book, in particular with the entry ‘Cover from Carter’ for which R G Building have not provided an alternative plausible explanation. Further, in relation to certain other Infringements described in this Decision, the entries in Jackson’s tender book indicating that cover prices were accepted have been confirmed to be correct by admissions (and sometimes independent corroborating evidence) from other Parties. 7872 The OFT further notes the possibility that the cover price may have been provided by someone at R G Building other than the estimator for the tender in question, PW. In light of those factors, the OFT considers that the contemporaneous evidence and explanation of JR should be preferred to that of PW.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6232. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6233. Jackson and R G Building each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6234. Jackson was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.6235. In regard to R G Building, Jackson’s tender book states, ‘£1,699,153 Cover from Carters’. Propencity has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from R G Building. Jackson recorded in the tender book the figure ‘£1,699,153’ as the tender figure and this was the figure that Jackson submitted for this tender.

IV.6236. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Jackson was higher than the tender submitted by R G Building, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

7871 Witness statement of Paul Whittall, page 2.
7872 See, for example, Infringements 103, 119, 191 and 232.
IV.6237. In its response to the Statement R G Carter stated that ‘The evidence that the tender submitted by Jackson was higher than the tender submitted by R G Carter, which the OFT suggests as being consistent with a cover price having been provided by R G Carter, is not persuasive as representing evidence that R G Carter provided a cover price’.\footnote{Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.123.} The OFT notes that this analysis is not relied upon in evidence and merely sets out that the pattern of the tender bids was consistent with a cover price having been provided by R G Building to Jackson.

IV.6238. R G Building also suggested that the pattern of bids was consistent with ‘Jackson having obtained a cover price from parties other than R G Carter’.\footnote{Written representations of R G Carter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.123.} The OFT accepts that the pattern would be also be consistent with Jackson having obtained a cover price from Chalcroft Construction rather than R G Building, but notes there is absolutely no evidence of this and that this alternative explanation is contrary to the tender book entry ‘Cover from Carters’.

IV.6239. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between R G Building and Jackson. The OFT also concludes that R G Building supplied a figure to Jackson for a cover bid.

IV.6240. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6217 to IV.6239 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\footnote{See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from R G Building to Jackson was not unilateral\footnote{See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\footnote{See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.}

(b) Jackson can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from R G Building (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}

(c) R G Building can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Jackson (i.e. that Jackson did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}

IV.6241. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Jackson and R G Building, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the Refurbishment of Old Hall, Dersingham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk, tender deadline 4 April 2005.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.6242. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100
per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6243. Propensity informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Propensity will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Alleged Infringement 223: Not included in the Decision**

**Infringement 224:** Refurbishment, 12 & 16 Redlands Road, Reading – 27 May 2005

**Client:** University of Reading

**Parties:** Mansell and A H Willis

IV.6244. On 5 May 2005 the University of Reading sought tenders for conversion to flats, 12 & 16 Redland Road. The following five companies were invited to tender: A H Willis, Cavendish Construction, Crown Construction & Interiors Ltd, Francis and Mansell. The date and time of tender return was 27 May 2005 at 12:00 noon.

IV.6245. The invitation to tender was addressed, amongst others, to ‘Mark Willis, A H Willis & Sons’.

IV.6246. The University of Reading received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A H Willis</td>
<td>27 May 2005 at 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£430,560.00</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>27 May 2005 at 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£455,705.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown Construction &amp; Interiors Ltd</td>
<td>27 May 2005 at 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£533,770.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavendish Construction</td>
<td>27 May 2005 at 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£574,930.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>27 May 2005 at 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£603,298.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6247. The Form of Tender submitted by A H Willis consisted of a two page document. The first page was a typed standard-form offer to carry out works, with tender details such as the price, date of commencement of work and daywork rates completed in handwriting. The signature box at the bottom of the first page of the Form of Tender was completed as follows (printed entries are denoted in bold type, and manuscript entries in italics):

---

7880 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9857.
7881 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9857.
7882 Information from client, OFT Document Reference SAD001.
7883 Information from client, OFT Document Reference SAD002.
7884 Information from client, OFT Document Reference SAD002.
Signed: C.F. Elbourn  
Date: 27/5/05

On behalf of: A. H. WILLIS & SONS LTD.

Name:

Address: WILMAR GAINFIELD  
BUCKLAND FARINGDON  
OXON'  

The second page consisted of a handwritten summary of costs, totalling £430,560.00. The handwriting on the first and second pages was consistent with that in the signature box.

IV.6248. The University of Reading’s consultants subsequently requested full priced Schedules of Work from A H Willis and Mansell, which were received on 3 June 2005.  

IV.6249. The Schedule of Works submitted by A H Willis consisted of a three-page cover document headed ‘A H WILLIS & SONS, 12 – 16 REDLANDS ROAD, TENDER SUMMARY’ which has a ‘received’ stamp, dated 3 June 2005, on the first page. This document was entirely handwritten and contained a list of figures for preliminaries, builders work, sub contractors and margin, giving a total tender amount. Attached to this were two 24-page documents (one for 12 Redlands Road and one for 16 Redlands Road). Both documents consisted of a typed itemised lists of works with a column marked ‘cost’ on the right hand side of each page, in which figures were entered in handwriting. The handwriting is consistent throughout these three documents (save for the correction of several figures towards the end of the handwritten document) and corresponds to the handwriting on A H Willis’s Form of Tender.

IV.6250. On 27 June 2005, the University’s consultants wrote to Mark Willis at A H Willis, enclosing the contract documents for the project and requesting that Mark Willis sign and return them.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet

IV.6251. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, workload reports. The 2005 workload report for special projects contained the following entry:

7885 Information from client, OFT Document Reference SAD003.  
7886 Information from client, OFT Document Reference SAD004.  
7887 Information from client, OFT Document Reference SAD002.  
7888 Information from client, OFT Document Reference SAD005.  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EST NO.</th>
<th>LOCATION/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>OUR BID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Univ – Refurb 12 &amp; 16 redlands Road</td>
<td>455706</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTHER BIDS</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOWEST</td>
<td>SECOND</td>
<td>HIGHEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/5</td>
<td></td>
<td>(AH Willis) (HN Edwards won it)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell**

IV.6252. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.\(^7890\) This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6253. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from A H Willis and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.\(^7891\)

IV.6254. Following the issue of the Statement, Mansell did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell**

IV.6255. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6256. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR stated ‘... Willis were approached and they helped us out with a cover.’\(^7892\)

**Evidence from other companies – A H Willis**

IV.6257. The OFT wrote to A H Willis on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that A H Willis had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to that letter A H Willis stated that it ‘does not believe that it has been involved in bid rigging on any of these projects.’\(^7893\)

\(^7890\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
\(^7891\) Tendering activities table, OFT Document Reference B1351, page 1.
\(^7892\) Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 38.
\(^7893\) Response from A H Willis, OFT Document Reference 10203, page 3.
IV.6258. As part of its response to that letter A H Willis described its relationship with Cyril Elbourn (‘CE’), as follows:

‘Cyril is a freelance costs estimator/quantity surveyor who works for a number of clients, though it would be fair to say that most of his time is in fact spent working for [A H Willis]. He has been working for [A H Willis] for the past 4 years’. 7894

IV.6259. In respect of this tender, A H Willis advised that:

‘The directors’ enquiries reveal that a few days before the deadline date for bid submission, Cyril received a telephone call from someone named Barry Russ at Mansells. He asked if AHW [A H Willis] were bidding on this particular project. Cyril confirmed that they were. Mr Russ asked Cyril how he was “getting on”. Cyril said that he had nearly finished preparing their bid. Mr Russ said that he was in great difficulty due to pressure of other work and asked Cyril if he would “help” by writing to the University’s architect asking for a 7 day extension of the deadline, as Mr Russ himself intended to do. Cyril refused. A short while later Mr Russ called again. He indicated that he had discussed the matter with the University’s architect and had been told that it was not going to be possible to grant even a short extension of the deadline. He again asked Cyril how far he had progressed with the preparation of the tender documentation. On behalf of AHW, Cyril indicated that this had now been completed and submitted. Mr Russ asked Cyril if he would “help” Mr Russ by preparing some figures for Mansells’ bid. He said to Cyril that Mansells did not really want the job and he would “want you to put me well away”. As he had already completed and submitted AHW’s bid, Cyril agreed to help and prepared some figures for Mansells’ use.

Subsequently AHW was advised that its bid was the lowest and it was invited to provide a fuller breakdown of that bid, which it duly did. Cyril then received another telephone call from Mr Russ in which he was told that Mansells’ bid had in fact been the second lowest and they too had been invited to provide a breakdown of their bid. Mr Russ pointed out that he was in difficulty doing this as he had not calculated their original bid. He asked Cyril to help him once more. Cyril then provided Mr Russ with a photostat of the breakdown that he had produced for his own bid and submitted to the University. He did not produce a further breakdown for Mr Russ’ use’. 7895

IV.6260. In summary A H Willis’s solicitors advised that the activities of CE in respect of this tender ‘does not amount to bid rigging by our client’. They stated ‘…Cyril is a freelance contractor. He is not an officer or even an employee of our client company’. 7896

IV.6261. In its response to the Statement, A H Willis repeated the information provided in its response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of CE’s capacity, to the effect that ‘as a third party contractor who was hired by A H Willis on a job by job basis, CE was entitled to (and would in the ordinary course of business) provide estimating services to parties other than A H Willis’. 7897 A H Willis went

7897 Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.
on to state that CE assisted Mansell in preparing figures for their bid having already completed work on A H Willis’ bid, and without A H Willis’ knowledge that he was doing so.\(^{7898}\)

IV.6262. The OFT notes that the evidence from Mansell (at IV.6253 and IV.6256 above) is that a cover price was taken. It is not that CE was engaged to prepare a bid for Mansell to submit. A H Willis accepts that the further breakdown of figures provided by A H Willis to the client was also copied to Mansell such that Mansell submitted to the client figures based on A H Willis’ bid rather than on its own genuine cost information. The OFT therefore considers there to be strong and compelling evidence that information was disclosed by CE to Mansell, and A H Willis does not appear to contest this.

IV.6263. As to whether CE disclosed the information to Mansell with the knowledge of A H Willis, the OFT does not accept that this is the relevant legal test. The question is rather whether CE did so as an agent of A H Willis. The OFT considers that in this case CE acted with the ostensible authority of A H Willis and does not accept A H Willis’ arguments in its response to the Fourth Supplementary Statement to the contrary.\(^{7899}\) In particular, the OFT notes BR’s recollection that ‘Willis’, rather than CE, was approached for a cover and the fact that Mansell’s 2005 workload report records ‘(AH Willis)’, in the Remarks column, to indicate that Mansell had taken a cover from A H Willis, rather than CE acting on his own behalf. Thus the source of the cover price is given as A H Willis. In addition, according to A H Willis’s own account of events, Mansell originally asked CE to request an extension from the client. This provides further evidence that Mansell considered that CE represented A H Willis, as there would otherwise be no value in CE (on his own behalf) requesting an extension from the client. On that basis the OFT considers it clear that Mansell considered CE to have the ostensible authority of A H Willis in its dealings with him.

IV.6264. In its response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, A H Willis also stated that ‘the bid was keenly priced because our client was convinced that that represented its only chance of beating Crown Construction’\(^{7900}\) who had already been awarded a contract in respect of buildings in the same street and who, it was anticipated, would have logistical and cost advantages in bidding for this contract.

IV.6265. Further, in its response to the Statement, A H Willis repeated that its tender bid had been submitted to the University of Reading prior to giving Mansell a cover price, in essence arguing that (to the extent that it could be liable for CE’s actions) it should not be presumed to have acted in the market on the basis of the information that Mansell would not be submitting a competitive bid.\(^{7901}\)

IV.6266. The OFT notes that, as stated in paragraphs III.53 to III.54 above, the mere receipt of information that Mansell would not be bidding competitively may be sufficient to establish a concerted practice.\(^{7902}\) Further, as stated in paragraph

---

\(^{7898}\) Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 19.g to i.

\(^{7899}\) Written representations of A H Willis, 21 April 2009, paragraph 18.

\(^{7900}\) Response from A H Willis, OFT Document Reference 10203, page 5.

\(^{7901}\) Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 19.f and 23.

III.58, the ECJ has held that ‘subject to proof to the contrary, which it is for the economic operators concerned to adduce, there must be a presumption that the undertakings participating in concerting arrangements and remaining active on the market take account of the information exchanged with their competitors when determining their conduct on the market...’.\footnote{7903 Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, at paragraph 121; Case C-199/92 P Hüls [1999] ECR I-4287, at paragraph 162; and Cases T-25/95 etc Cimenteries CBR SA and others v Commission [2000] ECR II-491, at paragraphs 1865 and 1910. See also Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT [2005] CAT 4, at paragraph 206(x); followed in Makers UK Limited v OFT [2007] CAT 11, at paragraph 103(x).}

IV.6267. On that basis, the OFT does not need to show that A H Willis inflated its bid (or otherwise altered its own conduct) in response to the knowledge that Mansell had accepted a cover price in order to establish that there has been an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition. It is entitled to rely on a presumption that A H Willis has acted (either directly or through its agent) on the information received.

IV.6268. The OFT notes that on A H Willis’ own account ‘a few days before the deadline date for bid submission, Cyril received a telephone call from someone named Barry Russ at Mansells ... Cyril said that he had nearly finished preparing their bid ... A short while later Mr Russ called again ... Cyril agreed to help’ (emphasis added) the second telephone call from Mansell requesting a cover price appears to have been made prior to the date of the tender deadline. The OFT does not therefore accept that A H Willis has satisfactorily rebutted the legal presumption that it acted upon the knowledge that Mansell had accepted a cover price.

IV.6269. Moreover, an undertaking may ‘take account’ of the information it receives from a competitor in a number of ways when determining its conduct in relation to this or future tenders, so even if the OFT were to accept A H Willis's assertion that the cover pricing did not affect its actual price submitted (which is not the case), that would be insufficient to demonstrate that the conduct fell short of an agreement and/or concerted practice in breach of the Chapter I prohibition. In this regard, the OFT also notes that CE, the individual who received the information from Mansell and whom the OFT considers to form part of one undertaking together with A H Willis, continued to prepare tenders on behalf of A H Willis until at least 2007 (see paragraph IV.6258).

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6270. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

Cyril Elbourn and A H Willis formed part of the same undertaking

IV.6271. CE was engaged by A H Willis as a costs/estimator/quantity surveyor in relation to the preparation of this tender and other tenders in the period 2003 to 2007.\footnote{7904 See paragraph IV.6258.}
IV.6272. A H Willis explicitly consented to CE generating and signing tender returns on its behalf, and CE did in fact generate and sign tender returns on behalf of A H Willis, including that submitted to the University of Reading in relation to this tender. This is demonstrated by the fact that the invitation to tender for this project was addressed to Mark Willis, but the tender return was filled in and signed by CE and, following a subsequent request from the client, CE also completed a Schedule of Works and Tender Summary. A H Willis therefore authorised CE in advance to act on its behalf in dealing with the client. In addition, by entering into the contract with the client, A H Willis ratified CE’s actions in submitting tender documentation to the client.

IV.6273. In its response to the Supplementary Statement, A H Willis stated that although CE was authorised to submit tenders on its behalf on a case by case basis, CE had no discretion and no authority to negotiate or conclude contracts on its behalf. However, the submission of a tender is an offer to the customer to perform services at a given price and the tender documentation is typically incorporated by reference into the final contract. As such, the OFT considers that by authorising CE to sign and submit tender returns on its behalf, A H Willis was involving him in the process of negotiating and concluding a contract with a customer.

IV.6274. The OFT concludes that A H Willis expressly or impliedly consented to CE communicating with third parties on its behalf, including through the submission of tender documentation which forms part of the negotiation of a contract for services between A H Willis and a client. As such, the OFT concludes that CE acted as an agent of A H Willis. In its response to the Supplementary Statement, A H Willis stated that CE ‘was not … a sales agent, since his role was not to negotiate or conclude contracts on behalf of A H Willis for the sale or purchase of goods or services…’. Regardless of whether or not CE was a ‘sales agent’, the OFT consider the principles set out in paragraphs III.28 to III.36 are relevant to the assessment of whether two legal persons have an agency relationship such that they form part of the same undertaking, and are therefore applicable in the present circumstances.

IV.6275. In addition, as indicated above, the OFT considers that in providing Mansell with a cover price and a breakdown of A H Willis’ bid, CE acted with the ostensible authority of A H Willis, and that A H Willis is therefore liable for his actions as his principal. The fact that CE exceeded his authority by disclosing confidential bid information does not prevent A H Willis from being liable for his actions.

IV.6276. CE assumed no financial or commercial risk in relation to the contract services, he formed part of the same undertaking as A H Willis.

IV.6277. In its response to the Supplementary Statement, A H Willis made extensive representations regarding the level of risk assumed by CE with regard to his estimating business. However, the relevant risk is not that assumed in

---

7905 Written representations of A H Willis, 21 April 2009, paragraph 17.
7906 On 30 March 2009, the OFT issued a Supplementary Statement of Objections to A H Willis and Mansell. It is referred to in this Infringement as the Supplementary Statement.
7907 Written representations of A H Willis, 21 April 2009, paragraphs 5(e), 10 to 11, 16(d).
7908 Written representations of A H Willis, 21 April 2009, paragraph 15.
7909 See paragraphs III.34 of the Legal Background section.
7910 Written representations of A H Willis, 21 April 2009, paragraphs 14 and 20.
respect of the services provided by the contractor to the principal, but rather that assumed as between the agent and the third party with whom CE was interacting as a representative of the principal, see paragraphs III.28 to III.36 above. Although A H Willis provided an example whereby CE would be liable to A H Willis if A H Willis made a loss as a result of an error by CE, it has not argued that CE would be personally liable to the client after acting as a representative of A H Willis.

IV.6278. As such, A H Willis cannot avoid liability for the actions of CE by claiming that his actions in giving a cover bid to Mansell were unauthorised. References to A H Willis in paragraphs IV.6285 to IV.6289 below are therefore in its capacity as principal of CE, and forming a single undertaking together with CE, and reflect A H Willis’ liability for CE’s actions.

Cover pricing

IV.6279. Mansell and A H Willis each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6280. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.6281. The invitation to A H Willis to tender was addressed to Mark Willis, but A H Willis’s tender return and summary of costs was completed and signed by CE ‘on behalf of A H Willis’. CE also subsequently created a Tender Summary document and filled in a Schedule of Works on behalf of A H Willis, both of which were submitted to the client.

IV.6282. Mansell’s 2005 workload report records ‘(AH Willis)’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.6283. BR of Mansell contacted CE (working on behalf of A H Willis) to request a cover price, and CE subsequently provided that cover price to BR.

IV.6284. In addition, A H Willis advised, in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007, that CE, who was working for A H Willis in relation to this tender, did provide a cover price to Mansell in respect of this tender prior to the deadline for the receipt of tenders, and that he subsequently also provided a breakdown of A H Willis’s bid to Mansell.

IV.6285. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by A H Willis, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6286. In addition the OFT notes that A H Willis’s tender figure is the only figure below Mansell’s tender figure, and the OFT is therefore satisfied that Mansell could only have received a cover figure from A H Willis.

---

7911 Written representations of A H Willis, 21 April 2009, paragraph 20.
7912 See paragraph III.36 of the Legal Background section.
IV.6287. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and A H Willis. The OFT also concludes that A H Willis supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.6288. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6247 to IV.6287 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from A H Willis to Mansell was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from A H Willis (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) A H Willis can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.6289. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and A H Willis in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for refurbishment, 12 & 16 Redlands Road, Reading, tender deadline 27 May 2005.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.6290. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6291. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 225: Swinnow Flats, Energy Efficiency Works – 8 June 2005**

Client: Leeds City Council

Parties: Strata, Richardson Projects and P Casey

IV.6292. On 13 May 2005, Leeds City Council sought tenders for energy efficiency works and general upgrading including re-wiring and external security lighting to five blocks of three-storey Wimpey no-fines flats. The following six companies were invited to tender: Frank Haslam Milan, Connaught, Seddon, Strata,

---

7913 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

7914 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

7915 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

7916 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

7917 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Richardson Projects and P Casey. The tender deadline was 12:00 noon on 8 June 2005.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8502, page 1.}

IV.6293. Leeds City Council received the following tender returns:\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8502, page 1.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frank Haslam Milan</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 8 June 2005</td>
<td>£921,406.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connaught</td>
<td>No Tender Returned</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seddon</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 8 June 2005</td>
<td>£1,033,366.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 8 June 2005</td>
<td>£1,068,421.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson Projects</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 8 June 2005</td>
<td>£995,922.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Casey</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon on 8 June 2005</td>
<td>£1,053,672.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6294. The scheme was cancelled and re-tendered at a later date as the lease holders were not informed prior to the tenders being sent.\footnote{Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8502, page 1.}

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata – Estimating Tracking document*

IV.6295. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a number of ‘Estimating Tracking’ documents were found.\footnote{Estimating tracking document, OFT Document Reference 3043.} The tracking document contained the following entries in respect of this tender:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender no</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Return Date</th>
<th>Contract period</th>
<th>Tender Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>13 May 2005</td>
<td>8 June 2005</td>
<td>37 wks</td>
<td>P/S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Client/Employer</th>
<th>Approximate Value</th>
<th>Tender Value</th>
<th>Competitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency Works at 5 Blocks of Flats Swinnow, Leeds</td>
<td>Leeds City Council</td>
<td>£1,200,000.00</td>
<td>£1,068,421.00 (cover taken from Richardson Proj)</td>
<td>Richardson Projects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments/previous Actions</th>
<th>Next action</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from Richardson Projects - Tender Summary and Form of Tender

IV.6296. During the OFT’s search of Richardson Project’s premises a Tender Summary for this contract was found. The following entries were found on this Tender Summary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'Notes'</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 […]</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 J &amp; S Seddon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Casey ©</td>
<td>1,053,672.00</td>
<td>5.80%</td>
<td>57,749.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Strata ©</td>
<td>1,068,421.00</td>
<td>7.28%</td>
<td>72,498.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6297. The Form of Tender for this contract was also found during the OFT’s visit. The Form of Tender was signed by T Fratczak and stated that Richardson Projects submitted a tender price of £995,922.00 on 8 June 2005 for this contract.

Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata

IV.6298. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ and ‘Contracts in hand’ documents. This list included the following entry:

---

7922 Tender Summary sheet, OFT Document Reference A0013.
7923 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference A0012.
7924 Leniency Schedule, OFT Document Reference 4058.
IV.6299. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Strata**

IV.6300. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6301. During an interview conducted on 28 March 2007 in connection with its leniency application, Paul Throssell (‘PT’), an estimator at Strata, was shown the estimating tracking document and the reference to ‘energy efficiency works at five blocks of flats, Swinnow Leeds’ and asked if he could recall anything about that contract. PT replied, ‘…I don’t to be honest with you, no, it wasn’t a particularly big contract as far as we’re concerned now … so that’s probably why we decided to take a cover’. PT confirmed that the entry ‘cover taken from Richardson Proj’ indicates that Strata took a cover price from Richardson Projects. PT also confirmed that £1,068,421.00 was the figure supplied by Richardson Projects as a cover figure.

**Evidence from other companies – Richardson Projects**

IV.6302. The OFT wrote to Richardson Projects on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender in return for an admission that Richardson Projects had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Richardson Projects admitted ‘We engaged in bid-rigging/cover pricing on this tender with Strata & Casey’.

IV.6303. In its response to the Statement, Richardson Projects confirmed that it ‘…accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement [in respect of this Infringement].’

---

7925 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11382, pages 11 and 12.
7926 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11382, page12.
7927 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11382, page12.
7928 Schedule provided by Richardson Projects, OFT Document Reference 10790, page 23.
Evidence from other companies – P Casey

IV.6304. The OFT wrote to P Casey on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that P Casey had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter P Casey admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging (cover pricing) activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.7930 P Casey added that ‘The Company has few hard copy documents relating to the suspect tenders and does not maintain electronic tender documents. The estimator employed during the period of the suspect tenders emigrated to New Zealand in 2005 and has been unable to provide any reliable recollections of the tenders in question. For these reasons, the Company has only been able to consider incomplete records and it neither has evidence to indicate that cover pricing activity occurred nor an evidential basis upon which to challenge the allegations…’.7931

IV.6305. The OFT subsequently wrote to P Casey’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, The Casey Group, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on P Casey’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold The Casey Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by P Casey in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter The Casey Group admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging (cover pricing) activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved. We have no actual knowledge nor evidence of cover pricing having occurred in relation to this tender …’.7932 The Casey Group also stated ‘We also submit that all of the tenders should fall to be dealt with by The Casey Group Limited as the relevant parent company’.7933

IV.6306. In its response to the Statement, P Casey stated that it had ‘... not been able to establish any further facts concerning the alleged infringements referred to in the [Statement, including this Infringement] and consequently can provide no additional assistance to the Office of Fair Trading.’7934

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6307. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6308. Strata, Richardson Projects and P Casey each accepted an invitation to tender for energy efficiency works at five blocks of flats, Swinnow, Leeds.

IV.6309. All three companies submitted a tender. Strata and P Casey were unable to submit a competitive tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.6310. In regard to Richardson Projects, Strata’s Estimating Tracking document records ‘£1,068,421.00 (Cover Taken from Richardson Proj)’, typed in the

---

7930 Response from P Casey, Schedule B, OFT Document Reference 10729, page 5.
7931 Response from DLA Piper, OFT Document Reference 10731, page 1.
7932 Response from The Casey Group, OFT Document Reference 14013, page 5.
7933 Response from The Casey Group, OFT Document Reference 14012, page 1.
Tender Value column. Also a ‘C’ is typed in the estimator column. PT confirmed that the note in the tender value column records that Strata received a cover price from Richardson Projects. PT also confirmed that the value recorded is the cover figure given to Strata by Richardson Projects. In addition to this Richardson Projects’ Tender Summary sheet records ‘Strata © 1,068,421.00, 7.28%, 72,498.90’. This figure is the same as the tender figure submitted by Strata for the contract. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and PT’s admission and explanation of that contemporaneous evidence, and the fact that the tender summary from Richardson Projects provides independent corroborating evidence, that Richardson Projects supplied Strata with a cover figure for this tender.

IV.6311. The OFT also notes that Richardson Projects admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Strata, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Strata was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.6312. In regard to P Casey, Richardson Projects’ tender summary sheet records ‘Casey © 1,053,672.00, 5.80%, 57,749.90’. Richardson Projects confirmed that it engaged in bid rigging/cover pricing on this tender with P Casey. Again, this figure is the same as the tender figure submitted by P Casey for the contract. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence (the Tender Summary sheet from Richardson Projects) and Richardson Projects’ admission to engaging in cover pricing with P Casey, that Richardson Projects also supplied P Casey with a cover figure for this tender.

IV.6313. All three companies, Strata, P Casey and Richardson Projects, have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender.

IV.6314. The OFT further notes that the tenders submitted by Strata and P Casey were higher than the tender submitted by Richardson Projects, the pattern consistent with cover prices having been provided.

IV.6315. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Richardson Projects and between P Casey and Richardson Projects. The OFT also concludes that Richardson Projects supplied figures to Strata and to P Casey for cover bids.

IV.6316. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6295 to IV.6315 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Richardson Projects to Strata and from Richardson Projects to P Casey was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Strata and P Casey can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Richardson Projects (i.e. the respective cover

---

7935 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7936 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7937 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
prices) when determining their own conduct in the tendering process, and
(c) Richardson Projects can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from each of Strata and P Casey (i.e. that each of Strata and P Casey did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.6317. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Strata and Richardson Projects and between P Casey and Richardson Projects, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the energy efficiency works to five blocks of Wimpey flats, Swinnow, Leeds, tender deadline 8 June 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6318. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6319. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Strata will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 226: New Library, Centurian Way, Brough – 8 June 2005
Client: East Riding of Yorkshire Council
Parties: Hobson & Porter and Geo Houlton

IV.6320. On 4 May 2005 East Riding of Yorkshire Council (‘East Riding’) sought tenders for a new library, Centurian Way, Brough. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 8 June 2005 and six companies were invited to tender: Clark Construction Ltd, Topcon (Builders & Contractors) Ltd, Hobson & Porter, Geo Houlton, Wright (Hull) and F Parkinson.

IV.6321. East Riding received the following five tender returns on 8 June 2005:

---

7938 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7939 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7940 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7824.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clark Construction Ltd</td>
<td>8 June 2005</td>
<td>11:38</td>
<td>£1,397,897.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topcon (Builders &amp; Contractors) Ltd</td>
<td>8 June 2005</td>
<td>08:30</td>
<td>£1,398,949.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>8 June 2005</td>
<td>11:14</td>
<td>£1,566,631.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo Houlton</td>
<td>8 June 2005</td>
<td>11:37</td>
<td>£1,646,422.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright (Hull)</td>
<td>8 June 2005</td>
<td>11:37</td>
<td>£1,819,390.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Parkinson</td>
<td>Did not return tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter – Tender information sheet*

IV.6322. The tender information sheet for this tender states that Hobson & Porter’s submitted figure was £1,566,631 and in the competition section is written, ‘Houlton C’ 1,646,400’. Three other competitors are written in that section, ‘Topcon, Clark and Parkinson’, but none of these have any markings or figures against them.

*Evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter*

IV.6323. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6324. In Hobson & Porter’s Summary of Cover Pricing Activity (Major Works) it is stated that Hobson & Porter provided a cover to Geo Houlton and that the individual contact at Geo Houlton was Trevor Townsend.

IV.6325. In its response to the Statement, Hobson & Porter stated that it ‘…does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.

*Witness evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter*

IV.6326. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6327. In respect of this tender, in interview David Watson (‘DW’), Managing Director of Hobson & Porter, recalls that he gave the cover price to Trevor Townsend of Geo Houlton, ‘He phoned us up and asked for a cover I said yes we will give him one and obviously nearer the date when we calculated our price I rang him

---

7941 Tender information sheet, OFT Document Reference A0153, pages 1 and 2.
7943 Summary of cover pricing activity, OFT Document Reference A1347, page 1.
back and gave him a cover’.\textsuperscript{7945} DW added that the ‘C’ written next to Geo Houlton on the tender information sheet was probably written by Michael Haywood (‘MH’), an estimator in Major Works,\textsuperscript{7946} although MH has no specific recollection of this particular tender.\textsuperscript{7947}

**Evidence from other companies – Geo Houlton**

IV.6328. The OFT wrote to Geo Houlton on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Geo Houlton had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Geo Houlton admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.\textsuperscript{7948}

IV.6329. The OFT subsequently wrote to Geo Houlton’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Geo Houlton Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Geo Houlton’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Geo Houlton Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Geo Houlton in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Geo Houlton Holdings said it had no comments to make.\textsuperscript{7949}

IV.6330. In its response to the Statement, Geo Houlton stated ‘[i]t is not disputed that Houlton participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement’.\textsuperscript{7950}

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.6331. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6332. Hobson & Porter and Geo Houlton each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6333. Hobson & Porter completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Hobson & Porter wanted to win the tender for this contract and submitted a genuine bid.

IV.6334. Geo Houlton was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.6335. In regard to Geo Houlton, Hobson & Porter’s tender information sheet records ‘HOLTON ’C’ 1,646,400’. Hobson & Porter has confirmed that this indicates that it gave the company in question a cover price. Hobson & Porter recorded on the tender information sheet the figure £1,646,400 against Geo Houlton, a figure that was identical other than the addition of £22, to the tender price that Geo Houlton submitted, which was £1,646,422. Furthermore, DW has

\textsuperscript{7945} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11230, page 11.

\textsuperscript{7946} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11230, page 11.

\textsuperscript{7947} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11232, page 16.

\textsuperscript{7948} Response from Geo Houlton, OFT Document Reference 10325, page 3.

\textsuperscript{7949} File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 13967.

\textsuperscript{7950} Written representations of Geo Houlton, 24 June, paragraph 52.
confirmed that Trevor Townsend contacted Hobson & Porter to ask for a cover price as set out in paragraph IV.6327 above.

IV.6336. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Geo Houlton was higher than the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Furthermore, both parties have admitted engaging in bid rigging on this tender.

IV.6337. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Geo Houlton and Hobson & Porter. The OFT also concludes that Hobson & Porter supplied a figure to Geo Houlton for a cover bid.

IV.6338. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6322 to IV.6337 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Hobson & Porter to Geo Houlton was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Geo Houlton can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Hobson & Porter (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Hobson & Porter can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Geo Houlton (i.e. that Geo Houlton did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.6339. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Geo Houlton and Hobson & Porter, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a new library, Centurian Way, Brough, tender deadline 8 June 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6340. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6341. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Hobson & Porter on 28 March 2006. Hobson & Porter will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, in accordance with paragraph VI.386 of Section VI (Enforcement), the OFT is not imposing any financial penalty on Hobson & Porter in respect of this Infringement.

---

7951 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7952 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7953 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7954 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
7955 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.6342. On 20 May 2005, Sheffield City Council sought tenders for the refurbishment of 67 council-owned properties of various types. The following six companies were invited to tender: Ackroyd & Abbott, A. Baldwin & Co (Builders) Ltd, Henry Boot, Burngreave Building Co, Richardson Projects and Strata. The tender deadline was 12:00 noon on 13 June 2005.

IV.6343. Sheffield City Council received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date Tender Received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 13 June 2005</td>
<td>£631,953.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Baldwin &amp; Co (Builders) Ltd</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 13 June 2005</td>
<td>£481,276.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 13 June 2005</td>
<td>£593,733.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burngreave Building Co</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 13 June 2005</td>
<td>£323,636.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson Projects</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 13 June 2005</td>
<td>£695,933.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>Prior to 12:00 noon on 13 June 2005</td>
<td>£686,317.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Strata - Estimating Tracking document

IV.6344. During the OFT’s search of Strata’s premises a number of ‘Estimating Tracking’ documents were found. The tracking document contained the following entries in respect of this tender:

---

7956 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9344.
7957 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9344.
7958 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9344.
7959 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9344.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender no</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Return Date</th>
<th>Contract period</th>
<th>Tender Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>23 May 2005</td>
<td>13 June 2005</td>
<td>38 wks</td>
<td>Commencing 11 July 05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Client/Employer</th>
<th>Approximate Value</th>
<th>Tender Value</th>
<th>Competitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burngreave Facelifts 2005/06 – Contract 1</td>
<td>Sheffield City Council</td>
<td>£750,000.00</td>
<td>£686,317.00 (cover taken from Ackroyd &amp; Abbott)</td>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott, Henry Boot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments/previous Actions</th>
<th>Next action</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**Evidence from leniency applicant - Strata**

IV.6345. As part of its leniency application, Strata provided to the OFT a list of covers prepared by reference to its contract information sheets, the file ‘Covers from Jan 2000 to Dec 2001’ and ‘contracts in hand’ documents. This list contained the following entry:7961

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Strata ref no</th>
<th>Cover to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13/06/2005</td>
<td>Burngreave Facelifts 2005/06 for Sheffield City Council</td>
<td>T21/05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover from</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott</td>
<td>Sheffield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6346. Following the issue of the Statement, Strata did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Strata**

IV.6347. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Strata’s past and present employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.617 to IV.634 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6348. During an interview conducted on 28 March 2007 in connection with its leniency application Paul Throssell (‘PT’), an estimator at Strata, was shown the ‘Estimating Tracking’ document and the reference to Burngreave Facilities and asked in general whether the word ‘cover’ and a reference to another company

---

7961 Leniency Schedule, section 3, OFT Document Reference 4058.
recorded somewhere on the estimating tracking document would indicate that Strata had taken a cover from that company noted. PT confirmed that this was correct.\textsuperscript{7962}

IV.6349. PT further clarified the sequence of events in a fax received by the OFT on 15 August 2007.\textsuperscript{7963} PT stated that the enquiry came ‘out of the blue’ and was one that Strata was not interested in winning.\textsuperscript{7964} PT confirmed that the presence of a ‘C’ in the Estimator column of the ‘Estimating Tracking’ document refers to a cover taken by Strata.\textsuperscript{7965} PT explained that the reference to ‘Cover taken from Ackroyd & Abbott provided us with a price above their own tender figure to submit as our tender price for the contract’.\textsuperscript{7966} PT had ‘no recollection of who, at Strata sought the cover price’. PT claimed that it might well have been himself, although he could not find any records to substantiate this.\textsuperscript{7967}

IV.6350. PT also confirmed that ‘The price would have been arranged by telephone in advance of the Tender return deadline, usually by two calls, one at the beginning of the tender period to request the figure and a second at the end of the tender period to receive the price’.\textsuperscript{7968} PT added that there would not have been any contact with any other competitor regarding this contract.

\textit{Evidence from other companies – Ackroyd & Abbott}

IV.6351. The OFT wrote to Ackroyd & Abbott on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Ackroyd & Abbott had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Ackroyd & Abbott stated ‘It has not been possible to uncover any documentary evidence other than the documents that were seized by the OFT. The individuals that were interviewed had some recollection of all the tenders on the OFT’s list but were simply not able to recall whether they had given or taken a cover price …’.\textsuperscript{7969} Ackroyd & Abbott did not admit to engaging in cover pricing on this contract.\textsuperscript{7970}

IV.6352. In its response to the Statement, Ackroyd & Abbott stated that it had ‘...seen the evidence available and accept[s] that Ackroyd & Abbott Construction participated in cover pricing in the Alleged Infringements [including this Infringement]’.\textsuperscript{7971}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6353. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

\textsuperscript{7962} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11378, page 12.
\textsuperscript{7963} Fax from Paul Throssell, OFT Document Reference 12897.
\textsuperscript{7964} Fax from Paul Throssell, OFT Document Reference 12897.
\textsuperscript{7965} Fax from Paul Throssell, OFT Document Reference 12897.
\textsuperscript{7966} Fax from Paul Throssell, OFT Document Reference 12897.
\textsuperscript{7967} Fax from Paul Throssell, OFT Document Reference 12897.
\textsuperscript{7968} Fax from Paul Throssell, OFT Document Reference 12897, page 2.
\textsuperscript{7969} Response from Ackroyd & Abbott, OFT Document Reference 10193, page 1.
\textsuperscript{7971} Written representations of Ackroyd & Abbott, 2 July 2008, paragraph 76.
IV.6354. Strata and Ackroyd & Abbott each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for Burngreave Facelifts 2005/06.

IV.6355. Both companies submitted a tender. Strata was not interested in winning the contract as it was not its type of work and the value was below the level where it felt that it could be competitive, and estimating resources were fully employed on other, more attractive contracts.

IV.6356. Strata’s ‘Estimating Tracking’ document records ‘£686,317.00 (cover taken from Ackroyd & Abbott)’, typed in the tender value column. Also a ‘C’ is typed in the estimator column. PT confirmed that the note in the tender value column records that Strata received a cover price from Ackroyd & Abbott and the ‘C’ refers to a cover received by Strata. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Strata and PT’s admission and explanation of that contemporaneous evidence that Ackroyd & Abbott supplied Strata with a cover figure for this tender.

IV.6357. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Strata was higher than the tender submitted by Ackroyd & Abbott, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6358. The OFT notes that both Parties have now admitted their involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

IV.6359. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Strata and Ackroyd & Abbott. The OFT also concludes that Ackroyd & Abbott supplied a figure to Strata for a cover bid.

IV.6360. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6344 to IV.6359 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\footnote{See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Ackroyd & Abbott to Strata was not unilateral\footnote{See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\footnote{See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.}

(b) Strata can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Ackroyd & Abbott (i.e the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.} and

(c) Ackroyd & Abbott can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Strata (i.e. that Strata did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\footnote{See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.}

IV.6361. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Strata and Ackroyd & Abbott in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Burngreave Facelifts 2005/06, tender deadline 13 June 2005.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6362. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6363. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 6 and 7 July 2005. Strata will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Strata will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.


Client: Leeds College of Art & Design
Parties: Totty and GMI

IV.6364. On 7 April 2005 Leeds College of Art & Design sought tenders for extensions to Workshops, Leeds College of Art & Design, Blenheim Walk, Leeds. The return date for the tender was midday on 20 June 2005 and five companies were invited to tender: GMI, Interserve, NU Construction Ltd, Quarmby and Totty.

IV.6365. Leeds College of Art & Design received the following tender returns by midday on 20 June 2005:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMI</td>
<td>7 April 2005</td>
<td>20 June 2005</td>
<td>£4,795,210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interserve</td>
<td>7 April 2005</td>
<td>20 June 2005</td>
<td>£4,190,601</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU Construction Ltd</td>
<td>7 April 2005</td>
<td>20 June 2005</td>
<td>£3,806,543</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarmby</td>
<td>7 April 2005</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totty</td>
<td>7 April 2005</td>
<td>20 June 2005</td>
<td>£4,604,432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Propensity – Totty tender sheet

IV.6366. The tender final summary sheet for this tender states that Totty’s submitted figure was £4,604,432 and in the competition section is handwritten, ‘GMI (cover) £4,795’. Three other competitors are type-written in that section,

7977 Totty is a subsidiary of Propensity.
7978 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8513. Note that the dates of tender return are incorrectly stated as 20 June 2007 on this schedule.
7979 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8513. Note that the dates of tender return are incorrectly stated as 20 June 2007 on this schedule.
7980 Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference A2463.
‘Quarmby SP, NewCon’ and ‘Interserve’, but none of these have any markings or figures against them.

**Evidence from leniency applicant Propency**

IV.6367. As part of its leniency application, Propency provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6368. Following the issue of the Statement, Propency did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Propency**

IV.6369. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Propency’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6370. Martin Miller (‘MM’), who at the time of the tender was a Bid Manager in the Commercial Division of Totty, confirmed in interview that this was one of the tenders for which he was responsible and that the handwriting ‘GMI (cover) £4,795’, on the tender final summary sheet was his. MM confirmed that, ‘GMI received a cover from Totty Construction’ and that he made the handwritten annotations, ‘pre tender date’.

IV.6371. In its response to the Statement, GMI submitted that as MM does not remember ever having spoken personally to GMI, and could not recall who at Totty spoke to GMI, his recollection that a cover price was given to GMI is unreliable. The OFT does not accept that submission. MM clearly recalled that a cover price was given to GMI, notwithstanding his lack of recollection as to which of the estimators in the officer made the call to GMI. MM had a specific recollection of making a note of the cover price on the tender document himself and it is in his handwriting.

**Evidence from other companies – GMI**

IV.6372. The OFT wrote to GMI on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that GMI had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, GMI rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.6373. The OFT subsequently wrote to GMI’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, GMI Construction Holdings, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on GMI’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold GMI Construction Holdings jointly and severally liable for

---

7981 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11354, page 10.
7982 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11354, page 11.
7983 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11354, page 11.
7984 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11354, page 11.
7985 Written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 66.7 to 66.10.
7986 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11354, pages 10 to 11.
7987 Response from GMI, OFT Document Reference 10355.
any infringements committed by GMI in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, GMI Construction Holdings said it had no comments to make.7988

IV.6374. In its response to the Statement, GMI stated that it ‘...submitted its competitive tender by the return date. GMI subsequently contacted Totty after the return date to establish how much Totty had tendered in order that GMI could establish whether it was likely to win the work. GMI and Totty exchanged their tendered prices which explains why Martin Miller of Totty added the entry referred to in the [Statement, also set out at paragraph IV.6366 above] to the tender register. It is noted that this entry is hand written whereas the remainder of the tender register revealed by the OFT is typed which GMI submits is because Martin Miller added the entry after the tender had been submitted’.7989

IV.6375. In a witness statement attached to GMI’s response, its Chief Executive stated ‘...John Naylor, our Estimating Director, recalls that at some point after the date of return for tenders he telephoned Totty’s Estimating Department, whom we knew were also subbing a bid, with a view to exchanging prices to check our bid was competitive. Whilst there were other contractors tendering for this project, he chose Totty as being a similar size company and very competitive like ourselves, and John Naylor thought that this would give us a good indication of the likely result of the tender’.7990

IV.6376. The OFT notes the direct contradiction between the evidence of John Naylor and MM as to whether the ‘GMI (cover) £4,795’ entry was added to the Totty tender sheet before or after the tender return date had passed. In particular, the OFT notes that MM in responding to the interview question ‘...when you put GMI cover, was that written down pre tender?’ replied ‘Yes, pre tender date, yes’.7991 The OFT considers that GMI’s suggested alternative version of events is not supported by the wording of the document, including the word ‘(cover)’ recorded by Totty against GMI’s name. On balance the OFT therefore prefers the contemporaneous evidence and witness explanation of MM to the evidence of Mr Naylor, which is unsupported by any other evidence.

IV.6377. In its response to the Statement GMI submitted that it was unlikely that Totty would have offered a cover price to GMI as it was a competitor that it did not know well.7992 However the fact that it was unusual to give a cover price in those circumstances does not meant that it did not happen in this case and the OFT considers this argument to be insufficient to undermine its conclusions in relation to the evidence. Moreover, the OFT notes the explanation given by John Naylor when describing a post-tender approach to Totty, as set out at paragraph IV.6375 above, in particular that Totty was ‘a similar size company and very competitive like ourselves’. The OFT considers that this explanation could equally apply when deciding which other bidder to approach for a cover price, and would explain why GMI made contact with Totty even if the two competitors did not know one another well.

7988 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 14062.
7989 Written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 66.2 to 66.4.
7990 Written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, TAB 2 Exhibits bundle, paragraph 31.
7991 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11354, page 11.
7992 Written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 66.9 to 66.10.
IV.6378. In its response to the Statement, GMI also stated ‘...in the circumstances of the case, Martin Miller of Totty is likely to have considered himself under considerable pressure to provide information to the OFT which would result in his company and his personal conduct being viewed in the best possible light in the hope and expectation that the degree of leniency offered to and subsequently obtained by Totty would be the most substantial possible’. The OFT does not accept GMI’s assertion that Totty might have changed or fabricated evidence as part of a strategy to cooperate with the OFT and implicate its competitors. Indeed the document described at paragraph IV.6366 above was obtained during the OFT’s search of Totty’s premises and can confirm that it is a faithful facsimile of the original document. Any suggestion that either MM or Totty sought to obtain an advantage by fabricating evidence cannot be sustained and has not been supported by any contemporaneous evidence contradicting the OFT’s case.

IV.6379. GMI also submitted in its response to the Statement that the fact that it sought quotes from sub-contractors for the work shows that they intended to, and did, submit a competitive tender. The OFT does not accept this assertion. It is equally plausible that after initial enquiries GMI concluded that it did not wish to complete the full estimation process. The OFT notes that a decision to take a cover price may have been taken after work had begun to seek prices from sub-contractors, for example because the firm in question had won other tenders and would have been unable to take on the tendered works but did not wish to offend the client by returning the tender, or because the sub-contractor prices or other research led the firm to conclude late in the process that the job was unattractive. It is not the OFT’s case that either of these or any other particular reason for deciding to take cover price applied in the case of GMI, it only notes that there are a number of plausible explanations for this scenario. The evidence of GMI’s initial enquiries to sub-contractors does not therefore undermine the OFT’s conclusion that cover pricing took place in relation to this tender.

IV.6380. In its response to the Statement, GMI claimed there was no reason for it to participate in cover pricing as it clearly had a policy of declining tenders where, for whatever reason, it felt unable to submit a tender, noting that an example of this can be found in the description of Infringement 211 where GMI was an invited bidder but declined to tender. The OFT notes that the present Infringement relates to the provision of a cover price, not the acceptance of one, which is compatible with a policy of declining tenders. Though the OFT has found, in paragraph IV.73 above, that a common motive for providing cover prices was reciprocity, it notes that the undertaking concerned may have other motives, such as facilitating the reduction in competitive bids for a tender which it wishes to win. Therefore, any evidence of GMI declining tenders has no bearing on the finding that it gave a cover price to a competitor.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6381. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

7995 Written representations of GMI, 24 June 2008, paragraphs 68 to 71.
IV.6382. Totty and GMI each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6383. Totty completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Totty wanted to win the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.6384. GMI was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.6385. In regard to GMI, Totty’s tender information sheet records ‘GMI (cover) £4,795’. PropenCity has confirmed that this shows that it gave the company in question a cover price. No amounts are recorded against any other companies on Totty’s tender information sheet. The figure that Totty recorded against GMI on the tender final summary sheet, ‘£4,795’, was a figure that was identical to the first four numbers of the tender price that GMI submitted.

IV.6386. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by GMI was higher than the tender submitted by Totty, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. The OFT further notes that no other company submitted a bid higher than Totty’s bid, and that Totty could not therefore have given cover to anyone else in respect of this tender.

IV.6387. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between GMI and Totty. The OFT also concludes that Totty supplied a figure to GMI for a cover bid.

IV.6388. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6364 to IV.6387 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.7996 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Totty to GMI was not unilateral7997, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;7998

(b) GMI can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Totty (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;7999 and

(c) Totty can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from GMI (i.e. that GMI did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.8000

IV.6389. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between GMI and Totty, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Extensions to Workshops, Leeds College of Art & Design, Blenheim Walk, Leeds, tender deadline 20 June 2005.

7996 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
7997 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
7998 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
7999 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8000 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6390. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6391. Propen city informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender as part of its leniency application and was granted immunity from penalty in respect of those activities. The OFT now notes that it did in fact have some information on the bid rigging activities from documents obtained on its earlier visit to Propen city’s premises (see paragraph IV.6366 above), but noting the contents of the Statement and the OFT’s leniency agreement with Propen city, the OFT will not impose a penalty on Propen city in respect of this Infringement.

Infringement 229: Alterations to Law Faculty Offices, Fielding Johnson Building, University of Leicester – 24 June 2005

Client: University of Leicester

Parties: Phoenix and B & A

IV.6392. On 3 June 2005 the University of Leicester sought tenders for alterations to law faculty offices at the Fielding Johnson Building. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 24 June 2005 and four companies were invited to tender: Brown & Kirby Ltd, Brown & Shaw, Phoenix and B & A.8001

IV.6393. The University of Leicester received the following four tender returns before 12:00 noon on 24 June 2005.8002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time and Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brown &amp; Kirby Ltd</td>
<td>Before 12 noon 24 June 2005</td>
<td>£19,973.82</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown &amp; Shaw</td>
<td>Before 12 noon 24 June 2005</td>
<td>£29,739.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>Before 12 noon 24 June 2005</td>
<td>£28,493.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; A</td>
<td>Before 12 noon 24 June 2005</td>
<td>£32,714.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Phoenix

IV.6394. A number of documents relevant to this tender were obtained by the OFT during the visit under section 27 to Phoenix’s premises on 25 January 2006. The first of these was the invitation to tender letter which has the handwritten entries, ‘7/6 B & A, - Martin – Help. [..........] [C]’ and ‘8/6/ Brown & Shaw’8003 also pricing tender’.8004

8001 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13837.
8002 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 13837.
8003 The OFT has no evidence that Brown & Shaw was a party to bid rigging on this tender.
8004 Invitation to tender letter, OFT Document Reference 4144.
IV.6395. Secondly, the Form of Tender shows that Phoenix’s submitted price was £24,250 exclusive of VAT and £28,493.75 including VAT, and that this tender was submitted by senior estimator Matt Pickering (‘MP’).

IV.6396. Thirdly, a ‘Tender Abstract document’ has the handwritten entry ‘covers given at 25k to 26k’.

Evidence from leniency applicant Phoenix

IV.6397. As part of its leniency application, Phoenix provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.527 to IV.536 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6398. In Phoenix’s Table of Cover Pricing Activity provided under leniency it is stated that Phoenix provided a cover to B & A at £25k to £26k and that the individual contact at B & A was Martin.

IV.6399. In its response to the Statement, Phoenix stated that ‘…Phoenix has accepted that it engaged in cover pricing in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.’

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Phoenix

IV.6400. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Phoenix’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.527 to IV.536 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6401. In respect of this tender, in interview MP believed that the handwriting on the invitation to tender letter, ‘7/6 B & A, - Martin – Help. [........] [C]’ was that of Roger Grace (‘RG’), an ex-employee of Phoenix. He confirmed, ‘So they, [B & A] it basically says they want a cover price’.

IV.6402. MP explained that this was a record of the initial contact made with B & A, ‘Yeah, they’d ring around to the usual mob who’d tender for the work, because they either don’t want the job, or can’t price it in the time. And just wanted a cover price to … so they could submit a tender, and really, stay on the tender list’. MP confirmed that he would have had subsequent telephone contact with B & A, ‘probably the day before or the morning of the submission, I’d have got a phone call from B and A begging for a figure, basically. And, that’s when I would have given it [the cover price]’.

IV.6403. MP confirmed that the handwriting ‘covers given at 25k to 26k’, on the ‘Tender Abstract document’ was his and that based on the Phoenix tender figure (before VAT) of £24,250, Phoenix could provide a cover price between

---

8005 Form of Tender, OFT Document Reference 4145.
8006 Tender Abstract document, OFT Document Reference 4146.
8007 Table of cover pricing activity, OFT Document Reference 4416, page 2.
8008 Written representations of Phoenix, 27 June 2008, paragraph 91.
8009 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13495, page 2.
8010 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13495, page 5.
8011 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13495, page 2.
£25,000 and £26,000.\textsuperscript{8013} MP said, ‘Yeah, you know, to say if they make up their own figure between that, then they wouldn’t look silly, but they wouldn’t get the job’.\textsuperscript{8014}

Evidence from other companies – B & A

IV.6404. The OFT wrote to B & A on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that B & A had participated in bid rigging on this tender. B & A did not respond to this letter and on 8 May 2007 confirmed in a telephone conversation with the OFT that it was rejecting the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{8015}

IV.6405. However, in its response to the Statement, B & A stated that as the individual estimators involved had left the company in 2007, are now not contactable, and B & A does not have records in respect of this tender ‘...B&A has no means of challenging the evidence now presented by the OFT in support of its allegations in relation to cover pricing, and therefore admits liability for the cover pricing infringements alleged by the OFT’.\textsuperscript{8016}

IV.6406. B & A also confirmed in its response that one of the individual estimators employed at the time of this infringement (and who has since left) was an individual named Martin Alderson ‘who must be the “Martin” referred to in relation to infringement 229’.\textsuperscript{8017}

Evidence from D & B small business centre website

IV.6407. The company information obtained for B & A gives the contact number for B & A as ‘[………………] [C]’.\textsuperscript{8018}

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6408. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6409. Phoenix and B & A each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6410. Phoenix completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Phoenix wanted to win the tender for this contract and submitted a genuine bid.

IV.6411. B & A was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.6412. In regard to B & A, the invitation to tender document has the handwritten entry ‘7/6 B & A, - Martin – Help. [………..] [C]’. Phoenix has confirmed that this shows that B & A asked Phoenix to provide it with a cover price. MP explained in interview that this would have been a record of an initial contact on 7 June during which B & A would have requested a cover price and that

\textsuperscript{8013} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13495, page 3.
\textsuperscript{8014} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13495, page 4.
\textsuperscript{8015} File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10227.
\textsuperscript{8017} Written representations of B & A, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.
\textsuperscript{8018} D & B small business centre website, OFT Document Reference 11609, page 1.
there would have been a second contact, probably on the morning of the tender submission, when the cover price would have been given by Phoenix to B & A.

IV.6413. MP recorded on the ‘Tender Abstract document’ ‘covers given at 25k to 26k’, as a figure that B & A could submit for this tender without winning the tender. This shows that a cover price was given to B & A of the amount noted. The OFT believes that these figures are exclusive of VAT and notes that B & A’s price submitted for this tender was £32,714.35. The OFT considers it likely that B & A added a further figure to the figure supplied by Phoenix in order to ensure that it did not win the contract. The OFT notes that the telephone number in ‘Martin – Help. [………..] [C]’ is the telephone number for B & A and provides further corroboration that Phoenix made subsequent contact with B & A to provide a cover price. B & A has confirmed that the ‘Martin’ referred to must be Martin Alderson, who worked at B & A at the time of this infringement.

IV.6414. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by B & A was higher than the tender submitted by Phoenix, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6415. Both B & A and Phoenix have admitted engaging in cover pricing in respect of this tender for alterations to law faculty offices at the Fielding Johnson Building.

IV.6416. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between B & A and Phoenix. The OFT also concludes that Phoenix supplied a figure to B & A for a cover bid.

IV.6417. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6394 to IV.6416 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Phoenix to B & A was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) B & A can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Phoenix (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Phoenix can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from B & A (i.e. that B & A did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.6418. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between B & A and Phoenix, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for alterations to law faculty offices at the Fielding Johnson Building, University of Leicester, tender deadline 24 June 2005.

8019 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8020 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8021 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8022 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8023 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6419. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6420. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 27 to Phoenix on 25 January 2006. Phoenix will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Phoenix will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 230: 34 Residential Apartments at 71 - 75 Wright Street, Hull – 25 July 2005
Client: Kingscourt Developments Limited
Parties: Hobson & Porter and Wright (Hull)

IV.6421. On 13 June 2005 Kingscourt Developments Limited (‘Kingscourt’) sought tenders for 34 residential apartments at 71 - 75 Wright Street, Hull. The return date for the tender was 25 July 2005 and four companies were invited to tender: Hobson & Porter, MR Builder Limited, Wright (Hull) and Hall.8024

IV.6422. Kingscourt received the following four tender returns on 25 July 2005:8025

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>25 July 2005</td>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>£2,367,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR Builder Limited</td>
<td>25 July 2005</td>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>£2,847,513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright (Hull)</td>
<td>25 July 2005</td>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>£2,496,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall</td>
<td>25 July 2005</td>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>£2,370,850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter – Tender information sheet

IV.6423. The tender information sheet for this tender states that Hobson & Porter’s submitted figure was £2,367,982 and in the competition section is written, ‘WRIGHTS’C’”.8026 One other competitor is written in this section, ‘HALLS’, but does not have any marking or figure against it. On page three of the tender information sheet is written ‘WRIGHT £2,496,218’.

---

8024 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8058.
8025 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8058.
8026 Tender information sheet, OFT Document Reference A0155, pages 1 and 2.
Evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.6424. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6425. In Hobson & Porter’s Summary of Cover Pricing Activity (Major Works) it is stated that Hobson & Porter provided a cover to Wright (Hull) and that the individual contact at Wright (Hull) was Chris Davis.\footnote{Summary of cover pricing activity, OFT Document Reference A1347, page 1.}

IV.6426. In its response to the Statement, Hobson & Porter stated that it ‘...does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.\footnote{Written representations of Hobson & Porter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.}

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter

IV.6427. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6428. In respect of this tender, in interview Russell Horner (‘RH’), Major Works Estimating Director, recalled that Michael Haywood (‘MH’), an estimator at Hobson & Porter, priced the tender and that he would have completed the tender information sheet and added the ‘C’ next to ‘WRIGHTS’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11229, page 19.} RH confirmed that Hobson & Porter provided cover to Wright (Hull). David Watson (‘DW’), Managing Director, confirmed that Hobson & Porter gave ‘a cover to Wrights’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11230, page 12.}

IV.6429. MH confirmed that he priced this tender and added the ‘C’ next to ‘WRIGHTS’ on the tender information sheet. MH also stated that ‘at some stage I was aware that Wrights had taken a cover’\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11232, pages 16 and 17.} but that he could not confirm that the cover price was provided by Hobson & Porter.

IV.6430. MH was interviewed a second time about this contract and said, ‘I believe we gave the cover to Wrights, and Halls were successful in winning the contract’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13883, page 2.} In respect of the handwritten annotation ‘WRIGHT £2,496,218’ on page three of the tender information sheet, MH said that it was his handwriting and that, ‘I would imagine that is the figure [the cover price] I gave to Wright Construction’.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13883, page 2.} MH also confirmed that he made this handwritten annotation before Hobson & Porter submitted its tender.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13883, page 2.}

Evidence from other companies – Wright (Hull)

IV.6431. The OFT wrote to Wright (Hull) on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its
alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Wright (Hull) had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Wright (Hull) admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’. 8035

IV.6432. The OFT subsequently wrote to Wright (Hull)’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, T Wright Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Wright (Hull)’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold T Wright Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Wright (Hull) in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, T Wright Holdings said ‘We have been made fully aware of the situation by our subsidiary and at this stage have no further comment to make’. 8036

IV.6433. In its response to the Statement, Wright (Hull) confirmed that it ‘...has admitted to engaging in “cover pricing” on this tender, but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved.’ 8037

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6434. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6435. Hobson & Porter and Wright (Hull) each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6436. Hobson & Porter completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Hobson & Porter wanted to win the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.6437. Wright (Hull) was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.6438. In regard to Wright (Hull), Hobson & Porter’s tender information sheet records ‘WRIGHTS ‘C’’. RH of Hobson & Porter has confirmed that this indicates that it gave Wright (Hull) a cover price. DW of Hobson & Porter has also confirmed that Hobson & Porter gave a cover price to Wright (Hull). MH has confirmed that the ‘C’ written next to ‘WRIGHT’ on the tender information sheet, indicates that Wright (Hull) received a cover price from Hobson & Porter.

IV.6439. In regard to the handwritten annotation ‘WRIGHT £2,496,218’ on page three of the tender information sheet, MH has confirmed that this is a record, made by him, of the cover price that Hobson and Porter supplied to Wright (Hull), providing further corroboration of contact between Hobson & Porter and Wright (Hull) in respect of this tender. This figure was identical to the tender that Wright (Hull) submitted for the work.

IV.6440. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Wright (Hull) was higher than the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Furthermore, both companies have admitted to engaging in bid rigging on this tender. 8037

8035 Response from Wright (Hull), OFT Document Reference 10926, page 3.
8036 Response from T Wright Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14040.
8037 Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraph 44.
IV.6441. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Wright (Hull) and Hobson & Porter. The OFT also concludes that Hobson & Porter supplied a figure to Wright (Hull) for a cover bid.

IV.6442. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6423 to IV.6441 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\footnote{8038} In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Hobson & Porter to Wright (Hull) was not unilateral\footnote{8039}, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\footnote{8040}

(b) Wright (Hull) can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Hobson & Porter (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\footnote{8041} and

(c) Hobson & Porter can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Wright (Hull) (i.e. that Wright (Hull) did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\footnote{8042}

IV.6443. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Wright (Hull) and Hobson & Porter, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for 34 residential apartments at 71 - 75 Wright Street, Hull, tender deadline 25 July 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6444. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6445. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Hobson & Porter on 28 March 2006. Hobson & Porter will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Hobson & Porter will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

\footnote{8038} See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
\footnote{8039} See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
\footnote{8040} See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
\footnote{8041} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
\footnote{8042} See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Infringement 231: Phase 3 Office Development, Park Lane, Allerton Bywater – 29 July 2005

Client: Elmfield Business Parks
Parties: Irwins and Holroyd

IV.6446. On 24 June 2005, SDA Architects & Designers on behalf of Elmfield Business Parks sought tenders for three two-storey buildings with associated external works at Park Lane, Allerton Bywater. Each tenderer was required to provide costings for building the project in three phases. This Infringement relates to Phase 3. The following seven companies were invited to tender: William Birch & Sons, Bluestone, Irwins, Stainforth, Ham Construction Ltd, Houseman & Falshaw Ltd and Holroyd. The deadline for receipt of tenders was changed from Monday 25 July 2005 to noon on Friday 29 July 2005 following requests from various tenderers to extend the tender deadline due to staff shortages over the holiday period.

IV.6447. SDA Architects & Designers received the following tender returns for Phase 3 of the project:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William Birch and Sons</td>
<td>Prior to 29 July 2005</td>
<td>£1,888,779.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>Returned un-priced on 30 June 2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>Prior to 29 July 2005</td>
<td>£1,527,670.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainforth</td>
<td>Prior to 29 July 2005</td>
<td>£1,533,406.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham Construction Ltd</td>
<td>Prior to 29 July 2005</td>
<td>£1,361,750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houseman &amp; Falshaw Ltd</td>
<td>Prior to 29 July 2005</td>
<td>£1,446,708.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holroyd</td>
<td>Prior to 29 July 2005</td>
<td>£1,391,498.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6448. On 3 October 2005 a letter was sent to all tenderers stating that the project was over budget and that the client had decided to defer the project.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Irwins – Tender Register

IV.6449. During the OFT’s search of Irwins’ premises a ‘Tender Register’ was found. The tender register contained the following entry in respect of this tender:

8043 Email from Trevor Wheatley, OFT Document Reference 7834.
8044 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7836.
8045 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7836.
8046 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7836.
8048 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7836.
8050 Extract of Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 73.
Evidence from leniency applicant – Irwins

IV.6450. As part of its leniency application, Irwins’ legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.8051 This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6451. In addition to its leniency application, Irwins provided to the OFT two schedules, one each for ‘Covers Taken’ and ‘Covers Given’, which detail projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by Ivan Peter Nelson (‘IPN’), Estimating Director at Irwins, into potential cover prices. At number 116 of the ‘Covers Taken’ schedule is the following entry:8052

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender no and date Recorded</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Client Details</th>
<th>Type of Works, % Diff</th>
<th>Amount tendered</th>
<th>Date tender Due</th>
<th>Estimator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0605032 24 June 05 754 X2</td>
<td>Office Development Park Lane Allerton Bywater</td>
<td>Elmfield Business Parks, SDA Jackson Calvert</td>
<td>P&amp;S C</td>
<td>1527670</td>
<td>Mon-Fri 25 July 29</td>
<td>G.R.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Competition
Stainforth
*Holroyd
W Birch
Andrew ???
[………..] [C]

8051 Leniency application, OFT Document Reference A0714.
8052 Extract from Covers Taken schedule, OFT Document Reference A0718, page 10.
IV.6452. Irwins also provided to the OFT a schedule listing its competitors’ contact details. The name of Holroyd appears on the list and Andrew Waldon is named as the contact point.8053

IV.6453. Following the issue of the Statement, Irwins did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Irwins

IV.6454. During an interview with the OFT on 8 March 2007 conducted in connection with Irwins’ leniency application, IPN provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.408 to IV.419 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6455. Also during this interview, IPN was shown the ‘Tender Register’8054 and in particular the reference to the entry for an office development at Allerton Bywater and was asked if he could recall anything about that contract. IPN replied ‘Yeah, This is one that, um, we set about to price and then gathered that it wouldn’t go ahead anyway and so...’8055 ‘I think that perhaps one of the reasons, when you’ve got it all and, I mean, you’re halfway through and you find out from someone who’s in for it and then you think, well, we’re just wasting our time’.8056 IPN explained that the presence of a ‘C’ in the fourth column on the tender register shows that Irwins took a cover in relation to that contract.8057 When it was pointed out by the OFT that there was an ‘*’ against Holroyd’s name in the ‘Competition’ column IPN further confirmed that Holroyd was the company which gave Irwins a cover price, ‘yeah, I used Holroyd’.8058 IPN also stated in respect of another tender during interview that ‘[………………] [C]’ was the telephone number of Andrew Waldren at Holroyd.8059 In respect of the present tender, IPN confirmed again that the number was Holroyd’s.8060

Evidence from other companies – Holroyd

IV.6456. The OFT wrote to Holroyd on 21 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Holroyd had participated in bid rigging on this tender. Holroyd did not respond to this letter and on 8 May 2007 the OFT informed the Managing Director of Holroyd that a failure to respond to the Fast Track letter denoted a rejection. The Managing Director of Holroyd confirmed that Holroyd had rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.8061

8054 Extract of Tender Register, OFT Document Reference A0339, page 73.
8059 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, page 11 & 12. Note that in interview IPN was asked to confirm that [………………] [C] was Andrew Waldon’s phone number, however the document referred to during this part of the interview states [………………] [C] and the OFT is satisfied that IPN was confirming the latter number as being Holroyd.
8060 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11255, pages 11 and 12.
8061 File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 10412.
IV.6457. The OFT subsequently wrote to Holroyd’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Holroyd Group, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Holroyd’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Holroyd Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Holroyd in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Holroyd Group stated ‘the directors of Holroyd Construction Group Ltd will have nothing to add to any statements made by Holroyd Construction Ltd as it was not involved in the day to day management and operations of the business’.

IV.6458. Following the issue of the Statement, Holroyd did not submit any written or oral representations.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6459. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6460. Irwins and Holroyd each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for Phase 3 of an office development at Allerton Bywater. Irwins was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.6461. Holroyd appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and came second lowest in the tender process.

IV.6462. Irwins’ tender register records ‘Stainforth, *Holroyd, W Birch, Andrew ?? [............] [C]’, typed in the final column. IPN confirmed that the presence of an ‘*’ next to ‘Holroyd’ and also the name ‘Andrew’ and the telephone number ‘[.............] [C]’ shows that the cover price was received from Holroyd and more specifically Andrew Waldren, an estimator at Holroyd. The OFT notes that ‘[.................] [C]’ was a Holroyd telephone number. Also a ‘C’ is typed in the type of work/ percentage difference column. IPN confirmed that the ‘C’ typed in this column shows that Irwins sought a cover price in relation to this contract. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous evidence from Irwins and IPN’s admission and explanation of the contemporaneous evidence, that Holroyd supplied Irwins with a cover price for this tender.

IV.6463. The OFT also notes that the only companies whose submitted tender figures were below that of Irwins were Holroyd, Ham Construction Ltd and Houseman & Falshaw Ltd. Irwins could therefore only have received a cover figure from one of those three companies, and the OFT further notes that Holroyd is the only one of those three companies recorded on Irwins’ tender register. The OFT therefore considers that this provides further evidence that Irwins received a cover figure from Holroyd.

IV.6464. The OFT also notes that neither Ham Construction Ltd nor Houseman & Falshaw Ltd appear on the schedule that Irwins provided to the OFT, listing their competitors’ contact details. The OFT considers that this is a further indication that Irwins would not have approached either of those two companies for a cover price.

IV.6465. In addition the OFT notes that the tender submitted by Irwins was higher than the tender submitted by Holroyd, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6466. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Irwins and Holroyd. The OFT also concludes that Holroyd supplied a figure to Irwins for a cover bid.

IV.6467. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6449 to IV.6466 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Holroyd to Irwins was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Irwins can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Holroyd (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Holroyd can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Irwins (i.e. that Irwins did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.6468. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Irwins and Holroyd, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Phase 3 of an office development at Park Lane, Allerton Bywater, tender deadline 29 July 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6469. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6470. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 on 21 March 2006. Irwins will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Irwins will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

8063 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8064 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8065 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8066 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8067 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Client: Church Manor Estates
Parties: Jackson and Haymills

IV.6471. On 24 June 2005, Church Manor Estates sought tenders for a new build agricultural building (stable), Crowe Hall, Stutton. The return date for the tender was 29 July 2005 and six companies were invited to tender: Elliston Steady & Hawes, Haymills, Jackson, Rose Builders, R G Carter and Brooks & Wood.

IV.6472. Church Manor Estates received the following tender returns by 12:00 noon on 29 July 2005:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elliston Steady &amp; Hawes</td>
<td>29 July 2005</td>
<td>By 12:00 Noon</td>
<td>£905,800.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haymills</td>
<td>29 July 2005</td>
<td>By 12:00 Noon</td>
<td>£1,075,590.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>29 July 2005</td>
<td>By 12:00 Noon</td>
<td>£1,118,846.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Builders</td>
<td>29 July 2005</td>
<td>By 12:00 Noon</td>
<td>£544,488.30</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R G Carter</td>
<td>29 July 2005</td>
<td>By 12:00 Noon</td>
<td>£589,379.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks &amp; Wood</td>
<td>Declined to tender 7 July 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Propencity – Jackson Tender Book

IV.6473. In Jackson’s tender book provided by Propencity to the OFT as part of its leniency application, in respect of this tender, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enquiry Number</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Employer</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description of Works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E4016</td>
<td>1.7.05</td>
<td>Stutton</td>
<td>Stables Conversion Crowe Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos Out of Lowest Tender</th>
<th>Jacksons</th>
<th>General Notes</th>
<th>Date for Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C Cover from Haymills ST.</td>
<td>25.7.05 JBS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8068 Jackson is a subsidiary of Propencity.
8069 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7386.
8070 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7386.
Evidence from leniency applicant Propency

IV.6474. As part of its leniency application, Propency provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6475. In particular, Propency provided to the OFT an analysis of Jackson’s Tender Records Book since 4 January 2000 and in respect of this tender, Propency confirmed that it received a cover price from Haymills.8072

IV.6476. In its response to the Statement, Propency stated ‘…Propency Group has made admissions in relation to all instances of cover pricing it uncovered as part of its leniency application’.8073

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Propency

IV.6477. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Propency’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6478. John Rhodes (‘JR’), Pre-Contracts Manager at Jackson, confirmed in interview that it is his handwriting in the tender book8074 and that in most instances it would be himself that arranged the cover price.8075 JR said in respect of the entry for this tender in the tender book, that ‘ST’ stood for the estimator Stuart Talbot (‘ST’) and that the ‘C’ stood for ‘competitive tender’.8076 JR further explained that ST was responsible for arranging the cover on this particular tender, which explains why the figure obtained from Haymills was not entered into the tender book.8077 Despite ST arranging the cover, JR was aware that Jackson was taking a cover price.8078

IV.6479. ST, a senior estimator at Jackson confirmed, ‘that’s one that I was involved in, and I did obtain a cover price on that project’.8079 ST said that Jackson decided that it could not deal with this tender, ‘So rather than the embarrassment of sending it back after chasing it through, and also potentially upsetting a client that we wanted to do future works with, I got in touch with Haymill’s, who we knew had worked there before. So I assumed they would be on the tender list, and obtained a cover price from them so that we could not secure the project, without the embarrassment of having to send the documents back’.8080 ST further confirmed that, ‘That was the price that we put in, or they told me the figure not to go below, and I think we then would have calculated a figure above that’ and the person he spoke to at Haymills, ‘Yes, it was a chap called Nick Dye, who is the guy who gave me the cover price’.8081

8073 Written representations of Propency, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 6.2.
8074 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 10.
8075 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 11.
8076 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 23.
8079 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11343, page 12.
Evidence from other companies – Haymills

IV.6480. The OFT wrote to Haymills on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Haymills had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Haymills admitted ‘We engaged in cover pricing (a form of bid rigging activities) on this tender with Jacksons’. ⁸⁰⁸²

IV.6481. In its response Haymills enclosed a copy of its Tender Analysis Form for this tender and under the section headed ‘Competition’ is written ‘JACKSONS (HELP REQUESTED) STUART TALBOT [………..] [C]’. ⁸⁰⁸³ In addition, Haymills said in respect of this tender, after its internal enquiries and interviews, that ‘Nick Dye, a Quantity Surveyor based at Haymills' Stowmarket office, has a specific recollection of providing a cover price in respect of the above contract to Stuart Talbot of Jacksons (a competitor building contractor). Stuart Talbot telephoned Haymills on several occasions requesting a cover price, which Nick Dye eventually gave after Haymills had finalised its own tender price ... The tender analysis form for this contract supports Nick Dye’s recollection’. ⁸⁰⁸⁴

IV.6482. The OFT subsequently wrote to Haymills’ ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Haymills Group, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Haymills’ response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Haymills Group jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Haymills in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Haymills Group said it had no comments to make. ⁸⁰⁸⁵

IV.6483. In its response to the Statement, Haymills stated that it ‘...does not challenge its participation in cover pricing and its breach of the Chapter I prohibition in respect of ... [this Infringement]. Haymills Group regrets its participation in cover pricing and now operates a strict policy of competition law compliance’. ⁸⁰⁸⁶

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6484. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6485. Jackson and Haymills each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6486. Haymills completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.6487. Jackson was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

⁸⁰⁸⁵ File note of telephone conversation, OFT Document Reference 13991.
⁸⁰⁸⁶ Written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.
IV.6488. In regard to Haymills, Jackson’s tender book states, ‘Cover from Haymills’. Propencity has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from Haymills.

IV.6489. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Jackson was higher than the tender submitted by Haymills, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6490. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. Both companies also specifically recall the details of the contact with regard to the provision of the cover price for this tender. Jackson’s estimator dealing with the tender was ST, who specifically recalled requesting a cover price from Nick Dye at Haymills. Similarly, Haymills has confirmed that its estimator dealing with the tender was Nick Dye, who specifically recalled giving a cover price to ST at Jackson.

IV.6491. The OFT notes that Haymills admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Jackson, and that Jackson’s estimator dealing with this tender was ST, without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Jackson was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.6492. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Haymills and Jackson. The OFT also concludes that Haymills supplied a figure to Jackson for a cover bid.

IV.6493. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6473 to IV.6492 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.\(^{8087}\) In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Haymills to Jackson was not unilateral\(^{8088}\), and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;\(^{8089}\)
(b) Jackson can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Haymills (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;\(^{8090}\) and
(c) Haymills can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Jackson (i.e. that Jackson did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.\(^{8091}\)

IV.6494. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Jackson and Haymills, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the new build agricultural building (stable), Crowe Hall, Stutton, tender deadline 29 July 2005.

---

\(^{8087}\) See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{8088}\) See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.

\(^{8089}\) See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{8090}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

\(^{8091}\) See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6495. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6496. Propensity informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Propensity will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 233: Eastbrook Hall, Little Germany, Bradford – 8 August 2005
Client: Aldersgate Estates Ltd
Parties: York House and Quarmby

IV.6497. During June and July 2005, Aldersgate Estates Ltd sought tenders for new build construction inside the retained facade of Eastbrook Hall (Listed Building). The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 8 August 2005 and five companies were invited to tender: Ham, Myddelton, Quarmby, Stainforth and York House.

IV.6498. Aldersgate Estates Ltd received the following tender returns on 8 August 2005:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ham</td>
<td>8 August 2005</td>
<td>Pre Noon</td>
<td>£8,264,409</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myddelton</td>
<td>8 August 2005</td>
<td>Pre Noon</td>
<td>£8,644,210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarmby</td>
<td>8 August 2005</td>
<td>Pre Noon</td>
<td>£9,140,967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainforth</td>
<td>8 August 2005</td>
<td>Pre Noon</td>
<td>£7,790,969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York House</td>
<td>8 August 2005</td>
<td>Pre Noon</td>
<td>£9,852,263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from York House – Original Documents

IV.6499. As part of its leniency application, York House provided an Estimating Programme Printout relating to several tenders. In section 16 the following typed and handwritten entries were made:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Task Name</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>27 Jun’05</th>
<th>04 Jul’05</th>
<th>11 Jul’05</th>
<th>18 Jul’05</th>
<th>25 Jul’05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0580 Eastbrook Hall, Bradford COV</td>
<td>20 days</td>
<td>Tue 28/06/05</td>
<td>Mon 25/07/05</td>
<td>XXXXXXX</td>
<td>XXXXXXX</td>
<td>XXXXXXX</td>
<td>XXXXXXX</td>
<td>XX Quarmby</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8092 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7023.
8093 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7023.
IV.6500. At the time of its leniency application York House was in the process of computerising its estimating procedures. A further document was produced as a result of an I.T. sift of its computer system. A partial extract of the information contained in that document reads as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Name</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 COV 0580 Eastbrook Hall, Bradford</td>
<td>136hrs</td>
<td>Mon 4/7/2005</td>
<td>Mon 25/7/2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence from leniency applicant York House**

IV.6501. On 28 March 2006, a search with consent was undertaken at the premises of York House and in the course of the search the managing director Mr Andrew Bruce produced a handwritten list of covers. The entry relating to Eastbrook Hall reads as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[From/]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘5080 Eastbrook Hall Bradford’ X ✓ QUARMBY’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6502. As part of its leniency application, York House provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.743 to IV.751 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6503. In particular, York House provided to the OFT a schedule of covers given and taken. The schedule confirms that York House received a cover price from Quarmby in relation to Eastbrook Hall. The individual contact named in the schedule is David Harrison, with a contact number of […] [C].

IV.6504. In its response to the Statement, York House did not make any submissions in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant York House**

IV.6505. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, York House employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.743 to IV.751 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6506. Additional evidence in relation to this tender comes from the interview of Arthur Richardson (‘AR’), the estimator for York House. His response to questions concerning this tender were as follows:

**Questions relating to the type of work**

---

8097 Handwritten schedule of covers, OFT Document Reference A0491.
8099 Schedule of covers, OFT Document Reference A0633.
8100 Schedule of covers, OFT Document Reference A0633, page 5.
8101 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11457, page 25.
S. ‘Facade retention. Right again I am going to show you some documents. What do you recall about the contract first of all.

C. Well again it’s not our type of work and a nightmare scenario if you don’t get it right.

S. Is that a very specialist job.

A. Yes

Q. Was there an estimator allocated to it.

A. No’

Questions relating to a computerised estimating register

Q. ‘…………..it’s got here 15 C.O.V 0580 Eastbrook Hall, Bradford 136 hours Monday 47205 and it says at the very beginning C.O.V

A. Yes

Q. Now I asked you earlier in the interview...

A. That means cover’

IV.6507. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby contended in respect of AR’s interview that he ‘...does not however, recollect taking a cover from [Quarmby] in respect of this tender and only agrees that a cover was taken from [Quarmby] when the OFT interviewer asks the leading question “do you admit taking a cover from Quarmby”? [AR]’s response was “Again if you show me...”. The OFT interviewer proceeded to show [AR] two OFT documents A1595 and A0490. Both of these documents identify that York House submitted a cover price but neither document identifies [Quarmby] as the giver of such cover price’. 8103

IV.6508. The OFT notes that, contrary to Quarmby’s assertion, OFT document A0490 does in fact identify Quarmby as the provider of the cover price, see paragraph IV.6499 above. The OFT considers that the interview evidence, when taken together with the contemporaneous documents, is sufficient to conclude that Quarmby gave a cover price to York House in respect of this tender.

Evidence from other companies – Quarmby

IV.6509. The OFT wrote to Quarmby on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Quarmby had participated in bid rigging on this tender. The OFT telephoned the Managing Director of Quarmby on 6 June 2007 to inform him that due to Quarmby’s lack of response to the OFT’s letter dated 22 March 2007, the OFT

8103 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.13(b)(i).
were treating this as a rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. The Managing Director confirmed this.  

IV.6510. The OFT subsequently wrote to Quarmby’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, St James Securities, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Quarmby’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold St James Securities jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Quarmby in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, St James Securities said it did not intend to respond to the matters referred to in the OFT’s letter.  

IV.6511. Following the issue of the Statement, St James Securities did not submit any written or oral representations in respect of this Infringement.  

IV.6512. In respect of this tender David Harrison (‘DH’), Quarmby’s former Estimating Manager, who was named as York House’s contact in the evidence set out at paragraph IV.6503 above, stated ‘I remember this project because the scheme involved a façade retention system. However, I did not price the project. It was in fact priced by my colleague and Senior Estimator at [Quarmby], Andrew Bucker. Andrew worked under me and reported to me on a day to day basis. My understanding is that Andrew priced the job properly in the usual way… to the best of my knowledge QCC did not give a ‘cover price’ for this contract to any other tenderers’. The OFT considers the fact that the estimator for this tender reported to DH on a day to day basis as clear evidence that DH would have had access to Quarmby’s pricing information in respect of this tender.  

IV.6513. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby also provided a witness statement from Andrew Buckler (‘AB’), who stated that ‘during [his] employment with QCC [he had] never given or taken a cover price’ and confirmed that specifically in respect of the Eastbrook Hall tender he did not give a cover price to any other contractor.  

IV.6514. The OFT notes the evidence of these witnesses. However, it also notes that it requires to be balanced against the contemporaneous documentation and explanatory witness evidence from York House, which indicate the contrary. In this regard, the OFT notes in particular that no alternative plausible explanation has been given for the marking “COV” on the documents obtained from York House and that the explanation given for this marking by AR was clear. It is further noted that the only competitor’s name which appears on York House’s documents in relation to this tender is ‘Quarmby’. Taking these factors, together with the remainder of the analysis set out below, into account, the OFT considers that on balance the documentary and witness evidence from York House should be preferred to that of AB and DH, each of whom may have been genuinely unaware as to whether a colleague supplied a cover price to York House.  

IV.6515. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby asserted that it neither gave nor took cover prices as a matter of its corporate policy, and provided witness  

8104 Telephone note, OFT Document Reference 10771.  
8105 St James Securities’ Response, OFT Document Reference 14097.  
8106 Witness statement of David Harrison, paragraphs 16 to 17.  
8107 Witness statement of Andrew Buckler, paragraphs 6 and 8.
evidence in support of this assertion. The OFT notes in this regard the evidence of Roger Nelson (’RN’), Quarmby’s Commercial Director, who described becoming aware of the illegality of cover pricing in 2004, and went on to state:

‘David Jones [Quarmby’s Managing Director] and I agreed that even though we thought it highly unlikely cover price had occurred or was occurring at QCC (because it was not our practice to do so) we should take measures to reinforce the message that no-one within QCC was engaged in the practice of cover pricing or would be in future’.8108

IV.6516. The OFT takes from this evidence that despite Quarmby’s stated policy of not engaging in cover pricing activities, the Commercial Director and Managing Director were not certain that staff were not engaging in cover pricing, but only thought that it was ‘highly unlikely’ and that this uncertainty justified taking further action to prevent Quarmby’s engagement in cover bidding. The OFT therefore considers that any such policy held by Quarmby does not undermine the evidence presented in relation to the giving of a cover price by Quarmby in this instance.

IV.6517. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby questioned ‘...why York House would employ resources to complete the pre-qualification process in respect of a tender that it did not want and specifically was not, as it alleges, its type of work... [and] ...why York House would employ the resources of attending a meeting in relation to a tender it did not want to win’.8109 It also relies on the evidence of Robert Hicks, who recollects attending a meeting with the client’s agents on 7 July 2005 at which York House’s representative was also present.8110 The OFT notes that AR explained in interview that a cover price ‘...means you don’t have to go through the process of having to have all the bills taken off, all the enquiries sent out and there are occasions where we have actually gone to the expense of doing all that and found that we were too busy to actually put the prices together at the last minute’.8111 The OFT considers that AR’s description of cover pricing provides a plausible explanation as to why York House would have sought a cover price from Quarmby after it had completed the pre-qualification process; it may have been too busy to actually put the price together at the last minute. The OFT also considers that the evidence of David Jones on behalf of Quarmby that ‘Even on the extended deadline, it would barely be enough time to prepare a tender that met the employer’s requirements’8112 tends to support this view. Likewise the evidence of RN on behalf of Quarmby that ‘Many employers having gone through the process of selecting six contractors to price the work become extremely agitated if a contractor returns the documents unpriced and declines to tender having indicated to the employer during the pre-qualification process that he would price the contract if invited to do so’.8113 It is entirely feasible that York House initially intended to tender properly, and sought a cover price when the deadline approached and it became apparent that they would not be able to meet it. Accordingly, whilst the OFT makes no finding as to whether or not York House completed a pre-qualification process and/or attended a meeting

8109 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.13(a)(v)(A) and (B).
8110 Witness Statement of Robert Hicks, paragraph 6; written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.13(iv)(C).
8112 Witness Statement of David Jones, paragraph 22.
with the client’s agents, it considers that neither of those actions would preclude a finding that the party concerned engaged in cover pricing.

IV.6518. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby also questioned ‘...why York House would submit a cover price that was more than 7% greater than the competitive tender...contractors take cover prices to “maintain face” with the employer. A cover price of 4-5% above the winning tender price is consistent with this approach, and credible. In the case of York House, however, the alleged cover price is over 7% higher than the [Quarmby] price. This is not credible, and provides further circumstantial evidence that the [Quarmby] price was not a cover, or at least not a cover for [Quarmby]’. The OFT notes that there was no exact range or standard formula used by the construction industry for the calculation of cover prices. The OFT does not accept Quarmby’s assertion that the price difference between its submitted bid and the bid submitted by York House was too high for York House’s price to have been a cover price provided by Quarmby; it is consistent with Quarmby providing an inflated figure by way of a cover price, and York House themselves increasing it further before onward transmission to the client. In any event the addition of a 7 per cent premium on a cover price provider’s own bid price is consistent with industry practice on calculating a cover price as outlined in paragraphs IV.99 to IV.104 above.

IV.6519. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby noted that the allegations against it do not include the taking of cover prices, only the giving. This is stated to be ‘important circumstantial evidence in support of QCC’s contention that it has not and does not give cover prices...to merely give cover prices would be to confer on one’s competitors a benefit without any advantage to oneself and consequently would be commercially inexplicable and irrational’.

IV.6520. First, the OFT notes that only three alleged infringements were pursued against each non-leniency party, out of a wider pool of evidence available to the OFT and so the fact that the three allegations in the Statement regarding Quarmby related only to the giving of cover cannot be taken as meaningful evidence of Quarmby’s pattern of behaviour. Second, the OFT does not accept that the giving of cover confers a benefit on competitors without any benefit to the firm in question.

IV.6521. Moreover, the OFT notes that in addition to the evidence from York House relating to it taking a cover price from Quarmby on this tender, the OFT also has strong and compelling evidence relating to Strata taking a cover price from Quarmby (Infringement 6) and Admiral taking a cover price from Quarmby (Infringement 214). The OFT considers it highly improbable that all three of these companies would have mistakenly identified Quarmby as a participant in cover pricing if indeed Quarmby never gave cover prices.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6522. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

---

8114 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.13(a)(v)(C).
8115 Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 2.7
8116 See paragraph III.203 of Section II (The OFT’s Investigation).
IV.6523. York House and Quarmby each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6524. Quarmby appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender, and submitted a bid, with the intention of winning the work.

IV.6525. York House was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.6526. In regard to Quarmby, York House has confirmed that AR’s handwritten entries ‘COV’ and ‘Quarmby’ on the Estimating Programme Printout, and the typed entry ‘COV’ on the Computerised Estimating Programme, show that it received a cover price from Quarmby. This was confirmed in interview by AR.

IV.6527. DH, whom York House named as their contact for arranging a cover price in relation to this tender, worked as Estimating Manager at Quarmby between 1998 and 2006. DH is also listed as being a contact at Quarmby, by a contact list obtained from the I.T. sift at the premises of Richardson Projects.

IV.6528. The OFT notes that ‘Quarmby’ is the only competitor’s name noted on the contemporaneous document from York House, indicating that this was the only competitor bidding for the contract of whom York House was aware.

IV.6529. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by York House was higher than the tender submitted by Quarmby, an increase consistent with a cover price having been received.

IV.6530. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Quarmby and York House. The OFT also concludes that Quarmby supplied a figure to York House for a cover bid.

IV.6531. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6499 to IV.6530 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Quarmby to York House was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;
(b) York House can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Quarmby (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own respective conduct in the tendering process; and
(c) Quarmby can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from York House (i.e. that York House did not intend to submit

---

8120 Contact list, OFT Document Reference A1650, page 27.
8121 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8122 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8123 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8124 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.8125

IV.6532. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Quarmby and York House, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for new build construction inside the retained facade of Eastbrook Hall, date of tender 8 August 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6533. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6534. York House informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. York House will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 234: Hillside Primary School, Classroom Extension – 24 August 2005
Client: Wokingham District Council
Parties: Mansell and Francis

IV.6535. In July 2005 Wokingham District Council sought tenders for Hillside Primary School, classroom extension.8126 The following six companies were invited to tender: Ashe Construction, F. J. Lane, Feltham Construction, Francis, Mansell and Morris and Blunt. The date and time of tender return was 24 August 2005 at 2:30 pm.8127

IV.6536. Wokingham District Council received the following tender returns.8128

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date &amp; Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>24 August 2005 12.55pm</td>
<td>£374,227.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris and Blunt</td>
<td>24 August 2005 14.15pm</td>
<td>£341,456.00</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. J. Lane</td>
<td>23 August 2005 11.05am</td>
<td>£342,619.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>24 August 2005 13.00pm</td>
<td>£419,255.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feltham Construction</td>
<td>24 August 2005 13.55pm</td>
<td>£382,195.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6537. Ashe Construction declined to submit a tender.8129

8125 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8126 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10022.
8127 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10022.
8128 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10022.
8129 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 10022.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Mansell – tender spreadsheet

IV.6538. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided Barry Russ’s (‘BR’), a Mansell managing estimator, workload reports. The 2005 workload report for special projects contained the following entry:\textsuperscript{8130}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{EST NO.} & \textbf{LOCATION/DESCRIPTION} & \textbf{OUR BID} & \\
 & & \textbf{NET} & \textbf{LESS PROV.} & \textbf{\% MARGIN} \\
\hline
02-00345 & Lower Earley – Hillside Primary School – Classroom Extension & & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{OTHER BIDS} & \textbf{RESULT} & \textbf{REMARKS} \\
\hline
LOWEST & SECOND & HIGHEST & POSN. & POSS.\% \\
\hline
341456 & 342619 & 419255 & 5/5 & (Francis Construction) \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

Evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.6539. As part of its leniency application, Mansell’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its part in the process of cover pricing.\textsuperscript{8131} This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.470 to IV.502 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6540. Mansell’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a table showing information relating to tendering activities in which a calculated competitive bid was not submitted, for the Thames Valley Region (‘TVR’), which includes this tender. In respect of this tender the table shows that Mansell received a cover price from Francis and that this cover price was taken due to ‘insufficient tender period: resource’ at Mansell.\textsuperscript{8132}

IV.6541. In its response to the Statement, Mansell did not make any substantive oral or written representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Mansell

IV.6542. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, BR provided further general explanation of Mansell’s participation in cover pricing in the TVR. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.481 to IV.489 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6543. During an interview with the OFT on 1 May 2007, BR advised how he would record when Mansell had taken a cover as detailed in paragraphs IV.482 to IV.485 above. In relation to this tender BR stated ‘Francis Construction would have given us the figure..’.\textsuperscript{8133} BR explained that although the figure had not been typed into the net column, because Mansell came fifth out of five

\textsuperscript{8130} 2005 workload report for special projects, OFT Document Reference B3539, page 5.
\textsuperscript{8131} Leniency application, OFT Document Reference B0734.
\textsuperscript{8132} Tendering activities table, OFT Document Reference B1351, page 1.
\textsuperscript{8133} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 38.
contractors that Mansell bid was the figure shown in the column headed ‘Highest’ on the workload sheet\textsuperscript{8134} which shows ‘419255’.\textsuperscript{8135}

\textbf{Evidence from other companies – Francis}

IV.6544. The OFT wrote to Francis on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Francis had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Francis stated that it was ‘unable to make the admissions’ as it had been ‘unable to find any evidence that it [Francis] has been guilty of the bid rigging activities alleged against it…’.\textsuperscript{8136}

IV.6545. The OFT subsequently wrote to Francis’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Barrett, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Francis’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Barrett jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Francis in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Barrett stated ‘Barrett has … nothing to add to the comments that have already been made to you on behalf of Francis Construction…’.\textsuperscript{8137}

IV.6546. In their response to the Statement, however, Francis and Barrett stated ‘Francis does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement against Francis Construction’\textsuperscript{8138} in respect of this Infringement.

\textbf{The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding}

IV.6547. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6548. Mansell and Francis each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6549. Both companies submitted a tender. Mansell was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.6550. Mansell’s 2005 workload report records ‘(Francis Construction)’, in the Remarks column. Mansell confirmed that this shows that it took a cover price from the company noted. In addition, Mansell has confirmed that the lack of figures in the margin and percentage columns would also indicate a cover price had been taken.

IV.6551. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by Mansell was higher than the tender submitted by Francis, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6552. In addition, Francis has now stated that it does not contest its involvement in cover pricing in respect of this Infringement.

\textsuperscript{8134} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11516, page 39.
\textsuperscript{8135} 2005 workload report for special projects, OFT Document Reference B3539, page 5.
\textsuperscript{8136} Response from Francis, OFT Document Reference 10285, page 1.
\textsuperscript{8137} Response from Barrett, OFT Document Reference 14050.
\textsuperscript{8138} Written representations of Francis and Barrett, 2 July 2008, paragraph 3.
IV.6553. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Mansell and Francis. The OFT also concludes that Francis supplied a figure to Mansell for a cover bid.

IV.6554. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6538 to IV.6553 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.8139 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Francis to Mansell was not unilateral8140, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;8141

(b) Mansell can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Francis (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process,8142 and

(c) Francis can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Mansell (i.e. that Mansell did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.8143

IV.6555. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Mansell and Francis in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Hillside Primary School, classroom extension, tender deadline 24 August 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6556. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6557. Mansell informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Mansell will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 235: Adnams Distribution Centre, Reydon, Southwold – 19 September 2005

Client: Adnams plc
Parties: Jackson8144 and Kier Eastern8145

IV.6558. On 25 May and subsequently on 25 July 2005, Adnams plc sought tenders for the Adnams Distribution Centre, Reydon, Southwold. The return date for the tender was 19 September 2005 and seven companies were invited to tender:

8139 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8140 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8141 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8142 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8143 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8144 Jackson is a subsidiary of Propency.
8145 Kier Eastern is a trading division of Kier.
Jackson, Baines Construction, Haymills, Kier Eastern, Amec Construction Ltd, Willmott Dixon and R G Carter.\textsuperscript{8146}

IV.6559. Adnams plc received the following tender returns by 12:00 noon on 19 September 2005:\textsuperscript{8147}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>25 May 2005</td>
<td>By 12:00 Noon 19 September 2005</td>
<td>£7,256,430.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baines Construction</td>
<td>25 May 2005</td>
<td>By 12:00 Noon 19 September 2005</td>
<td>£7,013,929.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haymills</td>
<td>25 May 2005</td>
<td>By 12:00 Noon 19 September 2005</td>
<td>£6,370,129.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kier Eastern</td>
<td>25 May 2005</td>
<td>By 12:00 Noon 19 September 2005</td>
<td>£6,377,463.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amec Construction Ltd</td>
<td>25 May 2005</td>
<td>By 12:00 Noon 19 September 2005</td>
<td>£7,199,019.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmott Dixon</td>
<td>25 May 2005 Declined to Tender 21 July 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R G Carter</td>
<td>25 July 2005</td>
<td>By 12:00 Noon 19 September 2005</td>
<td>£6,565,130.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Propency – Jackson Tender book*

IV.6560. In Jackson’s tender book provided by Propency to the OFT as part of its leniency application, in respect of this tender, the following entries have been made, all of which are handwritten:\textsuperscript{8148}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enquiry Number</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>Employer</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description of Works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E4032</td>
<td>1.8.05</td>
<td>Adnams</td>
<td>Reydon</td>
<td>Distribution Centre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos Out of Low</th>
<th>Lowest Tender</th>
<th>Jacksons</th>
<th>General Notes</th>
<th>Date for Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£7,256,430</td>
<td>C Cover from Kier Eastern</td>
<td>Noon 19.9.05 JCL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6561. On the tender sheet for this tender is handwritten in the section under ‘Known Competition’, ‘Kier – Wisbech’ along with a number of other companies, while at the foot of the page is written, ‘Kier – Ian Walsham […] [C]’.\textsuperscript{8149}

\textsuperscript{8146} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 6989.
\textsuperscript{8147} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 6989.
\textsuperscript{8148} Tender book, OFT Document Reference A0905, page 74.
\textsuperscript{8149} Tender sheet, OFT Document Reference A0879.
As part of its leniency application, Propencity provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

In particular, Propencity provided to the OFT an analysis of its Tender Records Book since 4 January 2000 and in respect of this tender, Propencity confirmed that it received a cover price from Kier Eastern.  

In its response to the Statement, Propencity stated ‘...Propencity Group has made admissions in relation to all instances of cover pricing it uncovered as part of its leniency application’.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Propencity

During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Propencity’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.537 to IV.566 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

John Rhodes (‘JR’), Pre-Contracts Manager at Jackson, confirmed in interview that it is his handwriting in the tender register and that in most instances it would be himself that arranged the cover price. JR said in respect of the entry in the tender register for this tender, ‘the bid submitted by Jackson’s was in the region of £7¼ million, it was a competitive tender and some assistance was sought from Kier Eastern. The bid was submitted on 19 September 2005’.

JR also confirmed that the handwriting on the tender sheet was his and that Ian Walsham was an estimator at Kier Eastern, with whom he spoke to obtain a cover price. JR further confirmed that the job was not allocated to an estimator at Jackson’s because it decided at an early stage that it would seek help on the tender.

Evidence from other companies – Kier

The OFT wrote to Kier on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Kier had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Kier said that it was unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

Kier stated in its response to the Statement that it did not wish to comment on the Infringements other than to make comments and observations which

---

8151 Written representations of Propencity, 27 June 2008 (as amended on 31 March 2009), paragraph 6.2.
8152 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 10.
8153 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 11.
8155 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11347, page 25.
should be taken into account when calculating any penalty. Such points are addressed in Section VI (Enforcement) below.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6570. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6571. Jackson and Kier Eastern each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6572. Jackson was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.6573. In regard to Kier Eastern, Jackson’s tender book states, ‘Cover from Kier Eastern’. Propencty has confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price from Kier Eastern. Jackson recorded in the tender book the figure £7,256,430, as the tender figure and this was the figure that Jackson submitted. Furthermore, Jackson has confirmed that it spoke to an estimator at Kier Eastern, Ian Walsham, in order to obtain the cover price. This name is also recorded on Jackson’s contemporaneous tender sheet for this tender, along with a telephone number, ‘[..............] [C]’, which is a telephone number for Kier Eastern, providing further corroboration that Kier Eastern was telephoned by Jackson in connection with this tender.

IV.6574. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Jackson was higher than the tender submitted by Kier Eastern, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6575. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Kier Eastern and Jackson. The OFT also concludes that Kier Eastern supplied a figure to Jackson for a cover bid.

IV.6576. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6560 to IV.6575 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Kier Eastern to Jackson was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Jackson can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Kier Eastern (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process, and

(c) Kier Eastern can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Jackson (i.e. that Jackson did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

8159 Written representations of Kier Group and Kier, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 1.2 and 2.1.
8160 www.cambridgeshirechamber.co.uk/pooled/profiles, OFT Document Reference 5961b.
8161 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8162 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8163 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8164 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8165 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.6577. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Jackson and Kier Eastern, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the Adnams Distribution Centre, Reydon, Southwold, tender deadline 19 September 2005.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.6578. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6579. Propencity informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Propencity will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 236: New Build Nursery, Bridlington Sure Start at Bridlington Nursery School – 7 November 2005**

**Client:** East Riding of Yorkshire Council  
**Parties:** Hobson & Porter, Robinson & Sawdon and Hall

IV.6580. On 5 October 2005 East Riding of Yorkshire Council (‘East Riding’) sought tenders for a new build nursery, Bridlington Sure Start at Bridlington Nursery School. The return date for the tender was 7 November 2005 and six companies were invited to tender: Barker & Grantham, Brian Fell (Leven) Ltd, Hobson & Porter, Hall, Robinson & Sawdon and William Birch & Sons Ltd.  

IV.6581. East Riding received the following tender returns on 7 November 2005:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barker &amp; Grantham</td>
<td>7 November 2005</td>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>£989,389</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Fell (Leven) Ltd</td>
<td>7 November 2005</td>
<td>11:05</td>
<td>£1,000,380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>7 November 2005</td>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>£1,006,597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall</td>
<td>7 November 2005</td>
<td>11:36</td>
<td>£1,056,370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson &amp; Sawdon</td>
<td>7 November 2005</td>
<td>11:20</td>
<td>£1,071,837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Birch &amp; Sons Ltd</td>
<td>7 November 2005</td>
<td>11:20</td>
<td>£1,088,444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter – Tender Information Sheet*

IV.6582. The tender information sheet for this tender states that Hobson & Porter’s submitted figure was £1,006,597 and in the competition section is written, ‘HALLS ’C’’ and ‘Robinson & Sawdon ’C’’. Two other competitors are written
in this section, ‘B FELL’ and ‘WILLIAM BIRCH’, but they do not have any markings or figures against them.8168

**Evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter**

IV.6583. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6584. In Hobson & Porter’s Summary of Cover Pricing Activity (Major Works) it is stated that Hobson & Porter provided a cover to Hall, and that the individual contact at Hall was John Grey. It is also stated that Hobson & Porter provided a cover to Robinson & Sawdon and that the individual contact at Robinson & Sawdon was Dave Marshall (‘DM’).8169

IV.6585. In its response to the Statement, Hobson & Porter stated that it ‘...does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.8170

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter**

IV.6586. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6587. In respect of this tender, in interview Russell Horner (‘RH’), Major Works Estimating Director, confirmed that Hobson & Porter provided cover prices both to Hall and to Robinson & Sawdon, and that he signed off the provision.8171 David Watson (‘DW’), Managing Director, confirmed that ‘we will have given a cover to Hall’s and to Robinson & Sawdon’.8172 Michael Haywood (‘MH’), an estimator in Major Works, confirmed that he priced this tender and added the C’s in next to ‘HALL’S’ and ‘Robinson & Sawdon’ on the tender information sheet. MH said ‘I would certainly have filled those C’s in’ and ‘It records that Halls and Robinson & Sawdon in Hobson and Porters knowledge had received covers. Whether it was from Hobson and Porter, I can’t recall’.8173

**Evidence from other companies – Robinson & Sawdon**

IV.6588. The OFT wrote to Robinson & Sawdon on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Robinson & Sawdon had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Robinson & Sawdon admitted participating in bid rigging activities on this tender with Hobson & Porter.8174

---

8168 Tender information sheet, OFT Document Reference A0157, page 1 and 2.
8171 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11229, page 19.
8172 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11230, page 12.
8173 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11232, pages 18 and 19.
IV.6589. In its response, James Deacon (‘JD’), the Managing Director of Robinson & Sawdon, said that he had conducted an internal investigation into the tendering process at Robinson & Sawdon. As part of this investigation Charles Robinson (‘CR’) was interviewed and confirmed that Robinson & Sawdon engaged in cover pricing.\textsuperscript{8175} CR further confirmed in respect of this tender that a cover price was issued following conversations with Hobson & Porter.\textsuperscript{8176} Also, as part of this investigation DM, completed a questionnaire about the tendering process. DM was Estimating Manager during the period under investigation. In the questionnaire, DM confirmed that Robinson & Sawdon was involved in the practice of cover pricing and that this was done with the knowledge of the directors of Robinson & Sawdon.\textsuperscript{8177} DM separately confirmed that any cover price provided by him would have been on the basis of being instructed to do so by either Bob Sawdon or Mike Sawdon up to August 2004 and CR afterwards.\textsuperscript{8178}

IV.6590. Following the issue of the Statement, Robinson & Sawdon did not submit any specific written or oral representations in respect of this Infringement.

\textit{Evidence from other companies – Hall}

IV.6591. The OFT wrote to Hall on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Hall had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Hall admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.\textsuperscript{8179}

IV.6592. In its response to the Statement, Hall confirmed that ‘\textit{it is not disputed that Hall participated in cover pricing during the relevant period set out in the Statement}’.\textsuperscript{8180}

\textit{The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding}

IV.6593. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6594. Hobson & Porter, Robinson & Sawdon and Hall each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6595. Hobson & Porter completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears they submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work.

IV.6596. Robinson & Sawdon and Hall were unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.6597. In regard to Robinson & Sawdon, Hobson & Porter’s tender sheet records ‘Robinson & Sawdon ‘C’’. RH and DW of Hobson & Porter have confirmed that

\textsuperscript{8175} Response from Robinson & Sawdon, OFT Document Reference 10818, page 10.
\textsuperscript{8176} Response from Robinson & Sawdon, OFT Document Reference 10817, page 2.
\textsuperscript{8177} Response from Robinson & Sawdon, OFT Document Reference 10818, page 16.
\textsuperscript{8178} Response from Robinson & Sawdon, OFT Document Reference 10817, page 2.
\textsuperscript{8179} Response from Hall, OFT Document Reference 10373, page 7.
\textsuperscript{8180} Written representations of Hall, 24 June 2008, paragraph 53.
this indicates that it gave Robinson & Sawdon a cover price. MH of Hobson & Porter has confirmed that the ‘C’ written next to Robinson & Sawdon on the tender sheet, indicates that Robinson & Sawdon received a cover price, but he cannot confirm if Hobson & Porter provided it. The OFT considers in the light of the weight of the evidence on this tender that the cover price must have been provided by Hobson & Porter. CR of Robinson & Sawdon has confirmed, in respect of this tender, that a cover price was issued following conversations with Hobson & Porter.

IV.6598. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Robinson & Sawdon was higher than the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Furthermore, Robinson & Sawdon admitted engaging in bid rigging activities with Hobson & Porter on this tender.

IV.6599. In regard to Hall, Hobson & Porter’s tender information sheet records ‘HALLS ‘C’’. RH and DW of Hobson & Porter have confirmed that this indicates that it gave Hall a cover price. MH of Hobson & Porter has confirmed that the ‘C’ written next to ‘HALLS’ on the tender sheet, indicates that Hall received a cover price, but he cannot confirm if Hobson & Porter provided it. The OFT considers in the light of the weight of the evidence on this tender that the cover price must have been provided by Hobson & Porter.

IV.6600. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Hall was higher than the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided. Furthermore, Hall admitted engaging in bid rigging activities on this tender.

IV.6601. All three companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Robinson & Sawdon admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Hobson & Porter without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Hobson & Porter was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.6602. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Robinson & Sawdon and Hobson & Porter, and between Hall and Hobson & Porter. The OFT also concludes that Hobson & Porter supplied figures to each of Robinson & Sawdon and Hall for cover bids.

IV.6603. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6582 to IV.6602 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Hobson & Porter to each of Robinson & Sawdon and Hall was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Robinson & Sawdon and Hall can each be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Hobson & Porter (i.e. the respective cover prices) when determining their own respective conduct in the tendering process.

8181 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8182 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8183 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8184 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.6604. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that agreements and/or concerted practices were in place between Robinson & Sawdon and Hobson & Porter, and between Hall and Hobson & Porter, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, each of which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for a new build nursery, Bridlington Sure Start at Bridlington Nursery School, tender deadline 7 November 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6605. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6606. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Hobson & Porter on 28 March 2006. Hobson & Porter will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Hobson & Porter will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 237: Whetley Primary School Refurbishment – 14 November 2005
Client: Bradford Metropolitan Borough
Parties: Harlow & Milner and Lotus

IV.6607. In October 2005, the City of Bradford Metropolitan District Council (‘CBMDC’) sought tenders for refurbishment work to Whetley Primary School, Whetley Lane, Bradford, West Yorkshire. The following five companies were invited to tender: Whitaker & Leach, Harlow & Milner, Lotus, Calder Construction and Slimline Building. CBMDC did not provide deadline details for this tender nor the times it received tenders from the tendering undertakings.

IV.6608. The CBMDC received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whitaker &amp; Leach</td>
<td>14 November 2005</td>
<td>£54,208.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlow &amp; Milner</td>
<td>14 November 2005</td>
<td>£57,638.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus</td>
<td>14 November 2005</td>
<td>£51,854.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calder Construction</td>
<td>14 November 2005</td>
<td>£73,959.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slimline Building</td>
<td>14 November 2005</td>
<td>£73,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6609. In its response to the Statement, Lotus stated that contrary to the information provided by CBMDC, it did not win the contract despite submitting the lowest

---
8185 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8186 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7241.
8187 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7241.
tender. The issue of whether or not the contract was awarded to Lotus is not material to the OFT’s findings in respect of this Infringement.

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Harlow & Milner – handwritten note

IV.6610. As part of its leniency application Harlow & Milner provided a handwritten note.8188 The handwriting has not been identified. Richard Milner said that, ‘It might have been one of the juniors that’s taken some notes’.8189

IV.6611. The note contained the following entry:

WHEATLEY [followed by an indecipherable word]
P1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>99</th>
<th>23,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>20,000-00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prelims 7-8 7 – 8,000

Cont 1000

LOTUS Thurs 51-00

HM Price +55k

IV.6612. The reverse of the document had the following entries in the same handwriting:

WHETLEY PRIMARY SCHOOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COVER FIGURES</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>99</th>
<th>23,240 00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(LOTUS)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20,748 00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>101</td>
<td>4,850.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prelims 7,800 00

56,638 00

+1000 1,000

57,638 00

---

8188 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference A0591.
8189 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12731, pages 11 and 12.
Evidence from leniency applicant Harlow & Milner

IV.6613. As part of its leniency application, Harlow & Milner provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.352 to IV.362 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6614. In particular, Harlow & Milner provided to the OFT an analysis of its tender sheets since March 2000. In respect of the tender for the Whetley Primary School refurbishment, dated 14 November 2005, Harlow & Milner confirmed that it received a cover price from Lotus.8190

IV.6615. In its response to the Statement, Harlow & Milner accepted in respect of this Infringement ‘... that it requested and received a cover price from Lotus.’8191

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Harlow & Milner

IV.6616. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Harlow & Milner’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.352 to IV.362 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6617. With regard to this particular tender, Chris Smithson (‘CS’), Chief Estimator, was asked to explain the handwritten note described in paragraph IV.6610 to IV.6612 above. He said, ‘I would hazard a guess that if the form of tender has a break down on it, those could well show the figures from certain sections of a bill [of quantities] I would think’. When asked to explain Lotus Thurs 51-00 he said, ‘It would be Lotus Construction, probably contacted on Thursday, or [we were] given the price on Thursday and I would guess 51,000 is the figure that we’ve been given’ [by Lotus].8192

IV.6618. CS further explained, ‘Usually when you’re given a cover, you would just add a bit extra on really to make sure so I’m assuming they [the Tender Adjudication Board, headed by Richard Milner] just added a bit more to make sure they’re away from other contractors’.8193

IV.6619. When asked to explain the figure ‘57,638.00’, CS said, ‘I would assume that it’s the tender figure’.8194 This figure is the same as that in the tender reply received by CBMDC from Harlow & Milner.8195

Evidence from other companies – Lotus

IV.6620. The OFT wrote to Lotus on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty it might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender in return for an admission that Lotus had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Lotus

---

8190 Summary of cover pricing activity, OFT Document Reference A0565, page 5.
8191 Written representations of Harlow & Milner, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.10(j).
8192 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12733, page 8.
8195 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7241.
admitted ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of other parties involved’. 8196

IV.6621. Lotus confirmed in its response to the Statement that ‘...Lotus is compelled ... to accept its participation in the Alleged Infringements...’. 8197

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6622. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6623. Harlow & Milner and Lotus each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6624. It appears that Lotus completed the estimating process for this contract and that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Lotus being the lowest received. CBMDC also informed the OFT that Lotus won the contract, although this information was later contradicted by Lotus – however, this is not material to the OFT’s findings in respect of this Infringement.

IV.6625. Harlow & Milner was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.6626. Lotus was contacted by a member of Harlow & Milner’s estimating team and asked to supply a figure for a cover bid. The handwritten note, discussed in paragraphs IV.6610 to IV.6612 above, contains the phrase, ‘LOTUS Thurs 51 – 00’. Harlow & Milner has explained that this probably refers to a telephone call to Lotus on a Thursday and the provision of a cover figure by Lotus. The OFT notes the comment ‘HM Price +55K’ at the foot of this note and considers it likely, given the figures submitted by both Lotus and Harlow & Milner, that Harlow & Milner was asked by Lotus to submit a price in excess of £55,000.

IV.6627. Harlow & Milner’s handwritten note also contains various figures necessary to make a tender submission and the words ‘Cover Figures Lotus’. The tender figure of £57,638 submitted by Harlow & Milner is in keeping with a cover price being sufficiently higher than the bid from Lotus to remain credible whilst also ensuring that the undertaking lost the tender.

IV.6628. Lotus, in its reply to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, admitted that it engaged in bid rigging activities in this tender but was unable to provide details or recall the parties involved. The OFT considers that this provides corroborating evidence that Harlow & Milner was supplied with a cover price by Lotus.

IV.6629. The OFT notes in addition that the tender figure submitted by Harlow & Milner was the same as that recorded on the handwritten note submitted in leniency and that Harlow & Milner submitted a tender which was some 11 per cent higher than the tender submitted by Lotus, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

8197 Written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 7.3.
IV.6630. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Harlow & Milner and Lotus. The OFT also concludes that Lotus supplied a figure to Harlow & Milner for a cover bid.

IV.6631. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6610 to IV.6630 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.8198 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Lotus to Harlow & Milner was not unilateral8199, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;8200

(b) Harlow & Milner can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Lotus (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;8201 and

(c) Lotus can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Harlow & Milner (i.e. that Harlow & Milner did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.8202

IV.6632. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Lotus and Harlow & Milner, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for refurbishment work at Whetley Primary School, Whetley Lane, Bradford, West Yorkshire, tender deadline 14 November 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6633. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6634. Harlow & Milner informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Harlow & Milner will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 238: Calder Link Building, University of Hull – 28 November 2005
Client: The University of Hull
Parties: Hobson & Porter and Robinson & Sawdon

IV.6635. On 18 October 2005, The University of Hull sought tenders for works at the Calder Link Building. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 28

---

8198 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8199 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8200 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8201 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8202 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
November 2005 and three companies were invited to tender: Hobson & Porter, Geo Houlton and Robinson & Sawdon.\textsuperscript{8203}

IV.6636. The University of Hull received the following three tender returns by 28 November 2005.\textsuperscript{8204}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>28 November 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td>£602,498</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo Houlton</td>
<td>28 November 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td>£635,536</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson &amp; Sawdon</td>
<td>28 November 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td>£647,213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter**

IV.6637. The tender information sheet shows that Hobson & Porter’s submitted figure was £602,498 and in the competition section is written, ‘Robinson & Sawdon ‘C’’.\textsuperscript{8205}

**Evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter**

IV.6638. As part of its leniency application, Hobson & Porter provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6639. In Hobson & Porter’s Summary of Cover Pricing Activity (Major Works) it is stated that Hobson & Porter provided a cover to Robinson & Sawdon and that the contact at Robinson & Sawdon was Dave Marshall (‘DM’).\textsuperscript{8206}

IV.6640. In its response to the Statement, Hobson & Porter stated that it ‘…does not contest the OFT’s findings of infringement’.\textsuperscript{8207}

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Hobson & Porter**

IV.6641. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Hobson & Porter’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.391 to IV.407 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6642. In respect of this tender, in interview Russell Horner (‘RH’), Major Works Estimating Director, recalls that Michael Haywood (‘MH’), an estimator in Major Works, priced the tender and that he would have completed the Tender Information sheet and added the ‘C’ next to Robinson & Sawdon.\textsuperscript{8208} RH

\textsuperscript{8203} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8432.
\textsuperscript{8204} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 8432.
\textsuperscript{8205} Tender information sheet, OFT Document Reference A0107, pages 1 and 2.
\textsuperscript{8206} Summary of cover pricing activity, OFT Document Reference A1347, page 1.
\textsuperscript{8207} Written representations of Hobson & Porter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.
\textsuperscript{8208} Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11229, pages 19 and 20.
confirmed that Hobson & Porter provided cover to Robinson & Sawdon. MH confirmed that he priced this tender and added the ‘C’ next to Robinson & Sawdon on the Tender Information sheet. MH has spoken with DM of Robinson & Sawdon but cannot recall if he spoke to him about this specific tender. MH also stated that while he confirms that Robinson & Sawdon received a cover price, he could not confirm that the cover price was provided by Hobson & Porter.8209

**Evidence from other companies – Robinson & Sawdon**

IV.6643. The OFT wrote to Robinson & Sawdon on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Robinson & Sawdon had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter, Robinson & Sawdon admitted participating in bid rigging activities on this tender with Hobson & Porter.8210

IV.6644. In the response, James Deacon (‘JD’), the Managing Director of Robinson & Sawdon, said that the business of Robinson & Sawdon was sold by its owners, Bob Sawdon (‘BS’), Michael Sawdon (‘MS’) and Charles Robinson (‘CR’), to its current owners in October 2006. BS retired on 27 August 2004, MS retired on 2 August 2006, and CR resigned as a director (though remained an employee) in October 2006. David Marshall (‘DM’) remains employed as a Contracts Manager.

IV.6645. JD explained that he had conducted an internal investigation into the tendering process at Robinson & Sawdon. As part of this investigation CR was interviewed and confirmed that Robinson & Sawdon engaged in cover pricing.8211 CR further confirmed in respect of this tender that a cover price was issued following conversations with Hobson & Porter.8212 Also, as part of this investigation DM completed a questionnaire about the tendering process. DM was Estimating Manager during the period under investigation. In the questionnaire DM confirmed that Robinson & Sawdon was involved in the practice of cover pricing and that this was done with the knowledge of the directors of the company named at paragraph IV.6644 above.8213

IV.6646. Following the issue of the Statement, Robinson & Sawdon did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding**

IV.6647. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6648. Hobson & Porter and Robinson & Sawdon each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6649. Hobson & Porter completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract. Hobson & Porter wanted to win the tender for this contract and

8209 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11232, pages 19 and 20.
8213 Response from Robinson & Sawdon, OFT Document Reference 10818, page 16.
submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Hobson & Porter being the lowest received by the client, and the fact that Hobson & Porter won the contract.

IV.6650. Robinson & Sawdon was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this tender.

IV.6651. In regard to Robinson & Sawdon, Hobson & Porter’s tender sheet records ‘Robinson & Sawdon 'C’’. RH of Hobson & Porter has confirmed that this indicates that it gave Robinson & Sawdon a cover price. MH of Hobson & Porter has confirmed that the ‘C’ written next to Robinson & Sawdon on the tender sheet, indicates that Robinson & Sawdon received a cover price, but he cannot confirm if Hobson & Porter provided it. CR of Robinson & Sawdon has confirmed, in respect of this tender, that a cover price was submitted following conversations with Hobson & Porter.

IV.6652. Both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender. The OFT notes that Robinson & Sawdon admitted that the party with whom it engaged in bid rigging was Hobson & Porter without being shown the OFT’s evidence that Hobson & Porter was involved. This provides additional independent corroboration of the OFT’s evidence in respect of this tender.

IV.6653. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by Robinson & Sawdon was higher than the tender submitted by Hobson & Porter, a pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6654. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Robinson & Sawdon and Hobson & Porter. The OFT also concludes that Hobson & Porter supplied a figure to Robinson & Sawdon for a cover bid.

IV.6655. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6637 to IV.6654 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Hobson & Porter to Robinson & Sawdon was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Robinson & Sawdon can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Hobson & Porter (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) Hobson & Porter can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Robinson & Sawdon (i.e. that Robinson & Sawdon did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.6656. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Robinson & Sawdon and Hobson & Porter, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition.

8214 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8215 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8216 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8217 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8218 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for Calder Link Building, University of Hull, tender deadline 28 November 2005.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.6657. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6658. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to Hobson & Porter on 28 March 2006. Hobson & Porter will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Hobson & Porter will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 239: Sydenham High School – 14 December 2005**

Client: Girls’ Day Schools Trust

Parties: Bluestone and R Durnell

IV.6659. On 16 November 2005, Girls’ Day Schools Trust (‘GDST’) sought tenders for a performing arts development at Sydenham High School, 19 Westwood Hill, London.\(^{8219}\) The following six companies were invited to tender: R Durnell, Neilcott Special Works, Barnes Webster & Sons, Bluestone, Bryen & Langley and Crispin and Borst. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 14 December 2005.

IV.6660. GDST received the following tender returns:\(^{8220}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R Durnell</td>
<td>14 December 2005 at noon</td>
<td>£1,645,405.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neilcott Special Works</td>
<td>14 December 2005 at noon</td>
<td>£1,479,166.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes Webster &amp; Sons</td>
<td>14 December 2005 at noon</td>
<td>£1,326,746.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>14 December 2005 at noon</td>
<td>£1,692,746.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryen &amp; Langley</td>
<td>14 December 2005 at noon</td>
<td>£1,327,334.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crispin and Borst</td>
<td>14 December 2005 at noon</td>
<td>£1,351,640.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

**Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bluestone – Extract from notebook**

IV.6661. As part of Bluestone’s leniency application to the OFT, an extract from former estimator Geoff Hixon’s (‘GH’) notebook was provided, with the following entry:\(^{8221}\)

---

\(^{8219}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9637.

\(^{8220}\) Information from client, OFT Document Reference 9637.

\(^{8221}\) Extract from notebook, OFT Document Reference B2135.
Evidence from leniency applicant Bluestone

IV.6662. As part of its leniency application, Bluestone provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.204 to IV.228 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6663. Bluestone compiled a spreadsheet entitled ‘Table A - Definite instances of cover pricing’. On page eight of the spreadsheet is the following entry, numbered 160:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bluestone Region</th>
<th>Bluestone Area</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Estimated Value of Contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South East</td>
<td>Reigate</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>SEMC05-44</td>
<td>Sydenham High School</td>
<td>GDST</td>
<td>£1,200,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Submitted by Bluestone</th>
<th>Market Sector</th>
<th>Date Tender Documents Received</th>
<th>Date Tender Documents Submitted</th>
<th>Personnel Involved</th>
<th>Cover given/received (CG/CR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£1,692,746</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>16/11/2005</td>
<td>14/12/2005</td>
<td>Geoff Hixon</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Won/Lost</th>
<th>Party(ies) to Covers (Contact)</th>
<th>Documentary Evidence</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R Durtnell &amp; Sons Limited (Keith Allan)</td>
<td>Document 78. Extract from G Hixon’s Notebook.</td>
<td>Cover taken because Estimators were too busy. Cover price given by Durtnell: £1,190,000 on 12/12/05.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6664. Following the issue of the Statement, Bluestone did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bluestone

IV.6665. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bluestone’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.204 to IV.228 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6666. Senior estimator GH, who was employed at Bluestone’s Reigate office from July 2005 to December 2006, was interviewed by the OFT and provided an
account of his recollection of this tender and an explanation of the notebook entry described above.

IV.6667. GH said that he recalled the tender and had priced tenders for the same client on previous occasions. He said that GDST ‘was a good client...they’re quite a big organisation. They’ve got quite a few schools under their control...And they have always got plenty of work, ongoing. So they’re very, very good clients, you would need to keep in with them’. GH recalled taking a cover price in respect of this tender and said ‘Unfortunately I was pricing something else at the time and I wasn’t able to fit it in...But I remember saying that, I would try and price it, try and fit it in. But at the end, after, I don’t know, a few days, I said, Look it’s not possible, I’m not going to able to do it’.8224

IV.6668. GH explained that he communicated this to his estimating manager Owen Chad, who would have referred any decision as to what to do with the tender to his director Ashley Ward. GH said ‘probably a couple of days later Owen came back and said, can you see if you can get some help on it?’ Referring to the entry in his notebook, GH confirmed that it was in his handwriting and said ‘I record all telephone conversations I make in and out...It means that I spoke to Keith Allen from Durtnell and he gave me prices £1,690,000 and a period of 34 weeks, and it was for Sydenham High School...Which was due in two days later...Ian Price was probably the guy that I spoke to initially but he said Keith was doing it’.8225

IV.6669. GH said that he would have made a preliminary telephone call to R Durtnell before obtaining the cover figure, on 12 December 2005. Explaining the difference between the figure of £1,690,000 and Bluestone’s bid to the client of £1,692,746, GH said he would have amended the figure provided by R Durtnell ‘rather than a round number’.8226

Evidence from other companies – R Durtnell

IV.6670. The OFT wrote to R Durtnell on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that R Durtnell had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response, R Durtnell wrote to the OFT on 26 April 20078227 and stated ‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’.8228 In its letter to the OFT, R Durtnell categorised this tender as ‘Cover prices given...on the basis that we have retained detailed pricing notes for these contracts which demonstrate that we priced the schemes and therefore could not have taken a cover price’. R Durtnell stated ‘an instruction was given to stop this practice on 25 July 2005 when a memorandum was issued to relevant estimating/other employees by the Chief Estimator, Ian Price’.8229

8225 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13100, pages 14 and 15.
8226 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13100, page 16.
8227 Response from R Durtnell, OFT Document Reference 10779.
8229 Response from R Durtnell, OFT Document Reference 10779.
IV.6671. The OFT subsequently wrote to R Durtnell’s ultimate parent company at the
time of this Infringement, Durtnell Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to
comment on R Durtnell’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the
OFT intended to hold Durtnell Holdings jointly and severally liable for any
infringements committed by R Durtnell in respect of which the OFT ultimately
decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Durtnell
Holdings said ‘We confirm that the holding company adopts the operating
company’s position’. 8230

IV.6672. R Durtnell in its response to the Statement stated ‘Durtnell has accepted the
OFT’s Fast Track Offer and does not contest the OFT’s findings of
infringement…’. 8231 In respect of Infringement 239, they stated that ‘…this is
the ‘one that got away’, in that it occurred after Durtnell had as a matter of
company policy stopped participating in cover pricing…’. 8232

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6673. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6674. Bluestone and R Durtnell each accepted an invitation to tender for this
contract.

IV.6675. Bluestone was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not
want to win this contract.

IV.6676. Based at Bluestone’s Reigate office, senior estimator GH provided an extract
from his notebook, which he stated was a record of ‘all telephone
conversations in and out’. The entry dated 12 December 2005, recorded a
figure of £1,690,000 and a 34 week contract period. In addition, the
contemporaneous note shows two contact names and a telephone number of
[...] [C], which matches the telephone number for R Durtnell.

IV.6677. The name ‘Ian Price’ recorded on this note corresponds with the reference to
‘Chief Estimator, Ian Price’ in R Durtnell’s response to the OFT’s letter of 22
March 2007. In interview, GH recalled that he sought and received a cover
price on this tender from Keith Allan of R Durtnell because Bluestone was too
busy to submit a genuine bid to the client.

IV.6678. The client GDST received a tendered amount of £1,692,746 from Bluestone,
which matches the figure provided by Bluestone in its leniency application and
is almost identical to the figure recorded in GH’s notebook. The client also
received a tender of £1,645,405 from R Durtnell, which is lower than the
amount tendered by Bluestone. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover
price having been provided from R Durtnell to Bluestone.

IV.6679. Finally, both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender.
R Durtnell has admitted to giving a cover price on this tender. The OFT notes
that Bluestone was the only company whose figure was above that of R
Durtnell. Therefore R Durtnell could only have given cover to Bluestone.

8230 Response from Durtnell Holdings, OFT Document Reference 14020.
8232 Written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 121.
IV.6680. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Bluestone and R Durtnell, and that R Durtnell supplied a figure to Bluestone in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.

IV.6681. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6661 to IV.6680 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from R Durtnell to Bluestone was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Bluestone can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from R Durtnell (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;

(c) R Durtnell can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Bluestone (i.e. that Bluestone did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

IV.6682. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bluestone and R Durtnell in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for Sydenham High School, tender deadline 14 December 2005.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6683. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6684. Bluestone informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bluestone will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Client: City of London
Parties: BBRL and Durkan

IV.6685. On 7 December 2005, the City of London sought tenders for the redevelopment and refurbishment of 45 – 46 South Molton Street, London. The following five companies were invited to tender: Allenbuild, BBRL, Durkan,

---

8233 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8234 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8235 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8236 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8237 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8238 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7484.
Galliford Try and Withey Contracts Ltd. The date and time of tender return was 2 February 2006 at 12:00 noon.\textsuperscript{8239}

IV.6686. City of London received the tender returns set out in the table below.\textsuperscript{8240} Following the issue of the Statement and representations received from Durkan, the OFT contacted the City of London on 10 December 2008 and requested further documentation in respect of the bid it had received from Durkan, with a view to confirming which of Durkan Holdings’ subsidiaries had submitted the tender return. On 11 December 2008\textsuperscript{8241}, the City of London provided the OFT with a copy of a letter dated 2 February 2006\textsuperscript{8242} from Durkan under cover of which Durkan had submitted its bid for this tender, thereby confirming that it was Durkan that submitted the bid for this contract, as set out in the Statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Withey Contracts Ltd</td>
<td>2 February 2006 before noon</td>
<td>£1,785,697.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBRL</td>
<td>2 February 2006 at 10.33am</td>
<td>£1,891,946.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durkan</td>
<td>2 February 2006 before noon</td>
<td>£1,766,369.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galliford Try</td>
<td>2 February 2006 at 10.51am</td>
<td>£1,906,374.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild</td>
<td>2 February 2006 before noon</td>
<td>£1,526,026.00</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

\textit{Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty – London Refurbishment Tenders/Prospects/Awards table}

IV.6687. As part of its leniency application, Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives provided a London Refurbishment Tenders/Prospects/Awards table for February 2006, which has an entry for this tender:\textsuperscript{8243}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Tender Received & PBN & Project & Sub’n Date & Meeting Date \\
\hline
1222 & South Molten Street- Corp’n Lon & 02-Feb-06 & 01-Feb-06 \\
\hline
Programme Likely start & Tendered Value & Lost Real & Award & Award Value \\
45 weeks & April ’06 & 1,891,946** & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\textit{Evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty}

IV.6688. Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives also provided to the OFT a schedule setting out instances of covers received by BBRL. In respect of this tender the schedule contains the following entry:\textsuperscript{8244}

\textsuperscript{8239} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7484.
\textsuperscript{8240} Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7484.
\textsuperscript{8241} Email from City of London, 11 December 2008, OFT Document Reference SAB018.
\textsuperscript{8242} Letter from Durkan, 2 February 2006, OFT Document Reference SAB016.
\textsuperscript{8243} London Refurbishment Tenders/Prospect/Awards table, OFT Document Reference B1637, page 86.
\textsuperscript{8244} Schedule of covers, OFT Document Reference B1609, pages 1 and 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Ref./Job No</th>
<th>Project name/client</th>
<th>Project type</th>
<th>Submission Date</th>
<th>Tender Value</th>
<th>Firm from whom cover was taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1222</td>
<td>South Molton Street / Corporation of London</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>2/2/06</td>
<td>1,891,946</td>
<td>Durkan Pudelek</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Bidders of which BBRL was aware</th>
<th>Who won the contract (if known)?</th>
<th>What information was received other than/in addition to inflated pricing data?</th>
<th>Reasons for seeking cover price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Resource availability and high risk logistics. Job site was a pedestrian street with restricted access for the necessary materials to be brought in. Resources concentrated on a preferable job which came in at the same time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6689. In respect of the contemporaneous evidence, Balfour Beatty’s legal representatives provided an explanation of documents indicating cover pricing, stating ‘BBRL Tender lists from March 2000 to March 2006. ** indicates where BBRL has received a cover from a competitor’.  

IV.6690. Following the issue of the Statement, Balfour Beatty did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Balfour Beatty**

IV.6691. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Cliff Davey (‘CD’), a Pre-Contract Manager at BBRL, and Hugh McElhill (‘HM’), a senior estimator at BBRL, provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.199 to IV.203 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6692. During an interview with the OFT on 30 March 2007, in respect of this tender, HM stated ‘I think I was given it to look at’. HM explained that it was not a project which BBRL wanted to win because of problems with access to the site. When asked whether he recalled a cover price being taken on this tender, HM stated ‘Yes. I phoned Durkan and asked them for assistance’.

IV.6693. During an interview with the OFT on 29 March 2007, when asked what the two stars next to this tender in the London Refurbishment Tenders/Prospects/Awards table for February 2006 meant, CD stated ‘That indicates a cover’. CD explained that it could show that either a cover price had been given or received, and confirmed that in respect of this tender BBRL had

8245 Explanation of document indicating cover pricing, OFT Document Reference B1613, page 2.
8246 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11141, page 11.
8247 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11141, page 12.
been provided with a cover price, by Durkan as indicated on the tender schedule.\footnote{Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11144, page 15.}

\textit{Evidence from other companies – Durkan}

IV.6694. The OFT wrote to Durkan on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participating in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Durkan had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response to this letter Durkan admitted \textit{‘We engaged in bid rigging activities on this tender but cannot recall details of the other party/parties involved’}.\footnote{Response from Durkan, OFT Document Reference 10992, page 3.}

IV.6695. The OFT subsequently wrote to Durkan’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Durkan Holdings, on 5 November 2007, asking it to comment on Durkan’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Durkan Holdings jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Durkan in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter Durkan Holdings stated \textit{‘Durkan Holdings will respect the terms of the acceptance made by Durkan Pudelek …’}.\footnote{Response from Durkan Holdings, OFT Document Reference 13944, page 1.}

IV.6696. In its response to the Statement, although Durkan made numerous points regarding the evidence for this Infringement (set out below), it referenced itself as giving a cover price to BBRL\footnote{Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 12(f)(iv) and 180 to 181.}, and confirmed in further correspondence with the OFT that it maintained its admission to cover pricing on this Infringement, under the terms of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\footnote{Letter from Durkan, 4 March 2009.}

IV.6697. In its response to the Statement, Durkan made the following comments on the evidence set out in paragraphs IV.6687 to IV.6693 above:

(a) The interview of HM described at paragraph IV.6692 was imprecise because he was unfamiliar with the leniency and contemporaneous documents, he was shown the leniency document before confirming he approached Durkan for a cover, and he could not recall whom at Durkan he contacted;\footnote{Written representations of Durkan, 16 April 2008, paragraphs 121 to 126.}
(b) No company is identified on the table set out at paragraph IV.6687 in connection with the stars;
(c) CD, whose interview is described at paragraph IV.6693, like HM, was unable to recall the name of the person at Durkan whom he dealt with;\footnote{Written representations of Durkan, 16 April 2008, paragraph 126.} and
(d) Neither HM or CD directly named Durkan in their interviews.\footnote{Written representations of Durkan, 16 April 2008, paragraphs 125 and 126.}

IV.6698. The OFT does not consider that any of these points undermine the strength of the evidence when viewed in its totality. In particular:

\footnote{Written representations of Durkan, 16 April 2008, paragraphs 121 to 126.}
(a) The OFT does not consider HM’s interview to be unreliable. It is clear from the interview that HM had specific recollection of this tender, describing in detail the reasons BBRL did not want this job, and contacting Durkan for assistance. The clarity of his recollection in these respects stands in contrast to his answers on those points which he did not recollect. Further, HM had indicated earlier in interview that he would not know contacts at other companies when seeking a cover, and would ask for the estimator for the job.8256 On that basis the OFT does not consider it inconsistent with his recollection, or practice when obtaining covers, that he could not remember the name of the contact at Durkan;

(b) The OFT does not consider that the absence of a name on the starred document undermines the evidential value of the document, with CD’s explanation, as showing that a cover was taken in respect of this tender;

(c) The OFT notes that HM confirmed that it was he who called Durkan for the cover, and there is therefore no reason why CD would be aware of or recall the individual contact at Durkan; and

(d) Both HM and CD were giving their evidence by reference to a tender schedule which named ‘Durkan Pudelek’ as the source of the cover price. Given that both witnesses specifically recalled the tender the OFT considers it likely that had the tender schedule been inaccurate either one or both of them would have said so. In the absence of a reason to doubt the accuracy of the tender schedule, or a reason to doubt their recollection of the tender, the OFT does not accept there is any reason to doubt that their recollection of whom they obtained a cover from accorded with the tender schedule.

IV.6699. Moreover, Durkan has confirmed its admission of bid rigging in relation to this tender, which provides corroboration for the various items of evidence which are the subject of Durkan’s comments.

IV.6700. Durkan suggested that the terms of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer was ‘confusingly inconsistent’ with the terms of the Statement, the former having referred to ‘South Molton Street’ and ‘the Corporation of London’, whereas the latter referred more specifically to ‘redevelopment and refurbishment of 45-46 South Molton Street’ and ‘the City of London’. Durkan also suggest that the OFT’s evidence against it had been obtained after the OFT’s Fast Track Offer letter was sent to it. The OFT does not accept these arguments. The OFT’s Fast Track Offer, and its terms, were based on the contents of the tender schedule obtained from the leniency applicant Balfour Beatty before the OFT’s Fast Track Offer was sent. The OFT further notes that Durkan did not request clarification of the tender referred to when it received the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, nor has it retracted its admission of liability upon clarification becoming available. The OFT considers it is therefore clear that Durkan had sufficient information to enable it to determine whether or not it wished to accept the offer.

8256 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11141, page 11.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6701. From the evidence and arguments presented above, and having taken into account the representations made by the Parties, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6702. BBRL and Durkan each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6703. Both companies submitted a tender. BBRL was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.6704. The London Refurbishment Tenders/Prospects/Awards table for February 2006 provided by Balfour Beatty shows ‘**’, next to the entry for this tender. Balfour Beatty confirmed that this shows that it received a cover price on this tender. In interview HM of BBRL recalled contacting Durkan for a cover price on this tender. He said ‘I phoned Durkan and asked them for assistance’.

IV.6705. In addition, Durkan admitted engaging in bid rigging on this tender in response to the OFT’s letter of 22 March 2007, and maintained that admission in response to the Statement and in subsequent correspondence.

IV.6706. The OFT further notes that the tender submitted by BBRL was higher than the tender submitted by Durkan, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6707. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between BBRL and Durkan. The OFT also concludes that Durkan supplied a figure to BBRL for a cover bid.

IV.6708. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6687 to IV.6707 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Durkan to BBRL was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) BBRL can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Durkan (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process, and

(c) Durkan can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from BBRL (i.e. that BBRL did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.

IV.6709. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between BBRL and Durkan in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for the redevelopment and

---

8257 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8258 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8259 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8260 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8261 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.

**Immunity and leniency assessment**

IV.6710. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6711. Balfour Beatty informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Balfour Beatty will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

**Infringement 241: 29 Houses, Rosemount Clifton Villas – 13 February 2006**

**Client:** Firebird Homes Limited

**Parties:** Jack Lunn and Harlow & Milner

IV.6712. On 13 December 2005, Firebird Homes Limited sought tenders for 29 new build houses at Rosemount Clifton Villas. The following four companies were invited to tender: Richardson Projects, Strata, Jack Lunn and Harlow & Milner. The deadline for receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 13 February 2006.

IV.6713. Firebird Homes received the following tender returns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time &amp; Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richardson Projects</td>
<td>13 February 2006</td>
<td>A £3,806,442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B £3,587,511</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>13 February 2006</td>
<td>A £4,797,353</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B £4,610,799</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Lunn</td>
<td>13 February 2006</td>
<td>A £4,185,400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B £3,998,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlow &amp; Milner</td>
<td>13 February 2006</td>
<td>A £4,406,885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B £4,211,508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6714. Firebird Homes Limited stated that two alternative tenders were received from each company, one for natural stone (A) and one for artificial stone (B).}

---

8262 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7927.
8263 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7927.
8264 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7927.
8265 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7927.
8266 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7927.
Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Harlow & Milner – Handwritten Note

IV.6715. During the OFT’s search of Harlow & Milner’s premises a piece of paper was found which contained the following handwritten notes in relation to Rosemount Clifton Villas.8267

‘Strata Construction

[.................] [C]

Rosemount
Clifton Villas
Bradford  Paul Donghue [sic]

Price  Artificial Stone/Slate  £4,211,508-00

Price  Natural Stone/Slate  £4,406,885-00

Jack Lunn

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Jack Lunn – Handwritten Note

IV.6716. Jack Lunn provided to the OFT a piece of paper which contained the following handwritten notes in relation to Rosemount Clifton Villas.8268

---

8267 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference A0450.
8268 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference A0689.
IV.6717. A contact list found at Loach confirmed that Harlow & Milner’s telephone number is ‘[.........] [C]’.  

Evidence from leniency applicant – Harlow & Milner

IV.6718. As part of its leniency application, Harlow & Milner’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.352 to IV.362 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6719. In addition to its leniency application, Harlow & Milner provided to the OFT a schedule (‘Combined Office of Fair Trading and Harlow & Milner Projects List’) which detailed projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation into potential cover prices given and/or received, between January 2000 and February 2006. On page six of the ‘Combined Office of Fair Trading and Harlow & Milner Projects List’ is the following entry:

8269 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 2954, page 6.
8270 Leniency Schedule, OFT Document Reference A0565.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Job Ref</th>
<th>H &amp; M Tender Value</th>
<th>Cover from/To</th>
<th>Won/Lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13/02/06</td>
<td>29 Houses at Rosemount Clifton Villas, Bradford</td>
<td>Firebird Homes</td>
<td>1365</td>
<td>4,211,508.00</td>
<td>From Jack Lunn</td>
<td>Lost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**H&M Comments**

Contact Keith Poskitt

IV.6720. In its response to the Statement, Harlow & Milner accept in respect of this Infringement that ‘... that it requested and received a cover price from Jack Lunn.’

_Evidence from leniency applicant – Jack Lunn_

IV.6721. As part of its leniency application, Jack Lunn’s legal representatives provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.431 to IV.440 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6722. In addition to its leniency application, Jack Lunn provided to the OFT a Schedule (‘Jack Lunn Construction Cover Summary Schedule’) which detailed projects/contracts identified by the company during the course of an internal investigation conducted by Stephen Bradbury (‘SB’), Richard Bryan (‘RB’), Graham Lunn (‘GL’), Anthony Metcalf (‘AM’) and Keith Poskitt (‘KP’) into potential cover prices where it was considered cover prices had either been given or taken. At JLC2 of the ‘Jack Lunn Construction Cover Summary Schedule’ is the following entry:

---

8272 Cover summary schedule, OFT Document Reference A0675, page 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Number</th>
<th>Date of Submission</th>
<th>Scheme Title</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Submitted tender value</th>
<th>Cover price Taken</th>
<th>Cover price given</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JLC2</td>
<td>13-Feb-06</td>
<td>29 New Houses</td>
<td>Firebird</td>
<td>£3,988,500</td>
<td></td>
<td>???? ??</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rosemont Clifton Villas</td>
<td>Homes Ltd (Manningham HA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Manningham Lane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bradford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contractor and address</th>
<th>Person Spoken to</th>
<th>Jack Lunn Successful</th>
<th>Comments/Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harlow &amp; Milner Ltd</td>
<td>Chris Smithson</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[………]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6723. Jack Lunn also provided supplementary information in relation to this contract in its leniency application. Jack Lunn stated ‘No information has been retained relating to the cover price given by JLC to Harlow Milner Ltd. It is, however, the norm to provide a cover price of between 3 and 5% above JLC proposed submission price. By way of example of how little hard copy information is retained, Appendix 7 contains a sheet of A4 paper with an individual’s name “Chris Smithson”, a telephone number ([………] [C]), and the name “Harlow Milner” with the word “HELP” on the same sheet. Also on this sheet are the words “STRATA” and “RICHARDSONS”. This is the only paperwork suggesting that a cover was given’.8273

IV.6724. Following the issue of the Statement, Jack Lunn did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Harlow & Milner**

IV.6725. During an interview with Chris Smithson (‘CS’), Chief Estimator at Harlow & Milner, CS was asked if he could recall anything in relation to the tender for 29 houses at Rosemount Clifton Villas. CS replied, ‘That’s definitely one I remember’.8274 CS was shown the handwritten note found at Harlow & Milner to which CS stated ‘Yes, that’s my handwriting, we found out that Strata Construction and Jack Lunns were pricing the scheme, I did approach Strata originally but they weren’t keen on giving a cover. […] [C]’.8275

IV.6726. CS was asked who at Jack Lunn he had contacted for a cover price. CS replied ‘I’ve written Keith Poskitt down so I’m sure I would have spoken to Keith’.8276 CS confirmed that because of the nature of the project two cover prices were obtained from Jack Lunn, one for artificial materials and one for

---

8274 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12733, page 17.
8275 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12733, pages 17 and 18.
8276 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12733, page 18.
CS stated that the figures written on the sheet of paper were the figures provided by Jack Lunn as cover figures, however, ‘we might not have actually gone on those figures... They might have been put up slightly, we’d never go down below somebody’s cover price, we’d usually put a bit on, or go in at the price they’ve given, so they may not ... be the actual tender figure that we went in at’.

IV.6727. Also, during an interview with Richard Milner (‘RM’), Managing Director at Harlow & Milner, RM was asked if he could recall anything in relation to the tender for 29 houses at Rosemount Clifton Villas. RM confirmed the events involving the obtaining of a cover price as described by CS above. RM explained that the reason Harlow & Milner did not want to price the job was because ‘we didn’t have the resource to be able to actually execute the works and we were ..., I seem to remember it was during a period where we’d got people on holiday as well in the estimating department so we .. for 2 reasons, 1 we couldn’t physically price it and 2 we didn’t have the resource to execute the works even if we did price it, and we were very very conscious that if we fell out with Firebird Homes then we would be fallen out for a long time and it was ... obviously ... we’re a local contractor and they’re a local organization and we rely, very heavily, on repeat business’.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant – Jack Lunn

IV.6728. During an interview with the OFT on 8 March 2007, conducted in connection with Jack Lunn’s leniency application, SB, AM and KP provided further general explanation of Jack Lunn’s participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.431 to IV.440 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6729. Also during this interview, KP was asked what he recalled about the exchange of cover prices in relation to the tender for 29 houses at Rosemount Clifton Villas. KP replied ‘Not the actual sort of nitty gritty but I do recollect writing the sort of notes about help and the guy’s name etc’. KP was shown the handwritten note that referred to ‘CHRIS/SMITHSON HARLOW & MILNER [..........] [C] HELP’ found during the OFT’s search. KP confirmed that this was his handwriting and explained that the reference to CS refers to ‘... someone from Harlow & Milner I am not sure whether if he’s an estimator or one of the managers’. When asked if ‘[..........] [C]’ was Harlow & Milner’s telephone number, KP replied, ‘I can only believe so it’s the way I contact Harlow’. KP confirmed that he gave CS of Harlow & Milner a cover price, ‘I actually think on this particular case, we were quite late with our tender and they also rung us about 3 or 4 times because they were closer and closer to the tender return time and then probably we would finally ring them with a number’.

---

8277 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12733, page 19.
8278 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12733, page 19.
8279 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12731, pages 21 to 24.
8280 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12731, page 23.
Evidence from other companies – Strata

IV.6730. The OFT received a letter from Strata’s legal representatives on 24 February 2006 stating ‘in the week of 6 February 2006, Strata was contacted by a company called Harlow and Milner from Wakefield seeking a cover price for a scheme in Bradford. The contract is called 29 Houses, Rosemount, Clifton Villas. The client is Firebird Homes.

Strata obviously declined to give a cover price advising them that they do not engage in such practices. It submitted its tender on 13 February 2006. The Strata estimator did not keep a record of the name of the person from this company who made contact. However, given the late stage of the request for a cover, Strata believes it is highly unlikely that this company could have priced the job itself. Moreover, it seemed desperate for a cover price. Strata therefore believes that if this company did submit a tender it must have been on the basis of a cover price. Harlow and Milner appeared to know that Jack Lunn Construction from Leeds was also pricing the job and Strata suspects that it would have sought a cover price from Jack Lunn following the call to it. Strata believes that Harlow came to it first for a cover as Strata had already won two contracts for the same client, and therefore was likely to be pricing the job’.

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6731. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6732. Jack Lunn and Harlow & Milner each accepted an invitation to tender for the contract for 29 houses at Rosemount Clifton Villas. Harlow & Milner was unable to tender and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.6733. A contemporaneous piece of paper found at Harlow & Milner records ‘Strata Construction [………] [C] Rosemount Clifton Villas Bradford, Paul Donghue NO’. ‘[………] [C]’ was a telephone number for Strata and Paul Donhue was the name of an estimator at Strata. CS of Harlow & Milner confirmed that he approached Strata in the first instance for a cover price but was told that it was unable to offer him assistance (as it no longer participated in cover pricing following the OFT’s visit and its leniency application). Strata contacted the OFT independently on 24 February 2006 and stated that it had been contacted by Harlow & Milner and asked to provide a cover price, to which it declined. Strata also stated that it suspected that Harlow & Milner would then approach Jack Lunn for a cover price.

IV.6734. The piece of paper also records ‘Jack Lunn [………] [C] Keith Poskitt, Price Artificial Stone/Slate £4,211508-00, Price Natural Stone/Slate £4,406885-00’. CS confirmed that the note shows that he obtained cover prices (one each for artificial and natural stone) from KP of Jack Lunn. ‘[………] [C]’ was a telephone number for Jack Lunn and KP was an estimator at Jack Lunn.

IV.6735. Another contemporaneous piece of paper provided by Jack Lunn under leniency records ‘CHRIS SMITHSON [………] [C] HARLOW & MILNER HELP

8286 FAME report, OFT Document Reference 12520.
8287 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 11380, page 2.
8288 Fax header confirming Jack Lunn’s telephone number, OFT Document Reference A0333.
ART + STONE’. KP of Jack Lunn confirmed that these notes were made by himself and show that he was contacted by CS of Harlow & Milner and asked for ‘HELP’ (in the form of cover prices) for both artificial and natural stone for the contract. KP confirmed that he did supply CS of Harlow & Milner with the figures for cover prices. ‘[………] [C]’ was a telephone number for Harlow & Milner8289 and CS was an estimator at Harlow & Milner.

IV.6736. The OFT considers in the light of the contemporaneous documentary evidence from Harlow & Milner, CS and RM’s admissions and explanations of that contemporaneous evidence, and Jack Lunn’s and KP’s admissions and explanations of the corroborating contemporaneous documentary evidence from Jack Lunn, that Jack Lunn supplied Harlow & Milner with cover prices in relation to this tender.

IV.6737. The OFT also notes that the tender submitted by Harlow & Milner was higher than the tender submitted by Jack Lunn, the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided.

IV.6738. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Jack Lunn and Harlow & Milner. The OFT also concludes that Jack Lunn supplied figures to Harlow & Milner for cover bids.

IV.6739. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6715 to IV.6738 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.8290 In particular:

(a) the provision of figures for cover bids from Jack Lunn to Harlow & Milner was not unilateral8291, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;8292
(b) Harlow & Milner can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Jack Lunn (i.e the cover prices) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;8293 and
(c) Jack Lunn can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Harlow & Milner (i.e. that Harlow & Milner did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.8294

IV.6740. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Jack Lunn and Harlow & Milner, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for 29 houses, Rosemount, Clifton Villas, tender deadline 13 February 2006.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6741. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender

8289 Response from Harlow & Milner, OFT Document Reference A2538.
8290 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8291 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8292 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8293 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8294 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6742. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained from Strata’s legal representatives, as part of its leniency application on 24 February 2006. Therefore neither Harlow & Milner nor Jack Lunn will receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, both Harlow & Milner and Jack Lunn will receive their normal leniency percentage reductions from the fines that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Client: Bamford Hall Holdings Ltd
Parties: T & C Williams and Quarmby (Special Projects)

IV.6743. On 16 January 2006, Barraclough English & Wright, on behalf of the client Bamford Hall Holdings Ltd sought tenders for alterations, refurbishment and extensions to Brookfield Manor, Hathersage. The return date for the tender was 12:00 noon on 13 February 2006 and five companies were invited to tender: Quarmby (Special Projects), Milward, Atlas Refurbishment (North) Ltd, Totty, and T & C Williams.8295

IV.6744. Barraclough English & Wright received the following tender returns on 13 February 2006:8296

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date tender received</th>
<th>Time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded the contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quarmby (Special Projects)</td>
<td>13 February 2006</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,146,160.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milward</td>
<td>13 February 2006</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£957,159.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Refurbishment (North)</td>
<td>13 February 2006</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,469,922.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totty</td>
<td>13 February 2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>13 February 2006</td>
<td>Before 12:00 noon</td>
<td>£1,230,463.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant T & C Williams - Original Note

IV.6745. During the OFT’s search of T & C Williams’s premises a single sheet of A4 paper was recovered and copied. The following handwritten notations were on either side of the sheet. In interview John Hardy the estimator states he believes Side 1 to have been written by a receptionist. The figure on Side 2 is

8295 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7114.
8296 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7114.
his writing and is the cover figure which he says T & C Williams received from Quarmby (Special Projects)8297 (see paragraph IV.6749 below).

Side 1

‘QSP
Construction

Martin Brown
[...] [C]
[...] [C]
Re: Tender

Brookfield
Manor’

Evidence from leniency applicant T & C Williams

IV.6746. As part of its leniency application, T & C Williams provided a ‘Corporate Statement’ giving a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing.8298 This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.635 to IV.649 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6747. As a further part of its leniency application, T & C Williams also provided to the OFT an annex to the ‘Corporate Statement’ dealing with specific tenders.8299 Examination of the entry relevant to this tender, confirms that T & C Williams received a cover price.

Witness evidence from leniency applicant T & C Williams

IV.6748. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, T & C Williams’ employees provided further general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.635 to IV.649 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6749. Additional evidence in relation to this tender comes from the interview of John Hardy, the estimator for T & C Williams. His response to questions concerning this tender was as follows:

‘I think it was design build project as well and at the end of the day…..I know it was a job that once we’d got it in we couldn’t send it back because we’d already told the QS who we knew quite well that we were definitely pricing for it. We couldn’t refuse to price it after that so yes I……. we took a cover and I believe it was from QSP’.8300

8297 Handwritten note, OFT Document Reference A0314.
8298 Corporate Statement, OFT Document Reference A0358.
8299 Annex to Corporate Statement, OFT Document Reference A0865.
8300 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12763, page 20.
Evidence from other companies – Quarmby (Special Projects)

IV.6750. The OFT wrote to Quarmby (Special Projects) on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Quarmby (Special Projects) had participated in bid rigging on this tender.

IV.6751. In a response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer the Managing Director of Quarmby (Special Projects) Mr C.D. Fielden stated:8301

‘We have no records or recollection of either giving or receiving cover prices for the projects you have listed in appendix A, with the exception of Brookfield Manor Item 6. On this project we can confirm that we were asked by T C Williams Ltd Sheffield to assist them with a Tender figure’.

IV.6752. Subsequently the OFT received a letter dated 1 May explaining ‘...we did not feel comfortable signing a declaration that we had been involved in bid rigging, when the reason contractors request cover prices, is that severe pressure of work can make it impossible to submit a tender for work where willingness had previously been expressed for inclusion on a specific tender list”8302 Quarmby (Special Projects) therefore did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

IV.6753. The OFT subsequently wrote to Quarmby (Special Projects)’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Justgrade, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Quarmby (Special Projects)’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Justgrade jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Quarmby (Special Projects) in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. In response to this letter, Justgrade confirmed the position of its subsidiary, Quarmby (Special Projects) in its rejection of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.8303

IV.6754. In its response to the Statement, Quarmby (Special Projects) stated ‘...we would again confirm that your original correspondence was taken very seriously within our company structure. We also again confirm in that any conduct by our staff, that may have constituted an infringement or a breach of the Companies Act 1998 [sic] happened due to a genuine lack of knowledge and naivety of the Act. We trust you will accept our sincere apologies in this instance and we confirm that adequate steps have been taken within the company to ensure compliance with the law’.8304

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6755. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6756. T & C Williams and Quarmby (Special Projects) each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

8301 Response from Quarmby (Special Projects), OFT Document Reference 10765.
8302 Response from Quarmby (Special Projects), OFT Document Reference 10768.
8303 Response from Justgrade, OFT Document Reference 14089.
8304 Written representations of Quarmby (Special Projects), 12 June 2008, page 2.
IV.6757. Quarmby (Special Projects) appears to have completed the estimating process for the tender and submitted a bid with the intention of winning the work, since it won the contract.

IV.6758. T & C Williams was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.6759. In regard to T & C Williams, the figure written on John Hardy’s contemporaneous handwritten note, ‘£1,230,463 - 00’, is confirmed as the cover price received by T & C Williams from Quarmby (Special Projects). This figure is identical to the tender figure received by Barraclough English & Wright on the tender return date.8305

IV.6760. The telephone number written on the contemporaneous handwritten note, ‘[...........] [C]’, is the telephone number associated with Quarmby (Special Projects).8306 T & C Williams has confirmed that it took a cover on this tender and this document shows that contact was made with Quarmby (Special Projects) in connection with this tender.

IV.6761. The OFT further notes the initial admission from Quarmby (Special Projects), that it was asked to give a cover price to T&C Williams in relation to this tender.8307

IV.6762. The OFT notes in addition that the tender submitted by T & C Williams was higher than the tender submitted by Quarmby (Special Projects), a pattern consistent with a cover price having been received.

IV.6763. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Quarmby (Special Projects) and T & C Williams. The OFT also concludes that Quarmby (Special Projects) supplied a figure to T & C Williams for a cover bid.

IV.6764. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6745 to IV.6763 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition.8308 In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Quarmby (Special Projects) to T & C Williams was not unilateral8309, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;8310

(b) T & C Williams can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Quarmby (Special Projects) (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process;8311 and

(c) Quarmby (Special Projects) can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from T & C Williams (i.e. that T & C Williams did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its conduct in the tendering process.8312

---

8305 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7114.
8307 Response from Quarmby (Special Projects), OFT Document Reference 10765.
8308 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8309 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8310 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8311 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8312 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
IV.6765. In its response to the Statement, T & C Williams stated ‘...[t]here is no evidence of which T&C Williams is aware to suggest that Quarmby was in contact with any other tenderers; or ... that it modified its conduct after giving the cover to T&C Williams. Moreover, T&C Williams took a cover because it lacked the capacity for the work in question and may therefore not have tendered, or not have tendered competitively, had it not received a cover. Indeed, the contract was ultimately not awarded on the basis of price at all, given that the successful party, Quarmby, won the contract despite not having submitted the lowest tender’.8313

IV.6766. The OFT notes that there is a legal presumption that an undertaking takes account of information received from a competitor when determining its own conduct8314, which neither Quarmby (Special Projects) nor T & C Williams has adduced any evidence to rebut. The OFT is therefore not required to adduce evidence that one or both parties modified their conduct in order to establish an Infringement. To the extent that T & C Williams submits that this infringement should not be treated as serious because no effects have been shown, this point is addressed in step 1 of Section VI (Enforcement) below.

IV.6767. Moreover, the OFT does not accept T & C Williams’ assertion that the contract was not awarded ‘on the basis of price at all’. The price would have been a factor taken in to account by the client in awarding the tender. An unaffordable tender price, for example, submitted with a tender would more than likely be rejected by a client regardless of the other factors considered. The fact that the tender was not awarded to the bidder submitting the lowest price is therefore irrelevant to the OFT’s finding of infringement. In any event, T & C Williams’ argument that the agreement in question had no anti-competitive effects as the contract was ultimately not awarded on the basis of price, is therefore not relevant as it is not necessary to show anti-competitive effect in the case of an object infringement.

IV.6768. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Quarmby (Special Projects) and T & C Williams, in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the tender for alterations, refurbishment and extensions to Brookfield Manor, date of tender 13 February 2006.

Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6769. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6770. In respect of this tender, the OFT became aware of the bid rigging activities by virtue of the information obtained during the visit under section 28 to T & C Williams on 28 March 2006. T & C Williams will not therefore receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, T & C Williams will receive

---

8313 Written representations of T & C Williams, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7(d)ii.
8314 See paragraph III.58 of the Legal Background section.
its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 243:  Digital Media Centre, Barnsley – 21 February 2006
Client:  Barnsley Metropolitan Council
Parties:  Bluestone and Willmott Dixon

IV.6771. On 3 January 2006, Barnsley Metropolitan Council (‘Barnsley MC’) sought tenders for a six storey office development, creating a digital media centre in Barnsley.8315 The following six companies were invited to tender: Bluestone, Willmott Dixon, Henry Boot, HBG Construction, Miller Construction (UK) Ltd and ISG Interior Exterior plc. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was noon on 21 February 2006.

IV.6772. Barnsley MBC received the following tender returns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date and time tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>21 February 2006 at 11:30am</td>
<td>£7,988,226</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmott Dixon</td>
<td>21 February 2006 at 11:30am</td>
<td>£8,681,322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>21 February 2006 at 11:10am</td>
<td>£8,219,022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBG Construction</td>
<td>Declined to tender 11 January 2006</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Construction (UK) Ltd</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISG Interior Exterior plc</td>
<td>Declined to tender</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice

*Contemporaneous documentary evidence from leniency applicant Bluestone – Tender register, agenda for tender settlement meeting and tender list*

IV.6773. As part of Bluestone’s leniency application to the OFT, a tender register8316 was provided, listing full typed details of this tender, with handwritten annotations thereon. Extracts from the tender register are replicated below with manuscript annotations marked in italics and typed entries denoted in bold as below:


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender No:</th>
<th>KMS No:</th>
<th>Date Received:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TM40G001</td>
<td>5617</td>
<td>04/01/2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bid Manager:</th>
<th>Estimator:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David Williamson</td>
<td>David Smith</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8315 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7127.
8316 Tender register, OFT Document Reference B2208.
Planner: Bob Andersen  
D & B Manager: Michael Heppleston  
Const’n Manager: Chris Evans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy Meeting: 16/01/2006</td>
<td>9.00am</td>
<td>Training Room, Garforth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlement Meeting: 17/02/2006</td>
<td>9.00am</td>
<td>Training Room, Garforth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender Return Date 21/02/2006</td>
<td>12 noon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competition:</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Comments/Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HBG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>EOT?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmott Dixon</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Z.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6774. Bluestone also provided an agenda for the tender settlement meeting on 17 February 2006 at 9:00 am\(^{8317}\), with the following entry:

‘01 Project Description

- Description of Site and Proposed Buildings ✓
- Client ✓
- Competition ✓
- Form of Contract ✓”

IV.6775. The OFT conducted an inspection of Bluestone’s office at Garforth, Leeds, on 23 and 24 February 2006, two days after the deadline for this tender and a spreadsheet containing a total of five tenders dated January and February 2006, was found.\(^{8318}\) Within the right hand column of this spreadsheet appear the handwritten words ‘None Won Yet’. This spreadsheet contained the following entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Date Month MTH REF</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>CLIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan 1 TM40G001</td>
<td>Barnsley</td>
<td>Digital Media Centre</td>
<td>Barnsley MBC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence from leniency applicant Bluestone

IV.6776. As part of its leniency application, Bluestone provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.204 to IV.228 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

\(^{8317}\) Agenda for tender settlement meeting, OFT Document Reference B4079.  
\(^{8318}\) Tender spreadsheet, OFT Document Reference B0339.
IV.6777. Bluestone compiled a spreadsheet entitled ‘Table A - Definite instances of cover pricing’. On page 18 of the spreadsheet is the following entry, numbered 262:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bluestone Region</th>
<th>Bluestone Area</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Estimated Value of Contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North East</td>
<td>Leeds</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>TM40G001</td>
<td>Digital Media Centre, Barnsley</td>
<td>Barnsley MBC</td>
<td>£6,400,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender Submitted by Bluestone</th>
<th>Market Sector</th>
<th>Date Tender Documents Received</th>
<th>Personnel Involved</th>
<th>Cover given/received (CG/CR)</th>
<th>Party(ies) to Covers (Contact)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£7,988,226</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>04/01/2005</td>
<td>David Smith, Martin Pitt</td>
<td>CG</td>
<td>Willmott Dixon, Leeds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Documentary Evidence**

Document 149 states “Z” against Willmott Dixon on Tender Register Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As a result of giving the cover, competition was reduced from 3 to 2. (Bluestone had been told that the tender had originally been sent to 5-6 tenderers. Bluestone’s intelligence, through the sub-contractors, told them only about two competitors: Henry Boot and Willmott Dixon.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bluestone told the Willmott Dixon employee to put together some documents and a programme. Bluestone gave Willmott Dixon details of the programme, programme timetable and the cover figure. It is possible that Willmott Dixon was asked by the client to provide it with more details. Willmott Dixon was told by Bluestone that it would not provide it with any more details. The cover was given approximately a week before the OFT visits (around 16/17 February 2006.)

IV.6778. Following the issue of the Statement, Bluestone did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Bluestone**

IV.6779. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Bluestone’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.204 to IV.228 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6780. Commercial Director Martin Pitt (‘MP’), Pre-Construction Director Michael Hesp (‘MH’), Pre-Construction Manager David Williamson (‘DW’) and senior estimator

---

8319 Spreadsheet of instances of cover pricing OFT Document Reference B2052.
David Smith (‘DS’) were interviewed and provided their recollection of this tender and explanations of the documents listed in the above paragraphs.

IV.6781. In interview, MP explained that the tender for this contract was one in which Bluestone was genuinely interested, and subsequently won. He attended a tender settlement meeting on 17 February 2006, prior to the tender deadline of 21 February 2006. MP also confirmed that he made the manuscript annotations on the tender register including the initials and names of Bluestone employees who attended the meeting and annotations made within the section marked ‘Competition’. MP said ‘in terms of these companies...there’s some dialogue...and we do talk about it in each tender’.

IV.6782. MP confirmed that he made the annotations against the known competition during the tender settlement meeting and explained: ‘in terms of HBG and Kier, those are crossed out. That...could mean that...they’re not interested...or...we don’t see them as big players for the job...Henry Boot I’ve got a tick against in terms of...they’ve been active in the marketplace’. Referring to the handwritten letters ‘EOT’ which appear next to the entry for Henry Boot, MP said ‘they had been looking for an extension of time on the tender period...EOT’. MP also explained the appearance of the handwritten letter ‘Z’ next to the entry of Willmott Dixon as follows: ‘That was in response to a question or a comment that...I think Dave Smith made at the meeting which was Wilmott Dixon are looking for assistance’. MP confirmed that the letter ‘Z’ was used by Bluestone to indicate a cover price and meant ‘zero interest’.

IV.6783. MH was also interviewed about this tender and he recalled that Bluestone provided a cover price to Willmott Dixon and that Bluestone won the contract. He said ‘It was a nice job for us and we did give a cover to Wilmott Dixon, and they did come on to us after the event, but that was a day or two, if not the same day when you were here, and we politely told them that we would not be able to give them any further information’. MH confirmed that the date received on the tender register had been incorrectly recorded by Bluestone as 4 January 2005 instead of 4 January 2006. MH also attended the tender settlement meeting on 17 February 2006 and said that he ‘knew it was Wilmott Dixon we were giving a cover out to’. He also recalled further contact from Willmott Dixon after the tender deadline and said ‘I’d had a nasty shock on the morning when you gentlemen arrived, I went up the stairs...and somebody said, you’re not going to believe this, we’ve just a phone call from Dixon...I can’t tell you the exact words, but I know they were wanting, they’d been asked for a breakdown, clearly they hadn’t got any, so they were a little worried’.

IV.6784. DW was the bid manager for this tender and confirmed that DS was the designated estimator. DW recalled that Willmott Dixon was provided with a cover price and that this was discussed internally at Bluestone. He also confirmed that the letter ‘Z’ on the tender register was an indication that cover was provided to Willmott Dixon.

8320 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12679, pages 12 to15.
8321 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12679, page 15.
8322 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12679, page 18.
8323 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12682, page 1.
8324 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12682, page 2.
8325 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12682, pages 4 and 5.
8326 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12674, pages 12 to 15.
IV.6785. Senior estimator DS was also interviewed and confirmed that he was the project estimator for this tender. He said ‘the fact that there’s a Z against Wilmot Dixon suggests that they had been in touch asking for a cover price…we were aware that Wilmot Dixon’s were actively seeking a cover on the…bid’. He could not recall who at Bluestone received contact and subsequently gave cover to Willmott Dixon.

**Evidence from other companies – Willmott Dixon**

IV.6786. The OFT wrote to Willmott Dixon on 22 March 2007 offering this party a 25 per cent reduction of any financial penalty the OFT might impose in respect of its alleged participation in bid rigging on this tender, in return for an admission that Willmott Dixon had participated in bid rigging on this tender. In response, Willmott Dixon, through its legal representatives, wrote to the OFT and declined the Fast Track Offer.

IV.6787. The OFT subsequently wrote to Willmott Dixon’s ultimate parent company at the time of this Infringement, Willmott Dixon Limited, on 6 November 2007, asking it to comment on Willmott Dixon’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, given that the OFT intended to hold Willmott Dixon Limited jointly and severally liable for any infringements committed by Willmott Dixon in respect of which the OFT ultimately decided to impose financial penalties. Willmott Dixon Limited stated ‘the decision was taken by the subsidiary, and is now confirmed by the parent, not to accept the reduction in penalty offer’.

IV.6788. Willmott Dixon stated in their response to the Statement in respect of this Infringement that, although they considered the evidence to be ‘less than strong and compelling’ (a suggestion which the OFT entirely refutes), nevertheless ‘…our client took the step, which it regrets, to approach another company (Bluestone) and obtain a cover price for the job…[and] …in this case, our client admits that a cover price was obtained in relation to the tender for the Digital Media Centre in Barnsley.’

IV.6789. In its response to the Statement, Willmott Dixon also noted that ‘the Council needed to have three tenders and specifically asked our client to provide one of them in the full knowledge that it would most likely be uncompetitive’. For the avoidance of doubt, the OFT emphasises that while there is no prohibition in competition law against a company unilaterally deciding to submit an inflated bid and calculating and submitting that inflated bid without any form of collusion with its competitors, it was a contravention of the Chapter I prohibition for Willmott Dixon to have approached Bluestone in order to obtain a cover price for this tender. There is no evidence that Willmott Dixon was asked by the client to collude with Bluestone in order to provide an uncompetitive tender bid.

---

8327 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 12673, pages 16 and 17.
8328 Response from Willmott Dixon, OFT Document Reference 10908.
8329 Response from Willmott Dixon Limited, OFT Document Reference 14120.
The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6790. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6791. Bluestone and Willmott Dixon each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6792. Willmott Dixon was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract. Bluestone completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and it appears that it submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Bluestone being the lowest received and the fact that it won the contract.

IV.6793. Bluestone recorded four competitors who were also invited to tender for this contract on a tender register, namely ‘HBG, Kier, Henry Boot [and] Willmott Dixon’. The letter ‘Z’ is noted next to the name of ‘Willmott Dixon’. Bluestone has confirmed that this letter indicates ‘zero interest’ and that Willmott Dixon sought and received a cover price from Bluestone on this tender.

IV.6794. The OFT notes that although there are annotations by all four competitors on the tender register, the letter ‘Z’ only appears by the entry for Willmott Dixon. Four employees from Bluestone have all confirmed in interview that the letter ‘Z’ indicates that cover was given to Willmott Dixon and have a clear recollection that this took place. In addition, Commercial Director MP confirmed that he made the handwritten entries on the tender register, including the letter ‘Z’, from information obtained during the tender settlement meeting on 17 February 2006, where all relevant estimating and contract staff were in attendance. This meeting took place four days before the tender deadline.

IV.6795. Pre-Construction Director MH also had a clear recollection that soon after the tender deadline of 21 February 2006 Willmott Dixon made a telephone request to Bluestone for follow-up information about this tender, since Willmott Dixon was unable to provide the client with a breakdown of its tender figure. MH said that this telephone call was made while the OFT was in the process of carrying out an inspection under section 28 of Bluestone’s premises at Leeds. The OFT’s inspection at Bluestone’s Leeds site took place on 23 and 24 February 2006.

IV.6796. The client Barnsley MBC received a tendered amount of £7,988,226 from Bluestone, which matches the figure provided by Bluestone in its leniency application. The client also received a tender of £8,681,322 from Willmott Dixon, which is higher than the amount tendered by Bluestone. This fits into the pattern consistent with a cover price having been provided from Bluestone to Willmott Dixon.

IV.6797. Finally, both Bluestone and Willmott Dixon have admitted engaging in cover pricing in respect of this tender for the six storey office development, creating a digital media centre in Barnsley.

IV.6798. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Bluestone and Willmott Dixon, and that Bluestone supplied a figure to Willmott Dixon in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended to win the contract.
The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6773 to IV.6798 above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the Chapter I prohibition. In particular:

(a) the provision of a figure for a cover bid from Bluestone to Willmott Dixon was not unilateral, and contravenes the principle against direct or indirect contact between competitors;

(b) Willmott Dixon can be presumed to have taken account of the information received from Bluestone (i.e. the cover price) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process; and

(c) Bluestone can be presumed to have taken account of the information it received from Willmott Dixon (i.e. that Willmott Dixon did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining its own conduct in the tendering process.

Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place between Bluestone and Willmott Dixon in breach of the Chapter I prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for a digital media centre in Barnsley, tender deadline 21 February 2006.

Immunity and leniency assessment

As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

Bluestone informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Bluestone will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

Infringement 244: Extension to Tipton and Coseley Building Society, Tipton – 9 June 2006

Client: Building Design Practice Ltd
Parties: Thomas Vale and Arthur M Griffiths

On 25 May 2006 Building Design Practice Ltd sought tenders for an extension to Tipton and Coseley Building Society, Tipton. The following three companies were invited to tender: Arthur M Griffiths, Thomas Vale and McPhilips. The deadline for the receipt of tenders was 12:00 noon on 9 June 2006.

Building Design Practice Ltd received the following tender returns by 12:00 noon on 9 June 2006:

---

8333 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8334 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8335 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8336 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8337 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8338 Information from client, OFT Document Reference 7279.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Time and Date tender received</th>
<th>Amount of tender</th>
<th>Awarded contract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths</td>
<td>By 12:00 on 9 June 2006</td>
<td>£1,179,206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>By 12:00 noon on 9 June 2006</td>
<td>£994,305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McPhilips</td>
<td>By 12:00 noon on 9 June 2006</td>
<td>£1,116,647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.6805. Building Design Practice Ltd abandoned this tender exercise and re-tendered on a scaled down project on 14 July and 12 September 2006. Following this re-tender exercise it was decided to cancel the project.

**Evidence of agreement and/or concerted practice**

**Evidence from leniency applicant Arthur M Griffiths**

IV.6806. As part of its leniency application, Arthur M Griffiths provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.182 to IV.188 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6807. Also as part of its leniency application made on 22 June 2006 Arthur M Griffiths provided information in respect of this tender. It is explained that Gary Wildsmith ('GW'), Commercial Director, was assigned to this tender but that due to work and holiday commitments, ‘the tender would not be completed by submission date of Friday 09/06/06’.\(^{8339}\) It was further explained that, ‘In MJW’s [Maurice Walsh ('MW'), Managing Director] absence at the last minute as a desperate act of temporary insanity GJW [GW] contacted Thomas Vale City and Interiors to ask if they could assist us in submitting our tender. There was no one to answer the call so he contacted CT [Chris Trickett] at Thomas Vales Stourport Office. Having assessed the scheme was probably over a million pounds GJW suggested to CT that if AM Griffiths & Son Ltd were to submit a bid at around £1.17 million then we should not be the lowest bidder – this was confirmed by CT, nothing more was disclosed and we submitted our form of tender accordingly’.\(^{8340}\)

IV.6808. The Form of Tender states that Arthur M Griffiths’ submitted figure was £1,179,206.\(^{8341}\)

IV.6809. After an emergency board meeting of Arthur M Griffiths which took place on 9 June 2006, GW was ordered to withdraw the tender submission for this contract\(^{8342}\) and the following policy statement was adopted ‘With immediate effect following today’s disclosures [in relation to this tender] it is now the policy of AM Griffiths & Son Ltd to not take or receive covers on tenders. No Exceptions’\(^{8343}\)

---

\(^{8339}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 5938, page 1.
\(^{8340}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 5938, page 2.
\(^{8341}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 5938, page 4.
\(^{8342}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 5938, pages 2 and 5.
\(^{8343}\) Leniency application, OFT Document Reference 5938, page 6.
Following the issue of the Statement, Arthur M Griffiths did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness Evidence from leniency applicant Arthur M Griffiths**

In respect of this tender, in interview GW said, ‘as I said .....run out of time....you know, Alan [Griffiths] wasn’t in at that time, Maurice [Walsh] was.....away on a half term... so I thought, well, I’m left to get this job in, I’ve got to submit something, I didn’t want to sort of not, not return anything, so I spoke to Chris [Trickett] about it. But to be fair, I mean I didn’t actually get a figure off] Vales. I think, I knew it was a million pound budget. I think the conversation went, if I go sort of about 17% over the budget price, do you think that’ll put us out of court? And I think Chris said, yeah, you should be safe with that. And I put a figure of about 17% over a million pound, as I remember, but that was it. No figures were ever discussed or exchanged’.

GW added ‘I think he [Chris Trickett] was torn, a rock and a hard place... because we’d helped them a lot on this Wolverhampton Decent Homes project. He could see I was struggling. I think he felt duty bound to try and help me personally out of a ... because I said ... I’m in a hole here, I need ... help just to get out. I want to put a figure in, but ... I’ve not got the time to do it ... he said ... well, I shouldn’t be doing this, but I’ll see what I can do ... so he was doing it reluctantly’.

GW explained that he contacted Thomas Vale because he had been working at its office in Stourport for the previous month and ‘felt quite at home there, and it was a, an easy, easy ask really’.

GW further explained that he subsequently had a conversation with MW who was unhappy with GW that Arthur M Griffiths was not going to price the job and had instead taken a cover price. GW said, ‘[MW] said, I shouldn’t have done it really. I should have, I should have done the price proper’. 

Also in respect of this tender, in interview MW said ‘Gary [Wildsmith] was pricing that job, or I thought he was pricing that job, it, it transpired after the tender had been submitted that he’d run out of time, so apparently he spoke to somebody at Thomas Vale, I think ultimately it was Chris Trickett and said, look, you know, I’m struggling with this job, I think the budget’s £1. whatever it is, £1. something, I’m thinking I’m going to go in at whatever it is, I don’t want this job, do you think this would be okay, and I think Chris said, you know, you should be comfortable with that ... I came in and Gary obviously told me about this and I said, Gaz, we could be in trouble here, we had a sit down...we called a [board] meeting and we made the resolution that we wouldn’t do that [give or take cover prices] because in honesty, at that stage, we knew that this [the OFT’s investigation] was going on ... that there’d been problems elsewhere in the country...and I didn’t want us to be in that position’.

---

8344 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13292, pages 7 and 8.
8345 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13292, page 18.
8346 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13292, page 17.
8347 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13292, page 22.
**Evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.6816. As part of its leniency application, Thomas Vale provided a general explanation of its participation in cover pricing. This evidence is set out in paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6817. On 15 August 2006, further to its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s legal representatives provided information to the OFT in respect of this tender and specifically details of discussions between Christopher Keith Trickett (‘CKT’), Chief Estimator at Thomas Vale, and Arthur M Griffiths. Thomas Vale explained that GW of Arthur M Griffiths had contacted Thomas Vale on three separate occasions about this tender. Firstly, during the week commencing 29 May 2006, CKT received a telephone call from GW requesting assistance (a cover price) for this tender. CKT refused at that stage to provide assistance but referred GW to Nigel Stone (‘NS’) of Thomas Vale. On 9 June 2006, GW telephoned NS to request assistance which was also refused by NS. Shortly after this telephone conversation, GW telephoned CKT again.

IV.6818. Thomas Vale's legal representatives stated: ‘we understand that Chris Trickett was put under significant pressure to assist Griffiths based on: (a) Griffiths’ claims that they were “desperate” and significantly under resourced; (b) the perceived legitimacy of the request given the “partnership” arrangement in place between TVC [Thomas Vale] and Griffiths; and (c) his personal friendship with the directors of Griffiths. After this third contact with GW, CKT contacted NS and obtained a ”ballpark” figure for TVC’s bid (i.e. in the region of £1 million). CT then contacted GW, ‘simply to confirm that Griffiths’ intended bid of £1.1 million would leave it “fully covered”.

IV.6819. Thomas Vale explained that following CKT’s conversations with GW, CKT was suspended on full pay and that a meeting was held with CKT on 22 June 2006. At this meeting CKT “was informed that his dealings in this matter were in contradiction of clear company policy and amounted to “gross misconduct” worthy of dismissal.”

IV.6820. Thomas Vale also provided to the OFT a schedule listing key competitors with whom Thomas Vale frequently dealt in relation to cover pricing at Annex 5 of its leniency application and Arthur M Griffiths appears on this list.

IV.6821. Following the issue of the Statement, Thomas Vale did not submit any written or oral representations specifically in respect of this Infringement.

**Witness evidence from leniency applicant Thomas Vale**

IV.6822. During interviews conducted in connection with its leniency application, Thomas Vale’s employees provided further general explanation of its participation in and recording of cover pricing. This evidence is set out in

8349 Response from Thomas Vale, OFT Document Reference 5922, pages 2 and 3.
8350 Response from Thomas Vale, OFT Document Reference 5922, pages 2 and 3.
8351 Response from Thomas Vale, OFT Document Reference 5922, page 2 and 3.
8355 Contact list, OFT Document Reference 11086, page 9.
paragraphs IV.689 to IV.717 above and is relied upon by the OFT in relation to this tender.

IV.6823. In interview CKT said ‘the initial contact was when Gary Wildsmith spoke to me and asked for some assistance on that particular job, and obviously I said to him the company policy is that we don’t do that, but I felt that if he perhaps spoke with Nigel Stone over at the Aston office, it may well be that he may have come across some other names of contractors who may also be tendering, which I’m sure he’d be happy to sort of oblige him with. And it was left at that at the time.

….on the day that the tender was due in, Gary actually spoke to me, and said that he still wanted some help, which put me in quite an awkward position to be perfectly honest. Really personal contact with them and then obviously the relationship with Thomas Vale and AM Griffiths at that particular time, with the partnering tender that was going as a joint tender submission from Thomas Vale and AM Griffiths for the Wolverhampton Decent Homes scheme. So he did put me in a little bit awkward position. I did actually speak to Nigel Stone who, as it says in the statement said they were still, hadn’t defined the exact tender submission figure, but you know, the figure would be round about so and so.

I spoke then with Gary, I didn’t actually give him any figure, but he was quite persistent. And we knew, well he knew and I knew from talk with Nigel that obviously the approximate figure was going to be so and so. We’d obviously been told that before the tender came out to or the tender document was issued, the approximate value of it. Near on a million and 75 thousand as it happens, or 1.07, and Gary asked me the question, well if I go in at that figure will I be ok? And I said yes, not telling him actually that he’d have been way way above….’

The OFT’s analysis of the evidence and finding

IV.6824. From the evidence presented above, the OFT draws the following conclusions.

IV.6825. Thomas Vale and Arthur M Griffiths each accepted an invitation to tender for this contract.

IV.6826. Arthur M Griffiths was unable to submit a tender by the return date and/or did not want to win this contract.

IV.6827. Thomas Vale completed the estimating process for the tender for this contract and submitted a bid with the hope of winning the work. This is shown by the price submitted by Thomas Vale being the lowest received by the client.

IV.6828. In respect of Arthur M Griffiths, the OFT notes that it has confirmed that it engaged in bid rigging activities with Thomas Vale in respect of this tender. GW of Arthur M Griffiths has provided a clear recollection of the events leading up to the final conversation with Thomas Vale on the day of the tender deadline. Although the bid rigging activity did not involve the actual provision of a specific cover price from Thomas Vale to Arthur Griffiths, Thomas Vale provided Arthur M Griffiths with information regarding the level of its tender

---

8356 Interview transcript, OFT Document Reference 13865, pages 15 and 16.
price and with this information Arthur M Griffiths knew that it could submit its
tender in the knowledge that it would not win the contract.

IV.6829. The OFT considers that Arthur M Griffiths would have realised that Thomas
Vale had changed its policy on giving out cover prices at the time of this tender,
and that this realisation would have influenced the timing of Arthur M Griffiths’
leniency application to the OFT, and together with the withdrawal of its tender
submission this shows that Arthur M Griffiths was aware that such bid rigging
activity was anti-competitive.

IV.6830. In regard to Thomas Vale, the OFT notes that it has confirmed that it engaged
in bid rigging activities with Arthur M Griffiths in respect of this tender. CKT of
Thomas Vale has provided a clear recollection of his conversations with GW of
Arthur M Griffiths. CKT has confirmed that he felt that GW had put him in ‘an
awkward position’ in asking Thomas Vale for assistance on this tender and that
in spite of this CKT did provide the requested assistance to Arthur M Griffiths.

IV.6831. Thomas Vale has admitted that Arthur M Griffiths was one of the ‘key
competitors’ with whom it engaged in cover pricing activity. The OFT notes
that both companies have admitted to bid rigging in relation to this tender.

IV.6832. The OFT therefore concludes that contact took place between Arthur M
Griffiths and Thomas Vale, and that Thomas Vale supplied information to Arthur
M Griffiths in order that it could submit a bid to the client that was not intended
to win the contract.

IV.6833. The OFT is satisfied that the facts set out in paragraphs IV.6806 to IV.6832
above amount in law to an agreement and/or concerted practice contrary to the
Chapter I prohibition.8357 In particular:

(a) the provision of cover pricing information from Thomas Vale to Arthur
M Griffiths was not unilateral8358, and contravenes the principle against
direct or indirect contact between competitors;8359

(b) Arthur M Griffiths can be presumed to have taken account of the
information received from Thomas Vale when determining its own
conduct in the tendering process;8360 and

(c) Thomas Vale can be presumed to have taken account of the
information it received from Arthur M Griffiths (i.e. that Arthur M
Griffiths did not intend to submit a competitive bid) when determining
its own conduct in the tendering process.8361

IV.6834. Accordingly, the OFT concludes that the totality of the evidence as set out
above establishes that an agreement and/or concerted practice was in place
between Thomas Vale and Arthur M Griffiths in breach of the Chapter I
prohibition, which had the object of bid rigging in relation to the contract for an
extension to Tipton and Coseley Building Society, Tipton, tender deadline 9
June 2006.

8357 See paragraphs III.3 and III.89 to III.126 of the Legal Background section.
8358 See paragraph IV.73 of the General comments on cover pricing section.
8359 See paragraphs III.48 to III.51 and III.93 to III.94 of the Legal Background section.
8360 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
8361 See paragraphs III.58, III.95 to III.96, and III.125 of the Legal Background section.
Immunity and leniency assessment

IV.6835. As explained in paragraphs II.1475 to II.1476 above, where the OFT would not have been aware of the bid rigging activities in relation to a particular tender but for the information provided by a leniency party, that party shall have 100 per cent immunity from any fine that the OFT may eventually impose in respect of that tender.

IV.6836. Arthur M Griffiths and Thomas Vale each informed the OFT of the bid rigging activities in respect of this tender before the OFT became aware of these activities from any other source. Thomas Vale applied for leniency before Arthur M Griffiths and will therefore receive 100 per cent immunity from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.8362

IV.6837. As Thomas Vale applied for leniency first, Arthur M Griffiths will not receive 100 per cent immunity in respect of this tender. However, Arthur M Griffiths will receive its normal leniency percentage reduction from the fine that the OFT is imposing in respect of this tender.

---

8362 The OFT notes that by engaging in cover pricing activity after its leniency application on 27 January 2006, Thomas Vale breached its duty under leniency to refrain from participation in further cartel activity. The OFT has considered this breach in the light of all the circumstances of this case and has concluded that on this occasion no action will be taken in respect of Thomas Vale. However, it should be clearly noted that this does not provide any sort of indication as to the OFT’s likely decision should a similar situation occur in a future case.
SECTION V – LEGAL ASSESSMENT

A. Introduction

V.1. The OFT sets out in this section its conclusions concerning the legal assessment of the conduct of the Parties described above.

V.2. Parts B to I of this Section set out the OFT’s conclusions concerning the requirements which must be fulfilled in order to establish a breach of the Chapter I prohibition.

B. Undertakings

V.3. The meaning of the word ‘undertaking’ for the purposes of the Act is set out above at paragraphs III.10 to III.36 of the Legal Background section. The OFT has also set out in those paragraphs its reasoning for its conclusions on the concept of a single undertaking.

V.4. For the reasons set out in each of the relevant parts of Section II.A above, the OFT considers that each of the Parties listed in paragraph I.1 of the Introduction constitutes an undertaking for the purposes of the Act.

C. Agreement and/or concerted practice

V.5. The law on agreements and concerted practices, with particular reference to collusive tendering, whether through cover bidding, agreements on tender costs and/or compensation payments, is set out in detail at paragraphs III.38 to III.59, III.92 to III.96 and III.138 to III.142 of the Legal Background section above.

V.6. On the basis of the facts and evidence set out in the Conduct of the Parties section above, and noting the concluding paragraphs set out in relation to each Infringement in that section, the OFT has decided that the conduct of the Parties amounted to agreements and/or concerted practices within the meaning of the Act.

V.7. As stated in paragraphs III.38 to III.42 of the Legal Background section above, it is not necessary for the OFT to conclude as to whether the behaviour of the Parties specifically constituted an agreement or a concerted practice in order to demonstrate an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition.

D. Anti-competitive object

V.8. As set out in paragraphs III.97 to III.114, III.127 to III.135 and III.143 to III.157 of the Legal Background section above, the OFT considers that collusive tendering, whether in the form of cover bidding, cover bidding in conjunction with a compensation payment arrangement, or compensation payment arrangements without cover bidding, constitutes an obvious restriction of competition, and thus has as its ‘object’ the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition.

V.9. The OFT therefore considers that each of the agreements and/or concerted practices described in this Decision had as its object the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition.
E. **Appreciability**

V.10. As set out in paragraph III.176 and III.182 of the Legal Background section above, the agreements and/or concerted practices described in this Decision involved bid rigging and/or price fixing and are therefore considered by the OFT to be capable of having an appreciable effect on competition whether or not the Parties’ combined market share in the relevant market falls below 10 per cent.

V.11. The OFT considers that each of the agreements and/or concerted practices specified in this Decision had the object of preventing, restricting and/or distorting competition to an appreciable extent.

F. **Effect on trade within the UK**

V.12. As set out in paragraphs III.184 to III.190 of the Legal Background section above, the OFT considers that by its very nature, an agreement or concerted practice between competitors to rig bids and/or fix prices is likely to affect trade within the UK.

V.13. The agreements and/or concerted practices referred to in this Decision operated in a part of the UK – England – and the Parties’ conduct is therefore considered by the OFT to have affected trade within the UK. The Parties’ bid rigging and/or price fixing agreements and/or concerted practices were capable of altering the structure of competition in a part of the UK by reducing competition in the competitive tendering process and altering the pattern of trade within the UK.

V.14. The OFT therefore considers that the requirement of an effect on trade within the UK is satisfied in this case for all of the agreements and/or concerted practices specified in this Decision.

G. **Effect on trade between Member States**

V.15. As stated at paragraph III.191 of the Legal Background section above, the OFT has a duty to consider whether trade between EC Member States may have been appreciably affected by the Infringements, in order to determine whether Article 81(1) is applicable as well as the Chapter I prohibition.

V.16. The OFT does not consider that the agreements and/or concerted practices described in this Decision were capable, individually or in aggregate, of appreciably affecting trade between Member States for the reasons set out below.

V.17. The Infringements were not cross-border by nature, in the sense that all of the relevant tenders and instances of bid rigging took place within England only. The OFT therefore considered whether the Infringements were capable of influencing cross-border trade.

V.18. Out of the 103 Parties that are addressees of this Decision, only two undertakings involve non-UK legal entities. These are Ballast Nedam (the parent company of Ballast), registered in the Netherlands, and Sicon (the parent company of John Sisk), registered in the Republic of Ireland. The subsidiaries of those two entities that had direct involvement in the agreements and/or

---

8363 The OFT does not consider that the agreements and/or concerted practices produced only insignificant effects in the sense outlined in Case 5/69 *Volk v Vervaeke* [1979] ECR 295.
concerted practices described in this Decision, Ballast (in liquidation) and John Sisk, do not have business activities outside of the UK. Accordingly, the OFT does not consider that the infringing activities have resulted in a significant number of foreign undertakings conforming to the conduct carried out in the UK by the Parties. There is no evidence that a significant number of foreign undertakings played an active part in the bid rigging activities which are the subject of this Decision.

V.19. The OFT also examined whether there is significant demand for services from non-UK construction firms by customers in the UK. According to the evidence examined, firms from non-UK EU Member States provide less than four per cent of construction activities in the UK. This figure is relatively low and may indicate that there is little tendency for foreign undertakings to provide services in the UK without setting up UK subsidiaries whose activities are limited to the UK (such as in the case of Ballast and John Sisk). The evidence reviewed by the OFT indicates that it is not common practice for firms from other Member States to tender for and fulfil UK-based contracts due to high transport costs.

V.20. The OFT has considered the extent to which the UK construction industry has been affected by the activities of the Parties. According to the evidence reviewed, approximately six per cent\textsuperscript{8364} of construction activity in the UK is represented by the Parties in aggregate for the period of the Infringements. The OFT does not consider this to be an excessively high proportion, noting also that not all turnover of the Parties will generally have been affected by infringing conduct. Furthermore, no single Infringement is likely to have had a significant impact on the UK construction sector, given that the average value of a directly affected contract is approximately £1 million, and the UK construction sector has a value of over £100 billion.\textsuperscript{8365}

V.21. Horizontal cartels that cover the whole of a Member State are normally capable of affecting trade between Member States by reason of the exclusion by participants of competitors from other Member States, hindering the economic penetration which the Treaty is designed to bring about.\textsuperscript{8366} The OFT’s investigation is only concerned with infringements that have occurred in England and the OFT has not dealt in this investigation with any bid rigging activities that may have occurred in the remainder of the UK.

V.22. The OFT has not uncovered any evidence that the bid rigging activities of the Parties in the UK have had an actual exclusionary effect on competitors from other Member States. Furthermore, based upon the above evidence of the low demand in the UK for construction undertakings from other Member States and the non-tradable nature of construction services, it seems unlikely that if market

\textsuperscript{8364} OFT estimate based on data provided by the UK Office of National Statistics, as available at the time of issue of the Statement. The OFT has received no information to suggest any material change to this figure since that date.

\textsuperscript{8365} OFT estimate based on data provided by the UK Office of National Statistics, as available at the time of issue of the Statement. The OFT has received no information to suggest any material change to this figure since that date.

conditions changed in the UK, cartel members would take action against competitors from other Member States.8367

V.23. The OFT also considered the applicability of the EC rules on public procurement and whether these could indicate a potential effect on interstate trade. Public procurement is the purchase of goods or services by public bodies. The EC public procurement rules are intended to ensure that public procurement is open to EU-wide competition and that suppliers in any EU Member State have an equal opportunity to bid for public contracts. The relevant directive at the time of the Infringements was the Works Directive8368 (no longer in force) which covered contracts awarded by central government, local authorities and other public sector bodies such as schools, universities and health authorities. If the value of the contract exceeded certain thresholds, public procurement rules would apply, including the requirement to publish a contract notice in the Official Journal of the European Communities to enable suppliers throughout the EU to submit bids.

V.24. A relatively low proportion (seven) of the Suspect Tenders met the thresholds that were in force during the relevant period and were therefore within the scope of the EC public procurement rules. The OFT considers that this is unlikely to indicate a potential appreciable effect on trade between Member States. This is on the basis that, even though the contracts fell within the scope of the EC public procurement rules, in practice, only a small proportion of bids would have been submitted by non-UK firms. Moreover, as indicated above, firms from other EU Member States represent less than four per cent of all firms that provide construction services in the UK.

V.25. On the basis of the above, the OFT considers that the Infringements are not, individually or in aggregate, capable of appreciably affecting trade between Member States. The OFT is therefore not obliged to apply Article 81(1) to the Infringements.

H. Duration of the Infringements

V.26. On the basis of the evidence available, set out in the Conduct of the Parties section above, the OFT has considered the relevant duration of each of the Infringements committed by the Parties. The OFT considers that the duration of Infringements of this nature is at least from the date of initial contact between the Parties, alerting one another that they had been invited to tender and were either interested in winning the tender or in making bids that would ensure that they would not win the tender, to the date when bids were actually submitted or due to be submitted.

V.27. In cases involving compensation payments made after the date when bids were submitted, the OFT considers that the duration of Infringements of this nature lasted at least until the date when the final compensation payment was made.

V.28. The nature of the initial contacts, which were usually by telephone, coupled with the fact that tender documentation was not always retained beyond the end of the tender process, means that the OFT does not always have precise information as to either or both of the start and completion dates in respect of each Infringement.

V.29. In any event, the OFT considers that the concept of duration is generally speaking of less significance in bidding markets compared to fixed price markets. As the CAT stated in Apex:8369

‘(I)n the present case, the effect of the infringement is not restricted to the short period referred to above but has a potential impact on future tendering processes by the same tenderees. Moreover, in relation to tenders we bear in mind the specific nature of the tender process: once a contract has been awarded following an anti-competitive tender, the anti-competitive effect is irreversible in relation to that tender. The contract has been awarded; the contract works will in all likelihood have commenced. It is readily apparent that this is not a case where ongoing conduct may simply be rectified.’

V.30. R Durtnell stated in its response to the Statement that the situation in the construction markets in which it operates is different from that in Apex, such that its Infringements had no impact on future tendering processes involving the same tenderees.8370 For the reasons set out in the Legal Background section, the OFT does not accept this submission.

V.31. In light of the above, and as the OFT is not making any adjustment to the level of penalty consequent on the duration of any Infringement in this case (see paragraphs VI.181 to VI.188 of the Enforcement section below), the OFT considers it unnecessary to make a finding as to the duration of each of the agreements and/or concerted practices described in this Decision.

I. **Exclusion or exemption**

V.32. The OFT considers that the arrangements entered into between the Parties are not exempted from the Chapter I prohibition by operation of section 9 of the Act. In particular, the Parties’ conduct clearly does not contribute to improving production or distribution, or promoting technical or economic progress. In the circumstances, it is not necessary for the OFT to consider whether any of the remaining requirements for exemption under section 9 of the Act would have been met.

V.33. There is also no block exemption order under section 6 that would exempt the conduct of the Parties from the Chapter I prohibition. Nor is there any applicable EU Council or Commission Regulation by virtue of which the conduct of the Parties would be exempt from Article 81(1) and would benefit from a parallel exemption from the Chapter I prohibition under section 10 of the Act.

V.34. Finally, none of the exclusions from the Chapter I prohibition provided for by sections 3 or 50 of the Act applies.

---

8369 *Apex Asphalt and Paving Co Limited v OFT* [2005] CAT 4 at paragraph 278.
8370 Written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 135.
SECTION VI – ENFORCEMENT

VI.1. This Section of the Decision sets out the enforcement action which the OFT is taking and its reasons for taking that action.

A. Decision

VI.2. On the basis of the evidence set out in the Conduct of the Parties section above, the OFT finds that each of the Parties has infringed the Chapter I prohibition by participating at various times since March 2000 in one or more agreements and/or concerted practices involving bid rigging activities with the object of preventing, restricting or distorting competition. The list of Infringements in which the OFT finds that each Party has engaged is set out at Annex A.

B. Directions

VI.3. Section 32(1) of the Act provides that if the OFT has made a decision that an agreement and/or concerted practice infringes the Chapter I prohibition, it may give to such person or persons as it considers appropriate such directions as it considers appropriate to bring the infringement to an end. As the OFT considers that the Infringements have already come to an end, it is not necessary to issue directions in this case.

C. Financial penalties

General points

VI.4. Section 36(1) of the Act provides that on making a decision that an agreement and/or concerted practice has infringed the Chapter I prohibition, the OFT may require the undertaking concerned to pay it a financial penalty in respect of the infringement. In accordance with section 38(8) of the Act, the OFT must have regard to the guidance on penalties issued under section 38(1) of the Act, for the time being in force, when setting the amount of the penalty.

VI.5. The OFT has included in this Decision a maximum of three Infringements per non-leniency Party in respect of which financial penalties are being imposed. These have been selected as described above in paragraphs II.1495 to II.1498 of the OFT’s Investigation section.

VI.6. The OFT notes that the leniency Parties are in many cases involved in more than three Infringements; however, for the reasons discussed in paragraphs II.1472 to II.1478 of the OFT’s Investigation section above, the OFT is not imposing financial penalties in respect of more than three Infringements per Party (see also paragraph VI.386 below).

---

8371 See paragraph VI.53 below.
8372 OFT 423 OFT’s guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (December 2004).
Section 60 of the Act

VI.7. A number of Parties have asserted that the OFT must act consistently with the Commission’s practice on penalties as a result of section 60 of the Act.8373 This argument has been raised, for example, in relation to the following issues:

- year of turnover on which step 1 of the penalty calculation is based;
- assessment of the effects of an Infringement in setting penalties;
- negligence as a mitigating factor;
- the circumstances in which a nominal penalty, or no penalty at all, should be imposed; and
- the limitation period for imposing penalties.

VI.8. The OFT does not consider, however, that it is required by section 60 to calculate the penalties it imposes under the Act in the same manner as fines imposed by the Commission under Regulation 1/2003 for infringements of Articles 81 or 82. Section 60 is concerned with ensuring that, so far as possible and having regard to any relevant differences between the provisions concerned, questions arising under the Act are dealt with consistently with the treatment of corresponding questions arising under EC competition law, the principal concern being to ensure consistency in the interpretation of the substantive UK and EC competition law provisions concerned. Save as regards fundamental procedural safeguards, questions of procedure, investigation and enforcement, including the calculation of financial penalties, are not the focus of section 60.8374 Rather, specific provision is made for these under the Act.8375 The OFT’s primary obligation when calculating penalties under the Act is, therefore, to have regard to its own penalty guidance (see paragraph VI.4 above).8376 Moreover, to the extent that this produces a different result from that which would arise from the approach adopted by the Commission, the OFT regards this as a ‘relevant difference’ between the provisions concerned under section 60(1) of the Act.

VI.9. Furthermore, whilst the OFT’s approach will be broadly consistent with the general principles applied by the Commission – such as the need for appropriate punishment and deterrence as per the preamble to the Commission’s guidance – the OFT is not bound to adopt, in relation to the detail, the same methodology as the Commission, particularly where the Commission has itself a margin of appreciation under its own guidelines. That would be tantamount to arguing that the OFT should apply the Commission’s guidelines. Moreover, the

8373 For example, written representations of Harlow & Milner, 27 June 2008 (as amended 6 January 2009), paragraph 4.3; written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 8.18 to 8.20; and written representations of Dukeries, 27 June 2008, paragraph 60.
8374 See comments in Hansard at the time the Competition Bill was being enacted, such as, for example, the comment on behalf of the Government that section 60 was intended to import ‘high level principles, such as proportionality, legal certainty and administrative fairness’ into domestic law (see Lord Simon of Highbury, Hansard, House of Lords’ debates, 25 November 1997: Column 961).
8375 See, in particular, sections 25 to 44, section 51 and Schedule 9 of the Act, together with the guidance and secondary legislation made under those provisions.
8376 This is consistent with the architecture of Regulation 1/2003, which does not require national competition authorities to apply the same approach to sanctions as the Commission in respect of infringements of Article 81 or 82.
OFT’s duty under section 60(3) is at most only to have regard to any relevant decision or statement of the Commission.

VI.10. In any event, the OFT does not consider that a Party can credibly suggest that the OFT must adopt those aspects of the Commission’s penalties practice which are to that Party’s advantage, whilst ignoring the other aspects of the Commission’s practice which would be to its disadvantage. For example, none of the Parties has suggested that the OFT should adopt the same starting point as the Commission (effectively, up to 30 per cent of relevant turnover) or an ‘entry fee’ uplift of 15 to 25 percent of relevant turnover for serious infringements such as price fixing or bid rigging. Indeed, if the OFT were to recalculate its penalties on the basis of the Commission’s guidance then many of the Parties would face higher penalties than those being imposed by the OFT in this Decision.

Previous OFT decisions

VI.11. A number of the Parties have pointed to alleged inconsistencies between the OFT’s approach to the calculation of the penalties in this case and the approach it has adopted in previous cases.\(^{8377}\) Provided the penalties it imposes in a particular case are within the range of penalties permitted by section 36(8) of the Act and the 2000 Order (as amended by the 2004 Order) and the OFT has had regard to its Penalty Guidance under section 38 of the Act, the OFT has a margin of appreciation when determining the appropriate amount of a penalty under the Act.\(^{8378}\) Moreover, each case is specific to its own facts and circumstances and it cannot be assumed that the level of penalty appropriate for a particular party in one case (or the manner in which the Penalties Guidance has been applied) will necessarily be the same in respect of another party in another case. Finally, the OFT does not accept that it is in any event bound by its decisions in relation to the calculation of penalties in previous cases. Rather, the OFT considers that, subject to the above, it is free to adapt its policy as appropriate having regard to all relevant circumstances and its overall policy objectives on financial penalties, as set out in its Penalty Guidance.\(^{8379}\)

Separate penalty per Infringement

VI.12. As discussed in the Statement, the OFT considers that it is appropriate in this case to treat each Infringement separately and is therefore imposing a separate financial penalty in respect of each Infringement committed by each undertaking, up to a maximum of three Infringements. The OFT is therefore imposing between one and three financial penalties on each Party, according to the number of Infringements in which the OFT finds that Party has been involved as set out in this Decision.

\(^{8377}\) For example, written representations of J Guest, 27 June 2008, paragraph 105; written representations of Harlow & Milner, 27 June 2008 (as amended 6 January 2009), paragraph 5.7; and written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 79 to 81.

\(^{8378}\) Argos Ltd and Littlewoods Ltd v OFT [2005] CAT 13, at paragraph 168; Umbro Holdings Ltd and Manchester United plc and JJB Sports plc and Allsports Ltd v OFT [2005] CAT 22, at paragraph 102.

VI.13. Around 20 of the Parties suggested in their responses to the Statement, that the imposition of three financial penalties is arbitrary, resulting as it does from the OFT’s selection of three Infringements per non-leniency Party, and that it will lead to financial penalties that are three times the amount they would have been if the OFT had treated each Party’s Infringements as one single overall infringement.\textsuperscript{8380} Some Parties noted\textsuperscript{8381} that the OFT had applied a single financial penalty per party in each of the roofing cases.\textsuperscript{8382} Several Parties submitted that, if the OFT imposes a separate penalty for each Infringement, then the aggregate penalty for three Infringements occurring in the same market and in the same year should be no greater than it would have been had the Parties entered into an overall bid rigging scheme for every tender in that market in that year.\textsuperscript{8383} Two Parties submitted that the OFT should take into account the cumulative impact of three penalties when setting the starting point.\textsuperscript{8384}

VI.14. The OFT does not consider it appropriate to treat the Infringements in this case as one single overall infringement, or to lower the starting point to take into account the cumulative impact of three penalties, for a number of reasons.

VI.15. First, there is no evidence that there was one overall bid rigging scheme by which the Parties engaged in market allocation, deciding between them who was going to win each particular tender. Indeed, for many Parties, their Infringements involved different counterparties, making it wholly artificial to treat these as a single Infringement.

VI.16. Secondly, it cannot in any event be assumed, as the Parties’ representations imply, that the penalty for a single overall bid rigging scheme would have been the same as or lower than the penalties being imposed in this case. As noted in paragraphs VI.103 and VI.233 below, had there been sufficient evidence of an overall scheme that was centrally controlled and orchestrated by the participants with contracts allocated between members of the cartel over a period of time and/or with the explicit intention of inflating the level of the winning bids, this would have constituted one of the most serious examples of collusive tendering and would almost certainly have warranted higher penalties than are being imposed in this case. It may also have affected wider relevant markets.

VI.17. Thirdly, where a Party has been found to have participated in more than one Infringement, the OFT considers it appropriate that it should face more than one penalty. As provided for in the Act and as stated in paragraph VI.4 above, the OFT may require an undertaking to pay a financial penalty in respect of any


\textsuperscript{8381} For example, written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 80/81; written representations of Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.1; and written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 56.

\textsuperscript{8382} See, for example, CA98/02/2005 Collusive tendering for felt and single ply flat-roofing contracts in the North East of England, 16 March 2005, and CA98/1/2004 Collusive tendering in relation to contracts for flat-roofing services in the West Midlands, 16 March 2004.

\textsuperscript{8383} For example, written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 1008, paragraph 25; written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 29; and written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraphs 17 and 28.

\textsuperscript{8384} Written representations of Greswolde, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.31; and written representations of Bluestone, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.20.
infringement of the Act. Some Parties are facing penalties for only one Infringement and the OFT does not consider it appropriate that these Parties should face the same level of penalty as those Parties found to have committed more than one Infringement of the Act.

VI.18. Fourthly, as noted in paragraph II.1460 above the OFT had initial evidence of more infringements for each of the Parties – in some cases considerably more – and decided not to pursue these additional suspected infringements primarily in order to ensure that its resources were targeted as effectively as possible, and that it could proceed to an infringement decision in as short a time as possible so that undertakings are appropriately deterred from bid rigging activities in the future. Thus many of the Parties could have faced much higher financial penalties than those being imposed by the OFT.

VI.19. Fifthly, the Infringements for many of the Parties occurred in different markets and it would be artificial to attempt to impose a single overall penalty where a number of different markets had been affected or had had the capacity to be affected by such Infringements. Similarly, other relevant factors, such as director involvement, instigation/coercion and acceptance of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, often varied between Infringements as well as between Parties.

VI.20. Finally, if the OFT were to treat the Infringements as one single overall infringement, one logical corollary would be that there would be one product and geographic market affected by that Infringement, namely construction in England, rather than the many separate product and geographic markets found by the OFT in this Decision. Not only would this be contrary to the OFT’s actual findings, it would also result in a much higher penalty at step 1 for all of the Parties, who without exception operated in more than one of the product and geographic markets found by the OFT. In turn, for many of the Parties this would have led to higher overall penalties.

VI.21. Notwithstanding the above, however, the OFT has ensured that the penalties imposed in this Decision are fair and proportionate taking into account all of the factors in this case, including the fact that penalties are being imposed for a maximum of three Infringements per Party. For example:

- this is one of the factors taken into account by the OFT when setting the level of the Minimum Deterrence Threshold at a level sufficient to achieve deterrence – see paragraph VI.223 below; and

- where a Party has more than one Infringement in this Decision that occurred in the same relevant market, the OFT has considered whether a reduction is required at step 3 in order to ensure that the cumulative impact of the aggregate penalty is not excessive by virtue of the Party conducting a large proportion of its business in that relevant market during the financial year prior to the OFT’s decision – see paragraphs VI.271 to VI.273 below.

VI.22. As noted in paragraphs IV.120 to IV.121 above, certain Infringements involved tender processes where more than two bidders were involved, and there may have been two or more separate agreements or concerted practices in relation to that tender. As the OFT is imposing a maximum of three financial penalties on each Party, any Party involved in more than one agreement or concerted practice for a given tender will nonetheless receive only one financial penalty for its conduct in respect of that tender.
VI.23. Bullock and Pearce Group stated that their respective penalties should reflect the fact that they are being held liable for only one Infringement, whereas other Parties are being held liable for three. As each Infringement is being treated separately and the OFT is imposing a separate penalty for each, these Parties’ involvement in one Infringement will be reflected in the fact they are subject to only one penalty, as opposed to three. The OFT does not consider that a reduction in penalty should also be applied in these circumstances.

No penalty/nominal penalty

VI.24. Several Parties submitted (by reference to a number of European cases) that the Commission’s practice was to not impose a fine in certain circumstances, or to impose only a nominal fine in other circumstances. They argued that the OFT should adopt the same approach under section 60 of the Act and either impose no penalty at all, or only a nominal penalty, in this case. For the reasons set out in paragraphs VI.7 to VI.10 above, the OFT does not accept that it is obliged to adopt the Commission’s practice on penalties. Moreover, the OFT notes that the circumstances in which the Commission would not impose a fine are very limited.

VI.25. A few Parties also submitted that the OFT was not entitled to impose a penalty due to the lack of legal certainty surrounding their conduct. These Parties stated that the law in relation to what they termed ‘simple’ cover pricing was unclear at the time of the relevant Infringements, and that ‘simple’ cover pricing was not clearly and ascertainably punishable at that time. The OFT has considered the arguments in relation to ‘simple’ cover pricing at paragraphs III.159 to III.161 of the Legal Background section and does not repeat them again here. The OFT does not accept that there was any lack of clarity regarding the application of the Chapter I prohibition to the Parties’ conduct as described in this decision and considers that each of the Parties should have been aware that its conduct had the object or effect of preventing, restricting or distorting competition (see paragraphs VI.38 to VI.51 below). A prior OFT or Commission decision that a particular type of conduct infringes the Act is not a pre-condition for the OFT to find an undertaking liable or to impose a penalty where its conduct is found to have infringed the Chapter I prohibition.

VI.26. A number of Parties also submitted that, in setting penalties in this case, the OFT should take into account the fact that their Infringements occurred prior to the OFT’s previous decisions in relation to cover pricing. This issue is discussed in relation to steps 1 and 3 of the penalty calculation, at paragraphs VI.173 and VI.251 below.

8385 Written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.16.37; and written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 5.29.
8386 For example, written representations of Caddick, 24 June 2008, section 4; written representations of Harlow & Milner, 27 June 2008 (as amended 6 January 2009), paragraphs 4.1 to 4.12; and written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 4.1 to 4.12.
8387 Notwithstanding this, the OFT has reduced the penalty for one Party to a nominal penalty in view of its financial hardship – see penalty table for Harper plc below.
8388 For example, written representations of Caddick, 24 June 2008, section 5; written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 4.25 to 4.28.
8390 For example, written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 23.4.
Statutory cap on penalties

VI.27. No penalty which has been fixed by the OFT may exceed 10 per cent of the turnover of the undertaking calculated in accordance with the provisions of the 2000 Order, as amended by the 2004 Order.8391 This is discussed further in general terms at paragraphs VI.369 to VI.373 below, and in the check of each individual financial penalty against the statutory cap, in each Party’s individual financial penalty calculations below.

Limitation period

VI.28. Some Parties, for example Bullock and Galliford Try, noted that the Commission has a five year limitation period within which it must bring action against infringements of Article 81 and Article 82, and suggested that by virtue of section 60 of the Act, the OFT should be subject to the same limitation period in relation to the older Infringements in this Decision.8392

VI.29. The limitation period under Regulation 1/2003 (Art 25(1)(b)) is expressed to apply to the Commission’s fining powers under Articles 23 and 24 of that Regulation. There is no equivalent limitation period expressed to apply to the OFT’s power to require the payment of a penalty under section 36 of the Act. The OFT therefore considers this to be a ‘relevant difference’ for the purpose of section 60(1) (see paragraphs VI.7 to VI.10 above) and does not consider that its ability to require the payment of penalties for infringements of the Act is subject to a five year limitation period.

VI.30. Furthermore, the OFT does not accept that there has been any undue delay in its conduct of the investigation. The conduct that is the subject of this decision came to light in 2004 following a report from the Queen’s Medical Centre in Nottingham and the investigation has proceeded at an appropriate pace since the conduct was brought to the OFT’s attention. This is particularly so, given the number of Parties involved in this case and the unprecedented number of tenders in respect of which the OFT uncovered evidence of an infringement and the large number of undertakings involved. Moreover, there is no evidence to suggest that any of the Parties suffered harm as a result of the time taken to investigate the matter.

Small agreements

VI.31. Section 39(3) of the Act provides that a person is immune from the effect of section 36(1) if he is ‘party to a "small agreement"’. ‘Small agreement’ is defined, pursuant to section 39(1) and the Competition Act 1998 (Small Agreements and Conduct of Minor Significance) Regulations 20008393, as an agreement between undertakings, the combined applicable turnover of which for the business year ending in the calendar year preceding the one during which the infringement occurred, does not exceed £20 million.

VI.32. However, by virtue of section 39(1)(b), price fixing agreements8394 are not ‘small agreements’ for the purposes of the Act. A few Parties8395 argued that

---

8391 Section 36(8) of the Act.
8392 Written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 7.31 to 7.35; and written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 5.2 to 5.4.
8393 SI 2000/262.
8394 Which includes concerted practices: section 2(5) of the Act.
the Infringements should constitute ‘small agreements’ because they are not price fixing agreements and/or concerted practices. The OFT does not accept these arguments. Section 39(9) of the Act defines a price fixing agreement as ‘an agreement which has as its object or effect, or one of its objects or effects, restricting the freedom of a party to the agreement to determine the price to be charged (otherwise than as between that party and another party to the agreement) for the product, service or other matter to which the agreement relates’.

VI.33. By giving a cover price, each of the relevant Parties to the Infringements was restricting the freedom of the recipient of the cover price to determine its own bid for the tender, since the joint intention of the Parties was that the recipient of the cover price would bid at or around the level of the cover price. The conduct of the recipient of the cover price was in fact clearly affected by receipt of that cover price – in most cases its bid was at or very close to the cover price given.

VI.34. The OFT notes that the freedom of only one of the Parties to the agreement need be restricted. The OFT nonetheless considers that each of the relevant Parties to the Infringements was also restricting the freedom of the giver of the cover price, since the joint intention of the Parties was that the giver of the cover price would bid at a level below the cover price.

VI.35. All of the cover pricing Infringements set out in this Decision are therefore price fixing agreements within the meaning of section 39(1)(b).

VI.36. However, since none of the Infringements in this Decision involving compensation payments without cover pricing is capable of constituting a ‘small agreement’ due to the combined turnover of the relevant Parties, the OFT does not need to consider the applicability of section 39(9) to these Infringements.

VI.37. Accordingly, none of the Parties will benefit from immunity from penalties under section 39(3) (see also paragraphs III.119 to III.124 above on price fixing in the Legal Background section).

Intention/negligence

VI.38. The OFT may impose a penalty on an undertaking which has infringed the Chapter I prohibition only if it is satisfied that the infringement has been committed intentionally or negligently, although the OFT is not obliged to specify whether it considers the infringement to be intentional or merely negligent. The CAT has stated that:

‘...an infringement is committed intentionally for the purposes of the Act if the undertaking must have been aware that its conduct was of such a nature as to encourage a restriction or distortion of competition.’

8395 For example, written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4; written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 7.1 to 7.8; and written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.
8396 Section 36(3) of the Act.
VI.39. The OFT considers that serious infringements of the Chapter I prohibition, which have as their object the restriction of competition, such as price fixing or bid rigging, are likely to have been, by their very nature, committed intentionally. Ignorance or a mistake of law is no bar to a finding of intentional infringement under the Act.

VI.40. A few Parties submitted that the Infringements in which they were involved were not anti-competitive by object, or were not price fixing arrangements, and hence the conclusion in the preceding paragraph is not applicable. For the reasons set out in paragraphs III.97 to III.135 and III.143 to III.157 of the Legal Background section, the OFT does not accept the premise of these representations.

VI.41. In the present case, the OFT considers that the Parties must have been aware that one of the primary purposes of conducting a tendering process is to ensure competition in the award of contracts, or at the very least they ought to have been. Indeed, the OFT notes that a party organising a tender procedure will often require the parties invited to tender to complete a detailed non-collusion statement expressly confirming that the tender submitted is a competitive offer and that there have been no undue contacts with any competing company in connection with the tender offer (see examples listed in the General comments on cover pricing section, at paragraph IV.119 above). For the avoidance of doubt, however, the OFT does not consider that it is necessary to show that a party completed such a non-collusion statement for the OFT to find that it infringed the Chapter I prohibition intentionally (or indeed negligently).

VI.42. A number of Parties stated in their responses to the Statement that they were neither intentional nor negligent in committing the Infringements. For example, several Parties stated that they could not have known until March 2004, when the OFT issued its decision in West Midlands Flat Roofing, that cover pricing was anti-competitive. Bullock highlighted that its Infringement occurred only a few months after the entry into force of the Act. Greswolde noted that the whole industry, including its experts (citing the textbook referred to in paragraph IV.19 above), considered cover pricing to be a legitimate practice. Lotus stated that even the legal community was unaware that

---

8398 See OFT 407, Enforcement (December 2004) at paragraphs 5.9 to 5.11. In this regard the OFT also notes that price fixing falls within the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development) definition of ‘hardcore cartels’ – see the Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 1.4, footnote 8.

8399 Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 162 to 166; written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 4.31 to 4.32.

8400 For example, written representations of Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.3; written representations of Derwent Valley, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 3.1 to 3.12; and written representations of Greswolde, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 7.5 to 7.15.

8401 CA98/1/2004 Collusive tendering in relation to contracts for flat-roofing services in the West Midlands, 16 March 2004.

8402 For example, written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.4; written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 4.3 to 4.4; written representations of Derwent Valley, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.10. Similar points were made by Caddick, which suggested that December 2005 was the salient date (written representations of Caddick, 24 June 2008, paragraph 10.6) and by Durkan, which suggested that February 2006 was the salient date (written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 168).

8403 Written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5.16.

8404 Written representations of Greswolde, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 7.12 to 7.13. See also, for example, written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 4.4; written representations of Derwent Valley, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.5.
cover pricing was illegal until the OFT’s first roofing decision. Greswolde stated that *West Midlands Flat Roofing* is materially different from this case, so it is not an appropriate benchmark for determining whether the Infringements had been committed intentionally or negligently. Similarly, Caddick submitted that there is still uncertainty as to whether ‘simple’ cover pricing is a hardcore restriction. Other Parties emphasised that their conduct was not intentional.

VI.43. Wright (Hull) submitted that negligence should be measured by reference to what the reasonable man would have done; highlighting the fact that cover pricing was widespread in the construction industry, and asserting that no one in the industry knew it to be illegal.

VI.44. The OFT does not accept these arguments. According to the CAT in *Napp*, an infringement is committed intentionally if the undertaking must have known that its conduct would result in a restriction or distortion of competition and is committed negligently if it ought to have done so. The OFT considers that, by the very nature of the agreements and/or concerted practices involving collusive tendering, each of the Parties must have been aware that the agreements and/or concerted practices in which they participated had the object of preventing, restricting or distorting competition and that the Infringements were therefore committed intentionally. Examined objectively, in each cover pricing Infringement one Party provided the other(s) with prices which they could use to ensure that they did not win the contract and which, although bogus, would appear to the client to be genuine. To the extent that any of the Parties may genuinely have been unaware of the anti-competitive nature of their conduct, however, the OFT considers that the Parties at the very least ought to have realised that the provision of prices in this way would constitute a restriction or distortion of competition and that the Infringements were, therefore, committed negligently. Moreover, it is not necessary for the OFT to have made a decision that a particular action constitutes a breach of the law, for a party or its legal advisers to make its own assessment of the anti-competitive consequences of that action.

VI.45. Furthermore, it is apparent from the representations of certain Parties that they understood cover pricing to be anti-competitive and had instructed staff not to engage in this conduct. For example, Lindum stated that it had ‘...explained the effects of the Competition Act when it came into force and there was no doubt on the part of the estimators that cover pricing breached the competition rules.’ (emphasis added). If certain Parties were in no doubt that cover pricing was anti-competitive, then the OFT considers that other Parties must have been at least negligent in their failure also to recognise this.

---

8405 Written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5.20. See also, for example, written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5.16; written representations of Derwent Valley, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.11.


8408 For example, written representations of ARG, 25 June 2008, paragraph 5.1.4; written representations of Loach, 26 June 2008, page 22; and written representations of the Construction Confederation, 16 June 2008, paragraphs 3.1 to 3.2.

8409 Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraphs 35 and 48 to 49.

8410 *Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings v Director General of Fair Trading* [2002] CAT 1, at paragraph 457.

8411 Written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraph 62.
VI.46. The OFT also does not accept submissions that small companies without in-house counsel could not have been expected to keep up to date with changes in legislation, or to have known that cover pricing was illegal, or that the Act was not as widely advertised as it should have been.\textsuperscript{8412} Ignorance of the law is irrelevant to the assessment of intent or negligence (see paragraph VI.39 above), and the OFT is not obliged to show that an undertaking knew that its conduct infringed the Act.\textsuperscript{8413}

VI.47. Pearce stated in its response to the Statement that the OFT is required to examine the actual intention of the Parties.\textsuperscript{8414} It referred to the decision of the Court of Appeal in \textit{Napp}\textsuperscript{8415}, and submitted that it is not sufficient for the OFT to deduce intent from the alleged anti-competitive object or effect of the agreement.\textsuperscript{8416} Pearce stated that the OFT is entitled to infer intent where a company realises that it is for all practical purposes inevitable that its actions will result in a restriction of competition, but the OFT still needs to demonstrate that the company realised or ought to have realised that this was the case. Pearce stated that it is far from clear that giving or seeking a cover price a few hours before the tender deadline would have any effect on competition.

VI.48. In response, the OFT notes first that provided the cover price is given prior to the tender deadline, the arrangement has the potential to prevent, restrict or distort competition for the reasons stated in paragraphs III.97 to III.106 of the Legal Background section.

VI.49. Secondly, the OFT notes that the Court of Appeal was not considering the substance of the case but whether the party had leave to appeal (which was refused). The Court of Appeal noted only that the CAT had properly considered the intention of the parties and had not erred in its approach. In its own judgment, the CAT stated that ‘While in some cases the undertaking’s intention will be confirmed by internal documents, in our judgment, and in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, the fact that certain consequences are plainly foreseeable is an element from which the requisite intention may be inferred’.\textsuperscript{8417} In the present case, the OFT considers that it was plainly foreseeable that the giving of a cover price to a competitor to use as its bogus bid for the contract had the potential to prevent, restrict or distort competition. There is nothing in the Court of Appeal’s judgment in \textit{Napp} which the OFT considers should lead it to adopt a different approach from that described above, or to reach a different conclusion on the facts.

VI.50. A few Parties\textsuperscript{8418} submitted that the OFT should conduct an individual appraisal of whether each Party had the requisite intent or negligence, rather than a single appraisal for all Parties. Whilst the OFT will have regard to any relevant

\textsuperscript{8412} For example, written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 168 to 169; written representations of Derwent Valley, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.9; and written representations of E Manton, 25 June 2008, pages 10 to 11.

\textsuperscript{8413} \textit{Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings v Director General of Fair Trading} [2002] CAT 1, at paragraph 456.

\textsuperscript{8414} See written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, paragraphs 4.2 to 4.3. See also written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 5.5.

\textsuperscript{8415} \textit{Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings v Director General of Fair Trading} [2002] EWCA Civ 796.

\textsuperscript{8416} See paragraphs 49 to 50 and 52 to 53.

\textsuperscript{8417} See \textit{Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Limited and Subsidiaries v Director of Fair Trading} [2002] Comp AR 13, paragraph 456.

\textsuperscript{8418} For example, written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5.13; written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.13; and written representations of Derwent Valley, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.3.
circumstance or factor which suggests that a particular Party did not commit an Infringement negligently or intentionally, this does not detract from the principle described in the preceding paragraphs. Moreover, the OFT does not consider that there are any such circumstances or factors in this case that would lead it to conclude that any Party lacked the requisite intent or negligence in this case. The OFT’s view is unaffected by any differences in the nature of the Infringements. 8419

VI.51. The OFT is therefore satisfied that each of the Parties intentionally or at the very least negligently infringed the Chapter I prohibition. Notwithstanding this, the OFT has considered the background to the Infringements cited by the Parties as discussed in the foregoing paragraphs and in paragraphs IV.19 to IV.29 of the General section on cover pricing, and has taken this into account when assessing the seriousness of the conduct at step 1 of the penalty calculation – see paragraphs VI.173 to VI.174 below.

Calculation of penalties

VI.52. In accordance with section 38(8) of the Act, the OFT must have regard to the guidance on penalties issued under section 38(1) of the Act, for the time being in force, when setting the amount of the penalty. 8420 The Penalty Guidance sets out five steps for determining the penalty.

Turnover of the undertaking

VI.53. For the purpose of the penalty calculation, the OFT considers that the relevant turnover or total turnover as applicable, is the turnover of the undertaking that comprises the relevant single economic entity, as defined in paragraph I.1 of the Introduction and as described in more detail in the relevant paragraphs of the Parties section.

VI.54. In many cases, the relevant undertaking comprises several legal entities within the same corporate group (or who were within the same corporate group at the time of the Infringement(s)). In such cases, the OFT is basing its penalty calculations on the consolidated turnover of the parent company 8421, to whom this Decision is addressed, that ultimately controls the legal entity directly involved in the Infringements (the Participant Company, to whom this Decision is also addressed). For these purposes, the ‘consolidated turnover’ of the parent company includes the turnover of all wholly and majority owned subsidiaries over which the parent exercises control, including but not limited to the turnover of the Participant Company and its wholly/majority owned subsidiaries.

VI.55. Some Parties suggested that it would be ‘wholly unjust’ 8422 for the penalty to be based on consolidated turnover where the relevant undertaking at the time of the Infringement comprised several legal entities within the same corporate group, some of which did not participate in the Infringement. 8423

8419 For example, written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 5.12 to 5.13; written representations of Greswolde, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 7.7 to 7.11; and written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 5.11 to 5.12.
8420 OFT 423 OFT’s Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a Penalty (December 2004).
8421 Or, in the case of Adam Eastwood, the parent registered charity.
8423 For example, written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 40.2.
VI.56. The OFT considers that it is fair and appropriate to calculate penalties on the basis of the consolidated turnover of the parent in the present case since this legal entity exercised decisive influence over the Participant Company at the time of the Infringement, and was itself a part of the undertaking responsible for the Infringement. Its joint and several liability, and the calculation of penalties by reference to its turnover, is therefore a result of its direct responsibility for the Infringement.

VI.57. Other Parties submitted that the OFT should only take into account consolidated turnover in the construction industry and not in relation to their other activities. This issue does not arise at step 1, as only consolidated turnover in the relevant market will be captured (hence, the turnover captured at step 1 will be less than that suggested by the Parties). The need to take into account total consolidated turnover at step 3, rather than confining this to consolidated turnover derived in the construction industry, is addressed at paragraphs VI.237 to VI.239 below.

VI.58. Where the corporate group structure has changed such that the legal entity that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringements no longer exercises such control, the OFT is calculating the financial penalty on the basis of the consolidated turnover of the group as structured at the time of the Infringements. The OFT is therefore basing its calculation on the consolidated turnover of both (i) the Participant Company together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries and (ii) the former parent company that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringements together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries; both the Participant Company and the former parent being addressees of this Decision.

VI.59. Bullock stated that any penalty imposed on it would be met by its new parent (either directly or indirectly), which is unfair as the new parent company had no control over Bullock at the time of its Infringement. Pearce Group made similar representations and stated that its new parent company will be unfairly penalised for activities in which it was not involved and from which it had derived no benefit. Conversely, Durkan Holdings submitted that the OFT should exercise its discretion not to sanction it, even if the OFT determines that it formed part of the same undertaking as its former subsidiary, Durkan, at the time of Durkan’s Infringements.

VI.60. Pearce Group also referred to the practical difficulties of holding a former parent and subsidiary jointly and severally liable, as it is unclear how the penalty should be apportioned between the now separate legal entities. Pearce Group submitted that the OFT should instead hold each of the Participant Company and its former parent solely liable for a separate stated penalty.

8425 Written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.16.36.
8426 Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraphs 5.9 and 5.20.
8427 Written representations of Durkan Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 82 to 88.
8428 Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraphs 5.8 to 5.10 and 5.21.
also stated that it was unaware of any EC or UK precedent for the OFT’s proposed approach.8429

VI.61. Where the OFT concludes that a Participant Company and its former parent company constituted a single economic entity at the time of the Infringement, the OFT considers that it is most appropriate in the interests of effective sanctioning and deterrence to hold both entities jointly and severally liable, and to base any penalty on the consolidated turnover of the entities (that is, the Participant Company and the parent company) comprising the undertaking as it was structured at the time of the Infringement. This ensures that the Participant Company is properly sanctioned for its direct participation in the Infringement. It also recognises the failure of the former parent to prevent the Participant Company (over which it exercised decisive influence) from acting in contravention of the Chapter I prohibition, and reflects the fact that the parent was itself part of the undertaking responsible for the Infringement. It acts as a deterrent to both legal entities, and ensures that parent companies cannot escape liability for competition law breaches by disposing of their infringing subsidiaries. In response to the Parties’ specific arguments, the OFT is holding Bullock and Pearce/Pearce Group liable for Infringements in which they directly participated, and does not accept that this is in any sense unfair. The OFT also considers it appropriate to sanction Durkan Holdings for the reasons of effective sanctioning and deterrence described in this paragraph (this is particularly relevant in the case of Durkan Holdings, as two of its subsidiaries - Durkan and Durkan Limited - participated in Infringements).

VI.62. Where a Participant Company and its former parent are being held jointly and severally liable for a penalty, any attribution or division of the penalty is a matter between them and does not concern the OFT (indeed, the OFT notes that this may be determined in part by the terms of the agreement for the sale of the Participant Company, including any warranties, indemnities and related limitations periods contained therein). The OFT also notes that joint and several liability is a concept which operates in tort, contract and other spheres of law, frequently with the effect of making independent legal entities jointly and severally liable for the same damage or debt. The OFT therefore does not consider it a bar to joint and several liability that a Participant Company and its parent company at the time of an Infringement no longer form part of the same corporate group. Notwithstanding the above, where the penalty for an undertaking exceeds 10 per cent of the total turnover of either the Participant Company or its former parent in the most recent business year preceding the Decision, the OFT is limiting the extent of each company’s liability for that penalty to 10 per cent of the total turnover of each (see paragraph VI.381 below).

VI.63. Some Parties, for example Francis, pointed out that the consolidated turnover of the current or former parent would include ‘innocent’ acquisitions that had been made since the time of the Infringement and suggested that this would have a disproportionately effect on the penalty.8430

VI.64. The OFT notes that while consolidated turnover may have increased due to acquisitions since the date of the Infringement, it may equally have reduced due to disposals. In order to achieve adequate deterrence, the OFT considers it appropriate for a penalty to reflect the size of the undertaking on which it is

8429 Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 5.7.
8430 Written representations of Francis, 2 July 2008, paragraphs 125 to 130.
imposed, for which current turnover is used as a proxy. In this respect, there is no basis for differentiating between acquisitions/disposals and ‘organic’ growth/decline.

VI.65. Crest Nicholson stated in its response that, having disposed of its subsidiary, its own turnover is irrelevant since it is no longer active in the relevant markets.\textsuperscript{8431} The OFT considers this fact to be irrelevant as it will still be appropriate to deter Crest Nicholson and others from engaging in anti-competitive conduct in other markets. Any reduction in relevant turnover due to cessation of activity in a market will be reflected in a reduction of the penalty at step 1 of the calculation given that this is based on the combined consolidated relevant turnover of the infringing subsidiary and its former parent.

VI.66. Bullock pointed out in its written representations\textsuperscript{8432} that the wording used by the OFT in paragraph VI.18 of the Statement referred to ‘the parent company … that ultimately controls the legal entity directly involved in the Alleged Infringements …’ (emphasis added) and noted that it was no longer controlled by Renew. However, the OFT points to the subsequent paragraph VI.19 of the Statement which dealt with Bullock’s situation where the corporate group structure has changed and referred to ‘the former parent company that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Alleged Infringements’ (emphasis added).

VI.67. Bullock and Pearce Group also made representations submitting that the OFT should not base any financial penalty on the combined consolidated turnover of both themselves and their respective former parents. Bullock stated that, when it was acquired from Renew there was an injection of capital from Bullock’s new parent DTB (representing the purchase price of Bullock) that was employed to increase Renew’s turnover in subsequent years, which will result in the OFT counting the same turnover twice in its penalty calculations. Bullock also stated that post-acquisition it had little control over Renew’s investment decisions and therefore its financial penalty would depend on the commercial success of Renew.\textsuperscript{8433} Pearce Group\textsuperscript{8434} stated that the resulting penalty based on consolidated turnover will be inappropriate and out of proportion to its total turnover and will reflect the structure and turnover of two, now unrelated, legal entities. It also stated that taking the turnover of a parent company into account in calculating a fine is inconsistent with the OFT’s decisional practice.

VI.68. Proceeds from the sale of shares in a subsidiary constitute capital proceeds, rather than turnover. Whilst this capital could be employed with the aim of directly increasing turnover, for example through investment in the business, it could equally be employed in a variety of other ways, such as to reduce debt or pay dividends to equity shareholders. The OFT therefore does not consider that it is counting the same turnover twice in its penalty calculations for Bullock.

VI.69. Whilst the calculation of Bullock’s and Pearce’s/ Pearce Group’s penalties will partially be based on the commercial success of their former parents through the use of consolidated turnover, as noted above, their own liability will be limited to an amount calculated by reference to their own total turnover (see paragraph VI.381 below). This will ensure that the liability of Bullock and

\textsuperscript{8431} Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 8.3 to 8.4.
\textsuperscript{8432} Written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 7.13 to 7.14.
\textsuperscript{8433} Written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 7.15 to 7.22.
\textsuperscript{8434} Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraphs 5.15 to 5.21.
Pearce/Pearce Group does not exceed the statutory maximum having regard to their current turnover.

**Turnover vs Profit**

VI.70. Some Parties suggested that the OFT should base its financial penalties on profit rather than turnover, noting that the Parties in this investigation operate in a high turnover / low margin business where much of the work is passed through to subcontractors with the main contractor taking a small portion of the profit for itself for overseeing the operation of the contract.\(^{8435}\) They stated that as a result, turnover is no indication of financial strength. Some Parties\(^ {8436}\) cited a recent article by Sir Jeremy Lever, in which he criticised the Commission’s reliance on turnover for its penalty calculations, stating that turnover is no indication of financial strength or ability to pay.\(^ {8437}\) Other Parties stated that, if turnover is used, the OFT should have regard to the fact that penalties will be more onerous than for other industries, or will be disproportionate overall.\(^ {8438}\)

VI.71. In response, the OFT notes that its Penalty Guidance provides for the imposition of penalties based on turnover. As noted in paragraph VI.4 above, the OFT is required to have regard to this Penalty Guidance when setting the amount of the penalty, by virtue of primary legislation, and may depart from this guidance only when there is good reason to do so. Likewise, the statutory cap on penalties, which is also derived from primary legislation, is also based on turnover. The OFT has not been provided with a compelling reason to depart from a turnover-based approach in this case.

VI.72. Secondly, a calculation based on relevant turnover reflects the size of the affected market. This means that it is capable of also reflecting the impact of the Infringement on competitors, third parties and consumers more effectively than an undertaking-specific measure such as profitability.

VI.73. Thirdly, turnover is a simple measure that is well-known both to the OFT and to business. It is easily ascertained from corporate accounts and is less susceptible to subjective interpretation or manipulation than measures such as profitability or ‘value added’ turnover.

VI.74. Fourthly, turnover is used as the basis for calculating financial penalties in most, if not all, major jurisdictions, including the EC. Whilst the OFT does not consider that it is obliged to follow the Commission’s penalties practice (see paragraphs VI.7 to VI.10 above), it notes that the CFI has recently confirmed that turnover is the appropriate measure for the Commission to use as the basis for its penalties calculations.\(^ {8439}\) The CFI also concluded in the same case that the Commission was not required to discount certain input costs from an undertaking’s turnover when calculating penalties.

---

8435 For example, written representations of Kier, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 3.23 to 3.26; written representations of Peter Baines, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.2; and written representations of Thomas Vale, 27 June 2008, paragraph 59.

8436 For example, written representations of Hall, 25 June 2008, paragraph 84; written representations of Irwins and Jack Lunn, 27 June 2008, paragraph 78; and written representations of York House, 27 June 2008, paragraph 74.


8438 For example, written representations of Harper plc, 27 June 2008, paragraph 85.

8439 Case T-122/04 Industrial Copper Tubes, judgment of 6 May 2009 (not yet reported).
VI.75. Finally, with respect to the relationship with subcontractors’ turnover, the OFT considers that there is little to distinguish the construction industry in this respect from many other industries where work is passed on to subcontractors, or from cartels in other industries that operate at a particular level of the distribution chain (e.g. at the retail level), where the parties’ turnover figures reflect the cost price of goods purchased from undertakings operating at another level of the distribution chain (e.g. from manufacturers or wholesalers).

VI.76. In terms of overall proportionality, in any specific case where a penalty calculated by reference to turnover is disproportionately high, an adjustment may be made at step 3.

VI.77. R Durtnell stated that its turnover includes profits on which it has been taxed and, if the OFT’s penalties are not tax deductible, it will effectively have been subject to double-taxation.8440 Penalties imposed by the OFT under the Act are not a form of ‘taxation’, but are imposed as a consequence of R Durtnell having engaged in illegal conduct. For the reasons set out above, the OFT considers that turnover is the appropriate basis for imposing financial penalties under the Act. The fact that the turnover may include profits on which the undertaking has been taxed does not alter the OFT’s conclusion.

**Step 1 – calculation of the starting point**

VI.78. The starting point for determining the level of penalty is calculated having regard to the seriousness of the infringement and the relevant turnover of the undertaking.8441 The ‘relevant turnover’ is the turnover of the undertaking in the relevant product market and relevant geographic market affected by the Infringement in the last business year (see paragraphs II.1727 to II.1731 above in the Definition of the Markets section).8442 The last business year is the business year preceding the date of the OFT’s final decision.8443 This is consistent with the approach for calculating the maximum penalty under section 36(8) of the Act.8444 The starting point may be any amount up to a maximum of 10 per cent of each undertaking’s relevant turnover.8445

**Relevant turnover**

VI.79. Some Parties, for example Baggaley & Jenkins and Dukeries, suggested in their written representations that the starting point should be based on the amount of the winning tender, which they stated was the only way of obtaining a fair proxy for the possible impact or effect of the Infringement. Dukeries cited both *Parker Pen v Commission*8446, in which it was stressed that there was a need to have regard to the turnover to which the infringement relates, and the Commission’s 2006 Fining Guidelines, which state that the basic amount of the

---

8440 Written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 149.
8441 Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.3.
8442 Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.7.
8443 While the OFT has made every effort to calculate penalties based on the latest possible turnover provided by the Parties, it has not been practicable to take account of turnover figures provided after 31 August 2009. Parties were informed by letter in June 2009 that the OFT would be unlikely to be able to take account of turnover figures received after the end of July 2009.
8444 See the 2000 order, as amended by the 2004 Order.
8445 Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.8.
Commission’s fine is determined as a proportion of the value of sales ‘to which the infringement directly or indirectly relates’.

VI.80. For the reasons set out in paragraphs VI.7 to VI.10, the OFT does not consider that it is obliged to follow the Commission’s penalties practice. In any event, the OFT does not consider there to be a material difference between the Commission’s practice and the OFT’s own practice in this respect (as set out in paragraphs II.1600 to II.1602 in the Definition of the Markets section above). In effect, these Parties are arguing that the OFT’s market definition should be no wider than the particular tender in question. The OFT does not accept this argument, however. The market definition adopted in this case is discussed in Section II above.

VI.81. Propencity submitted that there was no market affected by one of its Infringements, and no relevant turnover, as the customer did not proceed with any of the tenders received, but instead re-tendered the project. Paragraph III.114 of the Legal Background section describes why Propencity’s conduct still amounts to an Infringement in these circumstances and hence why there was an affected market.

Business year

VI.82. Many of the Parties claimed in their responses to the Statement that the OFT’s selection of the business year preceding the date of the decision as the basis for relevant turnover is arbitrary. A range of arguments were made in favour of using the year prior to the Infringement instead. Other Parties argued that the most rational approach at step 1 is to use turnover achieved in the business year during which the Infringement in question occurred.

VI.83. Many Parties suggested in their written representations that the last business year prior to the Infringement is more logical at step 1 since this step of the penalty calculation is intended to reflect the effect or potential effect of the conduct on the relevant market. They stated that this step should represent the magnitude of the effect of the Infringement and the scale of the financial benefit accruing to the Party engaged in the Infringement. In the same way as the penalty at step 1 is derived from turnover only in the relevant market, it should they said be calculated on the basis of turnover in that market at the time the Infringement was committed. Greswolde noted that, unlike with a hardcore cartel lasting several years, each of the Infringements was discrete and its effects, if any, would have been felt only for a very short period of time, and it was therefore unfair for the OFT to take into account more recent turnover.

8447 Written representations of Dukeries, 27 June 2008, paragraph 60.
8448 Written representations of Propencity, 27 June 2008 (as amended 31 March 2009), paragraph 7.8.
8450 For example, written representations of Clegg, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 136 to 137; written representations of Hall, 25 June 2008, paragraphs 123 to 125; and written representations of Speller-Metcalfe, 27 June 2008, paragraph 118.
VI.84. Several Parties, including Crest Nicholson, GMI, Greswolde, Harlow & Milner, Milward, Phoenix, Quarmby, Sol and Galliford Try, noted that the 2004 Order was concerned with amending the definition of the last business year at step 5 of the OFT’s penalty calculation, as reflected by the Penalty Guidance, and stated that it did not provide a basis for amending the OFT’s approach to the last business year at step 1 of the penalty calculation. Sol, Crest Nicholson and others noted in addition that the Penalty Guidance explicitly states in relation to step 5 that the last business year is the year preceding the date of the OFT’s final decision, whereas in relation to step 1 the Penalty Guidance is silent on the issue.

VI.85. A number of Parties, including Balfour Beatty Group, noted that most of the Infringements were committed prior to the 2004 Order and therefore they had a legitimate expectation that the law applying to these Infringements would be the law that applied prior to the 2004 Order. They noted that Article 7 of the ECHR states that a penalty should not be heavier than that applying at the time the offence was committed.

VI.86. Several Parties, including Crest Nicholson, Harlow & Milner and Quarmby, submitted that all of the OFT’s decisions on cartel activity in the roofing industry had used the year prior to infringement as last business year at step 1. Kier noted that the OFT did not announce any change to its policy at step 1 and stated that it could not change its policy without informing people first. Some Parties, for example Balfour Beatty Group and Loach, noted that the Infringements were generally committed prior to any change in OFT policy, therefore again the Parties had a legitimate expectation as to the method of penalty calculation applicable.

VI.87. In response to this, the OFT would note that it is entirely within the OFT’s discretion as to the precise method by which it calculates penalties in any particular case, providing it has regard to its Penalty Guidance, as noted in paragraph VI.52 above. In any event, all of the OFT’s roofing decisions since 2005 have used the year prior to decision at step 1 (North East Flat Roofing, Scottish Flat Roofing (I), Scottish Flat Roofing (II), and Makers).

---

8452 Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.17.
8453 For example, written representations of Sol, 2 June 2008; and written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraph 8.9.
8454 For example, written representations of Balfour Beatty group, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 8.6 to 8.9.
8455 Article 7, No punishment without law 1. No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence under national or international law at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the criminal offence was committed, European Convention on Human Rights, 4 November 1950.
8458 Written representations of Balfour Beatty group, 27 June 2008, paragraph 8.8; and written representations of Loach, 26 June 2008, Section C, paragraph 14.
8461 CA98/04/2005 Collusive tendering for felt and single ply roofing contracts in Western-Central Scotland, 8 July 2005, at paragraph 274.
VI.88. A number of Parties, including B & A, Crest Nicholson and Galliford Try, noted that the year prior to the infringement is consistent with the practice of the Commission, and suggested that the OFT is obliged to follow this practice under section 60 of the Act. The OFT does not accept this submission, for the reasons set out in paragraphs VI.7 to VI.10 above.

VI.89. Some Parties, including Baggaley & Jenkins, Connaught, Henry Boot and Bluestone, informed the OFT that turnover had changed markedly in the years since the Infringements, mostly increasing, and stated that it would be unfair for the OFT to base step 1 of the penalty calculation on more recent turnover which they claimed had been obtained legitimately and reflected the genuine success of the undertakings concerned. They stated that the OFT’s approach would disproportionately harm those companies whose turnover had grown most, and that these were likely to be the most efficient and competitive firms. They also noted that turnover was particularly high in 2007 in some of the regions covered by the Statement due to the flooding problems, and stated that profits will be unusually low in 2008/09 due to recession and a downturn in the housing market.

VI.90. In response to these arguments, the OFT notes that by restricting step 1 of the penalty calculation to the relevant market the OFT is ensuring that there is a correlation between the penalty and the harm. This correlation is not damaged by using the year prior to the decision as the last business year. The OFT considers that by using the year prior to the decision, it is ensuring that the penalty takes full account of any benefits that may have accrued from the illegal activity. Using the year prior to the Infringement would not necessarily reflect the benefit that a company may have obtained from its cover pricing activities.

VI.91. Pearce Group stated that, for Infringements which occurred before the 2004 Order, the OFT should adopt the same approach at step 1 and step 3 as at step 5; namely, to apply a dual approach to turnover so that either year before decision or year before infringement is used as a basis for calculation, whichever results in the lesser penalty, so as to avoid retroactivity of penalties. The OFT considers, however, that in accordance with the Penalty Guidance it is appropriate to apply a dual approach only at step 5 to ensure the overall penalty imposed on an undertaking is not above the pre-May 2004 statutory cap. The OFT does not consider it appropriate to apply a dual approach at each step of its calculation.

VI.92. A few Parties submitted that the OFT should not base its penalty calculations on a year with exceptionally high turnover, citing Böel in support of their

8462 CA98/01/2006 Collusive tendering for flat roof and car park surfacing contracts in England and Scotland, 22 February 2006, at paragraph 717.
8465 Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraphs 5.22 to 5.27.
submissions. The OFT has considered the proportionality of the penalties imposed by this Decision, and has concluded that none of the penalties are disproportionate. As such, the OFT does not consider that the CFI’s judgment in Boël can be construed as imposing any restriction on the year of turnover which the OFT may select as the basis of its penalty calculations. In any event, for the reasons set out in paragraphs VI.7 to VI.10 above, the OFT does not regard section 60 of the Act as applying to the mechanics of calculating penalties.

VI.93. Furthermore, for the majority of Parties the turnover upon which the financial penalty is based, has been earned in the years 2008 and 2009 rather than in 2007.

*Parties that did not trade in the business year preceding the decision*

VI.94. A number of Parties, including Corringway, Frudd, G Carter, Thorndyke and William Sapcote/Sapcote Holdings, did not trade in the business year preceding the date of the OFT’s decision.

VI.95. The statutory instrument which sets out the basis of calculation of turnover for the purposes of section 36(8) of the Act, the 2000 Order (as amended by the 2004 Order), defines ‘business year’ as *a period of more than six months in respect of which an undertaking publishes accounts or, if no such accounts have been published for the period, prepares accounts*. Consistent with the position being adopted at step 5 of the penalty calculation (see paragraphs VI.374 to VI.375 below and the Penalty Guidance8468), where no accounts have been published or prepared in recent years the OFT is using at step 1 the turnover figures from the most recent period of more than six months in which they have been published or prepared.

VI.96. Where figures have been published or prepared for a limited period in excess of six months, the 2000 Order (as amended by the 2004 Order) provides for pro-rating up to the full 12 month period: *where a business year does not equal 12 months the applicable turnover shall be the amount which bears the same proportion to the applicable turnover during that business year as 12 months does to that period*. The OFT is therefore pro-rating figures up to the full 12 month period at step 1, where the most recent business year for the Parties in paragraph VI.97 below is less than a year but more than six months.

VI.97. The effect of this on the relevant Parties’ penalty calculations is discussed below in each of the affected Parties’ individual penalty calculation sections.

*Parties that were unable to provide any relevant turnover figures*

VI.98. Three Parties, Frudd, Thorndyke and William Sapcote/Sapcote Holdings, informed the OFT that all of their records had been destroyed or were impossible to access and that they were therefore unable to provide any relevant turnover figures as they were unable to ascertain what turnover they had generated in each of the relevant markets. The OFT is therefore using a proxy figure for these Parties’ relevant turnover figures, which is based on the median percentage of total turnover represented by all of the Parties’ relevant

---

8468 Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.17, ‘The business year on the basis of which worldwide turnover is determined will be the one preceding the date on which the decision of the OFT is taken or, if figures are not available for that business year, the one immediately preceding it’.
turnover, for all Infringements (regardless of the market in which they occurred) where relevant turnover is more than nil. The OFT considers this to be a robust proxy that, in view of the number of Parties and Infringements involved, is relatively undisturbed by the particular market positions of other Parties. The proxy figure is 2.9 per cent and the OFT is applying this percentage to these Parties’ most recent total turnover figures before applying the starting point set out in paragraph VI.168 below.

Parties that were unable to provide any relevant turnover figures for their most recent business year, but have provided total turnover figures for that business year

VI.99. Two Parties, G Carter and Lotus, were unable to provide any relevant turnover figures to the OFT for their most recent business year as all of their relevant records had been destroyed or were impossible to access. These Parties were, however, able to provide total turnover figures for their most recent year and were in addition able to provide some relevant turnover figures for previous years. In these circumstances, the OFT is using a proxy figure for these Parties’ relevant turnover figures, which for each Party is based on the percentage of total turnover represented by that Party’s relevant turnover in the most recent year for which relevant turnover has been supplied, applied to that Party’s most recent total turnover figure. The OFT considers this to be the fairest proxy in the absence of the most recent relevant turnover figure. The OFT is then applying the starting point set out in paragraph VI.168 below to this proxy figure.

Use of percentage rate

VI.100. Notwithstanding the Parties’ arguments discussed above in paragraphs VI.70 to VI.77 and without prejudice to the OFT’s discretion to adopt other approaches, the OFT considers it appropriate in this case to calculate the starting point at step 1 of the penalty calculation by applying a percentage figure to each undertaking’s relevant turnover.

VI.101. The actual percentage which is applied to the relevant turnover depends upon the nature of the infringement. The more serious and widespread the infringement, the higher the likely percentage rate.\textsuperscript{8469} When making this assessment in the present case, the OFT has considered a number of factors, including the nature of the product/services, the structure of the market, the market shares of the undertakings involved in the Infringements and the effect on competitors and third parties.\textsuperscript{8470}

Nature of the infringement

VI.102. The first factor considered by the OFT is the nature of the Infringements. The starting point for each penalty is based on the fact that the agreements and/or concerted practices described in this Decision involved collusive tendering (or bid rigging) and most also amounted to a form of price fixing. Whilst several

\textsuperscript{8469} Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.4.

\textsuperscript{8470} Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.5. The damage caused to consumers, whether directly or indirectly, will also be an important consideration.
Parties challenged this conclusion in their representations on penalties, the OFT’s reasoning in relation to price fixing and bid rigging is set out in the Legal Background section and is therefore not considered further here. Price fixing and other cartel activities (including collusive tendering) are among the most serious infringements of the Chapter I prohibition.

VI.103. The OFT considers that one of the most serious examples of collusive tendering would be a cartel where collusion in relation to individual tenders was part of an overall scheme that was centrally controlled and orchestrated by the participants with contracts allocated between members of the cartel over a period of time and/or with the explicit intention of inflating the level of the winning bids. The OFT does not have evidence of such an overall arrangement in this case.

Cover pricing

VI.104. The OFT notes that the instances of cover pricing described in this Decision were individual, discrete Infringements, resulting in the submission of uncompetitive tender bids, and that as discussed in the previous paragraph they are less serious forms of collusive tendering than those involving an overall scheme.

VI.105. Around five Parties submitted that the practical effects of cover pricing are at the lowest end of the scale of seriousness of bid rigging infringements, for the following reasons:

- there was no agreement between all parties concerned to rig their bids to achieve an agreed outcome or to determine the price that the customer would pay, which differentiates the Infringements from more serious forms of bid rigging;
- the passage of information involved in cover pricing is a discrete and individual occurrence, and is less serious than infringements involving an overall scheme where collusion occurs on a regular basis;
- the OFT should have regard to the economic context of cover pricing when assessing the seriousness of the infringement (the relevant economic context being one of high turnover and low margins in a highly fragmented market, and with no evidence that cover pricing increased profits);

---

8471 For example, written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraphs 61 to 63; written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.38; and written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraphs 32 to 34 and 59.
8472 Penalty Guidance, paragraph 2.4.
8474 For example, written representations of Propencity, 27 June 2008 (as amended 31 March 2009), paragraphs 5.19 to 5.20; written representations of Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008 (as amended 30 March 2009), paragraph 2.23; written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 33(b) and explanatory letter to the OFT, dated 26 January 2009.
8476 Written representations of Propencity, 27 June 2008 (as amended 31 March 2009), paragraphs 5.6 to 5.9; and written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008 (as amended 16 February 2009), paragraphs 4.4 to 4.7.
the OFT found no evidence of secrecy, which is one of the essential features of more serious forms of bid rigging; 8477

- cover pricing was regarded as a legitimate practice in the construction industry and a way for parties to maintain their status on customer tender lists; 8478

- it is not apparent that cover pricing led to customers receiving no genuinely competitive bids, or inflated bids winning tenders, or that customers viewed cover pricing as a distortion of the tender process; 8479

- cover pricing was typically decided upon at a late stage in the tender process, by which time it would be too late for a customer to seek replacement bids; 8480

- cover pricing did not impact on the decisions of the companies involved, as the company taking a cover price would otherwise not bid at all or submit a unilaterally inflated bid, the practical effect being therefore limited to the customer receiving one bid not based on a detailed estimate; 8481 and

- other genuine bidders participated in the tender, so the customer was not deprived of a competitive outcome. 8482

VI.106. Whilst the OFT does not accept all of the arguments listed above, when setting the starting point for penalties the OFT has taken into account the fact that discrete individual instances of cover pricing can generally be expected to be less serious than an overall bid rigging scheme involving all bidders in a particular tender – see paragraph VI.103 above. A number of the arguments described above relate to the structure of the market or the effects of the Infringements, and are addressed in more detail at paragraphs VI.120 to VI.166 below.

VI.107. Around 25 Parties stated that they did not engage in cover pricing with the motive of overcharging customers or seeking financial gain, and did not have any anti-competitive intent. 8483 As discussed above in paragraphs IV.30 to IV.44 of the General comments on cover pricing section, many of the Parties informed the OFT that there was perceived pressure in the industry for suppliers to submit tender bids, even when they did not wish to win the contract, because otherwise there was a risk of not being invited to tender in the future.

8477 Written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 14.
8478 Written representations of Propency, 27 June 2008 (as amended 31 March 2009), paragraph 5.10; written representations of Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008 (as amended 30 March 2009), paragraphs 2.8, 2.12 and 2.26; and written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008 (as amended 16 February 2009), paragraph 4.7.1.
8479 Written representations of Propency, 27 June 2008 (as amended 31 March 2009), paragraph 5.12; written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008 (as amended 16 February 2009), paragraph 4.7.2.
8480 Written representations of Propency, 27 June 2008 (as amended 31 March 2009), paragraph 5.14.
8481 Written representations of Propency, 27 June 2008 (as amended 31 March 2009), paragraphs 5.15 to 5.16.
8482 Written representations of Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008 (as amended 30 March 2009), paragraph 2.8; and written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 18.1.
VI.108. A desire to maintain relationships with customers does not diminish each supplier’s obligation to comply with the Act. All undertakings are independently free to submit bids at a price at which they would not expect to win the contract. However, where competitors have not acted independently of each other but have coordinated their pricing conduct, this will be prohibited under the Chapter I prohibition. In the OFT’s view, the fact that the Parties’ contact with each other may have been motivated by a desire to stay on tender lists does not detract significantly from the seriousness of the Infringements. The OFT has, however, taken these factors into account in setting the starting point at step 1, such that the starting point is likely to have been higher had the OFT had evidence that the Parties’ explicit intent was to inflate prices.

VI.109. Several Parties suggested that they were not at fault for engaging in cover pricing, but were merely reacting to a situation created by others; for example, Bullock and Linford suggested that Government policy was conducive to cover pricing, while several Parties suggested that they were ‘driven’ to participate in cover pricing because of unrealistic public sector expectations as to the number of tenders required and/or customers’ disorganised approach to tendering procedures. Wildgoose stated that tendering processes were inherently unfair and unsustainable.

VI.110. The OFT does not accept either that public sector expectations were unrealistic – for example, since submitting their leniency applications the 33 leniency Parties in this case have apparently managed to fulfil the requirements of both public and private sector tenders in a competitive way without resorting to cover pricing – or that the Parties were driven to engage in cover pricing. As noted above, they could have simply declined to tender. Indeed, a number of Parties stressed in their representations that it had always been their policy to decline tenders that they did not want to win.

VI.111. Other Parties described limited estimating resource, difficulties in recruitment, holidays, sickness, time and cost of tender preparation and/or volume of work as reasons for engaging in cover pricing. As noted above, the OFT considers that the Parties could have declined to tender instead of engaging in illegal conduct, however, and those factors do not diminish the seriousness of the Infringements. To the extent, however, that the Parties submit they were motivated by these factors rather than by an explicit intent to overcharge the customer and make financial gain, this has been taken into account in setting the starting point for the penalties.

VI.112. Some Parties suggested that their starting point and/or overall penalty should be lower because they had only provided cover prices and had not sought to

---

8484 For example, written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 9.28; and written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.16.7.
8485 For example, written representations of G & J Seddon, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 91 to 96; written representations of Interclass, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 90 to 99; and written representations of Wygar, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 73 to 78.
8487 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 6.29.
8488 For example, written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5; written representations of Harper plc, 27 June 2008, paragraph 30; and written representations of Hobson & Porter, 27 June 2008, paragraph 96.
instigate the cover pricing arrangements. However, the OFT considers it irrelevant that these Parties did not seek cover prices in the Infringements that are the subject of this Decision. By providing cover prices to their competitors, these Parties were participating in an activity that infringed the Chapter I prohibition. Their actions ensured the success of that activity and allowed the Party requesting the cover price to submit a bogus bid and to deceive the client into thinking that it had received more genuine bids than it had in fact received. Moreover, in knowing that they faced less genuine competition for the tender these Parties had the opportunity to modify their bids to the client’s detriment. Furthermore, to the extent that any of the Infringements may have prevented a potentially more efficient competitor from entering the competition and submitting a bid, this will have been the result of the combined actions of all of the Parties to that Infringement.

Compensation payments

VI.113. The table below sets out the six instances of compensation payment agreements and/or concerted practices particularised in this Decision. These Infringements are described in detail in the relevant paragraphs of the Conduct of the Parties section above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infringement Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Parties to the Infringement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>3 December 2001</td>
<td>Alterations to the Press Hall Derby Daily Telegraph</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley Bowmer &amp; Kirkland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>11 December 2001</td>
<td>Meadow House Mansfield</td>
<td>Thomas Fish Herbert Baggaley Mansell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>20 February 2002</td>
<td>Conversion of Davers Steel Building</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley Wildgoose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>22 April 2002</td>
<td>Alterations to Café &amp; Conservatory Extension Burton College Burton on Trent</td>
<td>Mansell Wildgoose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>27 January 2003</td>
<td>17/18 Dover Street, W1</td>
<td>Mansell Durkan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>5 May 2003</td>
<td>Construction of Four Storey Lift Tower Burton College Burton on Trent</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley Wildgoose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.114. The OFT considers that bid rigging arrangements where the participants offer (or request) inducements to (or from) other cartel participants (for example, by making compensation payments) are more serious than those infringements where no such inducement is offered (see paragraphs III.130 to III.131 of the Legal Background section above). In line with previous decisions, the OFT is

---

8489 For example, written representations of Apollo, 27 June 2008, paragraph 12.4(ii); written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 34 to 37; and written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.21.

8490 Although Infringement 158 involved a payment being made in connection with cover pricing, this was agreed between an undertaking and an individual acting on his own account, and did not form part of the agreement or concerted practice between undertakings. It is therefore not included in the table. The factual circumstances of Infringement 158 are addressed further at paragraphs VI.295 to VI.299 below.

8491 See, for example, OFT Decision, Collusive tendering for flat roof and car park surfacing contracts in England and Scotland, 22 February 2006, Case CA98/01/2006 at paragraph 722.
treating compensation payments as an aspect of the seriousness of an infringement to be reflected in step 1 of the calculation of penalties.

VI.115. As described above in paragraphs III.127 to III.135 and III.136 to III.157 of the Legal Background section, the OFT considers that there are two types of compensation payments relevant to the Decision: those that involve cover pricing and arrangements to make compensation payments without any cover pricing. For the purpose of calculating penalties, the OFT is treating both types of compensation payments in the same way, since the factors which make them more serious, referred to in paragraph VI.114 above, apply in all cases.

VI.116. Mansell and Wildgoose submitted that a higher starting point was not justified for their compensation payment Infringements either because they did not submit a cover price, or they did not make the compensation payment as an inducement for a competitor to ‘stand aside’, and/or they did not inflate their tender price as a result of the compensation payment.\textsuperscript{8492} Wildgoose further stated that both Parties to the compensation payment arrangement would continue to compete against each other, as winning the tender in question would be more profitable than the compensation payment.\textsuperscript{8493} Bowmer & Kirkland stated that there was unlikely to be any detriment to the customer as the compensation payment made no difference to the outcome of the tender.\textsuperscript{8494}

VI.117. Wildgoose and Herbert Baggaley also submitted that tender prices were not increased by compensation payments (either specifically in a particular tender and/or on average).\textsuperscript{8495} Wildgoose further stated that, where the amount of the compensation payment was added to its tender price, this was only a minor amount and the effect on the customer was marginal.\textsuperscript{8496} Herbert Baggaley submitted that there was no opportunity for bids to be inflated because of the presence of other ‘genuine’ bidders, and there was no attempt to earn supra-competitive profits.\textsuperscript{8497}

VI.118. However, many other Parties\textsuperscript{8498} agreed with the OFT’s position that compensation payments are more serious than cover pricing absent a compensation payment (indeed, they have argued that this should be treated as a mitigating factor for their own conduct). The OFT considers that the giving or acceptance of a payment facilitates collusion and that this is generally concealed through the submission of a false invoice, constitutes a particularly serious breach of the Chapter I prohibition and that it is important that companies are properly deterred from such activity in the future. The OFT is therefore maintaining the difference in starting points that was originally proposed in the Statement.

\textsuperscript{8492} Written representations of Balfour Beatty group, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 7.1 to 7.15 and 8.5; written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 6.34.
\textsuperscript{8493} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 6.34.
\textsuperscript{8494} Written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 68.
\textsuperscript{8495} Written representations of Loach, 26 June 2008, pages 9 and 13; written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 33; and written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 6.34.
\textsuperscript{8496} Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraphs 4.78, 4.86 and 6.34.
\textsuperscript{8497} Written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 33 and 46.
\textsuperscript{8498} For example, written representations of Interserve, 25 June 2008, paragraph 5.4.4; written representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, paragraph 4.1.4; and written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, 6.16.1.
VI.119. The OFT has taken into account in this Decision the lack of evidence that the Parties were explicitly motivated by a desire to earn supra-competitive profits. If the OFT had consistent evidence of this intent, the starting point for compensation payments would in all likelihood have been higher.

Nature of the product, structure of the market, and the effect on customers, competitors and third parties

VI.120. When calculating the starting point, the OFT has regard to the nature of the product, the structure of the market, the market shares of the Parties (see paragraphs II.1727 to II.1731 above in the Definition of the Markets section), and the effect of the Infringements on customers, competitors and third parties. It also takes into account whether or not a Party was a participant in the more serious category of collusive tendering involving compensation payments, when fixing individual starting points for the Infringements.

VI.121. Wildgoose submitted that the Statement included no substantive discussion of the factors set out in the preceding paragraph, which was in breach of its legitimate expectations and contrary to the Penalty Guidance. The OFT does not accept that its consideration of the seriousness of the Infringements in the Statement, or in this Decision, is inconsistent with its Penalty Guidance, nor that there was any breach of Wildgoose’s legitimate expectations.

Market structure, size of Parties, and market shares

VI.122. A number of Parties submitted that the OFT should take into account the highly fragmented nature of the construction industry, the size of the Parties and/or their small market shares in setting a starting point at step 1. The OFT can confirm that it has taken the structure of the market into account in setting the starting point. Had the Infringements occurred in a more concentrated market, then the starting point would in all likelihood have been higher. In terms of the size of the Parties and their relative market shares, this will be reflected in their respective relevant and total turnover figures and, consequently, the size of their individual penalty. The OFT does not consider that there is any need also to adjust the percentage starting point at step 1 to account for this factor.

VI.123. Herbert Baggaley submitted that the starting point should be very low, in order to reflect the fact that each of the Infringements did not apply to the whole of the relevant market, but only to a single tender. The OFT has taken this into account in setting the starting point. Had the Infringements been part of a wider cartel scheme, the OFT would almost certainly have adopted a higher

---

8499 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraphs 6.35 to 6.37.
8502 For example, written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.5; written representations of Harper plc, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 18 and 33 to 35; and written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 9.28.
8503 Written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 33.
starting point closer to the upper end of the possible range – see paragraph VI.103 above.

Value of tenders

VI.124. The values of the tenders that are the subject matter of this Decision range from £2,200 to over £8.5 million. The size of a tender may be a relevant factor when assessing the seriousness of an infringement for the purposes of determining the starting point. Some Parties (for example, Crown Point, Greswolde and McGinley Holdings8504) suggested in their written representations that the OFT should take into account the size of tender since it affects likely consumer detriment. Phoenix submitted that the OFT is required by its Penalty Guidance to take account of the real impact of an Infringement and, therefore, the value of the tender.8505

VI.125. Given the range of sizes of the tenders in this Decision and the process of selection of the maximum of three Infringements which are subject to a penalty, the OFT remains of the view as expressed in the Statement that any increase or decrease would be arbitrary and discriminate against some Parties compared with others. The OFT has therefore concluded that there should be no increase or decrease in the starting point on account of the size of any of the tenders. Moreover, the OFT does not consider that it is required by the Penalty Guidance to take account of the tender values.

VI.126. Furthermore, the size of the tender may not, in fact, accurately reflect the likely consumer detriment which arises from the Infringement. In particular, the practice of cover pricing on a smaller tender risks distorting the list of invited bidders for a subsequent larger tender or for multiple tenders in future. As the CAT noted in Apex, one of the results of cover pricing is that it gives the customer a false impression of the nature of competition in the market, leading at least potentially to future tender processes being similarly impaired.8506

Approach to analysis of effects

VI.127. A few Parties8507 stated that the OFT must take into account the lack of material adverse effect in setting penalties, in line with Archer Daniel Midland8508 and the Commission’s decision in Seamless Tubes8509 to which it should have regard under section 60 of the Act. For the reasons set out in paragraphs VI.7 to VI.10, the OFT does not consider that section 60 of the Act obliges it to adhere to the Commission’s practice on setting penalties.

VI.128. Interserve stated that, whilst there is no need for the OFT to establish the effects of the Infringements for the purpose of establishing liability, the OFT should base its penalties assessment on empirical evidence of any financial

8505 Written representations of Phoenix, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 42 to 46.
8508 Case T-239/01 Archer Daniels Midland, at paragraph 80.
8509 [2003] OJ L140/1
The OFT does not accept this to be correct. Indeed, imposing this evidential burden on the OFT would undermine the distinction between ‘object’ and ‘effect’ infringements. The OFT would be able to reach a finding of liability in respect of ‘object’ infringements without engaging in detailed and extensive economic analysis, but would be unable to sanction these most serious breaches of competition law without also discharging a further significant evidential burden of proving the actual effect of the infringement (indeed, in many cases, it would be impossible to adduce empirical evidence of the financial harm caused).

VI.129. The OFT has, however, considered below the Parties’ substantive arguments with respect to lack of adverse effects in line with its own Penalty Guidance and practice.

Impact on building costs and taxpayers

VI.130. In the Statement, the OFT stated that the foreseeable effect of cover pricing was allocative inefficiencies in the affected market, and a higher cost for building projects than would otherwise be the case. As many customers in this case are public authorities, the further consequence of the Infringements was likely to have been higher taxes or a reduction in spending on other public projects, both at a national and at a local level.

VI.131. A number of Parties disputed that cover pricing could have led to allocative inefficiencies and/or higher costs for building projects.\footnote{For example, written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 172; written representations of E Manton, 25 June 2008, page 19; and written representations of J H Hallam, 27 June 2008, paragraph 100.} For example, several Parties stated in their written representations that there would have been no impact on competition and/or the price paid by the client with regard to some or all of the Infringements in which they were involved (see also paragraph VI.135 below).\footnote{For example, written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraphs 66 to 69.} A few Parties stated that taxes are based on a myriad of factors and that there is no causal link between the Infringements and higher taxes.\footnote{For example, written representations of Propency, 3 July 2008 (as amended 31 March 2009), paragraph 7.12.} Propency stated that the OFT had no evidence to support the allegation of higher taxes.

VI.132. The OFT does not have and has not sought empirical evidence showing a direct causal link between cover pricing and higher costs for building projects. Indeed, as the Infringements in this case are anti-competitive by object, the Statement noted that the OFT was not required to prove the effects of the Infringements or to quantify the loss suffered by customers.

VI.133. The Statement therefore described what the OFT considers to be the foreseeable impact of the Infringements. As noted above, a number of Parties disagreed with the OFT’s view and considered that their Infringements had no effect on the prices paid by customers. The OFT rejects any suggestion that cover bidding never had an effect on price (or was never capable of doing so),

\footnote{Written representations of Interserve, 25 June 2008, paragraph 5.4.}
but it does accept that there may not have been a direct inflation of prices in each and every cover bidding Infringement, and has taken this into account in setting the starting point for all such Infringements. In any event, even where there is no demonstrable adverse impact on price, this must not be equated with a lack of adverse impact on competition (see below).

VI.134. A few Parties submitted that press statements made by the OFT at the time of issue of the Statement had substantially damaged their business, and that this loss should be taken into account in setting penalties. The OFT does not accept that any adverse publicity that may have resulted for a Party following the issue of the Statement is a relevant factor for the purposes of setting the starting point for the OFT’s calculation of penalties.

Purported lack of adverse effects

VI.135. A large number of Parties submitted that their cover pricing Infringements had no material or serious adverse effects. Reasons advanced in support of this argument included the following:

- other ‘genuine’ bidders participated in the tender, so the practice of cover bidding did not deprive the customer of a competitive outcome or have any effect on the price of the winning bid. In particular, around five Parties stated that, as long as two genuine bidders participate in a tender process, the winning price will be reduced to marginal cost;

- whilst two or more tenderers engaged in cover pricing, the winning tenderer did not, so there was no effect on the winning price or the customer;

- the bid submitted by the company giving a cover price was unaffected, as it was only asked for a cover price late in the tender process and/or it was still constrained by other ‘genuine’ bidders when calculating its price;

- the bid by the customer giving cover was not the winning bid, so there was no effect on the winning price or the customer.

---

8516 For example, written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraph 32.
8517 Written representations of Simons, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 6.13 and 6.15; written representations of ARG, 25 June 2008, paragraph 5.1.2; and written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 6.1.2 to 6.1.3.
8518 For example, written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.20; written representations of Derwent Valley, 26 June 2008, paragraph 13.4; and written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 9.28.
8519 For example, written representations of Greswolde, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.31; and written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 51.
8520 For example, written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 6.16.16 to 6.16.18; written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, paragraph 40; and written representations of T & C Williams, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7. Several Parties stated the fact the company giving a cover price submitted the lowest bid, or that it eventually made a loss on the contract, was evidence that its bid was unaffected by cover pricing (for example, written representations of John Sisk, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 181 to 196; written representations of Bluestone, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.20; and written representations of Greswolde, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 7.31 and 7.39).
• the contract was not awarded to the lowest priced bidder, so cover pricing did not affect the price paid by the customer; and
• the company taking a cover price was considered not to be a serious competitor in any event, so there would be no difference to the outcome of the tender.

VI.136. These arguments focus on the purported lack of impact on the winning price or the identity of the winning bidder. The OFT does not necessarily accept each of these arguments - in particular, the OFT rejects any suggestion that there was never an impact on the winning price or that cover bidding was not capable of affecting the price paid by the customer. Nevertheless, even if a particular Infringement had no demonstrable direct impact on price or on the identity of the winning bidder, this must not be equated with a lack of adverse impact on competition.

VI.137. The OFT considers that, whilst not all of the Infringements described in this Decision will necessarily have had the actual effect of preventing or restricting competition, as a minimum all of the Infringements had as their object the distortion of competition and, contrary to some Parties’ suggestions, none of them can be expected to have had a benign or positive effect. The starting point at step 1 has been set to reflect this distortion.

VI.138. Distortion of competition by engaging in bid rigging has been confirmed by the CAT to be a contravention of the Chapter I prohibition since ‘(a) it reduces the number of competitive bids submitted in respect of that particular tender; (b) it deprives the tenderer of the opportunity of seeking a replacement (competitive) bid; (c) it prevents other contractors wishing to place competitive bids in respect of that particular tender from doing so; (d) it gives the tenderer a false impression of the nature of competition in the market, leading at least potentially to future tender processes being similarly impaired’.

VI.139. First, the client is deliberately deceived into thinking that it has received a certain number of genuine bids when in fact only a proportion of them are genuine and unaffected by illegal contact with other parties.

VI.140. Secondly, the client is deprived of obtaining an alternative bid from another contractor who generally wants to win the work. That other bidder might be more efficient than any of the bidders currently in the race and able to submit a lower bid. The client may also have some form of requirement to obtain a certain number of genuine bids in order to satisfy carefully agreed procurement rules that are designed to guarantee effective competition, and will unknowingly have been thwarted in its attempt to satisfy that requirement.

VI.141. Thirdly, a potentially more efficient bidder that wanted the job may have been deprived of the opportunity to win the work. This represents a form of barrier to entry that prevents new entrants from being added to the list of tenderers. Similarly, where the Parties’ motives for submitting cover bids were to stay on

---

8522 For example, written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.17; written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraphs 70 and 79; and written representations of T & C Williams, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.
tender lists for future projects, the effect extends to depriving (potentially more efficient) competitors of the chance to win future work.

VI.142. Fourthly, the company submitting the cover price was in no position to know whether the remaining bidders were submitting genuine bids or not. That is, whilst the Parties are able with hindsight to identify that there appear to have been other genuine bidders in a particular tender having reviewed the evidence contained in the Statement, at the time of the tender they would have been unaware of the number of ‘genuine’ bidders. As is the situation with eleven of the Infringements in this Decision, all of the bids could have been tainted by either the giving or taking of a cover price. The Parties’ lack of contemporaneous knowledge as to the number of ‘genuine’ bids is demonstrated by K J Bryan’s representations in relation to Infringement 34, where it was one of six participating tenderers and took a cover price from Bodill. K J Bryan stated that it was unaware that Bodill (the winning bidder) had also given cover prices to two other tenderers, Loach and Beaufort (see paragraphs IV.1167 to IV.1203 above).

Effect on customers of compensation payment arrangements (without cover bidding)

VI.143. As with cover pricing, the OFT has not attempted to quantify effects in terms of the direct impact of a compensation payment arrangement on the price paid for the tender in question. The ways in which effects on competition and consumers arise from such arrangements are set out at paragraphs III.143 to III.155 of the Legal Background section above.

Supra-competitive profits

VI.144. Around 14 Parties stated that there was no evidence of supra-competitive profits being earned. 8525 A few Parties also stated that customers (alternatively, the quantity surveyors employed by customers to monitor project costs) would have been aware of excessive pricing. 8526 Wildgoose stated that profit margins on projects involving cover pricing or compensation payments were no higher than other similar sized projects over the same period and, consequently, there was no evidence of a detrimental effect on customers. 8527 Bodill stated that the low levels of profitability in the construction industry demonstrate that customers are getting substantial value for money. 8528

VI.145. The OFT has not attempted to engage in detailed financial analysis in order to determine whether the Parties earned supra-competitive profits as a result of the Infringements. There is no requirement for the OFT to engage in such analysis, and it would not be possible in many cases to determine this. In particular, the practice of cover pricing had been going on for so long that it would be difficult to determine what the real competitive price level was. As noted above, the OFT rejects any suggestion that cover pricing or compensation
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8525 For example, written representations of W R Bloodworth, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 78 and 86; written representations of Wygar, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 61 and 70; and written representations of G F Tomlinson, 23 June 2008, paragraphs 87 and 99.
8527 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraphs 6.32 to 6.33.
8528 For example, written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5.
payments never had an impact on the price charged to customers (or were not capable of doing so), and it therefore also rejects the suggestion that cover pricing and compensation payments will never have resulted in an increased profit margin (or were not capable of doing so). The OFT accepts, however, that there may not have been a direct inflation of price and/or profit margin as a result of each and every Infringement, and has taken this into account in setting the starting point.

VI.146. In its representations, Bullock suggested that if supra-competitive prices were being charged then this would encourage entry by new firms which would drive prices back down to a competitive level. However, the OFT does not consider it necessary for it to assess the extent to which new entry did in fact occur for this reason or (if so) what effect if any it had on prices, which in any event would be particularly difficult in this case. Indeed, one likely consequence of the widespread practice of cover pricing will have been to make it more difficult for new entrants to obtain opportunities to tender. As such, the theoretical notion of new entry may have been prevented from occurring in practice. Furthermore, as noted above, the prevalence of cover pricing over time makes it particularly difficult to determine what the real competitive price level was. Finally, the same argument could be made in relation to any hardcore price fixing arrangement. This is simply not an indicator that the Infringements were less serious, nor a mitigating factor.

Alternatives to cover pricing

VI.147. A large number of Parties stated that, in the absence of cover bidding, the company taking a cover price would have unilaterally submitted an inflated bid, or would have declined to bid, so that cover pricing made no difference to the outcome of the tender or the intensity of competition. A few Parties also stated that a unilaterally inflated bid would have had the same effect as a cover price in terms of giving the customer the ‘illusion’ of a genuine bid. Another Party submitted that a cover price represents the ‘genuine’ price at which the party submitting it would be prepared to carry out the work, so there is no reduction in the number of competitive bids.

VI.148. The OFT does not accept that these arguments demonstrate a lack of adverse effect on competition. A competitive bid is one which reflects the bidders’ perception of the potential risks and rewards involved in the project and in the wider marketplace. Whilst a bidder might unilaterally submit a high bid in the hope of not winning a tender, in doing so it runs the risk that the bid will be so low as to win a contract it is unable (or unwilling) to fulfil, or so high as to damage its credibility. Whilst the resulting bid may be above the level of the winning bid (and, in that sense, uncompetitive), it genuinely reflects the bidder’s perception of the risks and rewards involved in the market. Where a bidder submits a cover price, however, these risks are curtailed as the price has simply been obtained from a competitor. In this way, a bidder submitting a
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8529 Written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.16.10.
8530 For example, written representations of Balfour Beatty group, 27 June 2008, paragraph 8.3; written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.5; and written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 9.28.
8531 Written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 40; written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 69; and written representations of Baggaley & Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 41.
8532 Written representations of Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraphs 4.11 to 4.19.
cover price deliberately substitutes practical cooperation for the risks of competition and the bid cannot, therefore, be regarded as ‘genuine’ or competitive. The OFT therefore rejects the suggestion that cover pricing has the same impact on the competitive process as submitting a unilaterally high bid (albeit that the outcome of the tender process – in terms of the winning bidder – may be the same in each scenario).

VI.149. Around 10 Parties submitted that, if a Party had declined to tender rather than submitting a cover price, the customer would not have invited a replacement bidder and/or any such replacement bidder would have been unlikely to bid any lower than the winning bid. A few of these Parties stated that a cover price was sought late in the tender process, so there would have been no time for a replacement bidder to be sought. Haymills submitted that there was only a three per cent probability that a customer would obtain an additional bid and it would produce a lower price.

VI.150. Whilst the OFT recognises that the customer may not seek a replacement in every instance in which an invited bidder declines to tender, the OFT does not necessarily accept that the customer would be unlikely to do so. Regardless of the likelihood of a replacement bidder being sought, the customer is still deprived of the opportunity to seek a replacement bidder if so desired (see also paragraph III.102 of the Legal Background section). Finally, even if the customer would not have sought a replacement bidder, this does not mean that the cover pricing had no impact – the customer will have received fewer competitive bids than it intended, and it will have been given a false impression of the nature of competition in the market with the potential for future tenders to be similarly impaired.

Customers’ knowledge

VI.151. Other Parties submitted that customers would have been aware of the practice of cover bidding and can be assumed to have taken this into account in designing their tender process Admiral and E Manton submitted that their behaviour was carried out openly and recorded in tender books.

VI.152. The OFT rejects these submissions, as customers cannot be assumed to have knowledge of cover bidding when the intention of a Party engaging in this practice was to appear to submit a ‘genuine’ bid. The OFT does not accept that a customer could have any means of identifying if any or all of the bids it received were from tenderers engaged in cover pricing. There is no evidence that the client was aware of cover pricing having taken place in most, if not all,

8533 Case C-209/07 Competition Authority v Beef Industry Development Society and Barry Brothers (Carrigmore) Meats, judgment of 20 November 2008, at paragraph 34.
8534 For example, written representations of Baggaley & Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 41; written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.5; and written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 197.
8535 For example, written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.16; written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.20; and written representations of Milward, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.15.
8536 Written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, paragraph 40.
8537 For example, written representations of Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraph 4.16; written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 11.8; and written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.12.
of the Infringements in this Decision. As regards Admiral and E Manton, there is no suggestion that these Parties informed their respective customers when they engaged in cover pricing. Customers were therefore deceived into thinking that cover bids were genuine competitive bids. Whilst these Parties may have recorded the giving and taking of cover prices in their internal tender records, it is therefore incorrect to characterise the practice as having been carried out openly.

Purported positive effects

VI.153. A number of Parties suggested that the cover pricing Infringements engaged in by the Parties were in fact benign and had a positive effect since they saved on unnecessary tendering costs and/or ensured that companies stayed on tendering lists and could therefore compete for future work.\footnote{For example, written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.16; written representations of the Construction Confederation, 16 June 2008, paragraph 1.3; and written representations of W R Bloodworth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 86.} Around five Parties submitted that the costs saved when taking a cover price, rather than employing estimating resource to price the contract, were passed on to clients through reduced overheads which were recovered on the contracts for which they did compete.\footnote{For example, written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 23.6; written representations of F Parkinson, 25 June 2008, paragraph 43; and written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 175.}

VI.154. Submission of cover prices may have reduced a Party’s general overheads, but the OFT considers that this demonstrates a further potential impact on competition. The natural corollary of this submission is that construction companies which chose not to engage in cover pricing, but instead to price tenders received, would be running with higher overhead costs (as well as increased risk – see paragraph VI.148 above), disadvantaging them across a whole range of work when competing against companies who chose to engage in cover pricing.\footnote{For the avoidance of doubt, the OFT has not taken any such potential effect on competitors into account in setting the starting point in this case, but merely notes it in response to these Parties’ submissions.}

VI.155. Moreover, even if the purported costs savings were passed on to customers in the form of lower overheads, they would not benefit the customer in respect of whose tender a Party had submitted a cover price, but would rather result in lower prices for other customers for whom the Party was the successful bidder. The customer involved in each particular Infringement does not therefore obtain any cost benefit from cover pricing in respect of the relevant tender. Finally, the OFT notes that it has not been provided with any evidence that these purported cost savings were passed on to any other customers.

VI.156. Linford stated that it used cover pricing as a means of remaining on tender lists in order to exert competitive pressure as a potential entrant in a new market.\footnote{Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 9.28.} Given that a cover price is intended to be too high to win the job and the giver of the cover price would know that Linford was not intending to submit a competitive bid, the OFT does not accept that the submission of a cover price exerts any competitive pressure on the other bidders.
VI.157. Admiral stated that declining to bid (instead of cover pricing) would decrease the number of bidders on future tender lists.  As noted above, the OFT considers that, contrary to Admiral’s submission, declining to bid would give the customer the opportunity to invite a replacement bidder to tender, thereby potentially allowing a more efficient competitor to enter the market.

VI.158. Bramall/Frank Haslam submitted that the OFT should have regard to the potential benefits of some information exchange in tender auctions. In particular, Bramall/Frank Haslam considered that the tender system used by local authorities exhibited a sort of market failure in which information asymmetries led to inefficient bidding behaviour, and submitted that information exchange seemed to be an appropriate answer to this.  The OFT does not accept that cover pricing provides any such benefit for customers, and does not consider this provides an excuse for the Parties’ unlawful conduct.

**Tenders not awarded**

VI.159. A few Parties stated that certain tenders described in this Decision were not taken forward by the customer (for example, because the customer decided to abandon the bids and re-tender the contract, or because the price of the winning bid was subject to negotiation post-tender) and, consequently, the Infringements could have had no effect on the customer or competitors.

VI.160. Where a tender process has been completely abandoned, there can obviously be no impact on the price paid by the customer in respect of that tender. There is, however, an impact on the customer’s perception of the level of competition in the market which has the potential to impact future tenders. The submission of a cover price has also prevented the customer from inviting a replacement bidder to tender; which could have an impact on the undertakings invited to tender by the same customer in future.

VI.161. Where a tender has not been completely abandoned, but has effectively turned into a negotiated contract post-tender, the OFT does not accept that an impact on price can be discounted. If the winning tender price was inflated as a result of cover pricing, then the impact would be carried across to the subsequent negotiations, as they would have commenced at an inflated level. Moreover, any such negotiations will inevitably be informed by the customers’ perception of competition and pricing more generally in the market, which the practice of cover pricing will tend to distort.

**Other arguments in relation to seriousness**

VI.162. A number of other submissions were advanced by Parties in respect of the OFT’s starting point at step 1. Bullock stated that the Party which gave a cover price to it had also provided a cover price to two other bidders, so giving the third cover to Bullock added nothing.  The OFT rejects any suggestion that the giving of a cover price had no effect merely because two other cover prices were also given in the context of the same tender process. If anything, the OFT
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8543 Written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 23.6.
8544 Written representations of Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.65 to 2.72.
8545 For example, written representations of Interserve, 25 June 2008, paragraph 5.4; written representations of Simons Group, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.14; and written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.17.
8546 Written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.16.22.
considers that this resulted in a greater distortion of competition than if only one cover price had been given, as four of the bids received by the customer were tainted by cover pricing.

VI.163. Linford submitted that, for those Infringements where it gave a cover, the OFT has failed to demonstrate that the Party seeking a cover could not have approached someone else. Linford therefore concluded that cover pricing would have occurred even without its involvement. It is not incumbent on the OFT, however, either in establishing liability or imposing penalties, to demonstrate that a similar Infringement could not (or would not) have been committed by another undertaking.

VI.164. Willmott Dixon stated that for one Infringement (Infringement 243), cover pricing saved the client time and money and there was consequently no consumer detriment. This representation is based on the suggestion that, by submitting a cover price, Willmott Dixon made up the minimum number of tenderers required by the client for procurement purposes, thereby avoiding the need to re-tender the job. The OFT considers, however, that it is not for a bidder to determine what would be in the customer’s best interests, and it cannot be presumed that a customer would prefer to be deceived and receive a cover price than to receive a smaller number of tenders and, if necessary, re-tender the project.

VI.165. Bullock submitted that, as it had no turnover in the relevant market at the time of its Infringement, the effect of its conduct on competition was limited. The OFT does not agree. In many cases, the Parties were taking a cover price because the relevant job was not one that they wished to win, often because it was not their preferred type of work. The consequences of doing so, however, are the same as for other Infringements – the number of competitive bids is reduced, the customer is deprived of the opportunity to invite a replacement bidder to tender, a potential new entrant is prevented from being able to tender and the customer’s perception of the nature of competition in the market is impaired (see paragraph VI.138). Consequently, the seriousness of the Infringement is not diminished by the fact that it has occurred in a market in which the relevant Party does not usually operate.

VI.166. Harold Adkin stated that it is essential that owners of construction firms see a reasonable return on their risk and investment, and penalties should take this into account. The OFT does not accept that this is a relevant factor when setting the starting point for penalties. To the extent that a penalty imposed by the OFT in this Decision is likely to result in financial hardship, this is addressed at step 3 (see paragraphs VI.276 to VI.288 below).

VI.167. Taking into account all of the above factors, the OFT has set the starting points for the Infringements within the middle to upper end of the scale (the maximum being 10 per cent of an undertaking’s relevant turnover). The starting point for those Infringements involving compensation payments is set at a higher level than the starting point for those Infringements not involving compensation payments, in order to reflect the comparative seriousness of the two types of Infringement.

8547 Written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 9.28.
8549 Written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.16.3.
8550 Written representations of Harold Adkin, 25 June 2008, point 2 in relation to penalties.
VI.168. For those Infringements not involving compensation payments, the starting point is therefore 5 per cent.

VI.169. For those Infringements involving compensation payments, the starting point is therefore 7 per cent. 8551

VI.170. The levels of starting points set in this Decision are the same as those used in the OFT’s previous investigations into bid rigging activity in the roofing industry. 8552

VI.171. Galliford Try stated that one of those previous cases, West Midlands Flat Roofing 8553, involved multilateral contacts between customers and detailed written cover prices, whereas it had only minimal contact with another Party and there was no evidence of written communications. 8554 First, the OFT does not consider that the form of communication between Parties – either written or oral – is relevant to its calculation of penalties; it is the substance of the contact which is important. Secondly, whilst some of the infringements in West Midlands Flat Roofing involved between three and five parties, there was no finding of multilateral contact in relation to any of those infringements, so the OFT does not consider this to be a distinguishing factor. The issue of whether there should be different starting points in this case based on the number of parties involved in an Infringement is discussed at paragraph VI.177 below.

VI.172. The OFT also considered whether the starting points in this case should be set at a higher level than in its previous roofing cases, given that a number of the Infringements took place after the OFT issued those decisions (the first of which was issued in March 2004) and there was no evidence that the construction industry as a whole reduced its involvement in cover pricing to any significant extent between the OFT’s roofing decisions and the issue of the Statement in April 2008.

VI.173. However, the OFT has given consideration to the Parties’ arguments in response to the Statement, to the effect that many of the Infringements occurred before the OFT’s roofing decisions and that there was general widespread ignorance about the illegality of cover pricing as demonstrated by the text book referred to in paragraph IV.19 above. 8555 While such arguments do not excuse the practice of cover pricing, since ignorance of the law is no defence, taking these submissions into account (along with the other factors referred to in this section and in paragraphs VI.38 to VI.51 above), the OFT has determined, on balance, that it would not be appropriate, in this instance, to apply a higher starting point than that used in the previous roofing cases.

VI.174. However, it should be clearly noted by the Parties and by other firms, both in the construction industry and more generally, that cover pricing in whatever form is an infringement by object of the Chapter I prohibition and that the OFT...
may well consider it appropriate to apply a significantly higher starting point in any future cases involving cover pricing.

VI.175. Around 12 Parties submitted that the OFT was treating them in an inequitable and discriminatory manner when compared with the level of penalties agreed as a result of early resolution with J Sainsbury in Dairy and British Airways in Fuel surcharges. First, the OFT notes that each case is specific to its own facts and circumstances and the level of penalties imposed on a party in one case cannot be directly compared with that in another case due to potential differences, for example, in turnover, relevant markets, seriousness of the infringements, duration, aggravating and mitigating factors, and discounts for leniency, cooperation or early resolution. Moreover, the OFT does not accept that it is in any event bound by its decisions in relation to the calculation of penalties in previous cases. Rather, the OFT considers that, subject to the above, it is free to adapt its policy as appropriate having regard to all relevant circumstances and its overall policy objectives on financial penalties, as set out in its Penalty Guidance (see paragraph VI.11 above). Secondly, the OFT notes that these Parties have compared penalties on the basis of the proportion of profits which they represent (effectively arguing that any penalty imposed on them should represent a lower proportion of their profits), whereas the OFT bases its penalty calculations on the infringing undertaking’s turnover. The OFT has addressed at paragraphs VI.70 to VI.77 above the reasons why it does not consider a profit-based approach to be appropriate in this case.

VI.176. Around six Parties submitted that the OFT should set the starting point individually for each Party, taking into account the seriousness of each Infringement. The OFT has had due regard to the facts and evidence for each individual Infringement, but (other than in respect of Infringements involving compensation payments) considers that there are insufficient differences between them to justify any difference in starting point at step 1.

VI.177. In particular, whilst the OFT recognises that in the case of some cover pricing Infringements competition for the tender in question was entirely eliminated (for example, where a Party gave a cover price to all other participating tenderers) whereas in others competition was merely distorted, the evidence is not always clear as to whether the recipient (and, less often, the giver) of a cover price knew at the time cover was given or received the extent to which in any particular instance competition was likely to be eliminated. As such, the OFT considers that it would be unfair to distinguish between different Infringements on this basis when setting penalties. At a minimum, a recipient of a cover price may have been ‘turning a blind eye’ as to whether all other tenderers were similarly tainted (see also paragraph VI.142 above).

VI.178. Furthermore, whilst it is possible that bid prices (and also profit margins) will have been deliberately raised where a Party knew that it faced very little or no competition as a result of cover pricing, without a full examination of the evidence on this (which in some cases it would be impossible to obtain), the
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8556 For example, written representations of Francis, 2 July 2008, paragraph 95; written representations of Irwins and Jack Lunn, 27 June 2008, paragraph 91; and written representations of Wygar, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.

8557 For example, written representations of Baggaley & Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 42; written representations of Phoenix, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 27 to 28; and written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 6.8 to 6.10.
OF T does not consider this to be a sound basis for differentiating between the Parties in this case in terms of the starting point adopted at step 1.

VI.179. For these reasons, the starting point for all cover pricing Infringements has been set at 5 per cent, rather than any higher starting point. The OFT cannot exclude the possibility, however, that the factors identified in paragraphs VI.177 to VI.178 would be taken into account in any future cases involving cover pricing. A number of other differentiating factors (such as director involvement, the Party’s role in instigating the Infringement, and any steps taken to cooperate and promote compliance) are taken into account as aggravating and mitigating factors at step 4.

VI.180. Several Parties made representations regarding the level of the starting point in terms of the possible damage a high starting point might cause to their businesses, citing the low profitability in the construction industry\(^8558\) and suggesting that it would put companies out of business.\(^8559\) The OFT has dealt with the arguments about profitability as opposed to turnover at paragraphs VI.70 to VI.76 above. In terms of financial hardship, the Parties have had an opportunity to make representations on their own individual circumstances and the OFT has the ability to take these into account at step 3 of the penalty calculation. This is discussed in more detail at paragraphs VI.276 to VI.288 below.

**Step 2 – adjustment for duration**

VI.181. The starting point under step 1 may be increased or, in exceptional circumstances, decreased to take into account the duration of the infringement.\(^8560\) For almost all of the Infringements described in this Decision, the OFT has concluded that the duration was less than a year. The OFT does not believe that the fact that the actual bid rigging arrangements lasted for less than one year should lead to any downward adjustment in penalties imposed because the anti-competitive effects are irreversible and could have a continuing adverse impact on future tendering processes.\(^8561\)

VI.182. A few Parties concluded that the OFT had characterised the Infringements as being a year in duration.\(^8562\) For example, Allenbuild and Robert Woodhead stated that ‘the artificial categorisation of an infringement as being a year in duration means that the level of the fine is being further distorted.’\(^8563\) These Parties have, however, misunderstood the OFT’s position as set out in the Statement and at paragraph VI.181 above; namely, the OFT recognises that these Parties’ Infringements lasted less than one year.


\(^8559\) For example, written representations of Beaufort, 27 June 2008, page 1; written representations of Adam Eastwood, 26 June 2008, point 1 on penalties; written representations of Speller-Metcalfe, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 80 to 84.

\(^8560\) Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.10.

\(^8561\) This approach is consistent with previous OFT decisions, for example, CA98/01/2006, *Collusive tendering for flat roof and car park surfacing contracts in England and Scotland*, 22 February 2006, at paragraph 732, and has also been endorsed by the CAT in *Apex* at paragraph 278.

\(^8562\) For example, written representations of Hill, 23 June 2008, paragraph 20; written representations of R Durtnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 199.

\(^8563\) Written representations of Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraph 6.2.2; and written representations of Robert Woodhead, 2 July 2008, paragraph 4.2.2.
VI.183. Several Parties argued that the OFT should make a downward adjustment where an Infringement lasted less than a year. In particular, Haymills submitted that it was arguable that an Infringement commenced on the day the cover price was given and did not last longer than the date tenders were returned, because neither it nor the counterparty involved in cover pricing won the bid. Haymills submitted that the OFT should follow the approach in Aberdeen Journals, in which the CAT reduced a penalty due to its short duration. Pearce Group stated that the short duration of its infringement constitutes an exceptional circumstance that should lead to a reduction in penalty at step 2. A few Parties disputed that their Infringements had any impact on future tendering processes.

VI.184. However, as noted in the Statement and above at paragraph V.26 to V.28, the OFT considers that the Infringements lasted at least from the date of the initial contact between the Parties, alerting one another that they had been invited to tender and were either interested in winning the tender or in making bids that would ensure that they would not win the tender, to the date when bids were actually submitted or due to be submitted for the duration of the work. The OFT further considers that the consequences of the bid rigging Infringements distorted competition at least until the work had been carried out, a period which varied considerably in length from tender to tender but almost always constituted a matter of months. Furthermore, the effects were irreversible because the competition lost in respect of the affected tender can never be recovered (see also paragraphs III.103 to III.105 of the Legal Background section). In cases involving compensation payments made after the date when bids were submitted, the OFT considers that the duration of Infringements of this nature lasted at least until the date when the final compensation payment was made (see paragraph V.27).

VI.185. Furthermore, even were the duration of the Infringements to be regarded as shorter in duration, the Penalty Guidance states that the starting point will only be decreased at step 2 in exceptional circumstances and the OFT does not consider that the circumstances surrounding the Infringements were in any way exceptional in this respect.

VI.186. Wright (Hull) submitted that the Infringements are individual and discrete and therefore have ‘no measurable duration’ in the sense used in the Penalty Guidance. The OFT accepts that the Infringements are discrete and individual. The OFT has therefore had regard to the practice of the CAT in assessing the penalties imposed in respect of similar infringements (see footnote 8561, and paragraphs VI.181 and VI.184).

VI.187. For Infringement 135, which lasted over a year because it involved a compensation payment with an outstanding invoice, the OFT considers that the


\[8565\] Written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 44 to 45.


\[8567\] Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 5.32.

\[8568\] For example, written representations of Haymills, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 44 to 45; written representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 45; and written representations of R Durnell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 199.

\[8569\] Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.10.

\[8570\] Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraphs 18 and 83.
impact (in terms of duration) of collusive tendering is no different from the Infringements lasting less than a year. No upward adjustment for duration will therefore be made for this Infringement, despite the fact that as noted above and contrary to the representations of Wildgoose\(^{8571}\), the OFT considers that the duration of Infringements of this nature lasted at least until the date when the final compensation payment was made.

VI.188. The OFT is therefore making no adjustment for duration at step 2 of the penalty calculation.

**Step 3 – adjustment for other factors**

VI.189. The penalty may be adjusted, after step 2, to achieve policy objectives, particularly deterring undertakings from engaging in anti-competitive practices, such as collusive tendering (including importantly, other undertakings which may be considering engaging in anti-competitive practices). Considerations at this stage may also include the OFT’s estimate of any economic or financial benefit made by the infringing undertakings from the infringements, and the special characteristics, including the size and financial position of the undertakings in question.\(^{8572}\)

**Economic benefit**

VI.190. Around 15 Parties\(^{8573}\) informed the OFT in their representations that they had derived no economic or financial benefit from the Infringements.

VI.191. As noted at paragraphs VI.145 and VI.178 above, the OFT has not analysed (nor would it be possible to analyse in many instances) the economic or financial benefit derived by the Parties from each of the Infringements. Whilst any such benefit cannot be ruled out, the OFT is not applying an upward adjustment to the penalties on this basis.

**General comments on deterrence**

VI.192. The OFT considers that deterrence is an important part of its fining policy, vis-à-vis both the Parties and other undertakings who are not addressees of this Decision but may be considering engaging in bid rigging activities. The need for effective deterrence is essential in view of the fact that cover pricing has been endemic in the construction industry, and the penalties therefore need to reflect this wider problem. The OFT has imposed financial penalties for cover pricing in the past in a related sector (the flat roofing sector\(^{8574}\)). However, the OFT learned that cover pricing continued throughout the construction industry since its previous investigations. In the Statement, the OFT noted that as a result it considered that the overall level of financial penalties in this case might need to be higher than it was in the OFT’s previous bid rigging cases, in order to represent an effective deterrent. Moreover, it cannot be assumed that cover bidding will necessarily be confined to the construction industry, so it is also
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\(^{8571}\) Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 6.39.

\(^{8572}\) Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.11.

\(^{8573}\) For example, written representations of Crown Point, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 6.21 to 6.23; written representations of T & C Williams, 27 June 2008, paragraph 9; and written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5.

important to deter undertakings from engaging in such activities in other sectors.

VI.193. Harper plc stated that a recent study commissioned by the OFT had suggested that criminal penalties and director disqualification are a greater deterrent than increased fines. Harper plc argued that there was consequently no need to increase penalties in order to deter third parties. As noted above, deterrence is an important part of the OFT’s fining policy, and remains so. It does not follow from the fact that criminal penalties and director disqualification may be regarded as having a more significant deterrent impact, that financial penalties should therefore be lower. Indeed, the fact that some companies regard criminal penalties and director disqualification as more important in deterring infringements than financial penalties may suggest that an increase in the level of the OFT’s penalties is required in order to ensure they act as an effective deterrent, and some of the findings of the study on deterrence would support that.8576

VI.194. A large number of Parties argued that there was no need for deterrence to be a consideration in relation to their penalty. Around 15 Parties8577 made the specific point that they ceased all cover pricing activity once it became known that it was illegal, whilst around seven Parties8578 stated that they had ceased cover pricing before the OFT’s investigation commenced. Other Parties argued that they did not need to be deterred from further infringements because cover pricing was a rare occurrence for them8579, because their Infringements involved only one rogue employee8580, because they have exited the UK construction industry, or because the Participant Company has ceased trading or has been dissolved.8581

VI.195. Deterrence is, however, about the actions of other companies, as much as the addressees of this Decision (see paragraph VI.192 above). Whilst the OFT welcomes the fact that Parties may have ceased cover pricing, there is still a need to ensure that other companies are sufficiently deterred from engaging in similar activities, and indeed that the Parties are sufficiently deterred from engaging in other forms of anti-competitive behaviour. To the extent that Parties have demonstrated the implementation of a suitable compliance policy, this is taken into account as a mitigating factor at step 4. It is also immaterial whether or not the Parties remain active in the construction industry, or have exited the market since the Infringements, or no longer trade, as this does not negate the need for a wider deterrent.

8576 OFT 963 The deterrent effect of competition enforcement by the OFT – Discussion document (November 2007) and OFT 963a The deterrent effect of competition enforcement by the OFT – Summary of comments (March 2008).
8577 For example, written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraph 51; written representations of Clegg, 27 June 2008, paragraph 146; and written representations of F Parkinson, 25 June 2008, paragraph 125.
8578 For example, written representations of Ballast Nedam, 26 September 2008, paragraph 56; written representations of Herbert Baggaley, 27 June 2008, paragraph 30; and written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 6.44.
8580 Written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraph 49.
VI.196. The OFT’s assessment of deterrence is also not affected by the number of instances of cover pricing in which a Party has engaged. Given the consolidation and selection process undertaken in this case, the OFT does not consider it would be fair to differentiate between Parties when considering deterrence on the basis of the number of instances of cover pricing in which each Party was involved.

VI.197. Around four Parties submitted that, where a Participant Company has been acquired by a new parent company since the Infringements, there is no need to deter the new parent company, as it was not involved in the Infringements and/or did not benefit from the illegal conduct. The OFT considers, however, that the Participant Company should be deterred from engaging in further anti-competitive conduct (regardless of the fact that it now forms part of a different undertaking). Furthermore, and as noted above, deterrence is also aimed at other companies as well as the addressees of the Decision.

VI.198. Wright (Hull) submitted that, as a small firm, fining it will not deter other firms as it is not sufficiently prominent for an effective message to be sent to others. Even if this were true (which the OFT does not necessarily accept), this does not negate the need to consider deterrence as the penalty should be sufficiently high to deter Wright (Hull) itself from engaging in similar infringing conduct in future. Moreover, the OFT would not wish smaller firms to assume from the penalty imposed on Wright (Hull) in this case that, because of their size, they could infringe competition law with impunity.

VI.199. Balfour Beatty stated that the OFT had previously recognised that an uplift for deterrence is not justified where a party has acted as whistleblower and where the infringing conduct took place against that party’s business strategy. Balfour Beatty submitted it should be treated in the same manner in this case. First, the OFT notes that every case is necessarily fact-specific and the approach to penalty calculation taken for one party in one case cannot be directly read across to an entirely separate case. Secondly, for those Infringements in relation to which Balfour Beatty was the whistleblower, it is not being penalised at all (as they are But For Infringements). Thirdly, the OFT is pursuing at least three Infringements for almost every leniency applicant in this case (including Balfour Beatty). The OFT therefore does not consider that cover pricing can be characterised as an aberration or a ‘one-off’ occurrence for these Parties.

VI.200. Around 15 Parties suggested in their representations that there was no need for deterrence because there has been a movement away from traditional tendering methods in favour of negotiated tenders and framework agreements where, they suggested, cover pricing is more difficult if not impossible. However, the OFT notes first that there are still a significant number of projects that are allocated by means of traditional tendering methods, as indeed has

---

8582 For example, written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.22; written representations of Mowlem, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 4.8 and 4.11 to 4.15; and written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.22.
8583 Written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraph 93.
8585 For example, written representations of Francis, 2 July 2008, paragraph 110; written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 196 to 197; and written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.27. Similarly, Wright (Hull) stated that there was no need for deterrence as it has mostly moved away from tendered construction work to in-house property development so it had no opportunity to cover price (written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraphs 88 to 92).
been noted by some of the Parties. Secondly, the majority if not all of negotiated tenders and framework agreements involve a price element at some stage of the process and the OFT therefore rejects any suggestion that cover pricing would be impossible. Thirdly, cover pricing is of course only one form of bid rigging or price collusion and if companies were insufficiently deterred from bid rigging activity then they are more likely to seek other ways of manipulating the tendering process to their advantage.

VI.201. Almost half of the Parties made representations to the effect that the widespread publicity following the issue of the Statement in April 2008 had already affected their reputation to the extent that they are properly deterred from engaging in similar behaviour in the future, and suggested that other companies will have noted this publicity and be similarly deterred from engaging in bid rigging. Around 10 Parties noted that they had incurred considerable legal expenses and management time in defending the OFT’s allegations and suggested that this was sufficient deterrent.

VI.202. As noted above, deterrence is not only about the particular addresssees of this Decision, however, but also other companies. In any event, the OFT does not consider that publicity to the effect that the Parties had engaged in bid rigging, as took place at the time of the issue of the Statement, would on its own act as a sufficient deterrent, nor would management and legal costs. In order to ensure proper deterrence it is important that the OFT reaches an infringement decision and that appropriately calculated financial penalties are levied on the Parties.

*Potential for exclusion from tender lists and follow-on private actions for damages*

VI.203. Several Parties expressed concern at the possibility of exclusion from tender lists following the OFT’s decision. E Manton stated that virtually all reputable contractors in the Birmingham area will be fined and, if they are then excluded from tender lists, customers will struggle to obtain firms to carry out work and may have to pay a premium for firms from outside the area. The OFT does not accept that this possibility is sufficient reason to make a downward adjustment to the penalties in this case, however. Moreover, whilst it must ultimately be the decision of each individual procurer, the OFT is issuing advice to procurers that in the particular circumstances of this case it would not be advisable for the Parties that are the subject of this Decision to be excluded from tender lists solely because of the OFT’s enforcement action. In view of this, the OFT considers that it is particularly important to ensure that the penalties are set at an appropriate level to deter future bid rigging conduct.

---

8586 For example, written representations of Peter Baines, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5.4.
8587 [...] [I]
8588 For example, written representations of Bodill, 26 June 2008, paragraph 5; written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.27; and written representations of Wright (Hull), 27 June 2008, paragraph 85.3.
8589 For example, written representations of Caddick, 24 June 2008, paragraph 12.5; and written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.23.
VI.204. Other Parties\textsuperscript{8591} were concerned about the possibility of follow-on private actions, and suggested that an adjustment for deterrence was unnecessary in the light of these other deterrence factors. The OFT considers that an effective system for private actions is a useful additional tool for encouraging businesses to comply with competition law but does not consider that the potential for private actions in the present case is a reason to reduce the adjustment for deterrence at step 3 of the penalty calculation.

VI.205. A large number of Parties\textsuperscript{8592} noted that the OFT’s selection process meant that a sample of companies are being pursued and suggested that the competitive process would be further distorted if the OFT imposed heavy financial penalties that put companies out of business or caused them to alter their investment decisions. They noted that the OFT had found the practice of cover pricing to be endemic and suggested that other companies had infringed the Act but escaped a penalty merely through good fortune. Harper plc suggested that investigating these other companies would do more to deter other companies than uplifting the penalties to be imposed on the Parties.\textsuperscript{8593}

VI.206. A number of Parties objected to the OFT’s stated intention, as set out in the Statement, to increase the level of penalties above those applied in the OFT’s previous cover pricing cases. Around 25 Parties\textsuperscript{8594} noted in their representations on the Statement that the majority of the Infringements (around 70 per cent) took place prior to the OFT’s first decision on cover pricing in the roofing industry in March 2004.\textsuperscript{8595} The Parties suggested that it was still not clear following that decision, that what they referred to as ‘simple’ cover pricing was illegal and noted that the CAT’s first decision on cover pricing was not made until 2005.\textsuperscript{8596} Some Parties\textsuperscript{8597} noted that a significant number of the Infringements (around 10 per cent) occurred in 2000 when the Competition Act 1998 had only just come into force and there was, according to these Parties, general uncertainty about its scope. Other Parties\textsuperscript{8598} emphasised the general lack of awareness of the illegality of cover pricing, citing for example the text book referred to by the OFT at paragraph IV.19 above and a lack of awareness even amongst the legal community. The Parties stated that in all of these circumstances it would not be fair to increase the level of financial penalties above those applied in the OFT’s previous bid rigging cases.

VI.207. The OFT has considered the Parties’ representations and has decided in the light of these that it is not appropriate in the present case to raise the level of the adjustment for deterrence at step 3 above the level set in the OFT’s

\textsuperscript{8591} For example, written representations of ..........\textsuperscript{C}, ..........\textsuperscript{C}, page \textsuperscript{C}; written representations of ..........\textsuperscript{C}, ..........\textsuperscript{C}, paragraph \textsuperscript{C}; and written representations of ..........\textsuperscript{C}, ..........\textsuperscript{C}, paragraph \textsuperscript{C}.

\textsuperscript{8592} For example, written representations of Shaylor, 25 June 2008, paragraph 4.9; written representations of A H Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 50; and written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 10 to 11.

\textsuperscript{8593} Written representations of Harper plc, 27 June 2008, paragraph 46.

\textsuperscript{8594} For example, written representations of Ballast Nedam, 26 September 2008, paragraph 63; written representations of Harold Adkin, 25 June 2008, point 4 on penalties; written representations of Interserve, 25 June 2008, paragraphs 5.9 and 5.33.

\textsuperscript{8595} CA98/1/2004 Collusive tendering in relation to contracts for flat-roofing services in the West Midlands, 16 March 2004.


\textsuperscript{8597} For example, written representations of Sol, 2 June 2008, page 12.

\textsuperscript{8598} For example, written representations of Baggaley & Jenkins, 27 June 2008, paragraph 63; written representations of Mowlem, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.10; written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.5.
decisions on bid rigging in the roofing industry. However, as stated in paragraph VI.192 above deterrence is an important element of the OFT’s fining policy and it remains important that there be some form of adjustment at step 3 of the penalty calculation in the present case in order to ensure that undertakings are sufficiently deterred from similar behaviour in the future, not only in the construction industry but also in other industries where work is allocated by means of tendering processes and other similar methods. While there may have been a lack of certainty amongst the Parties about the legality of cover pricing, as noted in paragraph VI.44 above the OFT considers that the Parties must (or at the very least should) have realised that the provision of prices to each other during the bidding process would constitute at the very least a restriction or distortion of competition.

VI.208. The following subsection discusses how the adjustment for deterrence at step 3 should be applied in the present case.

Minimum Deterrence Threshold

VI.209. For some Parties, the financial penalty calculated at the end of step 2 of the calculation represents a relatively low proportion of the undertaking’s total turnover, as a consequence of that party’s relevant turnover being a low proportion of its total turnover because it may have significant activities in other markets. In such cases, the OFT considers that the penalty figure reached at the end of step 2 is unlikely to represent a significant sum for that Party, and it will therefore be necessary to increase the Party’s penalty at step 3 to arrive at a sum that represents, for that Party, a sufficient deterrent, having regard to the seriousness of the Infringements and the participant’s total turnover.

VI.210. Those Parties whose circumstances are as set out in paragraph VI.209 above will therefore be subject to an increase in their penalty at step 3. In order to ensure equal treatment amongst the Parties, the penalty in each case will be increased to a level equivalent to a fixed proportion of the Party’s total turnover in the last business year prior to this Decision (to be known as the Minimum Deterrence Threshold (‘MDT’)) and set at a level proportionate to the starting points for the different types of Infringements. The same MDT will be applied to all Parties involved in equally serious infringements. The MDT will be calculated having regard to the seriousness of the Infringements to which it is applied and the total turnover in the last business year of each undertaking.8599

VI.211. This approach has been applied in previous decisions8600, and endorsed by the CAT.8601

VI.212. As stated above in paragraph VI.114, the OFT considers that Infringements which involve compensation payments are more serious and therefore attract a higher starting point at step 1. In order to ensure adequate deterrence for more serious types of infringement, those Parties which are involved in compensation payments and whose circumstances are as set out in paragraph VI.209 above

8599 While the OFT has made every effort to calculate penalties based on the latest possible turnover provided by the Parties, it has not been practicable to take account of turnover figures provided after 31 August 2009. Parties were informed by letter in June 2009 that the OFT would be unlikely to be able to take account of turnover figures received after the end of July 2009, and the OFT therefore considers that it has more than fulfilled its requirements in this regard.

8600 For example, CA98/01/2006, Collusive tendering for flat roof and car park surfacing contracts in England and Scotland, 22 February 2006.

VI.213. Two Parties, Balfour Beatty Group and Wildgoose, made representations to the effect that the compensation payment Infringements in which they were involved were either less serious than those of other Parties or were less serious than those that occurred in the OFT’s roofing cartel decisions and that they should not therefore be subject to a higher level of MDT.\textsuperscript{8602} However, other Parties\textsuperscript{8603} agreed with the OFT’s position that compensation payments are more serious than cover pricing (indeed, some attempted to use this as a mitigating factor for their own conduct – see paragraph VI.118 above). The OFT considers that the giving or acceptance of a payment that facilitates collusion and that is generally covered up by the submission of a false invoice, constitutes a serious breach of the Chapter I prohibition and that it is important that companies are properly deterred from such activity in the future. The OFT is therefore maintaining the different levels of MDT as originally proposed in the Statement.

VI.214. Where the penalty for a particular Infringement at the end of step 2 already exceeds the MDT it will not be subject to any increase at step 3 because, in the OFT’s view, the penalty arrived at after step 2 is already a sufficient deterrent.

\textit{Application of MDT to only one Infringement}

VI.215. The MDT will only apply\textit{ once} to each undertaking, that is, the OFT is taking the Infringement with the highest penalty at the end of step 2 for each undertaking first, and only applying the MDT to that penalty at step 3 if necessary to ensure deterrence. Where two or three penalties are joint highest at the end of step 2, due to identical relevant turnover figures at step 1, the OFT is applying the MDT to the latest of the two or three Infringements so affected. Parties facing two or more penalties will not have the MDT applied at step 3 for the second and/or third penalties, as they (and the other undertakings) have received sufficient deterrence due to the first application of the MDT.

\textit{Arguments against the application of an MDT}

VI.216. A number of Parties objected to the application of an MDT in this case for a variety of reasons. Kier stated in its representations that the MDT mechanism was not properly explained in the Statement, thereby risking procedural unfairness.\textsuperscript{8604} Galliford Try and Thomas Vale both pointed out that the Penalty Guidance does not envisage the use of an MDT.\textsuperscript{8605} Galliford Try also stated that the application of an MDT would be contrary to its legitimate expectations.\textsuperscript{8606}

VI.217. Whilst the Penalty Guidance does not make explicit reference to the MDT methodology, it does contemplate an adjustment at step 3 of the penalties

\textsuperscript{8602} Written representations of Balfour Beatty group, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 7.1 to 7.15 and 8.15; written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 6.46.
\textsuperscript{8603} For example, written representations of Interserve, 25 June 2008, paragraph 5.35; written representations of Shaylor, 25 June 2008, paragraph 4.11.
\textsuperscript{8604} Written representations of Kier, 27 June 2008, paragraph 3.32.
\textsuperscript{8605} Written representations of Thomas Vale, 27 June 2008, paragraph 61; and written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 6.27 to 6.31.
\textsuperscript{8606} Written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 6.27 to 6.31.
calculation for deterrence and, as noted above, the use of an MDT for this purpose has previously been endorsed by the CAT. Moreover, the OFT considers that its proposals with respect to the application of the MDT specifically (and indeed penalty calculations in general) were clearly explained in a considerable amount of detail in the Statement. Indeed, a number of Parties in this case have commended the OFT on the amount of detail the Statement contained in respect of penalty calculations.\textsuperscript{8607}

VI.218. Willmott Dixon stated that the Penalty Guidance only refers to an uplift at step 3 where relevant turnover is zero.\textsuperscript{8608} This is incorrect. The Penalty Guidance envisages the possibility of adjustments at step 3 for several factors – one of these is deterrence, another is where relevant turnover is zero. In other words, these are separate adjustments, rather than cumulative conditions required for a single adjustment.

VI.219. Ackroyd & Abbott stated that smaller companies are less able to absorb the additional penalty resulting from the application of an MDT.\textsuperscript{8609} However, as the MDT is calculated by reference to total turnover, the OFT does not accept that it discriminates between larger and smaller companies.

VI.220. Thomas Vale submitted that any MDT should be offset against the advantages gained from a leniency applicant’s cooperation.\textsuperscript{8610} The OFT considers that deterrence and leniency are two separate elements of its approach to penalties and these are, therefore, considered separately. The cooperation afforded by leniency applicants is recognised by a percentage discount applied at the end of step 5 (see paragraphs VI.385 to VI.389 below).

VI.221. Around 20 Parties\textsuperscript{8611} argued that there is no need for an MDT to be applied in the present case since the OFT is imposing penalties in relation to three Infringements for many of the Parties (alternatively, the MDT should only be applied if the aggregate penalty for a Party for all of its Infringements is less than the MDT threshold). The OFT does not accept this argument, however. First, it does not follow that where a penalty is being imposed on a Party for more than one Infringement, the combined penalties will necessarily be sufficient to achieve deterrence.

VI.222. Secondly, where a Party has been found to have participated in more than one Infringement, the OFT considers it appropriate that it should face more than one penalty and, indeed, should have considered the potential consequences of its actions before engaging in repeat behaviour – as provided for in the Act and as stated in paragraph VI.4 above, the OFT may require an undertaking to pay a financial penalty in respect of any infringement of the Act. Given that some Parties are facing a penalty for only one or two Infringements, the OFT does not consider it appropriate that these Parties should face the same level of penalty as those Parties found to have committed one or more further Infringements of


\textsuperscript{8608} Written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 62 to 70. Pearce Group also submitted that, consistent with the Penalty Guidance, MDT should only be applied to an undertaking with nil penalty after step 3 (written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 5.35).

\textsuperscript{8609} Written representations of Ackroyd & Abbott, 2 July 2008, paragraph 105.

\textsuperscript{8610} Written representations of Thomas Vale, 27 June 2008, paragraph 61.

\textsuperscript{8611} For example, written representations of G F Tomlinson, 23 June 2008, paragraph 133; written representations of Irwins and Jack Lunn, 27 June 2008, paragraph 127; and written representations of York House, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 117 to 118.
the Act, which would be the practical effect of applying an MDT only in circumstances where the aggregate penalty for a Party for all of its Infringements was less than the MDT threshold.

VI.223. Thirdly, the OFT recognises that it is imposing up to three penalties on each Party in this case and has taken into account both this factor and all of the factors discussed above in this section, along with the figures for relevant and total turnover supplied by the Parties, when deciding the level of MDT that needs to be applied in order that the overall penalties in aggregate will act as an effective deterrent for all Parties. Furthermore, where a Party has more than one Infringement in this Decision that occurred in the same relevant market, the OFT has considered whether a reduction is required at step 3 in order to ensure that the cumulative impact of the aggregate penalty is not excessive – see paragraphs VI.256 to VI.270 below.

VI.224. Mowlem stated that an MDT should not be used as a substitute for investigating other instances of cover pricing which were admitted and taking them all to a final decision. The OFT confirms that it is not using the MDT to uplift fines in this manner.

VI.225. Finally, Stainforth stated that: ‘...it is inappropriate for the OFT to implement an MDT when the OFT is culpable for failing to educate [the construction] industry to the possibility that simple cover pricing gave rise to an infringement of competition law... If the OFT was to suggest that it had so engaged the industry, it is no fault of Stainforth’s that it did not receive the message if the industry was unable to get that message across to individual contractors. Stainforth must not be unduly prejudiced by the imposition of a more onerous fine than might have otherwise been the case because of the failings of others outside its control.’

VI.226. First, the OFT does not accept that it is in any way ‘culpable’ for a failure to educate the construction industry about the requirements of the Act. Each undertaking is responsible for ensuring that it is compliant with competition law (as with any other law) and the OFT completely refutes the suggestion that responsibility for Stainforth’s illegal conduct should be attributed to anyone other than Stainforth itself.

VI.227. Furthermore, Stainforth’s representations demonstrate clearly why deterrence forms such an important part of the OFT’s fining policy. When an undertaking is unwilling to admit responsibility for breaches of the law, but instead attempts to lay the blame entirely on others (either the OFT or representatives of the construction industry at large), there is a clear need for the penalty imposed on that undertaking to be sufficiently large to deter it from further infringing conduct.

Representations on calculation and level of MDT

VI.228. Other Parties objected to the method of calculation of the MDT, or the level at which the MDT would be set.

VI.229. Several Parties submitted that the OFT is required to have regard to the level of deterrence required for each individual undertaking by reference to its particular

---

8612 Written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.40(g).
circumstances, rather than adopting a ‘blanket’ approach of using a percentage of turnover for all Parties.8613

VI.230. Provided its methodology is properly explained, the OFT has a margin of appreciation in assessing the appropriate penalty level for achieving deterrence in any particular case; this is an area requiring judgment.8614 The OFT considers that applying an MDT by reference to a percentage of total turnover is within its margin of appreciation and that, given the range of Parties involved in the case, this is appropriate so as to ensure that in each case the penalty properly reflects the size of the particular undertaking in question. The OFT has also considered whether there are other individual circumstances that should be taken into account in assessing the need for a penalty adjustment at step 3 to achieve deterrence but (save to distinguish between those Infringements involving compensation payments) has concluded that it would not be appropriate to do so in this case. In particular and as noted above, the OFT considers it would be unfair in this case to differentiate at step 3 on the basis of the number of Infringements in which a Party was involved, given (in particular) the consolidation and selection exercise conducted in this case. Whilst the OFT is applying a higher level of MDT to Infringements involving compensation payments, it does not consider that there are sufficient other differences between the various Infringements to justify a range of different MDT levels. Finally, whilst it might be possible to differentiate between the Parties on the basis of when each ceased its infringing conduct, compliance, along with a number of other factors, is taken into account at step 4. Indeed, the OFT considers that the approach it has adopted is the fairest means of achieving a deterrent effect in the circumstances of this case.

VI.231. John Sisk stated in its representations that, as the OFT had pursued fewer than three Infringements against it, the level of MDT applicable to it should be lower than that applicable to Parties with three Infringements.8615 Similarly, Pearce Group submitted that any MDT applied to it should be reduced to reflect its liability for only one Infringement.8616 However, the purpose of the MDT is to ensure that the penalty imposed on a Party is sufficient to deter it (and other undertakings) from engaging in anti-competitive conduct, regardless of the number of Infringements in which it was involved. Moreover, where a Party has been found to have participated in only one Infringement, it will only receive one penalty thus distinguishing it from those Parties found to have been involved in two or more Infringements.

VI.232. Around 10 Parties8617 made similar arguments to those described in paragraph VI.70 above, suggesting that the OFT should base its financial penalties on profit rather than turnover because the Parties in this investigation operate in a high turnover/low margin business and as a result, turnover is no indication of financial strength. The OFT has considered the arguments for the use of profit,

---

8613 For example, written representations of Kier, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 3.31 to 3.33; written representations of Phoenix, 27 June 2008, paragraph 54; and written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 55 to 58.
8615 Written representations of John Sisk, 27 June 2008, paragraph 80.
8616 Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 5.35.
rather than turnover, as a basis for calculating penalties at paragraphs VI.71 to VI.75 above.

VI.233. Around 20 Parties argued that the cover pricing Infringements described in this Decision were not as serious as other types of cartel activity, and that the MDT should be set at a level that reflects this fact. The OFT is satisfied the MDT in this case is being set at a level appropriate to the seriousness of the Infringements and reflects the fact that a higher MDT would be warranted for more serious cartel activity such as an overall scheme that was centrally controlled and orchestrated by the participants with contracts allocated between members of the cartel over a period of time and/or with the explicit intention of inflating the level of the winning bids.

Representations on turnover to which MDT should be applied

VI.234. A number of Parties also made representations about the specific turnover to which any MDT should be applied.

VI.235. Several Parties argued that the OFT should use the turnover in the year prior to the Infringement rather than the turnover in the last business year prior to decision, for its calculations at step 3 of the penalty calculation. The Parties set forth similar arguments to those described in paragraphs VI.82 to VI.92 above. Other Parties submitted that major acquisitions or substantial increases in their turnover since the Infringements should be disregarded when calculating any MDT.

VI.236. In response to these arguments, the OFT notes that the adjustment at step 3 of the penalty calculation is intended to ensure that the penalty represents a proportion of the undertaking’s total turnover sufficient to deter that undertaking and other undertakings from similar behaviour in the future, and this outcome would not necessarily be achieved by using turnover from the year prior to the Infringement, particularly where an undertaking’s turnover has grown considerably in the years since the Infringement took place.

VI.237. Around 15 Parties suggested in their representations that the OFT should limit its assessment of sufficient deterrence at step 3, to the turnover generated by the Participating Company, and/or in the product market represented by the Infringement. For example, John Sisk and Sicon stated that the MDT should not apply to Sicon’s turnover derived from activities outside the UK and Crest stated that its turnover should not be taken into account at step 3 as it was not active in the particular trade affected by the Infringement. Simons Group submitted that applying an MDT by reference to total turnover results in unfair

8620 Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 5.6 to 5.7; written representations of Bluestone, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.15.
8621 For example, written representations of G & J Seddon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 120; written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 98 to 99; and written representations of Simons Group, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 6.28 to 6.34.
8622 Written representations of John Sisk, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 78 and 122 to 124.
8623 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 8.26 to 8.27.
treatment to diversified companies with substantial activities outside construction, as they will have a much larger multiplier added to their penalty, despite the fact that the majority of their business is not affected by cover pricing and is competition law compliant. Mowlem and Galliford Try objected to the application of an MDT as in their view it results in a penalty which bears no link to the impact of an Infringement.

VI.238. However, the point of the adjustment at step 3 is to ensure that the penalty as a whole is sufficient to deter companies from engaging in similar conduct in the future. It is therefore necessary to ensure that the adjustment takes into account both the overall size of the economic undertaking of which the Participating Company formed a part (where applicable), and the total turnover of that economic undertaking, not just the part of the turnover represented by the market in which the Infringement occurred. For large companies with many interests it is important that the overall penalty represents a sufficiently large proportion of their total turnover to deter them, and to deter similarly sized companies, from engaging in similar behaviour not only in the relevant market but also in the other markets in which they operate.

VI.239. Furthermore, the CAT has recognised that, whilst up to 10 per cent of relevant turnover is an appropriate starting point for penalties, the need to achieve sufficient deterrence may require the OFT to go well beyond this (subject only to the statutory cap at step 5).

VI.240. Renew/Allenbuild and Bullock stated that, where a parent and subsidiary formed part of one undertaking at the time of an Infringement but have since separated, the MDT should be assessed separately by reference to the turnover of each currently independent undertaking, in order to assess the deterrent effect separately for each of them. As noted at paragraph II.89 above, the OFT is holding Renew and Bullock jointly and severally liable for Bullock’s participation in its Infringement. As the OFT is imposing a single penalty on these entities, it does not consider it appropriate (or indeed practicable) to calculate the MDT separately for each of them. Notwithstanding this, Bullock’s liability for this Infringement will be limited by virtue of the statutory cap at step 5, to the extent that its penalty would otherwise exceed 10 per cent of its turnover.

VI.241. Approximately 15 Parties stated that the OFT’s proposed approach to MDT, as set out in the Statement, went beyond that endorsed by the CAT in Makers. There was, however, some disagreement amongst those Parties as to how the MDT had been calculated in Makers and, consequently, how they suggested the OFT should apply any MDT in this case.

- Around 10 Parties suggested that the relevant market in Makers was very localised and resulted in a small penalty, so the MDT was

---

8624 Written representations of Simons Group, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 6.28 to 6.34.
8627 Written representations of Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraph 6.1.12; and written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 7.25.
calculated by reference to national turnover in the affected product market, but was not applied to total turnover.\textsuperscript{8630}

- Quarmby stated that the MDT was applied to Makers’ total turnover, but not to the turnover of its parent company.\textsuperscript{8631}

- Mowlem stated that the MDT in \textit{Makers} was applied by reference to total turnover, but the relevant market in that case was national, whereas the relevant markets are regional in the present case. Consequently, the use of total turnover in this case would result in a disproportionate increase in penalty.\textsuperscript{8632}

- Interserve and Simons Group submitted that, whilst the MDT in \textit{Makers} was calculated by reference to total turnover, that case did not involve the same degree of prioritisation and consolidation as this case. As a result, they stated that any MDT applied in this case should be calculated by reference to total UK turnover in relation to either competitively tendered work or all construction work.\textsuperscript{8633}

VI.242. In response to these arguments, the OFT notes that in \textit{Makers} the MDT was applied by reference to the total turnover of Makers, which was the infringing undertaking and addressee of the OFT’s decision in that case (the penalty was calculated as if Makers had achieved 15 per cent of its total turnover in the relevant market).\textsuperscript{8634} This accords with the approach adopted by the OFT in the present case. Any MDT applied at step 3 is calculated by reference to the total turnover of the undertaking in question (see paragraph VI.210).

VI.243. Where an undertaking consists of parent and subsidiary companies, the MDT is calculated by reference to the total turnover of the entire undertaking, in other words, the consolidated turnover of the parent company.

VI.244. The OFT notes that the ‘ultimate holding company’ of Makers was Keller Group plc (‘Keller’).\textsuperscript{8635} Keller was, however, not an addressee of the OFT’s decision in that case; the infringing undertaking and addressee of the OFT’s decision in that case was Makers itself (rather than a larger undertaking comprising both Makers and Keller). For this reason, Keller’s turnover was not taken into account by the OFT in calculating Makers’ penalty. Given that in this case the Decision is addressed not only to the Participant Companies but also to relevant parent companies, the OFT does not consider that its approach to the calculation of the penalties at step 3 in this case is inconsistent with that adopted in \textit{Makers}. Moreover, as discussed in paragraph VI.11 above, the OFT is not in any event bound by its decisional practice in relation to the calculation of penalties in previous decisions.

VI.245. Willmott Dixon also stated that there is no reason to apply an MDT unless there is a dramatic reduction in turnover in the relevant market in the year used as

\textsuperscript{8630} For example, oral representations of York House, 8 July 2008, page 6; oral representations of Richardson Projects, 30 July 2008, pages 6 – 7; and oral representations of Speller-Metcalfe, 14 July 2008, pages 5 to 6;
\textsuperscript{8631} Written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.3.
\textsuperscript{8632} Written representations of Mowlem, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 4.19 to 4.20.
\textsuperscript{8633} Written representations of Interserve, 25 June 2008, paragraphs 5.10 to 5.11 and 5.15 to 5.16; written representations of Simons Group, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 6.35 to 6.45.
\textsuperscript{8634} \textit{Makers UK Limited v OFT} [2007] CAT 11, paragraphs 132 to 133.
\textsuperscript{8635} \textit{Makers UK Limited v OFT} [2007] CAT 11, paragraph 10.
the basis for calculation, and that the general scheme of guidance suggests there should only be a revision upwards in unusual circumstances.\footnote{Written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 62 to 70.}\footnote{Written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 62 to 70.} Again, the OFT disagrees with this characterisation of its Penalty Guidance. As noted above, deterrence is an important part of the OFT’s policy and one which has been endorsed by the CAT. Willmott Dixon also stated that, since the relevant geographic markets are narrow in this case, any MDT applied should be less than the 15 per cent applied in Makers as most Parties would not generate such a high proportion of their total turnover in such small markets.\footnote{See for example, CA98/01/2006, Collusive tendering for flat roof and car park surfacing contracts in England and Scotland, 22 February 2006, at paragraph 722.} In response to this, the OFT would note that the purpose of the MDT is not to replicate the ‘average’ or ‘standard’ proportion of total turnover represented by relevant turnover across the Parties. Rather, it is intended to ensure that the penalties imposed on the Parties represent a sufficient proportion of their total turnover to have a deterrent effect.

**Conclusion on level of MDT**

VI.246. For the reasons set out above, the penalties of those Parties whose circumstances are as set out in paragraph VI.209 above will be increased at step 3 to the level of the applicable MDT.

VI.247. For those Parties who do not have any Infringements involving compensation payments, the MDT is set at 0.75 per cent of total turnover in the last business year prior to this Decision.

VI.248. For those Parties who do have at least one Infringement involving a compensation payment, the MDT is set at 1.05 per cent of total turnover in the last business year prior to this Decision. The MDT is Party-specific, that is it will apply at this level for such Parties, irrespective of whether the Infringement to which the MDT applies is itself a compensation payment.

VI.249. The levels of MDT applied in this Decision are the same as those used in the OFT’s previous investigations into bid rigging activity in the roofing industry.\footnote{Written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 62 to 70.} The OFT considered whether the MDT should be set at a higher level than in those previous cases, given that a number of the Infringements took place after the OFT issued those decisions (the first of which was issued in March 2004) and there was no evidence that the construction industry as a whole had reduced its involvement in cover pricing to any significant extent during the period from the OFT’s roofing decisions to the issue of the Statement in April 2008.

VI.250. The OFT notes, however, the compliance efforts taken within the industry generally since the issue of the Statement, for example, Building Magazine’s ‘Rebuilding Trust’ campaign and the UK Construction Group and National Federation of Builders code of conduct on competition compliance, each of which has been signed up to by a number of Parties.

VI.251. The OFT has also given consideration to the Parties’ arguments in response to the Statement, to the effect that many of the Infringements occurred before the OFT’s roofing decisions and that there was general widespread ignorance about the illegality of cover pricing as demonstrated by the text book referred to in
paragraph IV.19 above. While such arguments do not excuse the practice of cover pricing, since ignorance of the law is no defence, the OFT has taken them into account when deciding the level of adjustment at step 3 and has therefore decided to maintain the MDT at the same levels as those used previously.

VI.252. However, it should be clearly noted by the Parties and by other firms, both in the construction industry and more generally, that cover pricing in whatever form is an infringement by object of the Chapter I prohibition and that the OFT may well consider it appropriate to apply a significantly higher MDT in any future cases involving cover pricing and/or compensation payments, in order to achieve sufficient deterrence.

VI.253. Pearce Group submitted that, whatever approach the OFT adopted to MDT, the figure derived after its application should then be adjusted for duration under step 2.\textsuperscript{8639} The suggested approach of revisiting step 2 does not accord with the Penalty Guidance. In any event, the OFT is not making any adjustment for duration in this case (see paragraph VI.188).

*Calculation of MDT for Parties that did not trade in the business year preceding the decision*

VI.254. As noted at paragraphs VI.94 to VI.97, a number of Parties did not trade in the business year preceding the date of this Decision. Where no accounts have been published or prepared in recent years, the OFT is using the turnover figures from the most recent period of more than six months in which they have been published or prepared. Where figures have been published or prepared for a limited period in excess of six months but less than a year, the OFT is pro-rating figures up to the full 12 month period.

VI.255. In calculating the MDT (where it is applicable), the OFT is therefore using turnover figures as described below in each of the affected Parties’ individual penalty calculation sections.

*Infringements to which the MDT does not apply, where the penalty at the end of step 2 is zero*

VI.256. Where the relevant turnover of an undertaking is zero and the penalty figure reached at the end of step 2 is therefore zero, the OFT may adjust the penalty at step 3.\textsuperscript{8640} This may be the case for a variety of reasons, for example, where the undertaking has ceased trading altogether, where the undertaking in question remains in business but has exited the relevant product or geographic market since the infringements took place, or, in bidding markets, where the undertaking has been unsuccessful in winning tenders in the relevant year. In setting penalties for an undertaking (Price) with nil turnover in *WM Roofing II*, the CAT stated:

We take into account the penalties imposed on the other undertakings, the relationship between the turnover of those undertakings and the penalties imposed on them, that Price had no relevant turnover, that Price only committed one infringement but that there was involvement on the part of a director and also that the OFT’s calculation of Price’s penalty for deterrent

\textsuperscript{8639} Written representations of Pearce Group, 1 June 2009, paragraph 5.4(f).
\textsuperscript{8640} Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.13.
\textsuperscript{8641} *Richard W Price (Roofing Contractors) Limited v Office of Fair Trading* [2005] CAT 5 at paragraph 63.
effect was necessarily based on an arbitrary assessment since Price had no relevant turnover.’

VI.257. Although as noted in paragraph VI.215 above the OFT is applying the MDT only once for each Party, to the Infringement with the highest penalty at the end of step 2, the OFT does not consider it appropriate that a Party should avoid a penalty altogether for any of its Infringements by virtue of the Party having no turnover in the relevant market (other than where, in the case of a leniency Party, the Infringement is a But For Infringement, as discussed in paragraph II.1475 above and at paragraph VI.385 below). In many cases the Parties were taking a cover price because the relevant job was one that they did not want, often because it was not their normal type of work. The OFT nevertheless considers that the need for deterrence applies broadly and is not limited to markets or sectors in which undertakings are currently operating. There is a need to deter undertakings from infringing also in markets they have exited, or where they have never carried out any work, and this would not be achieved if companies faced no penalty in respect of Infringements affecting such markets.

VI.258. The OFT has therefore used a proxy figure for any second or third Infringements in respect of which the penalty is nil at the end of step 2. The OFT informed the Parties by means of a letter dated 15 April 2009 that it proposed to use a percentage of the relevant Party’s total turnover in the business year preceding the OFT’s decision for this purpose. The OFT indicated in its letter that the proxy figure would be based on some kind of average percentage of total turnover represented by the penalty reached at the end of step 2, for all Infringements (regardless of the market in which they occurred) where relevant turnover is more than nil. The OFT considered this to be a robust proxy that, in view of the number of Infringements involved, would be relatively unaffected by the particular market positions of other Parties.

VI.259. In response to the OFT’s letter, several Parties took the opportunity to repeat a number of the representations already made in response to the Statement, for example on matters such as the fairness of an MDT, the level of MDT, or the fairness of using turnover in the year prior to decision rather than in the year prior to infringement, and applied them in addition specifically to this particular issue. The Parties’ representations on these matters have already been addressed in the preceding paragraphs, including to the extent that they are of relevance to this issue, and the OFT does not repeat them or the OFT’s response here. However, some Parties made additional arguments specifically in relation to the proposals set out in the preceding paragraph, and these are dealt with in the paragraphs below.

VI.260. A number of Parties\textsuperscript{8642} stated that the OFT’s proposals did not contain enough specificity for them to make meaningful representations. Parties such as Interserve and Kier said that the OFT had allowed itself a wide margin of discretion in making this proposal, while Parties such as Allenbuild/Renew, Greswolde and Morgan Ashurst said that given the lack of information any detailed response they made would be speculative in nature. Some Parties\textsuperscript{8643}


\textsuperscript{8643} For example, letter from Stainforth, 29 April 2009; and letter from Strata, 28 April 2009.
suggested that the OFT should have issued an amended or supplementary Statement of Objections in order to present this proposal to them.

VI.261. In response, the OFT considers that its letter of 15 April 2009 discussed in sufficient detail the nature of its proposal, as set out in paragraphs VI.257 and VI.258 above, and that this was specific enough for the Parties to make meaningful representations based on the extent to which they considered the proposal would affect their own position. Indeed, this is demonstrated by the fact that several Parties did make such representations, as discussed in the following paragraphs. It was not necessary or appropriate for the OFT to discuss detailed figures at that stage since these could only be calculated once updated turnover figures had been received from all of the Parties and the OFT could determine the resulting levels of penalties, both overall and at each step of the calculation.

VI.262. Some Parties\textsuperscript{8644} noted that the OFT had stated in the Statement that it would apply the MDT only once for each undertaking, since this would provide sufficient deterrence for companies considering engaging in bid rigging in the future, and suggested that this additional proposal departed from that position. Other Parties, such as Interserve and Simons Group, asked why it mattered if some Infringements faced a penalty of nil, providing overall the penalty was sufficiently high in the OFT’s view.\textsuperscript{8645}

VI.263. As noted in paragraph VI.257 above, this issue is concerned not with the overall level of the penalties imposed on a Party but with ensuring that Parties do not avoid a penalty merely because in the year prior to the Decision they happen to have had no turnover in the market concerned. Rather, the OFT considers that the Parties should face a penalty for each Infringement in which they were involved, irrespective of whether they happen to have generated turnover in the market or markets affected and that to do otherwise would be inequitable for those Parties found to have been involved in the same number of Infringements which also happened to have generated turnover in the relevant market concerned. Applying a proxy to calculate the penalty for a Party’s second and/or third Infringements in circumstances where it had no turnover in the relevant market or markets addresses this potential inconsistency. The OFT notes that some Parties, such as Crest Nicholson, have supported the OFT’s position in this respect.\textsuperscript{8646}

VI.264. Ackroyd & Abbott and Propencity suggested that if the proposal were adopted, the OFT should only establish the appropriate level of MDT after first aggregating each Party’s penalties for each of its Infringements including the additional amount for the second and third Infringements where applicable. However, the effect of this would be that Parties which had infringed twice or three times would face the same level of penalties as those Parties that had infringed only once. The OFT does not consider this to be an equitable outcome, for the reasons stated in paragraph VI.257 above.

VI.265. Milward referred the OFT to paragraph 2.13 of its Penalty Guidance where it is stated that the OFT may adjust the penalty at step 3 in the case of nil relevant

\textsuperscript{8644} For example, letter from Ackroyd & Abbott, 29 April 2009; letter from Milward, 29 April 2009; letter from Propencity, 28 April 2009; letter from Quarmby, 28 April 2009; letter from Stainforth, 29 April 2009; and letter from Strata, 28 April 2009.

\textsuperscript{8645} Letter from Interserve, 29 April 2009; and letter from Simons, 29 April 2009.

\textsuperscript{8646} Letter from Crest Nicholson, 29 April 2009, paragraph 2.6(c).
turnover ‘in exceptional circumstances’, and noted that if the additional amount were to be applied to every Party with nil relevant turnover in a market this would not constitute exceptional circumstances. It suggested that the OFT had to justify why exceptional circumstances applied in this case. However, the wording of this paragraph does not say that the OFT is entitled to apply an uplift only in exceptional circumstances – as is clear from the CAT’s endorsement of the OFT’s MDT approach in Apex and Makers – rather, it suggests that nil relevant turnover will only apply in exceptional circumstances. The fact that it occurs relatively frequently in the present case is a consequence of the relatively narrow market definitions adopted by the OFT in this case.

VI.266. Milward also suggested that the proposal discriminates against small and medium-sized companies because they are more likely to incur peaks and troughs resulting in nil turnover in a particular market in a particular year. However, there is little evidence of this happening from the turnover figures presented to the OFT – it is more the case that some Parties, regardless of their size, had nil turnover in a particular market on a regular basis. For this reason, Simons Group’s alternative proposal of using an average of turnover achieved in the relevant market over a number of years might have been useful for some Parties but would make no difference to the position for several Parties that have never actively operated in the relevant market.

VI.267. Some Parties referred to the proposal would result in arbitrary and unfair outcomes whereby, all other things being equal, Parties with very low relevant turnover in a market would end up with a lower penalty than Parties with nil turnover in a market. The OFT acknowledges that this is a potential concern but notes that the impact of this is in fact minimal given the relatively low amount by which penalties are in fact being increased where a Party’s turnover in the relevant market is nil. As previously noted in paragraph VI.262 above, the OFT considers that more inequitable outcomes would result if it did not adopt this measure, since Parties with two Infringements with relevant turnover would end up paying a higher penalty than Parties with three Infringements where relevant turnover is nil in two or three of the relevant markets, all other things being equal.

VI.268. Mowlem suggested that a large adjustment at step 3 would negate the relevance of step 1 of the penalty calculation and thereby undo all the work the OFT had carried out on market definition in this case, resulting in disproportionate penalties that do not bear any relation to the Infringements. Again, the OFT acknowledges that this might be the outcome if it were to impose a large additional amount at step 3 for additional infringements where turnover in the relevant market is nil, but does not consider this has happened in the present case given the relatively low amount by which penalties are in fact being increased where a Party’s turnover in the relevant market is nil.

VI.269. Mowlem also suggested that when calculating the proxy figure, the OFT should base it on an average percentage of total turnover represented by the penalty reached at the end of step 2, for all Infringements, not only regardless of the market in which they occurred, but also including those Infringements where the Party’s relevant turnover was nil. The OFT has carefully considered...
Mowlem’s suggestion and decided that it would provide a fairer outcome than its original proposal since this reflects the aggregate situation of all Parties in all Infringements. The OFT is therefore using a figure based broadly on the median percentage of total turnover represented by the penalty reached at the end of step 2, for all Infringements.

VI.270. The proxy figure is 0.14 per cent and the OFT is applying this percentage to Parties’ most recent total turnover figures, for any Infringements where the most recent relevant turnover figure is nil, in order to derive a figure to be reached at the end of step 2 (and at the end of step 3), for any Infringements to which the MDT does not apply (i.e. Parties’ second and/or third Infringements), where the penalty at the end of step 2 would otherwise be zero.

**Cumulative effect of the aggregate penalty for Parties with more than one Infringement in the same relevant market**

VI.271. Around four Parties argued that the MDT should also act as a maximum cap on each penalty imposed in this case. Robert Woodhead stated that if a Party obtains more than 15 per cent of its total turnover in the relevant market, then it will be subject to a higher penalty than that recognised by the OFT as being required for deterrence.

VI.272. The OFT does not accept these Parties’ arguments, since the MDT represents the minimum figure necessary in the OFT’s view to act as a proper deterrent. Moreover, the application of a maximum as well as a minimum threshold at step 3 would result in one single percentage of total turnover to apply at step 3 and would therefore negate the considerations at steps 1 and 2.

VI.273. Nevertheless, in response to representations from Parties such as Strata, the OFT has considered whether any form of reduction would be appropriate at step 3 in certain cases in order to ensure that the cumulative impact of the aggregate penalty is not excessive where a Party has been found to have participated in more than one Infringement in the same relevant market and a large proportion of its total turnover in the relevant business year was achieved in that market. An aggregate penalty may be considered excessive if it significantly exceeds the equivalent penalties for other parties in the same case that were involved in very similar infringements and is well above the level necessary to ensure deterrence. The OFT has concluded that where a Party has either two or three Infringements in the same market and as a result its overall penalty for all Infringements at the end of step 3 would amount to more than 4.5 per cent of its total turnover, a downward adjustment should be made at step 3 to each of the Infringements in that market to bring the resulting overall penalty for each of those Parties to a level which is sufficient to ensure deterrence and which is within the range of penalties faced by the other Parties. This adjustment is discussed below in relation to each of the relevant Parties’ individual penalty calculations and it applies to the following […] Parties:

- […]

---

8650 For example, written representations of Allenbuild, 4 July 2008, paragraphs 6.1.10 to 6.1.11; written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.34; and written representations of Strata, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.9 to 2.15 and 2.17 to 2.20.


8652 Written representations of Strata, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 2.9 to 2.15 and 2.17 to 2.20.
Materiality

VI.274. Durkan stated in its representations that the level of penalties contemplated by the OFT in the Statement would be unjust since the Infringements in aggregate did not affect a material level of construction activity, and no single Infringement is likely to have had a significant impact on the UK construction industry. In relation to its own Infringements, Durkan stated that the duration was limited and the cumulative value was low relative to the value of the UK construction industry as a whole. Durkan therefore suggested that its penalty should be adjusted at step 3 to reflect this lack of materiality.\(^{8653}\)

VI.275. The OFT does not consider that the Infringements particularised in this Decision lack materiality. Indeed, the OFT considers them to be serious breaches of the Act, as reflected in the starting point adopted at step 1. The OFT therefore does not accept Durkan’s suggestion that its penalty should be adjusted downwards at step 3.

Financial position

VI.276. In the Statement, the OFT noted that the financial position of the Parties is a relevant consideration in the context of determining whether the sum reached at the end of step 2 is an appropriate amount for deterrence, and that it is within the OFT’s margin of appreciation to take the financial position of an undertaking into account but there can be no expectation that a penalty will be adjusted on this account.\(^{8654}\) The OFT noted that financial hardship claims would be considered strictly on a case-by-case basis.

VI.277. […][C]\(^{8655}\) referred to the Commission’s Fining Guidelines on financial hardship and Advocate General Slynn’s Opinion in *Musique Diffusion*\(^{8656}\), which refers to the need to have regard to the ability of undertakings to pay. Dukeries submitted that the OFT was bound to follow the same approach as a result of section 60 of the Act. For the reasons set out in paragraphs VI.7 to VI.10 above, the OFT does not accept this submission. The OFT has, however, considered financial hardship claims in line with its own Penalty Guidance and practice, and the principles outlined by the CAT.

---

\(^{8653}\) Written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 189 to 192.

\(^{8654}\) *Sepia Logistics Limited (formerly known as Double Quick Supplyline Limited) and Precision Concepts Limited* [2007] CAT 13 at paragraph 94.

\(^{8655}\) […][C]

VI.278. Balfour Beatty Group submitted that the OFT should take into account the impact of penalties on a Party’s profits.\textsuperscript{8657} The Penalty Guidance does not require the OFT to consider impact on profits and, other than as a part of the broader assessment of financial position for those firms that have advanced a sufficiently well supported claim for financial hardship, the OFT does not consider that there is any reason to depart from the guidance and introduce an assessment of penalty relative to profit levels.

VI.279. In response to the Statement, around 80 of the Parties made representations of some form or other regarding their own individual financial position. Many of these representations were, however, either not evidenced or so poorly evidenced that the OFT was unable to make a proper assessment of the Party’s financial position.

VI.280. In this respect, the OFT notes the principles adopted by the CAT and set out in the following extracts from the CAT’s judgment in the Sepia Logistics case which were also cited in the Statement.

VI.281. The onus is upon the party in question to provide information sufficient for the OFT to make a proper assessment of its financial hardship – it is not the OFT’s responsibility to search for this information or make additional enquiries of the party:

‘The financial position of the undertaking in question is not something that the OFT must consider in all cases, but rather is something that the OFT may consider, upon the application of the undertaking. In making such an application, it seems to us that the onus must be on the applicant to provide the regulator with all information and/or documentation it wishes to have taken into account … It is for the applicant to satisfy the OFT that they are eligible for a reduction in penalty, and not for the OFT to disprove that application. Given that in this case the OFT did not have at the time it took its Decision sufficient information to assess the financial position of the undertaking as a whole, we think it was reasonable for the OFT to conclude that a reduction in the level of penalty on the grounds of financial hardship was not justified.’\textsuperscript{8658}

VI.282. Many Parties made assertions that the imposition of a financial penalty would adversely affect their financial position, but did not provide the OFT with evidence in support of that claim. Without supporting information or documentation which would enable the OFT to assess the financial position of these undertakings, a reduction in the level of penalty on the grounds of financial hardship cannot be justified in these cases.

VI.283. The CAT has also held that where an economic undertaking comprises more than one legal entity, it is necessary for the undertaking to provide evidence of the financial position of all of its various component parts, in order for the OFT to be able to assess whether there is genuine financial hardship for the undertaking as a whole:

‘we support the OFT’s finding that PC, SGH, PBM and DQS all form part of a single undertaking, and that the OFT was within its rights to hold DQS and PC

\textsuperscript{8657} Written representations of Balfour Beatty group, 27 June 2008, paragraph 8.14.

\textsuperscript{8658} Sepia Logistics Limited (formerly known as Double Quick Supplyline Limited) and Precision Concepts Limited [2007] CAT 13 at paragraphs 100 to 101.
jointly and severally liable for the penalty. It follows naturally that in order to assess the financial situation of that undertaking, the OFT would have required information on each of the companies which form part of that undertaking."

Adequately supported financial hardship claims

VI.284. The following Parties made a claim of financial hardship with supporting information and/or documentation, which the OFT cross checked against publicly filed accounts available from Companies House. However, the OFT was unable to conclude that there was sufficient indication that the penalty which the OFT is imposing would seriously threaten the viability of the Party concerned. Accordingly, no reduction in the level of penalty on the grounds of financial hardship can be justified in these cases.

i. [...][C]

---

8659 Sepia Logistics Limited (formerly known as Double Quick Supplyline Limited) and Precision Concepts Limited [2007] CAT 13 at paragraph 98.
VI.285. In making this assessment, the OFT has had regard in particular to the following three factors:

- The level of net current assets relative to the size of penalty for the Party;
- The level of net assets, adjusted to take account of dividend payments made out of the undertaking in the last three years, relative to the size of penalty for the Party; and
- The level of profit (or loss) after tax averaged over the last three years for which accounts were available, relative to the size of penalty for the Party.

VI.286. The OFT has also had regard to its decision in the present case to allow all Parties to pay the penalty by instalments over a three year period, subject to payment of interest and other conditions (discussed below at paragraphs VI.290 and VI.665, and set out in more detail in the covering letters to the Parties accompanying this Decision).
VI.287. Of the Parties listed in paragraph VI.284 above, there were some for which there was a reasonably strong indication on one or more of the bases set out in paragraph VI.285 above that the imposition of the penalty might threaten the viability of that Party, but the OFT has nonetheless concluded that, in light of other factors, the Party was not eligible for a reduction in penalty. For such Parties, an individual assessment has been briefly set out in the relevant Party’s penalty calculation section below.

VI.288. Finally, each of the following Parties submitted a claim that the penalty would cause financial hardship, accompanied with supporting information and/or documentation, which the OFT cross checked against publicly filed accounts available from Companies House. On the basis of these claims and consideration of the financial circumstances of these Parties, the OFT considers that for each of these Parties there is sufficient indication that the penalty which the OFT would otherwise impose would seriously threaten the viability of the Party concerned. Accordingly, reduced penalties are warranted in each case. The OFT sets out a brief assessment of each Party’s individual circumstances in the relevant Party’s penalty calculation section below.

   i. [...]IC

*Financial position of the construction industry generally*

VI.289. The OFT also noted in the Statement more generally that it does not consider that there are any special characteristics of the construction industry which would warrant reduced penalties for all or individual Parties on the basis of financial position. In response, around 10 Parties made general representations to the effect that if the OFT were to set penalties at too high a level, this would have serious financial consequences, given the current condition of the world economy and the UK construction industry in particular, and that this in turn would have an effect on competition in the construction industry. As noted above, where the OFT is satisfied that a penalty will affect the viability of a specific Party, it will consider making an adjustment to that penalty. This will reflect economic circumstances more widely, insofar as those circumstances are detrimental to a particular Party’s viability. The OFT does not consider, however, that it is appropriate to reduce penalties across the board as a result of the current economic climate, as not all Parties will be similarly affected.

---

VI.290. In light of the current economic climate, and in particular its effect on the UK construction industry, however, the OFT has decided in the particular circumstances of this case to offer the Parties a more extended period in which to pay their penalty (subject to payment of interest on the outstanding balance). In making this offer to all Parties rather than on a case by case basis in response to individual representations, the OFT has also had regard to the exceptional number of Parties involved in this case and the public interest in ensuring that the OFT is able to deal with the matter as efficiently and effectively as possible. It should not therefore be assumed that the OFT would adopt a similar approach in other cases, particularly where these involve fewer parties. Details of this extended period and the applicable interest rate have been provided to each of the Parties in the covering letter accompanying this Decision.

Step 4 – adjustment for aggravating and mitigating factors

Aggravating factors

VI.291. The OFT may increase the penalty at step 4 where there are other aggravating factors, or decrease it where there are mitigating factors.8661

Repeat infringements

VI.292. The OFT notes that where parties have committed repeated infringements, this constitutes an aggravating factor under step 4 of the penalty calculation. The magnitude of the penalty may therefore be adjusted to reflect the number of infringements that each party has committed.8662 However, in the present case, the OFT considers that such an uplift would be unnecessary and duplicative, given that it is imposing a separate penalty for each Infringement, up to a maximum of three penalties per Party. Moreover, none of the Parties has previously been found to have infringed the Chapter I or Chapter II prohibitions. There will therefore be no increase to the level of penalty for repeat infringements.

VI.293. Around 20 Parties8663 included their comments on the treatment of repeat infringements in their representations regarding the OFT’s imposition of separate penalties for a maximum of three Infringements per Party in this case. The OFT has discussed this issue at paragraphs VI.12 to VI.23 above.

Role of the undertaking as leader/instigator

VI.294. The OFT also notes that the role of an undertaking as a leader in, or an instigator of, the Infringement may be an aggravating factor.8664 The OFT considers that ‘instigation’ in this context is something more than mere initiation of collusion by being the first party to make contact with others or the first to suggest collusion in relation to a specific tender.

8661 Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.14.
8662 CA98/01/2006 Collusive tendering for flat roof and car park surfacing contracts in England and Scotland, at paragraph 745.
8664 Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.15.
VI.295. The OFT has uncovered evidence of one instance, Infringement 158\(^{8665}\), where a Party, Wildgoose, which was responsible for managing the contract process on behalf of the client (Chesterfield Borough Council), went beyond this and sought to reach a situation where the other bidders (Greenwood and Herbert Baggaley) submitted cover prices so that Wildgoose would win the contract. The OFT considers that Wildgoose used its position to instigate this Infringement by actively asking Greenwood and Herbert Baggaley to submit cover prices.

VI.296. Wildgoose made representations about its motivation for engaging in this conduct and the impact on the customer, which are addressed at paragraphs IV.4347 to IV.4439 above.

VI.297. As the OFT noted in the Statement, it does not consider that the instigation of this Infringement amounted to coercion, and taking into account all of the circumstances of this Infringement the OFT is limiting the increase in the penalty imposed on Wildgoose for instigating Infringement 158 to a 5 per cent uplift at step 4 of the penalty calculation. The OFT also confirms that Wildgoose’s role as an instigator in this Infringement does not affect its status as a leniency applicant.

VI.298. Furthermore, the OFT does not consider that Wildgoose’s instigation of this Infringement in any way diminishes the culpability of each of Herbert Baggaley and Greenwood. The OFT is not therefore reducing their respective penalties for Infringement 158.

VI.299. In addition to instigating cover pricing, Wildgoose also made a related payment of £1,000 to an individual in connection with Infringement 158 (see paragraphs IV.4347 to IV.4439 above). For the purposes of calculating penalties, the OFT is not treating Infringement 158 as involving a compensation payment (in other words, it will attract only a 5 per cent starting point at step 1) as it does not consider that this payment was made to another undertaking involved in the tender, in the same manner as the other compensation payments in this case. However, the OFT considers that making a payment to an individual in connection with cover pricing is a serious matter, and is an aggravating factor which should properly be reflected in Wildgoose’s penalty. The OFT is therefore increasing the penalty imposed on Wildgoose in respect of Infringement 158 by a further 15 per cent at step 4 of the penalty calculation, in addition to the 5 per cent uplift described at paragraph VI.297 above.

VI.300. Some Parties noted that in the Infringements set out in the Statement they had only given cover prices, and therefore that they had not instigated any of the cover pricing arrangements.\(^{8666}\) However, the OFT considers that in the circumstances where cover pricing was endemic by the industry’s own admission and existed as a background practice and understanding, it is not of material significance that any particular party initiated a cover pricing arrangement by requesting the cover price. The provider of the cover price responded to the request, not with a refusal on the basis that it was illegal, but instead with a price that was related in some way to its own bid and that was designed to deceive the procurer into thinking that it had received a genuine bid.

\(^{8665}\) Infringement 158, North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion, Queen’s Park, Chesterfield, 25 and 30 July 2003.

\(^{8666}\) For example, written representations of Francis, 2 July 2008, paragraph 140; written representations of Derwent Valley, 26 June 2008, paragraph 7.1; and written representations of Bluestone, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.32.
from the recipient of the cover price. No discount can be given for such activity, the object of which must be at least to distort competition. See also paragraph VI.112 above, which responds to similar points made in respect of step 1 of the penalty calculation.

Involvement of directors

VI.301. The OFT considers that the involvement of company directors in the Infringements is an aggravating factor. This is in line with the approach taken by the OFT in its previous decisions relating to the roofing sector.\textsuperscript{8667}

VI.302. In its written representations, Admiral noted that its directors were also its shareholders and that there was therefore no independent body of persons to whom a definable duty was owed.\textsuperscript{8668} The OFT does not consider that this gave Admiral’s directors an excuse to act outside the law.

VI.303. In their representations, a number of the smaller Parties in this case\textsuperscript{8669} noted that in a small family run company, unlike in a large company, decision making is in practice in the hands of only a small number of people and so it is much more likely that directors will be involved. They argued that as a result, an uplift for director involvement would discriminate unfairly against the smaller Parties.

VI.304. The OFT notes, however, that company directors have an additional responsibility, beyond that of other employees, not to infringe the law. The OFT considers that this applies equally, regardless of the size of the company.

VI.305. Some infringing subsidiary companies\textsuperscript{8670} made the point that although directors of the subsidiary had been involved in Infringements, they were not directors of the parent company at that time. As the OFT is imposing penalties based on the consolidated turnover of the parent company, they said, it would not be right to apply an increase for the involvement of someone who was not a director of that parent company. However, the OFT considers that the parent companies bore responsibility for the acts of their subsidiaries and for the acts of those subsidiary companies’ directors whom, in most if not all cases, they were responsible for appointing. The OFT therefore considers that it is appropriate for an uplift to be applied at step 4 of the penalty calculation for the involvement of directors, whether they were directors of parent companies or directors of infringing subsidiary companies.

VI.306. Some of the leniency Parties\textsuperscript{8671} complained that they were being penalised for a full and frank disclosure. One leniency Party suggested that it should receive a discount for cooperation equivalent to the value of the increase for director involvement, since the OFT would not have known about it but for that leniency.

\textsuperscript{8667} CA98/01/2006 Collusive tendering for flat roof and car park surfacing contracts in England and Scotland, at paragraph 758, for example.
\textsuperscript{8668} Written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 23.11.
\textsuperscript{8669} For example, written representations of Hall, 25 June 2008, paragraph 131; written representations of J H Hallam, 27 June 2008, paragraph 123; and written representations of Hill, 23 June 2008, paragraph 21. Similarly, Bramall submitted that the likelihood of a director being involved in an Infringement would depend on how ‘flat’ the company’s structure is (written representations of Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.29).
\textsuperscript{8670} For example, written representations of Balfour Beatty group, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 8.28 to 8.37.
\textsuperscript{8671} For example, written representations of Irwins and Jack Lunn, 27 June 2008, paragraph 132; written representations of W R Bloodworth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 119; and written representations of Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 6.30 to 6.32.
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However, the information regarding director involvement might well have become evident to the OFT in any event as part of its investigation – for example, from a contemporaneous document with an individual’s name on it obtained or found on a visit under section 27 or 28, or from witness testimony from another company involved in an Infringement to the effect that he or she spoke to the director in question about the cover price. This is part of the overall assessment as to whether to apply for leniency, and leniency applicants have a duty to give all available and relevant information to the OFT. Furthermore, the OFT considers that the leniency Parties in this case are gaining considerable benefit in return for their cooperation, in terms of complete immunity from penalty on some Infringements, and substantial discounts from the penalty on all remaining Infringements, regardless of the fact that they may have infringed on a large number of occasions and provided details of many other instances of cover pricing which the OFT is not taking forward for appropriate prioritisation reasons. It would not therefore be appropriate for the OFT to waive an increase for involvement of directors in the Infringements of these Parties.

VI.307. Other Parties argued that director involvement should not be treated as an aggravating factor if the director had since left the company, no longer had management responsibility, or ceased his involvement in cover pricing once he became aware that it was illegal.

VI.308. The OFT considers, however, that Boards of Directors would not be properly incentivised to ensure that they are cognisant and compliant with competition law requirements, if they could avoid increases in penalties by removing management responsibility from a director once the OFT had identified him as being involved in illegal activity, or by instructing him to cease illegal activities once the company is investigated by the OFT. Whilst the OFT welcomes the fact that directors of companies may have brought an end to infringements, it perceives this as a reactive response to the OFT’s investigation, rather than a proactive approach to compliance which the OFT is seeking to promote. The OFT therefore does not accept that it should waive an increase for director involvement in any of these circumstances.

VI.309. Whilst the OFT does not accept the points made by the Parties set out in the preceding paragraphs, it has considered what would be an appropriate amount of increase for the involvement of directors in the particular circumstances of the present case. Given, in particular, the need to ensure that any adjustment is fair and proportionate for all Parties, the OFT has decided to limit the increase for director involvement at step 4 in this case to [5-10] per cent. This is at the lower end of the range of possible adjustments that the OFT may make for director involvement and it should not be assumed that the OFT would necessarily adopt the same approach in other cases.

VI.310. Annex C contains a list of the Parties whose company directors the OFT finds were involved in one or more of the Infringements. The first table in Annex
C, headed *List of Parties whose directors the OFT considers were involved in every one of that Party’s Infringements, by virtue of their knowledge of cover pricing within the company as described in the relevant part of Section IV.C relating to that Party*, contains a list of Parties in respect of which the OFT has evidence of general director involvement in bid rigging activities for all instances of bid rigging. For these Parties, the OFT is applying a [5-10] per cent uplift at step 4 of the penalty calculation to all of the Infringements in respect of which the OFT is imposing a penalty.

VI.311. The second table in Annex C, headed *List of Parties whose directors the OFT considers were involved in one or more specific Infringements*, contains a list of Parties in respect of which the OFT has evidence of specific director involvement in bid rigging activities in relation to particular Infringement(s). For these Parties, the OFT is applying a [5-10] per cent uplift at step 4 of the penalty calculation to the specific Infringement(s) listed in that table in respect of which the OFT is imposing a penalty.

VI.312. Note that where a Party is listed in the second table in relation to a specific Infringement as well as more generally in the first table, the OFT is applying only one [5-10] per cent uplift at step 4 of the penalty calculation for each such Infringement.

VI.313. In respect of those Parties not listed in Annex C, Bramall submitted that these Parties’ directors would also likely have been aware of cover pricing (or at least negligent if they were unaware), given that cover pricing was endemic in the construction industry.8677 However, the adjustments made at step 4 are to reflect the aggravating and mitigating circumstances of individual Parties and in the absence of evidence specific to a Party the OFT does not consider it would be appropriate to make an individual adjustment to that Party’s penalty at step 4 based on mere supposition. The OFT also does not consider this to be a good reason for not applying an uplift to those Parties in respect of which the OFT does possess such evidence. A Party cannot hope to avoid the consequences of its own illegal conduct (or that of its directors) by suggesting that other Parties might also be culpable, particularly without any supporting evidence.

VI.314. Where the OFT identified in Annex C of the Statement that a particular director was involved in one or more Infringements and has now accepted following representations from the Party in question that either the individual was not a director and/or was not involved in any Infringements, that director’s name has been removed from Annex C for the Decision and no uplift is applied to the penalty by virtue of that director’s previously alleged involvement in an Infringement. Where Parties’ representations in this respect have not been accepted, these are discussed either in the Party’s general leniency section (section IV.C) or in the relevant Infringement description (section IV.D) above.

**Intent**

VI.315. The Penalty Guidance recognises that intent is a potential aggravating factor. The OFT has not attempted to determine in each case whether an Infringement

---

was committed intentionally or negligently but is satisfied that they were all committed either intentionally or, at the very least, negligently. As such, the OFT will not be increasing the penalty at step 4 for intent. Likewise, the OFT is not treating alleged negligence (rather than intent) as a mitigating factor (see paragraph VI.337 below).

Mitigating factors

Compliance

VI.316. The OFT considers that where a Party can demonstrate that it has taken adequate steps with a view to ensuring compliance with the Chapter I and Chapter II prohibitions and Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, this may be treated as a mitigating factor. In the Statement, the OFT stated that it was of the view that in order to obtain a discount, a Party would need to show that it had introduced a compliance policy and communicated this to all appropriate members of staff since it first became aware of the OFT’s investigation.

VI.317. Most of the Parties made submissions regarding the existence of a compliance policy, in their responses to the Statement. Although these submissions varied considerably, following a detailed assessment the OFT is satisfied in the case of around 80 Parties that they have adequately demonstrated that they have taken positive steps to introduce a formal compliance policy that is appropriate for the size of the undertaking in question (taking account in each case of all the entities forming part of the undertaking concerned), and to ensure that all appropriate staff have been made properly aware of their competition law obligations. The application of a discount at step 4 for compliance is reflected in each of the relevant Parties’ penalty calculations, set out below.

VI.318. For these Parties, the OFT considers a [5-10] per cent reduction at step 4 of the penalty calculation to be appropriate. The OFT considers that these Parties are the ones that are most likely to have successfully minimised the likelihood of future infringement.

VI.319. The remaining Parties did not provide the OFT with sufficient evidence that they had taken sufficient positive steps to introduce a formal compliance programme appropriate for the size of the undertaking (taking account in each case of all the entities forming part of the undertaking concerned), and will therefore receive no discount for compliance.

Cooperation

VI.320. The OFT considers that cooperation which enables the enforcement process to be concluded more effectively and speedily is a mitigating factor. In the Statement, the OFT stated that if any Party had provided voluntary cooperation above and beyond its legal obligations, the OFT would consider whether it should reduce that Party’s penalty. The OFT noted that it considers that the fast track procedure is a form of cooperation but that, in accordance with the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, acceptance of the offer would be taken into account after step 5 of the penalty calculation. The OFT also noted that undertakings already benefiting from the leniency programme or the OFT’s Fast Track Offer would not receive an additional reduction in financial penalties to reflect general cooperation.

8678 Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.16.
VI.321. The OFT further noted that, other than the voluntary assistance of Frudd which did not subsequently result in a formal grant of leniency\(^\text{8679}\), the OFT was not aware of any exceptional cooperation by any Party which would enable the process in this case to be concluded more efficiently and speedily, warranting a downward adjustment at step 4.

VI.322. Thomas Vale submitted that it had provided exceptional cooperation above and beyond its legal obligations, which should be recognised at step 4.\(^\text{8680}\) Similarly, Harper plc submitted that it had provided cooperation beyond that required under the terms of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer by providing an additional list of potential infringements.\(^\text{8681}\) As noted in the Statement, the OFT is not providing additional discounts at step 4 to Parties that are already in receipt of leniency or Fast Track discounts (see also paragraph VI.320 above).

*Cooperation – New admissions*

VI.323. In response to the Statement, the OFT also received new admissions from a number of Parties that had not applied for leniency and that had rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of one or more of their Infringements. Following sight of the Statement, these Parties informed the OFT that they were satisfied they had engaged in conduct infringing the Chapter I prohibition, in respect of one or more of their Infringements.

VI.324. The OFT considers that such new admissions do warrant a discount at step 4 of the penalty calculation in this case. These Parties made the admissions without any commitment by the OFT that this would result in a penalty discount, and these admissions helped the OFT to conclude its enforcement process more effectively and speedily.\(^\text{8682}\)

VI.325. However, the OFT does not consider that the new admissions should attract the same level of discount as that awarded for acceptance of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. As noted in paragraph II.1701 above, the OFT’s Fast Track Offer discount was given because of the considerable benefit to the OFT’s enforcement process provided by admissions from Parties that had not been granted sight of the evidence, and at a stage of the case which helped the OFT to select the tenders that would be taken forward to its Statement. In that sense, the OFT’s Fast Track Offer had a number of similarities with leniency and similarly resulted in a discount from the final penalty after step 5 of the penalty calculation.

VI.326. The new admissions, by contrast, have been made after sight of the OFT’s evidence and at a very late stage in the case. Nevertheless, as noted above in paragraph VI.324, the new admissions do add some value and the OFT is therefore granting the following discounts at step 4 of the penalty calculation to these Parties:

- where a Party has made a clear admission of the facts, or alternatively a clear positive statement that it does not dispute or contest the facts: [10-15] per cent discount

\(^{8679}\) See paragraph II.491 of the Factual Background section above.

\(^{8680}\) Written representations of Thomas Vale, 27 June 2008, paragraph 58.

\(^{8681}\) Written representations of Harper plc, 27 June 2008, paragraph 83.

\(^{8682}\) See Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.16.
• where, in addition to the above, a Party has clearly admitted that its
classified conduct constituted an infringement of the Act: [10-15] per cent discount
– this discount applies in place of, and not in addition to, the [10-15] per
cent discount noted in the previous paragraph.

VI.327. The application of a discount at step 4 for new admission is reflected in each of
the relevant Parties’ penalty calculations, set out below. Such discount cannot,
of course, be applied in respect of any Infringements where a Party is already
benefiting from discount by virtue of either leniency or acceptance of the OFT’s
Fast Track Offer.

VI.328. Where a Party has apparently made some form of qualified new admission that
is so obscurely worded or beset by equivocation within that Party’s
representations that it has proved impossible for the OFT to determine whether
the Party is actually admitting to or denying the conduct, the OFT has not given
any discount in this regard.

Other arguments on mitigating factors

VI.329. In response to the Statement, the OFT received a number of representations on
other factors which the OFT does not consider warrant a discount at step 4, as
follows.

VI.330. Some Parties noted variously that they had no directors involved in
Infringements, or that they were not involved in compensation payments. The OFT confirms that these Parties are not receiving uplifts as set out above
for these factors, but the absence of these factors is not a basis for reducing
these Parties’ penalties further.

VI.331. Many Parties noted that they had terminated their infringing activities promptly
following the OFT’s intervention (or indeed before the OFT’s investigation into
them commenced). The Penalty Guidance states that adjustment may be
made at step 4 for this factor. However, the OFT does not consider that it is
appropriate in the present case for a discount to be given for prompt
termination, given the clear illegality of price fixing and the exchange of prices
between competitors.

VI.332. Some Parties noted in some detail the charitable works and community
activities they had undertaken. The OFT does not consider this to be a
relevant mitigating factor that would warrant a discount from a penalty for
infringement of the Chapter I prohibition.

8683 For example, written representations of Lemmeleg, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.2.7; written
representations of McGinley Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 50; and written representations of A H
Willis, 27 June 2008, paragraph 59(c).
8684 For example, written representations of Admiral, 26 June 2008, paragraph 23.12; written
representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraph 94; and written representations of Lindum, 27 June
2008, paragraph 32(4).
8685 For example, written representations of Durkan, 27 June 2008, paragraph 194; written representations
of R Durtell, 27 June 2008, paragraph 217; and written representations of Strata, 27 June 2008,
paragraph 2.31.
8686 Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.16.
8687 For example, written representations of P Casey, 27 June 2008, page 2; written representations of
Dukeries, 27 June 2008, paragraph 17; and written representations of G & J Seddon, 27 June 2008,
paragraph 126.
VI.333. Many Parties noted that they had genuine uncertainty as to whether their conduct constituted an infringement.\textsuperscript{8688} Again, the Penalty Guidance states that adjustment may be made at step 4 for this factor.\textsuperscript{8689} However, the OFT does not consider that it is appropriate in the present case for a discount to be given since, as discussed in paragraph VI.44 above, by the very fact that the agreements and/or concerted practices involved collusive tendering, each of the Parties must (or at the very least should) have been aware that the agreements and/or concerted practices in which they participated had the object of preventing, restricting or distorting competition. Nevertheless, as noted above in paragraphs VI.51, VI.173 and VI.251, the OFT has taken the general level of ignorance of competition law within the industry into account (amongst other things) in deciding not to increase step 1 of the penalty above the level applied in its roofing decisions or to increase the level of the MDT above that which applied in those decisions.

VI.334. Some Parties suggested in their representations that they should get an additional discount for having named the counter-party to their Infringement in their response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.\textsuperscript{8690} However, the OFT notes that many of the Parties that responded positively to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer were unable to name the counter-party because they had destroyed their relevant tender records, and does not consider that those Parties that were able to provide the name of the counter-party should benefit from an additional discount by comparison with these Parties.

VI.335. A few Parties suggested that they were under severe pressure to engage in cover pricing in order to remain on customer tender lists, and that the OFT should treat this as a mitigating factor.\textsuperscript{8691} Whilst the Penalty Guidance recognises that severe duress or pressure is a potential mitigating factor, the OFT does not consider that it existed in this case. According to these Parties, they engaged in illegal conduct in order to gain a commercial benefit; namely, remaining on a customer’s tender list. Whilst the OFT has not attempted to measure this benefit, nor taken it into account in calculating penalties, the OFT does not consider that the prospect of missing out on such a benefit can properly be construed as giving rise to ‘severe duress or pressure’ to engage in a breach of the Act.

VI.336. Several Parties submitted that the Infringement(s) in which they were involved were the responsibility of a ‘rogue’ employee or contractor acting outside the scope of his or her authority, in breach of company policy and/or without the knowledge of any directors, and that this should be recognised as a mitigating factor.\textsuperscript{8692} The OFT considers that each undertaking is responsible for ensuring that it complies with competition law including through the promotion of an appropriate compliance ‘culture’, implementing suitable compliance policies and monitoring those policies to ensure that its employees, agents and contractors

\textsuperscript{8688} For example, written representations of Pearce, 14 July 2008, paragraph 4.15; written representations of Kier, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 3.44 to 3.45; and written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 9.43.
\textsuperscript{8689} Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.16.
\textsuperscript{8690} For example, written representations of Greswolde, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.42.
\textsuperscript{8691} For example, written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.33; written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.48; and written representations of E Manton, 25 June 2008, paragraphs 18 to 19.
\textsuperscript{8692} For example, written representations of Quarmby, 27 June 2008, paragraph 5.6; written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 4 July 2008, paragraph 77; and written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraphs 49, 62 and 77.
are aware of the requirements of competition law and do not engage in illegal conduct. Consequently, the OFT does not consider that a discount is warranted merely because an individual has acted on his or her own initiative.

VI.337. A number of Parties made representations to the effect that their Infringements were committed negligently, rather than intentionally. A few Parties went on specifically to submit that negligence should be treated as a mitigating factor at step 4 of the OFT’s penalty calculations. Some Parties also stated that negligence is a mitigating factor under the Commission’s Fining Guidelines, and the OFT should have regard to this under section 60 of the Act. As noted at paragraph VI.315 above, the OFT is not uplifting any Party’s penalty for intent at step 4, but is also not treating negligence as a mitigating factor. The OFT also does not accept the Parties submissions based on section 60, for the reasons set out in paragraphs VI.7 to VI.10 above.

VI.338. Lindum stated that willingness to apologise for an infringement is relevant at step 4, citing the CAT’s judgment in *Replica Kit*. The OFT does not agree with Lindum’s conclusion that the CAT awarded a reduction in penalty on the basis of a willingness to apologise. Rather, the CAT considered that an update to the relevant undertaking’s compliance programme and its acceptance of responsibility for the infringement could justify a small reduction in penalty. The OFT is already awarding discounts at step 4 for both compliance and admissions of liability since the Statement (see paragraphs VI.316 to VI.326 above). The OFT does not consider that a separate discount is warranted for willingness to apologise.

VI.339. Ballast Nedam stated in mitigation that it was involved in bilateral arrangements only, not involving all tendering parties. The OFT confirms that this has been taken into account at step 1 (as a multilateral agreement or concerted practice involving all tenderers would almost certainly have attracted a higher starting percentage), but it does not warrant a discount at step 4.

VI.340. GMI stated that there was no evidence that it completed a non-collusion statement in relation to any of its Infringements, and submitted that this was a mitigating factor. The OFT does not consider that this is a mitigating factor that warrants a discount at step 4.

VI.341. Willmott Dixon stated that, as it had admitted taking a cover price in respect of one Infringement despite the fact that the OFT’s evidence was not strong and compelling, this should be treated as a mitigating factor. The OFT refutes the suggestion that the evidence in respect of this Infringement does not meet the required evidential threshold. As noted above, the OFT is treating post-Statement admissions as a mitigating factor (see paragraphs VI.323 to VI.326).

VI.342. Willmott Dixon also stated in respect of the same Infringement that it submitted a cover price under pressure from the client, and that this should be treated as

---

8693 For example, written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraph 100; and written representations of Galliford Try, 27 June 2008, paragraph 6.13.
8694 Written representations of Lotus, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.21; written representations of Linford, 26 June 2008, paragraph 9.43; and written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraph 6.33.
8695 Written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraph 68.
8696 *Umbro and others v OFT* [2005] CAT 22, at paragraph 265.
8697 Written representations of Ballast Nedam, 26 September 2008, paragraph 57.
8698 Written representations of GMI, 26 June 2008, paragraph 92.
a mitigating factor.\textsuperscript{8700} The OFT has addressed the substance of this representation at paragraphs IV.6771 to IV.6802 above.

\textit{Consideration of alleged objectively different positions in relation to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer}

VI.343. As set out in paragraph II.1576 above, following the issue of the Statement, Crest Nicholson applied for judicial review of the OFT’s decision not to reopen the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. On 24 July 2009 the Court rejected Crest Nicholson’s claim that the OFT’s decision not to reopen the Fast Track Offer following the issue of the Statement was contrary to the principles of equal treatment and procedural fairness. However, the Court found that the OFT should have acknowledged that Crest Nicholson might have been in an objectively different position from other recipients of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Then, if a difference was established, the OFT had to decide what effect, if any, that should have on any penalty (see outline of the ruling at paragraphs II.1577 to II.1578 above).\textsuperscript{8701}

VI.344. As a result, on 27 July 2009 the OFT wrote to Crest Nicholson and all of the other Parties and invited them to make submissions on:

(a) ‘Whether, and if so how, [the Party] was in an objectively different position compared to other Fast Track Offer recipients which put it in a position where it could not fairly admit the allegations and accept the Fast Track Offer at the time it was made;

(b) If so, what effect, if any, that claimed different position should have on any penalty which the OFT may subsequently impose for alleged cover pricing.’\textsuperscript{8702}

\textit{Crest Nicholson’s submissions}

VI.345. In response to the OFT’s letter Crest Nicholson submitted\textsuperscript{8703} that it was in an objectively different position from other recipients of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer on the grounds that:

(a) it was an historic indirect parent company of Pearce\textsuperscript{8704} (a Participant Company) and when it received the OFT’s Fast Track Offer it attempted to investigate but could only make limited internal investigations because of the lack of documentary records remaining in its possession and any relevant knowledge of Crest Nicholson employees\textsuperscript{8705};

(b) it attempted to obtain information from Pearce Group but these attempts were unsuccessful, and a lack of cooperation by Pearce Group reflected a conflict of interest between Crest and Pearce Group\textsuperscript{8706}; and

\textsuperscript{8700} Written representations of Willmott Dixon, 27 June 2008, paragraph 72.
\textsuperscript{8701} \url{http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2009/1875.html}
\textsuperscript{8702} Excerpt from letter sent to the Parties on 27 July 2009 inviting further submissions following Mr Justice Cranston’s Judgment on 24 July.
\textsuperscript{8703} Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009.
\textsuperscript{8704} Pearce and Pearce Group were sold more than a year prior to the commencement of the OFT’s investigation. Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009, paragraphs 2.4 and 2.6
\textsuperscript{8705} Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009, paragraph 2.9
\textsuperscript{8706} Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009, paragraph 2.10
whereas all other recipients of the November Fast Track Offer were in a position to know whether their subsidiaries had accepted the March Fast Track Offer, Crest Nicholson was the only historic parent whose former subsidiary had not been sent the March Fast Track Offer and it could not, therefore, be guided by the stance adopted by its former subsidiary in relation to an admission of liability as could other historic parent companies.

VI.346. Further, Crest Nicholson submitted that it was now willing to admit joint and several liability for its remaining Infringement, Infringement 75.

VI.347. Crest Nicholson submitted that because of these claimed objective differences it should receive a reduction in penalty in order to place it in the position it would have been in had it been able to make an informed decision as to whether to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Crest Nicholson further submitted that because it was now willing to admit joint and several liability for Infringement 75 this indicated that, had it been able to make an informed decision at the time of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, it would have decided to admit liability in respect of those allegations it considered to be well founded. Crest Nicholson stated that it was no answer for the OFT to say that Crest Nicholson did not materially assist the OFT’s investigation at the Fast Track Offer stage, because it was not given the opportunity to generate the same benefits provided by other parties.

VI.348. Therefore Crest Nicholson submitted that, in light of its admission and the fact that it had no opportunity to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer at the time it was made, it should receive a 25 per cent discount from any penalty imposed.

VI.349. The OFT has carefully considered Crest Nicholson’s position. The OFT accepts that prima facie Crest Nicholson could be seen as in an objectively different position from the other Fast Track Offer recipients. In particular, the OFT notes that as well as being an historic indirect parent of Pearce, the relevant Participant Company, at the time Crest Nicholson received the OFT’s Fast Track Offer its former subsidiary had not responded to the OFT’s original Fast Track Offer. However, the OFT does not consider that it would be appropriate by reason of these differences to grant Crest Nicholson a 25 per cent discount in its penalty which has been requested. Indeed, to do so would have the same effect as re-opening the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, which the OFT considers would not only be unequal and unfair to other Parties that accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer but would also be inconsistent with the Court’s explicit rejection of Crest Nicholson’s request that the OFT reopen the Fast Track Offer post-Statement. Indeed, in its judgment the Court specifically stated as follows:

---

8707 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009, paragraph 2.19. Paragraph 2.21 notes that the OFT has acknowledged that the relationship between Crest Nicholson, Pearce Group and Pearce was complicated and had presented difficulties for the OFT during its investigation.
8709 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009, paragraph 2.20
8710 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009, paragraph 3.9 and 4.2
8711 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009, paragraph 3.10 and 3.11
8712 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009, paragraph 3.7
8713 Written representations of Crest Nicholson, 10 August 2009, paragraph 3.10
‘treating the claimant differently, and fairly, does not mean that the OFT needed to give it the gist of the case against it on the evidence possessed by the OFT relevant to alleged bid rigging. That would be inimical to the legal principle that enforcement authorities are entrusted with wide discretionary powers in the conduct of an investigation. The very design of the Fast Track Offer was to reduce the burden on the OFT in the conduct of what was its largest ever investigation. Nor was it necessary for the OFT to reopen the Fast Track Offer after the Statement of Objections was published in April 2008. To do so would have resulted in unequal and preferential treatment to the claimant, and unfairness to the other recipients of the Fast track Offer, who had accepted it without the benefit of knowing what was in the Statement of Objections and OFT file’8714 (emphasis added).

VI.350. Where an undertaking accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer pre-Statement in respect of a particular Suspect Tender, (i) it provided an admission, upon which as discussed in paragraph II.1567 above the OFT was able to rely at a stage when the OFT had not yet decided which Suspect Tenders to pursue, thereby assisting the OFT both in selecting the contracts it wished to pursue and strengthening the OFT’s case in respect of that Alleged Infringement in the Statement, and (ii) it agreed to limit the extent of its representations in circumstances where it had not seen the OFT’s evidence and so did not know the strength of the case against it or the likelihood (absent its admission) of the OFT ultimately being able to proceed against it in respect of that Suspect Tender. This is true of all those Parties which accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, whatever their position.

VI.351. Although the OFT does not accept that Crest Nicholson’s post-Statement admission warrants a 25 per cent reduction in penalty, the OFT does accept that the admission warrants some reduction in its liability for the penalty imposed in respect of Infringement 75. The OFT has considered the particular matters raised by Crest Nicholson which it has been suggested mean that Crest Nicholson was in an objectively different position from other recipients of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer such that it should be treated materially differently from other parties which made post-Statement admissions.

VI.352. The OFT notes that many of the recipients of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, including those that accepted it, will have been able to access only limited information in relation to the Suspect Tenders. There might be a range of reasons why limited information was available to such Parties and the OFT does not consider that the reasons given by Crest Nicholson are such as to warrant a materially higher discount than [10-15] per cent (in the light of the nature and purpose of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer). The OFT does not accept either that Crest Nicholson received no assistance from Pearce Group or Pearce or that it was unable to be guided at all by its former subsidiaries’ likely reply to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Rather, the OFT notes that in its letter of 18 December 2007 responding to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, Crest Nicholson stated that Pearce’s solicitors had ‘informed us that they [had] not uncovered any evidence to support the OFT’s allegations’. Moreover, to the extent that Crest Nicholson wished to be guided by its former subsidiary’s response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, this was a clear indication as to Pearce’s likely position (and was accurate). In any event, the OFT does not consider that even if the assistance it

8714 Paragraph 89 of Mr Justice Cranston’s 24 July 2009 Judgment.
received from Pearce Group and/or Pearce was limited, that this is sufficient basis for a materially higher discount than [10-15] per cent.

VI.353. In the light of the consideration of each of the matters raised by Crest Nicholson, taking into account the nature and purpose of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and bearing in mind the principles of fairness and effectiveness in the setting of financial penalties, the OFT does not consider that the matters raised by Crest Nicholson together justify any reduction in penalty higher than the [10-15] per cent discount awarded to other Parties who also made admissions following the issue of the Statement - see paragraphs VI.323 to VI.328 above. The OFT does not consider that the difference between Crest Nicholson’s position and that of other Fast Track Offer recipients was so significant as to warrant any additional discount.

Other Parties’ submissions

VI.354. Several other Parties, in response to the OFT’s letters of 27 July 2009, took the opportunity to repeat a number of the representations already made in response to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and the Statement, for example on matters such as the fairness of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and the amount of information that the OFT provided with the Fast Track Offer. The Parties’ representations on these matters have already been addressed in section II above, and the OFT does not repeat these representations or the OFT’s response here. However, some Parties made additional arguments specifically in relation to the issue of whether they were in an objectively different position and these are dealt with in the following paragraphs.

VI.355. Several Parties submitted that for a variety of reasons (for example that the infringing activity had been carried out by a dormant company or that the relevant employees had since left the business), they did not have access to the documents or people in order fully to investigate the Suspect Tenders, and as a result they were unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

VI.356. One Party, Renew, which accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer at the time it was made, submitted that because it was an ex-parent company of Bullock (one of the Participant Companies) (as well as being a current parent of Allenbuild, another Participant Company), it was in the same position as Crest Nicholson. The OFT does not accept this submission because even though Renew may not have been able fully to investigate the Suspect Tenders relating to Bullock, it did know that its subsidiary and ex-subsidiary had accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. Therefore Renew was in a position to be guided as to whether or not to accept the Fast Track Offer on this basis (and indeed does already benefit from the 25 per cent discount for accepting it).

VI.357. Similarly, Durkan Holdings suggested that it was in an objectively different position because at the time it received the OFT’s Fast Track Offer it was a separate economic entity from its subsidiary at the time of the Infringements, Durkan, and therefore it ‘could do no more than acknowledge the admissions

---

8715 For example, letters from Willmott Dixon, 29 July 2009 and 30 July 2009.
8716 For example, written representations of Durkan, 19 August 2009.
8717 For example, written representations of Bowmer & Kirkland, 31 July 2009.
8718 For example, letter from Bowmer & Kirkland, 31 July 2009; letter from Francis, 31 July 2009; letter from Lindum, 7 August 2009; written representations of Pearce, 10 August 2009 paragraph 3.1 and 3.2
8719 Letter from Allenbuild and Renew, 10 August 2009.
The OFT does not accept that as a result Durkan Holdings was ‘pressurised … into making a commercial decision to admit liability’.

Like Renew, and by Durkan Holdings’ own admission, it was in a position to be guided by the actions of its subsidiary, which had accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of both Infringements 135 and 240. Durkan Holdings has not withdrawn this admission following the Statement and continues to benefit from the 25 per cent discount deriving from that admission.

VI.358. For those Parties (i.e. Durkan Limited, G Hurst/PDH, Pearce and E Taylor) which made submissions in response to the OFT’s letter but rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer and continue to deny participation in the Infringement(s), the OFT considers that there is no reason to consider further whether these Parties were in an objectively different position from other Fast Track Offer recipients as there are no new admissions which might attract a discount for cooperation at step 4 of the penalty calculation.

VI.359. A few Parties, Apollo (which rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer), Francis/Barrett (which rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer but made new admissions after receiving the Statement) and Bowmer and Kirkland (which accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in relation to one Infringement and has since made new admissions in relation to its two remaining Infringements) said that following their own internal investigations they found no evidence of participation in the Suspect Tenders so could not fairly admit to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. One Party, Robert Woodhead, submitted the same argument even though it accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

VI.360. A number of Parties which made similar submissions in response to the OFT’s letter that they were in an objectively different position from other Parties due to non-availability of information, namely Ackroyd and Abbott, Connaught, Interserve, Lindum, T Denman and Thomas Long, rejected the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in relation to one or more Suspect Tenders but went on to make new admissions in respect of one or more Infringements after receiving the Statement. As a result these Parties are, as discussed above, receiving discounts of [10-15] or [10-15] per cent as appropriate from their penalty at step 4 of the calculation.

VI.361. The OFT does not accept that the factors outlined by these Parties mean that they were in an objectively different position from other Fast Track Offer recipients such as would warrant an additional penalty discount over and above

---

8720 Letter from Durkan Holdings, 19 August 2009, paragraph 16.
8721 Letter from Durkan Holdings, 19 August 2009, paragraph 19.
8722 Written representations of Durkan Limited, 19 August 2009, paragraph 34; G Hurst, 27 May 2008 attachment D page 3; written representations of Pearce Group and Pearce, 10 August 2009 paragraph 6.1; written representations of E Taylor, 27 June 2008 paragraph 5.2
8724 Letter from Robert Woodhead, 10 August 2009
8725 Written representations of Ackroyd and Abbott, 2 July 2008 paragraph 76,
8726 Written representations of B & A Construction, 27 June 2008 paragraph 6
8727 Written representations of Connaught, 27 June 2008 paragraph 1.4
8728 Written representations of Interserve, 25 June 2008 paragraph 1.2
8729 Written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008 paragraph 3
8730 Written representations of T Denman, 27 June 2008 paragraph 6
8731 Written representations of Thomas Long, 26 June 2008, paragraph 3.1
the [10-15] or [10-15] per cent discount for making new admissions following
the issue of the Statement. As stated in paragraphs II.1554 to II.1556 above,
the OFT does not accept that a fast track offer can be made and fairly accepted
only where a company is able to carry out its own internal investigations and
determine for itself whether or not the OFT’s suspicion of an infringement is
well-founded. There was no compulsion on the Parties to accept the OFT’s
offer. The alternative was to go through the normal process of receiving and
responding to the Statement. Some of the companies which accepted the
OFT’s Fast Track Offer may have done so simply because they regarded
participation in bid rigging as very likely, or knew that it was widespread at the
time; some may have been willing to accept liability on the basis of the
description of specific tenders in the OFT’s letter. Some companies informed
the OFT that they were accepting the offer as a ‘commercial’ decision, having
no evidence of illegal activity but wishing to benefit from the penalty reduction
on offer. In the circumstances, the OFT considers that the Parties were not in a
materially different position from other Fast Track Offer recipients, and, in any
event, to the extent that their positions might be considered different, the
differences are not sufficient to justify any materially increased discount in
penalty. For the avoidance of doubt, for the reasons set out in paragraphs
VI.349 to VI.350 above the OFT does not consider that their positions would
warrant the granting of a 25 per cent discount.

VI.362. A number of Parties (for example, Kier) submitted that they were in an
objectively different position from other Fast Track Offer recipients because
they had no pre-warning of the OFT’s investigation or the OFT’s Fast Track
Offer.8732 This, the Parties submitted, meant that there was insufficient time for
them fully to investigate the Suspect Tenders.8733 The OFT does not accept that
this placed these Parties in an objectively different position from other Fast
Track Offer recipients. In response to requests, extensions of time were
provided to Parties which, in the OFT’s view, gave them sufficient opportunity
to respond, given all of the circumstances including the amount of time that had
elapsed since the OFT’s original letter was sent. The OFT notes that Kier made
no new admissions in response to the Statement.

VI.363. One Party, Greswolde, which in fact accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer,
submitted that it was ‘subject to an unusual and detrimental circumstance’8734
because its legal advisor joined the OFT around the time that the Statement
was issued. The OFT does not accept that this means that Greswolde is in an
objectively different position from other recipients of the OFT’s Fast Track
Offer.

VI.364. Another Party which accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, Durkan, submitted in
relation to Infringement 240 that there were insufficient details in the schedule
of Suspect Tenders for it to make an informed decision whether to accept the
OFT’s offer.8735 The OFT does not consider that the level of detail in the
schedule for this Suspect Tender was materially different from the general level
of detail provided in relation to other Suspect Tenders for this and other Parties,
or that this in any way placed Durkan in an objectively different position from
other Parties, particularly given that Durkan accepted the OFT’s Fast Track

8732 For example, letter from Kier, 10 August 2009.
8733 For example, letter from Kier, 10 August 2009.
8734 Letter from Mantisson, 10 August 2009.
8735 Written representations of Durkan, 19 August 2009, paragraph 7.
Offer in relation to this Suspect Tender and has since confirmed specifically to the OFT that it does not withdraw that admission (as discussed in the description of Infringement 240 in section IV above). The OFT also notes that in its judgment the Court specifically stated that ‘treating the claimant differently, and fairly, does not mean that the OFT needed to give it the gist of the case against it on the evidence possessed by the OFT relevant to alleged bid rigging. That would be inimical to the legal principle that enforcement authorities are entrusted with wide discretionary powers in the conduct of an investigation. The very design of the Fast Track Offer was to reduce the burden on the OFT in the conduct of what was its largest ever investigation.’

VI.365. Durkan also suggested that it was in an objectively different position from other Parties because the OFT ‘promptly informed some FTO recipients of the evidence in the OFT’s possession’ but failed to provide the same information to Durkan. As the OFT discusses in paragraph II.1553 above, it provided on an equal basis to any Party upon request brief information to help identify the tender where this was available to the OFT, but for the reasons given in section II it did not provide the ‘evidence’ to any Party.

VI.366. A number of Leniency Parties (Balfour Beatty Group, Thomas Vale and Wildgoose) repeated submissions that they considered that the Leniency Parties had been treated unfairly. The OFT does not accept these submissions and has addressed the concerns of the Leniency Parties in paragraphs II.1545 to II.1548 and II.1582 to II.1583 above and paragraphs VI.390 to VI.395 below.

VI.367. Stainforth submitted that it considers that what it termed ‘simple’ cover pricing, if it is an infringement at all (which it denies), is an effects based infringement and therefore it was unable to accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer without assessing the evidence. Stainforth went on to make an admission as to the facts set out in the Statement after it had received it. The OFT does not accept that cover pricing is an effects based infringement (see Legal Background section above) and neither does the OFT accept that Stainforth needed to assess the evidence before deciding whether or not to accept the offer (indeed, a significant number of Fast Track Offer acceptors did not agree with the OFT’s assessment either). The OFT does not therefore accept that Stainforth was in an objectively different position from other recipients of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.

VI.368. One of the Parties, [...........] [C], submitted that it was in an objectively different position from other Fast Track Offer recipients because it depends more heavily on public sector work and is likely to face potentially severe economic prejudice as a result of the reputational damage that an admission of guilt to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer would inevitably have entailed. The OFT does not accept this submission. In fact, [...........] [C] made an admission as to the facts set out in the Statement after it had received it. [...........] [C]

---

8736 Paragraph 89 of Mr Justice Cranston’s 24 July 2009 Judgment.
8737 Written representations of Durkan, 19 August 2009, paragraph 12.
8738 Letter from Balfour Beatty group, 10 August 2009; letter from Thomas Vale, 10 August 2009; letter from Wildgoose, 10 August 2009.
8739 Letter from Stainforth, 7 August 2009
8740 Written representations of Stainforth, 27 June 2008, paragraph 4.42(q)
8741 Letter from […] [C], 30 July 2009
8742 […][C]
also submitted that the whole Fast Track Offer was procedurally unfair.\footnote{Letters from [...] [C], 29 July 2009 and 30 July 2009} The OFT does not accept this and agrees with the Court that ‘treating the claimant differently, and fairly, does not mean that the OFT needed to give it the gist of the case against it on the evidence possessed by the OFT relevant to alleged bid rigging. That would be inimical to the legal principle that enforcement authorities are entrusted with wide discretionary powers in the conduct of an investigation.’\footnote{Paragraph 89 of Mr Justice Cranston’s 24 July 2009 judgment.} As set out in paragraphs VI.325 and VI.326 above, the OFT does not consider that new admissions should attract the same level of discount as that awarded for acceptance of the Fast Track Offer.

**Step 5 – adjustment to prevent the maximum penalty from being exceeded and to avoid double jeopardy**

VI.369. As stated above in paragraph VI.12, the OFT is imposing a penalty in respect of each of up to maximum of three Infringements per Party. The OFT may not fix a penalty that exceeds 10 per cent of the worldwide turnover of the undertaking\footnote{Note that the statutory cap applies to the turnover of the undertaking, not separately to the turnover of each legal entity within the undertaking. See paragraph VI.380 below.} in its last business year before the date of the OFT’s final Decision, calculated in accordance with the provisions of the 2000 Order, as amended (‘the section 36(8) turnover’).\footnote{Section 36(8) of the Act and the 2000 Order, as amended by the 2004 Order.} The section 36(8) turnover is not restricted to a party’s turnover in the relevant product market and relevant geographic market.\footnote{Penalty Guidance, at paragraph 2.17.}

VI.370. In addition, where an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition ended prior to 1 May 2004, any penalty must, if necessary, be further adjusted to ensure that it does not exceed the maximum penalty applicable prior to 1 May 2004, i.e. 10 per cent of the turnover in the UK of the undertaking in the financial year preceding the date when the infringement ended.\footnote{Ibid. at paragraph 2.18.}

VI.371. The OFT has assessed each of the Parties’ penalties against the tests set out in the preceding paragraphs (as applicable). This assessment has not necessitated any reductions to penalties at step 5 of the penalty calculation.

VI.372. Also, the OFT must, when setting the amount of a penalty for a particular agreement (or concerted practice), take into account any penalty or fine that has been imposed by the European Commission or by a court or other body in another Member State in respect of the same agreement (or concerted practice).\footnote{Ibid. at paragraph 2.20.} Such adjustments are not necessary for assessing penalties in this case.

VI.373. Henry Boot was concerned that the OFT would adjust its penalty at step 5 to a level out of proportion with the conduct concerned, given that its consolidated turnover is significantly higher than its relevant turnover.\footnote{Written representations of Henry Boot, 27 June 2008 (as amended 16 February 2009), paragraph 10.26.} In accordance with the Penalty Guidance, however, the OFT is only making a downward adjustment at step 5 for those Parties whose penalty exceeds the statutory cap.
(the substance of Henry Boot’s submission is addressed at paragraph VI.209 to VI.245 in the context of step 3 adjustments).

**Parties that did not trade in the business year preceding the decision**

VI.374. As noted at paragraphs VI.94 to VI.97 above, a number of Parties did not trade in the business year preceding the date of this Decision. Where no accounts have been published or prepared in recent years, the OFT is using the turnover figures from the most recent period of more than six months in which they have been published or prepared. Where figures have been published or prepared for a limited period in excess of six months but less than a year, the OFT is pro-rating figures up to the full 12 month period.

VI.375. In applying the statutory cap at step 5, the OFT is therefore using turnover figures as described below in each of the affected Parties’ individual penalty calculation sections.

**Limitation of liability for companies that formed part of a single undertaking at the time of one or more Infringements but are now separate undertakings**

VI.376. A number of Parties comprise two or more legal entities which constituted one undertaking at the time of one or more of the Infringements, but have since parted and now constitute two separate undertakings. The Parties so affected are as follows:

- **Bullock** – Bullock’s ultimate parent at the time of its Infringement was Renew. Bullock has since been acquired by a different company such that it is no longer owned by Renew (see paragraph II.90 above).

- **Durkan** – Durkan’s ultimate parent at the time of its two Infringements was Durkan Holdings. On 10 September 2007, Durkan was the subject of a management buyout (and rebranded as Concentra) such that it is no longer owned by Durkan Holdings (see paragraph II.387 above).

- **Haymills** – Haymills’ ultimate parent at the time of its first two Infringements was Haymills plc, now known as Corringway Conclusions, which has been in liquidation since 2004 (see paragraph II.620 above). Haymills’ ultimate parent at the time of its third Infringement was Ever 2312 Limited, now known as Haymills Group (see paragraph II.624 above).

- **Holroyd** – Holroyd’s ultimate parent at the time of its first two Infringements was Holderness. Holroyd’s immediate parent at the time was Holroyd Group (see paragraph II.693 above). Holroyd’s ultimate parent at the time of its third Infringement was Holroyd Group (see paragraph II.695 above). Both Holroyd and Holroyd Group are now in liquidation.

- **Irwins** – Irwins’s ultimate parent at the time of all of its Infringements was Jack Lunn Holdings. On 14 June 2007, Irwins became independently owned such that it is no longer owned by Jack Lunn Holdings (see paragraph II.767 above).
• **J J McGinley** – J J McGinley’s ultimate parent at the time of all three of its Infringements was McGinley Holdings. J J McGinley was sold by McGinley Holdings on 22 September 2004 and was subsequently acquired by a new parent on 24 March 2005 (see paragraph II.819 above).

• **Pearce** – Pearce’s ultimate parent at the time of its Infringement was Crest Nicholson. On 31 January 2003, Pearce and its immediate parent Pearce Group were the subject of a management buyout and the share capital was acquired by a new company such that they are no longer owned by Crest Nicholson (see paragraph II.1005 above).

• **Propencity/Totty/Jackson** – Totty’s ultimate parent at the time of its Infringements was Propencity. Jackson’s ultimate parent at the time of its Infringement was Propencity. In 2007, Propencity’s ultimate parent restructured the group of companies such that neither Totty nor Jackson is now owned by Propencity.

VI.377. In the case of Bullock, Durkan, Irwins, J J McGinley, Pearce and Propencity/Totty/Jackson, the OFT is as stated in paragraph VI.58 above basing its calculation on the consolidated turnover of both (i) the Participant Company together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries and (ii) the former parent company that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringements together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries; both the Participant Company and the former parent being addressees of this Decision.

VI.378. Bullock and Renew both submitted that the OFT should apply the cap at step 5 based on their current structure, thereby limiting each of their liability to an amount based on their own respective turnover, rather than their total combined turnover.8751

VI.379. Durkan Holdings stated in its written representations that Article 23(2) of Regulation 1/2003 ‘provides that the Commission cannot, by imposing joint and several liability increase an undertakings’ liability beyond the limit set by Article 23(2), so the total fine on all parties subject to the joint and several liability cannot exceed 10% of the turnover of the smallest undertaking concerned’.8752 It referred to a CFI case in which the CFI ‘concluded that in applying the 10% upper limit the European Commission may refer to the turnover of the undertaking involved in the infringement (rather than the parent company)’.8753

VI.380. First, Article 23(2) states that ‘For each undertaking...participating in the infringement, the fine shall not exceed 10% of its total turnover’ (emphasis added). Whilst Article 23(2) therefore provides that the fine imposed on an undertaking may not exceed 10 per cent of that undertaking’s turnover, it is completely silent as to the extent of liability that may be imposed on a legal entity which formed part of a larger undertaking at the time of an infringement. Secondly, the CFI case referred to above stated only that, in applying the 10 per cent upper limit, the Commission ‘may’ refer to the turnover of the

---

8751 Written representations of Bullock, 26 June 2008, paragraphs 7.17 to 7.22; written representations of Renew, 04 July 2008, paragraph 6.5.

8752 Written representations of Durkan Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 77.

subsidiary, not that it was compelled to do so. Thirdly, the CFI has more recently stated as follows:

‘The fact that several companies are held jointly and severally liable for a fine on the ground that they form part of the same undertaking…does not mean, as regards the application of the maximum amount of 10% of turnover laid down by Article 23(2) of Regulation 1/2003, that the obligation of each of them is limited to 10% of turnover which it achieved during the last business year. The maximum amount of 10% of turnover within the meaning of that provision must be calculated on the basis of the total turnover of all the companies constituting the single economic entity acting as an undertaking…, since only the total turnover of the component companies can constitute an indication of the size and economic power of the undertaking in question.’

VI.381. Notwithstanding the above, where a Party listed in paragraph VI.376 comprises two or more legal entities which now constitute two separate undertakings, the OFT is limiting the liability of each of those separate undertakings to the share of that Party’s overall penalty which represents 10 per cent of that separate undertaking’s total turnover in the most recent business year preceding the OFT’s decision.

VI.382. This affects […] [C], and is explained in more detail in relation to their individual penalty calculations below.

VI.383. In the case of Haymills and Holroyd, not only would the limitation of liability as set out in paragraphs VI.377 and VI.381 apply as necessary (however, this affects neither company), but in addition the OFT has made two separate penalty calculations, one for each set of Infringements involving a particular parent. In the case of Haymills, one penalty calculation has been made for the first two Infringements involving the turnover of Haymills and Corringway, while the other for the third Infringement has involved the turnover of Haymills and Haymills Group. In the case of Holroyd, one penalty calculation has been made for the first two Infringements involving the turnover of Holroyd and Holderness, while the other for the third Infringement has involved the turnover of Holroyd and Holroyd Group.

VI.384. This is explained in more detail in relation to these Parties’ individual penalty calculations below, along with the fact that the OFT will be applying only one MDT to each of these undertakings – in both cases, for the penalty calculation involving the first two Infringements.

Application of the OFT’s Leniency Policy

VI.385. As stated in paragraph II.1475 of the OFT’s Investigation section above, each leniency Party will benefit from a 100 per cent reduction in penalty for any

---


8755 Subject to its continued compliance with the conditions on which leniency was granted, as indicated at paragraphs 3.9 to 3.17 of the OFT’s Penalty Guidance, which was published on 21 December 2004. It is noted that three Parties, John Cawley, Bodill and Wildgoose, applied for leniency prior to the introduction of this guidance. The relevant guidance on leniency and penalties prior to 21 December 2004 was contained in OFT 423 ‘Director General of Fair Trading’s guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty’, (March 2000). In calculating penalties in respect of these three Parties, the OFT has exercised its discretion as to the applicability of this previous guidance to ensure that these Parties do not lose the benefit of any terms contained in that previous guidance.
Infringement where it informed the OFT about that Infringement before the OFT had been made aware of it from any other source, that is, where the OFT would not have known about the Infringement but for the disclosure by that leniency Party. Where two leniency Parties both informed the OFT, prior to being questioned by the OFT in interview, of bid rigging on a tender that involved both Parties, the Party that applied first for leniency will obtain the benefit of the 100 per cent But For immunity on that tender. Where there were two instances of bid rigging on a tender, each involving a different leniency Party, it would be possible for both leniency Parties to obtain 100 per cent But For immunity from penalty. The OFT’s assessment of 100 per cent But For immunity is set out in relation to each involved leniency Party for each tender included in the Conduct of the Parties section above.

VI.386. As noted above, for the remaining Infringements involving leniency Parties, the OFT is imposing fines only in respect of a maximum of three Not But For Infringements (even though it may be the case that a leniency Party is involved in more than three Not But For Infringements). The OFT has concluded that the most objective way to select the three Infringements for penalty calculations is to impose fines in respect of the three most recent Not But For Infringements.

VI.387. Leniency Parties will receive a reduced penalty (reduced by between 35 per cent and 65 per cent) where the OFT has learnt of an Infringement from an alternative source, for example, from evidence gathered during an inspection or from another Party. The same reduction percentage for each relevant leniency Party applies in respect of each of its Infringements, where the 100 per cent reduction described above does not apply.

VI.388. The level of the reduction percentage to be applied to leniency Parties has been decided on the basis of the overall value added by a leniency Party to the OFT’s investigation and is being applied at the end of the calculation. The OFT has assessed the value of the information provided by each leniency Party according to the following factors:

(a) the number of Alleged Infringements in the Statement which the OFT would not have been able to investigate but for the evidence of that leniency Party;

(b) the number of Alleged Infringements in respect of which that leniency Party provided contemporaneous evidence of cover pricing to the OFT in its leniency application, in particular where that evidence named the other Party(ies) involved in cover pricing;

(c) the number of Alleged Infringements in respect of which that leniency Party made clear and unambiguous admissions of its involvement in cover pricing, both in its leniency application and in its interviews with the OFT;

(d) the length of time between the OFT’s inspection of or visit to that leniency Party’s premises and that leniency Party’s application for leniency; and

8756 Subject to their continued compliance with the conditions on which leniency was granted.
8757 See paragraph VI.389 below, and the Navigation Table at Annex A, which identify the leniency Parties.
(e) in the case of John Cawley, the fact that it was the first Party to apply for leniency in this investigation.

VI.389. The reduction percentages applied to the Not But For Infringements of each leniency Party are as follows:

**Leniency Parties with a 50 per cent reduction**

Balfour Beatty Group  
Bodill  
Propencity  
Thomas Vale  
Wildgoose

**Leniency Parties with a 45 per cent reduction**

Admiral  
Bluestone  
Clegg  
Derwent Valley  
Harlow & Milner  
Henry Boot  
Herbert Baggaley  
Hobson & Porter  
Irwins and Jack Lunn  
J H Hallam  
Mowlem  
Sol  
Strata  
York House

**Leniency Parties with a 40 per cent reduction**

Adam Eastwood  
ARG  
Bramall/Frank Haslam Milan  
Frudd  
John Cawley8758  
Loach  
P Waller  
Phoenix  
Simons/Wrights (Lincoln)  
T & C Williams  
Thomas Fish

**Leniency Parties with a 35 per cent reduction**

Arthur M Griffiths  
Davlyn  
W R Bloodworth

---

8758 John Cawley receives an additional 25 per cent leniency discount, making a total leniency discount of 65 per cent, due to the fact that it was the first Party to apply for leniency after the commencement of the OFT’s investigation (see Penalty Guidance, paragraph 3.11).
VI.390. Some leniency Parties claimed that they should be entitled to a greater reduction than that awarded by the OFT, or otherwise criticised the OFT’s approach to leniency in this case, although the majority of these claims and comments appeared to be based largely on a misunderstanding of the reason for the 65 per cent reduction awarded to John Cawley by virtue of its being first to apply for leniency. In any event, the OFT considers that the leniency reductions applied in this case are generous when considered in their overall context, and there is no basis for any further reductions.

VI.391. Some leniency Parties claimed that they should be entitled to 100 per cent immunity on some of their Infringements where the OFT has given the relevant Party a leniency reduction. The OFT deals with such representations in the leniency assessment section of each Infringement in question.

VI.392. Several leniency Parties disagreed with the OFT’s decision to fine leniency applicants for up to three Not But For Infringements (see paragraph VI.386). Fish Holdings stated that this approach deprived it of any benefit from the leniency programme. Thomas Vale stated that this policy leaves it no better off than undertakings which have not cooperated with the OFT.

VI.393. The OFT considers that the leniency Parties in this case are gaining considerable benefit in return for their cooperation. Despite the fact they may have infringed the Act on a large number of occasions, they are only being penalised for a maximum of three Infringements. Whilst they complain that this places them in the same position as non-leniency Parties (who are also being fined for a maximum of three Infringements), this ignores the fact that the leniency Parties are receiving substantial discounts on these penalties, whereas those who have failed to cooperate with the OFT will not. Contrary to the representations described above, the OFT is satisfied that the leniency Parties in this case are in a more favourable position than non-leniency Parties.

VI.394. Thomas Vale also objected to the prospect of being named in this Decision as a participant in those other Infringements, in respect of which it is not being penalised (largely because it benefits from But For immunity), claiming that this exposure outweighs the benefits of leniency. The prospect of exposure, in the form of being named as a participant in an infringement decision, is one of the many factors that an undertaking must take into account as part of its overall assessment as to whether or not to apply for leniency. The OFT does not consider it reasonable for Thomas Vale to expect that, as a consequence of its leniency status, the OFT should not proceed to an infringement decision and name Thomas Vale as a participant in these Infringements. Moreover, Thomas Vale benefits substantially from the fact that it has complete immunity from penalty in respect of a substantial number of But For Infringements.

VI.395. Both Thomas Vale and Wildgoose objected to the OFT’s decision to stop its investigation at the stage it did. Wildgoose stated that, as an early leniency applicant it supplied evidence in relation to a large number of Infringements, but the OFT’s decision to cease its investigation resulted in later leniency parties

---

8759 For example, written representations of Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan, 27 June 2008 (as amended 30 March 2009), paragraph 6.27; written representations of Bluestone, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.3; and written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraph 6.60.

8760 Written representations of Fish Holdings, 27 June 2008, paragraph 7.

8761 Written representations of Thomas Vale, 27 June 2008, paragraph 52.

8762 Written representations of Thomas Vale, 27 June 2008, paragraph 52.
facing fewer Infringements and therefore potentially less exposure to civil penalties. Thomas Vale submitted that the OFT cannot limit its investigation due to manpower and resource constraints when this would disadvantage certain companies because other guilty parties remain unpunished. The OFT does not accept these submissions. As noted above, being named as an infringing party and, consequently, facing potential liability for civil penalties is one of the factors to be taken into account in applying for leniency. By applying for leniency earlier, Wildgoose improved its chances of obtaining But For immunity for its Infringements. The history of this investigation, and the reasons for the selection and consolidation process, are outlined in the OFT’s Investigation section above. The OFT does not consider that its approach to this investigation has in any way disadvantaged leniency Parties.

VI.396. Several Parties stated that they were unaware of the OFT’s investigation until they received the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, by which time the OFT was not accepting any further leniency applications in respect of this case. As a result, these Parties claim they were disadvantaged as they did not have the same opportunity to apply for leniency as those Parties that were visited or interviewed by the OFT earlier in the process. This argument is without merit, as any undertaking can approach the OFT at any time to apply for leniency. There is no need for an investigation to be underway or a visit to have occurred before leniency can be sought. Consequently, these Parties had the same opportunity to apply for leniency as any other Party in this case.

VI.397. Similarly, Lindum submitted that it was prevented from applying for leniency because its Infringements were attributable to a ‘rogue’ employee without management knowledge. The fact that its internal controls were insufficiently rigorous to prevent and/or identify illegal conduct on the part of its employees is a failing on the part of Lindum itself. This cannot be attributed as a defect in the OFT’s leniency programme.

Application of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer

VI.398. Around half of the non-leniency Parties accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer (see paragraphs II.1481 to II.1494 of the OFT’s Investigation section), whereby the OFT offered a reduction of 25 per cent of any penalty imposed, on an infringement by infringement basis. This offer was subject to the Party admitting its participation in the Infringements and certain other conditions. None of these Parties have withdrawn their acceptance of the Fast Track Offer in response to the evidence presented in the Statement. The OFT is applying the 25 per cent reduction at the end of step 5 in respect of each Infringement admitted by the relevant Party (subject to the relevant Party continuing to comply with the conditions of the OFT’s Fast Track Offer).

VI.399. Thomas Vale stated that the OFT’s Fast Track Offer seriously undermined its position as a leniency applicant, as companies were favoured that had not

---

8763 Written representations of Wildgoose, 3 July 2008 (as amended 1 April 2009), paragraphs 6.17 to 6.19.
8764 For example, written representations of Adam Eastwood, 26 June 2008, point 6 on penalties; written representations of Interserve, 25 June 2008, paragraphs 5.43 – 5.44; written representations of Shaylor, 25 June 2008, paragraphs 4.17 to 4.18.
8765 Written representations of Lindum, 27 June 2008, paragraph 71.
8766 See the Navigation Table at Annex A, which identifies the Fast Track Parties.
8767 See the Navigation Table at Annex A, which identifies which Infringements were admitted by each Party.
assisted the investigation, had not provided detailed information and would not usually have had the option of leniency. It stated that the Fast Track Parties were unjustly getting a discount for expending much less cost and management time that that invested by Thomas Vale. The background to the OFT’s Fast Track Offer is set out in the OFT’s Investigation section and is therefore not repeated here. The OFT considers that the assistance and cooperation provided to it by the Fast Track Parties does merit the 25 per cent reduction in penalty being awarded to them. The OFT does not consider this to be unjust in comparison with the 50 per cent leniency discount Thomas Vale is receiving in respect of its Not But For Infringements (in addition to But For immunity in respect of a substantial number of Infringements).

D. Individual penalty calculations

VI.400. The following tables set out the individual penalty calculations for each of the Parties. Unless stated otherwise, the penalty calculation methodology discussed in detail in the foregoing paragraphs of this section applies in respect of each Party. As both the individual penalty and the total penalty figures are rounded, differences of up to one pound may occur when adding individual penalties together to reach the total penalty. In such instances the total penalty figure takes precedence.

Party 1: A H Willis

VI.401. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, and it made no fresh admissions in response to the Statement. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 188</th>
<th>Infringement 215</th>
<th>Infringement 224</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
<td>28/01/2005</td>
<td>27/05/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>South East</td>
<td>South East</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Factors</td>
<td>Instigator -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Compliance -[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£120,018</td>
<td>£120,018</td>
<td>£120,018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£120,018</td>
<td>£120,018</td>
<td>£120,018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.402. In accordance with paragraph VI.215 above, as all three penalties are joint highest at the end of step 2, due to identical relevant turnover figures at step 1, the OFT is applying the MDT to the latest of the three Infringements.

VI.403. [...] [C]

VI.404. [...] [C]
[...] [C]
**Party 2: ARG**

VI.405. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 9</th>
<th>Infringement 133</th>
<th>Infringement 207</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Retail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Directors [5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance [-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£20,213</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£12,128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 3: Ackroyd & Abbott together with its subsidiary Ackroyd & Abbott Construction**

VI.406. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to all three of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 47</th>
<th>Infringement 124</th>
<th>Infringement 227</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>31/01/2001</td>
<td>15/10/2002</td>
<td>13/06/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/04/2009</td>
<td>30/04/2009</td>
<td>30/04/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors**

- Instigator: -
- Directors: -
- Compliance: -5-10%
- Cooperation: -10-15%

| Total step 4 adjustment | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Penalty after step 4 | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| % of total turnover | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| % of pre 1/5/04 turnover | [ C ] | [ C ] | n/a |
| Penalty after step 5 | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Leniency/fast track | 0% | 0% | 0% |

**Final gross penalty** £49,581

**Final penalty after leniency/fast track** £49,581

VI.407. [...] [C]
**Party 4: Adam Eastwood together with its controlling party the Eastwood Foundation**

VI.408. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 50</th>
<th>Infringement 108</th>
<th>Infringement 116</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>30/03/2001</td>
<td>15/05/2002</td>
<td>02/08/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£12,298</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£2,006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.409. [...] [C]

VI.410. The penalty for Infringement 116 is reduced to nil as this is a But For Infringement.
**Party 5: Admiral together with (for infringements from 31 October 2003) its ultimate parent company A C Holdings**

VI.411. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 53</th>
<th>Infringement 136</th>
<th>Infringement 214</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>19/04/2001</td>
<td>05/02/2003</td>
<td>23/12/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 2004 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td><strong>£116,414</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td><strong>£17,406</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.412. [...] [C]

VI.413. The penalty for Infringement 214 is reduced to nil as this is a But For Infringement.
Party 6: Allenbuild and Bullock together with the current ultimate parent company of Allenbuild and the former ultimate parent company of Bullock, Renew

VI.414. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 39</th>
<th>Infringement 137</th>
<th>Infringement 204</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>20/12/2000</td>
<td>07/02/2003</td>
<td>21/10/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberland</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£571,263,000</td>
<td>£390,557,000</td>
<td>£390,557,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£4,730,575</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£3,547,931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.415. In respect of Infringement 39, the Participant Company involved in this Infringement was Bullock. In accordance with paragraph VI.58 above, the OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculation for this Infringement on the consolidated turnover of both (i) the Participant Company (Bullock) together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries and (ii) the former parent company (Renew) that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringement together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries.

VI.416. In respect of Infringements 137 and 204, the Participant Company involved in these Infringements was Allenbuild. The OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculations for these Infringements on the consolidated turnover of Renew.

VI.417. [...] [C]
**Party 7: Apollo together with its former ultimate parent company Apollo Group**

VI.418. This Party did not apply for leniency and did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 154</th>
<th>Infringement 199</th>
<th>Infringement 203</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>08/07/2003</td>
<td>08/07/2004</td>
<td>09/09/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>South East</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final gross penalty** | **£2,150,536**

**Final penalty after leniency/fast track** | **£2,150,536**
**Party 8: Arthur M Griffiths**

VI.420. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 49</th>
<th>Infringement 209</th>
<th>Infringement 244</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>16/03/2001</td>
<td>03/12/2004</td>
<td>09/06/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£10,440,599</td>
<td>£10,440,599</td>
<td>£10,440,599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-35%</td>
<td>-35%</td>
<td>-35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£313,218</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£203,592</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 9: B & A**

VI.421. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to both of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 95</th>
<th>Infringement 229</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>04/02/2002</td>
<td>24/06/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£18,224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£18,224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 10: Baggaley & Jenkins**

VI.422. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 61</th>
<th>Infringement 65</th>
<th>Infringement 112</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>29/05/2001</td>
<td>09/07/2001</td>
<td>31/05/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance -5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£192,203</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£144,153</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Party 11: BBCL and BBRL (for infringements from 2000 onwards) and Mansell (for infringements from 19 December 2003), together with their current ultimate parent company Balfour Beatty plc. For infringements involving Mansell prior to 19 December 2003, Mansell and its former ultimate parent company Mansell plc.

VI.423. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was involved in compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 89</th>
<th>Infringement 104</th>
<th>Infringement 116</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>11/12/2001</td>
<td>22/04/2002</td>
<td>02/08/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-50%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£10,394,008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£5,197,004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.424. All of this Party’s three latest Not But For Infringements were committed by Mansell prior to its acquisition by Balfour Beatty. The penalties for these Infringements have therefore been calculated on the basis of the consolidated turnover of Mansell’s ultimate parent at the time of the Infringements, Mansell plc.

VI.425. The turnover of Mansell plc includes an amount of [...] [C] reported by this Party to be the turnover of one of its subsidiaries for 2007. Since updated 2008 figures for this subsidiary were not available, and the 2008 figure was expected by this Party to be of a similar amount, the OFT has used this figure as a proxy for that subsidiary’s turnover for 2008.

VI.426. As this Party was involved in at least one Infringement involving a compensation payment, the MDT at step 3 is set at 1.05 per cent of total turnover in its last business year. For the Infringements that were compensation payments, the starting point is set at 7 per cent of total turnover in its last business year.
**Party 12: Ballast Nedam as the ultimate parent company of its dissolved subsidiary Ballast**

VI.427. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 41</th>
<th>Infringement 47</th>
<th>Infringement 48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>11/01/2001</td>
<td>31/01/2001</td>
<td>09/02/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Defence</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£11,110,821</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£8,333,116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.428. Although the Participant Company entered into liquidation in 2004, its ultimate parent continues to trade and the OFT has therefore used the total and relevant turnover figures from the ultimate parent in its last business year.

VI.429. [...] [C]

VI.430. All turnover figures for this Party are in Euros and have therefore been converted into pounds sterling using the average European Central Bank exchange rate for 2008, to be found at [www.ecb.int/stats/exchange/eurofxref/html/index.en.html](http://www.ecb.int/stats/exchange/eurofxref/html/index.en.html).
**Party 13: Beaufort together with its ultimate parent company Beaufort Holdings**

VI.431. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 34</th>
<th>Infringement 66</th>
<th>Infringement 152</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>05/12/2000</td>
<td>13/07/2001</td>
<td>27/06/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating</td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors</td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£111,604</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£83,703</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 14: Bodill

VI.432. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 127</th>
<th>Infringement 160</th>
<th>Infringement 204</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>13/11/2002</td>
<td>01/08/2003</td>
<td>21/10/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-50%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£109,695</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£54,848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.433. […] [C]
**Party 15: Bowmer & Kirkland together with its subsidiary BKPS**

VI.434. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of one of its Infringements. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to its two remaining Infringements. This Party was involved in a compensation payment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 18</th>
<th>Infringement 85</th>
<th>Infringement 134</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>11/08/2000</td>
<td>03/12/2001</td>
<td>24/01/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final gross penalty** £9,782,543
**Final penalty after leniency/fast track** £7,574,736

VI.435. As this Party was involved in at least one Infringement involving a compensation payment, the MDT at step 3 is set at 1.05 per cent of total turnover in its last business year. For the Infringement that was a compensation payment, the starting point is set at 7 per cent of total turnover in its last business year.
**Party 16: Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan together with their ultimate parent company Keepmoat**

VI.436. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 57</th>
<th>Infringement 123</th>
<th>Infringement 179</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>30/04/2001</td>
<td>11/10/2002</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>North East</td>
<td>North West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-100%</td>
<td>-100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final gross penalty** | £5,848,183

**Final penalty after leniency/fast track** | £455,235

VI.437. [...] [C]

VI.438. The penalties for Infringements 123 and 179 are reduced to nil as these are But For Infringements.
**Party 17: C J Ellmore**

VI.439. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, and it made no fresh admissions in response to the Statement. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 7</th>
<th>Infringement 94</th>
<th>Infringement 105</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>08/03/2000</td>
<td>23/01/2002</td>
<td>23/04/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£14,350,074</td>
<td>£14,350,074</td>
<td>£14,350,074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/Mitigating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£295,979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£295,979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.440. C J Ellmore was only able to provide turnover figures to the OFT for the 10 month period to 30 September 2008, and informed the OFT that figures for the remainder of its business year were not finalised prior to the company going into administration. In accordance with paragraphs VI.96, VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used these figures and multiplied them by 12/10 in order to arrive at a full year’s turnover figures.
**Party 18: Caddick together with its ultimate parent company Caddick Group**

VI.441. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 35</th>
<th>Infringement 205</th>
<th>Infringement 211</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>08/12/2000</td>
<td>25/10/2004</td>
<td>08/12/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£521,764</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£391,323</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 19: Mowlem**

VI.442. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 27</th>
<th>Infringement 39</th>
<th>Infringement 210</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>16/10/2000</td>
<td>20/12/2000</td>
<td>03/12/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>North East</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-100%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£11,311,460</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£5,375,689</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.443. Carillion transferred a portion of Mowlem’s trade to other parts of its business at the beginning of 2008. Whilst the OFT is not generally holding a new parent liable where it is in the position of Carillion, that is it has acquired the Participant Company after the Infringement and either the Participant Company or its previous parent company still exists, the OFT considers that if all or a significant portion of trade/turnover has transferred to the new parent from the Participant Company, it would be contrary to the effective enforcement of competition law not to take account of that trade/turnover when calculating the applicable penalty. The OFT has therefore included this portion of turnover in its penalty calculation.

VI.444. [...] [C]
VI.445. The penalty for Infringement 27 is reduced to nil as this is a But For Infringement.
**Party 20: Clegg together with its ultimate parent company D E Clegg**

VI.446. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 139</th>
<th>Infringement 168</th>
<th>Infringement 212</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>28/02/2003</td>
<td>21/10/2003</td>
<td>14/12/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>North West</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors**

- **Instigator**: -
- **Directors**: [5-10%] [5-10%] [5-10%]
- **Compliance**: [-5-10%] [-5-10%] [-5-10%]
- **Cooperation**: -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total step 4 adjustment</th>
<th>[ C ]</th>
<th>[ C ]</th>
<th>[ C ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Final gross penalty     | £709,449 |
| Final penalty after leniency/fast track | £359,967 |

VI.447. The penalty for Infringement 212 is reduced to nil as this is a But For Infringement.
**Party 21: Connaught together with its ultimate parent company Connaught plc**

VI.448. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to two out of three of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infringement</th>
<th>Infringement date</th>
<th>Product market</th>
<th>Geographic market</th>
<th>Total turnover</th>
<th>Relevant turnover</th>
<th>Penalty after step 1</th>
<th>Duration multiplier</th>
<th>Penalty after step 2</th>
<th>Penalty as % of total t/o</th>
<th>MDT to apply</th>
<th>Penalty after step 3</th>
<th>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</th>
<th>Instigator</th>
<th>Directors</th>
<th>Compliance</th>
<th>Cooperation</th>
<th>Total step 4 adjustment</th>
<th>Penalty after step 4</th>
<th>% of total turnover</th>
<th>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</th>
<th>MDT to apply</th>
<th>Total step 4 adjustment</th>
<th>Penalty after step 5</th>
<th>Leniency/fast track</th>
<th>Final gross penalty</th>
<th>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>07/09/2000</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>£5,568,868</td>
<td>£5,568,868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>11/10/2002</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>North East</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>£5,568,868</td>
<td>£5,568,868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>22/12/2003</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>£5,568,868</td>
<td>£5,568,868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.449. […] [C]
**Party 22: Crown Point as the ultimate parent company of its dissolved subsidiary Greenwood, for Greenwood’s infringements after 11 June 2002**

VI.450. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to all three of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 118</th>
<th>Infringement 133</th>
<th>Infringement 158</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>06/09/2002</td>
<td>19/12/2002</td>
<td>25&amp;30/07/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/05/2008</td>
<td>31/05/2008</td>
<td>31/05/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/05/2008</td>
<td>31/05/2008</td>
<td>31/05/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.451. [...] [C]

VI.452. [...] [C]
VI.453. For the purposes of the dual check against UK turnover in the business year preceding date of Infringement for Infringements ending prior to 1 May 2004, detailed in paragraph VI.370 above, for Infringements 118 and 133 where the business year preceding date of Infringement also preceded the date of purchase of Greenwood by Crown Point, the OFT has calculated the check against the combined consolidated turnover for business year ending 31 May 2002 of both (i) Crown Point and (ii) Greenwood.
**Party 23: Davlyn**

VI.454. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 72</th>
<th>Infringement 84</th>
<th>Infringement 164</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>24/08/2001</td>
<td>30/11/2001</td>
<td>22/09/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-35%</td>
<td>-35%</td>
<td>-35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£112,179</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£72,916</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 24: Derwent Valley together with its ultimate parent company Chevin**

VI.455. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 144</th>
<th>Infringement 152</th>
<th>Infringement 164</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>14/04/2003</td>
<td>27/06/2003</td>
<td>22/09/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£44,577</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£24,517</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.456. [...] [C]
**Party 25: Dukeries**

VI.457. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of one of its Infringements. In its response to the Statement, it made fresh admissions in relation to its two remaining Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 144</th>
<th>Infringement 160</th>
<th>Infringement 207</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Retail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-(10-15%)</td>
<td>-(10-15%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£99,778</td>
<td>£99,773</td>
<td>£99,773</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.458. Although Dukeries continued to trade until it entered administration on 9 December 2008, it was only able to provide turnover figures to the OFT for the business year ending 30 September 2007. Consistent with paragraphs VI.95, VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used these figures as the basis for its penalty calculations.

VI.459. […] [C]

VI.460. […] [C]
Party 26: Durkan and Durkan Limited together with the former ultimate parent company of Durkan and the current ultimate parent company of Durkan Limited, Durkan Holdings

VI.462. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of two of its Infringements. This Party was involved in a compensation payment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 135</th>
<th>Infringement 220</th>
<th>Infringement 240</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>27/01/2003</td>
<td>29/03/2005</td>
<td>02/02/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/01/2009</td>
<td>31/01/2009</td>
<td>31/01/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£7,862,496</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£6,720,551</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.463. In respect of Infringements 135 and 240, the Participant Company involved in these Infringements was Durkan. In accordance with paragraph VI.58 above, the OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculation for these Infringements on the consolidated turnover of both (i) the Participant Company (Durkan) together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries and (ii) the former parent company (Durkan Holdings) that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringements together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries.

VI.464. In respect of Infringement 220, the Participant Company involved in this Infringement was Durkan Limited. The OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculation for this Infringement on the consolidated turnover of Durkan Holdings.

VI.465. For Durkan, the business year preceding the Decision was the 11 month period ending 31 December 2008. In accordance with paragraphs VI.96, VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used these figures and multiplied them by 12/11 in order to arrive at a full year’s turnover figures.
VI.466. As this Party was involved in at least one Infringement involving a compensation payment, the MDT at step 3 is set at 1.05 per cent of total turnover in its last business year. For the Infringement that was a compensation payment, the starting point is set at 7 per cent of total turnover in its last business year.

VI.467. […] [C]

VI.468. […] [C]
**Party 27: E Manton**

VI.469. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 53</th>
<th>Infringement 68</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>19/04/2001</td>
<td>30/07/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£156,867</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£117,650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.470. […] [C]

---

* The following table reflects a revision of this Party’s penalty issued on 5 November 2009, in order to correct an administrative error in the Decision as issued on 21 September 2009.
**Party 28: E Taylor trading as Carmalor**

VI.471. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 29</th>
<th>Infringement 115</th>
<th>Infringement 141</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>08/11/2000</td>
<td>12/07/2002</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£59,261</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£59,261</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 29: F Parkinson together with its ultimate parent company Mowbray**

VI.472. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 128</th>
<th>Infringement 139</th>
<th>Infringement 221</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>22/11/2002</td>
<td>28/02/2003</td>
<td>01/04/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>North East</td>
<td>North West</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£23,556,298</td>
<td>£23,556,298</td>
<td>£23,556,298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final gross penalty**

£232,147

**Final penalty after leniency/fast track**

£174,110

VI.473. [...] [C]
### Party 30: Francis together with its ultimate parent company Barrett

VI.474. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to all of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infringement step</th>
<th>Infringement 69</th>
<th>Infringement 208</th>
<th>Infringement 234</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>South East</td>
<td>South East</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£530,238</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£530,238</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 31: Frudd**

VI.476. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 112</th>
<th>Infringement 163</th>
<th>Infringement 178</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>31/05/2002</td>
<td>05/09/2003</td>
<td>30/01/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/10/2006</td>
<td>31/10/2006</td>
<td>31/10/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/10/2006</td>
<td>31/10/2006</td>
<td>31/10/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£109,794</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£65,876</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.477. Frudd was unable to provide turnover figures to the OFT for its most recent business year ending 31 March 2008 because it went into administration on 4 January 2007. Frudd was only able to provide a total turnover figure to the OFT for the 7 month period to 31 October 2006. Consistent with paragraphs VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used this figure and multiplied it by 12/7 in order to arrive at a full year’s turnover figure.

VI.478. Frudd informed the OFT that all of its records had been destroyed or were impossible to access and that it was therefore unable to provide any relevant turnover figures. In accordance with paragraph VI.98 above, the OFT is therefore using a proxy figure of 2.9 per cent for Frudd’s relevant turnover figures, and applying this percentage to Frudd’s most recent total turnover figure before applying the starting point of 5 per cent.

VI.479. [...] [C]
Party 32: GAJ together with its ultimate parent company GAJ Holdings

VI.480. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 174</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>22/12/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£20,525,508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance -5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£146,244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£109,683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI.481. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, and it made no fresh admissions in response to the Statement. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 82</th>
<th>Infringement 147</th>
<th>Infringement 169</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>20/11/2001</td>
<td>13/05/2003</td>
<td>28/10/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Prisons</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Prisons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/01/2008</td>
<td>31/01/2008</td>
<td>31/01/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/01/2008</td>
<td>31/01/2008</td>
<td>31/01/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£91,466</td>
<td>£91,466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£91,466</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.482. G Carter was only able to provide a total turnover figure to the OFT for the 9 month period to 31 January 2008, because it has been in liquidation since 19 March 2008. In accordance with paragraphs VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used this figure and multiplied it by 12/9 in order to arrive at a full year’s turnover figure.

VI.483. G Carter was unable to provide any relevant turnover figures to the OFT for its most recent business year as all of its relevant records have been destroyed or were impossible to access. G Carter was, however, able to provide relevant turnover figures for its business year ending 30 April 2007. In accordance with paragraph VI.99 above, the OFT is therefore using a proxy figure for G Carter’s relevant turnover figures, based on the percentage of total turnover represented by G Carter’s relevant turnover in its business year ending 30 April 2007, applied to G Carter’s most recent total turnover figure calculated as described in the preceding paragraph. The OFT is then applying the starting point of 5 per cent to this proxy figure.

VI.484. […] [C]
VI.485. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.
This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 46</th>
<th>Infringement 187</th>
<th>Infringement 201</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>22/01/2001</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
<td>30/07/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£1,692,359</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£1,269,270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 35: G G Middleton**

VI.486. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 149</th>
<th>Infringement 156</th>
<th>Infringement 187</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>23/06/2003</td>
<td>15/07/2003</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final gross penalty** £0

**Final penalty after leniency/fast track** £0

VI.487. [...] [C]

VI.488. By virtue of the check against this Party’s total turnover in its last business year, carried out at step 5 of the penalty calculation and discussed in paragraph VI.369 above, G G Middleton’s penalty is reduced to nil.
**Party 36: G & J Seddon together with its ultimate parent company Seddon**

VI.489. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 23</th>
<th>Infringement 39</th>
<th>Infringement 176</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infringement date</strong></td>
<td>15/09/2000</td>
<td>20/12/2000</td>
<td>28/01/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product market</strong></td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(inc Leisure)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographic market</strong></td>
<td>North West</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp;</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Humberside</td>
<td>Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total turnover yr end</strong></td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total worldwide turnover</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relevant turnover yr end</strong></td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relevant turnover</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1 starting point</strong></td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration multiplier</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 2</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty as % of total t/o</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MDT to apply</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 3</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instigator</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Directors</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compliance</strong></td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cooperation</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total step 4 adjustment</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 4</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% of total turnover</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 5</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leniency/fast track</strong></td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final gross penalty</strong></td>
<td>£2,022,195</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</strong></td>
<td>£1,516,646</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 37: GMI together with (for infringements after 6 February 2005) its current ultimate parent company GMI Construction Holdings**

VI.490. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, and it made no fresh admissions in response to the Statement. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 14</th>
<th>Infringement 228</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>12/06/2000</td>
<td>20/06/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final gross penalty</strong></td>
<td><strong>£1,752,584</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</strong></td>
<td><strong>£1,752,584</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.491. In its representations on the Statement, GMI suggested that turnover for its ‘connected companies’ should be excluded on the grounds that this was negotiated work and in GMI’s view should therefore have constituted a different market. However, as explained in paragraphs II.1673 to II.1694 of the Market Definition section above, the OFT considers that negotiated work does not constitute a separate market and this turnover for GMI’s ‘connected companies’ has therefore been included in the above calculations.

VI.492. The penalty for Infringement 14 is calculated on the basis of the consolidated turnover of GMI as this Infringement occurred before its purchase by GMI Construction Holdings. The penalty for Infringement 228 is calculated on the basis of the consolidated turnover of GMI Construction Holdings.

---

**Party 38: Geo Houlton together with its ultimate parent company Geo Houlton Holdings**

VI.493. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 83</th>
<th>Infringement 194</th>
<th>Infringement 226</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>28/11/2001</td>
<td>11/06/2004</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/04/2009</td>
<td>30/04/2009</td>
<td>30/04/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/04/2009</td>
<td>30/04/2009</td>
<td>30/04/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£353,990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£265,492</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.494. [...] [C]
**Party 39: Greswolde together with its ultimate parent company Mantisson**

VI.495. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 20</th>
<th>Infringement 58</th>
<th>Infringement 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>18/08/2000</td>
<td>08/05/2001</td>
<td>15/04/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£224,746</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£168,559</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 40: Hall

VI.496. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.
This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 122</th>
<th>Infringement 172</th>
<th>Infringement 236</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>25/09/2002</td>
<td>05/12/2003</td>
<td>07/11/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£359,511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£269,634</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.497. [...] [C]
**Party 41: Harlow & Milner**

VI.498. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 138</th>
<th>Infringement 237</th>
<th>Infringement 241</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>12/02/2003</td>
<td>14/11/2005</td>
<td>13/02/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-100%</td>
<td>-100%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final gross penalty | £163,289 |
Final penalty after leniency/fast track | £23,170 |

VI.499. […] [C]

VI.500. The penalties for Infringements 138 and 237 are reduced to nil as these are But For Infringements.
**Party 42: Harold Adkin**

VI.501. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 118</th>
<th>Infringement 152</th>
<th>Infringement 196</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>06/09/2002</td>
<td>27/06/2003</td>
<td>30/06/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Retail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£7,914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£5,936</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.502. […] [C]
Party 43: Haymills together with (for infringements prior to 26 May 2004) its former ultimate parent company Corringway and (for infringements after 26 May 2004) its current ultimate parent company Haymills Group

VI.503. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 103</th>
<th>Infringement 119</th>
<th>Infringement 232</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>16/04/2002</td>
<td>16/09/2002</td>
<td>29/07/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East of England</td>
<td>East of England</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008 +20 04</td>
<td>31/03/2008 +20 04</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£205,577,000</td>
<td>£205,577,000</td>
<td>£181,195,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£1,041,921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£781,440</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.504. In respect of Infringements 103 and 119, at the time of these Infringements the ultimate parent of the Participant Company Haymills was Corringway. In accordance with paragraph VI.58 above, the OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculation for these Infringements on the consolidated turnover of both (i) the Participant Company (Haymills) together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries and (ii) the former parent company (Corringway) that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringement together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries.

VI.505. In respect of Infringement 232, at the time of this Infringement the ultimate parent of the Participant Company Haymills was its current ultimate parent Haymills Group. The OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculation for this Infringement on the consolidated turnover of Haymills Group.

VI.506. Although Corringway continued to trade until it went into liquidation in September 2004, it was only able to provide turnover figures to the OFT for the business year ending 31 March 2003. Consistent with paragraphs VI.95, VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used these figures as the
basis for the Corringway turnover element of its penalty calculations for Infringements 103 and 119. Since the Corringway turnover figures included an amount for the 2002/2003 turnover of Haymills and since the OFT is adding the latest turnover figures for Haymills (that is, the turnover for its business year ending 31 March 2008) to the turnover figures for Corringway, the Haymills element of Corringway’s 2002/2003 turnover figures is being removed before adding Haymills’ 2007/2008 turnover figures, in order to avoid double counting.

VI.507. [...] [C]

VI.508. [...] [C]
**Party 44: Henry Boot together with its ultimate parent company Henry Boot plc**

VI.509. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 47</th>
<th>Infringement 149</th>
<th>Infringement 175</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>31/01/2001</td>
<td>23/06/2003</td>
<td>22/12/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-100%</td>
<td>-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£4,009,881</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£1,074,441</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.510. […] [C]

VI.511. The penalties for Infringements 149 and 175 are reduced to nil as these are But For Infringements.
### Party 45: Herbert Baggaley together with its ultimate parent company Baggaley Group

VI.512. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was involved in compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 146</th>
<th>Infringement 158</th>
<th>Infringement 168</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>12/05/2003</td>
<td>25&amp;30/07/2003</td>
<td>21/10/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£360,079</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£198,043</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.513. As this Party was involved in at least one Infringement involving a compensation payment, the MDT at step 3 is set at 1.05 per cent of total turnover in its last business year. For the Infringement that was a compensation payment, the starting point is set at 7 per cent of total turnover in its last business year.

VI.514. […] [C]
**Party 46: Hill**

VI.515. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to all three of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infringement</th>
<th>Infringement 67</th>
<th>Infringement 110</th>
<th>Infringement 184</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>25/07/2001</td>
<td>30/05/2002</td>
<td>05/03/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-{10-15%}</td>
<td>-{10-15%}</td>
<td>-{10-15%}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£5,808</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£5,808</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 47: Hobson & Porter**

VI.516. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 230</th>
<th>Infringement 236</th>
<th>Infringement 238</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£1,044,558</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£574,507</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.517. […] [C]

VI.518. […] [C]
**Party 48: Holroyd together with (for infringements prior to 30 March 2005) its former ultimate parent company Holderness and (for infringements after 30 March 2005) its current ultimate parent company Holroyd Group**

VI.519. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer, and it made no fresh admissions in response to the Statement. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 31</th>
<th>Infringement 125</th>
<th>Infringement 231</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2007</td>
<td>30/06/2007</td>
<td>30/06/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£20,115,275</td>
<td>£20,115,275</td>
<td>£15,541,822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2007</td>
<td>30/06/2007</td>
<td>30/06/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penality after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penality after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£200,784</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£200,784</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.520. In respect of Infringements 31 and 125, at the time of these Infringements the ultimate parent of the Participant Company Holroyd was Holderness. In accordance with paragraph VI.58 above, the OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculation for these Infringements on the consolidated turnover of both (i) the Participant Company (Holroyd) together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries and (ii) the former parent company (Holderness) that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringement together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries.

VI.521. In respect of Infringement 231, at the time of this Infringement the ultimate parent of the Participant Company Holroyd was its current ultimate parent Holroyd Group. The OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculation for this Infringement on the consolidated turnover of Holroyd Group.

VI.522. Both Holroyd and Holroyd Group are now in administration, and this Party has only been able to provide turnover figures to the OFT for the business year ending 30 June 2007. Consistent with paragraphs VI.95, VI.254 and VI.374
above, the OFT has therefore used these figures as the basis for its penalty calculations.

VI.523. In the interests of effective enforcement, the OFT is applying the MDT to one of the two Infringements for which Holderness was the ultimate parent. [...] [C]

VI.524. [...] [C]
**Party 49: Interclass together with its ultimate parent company Interclass Holdings**

VI.525. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 75</th>
<th>Infringement 150</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>18/09/2001</td>
<td>25/06/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/10/2008</td>
<td>31/10/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/10/2008</td>
<td>31/10/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 1</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 2</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 3</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 4</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 5</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final gross penalty** £619,207

**Final penalty after leniency/fast track** £464,406

VI.526. [...] [C]

VI.527. [...] [C]
**Party 50: Interserve together with its ultimate parent company Interserve plc**

VI.528. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of one of its Infringements. In its response to the Statement, it made a fresh admission in relation to its one remaining Infringement. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 27</th>
<th>Infringement 36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>16/10/2000</td>
<td>08/12/2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>North East</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</th>
<th>Infringement 27</th>
<th>Infringement 36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total step 4 adjustment | [C] | [C] |

Penalty after step 4 | [C] | [C] |

% of total turnover | [C] | [C] |
% of pre 1/5/04 turnover | [C] | [C] |

Penalty after step 5 | [C] | [C] |

Leniency/fast track | 0% | -25% |

**Final gross penalty** | £14,841,000 |
**Final penalty after leniency/fast track** | £11,634,750 |

VI.529. […] [C]
**Party 51: Irwins and Jack Lunn together with their ultimate parent company Jack Lunn Holdings**

VI.530. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 205</th>
<th>Infringement 231</th>
<th>Infringement 241</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£17,340,180</td>
<td>£44,748,235</td>
<td>£17,340,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/Mitigating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£572,605</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£314,933</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.531. In respect of Infringement 231, the Participant Company involved in this Infringement was Irwins. In accordance with paragraph VI.58 above, the OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculation for this Infringement on the consolidated turnover of both (i) the Participant Company (Irwins) together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries and (ii) the former parent company (Jack Lunn Holdings) that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringement together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries.

VI.532. In respect of Infringements 205 and 241, the Participant Company involved in these Infringements was Jack Lunn. The OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculations for these Infringements on the consolidated turnover of Jack Lunn Holdings.

VI.533. The most recent business year in respect of which Irwins has provided turnover figures is the six month period ending 31 March 2008. As this is not a period in excess of six months, the OFT is in accordance with paragraphs VI.95, VI.254 and VI.374 above using the turnover figures from the most recent period in excess of six months, that is, the business year ending 30 September 2007. For Jack Lunn Holdings the OFT is using the turnover figures for the business year ending 30 September 2008, which have been confirmed not to include any turnover for Irwins.
Party 52: J Harper together with its ultimate parent company Harper plc

VI.534. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 121</th>
<th>Infringement 219</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>23/09/2002</td>
<td>28/02/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.535. [...] [C]

VI.536. [...] [C]

VI.537. [...] [C]
Party 53: J H Hallam together with its ultimate parent company Hallam

VI.538. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 95</th>
<th>Infringement 96</th>
<th>Infringement 183</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>04/02/2002</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
<td>05/03/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£653,796</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£359,588</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.539. […] [C]

VI.540. […] [C]

VI.541. […] [C]
**Party 54: J J & A R Jackson**

VI.542. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 8</th>
<th>Infringement 9</th>
<th>Infringement 80</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>14/03/2000</td>
<td>11/04/2000</td>
<td>01/11/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 1</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 2</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 3</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 4</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 5</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£38,617</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£28,963</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.543. [...] [C]
**Party 55: J J McGinley together with its former ultimate parent company McGinley Holdings**

VI.544. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 43</th>
<th>Infringement 91</th>
<th>Infringement 97</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>17/01/2001</td>
<td>19/12/2001</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>South East</td>
<td>South East</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£977,201</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£732,901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.545. In accordance with paragraph VI.58 above, the OFT is basing its penalty calculations for this Party on the consolidated turnover of both (i) the Participant Company (J J McGinley) together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries and (ii) the former parent company (McGinley Holdings) that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringements together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries.

VI.546. [...] [C]

VI.547. [...] [C]
VI.548. [...] [C]
### Party 56: John Cawley

VI.549. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 55</th>
<th>Infringement 56</th>
<th>Infringement 171</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-65%</td>
<td>-65%</td>
<td>-65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final gross penalty** £15,646

**Final penalty after leniency/fast track** £5,476

VI.550. [...] [C]
**Party 57: John Sisk together with its ultimate parent company Sicon**

VI.551. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 166</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>01/10/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 1</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 2</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 3</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 4</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 5</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final gross penalty</strong></td>
<td>£8,255,503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final penalty after</strong></td>
<td>£6,191,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leniency/fast track</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.552. All turnover figures for this Party are in Euros and have therefore been converted into pounds sterling using the average European Central Bank exchange rate for 2008, to be found at [www.ecb.int/stats/exchange/eurofxref/html/index.en.html](http://www.ecb.int/stats/exchange/eurofxref/html/index.en.html).
**Party 58: K J Bryan**

VI.553. This Party did not apply for leniency and did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 34</th>
<th>Infringement 38</th>
<th>Infringement 133</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>05/12/2000</td>
<td>15/12/2000</td>
<td>19/12/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£23,930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£23,930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.554. […] [C]

VI.555. […] [C]
**Party 59: Kier together with its ultimate parent company Kier Group**

VI.556. This Party did not apply for leniency and did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 77</th>
<th>Infringement 162</th>
<th>Infringement 235</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>01/10/2001</td>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
<td>19/09/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East of England</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£2,332,400,000</td>
<td>£2,332,400,000</td>
<td>£2,332,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance -[-5-10%] -[-5-10%] -[-5-10%]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£17,894,438</td>
<td>£17,894,438</td>
<td>£17,894,438</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 60: Lemmeleg together with its ultimate parent company Rok**

VI.557. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 138</th>
<th>Infringement 159</th>
<th>Infringement 162</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>12/02/2003</td>
<td>28/07/2003</td>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£1,849</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£1,387</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.558. As discussed in paragraph II.888 of the Company Profiles section above, Rok would not normally be held directly liable for any Infringements committed by Lemmeleg that occurred prior to the acquisition of Lemmeleg by Rok, in circumstances where the acquired subsidiary, Lemmeleg, remained in existence. However, Lemmeleg has nil turnover, as its business is accounted for in the accounts of Rok Building Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Rok. The penalty calculation is therefore based on the element of Rok’s turnover that relates to the business carried on by Lemmeleg.

VI.559. […] [C]
**Party 61: Lindum together with its ultimate parent company Lindum Group**

VI.560. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of two of its Infringements. In its response to the Statement, it made a fresh admission in relation to its one remaining Infringement. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 37</th>
<th>Infringement 182</th>
<th>Infringement 189</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>13/12/2000</td>
<td>25/02/2004</td>
<td>27/04/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-10-15%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£652,317</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£496,017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 62: Linford together with its ultimate parent company F & E V Linford**

VI.561. This Party did not apply for leniency and did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 63</th>
<th>Infringement 96</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>29/06/2001</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 1</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 2</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 3</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 4</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 5</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final gross penalty</strong></td>
<td><strong>£359,714</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</strong></td>
<td><strong>£359,714</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.562. […] [C]

VI.563. […] [C]
**Party 63: Loach**

VI.564. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 54</th>
<th>Infringement 66</th>
<th>Infringement 143</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>13/07/2001</td>
<td>14/04/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | Final gross penalty | £78,205 |
| | Final penalty after leniency/fast track | £46,923 |
VI.566. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 62</th>
<th>Infringement 157</th>
<th>Infringement 237</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>06/06/2001</td>
<td>21/07/2003</td>
<td>14/11/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£31,420,621</td>
<td>£31,420,621</td>
<td>£31,420,621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-{5-10%}</td>
<td>-{5-10%}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
<td>{C}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£1,054,749</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£791,062</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.567. Lotus was only able to provide a total turnover figure to the OFT for the 9 month period to 30 June 2008, because it is in administration. In accordance with paragraphs VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used this figure and multiplied it by 12/9 in order to arrive at a full year’s turnover figure.

VI.568. Lotus was unable to provide any relevant turnover figures to the OFT for its most recent business year as all of its relevant records have been destroyed or were impossible to access. Lotus was, however, able to provide relevant turnover figures for its business year ending 30 September 2007. In accordance with paragraph VI.99 above, the OFT is therefore using a proxy figure for Lotus’s relevant turnover figures, based on the percentage of total turnover represented by Lotus’s relevant turnover in its business year ending 30 September 2007, applied to Lotus’s most recent total turnover figure calculated as described in the preceding paragraph. The OFT is then applying the starting point of 5 per cent to this proxy figure.

VI.569. [...] [C]
[...] [C]
**Party 65: Milward**

VI.570. This Party did not apply for leniency and did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 120</th>
<th>Infringement 134</th>
<th>Infringement 136</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>20/09/2002</td>
<td>24/01/2003</td>
<td>05/02/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£68,766</td>
<td>£68,766</td>
<td>£68,766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£68,766</td>
<td>£68,766</td>
<td>£68,766</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.571. […] [C]

VI.572. […] [C]
**Party 66: Bluestone together with its ultimate parent company Morgan Sindall**

VI.573. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 206</th>
<th>Infringement 239</th>
<th>Infringement 243</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>26/10/2004</td>
<td>14/12/2005</td>
<td>21/02/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-100%</td>
<td>-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td><strong>£19,197,368</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td><strong>£286,593</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.574. The penalties for Infringements 239 and 243 are reduced to nil as these are But For Infringements.
**Party 67: North Midland**

VI.575. This Party did not apply for leniency and did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 46</th>
<th>Infringement 190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>22/01/2001</td>
<td>04/05/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 1</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 2</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 3</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 4</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 5</strong></td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final gross penalty</strong></td>
<td><strong>£1,543,813</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</strong></td>
<td><strong>£1,543,813</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Party 68: PDH together with its ultimate parent company G Hurst & Sons

VI.576. This Party did not apply for leniency and did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 40</th>
<th>Infringement 70</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>21/12/2000</td>
<td>15/08/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£1,289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£1,289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.577. [...] [C]
Party 69: P Casey together with its ultimate parent company The Casey Group

VI.578. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 64</th>
<th>Infringement 162</th>
<th>Infringement 225</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>09/07/2001</td>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>North West</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£44,773,139</td>
<td>£44,773,139</td>
<td>£44,773,139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
<td>31/07/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final gross penalty £382,930
Final penalty after leniency/fast track £287,197

VI.579. [...] [C]

VI.580. The Casey Group was incorporated on 12 June 2001 and therefore had nil turnover in the business year of P Casey preceding the date of the first Infringement, that is, the year ending 31 July 2000. By virtue of the dual check against The Casey Group’s total turnover, carried out at step 5 of the penalty calculation and discussed in paragraph VI.370 above, The Casey Group’s liability for the portion of the total penalty attributable to Infringement 64 is therefore reduced to nil. P Casey is therefore solely liable for the penalty imposed in respect of Infringement 64. Both P Casey and The Casey Group remain jointly and severally liable for the remainder of the total penalty, that is, the penalties imposed in respect of Infringements 162 and 225.
**Party 70: P Waller**

VI.581. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 67</th>
<th>Infringement 147</th>
<th>Infringement 163</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>25/07/2001</td>
<td>13/05/2003</td>
<td>05/09/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£94,815</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£56,889</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 71: Pearce together with its parent Pearce Group and their former ultimate parent company Crest Nicholson**

VI.582. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In response to the Statement, Crest Nicholson made a fresh admission in relation to this Party’s Infringement, but neither Pearce nor Pearce Group made any admission. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>18/09/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/10/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 1</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 2</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 3</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 4</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 2004 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 5</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final gross penalty</strong></td>
<td>£5,188,846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</strong></td>
<td>£5,188,846</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.583. In accordance with paragraph VI.58 above, the OFT is basing its penalty calculation for this Party on the consolidated turnover of both (i) the Participant Company (Pearce and Pearce Group) together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries and (ii) the former parent company (Crest Nicholson) that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringements together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries.

VI.584. Pearce and Pearce Group’s most recent business year was the 14 month period to 30 June 2008. Consistent with paragraphs VI.96, VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used this figure and multiplied it by 12/14 in order to arrive at a full year’s turnover figure. Crest Nicholson’s most recent business year was the 12 month period ending 31 October 2008.

VI.585. [...] [C]
### Party 72: Peter Baines

VI.586. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer.  
This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 45</th>
<th>Infringement 66</th>
<th>Infringement 93</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>19/01/2001</td>
<td>13/07/2001</td>
<td>21/12/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£41,492</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£31,119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.587. […] [C]
**Party 73: Phoenix**

VI.588. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 183</th>
<th>Infringement 198</th>
<th>Infringement 229</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>05/03/2004</td>
<td>08/07/2004</td>
<td>24/06/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/05/2009</td>
<td>31/05/2009</td>
<td>31/05/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/05/2009</td>
<td>31/05/2009</td>
<td>31/05/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£151,755</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£91,053</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.589. [...] [C]

VI.590. [...] [C]
**Party 74: Propency company together with its wholly owned subsidiary companies Jackson, Totty, Totty Building, and Propency Limited**

VI.591. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 138</th>
<th>Infringement 213</th>
<th>Infringement 235</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>12/02/2003</td>
<td>15/12/2004</td>
<td>19/09/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Warehousing</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>£108,847,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
<td>30/06/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-50%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
<td>-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£348,469</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£98,042</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.592. [...] [C]

VI.593. In respect of Infringements 138 and 213, at the time of these Infringements the ultimate parent of the Participant Company Totty Building was Propency Group. In accordance with paragraph VI.58 above, the OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculation for these Infringements on the consolidated turnover of both (i) the Participant Company (Totty Building) together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries and (ii) the former parent company (Propency Group) that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringement together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries.

VI.594. In respect of Infringement 235, at the time of this Infringement the ultimate parent of the Participant Company Jackson was Propency Group. In accordance with paragraph VI.58 above, the OFT is therefore basing its penalty calculation for these Infringements on the consolidated turnover of both (i) the Participant Company (Jackson) together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiary.
subsidiaries and (ii) the former parent company (Propencity Group) that ultimately controlled the Participant Company at the time of the Infringement together with its current wholly/majority owned subsidiaries.

VI.595. The penalty for Infringement 235 is reduced to nil.

VI.596. By virtue of the check against Propencity Group’s total turnover in its last business year, carried out at step 5 of the penalty calculation and discussed in paragraph VI.369 above, Propencity Group’s liability for the penalties imposed in respect of Infringements 138 and 213 is reduced to nil. Totty Building is therefore solely liable for the penalties imposed in respect of these two Infringements.
VI.597. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 6</th>
<th>Infringement 214</th>
<th>Infringement 233</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>03/03/2000</td>
<td>23/12/2004</td>
<td>08/08/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£881,749</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£881,749</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.598. The last business year for St James Securities was the 12 month period ending 31 March 2009. Although Quarmby’s business year runs from 1 October to 30 September, the OFT has obtained relevant turnover figures from Quarmby for the 12 month period ending 31 March 2009 since these represent the relevant turnover of its ultimate parent St James Securities for that period.

VI.599. […] [C]
**Party 76: Quarmby (Special Projects) together with its ultimate parent company Justgrade**

VI.600. This Party did not apply for leniency and did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 159</th>
<th>Infringement 242</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>28/07/2003</td>
<td>13/02/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£9,626,514</td>
<td>£9,626,514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£114,679</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£114,679</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.601. [...] [C]
**Party 77: R Durtnell together with its ultimate parent company Durtnell Holdings**

VI.602. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 155</th>
<th>Infringement 191</th>
<th>Infringement 239</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>11/07/2003</td>
<td>14/05/2004</td>
<td>14/12/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>South East</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£47,745,432</td>
<td>£47,745,432</td>
<td>£47,745,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£725,379</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£544,034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.603. [...] [C]

VI.604. [...] [C]

* The following table reflects a revision of this Party’s penalty issued on 4 November 2009, in order to correct an administrative error in the Decision as issued on 21 September 2009.
**Party 78: R G Carter and R G Building together with their ultimate parent company R G Holdings**

VI.605. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 202</th>
<th>Infringement 210</th>
<th>Infringement 222</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>27/08/2004</td>
<td>03/12/2004</td>
<td>04/04/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East of England</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£2,981,580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£2,981,580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 79: Richardson Projects**

VI.606. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 176</th>
<th>Infringement 179</th>
<th>Infringement 225</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>28/01/2004</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>North West</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
<td>31/08/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£794,329</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£595,747</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.607. […] [C]
**Party 80: Robert Woodhead together with its ultimate parent company Woodhead Holdings**

VI.608. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 46</th>
<th>Infringement 78</th>
<th>Infringement 178</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>22/01/2001</td>
<td>08/10/2001</td>
<td>30/01/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/10/2008</td>
<td>31/10/2008</td>
<td>31/10/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/10/2008</td>
<td>31/10/2008</td>
<td>31/10/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</th>
<th>Instigator</th>
<th>Directors</th>
<th>Compliance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final gross penalty</th>
<th>£548,793</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£411,595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.609. […] [C]
Party 81: Robinson & Sawdon

VI.610. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 192</th>
<th>Infringement 236</th>
<th>Infringement 238</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>14/05/2004</td>
<td>07/11/2005</td>
<td>28/11/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final gross penalty £230,214
Final penalty after leniency/fast track £172,661

VI.611. […] [C]
**Party 82: Shaylor**

VI.612. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 44</th>
<th>Infringement 173</th>
<th>Infringement 216</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>19/01/2001</td>
<td>11/12/2003</td>
<td>14/02/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£34,684,000</td>
<td>£34,684,000</td>
<td>£34,684,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£424,774</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£318,580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.613. [...] [C]
**Party 83: Simons and Wrights (Lincoln) together with their ultimate parent company Simons Group**

VI.614. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 59</th>
<th>Infringement 141</th>
<th>Infringement 218</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>08/05/2001</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>26/02/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Penalty after step 3 | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors | Instigator | - | - |
| Directors | [5-10%] | [5-10%] | [5-10%] |
| Compliance | [-5-10%] | [-5-10%] | [-5-10%] |
| Cooperation | - | - | - |
| Total step 4 adjustment | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Penalty after step 4 | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| % of total turnover | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| % of pre 1/5/04 turnover | [ C ] | [ C ] | n/a |
| Penalty after step 5 | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Leniency/fast track | -40% | -40% | -40% |
| Final gross penalty | £1,397,808 |
| Final penalty after leniency/fast track | £838,685 |

VI.615. [...] [C]
Party 84: Sol together with its ultimate parent company Barkbury

VI.616. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 142</th>
<th>Infringement 156</th>
<th>Infringement 187</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>07/03/2003</td>
<td>15/07/2003</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£3,337,640</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£1,835,702</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.617. [...] [C]

VI.618. [...] [C]
**Party 85: Speller-Metcalfe**

VI.619. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 107</th>
<th>Infringement 217</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>29/04/2002</td>
<td>15/02/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 1</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 2</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td></td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 3</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 4</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 5</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£519,677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£389,758</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.620. [...] [C]

VI.621. [...] [C]
**Party 86: Stainforth**

VI.622. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to all three of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 21</th>
<th>Infringement 165</th>
<th>Infringement 195</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£19,244,316</td>
<td>£19,244,316</td>
<td>£19,244,316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>[-10-15%]</td>
<td>[-10-15%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final gross penalty** | £156,737 |
**Final penalty after leniency/fast track** | £156,737 |
**Party 87: Strata**

VI.623. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 221</th>
<th>Infringement 225</th>
<th>Infringement 227</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>01/04/2005</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
<td>13/06/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised pen. after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£1,258,700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£692,285</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.624. [...] [C]

VI.625. [...] [C]

VI.626. [...] [C]
**Party 88: T & C Williams**

VI.627. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 180</th>
<th>Infringement 213</th>
<th>Infringement 242</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
<td>15/12/2004</td>
<td>13/02/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Warehousing</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final gross penalty</strong></td>
<td>£146,610</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</strong></td>
<td>£87,966</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.628. [...] [C]
Party 89: T Denman

VI.629. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to all three of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 52</th>
<th>Infringement 79</th>
<th>Infringement 86</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>17/04/2001</td>
<td>23/10/2001</td>
<td>03/12/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>[-10-15%]</td>
<td>[-10-15%]</td>
<td>[-10-15%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£90,521</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£90,521</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 90: Thomas Fish together with its ultimate parent company Fish Holdings**

VI.630. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was involved in a compensation payment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 89</th>
<th>Infringement 126</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>11/12/2001</td>
<td>04/11/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£283,552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£170,131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.631. Thomas Fish was only able to provide turnover figures to the OFT for the 9 month period to 30 June 2008, since it went into administration on 21 April 2008. In accordance with paragraphs VI.96, VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used these figures and multiplied them by 12/9 in order to arrive at a full year’s turnover figures.

VI.632. As this Party was involved in at least one Infringement involving a compensation payment, the MDT at step 3 is set at 1.05 per cent of total turnover in its last business year. For the Infringement that was a compensation payment, the starting point is set at 7 per cent of total turnover in its last business year.
**Party 91: Thomas Long together with its ultimate parent company Radford**

VI.633. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of two of its Infringements. In its response to the Statement, it made fresh admissions in relation to its one remaining Infringement. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 30</th>
<th>Infringement 116</th>
<th>Infringement 127</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£11,738,142</td>
<td>£11,738,142</td>
<td>£11,738,142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Final gross penalty | £255,364 |
| Final penalty after leniency/fast track | £210,095 |

VI.634. [...] [C]
**Party 92: Thomas Vale together with its ultimate parent company Thomas Vale Holdings**

VI.635. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 30</th>
<th>Infringement 107</th>
<th>Infringement 197</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
<td>31/03/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
<td>-5-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-50%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£2,040,945</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£1,020,473</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Party 93: Thorndyke**

VI.636. This Party did not apply for leniency and did not accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 17</th>
<th>Infringement 32</th>
<th>Infringement 54</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>02/08/2000</td>
<td>27/11/2000</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2004</td>
<td>31/12/2004</td>
<td>31/12/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2004</td>
<td>31/12/2004</td>
<td>31/12/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/ Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£173,560</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£173,560</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.637. Thorndyke was unable to provide turnover figures to the OFT for its most recent business year because it went into liquidation on 21 January 2006. Thorndyke was only able to provide a total turnover figure to the OFT for the business year ending 31 December 2004. Consistent with paragraphs VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used this figure in its penalty calculations.

VI.638. Thorndyke informed the OFT that all of its records had been destroyed or were impossible to access and that it was therefore unable to provide any relevant turnover figures. In accordance with paragraph VI.98 above, the OFT is therefore using a proxy figure of 2.9 per cent for Thorndyke’s relevant turnover figures, and applying this percentage to Thorndyke’s most recent total turnover figure before applying the starting point of 5 per cent.

VI.639. […] [C]
**Party 94: Try Accord and Galliford Construction together with their ultimate parent company Galliford Try**

VI.640. This Party did not apply for leniency but it did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 42</th>
<th>Infringement 142</th>
<th>Infringement 186</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>12/01/2001</td>
<td>07/03/2003</td>
<td>23/03/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
<td>30/06/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance -[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£11,111,105</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£8,333,329</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Party 95: W R Bloodworth

VI.641. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 114</th>
<th>Infringement 140</th>
<th>Infringement 143</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>08/07/2002</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>14/04/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
<td>31/03/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
<td>[-5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-35%</td>
<td>-35%</td>
<td>-35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£16,699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£10,854</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.642. [...] [C]
### Party 96: Wiggett

VI.643. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to all three of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 140</th>
<th>Infringement 171</th>
<th>Infringement 193</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>12/11/2003</td>
<td>28/05/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
<td>30/11/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>(5-10%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-(5-10%)</td>
<td>-(5-10%)</td>
<td>-(5-10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-(10-15%)</td>
<td>-(10-15%)</td>
<td>-(10-15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final gross penalty**: £15,923

**Final penalty after leniency/fast track**: £15,923
**Party 97: Wildgoose**

VI.644. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was involved in compensation payments.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 136</th>
<th>Infringement 158</th>
<th>Infringement 159</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>05/02/2003</td>
<td>25&amp;30/07/2003</td>
<td>28/07/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
<td>[ C ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-50%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£562,388</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£281,194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.645. [paragraph deleted]

VI.646. As this Party was involved in at least one Infringement involving a compensation payment, the MDT at step 3 is set at 1.05 per cent of total turnover in its last business year.

VI.647. In accordance with paragraphs VI.294 to VI.299 above, Wildgoose receives a 20 per cent uplift for instigation and participation in compensation payment activity with a third party in Infringement 158.

* The following table reflects a revision of this Party’s penalty issued on 5 November 2009, in order to correct an administrative error in the Decision as issued on 21 September 2009.
Party 98: William Sapcote together with its ultimate parent company Sapcote Holdings

VI.648. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of two of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 100</th>
<th>Infringement 106</th>
<th>Infringement 197</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>25/02/2002</td>
<td>26/04/2002</td>
<td>07/07/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2006</td>
<td>31/03/2006</td>
<td>31/03/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£41,330,094</td>
<td>£41,330,094</td>
<td>£41,330,094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/03/2006</td>
<td>31/03/2006</td>
<td>31/03/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£435,826</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£342,601</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.649. William Sapcote was unable to provide turnover figures to the OFT for its most recent business year because it went into administration on 15 October 2007. William Sapcote was only able to provide a total turnover figure to the OFT for the business year ending 31 March 2006. Consistent with paragraphs VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used this figure in its penalty calculations.

VI.650. William Sapcote informed the OFT that all of its records had been destroyed or were impossible to access and that it was therefore unable to provide any relevant turnover figures. In accordance with paragraph VI.98 above, the OFT is therefore using a proxy figure of 2.9 per cent for William Sapcote’s relevant turnover figures, and applying this percentage to William Sapcote’s most recent total turnover figure before applying the starting point of 5 per cent.

VI.651. [...] [C]
**Party 99: William Woodsend**

VI.652. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to two of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 126</th>
<th>Infringement 129</th>
<th>Infringement 204</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
<td>30/09/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 1</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 2</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty as % of total t/o</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MDT to apply</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 3</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>- [5-10%]</td>
<td>- [5-10%]</td>
<td>- [5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>- [10-15%]</td>
<td>- [10-15%]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 4</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty after step 5</strong></td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final gross penalty**  £53,970

**Final penalty after leniency/fast track**  £53,970
**Party 100: Willmott Dixon together with its ultimate parent company Willmott Dixon Limited**

VI.653. This Party did not apply for leniency or accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. In its response to the Statement, however, it made fresh admissions in relation to all of its Infringements. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 181</th>
<th>Infringement 212</th>
<th>Infringement 243</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>20/02/2004</td>
<td>14/12/2004</td>
<td>21/02/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
<td>31/12/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
<td>-[10-15%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£4,534,760</td>
<td>£4,534,760</td>
<td>£4,534,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£4,534,760</td>
<td>£4,534,760</td>
<td>£4,534,760</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.654. [...] [C]
**Party 101: Wright (Hull) together with its ultimate parent company T Wright Holdings**

VI.655. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 194</th>
<th>Infringement 206</th>
<th>Infringement 230</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>11/06/2004</td>
<td>26/10/2004</td>
<td>25/07/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>28/02/2007</td>
<td>28/02/2007</td>
<td>28/02/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£19,457,233</td>
<td>£19,457,233</td>
<td>£19,457,233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>28/02/2007</td>
<td>28/02/2007</td>
<td>28/02/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
<td>-[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£706,564</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£529,923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.656. Wright (Hull) was unable to provide turnover figures to the OFT for its most recent business year because it is in administration. Wright (Hull) was only able to provide turnover figures to the OFT for the business year ending 28 February 2007. Consistent with paragraphs VI.95, VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used these figures in its penalty calculations.
**Party 102: Wygar together with its ultimate parent company Wygar Holdings**

VI.657. This Party did not apply for leniency but did accept the OFT’s Fast Track Offer. This Party was not involved in any compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 74</th>
<th>Infringement 88</th>
<th>Infringement 90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>07/09/2001</td>
<td>05/12/2001</td>
<td>17/12/2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/01/2009</td>
<td>31/01/2009</td>
<td>31/01/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>31/01/2009</td>
<td>31/01/2009</td>
<td>31/01/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 starting point</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 1</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration multiplier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 2</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty as % of total t/o</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT to apply</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 3</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Aggravating/Mitigating Factors</td>
<td>Instigator</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
<td>[5-10%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total step 4 adjustment</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 4</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pre 1/5/04 turnover</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty after step 5</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniency/fast track</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final gross penalty</td>
<td>£90,503</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final penalty after leniency/fast track</td>
<td>£67,877</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.658. […] [C]
Party 103: York House

VI.659. This Party applied for and was granted leniency. This Party was not involved in compensation payments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty step</th>
<th>Infringement 195</th>
<th>Infringement 211</th>
<th>Infringement 233</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infringement date</td>
<td>14/06/2004</td>
<td>08/12/2004</td>
<td>08/08/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic market</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total worldwide turnover</td>
<td>£43,231,849</td>
<td>£43,231,849</td>
<td>£43,231,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant turnover yr end</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
<td>31/12/2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Step 1 starting point | 5% | 5% | 5% |
| Penalty after step 1 | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Duration multiplier | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| Penalty after step 2 | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Penalty as % of total t/o | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| MDT to apply | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |

| | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Penalty after step 3 | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Step 4 Aggravating/ Mitigating Factors | - | - | - |
| Instigator | - | - | - |
| Directors | [5-10%] | [5-10%] | [5-10%] |
| Compliance | [-5-10%] | [-5-10%] | [-5-10%] |
| Cooperation | - | - | - |
| Total step 4 adjustment | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Penalty after step 4 | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| % of total turnover | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| % of pre 1/5/04 turnover | n/a | n/a | n/a |
| Penalty after step 5 | [ C ] | [ C ] | [ C ] |
| Leniency/fast track | -45% | -100% | -100% |

Final gross penalty £931,525
Final penalty after leniency/fast track £239,525

VI.660. York House was unable to provide turnover figures to the OFT for its most recent business year because it is in administration. York House was only able to provide sufficiently robust turnover figures to the OFT for the business year ending 31 December 2007. Consistent with paragraphs VI.95, VI.254 and VI.374 above, the OFT has therefore used these figures in its penalty calculations.

VI.661. [...] [C]

VI.662. [...] [C]

VI.663. The penalties for Infringements 211 and 233 are reduced to nil as these are But For Infringements.
E. Payment of penalty

VI.664. The OFT therefore requires the Parties to pay the penalties set out in the following table. In each case, as noted in paragraphs VI.61 and VI.62 above, where a Party comprised two or more legal entities at the time of an Infringement those entities are jointly and severally liable for the payment of the entire penalty for that Infringement, unless either:

(a) for a particular Infringement one or more of the legal entities comprising that Party was neither the Participant Company nor its ultimate parent at the time of the Infringement; or

(b) liability is limited as discussed in paragraph VI.381 above by virtue of a Party comprising two or more legal entities which now constitute two separate undertakings, and the penalty constitutes more than 10 per cent of the total turnover in the last business year of one of those legal entities; or

(c) a new admission was made by one of the legal entities but not by the other.

Each of these circumstances is highlighted in the table below where it applies.

VI.665. The penalties will become owed to the OFT in their entirety on 24 November 2009, with the exception of the penalty imposed on R Durtnell together with its ultimate parent company Durtnell Holdings which will become owed to the OFT in its entirety on 6 January 2010, and the penalties imposed on E Manton and Wildgoose which will become owed to the OFT in their entirety on 7 January 2010, and must be paid to the OFT by close of banking business on that date, unless the Party has elected to accept the OFT’s offer of additional time to pay the penalty.8770 If either the penalty is not paid or acceptance of the time to pay offer is not received within this deadline, and either an appeal against the imposition or amount of that penalty has not been made or such an appeal has been made and determined in the OFT’s favour, the OFT may commence proceedings to recover the amount as a civil debt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Penalty pre-discount</th>
<th>Penalty payable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A H Willis</td>
<td>£120,018</td>
<td>£120,018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>£20,213</td>
<td>£12,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott together with its subsidiary Ackroyd &amp; Abbott Construction</td>
<td>£49,581</td>
<td>£49,581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Eastwood together with its controlling party Eastwood Foundation</td>
<td>£12,298</td>
<td>£2,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral together with (for infringements from 31 October 2003) its ultimate parent company A C Holdings</td>
<td>£116,414</td>
<td>£17,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Admiral only (Infs 53, 136): £31,646</td>
<td>Admiral only: £17,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Admiral and A C Holdings (Inf 214): £84,767</td>
<td>Admiral and A C Holdings: £0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild and Bullock together with the current ultimate parent company of Allenbuild and the former ultimate parent company of Bullock, Renew</td>
<td>£4,730,575</td>
<td>£3,547,931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bullock and Renew (Inf 39): £4,070,249</td>
<td>Bullock and Renew: £3,052,687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allenbuild and Renew (Infs 137, 204): £660,326</td>
<td>Allenbuild and Renew: £495,245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8770 Details of how to pay or to accept the offer of additional time to pay will be notified in the letter accompanying this Decision.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Penalty pre-discount</th>
<th>Penalty payable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apollo together with its former ultimate parent company Apollo Group</td>
<td>£2,150,536</td>
<td>£2,150,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths</td>
<td>£313,218</td>
<td>£203,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; A</td>
<td>£18,224</td>
<td>£18,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>£192,203</td>
<td>£144,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBCL and BBRL (for infringements from 2000 onwards) and Mansell (for infringements from 19 December 2003), together with their current ultimate parent company Balfour Beatty plc. For infringements involving Mansell prior to 19 December 2003, Mansell and its former ultimate parent company Mansell plc</td>
<td>£10,394,008</td>
<td>£5,197,004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballast Nedam as the ultimate parent company of its dissolved subsidiary Ballast</td>
<td>£11,110,821</td>
<td>£8,333,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaufort together with its ultimate parent company Beaufort Holdings</td>
<td>£111,604</td>
<td>£83,703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>£109,695</td>
<td>£54,848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowmer &amp; Kirkland together with its subsidiary BKPS</td>
<td>£9,782,543</td>
<td>£7,574,736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan together with their current ultimate parent company Keepmoat</td>
<td>£5,848,183</td>
<td>£455,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C J Ellmore</td>
<td>£295,979</td>
<td>£295,979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caddick together with its ultimate parent company Caddick Group</td>
<td>£521,764</td>
<td>£391,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowlem</td>
<td>£11,311,460</td>
<td>£5,375,689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg together with its ultimate parent company D E Clegg</td>
<td>£709,449</td>
<td>£359,967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connaught together with its ultimate parent company Connaught plc</td>
<td>£5,568,868</td>
<td>£5,568,868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown Point as the ultimate parent company of its dissolved subsidiary Greenwood, for Greenwood’s infringements after 11 June 2002</td>
<td>£3,571</td>
<td>£3,571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>£112,179</td>
<td>£72,916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley together with its ultimate parent company Chevin</td>
<td>£44,577</td>
<td>£24,517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dukeries</td>
<td>£99,778</td>
<td>£99,773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>Penalty pre-discount</td>
<td>Penalty payable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durkan and Durkan Limited, together with the former ultimate parent company of Durkan and the current ultimate parent company of Durkan Limited, Durkan Holdings</td>
<td>£7,862,496</td>
<td>£6,720,551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durkan and Durkan Holdings (Infs 135, 240): £4,378,512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durkan Holdings alone (Inf 240): £189,269</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durkan Limited and Durkan Holdings (Inf 220): £3,294,715</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Manton</td>
<td>£156,867</td>
<td>£117,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Taylor, trading as Carmalor</td>
<td>£59,281</td>
<td>£59,281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Parkinson together with its ultimate parent company Mowbray</td>
<td>£232,147</td>
<td>£174,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis together with its ultimate parent company Barrett</td>
<td>£530,238</td>
<td>£530,238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frudd</td>
<td>£109,794</td>
<td>£65,876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAJJ together with its current ultimate parent company GAJJ Holdings</td>
<td>£146,244</td>
<td>£109,683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Carter</td>
<td>£91,466</td>
<td>£91,466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson together with its ultimate parent company G F Tomlinson Group</td>
<td>£1,692,359</td>
<td>£1,269,270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G G Middleton</td>
<td>£0</td>
<td>£0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G &amp; J Seddon together with its ultimate parent company Seddon</td>
<td>£2,022,195</td>
<td>£1,516,646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMI together with (for infringements after 6 February 2005) its current ultimate parent company GMI Construction Holdings</td>
<td>£1,752,584</td>
<td>£1,752,584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMI only (Inf 14): £1,749,824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMI and GMI Construction Holdings (Inf 228): £2,760</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo Houlton together with its ultimate parent company Geo Houlton Holdings</td>
<td>£353,990</td>
<td>£265,492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greswolde together with its ultimate parent company Mantisson</td>
<td>£224,746</td>
<td>£168,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall</td>
<td>£359,511</td>
<td>£269,634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlow &amp; Milner</td>
<td>£163,289</td>
<td>£23,170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Adkin</td>
<td>£7,914</td>
<td>£5,936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haymills together with (for infringements prior to 26 May 2004) its former ultimate parent company Corringway and (for infringements after 26 May 2004) its current ultimate parent company Haymills Group</td>
<td>£1,041,921</td>
<td>£781,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haymills and Corringway (Infs 103, 119): £1,026,123</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haymills and Haymills Group (Inf 232): £15,797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot together with its ultimate parent company Henry Boot plc</td>
<td>£4,009,881</td>
<td>£1,074,441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Baggaley together with its ultimate parent company Baggaley Group</td>
<td>£360,079</td>
<td>£198,043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>£5,808</td>
<td>£5,808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>£1,044,558</td>
<td>£574,507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>Penalty pre-discount</td>
<td>Penalty payable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holroyd together with (for infringements prior to 30 March 2005) its former ultimate parent company Holderness and (for infringements after 30 March 2005) its current ultimate parent company Holroyd Group</td>
<td>£200,784</td>
<td>£200,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interclass together with its ultimate parent company Interclass Holdings</td>
<td>£619,207</td>
<td>£464,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interserve together with its ultimate parent company Interserve plc</td>
<td>£14,841,000</td>
<td>£11,634,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins and Jack Lunn together with their ultimate parent company Jack Lunn Holdings</td>
<td>£572,605</td>
<td>£314,933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Harper together with their ultimate parent company Harper plc</td>
<td>£950</td>
<td>£713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam together with its ultimate parent company Hallam</td>
<td>£653,796</td>
<td>£359,588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J &amp; A R Jackson</td>
<td>£38,617</td>
<td>£28,963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J McGinley together with its former ultimate parent company McGinley Holdings</td>
<td>£977,201</td>
<td>£732,901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>£15,646</td>
<td>£5,476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Sisk together with its ultimate parent company Sicon</td>
<td>£8,255,503</td>
<td>£6,191,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K J Bryan</td>
<td>£23,930</td>
<td>£23,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kier together with its ultimate parent company Kier Group</td>
<td>£17,894,438</td>
<td>£17,894,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmeleg together with its ultimate parent company Rok</td>
<td>£1,849</td>
<td>£1,387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindum together with its ultimate parent company Lindum Group</td>
<td>£652,317</td>
<td>£496,017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linford together with its ultimate parent company F &amp; E V Linford</td>
<td>£359,714</td>
<td>£359,714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>£78,205</td>
<td>£46,923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus</td>
<td>£1,054,749</td>
<td>£791,062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milward</td>
<td>£68,766</td>
<td>£68,766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluestone together with its ultimate parent company Morgan Sindall</td>
<td>£19,197,368</td>
<td>£286,593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Midland</td>
<td>£1,543,813</td>
<td>£1,543,813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDH together with its ultimate parent company G Hurst &amp; Sons</td>
<td>£1,289</td>
<td>£1,289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>Penalty pre-discount</td>
<td>Penalty payable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Casey together with its current ultimate parent company The Casey Group</td>
<td>£382,930</td>
<td>£287,197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Casey and The Casey Group: £323,382</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Casey alone: £59,548</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Casey and The Casey Group: £242,537</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Casey alone: £44,660</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>£94,815</td>
<td>£56,889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce together with its parent Pearce Group and their former ultimate parent company Crest Nicholson</td>
<td>£5,188,846</td>
<td>£5,188,846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce, Pearce Group and Crest Nicholson: £4,369,555</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce and Pearce Group: £819,291</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Baines</td>
<td>£41,492</td>
<td>£31,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>£151,755</td>
<td>£91,053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propencity together with its wholly owned subsidiary companies Jackson, Totty, Totty Building and Propencity Limited</td>
<td>£348,469</td>
<td>£98,042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totty Building (Inf 138, 213): £196,083</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson (Inf 235): £152,386</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propencity: £0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarmby together with its ultimate parent company St James Securities</td>
<td>£881,749</td>
<td>£881,749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarmby (Special Projects) together with its ultimate parent company Justgrade</td>
<td>£114,679</td>
<td>£114,679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Durtnell together with its ultimate parent company Durtnell Holdings</td>
<td>£725,379</td>
<td>£544,034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R G Carter and R G Building together with their current ultimate parent company R G Holdings</td>
<td>£2,981,580</td>
<td>£2,981,580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R G Carter and R G Holdings (Inf 202): £677,778</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R G Building and R G Holdings (Inf 210, 222): £2,303,802</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson Projects</td>
<td>£794,329</td>
<td>£595,747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Woodhead together with its ultimate parent company Woodhead Holdings</td>
<td>£548,793</td>
<td>£411,595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson &amp; Sawdon</td>
<td>£230,214</td>
<td>£172,661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaylor</td>
<td>£424,774</td>
<td>£318,580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simons and Wrights (Lincoln) together with their ultimate parent company Simons Group</td>
<td>£1,397,808</td>
<td>£838,685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simons and Simons Group (Inf 59, 218): £1,207,814</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrights (Lincoln) and Simons Group (Inf 141): £189,993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol together with its ultimate parent company Barkbury</td>
<td>£3,337,640</td>
<td>£1,835,702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speller-Metcalfe</td>
<td>£519,677</td>
<td>£389,758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainforth</td>
<td>£156,737</td>
<td>£156,737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>£1,258,700</td>
<td>£692,285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>£146,610</td>
<td>£87,966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Denman</td>
<td>£90,521</td>
<td>£90,521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish together with its ultimate parent company Fish Holdings</td>
<td>£283,552</td>
<td>£170,131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>Penalty pre-discount</td>
<td>Penalty payable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long together with its ultimate parent company Radford</td>
<td>£255,364</td>
<td>£210,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale together with its ultimate parent company Thomas Vale Holdings</td>
<td>£2,040,945</td>
<td>£1,020,473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorndyke</td>
<td>£173,560</td>
<td>£173,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Accord and Galliford Construction together with their ultimate parent company Galliford Try</td>
<td>£11,111,105</td>
<td>£8,333,329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Accord and Galliford Try (Inf 42): Galliford Construction and Galliford Try (Infs 142, 186):</td>
<td>£10,416,750</td>
<td>£7,812,563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>£16,699</td>
<td>£10,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggett</td>
<td>£15,923</td>
<td>£15,923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>£562,388</td>
<td>£281,194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Sapcote together with its ultimate parent company Sapcote Holdings</td>
<td>£435,826</td>
<td>£342,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Woodsend</td>
<td>£53,970</td>
<td>£53,970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmott Dixon together with its ultimate parent company Willmott Dixon Limited</td>
<td>£4,534,760</td>
<td>£4,534,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright (Hull) together with its ultimate parent company T Wright Holdings</td>
<td>£706,564</td>
<td>£529,923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wygar together with its ultimate parent company Wygar Holdings</td>
<td>£90,503</td>
<td>£67,877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York House</td>
<td>£931,525</td>
<td>£239,525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simon Williams
Senior Director

21 September 2009
Office of Fair Trading
Fleetbank House
2-6 Salisbury Square
London EC4Y 8JX
ANNEX A – NAVIGATION TABLE

A guide to the paragraphs in which the case against each Party may be found in relation to each of the Infringements

A.1. The Navigation Table below details the paragraphs in which the case against each Party may be found in relation to each relevant Infringement. The Parties are listed in alphabetical order and against each Party is listed the Infringement(s) in respect of which the OFT has found that Party to have engaged in bid rigging activities, together with references to the relevant paragraphs in section IV.D above describing that Infringement and the relevant paragraphs in section IV.C above describing the cover pricing activities of the leniency Party(ies) involved in that Infringement, where applicable.

A.2. The Navigation Table also sets out in respect of each Infringement,

(a) for a leniency Party, whether: (i) it will receive full 100 per cent immunity for that Infringement (because it is a But For Infringement for that Party); or (ii) it will receive its allocated leniency percentage deduction from any penalty for that Infringement (because it is a Not But For Infringement for that Party); or (iii) it will receive no penalty for that Infringement (because the Infringement is not amongst the most recent three Not But For Infringements for the Party); and

(b) for a non-leniency Party, whether it will receive a 25 per cent deduction from any penalty for that Infringement (because it has accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of that Infringement) or alternatively will not be entitled to any deduction from penalty for that Infringement (because it has not accepted the OFT’s Fast Track Offer in respect of that Infringement).

A.3. The word ‘Infringement’ has been abbreviated to ‘Inf.’ in column one for reasons of brevity.

A.4. The Party(ies) are identified by reference to all parts of the infringing Party. For details as to which part of the Party is the Participant Company for a particular Infringement, reference should be made to that specific Infringement. For details as to which part(s) of the Party is liable for a particular Infringement, reference should be made to the Penalty tables and accompanying paragraphs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
<td>Willington Down Farm, Didcot</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.5182 – IV.5214</td>
<td>Mansell IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>28/01/2005</td>
<td>14 Redlands Road, University of Reading</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.6018 – IV.6049</td>
<td>Mansell IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>27/05/2005</td>
<td>Refurbishment, 12 &amp; 16 Redlands Road, Reading</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.6244 – IV.6291</td>
<td>Mansell IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 2: ARG (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>19/12/2002</td>
<td>Hill Crescent Changing Block</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.3811 – IV.3840</td>
<td>IV.174 – IV.181</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 3: Ackroyd & Abbott together with its subsidiary Ackroyd & Abbott Construction (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>15/10/2002</td>
<td>Dronfield Gorsey Brigg Primary School Extension</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3444 – IV.3473</td>
<td>Sol IV.593 – IV.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>13/06/2005</td>
<td>Burngreave Facelifts 2005/06 - Contract 1</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.6342 – IV.6363</td>
<td>Strata</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 4: Adam Eastwood together with its controlling party the Eastwood Foundation (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>30/03/2001</td>
<td>12 Self-Contained Flats, Castle Street, Mansfield Woodhouse</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.1612 – IV.1636</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.159 – IV.165, IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>15/05/2002</td>
<td>Office Block, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.3094 – IV.3120</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>IV.159 – IV.165, IV.375 – IV.390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 5: Admiral together with (for infringements from 31 October 2003) its ultimate parent company A C Holdings (5 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>19/04/2001</td>
<td>Classroom Extension, Sudbury Primary School, Ashbourne, Derbyshire</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.1663 – IV.1699</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.166 – IV.173, IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
<td>Construction of a New Two-storey Medical Centre at Harborough Avenue Medical Centre, Sheffield</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.4967 – IV.4997</td>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>IV.166 – IV.173, IV.635 – IV.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>04/05/2004</td>
<td>Civil Works for Aldwarke Primary Mill, Rotherham Works</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.5237 – IV.5267</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.166 – IV.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>23/12/2004</td>
<td>Humanities Research Institute, University of Sheffield</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.5980 – IV.6017</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.166 – IV.173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 6: Allenbuild and Bullock together with the current ultimate parent company of Allenbuild and the former ultimate parent company of Bullock, Renew (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>07/02/2003</td>
<td>Flats Refurbishment, 110 and 124 Sycamore Road, Burton-on-Trent</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.3814 – IV.3846</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 7: Apollo together with its former ultimate parent company Apollo Group (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Party 8: Arthur M Griffiths (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>16/03/2001</td>
<td>New Build of a Medical Centre, Two-Storey Doctors Surgery, Pharmacy and Dental Surgery, Car Park and Landscaping at the New Medical Centre, Lawley, Telford</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.1582 – IV.1611</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.182 – IV.188, IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>09/06/2006</td>
<td>Extension to Tipton and Coseley Building Society, Tipton</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.6803 – IV.6837</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.182 – IV.188, IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 9: B & A (2 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>04/02/2002</td>
<td>Five No. Health Centres, Primary Care Trust (East), East Midlands</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.2734 – IV.2756</td>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>IV.420 – IV.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229</td>
<td>24/06/2005</td>
<td>Alterations to Law Faculty Offices, Fielding Johnson Building, University of Leicester</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.6392 – IV.6420</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>IV.527 – IV.536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 10: Baggaley & Jenkins (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>29/05/2001</td>
<td>Fire Safety Works to Two Tower Blocks at Gleadless &amp; Jordonthorpe Sheffield</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1889 – IV.1907</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>31/05/2002</td>
<td>Winthorpe Road Estate Repairs, Newark</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.3151 – IV.3175</td>
<td>Frudd</td>
<td>IV.335 – IV.351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 11: BBCL and BBRL (for infringements from 2000 onwards) and Mansell (for infringements from 19 December 2003) together with their current ultimate parent company Balfour Beatty plc. For infringements involving Mansell prior to 19 December 2003, Mansell and its former ultimate parent company Mansell plc (30 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>08/12/2000</td>
<td>Summerhill Terrace, Birmingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1225 – IV.1247</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.189 – IV.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>12/01/2001</td>
<td>Uxbridge College, Academy Building</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1391 – IV.1412</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Project Description</td>
<td>但 for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.1413 – IV.1434</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>17/01/2001</td>
<td>Prebendal Estate, Phase 3, 52 Housing Refurbishments, Aylesbury</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>09/02/2001</td>
<td>Herschel Grammar School, Music and Drama Block, Slough</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.1560 – IV.1581</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>18/09/2001</td>
<td>Refurbishment, Wattville Thomas J&amp;I School, Handsworth</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.2241 – IV.2293</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>11/12/2001</td>
<td>Extension to Offices, Meadow House, Bath Street, Mansfield</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.2576 – IV.2629</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley, Thomas Fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>19/12/2001</td>
<td>Repairs to 13 Wimpey No-Fines Houses, High Wycombe</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.2658 – IV.2680</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment 92 Dwellings, Mandeville Road Housing Estate, Aylesbury</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.2801 – IV.2822</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>25/02/2002</td>
<td>New Classrooms, Heart of England School, Balsall Common, Solihull</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.2876 – IV.2901</td>
<td>IV.189 – IV.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>22/04/2002</td>
<td>Alterations to Café and Conservatory Extension, Burton College</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.2953 – IV.2997</td>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>02/08/2002</td>
<td>45 Modernisations, Highbury Vale, Nottingham</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.3233 – IV.3262</td>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>11/10/2002</td>
<td>External Fabric Overhaul of 194 Dwellings at Ferguson Lane, Whickham View</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.3405 – IV.3448</td>
<td>Frank Haslam Milan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>27/01/2003</td>
<td>17/18 Dover Street London</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.3680 – IV.3744</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>08/07/2003</td>
<td>Re-roofing and External Repairs, 242-254 Banbury Road, Oxford</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.4230 – IV.4270</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>11/07/2003</td>
<td>Mount Pleasant, Greenford, External Remedial Work (Phase 2)</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.4271 – IV.4294</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>20/02/2004</td>
<td>New Sports Centre, Jubilee Campus, Nottingham</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.4998 – IV.5027</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
<td>Amalgamation Of Portland / Hartland Schools</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.5112 – IV.5181</td>
<td>Sol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
<td>Willington Down Farm, Didcot</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.5182 – IV.5214</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199</td>
<td>08/07/2004</td>
<td>External Refurbishment, Sutton Court Shops, Hillingdon</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.5489 – IV.5520</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>12/11/2004</td>
<td>Refurbishment 10/12 Bowden Road, Sunninghill</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.5784 – IV.5804</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>28/01/2005</td>
<td>14 Redlands Road, University of Reading</td>
<td>But for</td>
<td>-100% Immunity</td>
<td>IV.6018 – IV.6049</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>27/05/2005</td>
<td>Refurbishment, 12 &amp; 16 Redlands Road, Reading</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6244 – IV.6291</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>24/08/2005</td>
<td>Hillside Primary School, Classroom Extension</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6535 – IV.6557</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>02/02/2006</td>
<td>Redevelopment and Refurbishment of 45 – 46 South Molton Street, London</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6685 – IV.6711</td>
<td>IV.189 – IV.203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 12: Ballast Nedam as the ultimate parent company of its dissolved subsidiary Ballast (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>11/01/2001</td>
<td>Chilwell T.A. Centre, Garage and Workshop</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1362 – IV.1390</td>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>IV.593 – IV.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>09/02/2001</td>
<td>Herschel Grammar School, Music and Drama Block, Slough</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1560 – IV.1581</td>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 13: Beaufort together with its ultimate parent company Beaufort Holdings (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>05/12/2000</td>
<td>Civic Accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1167 – IV.1203</td>
<td>Bodill, Loach</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242, IV.453 – IV.469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>27/06/2003</td>
<td>Demolition and Redevelopment, 57 and 59 Mayfield Street, Kirkby-In-Ashfield</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.4194 – IV.4229</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>02/08/2000</td>
<td>Internal Redecoration of King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.894 – IV.915</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>27/11/2000</td>
<td>Alterations to Reception at King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1141 – IV.1166</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>05/12/2000</td>
<td>Civic Accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1167 – IV.1203</td>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242, IV.453 – IV.469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>15/12/2000</td>
<td>Fresh Start Phase 5, River Leen School, Bulwell, Nottingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1268 – IV.1303</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>21/12/2000</td>
<td>Upgrade of Six Gregory Flats, Phase 4, Kipling Close, Worksop, Notts</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1337 – IV.1361</td>
<td>Mansell, Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>19/01/2001</td>
<td>Rock City, Talbot Street, Nottingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1462 – IV.1483</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>22/01/2001</td>
<td>New House At Western Terrace, The Park, Nottingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1484 – IV.1526</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>30/03/2001</td>
<td>12 Self-Contained Flats, Castle Street, Mansfield Woodhouse</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1612 – IV.1636</td>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242, IV.159 – IV.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>17/04/2001</td>
<td>New Build Extension, Dowager House at Belvoir Rest Home, Widmerpool, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1637 – IV.1662</td>
<td>Mansell, Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>19/04/2001</td>
<td>Classroom Extension, Sudbury Primary School, Ashbourne, Derbyshire</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1663 – IV.1699</td>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242, IV.166 – IV.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Alteration and Extension to Front Entrance, Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1740 – IV.1775</td>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242, IV.441 – IV.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Mobile Classroom Replacement, Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1776 – IV.1811</td>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242, IV.441 – IV.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>09/07/2001</td>
<td>Consolidation Works at Fairham Community College, Clifton, Nottingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1992 – IV.2032</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>13/07/2001</td>
<td>New Assembly Hall - Seeley Church Primary School, Nottingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2033 – IV.2076</td>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242, IV.453 – IV.469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>15/08/2001</td>
<td>Brick Cladding and Associated Works, 15 Cornish Dwellings, Phase 7, Milton Drive, Worksop, Notts</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2159 – IV.2183</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>08/10/2001</td>
<td>15 Dwellings, Station Rd Kimberly Phase 2</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2314 – IV.2345</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242, IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Party 14: Bodill (35 Infringements)**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party 15: Bowmer &amp; Kirkland together with its subsidiary BKPS (3 Infringements)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inf. Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 16: Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan together with their ultimate parent company Keepmoat (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency discount</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
<td>Beacon Resource Centre, Cromwell Road, Charlestown, Salford</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.4932 – IV.4966</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.243 – IV.273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 17: C J Ellmore (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>08/03/2000</td>
<td>Guiseley School, Fieldhead Road, Guiseley, Leeds</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.790 – IV.819</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>23/04/2002</td>
<td>Alterations and Extensions to Haigh Hall Medical Centre</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.2998 – IV.3031</td>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 18: Caddick together with its ultimate parent company Caddick Group (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 19: Carillion JM Limited (’Mowlem’) (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>16/10/2000</td>
<td>Proposed Police Station, Spennymoor</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1035 – IV.1053</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.503 – IV.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>03/12/2004</td>
<td>Three New Community Sports Complexes, Lincolnshire</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.5836 – IV.5874</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.503 – IV.516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 20: Clegg together with its ultimate parent company D E Clegg (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>28/02/2003</td>
<td>Factory and Offices, Haydock</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.3877 – IV.3910</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.274 – IV.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>21/10/2003</td>
<td>Ashgate Hospice, Old Brampton, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4668 – IV.4710</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>IV.274 – IV.292, IV.375 – IV.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>14/12/2004</td>
<td>Gotham Primary School, Gotham, Nottingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.5911 – IV.5943</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.274 – IV.292</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 21: Connaught together with its ultimate parent company Connaught plc (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>22/12/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Silverwood Flats</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.4855 – IV.4878</td>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>IV.363 – IV.374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 22: Crown Point as the ultimate parent company of its dissolved subsidiary Greenwood, for Greenwood’s infringements after 11 June 2002 (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>08/11/2000</td>
<td>Refurbishment of a House, 143 Sneinton Dale, Sneinton, Nottingham</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1054 – IV.1079</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>30/07/2001</td>
<td>Pre-War Improvements 2001/02 - Replacement Kitchens, Swadlincote</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.2105 – IV.2137</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>06/09/2002</td>
<td>Internal Alterations to Workshops, West Nottinghamshire College, Derby Road, Mansfield</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3263 – IV.3290</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>19/12/2002</td>
<td>Hill Crescent Changing Block</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3611 – IV.3640</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>IV.174 – IV.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>25&amp;30/07/2003</td>
<td>North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion, Queen’s Park, Chesterfield</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.4347 – IV.4439</td>
<td>Wildgoose, Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>IV.726 – IV.742, IV.375 – IV.390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greenwood has been under the ownership of and ultimately controlled by Crown Point since 11 June 2002. The OFT is therefore addressing this Statement to Crown Point only in respect of those tenders involving Greenwood which are dated after 11 June 2002. Consequently the OFT does not intend to take any action against either Greenwood or Crown Point for the two tenders dated 8/11/2000 and 30/7/2001, for which Greenwood is mentioned solely due to the fact that it was a counter-party to cover pricing on those tenders.

**Party 23: Davlyn (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>24/08/2001</td>
<td>Proposed IT Suite, Rawdon Street, Derby, Indian Community Centre &amp; DTC</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.2184 – IV.2213</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.293 – IV.302, IV.303 – IV.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>30/11/2001</td>
<td>Inclusion Unit Extension, St Benedict Catholic School &amp; Performing Arts College</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.2455 – IV.2481</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.293 – IV.302, IV.303 – IV.325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 24: Derwent Valley together with its ultimate parent company Chevin (11 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>30/07/2001</td>
<td>Pre-War Improvements 2001/02 - Replacement Kitchens, Swadlincote</td>
<td>No penalty IV.2105 – IV.2137</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>24/08/2001</td>
<td>Proposed IT Suite, Rawdon Street, Derby, Indian Community Centre &amp; DTC</td>
<td>No penalty IV.2194 – IV.2213</td>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325, IV.293 – IV.302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>30/11/2001</td>
<td>Inclusion Unit Extension, St Benedict Catholic School &amp; Performing Arts College</td>
<td>No penalty IV.2455 – IV.2481</td>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325, IV.293 – IV.302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>21/12/2001</td>
<td>Waverley Street Clinic, Derby</td>
<td>No penalty IV.2681 – IV.2705</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>30/05/2002</td>
<td>Fire Damage Refurbishment, 22 Midlame Gardens, Bulwell</td>
<td>No penalty IV.3121 – IV.3150</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>20/09/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Changing Rooms, St Benedict School, Derby</td>
<td>No penalty IV.3317 – IV.3350</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>24/01/2003</td>
<td>Classroom Extension and Interior Alterations, Crich Fritchley Primary School</td>
<td>No penalty IV.3641 – IV.3679</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>14/04/2003</td>
<td>Two Wheelchair Bungalows, Howden Road, Leicester</td>
<td>Leniency discount IV.4040 – IV.4070</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>27/06/2003</td>
<td>Demolition and Redevelopment, 57 and 59 Mayfield Street, Kirkby-In-Ashfield</td>
<td>Leniency discount IV.4194 – IV.4229</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325, IV.229 – IV.242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>22/09/2003</td>
<td>Fire Damage, Stenson Fields, Derby</td>
<td>Leniency discount IV.4581 – IV.4616</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 25: Dukeries (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>14/04/2003</td>
<td>Two Wheelchair Bungalows, Howden Road, Leicester</td>
<td>No discount IV.4040 – IV.4070</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>01/08/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishments at Sneinton Corporate Properties, Nottingham City Council</td>
<td>No discount IV.4489 – IV.4513</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party 26: Durkan and Durkan Limited together with the former ultimate parent company of Durkan and the current ultimate parent company of Durkan Limited, Durkan Holdings (3 Infringements)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>27/01/2003</td>
<td>17/18 Dover Street London</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.3680 – IV.3744</td>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party 27: E Manton (2 Infringements)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>19/04/2001</td>
<td>Classroom Extension, Sudbury Primary School, Ashbourne, Derbyshire</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1663 – IV.1699</td>
<td>Admiral, Bodill</td>
<td>IV.166 – IV.173, IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>30/07/2001</td>
<td>Pre-War Improvements 2001/02 - Replacement Kitchens, Swadlincote</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.2105 – IV.2137</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party 28: E Taylor (3 Infringements)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>12/07/2002</td>
<td>Classroom &amp; Dining Room Refurbishment, Shirebrook School, Shirebrook, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3204 – IV.3232</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment &amp; Extensions to St Catherine’s Cottages, London Road, Newark, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3948 – IV.3985</td>
<td>Bodill, Wrights (Lincoln)</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242, IV.567 – IV.592</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Party 29: F Parkinson together with its ultimate parent company Mowbray (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>28/02/2003</td>
<td>Factory and Offices, Haydock</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.3877 – IV.3910</td>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>IV.274 – IV.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>01/04/2005</td>
<td>Extension and Refurbishment at Oaklands Sports Centre, York</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.6194 – IV.6214</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Party 30: Francis together with its ultimate parent company Barrett (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>12/11/2004</td>
<td>Refurbishment 10/12 Bowden Road, Sunninghill</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.5784 – IV.5804</td>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>24/08/2005</td>
<td>Hillside Primary School, Classroom Extension</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.6535 – IV.6557</td>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Party 31: Frudd (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>31/05/2002</td>
<td>Winthorpe Road Estate Repairs, Newark</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.3151 – IV.3175</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.335 – IV.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>05/09/2003</td>
<td>Environmental Improvements to 26 Houses, Pearmain Drive Estate, Nottingham</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4552 – IV.4590</td>
<td>Bodill, P Waller</td>
<td>IV.335 – IV.351, IV.229 – IV.242, IV.517 – IV.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>30/01/2004</td>
<td>William Sharp Comprehensive School, Bilborough, Nottingham</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4898 – IV.4931</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.335 – IV.351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Party 32: GAJ together with its current ultimate parent company GAJ Holdings (1 Infringement)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>22/12/2003</td>
<td>Unit 1, Dutton Road, Alderman's Green Industrial Estate, Coventry</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.4825 – IV.4854</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Party 33: G Carter (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>13/05/2003</td>
<td>New Extension and Alterations to Building to Form a Veterinary Surgery, 36 Clipstone Road West, Mansfield</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.4117 – IV.4142</td>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>IV.517 – IV.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>28/10/2003</td>
<td>Assessment Centre HMYOI Glen Parva, Leicester</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.4711 – IV.4738</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>IV.375 – IV.390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Party 34: G F Tomlinson together with its ultimate parent company G F Tomlinson Group (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>22/01/2001</td>
<td>New House At Western Terrace, The Park, Nottingham</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1484 – IV.1526</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 35: G G Middleton (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>15/07/2003</td>
<td>Redhill Comprehensive - New Sixth Form Block</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.4295 – IV.4325</td>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>IV.593 – IV.616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 36: G & J Seddon together with its ultimate parent company Seddon (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>28/01/2004</td>
<td>Group Repair Scheme, Phase 29, 2 to 8 Bronte Street and 7 Beeches Road, Lawkholme, Keighley</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.4879 – IV.4897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 37: GMI together with (for infringements after 6 February 2005) its current ultimate parent company GMI Construction Holdings (2 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>12/06/2000</td>
<td>Office Development at Lancaster Park, York</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.863 – IV.893</td>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 38: Geo Houlton together with its ultimate parent company Geo Houlton Holdings (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Party 39: Greswolde together with its ultimate parent company Mantisson (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18/08/2000</td>
<td>Mason House, Shirley</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.942 – IV.969</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>08/05/2001</td>
<td>The Toll House, Stratford-upon-Avon</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1841 – IV.1866</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 40: Hall (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>25/09/2002</td>
<td>Reception and Office Extension at St Anne’s Community Special School, Welton, Brough</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.3377 – IV.3404</td>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>IV.391 – IV.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>14/11/2005</td>
<td>Whetley Primary School Refurbishment</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6607 – IV.6634</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.352 – IV.362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 42: Harold Adkin (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>06/09/2002</td>
<td>Internal Alterations to Workshops, West Nottinghamshire College, Derby Road, Mansfield</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.3263 – IV.3290</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>27/06/2003</td>
<td>Demolition and Redevelopment, 57 and 59 Mayfield Street, Kirkby-In-Ashfield</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.4194 – IV.4229</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td>30/06/2004</td>
<td>Retail Fish Shop &amp; Print Workshop, Whaley Thorns, Worksop</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.5402 – IV.5427</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 43: Haymills together with (for infringements prior to 26 May 2004) its former ultimate parent company Corringway and (for infringements after 26 May 2004) its current ultimate parent company Haymills Group (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>16/04/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Psychiatric Services, Wards S2 &amp; S3, Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.2929 – IV.2952</td>
<td>Propency</td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>16/09/2002</td>
<td>Critical Care Development, Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Gayton Road, Kings Lynn, Norfolk</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.3291 – IV.3316</td>
<td>Propency</td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 44: Henry Boot together with its ultimate parent company Henry Boot plc (4 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>20/12/2000</td>
<td>Saxton Gardens Phase 2</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1304 – IV.1396</td>
<td>Carillion</td>
<td>IV.363 – IV.374, IV.503 – IV.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>23/06/2003</td>
<td>Ward Refurbishment, Calow</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.4143 – IV.4165</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.363 – IV.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>22/12/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Silverwood Flats</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.4855 – IV.4878</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.363 – IV.374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 45: Herbert Baggaley together with its ultimate parent company Baggaley Group (12 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>11/12/2001</td>
<td>Extension to Offices, Meadow House, Bath Street, Mansfield</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.2576 – IV.2529</td>
<td>Mansell, Thomas Fish</td>
<td>IV.375 – IV.390, IV.470 – IV.502, IV.650 – IV.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>20/02/2002</td>
<td>Conversion of Davers Steel Building, Sheffield</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.2823 – IV.2875</td>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>IV.375 – IV.390, IV.726 – IV.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>15/05/2002</td>
<td>Office Block, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.3094 – IV.3120</td>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>IV.375 – IV.390, IV.159 – IV.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Newhall Methodist Church, Swadlincote Derbyshire</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.3911 – IV.3947</td>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>IV.375 – IV.390, IV.718 – IV.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>12/05/2003</td>
<td>Construction of Four-Storey Lift Tower, Burton College</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4071 – IV.4116</td>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>IV.375 – IV.390, IV.726 – IV.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>25&amp;30/7/2003</td>
<td>North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion, Queen’s Park, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4347 – IV.4439</td>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>IV.375 – IV.390, IV.726 – IV.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>21/10/2003</td>
<td>Ashgate Hospice, Old Brampton, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4668 – IV.4710</td>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>IV.375 – IV.390, IV.274 – IV.292</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1859
| 169 | 28/10/2003 | Assessment Centre HMYOI Glen Parva, Leicester | But for - 100% immunity | IV.4711 – IV.4738 | IV.375 – IV.390 |
| 201 | 30/07/2004 | E-Centre Office Development - Sherwood Energy Village, Ollerton | But for - 100% immunity | IV.5521 – IV.5562 | IV.375 – IV.390 |

**Party 46: Hill (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>25/07/2001</td>
<td>Robert Mellors Primary School, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.2077 – IV.2104</td>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>IV.517 – IV.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>30/05/2002</td>
<td>Fire Damage Refurbishment, 22 Midlame Gardens, Bulwell</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3121 – IV.3150</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>05/03/2004</td>
<td>Butlers Hill Infant &amp; Nursery School, Hucknall, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.5092 – IV.5115</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 47: Hobson & Porter (11 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>25/09/2002</td>
<td>Reception and Office Extension at St Anne’s Community Special School, Welton, Brough</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.3377 – IV.3404</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.391 – IV.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
<td>Nursery at Westfield Primary School, York</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.4514 – IV.4551</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.391 – IV.407, IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>14/05/2004</td>
<td>New Lift Shaft Coniston House, Willerby</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.5290 – IV.5315</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.391 – IV.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>11/06/2004</td>
<td>Extension and Refurbishment and Works at Malton, Norton and District Hospital</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.5339 – IV.5365</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.391 – IV.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>08/12/2004</td>
<td>New Build Extra Care Housing Development, Huddersfield Road, Mirfield</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.5875 – IV.5910</td>
<td>York House</td>
<td>IV.391 – IV.407, IV.743 – IV.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency discount / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved in Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 48: Holroyd together with (for infringements prior to 30 March 2005) its former ultimate parent company Holderness and (for infringements after 30 March 2005) its current ultimate parent company Holroyd Group (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved in Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>27/11/2000</td>
<td>New Church Blacker Road</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.1120 – IV.1140</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>28/10/2002</td>
<td>New Office Block and Refurbishment of Warehouse, Doncaster</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3474 – IV.3496</td>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>29/07/2005</td>
<td>Phase 3 Office Development, Park Lane, Allerton Bywater</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.6446 – IV.6470</td>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 49: Interclass together with its ultimate parent company Interclass Holdings (2 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved in Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>25/06/2003</td>
<td>Two Gates Primary School, Tamworth</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.4166 – IV.4193</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 50: Interserve together with its ultimate parent company Interserve plc (2 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved in Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>16/10/2000</td>
<td>Proposed Police Station, Spennymoor</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.1035 – IV.1053</td>
<td>Carillion</td>
<td>IV.503 – IV.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party 51: Irwins and Jack Lunn together with their ultimate parent company Jack Lunn Holdings (11 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf.  Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>12/06/2000</td>
<td>Office Development at Lancaster Park, York</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.863 – IV.893</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>06/06/2001</td>
<td>General Building/Fit-out of John Street Market, Bradford</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1908 – IV.1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>23/04/2002</td>
<td>Alterations and Extensions to Haigh Hall Medical Centre</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.2998 – IV.3031</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>28/10/2002</td>
<td>New Office Block and Refurbishment of Warehouse, Doncaster</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.3474 – IV.3496</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>21/07/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment to Allerton Bywater, Miners' Welfare Centre</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.4326 – IV.4346</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>24/09/2003</td>
<td>Residential Development, Stanningley Road, Leeds</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.4617 – IV.4638</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>25/02/2004</td>
<td>Apartment Development, Speculation Street, York</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.5028 – IV.5062</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.431 – IV.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>25/10/2004</td>
<td>Residential Developments, Napier Street, Sheffield</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.5693 – IV.5722</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.431 – IV.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>29/07/2005</td>
<td>Phase 3 Office Development, Park Lane, Allerton Bywater</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.6446 – IV.6470</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party 52: J Harper together with its ultimate parent company Harper plc (2 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1862
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved in Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>29/06/2001</td>
<td>13 Flats Charnwood House, Brant Hill Road, Woodhouse Eaves, Leicestershire</td>
<td>100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1930 – IV.1968</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.420 – IV.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>23/10/2001</td>
<td>Fullhurst Community College, Phase C, Braunstone, Leicester</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2346 – IV.2372</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.420 – IV.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>04/02/2002</td>
<td>Five No. Health Centres, Primary Care Trust (East), East Midlands</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.2734 – IV.2756</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.420 – IV.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
<td>Sir John Moore Primary School, Appleby Magna, Derbyshire</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.2757 – IV.2800</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.420 – IV.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>05/03/2004</td>
<td>Conversion for Audio Visual Services, 12 Chiswick Road, University of Leicester</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.5063 – IV.5091</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>IV.420 – IV.430, IV.527 – IV.536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>23/03/2004</td>
<td>Buswells Lodge Primary School, Beauville Drive, Beaumont Leys, Leicester</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.5116 – IV.5141</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.420 – IV.430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party 54: J J & A R Jackson (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved in Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14/03/2000</td>
<td>Four Flats at Viking Way, Kiveton Park</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.820 – IV.840</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>01/11/2001</td>
<td>Upgrade of Four Bungalows, Doncaster Road, Costhorpe, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.2372 – IV.2396</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>17/01/2001</td>
<td>Prebendal Estate, Phase 3, 52 Housing Refurbishments Aylesbury</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1413 – IV.1434</td>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>19/12/2001</td>
<td>Repairs to 13 Wimpey No-Fines Houses, High Wycombe</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.2658 – IV.2680</td>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment 92 Dwellings, Mandeville Road Housing Estate, Aylesbury</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.2801 – IV.2822</td>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>12/11/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Ward C31 and C32 to Form a Women’s Centre, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4739 – IV.4775</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.441 – IV.452, IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>01/10/2003</td>
<td>Waterfront Business Park, Merry Hill</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.4639 – IV.4667</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 58:  K J Bryan (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>05/12/2000</td>
<td>Civic Accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.1167 – IV.1203</td>
<td>Bodill, Loach</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242, IV.453 – IV.469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>15/12/2000</td>
<td>Fresh Start Phase 5, River Leen School, Bulwell, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.1268 – IV.1303</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>19/12/2002</td>
<td>Hill Crescent Changing Block</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3611 – IV.3640</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>IV.174 – IV.181</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 59:  Kier together with its ultimate parent company Kier Group (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>01/10/2001</td>
<td>New Primary School, Riverside Development, Oundle Road, Peterborough</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.2294 – IV.2313</td>
<td>Propencity</td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
<td>Nursery at Westfield Primary School, York</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.4514 – IV.4551</td>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter, Strata</td>
<td>IV.391 – IV.407, IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>19/09/2005</td>
<td>Adnams Distribution Centre, Reydon, Southwold</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.6558 – IV.6579</td>
<td>Propencity</td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 60:  Lemmeleg together with its ultimate parent company Rok (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### Party 61: Lindum together with its ultimate parent company Lindum Group (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved in Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>13/12/2000</td>
<td>Extension to Vermuyden School, Centenary Road, Goole</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1248 – IV.1267</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>25/02/2004</td>
<td>Apartment Development, Speculation Street, York</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.5028 – IV.5062</td>
<td>Jack Lunn</td>
<td>IV.431 – IV.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>27/04/2004</td>
<td>Salvation Army Halls, Doncaster</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.5215 – IV.5236</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 62: Linford together with its ultimate parent company F & E V Linford (2 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved in Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>29/06/2001</td>
<td>13 Flats Charnwood House, Brant Hill Road, Woodhouse Eaves, Leicestershire</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.1930 – IV.1968</td>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>IV.420 – IV.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
<td>Sir John Moore Primary School, Appleby Magna, Derbyshire</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.2757 – IV.2800</td>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>IV.420 – IV.430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 63: Loach (4 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved in Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>05/12/2000</td>
<td>Civic Accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1167 – IV.1203</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.453 – IV.469, IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1866
### Party 64: Lotus (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>06/06/2001</td>
<td>General Building/Fit-out of John Street Market, Bradford</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1908 – IV.1929</td>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>21/07/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment to Allerton Bywater Miners’ Welfare Centre</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.4326 – IV.4346</td>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 65: Milward (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>20/09/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Changing Rooms, St Benedict School, Derby</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3317 – IV.3350</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>24/01/2003</td>
<td>Classroom Extension and Interior Alterations, Crich Fritchley Primary School</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3641 – IV.3679</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 66: Bluestone together with its ultimate parent company Morgan Sindall (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>26/10/2004</td>
<td>Incubator Office Units, Colburn</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.5723 – IV.5760</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.204 – IV.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>14/12/2005</td>
<td>Sydenham High School</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6659 – IV.6684</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.204 – IV.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>21/02/2006</td>
<td>Digital Media Centre, Barnsley</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6771 – IV.6802</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.204 – IV.228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Party 67: North Midland (2 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>22/01/2001</td>
<td>New House At Western Terrace, The Park, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.1484 – IV.1526</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>04/05/2004</td>
<td>Civil Works for Aldwarke Primary Mill, Rotherham Works</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.5237 – IV.5267</td>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>IV.166 – IV.173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Party 68: PDH together with its ultimate parent company G Hurst & Sons (2 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>21/12/2000</td>
<td>Upgrade of Six Gregory Flats, Phase 4, Kipling Close, Worksop, Notts</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.1337 – IV.1361</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>15/08/2001</td>
<td>Brick Cladding and Associated Works, 15 Cornish Dwellings, Phase 7, Milton Drive, Worksop, Notts</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.2159 – IV.2183</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Party 69: P Casey together with its ultimate parent company The Casey Group (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
<td>Swinnow Flats, Energy Efficiency Works</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.6292 – IV.6319</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 70: P Waller (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>25/07/2001</td>
<td>Robert Mellors Primary School, Nottingham</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.2077 – IV.2104</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.517 – IV.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>13/05/2003</td>
<td>New Extension and Alterations to Building to Form a Veterinary Surgery, 36 Clipstone Road West, Mansfield</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4117 – IV.4142</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.517 – IV.526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 71: Pearce together with its parent Pearce Group and their former ultimate parent company Crest Nicholson (1 Infringement)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Party 72: Peter Baines (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>19/01/2001</td>
<td>Rock City, Talbot Street, Nottingham</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1462 – IV.1483</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>21/12/2001</td>
<td>Waverley Street Clinic, Derby</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.2681 – IV.2705</td>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>IV.303 – IV.325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 73: Phoenix (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>05/03/2004</td>
<td>Conversion for Audio Visual Services, 12 Chiswick Road, University of Leicester</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.5063 – IV.5091</td>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>IV.527 – IV.536, IV.420 – IV.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198</td>
<td>08/07/2004</td>
<td>Alterations &amp; Refurbishment of D Floor Labs, Phase 3, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.5460 – IV.5488</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.527 – IV.536, IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229</td>
<td>24/06/2005</td>
<td>Alterations to Law Faculty Offices, Fielding Johnson Building, University of Leicester</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.6392 – IV.6420</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.527 – IV.536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 74: Propencity together with its wholly owned subsidiary companies, Jackson, Totty, Totty Building, and Propency Limited (11 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>01/10/2001</td>
<td>New Primary School, Riverside Development, Oundle Road, Peterborough</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2294 – IV.2313</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>16/04/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Psychiatric Services, Wards S2 &amp; S3, Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2929 – IV.2952</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>16/09/2002</td>
<td>Critical Care Development, Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Gayton Road, Kings Lynn, Norfolk</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.3291 – IV.3316</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>14/05/2004</td>
<td>The Orchard Development, The Grovelands, Bedales School, Petersfield, Hampshire</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.5268 – IV.5289</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>27/08/2004</td>
<td>Alterations and Extension to Norwich Cinema City, St Andrews Street, Norwich</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.5563 – IV.5606</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>15/12/2004</td>
<td>New Warehouse, Green Road, Penistone, Sheffield</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.5944 – IV.5979</td>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566, IV.635 – IV.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>04/04/2005</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Old Hall, Dessingham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6215 – IV.6243</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>20/06/2005</td>
<td>Extensions to Workshops, Leeds College of Art &amp; Design, Blenheim Walk, Leeds</td>
<td>100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6364 – IV.6391</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232</td>
<td>29/07/2005</td>
<td>New Build Agricultural Building, Crowe Hall, Stutton</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6471 – IV.6496</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>19/09/2005</td>
<td>Adnams Distribution Centre, Reydon, Southwold</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6558 – IV.6579</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 75: Quarmby together with its ultimate parent company St James Securities (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>03/03/2000</td>
<td>Conversion of Offices to Flats, 2 Water Lane, Leeds</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.755 – IV.789</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>23/12/2004</td>
<td>Humanities Research Institute, University of Sheffield</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.5980 – IV.6017</td>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>IV.166 – IV.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>08/08/2005</td>
<td>Eastbrook Hall, Little Germany, Bradford</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.6497 – IV.6534</td>
<td>York House</td>
<td>IV.743 – IV.751</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 76: Quarmby (Special Projects) together with its ultimate parent company Justgrade (2 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Party 77: R Durtnell together with its ultimate parent company Durtnell Holdings (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>14/12/2005</td>
<td>Sydenham High School</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.6659 – IV.6684</td>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>IV.204 – IV.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>27/08/2004</td>
<td>Alterations and Extension to Norwich Cinema City, St Andrews Street, Norwich</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.5563 – IV.5606</td>
<td>Propencity</td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>03/12/2004</td>
<td>Three New Community Sports Complexes, Lincolnshire</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.5836 – IV.5874</td>
<td>Carillion</td>
<td>IV.503 – IV.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>04/04/2005</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Old Hall, Dessingham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.6215 – IV.6243</td>
<td>Propencity</td>
<td>IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 79: Richardson Projects (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>28/01/2004</td>
<td>Group Repair Scheme, Phase 29, 2 to 8 Bronte Street and 7 Beeches Road, Lawkholme, Keighley</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.4879 – IV.4897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
<td>Beacon Resource Centre, Cromwell Road, Charlestown, Salford</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.4932 – IV.4966</td>
<td>Bramall</td>
<td>IV.243 – IV.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
<td>Swinnow Flats, Energy Efficiency Works</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.6292 – IV.6319</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 80: Robert Woodhead together with its ultimate parent company Woodhead Holdings (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>22/01/2001</td>
<td>New House At Western Terrace, The Park, Nottingham</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1484 – IV.1526</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>08/10/2001</td>
<td>15 Dwellings, Station Rd Kimberly Phase 2</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.2314 – IV.2345</td>
<td>Bodill, Strata</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242, IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 82: Shaylor (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>19/01/2001</td>
<td>Hospital Street, Dudley Road</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.1435 – IV.1461</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>14/02/2005</td>
<td>New Education Centre, George Eliot Hospital, Nuneaton</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.6050 – IV.6076</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 83: Simons and Wrights (Lincoln) together with their ultimate parent company Simons Group (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>08/05/2001</td>
<td>Alterations, Improvements &amp; Extension, Burnholme College, York</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.1867 – IV.1888</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.567 – IV.592, IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment &amp; Extensions to St Catherine’s Cottages, London Road, Newark, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.3948 – IV.3985</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.567 – IV.592, IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 84: Sol together with its ultimate parent company Barkbury (7 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>11/08/2000</td>
<td>Superstore, Retail Units and Petrol Filling Station, St Andrew’s Retail Park, Small Heath, Birmingham</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.916 – IV.941</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.593 – IV.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>11/01/2001</td>
<td>Chilwell T.A. Centre, Garage and Workshop</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1362 – IV.1390</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.593 – IV.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>15/10/2002</td>
<td>Dronfield Gorsey Brigg Primary School Extension</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.3449 – IV.3473</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.593 – IV.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>04/11/2002</td>
<td>25 Stoney Street, Nottingham</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.3497 – IV.3535</td>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>IV.593 – IV.616, IV.650 – IV.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>07/03/2003</td>
<td>New Judo Hall Walsall Campus</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.3986 – IV.4009</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.593 – IV.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>15/07/2003</td>
<td>Redhill Comprehensive - New Sixth Form Block</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4295 – IV.4325</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.593 – IV.616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 85: Speller-Metcalfe (2 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>25/08/2000</td>
<td>Proposed St Vincents Parish Centre at Crookes, Sheffield</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.970 – IV.990</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>24/09/2003</td>
<td>Residential Development, Stanningley Road, Leeds</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.4617 – IV.4638</td>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>IV.408 – IV.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>14/06/2004</td>
<td>Design and Build 54-Bed Accommodation, The Old Vicarage, St Marks Road, Leeds</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.5366 – IV.5401</td>
<td>Strata, York House</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634, IV.743 – IV.751</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 87: Strata (20 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>03/03/2000</td>
<td>Conversion of Offices to Flats, 2 Water Lane, Leeds</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.755 – IV.789</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>08/03/2000</td>
<td>Guiseley School, Fieldhead Road, Guiseley, Leeds</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.790 – IV.819</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14/03/2000</td>
<td>Four Flats at Viking Way, Kivetton Park</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.820 – IV.840</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>25/08/2000</td>
<td>Proposed St Vincents Parish Centre at Crookes, Sheffield</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.970 – IV.990</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>15/09/2000</td>
<td>New Pavilion and Facilities, Pole Lane, Unsworth Cricket Club</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1012 – IV.1034</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>27/11/2000</td>
<td>New Church Blacker Road</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1120 – IV.1140</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>08/12/2000</td>
<td>Proposed Extension, Milford Sports Club</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1204 – IV.1224</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>13/12/2000</td>
<td>Extension to Vermuyden School, Centenary Road, Goole</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1248 – IV.1267</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>31/01/2001</td>
<td>Environmental Works at Burley Lodge, Leeds</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1527 – IV.1559</td>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>08/05/2001</td>
<td>Alterations, Improvements &amp; Extension, Burnholme College, York</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1867 – IV.1888</td>
<td>Simons</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634, IV.567 – IV.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>29/05/2001</td>
<td>Fire Safety Works to Two Tower Blocks at Gleadless &amp; Jordonthorpe Sheffield</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1889 – IV.1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>09/07/2001</td>
<td>Priestnall CDT Extensions and Alterations</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.1969 – IV.1991</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>08/10/2001</td>
<td>15 Dwellings, Station Rd Kimberly Phase 2</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.2314 – IV.2345</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634, IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>28/11/2001</td>
<td>Business Centre Extension and New Training Centre, Driffield</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.2434 – IV.2454</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
<td>Nursery at Westfield Primary School, York</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.4514 – IV.4551</td>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634, IV.391 – IV.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>27/04/2004</td>
<td>Salvation Army halls, Doncaster</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.5215 – IV.5236</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>14/06/2004</td>
<td>Design and Build 54-Bed Accommodation, The Old Vicarage, St Marks Road, Leeds</td>
<td>No penalty</td>
<td>IV.5366 – IV.5401</td>
<td>York House</td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634, IV.743 – IV.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>01/04/2005</td>
<td>Extension and Refurbishment at Oaklands Sports Centre, York</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.6194 – IV.6214</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
<td>Swinnow Flats, Energy Efficiency Works</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.6292 – IV.6319</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>13/06/2005</td>
<td>Burngreave facelifts 2005/6 - contract 1</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.6342 – IV.636</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 88: T & C Williams (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
<td>Construction of a New Two-storey Medical Centre at Harborough Avenue Medical Centre, Sheffield</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4967 – IV.4997</td>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>IV.635 – IV.649, IV.166 – IV.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>15/12/2004</td>
<td>New Warehouse, Green Road, Penistone, Sheffield</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.5944 – IV.5979</td>
<td>Propency</td>
<td>IV.635 – IV.649, IV.537 – IV.566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 89: T Denman (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>17/04/2001</td>
<td>New Build Extension, Dowager House at Belvoir Rest Home, Widmerpool, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.1637 – IV.1662</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>03/12/2001</td>
<td>Trustwide Fire Improvements at Various Sites, Leicestershire and Rutland Healthcare NHS Trust</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.2524 – IV.2548</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>IV.229 – IV.242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 90: Thomas Fish together with its ultimate parent company Fish Holdings Limited (2 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>11/12/2001</td>
<td>Extension to Offices, Meadow House, Bath Street, Mansfield</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.2576 – IV.2629</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley, Mansell</td>
<td>IV.650 – IV.688, IV.375 – IV.390, IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>04/11/2002</td>
<td>25 Stoney Street, Nottingham</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.3497 – IV.3535</td>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>IV.650 – IV.688, IV.593 – IV.616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party 91: Thomas Long together with its ultimate parent company Radford (3 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Party 92: Thomas Vale together with its ultimate parent company Thomas Vale Holdings (24 Infringements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18/08/2000</td>
<td>Mason House, Shirley</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.942 – IV.969</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Approval Cases</td>
<td>Author/Company</td>
<td>Page Ranges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>19/01/2001</td>
<td>Hospital Street, Dudley Road</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1435 – IV.1461</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>16/03/2001</td>
<td>New Build of a Medical Centre, Two-Storey Doctors Surgery, Pharmacy and Dental Surgery, Car Park and Landscaping at the New Medical Centre, Lawley, Telford</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1582 – IV.1611</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717, IV.182 – IV.188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>08/05/2001</td>
<td>The Toll House, Stratford-upon-Avon</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1841 – IV.1866</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>07/09/2001</td>
<td>Toxicology Laboratory, City Hospital, Birmingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2214 – IV.2240</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>18/09/2001</td>
<td>Refurbishment, Watville Thomas J&amp;I School, Handsworth</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2241 – IV.2293</td>
<td>Balfour Beatty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>05/12/2001</td>
<td>Renal Dialysis Unit, City Hospital, Birmingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2549 – IV.2575</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>17/12/2001</td>
<td>Diabetes Centre, City Hospital, Dudley Road, Birmingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2630 – IV.2657</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>15/04/2002</td>
<td>Centre for Organic Horticulture Phase 1, Ryton Organic Gardens, Coventry</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2902 – IV.2928</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>26/04/2002</td>
<td>International House, Emdon Trading Estate, Birmingham</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.3032 – IV.3061</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>29/04/2002</td>
<td>Gas Training Centre - Evesham College</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.3062 – IV.3093</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>07/02/2003</td>
<td>Flats Refurbishment, 110 and 124 Sycamore Road, Burton-on-Trent</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.3814 – IV.3846</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>25/06/2003</td>
<td>Two Gates Primary School, Tamworth</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.4166 – IV.4193</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>01/10/2003</td>
<td>Waterfront Business Park, Merry Hill</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.4639 – IV.4667</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>11/12/2003</td>
<td>18-bed Ward Extension, Beynon Centre, New Cross Hospital</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.4798 – IV.4824</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>22/12/2003</td>
<td>Unit 1, Dutton Road, Alderman’s Green Industrial Estate, Coventry</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.4825 – IV.4854</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>07/07/2004</td>
<td>Extension, Sutton Coldfield Police Station</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.5428 – IV.5459</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>14/02/2005</td>
<td>New Education Centre, George Eliot Hospital, Nuneaton</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6050 – IV.6076</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>15/02/2005</td>
<td>Replacement Primary School, Elbury Mount, Worcester</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6077 – IV.6103</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>28/02/2005</td>
<td>Eight New Dwellings, Appletree Close, Holt Heath, Worcestershire</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6133 – IV.6158</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>09/06/2006</td>
<td>Extension to Tipton and Coseley Building Society, Tipton</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6803 – IV.6837</td>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths, IV.689 – IV.717, IV.182 – IV.188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Party 93: Thorndyke (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>02/08/2000</td>
<td>Internal Redecoration of King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.894 – IV.915</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>27/11/2000</td>
<td>Alterations to Reception at King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.1141 – IV.1166</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 94: Try Accord and Galliford Construction together with their ultimate parent company Galliford Try (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>07/03/2003</td>
<td>New Judo Hall Walsall Campus</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.3986 – IV.4009</td>
<td>Sol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>23/03/2004</td>
<td>Buswells Lodge Primary School, Beauville Drive, Beaumont Leys, Leicester</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.5116 – IV.5141</td>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 95: W R Bloodworth (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>08/07/2002</td>
<td>Conversion and Extension of a CCTV Control Room at Beeston Police Station, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.3176 – IV.3203</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Newhall Methodist Church, Swadlincote Derbyshire</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.3911 – IV.3947</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party 96: Wiggett  (3 Infringements)</td>
<td>Party 97: Wildgoose  (7 Infringements)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf. Number</td>
<td>Infringement Date</td>
<td>Infringement Name</td>
<td>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</td>
<td>Paragraph References for Infringement</td>
<td>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Newhall Methodist Church, Swadlincote Derbyshire</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3911 – IV.3947</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley, W R Bloodworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>12/11/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Ward C31 and C32 to Form a Women’s Centre, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.4739 – IV.4775</td>
<td>Bodill, John Cawley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>28/05/2004</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Sure Start, St Anne’s Metrazone, Ransom Road, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.5316 – IV.5338</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>30/04/2001</td>
<td>Early Excellence Centre, Aughton Nursery School</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.1812 – IV.1840</td>
<td>Bramall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>20/02/2002</td>
<td>Conversion of Davers Steel Building, Sheffield</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2823 – IV.2875</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>22/04/2002</td>
<td>Alterations to Café and Conservatory Extension, Burton College</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.2953 – IV.2997</td>
<td>Mansell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>05/02/2003</td>
<td>Pitched Roof Conversion, 1-15 Pankhurst Place, Clay Cross</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.3745 – IV.3813</td>
<td>Admiral, Derwent Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>12/05/2003</td>
<td>Construction of Four-Storey Lift Tower, Burton College</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.4071 – IV.4116</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>25&amp;30/07/2003</td>
<td>North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion, Queen’s Park, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4347 – IV.4439</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>28/07/2003</td>
<td>Norfolk Heritage Park Bowls Pavilion, Sheffield</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.4440 – IV.4488</td>
<td>Bodill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>07/07/2004</td>
<td>Extension, Sutton Coldfield Police Station</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.5428 – IV.5459</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party 99: William Woodsend (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>04/11/2002</td>
<td>25 Stoney Street, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.3497 – IV.3535</td>
<td>Sol, Thomas Fish</td>
<td>IV.593 – IV.616, IV.650 – IV.688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party 100: Willmott Dixon together with its ultimate parent company Willmott Dixon Limited (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>20/02/2004</td>
<td>New Sports Centre, Jubilee Campus, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.4998 – IV.5027</td>
<td>Mansell</td>
<td>IV.470 – IV.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>14/12/2004</td>
<td>Gotham Primary School, Gotham, Nottingham</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.5911 – IV.5943</td>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>IV.274 – IV.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>21/02/2006</td>
<td>Digital Media Centre, Barnsley</td>
<td>No discount</td>
<td>IV.6771 – IV.6802</td>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>IV.204 – IV.228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Party 101: Wright (Hull) together with its ultimate parent company T Wright Holdings (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>26/10/2004</td>
<td>Incubator Office Units, Colburn</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.5723 – IV.5760</td>
<td>Bluestone</td>
<td>IV.204 – IV.228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 102: Wygar together with its ultimate parent company Wygar Holdings (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>07/09/2001</td>
<td>Toxicology Laboratory, City Hospital, Birmingham</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.2214 – IV.2240</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>05/12/2001</td>
<td>Renal Dialysis Unit, City Hospital, Birmingham</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.2549 – IV.2575</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>17/12/2001</td>
<td>Diabetes Centre, City Hospital, Dudley Road, Birmingham</td>
<td>Fast track discount</td>
<td>IV.2650 – IV.2657</td>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>IV.689 – IV.717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Party 103: York House (3 Infringements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf. Number</th>
<th>Infringement Date</th>
<th>Infringement Name</th>
<th>Leniency / fast track discount / no penalty (see paragraph VI.386)</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Infringement</th>
<th>(Other) Leniency Party(ies) Involved In Infringement</th>
<th>Paragraph References for Leniency Party section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>14/06/2004</td>
<td>Design and Build 54-Bed Accommodation, The Old Vicarage, St Marks Road, Leeds</td>
<td>Leniency discount</td>
<td>IV.5366 – IV.5401</td>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>IV.743 – IV.751, IV.617 – IV.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>08/12/2004</td>
<td>New Build Extra Care Housing Development, Huddersfield Road, Mirfield</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.5875 – IV.5910</td>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>IV.743 – IV.751, IV.391 – IV.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>08/08/2005</td>
<td>Eastbrook Hall, Little Germany, Bradford</td>
<td>But for - 100% immunity</td>
<td>IV.6497 – IV.6534</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV.743 – IV.751</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNEX B – LIST OF MARKETS AFFECTED BY EACH OF THE INFRINGEMENTS

A.5. The table below sets out the relevant product market(s) and the relevant geographic market(s) into which the OFT considers each of the Infringements falls. As described Section VI (Enforcement) above, the starting point for determining the level of penalty for each of the Infringements has been calculated having regard to the seriousness of the Infringement and the relevant turnover of the Party. The ‘relevant turnover’ is the turnover of the Party in the relevant product market(s) and relevant geographic market(s) affected by the Infringement in the last business year prior to issue of the Decision. The OFT’s proposed definition of relevant product markets and relevant geographic markets is set out in the Definition of Relevant Markets section above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Party</th>
<th>Infringement No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Infringement name</th>
<th>Infringement relevant product market</th>
<th>Infringement relevant geographic market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A H Willis</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
<td>Willington Down Farm, Didcot</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>215</td>
<td>28/01/2005</td>
<td>14 Redlands Road, University of Reading</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>224</td>
<td>27/05/2005</td>
<td>Refurbishment 12 &amp; 16 Redlands Road, Reading</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11/04/2000</td>
<td>Residential Training Centre, Ollerton</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>133</td>
<td>19/12/2002</td>
<td>Hill Crescent Changing Block</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>207</td>
<td>11/11/2004</td>
<td>Fire Reinstatement Works At 63 Westgate, Mansfield</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackroyd &amp; Abbott</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>31/01/2001</td>
<td>Environmental Works at Burley Lodge, Leeds</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>124</td>
<td>15/10/2002</td>
<td>Dronfield Gorsey Brigg Primary School Extension</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>227</td>
<td>13/06/2005</td>
<td>Burngreave facelifts 2005/6 - contract 1</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30/03/2001</td>
<td>12 Self Contained Flats, Castle Street, Mansfield</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>108</td>
<td>15/05/2002</td>
<td>Office Block, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>116</td>
<td>02/08/2002</td>
<td>45 Modernisations, Highbury Vale, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>19/04/2001</td>
<td>Classroom Extension, Sudbury Primary School, Ashbourne, Derbyshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136</td>
<td>05/02/2003</td>
<td>Pitched Roof Conversion, 1-15 Pankhurst Place, Clay Cross</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
<td>New Two-storey Medical Centre at Harborough Avenue Medical Centre, Sheffield</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>04/05/2004</td>
<td>Civil Works for Aldwarke Primary Mill, Rotherham Works</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>214</td>
<td>23/12/2004</td>
<td>Humanities Research Institute, University of Sheffield</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allenbuild/Bullock</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>20/12/2000</td>
<td>Saxton Gardens Phase 2</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>137</td>
<td>07/02/2003</td>
<td>Flats Refurbishment 110 &amp; 124 Sycamore Road Burton on Trent</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204</td>
<td>21/10/2004</td>
<td>Four Office Units, The Glade Business Centre, Phase 2, Bestwood, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apollo</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>08/07/2003</td>
<td>Reroofing and external repairs, 242-254 Banbury Road, Oxford</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>199</td>
<td>08/07/2004</td>
<td>External Refurbishment, Sutton Court Shops, Hillingdon</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>203</td>
<td>09/09/2004</td>
<td>Mount Pleasant, Phase 4, window replacement, redecorations, improvements, Bracknell</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>16/03/2001</td>
<td>New Build of a Medical Centre at the New Medical Centre, Lawley, Telford</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>209</td>
<td>03/12/2004</td>
<td>Extensions and Alterations at Bleakhouse Junior School, Oldbury, West Midlands</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>244</td>
<td>09/06/2006</td>
<td>Extension to Tipton and Coseley Building Society, Tipton</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; A</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>04/02/2002</td>
<td>5 No. Health Centres, Primary Care Trust (East), East Midlands</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>229</td>
<td>24/06/2005</td>
<td>Alterations to Law Faculty Offices, Fielding Johnson Building, University of Leicester</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baggaley &amp; Jenkins</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>29/05/2001</td>
<td>Fire Safety Works to Two Tower Blocks at Gleadless &amp; Jordonthorpe Sheffield</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>09/07/2001</td>
<td>Consolidation Works at Fairham Community College, Clifton, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>112</td>
<td>31/05/2002</td>
<td>Winthorpe Road Estate Repairs, Newark</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balfour Beatty and Mansell</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>07/09/2000</td>
<td>Refurbishment, 73 Wates Houses, Windsor</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24/11/2000</td>
<td>Environmental Improvements, Pearnmain Drive, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>08/12/2000</td>
<td>Summerhill Terrace, Birmingham</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12/01/2001</td>
<td>Uxbridge College, Academy Building</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>17/01/2001</td>
<td>Prebendal Estate, Phase 3, 52 Housing Refurbishments Aylesbury</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balfour Beatty and Mansell</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>09/02/2001</td>
<td>Herschel Grammar School, music and drama room</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>13/08/2001</td>
<td>Stoke Poges School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>18/09/2001</td>
<td>Refurbishment, Watville Thomas J&amp;I School, Handsworth</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
<td>11/12/2001</td>
<td>Extension to Offices, Meadow House, Bath Street, Mansfield</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91</td>
<td>19/12/2001</td>
<td>Repairs to 13 Wimpey No-Fines Houses, High Wycombe</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment 92 Dwellings, Mandeville Road Housing Estate</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25/02/2002</td>
<td>New Classrooms, Heart of England School, Balsall Common</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>104</td>
<td>22/04/2002</td>
<td>Alterations to Café and Conservatory Extension, Burton College</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>116</td>
<td>02/08/2002</td>
<td>45 Modernisations, Highbury Vale, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>123</td>
<td>11/10/2002</td>
<td>External Fabric Overhaul of 194 Dwellings at Ferguson Lane, Whickham View</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>North East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>135</td>
<td>27/01/2003</td>
<td>17/18 Dover Street London</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>154</td>
<td>08/07/2003</td>
<td>Reroofing and external repairs, 242-254 Banbury Road, Oxford</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>155</td>
<td>11/07/2003</td>
<td>Mount Pleasant Greenford, External remedial work (Phase 2)</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>181</td>
<td>20/02/2004</td>
<td>New sports centre, Jubilee Campus, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>187</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
<td>Amalgamation Of Portland / Hartland Schools</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>188</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
<td>Willington Down Farm, Didcot</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>199</td>
<td>08/07/2004</td>
<td>External Refurbishment, Sutton Court Shops, Hillingdon</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>203</td>
<td>09/09/2004</td>
<td>Mount Pleasant, Phase 4, window replacement, redecorations, improvements, Bracknell</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>208</td>
<td>12/11/2004</td>
<td>Refurbishment 10/12 Bowden Road, Sunninghill</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>215</td>
<td>28/01/2005</td>
<td>14 Redlands Road, University of Reading</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>224</td>
<td>27/05/2005</td>
<td>Refurbishment 12 &amp; 16 Redlands Road, Reading</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balfour Beatty and Mansell</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>24/08/2005</td>
<td>Hillside Primary school, classroom extension</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>240</td>
<td>02/02/2006</td>
<td>Redevelopment and Refurbishment of 45 – 46 South Molton Street, London</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballast Nedam</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>11/01/2001</td>
<td>Chilwell TA Centre, Garage and Workshop</td>
<td>Defence</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td>31/01/2001</td>
<td>Environmental Works at Burley Lodge, Leeds</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>09/02/2001</td>
<td>Herschel Grammar School, music and drama room</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaufort</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>05/12/2000</td>
<td>Civic Accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>13/07/2001</td>
<td>New Assembly Hall - Seeley Church Primary School Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>152</td>
<td>27/06/2003</td>
<td>Demolition and Redevelopment, 57 and 59 Mayfield Street, Kirkby-In-Ashfield</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>02/08/2000</td>
<td>Internal Redecoration of King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24/11/2000</td>
<td>Environmental Improvements, Pearmain Drive, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27/11/2000</td>
<td>Alterations to Reception at King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>05/12/2000</td>
<td>Civic Accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15/12/2000</td>
<td>Fresh Start Phase 5, River Leen School, Bulwell, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>21/12/2000</td>
<td>Upgrade of Six Gregory Flats, Phase 4, Kipling Close, Worksop, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>19/01/2001</td>
<td>Rock City, Talbot Street, Nottingham</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22/01/2001</td>
<td>New House At Western Terrace, The Park, Nottingham</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30/03/2001</td>
<td>12 Self Contained Flats, Castle Street, Mansfield</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>17/04/2001</td>
<td>Extension, Dowager House at Belvoir Rest Home, Widmerpool, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>19/04/2001</td>
<td>Classroom Extension, Sudbury Primary School, Ashbourne, Derbyshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Toilet Refurbishment – CPS, King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Extension to Front Entrance, Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Mobile Classroom Replacement, Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>09/07/2001</td>
<td>Consolidation Works at Fairham Community College, Clifton, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>13/07/2001</td>
<td>New Assembly Hall - Seeley Church Primary School Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>15/08/2001</td>
<td>15 Cornish Dwellings, Phase 7, Milton Drive, Worksop, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>78</td>
<td>08/10/2001</td>
<td>15 Dwellings, Station Rd Kimberley Phase 2</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>01/11/2001</td>
<td>Upgrade of Four Bungalows, Doncaster Road, Costhorpe, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>86</td>
<td>03/12/2001</td>
<td>Fire Improvements at Various Sites, Leicestershire and Rutland Healthcare NHS Trust</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>114</td>
<td>08/07/2002</td>
<td>Conversion &amp; Extension of CCTV Control Room, Beeston Police Station, Nottinghamsire</td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>115</td>
<td>12/07/2002</td>
<td>Classroom &amp; Dining Room Refurbishment, Shirebrook School, Shirebrook, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>13/11/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment of 27 Empty Council-Owned Properties, Major Works Phase 1, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>141</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment &amp; Extensions to St Catherine’s Cottages, Newark, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>159</td>
<td>28/07/2003</td>
<td>Norfolk Heritage Park Pavilions, Sheffield</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>160</td>
<td>01/08/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishments at Sneinton Corporate Properties, Nottingham City Council</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>163</td>
<td>05/09/2003</td>
<td>Environmental Improvements to 26 Houses, Pearmain Drive Estate, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>171</td>
<td>12/11/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Ward C31 and C32, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>184</td>
<td>05/03/2004</td>
<td>Butlers Hill Infant Nursery School, Hucknall Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>193</td>
<td>28/05/2004</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Sure Start, St Anne’s Metrazone, Ransom Road, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>196</td>
<td>30/06/2004</td>
<td>Retail Fish Shop &amp; Print Workshop, Whaley Thorns, Worksop</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>198</td>
<td>08/07/2004</td>
<td>Alterations and Refurbishment of D Floor Labs, Phase 3, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204</td>
<td>21/10/2004</td>
<td>Four Office Units, The Glade Business Centre, Phase 2, Bestwood, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowmer &amp; Kirkland</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11/08/2000</td>
<td>Superstore, Retail Units and Petrol Filling Station, Small Heath, Birmingham</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>134</td>
<td>24/01/2003</td>
<td>Classroom Extension and Interior Alterations, Crich Fritchley Primary School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramall and Frank Haslam Milan</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>30/04/2001</td>
<td>Early Excellence Centre, Aughton Nursery School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>123</td>
<td>11/10/2002</td>
<td>External Fabric Overhaul of 194 Dwellings at Ferguson Lane, Whicham View</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>North East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>179</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
<td>Beacon Resource Centre, Cromwell Road, Charlestown, Salford</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>North West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C J Ellmore</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>08/03/2000</td>
<td>Guiseley School Fieldhead Road Guiseley Leeds</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
<td>23/01/2002</td>
<td>Proposed Club Fandango, Morley, Leeds</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>105</td>
<td>23/04/2002</td>
<td>Alterations and Extensions to Haigh Hall Medical Centre</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caddick</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>08/12/2000</td>
<td>Proposed Extension, Milford Sports Club</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>205</td>
<td>25/10/2004</td>
<td>Residential Development Napier St Sheffield</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>211</td>
<td>08/12/2004</td>
<td>New Build Extra Care Housing Development, Huddersfield Road, Mirfield</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carillion JM Limited ('Mowlem')</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16/10/2000</td>
<td>Proposed police station, Spennymoor</td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>North East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>20/12/2000</td>
<td>Saxton Gardens Phase 2</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>210</td>
<td>03/12/2000</td>
<td>Three New Community Sports Complexes, Lincolnshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clegg</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>28/02/2003</td>
<td>Factory and Offices, Haydock</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>North West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>168</td>
<td>21/10/2003</td>
<td>Ashgate Hospice, Old Brampton, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>212</td>
<td>14/12/2004</td>
<td>Gotham Primary School Gotham Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connaught</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>07/09/2000</td>
<td>Refurbishment, 73 Wates Houses, Windsor</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>123</td>
<td>11/10/2002</td>
<td>External Fabric Overhaul of 194 Dwellings at Ferguson Lane, Whickham View</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>North East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>175</td>
<td>22/12/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Silverwood Flats</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30/07/2001</td>
<td>Pre-War Improvements 2001/02 - Replacement Kitchens, Swadlincote</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>118</td>
<td>06/09/2002</td>
<td>Internal Alterations to Workshops, West Nottinghamshire College, Derby Road, Mansfield</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>133</td>
<td>19/12/2002</td>
<td>Hill Crescent Changing Block</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>158</td>
<td>25/07/2003</td>
<td>North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion, Queen’s Park, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Party</th>
<th>Infringement No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Infringement name</th>
<th>Infringement relevant product market</th>
<th>Infringement relevant geographic market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Davlyn</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>24/08/2001</td>
<td>Proposed IT Suite, Rawdon Street, Derby, Indian Community Centre &amp; DTC</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>84</td>
<td>30/11/2001</td>
<td>Inclusion Unit Extension, St Benedict Catholic School &amp; Performing Arts College</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>164</td>
<td>22/09/2003</td>
<td>Fire Damage, Stenson Fields, Derby</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwent Valley</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30/07/2001</td>
<td>Pre-War Improvements 2001/02 - Replacement Kitchens, Swadlincote</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>24/08/2001</td>
<td>Proposed IT Suite, Rawdon Street, Derby, Indian Community Centre &amp; DTC</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>84</td>
<td>30/11/2001</td>
<td>Inclusion Unit Extension, St Benedict Catholic School &amp; Performing Arts College</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>93</td>
<td>21/12/2001</td>
<td>Waverley Street Clinic, Derby</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>30/05/2002</td>
<td>Fire Damage Refurbishment, 22 Midlam Gardens, Bulwell</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>20/09/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Changing Rooms, St Benedict School, Derby</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>134</td>
<td>24/01/2003</td>
<td>Classroom Extension and Interior Alterations, Crich Fritchley Primary School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136</td>
<td>05/02/2003</td>
<td>Pitched Roof Conversion, 1-15 Pankhurst Place, Clay Cross</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>144</td>
<td>14/04/2003</td>
<td>Two Wheelchair Bungalows, Howden Road, Leicester</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>152</td>
<td>27/06/2003</td>
<td>Demolition and Redevelopment, 57 and 59 Mayfield Street, Kirkby-In-Ashfield</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>164</td>
<td>22/09/2003</td>
<td>Fire Damage, Stenson Fields, Derby</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dukeries</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>14/04/2003</td>
<td>Two Wheelchair Bungalows, Howden Road, Leicester</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>160</td>
<td>01/08/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishments at Sneinton Corporate Properties, Nottingham City Council</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>207</td>
<td>11/11/2004</td>
<td>Fire Reinstatement Works At 63 Westgate, Mansfield</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dukran</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>27/01/2003</td>
<td>17/18 Dover Street London</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>240</td>
<td>02/02/2006</td>
<td>Redevelopment and Refurbishment of 45 – 46 South Molton Street, London</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Manton</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>19/04/2001</td>
<td>Classroom Extension, Sudbury Primary School, Ashbourne, Derbyshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30/07/2001</td>
<td>Pre-War Improvements 2001/02 - Replacement Kitchens, Swadlincote</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Taylor</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>08/11/2000</td>
<td>Refurbishment of a House, 143 Sneinton Dale, Sneinton, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>115</td>
<td>12/07/2002</td>
<td>Classroom &amp; Dining Room Refurbishment, Shirebrook School, Shirebrook, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>141</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment &amp; Extensions to St Catherine’s Cottages, Newark, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>139</td>
<td>28/02/2003</td>
<td>Factory and Offices, Haydock</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>North West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>221</td>
<td>01/04/2005</td>
<td>Extension and Refurbishment at oaklands Sports Centre, York</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>13/08/2001</td>
<td>Stokes Poges School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>208</td>
<td>12/11/2004</td>
<td>Refurbishment 10/12 Bowden Road, Sunninghill</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>234</td>
<td>24/08/2005</td>
<td>Hillside Primary school, classroom extension</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frudd</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>31/05/2002</td>
<td>Winthorpe Road Estate Repairs, Newark</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>163</td>
<td>05/09/2003</td>
<td>Environmental Improvements to 26 Houses, Pearmain Drive Estate, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>178</td>
<td>30/01/2004</td>
<td>William Sharp Comprehensive School, Bilborough, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAJ</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>22/12/2003</td>
<td>Unit 1, Dutton Road, Alderman’s Green Industrial Estate, Coventry</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>147</td>
<td>13/05/2003</td>
<td>36 Clipstone Road West, Mansfield</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>169</td>
<td>28/10/2003</td>
<td>Assessment Centre HMYOI Glen Parva, Leicester</td>
<td>Prisons</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G F Tomlinson</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22/01/2001</td>
<td>New House At Western Terrace, The Park, Nottingham</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>187</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
<td>Amalgamation Of Portland / Hartland Schools</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>201</td>
<td>30/07/2004</td>
<td>E-Centre Office Development - Sherwood Energy Village, Ollerton</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G G Middleton</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>23/06/2003</td>
<td>Ward refurbishment, Calow</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>156</td>
<td>15/07/2003</td>
<td>Redhill Comprehensive - New Sixth Form Block</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>187</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
<td>Amalgamation Of Portland / Hartland Schools</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>20/12/2000</td>
<td>Saxton Gardens Phase 2</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>176</td>
<td>28/01/2004</td>
<td>Group Repair Scheme, 2 to 8 Bronte Street and 7 Beeches Road, Lawkholme, Keighley</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMI</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12/06/2000</td>
<td>Office Development at Lancaster Park, York</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>228</td>
<td>20/06/2005</td>
<td>Extensions to Workshops, Leeds College of Art &amp; Design, Blenheim Walk, Leeds</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo Houlton</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>28/11/2001</td>
<td>Business Centre Extension and New Training Centre, Drifffield</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>194</td>
<td>11/06/2004</td>
<td>Extension and Refurbishment and Works at Malton, Norton and District Hospital</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>226</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
<td>New Library, Centurian Way, Brough</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greswolde</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18/08/2000</td>
<td>Mason House, Shirley</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>08/05/2001</td>
<td>The Toll House, Stratford-upon-Avon</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
<td>15/04/2002</td>
<td>Centre for Organic Horticulture Phase 1, Ryton Organic Gardens, Coventry</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>25/09/2002</td>
<td>Reception and Office Extension at St Anne’s Community Special School, Welton, Brough</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>172</td>
<td>05/12/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Building, Universal Milling Technology, Sutton Fields Industrial Estate, Hull</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>236</td>
<td>07/11/2005</td>
<td>New Build Nursery, Bridlington Sure Start at Bridlington Nursery School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlow &amp; Milner</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12/02/2003</td>
<td>Chapeltown Partnership Office Refurbishment, Sheffield</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>237</td>
<td>14/11/2005</td>
<td>Whetley Primary School Refurbishment</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>241</td>
<td>13/02/2006</td>
<td>29 Houses Rosemount Clifton Villas</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Adkin</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>06/09/2002</td>
<td>Internal Alterations to Workshops, West Nottinghamshire College, Derby Road, Mansfield</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>152</td>
<td>27/06/2003</td>
<td>Demolition and Redevelopment, 57 and 59 Mayfield Street, Kirkby-In-Ashfield</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>196</td>
<td>30/06/2004</td>
<td>Retail Fish Shop &amp; Print Workshop, Whaley Thorns, Worksop</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haymills</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>16/04/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Psychiatric Services, Wards S2 &amp; S3, Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>119</td>
<td>16/09/2002</td>
<td>Critical Care Development, Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Gayton Road, Kings Lynn, Norfolk</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>232</td>
<td>29/07/2005</td>
<td>New Build Agricultural Building, Crowe Hall, Stutton</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Boot</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>20/12/2000</td>
<td>Saxton Gardens Phase 2</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td>31/01/2001</td>
<td>Environmental Works at Burley Lodge, Leeds</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>149</td>
<td>23/06/2003</td>
<td>Ward refurbishment, Calow</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>175</td>
<td>22/12/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Silverwood Flats</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
<td>11/12/2001</td>
<td>Extension to Offices, Meadow House, Bath Street, Mansfield</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98</td>
<td>20/02/2002</td>
<td>Conversion of Davers Steel Building, Sheffield</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>108</td>
<td>15/05/2002</td>
<td>Office Block, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>140</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Newhall Methodist Church, Swadlincote Derbyshire</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>146</td>
<td>12/05/2003</td>
<td>Construction of Four-Storey Lift Tower, Burton College</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>158</td>
<td>25/07/2003</td>
<td>North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion, Queen’s Park, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>168</td>
<td>21/10/2003</td>
<td>Ashgate Hospice, Old Brampton, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>169</td>
<td>28/10/2003</td>
<td>Assessment Centre HMYOI Glen Parva, Leicester</td>
<td>Prisons</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>201</td>
<td>30/07/2004</td>
<td>E-Centre Office Development - Sherwood Energy Village, Ollerton</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204</td>
<td>21/10/2004</td>
<td>Four Office Units, The Glade Business Centre, Phase 2, Bestwood, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>25/07/2001</td>
<td>Robert Mellors Primary School, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>30/05/2002</td>
<td>Fire Damage Refurbishment, 22 Midlam Gardens, Bulwell</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>184</td>
<td>05/03/2004</td>
<td>Butlers Hill Infant And Nursery School Hucknall Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>25/09/2002</td>
<td>Reception and Office Extension at St Anne’s Community Special School, Welton, Brough</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
<td>Nursery at Westfield Primary School, York</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>172</td>
<td>05/12/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Building, Universal Milling Technology, Sutton Fields Industrial Estate, Hull</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>192</td>
<td>14/05/2004</td>
<td>New Lift Shaft Coniston House, Willerby</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>194</td>
<td>11/06/2004</td>
<td>Extension and Refurbishment and Works at Malton, Norton and District Hospital</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>211</td>
<td>08/12/2004</td>
<td>New Build Extra Care Housing Development, Huddersfield Road, Mirfield</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>218</td>
<td>26/02/2005</td>
<td>Fire Refuge, Wilberforce Building, Hull University</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>226</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
<td>New Library, Centurian Way, Brough</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>230</td>
<td>25/07/2005</td>
<td>34 Residential Apartments, 71-75 Wright Street, Hull</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>236</td>
<td>07/11/2005</td>
<td>New Build Nursery, Bridlington Sure Start at Bridlington Nursery School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>238</td>
<td>28/11/2005</td>
<td>Calder Link Building, University of Hull</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holroyd</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27/11/2000</td>
<td>New Church Blacker Road</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>28/10/2002</td>
<td>New Office Block and Refurbishment of Warehouse, Doncaster</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>231</td>
<td>29/07/2005</td>
<td>Phase 3 of an Office Development, Park Lane, Allerton Bywater</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interclass</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>18/09/2001</td>
<td>Refurbishment, Watville Thomas J&amp;I School, Handsworth</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>25/06/2003</td>
<td>Two Gates Primary School, Tamworth</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interserve</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16/10/2000</td>
<td>Proposed police station, Spennymoor</td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>North East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>08/12/2000</td>
<td>Summerhill Terrace, Birmingham</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins and Jack Lunn</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12/06/2000</td>
<td>Office Development at Lancaster Park, York</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
<td>06/06/2001</td>
<td>General Building/Fit-out of John Street Market, Bradford</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
<td>23/01/2002</td>
<td>Proposed Club Fandango, Morley, Leeds</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>105</td>
<td>23/04/2002</td>
<td>Alterations and Extensions to Haigh Hall Medical Centre</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwins and Jack Lunn</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>28/10/2002</td>
<td>New Office Block and Refurbishment of Warehouse, Doncaster</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>157</td>
<td>21/07/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment to Allerton Bywater Miners’ Welfare Centre</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>165</td>
<td>24/09/2003</td>
<td>Residential Development, Stanningley Road, Leeds</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>182</td>
<td>25/02/2004</td>
<td>Apartment Development, Speculation Street, York</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>205</td>
<td>25/10/2004</td>
<td>Residential Development Napier St Sheffield</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>231</td>
<td>29/07/2005</td>
<td>Phase 3 of an Office Development, Park Lane, Allerton Bywater</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>241</td>
<td>13/02/2006</td>
<td>29 Houses Rosemount Clifton Villas</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>219</td>
<td>28/02/2005</td>
<td>Eight new dwellings, Appletree Close, Holt Heath, Worcestershire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>29/06/2001</td>
<td>13 Flats Charnwood House, Brant Hill Road, Woodhouse Eaves</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79</td>
<td>23/10/2001</td>
<td>Fullhurst Community College, Phase C, Braunstone, Leicester</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96</td>
<td>04/02/2002</td>
<td>5 No. Health Centres, Primary Care Trust (East), East Midlands</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
<td>Sir John Moore Primary School, Appleby Magna, Derbyshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>183</td>
<td>05/03/2004</td>
<td>Conversion for Audio Visual Services, 12 Chiswick Road, University of Leicester</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>186</td>
<td>23/03/2004</td>
<td>Buswells Lodge Primary School, Beaumont Drive, Beaumont Leys, Leicester</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J &amp; A R Jackson</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14/03/2000</td>
<td>Four Flats at Viking Way, Kiveton Park</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11/04/2000</td>
<td>Residential Training Centre, Ollerton</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>01/11/2001</td>
<td>Upgrade of Four Bungalows, Doncaster Road, Costhorpe, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J J McGinley</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>17/01/2001</td>
<td>Prebendal Estate, Phase 3, 52 Housing Refurbishments Aylesbury</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91</td>
<td>19/12/2001</td>
<td>Repairs to 13 Wimpey No-Fines Houses, High Wycombe</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment 92 Dwellings, Mandeville Road Housing Estate</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Extension to Front Entrance, Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Mobile Classroom Replacment, Cantrell Primary School, Bulwell, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>171</td>
<td>12/11/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Ward C31 and C32, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Sisk</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>01/10/2003</td>
<td>Waterfront Business Park, Merry Hill</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K J Bryan</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>05/12/2000</td>
<td>Civic Accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15/12/2000</td>
<td>Fresh Start Phase 5, River Leen School, Bulwell, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>133</td>
<td>19/12/2002</td>
<td>Hill Crescent Changing Block</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kier</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>01/10/2001</td>
<td>New primary school, Riverside Development, Oundle Road, Peterborough</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
<td>Nursery at Westfield Primary School, York</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>235</td>
<td>19/09/2005</td>
<td>Adnams Distribution Centre, Reydon, Southwold</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmeleg</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12/02/2003</td>
<td>Chapeltown Partnership Office Refurbishment, Sheffield</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>159</td>
<td>28/07/2003</td>
<td>Norfolk Heritage Park Bowls Pavilion, Sheffield</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
<td>Nursery at Westfield Primary School, York</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindum</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13/12/2000</td>
<td>Extension to Vermuyden School, Centenary Road, Goole</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>182</td>
<td>25/02/2004</td>
<td>Apartment Development, Speculation Street, York</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>189</td>
<td>27/04/2004</td>
<td>Salvation Army halls, Doncaster</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linford</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>29/06/2001</td>
<td>13 Flats Charnwood House, Brant Hill Road, Woodhouse Eaves</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
<td>Sir John Moore Primary School, Appleby Magna, Derbyshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loach</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>05/12/2000</td>
<td>Civic Accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Toilet Refurbishment – CPS, King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>13/07/2001</td>
<td>New Assembly Hall - Seeley Church Primary School Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>143</td>
<td>14/04/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment Work and an Extension to 144 Sneinton Dale, Sneinton, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>06/06/2001</td>
<td>General Building/Fit-out of John Street Market, Bradford</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>157</td>
<td>21/07/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment to Allerton Bywater Miners’ Welfare Centre</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>237</td>
<td>14/11/2005</td>
<td>Whetley Primary School Refurbishment</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milward</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>20/09/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Changing Rooms, St Benedict School, Derby</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>134</td>
<td>24/01/2003</td>
<td>Classroom Extension and Interior Alterations, Crich Fritchley Primary School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136</td>
<td>05/02/2003</td>
<td>Pitched Roof Conversion, 1-15 Pankhurst Place, Clay Cross</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Ashurst formerly known as Bluestone</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>26/10/2004</td>
<td>Incubator Office Units, Colburn</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>239</td>
<td>14/12/2005</td>
<td>Sydenham High School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>243</td>
<td>21/02/2006</td>
<td>Digital Media Centre, Barnsley</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Midland</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22/01/2001</td>
<td>New House At Western Terrace, The Park, Nottingham</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>190</td>
<td>04/05/2004</td>
<td>Civil Works for Aldwarke Primary Mill, Rotherham Works</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDH</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>21/12/2000</td>
<td>Upgrade of Six Gregory Flats, Phase 4, Kipling Close, Worksop, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>15/08/2001</td>
<td>15 Cornish Dwellings, Phase 7, Milton Drive, Worksop, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Casey</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>09/07/2001</td>
<td>Priestnall CDT extensions and alterations</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>North West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
<td>Nursery at Westfield Primary School, York</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>225</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
<td>Swinnow Flats, Energy Efficiency Works</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>25/07/2001</td>
<td>Robert Mellors Primary School, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>147</td>
<td>13/05/2003</td>
<td>36 Clipstone Road West, Mansfield</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>163</td>
<td>05/09/2003</td>
<td>Environmental Improvements to 26 Houses, Pearmain Drive Estate, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>18/09/2001</td>
<td>Refurbishment, Watville Thomas J&amp;I School, Handssworth</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Baines</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>19/01/2001</td>
<td>Rock City, Talbot Street, Nottingham</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>13/07/2001</td>
<td>New Assembly Hall - Seeley Church Primary School Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>93</td>
<td>21/12/2001</td>
<td>Waverley Street Clinic, Derby</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>05/03/2004</td>
<td>Conversion for Audio Visual Services, 12 Chiswick Road, University of Leicester</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>198</td>
<td>08/07/2004</td>
<td>Alterations and Refurbishment of D Floor Labs, Phase 3, Queens Medical Centre,</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nottingham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>229</td>
<td>24/06/2005</td>
<td>Alterations to Law Faculty Offices, Fielding Johnson Building, University of</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leicester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propency</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>01/10/2001</td>
<td>New primary school, Riverside Development, Oundle Road, Peterborough</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>103</td>
<td>16/04/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Psychiatric Services, Wards S2 &amp; S3, Addenbrookes Hospital,</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>119</td>
<td>16/09/2002</td>
<td>Critical Care Development, Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Gayton Road, Kings Lynn,</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Norfolk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12/02/2003</td>
<td>Chapeltown Partnership Office Refurbishment, Sheffield</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>191</td>
<td>14/05/2004</td>
<td>The Orchard Development, The Grovelands, Bedales School, Petersfield,</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hampshire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>202</td>
<td>27/08/2004</td>
<td>Alterations and Extension to Norwich Cinema City, St Andrews Street, Norwich</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>213</td>
<td>15/12/2004</td>
<td>New Warehouse, Green Road, Penistone, Sheffield</td>
<td>Warehousing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>222</td>
<td>04/04/2005</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Old Hall, Dessingham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>228</td>
<td>20/06/2005</td>
<td>Extensions to Workshops, Leeds College of Art &amp; Design, Blenheim Walk, Leeds</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>232</td>
<td>29/07/2005</td>
<td>New Build Agricultural Building, Crowe Hall, Stutton</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>235</td>
<td>19/09/2005</td>
<td>Adnams Distribution Centre, Reydon, Southwold</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarmby</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>03/03/2000</td>
<td>Conversion of offices to flats, 2 Water Lane, Leeds</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>214</td>
<td>23/12/2004</td>
<td>Humanities Research Institute, University of Sheffield</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>233</td>
<td>08/08/2005</td>
<td>Eastbrook hall, Little Germany, Bradford</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarmby (Special Projects)</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>28/07/2003</td>
<td>Norfolk Heritage Park Bowls Pavilion, Sheffield</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>242</td>
<td>13/02/2006</td>
<td>Brookfield manor Hathersage</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Durtnell</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>11/07/2003</td>
<td>Mount Pleasant Greenford, External remedial work (Phase 2)</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>191</td>
<td>14/05/2004</td>
<td>The Orchard Development, The Grovelands, Bedales School, Petersfield, Hampshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>South East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>239</td>
<td>14/12/2005</td>
<td>Sydenham High School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R G Carter, R G Building</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>27/08/2004</td>
<td>Alterations and Extension to Norwich Cinema City, St Andrews Street, Norwich</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and R G Construction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>210</td>
<td>03/12/2004</td>
<td>Three New Community Sports Complexes, Lincolnshire</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>222</td>
<td>04/04/2005</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Old Hall, Dessingham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson Projects</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>28/01/2004</td>
<td>Group Repair Scheme, 2 to 8 Bronte Street and 7 Beeches Road, Lawkholme, Keighley</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>179</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
<td>Beacon Resource Centre, Cromwell Road, Charlestown, Salford</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>North West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>225</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
<td>Swinnow Flats, Energy Efficiency Works</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Woodhead</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22/01/2001</td>
<td>New House At Western Terrace, The Park, Nottingham</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>78</td>
<td>08/10/2001</td>
<td>15 Dwellings, Station Rd Kimberley Phase 2</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>178</td>
<td>30/01/2004</td>
<td>William Sharp Comprehensive School, Bilborough, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson &amp; Sawdon</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>14/05/2004</td>
<td>New Lift Shaft Coniston House, Willerby</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>236</td>
<td>07/11/2005</td>
<td>New Build Nursery, Bridlington Sure Start at Bridlington Nursery School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson &amp; Sawdon</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>28/11/2005</td>
<td>Calder Link Building, University of Hull</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaylor</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>19/01/2001</td>
<td>Hospital Street, Dudley Road, Birmingham</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173</td>
<td>11/12/2003</td>
<td>18 bed ward extension, Beynon Centre, New Cross Hospital</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>216</td>
<td>14/02/2005</td>
<td>New Education Centre, George Eliot Hospital, Nuneaton</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simons and Wrights (Lincoln)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>08/05/2001</td>
<td>Alterations, Improvements &amp; Extension, Burnholme College, York</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>141</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment &amp; Extensions to St Catherine’s Cottages, Newark, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>218</td>
<td>26/02/2005</td>
<td>Fire Refuge, Wilberforce Building, Hull University</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11/08/2000</td>
<td>Superstore, Retail Units and Petrol Filling Station, Small Heath, Birmingham</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>11/01/2001</td>
<td>Chilwell TA Centre, Garage and Workshop</td>
<td>Defence</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>124</td>
<td>15/10/2002</td>
<td>Dronfield Gorsey Brigg Primary School Extension</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>126</td>
<td>04/11/2002</td>
<td>25 Stoney Street, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1898
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Party</th>
<th>Infringement No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Infringement name</th>
<th>Infringement relevant product market</th>
<th>Infringement relevant geographic market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>07/03/2003</td>
<td>New Judo Hall, Walsall Campus</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>156</td>
<td>15/07/2003</td>
<td>Redhill Comprehensive - New Sixth Form Block</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>187</td>
<td>16/04/2004</td>
<td>Amalgamation Of Portland / Hartland Schools</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speller-Metcalf</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>29/04/2002</td>
<td>Gas Training Centre - Evesham College</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>217</td>
<td>15/02/2005</td>
<td>Replacement primary school, Elbury Mount, Worcester</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainforth</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25/08/2000</td>
<td>Proposed St Vincents Parish Centre at Crookes, Sheffield</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>165</td>
<td>24/09/2003</td>
<td>Residential Development, Stanningley Road, Leeds</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>195</td>
<td>14/06/2004</td>
<td>Design and Build 54-Bed Accommodation, The Old Vicarage, St Marks Road, Leeds</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>03/03/2000</td>
<td>Conversion of offices to flats, 2 Water Lane, Leeds</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>08/03/2000</td>
<td>Guiseley School Fieldhead Road Guiseley Leeds</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14/03/2000</td>
<td>Four Flats at Viking Way, Kiveton Park</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25/08/2000</td>
<td>Proposed St Vincents Parish Centre at Crookes, Sheffield</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15/09/2000</td>
<td>New Pavilion and Facilities, Pole Lane, Unsworth Cricket Club</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>North West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27/11/2000</td>
<td>New Church Blacker Road</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>08/12/2000</td>
<td>Proposed Extension, Milford Sports Club</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13/12/2000</td>
<td>Extension to Vermuyden School, Centenary Road, Goole</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td>31/01/2001</td>
<td>Environmental Works at Burley Lodge, Leeds</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>08/05/2001</td>
<td>Alterations, Improvements &amp; Extension, Burnholme College, York</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
<td>29/05/2001</td>
<td>Fire Safety Works to Two Tower Blocks at Gleadless &amp; Jordanthorpe Sheffield</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>09/07/2001</td>
<td>Priestnall CDT extensions and alterations</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>North West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>78</td>
<td>08/10/2001</td>
<td>15 Dwellings, Station Rd Kimberley Phase 2</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
<td>28/11/2001</td>
<td>Business Centre Extension and New Training Centre, Driffield</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>08/08/2003</td>
<td>Nursery at Westfield Primary School, York</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>189</td>
<td>27/04/2004</td>
<td>Salvation Army halls, Doncaster</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>195</td>
<td>14/06/2004</td>
<td>Design and Build 54-Bed Accommodation, The Old Vicarage, St Marks Road, Leeds</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>221</td>
<td>01/04/2005</td>
<td>Extension and Refurbishment at Oaklands Sports Centre, York</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>225</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
<td>Swinnow Flats, Energy Efficiency Works</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>227</td>
<td>13/06/2005</td>
<td>Burgnreave facelifts 2005/6 - contract 1</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
<td>New Two-storey Medical Centre at Harborough Avenue Medical Centre, Sheffield</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>213</td>
<td>15/12/2004</td>
<td>New Warehouse, Green Road, Penistone, Sheffield</td>
<td>Warehousing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>242</td>
<td>13/02/2006</td>
<td>Brookfield manor Hathersage</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Denman</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>17/04/2001</td>
<td>Extension, Dowager House at Belvoir Rest Home, Widmerpool, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79</td>
<td>23/10/2001</td>
<td>Fullhurst Community College, Phase C, Braunstone, Leicester</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>86</td>
<td>03/12/2001</td>
<td>Fire Improvements at Various Sites, Leicestershire and Rutland Healthcare NHS Trust</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>11/12/2001</td>
<td>Extension to Offices, Meadow House, Bath Street, Mansfield</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>126</td>
<td>04/11/2002</td>
<td>25 Stoney Street, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24/11/2000</td>
<td>Environmental Improvements, Pearmain Drive, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>116</td>
<td>02/08/2002</td>
<td>45 Modernisations, Highbury Vale, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>13/11/2002</td>
<td>Refurbishment of 27 Empty Council-Owned Properties, Major Works Phase 1, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18/08/2000</td>
<td>Mason House, Shirley</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24/11/2000</td>
<td>Environmental Improvements, Pearmain Drive, Nottingham</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>19/01/2001</td>
<td>Hospital Street, Dudley Road, Birmingham</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>16/03/2001</td>
<td>New Build of a Medical Centre at the New Medical Centre, Lawley, Telford</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>08/05/2001</td>
<td>The Toll House, Stratford-upon-Avon</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>74</td>
<td>07/09/2001</td>
<td>Toxicology Laboratory, City Hospital, Birmingham</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>18/09/2001</td>
<td>Refurbishment, Watville Thomas J&amp;I School, Handsworth</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vale</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>05/12/2001</td>
<td>Renal Dialysis Unit, City Hospital, Birmingham</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>17/12/2001</td>
<td>Diabetes Centre, City Hospital, Dudley Road, Birmingham</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
<td>15/04/2002</td>
<td>Centre for Organic Horticulture Phase 1, Ryton Organic Gardens, Coventry</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>106</td>
<td>26/04/2002</td>
<td>International House, Elmdon Trading Estate, Birmingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>107</td>
<td>29/04/2002</td>
<td>Gas Training Centre - Evesham College</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>121</td>
<td>23/09/2002</td>
<td>Residential Development, Elmdale, Herefordshire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>137</td>
<td>07/02/2003</td>
<td>Flats Refurbishment 110 &amp; 124 Sycamore Road Burton on Trent</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>25/06/2003</td>
<td>Two Gates Primary School, Tamworth</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>166</td>
<td>01/10/2003</td>
<td>Waterfront Business Park, Merry Hill</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173</td>
<td>11/12/2003</td>
<td>18 bed ward extension, Beynon Centre, New Cross Hospital</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>174</td>
<td>22/12/2003</td>
<td>Unit 1, Dutton Road, Alderman’s Green Industrial Estate, Coventry</td>
<td>Other Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>197</td>
<td>07/07/2004</td>
<td>Extension, Sutton Coldfield Police Station</td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>209</td>
<td>03/12/2004</td>
<td>Extensions and Alterations at Bleakhouse Junior School, Oldbury, West Midlands</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>216</td>
<td>14/02/2005</td>
<td>New Education Centre, George Eliot Hospital, Nuneaton</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>217</td>
<td>15/02/2005</td>
<td>Replacement primary school, Elbury Mount, Worcester</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>219</td>
<td>28/02/2005</td>
<td>Eight new dwellings, Appletree Close, Holt Heath, Worcestershire</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>244</td>
<td>09/06/2006</td>
<td>Extension to Tipton and Coseley Building Society, Tipton</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorndyke</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>02/08/2000</td>
<td>Internal Redecoration of King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27/11/2000</td>
<td>Alterations to Reception at King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Toilet Refurbishment – CPS, King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Accord and Galliford Construction</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12/01/2001</td>
<td>Uxbridge College, Academy Building</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
<td>07/03/2003</td>
<td>New Judo Hall, Walsall Campus</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>186</td>
<td>23/03/2004</td>
<td>Buswells Lodge Primary School, Beauville Drive, Beaumont Leys, Leicester</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>08/07/2002</td>
<td>Conversion &amp; Extension of CCTV Control Room, Beeston Police Station, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>140</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Newhall Methodist Church, Swadlincote Derbyshire</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>143</td>
<td>14/04/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment Work and an Extension to 144 Sneinton Dale, Sneinton, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggett</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Newhall Methodist Church, Swadlincote Derbyshire</td>
<td>Places of Worship</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>171</td>
<td>12/11/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Ward C31 and C32, Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>193</td>
<td>28/05/2004</td>
<td>Refurbishment of Sure Start, St Anne’s Metrazone, Ransom Road, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>30/04/2001</td>
<td>Early Excellence Centre, Aughton Nursery School</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98</td>
<td>20/02/2002</td>
<td>Conversion of Davers Steel Building, Sheffield</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>104</td>
<td>22/04/2002</td>
<td>Alterations to Café and Conservatory Extension, Burton College</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136</td>
<td>05/02/2003</td>
<td>Pitched Roof Conversion, 1-15 Pankhurst Place, Clay Cross</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>12/05/2003</td>
<td>Construction of Four-Storey Lift Tower, Burton College</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>158</td>
<td>25/07/2003</td>
<td>North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion, Queen’s Park, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>159</td>
<td>28/07/2003</td>
<td>Norfolk Heritage Park Bowls Pavilion, Sheffield</td>
<td>Entertainment (inc Leisure)</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Sapcote</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25/02/2002</td>
<td>New Classrooms, Heart of England School, Balsall Common</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>106</td>
<td>26/04/2002</td>
<td>International House, Elmdon Trading Estate, Birmingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>197</td>
<td>07/07/2004</td>
<td>Extension, Sutton Coldfield Police Station</td>
<td>Police/Fire &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Woodsend</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>04/11/2002</td>
<td>25 Stoney Street, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204</td>
<td>21/10/2004</td>
<td>Four Office Units, The Glade Business Centre, Phase 2, Bestwood, Nottingham</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Party</td>
<td>Infringement No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Infringement name</td>
<td>Infringement relevant product market</td>
<td>Infringement relevant geographic market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmott Dixon</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>20/02/2004</td>
<td>New sports centre, Jubilee Campus, Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>212</td>
<td>14/12/2004</td>
<td>Gotham Primary School, Gotham Nottingham</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>East Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>243</td>
<td>21/02/2006</td>
<td>Digital Media Centre, Barnsley</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright (Hull)</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>11/06/2004</td>
<td>Extension and Refurbishment and Works at Malton, Norton and District Hospital</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>206</td>
<td>26/10/2004</td>
<td>Incubator Office Units, Colburn</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>230</td>
<td>25/07/2005</td>
<td>34 Residential Apartments, 71-75 Wright Street, Hull</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wygar</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>07/09/2001</td>
<td>Toxicology Laboratory, City Hospital, Birmingham</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88</td>
<td>05/12/2001</td>
<td>Renal Dialysis Unit, City Hospital, Birmingham</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>17/12/2001</td>
<td>Diabetes Centre, City Hospital, Dudley Road, Birmingham</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York House</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>14/06/2004</td>
<td>Design and Build 54-Bed Accommodation, The Old Vicarage, St Marks Road, Leeds</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>211</td>
<td>08/12/2004</td>
<td>New Build Extra Care Housing Development, Huddersfield Road, Mirfield</td>
<td>Public Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>233</td>
<td>08/08/2005</td>
<td>Eastbrook hall, Little Germany, Bradford</td>
<td>Private Housing</td>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNEX C – LIST OF PARTIES WHOSE COMPANY DIRECTORS THE OFT CONSIDERS WERE INVOLVED IN ONE OR MORE OF THE INFRINGEMENTS

A.6. As noted in Section VI (Enforcement) above, the OFT considers that the involvement of company directors in the Infringements is an aggravating factor at step 4 of the penalty calculation. The tables below contain a list of the Parties whose company directors the OFT considers were involved in one or more of the Infringements.

A.7. The first table, headed **List of Parties whose directors the OFT considers were involved in every one of that Party’s Infringements, by virtue of their knowledge of cover pricing within the company as described in the relevant part of Section IV.C relating to that Party**, contains a list of Parties in respect of which the OFT has evidence of general director involvement in bid rigging activities for all instances of bid rigging. For these Parties, the OFT is applying an adjustment at step 4 of the penalty calculation to all of the Infringements in respect of which the OFT is imposing a penalty.

A.8. The second table, headed **List of Parties whose directors the OFT considers were involved in one or more specific Infringements**, contains a list of Parties in respect of which the OFT has evidence of specific director involvement in bid rigging activities in relation to particular Infringement(s). For these Parties, the OFT is applying an adjustment at step 4 of the penalty calculation to the specific Infringements listed in that table in respect of which the OFT is imposing a penalty.

A.9. Note that where a party is listed in the second table in relation to a specific Infringement as well as more generally in the first table, the OFT is applying only one adjustment at step 4 of the penalty calculation for each such Infringement.

**List of Parties whose directors the OFT considers were involved in every one of that Party’s Infringements, by virtue of their knowledge of cover pricing within the company as described in the relevant part of Section IV.C relating to that Party**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Party</th>
<th>Director identified</th>
<th>Evidence ref. no(s.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>Allan Russell Gregory, Andrew Eato</td>
<td>11113 p.10 &amp; 13, 13125 p.5 &amp; 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
<td>Adrian Tranter</td>
<td>11094, p.4 &amp; 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>Andrew Clarkson, Stephen Henry Savage, Keith Edwin Roebuck</td>
<td>13299, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodill</td>
<td>Richard Bodill</td>
<td>0864 p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramall</td>
<td>David Prescott (from 1 September 2003)</td>
<td>11167 p.6 &amp; 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clegg</strong></td>
<td>Simon Blackburn, Peter Warren, Jonathan King</td>
<td>13277 p.9, 13278 p.5 &amp; 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Derwent Valley</strong></td>
<td>David Stone</td>
<td>13478 p.5 &amp; 6, 13477 p.2, 13478 p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frank Haslam Milan</strong></td>
<td>David Mellor (from 1 April 2003), Mark Davis (from 2001 to 1 April 2003 and 1 November 2005 to 2006)</td>
<td>12855 p.4 &amp; 11, 12857 p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frudd</strong></td>
<td>David Frudd, Jenna Frudd, Andrew Smith</td>
<td>3990 p.3, 6352 p.3, 13104 p.4 &amp; 5, 13115 p.12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harlow &amp; Milner</strong></td>
<td>Richard Milner</td>
<td>12731 p.4 &amp; 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Henry Boot</strong></td>
<td>Michael Douglas Mosley (from 1 August 2001)</td>
<td>11215 p.7 &amp; 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Herbert Baggaley</strong></td>
<td>Herbert Howard Baggaley</td>
<td>3906 p.4 &amp; 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hobson &amp; Porter</strong></td>
<td>David Watson, Ian Gibbins, Russell John Horner</td>
<td>11230 p.3, 11231 p.4 , 5, 9 &amp;13, 11229 p.6 &amp; 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Irwins</strong></td>
<td>Ivan Peter Nelson</td>
<td>11253 p.5, 10 &amp; 16, 11254 p.1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jack Lunn</strong></td>
<td>Stephen Bradbury (from 1 March 2004)</td>
<td>11289 p.5 &amp; 7, A0673 p. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>John Cawley</strong></td>
<td>Nicholas John Greene, Richard Charles Greene</td>
<td>11297 p.7 &amp;18, 11304 p.4, 11298 p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Loach</strong></td>
<td>Kenneth Alfred Tyler, Andrew Robert Arbon Davis (from 1 April 2003)</td>
<td>11322 p.2, 11312 p.7 &amp; 9, 11322 p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P Waller</strong></td>
<td>Phillip Waller, Hilary Jane Waller</td>
<td>6367 p.8 &amp;13, 6366 p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phoenix</strong></td>
<td>Michael Roy Williamson</td>
<td>11328 page 13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of Parties whose directors the OFT considers were involved in one or more specific Infringements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infringement</th>
<th>Name of Party</th>
<th>Director Identified</th>
<th>Evidence Ref. No(s.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Propensity</td>
<td>Philip Ryder (Totty Building from 4th April 2003), Bernard Francis Clarke (Jackson)</td>
<td>11349 p.8 &amp; 9, 11353 p.6 &amp; 9, 11344 p.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simons/Wrights (Lincoln)</td>
<td>Colin Sargeant (Wrights (Lincoln) and Simons from the 1st April 2004), Roger Alan Hall (Wrights (Lincoln) and Simons), Arthur John Fox (Wrights (Lincoln) up to 11 April 2003 only), Andrew John Rowe (Wrights (Lincoln) up to 30 April 2003 only)</td>
<td>B3580 p.10, 12 &amp; 16, 12816 p.4, 6 &amp; 10, 13131 p. 7 &amp; 8, 12777 p. 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>Adrian George Whiteside</td>
<td>6381 p.4 &amp; 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata</td>
<td>Douglas Page (up to 30 April 2000 only), John McCredie (up to 31 October 2001 only), Julian Martin Kawecki</td>
<td>13156 p.4 &amp; 5, 11380 p. 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; C Williams</td>
<td>Brian Barker</td>
<td>12762 p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Fish</td>
<td>Peter Donald Woodhouse</td>
<td>6355 p.10, 13 &amp; 15, 13313 p.5, 13315 p.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R Bloodworth</td>
<td>Stewart David Bloodworth</td>
<td>6348 p.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>Brian Bennett, Graham Barber</td>
<td>14263 p.2, 5 &amp; 8, 14261 p.3, 14259 p.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York House</td>
<td>Robert Andrew Bruce, Arthur Richardson (from 1st January 2005)</td>
<td>11467 pages 6, 8. 11466 pages 9, 10.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Architect(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>30/03/2001</td>
<td>12 Self-Contained Flats, Castle Street, Mansfield Woodhouse</td>
<td>Adam Eastwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adrian Tranter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>09/02/2004</td>
<td>Construction of a New Two-storey Medical Centre at Harborough Avenue Medical Centre, Sheffield</td>
<td>Admiral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Clarkson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>04/05/2004</td>
<td>Civil Works for Aldwarke Primary Mill, Rotherham Works</td>
<td>Admiral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Clarkson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>23/12/2004</td>
<td>Humanities Research Institute, University of Sheffield</td>
<td>Admiral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Clarkson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>09/06/2006</td>
<td>Extension to Tipton and Coseley Building Society, Tipton</td>
<td>Arthur M Griffiths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gary James Wildsmith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>05/12/2000</td>
<td>Civic Accommodation, County Hall, Nottingham</td>
<td>Beaufort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>13/07/2001</td>
<td>New Assembly Hall – Seeley Church Primary School, Nottingham</td>
<td>Beaufort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>27/01/2003</td>
<td>17/18 Dover Street, London</td>
<td>Durkan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>28/02/2003</td>
<td>Factory and Offices, Haydock</td>
<td>F Parkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>25/09/2002</td>
<td>Reception and Office Extension at St Anne’s Community Special School, Welton, Brough</td>
<td>Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241</td>
<td>13/02/2006</td>
<td>29 Houses, Rosemount Clifton Villas</td>
<td>Harlow &amp; Milner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1907
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Architect(s)</th>
<th>Contractor(s)</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>06/09/2002</td>
<td>Internal Alterations to Workshops, Rooms 25 and 29, West Nottinghamshire College, Derby Road, Mansfield</td>
<td>Harold Adkin</td>
<td>Ian Barrington Douglas</td>
<td>2621, 2624 p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td>30/06/2004</td>
<td>Retail Fish Shop &amp; Print Workshop, Whaley Thorns, Worksop</td>
<td>Harold Adkin</td>
<td>Ian Barrington Douglas</td>
<td>0741, 1564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>12/05/2003</td>
<td>Construction of Four-Storey Lift Tower, Burton College</td>
<td>Herbert Baggaley</td>
<td>Richard Ian Baggaley</td>
<td>6372 p.20, 6371 p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>05/03/2004</td>
<td>Butlers Hill Infant &amp; Nursery School, Hucknall, Nottingham</td>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>Eric Geoffrey Wilkinson</td>
<td>0726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>25/09/2002</td>
<td>Reception and Office Extension at St Anne’s Community Special School, Welton, Brough</td>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>Ian Gibbins</td>
<td>13882 p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>05/12/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Building, Universal Milling Technology, Sutton Fields Industrial Estate, Hull</td>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>Ian Gibbins</td>
<td>11231, p.11 &amp; 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>11/06/2004</td>
<td>Extension and Refurbishment and Works at Malton, Norton and District Hospital</td>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>Russell John Horner</td>
<td>11229, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>26/02/2005</td>
<td>Fire Refuge, Wilberforce Building, Hull University</td>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>Ian Gibbins</td>
<td>11231 p.15,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>08/06/2005</td>
<td>New Library, Centurian Way, Brough</td>
<td>Hobson &amp; Porter</td>
<td>David Watson</td>
<td>11230 p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>12/06/2000</td>
<td>Office Development at Lancaster Park, York</td>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>Ivan Peter Nelson</td>
<td>11254 p.22&amp;23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Firm</td>
<td>Authors/units</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>23/04/2002</td>
<td>Alterations and Extensions to Haigh Hall Medical Centre</td>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>Ivan Peter Nelson</td>
<td>11255 p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>28/10/2002</td>
<td>New Office Block and Refurbishment of Warehouse, Doncaster</td>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>Ivan Peter Nelson</td>
<td>11255 p.11&amp;12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>29/07/2005</td>
<td>Phase 3 Office Development, Park Lane, Allerton Bywater</td>
<td>Irwins</td>
<td>Ivan Peter Nelson</td>
<td>11255 p.13&amp;14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>07/02/2002</td>
<td>Sir John Moore Primary School, Appleby Magna, Derbyshire</td>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>Richard Marlow Blount</td>
<td>5052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>23/03/2004</td>
<td>Buswells Lodge Primary School, Beauville Drive, Beaumont Leys, Leicester</td>
<td>J H Hallam</td>
<td>Richard Marlow Blount</td>
<td>5109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>25/10/2004</td>
<td>Residential Developments, Napier Street, Sheffield</td>
<td>Jack Lunn</td>
<td>Stephen Bradbury</td>
<td>11290 p.10&amp;11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Alteration and Extension to Front Entrance, Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottingham</td>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>Nicholas John Greene</td>
<td>0542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Mobile Classroom Replacement, Cantrell Primary School, Bullwell, Nottingham</td>
<td>John Cawley</td>
<td>Nicholas John Greene / Richard Charles Greene</td>
<td>0541, 11304 p.11, 11305 p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>19/12/2002</td>
<td>Hill Crescent Changing Block</td>
<td>K J Bryan</td>
<td>John David Bryan</td>
<td>2528, 13423 p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>15/08/2001</td>
<td>Brick Cladding and Associated Works, 15 Cornish Dwellings, Phase 7, Milton Drive, Worksop, Notts</td>
<td>PDH</td>
<td>Graham Peter Rye</td>
<td>0567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>25/07/2001</td>
<td>Robert Mellors Primary School, Nottingham</td>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>Philip Waller / Hilary Jane Waller</td>
<td>3622 p.111, 4038 p.205, 4038 p.206, 13285 p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>05/09/2003</td>
<td>Environmental Improvements to 26 Houses, Pearmain Drive Estate, Nottingham</td>
<td>P Waller</td>
<td>Hilary Jane Waller</td>
<td>0700, 3624, p.131, 6366 p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Project Description</td>
<td>Contractee</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>Reference Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>13/07/2001</td>
<td>New Assembly Hall – Seely Church Primary School Nottingham</td>
<td>Peter Baines</td>
<td>Stephen Baines</td>
<td>0559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>28/07/2003</td>
<td>Norfolk Heritage Park, Bowls Pavilion, Sheffield</td>
<td>Quarmby (Special Projects)</td>
<td>Martyn Paul Senyk</td>
<td>0691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>08/10/2001</td>
<td>15 Dwellings, Station Road, Kimberley Phase 2</td>
<td>Robert Woodhead</td>
<td>Robert Eric Johnson</td>
<td>0580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Refurbishment &amp; Extensions to St Catherine’s Cottages, London Road, Newark, Nottinghamshire</td>
<td>Simons / Wrights (Lincoln)</td>
<td>Arthur John Fox (Wrights)</td>
<td>0666, 13406, B4278 p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>24/11/2000</td>
<td>Environmental Improvements, Pearmain Drive, Nottingham</td>
<td>Thomas Long</td>
<td>Richard Alan Manning</td>
<td>0517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>27/11/2000</td>
<td>Alterations to Reception at King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>Thorndyke</td>
<td>Ian Barrie Thorndyke</td>
<td>0518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>27/04/2001</td>
<td>Toilet Refurbishment – CPS, King Edward Court, Nottingham</td>
<td>Thorndyke</td>
<td>Ian Barrie Thorndyke</td>
<td>0544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>03/03/2003</td>
<td>Alterations to Newhall Methodist Church Swadlincote Derbyshire</td>
<td>Wiggett</td>
<td>Paul Wigget</td>
<td>3905 p.47, 11317 p.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Project Details</td>
<td>Architect(s)</td>
<td>Contact(s)</td>
<td>Reference(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>22/04/2002</td>
<td>Alterations to Café and Conservatory Extension, Burton College</td>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>Brian Bennett</td>
<td>4514, 4513, 14269 p.1,2,3, 6330 p.72 &amp; 73, B4120 p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>25&amp;30/07/03</td>
<td>North Lodge and Cricket Pavilion, Queen’s Park, Chesterfield</td>
<td>Wildgoose</td>
<td>Brian Bennett / Eric Alan Clarke / Graham Barber</td>
<td>12860 p.4,8,9, 13442 p.12, 13443 p.4, 13450 p.11&amp;12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>25/02/2002</td>
<td>New Classrooms, Heart of England School, Balsall Common, Solihull</td>
<td>William Sapcote</td>
<td>Peter Ambrose Perry</td>
<td>3889, 11138 p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>26/04/2002</td>
<td>International House, Elmdon Trading Estate, Birmingham</td>
<td>William Sapcote</td>
<td>Peter Ambrose Perry</td>
<td>11419 p.11-14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.10. This annex contains Annexes D(1) to D(5) of the Definition of Relevant Markets section. As noted in paragraph II.1607 above, the data analysis for the OFT’s Construction Database was carried out in relation to the Alleged Infringements in the Statement. These annexes have not therefore been amended from the equivalent annexes included in the Statement.
Please return completed questionnaire and requested documents to: Mrs M Davies, Principal Case Officer, Markets & Projects – Cartels Group, Office of Fair Trading, 8C/032 Fleetbank House, 2-6 Salisbury Square, London EC4Y 8JX

Request for documents

Please provide the following documents:

- Copies of any market research in your possession undertaken in the past two years relating to construction work
- Copies of recent marketing literature promoting or advertising your company’s services.

Request for information

Please provide responses to the following questions.

1. Please describe in your own words your main business activities.

2. Please provide figures for your company’s turnover in 2005 and 2006. What proportion of turnover for each year was accounted for by construction activity?

3. Please provide estimates of the proportion of work that your company undertakes in each category of construction work listed below.

   - % Private Sector Housing – construction work for privately owned buildings for residential use, such as houses, flats and maisonettes, bungalows and cottages.

   - % Public Sector Housing – construction work for publicly owned buildings such as local-authority housing schemes, old people’s homes, married quarters for the services and police, prisons, remand centres, orphanages and children’s remand homes.

   - % Infrastructure – construction work for water, sewerage, electricity, gas, communications, air transport, railways, harbours (including waterways), bridges and roads.
-  % Commercial Construction – construction work for offices, shops, entertainment venues, schools, colleges, university, hospitals and agricultural premises.

-  % Industrial Construction – construction work for warehouses, oil, steel, coal factories and other industrial sectors.

-  % Other (please specify)…………………………………………………

4. Please fill in the table below to show for each category of work you undertake the proportion that is new build and the proportion that is repair, maintenance and improvement work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Construction work</th>
<th>% New Build</th>
<th>% Repair, Maintenance and Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private Sector Housing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Sector Housing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Construction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Construction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other- please specify</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Please explain to what extent the company is structured to reflect the categories of work that it undertakes.

6. Please indicate (by marking with an x) the length of time you consider you would need to commence operations in another category of work (amongst the ones listed in question 3).

☐ less than a year
☐ more than a year

Please explain what factors would influence the time required to start up operations and provide an estimate of the likely costs.
7. Please indicate (by marking with an x) the sectors your company operates in.

- [ ] Education
- [ ] Health
- [ ] Housing
- [ ] Social Housing
- [ ] Student Accommodation
- [ ] Retail
- [ ] Leisure
- [ ] Defence
- [ ] Office
- [ ] Places of Worship
- [ ] Prisons
- [ ] Police/Fire & Rescue
- [ ] Distribution
- [ ] Infrastructure
- [ ] Industrial Buildings
- [ ] Warehousing
- [ ] Other, Specify

8. Please indicate (by marking with an x) the length of time you consider you would need to commence operations in a different sector (amongst the ones listed in question 7).

- [ ] less than a year
- [ ] more than a year

Please explain what factors would influence the time required to commence operations in another sector and provide an estimate of the likely costs of commencing operations.

9. Please indicate the range of values (lowest-highest) of construction contracts that your company currently undertakes.

10. Please estimate the average value of construction contracts that your company currently undertakes.

11. Please indicate whether your company structure in any way reflects the size of contracts being undertaken.

12. Please indicate the extent to which, on large construction contracts, you take the role of lead contractor or mainly act as one of the subcontractors. What is the average value of such contracts?

13. Please explain whether there are any constraints (financial/capacity or otherwise) that would prevent you from bidding for certain types of construction contracts.
14. Please indicate how much it costs on average and the average time required to make a bid for a construction contract.

15. Please provide (on a separate sheet marked ‘Confidential’) a list broken down by sector, category of work and geographic location (as appropriate) of those companies who you consider to be your main competitors for construction contracts.

16. Please indicate where your head office and local offices are located (including postcodes).

17. Please provide an estimate of the proportion of your construction contracts within the following distances of your head and local offices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Head Office % of contracts</th>
<th>Local Offices % of contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 mile radius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 mile radius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 mile radius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mile radius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 mile radius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18. Please explain the extent to which pricing is set on the basis of local market conditions.
# Annex D (2) – Clients’ Survey

## Schedule A

**Suspect Tender – xxxx; approximate date of tender xxxx**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of project</th>
<th>A brief description of the works requested in the Suspect Tender (indicating whether new build or refurbishment. Indicate also (with a tick) the sector of work)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Education □ Health □ Housing □ Social Housing □ Student Accommodation □ Retail □ Leisure □ Defence □ Office □ Churches □ Prisons □ Police/Fire &amp; Rescue □ Distribution □ Infrastructure □ Warehousing □ Industrial Buildings □ Other, Specify……………………………………………………</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suspect Tender expiry date and time</th>
<th>Was tender exercise abandoned before tender expiry date? If yes, provide the date of abandonment and state whether it was re-tendered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Was the work subject of the tender carried out? If no, provide the reasons why it was not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of company asked to tender</th>
<th>Date invitation to tender was sent to company</th>
<th>Date company declined to submit tender (if applicable)</th>
<th>Date and time tender received from company</th>
<th>Amount tendered by company</th>
<th>Indicate (with a tick) company that won tender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Schedule B

Name of Respondent:  Name of organisation:  Date:

Market Definition Questions

Please provide responses to the questions set out in Section A and Section B.

Section A

1. Please indicate (by marking with an x) whether companies that were invited to tender for the most recent suspect tender shown on Schedule A were chosen from a select list?

☐ Yes  ☐ No

If yes, please supply the select list used at the time of the suspect tender, highlighting on the list all those companies you consider could have been invited to tender for the work specified in the suspect tender. Where a select list was used for part of the selection please indicate (in the space below) the method by which additional contractors were selected to be added to the list of those invited to tender and (on a separate sheet annexed to this response) list those contractors that were added in this way.

If no, please go to question 4 below.

2. Please answer the question below in respect to the select list used for the suspect tender (by marking your answer with an x)

(a) how often were select lists typically updated.
   ☐ monthly or more often
   ☐ between six-monthly and monthly
   ☐ between annually and six-monthly
   ☐ between two and one years
   ☐ less often than every two years

---

8771 A select list is a list of approved contractors from which contractors are selected to be invited to tender for a project.
(b) on what basis were revisions made.
☐ regularly in line with internal policy
☐ before each tender or major tenders
☐ when approached by a contractor
☐ irregularly but not as a result of a contractors approach
☐ other (please specify) ..................................

(c) on what basis did you choose companies to invite to tender from the select list
☐ on a rota basis
☐ on the basis of suitability for the particular project
☐ other, please specify..................................

3. Please specify any other select lists for construction work you had at the time of the suspect tender.

4. (For respondents that do not have select lists) Please provide the following:
   
   (a) a brief description of the process used to select those building contractors that were asked to tender for the suspect tender.

   (b) (on a separate sheet annexed to this response) the ‘long list’ of building contractors considered for the suspect tender from which the short list of building contractors who were invited to tender were drawn.

Section B

5. Please rank in order of importance (1 being the most important, 2 the next most important, etc.) the following criteria for drawing up a list of building contractors who are to be asked to tender for a project.
☐ demonstrate that have already done similar type of work
☐ good reputation in industry
☐ have passed external accreditation process, (please name organisation used to accredit firms............. )
☐ show that they price competitively
☐ local firm
☐ other, please specify..............................
6. Please rank in order of importance (1 being the most important, 2 the next most important, etc.) the following criteria for selecting amongst bids obtained as a result of an invitation to tender for a project.

- [ ] have already worked for you on similar project
- [ ] price competitively
- [ ] quality of bid document
- [ ] quality of bid presentations
- [ ] local firm
- [ ] other, please specify……………………..

7. Please indicate whether the lowest bid for the most recent suspect tender came in above the financial authority\(^\text{8772}\)

- [ ] Yes  - [ ] No

If yes please indicate what course of action you took

- [ ] selected the same winning bidder on the same scale and timing
- [ ] re-tendered or sought additional bids from other firms
- [ ] scaled back the project
- [ ] delayed the project
- [ ] cancelled the project
- [ ] other, please specify……………………..

If no, please indicate in accordance with likelihood (1 being the most likely, 2 the next most likely, etc) the courses of action you would have taken if the lowest tender in the suspect tender had been 5 per cent higher than the financial authority?

- [ ] selected the same winning bidder on the same scale and timing
- [ ] re-tendered or sought additional bids from other firms
- [ ] scaled back the project
- [ ] delayed the project
- [ ] cancelled the project
- [ ] other, please specify……………………..

\(^{8772}\) The financial authority is the amount of money that an organisation has allowed in respect of a particular project.
Annex D (3) – Procurement Analysis

Table 1: Analysis of Criteria for selecting building contractors to tender

Response to question 5 of the Clients’ Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Ranked 1st</th>
<th>Ranked 2nd</th>
<th>Ranked 3rd</th>
<th>Ranked 4th</th>
<th>Ranked 5th</th>
<th>Ranked 6th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>demonstrate that have already done similar type of work</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good reputation in industry</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have passed external accreditation process</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>show that they price competitively</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local firm</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Clients’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)

Chart 3: Chart showing criteria for drawing up a list of building contractors to be asked to tender for a project

Source: Clients’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)
Table 2: Analysis of criteria for selecting amongst bids obtained as a result of an invitation to tender for a project

Response to question 6 of the Clients’ Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Ranked 1st</th>
<th>Ranked 2nd</th>
<th>Ranked 3rd</th>
<th>Ranked 4th</th>
<th>Ranked 5th</th>
<th>Ranked 6th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>have already worked for you on similar project</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price competitively</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality of bid document</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality of bid presentations</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local firm</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Clients’ Survey, OFT's Construction Database (2007)

Chart 4: Chart showing criteria for selecting amongst bids obtained as a result of an invitation to tender for a project

Source: Clients’ Survey, OFT’s Construction Database (2007)
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